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FILM STARS A RADIO PAIN
'Jimmy Walker Heads Combine Of

Phonograph
James

J.

on phonograph
records used in coin-operated machines. As head of the NAPA Walker
lecting a special fee

take an active part in closing
a two-way participating agreement
with copyright owners and in setting up the machinery for administei-Sng the coin-machine plan.
Walker's election was preceded by
•will

the resignation of Fred Waring as
NAPA president. Waring, who has
licid this post since the founding of
the organization, assumes the chairmanship of the board of governors.
Besides being Shepherd of the Lambs
Club, Waring has 10 commercial
broadcasts (Chesterfield) a week.
For Walker it's the first titled connection that he has held since he

mayor

quit as

in

1931,

though nu-

merous propositions have been offered him. His other show biz connections in the interim have been on
the radio as commentator.
A delegation from the
is
slated to meet with a group of publishers to iron out the final details
of the coin-machine deal at the- offices of. the Music Publishers Protective Association this morning (Wednesday).' Later in the day a general

NAPA

meeting of MPPA members will be
asked to certify the proposition.
Basic intent of the deal is for the
Interpretive artists to make the copyright owner a co-administrator of the

common law property right
phonograph records and to share
from

former's
in

Interpretive Artists

50-50 on all revenue collected
coin-machine sources.

Ford Show Enunciates
Raceless Music Credo

But Guests

100^ Yank

Detroit, Oct. 31.

Although Ford Sunday Evening
Hour this season inaugurated an ailAmerican guest policy, program will
not confine its offerings to American

tie

worn by Dan Tobin and
him not to wear it on

asked

stage again.
Last Friday night
(27) Van Heflin wore the same
tie in the first act, Joseph Cotton wore it in the second act and
Frank Fentou in the third. Miss
Hepburn broke up each time.
At the next day's matinee they
surprised her again by piitting
the lie in a box among the wedding presents she opens onstage
in the first act.

PAN AMERICAN

GOODWIU VIA
LUNTS'TOUR
.

American countries, the State Deis considering the idea of
'sponsoring' a three-months' South
American tour next spring and summer for Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne. Figure on taking a repertory
of four or five of the pair's recent
company of
productions, with a
about CO actors, managers, stageThe Lunts
hands, attendants, etc.
are reported enthusiastic over the
prospect.
Understood the idea is being
pushed by a heavily-financed cultural group interested in cementing
Pan-American friendships. Governpartment

ment would not be asked to underwrite any expenses for the venture,
but merely to lend its name and
Lunts
'sponsorship' to the scheme.
are said to insist on the latter conditions.

Figured that such a tour couldn't
(Continued on page 12)

GIBSON'S CRACK

i;_>5s

to

Cameron said in his regular chat
week. 'We believe we have given
and old American composers a
worthy place in our program-makmg. But there is one thing we hope
'lew

never to lose sight of. namely, that
the tone world is universal, that in
the great Republic of Music no national, racial nor language boundaries exist nor can exist— witness the
utter death of music
and every art
where nationalistic or racialistic excluslvencss rulea*

Few

to

Shaw's Revised 'Geneva' Sees Italy

Nixing Axis; Soviet Stepping in on Nazis
By ROBERT

A. McSTAT
Toronto, Oct.

Rehearsing

Lines at a Time,

Many

Takes and General Lack
of Fast Study, Most of
the Hollywood Stars ConPoorly with Run-ofMill Radio Actors

MIDWAY

'40 N.Y. FAIR

Harvey D. Gibson, new top executive of the New York World's Fair,
envisions a more popular fair next
year then the one which closed last
night (Tuesday). It is something he
has been planning for the past few
weeks. For one thing, Gibson will
make the amusement area to be rechristened the Great White Way—
the prime attraction for exposition
crowds instead of the stepchild that
it was from the start.
Gibson, who took charge of opcra(Continucd on page 12)

—

of the

immediate

presents the Irish dramatist at his
harpooning best and in light of current events, it's as topical as the
daily headlines.
This is the play

future.'

Shaw promised to keep up-to-date
for the duration of the war by
cabling further revisions as soon as
events warrant. The Theatre Guild
holds U. S. rights, and is expected
to have reps here tomorrow (Wednesday) to look il over. 'Geneva'
is included in the .(repertoire of the
British Colbourne-Jones troupe touring Canada for propaganda purposes.
Present writing brings this threeact commentary on the European
scene up to the invasion of Poland
and the Soviet intervention.
Pro-British in the adroit diplomatic maneuvering of the British
Foreign Secretary, finale sees the
dictators bitterly
contesting each

JITTER ANTICS

NAME VALUE ALIBI

IN AISLES

31.

World premiere of George Bernard
Shaw's revised. 'Geneva' at the Royal
Alexandra here last night (Monday)

Journal of Astrology
has suspended publication.
Publishers'
the
reason for
mag's suspension: 'Uncertainty
British

trast

Advertising agency radio execs are
pretty well agreed in the observation that film names, with but few
exceptions,, make
the least adept
performers before a broadcast studio
mike.
Film actors are often slow
studies, unresourceful, and mentally
slack.
Most of the screen luminaries not only have a difTicult time
getting at the essence of a characterization or line but often kill many
a good effect by stumbling over or
riishing into dialog. The latter, say
the agency directors, is equally common with dramatic and comedy
scripts but where it hurts most as a
rule is in the comedy shows.
Average program producer would
much prefer, considering the wear
Washington, Oct. 31.
and tear on his nervous system, to
In line with the Government's ef- work with regular non-name radio
forts lo build goodwill with the Pan- actors or people from legit, but since

PLANS FOR

last

G. B

Clouded Stars

a performance of "Tha
Philadelphia
Story,'
Shubert,
N. Y., some weeks ago, Katharine Hepburn objected to a red

casts.

an occasional suggeshour confine its offerAmerican music exclusively,'

PACE

DIIILGTORS
Accustomed

At

music exclusively, according to W. J.
Cameron, Ford mouthpiece on broad'VVe receive
tion that this

WOM

Red Rib

Walker, former N. Y.

inayor.fwas elected president ol ttie
National Association of Performing
(Tuesday). The
Artists yesterday
move came on the eve of the formation of an alliance between the
Interpretive artists and the music
publishers on the proposition of col-

SLOl

OUT

FROM NOW ON

Plan to curb effervescent Jitterbugs who disturb both patrons and
actors with their antics and heckling
goes into effect tomorrow (Thursday) in the Brandt theatres in New other's rights, with Italy damning
York., Unit of special house police the axis and Russia prepared to move
will be on duty at the Flatbush, in once Germany has borne the
Brooklyn, Windsor, Bronx and Carl- brunt of the' struggle.
Drama has a swiftly-paced back*
ton, Jamaica, now playing vaude and
ground to the present war, enfilms.
hanced by the well-etched characterCops will patrol th« aisles to
izations of Europe's four dictators.
squelch troublemakers and .William
Prolog of events is marked by hard
Brandt states that, if there is no
and brittle dialog, shot through with
other way of suppressing 'em, examneat Shavian barbs and epigrams.
ples will be made of the more boisOnly contrast to bombastic ravings
it is the star that, in most instances,
terous. They'll be prosecuted on disof the dictators is the sly asides of
guarantees an audience, they must be
orderly conduct charges.
Theatres
page
the British Foreign Secretary and
(Continued on
12)
will also begin the use of screen
sonorous findings of the Judge of the
trailers asking patrons to 'use no
League of Nation court before whiqh
audible comments and please refrain
the dictators are summoned on indifrom heckling.'
vidual
criminal charges of unBrandt added that the plan had
righteous rule.
These charges are
been thought of for some time and
lodged by a Jew, the widow of an
came to a head with the disorderliassassinated South American presiness at the Flatbush last week, when
dent, a member of a minority group
kids sitting through two and three
and a Church of England bishop, an
shows heckled Jack Haley.
avowed foe of Communism.
Brandt censures the N. Y. ParFinal promise is that, with memamount for what he terms, 'inviting
(Continued on page 32)
and encouraging youngsters to cut
up on the thought that it was good
publicity.'
He specifically points
Partner
toward Benny Goodman's first date Son of
Chicago, Oct. 31.
Sponsors of dramatic shows which iat the Par when jitterbugs ran wild.
Batons a
deal in gangster or expose themes Evidence of the Par influence reare beginning to hear from the mob, peatedly crops up in his houses,
and in not a very nice way. The Brandt claims. When a.sked lo be
Advertises Himself
'boys' make threats, but these threats quiet, kids snap back with 'well the
have nothing to do with tossing pine- Paramount allows us to do it.'
Philadelphia, Oct. 31,
apples or taking people for a ride.
Edward Hopkinson, 3d, whose
The pressure method is much more
father is a partner of J. P. Morgan
The advertiser is told that
subtle.
fi
Co. and its PhiUy subsidiary,
if he doesn't lay oIT, the element afDrcxel & Co., has built a band to
fected by the expose will start a
play at functions of the younger sowhispering campaign against his
cial set here, Young Hopkinson, who
product.
Pasadena, Oct. 31.
The outstanding case in this rei.s
18, is a student at Pcnn Charter
Plans to dramatize Zane Grey's School, swanky prep institution here.
gard occurred recently when a program announced that iU theme for novels for the stage are being held
Officials of the Mu.sicians Union
the next few weeks will deal with up pending disposition of his estate. are investigating the status of the
interrupted
the fixing of horse races and other Negotiation!!,
by the new band to see whether its playdevious practices around the track novelist's death last week, are being ing at public functions constituted
that have received newsprint atten- carried on with his widow by Charles 'scabbing.'
If all the rncmbers of
The- following d.ay the agency King, local playwright, and Robert the band are students, the union will
tion.
on the account got a phone call from Fraync Chapin, screen writer.
probably take no action.
Grey's books have, never been .teen
a person who described himself as
Hopkinson took space In the
having important interests in mak- on the stage. First to be dramatized, dailies last week billing himself as
ing handbooks. He declared that his if the deal goes through, will be 'The Popular Pcnn Charter Student,
(Continued on page 12)
'Heritage of the Desert.'
Eddie Hopkinson.'
•

The Mob' Doesn't

Fancy Expose On

Horserace Fixing

Morgan

Dance Band

And

DEAL ON TO STAGE

,

ZANE GREY WESTERNS

!
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Producers Foresee Dire Results

Product Deal All Set;

And Added

Strength in Service

Agreed upon

Manpower Will Boom the Amus. B O.
^
-f-

of

war arms embargo and

1<>

of

Hollywood, Oct.

Lupe Vclez

receipts in numerous
and towns where war indusand military posts are situated.
Principal seaboard cities which

boxoffice

a.*

Mexico'

and

"Mexican

Spitfire.'

Picture rolls as soon as actress
returns from her 10-week vaude

tries

i

will figure in 'cash anr' carry! prosperity are ports in the p- ximity of
manufacturing and industrial centers
where activity is anticipated as soon
ss the neutrality act is passed at the
Shipspecial session of Congress.
ping spots most likely to be affected

tour,

May Be Able

War-

To Pay

Off Part

Of Pfd. Arrears
'

New York Monday

(30) frorn
local sales forces

Pittsburgh, Chicago and

Minne-

Univers.il

is

expectect

to

show

week, following thre-^ weeks of conferences here between
sales
chief.-- and circuit operating heads.
Deal covering F-WC houses in
Northern California was worked out
several weeks ago, but huddles have
been necessary to work out details
of contracts with Souther California
houses.
Carl Leserman, assistant to Grad
Sears in New York; W. E. Callaway,
western district sales chief, and N.
H. (Jack) Brower, manager of Los

.

;

,

.

,

i

i

j

j
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'

WANNA GET

'

$1,100,000.

Irinn

Baranovu
IJohm
Unwinnn

>x<lolp)i
I'

I

ey flrown

T.a\v(on

c;*am)>hell

<;hpev»»r (Jowdln
I'at (le ('Icon
KrorttTlck Crftwfftrd

.1.

Allyn .loslyn
Melchlor T>«nKy(-l

Tom

ARRIVALS
At the Port of Neto York)
Luise Rainer, Margaret Moffat. Mr.
and Mrs. Ernest Schelling, Zino
I

SAILING
11

Hollywood, Oct.
Williani S.

Holman

31.

settled his con-

tract as Columbia studio manager
and checked off the lot after eight

Francescatti.

Nov

Col.

(New York

to

Genoa)

Isa

Miranda (Rex).

years.
H. A. McDonnell, studio comptroller for several years, takes over the

Holman

T>ewia

Other

.

Jimmy McHugh.

Davis

1-M(11e

A Ihh

J>lnclinrt

James RoAScvcii

Mornn

News

of Interest to Films

Ileverly Robrri.w
-

K"l ward l>iiiyii*yk
Nut I>yches

Mnrsnrci Ettlngrer
Kji n^hon
Vro(Mle FauHt
Mnni-n^ firechtlial

A

I

Marco

.tolsnn

WoM

N. Y. to L. A.
Hftrry A.-I-ennan
l.ynh Uuri
Jiiy OhvIiI .niHUfuJi
lliiiTy 4'ohn
lliirry <'olhi
*l>il

folIlnB

Ml. Hn<(

Mm.

Rl-

rnrrlo CortPZ
•

RoKlna Crewe-

AVHlier Kahft
Vf. v. ]Maloncy

Jitters snags U. S. production in

I/OU SchreUjer

Jark SklrbnII
Paul Slnane
Robert Stev(>n?<
I. ana Turner
Arlecn Whclnn

Jaok Miller
R. M. Savlnl
David O. Sel-/.iil;'l%
Kato Smith
Ted fitracier
Three StooRca
Sylvan TaplfuK^T
Jane Tompkin}'
T,iUclle Wnliuin
Mrfl. Sol WurlJi*-.

tash-and-Carry'

London
.

England

eases legit curfew

,..

War reissues duds in Australia
'March of Time' ducks war radio.
Mrs. George Kaufman's radio script for Zasu Pitts
Benchley's guest dates

Radio reviews:. George
Kate Smith

ASCAP

Jessel,

'Good News,' Walter Huston,
.Page 30

seeks goodwill

Page 31
page 40

-New

acts: Dick Powell
'One big iinion' snags
Paul Muni's 'Key Largo'

Page 12
Page 12
page 12
Page 19
Page 19
Page 20

'..Page 41
;

Page 44

peal was made to a 'sense of fairness and decency and your intere.'^t
in preserving jobs in a going indus-

is

Mannix's

letter

to

Bioff:

'On Sept. 25 companies producing
motion pictures granted to the craft.t,
represented in lATSE, a 10% increa.se in basic wage rates.
crea.se
even greater than

Ah

in-

finally

granted was demanded by you. Despite fact war had just begun, creat-

By the inclusion of a last minute
amendment of the important 'cash
and carry' provision in the Neutrality Bill of 1939, which passed the
U. S. Senate on Friday (27), after
nearly a month of debate, film comexecutives
and
lawyers
breathed easier in the belief that exportation of film to warring European countries will not be hampered by the measure.
Resolution
now goes to the Hoii.se, and early
passage,
with the flim exclusion
clause a part of the act, is antici-

pany

ing conditions which were bound to
vitally injure this already harassed
industry.
'At
nieetings
which
preceded
granting this increase we attempted
to show you the inevitable and tremendous effect the closing or parttime closing of theatres in warring
countries; depreciation in value of

English money; embargo on export
of money by many countries; and
many detrimental changes to our
business taking place not only in the
war zone, but throughout world. We
asked you then for postponement of
pated.
our negotiations until conditions
Throughout the several weeks of clarified so we could prove validity
debate in the senate, efforts to ahiend of the seriousness
of our problem.
the act in order to protect copyri.ght We pointed
out lo you all studios
ownership of films shipped to the were engaged in a desperate
effort to
war zone had met with repeated re- cut production costs; that many
emIn the closing hours of the ployees were
buffs.
being asked to lake
di.scussion, however. Senator Hiram
temporary culs in salary to main-

Johnson

(Cal.) slipped in the desired
.

tain their studios in operation;

and

exemptions, and the amendment was that granting this
increase ifi your
accepted without discussion.
The group would not alone halt this atsenator stated that the tempt at economy,
but would be the
purpose of his proposal was to pro- signal for demantjs from every
group
tect the film industry, which ships who felt that
they were just as defilms abroad^ under license (lease) serving of more
pay as your group.
agreements, and not by outright sale.
Artaments
Paragraph (c) under Section 2 of
'We pointed out to you that the
the act, as Introduced, declared it crafts you represent
were enjoying
unlawful for any American manu- wage scales which, in practically
facturer to export any articles or every instance, were not
alone highmaterials 'until all right, title, and er than that enjoyed by workmen
California

interest therein
shall
have been
transferred to some foreign government, agency. Institution, association,
partnership, corporatio/i or national.'
Film lobbyists for days had been
attempting to obtain a modification
and exemption for films. As the
hour for final vote approached, it
was believed that the bill would go
through as. submitted. At the moment of greatest suspense, in true

theatrical tradition. Senator Johnson
asked to include the words, 'except
copyright articles or materials.'
It was explained that films seldom
are sold outright to foreign distributors but are leased, with the title of

ownership retained by the American
producer.

&

Dis-

pean war produced a crisis in foreign business. Last week, there was
the usual session on Wednesday
and then another adjourned meeting on Friday (27). No official action was reported as having been
taken at either confab.
Latest developments in European field and
the neutrality

post.

relinquish' the
granted the

was couched by E. J.
Manhix, chairman of the Labor Negotiating Committee, in a letter lo
William Bioft, chairman of joint negotiations committee for the I.A. Apcrafts Sept. 25

Following

Exempted From

of

Llchtmnn
Harry Malv.llfh
T*ee Marcu»
S. narroi McCormick

Hollywood, Oct. 31.
producers for the

the

belief is prevalent that the request
for the 10% kickback will meet
favorable reaction with the union as
it would provide more jobs for unemployed if the old scale were restored.

Copyrighted Pix

Motion Picture Producers

Holman Leaves

by

lATSE to 'voluntarily
10% w.ige increase

by inquiries to the studios try for the men you represent.'
Bioff will discuss the latest proasking about costs and other deducer move with lA tops and the
tails.

tributors' director meetings hpve become weekly affairs since the Euro-

Al

.lonn

10% Wage Increase

'clbfied

also nixed.

S. C.

L. A. to N. Y.
Mur)«) Bubcork

Army

WB

such marked improvement in earnings for the fiscal year ending Oct.
26 last that the company is reported
spots were live amusement towns,
working on a plan whereby dividend
in some of which theatres cashed
arrears
on the listed preferred
heavily in both daylight and night
would be paid oft. Company owes in
bu.siness, with factories and assemexcess of $50 on this preference
bly
plants operating on 24-hour
issue, which is listed on the N. Y.
schedules. Sarne cities are believed in
Stock Exchange. Plan for clearing. Angeles exchange, have been sitting
film circles to be due for comparable
up part of the arrearages presumably in for WB, with Charles P. Skouras,
prosperity when the embargo proviwould call for cash payment because prexy, and Larry Kent doing most of
sion is lifted and foreign war orders
the company management is known work, for F-WC.
begin pouring in.
to be opposed to any new recapitaliThere are currently more than 100
zation
Mono's Deals
Army posts and stations within the were plan. It recap proposition
voted it would probably mean
Monogram has closed up several
territorial United States, including
issuance
of
additional
common last-minute deals, including with
supply depots, isolated, coast defense
shares, and U is purportedly opposed Fox-West Coast, Blalt Bros, in westunits and training and testing spots.
to this.
ern Pennsylvania; Fox IntermounRecent order by President RooseBecause there are only around tain in the Salt Lake territory; J.
velt to take into the army 60.000
18,000 shares of (his preferred out- D.
Peck's Community
circuit in
the
additional
recruits to bring
standing. Universal would be able to Iowa; Danville Enterprises, Wa.shpeace-time strength to full authoripay off $30 of dividend arrears with- ington; and C. H. Davison in Utah.
zation will lift the numbers oi reguout laying out more than $540,000.
A franchise for three, years has
lars at the larger posts to nearly
This amount is about half of the net been negotiated by Columbia with
twice the present enrollment. Film
profits anticipated for the past fiscal the Skourases for the entire Nationtheatres in nearby towns will beneyear.
al Theatres chain, numbering close
fit greatly, it is believed, by the new
Although It Is not known definitely to SOO theatres. Abe Montague, gencustomers.
thus far, sorne plan for calling in this eral sales manager of Col, closed it
Largest of the army posts are:
preferred, paying up past due divi- in the east..
Fori Sam Hounton. .^nn Antonio.
Kort Df^nnlnK. Georgln.
dends, and supplanting it with anFinal agreement on the three-year
Knrt .1111, Oklnhomo.
other preferred issue might be termer completes circuit negotiations
fort BraKp. North Cnrollna.
worked out. Whole idea would be to for Columbia on the 1939-40 product,
Fort liarcancna. Fensacola. Flft.
Fort Dllss. El Pa.<lo. Trxilt.
reduce the annual dividend require- only the usual straggling smaller
Kelly Field, .San Antonio,
ments on this preferred, thereby af- accounts remaining.
Fort Knox. Kentuclty.
F.)rt Harrison, Indiana.
fecting a healthy future operating
Fort llllcy. Knnaaa.
economy.
Fort W.Trrcn, Wyoming.
Fori DouElas, lUnh.
Universal shows a net profit, after
ALL
IN
Fort .Snelllnir. Minneapolis, Minn.
all charges excepting federal taxes,
Hnndolpti Field, Snn .Antonio, T«a«.
Fort Leavenworth, KnnKnn.
of $989,000 for the first three quarters
4 A's Gel Applications from Rasslcrs,
Jf^fferpon Barracks. Missouri.
ending last July 29. Before the EuYodelinr Waiters, Etc.
Ff.rt Den Molne.9, lowD.
ropean war broke out last August,
Wiirrh Field. CalKornla.
Uest rolnt. Weal Point, N. T.
the management expected to show
As.sociated Actors & Artistes of
Fort DuPont. Delaware.
$1,250,000 for the fiscal year ending America, which includes among its
Pnrkfidalo Field, Shrex'eport,
Fort Moultrie. South Carolina
last Oct. 28.
Just how much this diverse membership such performT.iiiir;ley Flel<1. Vlrclnla.
dislocation will cut into the final ers as opera singers, acrobats,
Fort Monroe, Virginia.
toe
Mltthcl Field, T-ong Island. N. T.
quarter is not known thus far ber dancers, circus clowns and sideshow
Principal shore stations of. the cause the annual report will not be
freaks, has received charter appliU. S. Navy are:
i.ssued until late in December or
cations lately from even further reMurine Barracks. Qunntlco, V«.
early
January.
moved groups.
Naval Training Station. Newport, Tt. T.
Knval Training Station, Hampton ftoadH.
Because U ends its fiscal year in
Organization's international board
Norfolk. Va.
October, the final quarter must take last week refused to charter
Boods, Norfolk, Va.
a group
into account amortization costs of of more than
Naval Training Station
Great Lake,
100 boxers, but hasn't
III.
new
season product released in Sep- yet acted on other bids from
N.-ival Air Rl.ltlon, Pensafola
spokesFla
tember
and
October.
Naval Training Station, San Diego,
All foreign. men for wrestlers, ballroom dance
(-nlir.
btisine.<>s also must be figured in for
teachers and singing waiters. SevNavy Yard. Portsmouth. N. H.
the.-je last three months.
Wall Street eral years ago a charter request
Navy Yard. Boston, Mass.
.Submarine BnPe, New London. Conn.
is looking
for a net in excess of
from the six-day bicycle racers was
Iterelvlng Ship (U..S.S. Seattle), Navy

Island, Calif.

Unless lATSE

Plea
31.

.

Weeks' Falaverinf;
Los Angeles, Oct. 31.
Warners' product buy for 1939-40
by Fox We.'t Coast Theatres is expected lo be wound up early this

'

Navy Yard, Mare

Us

Hollywood, Oct.

3

time Bridgeport, Bath, Me.;
Wilmington, Fall River and other

Yard, N. V.
Inrd. Charleston.

Fly With

Photographic division of U. S.
is readying production of a
ners and National got together subsequently after WB had sold op- series of twp-reel pictures to propaposition accounts in around SO sit- gandize army aviation and show the
advantages of a career in the servuations.
Ben Kalmen.son, western sales ice. Films will be produced at the
manager, who personally handles rate of one a month.
Plans for the new series were dissellinjg away in the west, returned
tions earlier in the season, thie

in

•that

Marine Barracks. Cavlte. P.' I.
Naval Rospltnl, Canaoao, P. I.
Naval Hospital, Dronklyn, N. T.
Navnl Xoapltnl, League Island, I'a.
Naval Proving Grounds. Dahlgren, Vn.
Naval .Air Station. Hampton Rnndtf,
Knval HoRplial. Great Ij>kea. III.
Naval Air .Station. Lnkehurst. N.

Come

apolis.

Seattle.

Navy

Its

Warner-National

Theatres (Fox- West Coast) product
nearing completion.
is
Carl
Leserman, assistant general sales
manager of WB, is on the Coast
supervising the final details.
Reaching an impasse in negotia-

conferences with

U.

Predicating their preparations for
healthy increase of business in munition manufacturing cities, film theii1r3 operators hark oack to the influx of workers aiid families during
the World War years of 1914-18. At

the

sold,

H wood Studios
Rescinds

with independents that were previously

to

a.e New York, Boston, Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Savannah, Jacksonville,
New Orleans, Galveston, San Fran-

and

31.

slated for a third
a sequel to 'The

is

RKO

picture at
Girl From

cities

cisco

RKO

Lupe's 3d for

by President Roosevelt
increase the enlisted strength of

ifrcent order

the U. S. Army and Navy to full
peace-time numbers are regarded in
the film trade as factors that are
certain to be reflected in an upsurge

in principle to cover
in conflict

where not

theatres

all

deal

(

Removal

At

Late Picture Selling

bill

were

chief topics

di.«cussion.

Henry King's 7 Aides
Hollywood, Oct. 31.
Seven assistant directors are working on 'Little Old New York' at 20thFox.
Most of them were a^i.signed by
director Henry King to handle 750
extras.

outside motion picture industry. In
like crafts in Los Angeles, but were
higher than in any part of the United
States. We called lo your attention
the fact that in normal times we
have been more than fair in granting
wage increases to our employees.
(Since 1936 and prior to the present
increases to our employees we have
given two increases of 10% or more
each to the crafts you represent).

'Without regard to fate of this
business, without regard to ultimate
effect on jobs of very people you
represent, you callously and with
argument of threatened force, insisted on an increase.
You threatened everything from picketing the
homes of our executives to closing
our studios and motion picture theatres of America.
'Forced to choose between these
threats and granting of your demands, denied decent time for development and presentation of fact
and arguments to you, we yielded

and granted your demands.

We

were

not prouol of that action then, and
events have given us
even- greater reason to regret it.
Even in the short time that has now
elapsed, we realize more fully the

subsequent

disaster which your ill-consideretl
action must cause this industry.
'The foreign situation is even more
threatening and difficult than at the
time of our negotiations, and will
inevitably cut millions of dollars
from monies available for making
motion pictures.
The granting of
your demands has loosed a flood of
.

demands from other employe group.'
wage Increases and changes in

for

PASCAL'S PLAY
Ernest Pascal, Hollywood .scriptcr,
at present vacationing in New York,
will remain cast three or four more

weeks.
He has no definite iscreen writing
plans upon his return to the Coast,
is putting the final touches on

but

an untitled

legit play.

working conditions which

collectively are impossible to grant, and mu.sl
mean absolute ruin.
'In practically every instance thr

group making demands admits ei<>
nomic difficulties in which Ihis in
finds itself, and which thei

du.stry

demands

will increa.se, but jti.-^tif
them* by argument that even thouf
(Continued on page ^9)
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CINEMA

GN Lays Off S0% of Home-Office
Staff for 2

ciFTS

Laurel-Hardy's

Own

Co.

Hollywood, Oct. 31.
Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy organized a new producing company
branch managers and district men known as Laurel and Hardy Feature
were also instructed to take the fort- Productions, with Ben Shipman,
Laurel's personal attorney, as the
night's layoff without pay.
Most of the employes got first wind third member.
OutHt plans to make Comedies.
of their temporary plank-walking
the receipt of letters at their
homes Monday morning. In several
cases the postman arrived ,too late,
and hey showed up at work only to
•with

I

be sent home.
Earle

Goidwyn Bums

W. Mammons, GN prez, deemployes would all be

the

when the
completed.

current reestimated
tl\at two weeks would be the maximum time required, citing the fact
that the company had convinced both
a Federal judge and a creditors'
committee that a promised $1,G00,000
was at hand.
Creditors' confab at the Hotel Astor, following bankruptcy hearing

back

taken

financing

is

Anew at Loew s

He

Unit Joining UA
Sam

Goidwyn,

already

plenty

burned at United Artists, had anFriday, was called by Arthur
other touchy spot rubbed again a
attorney for the three creditors
who brought the bankruptcy pro- couple weeks^go when Albert Lewin
proDavid Loew in a new
joined
ceedings. About 25 creditors attendduction unit. Loew made a deal to
ed, although there are said to be
producer setup
come into the
more than 100.
months
ago, to which Goidwyn
some
Saul E. Rogers, attorney for GN,
addressed the meeting, convincing put up a terrific squawk. He had no
Loew, but
those there that their best chance of special grievance against
principal opposes increascollecting 'is to refrain from such merely in
producers.
the number of
tactics as silly bankruptcy proceed- ing
were
shown
activity
signs
of
No
ings.'
New financing, he said, would
easily take care of them. Willing to by Loew, however, and Goidwyn
wait and see, creditors adjourned calmed down. With the addition of
the
formation
of a
Lewin
now,
and
without taking action or setting annew company, Goidwyn is again
other meeting date.
-

last

Selig,

UA

UA

UA

Court Pans

GN

ablaze,

After launching a scathing denunciation of the attitude of officials of Grand
National Pictures,
Inc., Federal Judge Samuel Mandelbaum Friday (27) dismissed the involuntary petition of bankruptcy
which was filed Monday (23) against
the company, and released the temporary receiver, Simon H. Rifkind,
from his duties. The judge declared
that, after the involuntary petition
was filed, and the request for a receiver made, he had waited three
full days before taking any action,
expecting opposition from the company. None was forthcoming, so he
reluctantly signed the petition.
It
has been alleged that the debts of
the company are in excess of $500,000 and tangible assets only about

it is

said.

Loew and Lewin have announced
no plans as yet, but they are seeking
properties and buildi g up studio
and executive staffs in preparation
for production that may bring them
into real competition with the other
picture-makers in the co-op dis-

tributing company.

Goidwyn, who is awaiting a decision in Federal court in New York
on a suit to break his pact with UA,
still hasn't collected approximately
$35,000 due him as his share of the
last calendar year's proi. ucers' bonus
under the so-called 'Silverstone
has been voted to him, but
he refuses to accept it, allegedly because .strings have been attachea
which he considers another reason
for breaching his termer.
Plan.'

It

$40,000.

Rogers revealed to the court that
the RFC, a day after the involuntary petitions had started, agreed to
advance $450,000 to the company.
Details of

New

elaborated on this, explaining that a further loan of $150,000 would be forthcoming for operating expenses and $1,00Q,000 from
Felt & Co., Wall street bankers, for
production.

The

$150,000 will

come

(Continued on page 32)

To

LEVY'S COAST HUDDLES
Jules Levy, who planned proceedon to the Coast from Chicago, to
huddle on several propositions, could
not go on due to ear trouble, and is
now in Rochester, Minn., at the Mayo
ing

B'os. clinic.
He has l.ad considerable trouble recently with a bad ear,
and before leaving RKO, of which

he was general sales mgr.. Levy had
planned getting the treatments, but
'he press of sales
matters prevented.
Levy's new setup may be a producing unit for release through Universal

Rulh Mack Leaves
,

Hollywood, Oct. 31.
Ruth Mack ended ait
an cf^iiv-J«^a>
eight-year

lenure as Call Bureau
head for the
Producers Ass'n.
She takes a three monhU' vacation in

South America.

m

the Picture'

Carefully planning a campaign to
exhibitors into getting the
maximum out of product that has
been bought, Metro this week be-

steam

gins to

BAD EAR INTERRUPTS

Labor Unions Think He's
-Just As Serious About Reviving Production East

NEW EMPLOYMENT

bombard

a total of 12,000 ac-

on

its

livered this season (1939-40) to
utmost, Metro will continue
campaign for an indefinite period
and concentrate parf'ularly on the
bigger attractions as they come
The 12,000 theatres on the
along.
mailing, list for the drive makes up
the total that has bought Metro for
1939-40 and, in some cases, also 1940,

41

and 1941-42.-

More Needed
For Laemmle Taxes, Etc.

$220,000

Hollywood, Oct. 31.
Executors of the Carl Laemmle estate will sell $220,000 in bonds to
meet expenses and payment of inheritance and estate taxes.
Previously 900 shares of stock were
put up for sale in the open market.

M-G Drops

With a powerful union olTensive
being planned to return production
to the east, in whole or part, and
the building of a so-called Cinema
City, as one reported recommendation. New York labor crafts in the
filtn field are meeting today (Wed.)
with Mayor F. H. LaGuardia to discuss ways and means of pushing the
objective. The Mayor, recently addressing a session of the Society of

Motion Picture Engineers in New
York, decried the fact that there
wasn't more film-making on the
eastern coast, and indicated he was
going to try to do something about it.
In union circles it is said that if
Mayor LaGuardia was serious about
giving New York an airport, as he
finally did, he is doubly determined
to get back some of the picture production that has moved west during
the past 20 years or so. He is quoted
as having assured film labor executives concerning this.
The session
being held today (Wed.) at the summer city hall will be concerned with
discussion of most suitable steps to
be taken in at least getting a portion
of the Hollywood's production moved
east.

Unions involved, numbering

a half

picture

was

there

'Listen

Currently the British lad is working in 'Swiss Family Robinson' at

RKO.

Alex Korda

figures.

& Labor Council.
Near the Fairgrounds
There is a possibility, from

accounts, that the upshot of the mayor's
interest in weaning production away
from Hollywood, that a Cinema City
mi.qht be built near the World's
Fair grounds for concentration of
film-making by more that one com-

pany,

provided

necessary

arrange-

New

Inc.,

Seiden's studio in Fort Lee, N. J. One
of the pix had been completed pricir
to consummation of the deal, preview last month at the Apollo, N. Y,

being the deciding factor

in Sepia's
decision to have the others made.
Work on the 11 additional will begin at once.

Operator,'

two-reeler,

a

starring

Chaim Tauber;

Produce In The

and

'Kol Nidre" and 'My
Jerry Rosenberg, Juve,
Berger and Fannia
Latter two are full-length

with

Son,'

Gustav

Rubina.
features.

On

U. S. for a Spell
Alexander Korda may remain in
America when he comes over from
England to attend the annual stockholders' meeting on Nov. 14 in New
York. Korda, it is said, may go to
the Coast and arrange for production
there inasmuch as it is virtually impossible for him to continue on his
former basis in England.
Korda has long spoken of coming
to America to work. It was at first
believed that that would be unlikely
during the war since the producer is
so tied up with Britain that it would
create a bad taste there were he to
scram the country. His sudden announcement that he was coming over
for the stockholders' meeting and the
present mild state of the European
conflict have somewhat upset that
reasoning, however.
Because of censorship it is not
known when or on what boat the
sail.

Seiden's

month

schedule for next
another Jewish film, 'Ell

is

('Forsake Me Not'), with Jennie
Goldstein, Yiddish legit star, in the
top role.

Eli'

Cost of the Seiden films was about
$15,000 each. They are distribbed to
between 100 and 150 outlets, with
potential income of up to about

Negro pix have possibility
of between 300 and 400 playdates,
but only about the same income as
$35,000.

,

the Yiddish, as admish for the latter
higher.

is

Colored Pd^'s PIc

Film starring John Henry Lewis,
Negro boxer, has been completed at
the Edison studios in the Bronx. It
was produced by M.C. Pictures Co.,
controlled by Eddie Meade, Lewis'
manager, and John Cline.
Clino
directed, with studio supplying technicians and sets.

Several Spanish, Ukrainian and
Jewish films are next on the Edison
slate, Spanish pix will be the first in
that language made there.
Joseph Green, who formerly produced Yiddish films in Poland, is
currently in

New York making

ar-

rangements for production here. His
first picture will star Molly Picon.

Back From Coast Glom

Green formerly made

films with the

Yiddish actress at his Sphinx Studios

Bernard

Tasler, public relations representative for the Federation, has been
brought in by the unions to serve in
a similar' capacity on the camnaign
now getting under way, with his office to be the clearing house on developments as they arise. Another
strong force behind the push for
Murtha,
more production east is
of Local No. 4, Brooklyn, stagehands,
who is first vice-president of the

Pictures,

York, with Joe Seiden for production of 12 two-reel Negro films at

Seiden. has Just completed thre«
Yiddish films. They are 'Motel the

May

McCormick

Mayor LaGuardia

Art

Sepia

'

last

dozen, are planning to make various
recommenidations to the Mayor and
to acquaint him with what's what
concerning the situation, so that defiIn
nite plans may be undertaken.
one quarter it was pointed out that,
with around $250,000,000 spent on the
Coast during a season, if only 10%
of production were moved east, this British producer will
would involve $25,000,000 and provide much additional employment for
the east.
Depinet,
In addition to the film unions, the
entire N. Y. State Federation of Labor is behind the movement, in which

Around 35G

Termer has been signatured by

Freddie

Hollywood, Oct. 31.
Freddie Bartholomew was dropped
from the Metro payroll after five
years on the Culver City lot. His
Darling.'

ments could be made.
In just what way producers are
going to be approached to urge giving N. Y. a break on film-making is
not known pending today's meeting
with the mayor. Comment in one
the quarter was that if the so-called hamthe and-egg plan in California goes

books with an offensive designed to get more nbut of
pictures in the domestic market than
has been the case up to now.
Object of the appeal being to milk
the Metro features that will be de-

counts

Average Cost $15,000 Per

Feature, Usual Gross

Mayor Got New York An
Airport, and Amusement

Central Trades

Exhibitors in Drive

Coin

Hammons

Yiddish and Negro Pic Prod.

y

Tom

M-G Propagandizes

Much

East;

T

Financing; Bankruptcy Vacated

clared

mum

Weeks Pending New

Approximately half of the 40 employes in Grand National's home ofprincipally executives, were
flce,
given a two week's furlough, starting
Monday (30), to conserve the comSome
paoy's depleted resources.

VARIETY

Of
Ned

New RKO

Depinet,

RKO

Pictures

in

Warsaw.

distribution

chieftain, and Barrett McCormick,
director, returned to
New York Monday (30) by plane
after viewing the largest completed
group of films at one time that they
have seen, -including pictures that
take release up into January. George
J. Schaefer, president, out on the
Coast about a month now, was scheduled to leave yesterday (Tues.) but
prior to returning to New York Is
going to take a vacation of about 10

ad-publiclty

-

days elsewhere.
Schaefer has been on the Coast
overseeing production and discussing
the cuts with studio personnel and
contractees which was enforced at
the home olTice recently, ranging
from 10% up to 50%. He is said to
have been satisfactorily successful in
getting cooperation from the studio
forces in that connection, in spite
of general cfTorts to resist cutting,
notably among directors, writers and
talent.

Depinet

and

'Hunchback

of

McCormick
Notre Dame'

saw
in

its

throush, with resultant taxation to finished form prior to editing as well
cover the old-age pensions, that
as 'That's Riciht. You're Wrong.' 'Abe
might act as an infiuencer for pro- Lincoln in Illinois.' 'Pinnochio' in its
ducers deserting Californian soil.
black-and-white stage before colorUnions involved in the east include ing and scoring; 'Meet Dr. Christian'
Mechanics,
who.se
Local 52, Studio
and 'Allegheny Uprising.' They also
Sol Scappa is importantly a primelooked at portions of 'ViTil in the
more
mover in the campaign to get
Niirhl' and 'SwTss Family Robinson.'
production here; Local 702; Labora'Hunchback,'
starring
Charles
tory Workcr.<;: Local C44, CameraLaughton, will be a New Year's week
Artmen; Local 829, United Scenic
release.
No.
4.
ists: No. 1, N. Y. stagehands;
Local
306,
Brooklyn stagehands, and
Seals Stone
Moving Picture Machine Operators.
Some are more Importantly conHollywood, Oct. 31.
cerned than others. Local 702 has
Paramount handed Andrew Stone
a membership of around 1,000; Local a new contract as producer.
52 'about 350; the Cameramen, 200;
Currently he is putting the finishScenic Artists, 200; Local 306, 2,000, ing touches on 'The Great Victor
Herbert.'
(Continued on page 46)
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Neely Takes an Encore This Jan.
In

I

31.

UA

;

i

I

;

'

:

^

,

off

hiibits.-

|rhe decision to take the bill out of
the pigeonhole has no relation to
wave of senate indignation
the
stirred up by Fi-ank Capra's 'Mr.
Smith Goes to Washington' Col.),
Lea asserted rather ineffectively.

,

I

;

conditions in

the. capital

of

Hollywood backyards. Those without the wherewithal come to go.ssip
and silently disappear, as the crowd
thins out and enters the Stadium

special cxploiteer
and script buyer for Republic and
in.Tn-Friday to piez Herb Yateis, has
been transferred to the company's
Coast lot.
He is to assist studio
manager Moe Siegel in supervision
of Rep product now being turned
but and aid in casting and story
selection.
Saal was formerly an indie producer and before that chief buyer
and booker for Parainouiit's theatres.

There

'like
tion

Personating At

I

Trust

'

$7,500 Per Week

before Joe Public's eyes,

new vaude

six-to-eight

unit,

week tour

the star

is

booked for a
of

cities

in

which Hearst newspapers are printed.
Understood the deal calls for a mini-

mum

flat

of

$7,500

SO-SO split from the

a

week

against

first dollar.

Ask More

'

RKO Legal Fees

bill

.slow up production instead of .vpt td.
ing it; another factor is .>;ecn as jit
least partially responsible for ihe
J. Donovan, solicitor for full steam ahead which has
been
the trustee, and Irving Trust Co., maintained. That's a desire
lo .get
Done- trustee of RKO, filed
petitions for as much work as possible out of the
igan. Lew Cody, Arthur Byron and
ad-interim allowances for their ser- way to steim off lATSE demiuuis for
a lot of others who made the town
vices to the film company Monday pay increases which have reconlly
a better place to live in.
There
The majority of the old guard (30), in N.Y.' federal court, for the been plaguing producers.
period of Oct. 1, 1938-Sept. 30, 1939. may also be some producer rehang on tenaciously, however, and
Donovan's firm, which so far has quests for cuts in light of the .>i)iish
the laughs come thick and fast with
received $310,000 from July 1, 1934, in foreign income, and a studio opSolly 'Violinsky, Joe Frisco, Bertrequests $75,000 plus $612 in dis- erating at a leisurely pace is Itlt
Hanloii,
Skins Miller, Al Klein,
bursements,
while
Irving
Tru.st, to be a much more advantageous
Eddie Foy, Jr.; Bert Kalmar and
which has collected $192,000, asks point from which lo bargain than
Harry Ruby donating their share
$65,000.
Both petitions declare that one under pressure for completion
rare group of comics who do not
the applicants had given considera- of a flock of pix.
seem to be supplanted by any new
tion to the reduction of consolidated
Near the head of the current
crop of up-to-the-minute gagmen.
income of (he film company becau.'^e double-quick production p.-irade is
Down in the front rows of the of
the war in Europe, and were ask- United Artists, which will turn out
Legion you will see Pat O'Brien,
ing substantially less than their ser- more this year than at any lime in
Charlie Ruggles, Alan Hale, Charley
its 25-year history.
vices warranted.
It will ha\e 22
Chase, George Raft, Bryan Foy and
The petition of Donovan's firm, in release by the beginning of Feba host of others whom success hasn't
ruary, whereas in its best previous
changed any. They were the same which covered 75 pages, declared effort,
1937-38, it got out 23 lor the
at 200 as they are at 2Gs. Tommy that some 5.293 hours had been utilentire
season.
Last
year's tolul was
Dugan, Jimmy Conlan and Jack ized at RKO's behiilf. No request 15.
Norton, the Three- Horsemen of the was made for services in connection
Close to UA's promised 28-32 pix
Venturas, grab themselves an empty with the Government anti-trust acmay be expected. Seven have albooth at the derby after the contests tion against the major companies.
ready been released, two are in c-ins,
Irving Trust's petition brought up
are over and many an idea is born
four are in final stages of ediling,
over the Chase & Sanborn.
to Sept. 30 certain figures on the
four are before cameras and five
Prohibition might still be in force companies' affairs, which were cova;e in preparation for early proas far as many are concerhed— ered in its ninth report only to July auction.
havien't seen a Scotch highball, since 30.
Cash on hand was $517,543, of
we have' been here.
which $200,922 has been set aside
Layoff Until .Ian. 2
Broadway doesn't miss them, or for administration expenses, with the
Hollywood, Oct. 31.
vice versa— they brought it with balance held in trust as collateral.
Warners performe 1 another whilthem when they left.
The court, it was disclo.sed, has al- (ling operation on its
studio pa.vroU
lowed $6,360,872 in claims against the over the weekend, with
instructions
company. A total of $55,512,250 in to the patients to report back
lo
claims were filed originally.
work Jan. 2. Explanation was that
Claims allowed of this amount, the plant needs only
more feawhether through the court or by tures to complete its 1939.40 sked.
agreement, total $25,079,151.
This and that only four features will be
amount,
besides
including
the in production from now until Ihe
Hollywood, Oct. 31.
amount allowed by the court, has new year.
Bette Davis' feud with Warners $12,718,500
Films to be completed before Jan,
in the lO-.vear 6% gold
has been ironed out, with the actress debentures;
$4,000,000. to Rockefeller 1 are 'The Life of Dr. Ehrlich.' 'Virslated to return from the ea.st in a^ Centerj.
and^$Jj754,5^1
general \m- ginia City,' 'The Fighting 6nth' and
few weeks to start work in 'The secured claims.
The petil'ibn coveyea Brother-Rat-and-the Haby.' 1
Woman Brown.'
51 pages.
Other pictures scheduleo for Miss
Also filing a request for the past
Davis are 'No Time fot- Comedy,* year
was the accounting firm of
'AH This and Heaven Too' and "The Price, Waterhou.se
& Co., requesting
Miracle.'
$4,800, the maximum allowed by the
court for the period.. It was based
on actual expenditure of $5,19.5, acGalore But
cording to the accountants, who may
Hollywood. Oct. 31.
not receive the larger amount.
Darryl Zanuck became an honorJiidge William Bondy
ary member of the Masquer? at a
Material
N. Y. ^yes...
lerday (Tues.) set Nov. 10 as a hear- dinner. attended by 400. Tribute was
ing dale on application of Irving paid to the 20th-Fox executive proKenneth MacKenna, Metro story
Trust and Donovan for fees.
ducer for his achievement in the
chief, is invading the eastern book
film industry and his gesture in conmarket to find material for the
tributing (he premiere receipts of
studio's femme stars,
(iulver City
'Hollywood
Cavalcade' lo Motion
outfit has a shortage of yarns and a
Studio Contracts
Picture Relief Fund.
surplus of stars.
Speakers were Willie Collier, Bill
Idea is to build up a reserve supDavidson,
Jimmy
Roosevelt sm\ Zaply of plays for Norma Shearer,
Hollywood, Oct. 31.
nuck, who lauded the Ma.squir.= lor
Joan Crawford, Greta Garbo, Judy
Wilson Colli.son inked new script- maintaining laughter and gtiodlelGarland, Greer Garson, Myrna Loy, ing ticket
at Metro.
lowship
.<-torms.
amid
Hollywood
the
Jeanelte MacDonald, Eleanor Powell,
Bobby: Webb handed new deal as
Rosalind Russell. Company also has casting director
for United Artists.
commitments on Luise Rainer, who
20th-Fox signed Betty GrabJe to
Mrs.
Johnson
on
is returning to Hollywood.
I

I

William

WB

BEHE

DAVIS CALLS

OFF FEUD WITH

U

WB

m

ZANUCK TOASTED BY

400 H'WOOD MASQUERS

Femmes

M-G Shy on

i

i

'

Her Own

con(rac(.

pass-

charges that the picture strays

from the

Warners handed new' writing deal

And

It'll

Filming

of

Have

to

Wait

truth.

HaysKes Take Cognizance
The Motion Picture Producers.

i

j

'

age.
It

I

—

STAGE DEAL FOR ZORINA

Neely anti-block booking

while 45 are at the moment in ihe
process of lensing. There are considerably more set for production
very soon, too, than al the siun
time a year ago. v
Inasmuch ns a totail of .580 pictures were promised by all companies on the 1038-39 books, and
only 540 this season, it becomes tviIdent that a greater letdown ihiin
usual will be possible for the slujdios when the. present rush is over.
Aside from (he war abroad,, whichj
according to Coast executive comment, might have been expected to
I

I

of a

lease for 1939-40.

In addition, there were in the
neighborhood of only 40 film." before
cameras at this juncture in 1938,

]

Donovan, Irving

I

I

High-powered pace which ihe
Coast production juggernaut has
maintained up to this point in the
film year portends a more extensive
than usual seasonal lull in the (-in ly
months of 1940. While only loo
pictures were completed, at the beginning of November last year, ap.
proximately 150 have already cro.'^sed
the final line of preview or re-

j

isn't another fight crowd
it in the world.
The attracis in the first five rows and not
the ring. Actors from the two-aday, the legit and musical comedy,
and the pioneers of the silent days,
all striving to be happy and carefree beneath the -veneer of worry
land anxiety of protracted idlene.ss.
Never a compliaint or squawk. They
lake the depression in stride'
Missed a lot of the old familiar
faces— George McFarland, Walter C.
Hollywood, Oct. 31.
Kelly, Tammany Young, Walter PerLouella Parsons in person, dictatcival, Robert Edeson, Emmett Coring her daily gems of literature right rigan, Harry Fitzgerald, Frank

picture deal. Goldwyn has made no
Pitt<:burgh, Oct. 31.
other commitments with any other
Re.sentmenl in Washinfiton again.'it picture
company for Mi.ss Zorina's
Capra's 'Mr. Smith Goes to services.
The deal with Dwight
is spreading, with
Wiman is the only one under negoRaymond Z. Henle, capital corre- tiation.'
spondent for Post-Gazette and other
Zorina is in New York readying
Paul Block papers, latest to blast
for the new stage show by Rodgers
'distorted picture' of -Senators and
and Hart- in collaboration with
newspaper correspondents. CuriousGeorge Abbott
ly enough, Henle's piece appeared on
same day. that Harold W. Cohen's
rave review of film hit the paper.
'Mr. Smith Goes to Wa.shington' for
Henle labeled 'Mr. Smith' a "fan- its derogatory treatment of U. S.
l.iiy and a mistake,' and said it was senators and politicians, and it preimforlunate that Capra chose to cen- dicts that there will be repercussions
ter the story of the picture in politi- in Washington in. the form of the

.

two-bit men, stars
extras, directors and writers, all
fid together in the common brother^ood of the craft. They come from
j^e palatial patios of the swank
suburbs and from the hutches of the

j

Frjink

treated shabbily. Why couldn't he
(Capra) instead base his theme on a
dramatic clash of personalities over
divergent approaches to an objective
of great public good.'
Washington correspondent also tore
into supposition that any one man
could muzzle the press of an entire
nation, and was bitter at character
treatment of political writers on Cap-

"'eht

.^^^^^^^^
American
Legion.

,

Saal,

in

Wnshington' (Col)

cal graft and corruption.
'In this
respect,' he wrote, "the U. S. Senate

The gang now meets

'l)^

!;«'°'-^«

at the
3,4

West

Saal Shifts
William

;

Myers says that 'as far as I know'
Hollywood, Oct. 31.
no bulletins citing 'Mr. Smith' as »
Warners' plan to star Zorina in a
'horrible
example' of Hollywood
viciousness has been sent congress; second picture was halted by an
The Interstate Commerce committee announcement that Sa iiuel Goldwyn
confirms; saying they have seen is negotiating with Dwight Wimah
nothing from Allied on this subject. for the dancing star in a Broadway
musical. Announcement read;
•Miss Zorina is under exclusive
More Blasts Against
contract to Samuel Goldwyn and
Capra's 'Mr. Smith' was loaned to Warners on a one-

is

fore-

to

j

GOLDWYN BLOCKS WB;

actual

exiles
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Earfier Prod. Hiatus

at 8:30.

Miss Parsons doubles as mistress
of cermonies and column conductor,
Fact that the hearing tip came while dictating her Hollywood news and
members of the upper chamber were comments from the stage to a Westfoaming at the mouth still seemed ern Union teletype operator who reto many observers to be too great to lays it to the local newspaper -office.
write off as a coincidence.
Act is preceded by a trailer showing
a number of screen stars Miss ParMyers' Trailer Idea.
sons
helped up the ladder of
Abram F. Myers, general counsel lame. has
for Allied States Association of ExIn the supporting cast are Arleen
hibitors, advised all members playing Columbia's 'Mr. Smith Goes to Whelan, June Preiisser aiid Susan
Washington' to disclaim,
via
a Hayward, with dickers under way
trailer, any part in a move to dis- for the services of Geo fe Murphy
credit Congress or the pr6ss corps. and Rosemary Lane. Screen players
He gleefully notes that the hostile are slated to do a sketch written by
reaction to the film here may aid in Edgar Allen Woolf and put on specialty acts while Miss Parsons is not
passage of the Neely bill.
Declaring Allied has no desire to emceeing or dictating her column.
aid in undermining confidence of the
Leo Morrison is arranging date.s.
public in its lawmakers or in ma- Jack Mulcahy, of the 20th-Fox publigning the press, Myers advises licity staff is going out ahead of the
using this trailer:
show, and Mecca Graham is company
'The management, in common with manager. Tour starts Nov. 16, someall good Americans, has faith in the where in the midwest, at a spot not
uprightness of our chosen repre- yet selected. Troupe will play foursentatives and in the integrity of the a-day at picture houses.
press. Consequently it presents this
feature as entertainment and not as
propaganda. The story, characters
and incidents are purely fictional
and the picture in no sense reflects

our nation.'

t

|

Lolly Parsons

persons demanding a decision on the proposed ban on present distribution practices.
Announcement that hearings are
contemplated within a few months
was a decided surprise and immediately interpreted as proof that the
campaign in behalf of the Neely
measure has gained strength since
the senate passed the bill.
For in
the past two sessions, Lea has
suavely explained the importance of
other legislation before his committee was so much greater that he
doubted the possibility of -spending
considerable time hearing pro and
con arguments regarding fllm trade
stall

New York

gather and discuss the Hollywood
scene pro and con. Today Los Angeles proper might as well be in

San Francisco.

.

I

opposed to the legislation, chairman Mohawk' which opens Friday (3).
Clarence F. Lea, veteran California Earlier in October the house played
Democrat, said last week he'd allow UA's 'Eternally Yours' one week.
proponents and foes of the measure
ample time Id give their slants, on
problems during the
distribution
regular session opening in January.
Lee indicated that pressure has become so strong he can no longer

the

I

I

;

Same Time;

Hollywood, Oct. 31.
Years ago the lobby of the Orpheum, in downtown L. A., on Sunday night was the meeting place
for

Roxy

Pic for
Another
Another long gab-fesl, with further
opportunities for the reform element
the industry lobby
to fight with
Anolher picture has been sold by
about who ha.s the purest motives,
United Artists to the Roxy, N. Y
will pave the way for a house showdown on the Neely block booking which up to a few weeks a.go hod
bill;
Hearings before the Hou.sc been an unmterrupted showca.se for
Com- 20th-Fox product, distributor in conInterstate
Forei.an
and'
merce Committee now arc definitely trol of the house.
^,
UA s 'Housekeeper s Daughter
planned for this winter.
Although he has been counted as goes in following run of Drums of

I,

Completed Pix Ahead of Last Year

Friday Knights
By BILL HAI.LIGAN

D£; More Echoes on Ir. Smith'
Washington, Oct.

Wednesda^Tt November

(o

James

May

Hilton.

Robson's player pact renewed

by Warners.
Hollywood, Oct. ^1.
'And It All Game

& True' at Warners was deferrecl for
Distributors took cognizance of the six weeks becau.se two players slated
attacks against 'Mr. Smith 'Goes to for top spots are bu.sy with other picWashington' in senatorial and other tures.
quarters, at its meeting Monday (30)
George Raft is out on loan to Wal-

ill
New York. Hays office's com- ler Wanger for 'The House Across
ment, at a private session of indus- the Bay,' and Humphrey Bogart is
try members, was concerned with playing a heavy role in 'Virginia
Mpls. Times-Trib Too
the hot water (hat the industry man- City.' Ann SJierldan and John GarMinneapolis, Oct. 31.
ages to get itself into all the time. field also in (he cast.'
In a lengthy editorial, the Minne- There was no formal discussion of
Lloyd Bacon gets the directorial
apolis Times-Tribune takes a rap at the matter, however.
assignment, vice Analole Litvtk.

itol Hill.

'

Walter Wanger signed

iRutI)

Terry

lo player contract.

Mary Beth Hughes inked

Jicting

ticket at 20th-Fox.

Paramount

lifted

Robert

Page's

player option.

Warners
to Nell

handed

acting

contracl

O'Day.

Hollywood, Oct. 31.
Osa (Mrs. Martin) John.son lit-iids
another picture safari to Afiic?. in
January.

She is bankrolling the ventiii-e htrand will make deal with « major
for distribution.

.sclf

ROACH TESTS SARGENT
Brent Sargent, radio and Itg'l
player, will be (es(ed in the evfl by
He did a bit in film
version of 'Marie Antoinette' i-nd
was at Wharf theatre, Provincclown,

Paramount hoisted Ruth -Rogers' Hal Roach.
player option.
Virginia- 'Van Upp drew new writw
ticket at Paramount.
Lillian Cornell
inked one-year
player pact with Paramount.

during summer.
Option on John Rubbard
lifted by Roach.

ha.«

been

Wednesday, Noyembcr
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VARIiETY

MORE LIBERAL QIBEC SEEN
B way

Deal Returning Pic Coin to

Slated for Adoption Next
Proposed

agreement for the re-

Plaintive

IIT

Week

Dramatists Guild

annual

the

Wail

Avill

vote on

membership

it

version of the old ballad,
'Cottage For Sale,' is being sung
here by Columbia Pictures as
a result of a faded romance
between the studio and its lost

at

meeting

(C).

loye,

Each signatory producing firm or
will
be entitled to
corporation
a vote, so managers having several
producing corporations will have a
yote for each such firm. In any case,
the agreement is figured virtually
certain to be approved by both the
Guild and the managers, whereupon
It would become effective immedi-

Guild

manager

•

minimum

built

a

at

OKAY FOR MINORS?
Montreal, Oct. 31.
With the defeat of anti-conscrip-i
tion Premier Duplessis in the provincial elections last week, in an upset of astonishing proportions which
brought the old Liberal Party back
into power, probable effects on films,
radio, books and magazines are generally construed as favorable in
show biz circles here. Duplessis
was extremely close to the clergy.
Agitation against' beer programs
on radio which reached unusual intensity in clerical circles during
Duplessis" regime and brought about
stringent regulation of commercials
is
said to have originated with
clergy who backed Duplessis orig-

TOEQUITYITES

Reason the pact must be approved
by a majority of both Guild members and signatory managers is that
It is an ajnendment to the existing
-

set,

SAG COURTESIES

ately.

WITHDRAWN

in political campaign
resulted in defeat of Liberal
inally

N.W.MPTO TO MERGE
WITH COAST

ASS'N

:

PHILLY THEATRE

SHAKEUP HITSiXECS

Ohio ITO Meets After Jan.
Columbus, Oct.

Philadelphia, Oct. 31.

/

A

shakeup in the executive setup
of Warner Bros, circuit went into
effecf over the weekend.

Zone manager David (Skip> Weshcentral district, Jack Flynn.
neighborhoods, and A. J. Vanni, outof-town, had their offices shifted
from central headquarters out into
They will be giyen less
the field.
houses to handle and report directly to Ted Schlanger, Philly cir-

whether the agreement is adopted or
not.
Metro officials sought to have cuit chief.
Some of the houses formerly in
the agreement give the film backer
an option to buy the screen rights, the bailiwick of the trio, will be dirather than be obligated to do so. vided up among the eight district
The same company also has from the managers. Reason for this move was
nr.n taken the lead in opposing the given as 'improvement in the coexisting minimum basic agreement, ordination of the circuit."
which went into effect three years
In one regard, the proposed agree^nent offers unusual latitude.
That
js

in the

matter of concessions, modiSince nothing of the
been attempted beis not known how it may
work out in actual practice. Therefore, the clause permitting the Guild
to make
concessions in unforeseen
and unfair circumstances is very
ncations, etc.
sort has ever
fore,

it

oroad and liberal.

Same

applies to

N. L. Nathanson

Be Named Head

May
of

CBC

Winnipeg, Oct. 31.
Nathanson, head of the
Famous. Players (Canadian) chain is
being mentioned locally as the new
head of the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. (Nathnnso.n is currently one of
the members of the board of di.

N.

L.

rectors of the

CBC\

Also mentioned as a possible CBC
head is General Victor Odium, of
Vancouver, another member of the
governing body of the CBC. Odium
°nly one year, after which it can is a former publisher while Nathan"56 continued,
modified or dropped, son is the only showman on tho

the arbitration
clause.

Pact

may be

Changed at any time by mutual consent of a majority
of the signatories
and in any case it is for
a term of

as the contractees
wish.

board.

31.

$150,000 'SKYLARK'
Too Chirpy

—^M-G,

However, Inter-

ested in It for Shearer

Despite active interest by virtually
every film producer in 'Skylark,'
bidding on it at the mor ent is at a
Price tag of $150,000 has
standstill.
been tied to the Gertrude Lawrence

]

ago.

I

Ai.nual ITO of Ohio convention,
previously announced for Nov. 13-14,
has been set back until after the
first of the year.
Inability of the directors to get
together on a date is reason for the
change.

ncr,

the rights, has indicated it will canwnue to stay out of the legit field,

torney in the anti-trust division to
help prosecute the film suits.
Farnsworth
has
had
intimate
glimpse info show business, having
produced several legit shows. He
was assistant to Sol A. Rosenblatt,
amusement Industry administrator

.

races."

-

under NRA, and sat as a member of
the Theatre Code Authority, doubling In films.
Soon before the Supreme Court killed the Blue Eagle,
Farnsworth succeeded to Rosenblatt's
job for a short term, following return of the latter to private law

COAST AGENTS

RATIFY SAG

practice.

mony about

CONTRACT

which
Prem-

agreement.
It will not affect the
Feeling that some members of
present royalty setup or other regulations governing legit production, Equity are
failing to
co-operate,
except as regards the purchase o£ Screen Actors Guild after today (1)
film rights. Under the existing rules,
will abolish courtesy cards which
picture companies may back legit
administration before Duplessis did
productions and subsequently buy allowed Equityites the privilege of not bow to clerical dictates in polithe screen rights in the open mar- working in one film without joining
(Conlinued on page iG)
ket.
Or, under the proposed plan, SAG. Under the new edict, Equity
the studio would finance the legit members to appear before a lens
production and automatically ac- will have to pay SAG's $25 initiation
quire the screen rights under a fee and one-half of the $18 a year
standard scale of payments based on dues.
the legit gross, length of run and
SAG's 'non-cooperalion' squawk
INDIE
running costs.
resulted from Equity members freAlthough the plan has yet to be quently failing to apply to the
Seattle, Oct. 31.
adopted, various Hollywood com- Screen Guild's office for a courtesy
Motion
Picture
Theatre
Owners
panies have either resumed Broad- card.
they
is
said,
Instead,
it
way financing under one or the other would appear on a set waving their of the Northwest at its 17th annual
Friday and Saturday
setup, or are preparing to do so. For Equity memberships end claiming convention
voted
to
merge
with
the
Pacific
instance, George Abbott has indi- the right to work. This caused difficated he prefers to operate under culty in checking, sometimes slow- Coast Conference of Independent
Theatre Owners, Committee, headed
the existing regulations, so he has ing up production.
Fred
Mercy,
Jr.,
by
Yakima,
of
was
formed a new producing corporaNew York chapter of SAG has
tion and already has two produc- eased up its requirements somewhat named to work out details and report after the matter has been ratitions running on Broadway
('See for attendance at the annual memfied
or
fixed
Washington,
by
Alaska
My Lawyer' and 'Too Many Girls") bership meeting Friday (3) aftand Idaho operators. Sentiment is
with Warner backing.
ernoon at the Astor hotel. Anyone
strongly favorable so merging is asIf the film company wants to ac- when he paid dues last, will be adsured.
quire the picture rights to either mitted, under the new rule.
OrigiIdentity of the group, with local
snow it must buy them in the open nally a card paid up to at least
offices under manager J. M, Hone,
market. On the other hand, War- Aug. 1 was needed.
Aug. 1 date
continue
unchanged,
with
ners is also backing Sidney Kings- will still apply, however, to voting will
chapters planned for Spokane and
ley's 'The Outward Room," but un- privilege.
Tacoma. Pacific Conference is conder a tentative agreement to become
sidered equitable and favoring a
effective as soon as the proposed
conciliatory attitude on problems.
new plan is adopted. In the latter
Over 100 attended the local coninstance, Warners already have the
clave, Lo Lukan, Seattle, president,
screen rights, with the price to be
and Paul Aust and C. L. Gwinn, vicedetermined on the basis of the legit
presidents, all re-elected.
run.

Film Cos. Line Vp Flays
Paramount, RKO and 20th-Fox
are understood ready to re-enter the
Broadway field as soon as the proposed agreement goes through and,
in some cases, already have plays
lined up.
However, Metro, which
strongly opposed making it compulsory for the film backer under the
new plan to guarantee to purchase

Washington, D. C, Oct. 31,
William P. Farnsworth, who was
deputy administrator of the Code
Authority of the Motion Picture Industry and a member of the body
during the N. R. A. period, was appointed by Attorney General Murphy today to the post of special at-

a decision from the studio as to
the material selected for one of
the firm's stars, picked up the
phone and put in a call for the
studio chief.
'He's, not here,! reported the
studio operator. 'He and Soandso
(the star) have gone to the
.

More Probing

Further submission of secret testifilm tax and trade matunder Federal scrutiny was
last
week by Attorney
General Murphy with a suggestion
that indictments will be forthcoming,
ier Taschereau.
although weighing of past evidence
Church influence in provincial
Hollywood, Oct. 31.
has not been finished. Grand Jury
affairs is not expected to wane to
Unanimous vote of the Artists
any large extent. But the Liberal Managers Guild at its meeting Mon- hearings at Los Angeles will Tcsume

basic

WB

Off to the Races
Impatient sales manager of one
the major film companies,
having waited nearly a week for
of

'Arizona.'

Permanent

cost of $350,000, is up for sale
or rental at $1,000 a day to other
film outfits.
In addition, the
studio is' offering 150 head of
oxen and SOO cavalry horses to
the highest bidders.

pose.

U.S. Anti-Trust Suits;

Defeat of Duplessis, Under
Ultra-Strict Group's Domination, May Have Easing
Effect on Films, Radio and
Entertainment Generally

"Tucson, Ariz., Oct. 31.

New

Signatory managers
will vote within the ensuing few
days, at a meeting called for the pur-

Monday

Special Atty. to Help Prosecute

E

turn of nim backing to legit production (so-called 'Wharton-Wilk plan')
adoption next week.
is slated for

Murphy Names BiD Famsworth

LEAST HOPES

ters

forecast

shortly,

the
prosecutor
declared
day (30) night ratified the franchise
Thursday (26).
agreement with Screen Actors Guild
Return to Los Angeles of Charles
and the contract became effective at
Covenant Carr, special assistant to Murphy,
noon today (Tuesday).
was hinted in statement that the in^
runs for 10 years which is more
vestigation is not over. While Carr
agreeable to the agents than the prohas been in Washington for over a
posed five years.
week, the A.G. said 'his work is not
Only a few minor changes were
finished."

in the original contract drawn
up by Laurence Boilenson, SAG atUnder its terms, all picture
toirney.
agents must be licensed and percenters now doing business will be
issued credentials.

made

The next batch of testimony, according to Murphy's implication,
will be about alleged illegal activities of Willie Bioff, chief emissary
Hollywood of George Browne,

in

head of the International Alliancebf Theatrical Stage Employees. When
asked if indictment of Bioff has been
returned secretly or will be sought,
the Justice Department head explained that more evidence concerning him is to be offered the jurors.
The supplemental testimony 'may reMemphis, Oct. 31.
sult in an Immediate indictment,'
First Newspaper Film Critics of
conspicuous
'
America convention early In 1940, evidence
on the word 'may.'
has been shifted from the midwest
No settlement propositions have

CRITICS'

CONCLAVE

SET FOR HOLLYWOOD

.

'

!

to

Hollywood.

(Continued on page 16)

Jimmy

Starr, of the Los .\ngeles
Herald-Express, will serve as chairman of arrangemenU.
Primary reason for picking Hollywood was fact that studios might
star.s
freeing
difficulty
in
fimt
named as 'best' actor and actress
city for
trip to
distant
to make
Secondary
presentation.
awards
cause was that many of scribes have
never visited film city and might use
the meeting as an excuse for the

Tom

Edison, In Spades,

•

Into the

Consolidated's 9-Month

Net Earnings, $574,258

laspectlon

Spencer Tracy
Edison laboratory

is

in

Tour
inspecting

the

Menlo Park, N.

week

to absorb background
forthcoming role in 'Edison
the Man." After a gander at the old
workshop, Tracy moves to Washington to visit the inventor's son,
this
for his

J.,

i

compared with the same period in
1938.
Report last week showed net

Charles Edison, assistant secretary of

earnings of $574,258 for the ninemonth period endih? Sept. 30 as

the Navy.

compared with $530,200
The
period last year.

guests of Henry Ford last
the Thomas Edison Museum
born, Mich.

tor

31.

John W. Considine, Jr., will have
two Edison pictures before the
cameras at Metro next week.
'Young Tom Edison,' with Mickey
Rooney, takes off Monday, and Spencer Tracy as 'Edison the Man' is due
to roll a few days later.

trip.

Consolidated Film Indu.stries. Inc.,
earnings improved more than $38,000
in the first nine months this year as

Hopper Pronto
Hollywood, Oct.

Tracy and Howard Strickling were

similar

week

at

in Dearthree
first
understood.
quarters con.solldated net wa."; equal
Metro, in search of a vehicle for
• t\
Norma Shearer, is reported leading to $1.43 per preferred share, of which
t»
t»
i
iir
In
other companies for tho purchase. there are 400,000 outsianding.
Like others, it is holdiii.T olT. how- comparable
period
.vear
la.st
it
Pic; KanC,
Ily
First of.
ever, for several reasons.
amounted to $1.35 on eacii bhare of
t „„„ o,,.
Lynn Ban, currently ._ the_ east to
all. there is no hurry. ina.^much as a
do a personal with 'Drums Along
release dale can't be obtained for a preferred.
Company reported a slight dip in the Mohawk' this week at All);iny,
year, while the show plays out its
net earnings for the third quarter Gloversville and Amsterdam. N. Y.,
'anticipated Broadway run.
There is aLi^o a desire by producers ended Sept. 30, a total of $218,140. will train back to the Coa.^t next
what happens to it on u'hich was equal to S'-sc on each week to begin work in 'Johnny
to watch
Broadway. Feeling is thi.i it is not common share after provision for 50c Apollo,' with 'Tyrone Power and EdHarry Joe Brown is
a solid play, but one dependent oh quartcrly on tho preferred .shares. ward Arnold.
This compares with $218,703 for third, producing for 20th-Fox.
If biz slips off. the price
the star.
Actress' husband,
Waller Kane.
tag is ctrtain for a markdown. Basic- quarter of 1938, which v.-.is only
about $500 belter than the rov^'nuc agent, planes west today (Wodnesally the stiff (lyure asked is holding
day> with Harry Cohn.
this year.
things up.

Icgiter at the Moro.sco,

N. Y.,

it

is

I

'

Lynn Ban DUC BaCK WeSt
Fof
Cohn

'

I

I

'

m

'

'

!

1

|

'

I

i

|

I

;

I

;

I
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Gueringer,

Lightman Blasts

New

Independent

Back
H.

William

Still

to

Wednesday, NoTCBiber

New

Guerlnger,

Orleans

bopartant Legal Quirk to Court's

formerly

New Orleans show business, departed New York for that
city Friday (27) after a 10-day visit,
active in

Theatres, Inc^ Execs
Memphis, Oct. 31.
Branding leaders of the new Independent Theatres, Inc., as 'soreheads,'
M. A. Lightman, head of the midEouth's largest circuit, has cracked
back verbally at the group of unefflliated showmen who haye banded together for the announced purpose of providing him with opposi-

As

'Soreheads'

Double Turkey

.

tion.

Los Angeles, Oct

31.

Presidential preference for obof "Thanltsgiving Nov.
23 will result in Fox-West Coast
hanging out the holiday tariff in
their theatres one more day this
year than originally planned.
Circuit will observe as holidays both the Roosevelt day to
give thanks and the customary
last Thursday of the month.

servance

my organization having
to these particular
is
contrary
the exact
declared Ijghtman, former
true,'
president and leader in the
more
for
exhibition field hereabouts
than a decade. 'The. records will
chow that everyone of these feUows
except one came into my towns as
opposition to me, not that I went in
against them.'
Single exception, Lightman said,
Js Lee W. Moffiitt, Owensboro, Ky.,
where the Lightman circuit acquired
theatres formerly owned by Warner

more westerns might be made with
Cosmocolor was used
the process.

pointied to Owensas 'accidental oppo-

by Fine Arts in its production, 'Isle
of Destiny,' which may get RKO re-

'Instead of

done anything

exhibitors,

;

MPTOA

iBros.

Lightman

boro situation

sition as far as

we

are concerned
we took

.fore

because it
over the Warners' Kentucky houses.'
'We have never gone in against
any independent, we have never
fought any independent unless he
came in against us. and we have
never exacted any protection or
clearance over' any independent with
existed

1

the exception of three special spots,'
declared the head of the 70-odd theatre circuit (Malco) operated in
partnership with Paramount. TTiose
exceptions are: West Memphis, a
small town just across the river from
Memphis, and certainly not entitled
to play first runs simultaneously

with Main Street in Memphis;
Helena (Atk.) over West Helena,
where the same setup exists; and
Bardanelle (Ark.), where the clearance arrangement was all .worked
out long before we bought the house
end the status quo has never been
changed. I want to add that we have
never tied up product by virtue of

We

release picselective contract.
tures as quickly as we can.
think the records will show
'I
we have always playe.d ball with

that

the independent exhibitors and have

worked

We

for their interests.

tend to do

in-

so.'

Dubbing each officer of Independent Theatres 'Sorehead No. 1,*
•Sorehead No. 2/ etc., Lightman
criticized each individually for taking part in the movement against
him. The officers are: Jack Rhodes,
West Memphis, president; Moffitt,
Owensboro, vice-president; Steve
Jack
Jackson,
secretary;
Stein,
Guest, Camden, Ark., treasurer; R.
V. McGinnis, Hope, Ark, chairman
of the board,
Lightman said, "McGinnis, in Bussellville, Ark., got us to buy him
out there,' and that 'later he used
our money paid to him there to
enter into competition against us at
Hope.' He said Stein had come into
Jackson against him and the Paramount partnership and that 'despite
•11 this talk, Moffitt

money

has made enough

Owensboro

against us in

build a $50,000 tourist

camp

to
in Flor^

Ida.'

Lightman

also

complained about

of the article which
Variety carried two weeks ago. in
reporting formation of new outfit.
Said it 'implied he had played both
ends against the middle in the exAlso cited that the
hibitor field.'
story referred to Lightman as 'a
member of the Paramount board,'

the

tone'

which he isn't, being merely a part,
ner.
Yarn likewise had him con
fined largely to

Memphis

prior to

1930, whereas he was operating
Arkansas towns prior to that time

in

Empire Ops Reelect
Entire slate 'of execs of the Empire State Motion Picture Operators
Union, indie group, was reelected
last week. They include Abe Kind'
ler, prez; Nicholas Pitta, v.p.; Harry
Fishman, biz agent; William Saniarsiero, secretary; Leon Diamond
stein, treasurer, and-^Peter, Vlarde,

sergeant-at-arms.

members

new

Four

elected

to

nine-man exec board are l«uis
Davis, Joseph Casella, James Ad
desso and Allen J. Savitch.

MISS

WATSON IN
Watson

Lucille

'FIOBIAN'

left

yesterday

Metro's
go
into
Contract was signed yes'Florian.'
terday morning. It's a one-picture
deal with W. R, Sheehan.
'The
made
reciently
Actress

(Tuesday)

Women'

to

for the

same

studio.

COSMQCOLOR DICKERS
4 WKTERNS
PAR

m

most of which period he was abed
imder the care of physicians because
of a heart ailment Special arrangements were made to place him
aboard the train at Pennsylvania station. Showman had been in a New
Orleans hospital for 11 weeks after
an intestinal operation, just prior to
the trip north, and doctors there
thought the change would be beneficial.

Gueringer was in the coterie of
the late Julian Saenger, who operated a string, of theatres in the south.
He is known as 'the comic' among
intimates and likes the appelation.
When the Saenger properties were
absorbed by Paramount Gueringer's
share of the profit was $50>0,000.
However, he never had the use of
any of that nrioney which Was in the
form of slock, value of which dived
in the depression.

Cosmocolor Corp. is negotiating
with Paramount whereby four or

lease.

While Cosmo
range as Technicolor in screen prodoesn't get as wide

ductions,, the fact that it is adaptable for outdoorers and is inexpen-

Talk

65% Terms

ForMG-Selznick's

'Gone With Wmd'

Comsive has won new business.
pany claims it can turn out a Class
B production (six reels long) with
for
only
about
prints
$18,000
100
more than black and white prints.
To be sold under separate contract
In the past, it has been used largely and on straight percentage in every
engagement, probably at a new high
for shorts.
terms except for roadshows,
in
'Gone With the Wind' is the subject
Court Won't K.O. Reis'
currently of discussion as to ju.st
what the exact sales policy will be
Libel Suit Vs. Tucker and what date will be selected for
general release. These and related
matters have not.been determined as
Charles McLaughlin in yet according' to William F. Rodgers,
Ju.stice
N. Y. supreme court Thursday (26) general sales manager of Metro.
denied an application of Sophie
The manner in which 'Wind' will
Tucker to dismiiss the $100,000 libel be marketed by Metro and the peraction filed against her by Bernard centage terms to be asked from the
J. Reis, accountant, the judge opin- top in first-run engagements, togething, 'The article complained of, when er with definite opening dates in Atread as a whole, establishes clearly lanta and New York, will be decided
that a libel is set forth which is before the end of the week, it is exactionable per se. It is quite plain pected.
that the statement refers to the
Rodgers declares that, while Metro
The has talked about a world premiere in
profession.
in
his
plaintiff
charge of intentional, falsity is plain, Atlanta Dec. IR and nn opening at
and the use of the words mislead- the Capitol Dec. 20, the.<% dates arc
ing and erroneous together with the subject to change, in view of the
words and other malicious and discussions now going on and the abvicious statements demonstrate to sence of a decision up to yesterday
the average intelligent mind that (Tues.) as to date of general release.
here we have no innocent mistake.
A Chicago midscason sales meeting
On the contrary the entire language of Metro will follow the huddles that
shows that the plaintiff is charged are now taking place in New York
with disgraceful conduct in the ex- on 'Wind,' and, while this David O.
ercise of his callin.? or profes.sion.'
Selznick picture will be discu."ised
The allogedv libelous article ap- there, other general distribution matpeared in the American Federation ters will also be on the agenda.
of Actors Rf'porter on Sept 1, at the
Reports from the Coast are that
controversy.
height of the
Metro will ask a top of 65% on
straight
percentage
for
'Wind.'
Rodgers
stated yesterday (Tues.) that
Asst. Mgr., Ex-Footballer,
lio figure had been determined nor
Stickup that a policy had been set down for
Fells
the engagement at the Capitol. N. Y.,'
Pittsburgh, Oct 31.
where it is said prices will be adBandit wheel seems to be playvanced and a straight admission
circuit on a weekly
ing the
throughout the day of $1 or more
basis this fall. Last week a couple
would prevail, due to length of the
of holdup men slugged Jules Green,
manager of WB's Bclmar, over the p.icture three hours 45 minutes.
If opening at 9 a. m. and grinding
head and got away with more than
through to 1 a. m.. Cnp could do no
in
cash.
Late
Sunday
night,
$200
more than four shows daily during
almost a week to the minute, a lone
the week and only three on Sunday,
thug tried the same thing at anwhen theatres can't open until noon.
other
stand, the Schcnley, but
Al Lichtman. who's on the Coast,
with different re.sults.
Using a toy pistol, he held up planned coming east to discuss the
sales setup to govern 'Wind,' but reElizabeth Schivick, the cashier, and
demanded she turii over the cash considered and is remaining west.
Selznick, who has been in N. Y. for
drawer.
Miss Shivick reached in
discussions with Metro, is returning
the till, pulled atiout $32 and gave
Then as he started to the Coast tomorrow (Thurs.). He
it to the fellow.
away, she yelled 'stop that man' to stated on Monday (.W) that 'unique
terms' would obtain In the merchanCharles Steinhauser. assistant mandising of the picture, not amplifying
ager, and he went after him.
.

AAAA

Would-Be

WB

—

WB

Steinhauser,
former football
a
half-back, brought down the bandit
who gave his name as Hersh Kreitenberg, with a flying tackle and a few
rabbit punches and held him until
Steinhauser is the
police arrived..
son of Si Steinhau-ser, radio editor of
the Press. So far police have found
noirace of the two colored men who
robbed the Belmar and .slugged
Green, requiring several stitches in
the manager's head.

Rainer Undecided
Luiee Rainer, Metro player

who

arrived from Europe last week, is
staying in New York until she decides whether to appear in a picture
or a legit. Several stage shows are
on the fire.
Miss Rainer has the right to appear in an outride screen production before returning to the Metro
lot

further.
He will

come on from Hollywood,

together with other execs, to attend
the Atlanta preen>, and declared that
the whole show of 'Wind' will run
four hour.<;, including a 15-minute intermission.

Dismissal of Stondiam Vs. Pubfii
Thoie Big Hats

The David Stoneham
the

Clohimbus, Oct 31.
Objections of local theatr«
patrons to large women's hats
have led to police Issuing an ultimatum: Managers mu.st see to
It that the women remove their'
hat<;, or face arrest.
Under an old city ordinance. it
Is the responsibility of the management rather than the patrons.

Away

Hollywood, <5ct. 31.
After 35 years in retirement
Queenie Vassar dons the grease
paint again, this time as a film
player in Gregory LaCava's production, 'Primrose Path,' at RKO.
Former musical comedy star is Mrs.
Joseph d^wthorne in private life.
'Path' rolls tomorrow (Wed.) with
only one co-star working. Joel McCrea is busy at 20th-Fox, and picture will be shot around him for
about two weeks.
Ginger Rogers works solo in the
early scenes,

action against

Faramount^PubliX' Enters

old

which was thrown out of N. Y.
supreme court last Thuirsday (26) by

prises,

Just ice Louis

'V&lente, is

.A.

tant to the trade because
tiates the

its

import

substan-

type of financial statement"

picture companies have been issuing.

Legal lights also hold that
individual

for

ments issued by

LLOYD STARTS COL.

it relieves

from

directors

responsibility

personal

flnahcial

the.

>tate-

company's

sta-

departments.

tistical

Stoneham, who Operates the Inter-

TREE', IN JAN.

PIC,

state Theatres Co. of

Sam

sued.Publix,

Under his deal to mqke one picr
ture for Coliunbia, 'Tree of Liberty,'
Frank Lloyd plans starting it some-

McNamee and U

New England,
Sam Dem.

Katz,

bow, Jr., Felix E. Kahn, Ralph A.
Kohn, Marion Moles and Frederick
Action was brou.Rht on the
grounds of fraud, in the issuance of

Metzler.

time in January. Understanding is
that Lloyd may negotiate a possible
renewal with Paramount thereafter.
He recently completed 'Rulers of
the Sea' for Par. Budgeted at $1,100,000, he was forced over this
amount, negative cost reaching nearly $1,250,000. This was due, in part,
to bad luck on weather plus purchase
by Par of ships u.sed in the picture.
Eventually Par will make the ships
available for rental to other producers at $1,500 a day.

a fraudulent financial .statement of
Publi.x Enterprises, which induced
S'lOncham, he claimed, to sell his
Empire theatre, Portland, Me., to
Publix and to accept $120,000 notes
for it These notes never were paid,
because Publix Enterprises wciU into
bankruptcy, he claimed.
Stonehatn further claimed that the
financial statement shown him by
Dembow. had omitted to .^how $36,000,000 of contingent liabilities. Jack
L. Kraus 2d represented Stoneham,
and Louis Nizer appeared tor the
director defendants.

Reel

Attorney Nizer on cross-examinaStoneham made hirn Admit

To Work Out New Deal

tion

of
that the

Empire was a losing theatre

with and that there was a default on the
being the highest-paid newsreel com- mortgage when he sold it He also
mentator, probably will be given a pointed out that. Stoneham himself,
new deal by Universal newsreel in filing of certificate of condition In
when his present 3-year contract ex- Massachu.setts, as required by law,
pires around Dec. 31. He's been with had omitted to show contingent liaU as narrator a little over 10 years. bilities such as Stoneham claimed
I/jwell Thomas and Edwin C. Hill Publix should have put in their stateare other name commentators em- ment
In .Tn eight-hour cross-examination
ployed by the newsreels, working
for Fox Movietone and News of the of William Broad, acrount:mt.of Peat,
Day (Metro) respectively. McNaimec Marwick & Mitchell, accountancy
also does part of the narrating on firm, Nizer .emphasized that there

Graham McN.nmee,

made

Univei-sal shorts

credited

Vote Under

were many' types of contingent liabilities which do not appear on the bal-

in the east.

4 Coast Cartoon Outfits

involved.
Chief squawk came from Schlesinger studio, which held that 47 employees under individual contracts
should be excluded. Opposite view
fits

was taken by NLRB.
Board decreed that producer-directors at Loew's should be kept out
of the unaffiliated labor union, but
cameramen allowed. Cell washers
at all studios

were deemed

and directors of

all

eligible

companies

in-

cluded by the board.
Following were excluded, pursuant

forced Bi:oad to ad-

mit that, in the case of contracts for
employment, future salaries are not
listed
as contingent liabilities on
financial statements; that rentals under a lease to come due in the future,
and royalties under contracts are not

NLRB Ruling

Washington, Oct. 31.
Elections among employees of four
Hollywood animated cartoons production companies to determine
whether they care to be represented
by Screen Cartoon Guild will be
called within the month by the National Labor Relations Board.
Balloting will end a squabble over
classifications of employees, in which
employers have disagreed with the
board as to which workers should be
included or excluded from the units.
Walter Lantz Productions, Loew's,
Inc., Raymond Kalz Studio and Leon
Schlesinger Productions ar; the out-

He

ance, sheet.

To

listed as conligent liabilities.

Nizer
therefore contended there was no
fraud in the financial statement of
Publix Enterprises and that Stone.

ham had

I

prove any damage,
and that the action was brought in
bad faith.
Justice 'Valente dismissed the complaint at the end of the plaintiff's
case, which had listed about lour
days, not permitting it even to go to
the jury.
Jury and Valente heard
failed to

the evidence.

Stoneham

is

the !:ame

man who

Is

suing S. A. Lynch, claiming he was
Lynch's lawyer in the bankruptcy
proceedings of Publix.
$10,C0O

Federal

baum
.scrved

Note Sult^vs. WB
Judge Samuel Mandel-

N. Y.
decision

in

Saturday

(28)

re-

on application of
Sylvia Cowans to examine SUnlcigh
P. Friedman, of Warner Bro.-:., before trial. This is in connection with
her suit for $10,600, as a.<:.si.?nee of
Kwality Pictures,' Inc., against Jack,

Sam, Harry and Albert Warner.
judge, declared in reserving decision, that he would grant an examination if he decided that the intheir assistants, and' film librarians: formation .sought did not deal with
confidential
belonging to
matter
Warners.
S. Skouras on Coast
The plaintiff claims that two
Los Angeles, Oct 31.
checks dated Nov. 5, 1923, were
Spyros Skouras, prexy of Nation.^)! never paid. Warners a.s.-iert they
Theatres, is here from New York for were. paid, and also claim the statute
product and operation conference of limitations has run out, since the
with his brother, Charles P. Skou- transaction occurred over 15 years
ras, head of Fox West-Co<i.st Thea- ago.
an agreement between the S.C.G.
and other interested unions: clerical
and supervisory employees. laboratory technicians, cartoon editors and
to

tres.

Can't Stay

1939

1,

III,

Meeting of all F-WC district manbeen called lor today

agers has
(Tuesday).

PAEITES'

TEEK WEST

Paul Phillips,

The

WB's Tax

Suit

Warners filed, suit in N. Y. Supreme
court against the N. Y. City' Tax
Commission seeking reduction from
an assessment of

$2.926;500,

theatres to $1,666,000.

on three

They are

the

charge o( the Warner theatre on Broadway, asdepartment; sessed at $750,000, which Warners
T.
X. Jones, theatre accoimling claims should be $400,(kH); the second
executive,
and
Charles
Burton, is the Hollywood theatre. 51sl and
maintenance-construction head, left Broadway. a.ssessed at $1.1.50.000, WB
yesterday (Tues.) for Chicago to dis- claiming its value is $600,000; the
cuss matters afl'ecling the situation last is the Warner warehouse at 617locally. They will also contact Min- 027 West Mth street asses.<;ed
neapolis, headquarters of the Minne- $1,026,500, film company asserting the
sota Amus. Co.
value to be $666,000.
Phillips will go on from there to
Dec. 4 is the date for « hearing on
St Louis before returning east.
Warner.";' claim of over-assessmentE.

Paramount

real

in

estate

.

»

Wednesday, NoveHil>er

1,

'

PICTURE GROSSES

1939

First

Dames and Action Gettiiui Chi Coin;

RuDS oa Broadway
(Subject to Change')

Week

Cagney-Vaude

$41,000, A. B.

Marcus

Hypo 'Men/

'Thunder,' IIG

of Nov. 2

Astor- 'Goodbye
(M-G) (25th wk.).
Capitol

Girls

.

Mr.

Chips'

in

Arms'

—'Babes

VARIETY

N. Y. Fair Ends; 'Passage' with Dick

And Ted Powefl OK

(M-G) (3d wk.).

$49,1

Big 95G li 'Dress Parade'-Kemp 25G

(M-G)

Criterion— 'Whipsaw'

t

(revival) (1).

Globe— Beware Spooks'
Oct. 31.

Chicago,

Weather

I3

just about perfect lor

U

ney-Lane punching toward swelegant
week, 'On Toes' (WB),

$6,500. Last
$4,100. fair.

business is bad
Malco Palace (Lightman) (2,200;
only possible rea- 10-30-40)— 'Under- Pup' (U). Exploidt any house^thc
wallop ol the at- tation, plus plugs by local crix who
aon 'ls the lack of
junketed to Gloria Jean premiere
at Scranton, pushing this to oke $5,*'^Act?on and dames are getting the 500.
Last week, 'Disputed Passage'
for 'Roarcoin this week, the first
(Par), $4,700, mild.
int Twenties,' at Chicago, and secOrpheum (Cullins-Evaiis) (2,800;
ond for A. B. Marcus unit, 011 stage 30-55) Vaiide house dark second
These figure as the
of State-Lake.
straight
week.
two top money-scorers of the sesStrand (Lightman) (1,000; 10-20
show repeatsion, with the Marcus
'Touchdown'
(Par),
'Everymark it 30)
ing the excellent com
appearance two months thing Ice' (RKO) and 'Law Pampas'

ihow

business.

(Col).
(Reulewed in VAHiBiy, Oct. 25)

Music Hail-'Mr. Smith Goes
to Washington'

Palace

(3d
—'Escape'(Col)
(20th).

Paramount

— 'D

i

s

pu

t

wk.).

e d Pas-

sage' (Par) (2d wk.).

—

RIalto 'One Hour to
(U) (3).
Rivoli—'Jamaica Inn'

Live'

The Fair is over and managers are
anxious to see what a difference it
makes at the film boxofCices, if any.
Experience during the past two
months has been that weekend busi-.
ness has been away over the normal
of prior years, while Mondays have
witnessed a big dip. Various other
weekdays have

also fluctuated

a. lot.

opens Thursday (9), backed by a big
campaign.
Blalto (750; 2S-40-55)— "Legion of
Lost Flyers'
about $6,800.

up

Doing

(U).

fairly,

Last week the count-

was

$6,000 for 'Witness Van(U).
Bivoli (2,092; 25-55-75-85-99)— 'Jamaica Inn' (Par)' (4th week). Tees
ishes'

in managerial circles off on fourth week today (Wed.)
is that while the Flushing Meadows after $18,()00 for the third week endexpo has apparently helped, it has ing last night (Tues.) okay, and $26,not been as startling as some ex- 000, very sturdy, the prior (2d) stanKoxy 'Drums Along the Mopected.
Music Hall, a natural for za. Though dipping $8,000 after the
hawk' (20th) (3).
the visiting firemen, has unquestion- second week, with competition being
ably benefited the most.
Some of what it is, the Lnughtcn picture is
Strand— 'Dress Parade' (WB)
(Pai'), split.
C;ut up week three
its weekends have been sensational holding its own rather well.
(2d wk.).
ways for maybe $2,000, good. Last
in comparison with the level of busiRoxy (5,836; 25-40-55-75)— '20,000
Week
Nov.
9
of
week, 'Star Maker' (Par) (2d run),
ness on other days.
Men' (20th) and stage show. No
'Television Spy'
(Par), and 'Rio'
Astor 'Goodbye Mr. Chips'
Nearing the blowoft. on Friday, dice, only around $25,000 and out
(RKO), $1,700, okay.
Saturday and Sunday (27-28-29), the after one. week, to be followed Friday
(M-G) (2Gth wk.).
Fair played to around 1,000.000. (3)
by 'Drums Along Mohawk'
'Dancing Co-ed'
Capitol
Theatres did well on those three (20th). Last week 'Hollywood Caval(M-G).
days where the attractions had any cade' (20th) (2d wk) over $30,000,
(Reviewed in VAtiiEry, Sept. 27)
pull at all.
Out of school Friday disappointing though profitable.
Music Hall— N i n o t c h k a
(27), many of the town's kids went
State (3,450; 35-55-75)— 'Bali' (Par)
to shows instead of to the expo.
(2d run), and Noble Sissle. Harriet
(M-G).
Lone new bill of any consequence Hoctor, Stroud Twins. 'Bali' is anParamount 'Rulers
t he
of
is
'Disputed
Passage'
and Dick other picture that had three v/ecks
Sea' (Par) (8).
Powell
in
person
at
the
Paramount
at
the Par 1st run, lessening its
(Revietued in Vabictv Sept. 20)
together with the Teddy Powell or- chances here, and doubtful of topR:aHo 'Call a Messenger' (U)
chestra, Frazee sisters and others, ping $18,000, not so good. Last week
(10).
The first week, ending last night Golden. Boy' (Col) (2d run) and Ted
Kivoll— 'First Love' (U) (8).
(Tues.), was a socko $49,000. Powell Fio Rito, Wally Vernon and team of
Boxy 'Drums. Along the
is credited with much of the draw. Raye and Naldi, $22,000. o.k.
Holdover begins today (Wed.).
Mohawk' (20th) (2d wk.).
Strand (2,767 25-50-55-75-85-99)—
Vieing strongly with the Par for 'Dress Parade' (WB) (1st week) and
'Roaring Twenties*
Strand
the
lion's share of the business is Hal Kemp (2d week),
Holdover of
(WB) (10).
'Mr. Smith Goes to Washington,' Kemp with new picture substituted
Pittsburgh, Oct. 31.
(Reviewed in VAHiEiir Oct. 25)
currently in its second powerful means maintaining the prior week's
Biz still isn't what it should be
week at the Hall. It will round out pace at $25,000, but probably not betaround here. Even top attractions fast and bettered estimate at $18,000, the week at $95,000, following first ter. This figure was drawn with
of the year are falling below expecWarner (WB) (2,000; 25-35-50)— seven days of $105,000, and tomor- Kemp on his first we ek, picture being 'On Your Toes' (WB).* 'Parade*
'Babes Arms' (M-G). Moved here row (Thurs.) begins a third.
It's a peculiarity of Pitts
tations.
Another one-weeker is '20,000 Men
burgh conditions that upturn in in- after big week at Penn and has a Year' at the big-seatcr "Roxy, and Kemp hold over.

—

The impression

(Par)

(4th wk.).

—

—

•turned in
ago.

Garrick

on

is

going In for some excurrently ^ with
Surrendered, an

stuff

ploitative

%hen Germany

Indie flicker that ties in with the
House is also beginning
headlines.
because
to stress its newsreel again,
Ilrjt
of the readying of the town's
100% newsreel house, which will

open Dec. 15. At one time Balaban
Gar4: KaLz considered turning the
rick into a newsreeler, but dropped

the idea at the last minute. However, with indie opposition coming
Into town with a newsreel spot.
B. & K. is building up a newsreel
following for the Garrick in ac
vance.
Palace holds over 'Fifth Ave. Girl.'
tied in witli the Joe Cook unit on
the stage as llie final vaude session
spot, which goes flrstfor this
lun double features Friday (3).
Estimates for This Week

RKO

Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 3.S-55-65-75)
Cavalcade'
(20th).
in here for an additional loop
try after a session in the Chicago.
I,ook3 for around $4,000, mild. Last
week, 'Rains Came' (20th), fair $5,200 for loop h.o:

—'Hollywood

Came

Chlcaeo

(B&K)

(4.000;

35-55-75)—

"Roaring Twentieit' (WB) and stage
show. Okay medicine for the boxoffice, which means $32,000 cun-cnlLast week, 'Hollywood Cavally.
cade' (20th) and vaudc, disappointed
•t mild $29,500.

—

—

.

MUSIC

MILLER

—

SWEET

$23,000

—

1NN.G.PITT

—

dustry isn't reflected at b.o. until
several weeks later and, with steel
mills going full blast for month now,
boys are hoping that next fortnight
will see the swing to the right.
Alvin's topping the town with 'Mr.
Smith' and getting great week, but
It'll
still bit under original hopes.

Garrick (B&K) (800;
second week,' however, and then
'Germany Surrendered' (Ru)e) and stay
Co-Ed' (M-G). On transient trade will probably move to Senator for
Heavy, rains
for war stuff looks for all right $5,- continuation of run.
Last week, 'Television' (Par) at getaway held Glenn Miller, with
000.
and Troubles' (20th), managed fair
'They Shall Have Music,' down at
enough $5,100.
Stanley, but he's finishing strong and
OrienUI (.Tones) (3.200 25-40)
Tomorrow Comes' (U) and 'Under- should turn in satisfactory figure,' if
Pup' (U), and vaude.
Good com- not the anticipated spectacular one.
bination adding up to satisfying $14.- 'Babes in Arms' went to Warner in-

35-55-65)—

Last week, 'Bachelor Mother'
'Golden Boy' (Col), and

(RKO),

vaude, turned in good $14,400.
P«l»ce (RKO) (2,500; 35-55-05-75)
—'Fifth Girl' (RKO) and Joe Cook
unit on stage (2d wkl. Swan song
for vaude here currently as house
fallows with double feature policy.
Winding up at weak pace for holdover of picture and show to $11,000, followin'j fine
$17,800 last week.

money

session of

BoosevcH (B&K) (1,500: 35-55-G575)— 'Thunder' (M-G). Marine action

flicker

gathering in the male

trade and profitable $11,000.
Last
week,
'Feathers'
finished
(UA),
fortnight's stay to neat $7,900.

SUte-I^he (B&K)

(2.700:

25-40)—

"Lost Men' (Par) and A. B. Marcus
unit on stage.
Unit is what'.s getting the coin.
Up above $17,500.
which is a smashing take. Last week.
Major Bowes' 'Anniversary' unit
hypoed 'Miracles' (M-G) to excellent $14,500.

stead

of

staying

(E&K-M-G)

is

running

Men

'Torpedoed.'
Estimates for This Week
Alvin (Harris) (1.850; 25-35-50)—
'Ml. Smith' (Col). Bullish raves for
this one, with the crix calling it
year's outstanding picture. Will be
among house's biggest grossers, although swell $15,300 still isn't quite

what management hoped Capra. click
would do. Gets second week and
Senator will likely pencil it in after
Last week, second of 'Hollythat.
wood Cavalcade' (20th), just fair at
$5,000.

Fulton (ShearHyde) (1.750; 25-40)
—'20.000 Men' (20th). Won't get full
week, management planning to pull
niglit (2) after six
it out Thur.sday

(1,700:

CAGNEY-LANE

$6,500 IN MEMPHIS
Mem.phis, Oct.

31.

Sudden cold snap brought tpwn
out
of
doldrums this weekend.
There's a jingle of coins along Main
Street, most of it coming from the
Warner, where Cagney and Priscilla
iu 'The Roaring Twenties' are
noisy.
Picture got good
and drew biggest Sabbath
house theatre had in months.
TJnder-Pup' is also keen tor a
starlet's first.
Malco Palace getting
good play for Gloria Jean.
Marx
BT03. in '0ay at Circus' at Locw's
rated sub-par by critics. Orpheimi,

Lane

notices

20'S'

not too good, cither.

Sticks extra

day and will run into world premiere Friday night (3) of 'Allegheny
Uprising' (RKO). Last week; 'Babes
Arms' (M-G), fell short of original
estimate and finished at $20,000, not
enough to rale planned second week
here.

Senator (Harris) (1,700; 25-40)—
'Mutiny Big House' (Mono) and
'Torpedoed' (Col).
No interest in
this twinner, public apparently getup with U-boat
pix purporting to reflect today's

ting just a little fed

where

it

is

rubbing bottom; only

House brings in
around $25,000.
'Drums Along Mohawk' Friday (3),
be followed by another buy
from United Artists, 'Housekeeper's

to

Under expectations in view
what it has done in other parts

of
of

the country but still over the house
average at the Capitol is 'Babes in
Arms.' It will get $30,000 or thereabouts this week (2d) and holds a

Louisville, Oct. 31.
Biz is pretty evenly divided among
the first-runs this week, 'Mr. Smith
Goes to Washington' shaping up as
the top-flight b.o. draw.
'Babes in
Arms,' at Brown, is swell on moveover.
On other screens, product
points to alright returns and, with
cooler weather to give 'em a break,
there should be no complaints cur-

picture, 'Jais also off somewhat but
at $18,000 for the third week
Stays
last night (Tues.);

Getting only $25,000 last week
with 'On Your Toes' and Hal Kemp,
but having latter's orchestra booked
for three weeks, the Strand changed
pictures Friday (27), substituting 'On
First day with new
Dress Parade.
film perked but doubted if the same
Agure, $25,000, will be topped. Bee
Howell was added to the Kemp band
Friday (27), also.
State is off with 'Honeymoon
Bali' and a stage bill embracing
Noble Sissle, Stroud Twins and Har-

m

riet Hoctor.
looks tops.

About

.

$18,000,

mild,

—

D-1'

(WB)

(reissue),

fairish $3,000.

OKSUSOOiuDaC.

The Laughton

concluded

Estimates for This Week
25-40-55-65)— 'Mr.
rently.
(1,012;Astor
Ko standout football games in this Chips' (M-G) (25th week). A run
territory over the weekend, which picture that has now passed the
half-year mark, believed to be a recwas in pic houses' favor.
ord for any film on a consecutive
Eslimales for This Week
basis, this English-made is a sensaBrown (Loew's-Fourth Avenue) tional proftt-maker. The 24th week,
15-30-40)
'Babes Arms' ending Monday night (30), was $6,(1,000;
(M-G) and 'Scandal Sheet' Col).- 000. End_pf..run Imminent.
Moveover. from Locw's.
Excellent
Capitol "(4,520; 25-35-55-05-$!. 25)—
draw from the younger crowd helpBelow
ing this pair to shape up for record Babes' (M-G) (2d week).
Last week, 'Hollywood Cav- the fond expectations nourished for
$3,800.
alcade' (20th) and 'Pack Up Troubles' it but okay and good profit at over
$40,000 la.st week (1st) and a prob(20th), okay $1,800.
$30,000 or a shade better' on the
Kentucky (Switow) (900; 15-25)— able
holdover. Remains a third week.
'Livingstone'
(20th)
and 'Scandal
Criterion (I,C02: 25-40-55)— 'CallSheet' (Col). Catching fairish trade,
and average $1,600 indicated. Last ing All Marines* (Rep). Wound up
sad
week last night (Tues.) at less
a
week, 'Tomorrow Comes' (U) and
'Hotel Women' (20th), split with than $5,000. Prior film. 'High Grey
'News Made Night' (20th) and 'Lead- Walls' (Col), around $6,500. so-.so.
ing Citizen' (Par), fine $1,900.
Globe (1,700; 25-35-55)— 'Rio' (U).
Locw's State (Loew's) (3,100; 15- Doing only fairly, maybe $7,000.
30-40)— 'Mr. Smith' (Col) and 'Grey Last week, third for 'U-Boat 29'
Walls' Col). Strong buildup getting (Col), $6,500, good. 'Beware Spooks'
(Col) opens tomorrow (Thurs.).
this one sweet returns. Heading for
Palace (1,700; 25-35-55)— 'Dust Be
$10,000, big. Last week, 'Babe.; Arms'
(M-G) and 'Scandal Sheet' (Col), de- Destiny' (WB) (2d run) and 'Pack
livered socko $11,500.
Up Troubles' (20th) (1st run). InMary Anderson (Lib.son) (1.000; dications point to about $7,800, all
right
with this brace. Last week's
15-30-40)— 'Roaring Twenties' (WB).
Cagney-Priscilla Lane opus pulling doubleton, 'Espionage Agent' (WB)
nice trade. Will bo well on the black and 'Undcr-Pup' (U), both 2d run,
side at probable $5,000. Last week, $7,200.

'Submarine

Tough

Opposish, 'Beau

maica Inn'
still o.k.

a fourth.

INL'VILLE

Despite

Daughter.'

third.

NICE $5,000

week at
there, while at

Penn, 'Roaring Twenties'

bit better than average. '20,000
a Year' getting nothing at Fulton and Senator's also pulling up
lame with 'Mutiny in Big House' and

—

plenty

'ROARING

second

Penn and doing well

twin-bill
days for English-made
horror program, 'Return of Frog'
and 'Demon Barber of Fleet Street.'
35-55-65-75)— 'Babes Arms'
(M-G) Looks like $2,500 this week, poor.
(3d wk).
Looks for at least a Last week, 'Stop. Look (20th) and
month's stay here on strong pace, 'Sherlock Holmes' (20lh), yanked
taking bright $11,000 currently after after five days to awful $1,600.
snagging brilliant $11,000 last week.
Penn (Locw's-UA) (3,300; 25-35'Roaring Twenties'
(WB).
50)
Crime cavalcade with Cagney will
be just average gro.ssor when week's
NOISY
up. Heading for $13,500, not bad but
tJnlted Artists

Around $8,700
plenty stuff left.
looked for and a chance of better
ing that; in which event picture
might rate the nod for another week
Last week, 'Fast, Furl
and 'Blue Grass' (WB),
woefully weak at $3,200.

at this spot.
ous' (M-G)

—

;

000.

—

(3,C64:
— Paramount
'Disputed Passage'

25r35-55-88-99)
(Par) and, on

Washington, Oct. 31.
Dizziest weekend in years, appears
to be paying off to at least the biggest mainstemmers, with Eddie Cantor's stage unit grabbing press space
by the yard as comic cavorts in and
out of White House, Capitol Hill,
Federal Bureau of Investigation,
Y. M. C. A., and anything else with
a news angle. Pic at Capitol; 'Fast
and Furious,' isnt hurting, but Cantor is the draw that will lead the

town by some

$10,000.

Earle, which is holding over *Mr.
Smith' and complete stage bill, stood
'cm up last week and is strong on

the repeat. Political and newspaper
experts are still rubbing their hurt
feelings, but the public loves it. 'Beau
Geste,' overshadowed by above two,
is getting ok figure at Palace, ace
straight pic spot, and "U-Boat 29' at
Met is doing nicely on headline angle, but reissue of 'Road Back' took

hefty panning from
dying at Keith's.

critics

and

is

Angle that threw boys off their
calculations this stanza was opening
of every house on Thursday, except
Earle, which held over. Marked first
time in a decade that nothing bowed
on Friday. Three Loew's spots have
permanently shifted to Thursday debuts.
Others were booking coinci-

dences, although they are watching
effect of

change oh rivals and

follow suit
Estimates for This

may

Week

Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 2S-35-40-6G)
'Fast Furious' (M-G) and vaude.
Pic pleasing, but: Eddie Cantor show

—

drawing sock $30,000, Last week,
'20,000 Men' (20th) and Ann Rutherford

p.a., light $14,000.

Colombia (Loew)

(1.234;

25-40)—

'Iron Mask' (UA) (2d run).
Back
after fair stay at Palace for passable

Last week. 'Women' (M-G)
(2d run), fourth week on mainstem,

$4,000.

.satisfying $4,000.

Earle (WB) (2,216; 25-35-40-66)—
Smith' (Col) and vaude (2d
Entire bill held over for

'Mr.

week.

RIalto (Fourth Avenue) (3.000; 15- stage, Dick Powell, Teddy Powell swell $17,000.
Last week walloped
Incepts second with $22,000.
Too many of them in a 30-40)— 'Nurse Cavcll' (RKO) and orch, Frazee Sisters. after
pounding
Although week today (Wed.)
Keith's (RKO) (1,830; 35-55)— 'Road
row. Not more than $1,700 in sight. 'Bookies Wept' (RKO).
through with fortitude to a nice Back' (U) (reissue). Retouched verLast week, second of 'U-Boat 29' public interest in war news is at
first
$49,000
the
seven
days.
Last sion rapped by critics as just as bad
high pitch, this combo is getting only
(Col), just about the same.
Last week, 'Disputed week, second for 'What a Life'. (Par) as ever. Comes out tomorrow (1)
Stanley (WB) (3,000; 25-40-60)— mild $-1.5()0^
(Par) and 'Television Spy' and Jimmy Durant'e-Russ Morgan with six days at floppo $4,000. Last
only vaude house, is minus stage 'Have Music' (UA) and Glenn Mill- Passage'
(Par), plus p.a. of John Howard. ia-person combination, $25,000, get- week, 'Rio' (U), dull $5,500.
attraction and dark for second weelc. er's orch. Picture hasn't been doing
Met (WB) (1,600 25-40»— 'U-Boat
aroimd here so Miller, hotter Olympe Bradna and J. Carroll Naish ting by but not much more.
much
Estimates for This Week
Radio City Musle Hall (5,980; 40- 29' (Cpl). Timeliness helping arty
than a firecracker at moment, can Saturday (21), got good $7,500.
loew's (Loew) (2,600; 10-30-40)— take practically all of the credit.
Smith'
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400; C0-84-99-$1.65)— 'Mr.
(Col) draw strong $6,000.
Last week,
At Circus' (M-G).
Opened slow Got a bad break at opening when 15-30-40)— 'Rio' (U) and 'Bright and stage show (2d week). A smash 'Touchdown' (Par), good $5,000.
out picking up to fair $5,000, about pouring rain kept downtown virtu- Boys' (U). Off to an early (Thurs- of the first-water and probably $95,35-55)—
Palace
(Loew)
(2.242;
aj expected.
Last week, 'Babes' ally empty, but coming back strong day) start and pointing 'lO fairly 000 on the holdover, following a 'Beau- Geste' .(Par). Overshadowed

(M-G), $8,600, socko.

headlines.

.

and should

finish

around

$23,000, all

Wirncr's (Warner) (2,300; 10-30- right. Last week. Ted Wccms and
<")— 'Roaring Twenties' (WB). Cag- 'Dancing Co-Ed' (M-G), hit the tape

good
(20th)
$2,500.

$3,200.

and

Last well:. 'Stranger'
'Escap?'

(20th),

light

spicy $105,000

mains a third.
than two here.

the

first

Few

week.

Re-

are held more
'Ninotchka' (M-G)

by 'Mr. Smith' and Cantor, but will
see oke $13,500. Last week. 'Rains
Came' (20th) (2d wk), solid $8,500.

EXPLOITATION

VARIETY

8

Bv John
in the

And

U-BOAT

CASHES

HEAVILY IN CANADA

and

final day.

They are
Winnipeg, Oct.

31.

With the sinking of HMS Hoyal
Oak at Scapa Flow coming' only a
few days previous to opening, Don
Gauld, of the Metropolitan, put on
heavy exploitation for 'U-Boat 29,'
which shows the battleship. Campaign included special window displays in the downtown area, while
heralds, posters, etc., were liberally
scattered through military and naval

headquarters around town. Newspaper ads and radio plugs completed the boost.

Newspaper ads carried copies of
the headlines from two local dailies
telling of the Royal Oak sinking.
•Same ads brought requests from
other cities and towns yet to play
the picture. A further tieup with
the newspapers had a special bulletin board outside the theatre. This
wag serviced three and four times
daily from the city desks of the
dailies with art work and Canadian
Press flashes. An eye was kept on
copy to keep
naval material.

it

mostly

down

to

Window displays were effective
made of models of
destroyers iand sub chasers.
Took
a little trouble finding makers of
with use being

such models but was worth it from
of people it stopped.
Window cards and 20,000 heralds were
scattered and spotted around the
town with special care being taken
in regions of military and naval

number

Added to
this
also wrote personal letters to
officers commanding regiments

concentrations.

Gauld

the Winnipeg district, pointing
out the timeliness of the picture and
offering to reserve special blocks of
seats for all military groups wishing to attend the picture.
Papers
cooperated
further
by
running clips from picture showing
film version of sinking of Royal
Oak along with mention of pic-

In

ture.

with anxiety about the picture busi-

.

conversational turnover from innumerable former exhibitor meetings, but there also were some new angles,
chief of which was unmistakable evidence for the first
time at one of these gatherings, that the theatremen
at last had made up their own minds to tackle their
particular problems in their own way and behalf, and
the program of watchful waiting, begging and pleading .with producer-distributors was all washed up.
has made up its mind to stop asking, and
start demanding. And If there is any misunderstanding as to whether that Is not the policy, some of the
strongest members of the board of directors, in private
conversation, declare themselves ready to call for a

MPTOA

showdown.

"

EXHIBS

WEAAT OF IT AIL

In the first place, exhibitors are slightly weary over
the industry setup, to which they attribute their rather
undignified role of being patsy for every rambunctious
legislative program and every Intra-industry move and
manipulation, which reverberate like a Grand Canyon
echo at theatre boxofflces. They are sore about
the bad publicity which the business is getting as a
result of Hollywood's 'economy' splurge. They say the
customers already are jumping down their necks about
'cheap pictures,' although current attractions were
produced months ago, long before Herr Hitler started
cutting up. They say the Hollywood gossip columns
which are syndicated in their newspapers, and the
radio chatterers with their matrimonial scoops and
blessedeventlng, are tearing down all dignity in the

to Hospital

Reading, Oct. 31.
G. Keeney, manager of the
Park, scored heavily on advance
freo publicity for
'Edith
Cavell'
(RKO), showing the picture, before
Its opening at his theatre, in the
hall of. St Joseph's Hospital for the
nurses and hospital attaches.
war
veteran, totally disabled in that hospital since the end of the World
War, who was brought to the preC.

A

was

services

Gerber

in

Schafer,'

whose

various welfare move-

ments have brought him nationwide
prominence.

Hot Time in N. C. When
Local Boy Comes Home
The

two

Kyser's

first

You're

theatres

where

Kay

picture, "That's Right,
will
be
world

Wrong,'

preemed

in

bandleader's

Rocky Mount, N. C,
hometowni Nov. 15,

have been sold out and
already

come

$4,000 has

in for the dance that
in a tobacco growthere that night.

Kyser will play
er's warehouse

Proceeds of the dance go to local
charities.

RKO

picture with Kyseir will
be generally released Nov. 24.
Company has an option on the band
lor a second feature. .
'

Goes Overboard

InBallybooforRKO's

'Allegheny Uprising*
They are burning up over the failure, refusal and
plain cusscdness of some of the larger distributing
companies in denying exhibitors the concessions of canPittsburgh, Oct. 31.
cellations and privileges to which the same distributors
Festivities
surrounding world
subscribed in all discussions lending to the drafting of
the trade practice code. And most irritating of all, preem of RKO's 'Allegheny Upristhey discover, as they talk over sales policies among ing' here this, week-end have grown
themselves, that several major distributors have fiex- from a one-night stand
to three-day
Ible rules of exchange operations, doing business one program.
Affair is being
way in the east, another in the west, and still another by Allegheny Centennial sponsored
Committee
in the south.
of One Hundred, which is using the
In short, they are asking themselves why, as theatre- opening to climax lOOth anniversary
men with the responsibilities of millions of dollars in celebration of City of Allegheny,
theatre properties, with the obligation of showhianship which Is now North Side of Pittswhich brings in the wherewithal from which film rent- burgh proper. City council voted
als are subtracted, they shouldn't change around the $2,500 to committee to be. shelled
order of things in the film Industry and play captain out as It saw fit in connection with
for a little while?
the event.
-

Tlx for opening night at Pcnn
Friday (3) are bringing $2.50 and
It was Intereisting and absorbing conversation, but a practically a sell-out
already. Big
listener couldn't refrain from the silent comment that dinner for 700 civic leaders
honormost of the exhibitor peeve is due primarily to the ing Claire Trevor, star of picture,
prevailing producer-distributor attitude which has per^ and Mayor Cornelius D. Scull.v,
who
niitted much Ignorance of the production problerri. heads Centennial group,
in William
Hollywood has gone along for years without any con- Penn hotel's Chatterbox will precede
sistent and intelligent effort to acquaint the great body premiere.
TIeups have been arof exhibitors with accurate, authentic and essential ranged with nine Pittsburgh

WANT A SAT FOR A CHANGE

.

information about picture making.

departstores, one of which will hold
a tea for Miss Trevor under auspices
of local chapter of DAR.

ment

Such statements, as film company executives have
disseminated through the trade, have been confined,
for the most part,' to flamboyant publicity that (in the
particular executive's opinion) some picture set for
early release, which he has just had the honor and
privilege of viewing, is without doubt the biggest
smash hit of the season. No studio ever has extended
a welcome invitation to exhibitor groups to visit Hollywood with sufficient frequency to Inform theatremen
of the complex problems of filming. Correspondence
between producers and their customers, who operate
theatres, is about as cordial as a Western Front communique.
That is why, at the present moment, producers and
their distributing organizations are having such a difficult time trying to get over the idea that the American theatre operator may have to change his exhibiting policies in order to meet the added requirements
of greater domestic income to match the diminishing
foreign film rentals. Most exhibitors, and this goes for
some who have been in the business for years, believe
the dip in foreign receipts is being used as a gag to
get higher film domestic rentals. There Is amazhig
lack of understanding about the actual situation, and
no one should be shocked at the fact, because the
groundwork of real cooperation and mutual coordination always has been slighted and passed over as one
of the non-essentials. Film business has been such a
bonanza that it has been able to absorb these deficiencies which in many other commercial setups are regarded as fundamental.
or a whole
'Tisn't so bad that It couldn't be worse
Under the surface of these most recent
lot better.
exhibitor discussions Is a most constructive program.
Theatremen are beginning to see themselves In the
full stature of their Importance to each other, and the
industry.
In numbers, in showmanship experience
and. in ability to handle public relations they are possessed of the full and complete equipment. They are

—

turning their attention to the Inner-workings of the
business itsell In that direction they will find the
answers.

Albany's Mayor Issues

KDKA

Its

blue

.

WWSW.

pushing preem through newest and
oldest forms of transmission, latter
being reflected in Indian stuff used
picture.

In

Practically entire downtown area
being roped off night of preem for
16-block long parade which will be
carried off In ox-team motif. P. J,
Wolfson, who produced 'Uprising,'
will also represent studio, and Neil
is

Swanson, who authored 'First Rebel,'
from which screen play was fashr
ioned. is coming up from Baltimore
for the affair.
Swan at one time
of Pittsburgh Prcs.'i.
Details
are being handled by
Charlie Kurtzman, manager of Penn;
Joe Feldman and Jim Toteman, of
publicity staff; and Carl Rigrod

was m.e.

WB
and

Lou Allemann,

reps,

who have been

special

RKO

town

for 10

In

days preparing releases and tie-ups.
Festivities

will

get

under

way

Thursday

(2) and continue throughSaturday and RKO studio plans to
send on number of additional pic-

names from

ture
Mi.<;s-

rett

Coa.st to

Trevor's appearances.

McCormick now
studio

in

leaves

augment
S.

Bar-

Hollywood
for

other

players.

ADD: SEALS
Now Good

'Drums' Proclamation

NBC

Networfi broadcast over

via
will take place from
stage of Penn, with Miss Trevor and
group of local actors doing several
scenes from the script. Original
score used In 'Uprising' will be
played by Maurice Spitalny's band.
In addition, several lobbv broad*
casts will be staged by
In
addition, KDKA, which will dedicate
new transmitter same week-end. is

arranging

Rio,

Housekeeping Will Put

Stamp on Shorts

Original plan

Buenos Aires To

Hear 'Oz on Short Waves

mov-

Schenectady, Oct.

General

Electric

Company

to

bring

in

crix

from out-of-town has been dropped
and instead only syndicate writers
and special columnists from the east
will

Is

Albany, Oct. 31.
ing into the picture field and will
Proclamation by Mayor John Boyd 'approve' short subjects which It beThachcr designating Thursday (2) as lieves are worthy. The mag may
'Drums Along the Mohawk' day, In later extend itself to features.

Takes Mercy

Message

The

filled

ness; about the impending passage of the Neely bill,
which will be taken up by the House when Congress
reconvenes in regular session after January 1; about
the ability of Hollywood producers to maintain a high
standard of production in the face of declining overseas' film rentals as result of the European war; about
the chaotic slate of distributor-exhibitor relations,
which exploded last summer when the Department of
Justice put the finger on a uniform trade practice code;
and about the reports from State capitals and City
Halls that the film biz will have to kick in with sundry
types and kinds of taxes.
There was a lot in the discusion that was rehash and

business and alienating from theatre sujiport the be.st
local groups and individuals whose cooperation is essential to the conduct of any successful enterprise.

Good Housekeeping mag

'Cavell'

view

Hinn
Pitt

lobby of the 'Greenbrier, afWhile SulBerserk in Blatancy
phur Springs, was on the topic of m**.ion pictiu-cs, the
hits, the flops, the sales' policies oi the various disDeceptive Bally. tributing companies, the anti-trust suits against the
majors and several strong independent theatre chains;
the declining drawing power of some of the
New outburst of blatant and often about
long-established stars, and the promising careers of
misleading lobby and marquee adsome of the younger players, about double bills, cash
vertising by film theatres of. West
nights flnd giveaways; in fact, moving from group to
42nd street, off Broadwa:*, again calls group, one heard lively debate and discussion of nearly
industry attention to the 'Coney Isevery film subject imaginable.
land of the picture business.' Type
Reason for the meeting of theatre operators, who are
Oi alleged deception ranges from dupresidents of various sectional exhibitor organizations,
plicate or second titles, totally unlike
was the annual assembly of the directors of the Motion
the original, to wording that deviates
Picture Theatre Owners of America. The board conflatly from the (ruth or features the.
sists of 26 members.
There were 21 present, best repsex angle out of proportion to what resentation of any such meeting,
and they came from
is .ihown on the screen.
every part of the country for a two-day gabfest about
Because more theatres in this 42nd film biz. There was routine business
to be disposed
Sti'eet area now are securing major
of, the reelection of Ed Kuykendall, as president, along
company product, some control can with the present officers, and other organization matbe exerted, but on the vast number ters, quickly moved, seconded' and unanimously passed.
of films there is no patrpling or inThese theatre men, some of them heads of important
specting of lobbies, because nobody
exhibiting chains, were attracted to thie meeting bewants any part of it.
cause, as one of them put it, 'There must be some answer to present film trade problems.' That is why,
after a long day session, they passed up. the entertainIN
29'
ment program and returned to conference until nearly
midnight. And held to the same schedule the second

all

C.

Indies Going
Talk

1939

1,

SHOWMANSHIP

FILM
42d St

Wednesday, November

come

in.

31.

and

M-G-M

are cqoperatlng on a halfhour exploitation, via short wave in
Portuguese and Spianish, of 'The
Good Housekeeping is setting up Wizard of Oz,' broadcasts being
recognition of the screening, at the
a board of 25 reviewers from vari- scheduled for Nov.
16, day before
Palace, will give Albany its first
ous ranks and professions for cross- Latin versions
of film have premieres
film world premiere.
section reaction.
The board meets In Rio de Janeiro and Buenos Aires.
Arleen Whelan, Joan Davis and
for the first time Nov. 8 to look over Recordings
of
songs
and dialogue
Lynn Bari from the studio, and Gov- shorts and will pick only the above
will be included, as well as an acernor Lehman and staff will attend.
average.
count of the casting and production
Broadcast from theatre lobby, and a
of
'Wizard.'
WGEA,
beamed
on Rio,
dinner for special guests at DeWitt
will carry the Portuguese program.
Clinton hotel, are part of the drum
Zacharias Yachonelli, well known
beating for the affair.
Theatre Cashing in
Brazil picture comedian, does Frank
Coast visitors will be taken under
Morgan's
role
in
the
transcriptions,
a police-automobile escort to ScheFilm Quiz
while Cesar Ladeira, program mannectady,
Amsterdam, GloversvIUe
ager of a Rio radio station, handles
and Utica for p.a.'s at Proctor's, the
the emcee chores. Romulado Tirado
Pittsburgh, Oct. 31.
RIalto, the Glove and the Olympic,
has the title role In the Spanishrespectively.
New quiz-cash show on
language
program, to be aired over
In his five-paragraph proclamation, booming Friday night grosses at
WGEO.
The latter Is beamed on
Mayor Thacher emphasized that the WB's Enrlght theatre, where the
locale of 'Drums,' by Walter D. Ed- show originates every week.
Ama- Buenos Aires.
monds, is Albany and the Mohawk teur nite lure lined Enrlght pockets
Valley. James F. Ronin,'pre2 of C. couple of years ago but new stunt
Gazzolo Actively
& C, has asked merchants to fly Old is doubling the expectancy since it's
Glory Thursday. Lou Golding, Far also of film Interest. Program's called
bian division manager; Alex Saylcs, 'Who's the Star,' and number of
Chicago, Oct. 31.
Palace manager, and Moe Grass- clues are presented with the idea to
Frank A. P. Gazzolo, one of the
green,
20th
Century-Fox branch name the actor or actress being dis- famed theatre operators in Chicago
manager, are local ^i>^ngees.
cussed. It's another version of Bank in the early years of the century, has
Night, with the dough going into a returned to active participation in
jackpot when a contestant muffs the local show biz with his son Dudley
TUEN SUB LOOSE
answer.
taking back control of the westside
Hollywood, Oct. 31.
Show Is Walt' Framer's Idea and Imperial.
Public interest In undersea war- he's doing the quizzing, assisted by
Theatre formerly a key vaudfllm
fare caused Warners to reissue 'Suh- two announcers in the audience. house, will be operated
under a
marine D-1.'
Delle Glllls, Walt Sickles and How- straight film policy. In his day the
Picture was made for .Cosmopoli- ard Baum's band, featuring Jean elder Gazzolo operated both
-vaude
tan release In 1937.
Boaz, are- also on the program.
and legit theatres In Chicago.

On

Program

WWSW

Back

PHILLY GETS FIRST

LOOK AT QUEEN BESS
Philadelphia, Oct.

31.

World orcmicr of 'The Private
Lives of Elizabeth and Essex* (WB),
technicolor feature co-starring Bette
Davis and Errol.Flynn, takes place

tomorrow ni.i;ht (1) at the Boyd.
First gun of the cambaign was
placing special trailers pilugging up
the premiere angle in all Warner
Certain
theatres in the territory.
key houses of the chain ran the regular trailer on the feature.
Serie.s of screenings were held for
executives of the. Motion Picture
Forum and the Motion Picture Committee of the Federation of women's
Clubs as well as for the Superintendent of the Department of Visual
Education, principals of schools and
teachers, radio commentators and
newspaper- writers.

On the radio, spot announcements
were taken on seven stations, week
in advance of opening.

WB's

'Racket Busters*
Hollywood, Oct.

of

31.

•

Warners Is launching a new series
law enforcenient shorts under the

title

of 'Racket Busters.'

Shooting starts In mid-December
with Gordon Hollingshead supervising.

PICTURE GROSSES

Vednesilaj, November 1, 1939

W

Looks Up; 'Roaring 20V Fme

Philly

$19,000,

Philadelphia, Oct. 31,
A steady upturn continues in
downtown Philly houses this week,
•with even the Aldihe beginning to
exhibit, signs of life with 'Real

Excellent $15,200

rum,

N. Y.)
Totjl Gross Same
Last Year.

(Based on 26

tficludiiig

Week
$1,$14,7««

cttteii,

176 theatres)

21)0

the year.
Estimates tor This

RAYE- BOOKIES'

h.o. lor

INCINCY

Week

(WB)

Boyd

I

(WB) (32-42-57-68)— 'Kid
(WB) and Jimmie
Nightingale'
Lunceford's orch. Profitable $22,300
Last week, super-

combo.

for this

forte $31,200 set up by Glenn Millers orch. and 'Pack Troubles' (20th).

(WB)

(32-42-57)—'Roaring
Nice words by
criK and word-of-moiith is building
this one up to big $19,000. 'On Toes'

Fox

Twenties'

(WB),

(WBi

week was

last

fairish $15,700.

Karlton (WB) (1,066; 32-42-57)—
Even
•On Toes' (WB) (2d run).
worse than opener with poor $3,30.0.
Last week' 'Beau Geste' (Par), got
fair $3,800 for third run
KeUU's (WB) (1,870;

downtown.

32-42-57)—
'Hollywood Cavalcade' (20th) (2d
run) (2d wk).
Nothing to write
home about with bare $3,000. First
week brought $4,900, just about p^r.
SUnley (WB) (2,916; 32-42-57)—
'At Circus". (M-G) (2d wk). Is failing to hold up, with only $10,000
for second trip. Last week brought
nice $16,000 for

Santon

(WB)

Men'

'20,000

Marx

Bros.

32,42-57)—
Mediocre $4,000

(1,457:

(20lh).

for Ihis blood-and-thundcr thriller.
Awa" under the strong $6,400 garnered by 'Thunder Afloat' (M-G) last
week in second-run showing.

SMITH' BULLISH
IN K.C.

Mild

.

rently,

Cincinnati, Oct. 31.
returns on fresh pics curbut socko personal pull of

Martha Raye at the vaudflim Shubert has

combo

even up with
okay mark.

of ace houses
week's generally

b.o.

last

is a fair tugger at the
Palace has a bloomer in
Marx Bros. 'Day at Circus.' Keith's
also is down under with 'What a
Hpldover;;. "Mr. Smith' and
Life.'
'Babes Arms.' are registering swell
for the Capitol and Lyric.
Miss Raye is magnetizing biz that
ties the Shuberl's previous high for
the sea.son.
Screen has 'Bookies

"Real Glory'

Albee.

Wept.'

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3.300; 35-42)— 'Real
Fair $10..500.
Glory' (UA).
Last
week, 'Mr. Smith'
(Col),
wham
$17,000.

35-42)— 'Mr.
Smith'
(Col).
Transferred from
Albee tor second week. Great $8,500.
Last week. 'Babes Arms' (.M-G) (2d
Capitol

(RKO)

(2.00O:

run), big $7,000.

Family (RKO) (J.OOO; 15-25)—
'Torpedoed'
(Ind)
and 'Crashing
Through' (Morko). Be.st in months at
$2,500. Last week. 'Dead Men Tales'
(Ind) and 'Hawaiian Nighls' (U).
split w/ith 'Night Work' (Par) and
'Stunt Pilot' (Mono), average $2,000.
Keith's (Lisbon) (1,500: 35-42)—
Sad $3,800.
'What a Life' (Par).
Ditto last week on 'Fast Furious'
(M-G).
35-42)—
Lyric
(1.400;
(RKO)
.

'Babes Arm.s' (M-G) (3d run). Good
$4,200. Last week, 'U-Boat 29' (Col),
fairly good $5,000.
Palace iRKO) (2,600; 35-42)— 'At
Poor $8,000. Last
Circus' (M-G).
week, 'Eternally Yours' (UA), eight

Shubert (RKO) (2.150: 40-60)—
'Bookies Wept' (RKO) and Martha
Raye starring singe show. Will hit
to
Roche.'ster

Lineup of films

above average

is

and without holdovers, but biz is
highly centralized at the Midland,
with 'Mr. Snulh Goes to Washington"

the reason.
Film is playing
double, as per house policy, but
ringing up biggest numbers in weeks.
"Disputed Passage.' at the Newman, looks for only a seven-day
sUnd, as does 'Nurse Edith Cavell.'
dualled at the Orpheum.
'20,000
Men.' day-and-dating at the Esquire
and Uptown, is lightweight.
Weather took a tumble out oC last

week's

biz,

with

some unscasonal

neat in the high eighties, and then
quickly chilled for the weekend.

Estimates for This Week
Esquire and Uptown (Fox Midwest) (820 and 1,200); 10-25-40)

—

20.000

Men'

(20th).

Moved

into

both spots Thursday.
Set for a
week's run and only fair $6,000. Last
week. 'Hollywood Cavalcade' (20th),
second, won no medals with $5,000.
.Midland (Loew's) (3,573; 10-25-40)
—"Mr. Smith' (Col) and 'High Grey
Walls" (Col).
Film is highlighting
the

town

and
drawing bullish
513.000.
Last week, 'Babes Arms"
<M-Oi and 'Scandal Sheet (Col), big
$12,200.

Newman (Paramount)
—

(1,900;

10-

25-40)
'Disputed Passage'
(Par).
Urought in Wednesday after a sneak
preview. Giving sajlisfactory account
o( Itself at $6,500.
Last week, 'Jamaica Inn' (Par), made only light

"inprossion at $5,000

—

Orpheum (RKO)
Nurse

Cavell'

(1,500;

10-25-40)

(RKO)

match

week

arid

Bookies Wept' (RKO), with Dionne
Timclincss helping;
ir rnn
*u,o00
bettering average. Last week,
Ansjels Wash Faces' (WB) and 'No
Place Go" (WB), so-so $5,500,
Tower (Jolfee) (2,050; 10-25)— 'Hawaiian Nights' (U) and 'Black and
White Revue 'on stage. Looks like
«>1()U,
good.
Last week, 'Under(U) film with 'Fall Frolics"
slage presentation,
$6,800, good.

—

in

which

Heels, Slim $7,900

Marxes Tame

$17,

Los Angeles, Oct.

Broidway Grosses

(Crit) and 'Convict' (Rep), split with
'Rookie Cop' (RKO) and 'Sky Patrol'
(Mono).
Fair enough $800.
Last
week, 'Mesquite Buckaroo' (Metrop)
and 'Tidal Wave' (Rep), split with
'Orphans' (Rep) and 'Timber Stampede' (RKO). $800.
Liberty (NTI-N6ble-Federer) (1,000; 10-20-25)—'Big House' (Mono)
and 'Saint London' (RKO).
Fair
$1,300. Last week, 'Old Maid' (WB),
pretty good for h.o., $1,500.
Lincoln (LTC-Cooper) (1,600; 10-

Several

Estimated Total Gross
This Week ............ $293,6M
(Based on 12 theatres)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Tear
$276,4n
(Based on 12 theatres)

BALTOHEALTHY;
CAGNEY-LANE

new

records

31.

being

are

hung up locally on current stanza,
some bad, others terrific. 'Mr. Smith
Goes to Washington' set new opening week record at both Pantages
and RKO, where it grossed better
than $36,000 on initial stanza, topping previous record-holder, *You
Can't Take It with You,' another Columbia film, by several hundred
dollars; Other record is low total at

Warners Downtown and Hollywood
with 'On Your Toes,' wh'ire combined on week is less than $8,000,
Unseasonable heat over weekend
cut down attendance in some firstruns.
Paramount is yanking 'Disputed Passage' after solo week, and

Marx

Bros., doing less than $18,000
at State and Chinese.
Estimates for This Week
Carthay Circle (Fox) (1.518: 3040-55)— 'Blackmail' (M-G) and "Fast
Stuart (LTC-Cooper) (1.900; 10-25Furious'
(M-G) dual (2d week).
35)— 'Nurse Cavell' (RKO). Being
Very ordinary $1,800. Last week.
Baltimore, Oct. 31.
sensationalized in the ads and at'Stranger'
(20th)
and
'Holmes'
tracting some war-conscious for slow
Nice run of film product is getting
Last week. 'Fast, Furious' good b.o. returns. Combo Hipp, lay- (20th), second week, okay $1,200.
$3,300.
Chinese (Grauman-F-WC) (2,024:
(M-G), split with 'What Lite' (Par)
ing it on extra heavy on stage with 30-40-55-75)— 'At Circus' (M-G) and
for nine-day week, $3,800, n.g.
Varsity (NTI-Noble-Federer> (1.- Woody Herman aiid Andrews Sisters 'Dancing Co-Ed' (M-G), dual! Weak
for Marx Bros.
Last week,
10-25-35)
100;
'Eternally Yours' bolstering 'The Days the Bookies $8,200
'Blackmail' (M-G) and 'Fast, Furi(UA). Doing spilTy $3,600 or better.
Wept,' is setting a healthy town- ous' (M-G), $7,500. weak.
Will definitely h.o.
Last week,
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-40-55'Have Music' (UA), $1,700, very poor. leading pace.
65)—'On Toes' (WB) and 'Torchy
'Roaring Twenties,' at the Stanley,
Dynamite* (WB).
Zorina doesn't
supported by extra favorable reac- mean a thing at b.o. and house will
tion from local crix, is keeping the be lucky to hit $3,500'
Last week,
turnstiles revolving for best biz in 'Real Glory' UA) and 'Waterfront*
weeks, and 'Disputed Passage,' at (WB), second week, very good $8,600
Four Star (F-WC-UA) 'Hollywood
Keith's, is doing a simifar good turn.
Cavalcade
(20th)
(4th
week).
Two
Estimates for Thl: Week
more weeks to go. then making way
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000: 15- for Selznick's
'Intermezzo.'
Looks
125-40)— 'Babes Arms' (M-G) (2d wk).
like $2,700 currently after $4,200 last
Maintaining very steady pace to $10.- week.
000 after bullish opening sesh to big
Hollywood

STRONG

may

combined

12G

(Par), nifty $3,800.

—

SMASH

'BABES'

HUB

IN

$42,000

(WB)

$16,200.

Boston, Oct, 31.

Hippodrome (Rappaporf) (2.205;
with a 15-25-35-40-55-66)
'Bookies- Wept'
is
(RKO) plus Woody Herman orch
with prosand Andrews Sisters. Leading town
pects of a certain holdover at both
with strong $15,000. Last week 'Ustand.<:.
'Jamaica Inn,' at the Met,
29'
(Coir plus vaude headed
and 'Intermezzo,' at Memorial, are Boat
by Parkyakarkus, steady $13,300.
also doing socko biz, making the
Keith's (Schanbcrger) (2,406; 15general picture here one of the 25-35-40)—
'Disputed Passage' (Par).
brightest this season.
Entering second week tomorrow
'Mill on the Flos.s,' foreign flicker,
(Wed.) after satisfying initial take
will earn a holdover at the Fine
of $10,000.
Art'!, following three good weeks on
New (Mechanic) (1,581; 15-25-35'Port of Shadows,' which is now be- 55)—
Receiving
'20,000 Men' (20th).
ing touted in New York as an 'Amerheavy buildup in local Hearst Newsican premiere.'
Post, but not much action at the
Keith-Boston reverts to three days
b.o.
Posible $3,500. Last week, .secof weekend vaude Friday (3) after
ond of 'Hollywood Cavalcade' (20th),
two four-day vaude stanzas.
added steady $4,200 to nice $6,300 of
Estimates lor This Week
opening round; both all right for this
Boston (RKO) (3,200: 25-30-40)— limited seater.
'Tomorrow Comes' (U) (2d run),
Stanley (WB) (3.280; 15-25-35-40with vaude two days; 'The Frog'
Well
.55 )— Roaring Twenties" (WB).
(20th) (1st run), with same vaude received
crix and building in
bill
two days; and 'Name Only' gratifying bystyle to strong $12,000.
(RKO) and 'Man Could Hang' (Col) Last week 'On Toes' (WB), failed to
'Babes' in

Arms'

new

record at the

also

jamming the

(both

2d

—

is flirting

Orpheum and

State,

run), .dual,

three

days.

click at $5,300.

(2,758; 30-40-55-

65)— 'On Toes' (WB) and -Torchy
Dynamite' (WB), dual. One of weakbills house has had in many
months, with dismal $4,400 in sight.
Last week, second stanza of 'Real
Glory' (UA) and 'Waterfront' (WB),

est

good $7,200.
Orpheum (Bdwy.) (2.280; 30-40-55)
—'Big Town Czar" (U) and 'Asked
for It' (U), dual, and vaude. Slight
improvement over previous week
with around $6,700 indicated. Last
week. 'Mickey Kid' (Rep) and 'Coast
Guard' (Col), about

as esti-

$6,500,

mated.
Pantages (Pan) (2,812; 30-40-55)—
Smith' (Col) and 'High Grey
Walls' (Col), dual. Best biz boulevard house has had in long time with
terrific $19,000.
Last week, 'U-Boat
'Mr.

29' (Col) and 'Rio' (U), okay
$7,900.
Paramount (Par) (3,595; 30-40-55)
—'Disputed Passage' (Par) and stage
show. Not as hot as anticipate!] so
will have to be satisfied with around
Sl.5,000.
Last week, 'Bali' (Par), on

holdover, brisk $14,000.

Headed for about $8,000. uka.v. Last
RKO (2.872: 30-40-55)— 'Mr. Smith*
week, 'Code Streets' (U) and vaude
(Col) and 'High Grey Walls' (Col),
four days; and 'Asked for It' (U)l
dual.
Best since 'You Can't Take It
'Circus,' $6,300, 'Eternally,' with You' and big $17,000 indicated.
(1st run) and 'Coa.st Guard" (Col)
and Joe E. Biown unit,
Last week, 'U-Boaf (Col) and 'Rio*
in last half for $10,000 take, season's (2d run), double. $8,700. good.
in Seattle
per.sonalled

high

for

money of current combo
Last week. 'Full Contes.>(ion'

City, Oct. 31.

In 2 Spots,

hold up all the way to
$3,500,..very good. Last week, 'Bali'

$17,000

Kansas

10-15)

(750;

Back On

Week

(NTI-Noble-Monroe>
'Crashing
Through'

Nebraska (LTC-Cooper) (1,236: 1025-40)— 'At Circus' (WB).
Marx

davs. fair $10,000.

$13,000

Estimates for This

Colonial

Bros,

32-42-57)—

(2,350;

'Toes'

20-25)
'Blackmail'
(M-G) and
'Moto'S Warning' (20th), split with
'Pack Troubles' (20th) and 'N. Y.
Sleeps' (20th).
Playing 10 days in
all for only $3,300, light.
Last week.
All Quiet' (U), very nice $2,600.

$17,000

.tidlne

•Babes Arms' (M-G) (4th wk). Nifty
$9,000 for only four days of the
fourth stanza. Pulled to make way
tor world premiere of 'Elizabeth
and Esse.x' (WB) tomorrow (Wed.).
Last week swell $13,500 for third

Smacks Over LA,

made

—

LOUD

(WB) (1,303; 32-42-57 >^
Cooper's name
'Real Giory' (UA).
and neat $15,200 looms.
is magic,
Last week 'Eternally Yours' (UA),
niediocre $7,100 for second turn.

'Smith'

$3,500

up for the out-of-town football game
over the weekend. Varsity hit its
best opening day since changing to
an A policy early in the fall. Pic is
'Eternally Yours.'
Marx Bros, are doing well, and
'Nurse. Cavell" is a better than average prospect.

City Grosses

tres, chiejly first

plus Jimmie
Nightingale'
orch at the Earle is
grossing ahead ct expectations, but
running way behind the terrific $31,'Kid

Good

Bros.

Lincoln, Oct. 31.

Key

Cloi-y.'

chalked tip by Glenn Miller's
cicw and 'Pack Up Troubles' last
week. Miller's first appearance here
since he hit the big time was only
the all-time
ie.-is than a grand behind
hish tor bands set by Benny Goodman two seasons ago.
showing
is
•Roaiin? TweAties*
plenty of strength at the Fox, Ditto
%abes in Arms,' which is grossing
heavily in ils fourth stanza— record

Marx

School teachers convention

Eslimaled ToUI Gross
This Week
$l,6}9,l«t
(.Based on 27 cities, 183 thea-

Lunceford's

VARIETY

Teachers Boost Lincoln;

policy.

|

(RKO)
slowed down

Fenway (M&P)

(1,332;

55 )— 'Hollywood Cavalcade'
(20th)
and 'Nancy Drew' (WB) (both con-

Laughton, 7G, "Women'

around

tinued run).
Destiny'

H.O. Ditto,

Monti Winners

$6,000,

25- 35-40-

lightest.

week

'Dust

'Zenobia'

(UA),

Last

Seattle, Oct. 31.,

(WB) and

Hamrick-Evergrecn made the

•ghost.

tepid $5,000.

Keith Memorial
(RKO) (2.907:
25-35-40-55)— 'Intermezzo' (UA) and
'Underpup' (U), dual, seven days:
and 'Intermezzo' and 'Three Sons"

Okay

After five weeks' experiment the
ncwsrecl Blue Mouse gave up the

In the better brackets

$6,500.

I

attempt

I

started at fair level, but dwindled to

Montreal. Oct. 31.
Holdover of 'The Women' at Loew's (RKO), dual, three days. Heading
currently will again lead the parade for
big $22,000, with an effective and
here and is pacing for excellent different ad campaign figuring.
LatS7.000 after big $12,000 last week. ter combo will
h.o.
Last week (four
Next in line is 'Jamaica Inn' at Pal- days), holdover of 'Cavell' (RKO)
ace, which is sightin.g for good $7,000.
and 'Bookies Wept" (RKO), double,^
Estimates for This Week
dandy $9,000.
(CTi i2,700; 2,'i-45-55)—
Metropolitan (M&P) (4,307: 25-35Palace
'Jamaica Inn' (Pan. Lauglilon star- 40-55) 'Jamaica
Inn'
(Pan and
rer sighting good $7,000. Last week, 'Everything's Ice' (RKC)).
Winner
"Nurse Cavell' (RKO), good enough at $20,000.
Last week 'Hollywood
$6,500.
Cavalcade' (20th) and 'Nancy Drew'
25-45-55)—
Capitol (CT)
(2.700:
(WB), good $17,300.
'Name Only' (RKO). Fair $5,000 in
Orp°heum
(Loew)
(2,900; 25-35-40La.'it week, repeat of 'Thunsight.
55)— B'abes Arms' (M-G) and 'High
der' (M-G) and 'Hawaiian Nights'
Grey Walls' (Col). Will hit terrific
(U). .<:0-.so $3,500.
Ivoew's
(CT) (2.800: 30-40-60)— $25,000, close to new record. Hold'Women' (M-G) (2d wk ). Pacing for over certain. Last week 'Have Muvery good $7,000 after excellent $12,- sic' (UA) and 'Dancing Co-Ed' (M-G)
dual, satisfactory $13,800.
000 )n.-;t week.
Prince!!s iCT) (2,300: 25-.34-50)—
Paramount (M&P) (1.797; 25-35'Rio' lU) and 'Here for Day' (Ui. 40-55)— 'Hollywood Cavalcade' (20lh)
Last and 'Nancy Drew' (WB) (both conShould gro.ss good $4,500.
week. 'Espionage Agent" (WB) and tinued run). Will take around S8,'No Place to Go' (WB). good $4,000. 500. dandy. Last week 'Dust Destiny'
Orpheum dnd") (1. 100: 25-40-50)— (WB) and 'Zenobia" (UA), double,
In line for very
.'Real Glory' (UA).
$0,400, fair.
good $4..50b. Last week, fourth reScollay (M&P) (2.538: 25-35-40peat of 'Iron Mask' (UAi, so-so 150)—
and
'Dust
Destiny'
(WB)
$1,500.
Cinema de Paris (France-Film) 'Stranger' (20th) (both 2d rum.
Around
Last week
$4,500, pallid.
i.
Ex(COO: 25-50)— 'Lnui.so' I8th wk
'Rains
Came"
(20thi
and
'Stop.
after
good
enough
pect fair Sl.OOO
Look' (20th) (both. 2d run), okay
"1.200 last week.

1

|

;

'

the

850-sealer.

Biz

around $1,400, which meant red ink.
Scale was 15c at mats and 25c nights.
B. M. now reverts to extended-run
hou.se.
in Arms' is great in second
at Fifth; 'Women" is ending
run at the Music Box and 'On
for second week

'Babes
.stanza

:

—

with

its

Your Toes' moves

(U). profitable $8,000.
Stote (Loew-Fox) (2,414; 30-40-55Circus' (M-G) and 'Dancing

75)— 'At

Co-Ed' .(M-G), dual.

Disappointing
$9,700 and not profitable.
Last
week, 'Blackmail' (M-G) and 'Fast,
Furious (M-G), $10,200, n.g.
United Artists (F-WC) (2.100; 3040-55)— 'Babes Arms' (M-G) and
'Chan Island' (20th) (2d week).
Holdover on continued first run popping for fair $2,500. after initial week
finished with $5,000.
Wllshlre (F-WC) (2,296; 30-40-5565) 'Babes Arms' (M-G) and 'Chan
Island' (20th) (2d week).
Should
add another $4,100 to big $8,100 garnered on initial week.
at

—

into Roo.sevell.
'Eternally Your.s,'
at Paramount" is pulling a good figure.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick-Evcrgreen)
27-42)— "Hollywood Cavalcade'
Champion' (Par).
After two weeks at Paramount,
gathering mild $1,800 here.
Last
week, nesvsrecl policy.
Coliseum
(Hamrick - Evergreen)
(1,900; 21-32)— 'Oz' (M-G) and "Magnificent Fraud' (Par), first half, with
"Oz' and Chasing Danger' (20th), second half. Likely $3,500, big. Last
week, 'Frontier Marshal' (20th) and
'Borrowed Time" (M-G), second run,
(850;

(20lh) and 'Death

fairish $2,200.

Fifth

green

i

(2.C00:

27-42)— 'At

(M-G)

Circas*

and 'Lost Men' (Par), anticipate big
$0,300 for Marx Bros. film.
Last
week. 'All Quiet" (U) (reissue) and
'Bookies Wept" (RKO), $6,200, excellent.

Palomar

(Sterling)

21-27'Calling

(1,350;

42)— 'Tropic Fury" (U) and

Marines' (Rep), dual, with Jimmie-Gricr orch on stage. Indicate good
$6,000.
Last week, 'On Toes' (WB)
and vaude; $5,100, okay.

Paramount
(3.039;

27-42)

(Hamrick-Evergreen)

—

'Eternally

Yours'

(UA) and 'Under-Pup' (U).
Expected good $6,000.
Last week,
(Hamrick - Ever- "Hollywood
Cavalcade"'
(U)
and
27-42)— -Babes Arrns" 'Death
Champion' (Par), second

Avenue
(2..349;

(M-G) and 'Television Spy' (Par) week, $4,500, good.
(2d wk).
Indicate great $6,000 and
Roosevelt (Sterling) .(800; 27-42)—
moving to Music Box. Last week, 'On Toes' (WB).
Moveover from
same films, $11,300, magnificent.
Palomar indicates fair $2,200. La.?t
Liberty (J-vH) (1,650; 21-27-42)— week. 'Human Bondage'
(RKO) (re'Real Glory' (UA) (.3d wk). Aiming issue) and
'Submarine D-1' (WB)
for $4,000.- good.
Last week, same (reissues), $3,200, great.
film. $5,000, big.
$5,800.
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800;
Music Box (Hamrick-Evcrgreen) 16-32) 'Old Maid' (WB) and 'Million
State (Loew)- (3,000; 25-35-40-.55)
'Women' (M-C) (5th Dollar Legs" (Par) (2d run). Look'Babes Arms' (M-G) and "Grey (8.50; 27-42)
High Walls' (Col). Will tally around wk). Looks like fair $1,700 for final ing for good $2,400.
Last week,
Last week, same film. 'Bachelor Mother" (RKO) and 'LeadLast week 'Have session.
$17,000, very big.
Music' (UA) and 'Dancing Co-lid" $3.1 OO; big.
ing Citizen" (Par) (2d run), $2,100,
Orpheum
(M-G), dual; $9,000, fair enough.
(Hamrick --Bvergreen) good.
•

Denis (France-Film) (2.300; 25des Quatre Obeses"
and 'RanhacI le Tatoue.' Hou.se receipts clinibini.' weekly and should
currently tct $6,000. very good. Last
week. 'Feu de .Toie' and 'Le Ruisst'iui," very nice $5,800,
St.

35)— 'Chateau

—

—

•

-

•

I

.

•

)

)

PICTURE GROSSES

VARIETY

10

Mpls. Scraping

New Bottoms;

'Babes'

20V

'Roaring

Okay

Minneapolis, Oct.

31.

Business is still very much on th^
downgrade and reaching toward alltime new October low levels. The
single bright spot is 'Babes in Arms,'
at the State, and even in this instance returns are not commensurate
% ith the attraction's merits.
Another outstanding picture, 'Oust Be
Destiny,' Century offering, is not
pulling as much patronage as it deserves.
Two pictures, 'They Shall Have

My

Music' and 'When

Cavalcade'

into their third weelt at the sureseatcrs, World and Esquire, but the
returns here, too, have been nothing
tj write home about.

There's less stage show opposition
for the films this week, the Minnesota alone playing vaude and doing

none

too. hot at that.
However,
there's legit 'Tobacco Road' at the

Lyceum nnd roadshow burlesque

at

the Gayely.
Half-year real est -.te property
taxes are due this week and the
scraping necessary to meet this payment undoubtedly is throttling entertainment spending. But the main
factor seems to be generally adverse
conditions.
Estimates for This Week
Aster <Par-Singer)
15-25)—
"Money Ring' (WB) and 'Hawaiian
Nights' (U), dual first-runs, split
with 'Scandal Sheet' (Col) and 'Hero
Day' (U), also dual first-runs. Mild
$1,200 indicated.
Last week, 'Grey
Walls' (Col) and 'Everything's Ice'
(RKO), dual first-runs, split- with
•Shipyard Sally' (20th) and 'No Place
Go' (WB), .also dual first-runs, $1,400,

nice

—

'Barbed Wire Fence' (20th) and
vaude, average $6,200.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 25-35-50)—

Men' (20th) and 'Pride Blue
Grass' (WB). Slated for poor $5,000.
Last week. 'On Toes' (WB) and
'Smashing Money Ring' (WB), dis'20,000

appointing $5,500.
State

Tomorrow Comes,'

go

run),

(2d

(20th)

$3,500.
Fay's (Indie) (2,000; 25-35-40)
'City in Darkness' (20lh) and vaude.
Paced at fairish $5,800. Last week.

(Loew)

25-3S-50)

(3,200;

—

'Babes Arms' (M-G) and 'Rookie
Cop'
(RKO) (2d wk).
Recordbreaker, with zowie $11,000 assured
after outstanding $18,200 in -first
week.
Strand (Indie) (2.000; 25-35^50)—
'Disputed Passage' (Par) and 'Coast
Guard' (Col). Heavy patronage assures house strong $9,000.
Last
week, 'Death Champion' (Par) and
'Calling Marines' (Rep), poor $3,700
in five days.

BENNEH- 'SONS'

closed good

week

first

to Mayfair.
Liberty (Hamrick-Evergreen ) (2,30-35-40)— 'U-Boat 29' (Col)
000;
and 'Chicken Wagon Family' (20th).
U-boat angle brmging ffii ?S fsnn.
Last week, 'Nurse Cavell' (RKO)
and 'Bookies Wept' (RKO), plus
March of Thne, registered okay $4,-

Mayfair (Parker-Evergreen) (1,500; 30-35-40)— -Real Glory'
(UA)
and 'No Place Go' (WB). Second
week following opening at the
Broadway doing nicely for $2,500.
Last week, 'Women' (M-G), wound
up fourth week with good enough
(3,000;

- Evergreen
30-35-40)— 'Hollywood Caval-

(20th) and 'Full Confession'
(2d wk).
Keeping in the
at $3,500.
First week, with
•Night Work' (Par), $5,000, good.
VniUd Artists (Parker) (1.000; 30cade'

(RKO)
money

IN BUFF.

(WB)

Last
week,
'Old
Maid'
(2d wk), fair $4,000, Lfter good

35-40)— 'Babes
'Witness

week

f7,500 first

at

Orpheum.

Esqaire (Gillman)

(290; 25-35-40)

Still

nett a disappointment.
Second run of 'Babes in

Arms'

Vanishes'

Arms* Is
The dual bill
headed by 'Submarine D-I' at the
Hipp is lagging.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 30-35-55)—
looks good for $1,100.
Last week, Hollywood Cavalcade' (20th). Looks
$1,200, pretty good.
over $11,000, fair. Last week, 'Babes
Gopher (Par-Singer) (998; 25)— Arms' (M-G), good $17,000.
•YoUr Troubles' (20th). Neither the
Great Lakes (Shei) (3,000; 30-50)
Ritz Bros, nor Jane Withers mean —'Babes Arms' (M-G)
(2d run).
much to loop boxoffices any more. Moving along to good clip and over
Light $2,600 in prospect. Last week, $8,500.
week,
'Intermezzo'
Last
•All Quiet' (U) (reissue), $4,200, very (UA), picked up over anticipations
for $7,200, fairish.

big.

Granada (Par)
Geste'

(900;

25-35)— 'Beau

(Par) split with 'Fifth Girl'

(RKO).

First neighborhood showindicated.
Last
week, 'Star Maker' (Par) split with
ings.

Fair $1,800

•Name Only' (RKO),

$2,000. fair.

*Life

-Joe

(M-G)

(U)

in

(2d

$4,000.

and
wk).
First

Brown

NoPaiiic,$10,000;

Doldrums

Indpls.

TASSAGE;
LEADS TO DENVER

.

—

mPUTED

pheum,

Providence, Oct. 31.
Sudden cold snap is helping b.o.
and givinj! added impetus to better
product.- 'Babes in Arms,' in second

week at Lpew's State, is still a biggie
after record-breaking opening stanza.
Strand's 'Disputed Passage' is playJng to big biz, while 'AH Quiet' revival at
Albee proving surprisingly healthy.

RKO

—

(Cockrill)

(1,750;

25-35-

'Disputed

Passage'
(Par).
Strong $8;500 and holds. Last week,
'Bali' (Par) (2d wk.), was almost
as strong as it's first week, doing
$7,500.

Denver (Fox) (2,525: 25-35-40)—
'Roaring Twenties' (WB). CarneyLane

starrer

getting

good

$9,500.

Last week, 'Real Glory' (UA), fair
$9,000.'

Orphean (RKO)

(2,600; 25-35-40)

—'Babes Arms' (M-G) (2d wk.). GetEstlmaUs for This Week
ting good play at $8,500. Last week,
Aibee (RKO) (2,300; 25-35-50)
packed them in repeatedly for big
(U) (revival) and 'Way $13,500.
Down South' (RKO). UnpredictParamount (Fox) (2,200; 25-40)—
able appeal for recent revivals hold- 'AH Quiet' (U) (reissue) and 'Drew
ing true for this one and helping Staircase' (WB). Very nice $4,500.
spot to nice $5,600. Last week, 'Hu- Last week, 'Under-Pup' (U) and
man Bondage' (RKO) and *Ix>st 'Mutiny Blackhawk' (U), good
Squadron' (RKO) (revivals), okay enough $4,000 to get second week at
$5,400 in six-day run.
Broadway.
Carltoo (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 25-35'Bialto (Fox) (878; 25-40)— 'Holly'Submarine D-1' (WB) (re- wood Cavalcade' (20th ), after a week
BO)
issue) and 'Smashing Money Ring' at each Denver and Aladdin, and
(WB) (2d wk). Failure of 'On Toes' 'Hidden Power' (Col). Nice $2,200.
to draw caused switch to 'Submarine Last week, 'Old Maid' (FN), after
D-1' for Carlton carry-over. So-so a week at each Denver and Aladdin,
$2,500 slated. Last week, 'Hollywood and 'Hero Day' (U), good $2,000.

—

•All Quiet'

,

—

moveover,

fair $800.

SUte (Noble)

(1,100; 20-25-40)—
(Col) (2d wk).
Very
Last week, smash $6,000.
Tower (SUn) (1,000; 20-25-35)—
'Dancing Co-Ed* (M-G). Good $2,100.
Last week, 'Women' (M-G), third
week, good $1,800.

Smith'

$4,500.

'SMITH,'

$1?,000

NICE IN DET.

H.0;SH0LDUPIN0,C.;

TOERPUP' FAIR

result that several of the newcomers
getting less than they would under
other circumstances.

Standouts this week is 'Mr. Smith
Goes to Washington' at the Orpheum,
which has upped its' admish to 55c
'Intermezzo,' okay booking for the
class
trade held by the United
got oft

but

start,

to

a

disappointing
pick up

expected to

is

after the Fair closes.
Estimates (or This

Week

Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 30-40)— Roar,
ing Twenties' (WB) and 'No Place
Go' (WB). Biz is not what it would
be if the Fair was out of 'the way
.

Detroit Oct. 31.
'Mr. Smith Goes to Washington' is
going it solo at the Fox and, aided
by extra bally on U. S. solons' anger
at Washington preview, is getting
nice reception.
Strong biz for flock of holdovers.
Estimates for This Week.

and if warm
New Cagney

weather would

let up.

picture is getting good
of mouth. Will get about $15.Last week, 'At Circus*
and 'Fast Furious' (M-G),
under expectations at $14,00().
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 35-55)
Rio" (U) and vaude.
Although.

word
000,

fair.

(M-G)

Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 30-40)—
'Hollywood Cavalcade' (20th) (2d
run) and- 'Escape' (20th).
Former •Rio' has some good
names, be.'-t
moved here from Fox and combo comments
are for the short subject,
figures for light $4,800.
Last week •Information Please,'
and stage «how.
fair $5,000 for 'Under-Pup' (U) and Theatre
made tieup with KGO,

—

and holds. Last week. 'Hollywood
Cavalcade' (20th) and 'Witness Vanishes' (U) good $15,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
30-40-55)—'Dust Destiny' (WB) and
•Dancing Co-Ed' (M-G).
Headed
for fair $13,500.
La.st week, nifty
$20,000 for 'Disputed Passage' (Par)
and 'Nancy Drew' (WB), aided by
plenty of fanfare on 'Passage' world
-

preem.

City,

$2,500
Oct

31.

'Mr. Smith,' after bang-up opening week, continues into a second at
the State, and 'Babes in Arms' is
holdover at Criterion, third film in
theatre's long history to be held.

—

Detroit)
(United
30-40-50) 'Disputed Passage'
'Old Maid' (WB) (2d
runs). After swell stanza at Michigan, 'Passage' moved here to team
with 'Maid'; result should be good
$8,500. Last week, 'Old Maid' (WB)
(2d run) and "Thunder Afloat' (M-G)
(2d run), picked up good $7,000.
United Artists (United Detroit)

and

(Par)

when 'Nurse Cavell'
(RKO) and vaude got $12,000, so-so.
Orpheum (F&M) (2,440; 35.-55)—

over last week,

Mr. Smith' (Col) and
pers'

'Little

This house

(Col).

is

Pep-

getting

by much better this week than some
the others.
There have been
some squawks about the raise in admish from 40 to 55c, but they have
been few and far between. Fairing
of

very well at $14,000.
Last week
(2d), 'U Boat 29' (Col) and 'Man
Couldn't Hang' (Col), poor $4,500.

(F-WC) (2,740; 30-40)
—Paramount
'Di-sputed Passage' (Par) and 'Escape'

(20th).

opposish
cap of warm
get ordinary
•Jamaica Inn'
St. Francis
rific

Can't overcome terfrom expo and handi-

weather, so will just
$12,000.
Last week,
(Par), so-so $12,500.

(F-WC) (1,470; 30-40)
30-40-55)— 'Babes
Arms'
At Circus' (M-G) and 'Fast Furi(M-G) (2d wk.). After reeling off
fancy $16,000 first stanza, paced for ous' (M-G) (2d wk.). Can't kick at
$5,000.
Last
week,
'Hollywood
okay $8,000 currently.
Cavalcade' (20th), fairish $5,500 on
moveover from Fox.
United ArUsts (Cohen) (1,200: 3555-75)
'Intermezzo'
(UA). Right
kind of picture for this house, but
first weeK
is
way under expeclations at $8,000.
Last week (4th),

—

(2,000;

—

'MR. SMITH' 6G,

OMAHA'S PACER
'Smith

Omaha, Oct 31.
Goes To Washington' Is

•Real Glory'
days.

'BLACKMAILS-DEAD END
KIDS BIG 17G IN CLEVL

grosses.

Estimates for This

Week

Avenue-Dundee-Milliary

(M-G

Cleveland,

—(Gold'Oz'

(800-600-950; 10-25)
and 'Like Hot' (Par);

(M-G) and 'Stole Million'
dual, $1,600, so-sp.

Oct

31.

Between 'Blackmail' and Dead End
Kids on the stage, the Palace is mopping up in the first-line trenches.
Starting its heavy artillery fire oa
first day, it's first vaudfilm this season to do bang-up matinee biz and
sustain it at night Going way over
figures
of
swing-band
previous
combos.
Opposition Is very spotty., Marx

dual,

with 'Borrowed Time' (MrG)
and
'Undercover
Doctor'
(Par),
dual. Good $1,700. Last week, 'Livingistone'
(20th) and 'Name Only'
(RKO), dual split with 'Lady Tropsplit

ics'

$4,500 in fivo

better than some of the newcomers are doing this week. Last week,
got $15,500, one of the best at this
house in a long time.

pheum, put on Hallowe'en spook
and
preview
shows for extra

berg)

(UA) got

Warfleld (F-WC) (2,680; 30-40)—
'Babes in Arms' (M-G) and 'Television Spy' (Par) (2d wk.). Current
pace indicates healthy $11,000, which
is

being -hypoed by rational blowup to
extra biz here at the Brandeis. It
may be held second stanza.
Tri-States' houses, Omaha and Or-

(U),

Brandeis (Singer-RKO) (1,250; 1025-35-40)— 'Mr. Smith' (Col)
and

Bros.' 'At the Circus is making some
Town's best at noise for State in capturing juve
Hipp is doing above normal
$6,000, great Last week, 'Dust Des- trade.
tiny' (WB) and 'No Place Go' (WB), with h.o. of 'Mr. Smith' and 'Babes in
Arms,' in second shot at Stillman. is
$4,500, nice.

'Prison Gates' (Col).

Omaha

Oklahoma

31.

this week.
Most of the first-run
houses on the street are making
every effort to make the grade. with
product of unusual calibre. However, the exposition has been break,
ing attendance records every day
during the closing week, with (he

Artists,

SOLO

Palms-SUte

—

Denham

(20th),

'Mr.

good

(3,000;

Indianapolis, Oct 31.
Everything is quiet this week on
the theatrical front, with managers
quietly holding their positions. After
the opening push on Friday, when

Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 25-35)— 'Submarine D-r (WB) (2d run) and
Death Champion' (Par). Low spot
Slow $5,500. Last week, 15,000 school teachers were in town,
of town.
'Dancing Co-Ed' (M-G) and 'Water- activity settled down to a steady
front' (WB), $5,000, poor.
ennui, and no one's coffers is. burst-

40)

San Francisco, Oct

(RKO) (2d runs).
which broadcasts 'Information
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 30-40' Please,'
grabbed plenty of free
55)— 'Mr. Smith' (Col), plus March plugs onand
the air, but will get only
Time. Looks like nice $17,000 $12,600, which is picking up a bit

Lafayette (Hayman) (3,300; 25-35) ing with lucre.
—•Mr. Smith' (Col) (2d wk). Still
Lyric and Circle are out for the
showing plenty strength.
Should coin with former playing Will Osget fine $10,000. Last week, power- borne orch and latter showing Joe
ful $14,000.
E. Brown unit, which is in doghouse.
20th CcDtary (Dipson-Basil) (3,Loew's is still all right on hold000; 25-40)— Three Sons' (RKO) and over of 'Babes in Arms.' Indiana is
Constance Bennett on stage. Hardly fair dualling 'Roaring Twenties' and
Orphenm (Par-Singer) (2,800; "25- up to anticipations. Probably around 'Drew Staircase.' Apollo is taking
35-40)
'Thunder Afloat' (M-G). $10,000, so-so. Last week, 'Full Con- a shellacking with first-runs 'Rio'
Good and timely picture, but appar- fession' (RKO), 'Hidden Staircase' and 'Call a Messenger.'
ently not strong enough to overcome (WB), wobbly, under $5,000.
Estimates for This Week
numerous
handicaps.
Reaching
Apollo (Katz-DoUe) (1,100; 25-30toward mild $5,000. Last week, 'Fast,
40)—-Rio* (U) and 'Call Messenger'
big $8,500,
Furious' (M-G) and stage show, in(U).
Poor $1,800.
Last
week,
cluding Blackstone and Marie Wil'Hollywood Cavalcade' (20th) and
son, $9,500, mild.
H.O. Escape' (20th), moveover from InSUte (Par-Singer) (2,300; 25-35diana, okay $2,500.
40)— 'Babes Arms' (M-G). Raves for
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,600; 25-30this picture and it will run at least
•
Denver, Oct. 31.
40)— 'What a Life' (Par) and Joe E.
two weeks. In normal times un'Roaring Twenties' is running a
doubtedly would pile up several little above average at the Denver Brown unit on stage. N. G. $10,000.
grand more than currently in pros- to take top coin this v/eek. 'Babes Last week, 'On Toes' (WB) and
Espionage Agent* (WB), $4,300, poor.
pect, but healthy $12,000 is not to in Arms' is strong in second week,
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,100; 25-30be sneezed at under present condi- while 'Disputed Passage' is earning 40)—
'Roaring Twenties' (WB) and
tions.
Last week, 'Hollywood Cav- a holdover at Denham.
'Drew Staircase' (WBT" Fair $7,000.
alcade' (20th). $6,000 mild.
Estimates for This Week
Last week, 'Disputed
(Par)
World (Steffes) (350; 25-33-40-55)
Abddlh (Fox) (1.400; 25-40)— and 'Television Spy' Passage'
(Par), $6,000,
—'Have Music* (UA) (3d wk). Not 'Real Gloiy' (UA), after week at
red.
getting play anticipated and soon Denver.
Fair $3,500.
Last week,
Loew's (Loew's) (2,400; 25-30-40)
will bow out.
Should have gone 'Hollywood Cavalcade' (20th), after
—'Babes Arms' (M-G) and 'Scandal
like house afire in this spot.
Mild week at Denver, fair $3,500.
Sheet' (Col) (2d week). Nifty $7,800.
$1,800 indicated. Last week, $2,200,
Broadway (Fox) (1,040; 25-35-40) Last week, $13,000, socko.
disappointing.
'Under-Pup'
(U)
and 'Mutiny
Lyric (Lyric) (1,900; 25-30-40)—
Blackhawk' (U), after week at Par- 'Sherlock Holme.s' (20th), Will
Osamount Not so good, $2,000. Last borne orch and Esther Ralston. Good
week, 'Nurse Cavell' (RKO) and $11,000. Last week, 'Angels
Wash
'Bookies Wept' (RKO), were below Faces' (WB) and Milt
Herth Trio
average at $2,000, after week at Or- heading vaude; satisfactory
$10,200.

PASSAGE' GOOD $9,000

poor

for

of

Minnesota (Mpls. Co.) (4,000; 2030-40)— 'Jeepers Creepers' (Rep) and
stage show.
Boxoftice response to
big bargain show very discouraging.
Sledding is tough, past several weeks
having been below par here as elsewhere. Must go some to reach light
$5,000. Last week, $5,500, mild.

PROV. PERKS;

days

five

.

•Fifth Girl'

holding up sturdily.

—'Tomorrow Comes' (U) (3d wk).
Can't hang on much longer. Pace

in

With the Fair winding up for the
Plaza (Stan) (1,500; 25-35-40)— 'All
So-so $400 in three days. year and with the thermometer still
).
week 'Hollywood Cavalcade' soaring, things aren't so good here

Quiet' (U

300.

Paramount (Hamrick

N. G. $10,

floundered
$2,000,

Last

and

at $4,800

moved

pay dirt at
Buffalo, Oct. 31.
tame.
'Hollywood Cavalcade,' 'Mr. Smith' week, good $5,300.
CentDry (Par-Singer) (25-35-40)— and Constance
Bennett in person
•Dust Destiny' (WB). Very well re- are
running neck and neck, with
garded picture and Garfield a mag- the first
two's returns okay. Bennet, but must hustle to reach fair
$5,000.

week

in its first

holding for another fair
chukker. This week a fair winner
on the war angle is 'U-Boat 29,' at
which makes the scpre
Liberty,
about even on the b.o. value of war
or escapist pix.
On the non-military side of the
fence, 'Babes in Arms' won heavily
at Parker's U.A. and held for second week.
Estimates for This. Week
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 30-3540)-T-'Roaring Twenties' (WB) and
'Bright Boys' (U). Getting average
$4,500.
Last week, 'Real Glory'
(UA) and 'No Place Go' (WB),
is -

$2,200.

OC

$14,000 Breeze, 'Rio'-Vande N.G. llViQ

.

Paramount

Heat Clip Frisco, But 'Mr. Smith'

Fair,

Portland, Ore., Oct. 31.
Cavalcade' did well

'Hollywood
at the

and

1939

1,

in Portland

$4,500

OK$12,000/Jeepers-VaudeN.G.5G

Wednesdaj, November

(Blank)

(2,000;

also okay.
Boat 29,' at

10-25-40)—

No

firecrackers for 'U-

Touch-

Allen, or '$1,000 a
(M-G) and 'Quick Mil- down,' at Circle.
Okay $7,500.
Last
Estimates for This Week
week, 'Women' (M-G) and Torchy'
(WB), $9,500, swell.
Alhambra (Printz) (1,120; 10-20Orpheum (Blank) (3,000; 10-25-40) 35)— 'Prison Gates' (Col) and 'Un—'Dancing Coed' (M-G) and 'Sher- der-Pup' (U) (2d run). No material

'Thunder'

lions'

(20th),

lock Holmes' (20th). Fairish $8,000, to bally and just fair $1,400 in four
Last week, reissue of 'All
Last week, 'Blackmail' (M-G) and days.
Quiet* (U) and 'Hawaiian Nights'
•Speedway' (WB), $7,500, n. g.
Town (Goldberg) (1,250; 10-20-25) (U), good $2,500.
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 30-35-42-55)—
—'Arizona Kid' (Rep), 'News Night'
(20th) arid 'Mystery Plane' (Mono), 'U-Boat 29' (Col). Timely war stuff
first-run tripler, .split with 'Black and luridly sold, but only average
Spot always does better on
v.g. $5,500.
Riyer' (Col), 'Girl Marry' (Mono) $3,000.
Liberty (Stan) (1,200; 15-20-25)
first-runs,
and 'Like Hoi' (Par), shift-overs, 'Hollywood Cavalcade'
(20th) taking $3,200 last week.
'Under-Pup'
(U) and 'Desperate tripler;
Nice $1,300.
Last week,
Trails' (U). Fair $2,500. Last week, 'Crowded Hours' (RKO), 'Lost
Circle (Marmorstein) (1,900; 15-35)
Men'
'Angels Wash Faces' (WB) and 'No (Par) first runs, and 'Stole Million'
'Ttjuchdown' (Par).
Laced unPlace Go' (WB), good $2,900.
(U), tripler, split with 'Riders Fron- mercifully In' notices, yet Joe E.
Midwest (Stan) (1,500; 25-35-40)— tier' (Mono), fir.st-run, 'Sun Sets (U) Brown-Martha Raye names counlei'Old Maid' (WB). Nice $4,700. Last and 'Name Only' (RKO), tripler, acling.
Should round up at Itiisl
week, 'All Quiet' (U) (reissue),, $1,200, good.
(Continued on page 16;

Others were 'Cimarron* and 'Snow

White.'
On the whole, biz Is okay.
Estimates for This Week
Criterion (Stan) (1,500; 25-35-40)
—'Babes' (M-G) (2d wk).
Good
$4,200.
Last week, 'Babes' (M-G),

—

—

,
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READ THE INTIMATE LETTERS
ojHelm Bm^es' moilie/}'

to

Helm Hemes'dmt^ki&r

alwiut

HELEN HAYES
HERE

is

the story of

great personality In

show business- a story urtique in its telling:
not what the outsider sees of Helen Hayes, not
the anecdotes the world knows, not even the
stories her friends in the theatre know.
Herev for the first time, as Helen Hayes'

mother says, is "every little thing only
recall about my Helen Hayes."
In a series of letters called Mary, This

Is

I

ean

Your

Mother, Catherine Hayes Brown reveals to
Helen Hayes' little daughter Mary (and to Post
readers) the ups and downs, the struggles and
glamorous career of this great actress, who has
spent thirty-four of her thirty-nine years in the
theatre and "on the road."
Don't miss this fascinating theatrical biography. The first of eight installments starts in
this week's Post— out today.

•

8t.

Martin's Flare, TntfalKHr Hajuar*

Argentine Eyes

War Theme Pictures Prove Duds

Mexico

On

Australian business

is

maintainin;

Biz

to

after

such type of production.

Mex

City, Oct. 31.

Argentine pic producers continue
press for the Mexican market.
Success of pix they sent here a year
or so ago has prompted them to go

Test Runs in Aussie Territory

Sydney, Oct. 31.
Heissiies of v/ar pictures similar
1o 20th-Fox's 'Cavalcade' have proved
a complete boxofflce frost in this
sector in several tryouts. That the
public here yearns for laughs has
been acknowledged by theatre operjitors, who foresee keen demand for

AMr««ii: TARffilT, T,ONI>0!f
TclephoM Xcmpla Bar S041-1KM2

Cable

INTERNATIONAL

TARIECT'S' LONDON OFFICB

12

Mexican

biz.

Republic Extends Sales
Force in Latin America

Wir

Midway

Plans

'Iron

spent hours daily seeking the

he's

relationship

better

built

with

Joe Hummel to

for

15%

many

companies

planning distribution accordingly,

figure

is

CURFEW

LEGIT

approximately 6,000,000

it

18,

than

London, Oct.

31.

Twenty West End

now permitted

legit theatres
to stay open un

Legit operators have been campaigning for the ease in curfew re

and for an okay on Sunday
Original curfew had

peformances.

been

last

Firms in Saving,

Make

Wednesday

(25),

112,000 participated in

when nearly
Women's Day

The three big shows on the Island
from Ihe standpoint of the number
admissions were 'Cavalcade
Golden West,' 'Folies Bergere'
Fine Arts Palace, which
drew
in
the
neighborhood
of
5,000,000 people up to Thursday of
last week.
Admissions at that time
were Arts Palace, 1,503,463; 'Cavalcade,' 1,385,848, and the California
of paid

and

U.S.

Biggest weekday was

of the

6 p.m.

Prints in England

the

Depreciation in the value of the Auditorium, where 'Folies Bergere'
British pound and threat of rental (two editions), 'Ziegfeld Follies' and
coin in Great Britain being frozen Eddie Cantor held forth, 1,277,526.
there in large quantites are prompt- Final week, ending Oct. 27, 'Cavaling many U. S. major companies to cade' took in $64,900, a new high.
increase the amount of film print- Extra shows had to be given every
ing done in England. They are turn- day in order to take care of the
During the same stretch
ing out prints destined for distribu- crowds.
tion in nearby foreign countries in- •Folies Bergere' did $34,070, the bigclcad of doing the printing in these gest seven-day run for the Fischer
show. Opening week had an extra
countries or in the U. S.
Step is another economy move for performance, on the night of the
American distr.ibs and r case of tak- show's preem, which shot the take
ing advanta.f;e of the British cur- over $35,000.
rency situation.
By tUi'ning out
General manager Charles H. Sti'ub,
copies' in London, U. S. majors put
who 'revitalized' the Fair, when
to use British money rather than
things were at their darkest. Is exEhip this portion to N. Y'. at a loss of pected to again take over manage17-2C% when the sterling is ex- ment of the expo, when and if it rechanged into American currency.
opens next year, and the fact that
it will try a short run from May 15
Sept. 15 during 1940 seems to be
French M.P. Corp.'s Plan to
foregone conclusion.
a
However,
some of tho.<;e pledging $1,650,000 to
Reorganization
keep it going have strings tied to the
Federal Judge William Bondy in new money and there undoubtedly
N. Y. has approved f
plan of reor- will
be a re-shuftling of personnel
ganization of the French Motion Picbefore the moneybags are opened.
ture Corp., which filed a petition in
bankruptcy Feb. 18, 1938. It will
.

Of

OK'd

pay creditors 15% on claims, and
lax and wage claims In full.
Albert Lieberman of Philadelphia
on Oct. 4 deposited $5,000 in the Corn
Exchange Bank of N. Y., for the fulfillment of the plan.
Allowed claims totaled $14,466, of
which $10,034 approved the plan.

DeKobra's U.S. Deals
Maurice de Kobra, French auhor,
5s currently in New /ork working
on a legit dramatization of one of

He may leave for Hollywood to make a wrltiiii; deal.
De Kobra is now working with

his books.

Erwin Piscator on dramatization of
'Widow with the Pink Gloves,' which
will be ready for legit presentation
will direct

on Broadway. Piscator

advised to secure more playdates
and higher rentals wherever feasible.
How this miracle of added business is to be achieved isn't indicated.

!

Lunts

to S. A. ?

London, Oct.

17.

and
Shepherd's Bush,
Manchester, two of
Sloll's hou.ses that shuttered on outbreak of hostilities, are reopening
with vaudeville, with rest of circuit
expected to resume same policy

possibly break even. Estimated that
it would cost $60,000 to $75,000 to
ready the productions and company
and to transport them to South
America and return, without Including running expenses during the S,
Believed thai the
A. engagements.
theatres in Buenos Aires, Rio de
Janeiro, Montevideo, Rosario, etc.,
are probably loo small to bring
grosses of more than around $20,000
a week, which might or might not
pay the expenses of such a trip.
However, it's believed that the Lunts
and others in the company might
make some sort of salary concession because of the international
goodwill angle.
Tentative plan calls for the troupe
to take 'Reunion in Vienna,' 'Elizabeth the Queen,' 'Taming of the
Shrew.' 'The Sea Gull" and possibly
'The Guardsman,' all of which the
Lunts have mentioned as doing in
repertory. "Idea would be that the
above shows could be played with
sufficient pantomime for the Spani.<;h
and Portuguese-language audiences to get by the language handiBecause of the familiarity of
cap.
the play, 'Shrew' is regarded as ideal
from that viewpoint.
Lunts have been reported as Intending to do a new Robert E. Sherwood play this season, but that is belip-ed uncertain.
.

K.S.W.

MIXES NITE PONIES
Sydney, Oct.

Government has decided

4,

to forego

sanction of night trotting, and consequently betting, in this territory.
Decision has been hailed by exhibs.
The only major night blow lo exhibs currently is dog racing.

sume

leg shows, interspersed
couple of vaudeville acts.

Dave

Rafer, of the Rafer picture
cop for the dura-

down.

Grosvenor House expected

at Sadlers Wells and
concerts at Queen's Hall,

London's musical season gradually
opening.

Lyric,

Hammersmith,

re-

opening with a popular-priced ballet season for four weeks.

Ralph RTchardson a sub-lieutenant
in Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve,
to re-

One of the arrivals
as usual.
combo flesh-puppet version of

attached to Fleet Arm.

lo

Production in England
Despite High Exchange

Stronr for U.

S.

PIx

The depressed state of the Brili.<:h
pound works both ways, and riyht
now American dollars sent lo Eng-

Wa.shington, Oct. 31.
Growing appeal of U. S. motion
pictures for Argentine film-goers was
reported to the Department of Commerce Monday (30) by the Ameri-

.

Trade Commissioner

at

land naturally convert into higher
exchange.
With this in mind, the
idea of utilizing U. S. funds for film

Buenos production

Approximately two-thirds of all
pix exhibited in the South American
country during the first nine months

I

12;

Italy,

7:

Germany and
3.
One

Spain, 6 each, and Mexico.

was

classified

coming from

ks

coin

i

other countric;,' the trade commissioner reported.

'all

with

The reasons are several. For one,
the jittery aspects of any belligerent
nature aren't conducive to most efficient film production.
And while
it's true that the British authorities
would be prone lo release English
players from the service to particiin .entertainment
pate
missions,
there is al.so the factor that the pruduction facilities arc important. One
can't

Welsh

Radio Pain

'All right, we abandon
and Twickenham and start
around Belfast or in .some

say,

Elstrcc
.'hooting

.Continued from

—

whether the
in England
frozen or not— still doesn't
the American picture

is

click
execs.

of this year were American-produced, the report stated. Of a total
of 347 films exhibited during the period,
232 were American made.
Origin of remaining 115 was as follows:
Argentine, 43; French, 37:

film

a

Scare Off Yank

Jitters

atre building there.

British,

is

'Pin-

occhio' tagged 'Little Golden King.'
It will be released at about the same
lime as Walt Disney's 'Pinocchio*
cartoon. Competish is unintention.nl,
Amkino avers, as Russian pic was
made several years ago.

retreat.'

It's

not as simple

as all that.

p.iee I.

Reisman's Mexico 0.0.

reconciled to the disadvantage. The
they say. lies essentially

difference,

in the training and
work habits.
Phil Reisman, RKO's foreign di.<;Regular radio and legit performers tribution chief, is planning a short
have by the exigencies of their re- inspection tour of Mexico sometime
spective
backgrounds learned to this month. Reisman got back about
analyze a role quickly and .see im- six weeks ago from South America,
mediately the possibilities of charac- but feels that new developments in
ter, situation or plot development.
Mexico warrant a special trip.
Film players as a rule rehearse a
Adolph Zukor, .-pecial foreign de.short isolated scene for an hour or partment
representative for Paralonger and then
have numerous mount, also is slated to visit IW.C.
takes made of it to get it perfect.
around Dec. 1. Goodwill reception,
Names out of films who have similar to the one accorded him in
clicked in a big way in radio, point Australia, is being planned.
out the agencies, are those who have
come up the hard way through the
i

stage.
They cite as a couple cases
in point, and
from two dirterent
classifications, Edward G. Robinson

(drama), and Frank Morgan

(com-

edy).

'The Mob'
Continued from

p:i(;e

I

was having tough going
without having to take it on the chin
busine.ss

by agency men as the from radio. He said that he was
quickest and
most effective line sure that the program could find
learner for radio from the Hollyother more interesting businesses to
wood sorority is Belle Davis. Her .shoot at, and reminded
the agency
Rated

concerned.

6 Ace

Mex

Directors

that the business of taking race bets
pcr.sons
involved
thousands
of
throughout the country and they
were as important users of the product as any other class of consumer.'.
The caller even went so far .n.s to
cite the number of persons engaged
in the
handbook business in ihe

He
leading cities of the country.
said that he knew that at leasl 40,Mexico City, Oct. 31.
000 persons were mixed up in it i"
Believing that combined and conChicago and that there mu.st be an-

centrated talent should bring forlh
a smash pic, the Mexican Directors

tion of war.

symphony

settle

Losses in this country are said

In Co-op Production

house.s, is full-time

the

pictures.

Bros, for-

N. Y. in the last three years. He was
in the Orient near the scene of hostilities between
the Japanese and
Chinese two years ago.
Reports that Metro might build
aditionally in Argentina, where business prospects seem brightest of all
South American countries, were denied last week by Arthur M. Loew,
Metro's foreign chief.
Denial was
made in connection with the departure of Sam N. Burger, homeofTice
rep of Metro's foreign department,

Is

with

the
but

Friday (3) from

agency producer she's worked with

With opera

Irving A.sher going to America reportedly with two offers as picture
producer, one from Metro and another from Columbia. Sez he'll return to London as soon as things

sails

aptitude with a script has made her
a marvel, they state: as f.^r as one

Hippodrome,

soon.

who

Aires.

London In War Time
Empire,

Hummel, Warner

S.

re-

un-

be partially compensated by tills in
New York on tour of Latin American South America. Incrca.-ie there is
countries,
will
survey conditions due, Amkino declares, in lar;!c mea.slooking towards the
po.ssible con- ure to a lifting of restrictions on
struction of theatres in certain South- Soviet pictures.
American countries.
Delay of more than six weeks in
WB has no theatre operations receipt of a shipment of five pix from
presently in Latin America.
Moscow virtually paralyzed 'Amkino
This will make the second Christ- until they arrived last week via Normas Hummel has spent away from way, instead of England and France,

.cnn

^Continued from pace 1_

the trip to the Island for

look.

last

Theatre ConsL

The European war is cited as
reason
why American film
companies need additional revenue last Saturday (28) for South America
from neutral sources. Managers are who, it was said, would study the-

ness.

the

terrific

at the G.G.I.E.

11:15 p.m.

strictions

following

B.O.

Major companies are putting the

better

considerably

anticipated

who made

are

Joe

heat on their foreign managers in
neutral countries urging them to
exert added pressure for more busi-

less

letdown which set in after the first
two weeks of operation.
Perfect weather during the final
week of the Fair attracted thousands
a

til

is

WB

For

the nal»es."
Fall in Amkino's gross hasn't
sulted so much from the public's
willingness to patronize the films,
maintnin.s,
distributing
outfit
from exhibitors' refusal to book
in

Suney

stand.

INCOME

than anticipated by the conservatives
before Treasure Island was opened
Feb.

LONDON EASES

same

eign chief,

NEUTRAL

are not forcing any war-theme pro- floated the $24,000,000 bond issue, is
ductions in such territories, particu- the desire to make these liens valularly because of censorial difficulties. able.
Censors in belligerent countries, and
even in neutral nations, are jumping
'Frisco Fair Folds Too
on anything showing horrors of war.
San Francisco, Oct. 31.
Opinion of foreign department exAn estimated 12,500,000 visited the
ecutives in- N. Y. Is that light^theme
pictures will prove best business- Golden Gale International Exposigetters in belligerent nations. They
tion which shut down Sunday (29)
believe musicals and comedies stand
Although this
the best chance of clicking in such after a 254-day run.

with

the

WANT MORE

PIX

the local exhibition of at
British Alms.

territories,

BY

NAZIPAa

Make

Latin America

topped $8,000 in a

'Algiers'. (LfA)

the

week last year at
midway operators as a result.
The midway will be more con- It is the runnerup.
and definitely zoned. The
present site of Sun Valley and where
the Sun Worshippers show operated

densed

probably will be the end of the revised Great White Way. This will
necessitate moving the Parachute
Jump and several other .shows
nearer the center of things and alTanks Nix Reissaes
ready means are being worked out
belgoing
to
reissues
are
war
No
ligerent, countries, a majority of ma- to accomplish this.
jor company foreign departments
Gibson's real interest, as chairman
said in New York this week. They of the
committee which
finance
calls

least

U.S. DENTED

for

Harry Davis, former manager in
'40
Panama, leaves ther2 today (Wednessent 36 features here.
Exhibitors, have organized the na- day) to open a new office in Santia.Continued from page 1.
tional union of cinematographic im- go, Chile, and another in Valparaiso.
Wir, a resident of Panama for 12
Sizeable drop in income derivpd
tions without salary early in the fall, presarios, object of which is mutual
replacing Grover Wl.alen, is de- protection and benefit Ernesto E. years, last represented United Art- from Soviet pictures in the H,. S.,
dating from the Soviet-German pact
sc-ibed as willing to give any new Trujillo Gurria, is prez.; Pedro F. ists in that territory.
proposition a chance if it seems de Leon, sec, and Edrulfo Escandon,
of August, is admitted by Amkino,
likely to succeed. Since Gibson has ti'easurer.
Soviet state-owned distributing combeen actively in charge at the fair,
pany. Decrease has been principally
Mask* Sets Mex Record

a good level with Hollywood prod'Man in Iron Mask' (UA) hung up
best policy for the amusement area.
Shutdown of British studios
He has conferred with veteran out- a new high b.o. record for the swank
means widening revenue possibilities door showmen, with concession- Cine Teatro Alameda with $10,250
in this territory for American prcfnalres and others and already has for a week.

ducers.

manager

as divisional sales

He'll make his
Central America.
headquarters at Colon, Panama,

Rio de Janiero distributors have

\ict.

Prospective scarcity of product due
1o British inactivity would eliminate
two factors that have been obstacles
1o American distribution here. They
are the right granted to New South
Wales exhibs to reject 25% of American product and the proviso that

SOVIET PIX IN

Republic Pictures is extending
Ijatin-Amerlcan marketing force
with the appointment of Paul M.

its

has arranged to produce a
film on a co-op basis, director.s, players and others concerned chipping
in their time and effort for a pro
As.sn.-

rata slice of the profits.

other 30,000 in the

New York

metro-

politan area. He also recalled that
the personnel setup included wire
services, tipster sheets, etc.
'How would you like it,' he went
on, 'if we hit back at you by starl-

ing a whispering campaign about
be megged by Mexico's your products?'
'We wouldn't like it,' was the reus
tort, 'but the threat won't stop
from carrying through our program
and Miguel Contreras Torres.
plans.'

Pic

is

to

—

six ace directors Fernando de Fuentes, Arcady Boytlcr, Gabriel Soria,
Miguel Zacarias, Juan Bustillo Oro

Weduestlay, November

1,
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TOGETHER AGAINL IN^HE BIGGEST
LAUGH SHOW^HEY EflB^ '^l^/. .

It's scram for the war jitta's now! . . . Here comis the sbreen's ix^ com^y
l^cause «|^Ye gc^g
iteam in their first new-deal production! HANCi
cloud-jumping on a skyridi of screams . . . with t|ie fiyfng fun-aiiqs c0he
Foreign Legion, who learned about ladies from dot:g^ous Gi^brptterthi"
"
[Commandant's cutie! . - . tib-la-la for the box-offit^ J^"" ^-r^^^-"^

ON—

R K

O

RADIO

/

JEAN PARKER
REGINALD GARDINER
A BORIS

MORROS PRODUCTION

DIRECTED BY A. EDWARD SUTHERLAND
ORIGINAL STORY AND SCREEN PLAY BY RALPH SPENCE,'
ALFRED SCHILLER, CHARLES ROGERS, HARRY LANGDON

.

.

ON DRESS PARADE
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Miniature Reviews

Studio dusted the property
a year ago, but subthe rights to Para-

tary jJchodl. much to their diwdvantagc. Mualcr.

remake

H]illi:i\v;i>

and

'Cat

programer

i

But

sincerity.
ca,iai-y

Canary'

the

(Par).

Bob Hope and Paulette Goddard
starred in chiller-thriller. Top

Picture {jives Paramount a key to
proper casting of Bob Hope in the
Studio has previously projiiure.
vidcd him with broad comedy material and roles that failed to ring with

for general audiences.

.\cridrnr

•Little

Sandy's cutene.ss
elemental comedy

the
"Cat and
.scimer Jm unnn
straight
a
carries
he
characterization, with cbm'^MuKias''M'l.'i'«r dramatic
edy ouips and situations dropping
l.'.'wiiiiHi.i iiouiii
.....Don UiuiKiii.-! into the plot naturally to accentuate.
the laughs., rather than previous alHopc;^ brand of
'An-els
An^eis '«™P<-^ ^°
flicker
ciasio i^ofiim

.\i'.lry

.MiN.

in 1927.
oir for a

TOO BUSY TO WORK

'On Dress Parade' (WB). Dead
End Kids transferred- to mili-

mount,

,

»»u""i<;y
.

.\ll.li;i<-l

>-..l.

line in

the subsequents.
This is a talker remake of the succcssful spook play of some years
Universal acquired the film
back.
rishis and turned out a silent version

I
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Baby

mixed

with
for support-

ing attraction in nabcs.

lJlini-:ir

with the Ritz Bros, for comedy

I

WhiiP
While

iheir last
then
Their Faces,' removed some-

Wa.<:h

i
i

in military school

into

refined

little

^^^..^^i^

^^^^

.

|

j

cast, including John Beal, Douglas.s
Sondergaard,
Monlgomcrv.
Gale
Elizabeth Paltcr.son. Nydia Westman
gentlemen— and and George Zucco.
too bad, at least,
To provide chills and thrills, pros-

uniform.s, turned

It's
ifs too bad.
that if the transition

I

had to be made
should be in such- a mawkishly
It
sentimental and obvious picture. 11
just doesn't ring true.
they
To the credit of the gang,
°
,
-i^,
_ „,„
make of an impossible story a passable picture for the dualers. To re-

oective heirs to the fortune as.semble at the bayou home of the decca.sed 10 years aflcr his death. Will
j\.
,cad. leaving estate to Paulette

,

i

it

.

,

!

;

when spooky manipulafrom .strange sources.
ijpns
start
There s the low key lighting, driftshadows, eerie music, sliding
panels and secret passages all iitilGoddard.

i

i

,

1

—

1

the kids' b.o. value, however, izcd to fullest extent to accentuate
Warner Bros, will certainly have to the chiller aspect of the piece. After
do better than this for them in the three murders during the night.
Hope solves the mystery— but only
future. They are talented, individu
placed
ally and collectively, and if satisfac- after Mi.ss Goddard has been
tory story material can't be devised in constant jeopardy.
Walter De, Leon and
Script bv
for them as a group, it might be wise
well-knit and
to forget them as an entity and use Lynn Starling is a
reone or two of them at a time. Ifs workmanlike job of writing to
obvious that they can't go on forever lain elements of surprise and comElliott Nucent direct.s most
as little toughies— especially inas- edy.
much as. they're getting to be rather capably, and picture swings along at
tain

|

'

.

.

.

1

|

smooth and swift tempo without
moments.
the Canary' will amply
satisfy the mystery fans, and provide

grown-up toughies now— so perhaps
the quicker the breakup and weed

a

dull

'Cat and

ipg out begins the better.
Of the six Dead-enders, four are
totally reformed in the current yarn
and Leo 'Spit' Gorcey succumbs before the final bell. Bernard Punsley,
in a bit, is the only one who manages to retain his dese-dem-and-dose.
Gorcey is a poolroom prodigy whose
His
father is a World War hero.

spine-chilling
generally.

thrills

support. Okay dualer.•Too Busy to Work' (20th).
Good Jones Family programer,

^^1^,^

p;urietle Godd;ird gets her first costar billing, displaying confidence
in her role as-th^^
to the eccentric millionaires fortune,
,.oiinded portrayals are providcd by members of the supporting

and a.-surance

i

•

,

^^^^

;

thing or the Dead End Kids" bad-boy
current release apparently
_„„„,•„
a
as the appealing
marks their finis
gang from the far side of the tracks,
They're cleaned up, brushed up, put
onu.v,

for

audiences

Up Vour Troubles'
Jane' Withers starrer

'Pack
(20th).

Hollywood, Oct. 27.
20ih Cenlun--Kox releiiso of John Stone
KoiUureH Ihc Jonfa Fnmlly.
by Olio Jlrower. Oiiglnnl siTeenKoUcri KIMr, Hflen l.oK«n and
Sl:t"nli'y Riiuh, lmHC<l on 'Tliu Tor*'hlif«rr*i'
Kelly, nml 'Your Cnrlo lunlley'
by
by 1(o\\iii'<l l.lndnny iin<I lii>r(r:intl ItoblnHon;
Kilwnrd ('KmjriKiT; ediior, Kml
ciiin'Mii,
I'ifvii'wrd iil I'pinwn. I,. A., Ocl.
AlU-n.
UiinnlnK Unie. (II .MINS.
J7. "lit.
ItrtMliif'Uuii.
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.
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Latest in the Jones Family scries
maintains gait of former releases to
prove most acceptable for the program houses. Introduction of Joan
'Mutiny in the Big House'
Davis
into the Jones group as a perFairly strong prison
(Mono).
manent visiting cousin gives opslory for the action dualers.
portunity in future pictures for slap'Jeepers Creepers' (Rep ). Hillstick mixed into the family routines
that have mainly been done before.
billy -story thaf.s okay for the
Story contains a smattering of two
corn country.
plny.s "The Torchbearers' and "Your
Legion of Lost Flyers' (U).
Uncle Dudley.'
Both have been
programer for duals,
Action
made as talkers during past several
preferably as No. 2 feature.
Combining n few
years by Fox.
ideas from each, hile.st adventure of
'Ireland's Border Line' (Alex).
the Jonses covers plenty of ground
Entertaining lri.>:h comedy with
in its 65 minutes' running time.
Jimmy O'Dca. Cinch for Celt
Jones is still' neglecting his drug
nabes.
businei^s to carry duties of mayor.
Mrs. Jones becomes leading lady for
Italian-made).
'Piccolo Hotel'
charity
show, while I?a is promoted
Fair sati.^fier for Italian conto
head fund drive for a new hossumption, but not elsewhere.
pital.
Collections get mixed up, as
•Ballo Al Castello' (Ital). Fandoes everything else, in the madcap
tassy limited to Italian audimelee of the amateur performance,
but everything ends well when Pa
ences.
Jones decides to devote his time to
business for a change.
Picture carries typical adventures
Troubles of the oldest screen family at home
in the midwestern town. Arrival of
(WITH SONG)
Joan Davis as permanent guest of
the hou.sehold, and her attempts to
20lh-l''*ox lelea^e of .'^ol M. Wurtzcl production.
Stars June Wlthera; fenturea Uilz handle duties of- hired girl, provide

Joan Davis adding knockabout
comedy.
'

-

^

t

Pack

Up Your

'Hori.
Joac)ili
Schlldkraut,
T.yiin
Stanley l-'leldJi, Fritz T.eiber. Lionel Uoyce.
Story
Dlrcricd hy 11. Bruce ITtiinheratonc.
and adaptation, I.ou Brfalow and Owen
nit>!i..

(WITH SONGS)
I^epubllc rdenae o( Arniund AjchoedT proSini'ii Weuvoi' Brua, and Klviry;
duction.
femnrcH Xtiy JlnRcra and Mnrls '\Vrl:iun.

Frank MiicUnnnld. OrlKlniil
play by Uoriell and Hluiirt .Mo
a<-ri'>>ii
tiowiin: c.iiner!i. Krneat .Miller; editor, Fnip.it .Vims; ntimicAl director, Cy Kcucr. Jievlcnid In I'rojp.ction Hooni. N. Y., Oct. M,
-M. lIuuniiiK time. «» .MINH.
Dlrei'ied

by

.Miner
Ciiini
Hlviry

I.con
...Kriiiik

toy

......

KU'liy

Skccti'r
tiranilpii

. . .

.

t

.

.J.lU'lcn l.lltleni'iil
rhuri-tiin llali
.
\Veftvi-r
. l.orctlii

.

M. K. Oui'unl..

. .

V|oi,y

.

Jtihii

Arlliur

This is definitely one to be reserved for the corn country. It is
a successor to 'Down in Arkansaw,'
made with much the same cast a
year ago, and should do equally as
well or better in the right spots.
Starring in the film are the Weaver
(June Weaver),
Bros. .&
Elvir.v
standard in vaude as 'The Arkansas
Travelers.'
Elviry's daughter, Loretta. 22, makes her picture debut in
a minor role in the flirp, chalking it
up as .something of a family affair.

.

'

Tag on the pic, "J.ccpers Creepers,'
from the song which was
popular a year or so ago. Rep purchased rights to both tunes and title>
leather lothario Roy Rogers warbling
it to his love interest. Maris Wrixon.
It helps to a small degree to relieve
results

the hillbilly quality of all the other
tunes in the film.

Leon Weaver, as the old-fashioned
mayor and justice of the peace of a
mountain village ruled by the spirit
of brotherly love, is excellent-, easily topping the rest of the cast. He's
a natural for a role of this type and
with less corny handling would be
a strong bet in anyone's picture..
Brother Cicero will seem to the
younger members of the. audience to
be stealing the stuff of Harpo Mar.>c
although he's been doing his no-talk
routine sintie 1915. Never opens his
mouth except to whistle. He's al.'?o
an expert at tossing knives. Generally plays the part of an oaf, in all
not being a very impressive addition.

some broad and elemental knocka-

Si.ster Elviry. in the middle-aged
bout comedy. Looks like addition maiden lady role, plays a variety of
of Miss Davis to the series will pro
instruments in the hillbilly band
vide low comedy of .<;Iapstick type with which the film is spotted, clickSidney OInre and Jole Styne; photography,
to
contrast
with
Roberts, as the town's
motivation
ing
nicely.
of
the
At r.iliice, N. T., dual,
Luclen Andrlot.
Hollywood, Oct. 25.
handles his strong, silent
sheriff,
week Oct. 'id, "M. IltinninK time, 7S MINS. family affairs.
rnlv^rsHl rftli^ane of Chnrle.i Lamnnt pro'Too Bu.-rv to Work' is above par hossman business in slightly tired
Jane Withers
Collet le
iliKllon.
Slnry Hu((h Herbert und fluhy
Thcniaelvea in the recent Jones series releases.
Itilz Krother.'
fashion, but gets off his .'Jeepers'.
father's wartime buddy, John Litel, .<»iii1y.
Ijimont
("hurleii
_
IllrrilKl
by
„^
I-ynn DnrI
number in satisfactory style. Miss
runs a military school. _ Gorcey S original w reenpluy by Paul Yawllr, and Yvonne
luneph .Sohildkrnut
Htigo r.udwiK
Wrixon as the vis-a-vis, daughter of
father, on his deathbed, asks Litel to Rvc Gr*'ene. fioin play bv Vloyd l>eU and Ssl. '.AnKfl Face" Walker
Stanley Fields
Mllchell: cninera. MlUon Krnsner;
care for the boy. 'Spit' prefers the 'rhoniaji
Fritz r.clber Mutiny in the Big House a capitalist who brings ruin on the
Previewed at Al^x- Pierre Ferrand
editor, Kriink Wrops.
Ijionel Uoyoe
town, is stiff and stilted. She was
eight-ball in the side pocket to a nider. (ilendale, Oct. 2S. '3U. Running tima, GcnernI Von Itocch
Monoicram release of Grant Wilheffl pro.Ceorpen ncnnvent
Colonel tXlrattd
borrowed from Warner Brothers to
uniform, but is tricked into going to
.MINS.
Madam Marchand. .Adrlenne' d'.\mbrlcnurt duction. Stnm Harlon Marl.ane. Chnriea do
the part.
the institute. He determines to up- IVerliert- I'enrHOn.
nicktord.
Directed
by .William
r.enn Ames
Ninh.
Adjutant
.... Klorenre Rlc«
.^ilce reftiTiiiii,
Srreeniilay. Robert Amlrcwa; story, Martin
Appealing is nine-year-old Billy
'Williiim Von Urlncken
set things, flouting all discipline. Perry .Mlorton...
Ichard CnrlBon Mueller
Ed Gnrean Mooney: «'aniera. Harry Neumann: •ditnr, Lee, while character bits are amusWhen Punsley comes up to tell him 'I'nliby MorflHO...
Ernest Truex Sentry
n.
F.
."iehoenKarlh.
At
IJbeny,
Lincoln,
Hubert Bniinelt Kcnne
.Joy IlcdRen Kane
ingly handled sometimes overdone,
he was tricked, he packis up and be- .loan HiiHlon
RunninK time, M MIN.S.
Henry
Victor dual.
Colonel SchiaKer
Kritz
Feld
however by Lucien Littlefield as
gins to leave. Billy Halop, in role of .Mallsfe
Father Joe....
Charlea Tlickford
Kathleen Howard
Mrs. Mlerlon
the grandpappy, with an ear trumthe cadet major, attempts to .stop Mr.
Red
Itarton Macl.ane
Howard Hlckmnn
Allrrlon
pet, who turns into something of
A pretty good programmer in the Warden
I'at .Vorinrlty
him. and in the battle that follows. ruiM-r Hanser
RdRar Kennedy
r.. ...... DrnniH Moore
Bllcnnft Glrnrilot 'B' division, 'Pack Up Your Troubles' Johnny
jitterbug, and John Arthur, as (he
'Spit' pushes Halop through a second .\rleioiiH fitenwaler
Oap
..William Ilnyie
Charles D. Brown
Jeft t:ollinp
rich' man's secretary-valet, who falls
stor.v window.
Bltay
Charles Foy
and Biiby Sandy
has the Ritz Bros, for sturdy comHalop is seriously injured and
t>ad
Cieofxe Cleveland in love with Elviry,
edy support, plus numerous good Mike.
Other
.Slgel Dcilruller
Story moves rather rapidly, con'Spit' repents, deciding to stay.
After two pictures as a boy, Baby
Duke
Kd Ka^tc^ taining plenty of action, including
boys ostracize him, but he works Sandy switches to her real feminine laugh situations built around them Jim
Itichard Austin
swell shots of a forest fire. Some ot
hard and gets top grades in every gender in 'The Little Accident.' and the star, Jane Withers. While Frankle
nuvaeii Mopton
subject. At camp in the summer he
the latter are apparently the mccoy,
Story holds little similarity to orig- not a picture that will cause boxevidentlydouble negative work.
rescues a schoolmate, Gabriel Dell,
'Mutiny' has spotty po.<:sibilities,
inal play by Floyd Dell and Thomas
from a Are in a munitions store- Mitchell, nor to film version of the office jams, the Withers-Ritz subject but in the action-hot territories, Tale is of a quiet village where capi*
house.
Both boys are seriously latter turned out by U several years ought to do from fair to good, singly especially in Catholic areas, it may talist Thurston Hall discovers coal
burned and Gorcey comes back to ago. Studio mainly utilizes the title if pot pitched too high, or on dual come in a pretty fair winner. It's after being sentenced by Weaver to
school a hero.
He is made cadet here. Picture displays cute smile
based on actual incidents in the life use a pick for a day because he was
major and is given his father's dis- and antics of Baby Sandy, combining bills.
of a priest. Father Patrick O'Neil, carele.ss in tossing his lighted matchlin"ui.«'hed service cross.
Script is a better than average job, who was
awarded the Carnegie es into tindery bru.sh. Coal is on
some elemental and slapstick com'Spit,* in
tears after he pushes
sequences by Hugh Herbert and well tailored to the talents of the medal after his bravery in halting Weaver's property, but they won't
Halop out of the window, Is a hard edy
members of the cast, but all on cast, with broad comedy the strong a Canon City (Colo.) prison break tell, whereupon Hall obtains it by
sight to swallow.
Any true Dead- adult
He moves a
(.Oct. s; 1929), in which seven guards paying up back taxes.
a rather inconsequential story that
ender would have scranuned. And serves nothing more than as an ex- undertone. Original was done by Lou and five inmates were killed.
rough crew in, forcing Weavers out,
his refusal to accept some of the
Martin Mooney authored the story, but is almost burned to death when
cuse for the individual situations; As Breslow and Owen Francis. In view
silly military discipline and hazing
attraction, 'Little Accident' will of the comedy situations developed, from which Robert Andrews drew his men start a forest fire. Little Lee
an
from UDper classmen doesn't achieve suffice as supporter in the family
the scenario, but it hasn't quite lad calls Weavers and others to help
auite the effect the freres Warner houses, lacking story strength to get the Ritzes most of the time are away enough action most of the way, only release Hall from under his overout in front of Miss Withers. Lat- settling' down to a fairly snappy turned car, whereupon he sees the
have desired. Truth to tell, he seems attention above that slot.
like the only sensible one in the
Story concerns the parental" mixup ter is now growing up and has lost thriller as it gets to the finish. Drag light of brotherly love.
Reverse gear into which of the baby.
school.
Film has a strong labor angle, deErnest Truex,. real that kiJ^hubbinesS.
In fact, 'she's is noticeable all the way,- although
other nortiop<! ft the melodramafics father, abandons the child on desk
Charles Bickford, in the role ot the signed to please the common folk.
have also shifted is evidenced by of baby editor Hugh Herbert. To quite streamlined.
priest, does a hangup job of playing, Pictures the old moneybags as a retitters of derision from the audience
Film opens during the last war, Barton MacLane, the stir-toughie, lentless, unreasonable man: strikesave his job, latter assumes grandwhen the sentiment (fets thickest.
parent supervision and turns the with the Ritzes auditioning their leans a little too far forward to rip breakers, whom he hires, as drunken,
also
Paciflcistically-minded may
baby over to his unwed daughter. Dutch comedy routines in a book- into the script at times, and he looks cold-blooded villains, and striking
find objection as in other military From there on, it's a melange of er's office, but find their German a bit forced. Play is mostly
around miners as gentle people who are
school pictures, hvit more so now be- tribulations for all concerned. Wind- dialect cancels them out automat- a young con, Dennis Moore,
Herb.
who only seeking their rights.
caii.se of the war
to the glorious
up provides a slapsticky chase by ically. They enlist in the army, are deadpans, and allows the other two
manner in which the soldier's life Is the principals after the baby assigned to a mule battalion and the topliners to take it away.
Legion of Lost Flyers
painted. Tt looks like a partnership wrapped
Bereft of women, the cast will
in
a laiindry bag and action switches to a small village
between WB and the '.recruiting headed for the mangier.
IToIversal release of Ben Plvnr prodnrin France where Miss Withers lives, have a tough job overcoming 'the
llon.
stnra Itli-hurd Arien ami Andy ))eservice.
Charles Lafriont catches a number She is maneuvered into the action lack of trimming in the cheap spots vine; fenlurca
Anne Naicel. Wlllltim I.undiDesnit«( the featured billing. Ci.ssie
used to a decorative skirt "The story Ran, Quinn Williams. Una .Miinaon, 01of cute shots of Baby Sandy mainly suitably and some of the comedy sit
Loftus has only a bit nart as woman solo closeups that are neatly inter- uations built around her as well as starts in the jug, with
sior.v.
Pen
the arrival rcc.ted by Chrlaly Cabannc.
'Who takes care of 'Snit' in the .<!lums.
Youngster is the Ritzes, largely the latter, are of Moore, a forger rapped with 1 to Plvar; adaptation, Maurice Toml'rauel: edicut into the action.
tor. Maurice WrlKht; phnloirraithy, -Jeroina
Frsnkie Thoma.s, who cfets simMar now toddling, and delivering a few more than ordinarily funny.
14 years for a $10 check. Bickford Ash. At Rlalto. N. T.. week Oct. SS, '39.
billine. Is a cadet who likewi<;e has
words in addition to regulation coos.
Plenty of rather good-sized laughs tries to salvage him, and MacLane nunnlPK time, 63 MIM8.
a meager role.
Herb.
Diehard Arlen
Picture is episodic, displaying at- are aroused when the Ritzes, mas- works to stiffen him against the 'Imoji' <;illan
'Heet' Brumley.
Andy Pevlne
tempt to piece together incidents to. querading as Germans for a local prison administration.
Kid goes Pnilln
Anne NaKel
get through regulation footage for tavern affair, .are mistaken for real along with MacLane, until the for- nalph I'erry
Wllilain I.undlKan
Huns by French soldiers. The es- mer gets the idea he's being a sucker Jake
a feature.
Glilnn WilllamH
Marttia
Ona Munson
Hugh Herbert gives a standard cape in a balloon that lands them on and comes up for air.
Hollywood, Oct. 24.
Freddy
Marloiva
Jerry
as the adopted grand- German soil provides several belly
This is the first time up for Grant Smytho
Piiramonnt release ot Arthur Hornbliiw. portrayal
I.eon Ainea
Jr..
lu'oiluction.
Stnra TJob Hope and father, while Edgar Kennedy and laugh.s, in addition to the welcome Withers, one-time leading man, as an Mill Deicrt
Yheodiir Von Kilii
raiilelte Goddard.
Directed by Elliott Nu- Etienne Girardot are used for com- that is given them as heroes by the associate producer, and it's a pretty Frenchy
I.eon Helasio
KCnl.
SVreenplny by Walter De Irfon and
niinkey
Ilavlil
Wiilock
carewith
Sandy.
As
edy
sequences
Kaiser's
higher-ups.
Carrying
the
fair
fir.st stab on small budget.
The
r»yiin
Slarlini^,
bnaed on play by .lohii
riarriRiin
Jack (*arf:on
Wllierrl:
cament, Charles i-ang; ediior, taker of the baby for a brief spell situation further, the Ritzes are then pic deals wholly with the work of a Ueilha
i'ldllh Miiin
Archlo Marihck: naat. director. Mel Kp- while working as a paperhanger, interned as war prisoners by the prison chaplain, takes him through Sam
|>iit Flnherly
Kteln.
I'levlewed nt WoRlwooil Villuije.' Kennedy gets sufficiently involved Allies when they escape back to all the chore.s, even
Ulddle Waller
to a hanging, I'eiey.
TtunnlnR time, 73 MIN.S.
O'l. 24. ':!).
with a paste pot, ladiler, paper, their own ground.
and in those communities predominWniye rampbell..
.Bob Hop,. shcai-.<:
and his hat to provide
'Legion ot Lost Flyers' is an action
A song, 'Who'll Buy My Flowers,' antly Catholic, it lends every natural
Joyci> Xorntan
Paulette Oodilard
knockabout comedy on the broad- written .by Sidney Clare and Jule angle for tieup and recommenda- item dealing with intrigue and roJohn'iica'i
ITi-ed niyrho
Girardot
rh.iriio Wiiiicr..
b'oitcinas MontKoinrry side.
catches
several Styne, is a vocal for Miss Withers in tion becau.<;e it honors one of the mance around a group of renegade
Onic sonderKa.ir.i chuckle.s US Salesman in a baby-wear a French tavern setting.
Mliia" r.u
airmen working out of' an independThe num- heroes of the church.
'''"'""'
A
shop, secondary romantic interest is ber is lightweight and Miss Withers,
ent
airport in the Ala.skan wilderGenerally
""L
speaking,
'Mutiny'
will
Old
'"'y -'^yi'i" •^f"!"''"'
It will suit as a supporting
T.Hw.ver Prosby
Geonre Zucco .supplied by Florence Rice and Rich- not having a voice, doesn't get it edge toward the profit side of the ness.
John AVray ard Carlson, with Ernest Truex ap- anywhere. She al.<!0 does brief im- ledger tor the pop-pricers. Barn.
dual entry.
Heu.lricha
George ncEas pearing briefly for the climax.
Indian Guide
Richard Arlen and Andy Devine
personations of Eva Tanguay and
Picture was turned out on mod- George M, Cohan.
play pilot and mechpnic, respectiveNeither means
Replate
to
Stevens
ro.
ly,
'iich.
with Devine and an Eskimo
Retaining the basic spooky atrhoS' erate budget, and as a ligh'
be acceptable
r.vnn Bari, as a French village
woman .serving as pretty good comic
phere and chiller situations of John gramer will
Hollywood, Oct. 31.
"
doesn't have much footage or
Willard's' original play. Paramount where audiences are not
George Stevens was named pro- relief. The Eskimo role, played by
,u
Neither does Joseph
Edith Mills, calls for. nothing more
injects plenty of legitimate comedy lar about story values
il .irtance.
ducer-director of RKO's remake of
than 'ugh' and a couple belches outin this (^ne to provide ^ood .enter- mental comedy tricks are displayed. Schlldkraut, who plays a spy for the
side ot the effective pantomime. Yen
tainment for general audiences. It's But for a long stretch to build Baby Allies. Stanley Fields, Fritz Leiber 'Enchanted Cottage.'
Currently
Stevens
is
handling of the Esk for motor grease and the
a top programmer foi*' upper bracket Sandy's draw. Uiiiversal Jteeds bct-.| and Lionel Royce provide suitable
'Vigil in the Night.'
support.
Char,
(Continued on page 18)
bookings in the keys, and will hit ter material than here displayed.
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Beginning at the Boyd,

an Almighty

Philly,

New Peak

for the

Power of the Product of

WARNER

BROS.
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J

BETTE DAVIS

ERROLFLYNN
In

the secret

romance of

the Virgin

C

Queen

•THE PRIVATE LIVES

OF

ELIZABETH
and ESSEX
TECHNICOLOR

IN

wirh

OLIVIA de HAVILLAND
STEPHENSON

DONALD

CRISP

Screan Ploy by

VINCENT PRICE

•

Norman

Maxwell Anderson

.

ALAN HAIE

HENRY

Directed by MICHAEL CURTIZ
Roina and Aineoi MacKeniie • Bai.d on

R«illY

Produced by Thaaire Guild, Inc. . Muilc by
K Worner Broi.— Fir»l Notional Picture

Erich

Iho Sloga Ploy by

Wolloong Korngold

THE "IMPOSSIBLE" AmiNED! EVERYTHING THE 'OLD MAID' WAS, WELDED^
WITH ALL THE FIRE OF 'ROBIN HOOD'! TRULY A MATCHLESS MOTION PICTURE!
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16

Bill

19.t9

1,

Farnsworth

.Continued from pace j_

pai;c 10_

been laid before the D.J. by -any (.(
Last week, 'Million Dollar
$2,700.
the half-dozen individuals who.se
(Par) plus rcvive<l "Murder
Ia':-."'
Man' (M-G), were circusecl for salis- (Pot information of theatre and film c.icliniifle bookers Variety presents a roinplele chart of feature releares oj returns have been under clo.^e inperiod.
Dntc
qunrterlj;
for many months by Trr;i>current
of
spection
the
laclory $1,300 in four day."!.
all the American dixtribuiinu companies for
tnchidfd.;
are
prints
Hipp (Warner) (3.700; 30-3.')-42-.'>5)
time
ury and Justice officials. Flally deof
ret"i«u"s as given in Variety and the running
— '.vlr. Smith' (Col) (2(1 wk). Smacknying reported offers to pay million.^
AIX RUillTS HrS»aiVKI>
«:OrYKI(!llT, IVM, HV V.IKICTY. INC.
healthy
such
a
.score,
eel
out
satisfy
the Internal Revenue BuRunning l"tme to
H. T.
Krr In Tj|Hi .4 llhrc villi loll*
$15,000, In first inning that terrific H»T. In Vlir. Rr\lrwr<] In VarlHy
reau, Murphy stated that no comM .MclmlrHnm C CnMii>il.v Cl> Conicdy-Uniinit; W Wrtrtrn; I> llrunia: Mu Milklml
buildup and new.spapcr publicity is
promise can be negotiated without
pii.<:hing it up to extra-g(3od $9,000
his consent and to his knowledge no
A third at Allen
in second stanza.
Rev.
WEEK
overtures have been made. The
i.i indicated.
R. T.
TALENT
in
OF
TITLE
K V,
TYPE
I'alace (RKO) (3,200: 30-35-42-55)
parties under suspicion still contend
Var.
Blackmail' (.WB) with four Dead RELEASE
they are innocent o( law viohilioiv^,
End Kids in vaude. Favorable reWhile Joseph M.
he remarked.
SS
E. Fcllows-D. Petcrmn
Col
FIVE LITTLE PEPPERS
CD
parts for both are backed up by top- 8/25, 39
9/6
100
Schenck was in town briefly Im^i
J. Garland-F. Morsan-B. Lahr
WIZARD OF OZ
M-G
C
8/16
afternoon crowd.s, due to
jiotch
Purcell-L. EllieU
week, Murphy said he did no! yt e
Mono
F. DarroIRISH LUCK
school holiday for teachers conven'
90
THE STARMAKER
ParB. Crosby-L.Campbe:i-N.Sparks
MU
Iho film executive who is involved
8/23
lion, and by commendable nighi at62
SMUGGLED
Rep
B
Mackay-R.
CARGO
Hudson-G.Barbier
D
in three separate disputes with \ht
8 23
Sure for $15,000, and perIf-nriance.
61
J. Prouty
20th
QUICK MILLIONS
Byin(lon-K. Howell
C
Although a home-town
8/16
ha.D.s $17,000.
revenue people.
86
ANGELS WASH THEIR FACES
Dead End Kids
ouifit. Sammy Kaye's orch in vaude
9/6
.16
>VB
I. Rich-H. O'Neill
EVERYBODY'S HOBBY
bow here last week didn't make a
CP
;?/27
'Stranger' (20th) no help, 'n i on
killing.
Fred Stonc-Konea
"Cof"
KONGA, WILD HORSE
132
Interrogatories Debate
but Sl3,500, not so bad.
N.Shcarcr-J.Crawford-R.Russell
THE WOMEN
M-G
c
9,6
67
15-25)—
(Warner)
Lake
(3.50.
L. Oyerman-R. Paige- V. Dale
Par
8/30
DEATH OF A CHAMPION
D
58
in N.Y. Nov. l.'>
•Demon Flee: Street' .(Select) and
A. Lane-L. Hayes-R. Barratt
RKO
8/30
CONSPIRACY
D
66
•Return Frog' (Select). English horR. Roeers-G. Hayes-A. Baldwin
Rep
WALL STREET COWBOY
9,6
The next date for court hearinj;?
60
importations
haven":
enough
rot
Rep
P.Rcgan-J.Parker-Col.R.Turner
D
8/30
FLIGHT AT MIDNIGHT
8S
American sock. Lucky to get mild
B. Rathbonc-N. Bruee-I, Lupine
ADV'T'RES SHERLOCK HOLMES
20tb
on what questions will be answ"rrc(I
9/6
IT
87
$1,400. Last week, first for reopened
G. .Jcan-R. Cummings-A, Gray
8/30
THE UNDERPUP
by whom and when in the Governs
IT'
jfiou.se was murder, 'Torpedoed' (FA)
62
R. Arlen-A. Devine
8,9
MUTINY ON BLACK
and "Pride Blue Grass' CWB), barely
_9S
meht's anti-trust suit against the
«V0
B. Davls-M. Hopkin.^-G. Brent
THE OLD MAID
D
8,2
hilling $1,000.
major film companies, has been n-l
98
CD
B.Stanwyclc^A.McnJou-W.Holden
Col
GOLDEN BOY
Slate
(Loew"s) (3.450; 30-35-428/16
39
65
8.
9,
55)— ".^t Circus' (M-G>. Marx Bros,
Par
W. Boyd-R. Hayden-B. Moran
RANGE
for Nov. 15.
8/30
The long drawn ml
72
Toler-C.
20th
S.
Romero-P. Moore
CHAN AT TREASURE ISLAND M
bc;;er than usual, getting oft promis8,23
bickering over interrogatorie.<! re59
RKO
G.
O'Brlen-L.
Tovar
THE
FIGHTING
GRINGO
ingly with good juvenile draw that
sumed Monday (30) in the N. Y.
72
D
V.M<;Larlen-S.EIIers-B.Fi«irer>a
FULL CONFESSION
will earn $12,000, okay.' Last week,
8 23
federal court, when Paul Williams,
tT
69
E. Lowe-W. Barrie
M
"Babes Arms' (M-G), after stalling a
TWO BRIGHT BOYS
9,20
U. S. attorney prosecuting the acIT
fi<
J. M. Brown-B. Bakcr-F. Knlrht
bit. ran lip to $14,500, which was all
8/16
DESPERATE TRAILS
tion, met with majors' coun.sel. WilB. Granville-J. LiUI
right, too.
M
NANCY DREW & STAIRCASE
liams also met with Benjamin PepStillman (Loew"s) (1,972: 30-35-42C. SUrfctt-I. Meredith
D
OUTPOST OF MOUNTIES
Col
Hold- 9 15 39
of
United Artists yesterday
55)— Babes Arms' (M-G).
I per
80
L.
Tarncr-R.
Carlson-L.
Bowman
9/27
CD
DANCING
CO-ED'
M-G
over staclcing up sweetly, $5,000,
(Tues.), to dis(:uss the Governmeni's
61
J. Trent-M. Slenc-M. Reynolds
SKY
PATROL
Mono
capitalizing
campaign.
on early
answers to the scries of question.^
114
G. Coopcr-R. Milland-R. Preston
7/26
BEAU GESTE
D
Par
'What Life' (Par) last week had litS3
submitted by that company.
It is
9/20
DAY THE BOOKIES WEPT
C
RKO J. Pcnner-B. Grablc
tle life, $2,000, lowest here this fall.
leo
understood that William J. Dono9/13
M. Loy-T. Powcr-G. Brent
THE RAINS CAME
CD
20th
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HAWAIIAN NIGHTS
DUST BE MY DESTINY
THOSE HIGH GREY WALLS
THUNDER AFLOAT
$1,000 A TOUCHDOWN

S/8
8/16

$19,000,

9/22, 39

LEADING OKAYB'KLYN
Brooklyn, Oct.

31.
;

Loew's Metropolitan continues to
keep on top of the heap of downtown deluxers with profitable
gro.sse.s.
Currently dualling 'The
Women' and •Challenge' to excellent 9/29/39
results.
RKO Albee is also scoring
this stanzii with 'Hollywood Cavalcade' and 'Pack Up "Your Troubles.'
,

10/25
9/20
9/27
8/23
8/3«
10/4
10/4

Fipm

—

Walls' (Col), fairish $14,000.
'Women'
Met (3,618; 25-35-50 )
'M-G) and 'Challenge' (FA). Copping major portion of downtown
business. Swell $19,000. Last week,
'Fast and Furious" (M-G) and Eddie Cantor's unit on stage, satisfactory $26,000.
Paramount (4,126; 25-35-50)— 'Dust
and Touchdown'
Destiny'- (WB)

9/20
9/29
10/18
9/6
10/4
9/13
10/18

10/13/39

—

-

10/20/39

12/14
9/20
5/31
10/4
10/4
10/25
10/18

11/1

(Par) (2d wk). Okay $16,000. Last
week, good $21,000.
Strand (2,870; 25-35-40)— 'Return
(Select) and "Demon Fleet 10/27/39
Fro;.;'
Garnering good
(Select).
Street'
Last week, "Tropic Fury'
$5,500.
'Drummond s Bride'
and
(Par)

10/25
.11/1

.

10/25
9/13
11/1
10/25
11/1

Niven Checking in With
British, If Needed Abroad
David Niven was slated
visit to the British Embassy

to
in

pay a

Wash-

11/3/39
10/11

(Tuesday) to determine whether It is necessary for
him to return to England for miliington yesterday

tary service. He
ing in Virginia.

10/11

currently visit-

is

A

IQritish subject, Niven will return to Hollywood if his services
aren't needed abroad. Schedule(] for
him next is a sequel to 'Raffles,'
v.'hich

11/1

11/10/39

he just completed.
11/1

Hollywood, Oct.

Samuel

Goldwyn

31.

Sam

assigned

Wood to direct David Niven in 'Raffles. Amateur Cracksman,' a sequel
to 'Raffles,' recently completed.
Niven is expected
e month.

to return

10/4

within

11/17/39

BATOFF ON ICE
Hollywood, Oct.

Gregory RatofI has succeeded
ing

Cummings

31.

Irv-

10/18
11/1
11/1

as pilot of the Sonja

Henie starrer, 'Everything Happens
at Night,* which winds up with a

week

of skating sequences at 20th-

Fox.

Cummings was
chore

to

start

relieved

of

the

work on 'Johnny

Appllo,' which rolls Nov. 27 with
Tyrone Power and Dorothy Lamour
in the top spots.

11/24,39

\J • Kj

CALLING ALL MARINES
THE ARIZONA KID
HERE I AM, A STRANGER
THE WITNESS VANISHES
NURSE EDITH CAVELL
A CHILD IS BORN
ESPIONAGE AGENT
WHAT A LIFE
CRASHING THRU
THE KANSAS TERRORS
EVERYTHING'S ON ICE
THE ESCAPE
ETERNALLY YOURS
HERO FOR A DAY
PRIDE OF BLUE GRASS
FLIGHT TO FAME
BABES IN ARMS
JAMAICA INN
THREE SONS
HOLLYWOOD CAVALCADE
ON YOUR TOES
AT THE CIRCUS
TELEVISION SPY
SHIPYARD SALLY
PACK UP YOUR TROUBLES
TOWER OF LONDON
OKLAHOMA FRONTIER
SMASHING MONEY RING
BEWARE SPOOKS
BAD LITTLE ANGEL
MUTINY IN BIG HOUSE
DANGER FLIGHT
DISPUTED PASSAGE
SUED FOR LIBEL
20,600 MEN A YEAR
HOUSEKEEPER'S DAUGHTER
LITTLE ACCIDENT
THE ROARING TWENTIES
JEEPERS CREEPERS
STRANGER FROM TEXAS
NINOTCHKA
OVERLAND MAIL

D
D
D
c

CD
CD
\fV
CD
D

M
C
M

W

FIGHTING MEN
THE FLYING DEUCES

D
D

M
C
D

W

C
D

CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
M
D

MU
MU

C

D
C
C

M
W
M
C
D
D
D
D
D
D
.

C.

CD
D
CP

W
P
W
D

C

ALLEGHENY UPRISING
DRUMS ALONG MOHAWK
FIRST LOVE
ONE HOUR TO LIVE
ELIZABETH AND ESSEX
A CALL ON THE PRESIDENT
THE PHANTOM STRIKES
RAIDERS OVER ENGLAND
RULERS OF THE SEA
THE WASHINGTON COWBOY
THE COVERED TRAILER
MEET DR. CHRISTIAN
TOO BUSY TO WORK
ON DRESS PARADE

DESTRY RIDES AGAIN
AMAZING MR. WILLIAMS
ANOTHER THIN MAN
ROLL, WAGONS, ROLL
OUR NEIGHBORS
THAT'S RIGHT, YOU'RE WR'NG
DAY-TIME WIFE
INVISIBLE MAN RETURNS
WE ARE NOT ALONE

J.
J.

M-G
Par

RKO
20th
VA

J.

V

WB
Col

M-G
Par

'

Rep
Rep
ZOlh

U

RKO

WB
WB

McCrea-B. Mar.<hall

_74_
75

67

Garland-M. R«oney-G. Kibbee
C. Lai)ghton-M. O'Hara
E. Ellis- V. Vale-W. Gargan
A. Fayc-P. Amcche-S. Erwin

96
99

M-G

82
S7
65
«I10

65
_6.S

J.

Par

RKO
20th

WB

Zorina-E. Albert

M-G

Marx Bros.-K. Bahcr-F. Rice
W. Henry-J. Barrett-W.CollierSr.
G. Fields-S. Howard

Par
201h
ZOth

WB
Col

J. E.

M-G

Mono
Mono

Brown-M.

65

Owen

77

Trent-M. Rcynoids-M. Stona

Col

M-G
Mono
Mono.

RKO
RKO
ZOth

u
u.

D
CD

WB

Col

Par

Rep

20th

U
V

M-G~
Mono
Mono
Par

Rep
R«p

BKO
20th

WB
V

Col

J.

Bcnnett-A.MenJou-W. Gargan

H. Herbert-B; Saniiy-F. Rice
J Cagney-U. Bogarl-P. Lane
Weaver Bros.-R. R ogers
C. Starrett-L. Gray-DTCurtio
G. Garba-M. Douglas-I. Claire

'

'

Jack Randall
J. Newill-S. Biane
S. Laurel-O. Hardy-J. Parker
George O'Brien

J.Kogers-R.Waiburn-M.Kambean
R. Arlen-A. Nagel-A. Devihe

84
61
89
65
83
80
65
106
69

i~

>"

I

65
61
63

B. Halop-H.Hali-M. Carlisle
Pa yoe-J.
an
J.

would normally reach

The

Wayne-C. Trevor-C. Sanders
C. Colbert-H. Fonda-E. M. Oliver
D. Dorbin-R. Stack
D. Nolan-C. BIckford-J. Litel
B. Davis-E. Flynn

A. Sothern-W. Gargan-L. Stone
W. Lawson-S. Hale
No Cast
D. Fairbanks, Jr.-M. Lock woodG. Autry-S. Burnette-M. Carlisle
J. Gleason-L. Glcason-T. Ryan
J. HersholUD. Lavctt-P. Lee
J. Pronty-S. Bylngton-K. Howell

Dead End Kids-J. LKel
M. Dietrich- J. Stewart
J.

Blondcil-M. Douglas

M-G

M. L«y-W. Pe«ell-C. A. Smith

Mono
Far

Tex Bitter
P. Baintcr-F. CravcB-E.

WB

K.Kyscr-A. Mcnjon-E. E. Hortnn
T. Powcr-L. Darncll-W. William
V. Filcc-N. Grey-C. Bardwickc
P. Mnnl- J. Bryan-F. Robson

Lowe

its

trial

cal-

assistant to the attorney gen-

however, does not anticipate
that this is likely to happen. He feds
that by February the majors should
not only have stipulated as to the
questions they will answer, but will
have filed their answers.. When questioned as to whether the Government could have all its answers in
at that time, Williams was more
than optimistic. 'They know all the
answers,' he declared. From his altitude it may be deduced that a
similar method, employed successfully before, will again be used by
the Government.
That will be to
answer what is known, and to stale
that the U. S. has 'no knowledge' on
other matters.

WB,

Philly

Suit, Still Unsettled
Philadelphia, Oct. 31.
Despite suggestions made by Federal Judge William H. Kirkpatrick
last week that the parties in case ot
the Landis th.eatre versus the majors
settle their differences out of court,
all indications now point to a fini.<;h
flght.
Senator Harry Shapiro, counsel for Eugene Mori, operator of the
Landis, declared yesterday (301 he
will go into the U. S. District Court
th:s (Tuesday ) afternoon and ask the
court to hand down a preliminar.v
injunction against -the major distributors
forbidding
them from
showing preference to the two Stanley- Warner houses in Vineland. N. J.,
iri the matter of clearance, pending
final adjudication in the .suit.
.

this
said.

P. Singlelon-A. Lake-L. Sims
L. Ayres-L. Barrymore-L. Day

J.

th:it

'My

Wym

D. Purccll-B. Hayes
B. Hopc-P'lette Goddard-J. Beal
E. Ellis-A. Louisc-R. Baldwin

candid to admit

eral,

Landis Vs.

Carlisle

V. Wcidler-G. Rcynolds-R.
C. Bickford-B. MacLane
J.

is

endar.

75

_61_

R. Scott-P. Fostcr-M. Lindsay
.

U

WB
Rep

RKO
20th
V

Williams

the major companies cannot an.<:wer
the questions for several months.
Since the latter's policy ha.s been to
delay proceedings, it appear.^ likely
that several months may well be
stretched into a half dozen, thus exceeding the time when the Miit

85
58

Lamonr-Tamiroir-Howard
K. Taylor-L. Hayes-R. Lane

Far

.

van's firm will shortly file interrog,-itories on the Government on behall
of the balance of the major companies.

J.

U
V

RKO
20th
UA

70
90

_93_

Wilhcrs-Rilc Bros.
B. Rathbone-B. Karlell
J. M. Brown-B. Baker-F. Knight
R. Rcagan-M. Stevenson

M

CD
CD
D

81

66
97

C. Farrell-J. Wells

U

RKO

MU

95
65

Col

D
D
P

C

71

MacMurray-CarrolI-Jones
D: Barry-B. Mack-W. Hymcr
R. RogersrG. Hayes-S. March
R. Grecne-R. Dix-B. Joyce
P. Pnrbin-E. PallcUc-L. Howard
Neagle-Olivcr-Sandcrs
G. FUzgcrald-J. Lynn

WB

RKO
20lh
UA

M
M

D
W
CD

70
78

O. Krugcr-O. Munson
A Sothern-F. Tone-V. Grey

J.

Mono
Rep

M-G

M

71

82
57

Bergman

J. Coopcr-B. Field
J. Newill-W. Hall-M. Stono
Three Mesquitccrs
I. Pare-E. Ellls-V. Vale
K. Richmond-A. PuR
L. YouDg-P. Niven
A. Lonise-P. Faran
E. Fcllows-J. McCalllon

Par

Mono

CD

.

Gurie-B.'Rathbonc-V. McLaglen
G. Dickson-D. Morgan-F. Stone

D

C
D
C

79
94

Roeers-W. Frawley

L. Howard-!.

D

P

_88_

G. Roccrs-W. Connolly-E. Ellison

WB

M

65

Moore

S.

C
C

D
CD

Downs-M. Carlislc-C.
Garfleld-P. Lane

W. Connolly-L Meredith
W. Beery-C. Morrls-V. Grey
J. E. Brown-M. Raye-E. Blore

Col

M

MARSHALL OF MESA CITY
W
HEAVEN BARBED WIRE FENCE CD
M
LEGION OF LOST FLYERS
M
CALL A MESSENGER

KID NIGHTINGALE
BLONDIE BRINGS UP BABY
SECRET OF PR. KILDARE
HEROES IN BLUE
CAT AND CANARY
MAIN STREET LAWYER

U

WB

D

.

10/18

tPor), nice $5,500.

mm.

ll If

NO PLACE TO GO
SCANDAL SHEET
FAST AND FURIOUS
HONEYMOON IN BALI

10/18
9/13
9/27
10/4
9/27
10/25
8/23
9/ 27

10/6/39

.Tk

RIO

;

i

Fabian. Paramount 's .second week
of 'Dust Be My Destiny' and '$1,000
Touchdown' is okay, as is the recently revived Strand with 'Return
of Frog' and 'Barber of .Fleet Street,'
billed as the 'double horror show.'
Estimates for This Week.
"HollyAlbee (3^74; 25-35-50)
wood Cavalcade' (20th) and 'Pack
Troubles' (20th). Excellent $19,000.
Last week, 'All Quiet' (U) (reissue)
and "Under-Pup (U), quiet $11,000.
Fox (4,089; 25-35-50)— "U-Boat 29'
(Col) and 'Drew Staircase' (WB)
opens today (Tuesday). Last week.
What Life' (Par) and 'High Grey

AVFN1TP

OM\JKf KJWM\.

MU

client does .not want to. settle
matter out of court,' Shapiro
'He is determined that a final

decision be

made

in this case.'

72
81

Probing For Taxes?
Dallas, Oct. 31.

106

Piclurie men seem un worried b.v
.surprise probe of books and reccrdt

of all theatre companies headquartering in Dallas, ordered by Alty.
Gen, Gerald Mann, of Texa.s! Alfected are Interstate and affiliaU,

Texas Consolidated; Hobb

64
62

&

Rowl*y,

and H. E. Griffith Theatre.s, and slalt
distributing offices of major film producers.
In Austin, Mann termed jnve.Migiition 'routine,' said it doe.<: not indicate violations.
General opinion was that stale is
looking for taxes rather than antitrust infractions.
Similar probe ol'
oil companies resulted in suit f<<i
$700,000 chain store taxes aguin.*-!
Humble recently.

<
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Schine chain in
Smalley, Smalley
town.

Rosenberg Reelected Western Pa.

November

Wcilnesilaf,

1939

1,

Bill

Cloversville;
circuit.

Coopers-

....

_

Film Reviews

Another shakeup in Warner Bros,
Albany and Buflalo zones
brought new managers to the Avon,
Utica; Keeney, Elmira, and Haven,
Arnold Stoltz came from
Olean.
Philadelphia zone to the Avon to
theatre.? of

MPTO Prez; Exhib-Exchange Shifts

rates her role ns Miss Doria's unsympathetic mother,
Laura Nucel
debuts as the siren -vho succumbs to
the big bad wolf. There's a touch of
(Continued from page 14)
John Garfield in Andrea Checci's
way she follows Devine around, dog- terpretation of the wayward son. inproduces vralcome Euixeafie
like,
Expert cutting and sometimes sufrom the larxe .amount of flying inFhotog.
took dulged, crashes, landings in bad perb direction standout
rapby is above average.
Hugo.

New York

Piltsburgh, Oct. 31,
M. A. Rosenberg was reelected
president of the MPTO of Western
Pennsylvania at the organization's
annual convention here last week in
the Roosevelt hotel. Edward Beedle
won the vice-presidency, replacing
William L. Brown, no longer in the
theatre business, while Fred Herxington and Joseph Gellman were
returned to the secretary and treasMeet, by
ury posts, respectively.
the way, also honored Herrington
on his 30th anniversary as an exhibitor organizer.
Dr. C. E. Herman, Israel Roth and
William R. Wheat, Jr., wiere renamed directors and newcomers to
the board are deorge Corcoran ind
Charles R. Blatt. In the future, the
wili preBx Allied to its or-

MPTO

ganization label.
Louis Krieger, one of vets in film
distribution, has gone back into the
business- again, opening an indie exchange. International Picture Distributing Corp. Has the Allied fran-

owner, A. T. Worthington. Carmack
also owns and operaties the Carma in
the same town.
Percy Essick and Meyer Fine have oufih, ex-RKO
reopened the Ohio, Gallon, dark most over Keeney.
of summer.
W. J. Powell has sold his Lo-Net
theatre in Wellington to Walter
Steuve, formerly of Canton; who
Frank Nolan
operates in Findlay.
will manage the house.
David Fettman named manager of
the Harbor, Ashtabula Harbor, C,
recently acquired by K. Thomas, of
.

lit

the house as chief projectionist.

Duo

Jennings Adds

Columbus, Oct.

31.

Harry Jennings, operating in Ohio
und We.st Virsinia, has taken over
the Majestic and Princess, London,
Virgil Price.

frorli

W. Smith, operator

of

A

paid $2,400.
In declaring to renew Long's lease,
ended a bitter controversy
that began in July when the Schine
circuit attempted to obtain the theaAt that
tre with a bid of $3,750.
time several civic and .patriotic organizations sponsored petitions askins that the Long lease be' continued.
Schine, it had announced, would
clo.se the house if it obtained the
lease, concentrating on its two other
houses here.
tru!>tees

•

Orpheum,

town hall in McBernic Mills FeUd
is remodeling for 300Albany, Oct. 31.
seat theatre.
Will open within a
Bernie Mills, former Republic
month, the only theatre in the town.
The new Beverly scheduled to franchise holder, was honored at a
luncheon attended by 125 film men
open Nov. 15.
Woodrow Weiler named assi.stant here Monday (30). They presented
manager of Loews Broad. John him with a wrist watch. Speakers
Stiffler of Ohio theatre succeeds him. were Moe Silver, Warner Bros, district manager in Albany and Buffalo
districts; Lou H. Golding, Albany diScbram Adds One
vision manager of Fabian circuit;
Canton, O., Oct. 31.
Jack Berkowitz, of Buffalo, long
Fred Schram, former lessee of the Mills' partner, and Arthur Newman,
Lyric, Delta, now operating the Em- present Republic manager here. In
.pre.ss in Whitehouse.
attendance were Frank McCarthy,
G. L. Carmack of Findlay has ac- Universal eastern district sales chief:
quired the Star, Bluffton, from its George Lynch and Lou Goldstein, of
Nelsonville, leased

.

Arlhur and

Minneapolis, Oct.

.')1.

practical joker himself, framed it so
that Steffes would be called to jury
duty and couldn't get himself excused. They didn't know that Stelfes

had made all arrangements to attend the Carnegie Tcch-Notre Dame
football ^me and Variety club annual banquet in Piltsburgh last Saturday and Sunday.
As result of the gag, Steffes was
forced to forego the trip, although

he already had purchased his football and banquet tickets, and he was
plenty burned. It was the first time
Variety club banquet in Pittsburgh.

he has

a

mis.<!ed

-

SlDrles

'in

Binehamion

All theatres in Binghamton are
operating under single-feature policy under mutual agreement.
The Avon, Syracuse, when reopened by Al Gilbert hit a new high
in sorhething or other free admissions for everyone.

—

The new

Csquire, nabe, a

Cii.«Ino,

will

linit

of

Tfaurtdajr

>«liio
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B'way mil 471b
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O
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bt refurnished and redecorated.

Utica. N. Y., Oct. 31.
Arnold Stoltz, recently in charge
of publicity for Atlantic City Steel
Pier, succeeds Murray Lafayette as
Avon here.
manager of the
After three years in Utica. Lafayette
leaves to take charge of two
Olean theatres.

WB

Hooge
Milwaukee, Oct.
Sells

31.
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E

Othcn
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^

Conilnuoui (ram
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Pig. .Vlcei, 2Se t«

I
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p.m.

POWELL

('WM<4(»n Lit, Show ll*S g.m. NItely
Robert Donat in M>G-M's

X^ddy Powell
arid Band

IgOODBYE MR. chips

DICK

,

PARAMOUNT

TIM En

EUUAKE

with Grcrr Garaoii •

eilt

HALL
MUSIC
HEI.n OVftR
'm. SMITH GOES

TO WASHINGTON"
Spectacular Stage Production*

'Framed'

is

new handle

'Trouble

Columbia

from

Amazing Mr.

.Sopl
.

i

.

Ken

]'iir(-i-II

\V:in

ln,';(nn

.lulin

.'^IIC(1A

.liininv WiMin.iti

Tom Dunne

Dullock Dyi-ne

despite

tertaining,
story. Can

its

innocuous

in Irish nabcs.

Cordoba and

likes de

working

is

to

to forget his first love, when
come.i!
Luis Alda.<;, seeking

him

get

along

.Scnoiiln Inda
chicle concessions.
and the wliite man fall h.Tvd for each
other; there's high scandal about
their goings-on. fannod by the cun-

Williams'; 'Passport to

mount.
'The Outlaw*
original

title,

went back

to

'Vinegaroon,' at

PICCOLO HOTEL
('Small Hstel')

(irALIAN MADE)
Rome, Oct.

its

STORY BUYS
Hollywood.- Oct. 31.
aviation
B'eirne Lay, .Ir.

Wanted

'1

by

yarn

Lieut

.

from Ktory by f.ulgl Rl(-cl; C4imera.
(/SO 'r.-imbardla.
At llie Barberlnl, Kome.
llnnnlijg lime, ti MINfl.

lerlnl.

Oust: Kmma Grainmatlca. Mlno 4'0r«,
T.nuia Nuccl. Andrea rheccl. Giildo Nolarl. Lulsellii Beghl, Lola Bracclnl, Blanca
Uorla.

The 1939 Venice Biennial's fir^t
film to be .shown to thejpublic, 'Piccolo Hotel,' is fairly worthwhile.
Moving at a slow clip, and lacking a
story with which to occupy its thoroughly talented cast, 'Hotel' is not
slated for any major triumphs here
or abroad, though locally it should
a satisfier.

Perro Ballerini, who both adapted
and directed, reverts to the hackneyed 'Grand Hotel' method of telling half a dozen stories.
Incidents
lack relationship and are too brief to
build up interest Principal characis the kind proprietoress who

her small

Budapest hostelry in order to pay

Emma

Warners acquired
Polan

Banks'

film
novel,

Heights.'

to
'.laiiuary

ri--' ts

Jad.v,

Grommaticn, a,<t the landgives an A-1 performance.

for

(Ball at the CastlC)

(ITALIAN-MADK)
Rome, Oct
Inilualrie

CInennitoeraidiirbu

lease of Jtnlclne
roiilinee

Anlonlu

i-'Min,

SI:u'.-4

t;enl3.
Uil'i'cied

Jtavel.

>=n'ndr:i

13.

li;ilt:inc
.Aiidii ^'Klll:

If-.

C.iilo l,iinili.:rdl,
l<y "Mjissiinilino

Screenplay by Cn In Ijillii Post:!:
iikiioi;,
Oiuste Blancull; i-;innn;. VhIchv
music,
Doiihm-:
Mur:i.
\'ii-h;
dances,
At the 'l.'lnen^a Covso, Home,
b'r.'iiin,-!.
HnnnliiR time, HS MIMS.
NeuJi-ld.

l^rela 1.4irBcn
'L'cnenle Paola Karlnsky
il I'lhiclpe Glorlfio,,,
Itlla VulcnII

Aliiln
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little fantasy charmdirected and acted, 'Ballo al
will catch on with those
think about implausible

harmless

ingly

Ca.stello'

who would
Prince

Charmings,

Alida

Valli's

wistful charni and elfin qu:ilities
Film's
gives the pic a b.o. boost.
possibilities are just for Italian audiences..

Story unreels around a young balGreta Larsen (Miss Valli),
unwittingly picked up by the
Prince and driven to her balThose who. see her come
to conclusions and just as she's about
to be put out of the ballet school for
repeated tardiness she's skyrocketed
to the post of premiere dan.seusc.
She's pretty much crushed to find it
isn't on her own merit that she got
the job, but because the ballet mas-,
ter thinks she's the prince's lady
friend. But she determines to carry
The
through the mistaken idea.
prince finally does take the tumble,
needless to say.
Carlo Lombardi, as the prince. Is
dashing, and Antonio Centa, as his

who is
Crown

let school.

amorous aide, pleasant.
Sandra
Ravel overplays the jilted ballerina,
and Gii'i.scppe Pierozzi injects plenty
of

boorish

humor

into

his

ballet-

master role.
.Pageantry of mythical c6urt life
i.s
well done, but ballet scenes are
uninspiringly photographed,
Hugo.

Pathe Labs on Coast
Pal he Laboratories Co.
reported
negotiating for a new lab on the
Coast, 1o supplant the present far
i.<;

cilitits in

Boundbrook, N.

J.

Among the boarder,':. Bianca Doria
Pathe top executives and allorstandi out as a hy.sterical young girl,
isn't pulling hair wilh neys presently are in Hollywood altending to details of proposed new
is chasing alter the hotel
.smoothie,
Lola Braccini exaggc- plant

Henry King bought Beth Brown's who, when she
novel. 'Wedding Ring,'
tion at 20th-Fox.

BALLO AL CASTELLO

ter

finally is forced to sacriftce

Samuel Goldwyn bought 'Macin- off .some di.shonest debts incurred by
tosh,' South Sea tale by Somerset her black-sheep son,
.

Maugham.

taking plunge, dignified suicide inGrnlmtiie.
stead of u, sacrifice.

lerina,
19.

ArUsIt -ARsnclatl- relcnso of Alfa production,
stum >JmmA GruDimatlca. Directed
by Perm Uallcrlnl. S(-reenplay. Peiro Bnl-

Sam- be

uel Goldwyn.

Wing.i,'

Inda: it is figured that it won't rain
because she has sinned. De Cordoba
man hunts Aldas in the jungles and
kills him at the very time Miss Inda,
guided by her father and other headmen, reach the sacrificial well, down

which the prettiest maidens were
thrown in olden times when it didn't
Deft twist at the end make.^
rain.
nearby where O'Dea ,seltles as her leap into the well, a breath-

a handy man at a pub. Rest of the
time is taken. by the thieves trying
to get their swag bag back without
putting him wise to its content'.
Unraveling of the whereabouts of
the thieves and the jewels' is neatly
dovetailed with the rivalry between
northern and southern Ireland, from
which the fllm draws its name. Cops
on both sides are determined to nab
the crooks. It's furthered by having the daughter of the pub owner
in love with a flatloot of one faction,
while her father is attempting to
force her to marry one from the'
other side of the line.
Once O'Dea geti wise to the
thieves'
identity (they were disguised) he schemes with the cop
favored by the pub owner's daugh-^
ter to get 'em to the other side of the
line so the officer can nab 'em, get
the glory and win the gal.
Film drags in spots but, by and
large, the direction keeping things
moving at a neat pace throughout
Photography average. Sound fairly
good except for 'a few inside scenes
where acoustics bother. Performances are all believable.

'Street of

Happiness' to 'Music in My Heart.'
and !Renegade Law' to 'Two-Fisted
Hanger.'
'The Night of Nights' is release
handle on 'Happy Ending' at Para-

MON.TH

Hollywood, Oct. 31.
Headed by director Michael Curtiz
Warners' 'Virginia City' troupe of
200 players and technicians moved
to Flagstaff, Ariz., yesterday (,Mon.)
to start shooting on location.
lopped by Errol Flynn snd
Cast
Miriam Hopkins.

.

,

.Mbrrt 'CylCT
.^-nOie Tyler.
.*;«-uUy Whohxn

Middle

Columbia made -three changes:
'The Incredible Mr. William.s' to 'The

Paramount purchased

i.-:

.

.

.^erEennt Hogan......

for Uiii-

My

Is

switched
Missinx. Women' to 'Cafe Hostess.'
'No Power on Earth' became 'Big
.Guy' at Universal.
Univer.sal changed Test Driver' to
'Danger on Wheels.'

i

VIRGINIANS LOCATE
SVi'**

'

versal.

'Under Western Skies' became
'Westbound Stage' at Monogram.

Hit!

MICKEY

inter-

Border

Name.'

ROONEY • GARLAND
in "BABES IN ARMS'

•

Hollywood, Oct. 31.
'Riders of the Pasco Basin' is release title for 'Vigilante War' at Universal's

OVER

"DISPUTED
PASSAGE"
AKlHf X.4MIH0F|i-

•

Person

Kdmuntl

2nd Big Week

CHARLES LAUGHTON

(JMTEn

In

Ntble Sl»!e -t Orch.

STROUD TWINS
[HARRIET HOCTOR

St.

r««prr

flarj-

American audiences

itself to

.

living

TITLE CHANGES

Lilt Timet Tidiy

recommend

respected but unsuspected residents

Sold

S: P..

Edwin Jj. Berth, for past 25 years
operator of the Pastime. Kiel, relinquished the house to Eskin Theatres, Inc. New owner will remodel.

kLOEWt

to

lots

-

pass
Cantor Neighborhood Theatres, will
O'Dea gets tangled up with the
open Friday (3). House, formerly thieves
when their car staHs in the
the Garrick. been given renovation
gateway and he fixes it.
In tli$
Don Wright, for three years process
job.
his bag becomes mixed with
with Cantor at Emerson and Rivoli,
stolen
the valise containing the
will manage.
jewels, '''urns out that the two are

WB

The "DEAD END" KIDS

l-'errli

This film has

Pert little Irish comedy built around
Colonial, Niagara Falls, reopened Jimmy O'Dea who gets in a string
under management of Jerry Harri- of laughs via his role of an itinerant ning Corona gal. Drouglii is making
son, formerly manager of the Mer- job seeker who becomes involved in it tougher and tougher for the vila jewel robbery.
cury, Buffalo.
Cheaply mode, lagcr.i. and latter witches .'o well
with few interiors and tho.«e mostly that the townsfolk burn hei' alive in
devoid of any expensive productional an effective night sequence.
Don Wricht's Berth
Wrath of the town turn,'! on Mi.^f
touches, the film neverlhelcs.s is enIndianapoli.s Oct. 31.

Berth

"ON DRESS PARADE"

Mayas

not called upon for any laughs.
e.sted in one of America'.s vanished
is civilizations,
Christy
Cabanne's direction
the Maya Indians. Ii's
fairly steady and sati.sfactory but the a neatly done story of what hapcrash that Arlen survives is iinbe- pened when a white man stumbled
lie\'ablG.
The way -Arlen lands a upon the jungle hamlet in Yucatan
plane in a canyon'and tak-es off from slate, whb.<;e folk live much like
there is another highly implausible their ancestors of 20 centiu irs ago.
Ch«r.
feature of the picture.
Settings are the McCoy: Real
Yucatan jungles and ancient May;in
ruins. There is a pleasing scciucncc
Ireland's
Line
of an aulliciitic Mayan fiesta. People
(nCISH-MADE)
of the pic are not s.iv.nuce; though
jiingleitcs, they have relincincnt and
Wllltnm AlrsnndiT i-*?fiiyft of
ITnrry
O'l)oliuv:iil
prtxlui-i ion,
Krnluvi-M
.lii)irii\
arc fiood-looking.
Cast is of high
l>lr«i-le<l liy U'n<inuv:iii.
O'Ueu.
.^^
Hi-Iorder, photography and .';oiind are
iiiont. N. Y., week Ocl. I'J.
Kuiiiliiitf llnic,
good, and incidental mu.-iic haunting.
fit MIN8.
Dllly 13rannlGftn
Jimmy "O'DeR
Artiiro de Cordoba plays a young
A nil la l)urk«.
Myrc-UM .Murvrii huntsman, who's crazy about E.'tela
I,
.Mlcliiicl O'Connor....
II. I-Mwiii
Isabela
Inda and she about him.
Maura
Ililzrl Jl\it;hrn
Corona, as an apprentice witch,
S«rgeant Muc.Aleer. ..
ItuiiakI M.-tli-tniiHon
.

Buffalo, Oct. 31.

Pettr H.. Markowitz. representing
theatre .syndicate, has purchased the C.nsino theatre properly,
cn Elli.s and Mason, here. Theatre

A BETTER SHOW AT THE

becomes

:

Sioltz to VlU^a.

THERE'S

flyinK

.

local

York Theatres

The

Some 'friends' of W. A. StclTes, Icssers in the fiood-sized cast include
Twin City Variety club chief barker William Lundigan, Guinn Williams
and Northwest Allied president, a and Theodor Von Eltz. Williams is

5kin Fraiicisco, Oct. 31.

New

etc.

dreary and monotonous on occasion.
Aside from the romanoc that dede los
velops at the far-nothern airport
('Nicht af the Mayas')
after Arlen gets there, the story is
(IN SPANISH)
concerned
with the
importantly
Mexico City, Oct. 25.
pilot's efforts to clear himself of susMIrr raleam of K.^MA produciloii. .Stun
picion in a crash in which several
Arturo d« Cordoba, Kslela ni<]:i. T.<:ulirla.
passengers i>erished. Arlen succeeds <.'oroti.-i
and r.ula Aldaa.
Dlrccllon unil
in washing himself of guilt in con- «r-ennrlo .by Chano llrufta: b:lf!^•ll on lb*
nection with the fatal mishap. Anna lio\-»l of .AiitonIo Mediz llollo; nnislc. CorNagel and Ona Munson, as sister^, ncllo Cntdcnfts; ramera, Gllb'^rio FiRiiemra.
At Cine Teatro Al.im'-d.-i, Mexico
arc Alaskans, but it's neyer explain- cily. MunnlHK
time: VB MlN.v.
ed what they do, why they iarc there t^z
.\rturo (1c roriloba
,
..I-:nr-l:i
and where they live. Though the
Tndi
iihrhi. Coiona
village is mentioned, it is never seen. '/'fM'.
While M;in
l.ill.s AldHa
Both appear to advantage, while Lol'a Kattier.
.MlBUt-l A.

La Noche

StdTes Framed

James H. Moore, Cleveland, pur-

&

-weather,

Greenville, O., Oct. 31.
J. O. Guthrie^ lessee and manager
of the nearby Karolyn theatre. New
London, has been invited by city
council here to take over the auditorium of the new $50,000 city hall
Council members have
as- a cinema.
arranged for the regular exhibition
of Diclures on Thursday and Satur-

Parhas.
chased, the Lincoln building, ColumLoan
bus, from the Buckeye Bldg.
Building
Co. at a cost of S75,000.
houses the 300-seat Lincoln theatre.

man,

circuit

Gniferic'B Invite

Youngstown.
Fred Schull shuttered his Bremen,
Bremen. O.
day nights.
Bruce Sunkel has taken over the
Times. Roseville, O., from Louis;
in

Lon^ Look« Set (o Renew
Mount Vernon, O., Oct. 31.
agreement
between
verbal
trustees
of the Knox County Memochise in Western Pennsylvania and
He's the father of rial Bldg. and E. W. Long, indie, to
We.st Virvinia.
Lester Krieger, with WB in Phila- renew Long's lease on -the Memorial
Long
delphia area, and started in pictures theatre, has been announced.
originally with Warners here quar- raised his bid .from $3,000 to $3,600
yearly.
For the pSlst five years he
ter of a century ago.

Stale. Mevcrsdnle, Pa., acquired
from Orlo Heckler by V. F. Scott,
chain operator with headquarters' in
Johnstown. Pn. Heckler will remain

Legion of Lost Flyers

Lafayette, whom
State Manager Moe Silver shifted to'Oleah, vice Al'BeckThe latter resigned, ns did
cricb.
Doc WcsHall at Keeney. Ed Yarbor-

Murray

leplaee

produc- her mother,

mm
^Tednesday,

November

1,

NBC

Package Deal for

RAMO

1939

Boxing

the event consumes. Network heretofore, has been paying ils stations
fuU time up to the nearest Ave minutes.
si vcn

by

NBG

Reason
compensation policy is
been losing money on the

for
that

new

its

way

negotiate

its

re-

work

of Serials Nightly

or $10 for the aU-eady-used
stumper.
One quiz-master got back
three questions from his own
previous broadcast.

NBC"s move

mm

Chicago, Oct.

31.

Walter Windsor today (Tuesday)
filed suit in the Federal court for

damages and

$200,000

injunction

against

the

TIME' DUCKS

WAR RADIO
prol)able that 'The March ot
U
Time' radio series will be absent
from the air in the United States
during the period ot war. Consideration ot the problem of propaganda coloring news sources and the
increased sensitivity ot the public to
emotional comiotations implicit in
dramatized nev/s are involved, but
not concUisive since both Time magazine and Life are currently well beyond their guaranteed circulatioiis
and not seeking more readers.
Publishers are of the opinion that
with neither a need for sales prois

motion

nor

favorable

production
to take a

permanent conditions they're smarter

a

further

ex-

rain check.

ploitation over the air of the game.
'Musico.' Names in the action are

H. W. Kastor & Sons. WGN, Kroger
Baking Co., National Tea Stores, and
Clef,

Inc.,

owner

ot

the

'Musico'

Fast, Patt Shift at

program.

WKRC

Cincinnati. Oct. 31.

Windsor claims that he showed the
Herman E. Fast, WKRC salesman
the Kastor agency in the for
the past five years, was appointed
of 1938 and that when it sales manager of the
station Friday
to the placement of the pro(27) by Bill Schudt, general manhe wasn't in the picluri. ager.
Fast succeeds William J.

summer
came
gram

Windsor's version was tagged, 'Melo

WM.

A.

BRADY APPEALS

'Way Down East'
to Next Court

Carries

I.UIfation

Williaim A. Brady filed notice of
appeal to the appellate division of
su23,

dismissing his $250,000 action against

Blackctt-Sample-Hummert,

Inc.,

the

Bamberger Broadcasting Service,
Inc., Mutual
Broadcasting Service,
and the Charles H. Phillips Chemical Co. Brady had charged the plagiarism of his play 'Way Down East.'
acquired by him in 1897, in a radio
dramatization of the same title presented over WOR and called a sequel to 'Way Down East.'
In his complaint, Brady makes
mention

the silent
right to D. W. GrifTth for $175,000.
the •soiind rights to Panal Pictures
Corp. for $50,000, and having licensed
one radio presentation for $750.
ot

'Trouble

having

Williamson, who held the post since
June, 1937, and resigned to join the
Ralph H. Jones agency here.
William.son, who was with Radio
Sales in Chicago prior to coming to
Cincy, was expected to rejoin latter in New York due to the sale of
to CBS to the Times-Star
as part of recent WCKY-CBS deal.
Bill Schudt himself is continuing
pending its
at the helm of
transfer. His future assignment with
CBS has not as yet been decided.
With the move-up of Fast, Schudt
also appointed James M. Patt to the
For almost a
sales .staff.
year Patt was director ot special
events for the station.

WKRC

the N. Y. supreme court from a
preme court decision of June

WKRC

WKRC

ANYHOW

Chicago, Oct. 31.
Elliott Roosevelt

almost 'took over'

week more

Facing what they recognized as a
threat to Mutual's prestige, it not
existence, Fred Weber and other
Mutual figures moved fast to stymie
the President's son. They succeeded

now

enjoying.

INSURANCE

mert desires.
The situation has all sorts ot
slightly sardonic sidelights in that
Hill Blackett is Republican National
Committeeman for the Stale ot Illi

Co. filed a $250,000 suit in the N. Y.
federal court Monday (30), against

Kirby Hawkes, once voice
coach of Alt Landon, was present at
some of the huddles; and the President's son would, by his boldly bril
liant plan, have opened the path to
himself becoming one of the dynamic
figures of broadcasting itself.
Following the failure ot th» plan
to go through due to many complicating factors. Mutual has undertaken to salvage the time-booking
proposition which Roosevelt tried to
the Blackett.-Sample-Humsell
to
mert agency last week. The task

station

nois; that

As

P&G

WHOM

SUIT VS.
The Metropolitan

Insurance

Life

New

Jersey Broadcasting Corp.,
claiming libel. Defendant operates

the

WHOM,

occurred

and the alleged libel
between Jan. 1, 1939,-

Aug. 29,
It

asserted

is

which contains

in

the

complaint,

10 causes of action,

each seeking $25,000. that the radio
station
broadcast some 40 times
weekly, by
means ot electrical
transcriptions in Italian, informaconcerning
insurance
comtion

lo the broadcasting
secutive serials.

ot

eight

Con-

panies,

able to realign the broadcast

Up

&

Ameche

field
tion.

appear to be without founda-

The

stories

emanated from the

Coast' and presumably the franchising would be begun there.
However, in New York, that is also said

be untrue.
Figured the belief
that the union planned such action
to

sprung froni the fact that the Screen'
Actors Guild, AFRA affiliate, Is
about to issue licenses to agenLs.
Although AFRA does figure on
handling the agent situation ultimately, it cannot do anything in
that .direction for at least a couple
ot years.
Reason is that its hands
are tied by. its sustaining contract
with the networks, which contains
a clause specifically barring any
steps or regulations affecting the
broadcasting companies' artist bureaus.
Since AFRA cauld hardly
discriminate against the other agenLs
and let the network artist bureaus
operate unhampered, it must wait
for the expiration of the sustaining
contract. The networks operate their
artist bureaus on the Coa.st as well
as in the east, so the situation applies there also.

An Ambition
There is little doubt that the radio
union will try to assume regulation
of the agents when the present contract, expires.
In fact that is one of
the expressed aims of the officials
and membership. But the one effort
to deal with the situation under the
existing code was blocked by
when it won an arbitration case for
the. right to charg^- commissions on
minimum fees. The code states that
all minimum fees must be net, but
.

NBC

cording to the

Radio Script Build

Two

Weber Brought lo
Roosevelt had offered to organize,
on his own, an independent network

Cast Changes In

Ivory's 'Mary Marlin*
Karl Weber has replaced Bob

like proportions for thi.» same
purpose. His idea was sidetracked Bailey and Fern Persons replaced
only as the result pt concerted ac- Betty Lou (Derson in 'The Story of
tion by a group of important Mutual Mary Marlin' (Ivory) on NBC.
affiliates whom Roosevelt had called
Other roles now written out into Chicago for a conference with the clude those formerly or intermittentThese affiliates contended ly pjaycd by Frank Pacelli, Cliff
agency.
that there was no reason why the Soubier, Herbert Butterfield, Dolores
present Mutual setup couldn't' be Gillen,
Butler
Behmillcr,
Helen
used for the same project and then Mandeville, Betty Ito, Helen Van
Tile, Howard Hoffman.
(Continued on page 24)

ot

and

Sterling

swap with p.m. .segment ot the red are
A?
Sade' and 'Midstream.'
Sterling Products, Procter Sc Gamble

now

the licensing of agents in the radio

and more particularity the
plaintiff, which were' false.
Among some of the charges were, the network won the verdict on the
that it is better to invest in stocks ground that statement was contrary
facing Mutual is to furnish B-S-H
and lotteries than in endowment to the understanding of both parties^
with a hookup ot around 115 stapolicies.
The plaintiff company
tions, including WOR,. Newark, and
was also accused of circulating a
WGN, Chicago, which would devote pamphlet, containing slander, acMrs. George Kaufman s
a two-hour strip five nights a week
broadcasts.

the result of a time

is

Reports that the American Federacontemplated"

tion of Radio Artists

but Roosevelt, undiscouraged by the
setback, has since taken a new tact
and is still out to be the head man
of a coast-to-coast network.
Hill Blackett was the mainspring
of Roosevelt's first promotional idea.
The latter nurses a peeve against
NBC and CBS for their recent
adoption of transcription policies
that hamper Blackelt-Sample-Hum-

'Vic .ind

Lolsa Shiftins

ils daytiine serials on
NBC affiliates complain thit the
Its Players schedule of
NBC, so a; to concentrate all but two scheduled juggling involved in the
«hicago, Oct. 31.
P. 8i C'. rcallignmcnt is proving a
them in the morning stretch.
Tlie Trouble With Marriage' serial ot
Tlicy not only have to
headache.
for Procter
Gamble's Oxydol on Tiirough the shift, which becomes ef- shift spot or local programs that octhe NBC blue at 11 a.m. will be fective Monday, Nov. 13, P. & G. also cupy some of the newly requisitioned
written by Aline Ballard. Dan Donarc faced with the probbut
periods
havdilemma
of
solves the current
aldson -will spiel.
chainbreak anshow competing with lem of respotting
Cast now .set: Mary Patton, Stan- ing one P. & G.
Certain breaks had
nouncements.
ley Harris, Frances Dale, Janet Lo- another for an audience.
stipulated
by the announcement
6een
Sterling Products benefit from the
gan, Burton Wright.
ratings ot certhe
because
of
buyers
deal by likewise getting a closer conaflornoon
'Young Wid- tain of these morning or
tinuity of iU serials.
network commercials, and if the
dcr rown' and 'Lorenzo Jones,' now
Jim
announcement
is to movechainbreak
Restored
running from 11.15 lo 11.45 a.m. are
shov/ it
network
the
with
along
being switched to the 4.30-5 p.m.
means getting another chainbreak
or immediately following
period,
Hollywood, Oct. 31.
consent to having his own
Jim Ameche gets back the Wood- Backstage Wife' and 'Stella Dallas,' buyer to
switched
elsewhere.
announcement
bury Playhouse scries Nov. 15 after •Brown' and 'Jones' retain their same
No time change is cintcmplatei?
Herbert Marshall ends .his seven- red network hookups, with Sterling
program commitment.
Products havilig the 4 to 5 p.m. span tor P. & C.'s four .serials on CBS
The P. & G. serials which runs from 1 to 2 p.in. EST.
iUelf.
Ameche worked the summer se.s- .•\ll
3ion.
which currently occupy the 4.40-5 Following is the P. & C, .schedules

Lines

On

Part ot the Brown &. Williamson program, 'Uncle Walter's
Doghouse', deals comically with
wives who punish their husbands
by installing and keeping them
in the canine shed. Coincidentally a much-qiioted maxim on
the same theme has been going
the rounds of stag circles in the
U.S.A. concerning the consequences of such wifely strategy.
It's
an unusual development
but contributing much to the
word-of-mouth the program is

General Rearranging of NBC Skeds

.sold

With Marriage'

GOES AHEAD

'Doghouse' Catches

Two Hours

.

Williamson to Jones;

Bill

Idea' to

—Musical Bingo.'

Carry

or less without the laller's consent.

criticism

WAITER WINDSOR
SUES ON

to

the Mutual network last

contracts Willi the af-

that one of the major networks had
leveled at Mutual when the latter
entered into package deal tor the recent World Series broadcasts with
Gillette and the Mutual stations. Latter were paid on the basis of two
hours per day for the first two series
broadcasts, and nothing thereafter.

Creation of Special Net-

This has made it possible for listeners to jot down parlicularly

filiates.

recalls the

Barred by Present Network Pact

Son Advanced
Plan to Hill Blackett for

good questions used on one show
and shoot them by special delivery to another program and,
in quite a few cases, ret paid $5

It had made the deal
broadcasts.
on a half-hour basis, figuring that it
would at least break even. Some of
run as much as an
have
the fights

to the conclusion that, the only
out of this bad deal was to

an Eventual Ambition

President's

Hats

hour, while one extended to an hour
and a quarter, and the network came

Not Licensing Talent

Agents,

CONCEIED

Quiz Kiting
Qmz programs are now so numerous that the producers can't
keep track ot their competitors.

has

it

Adam

AFRA

L iXECS
AIIE

applying! the package idea
for station compensation as far as
boxing and other, sporting events aic
concerned. Effective .Dec. 1. affiliates carrying the Adam Hats' fights
will receive but a halt hour's compensation regardless of the time that
is
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RoosEvaT's web

Recalls Mutual Baseball Deal
NBC

VARIETY

Swap
which become
Nov. 13.

Spots
on

-effective

NBC

RED NETWORK
Man

1

Married (Oxydol)

For Zasu
Riithrauff 8c

Pitts'

Ryan

Humor

auditioning a
daytime serial, scripted by Beatrice
(Mrs. George S.) Kaufman and starring Zasu Pitts.
Understood the
agency has several clients mulling it,
is

but nothing imminent Herschel Williams is working with Mrs. Kaufman
on it
Script is said to deal with a plaintive heroine who considers herself
still engaged to a man she last saw
18 years ago and who gets fired from
a beauty, shop because she can't tell
a lie when the customers ask it they
don't need expensive facial treatments.
Several installments have
been recorded for auditioning.
Mrs. Kaufman collaborated on one
produced play and has written several books. She was formerly eastern story editor for Samuel Gold-

wyn.

DUPONT XAVALGADE'

10-10:15 a.m.
iChvpso)
11:15-11:30 am:
Against the Stormy (Ivory)
11:30-11:45 a.m.
DuPont will return its 'Cavalcade
ot America' as soon as it has picked
Cuiding Light (.Naptha)
11:45-12 noon a satisfactory -evening half-hour on
cither CBS or NBC.
It will malce
The O'Neilts Uvory)
12:15-12:30 p.m. the fifth year for the series.
B.B.D. & O. is the agency.
Vir and Sade (Crisco) .. .3:45-4 p.m.
5:15-5:30 p.m.
JVficJslrcnm (Teel)

Road

SEEKS CHOICE SPOT

0/ Life

BLUE NETWOEK
Life

Can Be Beautiful (Ivory)
9:45-10 a.m.

Right

16

Loots on Campbell

Happiness (Crisco)

10:15-10:30 a.m.
Mary Marlin (Ivory)
10:30-10:45 a.m.
Pepper Yoxmg's Fatnily (Camay)
10:45-11 a.m.
.

Trouble With Marriage

(Oxydol)

t.-j

11-11:15 p.m.

Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne,
who have not been on the radio
heretofore, will appear Dec. 17 on
the Orson Welles-Campbell program
over CBS.
Will use George Bernard Shaw'»
'The Doctor's Dilemma.'

a

'

RADIO

VARIETY
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OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City, Oct. 31.
Oklahoma City is one of those urban islnn(1.<: in the Great
the U. S. where trade, distribution and
culture come to a focal'point. No additional amount of description or statistics can improve, on thr.t marketing concept. Oklahoma City is wholly and thoroughly an island of
men in a sea of wheat snd cotton, and livestock. There isn't
much manufacturing, barely one-quarter of the. population
being engaged in that occupation. But there i.i a lot of disThere'
-tributfon, a lot of wholesaling, and a lot of retailing;
Is also oil; but oil is an old slory liere (and one whose
The
(Clamour has long since gone throiigh the wringer).
people in Oklahoma City read livestock reports as carefully
«s they read the weather. They don't read and talk much
about oil, and the Chamber of Commerce is glad of it.
Because Of its insular importance, Oklahoma City got some
As usually is the
ijidio stations early in radio's history.
<:i\Ke, one station invited competitors which in turn invited
jiiorc competitors— a- ring-around-the-ro.sy which wound up
in a total of four stations for a city with barely 200,000 popuIn fact, it's enough to
lation.
That's plenty of stations.
cause some pretty lively activity of a sort which is uniquely

—

-

Interesting.

TOPS DALLAS BY VIRTUE OF
SALES PROMOTION MARGIN
to-do, it must be remembered
single high-wattage station, nor
one even beyond the regional-power class; 5,000 watts is tops
here.. And yet—in the face of the lime buyer's yen. for
wattage Oklahoma City does over $250,000 of national spot
business per year, which is more than Dallas does with two
50,000-watlers. The answer reduces itself to this: The stations here promote themselves; they toot their own horns. and
their favorite is the tuba. Coming from a trade journal, that
statement offhand smacks of commercial collusion. And yet
the facts speak for themselves; No 50,000- waiters no reason
for them no applications for them and yet Oklahoma City
in 1937 licked, every other station- in its area including
Cnlla.<!, Fort Worth, Houston and San. Antonio
in national
spot dollar volume, rates and wattage notwithstanding. How
was it done? Promotion. That made the difference between
liiediocre and good business,
Prime exponent of this promotional activity has historically been the Oklahoma Publishing Co., whose wellballyhooed.
has entrenched itself l.ehino a promotional
barrage of singular scope. This activity has set the keynote
for the city, and will undoubtedly evoke a refrain from the
other stations (all otiwhich are currently under quite new

—

—
—

—

WKY

management and oiJWation).. A promotion manager in this
town is, or gets to be, a bigshot. He represents the margin
of difference between Oklahoma City, as a big moneymaker,
and Oklahoma City as just another radio burg.
WKY, owned by the Oklahoma Publishing Co. (Oklahoma
City Times and Oklahoman), is the oldest station in town.
Affiliated with the NBC Red, it is housed in- a big, new plant
And is brimming with business. A sensible amount of merchandising is carried on, and a sensible rate card is the rule.
The latter, for the sake of simplicity, has only three tiineclassiflcations nationally and two locally.
Operated -with a
minimum of frills,
beneflts heftily by the prestige of its
parent papers and by their public relations work throughout
the area.
Edgar T. Bell, secretary-treasurer, is head of WKY, bridging over into this capacity from his newspaper niche. Actual
station direction is carried on by. Gayle V. Grubb, a
man of 11 years* standing.- Bob Chapman is commercial
manager, and Allan Clark, onetime arranger for Phil Harris'
orchestra, is musical director. Jim Cox is publicity director
<an esoteric young man who has written monographs on
military tactics). Jim Meyerson, also promotion manager
for the papers, handles the
ammunition, and a bang-up
job it is (now being copied in whole or part by several other

WKY

WKY

WKY

Etations).

Programming is under the care of Naiph Abodaher, here
obout a year after a .stretch at
and WJR. Music and
drama stand out best ^in the free spots left for
local

WLW

nod

WKY

in the direction of hillbillies.

3d Young

Apple Growers,

War
r

Losers, to

.

KOMA, an oldtimer dating back to 1923, is the fighting
in the web picture here. 'Newcomer', may appropriately be tagged to this oldie, for only about a year ago
Heacet sold the station to the Griffin interests (KTUL, Tulsa,
and wholesale and food business).
picture of the progressive value of this property may be obtained from the sale
prices variously placed on this station: originally worth
$75,000, it was sold to Hearst tor $225,000; and Hearst in turn
sold it to Griffin for $315,000. Neal Barrett (who once managed the station for his imcle before Hearst bought it) Is
currently the No. 1 man. He's been in radio since 1927,
originally having started in San Antonio as sports spieler

&

Commercial managership is under the eye of Sammy Jone.?.
In passing, it may be remarked of Oklahoma City that the
department stores do .some advertising, generally using announcemenls.

THE CUSTOMERS
Akron

liecturer.

KOMA

is

still

a third station

whose management

Rubicamer
WISN, MOwaakee, Bids
Agency
Public Tone in WTMJ

Hollywood, Oct. 31.
Talent buyer Clare Olmstead has
joined the A & S Lyons Coast radio
department. He's third to shift to.
percentery from Young & Rubicam.
Others were Don Stauffcr and Bill

To Please Erwin-Wasey
Chicago, Oct. 31.
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new, although its lifetime is old 'dating to 1925). Once
owned by a church, the station less than two years ago came

Joins Talent
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Pc.lui.l.iilt

bering 43 overall. Business is divided as follows: 45% network; 35% local, and 20% national spot (a good, healthy
division).
Commercial duties are handled by Jack Howell,
fbrmerly KRLD, Dalla.<!, and the Texas State Network. Wilbur Lukenbill has been program director for the past four
years, and Bill Anderson, previously with KNX, is promotion
manager. The latter's activities include bulletins to various
classes of retailers- and letters to sponsors and agencies. Merchandising policies are devised in imitation of CBS.
Programming is along variety lines. A musical clock, conducted by Roger King and John Rogers, heads off the day.
Paul Christiansen batons a nihe-piece house-band which performs variously thereafter. Livestock reports and news are
spotted strategically. Bob Duren spiels sports, while Catherine Cunningham takes care of home economics. Wooing of
farmers and civic events are carried on regularly. A quartet, remote from Oklahoma A. & M. College, and a quiz show
are also prominent on the schedule.
KTOK is another oldie recently acquired by new management. Originally launched in .'927, it came under Harold
Hough's control about two years ago. It's affiliated with the
NBC Blue, Mutual, and the Oklahoma Network. Between
this trio the bulk of the pi-ogram time is well occupied. When
the.. chain schedule is not being aired, special events, news,
and spot-interest stuff are put On. Hillbillies arc out, though
a Saturday night barn dance with fiddle bands (somewhat
a la WLS) is run from 9:30-10:30.
Ken Douglass manages KTOK. He's been here a year after
six years of WBAP duties. Tom Johnson is commercial manager and Harold Shreve is program director.
KTOK is making a heavy drive for local and national spot
business.
Merchandising is intended to play u strong part
in this campaign. Talks and letters to dealers, posters, etc.,
are part of this rigmarole. The station also buys about 2,000
inches of space annually in tlie local shopping news. Additional local good-will is being cultivated by remotes to the
capital. O'klahoma University, high schools, and municipal
auditorium. Civic stunts—^including radio classes for high
schools get more than a fair amount of tiine.

—

Oiinlhv-r-Drnilfnnl*

l..-\mii

C. ni'inp ly

II.

avowedly trying to operate, along th; lines of
CBS owned-and-opsrated stations. That means, in short,
plenty of promotion and alert salesmanship and-S«"-ogramming. Barrett has a good studio setup, and a big staff, num-

KOCY

KOCY

Matt Bonebrake, once commercial manager of WKY, Is
chief executive here, while Marvin Krause, also ex-WKY
handles programming. KOCY is a true exponent of the
^porls-music-news formula and Is aimed directly at local
business;
The station operating policies are direct, simple,
and cagey. They amount to this: put on. good transcribed
music every time a competitor is running drama (especially
daytime serials). This formula. Of course, is surefire. KOCY
additionally carries the ball games in simimer— with Ted
Andrews announcing— and airs news every hour on the
hour. Community fare gets lots of emphasis, and so do such
high-class stanzas as lectures by Dr. Alice So iverj (parentchild problems), and programs engineered by the various
schools. Dolores Fuller gives a 'Women in the Nev/s' serie.s,
and there's a morning musical clock handled by Lou Hartman. Hillbilly music is ised, but rather sparingly.

—

newcomer

and

WKY

KOCY

A

To appreciate this unique
that Oklahoma City hasn't a

muXet the ownership of the Plaza Court Broadcasting Co.—
trio comprised of Charles Edward Johnson (lawyer), M.
S
(contractor), and John Thomas (business man)I
Persistent local rumors that
largely owns
ar*
unfounded. The closest that the Gay lord (WKY) interests
come to having a part in
Is that Gaylord owns, some
of the real estate in. which the plant is housed. Any other
Interests appear to be negligible or non-exlstant.

McEldowney

RELATIVELY NEW MANAGEMENTS
AT HELM OF KOMA, KTOK, KOCY

•

slight

GRUNWALD

WKY

.

programming, with a

A.

There's a nme-piece houi^e band, showcased in a 'Cameos of
Melody' stanza fed to NBC and 'Reminiscing in Rhythm,' a
period of familiar music. Market reports get considerable
Aunt Siisan (Mrs.
emphasis, being aired thrice daily.
Adams) heads the cooking school, holding forth -from a resplendent new kitchen in the
setup. Hillbillies include
the Anderson Prichnrd Swingbillies and the Roughriders
(union musicians, but working imder special scale). Ken
Wright Is organist, and I^ee Norton is vocalist. By way of
dramatic fare, two shows scripted by Abodaher are aired,
One is the 'WKY Variety Theatre' and the other is an 'Unsolved Mys'eries' stanza (precisely what- its name .suggests),
which gets about 200 letters per week. Football, broadcast
sustaining, is spieled by John Shafer, with Grubb giving the
color. University and civic tie-ins are sufficient.

I'lains poi-tion of

—
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Guest Dates

As He Quits Old Gold

Music Occupies

Bob Benchley, who winds up with
Old Gold (NBC) Nov. 14, is set to
do three guest appearances during
November. Meanwhile he is working with CBS on the building of a
new package show starring himself.

Attention

Of

.

Erwin-Woscy agency put over an
The guest spots consist of 'Purtie-up in Milwaukee
yesterday (Monday) when the Car- suit of Happiness* (CBS), this SunAL BORDE'S CBS DEAL
nation (Contented program on NBC day (5); 'Information, Please' (NBC),
Nov. 21; and Gulfs Screen <3uild
saluted- Milwaukee and Wisconsin.
Seattle, Oct. 31.
Chicago Agent Will Represent Co- Though this program is regularly on show (CBS), Nov. 25.
Executive board of the American
Owing to war In Europe cramping
lumbia Artists, Inc.
WTMJ in Milwaukee,- the rival WISN
Federation
which
of
Musicians,
export of 'Washington State apples, J.
station sent OHt invitations to listenWalter Thompson agency is turning
go'es into session in New York toChicago, Oct. 31.
ers to tune in WTMJ for this tribute
WQXR
RECAPITALIZES
to the American market and is plotday (Wednesday), is slated to take
Al Borde, Chicago talent agent, program.
ting a radio schedule .in effort to
has closed a deal with Columbia
.Erwin-Masey asked all other sta- Increases Stock Structure (« Finance up the matter of negotiating a repush sales. .Agency expects coopArtists, Inc., whereby he will rep- tions in Milwaukee to cooperate in
Expansion
newal of contract with the broaderation of some 150,000 dealers.
resent CBS artists in Chicago and this manner but only Gaston Grignon,
Proposed campaign will be nationcasting industry. The present twothe adjacent midwest. He will con- general manager of WISN, actually
Albany, Oct. 31.
y/ide and consist mostly of spot anfine
his
efforts
to
booking tal- went down the liiie in this manner
Interstate Broadcasting Co., Inc., year agreement expires Jan, 18.
nouncements.
Norton W. Mogge, ent for
theatre personal appearances by asking its friends not to listen to which operates WQXR, N. Y., has
The executive committee of InPacific Northwest manager of agency
and cafes, whitih assignment links WISN at that time but to dial into increased its capital stock from
2,000 dependent Radio Network Affiliates
said advertising boost for apples will
him with Jack Birtell, the bureau's WTMJ.
shares, 1,000 shares at $50 par value
also meets in New York today
be one of the most outstanding ex- personal
appearance manager in that
and 1,000 shares at ho par value,
Next city will be Nashville.
periments in fresh fruit advertising. territory.
to 2,530 shares, 1,000 of which are (Wednesday) and there is a possiBritain in particular has always
bility that during its stay its spokesConnection will not mean Borde's
to have a par value of $50 and the
taken large cargoes of apples from withdrawal
men will contact the AFM's execufrom his own- agency 'Experience'
Ends Dec. 22 rest no par value.
this sector as well as from Canada.
business. He will continue to hanPapers to this effect have been tive board. Purpose of the IRNA
gathering is to lay the groundwork
dle his own list of talent and shows.
filed with the secretary of state by
for the negotiations with the AFM.
Borde is exclusive booker for sevHollywood, Oct. 31.
Rosenberg, Goldmark & Colin.
Parks with Rockwell
Still a third session this week ineral top midwest cafes and is per'Voice of Experience' (Sayle Tayvolving radio is that of the NAB s
sonal manager of several attrac- lor) is washing up his three-year
Chicago, Oct. 31.
CoTcrs Expansion
board of- directors, which got toJames Parks, formerly with the tions.
radio association with the Lydia
Ralph Colin, of the above law gether yesterday
William Morris office, has joined the
(Tuesday) for a
Pinkham account on Dec. 22,
firm (which also represents CBS), two-day
discussion of its Broadcaist
Kockwell General Amusement agency
Sponsor trouble reported reason explained
Junior VTatson In 'Vermont
that the purpose of the' Music, Inc.,
project. The same board
in charge of local radio department.
Loren P. Watson, Jr., is now con- for termination.'
capital reorganization was merely to
is due in Chicago tomorrow (ThursAfter leaving the Morris agency tinuity director of WNBX, Springallow for additional money to cover day)
for a meeting on the industry
Parks had been in the radio division field, Vt.
Warren Sweeney, chiief announcer contemplated
He was formerly program direc- at WJSV, Washington, Joins CBS The station istechnical expansions. code. At this meeting It will accept
of the Gardner advertising agency in
due to go to 5,000 Elliott Roosevelt's resignation ma a
tor of WFAS, White Plains, N. Y.
St Loim
New York staff this week.
watt&

Use

U.S.

Radio

Stuhler.

exploitation

Broadcasters

,

.

member 'of

the association.

•

—

—

.

1
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WHAT MAKES A STATION
Farm

Stations and 'Service

^-•t

The Talues' In Showmanship

»>»»»>»»>»»»» »-»--»-?

^* ******************* *^* n tttt

INM

P.ioadcHslcrs catering to rural aiKlii-nccs are nearly unanimous in
a friendly informal style of speeeh over tlie -xiir is

declariiis' t'lat

ahsolnlely essential as a first step to ixjiMilai iiy. The fanner likes
an easy-goinp;, non-pretentious announcer and t-nierlainers o[ similar
Hut—tliis is notable many farm broadcasters caution
stri|ie.
against overdoing the homcfolksy stnlT. 'I he niinute it becomes delilK'raic hokum, the farmers smell the pliDnoy louch and resent it.
thjit in many sections the sodbuslers dislike hillbilly
appears
Ii

—

music.
.\ universal accent on farm information is reiKirtcd.
of station men is reproduced below

comment

Craig-

.

jorvicing the farmer, there are
chief lactors to consider as I
(O reaching the farm men,
(2> leaciiing the farm women, Ci)
daytime .service, (4) nighttime servIS) personal service over and
ice.
'III

day.'

taken

Howard A.

'Of course, there are a good many
pi-o:;iains lhat appeal to both farm
men and farm women and a good
niaiiy times during the 'early m6rn-'

showmanship

relationship to showmanship in its
proper sense. It is now clear that
stunting, when indulged in extensively
and indiscriminately, may
cheapen and belittle a station rather
lhan enhance its standing.
Such
things cannot always be divorced,
or judged apart, from their circumstances,
although some examples
are, on face value, obviously well
into dubious territory, as the station
that sent its mikes to a river's edge
in the west to describe the Ashing
Ironi the water of the dead bodies
washed in from a capsizing. This

of WLS, Chicago, I did
that there was such a

kno.w

thing as a Farm Radio Station. Most
of our small stations are located in
pretty well populated smaller metrocenters.
That is about the
case that we are in.

poti'uan

',\Uhough we have' been on the
air only a few weeks we already
have developed a number of very showed alertness, but no
community programs such

excellent

.

'2.

We

have

in

talks are given.

We

taste.

How they
showmanship survey.
and
program for 'voted' (they were asked to name
showmanwhich health number the elements of
ship according to importance, one to
five), is recorded in an adjoining

a 'special

our Health Center

High School proIt reveals that broadcasters
gram daily, in which the students column.
assume local showmanship to usually
and [acuity participate,
'4.
We have 12 studio programs imply activity in:
Ciuic tieups
on. Sunday, in which we have strictly
Development oj local (aleitt
Mississippi talent taken from this
News and sports
section of the state.
Local leaders/tip
'5.
We have a weekly program for
Education-Culture
the unemployed department for this
The Comment of Johnny Gillin, of
entire section of the state covering
WOW, Omaha, seems particularly
10 localities.
'6.
We have an Open Forum pe- pointed in its cutting through all
riod in which we permit without specific details to come at the crux
'3.

Charles Stookey
Director of AffriciiUure
KMOX, St. Louis

have

a

charge speakers for

all

parts of this of the problem.
lenge to station

'In my opinion, a farm radio sta- area.
tion should:
'7.
We have a full United Press
'1.
Be friendly. Announcers should Teletype News Service and give this
be themselves and not assume a role locality as good a news service as
on the air. However, the friends- any City you have in the United
aiid-iieighbors business should not Slates.
be overdone.
'8.
We are going to have daily
'2.
Not be corny or rube style. and weekly programs by remote conFarmers that listen to the radio are trol for 8 different communities in

Many of them have coland most of them are
high school graduates.
'3.
Have a variety mu.sical promusic
gram.
'hillbilly'
So-called
throughout the day does not make a

this section

tiicks.

at least

known

able.

name

big

Many farmers

is

radio.

'5.

in the past

last

night's

Town

Hall

Lux
pro-

2-4-4
5-4
5-5-5-5
121 scattered single

mentions

Annoancement
The Radio
Showmanship Survey

chal-

management gener-

—

first

EXCEPT
Gillin
type of

is

Will be completed during the month of
November and the survey and the accompanying awards published in VARIETY

early in December.
Printed Questionnaires ior use

wishing to

by

a report

file

by 'stations

for consideration

VARIETY Showmanship Awards

the

Committee were delivered by Postal Telegraph over the past weekend.

radio.'

hitting— and

station

hard— at one

activity

which

.

in-

creasingly is examined through the
eyes of skepticism.' Several keen
observers in the hinterland have
given VARiirry .shrewd footnolos concerning 'showmanship' outside the

our copy clean.'

For the Year 1939

Any

station that

tionnaire

GRAPH

and

has not received a ques-

"wishes

immediately

to

one should TELE-

—

and radio as such.
Not Carried Through
John Cleghorn, of WMC. Memphis,
undcr.scores what he deeins tlic need
to segregate the idea on paper— the

.station

Clair B. Hull

i

Mniinger,

WDZ,

have

dissatisfaction with chain
However, today they'll be

same

;

thi.f

'The chief difference between a
time' radio station and a
'.small lime' station is this: The big
timer sells radio— sells lisleners—
The little
sell.s potential buyers.
billboards,
throwsells
fellow
aways, counter cards, direct mail,
newspaper space sells everything

will be from Magnolia, 7
miles away, and Brookhaven, which
is 24 miles away.
'We are very careful in the selection of our advertising and take very
little medical advertising; and keep

pro-

as other folks, do.
Maintain a complete news.
In
.wealli;:r and market schedule.
askiiis- farmers what thc^y like in the
^vay of. radio service, most of them
t^rsl said, 'news, weather and marUols." They like news early in the
Miorning, at noon and early evening.
Sriini.

'

poses

'big

Tii.'icola,

/(I.

avail-

expre.jsnrt

found discussing
Radip Theatre or

Our

of the State.

He

ally:

programs

lege degrees,

network service

5-5-4-3,

all,

,

if

,

43 stations took the trouble
(and to them VAittm-T's thanks) t6
analyze their own attitude on the
In

Devotional Hour each day participated in by 10 of the leading ministers, together with visiting ministers from nearby towns.
'1.

but also do like some old-time music
and hymns worked in with it. We
believe that they don't like a solid
diet of daytime script shows but appieciate a variety in which the bulk
might be the script shows but
broken with good music of the oldfavorite popular type.'

grams

,.

Program publicity

43 Stations 'Vote*

as:

women, I besomewhat sim-

nationally

Balanced schedule
3-1-4-5-4t1-3-1'-1
Local leadership-by station
5-3-5-4-3-5-2-4-2-4-2-1
(Including personal participation by staff members in civic activities)
Coordination of local showmanship with national sales
representatives
.-.
2-5-5-3-1-1
Quality of announcers
4-5-5
5-5-1-4-4
Attention-Callers (including promotion).
5-4-1-1-3-2-2
Attitude of Service (including eiii'ergencies)
Imaginative staff writers....
2-4

has

itself

important than eccentric exuberance
discharging energy, but having little

'Outside

Lnot

of

liard-boiled awareness that stunts,
as such, may amount to nolhing more

Geiiernl Manager.
McCoiiib, Mis-i.

serving the farm

farm station.
Farmers' tastes in
music are no different than those of
his city cousin, except that more of
his cily cousins may be educated to
appreciate opera and the classics.
'i: The day's program should carry

,

during this period advanced from a
relatively naive faith' in stunts to a

WSKB,
I

lieve tliat we have a
pler jot) than v/e have in serving the
This is due to the fact
that farm women like the same type
of shows in the daytime, namely the
serial slofies and script programs

not

,

—

practice

George Blumenstock

farm men.

.

RELATIVE IMPORTANCE
AS ITEMIZED IN REPLIES

IJS

3-3-3-1-1-1-3-3-5-1-4-1-5-2^5-5-5-2-2-3-2-2-3
Development of local talent....'
2-2-1-1-1-3-3-1-1-1-1-1-3-5-3-4
(Including uses rnade of statT orchestra)
News ahd sports
4-3-4-5-1-2-3-2-5-2-1-3-2-3-2
Purely local news
2-5-1-1-2-2-1
Educational-Cultural (including school tie-ups).....
4-5-4-1-4-2-4-4-,!
.

point of view of the .steering
commitlse has been enlarged and
VAitiitrr
believes improved.
"The

farmers.'

has to offer. I said
enough,' because I

lot of radio stations
lliat a
overloolc the farmer's interest in
sports and athletics. Our newspaper

'In

/II.

only after a survey has been made
which would show the most conthe
lime
for
venient
listening

think'

.

Civic tie-ups.

and

jlraiifiely

section.

available

best

to live:

:

'A farm station should broadcast
a variety of markets every day and
disseminate news and information to
its audience..
This should be done

•

t

Miller

WGIL, Calesburg,

noon and evening when they
However, the
listen together.
farm man wants new.s, he wants
sports, stiangety enough; he wants
laini information such as weather
temperature reports and
ri'ports.
general educational' farm information and wants all of these over and
above tl>e entertainment which the
ini;.

plete si)oi

the

one

counsel to add to. cross- Methods of meeting competition
check and weigh the criteria em- Quality of transmission
ployed by this publication.
Ilach Stunts
year since the inaugural of the an- .Miscellaneous
nual surveys in 1933, the methods

General Manager

both

discovered it quite some tima ago in
one nt tlieir surveys when they were
chedcinK up on reasons why people
bounlit the Des Moines Register.
Tliey had quite an exhaustive survey made among people in different
and profession;;.
-work
of
lines
Ainoni; tlie farmers, the chief reason
for buying the Register was not the
faiin paste or the markets or the
pictures or the comics, but the com-

obtain

to

tbcii).,

WEIGHED

outside

beyond the broadcasting,

station

By BOB L.VNDRY

In connection with V.viiictv's Showthat the
manship Survey for 1939, which wilt
weather and market broadcasts go
be made during the month of Noon at exactly the SAME TIME each
vember, various steps are being

it.

ls,

FARM STATIONS

TREMELY IMPORTANT

five

'spoi

Annual Showmanship Survey

to Variety's

of the

Markets should be bi'oadcn.st as .soon
after tlie trairsaclion Has been made
as po.ssible. They don't care for futures markets, however. They want
today's cash price of wheat, corn,
cotton, eniis, butter, etc. IT IS EX-

Lawrence

Commercial Manager

radio

Broadcasters Themselves
In a Canvass Preliminary

>«,

m

The leading elcincnts in local management policv that
\'AKjin v ought to consider in its community showmanship survey as reported (in response to a preliminary questionnaire) by
43 station executives who were asked to name the important ac-

The Elements of Station Per- tivities and number
aonality As Defined by ELEMENT TO BE

:

KRNT-KSd, Des Moines

.si!e

Some

eUllDUP

things necessary to a
farm station are a sincere altitude
townrd the worth of the service it Ls
perfoi min;,'. a friendliness towards
iU listeners lhat can't be found on

'The

:

I

I

I

I

:

l

any other type station, a pride in
the plain and i'eal things that go on
in Ihe comnuinitios il embraces, and
a genuine desire on the part of the

programming and strategy. Cleghorn
without dispute trom VAuii-.n-y
thai too often in the past there has
been a wide chasm between promise
and performance. This, again, comes
under the heading of self-amazo-

be of service to the people
reaches, particularly those who
il
arc plain, country, farm people who
(Continued on page 47)

menl among the swivel-chair brainwavers. Earl Gammbn.i, of WCC'CJ
Minneapolis, notes tliat some .ilalion.^
(Continued on page 47;

sl;ilion to
I

'

press agent's version, so to speak—
from the idea as complclelv csccuted and integrated with station

fir.st

|

154 W. 46th Street

New York

City

as.serls.

Deadline for Return of Blanks

is

Nov.

1

1

Wednesday, November
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Find 'Em Too Close to Advertising for Comfort
Skirting the Obvious Plugs Causing Confusion
Readers' Minds
Radio editors around the United

themselves

jammed up with

their

editorial

reporting
cult

in

P.M., the long-delayed revolutionary - type daily newspaper
projected for publication in New
York City, had, among its innovations, the idea of running complete detailed radio program listings each day giving the spon-

ing the practice.

Revue

Avalon Time
Kraft Music Hall

Margaret Speaks

Opal Craven
Johnny Green orch

'

.

.Red Skellon
Bing Crosby

.'
:

.

.

..Guy Lombardo orch
Lucille Manners

Lady Esther Serenade....
Cities Service Concert

...Benny Goodman orch
Waiter' Winchell

Camel Caravan
Jergens Journal
..r...
E.sso' News Reporter
Ludcn's Dinner Hour...
Tip Top Show (Ward Baking)
Gulden's Serenaders
Silver Theatre (1847 Rogers).....

Music
.Joe Penner

Once Commonplace
Ford Sunday Evening Hour
In the early days of radio it wa.s Campbell Playhouse
commonplace and expected to label Caroline's Golden Store (Gold.Medal)
the shows for the spon.iors, viz. The Tune-Up Time (Ethyl)....
Happiness Boys, the Atwater Kent Time to Shine (C^'iffin shoe. polish)
Also
Auditions, Collier's Hour, the Inter- Lux Radio Thea
planned to establish radio critiwoven Pair, Armour's Star Ham Model Minstrels (Model Tobacco)
cism like theatre and film ditto.
This Texaco Star Theatre
(Julius Tannen), and' so on.
consideration exercised strong mag- Your Pet Program tPet Milk)
the sponsor. Such oblique tie-ups as. netism to early sponsors. The ear* Johnny is name of page boy identified with
'Your Pet (for Milk) Program' and and-mind image of millions of people

Music
Conrad Nagel
....James Melton, orch
Orson Welle.q
•

......Serial

:

Andre Kostclanetz
...Hal

to the Clicquot Cliib Eskimos, the A. & P. Gypsies, or the
Airy Fairy (flour). Tenor was very
delectable to the fancy of corporation executives.

listening

radio show the editor is referring to.
in the face of any
Radio editors play it safe and slash finger-snapping
'Aunt Caroline's Golden
anything that might even secondarily radio editor.
seems an innocent title, but
be considered an allusion to a slogan. Store'
Flour,
is Gold Medal
Philip Morris' 'Johnny Presents,' for the sponsor
packaging deexample, sounds harmless enough, which has a sunburst
but is so Identified with the call boy sign.
Esso's News Reporter has gotten
pictured in all the cigarette's advertising copy that radio editors have itself so listed in bold face by payin?
to delete it. The Silver Theatre can- the agate lineage as advertising. This
not pass when International Silver is is a custom most dailies would like

Today, however, any
identify

in

attempt to
this, style

PASTOR AND CHOIR
GEHING ON BILLING

What shall I do

San Antonio, Oct. 31.
Unique among seLjgious programs
on the air. today, the 'All-State
Church of the Air' is to be heard
each. Sunday afternoon with the enmously.

clabbering'

in Bolivia, N. C.

being broadcast anonyNeither the church, the

tire services

my cow
Cynthia? Her
about

problem of a farmer

program

runs the risk of getting very little
attention in the radio columns. Some
radio advertisers "think this loss of
possible breaks or listings in the
press is ofltset by the value of tight
product identification in the radio
listeners minds.
In any event, the radio editors will
certainly continue to dislike aiid condemn the practice and the extra
work and caution It forces upon
them.

'

D^^rWBT:

is

the

choir, the musical director nor the
pastor is ever identified. Nor is the
city from which the program origi-

nates ever mentioned.
Program is entirely non-denomlnational and may originate from any
one of the 22 member statio'hs of the
Texas State Network.

K6mp

orch

Cecil B. DcMille

Howard and Shelton
Ken Murray
Mary Eastman

".

milk

Ne'ws

-.

and making no pffort
commercial tie-ups.
P.M.-to-be
understood

is

the

Charley McCarthy

Musical Steelmakers (Wheeling Steel)
'The Voice of Firestone'
Contented Hour (Carnation).
Johnny Presents (Philip Mon i.^)

sor's name
to edit. out

when they have

That was

advertisers

the

very little problem Involved in Kraft Music Hall, because
the star, Bing Crosby, transcendsany possibility of confusion. Similarly the Lux Theatre of the Air is
such a popularity pace-setter that
this matter can be taken in stride.
It's the lesser-known programs that
shut themselves out of. radio columns
to greater or lesser extent by follow-

superiors, but their
Hour' (Carnation)
rendered absurdly diffi- 'The Contented
too readily recognized to get by.
to write around are
Shoe Polish's 'Time to
Griffin
the program title; with the result
title
and Model smoking
readers sometimes aren't sure what Shine'
tobacco's Model Minstrels are sheer

own

but

Editor Cbanees It lo Read
D'Artcga
Orchestra

Frocram Title
Enna Jettick Melodies (Shoes)
Fitch Bandwagon
The Chase & Sanborn Program

wouldn't.
There's

Futuristic

States continue to complain about
the surviving practice ot radio advertisers adopting program titles so
closely identified with a trademark,
or advertising slogan, that the program title cannot possibly be used
In newspaper text due to the almostuniversal publication rule that such
tie-ups are disguised forms of free
advertising and not to be tolerated.
The radio editors point out. that not
only must they be constantly alert to
stop such titles slipping through in
program listings on pain of getting

encourage,

1939

How Titles Are Changed

RADIO EDITORS STILL SQUAWK ABOUT
COMMERCIAL PROGRAM LISTINGS
to

1,

'Call for Philip

Morris'

slogan.'

Kate Smith Non-Stop
NBC PRESS
To N.Y. as Thomas Subs

DEPARTMENT

CHANGES SOME FACES

Lowell Thomas and another commentator as yet unnamed will do the
A revision of personnel has taken
Kate Smith noonday broadcasts for
two days, Nov. 8-9. Miss. Smith is place in the New York press pen of
currently on the Coast from where NBC. Chief changes include designashe will do her evening airing this tion of Bill Neal as day news editor
Friday (3).
and Bill Norrls (adopted son 6t
Reason for replacement on the Kathleen Norris, the novelist) as
daytime show is that on those two night city editor. Latter joined NBCJ
days she will be hurrying back to in August.
New York, arriving Friday morning
Meantime, Bill Kostka, head of the
(10) and won't have time to stop
press dept., has assigned Charles
en route to do them. Stopped on Pekor
to handle trade and commerthe way out, however. Ordinarily
cial program stuff, with Art Donegan,
Miss Smith does the daytime bits formerly
with Warner Bros., coming
from her own apartment in New into
radio as his aide. Fred Meai s,
York, each day except Friday, when
a recent Yale grad, is also a newit's done from the studio where the
comer.
evening show is being rehearsed.
return
the fold after an ab'

A

to

sence ot some years is Florenc*
Marks, in private life, wife of Bosley
Crowthcr, of the N. Y. Times.

Heiress Turns Spieler
Cleveland, Oct. 31.
Katharine Halle, local socialite
heiress to Halle department
store fortune, has turned air commentator with new type of girl-

John Sheldon's Smash-Up

and

Chicago, Oct.

31.

John Sheldon, salesman with the
WOR (Newark) office here, severely
around-town chats over WGAR.
injured in an auto accident over the
Started last week by giving rub- weekend.
Fractured a knee-cap and Indiberneck-wagon impressions of city,
but will Include society gossip and cates to be laid up two or threo
profiles of native celebs.
months.

And

from a housewife in the Bronx came this poser : "Dear WBT

You should
spirits

see

my wilted geraniums! How can I

raise their

(and mine, too) ?"

The Bolivian cow and

the

WBT
WBT receives

Bronx posies are actual

"farm problems," typical of the hundreds

and answers— eacA day! From the big-scale tobacco farmer
to the

window-box gardener,

the full resources of the

all listeners are

served by

WBT Farm Library, probably the

best equipped source of farm information in radio.

(On

its

shelves are 4,300 Department of Agriculture booklets and

Year Books for the past 18 years!)

WBT's

13'^ hours of farm service broadcasts each

week

inake agricultiire— the country's largest single industry—

an

easier

and more profitable way of living

lions of listeners.

you

for

WBT is also

for

STILL GOING Strang AFTER 492 BROADCASTS

WBT's mil-

an easy and profitable way

to reach these millions.

Ask any

WBT

sponsor!

•
on

Or

WKY puts on big shows in a big way; puts
little

shows

in

a big way;

Counsellor,"

now

WBT

50,000

WATTS

•

CHARLOTTE, N.C.

5-times-a-week

in its 99th consecutive week,

nated and produced by

WKY
Loan

8c

Represented by Radio Sales:
Louis, Charlotte,

New

N.C, Los

York, Chicago, Detroit

Angeles, San Francisco

S.

for

about

was

of the outstandingly significant things

WKY

is its

practical understanding

and

ready solution of selling problems in this area.

show,
origi-

Oklahoma

Association.

Building

WKY Oklahoma

It

City

Loan

Cs

League as the most constructive and
ful radio effort

One

"Home Folks

S-minute

City Federal Savings

was named by the U,

Owned and operated by the Columbia Broadcasting System.

St

too.

the nearest Radio Sales officer

900

result-

by any savings and loan

assor

ciation in the entire United( States last year.

KC—NBC

AFFILIATE

Owned and Operated bv Thb Oklahoma
'

Refresented

Nationally

by thb Katz

Publiehinc Co.

Agency,

Inc.

Wednesday, November

1939
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FORD SHOW INTO MEXICO
Example of a Program

From United States Going
on a Hook-Up of Mexican
Radio Stations

MUCH RED TAPE
feeding ils SunFold Motor Co.
day evening CBS concerts to a special Mexican network of seven staThe show is picked up bytions.
wire from San Antonio, piped to
is

and from tliere
which siphons

Laredo

to

XET,

out the
the other six Mexican
the first American network commercial program that has
ever been linked up with Mexican
broadcast facilities.
The N. W. Ayer agency, which pilots
the program, has established an announcer at Laredo to cut in with the
Spanish copy. He gets his material
a week in advance, translates it and,
following the show's dress rehearsal,
he engages in telephonic conversation with the agency's rep in Detroit,
which straightens out all the required cues.
Ayer has been workng since last
February for the Mexican tie-in. The
job has involved masses of red tape,
necessitating not only the approval
of the FCC and U. S. state department, but the imprimaturs of various
Mexican governmental heads.

Monterey,

program
outlets.

to

It's

KDKA

A

Unclamps B.R. For

Week-End

Gala
Fetes

Baliy;

New York Admen
3L

Pittsburgh, Oct.

KDKA

opened the purse-strings
week-end to toss the biggest

this

party in station's history to dedicate
the

new

transmitter.

Two-day

affair

planned for Saturday and Sunday
(4-5), with couple of special cars
from New York bringing in flock
of radio editors, and advertising time
buyers from New York for series

and
of
dinners,
entertainments
broadcasts. Station
also's tying in
with local world premiere of 'Alle-

gheny Uprising' to hail extra-coverage virtues of new transmitter, and
on Sunday will get a 65-station hookup, over NBC's Blue from stage of
Carnegie Music Hall.
Sherman Gregory,
manager, will be the official host and
he's hoping it rains over the weekend because one of his stunts is an
umbrella for each guest and across
it printed in big letters: 'KDKA, Always Complete Coverage. Cuests'U
get 'em anyway even if it doesn't

KDKA

rain.

Big dinner planned for Saturday
night at swank Pittsburgh Field
Club, with cocktail party Sunday afternoon and broadcast at night, followed by another shindig, winding

up

festivities.

got start at

Chi

to m.c.

Tommy

Riggs,

who

KDKA, coming on from
program and efforts were

being made yesterday to get
Sophie Tucker, William Gaxton and
Victor Moore in day ahead of 'Leave
It To Me' to star on dedicatory show.
still

John Grigsby, radio editor
Toledo Blade, in Hollywood.

''fin*

Hall Allergic to Sponsorship;

I

TO BE INSERTED
First

Town

Canada Bars Cameron

sPiiSH copy

of

Montreal, Oct. 31.
Ford Hour will no longer be heard in Canada over affiliates of the
Columbia Broadcasting System (CFRB, Toronto; CKAC, Montreal, etc.)
due to ban by the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. on commentary by
W. J. Cameron. Wallace R, Campbell, president of the Ford Motor
'Company of Canada, cancelled the Canadian Ford hookup when the

CBC

ruling aimed at Campion was made known. Campbell said that
Cameron's intermission talks were a vital part of the Sunday Evening
Hour and that he preferred to discontinue the entire program here
rather than drop Cameron, generally regarded as Ford's own alter ego.
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. has authority to forbid any broadcasts
by foreign commentators, but many exemptions to this ruling have
been made in the past. Stations merely notified CBC of name of
speaker and probable nature of talk in advance and permission was
usually granted. Ban of Cameron may possibly be enforced for time
being only, with chances of being lifted after arms embargo legislation
in Washington is completed.

Has Already Spurned Sundry Offers
For the current Town Hall of llie
Air series NBC is contributing $1,500
a week to the Radio Forum division
With the weekly
of Town Hall, Inc.
kick-in goes the understanding that
if the Radio Forum runs inlo a deficit at the end of the year the network will fully absorb it.
The Town Hall air series has from
time to time had bids for .sponsorship but the angle has been sidc-

I

i

i

I

stepped on the ground that tlie program could not under such circun)stances enjoy complete freedom. Rigardless of how good the sponsor's
intentions might be at the start, the
time would come, the Town Hall

I

I

:

I

i

I

'

trustees figure, that he would want
have something to say about .the
The last inof subjects.

to

selection

quiry the Hall got was from an
.surancc

Show

company.
rates high in popularity.

iii-
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orders.

from Texaco
and Royal Crown Cola but CBS
Roosethumbed both approache
yesterday,
disclosed
vel:, it was
goes off Mutual for Emerson Radio
obtained by

Two

Cancel One and Jeopardize

Owner

Stations on Charge True

Dec.

2.

Washington, Oct.

I

RooseveWs Web

31.

Disclosures of unauthorized ownership transfers brought the first direct repercussions from the Federal

Communications Commission's chainmonopoly probe when, last week, license of one station was cancelled
two others subThese developments

T.nd renewal pleas of

ject to scrutiny.

were

Reported

Honestly

afterniaths of admissions at the

lime of the 'monopoly' hearings that
Glenn D. Gillette, local consulting
engineer, had financial strings on the
plants and legally was in a position
to control operations, although he
did not figure as an officer or as
license-holder.

Commish issued
Consequently,
order revoking the ticket for WSAL,
Salisbury, Md., and called for evidence concerning the ownership of
WBAX, Wilkes-Barre, Pa., and
WQDM, St. Albans, Vt. Temporary
papers were issued the two latter stations.

The Commish said that fraudulent
statements were made by Frank M.
Stearns, the ostensible licensee and
owner of WSAL, which has a daytime franchise for operation on 1200
Full disclosure was not made.
kc.
FCC declared, about the financial
arrangements,, which include a mort.fiase held by Gillette.
Some doubt exists about the legal
situation relating to the Pennsylvania
and Vermont plants, but the Commish said the enginer is 'in apparent control;' although
is licensed to John H. Stenger, Jr., and

.Contlntied from pace 1U_

prevailed upon the agency to invite
Fred Weber, Mutual general manaser, into the picture.
Roosevelt yesterday (Tuesday)

announced he was going ahead
with the proposed formation of

own

crosscountry network.
Transcontithe
He's calling it
His
nental Broadcasting System.
his

announcement mentioned a hookup of 100 stations, named New
York, Chicago and Hollywood as
the originating points, stated that
he already had under schedule 20
hours a week of commercial business and cited the starting date of
the project as 'within the next 45
days.'

The

roster of directors for his

network
nounced
Adams.

which

Roosevelt

an-

Jack
manager;

consists of himself.

TSN

general

H. J. Brennan, KQV, Pittsburgh;
Clarence Cosby and John Robert,
KXOK, St. Louis, and Lester
Tom Evans and Jack Stewart,

of

Cox,
of

KCMO,

these

Kansas

stations

is

City. •'None of
affiliated with

Mutual.
Roosevelt's

move

'

Sample-Hummert was

NBC

inspired
Blackettthe refusal of
to sell tran-

primarily
had
approach to

\vh.ii

Roosevelt's
I

I

Was Not

WeJnestlay, November 1, 1939

Two such orders had been
Roosevelt

Columbia

and

scribed' versions of their daytime
B-S-H serials which could be broadcast at night over non-NBC or nonCBS stations. Roosevelt's plan appealed to Hill Blackett, and he delegated George Tormey, a v.p. of the
agency's New York division, to come
to Chicago and talk the project over
with Roosevelt and a group of
broadcasters that the latter had in-

Sponsor Temperature: 72
Ventilating NBC studios is the particular problem of Vincent Gilcher,
at the web's Radio City headquarter.<^
in repose and the actors or musicians
doing their stuff and inclined to show it, there are confiicting temperature requirements. NBC .engineers, acting under O. B. Hanson,
chief engineer, have been trying to maintain variable zones of heat
in the several studios, notably 8-H, where hot-blooded Arturo Toscanini
from sunny Italy has his own ideas of a comfortable reading.
NBC engineers, who from time to time have taken up watch in the
sponsor booths overlooking the studios and experimented with qiiarter-degree lowerings of the temperature, have noted the point at which
the ladies in the audience start to wrap their cloaks closer around
their shoulders. The official temperature for sponsors is 72 degrees.

manager of general service
Between the audience seated

AFRA-GBS CHI TERMS

vited.

AFRA READY

Those Present
The Mutual affiliates who turned Three Main' Clauses in Pact Petrlllo
Okayed
up for the conference were Lewis
Allen Weiss, of the Don Lee NetworJt; John Shepard, 3rd, of the
Chicago, Oct. 31.
Colonial Network; William Dolph,
American Federation of Radio
of WOL, Washington; and H. K.
Artists and Columbia web here have
.

Carpenter,
of
WHK, Cleveland.
Others in attendance were Clarence
Cosby, of KXOK, St. Louis; H. J.
Brennan, of KQV, Pittsburgh; and
Jack Stewart, of KCMO, Kansas
Weber flew to Chicago from
City.
New York at the suggestion of one

AFRA

se. final details for the

FOR

over of radio announcers who were
formerly enrolled in local 10 of the
American Federation of Musicians,
yigreement for takeover is as fol-

American Federation of Radio Art-

lows:

agencies, networks and transcription

'(1)

AFRA

After a year of preparation, the
ists

agrees that.. .it will assume and take over Ihe agreement
Mutual affiliate,
between CBS and the Chicago Fedthe impression which Roosevelt had
cation of Musicians, Local No. 10,
previously given them was that he
insofar as it relates to radio anwas interested in lining up a long
nouncers, with the same force and
list of stations which would be free
effect as though 'AFRA were subto carry transcriptions of the eight
American Home and Sterling Prod- stituted in the said agreement with
ucts serials.
But when Roosevelt, Chicago Federation of Musicians
10.'
With respect to netaccording to these affiliates, outlined Local No.
work commercial .programs covered
his plan iri Chicago, he talked about
buying lines from Mutual.
The by the AFRA Code of Fair Practices,
the said Code of Fair Practice shall
latter, he said, would have nothing
of his affiliates.
According to the

indicated
a
break with the Mutual Network
far as his Texas Regional is
to do with billing the business, nor
concerned, at least, although it is
would the broafjcasts involved bear
understood that the regional's conthe Mutual tag.
tract with Mutual, which has a
In answer to a question from the
affiliates
agency's
the
year and a half to go, prevents the Mutual
TSN from giving more favorable spokesmen explained .hat the- reason they hadn't called in Mutual
time clearance or better compensaitself was because they thought that
tion arrangements to any other
Mutual wouldn't be able to deliver
network.
combination of E. J. Regan and F.
In other words, the
or WGN.
When .Weber was
Arthur Bostwick holds certificate for
TSN gets the full card rate from
later invited in by .the agency he.
WQDM. Testimony during the chain Mutual minus 15%.
said that he felt confident that these
probe was to the effect that GilletteRoosevelt's announcement might
have alsa been influenced by his two stations could provide the rehad notes and other evidence of inquired time. The eight serials have
debtedness which put him in a posifailure to get CBS to feed the
tion to dictate how the plants are
TSN with Columbia commercials for several months been cleared in
run, although witnesses denied he
for
which regional appendage transcription form over WMCA,
New York, and in the event of an
exercised the privilege.
Roosevelt himself would obtain the
evening hookup it was Roosevelt's
idea to retain the same station.
WCFL was being considered as the
as

WBAX

WOR

.

Chicago

outlet

for

his

of any code governing
transcriptions, on the ground that
the existing contracts already cover
Matter is viewed as
the situation.
one of interpretation, however, and
AFRA intends to press for a transcription deal.

agrees that it will accept
and abide by the terms of any award
in arbitration with AFRA to a'ny
agreement reached as result of negotiations by the Broadcasters' and
Agencies' Committee with AFRA
fixing terms and conditions of broadcasting in Chicago at stations similar
to and including WBBM.
'(3) CBS agrees to release Chicago
Federation of Musiciaiis Local No.
10 from any and all obligations under
the said' agreement as of this date
insofar as said agreement relates t-o
radio announcers.'

As Radio Writers* Prexy
Hollywood, Oct.

K

market

1,292,454

conlatning

familtei

from' any
sales

national

dent

\

in

Chicago, Oct. 31.

on the question of
these evening versions of daytime
policy

broadcasts
effective

lioii

ing

have

distrlbtt-

NBC

ihe radio

b

r

o a d c a sling

PLUS

listener

reception

with

LEASr

INTERFER.

waxed

under no circumstances will It
permit such shows to be picked up
for rebroadca'st on a non-NBC station outside such originating spot.

.

power

that acetates or

that

station lliat gives maxi-

mum

is

transcription's may only be made at
the point of the shows' origin and

of your advertismessage in this
area you must

WHAS,

of America.

Coast candidates for
rest Barnes,

v.p.

are For-

True Boardman, David

On Ihe
are
representative
slate
John Boylan, Donald Clark, Irving
Reis, John. Slott and Betty Spulla.,
Aspiring to the council are Paiil
Gammill, Bill
Franklin,
Noreen
Johnson, Charles Frederick Lindsley,
Taylor and Mel Williamson.

doctor.

district

in 'the

action

presently

are

Williard Farnum, Kjfhryn Card,
Sarajene Wells, Henrietta Tedro,
Sidney Ellstrom, Reese Taylor, Lois
Zarley, Henry Nathan, Pal Murphy,
Virginia Payne and Margaret Fuller.

Quinn and

Margaret McKay, Don

Council posts reCeleste Rush.
served for staff writers will be contested by Robert Beahr, David Nowinson, Thomas Conrad Sawyer and
Jerome Schwartz.

Things are

1936.

NBC's Explanation

ricli

Guild .of

Writers

'Si

NBC's

For

Radio

of

are slated, with each electing a viceprez, 10 council members and four
reps to council of Authors League

transconti-

red link's St. Louis release.
Roosevelt's companion during the
Gilbert Godfrey has left the CBS
local confabs was Jack Adams, general manager of his Texas State Net- scripting staff and is taking an exw.ork.
One of the lookers-in. on tended vacation, his first in several
the talks was Kirby Hawke.s, B-S-H's ye'ars.
local production manager.
Hawkes,
it will be recalled, was the fellow
that Hill Blackett brought in to
coach Alfred Landon in the art of
radio spieling when the latter was
the Republican nominee for presi-

program ...

the

ENCE.

states that

Happening
Baltimore!

in
1.

"Business in Baltimore" (November issue)

willing to sell
Blackett-Sample-Hummert all the
transcribed versions of such serials
providing they're made in New
York, Chicago, or the point of origin.
This arrangements, naturally, would
not work in with B-S-H's idea of
having the same serials broadcast
over other stations the same night.

2.

WALTER HUSTON OUT
OF MAXWELL SET-UP

3. 12,000

it

is

being mailed to 3,000

retailers

now

and wholesalers

in the Baltimore area.

WBAL

is

outstandingly

programs

tional spot

each week.

more

first

—now

in local

and na-

broadcasting 110

more than any other Baltifact, more than the other two

(Far

—in

station

major stations combined.)

50.000 WATTS

820
ON THE

DIAL

Edward Arnold replaces Walter
Huston as m.c. on tomorrow night's
(Thursday) installment of the Maxwell House Coffee 'Good News' series.
Huston exits after a run of
10 weeks.

"THE COUISVfUf llMfS

For Arnold it's a singleton. There
be a succession of giiestees In
the m.c. spot until a permanent

will
'

figure Is selected.

31.

Kenneth Webb continues as president

America beyond election date Nov.
7 as he will be unopposed on the
balloting.
Three regional elecliona

Bill Bouchey, Beverly Ruby and
joined the playSample • Hummert
has Lesley Woods have
been fuming for some time over ers on Pillsbury's serial, 'The WomNBC's and CBS' refusal to let it an in White,' and Marvin Mueller
place transcribed versions of the has replaced Glenn Goodwin as the

wiih $2,214,269,000 to
(pend can't be omitted

Webb

Another Term For

bury Serial Re-cast

Not

covering

contract

application

CBS

-

KXOK
KXOK

a

yesterday (Tuesday) and the membership of the New York local will
consider it at a meeting tomorrow
night. (Thursday) at the Edison
hotel, N. Y.
Expected that both the agencies
and' networks will protest against

Blackett Peeved

eight serials on such non-affiliated
outlete as
and KCMO. In
the case of
the agency became so incensed that it pulled what
few of its American and Sterling
Products' serials it had on KSD, the

about ready to approach the

transcriptions and recordings. Trancommittee finally comscription
pleted its proposed schedule of fees

prevail.
'(2)

is

makers- for

.

nental network.

Blackett

PACT

E.T.

take-

members

of the

Lone Ranger Safety Club

be entertained at the special showing of
the Shrine Circus featuring Clyde Beatty Sat-

will

urday morning, November
4.

"WBAL
editorial

11.

News," full page advertisementsstyle—in, the Baltimore News-Post,

bringing the WBAL story into 190,000
the Baltimore orea each two weeks.

homes

in

.

.
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Adverlitinff Man : What's the big idea of taking
Die,up here? I've seen this view of Pittsburgh

A. M. : Sounds good. Talk more American and

before.

Eng.: Look

NBC

Enpineer: Sure you have. But not the
Millivolt Way.

A. M.: Humph! Don't be an engineer. Talk
American.
millivolts are the way we measure
radio reception: Now that Blue Network'Station
has been moved right up to Pittsburgh's
liant door, millivolts in your language means

Fng.: Well,

KDKA

increased sales for your clients.

tell

me

why.

at the man below and you'll see
how tremendously KDKA's service is improved

in Pittsburgh.

A. M.: Swell! But how high have rates gone?
Eng. : They're exactly the same as they were.
Just one more of the things that make the Blue
an outstanding advertising buy.

A. M.: Sort of a bonus to advertisers, eh?
Eng. : Bonus is right. The kind that makes the
Blue the best advertising buy in the country I

merica's lowest cost

national advertising
Now gives advertisers
Improved coverage

still

medium

another bonus!

in Pittsburgh! That's the

for advertisers

on the

NBC

verfising time. Because they're "extras"

This "plus" in Pittsburgh is possible because the transmitter of Blue Station
KDKA has been moved closer to the city.
Previously 26 miles away, it is now only

8 miles
trates

out-of-town.

Map

that

coverage improvement.

O/MORE Importance to Advertisers

is

making

radical clianges in

cities, too. .offenng advertisers boafter. bonus... ever and always making the Blue a greater advertising value.
Only a few months ago the coverage
of Blue Station KKCA in Los Angclts
was greatly increased. In months to cotne,
the Bliie will announce still niore bonusfs
in the form of technical
to advertisers

other

.

coverage—

in other cities

on the network.

"Extras"forYou—AtlSo Extra Cost

TOWERING 718 feet into the air, KDKA's new
UiUenna location... only 8 miles from Pittsburgh
a vast improvement in Blue Network service.

...

such things as these that highlight
the rapidly growing in)porlynce of the
Blue Network to judicious buyers of ad-

It is

Dotlcd lines on this map show intensity of KDKA's
former coverage in Pittsburgh. Solid lines sliowncw
coverage. I low great an improvement has bciin made
may be seen from the 23 millivolt line which previously covered an area conlaininK 89,214 radio homes
—now takes in an area wiih 388,800 radio homes!

NBC BLUE NETWORK
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY

•

A^

more and more

—

of the important two-thirds of the U. S.
the "Money Markets"— where the
bulk of national buying power is concentrated. And, thanks to the famous
Blue Discount Plan, it reaches its vast
audience in these markets at lowest cost
natipnaUy! Add to this the improvements
in facilities now being; made and you
have America's greatest advertising buy
-the NBC Blue Network!

—

—

improvements

the Blue a

Coverage Where It Counts
Figure it out 'or yourself— and see if you
don't come up with the same answer.
The Blue provides intensive coverage

nus

that will "up"'

maKe

potent advertising force
at no extra
cost to you!
_
70% of last year's Blue Network advertisers have come back this year for
more. IB new sponsors have chosen the
Blue. All are canny, experienced advertisers—and they have picked the Blue
because it has conclusively proved itself
the lowest cost national advertising medium reaching into American homes!

at right illus-

This news from Pittsburgh is important,
of course. But even more inipoi tant to
advertisers is the fact that the Blue

Network

newest bonus

Blue Network!

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SERVICE

RADIO
FCC Chairman

Praises Trade

For Code but Indirectly Slaps
Reaction of President s Son

that free speech will not be curbed
so long as stations promise to make
time available for all factions interested in spouting views on contro
He noted that virversial topics.
tually the only clause which has
drawn Are is that prohibiting time
sales for such discussions, urging all
individuals to give the principle a
fair test.
He also commended the
industry for the restrains imposed

without compulsion on war broadcasts.

station operator was asked
Association
o[
National
the
whether, in light of the ruling of
Broadcasters irked by restrictions in
the NAB's code compliance comthe new program code, was intermittee, he intended' to drop his
preted as a slap at Elliott Roosetownsend-Old Age Pension busivelt by industry representatives who
ness. His answer was:
heard FCC Chairman James L. Fly
'I'm getting $2,500 a week from
in his microphone debut Thui'sday
that account, and there's nothing
In patting the trade body on
(2GJ.
controversial about that.'
the back, the new Commish pilot
sarcastically commented on sulky
broadcasters who wail when discon- self-regulation as a supplement to
certed by voluntary regulations de- governmental supervision. Fly reassigned to benefit all and to solve sured the industry and the public
problems upsetting the whole indus- that the FCC under his direction
try.
does not intend to engage in censorThere was no direct reference to ship but insisted that licensees must
the reaction displayed by the Presi- show deep respect for their obligadent's son when Mutual Broadcast- tions. Speech contaiiied an implicaing System directed him to quit tion, however, that if the operators
taking sides in his Emerson-spon- cannot keep their house in order the
sored news brodcasts, but the tenor government may have to exercise
o(

of the Chairman's remarks was quite
clearly a rebuke for the only individual to resign so far from the

closer control.

The law contemplates private initiative. Fly reassured the industry,
N.A.B.
(Roosevelt's
KFJZ, Fort and private benefit is a rewai'd for
Worth, walked out last week, but 'effective public service.'
He deother two stations in which he has clared that neither Congress nor the
an interest have not to date led the FCC seeks to be 'general overlo»-d'
of broadcasters.

fold).

Indorsing

the

idea

of

voluntary

In praising the code. Fly agreed

Educational crusade to enlist support for the radio industry's selfregulation program takes Ed Kirby,
secretary of the N. A. B. code administration group, to Chicago next
week to explain to the Illinois Federation of Women's Clubs just what
objectives are sought in the movement to impose restraints on station
managements. Kirby will do a question-and-answer stunt after his set
speech.

WJW's

.following

ites

cancellation

able yet, so the trade body is not
in a position to comment on the asserted, attempt to comply with the
code.

Lawrence

a half

hour (Miller

L.

Bill,

of

Peoria,

111.

(WMBD), chairman of code compliance committee, would broadcast at
same time Nov. 5. Lawrence's talk
bore evidence of careful preparation,
with arguments, philosophical and
legalistic, well marshalled and graphically phrased.
Even mentioned
decision, reported by AP Sunday
morning of WJW's announcement on
cancellation of an Akron union labor
program, because of code, and the
immediate protest to FCC by president ot United Rubber Workers'

New

Never Hit Air

Will

Spartanburg,
Virgil

FCC

Station, Predicts

It

Evan.s,

S.

C,

licensee

31

Chances that the District ot ciolumbia Court of Appeals will somerl
sault on the matter of requiring
the

Evans Denounces

Virgil

Oct, 31.
of Station

W^SPA, and a member ot the South

own station a
blast against a proposed competitive stat:on for which local interests
broadcasting over his

listen

evidence about
'economic injury' faded perceptibly
last week though the judges again
refused to upset the Commission's
sensational power, boost grant to
WMEX, Boston. With one more appeal still on the hook, the inter,
mediate umpires dismissed the ap.
peal of WCOP, Boston, for reversal
of the
grant.
In a curt decision noting no new
to

to

WMEX

issues

News' WFAA's

WFAA

WFAA

May Be News

here.

RED; FCC GETS
I

[^hruTrW;

Seattle, Oct. 31.
Seattle Tinie.^. frowncr-in-chicf at

SQUAWK

WNEW, New

gave

pleasant
edition

broadcasters

surpri.se

when

in

its

here

ASHEVILLE STARTING

a

Sunday

Siallon

burst forth with two
pages of air news under a full eight
column line, headed 'radio departit

WISE on
Rival In

Moscow were without

legal rec-

ognition on the ballots of the state.
This was protested as censorship by
the American Civil Liberities Union
in a letter sent in duplicate to station

and FCC.

Communists themselves are reported taking the position that any

^

'5 '"elite

group movement fostering a writein campaign has standing as a political party and no radio" station
can arbitrarily rule it out of ex"

Week-

Air This

Same Family

Asheville, N. C, Oct, 31.

York, cancelled a
ment. Under it another banner emCommunistic candidate for city cojjnblazoned 'this week on the networks;
cil last week, giving as its justiflsongs, fun, drama.' Radio rubbed its
cation the. fact that the travelers
to

r"--

D. C. Court
Washington, Ocl.

radio,

not within the commission's juris-

The N. A. B. likewise is marking
time, waiting for the station's appeal
for protection against the ijnion protests.
Facts in the row are not avail-

Edgar

"«s!Do„.,'°,
N. B. c

By

in the

WNEW,N.Y., CANCELS

is

diction.

lotted

**P^OHK

had gotten beyond control

Union.

squawk until the Law Department
has had time to 'investigate' and
frame a reply. Ordinarily this foreshadows answer that the complaint

spoke for 15 minutes), apparently
has decided to give question a
thorough airing. Announced at conclusion of Lawrence's address that

TOOAV

Plea Rejected

'Mars panic' program.
This one concerned a Actional
in -news style that
a death-dealing anti-aircraft ;'ay

had been raised, the jurists
pointed to their opinion, dressing
down the regulators, in the appeal
the week before had obtained FCC brought
by John Shepard, III. The
approval.
Predicting 'an electrify- remaining challenge, raising
other
ing announcement within the next
questions at>out the Commission's
few days' Evans told his listeners, authority, is that of WLAC,
Nash'imong them local newspaper report- ville, which
contends its .service
ers, that the new station, in his opinarea will be reduced it the Boston
ion, would never go oh the air.
plant is allowed to jump to 5 kw.
Evans previously had announced
Still
insisting
that
competition
in a notice published in local news-'
should be fostered even if existing
papers that he would sjaeak on 'Taxa- licensees are hurt, the
ConimLsh
tion,' presumably in connection with
continues to hope for judicial recoghis legislative aims and duties.
In nition of its n.ovel doctrine of damhis address he declared: 'Approval
num absque inuria (legal theory
of the Spartanburg Advertising Corunder which injured persons are riot
poration's application to build a entitled to compensation
for their
radio station in Spartanburg was no' hurts)
and is pressing the contciUion
surprise to me or my attorneys. I in other litigation
before the Court
have known for two months the ap- of Appeals.
plication would be approved. Characterizing the application and efforts
t
obtain another radio station here Dallas
as the result of a long political fight
Facsimile Broadcasting
against WSPA,' he said' I wish lo
assure the people that no radio staDiilln.';,. Oct, 31.
tion will be built hcie
It will be
Regular facsimile transmission of a
fought through every court in the newspaper was started ycslerday
land.'
(30) by WFAA, Dallas News station.
'WSPA is the oldest radio station Eight facsimile 8 by 9 inch pages,
in South Carolina.
I
have worked three of UP local spot news and the.
many years and spent thousands ot rest of features, comics, John Knolt
dollars
building up this station. cartoon, AP wirepholos and News
Spartanburg cannot operate two slaff art, are broadcast from 2 lo
radio .stations. There i.s not a town 4:30 p.m. daily, including Sunday,
in the United States the size o( Sparfrom W5XGR, experimental transtanburg (32.000 population)
with mitter.
two radio stations.'
Gene Wallis, formerly busine.ss
Charles O. Hearon, former Spar- editor of News, edits the radio editanburg ncwspaperniiin, is president tion, a full-time job.
ot the Spartanburg Advertising Corp,
No commercial receivers .sold here
A. B. Taylor is treasu tr and Donald yet, but
and News executives
Russell is attorney.
have units in own homes for test
purposes. Receivers for the general
public are placed in News lobby,
reception room. Baker hotel
Seattle Times Concedes
lobby and in several large downtown business houses,
including
Radio
Peaslce-Gaulbert, RCA distiibulor

because of new code of contract covering weekly broadcasts under CIO
auspices will be cooled oft in the
FCC*s legal pantry. "Regulators do
not plan to reply to the union

yLawrence's CBS Talk
David Lawrence, editor of United

AND
«no EVERY D
DAY

'Economic Injury'

announcement

Akron Union Complaint
Carolina State x^gislature, created a
Hot potato tossed by Akron labor- sensation here last week when

States News, dtelivered a slashing attack on N.A.B. code prohibition of
'paid time' for presentation of controversial issues, in answer to a dcdense of it made by President Neville Miller previous Sunday afternoon over CBS, Columbia, which al-

et

Wig

Fright

coastal defense area!

KIrby Explaining Code

Can't Argue

Washington, Oct. 31.
Denunciation ot 'poor sportsmanship,' with reference to rriembers

My

Boy,

Charleston, S, C, Oct, 31.
Station WCSC
broadcast s
fantastic program 'dedicated to
Orson Welles' and got telephone
calls just like the now-famous

WISE, constructed and operated by
the Asheville Daily News (weekly),
went on the air Friday (20) as an
optional outlet for the NBC red and
Understood that publisher Anally, blue networks. It will be a bonus
gave in to the staff members who station,
linked with WFBC, Greensold him on idea that majority
of ville, S. C.
citizens took as much interest in
this
Same operator has WWNC, which
form of entertainment as any other
is affiliated with
CBS. News anand reaction would be favorable
nounced its WISE unfolding with a
Publisher told the boys he hoped
front page scarehead in la-st week's
they were right but if not-look
out. issue reading, 'NBC RETURNS.'
eyes.

.

istence.

KFYR

to John Blair
KFYR, Bismarck, N. D., goes on
the

station

John Blair

representative

list

&

Co., Nov. 13.
shift is from Gene

The

&

of

So

BERT LANE GETS TITLE

igbtM*

the

,i„v ni6"**

..Q.'tOP*"'

Kansas City, Oct. 31.
Arthur Church has promoted Bert
Lane to assistant program director
at KMBC. Has been member of the
announcing staff since Dec. 1938 and
was previously at KVOO in Tulsa
and program director at KCMO,
Kansas City.
Program department at KMBC
remains under Felix Adams. Gene
Dennis, formerly of KSOO, Sioux

-

a new spieler at
currently appearing in the President theatre production of 'Kiss the Boys Goodbye.'
Falls,

So. Dak,,

KMBC.

-

I

New VorU

Furgason

Co.

Lane

is

is

Don Parker, formerly with WKCR,
Cincinnati, new to announcing staff
of KSO-KRNT, Des Moines.

N. M-.ch'«-.S :
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Gerald Holland has joined the NBC scripting staff, replacing Tom Langan.
•who went to the Coast to write for the Texaco show. Holland is from
Ronald MacDougall and William Rainey, ot the NBC staff,
St. Louis
were at Hot Springs, Va., last week, to put on the entertainment for the
Canada Dry will
annual Association of National Advertisers convention
and call it a party Nov. 14 to celebrate one year of 'Info
ingredients
add
Helen Walpole, actress-writer, hasjoined the NBC staff.
Please'
Charles Reginald JacKson has left the CBS scripting staff and is writing
fiction. .Major Bowes' gesture of free trees for St. Patrick's
Cathedral topped, by giving his Westchester estate to the Lutherans...
George Green carrying on marimba orchestra on NBC Sundays at 8:15 a.m.
following brother Joe's death.
Richard Crooks succeeds Marearet Speaks on 'Voice of Firestone' on
Ed Byron will direct 'What's My Name?', show with Arlene FranjjBC
Pacific coast transcriptions,
cis, Budd Hulick and Harry Salter's music
'Beyond Reasonable Doubt,' being cut in Manhattan with Nick Dawson,
Arlene Francis, Norma Chambers and Frank Lovejoy, with organ back.Don MacLaughlin replaced Richard Janaver on
ground by Charles Hall.
CBS has the
Mueller Macaroni's 'Thunder Over Paradise* over NBC
Letitia Ide,
valve tied down on publicity for its educational programs
In Boston, dancing with the Jack Cole modernists, was surprised over
week-end by hubby Vic Ratner traveling with the baby and its nurse
Joe White tenoring Wednesdays, while Eugene Conley carries on every
Charita Bauer, James Sherman, Gerother day with "The Wife Saver'
trude Annen, Irene Hubbard, Lilli Valenti and Agnes Young now answering present to director ot 'Young Widder Brown.'

magazine

.

.

,

.

Morton Gould of WOR will compose music for one 'Good News' program
fllm....Benay Venuta shifts her WOR local program from Sunday to
Mark Warnow tosses
Friday night soon. Program will go Mutual net
Plot
luncheon for songwriters at the Ambassador Hotel, N. Y., Nov. 30
of Ellery Queen show on CBS past Sunday (29) called for a hot phonograph record at a house party. Symphonic band couldn' play that way
go five members of Raymond Scott's band became the 'record.'
Herbert Simon is p.a.-ing Ayers-Prescott, Inc., new radio production
.firm. ...Ed Wolf partying 'Hilltop House' cast today, 2nd anni. .. .Pamela
Caveness, 15-year-old protege of Bette Davis to appear with Billy Halop
in. Arch Oboler's 'Young Mr. Trouble' over NBC Nov.- 4.

CHICAGO

.

New WFAA-WBAP

-

—

Washington Radio Circles Buzz as Frank Conduct
-

WFAA-WBAP new

national accounts this month include;
Custodian Toiletries, Inc. (Custodian Face Powder), 195 spot an-

nouncements, through H. W. Kastor

&

Sons, Chicago.

Thomas Leeming

&

(Baume

Co.

Bengue), 254 spot announcements,
through William Esty & Co., New
York.
Pacquin,

(Pacquin's

Inc.

Hand

Cream), 70 spot announcements,
through William Esty & Co., New
York.

Washington State Apples, Inc., spot
announcements, through J. Walter

Thompson Co.
Pinex Co. (Pinex Cough Syrup)
announcements, through
90
spot
Russell M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
Folger Coffee Co. (Folger's Coffee),
256 'Judy & Jane' transcriptions,
through Lord
York.
Swift

&

Sc

Thomas,

Inc.,

New

Co. (Brookfleld Sausage),

through J. Wal
New York.
Mantle Lamp Co (Aladdin Lamps),
26
'Andy Walker' transcriptions,
through Presba-Fellers & Presba,

spot, announcements,
ter 'Thompson Co.,

Chicago.

Ford Motor

spot announceMcCann-Erickson,

Co.,

through
New York.

ments,

Safeway

cm

Accts.

Dallas, Oct. 31.

.

Extensive renovations and remodeling under way at WLS studios....
Stella White's WIND program, 'Working Wife,' slated for expansion to a
flve-a-week spread. .. .Ros Metzger, radio chief of Chi Ruthrauff & Ryan
agency has had his 10th and 11th song accepted by Ager, Yellen & Borntein publishing house; the tunes, written with Dan Dougherty and Ben
Ryan, being titled 'Put the Kettle On, Baby' and 'One Cigarette for Two'
....Ray Ferris, WLS music department head, is also a songwriter, his new
tune, 'Down the Lane of Memories,' being readied by CoIe....Les Atlass,
CBS
v.p., still trying to get away for a visit to the Coast.

—

Contrasts With Capital's Usual Gumshoe
By Friends of Main Street

'

such

tactics.

The representatives using the
front door, instead of the former
practice of applying -heat via telephone or conferences behind closed
doors, raised the question whether
the' FCC has set a new precedent in
legal operations. In the past, Congressmeti have showed up as witconnesses and spokesmen for
stituents at administrative hearings,
before numerous Federal bureaus as
participation
but
FCC,
well as the
as an 'associate counsel' is exceptionally rare. Furthermore, there
is a statute which usually prohibits

lawmakers from accepting remuner-

in Southwest

San Francisco,

Oct. 31.
Stores, Inc., will plug its
Wright bread in a one-

Safeway
Lee
month campaign

ation for such activities,' law which
the parties in this instance say they
were careful not to transgress.

Issue arose when Congressman
Kent Keller, appearing to urge
favorable action on Lyerla's plea
One-minute an- for the right to operate a station on
Immediate objection was
nouncements will be used.
1310 kc.
by George O. Sutton,
J. Walter Thompson office in San registered
representing
Francisco handling the account
WEBQ, Harrisburg,
Julia
1

to be launched Nov.
over 12 stations in Texas, Okla-

-

homa and Kansas.

Yesterday... November,

Washington, Oct.

Charges that

WMCA, New

began with

SI.

Quizzed about his novel action,
Keller explained that he had a deep
interest in the application because
present stations in Southern Illinois
and northern Missouri don't give
adequate local service in his district.
Apparently aware of the law prohibiting appearance for compensation, he insisted he would not accept a fee but was merely rendering
a public service.
Political influence on the FCC
long has been a grave problem, occasioning whispered charges of improper action on the part of the regulators' and leading former Chairman Frank R. McNinch to announce
upon accession to the driver's seat
that the rear alley would be closed
and a goldflsh-bowl procedure would

be

instituted.

felt it is

last

wondered how a lawmaker supposed
to serve all the people of his district can justify taking sides in a
controversial fight of this nature.

1920, broadcasting

KDKA.

York,

week when revocation

Today... November, 1939, KDKA begins
another Era with a complete

threat

was dropped with hint that Donald
Flamm's fltnes.s to hold a license will
be brought up again.
Regulators
meanwhile let Flaitim off with a

NEW TRANSMITTER PLANT,
most modem in the world

brisk reprimand' -^hich also- served
as a general warning to the entire
Industry, the press and the public to
be careful about revealing confiden-

• • •

located only nine miles

communications.
Threat to review the testimony
about the war broadcast Incident at
lome later date was contained in
the final paragraph of a 10-page
order in which the Commish said it
'is of the opinion that an order of
revocation need not be entered at

from

tial

Pittsburgh's,

Golden Triangle.

SIGNAL STRENGTH INCREASE
. . .

In summarizing the inthe FCC said that 'grave doubt
has been cast upon the licensee's

over eight times

. . .

through-

this time.'

out the Metropolitan Airea.

fluiry,

qualifications to operate its station in

a

manner consistent with the public

Interest.*

Apparently

planning

to

dust off a record containing several
other
excomplaints,
regulators
plained that the report on the eaves-

Tomorrow.

.

and

all

the Tomorrows to come,

KDKA

dropping 'must be ot cumulative
weight in determining the. disposition to be made upon any future examination into the conduct or this

will continue to be

THE FIRST STATION/

rtation.*

'

/A/

BALTimi

WESTINGHOUSE

ITS P|

"TIOMlUnUSINIUIVIS
PFTRY A ca

ON THE

NBC RED NETWORK

WATTS

•

"The Only Master Key

KDKA
ftJWW

50,000

980
to

While some barristers

preferable to drag the Consight, others

gressmen Into public

violated the tecrecy clauses of the

Communications Act by airing mesages to German and British ships
were filed 'for future consideration'

Tactics

111., and KFVS, Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Washington, Oct. 31.
were removed Although the formal protest norFalse whiskers
mally would bring an immediate
from Congressmen backing up apr ruling.
Acting Chairman Paul A.
plicants for radio facilities when Walker
merely
'noted'
Sutton's
three
House of Representatives squawk and permitted Keller to exmembers appeared Thursday (26) to press his opinion as to the need for
the new transmitter. Tipped off in
voice conflicting views on request
advance as to what would be atof Orville W. Lyerla for a new local tempted, Sutton took the wraps oft
plant at Herrin, 111. Open- partici- a pair of substitute barristers and
pation of legislators in regulatory had Congressmen Orville Zimmerlitigation provoked much tongue- man of Missouri and Claude V.
clucking among the bar and obvi- Parsons of Illinois, both Democrats,
ously embarrassed the FCC;, which tell why they think another plant
ducked a ruling on the legality of is unnecessary.

FLAMM NOT
FCCS MODE
FOR BIZ

27

FCC FOR AND AGAINST STATION UCENSE

Inc.,

IN

VARIETY

CONGRESSMEN OPENLY APPEAR BEFORE

the Production Centres

NEW YORK CIH

IN

1,

.

KILOCYCLES

The Master Market'*

I>R0CR.4MMED BY

NATIONAL BROADCASTING CO.

-

RADIO

VARIETY
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Flashes

LaGuardia Revives Tixed Percentage

Of Time for Culture' Radio Bugaboo
after day-long hearing at

Washington, Oct. 31.
force present
to

which La-

From Boston

eft'orls

to

specified

allot

WBZ

SMOOTHIES

BABS-CHARLIE-LITTLE
WEEK
NEW YORK

Squeeze

Rudy

on

Hollywood, Oct.

Rudy

ni(aKed
lliiu«(l

a 13-week

for

test,

sence of Don Ameche, is here.
He takes over when Nelson
departs Nov. 12.

lrlter».
lltle

details

all

In

e.ipert

Camay

from

production. Prefer free Innce
Modest fees. Soirceiit
Hii'lKnmento.
Box
Interview for abundant proof.
I3.^, Variety, New York,
lilna to

five

characters.

is

Ray-

is the newcomer.
Eliminees include Laddie Seaman,
Edwin R. Wolfe, Madeleine Pierce,
James Krieger, Katherine Stevens.

1

MFG.' CO. (Vaseline preparations). WABC-CBS
Christian," with Jean Hersholt, Rosemary
DeProducer, Dorothy Barstow.
Originatei

'-Dr.

Camp. McCann-Erickson.
from Hollywood. Hookup,

61 stations.

MONDAY, NOV.

•

CALIFORNIA FRUIT GROWERS EXCHANGE (Sunkist oran«e3
lemons). WABC-CBS, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 6:15
to esd
p.m.
"Hedda Hopper's Hollywood." Lord Sc Thomas. Announcer
Arthur Baker. Originates from Hollywood. Hookup, 29 stations.

WEDNESDAY, KOV.

PHIMP

8

MORRIS A CO. WJZ-NBC, 8 to 8:30 p.m. "Breezine
Along," with Johnny Green's orchestra, Beverly and the Swing
Four
teen, dramatic cast. Biow Co. Producer, Walter A. Tibbal.s.
Announcer
Charles O'Connor. Originates from New York. Hookup, 43
Stations'
(Formerly on Mutual.)

WJSV'S THEATRE TIEUP
Ample Rehearsal

to Offset

WRITER SCUDDER DIES

Amateurs

SUBWAY MISHAP

IN

SUgefrlght
Washington, Oct. 31.
Springboard for ambitious kids
arranged between WJSV, Columbia's
Washington outlet, and a local the-

Raymond Scudder, 38. on the NBC
continuity staff since J929i was killed
by an Interboro subway train in

•

New York, Oct. 27. He had apparently fallen from the platform. After an
investigation the police scouted suicide as the motive and expressed the
belief that the fall had been due to

atre where 'the transmitter finds the
talent and the vaude house books
it for a full week's run.
'Washington Hour,' a daily half-hour pro-

gram, Monday through Friday,
select five acts a month, one for
day of the week, to be heard
times during the month. Most
ular will be booked as 'WJSV's

will

sudden illness.
Scudder who

each
four

was boin in the
Orient, worked on a Shanghai newspaper and was Far Eastern correspondent for Honolulu newspapers.
Prior to joining NBC he was a story

popFind

of the Month.'

Extensive rehearsal periods have
to give the young-

writer.
at

Among

series,

'Your Job.'
survived by

NBC

been arranged

sters a chance to get over stagefright and brush up on their acts.
House band of WJSV, conducted by
Paul Kain, furnishes musical back-

He

is

father,

was

Frank

his latest a.ssignments

a

vocational guidance

widow

hi.i

ajid

R. Sciidder. a mission-

ary stationed in Honolulu.

about ground.

away

MacLeish's Air

Tom Mix

Thorson Plays

Chicago, Oct.
In the Ralston serial over

Chicago, Oct. 31.
soap serial has added one

and dropped
mond Defoe

hall

2,000 seats, station is giving
4,000 ducats for visio-broadcast.

Eddy

Hay Defoe With Camay

proMtably for 195 week) more
broadcast! pulled lt,lta
uroVer.<iatlle, re»oarcefiil,

and

NBC's blue network.
Although capacity of

con-

liwal

six

who Is to emcee four
Sanborn programs in ab-

Vallee,

&

Chase
ll>KAS. not merely wordd, IncreaBtd
niie iirncniiu'a mnll lampllnc reaults
Another procram Idea
ovor 4(H)')S>.

31.

WEDNESDAY, NOV,
C'HESEBROUGH
10 to 10:30 p.m.

•

THE

1, J 939

Network Premieres

Boston, Oct. 31,
NBC director of
event?, speaks to
day (Tuesday) at weekly luncheon of
the Advertising Club of Boston, his
subject being 'Radio Covers the War."
Ray Girard, WEEI stafT man, had
a birthday last week, and also celebrated his 10th anniversary with the

Abe Schcchter,
news and special

Guardia by implication revived the
op- idea which educators liave enterLittle di- station.
portunities to educational groups or tained for a long time.
Charles Hector, WEEI's musical
to obtain fixed percentage ot radio rect reference to the desire to have
certain facilities set aside for 'non director, will do the music for the
facilities for non-commercial operacommercial'
use,
the
ot the 'Morning Promenade' Saturdays at
but
picas
the
unless
tion may ,be launched
New
Yoik
executive
and
other
wit10:15.
Carl Moore emcees.
disrule
its
down
on
FCC backs
Caroline Catxjt. shopping and fashPossible nesses offer a logical excuse for recouraging rebroadcasting.
suming, the attack.
ion advisor on WEEI, has several
reopenins ot the old fight was seen
What
LaGuardia
wants
i.i
free- men's shops seeking to capture cition
hearing
week's
FCC
after last
dom to avoid lca.<;ing land lines in zens through their wives. Program
of Mayor LaGuardia of
pc^tition
to set programs for WNYC. is now 13 years old.
New York for change in present order
Under pre.sent policies, permission
Fire gutted the basement of the
regulations so WNYC, muncipallypick up programs from other sta- three-story apartment building in
owned plant, can pick up programs Id
tions is granted only because of which lives WBZ-WBZA chief anfrom other 'cultural' stations.
peculiar situations, such as the lack nouncer Bob White and again, a
Issue was taken under advisement
or unrea.vbnablc cost of wires.
week later, fire swept through the
Support for the relaxation pro- top of the sanie. building, consuming
posal came from Walter S. Lemmon, the roof.
head ot Worldwide Broadcasting
has new sustaining program
Corp., which operates international' called 'Texas Trailers'
with the Mcplants that would serve the New Neil Family
of Corpus Christi doing
York station. Additional arguments the routine.
by Prof. William. Y. Elliott of HarWEEI. and the Columbia staff will
vard. S. Howard Evans of 'the Na-^ give a
cocktail party and reception
tional Committee on Education by
for John Barbirolli Wednesday aftRadio, and Frank Schooley of the
ernoon before his concert that eveNational Association of Educational ning with
the New York PhilharHELD OVER 2nd
Broadcasters.
monic.
Chief objection is technical, with
STRAND,
Andrew W. Ring, a Commish engineer, fearing interference and reTight
Thiinkri to Hal K«mp, T.i Cnthman,
duced eificiency. The rule ought riot
Areh B«rniln(th«m,
Holrten,
AI.i.
Cleveland, Oct. 3'f.
be ea.«ed without a thorough probe
CasdemaB * Tierce
ll«riiilii«hitm,
Williiims Shaving Cream's touring
inio possible consequences, he mainKiid the (irlffln C«.
qui/, show
tagged .'True or False'
tained.
will emanate from Cleveland's Masonic Hall Nov. G:
WHK, which
handles it here, to feed half-hour to
Vallee
Coast

New

broadcasters

November

W«'<liies«lHy,

31.

NBC,

'Adventures of Tom Mix,' tlie ghost
player for the western hero is now
identified as Russell Thorson. DeWitt
Bride is playing the sheriff and Curley Bradley the character of Snood,

Drama

Archibald MacLeish has finished
another drama, with the trick title,

Americnn War Promises,' which

CBS

considering for a sustainer.

It's

Ls

descrit>ed
verse.

as

Walt

Whitmancsque

Writer was recently appointed by
President Roosevelt as librarian of
the soandso.
the Library of Congress. His 'Fall
C. L. Menser directs from Charles of the City' was aired two seasons
Ta/.ewell's script.
ago by the network.

CF(F
.MONTREAL

American Listeners Want to Hear
THOMPSON Only What s Pleasant, Says Baukhage
KAY

and her Rhythm Singers
for
with

ETHYL

ANDRE KOSTELANETZ
TONY MARTIN

and

Cits Kvery Monday, 8-8:30 r.M., E^iT

Management

MORRIS AGENCY

WILLIAM

Washington, Oct. 31.
the Nazis.
He sees the American
Germany's appreciation of the listener, rather than either the Govvalue of radio good-will tops the ernment or the station operator as
the individual who pulls the plug
French, while working conditions in
that results in one-sided reporting
the Reich are far pleasanter than in
and gives play to bias and prejudices.
other European spots.
This is the
report of Hjalmar R. Baukhage, The American radio auditor and
newspaper reader won't tolerate
trouble-shooting spieler for NBC
who has just come back from six stuff he doesn't like or which disweeks' microphone duty behind the agrees with his preconceived ideas

listen to reason and had some
understanding of the problems faced
by alien commentators. Little attempt to force propaganda down the
the throats of visiting announcers,
although officials frankly and openly admitted they were giving their
own twist to formal news and freely conceded they wanted to get Germany's views across to American

front lines.

listeners.

TED STEELE
MiiHlcnl Director tor

ROGER WHITE PRODUCTIONS
Now

Playing

!

"SOCIETY GIRL"
CBS

Refuting the yarns about stringent
in Deutschland, Baukhage
reported last week that disguised
and indirect censorship in the United
States is far more real and consid
erably more effective than any regu
control

1.

Dail]/ 3:15-3:30, Mon.-Fri. Incl.

lations

and propaganda activities of

and sentiments.
Awareness of this condition is a
serious hurdle for both the press and
radio in the U. S., in the view of
the NBC gabber. Puts this country
at least on a par with the foreigners,
since American commentators and
interpreters are bound to exercise

subconscious restraint.
Baukhage
does not make any complete indictment, though, and admits the opportunity to speak out exists on this
side of the water.

would

TANADAS
RICHEST

Chief restraint in Germany is voluntary and almost instinctive on the
part of the radio and press correspondents, in Baukhage's estimation.
By putting the writers and
spielers on their honor, the Nazis
are more successful than the French
with hard-boiled manner and strict

MARKET

regulations.

French Slow in Slartinf
Chief difference was the treatment!
While the Nazis wanted
copies 90 minutes before program
time, they would permit last-minute
changes and didn't kick when the
text was late in reaching the blue-

{

of scripts.

By JANE

now

Swiss Are Toufh
Switzerland is about the toughest
cbuntry
for
microphoni.-its
these
days, as far as Baukhage is concerned.
(He didn't try spieling in
other neutral nations, however.) In
desperate attempts not to offend
anybody and remain at peace with
all
their battling
neighbors, the
Swiss have gone to great extremes
to enforce impartiality on radio reporters.
Scripts must be submitted
for intensive checking and no deviation is permitted.
While his observations were made
at the most excited period before
and right after the gong sounded,

WEST

most popular
family brings you more
radio's

Laughter Jears

/.~d

Presented by Ivofy Socjp

Red Network, 12:15

IN..
Dir.

99"

loo

°

o

pure

DAILY

LISTEN NBC
MGT. ED

|-|eart-throbs

to 12:30 p.

M.

EST

COAST Td COAST
COMPTON

.AHVKin'iSlNO .AfiKSCI

WOLF— RKO

BLDG,,

CITY

AT THE "HEDGES"
juNt on*

EAST

48th

r,nt

STREET,

.Av,>iHm

NEW YORK

American radio man

CITY

is

—

far pleasant-

pencil

wielders.

The French'were

adamant, often holding up approval
until a split-second before the broadcast was scheduled and declining to
explain deletions. Baukhage thinks
that part of the trouble in Paris may
have been the contusion and excitement, for the propaganda and censorship crews were just getting organized where the Germans had
smooth-functioning systems.

To

illustrate,

Baukhage

cited

in

Murmansk,

particularly

when

naval officers informed him the crew

was due home

CKm

ynur

tr«al» rii'i'F

•rIverllHinjr

CFCF
.

and

Owiift^l

Short
and

W«v« CFCX

Oi)t>r.itf!il

by

CANADIAN MARCONI

COMPANY
Ri»ni-(»5jenlaltvc3:

All

<^AN'.«l>A
Canadi Radii Ficllillii

MIC

Witd L Ctmrtmt

AlIllliiU

CR CF

at a particular time.

—
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Special Material arid Chatter by Milt Francis

Tlier« are vxtra profllu'ln HtU'MrtUlnK
Tli« inbulltplern i»( Mon-

uv«r

cnrrlea
mrHMiig« to mori) iltun one mllliou
people, hath »ennh and KngllHit, lo
the Mnntreiil areH. rM'K'n rnnlnM't
rpnewul* pnlnt to fiH(lKfl**d vv^tntitpr*
wlio have fniind timt ik'i.'tf TAV.i!

two

experiences
in
Berlin.
Through
chats with various individuals, he
suspected the missing Bremen was

Germany Baukhage observes, When he inserted in one script a rc'You have some human relations in mark that the luxury liner was safe,
Berlin; you can argue with the censors laughed and politely asked
Nazis but the French order you him to cut it out.' On the occasion of
around and are. wound up in red his exclusive interview with captape'
and the Hitlerites, knowing tured British fliers, Baukhage was
they neied. friends, go to great lengths allowed to talk with the prisoners
to be accommodating.
y/ilhout any restriction, not even an
German censorship i.^ no serious interpreter eaves-dropping and no
handicap, Baukhage said.. Scripts protest being made when he advised
had to be approved and ad libbing the Royal Air Force lads to be carewas -frowned upon, but the editors ful what they told- the- Nazis.
er in

NEW YORK

TOMMY LYMAN
e

r

the former Farm and Home hour
c. feels the Nazis are leaps ahead
of the French in usinfe radio to the
best advantage. Atmosphere for an

m.

i

•

•
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CONGRESSMAN
CITES MAIL

CALLED FOR DARKNESS
Outdoor Television Buns Into the
Advancing Aatumn

NBC-RCA

Zenith Head, Television Skeptic,
Wednesday, Nov._ 1
2:30— Elizabeth WatU, fashion
on 'The Right and Wrong
of It,' with Bergdorf-Goodman

Football telecasts are providing
another dilemma for NBCs television department.
With darkness
setting In so early during fall afternoons, last quarter of the games
consists in the visio receiver of
white specs on a black background.
Now the program department
wants to know shall it continue
Washington, Oct. 81.
telecasting anyway?
Shall it stop
Oratorical attempts to force an the telecast but continue to broadFCC reversal on the matter of super- cast so that listeners at least know
who
wins? Or shall it cut off the
resumed
were
broadcasting
power
whole thing when the field gets too
another political

expert,

blast'

Cooking

ONWLW

with
dark?
on behalf of Powel Crosley

week

Jast

and

—

WLW,

Cincinnati.

—

-

the CommisRep. Martin
CleveL. Sweeney, a Democrat from
land, in a speech repeating declaration of the House and
sion Thursday (26) by

tions that failure to lift the 50

CBSTELEVISH

kw

lid on clear-channel stations conto 'tongueless
silence of the dreamless dusk.'
While the issue has been Anally

demns the hinterland

by the FCC with promulganew rules retaining the presSweeney
restrictions,
ent power
Eought to obtain reconsideration on
the strength of 2,500 post cards from
dial-spinners in 14 states showing
is the overwhelmingly favorite
sUtion in West Virginia, Florida,
Oliio, Indiana, Kentucky and Virr
settled
tion of

WLW
ginia.

2:45— Film

Columbia Broadcasting System has
reached the point in television experimentation where it is on the air.
Just when- isn't publicized. CBS television is the number four button on
the RCA sets,', but to get a line on
what's being put out a constant
watch

is necessary,
Test patterns will continue intermittently with CBS now apparently
pledged, television style, to a regu-

"The

serial,

—Film,

3:05

'Oberon Overture.'

Rates 'Break'

Eddie Nugent and Jeanne Martel.

.

.

—

Crosby Gaige's
Scandals, Remo Buffano's marionettes, and a Style
Show by the Barbizon Studio

can't help commenting on the
news in your Oct. 18 issue about the
stumbling blocks Actors' Equity and
I

2:30-4:00—'Forty Girls and a
Baby' (French film with English
starring

roux.
8:30-9:40— Film,

Lucien

Ba-

and

'"young

William Haines,
Judith Allen and John Miljan.
Saturday, Nov. 4
2:30-5:00— Football', New York
University vs. Lafayette College.
'Treasure
Island,'
8:30-9:45
dramatized by Donald Davis,
with Dennis Hoey, Billy Redfield, William Balfour, William

Beautiful,' with

—

Pbdmore and Robert

lar program schedule in another two
month:;, as time is reckoned in CBS

Allen.

'Info* Clicko

of their helpful attitude and the a.ssistance of many others that radio

Chicago.
Editor, VAniETv:

Fashion Modeling.
Friday, Nov. 3

subtitles),

(Eugene F. McDonald, Jr., presi- cess should pull together at the bedent of ZenitJi Radio (sets), was the ginning.
president o/ the JVatioiial AssoBack in the early days of radio,
ciation of Broadcasters,- 1923-25 in- when Zenith operated its own st,iclusive, as the then-operator of a tion, WJAZ, for the Chicago area,
Chicago station. Recently he has Claudio Muzio, Lazzari and Marbeen chief spokesman of the view gery Maxwell were glad to conthat television was, by its balliyJioo, tribute their services gratis Jo our
presenting a premature threat fo infant industry. Radio is deeply inradio set sales.)
debted to them and- it is because

first

,

Canada Dry has renewed for its
Giving n detailed analysis of the television.
'Information, Please' program on the
It's a well-known fact that CBS
responses to his mail-bag questionnaire to rural listeners, Sweeney isn't bursting its suspenders hustling NBC-blue for another 52 weeks, ef'
submitted percentages showing that into the vague and costly field of fective Nov. 14.
Deal involves 62 stations.
the Cincy plant is the second choice television.
of persons depending on clear-channel service in Mississippi, Louisiana,
Arkansas and North Carolina and
the third favorite in Missouri, Mich-

the Screen Actors Guild are placing
in the way of television development: I note that Equity' requires
a fuU week's pay for the cast of any
stage production that is televised and
that the Guild is setting up high
minimum wages for any movie
scenes that are incorporaled
into
television talent shows.

was able to prove itself and become
one of the leading users of talent
today.

Conditions today

ever

require that

is

demanded should be reason-

able or the advent of television on
a commercially successful basis, with
thou.'iands of spectators instead of

hundreds,
the

•

may

Broadway artists receive more income for television appearances than
early radio stars received, but what-

still

will

more

be shoved

off

distant future.

-

.

cate of check

Meeting a

WLW

that
was at the top for first,
second, third and fourth choice of
the rural audiences. Sweeney interpreted the replies as further evi-

Necessity

dence of the contention that more
juice is imperative to give the thinJy-scttled districts reliable recep-

pointing out that many of the
cards urged restoration of WLW's
500 kw permit.
tion,

in

Radio

TOSS CHICAGO PAR1Y

TO INTRO CALLAHAN

Used Daily

Chicago, Oct. 31.
Walter Callahan, Chicago manager
for Transamerican Broadcasting &
Television Corp., sales reps
for
and WSAI, Cincinnati, was
introduced to local agency execs at
a cocktail party tossed at the Blackstone hotel Friday (27). About 150
persons were on hand for the event.
Delegation up from Cincy included
Jim Shouse, Bob Dunville, Dewey
Long and Cecil Carmichael.

By

WLW

WBZ

Staff

Agencies,

Sponsors,

Realignment
Boston, Oct. 31.

Program Directors

Bob White, WBZ's chief announcer,
has relinquished Special Events to
Bob Evans of the staff, but continues
with the morning Esso Newsca.sts,
daily bulletins and sports.
Charles
Gilchrest, former radio editor of the
Chicago Daily News, handles these
last three during the afternoon and
evenings, also doing publicity, while
Harry Goodwin is in charge of sales
promotion.
The whole department of publicity,
sales promotion and news continues
under the management of George
Harder.

MAKEANDTE

and
Station Executives

1352 Pages
On Sale at
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CHICAGO

into

Cer-

While Zenith does not recede one tainly, in that event, the performer
inch from its position that television will suffer as much as anyone.
is- not yet ready' for
the public, I
The whole music indu.<;try has
believe that those who are willing to benefited from radio, both directly
invest large sums of money to try and indirectly, and the stage can:
to prove that it can be made a"suc- benefit from television if it will help
cess in New York should receive to get it started.
better cooperation from those who
E. F. McDonald, Jr.
will benefit from television when it
President, Zenith Radio Corp.
gets here on a full-time basis. The
very "fact thaf the future of teleLord & Thomas, San Francisco, has
vision is somewhat in doubt, today, Fairfax Cone, as new manager folmakes it all the more important that lowing transfer of John S. Whedon to
those interested in mdking it a. suc- Chicago.

Kansas and Alabama.
Survey, which was almost a dupliby the FCC in 1935
and 1937, according to the Congressman, showed in several instances
igan,

NBC

Lost

3:15-3:30— Alison
Skipworth,
Interviewed by Patricia Murray.
9:00-10:30—To fill.
Thnrsday, Nov. 2
2:30-3:45—Film, 'Two Minutes
to Play,' with
Herman Brix,

of

MOVES AN INCH

Stin Thinks

creations.

Jungle,'

8:30-9:30

Results of a

personally-supervised poll by a conKressman were called to the atten-

29

Television

BRENTANO'S BOOK STORES
1322 F Street, N. W.

-

.

««»
«*

VARIETY

30

TOUTH

AGE*

vs.

VrUh Cal Tinney
30 Mins.

Fdlbw'Up Comments

SliOAN'S LINIMENT
Saturday, 8:30 imb.

WJZ-NBC,- New York
>

(Worwicfc & Legler)
On the familiar theory that there's
always room for one more, Sloan's
liniment lasl Saturday night (28) began a new quiz series over. NBC blue
(WJZ). This one varies the formula
by briivginc teams of juves and

Wednesday, November

FULTON LEWIS,
15 Miiu.

o£ Camel's

Benny Goodman show on
The occasion found

her still leading the parade as far as
vocalizing is
all-around her particular style o£
answer
to
concerned.
questions in competition for cash
From any angle.it was a swell comand Hugh
Sri7.es. Cal Tinney is m.c.
and interclarity
rhylhin,
Icllrevy handles the commercials. bination of
but
Subject to the roughness ot a first pretation. She did two numbers,
of
broadcast, it's only mildly entertain- it was the second, a swing version
Back to Me,' that laid
itis show of its kind, and competes 'Lover Come
with the Milton Bcrle series (also a 'ein low. Coming from anybody else
quiz) concurrently on the red nct- it might haye sounded soinething of
a sacrilege. With Miss Bailey it was
V'orlc.
There's nothinp much to say about in essence a keen application of the
quiz shows as such, except to ask if modern idiom to a composition that

grownups

.

questions, are in the accepted groove.
"Chicrcanse-for t;omment-iS-T-inney-iliandling -of the Pro«^'"Ss. Startdeing out with an ultra hayseed
gradually
livery, the rural columnist
dropped the rube stuff to wind up
session playing straight. In one

the

instance he handled French pronunciation smoothly.. However, he
didn't let up in his far-reaching
a
efforts at comedy. Never neglected
chance for a pun or a folksy gag. A
few attempts were passably funny,
but on the whole it was pretty
garrulous. He also made two mistakes
ill Judging answers.
Competitors were brought to the

for introductions and to identify
themselves. Each had a gag to deobviliver, all of which were too
ously prepared. Same was Uue of a
pseudo-impromptu alterMte verse-

mike

composing by Tinney and McUrevy

is

basically

ricli in

rhythm.

Good News'. (Maxwell House
Coffee) continues, to labor along
without a sock comedy supplement
(Fannie Brice).
to 'Baby Snooks'
The fioify-toity material and style
which derives from Roland Young's
chief inning may, be in the groove
but that groove isn't anywhere in
the vicinity of the midsection.
Last Thursday's (20) installment
placed the guest accolade on Paulette
She first did a sitiiation
bit with Young which was

Goddard.

comedy

quite short on laughs and later in
a serious vein supported by Walter
Huston in an exposition of. Mrs.
Hallie Flannagan's curious morality
playlet, 'The Curtain,'
The idea of
a daughter turning over her fugitive
father to the cops must have struck
listeners as something of a realistic
offbeat but the thing played well.
Connie Boswell's rhythmic con-,
juries remain one of the program's
sterling highspots. Meredith Wilson
introduced, on this same installment
the 'American Waltz,' which the

for one of the commercials. Sponsor
•was way overboard on the Plugcramming no less than five into the scries had commissioned Peter DeRose to write. The composition was
30 minutes. Show needs doctorine.
Hooe.
technically pretty but the lustre and
weep which mark the outstanding
waltzes of all time seemed to be
CHAKLES STARK
lacking in DeRose's work.

'ODD SIDE OF THE NEWS'
5 Mins.; Local

REM

Se

DaUy,

Eddy Duchin's shot on
i ColumRecord program (Friday, 10:30,
'.

REL

bia

8:15 a.m.

CBS) gave

.

WABC, New York

handing

(Joseph Katz)

•

much thought

too

verbal

bouquets

to

to

the

leader's talents.
It's
one of the
This early morning stint starts oK things a program idea such as this
If
with the legend 'keep smiling.
news has to be careful to avoid. Straight
last Monday's (30) items of
retelling of a leader's past struggles,
with humorous intent were average etc., is interesting, but where poslisteners
samples, the sleep-bound
sible he should be allowed to prove
will have to- await some other inci- the reason for his rise by performdent of the day for their chuckles. ance; not by gushily relating various
The first tidbit was about a lady 104 past opinions even though they be
years old, who was cutting a new from important musicians.
set of teeth. Another told about a
In this case Duchin ably pounded
householder swatting an animal
his keyboard and left listeners withthe dark and finding out the next out a bit of doubt His tickling ot
day it was a bear, while another re- 'Ramoria,' fitted in as the tryout
the
called the newspaper piece' about
niecs he played when he joined Leo
mayor who slipped on the waxed Reisman way back, came over swell
floor of his safety commissioner.
and was joined later by a gem ot
As for the plug, it's simple, folksy low note pfaying on 'Moanin' Low.'
and brief. It's a mistake for any one Half hour was capped by a different
to let a cough run on without doing and listenable arrangement of 'What
something about it Something is Is This Thing Called Love?' by the
pdec.
Rem.
band.
In the weekly call for an amateur

m

.

yodel with Duchin's outfit
two persons holding the same number responded. Called for flipping a
'coin to make the selection.
.•singer to

EUGENE LYONS
News Commentator
SPARTON RADIO
Dally, 10:45 p.m.

WMCA, New

York

George Jessel program for Vitalis
The Soviet-Nazi entente proved a Friday (27) had a young man who,
Eugene.
for
opportunity
natural
he was for a fee, claimed that he will tip oft

LycHis.

He

left

Russia,

where

correspondent,
the United
thoroughly disillusioned with the
Soviet bureaucracy and convinced
that Stalin and his yes-men were
converting the original ideology of
the Lenin revolution into an opportunistic oligarchy which concentrated the fat ot the land in the
hands of the leaders and condemned
those outside this pale to approxiLyons has exmate starvation.
pressed his bitter resentment of
Stalin's tactics in a book, 'Assignment to Utopia,' and in many subsequent articles. He is at present
editor of the American Mercury;
As a commentator Lyons has his
The
virtues and his drawbacks.
stufi sounds authoritative and his
analytical processes can't help but
get a highly favorable nod. On the
other side of the scale is his present
style of delivery.
He lacks that
Illusion of the conversational or the
intimate which is common with
commentators that have clicked in
recent years on the networks, His
sentences sound long and- labored,
and this very element is a tough
handicap for anybody on the air.
Nevertheless, Lyons always sounds

Press

.

-

Interesting, and for
is tops.

WMCA

his asset

value

CAROL MASON
HVomen

in the News'
15 Mins.—Local
Snstalning
Dail)-, 9

make

Is

Judge

Bremen?'
Paul
Robeson's
capped the program.
ai

.'

Crater

Flipped
on the

fine

baritone

a public appearance.

Jessel:

will

It

was

his first

shot since returning from Europe.

Teed

with 'Water Boy' and
finished with the inevitable 'Ol' Man
off

River.'

Merry Macs had

a hit and a miss.

In tter being a poor arrangement of
'Put Your Arms Around Me Honey.'
Peter "Van Steeden's band passed out
n.jt musical backing.

Kate Smith broadcast from TriniColorado, Monday (30), in a
pause en route to Hollywood on the
Santa Fe, and the niayor showed up
bringing along a basket ot fish and
dad,

the chamber ot commerce- president.
They were mighty proud, etc. It v/as
good, homefolky hoke for the noon-

time programs,

all

part ot the ultra-

principal

guest artist for his
'Campbell Playhouse' broadcast from
Hollywood Sunday (29) evening.
Program was a 50-mInute dramatization -of Booth Tarkington's novel.
As
'The Magnificent Ambersons.'
usual the director-player gave his
supporting lead the best of it, Huston
nlaying a sympathetic part, while
Welles handled the characterization
of the intolerant son of the widow

who was prevented from marrying
the man of her choice 20 years pre-

A.M.

Mother love overshadows
audience, the woman's renewed desire to wed

presumably going about the household chores, after oater and the kids
have been packed off to biz and
school. Material is culled from happenings in the field of fashion, films,
education, and the like, and delivered in a friendly, non-patronizing
nianncr by Carol Mason.
It's good fodder, and well »dited.
Hold.

(WilHom Eslv)
From the War Memorial Auditj.

Cllmore. Percy KilGloria Klondell, Maurice

bride,
rium in Nashville through a speciat
Barke, Ilujch Camcrou, Theodora Dixie network of stations of the Niic
Perk, Clarke
Chesney,
Maude web comes WSM's Grand Ole Opry
Ream Stover, Jaines Swift
Program is now 14 years old. Thera
are CO odd performers in a show that
Comedy Play
runs for hours with a halt hour de55 Mins.voted to the praise ot Prince Albert
Friday (27) 8:30 P.M.
Most of the performers on fiddles
RCA-N~BC. New York
banjos,
jugs,
washboards, mouth
In selecting a former alai'e success harns and tlie like arc claimed
tor revival by television the choice to come from, and sound as if llicy

was hardl.y as- fortunate as most
others.
Not that thu peiformance
of lessdirected by Warren Wade
er standard but the play itself was
i.^•

did, the hills of

Tcnnessse, Alabama
Kentucky and surrounding territory'
They sing the songs handed down

viously.

her real love.
Playlet was somewhat corny, but
in the hands of top players it held
interest.
Huston gave his part an
exce'lent reading, while the wonderboy Welles made the grown-uo brat
authoritative, csieciallv in his tan-

trums.
Nan Sunderland, who is
Mrs. Huston, -was very good as the
mother.

*
outmoded!
'The Fortune Hunter' was written
by the late Winchell Smith, an author-manager' who was teamed with
John Golden. Between them they
staged a flock of successes and be-

'

,

.

—

.

WAVE

'

"THE VIRGINIA WEEKLY'
With Billy Wilib
Comment, Interviews
15 Mlas.— Local
Sustaininer
Friday, 4:15

However, the excitement ot the fans
was just a^ genuine and faithfully
recorded by the microphone.
So
that telecast onlookers

may

identify
the boxers, one wears a band ot
while on the top of his trunks.

P.M.

WRVA, Richmond
Chalk this up as a cute, inexpensive but elTective effort in winning
a friendly press. The program idea
goes into second vcar so inference is
that combination of listener appeal

inter- ' perh.ips was
the performance ot Sam Tauh, who
has been on the air describing fight
shows tor ycai's. Instead of the jargon-like jumble that was his style
in attempting to tell every blow delivered. Taub spoke in measured

Of particular

and liurpose-accomnlishing warrants
time on this well-loaded ^Utionj, tones_and permuted thn onlooker to
Starting with the action ot a print- see for himself what wenVon.
Most
ing press, the program fades into ot his comment was between
the
the
voice, of Billy
Willis,
forrounds. Improvement in the style
mer weekly newspaperman .(now ot the radio fi^ht reporter appears
in

WR'VA

publicity dept.) who reads
enough clippings from

interestin.'^ly

many

of tire weeklv newspapers pubin the
radius.
The
is credited every time, you
betcha, .you betcha. Then, on alternate w^eks. Willis invites and interviews editors of these weeklies. The
patter is better than average, with
Willis generally leading conversation into paper's service to community, etc.
All ot which is sure-fire
stuff for building good-will between
the paper's editor and WR'VA.

to place him for this kind of television commentation.
/bee.

WKVA

lished

source

Bebo.

DODGERS

VS. EAGI<E$

in

day evening was

unit
which
Brooklyn Satur-

in

AIR CONDITIONING CORP.
Sunday, 10:45 a.m.

WJZ-NBC. New York

.

efforts

action

more

likeIy~to- jell than llnsot the cast have had

Several
dramatic experience in local amaopus.

groups, and carry their roles
Others were quite
with authority.
amateurish, and .several of the voices
were too thin and high pitched for
teur

On

television

broadcast fights

cattle herds set in with beef
refusing to eat resulting in herds
slowly starving.. On his deathbed,
the scientist reestablished communication with the herds, and consumers were again assured ot porterhouse steaks and hamburgers.
Plenty of sound efTect-s, such as
herds of cattle mooing, etc.. ara interspersed.
Interest was well .sustained to the climax, and at lc;yst
shows-that the writer has struck out
in an original vein, with subsequent

among

tion

RCA-NBC, New York
Mobile

men, but wiHi tlie death of scientist who had collaborated with
dairymen on his theories, a reaction

tle

cattle

Professional Football
Sunday {?.?.); ?.:3» p.m.

men.

the whole, type of presentashould hold audicnc.-i inlcrest

and promises to impi-ovc as the
weeks go on.' Planned to pi-as/"iit >iii
Hold.

original play weekly.

Sunday

afternoon again in that borough, to
telecast the football game between
the Dodgers and the Eagles from
Piiiladelphia.

ED McCONNELL
IS Mins.

Orson Welles had Walter Huston
as

CO

WOAI-NBC, San Antonio

With Lowell

-

With Irmu Glen, Del Owen

inforhiality.

.

Odec

"WHAS, Louisville
Aiming at the femme

Where and when any celebrity

al.so

is

30 Mins.
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO
Saturday, 9:30 p.m.

from previotis generations in pretty
much the accepted, tradilionul style.
At their head is the 'Solcnui Old
Judge.' otherwise George D. Hay,
who instituted the broadcasts.
Ln7id.
Program for Prince Albert o|>en3
announcements.
and closes with the familiar sound ot
came wealthy. 'Hunter' was well the Judge's whistle known as Ilush'BULL SESSION'
With a slow, easy style h»
pucknna.
rated -in -its day but was hardly
Open Discussion
introduces
the performers and their
works.
Smitli's
top
among
30 Mins.
numbers. On this special hook-up.
Story has to do with a lad from
Sustainini:
Uncle
Dave
Macon, C8. and consiaaccepts
in
a
/ a
job
the, city who
Saturday, 10 a.m.
cred sumoin' in the opry; Roy AculT
behind
the
soda
di'ug
store,
country
WABC-CBS, New York
and his Smoky Mountain "Boy.s are
Picked up at Drake University, counter. It is strong on the romantic employed, besides two guest units
in its favor is
one
point
side
and
college
paseven
some
Moines,
DCS
Program caught iireof the tele-? each week.
per editors sat around a table and the comparative brevity
.sentcd Ford Rush, singer, and George
chawed vigorously on broom straws cast Play was first stage hit scored Wilkerson and the Fruit Jar Drinkwhile a. hidden CBS mike faded in by John Barrymore, then a kiddie.
ers as guests.
That part was "played by Lowell
and out. thev knew not when. CBS'
Show
is fast moving and. if tlio
Par!:er Wheatley went la Iowa from Gillmorc in the telecast, other play- listener isn't allergic, is easy on tha,
Chicago to keep the thing together ers also mostly being from the legit. ears. Outstanding bit was the singand he succeeded admirably in doing Percy Kilbride, and Gloria Blondell, ing of Ford Rush with his rendition
so.
It was consistently engrossing, sister of ,tho Coast star, were the
of 'Carry Me Back to the Lona
Ibee.
even though the voices were not other principal leads.
Prairie.*
Roy Acuff was heard as
always at proper level; a fault probC-'wmonball.'
soloist
in
'Wabash
ably unavoidable uiKler existing cirMany ot the songs nlaycd and sung
BOXING ROUT.S
cumstances.
arc original compositions and lull are
A standard part of American col- With Sam Taiib
i-ilaycd
sheut
without
benefit
ot
lege life, a 'bull session' in its own Ridseu'ood Grove, Brooklyn
music.
graphic description is an exchange Two Honrs
Commercials are aimed at tliosa
of views among young philosophers. Saturday (,'!1)
who
and
are
handled
roll
their
own
RCA-NDC,
New
York
They represent impromptu huddles
b.v Dave Stone.
Short and ti-> the
on matters intellectual at odd moTelevising of boxing exhibitions as point
Auilti.
usually more conspicuous
ments,'
seen on the receiving mirror Saturafter the football .season is over and
day evening was more than a stiint.
the fr'ost is on tlie corduroys. Ifs
LABORATORY'
'PLAY
reporting.
It was excellent oiclorial.
a cute adaptation to radio.
broadcast did not measure up to With Dr. WUIiam Keller. Dun Hill,
The
This particular bull session wis motion picture record in.gs nt fights
William Sherman, George Patterstrictly a one-timer, being staged in
son, Russell PIrkey, Harry Lukeiis,
in clarity, but looking at the direct
connection with a meeting of AssoFred Scotl and Burton BUcktvrll
action plus the cxnianation of the
ciated Collegiate Press.
Men from commentator
seemed rather exciting. Drama
Chicago, Northwesterii, Minnesota Broadcast may be said to be in the 33 Mins. Local
and Drake sounded off. several in a shape of things to come.
Sustaining
big way. Because they sounded as
Tuesday, 10:30 P.M.
that the semi-flnal
It happened
il they fqlt what they said, and said
WAVE, Louisville
it in the words they would
ordi- match ended in a knockout and a
This program came pretty clo.sj to
narily employ, CBS or no CBS, the right cross to the chin was directly
giving a clear picture ot ths po.ssithing rang true. The voices some- in line with the c:imera. With the bilities
in the drama line hereabouts.
lying
on
his
face
it was
fallen
boy
times bunched together like- a traffic
slafT
Utilized most of the
not
ari.se before
cinch
he
could
a
that
jam; that made for conviction from
voices, with one or two borrowed
the listener.
Some ot the voices the count of ten. As a matter of fact, from local amateur groups. Playlet
could never find professional ac- the- kid had to t>s aided to his corner. presented was titled
'Man Who
ceptance on the air; that, loo, m'^e It was gi'cat for television.
original
an
by
Could Talk to Cows,'
Aside from the bouts the action nl
it up and up.
Gilmore ot the station's
A profouud suspicion ot visiting dapper Jim Crowley, the referee, Graeme
continuit.y staff..
British statesmen was persistently rates him an actor, but he- seemed
man
who
a
Story
concerned
expressed. Otherwise the gamut of entirely unconscious o( being caught
thoughts on war, peace; avoiding the by the camera. The fi.ghts were ot claimed to have studied the nalura
one and preserving the other, were the club classification, meaning that of farm animals, and who startled
as.serting
flung into the mikes. It was rousing the boxers are under the level of his fellow stockmen, by
proficiency supposed to qualify them that he was possessed of a pow«r to
stuff.
Land.
for appearances at major, rin.-* .shows converse with cows. His statements
were met by derision from the catas those at Madison Square Garden.

.

they aren't Retting a trifle passe. In
this case the Questions were generally a cinch. Prizes of $10 each for
the winners, $5 for the losers and 5j
accapted
in
sending
those
for

Washington

Mutual's second personality in this department, the first
being Raymond Gram Swing.
Lewis ooencd his series from the
headquarters in 'Detroit of his new
sponsor, n radio set riianufacturer,
and in the Di-esence of a crowd of
salesmen. The latter probably occasioned some unaccustomed stumbling over words.
Lewis writes clear scripts concerned with Washington. He has the
knack of not saying anything very
new or very controversial yet making it listenable. That's usually considered commercial.
He's handling his own advertismg

He

so.

-f'f »"»-»>»>-

FORTUNE BUNTKR'

.

journalist, is
among the cluster of ncwscastcr.s to
climb into the higher wages during
the news boom of the past year or

Lewis, a

NBC-red,

the

I

(Bass-Luckoff)

Bailey, after a test appearance three weeks before, became on
last Satnrd.iy (28) a regular feature

Teleyision Reviews

»»»»
THE

DETROLA RADIOS
10:30 P.M.
WOR-MBS, New York
M-W-F;

MUdred

I939

With George D. Hay

Newscasicr

::

],

'GRAND OLE OPRY'

JR.

Again the broadcast was inleresting and while the fli.i>lU oC the ball
when kicked could not be followed
by the camera. enou';h nt the action
was vi.sible to keep Ilie eve in^on the
rccoivinf! mirror.
Hero a^ain the
style ot descriptive conimcntalion

The perfect host entertains'
With Boeer Campbell, Ral|>fa Ros«'a
Orchestra, Brounof- and hiM violin
Musical Variety
IS Mins.

—Rejrional

ANUEV^BR-BUSCU
M-W-F,

1

CO.

pjn.

KABC-TSN, San Antonio
With Roger Campbnll

(.Steve Wilthis

&
as 'the perfect host'
was an
imDvovcmCMt over the helm),
southwestern suds musicale was fast
Ed McConncll, who was reviewed usii.ally
pace ii.sod in doEach
two weeks ago for Tastysa Bread, scri!)ing furious
most sporlin;; events by moving tor a. regional cffoi't. artist*
now has a Sunday morning sesh radio.
broadcast presents a 'guest
on 17-odd NBC blue stations for Air
(Brounof and his violin on stair/.n
G.nme was held in the Brooklyn caught).
Training
of
Conditioning
Corp.
Commercials are woven
Youngstown, O.- The latter is a cor- baseball park and .several players into a story with some artfnine.s.'t
formerly famous in college ranks in hitting the ear before thfr listener
respondence school scouting iJupils.
McComicU in one breath wanted were in action, attention bcin'» called can set up the resistance reflexes.
10,000 listeners to write in, so the to thorn as they participated- in IheThroughout the program, both tha
sponsor would understand, and then important plays. Contest was close entertainment parts and commersang a hymn. 'God Understands.' He for a time, when the Philly aggrega- cial, a harp is heard as b.icUgrounJ
unloads a hokey hodge-podge of song tion tied the score, but later the With Gail Laughton playing. Aniu.
and you-know-mert-wouldn't-steer- Dodgers drew out to a decisive
you- wrong blather. 'Are ya gifting victory.
what ya want out o' life?', asks jovial
A."? -the
afternoon -wore on reDick Buppert of the WLW-WSA(
Edward-, and adds, 'maybe ya present ception was not as clt>ar as when the
sales promotion staff was a speaker
is
beneath yor ability and
(Weill

Wilfciji.O

.

.

also

•

.

-

sun shone.

job

Indicated

that the

pro

games .ire started too laic for the la.st week at the annual coriv^^'"."
Irma Glen, on the organ, ahd Del .shortening days but use nf flood of the National Association of Retail
Owen, on the piano, help the hired lights with which most ball parks Druggists, held in St. Paul. Explained
hand ot opportunity knock on the are equipped should help telecast coordination ot Croslcy slatiuii) ao.-l
Land.
doors of the dissatisfied.
reception,
druggists in primary area.
fbce.
di.rrnity'

(aren't

we

all

slaves?).

November

W^ednecxlBy,

1,
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ASCAP SEEKS GOOD WILL
ASCAP Heads Avoid Tacoma;
Knew

Broadcasters

Advance Montana

in

the case in New York. On inquiry,
»y
added 'Vandcveer, he was assiired by
Seattle, Oct. 31.
the attorney general that no warrants
Fojlecl veeently in New York City,
would be i.ssucd here;
buifUjiiiirter.s of the AmericSni So'We barely got the hearing under
ot Authors, Composers and
tiety
'Vandeveer, 'when a
stated
Publishers, the Montana group ol way,'
embittered broadcast- bunch ot deputies with warrants for
T.

A 3rd Party, MPPA Possible 4th,

T

Warrants Would Be Revived
HARRY

SMITH

.

Justice.

ot Broadcasters filed an appeal from
Alfred, N. Y., Oct. 31.
Alfred University students are the decision of Federal Judge "Vinbalked in hiring a name band for cent Leibell. The N.A.B. got into the
interfraternity ball Dec. 14 by clash complicated legal tilt by retaining
with musicians' union of Hornell. Stuart Sprague to carry on in behalf
Student-body refused to sign a union of WNEW, N. Y., the defendant in
agreement that would limit non- the original action. RCA 'Victor last
week, like Whiteman the week beunion dances to four a year.
University has 14 organizations fore, also took an appeal from Judge
which, give small dances during the Leibell's decision, which posed the'
year, many of them using student unusual situation of no litigant bemusicians or small non-union orches- ing satisfied with the lower court's
tras.
Students assert they want to ruling on the question of who own.s
use imion bands when they can af- the common law property right, if
ford them, but shy at tying up their any, in a phonograph record.
Like 'Whiteman, Victor, is making
informal hops.
Committee of .stuclents will confer with union officials, it a limited, appeal. Neither wants to
with future use ot union bands ap- disturb Judge Leibell's finding that
parently hinging on more liberal there is such a thing as a common
law right in a phonograph disc,
agreement.
whereas the N.A;B. in its appeal
attacks the whole decision and contends that neither the manufacturer
nor the interpretive artist has a right
to control the use of hei- recorded
works on the air.

Best Policy

CONTRACT STATUS

advantage and derive

Ed Craney,

KGIR,

of

Mosby, of
were each, it was
A.

J.

Butte,

KGVO,

and

Mi.<=soula,

fits

of the

be the

ASCAP

first

all

'

1

MPPA Meeting

It

will

ASCAP

has

I

,

i

Clearer, Please

the bene-

catalog.

time that

.

To Decide On

The 'Victor appeal takes the view
that Judge Leibell's decree is perfectly correct but it holds that some
of the decree's language ought to be

I

;

said, served with made any special effort to do a gladLeslie, and Irving Cae.<ar.
10 additional action.s and there were handing joj9 in the field.
ASCAP songwriters. H. W. Hagland five each filed against Jesse Jacobscn,
ASCAP officials say that they anand George Vandcveer of Seattle are of KFBB, Great Falls, and Charles
ticipate cracks about locking the
with the ASCAP O. Campbell, KGHL, Billings,
eIso associated
barndoor after the horse is stolen
counsel.
th^y add they don't propose to
but
A Friendly SUte
Membership ot the Music Publet such sneers divert them from the
Montana broadcasters had appar
new relations project They credit lishera Protective Association is
tnlly figured that they would get
a recent field report by Ed Grun- slated to meet this afternoon (Wedfriendly break from officials in
wald, ot 'Variett's staff, on the vari- nesday) to pass on the working
this slate.
ASCAP officials by stay
ous reasons for the broadcasters' agreement which the contact men's
ing away evidently concurred with
hostility toward ASCAP. as haying union has submitted to the industry
this
po.csibilily.
Kenneth Davis,
had mu(:h to do with the adoption of through Walter Douglas, MPPA
former legal brains of the WashingGeneral acceptance' of
the new policy. Grunwald's article chairman.
ton state campaign against ASCAP
stressed the stationmen's gripe about the contract is anticipated.
Is thought to be the strategist beFurther changes in the terms and
shelling out a portion ot their intake
hind the Montana group and is
to an organization whose representa- language of the document were made
known io be a clever politician
tives they have never become ac- at a conference last week between
Officially he js here on behalf of
quainted with,' for the purpose of the executive council of the union
KMO, Tacoma, although he now lives
At the lalter's reasking questions, blowing steam, etc. and Douglas.
in Los Angeles.
quest more teeth were put into the
former
Oberstein,
The Contract
Suit of Eli E.
None ot the officers charged with
provision dealing with evil plug
Assurance was given by the Society
enforcing the warrants telegraphed manager of artists and repertoire ot
practices. The clause now bans likeagainst last week that it will have its new
for
|30,000
here Irom the sheriff of Missoula, RCA-Victor,

E<lgar

The decree speaks of the
manufacturer having a permanent

Plugger Pact

clarified.

right in his product but the company
thinks that this should be called a
common layr right It also asks the
court of appeals to redefine the per-

manent and the common law prop-

Oberstein Sues
Artie

Shaw Who

Claims 'Duress

who

ASCAP

calls

the

from

justice,'

head.^ "fugi-

are familiar with
the personalities involved.
They
piofe.'Js themselves' confused but determined to do their duty.
When
tives

Arthur (Artie) Shaw, was revealed
in the N.. Y. supreme court Friday

wise

available tor
policy
the
broadcasting industry by Jan. 1. It
license

'loans,

special

arrangements,

erty right. 'Victor likewise is. appealing against the injunction that

Judge Leibell issued against WI^W,
because it .was something that Victor
hadn't asked

There

trclics.

Inuendo
Accusation that ASCAP has tried
to- 'extort money' from music users
was hotly denied by songwriter
living CaLs^T at hearing's third day.
He said society never attempted to
collect money for songs to which it
did not hold copyright
To question raised by attorney
Ken Davis, Caesar revealed ASCAP
has not collected a cent from Washington state music users since state
oopyriaht law went into effect. Annual

Davis'

amount previously was

1938 to Dec. 31, 1938. It is asserted thai Shaw earned $100,000 in
that period.
The defense contests the agreement as illegal, made under duress,
without a consideration being given
and charges fraud and deceit. Shaw
as.serts that the plaintiff threatened
him with the lo.<s of his RCA 'Victor
contract, if he did not sign the agree-

contract, with sustaining fees and to
apply the 5% commercial fee directly
at the source ot the program origination, network, regional or local. Also
that ASCAP figures that even with

ment.

been

5,

Monty Siegel Sues Davis
firm for lOG Over Song

$100,-

000.
.

Davis suggested

Tea

for Two,' one

best tunes, was derived
ftom an old Italian waltz.
Songwriter denied implication.

ot Caesar's

'Small Fry' Escape

Montana authorities late Monday
<30) had decided not to arrest 'the
smaller try' of ASCAP's legal and
executive staff and the two writers',
Irving Caesar and Edgar Leslie.
George

Washington
'Vandeveer,
State's ASCAP counsel, charged that
Kenneth Davis, a lawyer, whose
anli-ASCAP career has led him into
music publishing and other 'kindred
ventures, 'had something to do with'
Ihe bringing on of the Montana warranis.
'Vanderveer disclosed at the
hearing that Frohlich, Gene Buck,
•lohn Paine and E. C. Mills suspected
'hat « trap was being laid when the
'Va.shington State attorney general
i|tlti!-td to take their depositions oii

Supreme court

justice

N

Charles B.

Monday (30)
McLaughlin
denied an application ot Monty
in

Y.

Siegel for an injunction against Joe
Davis. Inc., pending trial,' and ordered trial ot the $10,000 action for
Nov. 15. Answer of the defendant

peal. The Music Publishers Protec-^
live Association is considering filing

a petition with the U. S. Circuit.
Court for permission to intervene in
the case. The pubs would contend
that any right granted to the manu-

must be filed by Nov. 1.0.
The plaintiff, a songwriter,

notice.

copyright owner. Without the original copyright composition, runs this
line of argument neither the interpretive artist nor the manufacturer
wouldjiave. anything on which to
base their claim of a common law
property right The law also prescribes that the copyright owner has
.

Mills' English

damages aie sought.

County

Clavii.'

notice

the right to dictate how the licensed
numl>er may be used.

clause as

No Imme^ate Alarm

Ahout

I

Imports

I

ASCAP

Foreign relations committee of the
American Society of Composer.s,
Authors and Publishers feels confi-

dent that
Familiar Gershwin Tones up with
Ai. eight-record

Collections

Overseas Says

Waxing Several Not Too

on
July 17 contracted with Davis to exMills Music, Inc., has augmenled
ploit his song entitled 'Who's Got
standard catalog with a group ot
All the Dough." It is claimed that its
semi-classical ballads obtained from
the defendant lacked sufficient perHopwood & Carew,
Ascherber^,
sonnel to carry out the exploitation,
London publishers.
Ltd.,
did not have a contact man, and did
Group of 10 ballads acquiicd fromnot per.sonally know the manager of
such composers
include
this
Jiource
was
Blue Bird (Victor) Records, as
represented at the signing of the as Hayden Wood, Pat Thayer, RegiMoreover, the complaint nald Morgan and Albert Arlen,
contract.
include
'My Life Is
titles
while
the
published,
charges the music while
'You're
Song,' 'Dolores,'
a Love
was never placed in a sale edition.
Termination of the contract and Mine Forevtr' and 'Springtime in
$10,000

The same

provides for the following
scale: Two weeks' notice tor those
on the job up to two years, tour
weeks for those employed from two
years to five years, eight weeks for
five to 10-year termers and 12 week-s
for contactmen who have been with
the firm over 10 years.
revised

admits that this idea has
voiced to inquiring broadcasters but states that it is still
.scouting a number of other posibilities.
John G. Paine, ASCAP general manager, augmented this observation last week with the statement
that the Society will go on getting
as many viewpoints as possible from
broadcasters with the hope that when
it does find a solution it won't ihe
day after it's submitted to broadcasters be faced with a batch of law
legislative actions.

•

facturer or the interpretive artist is

ence that the contaclccr be required
to give his employer only two weeks

ASCAP

and state

i.s

schemes and other subterfuges.' subordinate to or dependent on the
Under the agreement a publisher is statutory right which is held by the

the elimination of sustaining fees it
can, by getting at the network billings directly, collect an additional
$1,000,000 dollars a year.

suits

its pleadings,
tor the injunc-

a likelihood of still
fourth parly participating in this- ap-

.

Ken

in

tion.

was said that despite numerous talks liable
to a fine of $300 for his first
(27), when a request was made to with independent broadcasters noth- violation.
He is also obligated to
examine the defendant before trial. ing of a concrete nature in that di- put up a bond of $1,000 to guarantee
Mayor LaOuardiu of New Action claims counsel' and advice to rection has been developed. Station his future abidance, and another
York Cily had characterized the Shaw from April 1937 through May men that have been parlies to such $1,000 it an unfavorable verdict by
whole affair as 'a money-collection 1938, and seeks $20,000 on that plea. discussions have come away with an arbitration boars'^ results In the
of the the impression that the Society wants
...matter,' the westerners replied that The second cause seeks 10%
confiscation of the initial grand.
this wasn't New York.
Some effort orchestra leader's earnings from May to do away entirely, under ihe new
It was also agreed at the conferground

tor

Whiteman had asked

told that

to exploit prejudice against 'the bi.;;
cily' has been noted in the back-

on Whiteman

in 'Rights Suit

Expects Som« Sneers From
Broadcasters and Others
Paul Whiteman-'Victor sUit became
On Move But Thinks Alfred U. Frat Denied
a three-way scrimmage again last
'Better Lat« Than Never'
Union Band for Ball week when the National Association

embatlled and
our wilne.s.ses appeared. They were
er.s is still trying to have ASCAP ofas 'criminals' * and not is.sued in this state, but Montana.'
ficials arrested
American Society ot Composers,
Davis objected to 'Vandeveer's stateexiriidited to Montana. Latest move
ments, and then asked the master Authors and Publishers is. preparing
tc enforce warrants charging conr
extort has created a taking the testimony to exclude all to meet the oft heard criticism about
to
spirncy
The
hearing.
from
the
wittiesses
bizarre situation in nearby Tacoma the
its lack of goodwill relations out in
where a master in chancery, Archie master granled the motion, but ex the field by establishing what it
ccpled the ASCAP delegation.
E. Blair, is conducting hearings in
terms a users' relations department.
c-onntction with the Washington state
Young men are cwrently being deASCAP Counter-Sues
litigation against ASCAP which hiis
veloped for the service and it is inbeen challcnHed as unconstitution.nl.
Louis Frohlich, ASCAP general tended to have them out calling on
Oiil.sidc Blair's chambers the sherifl counsel, disclosed yesterday (Tues- stations, as well, as
theatres and
Js <in tlie lookout for Gene Buck, day) in New York that 30 additional dine-and-dance spots, around Jan. I.
E. C. Mills, John Paine or Louis infringement suits have been filed
The members of the new departFiolith.
It
against Montana broadcasters.
ment will be equipped with a pretty
Eviflenll.v tipped olT that the high was also
stated that the Society comprehensive
knowledge of
rommand in Missoula and Butte would call on the Federal district at- ASCAP's catalog. They will have
would seek to handcuff and finger torney in Montana to indict these nothing to do with the making of
personally broadcasters for willfully violating contracts or the collecting ot lees,
and., otherwise
print
badger the heads of ASCAP, none the copyright act and that the' mat- but it- will be their job to meet the
of the latter came here. Instead I he ter may eventually wind up in the users ot the Society's music and exnheritTs men waiting outside the hands ot the U. S. Department of plain how each station can take full
master's chambers can presumably
Herman Finkcl.stein, a
only nab
Ntw -York attorney for ASCAP,
Human Greenberg, an employe or

Association

the Society's financial setits

affiliates

abroad won't

be seriously affected by the EuroThe committee came to
this conclusion at a meeting la£t

pean war.

album, to include

several not too well-known George
Gershwin tunes, will be recorded
this week and next by singer Lee
Wiley and an all star band. Num-

.

week.
After making a study ot correspondence from abroad the committee
bers, some of which were never pub- decided that there's nothing about
lished, are from legit -nusicals, etc.
the situation to be alarmed about at
They'll be split, four ballads and the present time and that there
four rhythm pennings.
shouldn't be any difficulty in collectBushkin,
Max Kaminsky, ing royalties from Francei, England,
Joe
George Wettling, Jess Stacey, Eddie Italy and any other country but GerCondon, Muggsy Spanier, Artie Bern- miany. When the war broke the
Eleln, and others, will make up the
Society -began to wonder whether
two combinations, some of them on its foreign income wouldn't be deone set and some on the other. cidrly rpdnppfV 'from Tliirnp £^n_
Tunes are: 'I've Got a Crush on Ydu,^ sources while the conflict lasted.
'But Not for Me,' 'Samson and Delilah,' 'Someone to Watch Over Me,'
'My One and Only,* 'How Long Has
Joe Motrin Mnslc Co., New York,
This Been Going On,' 'Sweet and h<is been dissolved. Papers <o this
Lowdown,' 'S'Wonderfiil,' with 'Isn't effect have been -filed -^vith the SecIt a Pity,' an alternate.
They're to retary of State by Arthur L. Fishbcin, rJcw York City.
be made for Liberty Music Shops.
j
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On

band went

the

the Upbeat

otl its radio

cial.

Buddy Waffnsr's all electric band
signed by Music Corp. ot America.

Paramount theatre, sical now in New York, for Liberty
Duke Ellinclon at Hose Room
N. Y., N0V..8. He'll have Bob Crosby, Music Shops. Band plays at Monte Forum, Wicliila, Nov. 10.
who he left to form liis own band, Carlo restaurant. Straeter's on tlic

Bob Zurke

into

(Week, ending Oct. 28, 1939)

of

South of the Border
*Over the Rainbow ('Wizard of Oz';
Blue Orchids
Man With the Mandolin

GN

Lays Off

.

.

shots weekly
Hotel, N.

.

An

1

What's New
tSouth American Way
El Ranoho Grande

!

I

Slim Galllard combo held over
Rendezvous. Philadelphia.

at

for next show, with
Boogie-Woogie pianists and Ida Cox.
Ed
blues singer, starting Nov. 7.
Hall, clarinetist, joined Sullivan's

combo

stays

N. Y.. went into combo.
Monday night guest bands this week
(30). Started with new Snooks Fried-

Lincoln

man

Hotel,

Billy

outnt.

Del

Courtney band, now

the

of

tion.il capacity.

He'll

headquarter

in

of the Chandler Act.
declared that this
unnecessary,, as sufticient

Dale,

Savitt,

Circle

Shapiro
Santly

BVC
Skidmore
Robbins

Witmark
Harms
Marks

Streets of Paris')

(

Bless America

•Filiiitisical.

would be

later
all

purposes

is

now on

1

Berlin

Prodiiclioii.

money

vocalist formerly wilh Woody Herman opening
and Peter Hucko, tenor front Nov. 21 to Nov. 28.

AI.

Network Plugs, 8

for

Mandelbaum's Opinion
Folloicidf/ IS n (ofn/i:n(/oii o/ the combined plugs o/ ciirrciit tioic.'! on
Judge Mandelbaum declared, in
making his decision, that the peti- NBC (WE/lF niid W./Z'. anO CBS (WABC) computed jor the week liom
tion was insufficient, but he ex- Monday through Suudaii
(Oct. 23-29).
Totnl represents occiniiulatod
pressed amazement that the RFC jjcr/or«iniiccs on tJie rico ^najor ncliuorUs from 8 a.m. to 1 a.m. Symbol •
granted the loan despite the bank- denotes fihn somj, V Icgit, nli ot>tcrs nrc pop.
ruptcy.

'It

is

a

shame,'

declared

set

sax.

Rancho Grande
My Last Goodbye
Good Morning...' abes

;

Santiv
Olma'n
Miller

Way ..

HIS

human

race

H
.

11

.:

.

ID
10

YESTERDAY'S HIT

1_

disliking

TODAY'S REQUEST

APRIL
IN

PARIS
Lyrict by E. Y. Harbura

Mus!o by Varnon Duk*

HARMS,
RCA

INC.
rg«w York City

Bulldlni

Smack! Smack! Smack!
A

.

'oU: $i;.50 loip.

Xnmh Howard

Joiv

AND NtVlR FORGET

TKRIIIFIO

NOVELTE

MUST HAVE

Harvoy Braban
SuHan Tunier
Jack Brown

Journall.it
IJtahop

jiue

I

JJeckeu Bould

Newcomer
Widow

jumpin

.

Santly

GENEVA

ncponla Erown

s

12
12
12

sufied

SWING AND SWAY ORCHESTRA

CHB cniLOUjnv

Witmark
Paramount

;.

Ki.ss

Revised ^Irama In llir"** s'.-ls by Cfor^a
nci'ii'ircl SIkuv;
preriented hi r^^iWMlory by
Maurlcu
(..'olhiiuriiH
and
Han-/ Junes;
by L'omouni*: setliiiR.H. oiionlng Rt
iho Royal AlcxuniJia, Toronlo, Ocl. 80.

BY

SAMMY KAYE
AND

14
13

Chappell

.

Bin

'Geneva' wa."; originally produced
last year at the Malvern Festival,
England, later enjoying soma success in London's West End.

mucH

14

12
12

Paramount
Girls..

the play.

niE

1">

Harms

Streets ot Paris

.-i

with Jessica Tandy, hava roles in

RECORDED

l.'i

Circle

First-night
audience
went for
'Geneva' in a big way, frequently
breaking out in cheers. Play will
enrich the coffers in democracies.
Played to perfection and, under
Maurice Colbourne's direction, it has
-been paced for best effecUs. Managers Colbourne and Barry Jones,

AND

l.'i

Santly

Marks

.Continued from pa;e

mnKE

l:')

Robbins
Robbins

Room

each other, war among nations must
be a factor of civilization. The sermon of the court is rung in as the
hypothetical solution, but is argued
down 33 unworkable.

INTRODUCED

17
17
17

Robbins

Green
Crawford
Paramount

Chappell

Shawns 'Geneva^

AND NOW WATCH —

19
19
18

Remick

.-^

Must Have One More

the

24
24
22
22

Harms
..ABC-

.

of

2ry

Harms

Sav .\ye

Love Never Went to College. .(Too Many
Oh You Crazy Moon

bers

25

Skidmore
Chapoell

.

.

Y'okel Boy
In an Eighteenth Cenliiiy Drawing

I

2r>

BVC
Feist
Feist

.

Ciri Biri

27
27
27

Robbins
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niversary of their association with
holders, or in the best interests of Last Night
him. Took place at the Rathskeller,
with the Man with the Mandolin
Philadelphia,
Glenn Miller given outstanding those vitally concerned
where
the
group
company's welfare. Even if this Lilacs in the Rain
worked before they clicked.
band plaque by Songhils Mag.
was the sale ot a little peanut stand, Scatterbrain
have appeared to M.^ Prayer
would
someone
Will Osborne dated for PhiladelDong Witch Is Dead. .'Wizard of Oz
Raymond Scott's new big band cut oppose the appointment of a re- Ding
Over the Rainbow.
Wizard of Oz
phia Food Show at Convention Hall
first two sides for Ck>lumbia. They're ceiver.
Such laxity and neglectful- I Didn't Know What Time. IToo Many Girls!
there Nov. 1.
'Just a Gigolo' and 'Peanut Vendor.' ness is the worst in my experience. Many Dreams Ago
The entire proceeding places the A Man and His Dream. .'Star Maker
Nick Pisani takes a full-size band
the receiver in very em- Goody Goodbye
and
court
Teddy Powell band signed for a
Into the Coronado Hotel, St. Louis,
Can I Help It. ..iSwingin a Dream
barrasing situations.'
Nov. 17. He was recently at the tour of the Brandt circuit.
Hammons tried to apologize for It's a Hundred to Oiie
Little Man Who Wasn't There
same spot as a mernber of Vincent
the failure ot the company to do
Vol Viiitu Gaily Star
Lopez's crew.
Nan Wynn drops out of the vocal- anything, saying that he was in Goodnight
My Beautiful. .i Scandals
ist spot with Hal Kemp after the Washington arranging for the RFC
Melancholy Lullabyc
Ted Straeter recorded the entire band finishes its Strand theatre, loan, and as soon as he read of the MoonlightSercnr.de
score of 'Too Many Girls,' legit mu- N. Y. date. Contract expired when matter he had hastened back.
Table in a Corner
An Apple for the Teacher. 'Star Maker

Don'T

Al.

to 1

hand.

back Mandelbaum. 'that a corporation of
this size and of this importance, is
allowed to go by default when the
whole world has knowledge-that an
Ralph Hawkins, from Harry James' involuntary petition lias been filed
Moe Gale, manager of the Inkspots, crew, replaces Buddy Rich with
is done
was tendered a surprise party last Artie Shaw Nov. 13. Rich takes against it, and still nothing
by its officials. Such lack of action
week by the quartet on the fifth an- drummer
spot with Tommy Dorsey. is' not for the protection of its stock-

Jau

BVC
Room

Maker')

Hammons

XI
Rowe, colored, formerly

Ambassador Hotel, N. Y., gets shot New York.
on Milton Berle's 'Stop Me If You've
Heard This One' radio show this
Jack Jenney band replaces Fats
Sunday (4).
Waller at Famous Door, N. Y., next
Tuesday (Nov. 7). Terry Lawlor reWill Bradley band, picked up Car- places Maxine Sullivan at same time.
lotta

God

('Star

untary reorganization under Chapter

Pittsburgh Courier, joins Columbia
Records next Monday (G) in promoat

making

his apologies to the
Court for failure to act sooner,
Rogers declared that it might be
feasible to place the company in vol-

In

Shapiro
Feist

Famou-i
Santly

.

Beer Barij-I Polka
Apple for the Teacher
Day In— Day Out
My Prayer
Lilacs in the Rain

|

1

.

Scatterbrain
In an Eighteenth Century Drawing

Paul Wliltcman. also sets aside o
geltmg seven^netContinued from page 3
^^^^ Yorker Hotel .to
from the Com- ^.^^ord voices of patrons who want
from Electric Research
partially
where he ^^ -^^^^ ^^.j,,, jjij
Y.,
jfj each Fri- Products, Inc.. it is understood, and
opened last Friday (27).
day.
partially from New York bankers.
Erpi is owed $200,000 on a mortgage
Bobby Byrne's new band to do the
Joe Marsala band out of <;afe So- which must be paid off to clear GN's
one-night guest shot at the New iciety Monday (30). Had been booked studio, which is being used as colYorker Hotel, N. Y., Sunday (5).
Joe Sullivan lateral on the $000,000 Joan.
only for -two weeks.

Sammy Kaye

work

I9?,ff

15 Best Sheet Music SeUers

,

jnodore

1,

;

I

Crosby Coast for weelc with Kale Smith.

as opposition at the Strand.
opens the 10th.
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Inside Stuff-Music
City officials' and execs of the Chamber of Commerce at Charleslon, Mo.,
had the job of squaring a faux pas pulled by a gang of musicians that acon a good will tour last week.
companied members of the St. Louis C. of
St. Louis delegation, headed by St, Louis footers, were parading down
Charleston's main stem when they neared a building where the State
Women's Christian Temperance Union was holding its annual convention.
The footers broke into "Beer Barrel Polka' as they passed the building.
Then it was up to the Charleston biggies to give assurances it was a

C

The

Although Famous Music Corp, won the toss from Santly-Joy-Select six
weeks ago.it has yet to decide on what tunes it wants from the score of
Bing Crosby's forthcoming Paramount production, 'Road to Singapore.'
Because the coin fell in its favor, Famous is eligible to take "Too Romanor "Sweet Potato Piper' and 'Kaigoon.' The. toss arrangetic' and 'Kaigoon'
ment also prevailed in the selection of numbers between the two firms in
connection with "The Star- Maker' score. Santly likewise lost but turned
lip with the lone two hits, 'Apple for the Teacher' and 'A Man and His
Dream:' Santly has the Crosby tunc writers, Johnny Burke and Jimmy
Monaco, under contract.
Jack Robbins who,

wanted, to pass.Aip publishing the score of
Harry Link,
'Balalaika,' Sam Katz's musical for Metro, will now do so.
the Robbins-Feist-Miller music contact with the M-G studio, is currently
on the Coast conferring on the details, and Feist will probably be the outRobbins has the privilege to reject any scores for publet for the score.
lication by his Arms,, \mder his Metro deal, and has done so several times
before, including 'HonoluUi' which was grabbed up by the Bregman-Vocco-

Conn

Lunceford, Nov. 27, two
weeks. Southland Cafe, Boston.
Jimmy Dorsey, Dec. 1, IFC Hall,
Troy, N. V.; 15, Biltmore ho.tel,
Providence.

at

flr.st,

firm, instead.

David Graves George, who has been suing Victor for writer. royalties on
the 97' since 1927,. has petitioned the U. S. supreme court
That<takes the case before the country's top
for a write of certiorari.
tribunal for the second time. George won out in the lower court to the
tune of $65,000 phis interest, but the circuit court of appeals ruled in the
recording company's favor. The original move to the supreme court occurred on a technical point after George had got a verdict.

The Wreck ot

Robbins'Mu.sic Co. will publish all future, Duke Ellington compo.silions.
Leader signed with Robbins last week and has forwardetl maausci'ipt for
•Lullaby,' soon to be introduced by Meredith Willsoh, "BounVin^' Buoyancy,' "Little Ppsy' and "The Sergeant Was Shy' for publication.
Robbins published an Ellington writing, 'Jig Walk,' in 1925, and 'Rhapsody, Jr.' in 1925. Since then Ellington had published through Mills Music.

May

Clinton,

Nov.

5,

i

Mose Gumble Back

Waldorf-

Astoria Hotel, N, Y.; 6, Morristown
High School; Morristown, N. J,

Dorsey, Nov.

3,

Springfield.

INCOMERS TO CHICAGO

Sidetrack Enforcement

—

Flock of Band Changes Ted
Vice Bill Bardo

Mass.
Mai Hallet, Nov. 6, East Markert
Gardens, Akron, Ohio; 25, IMA Aud.,
Michigan; Dec. 2, Norlhfteld,
Minn.
Claude Hopkins, Nov. 6, New
Bradford theatre, Bradford, Pa.: 6,
Capitol theatre. Wheeling, W. Va.;
21, Newcastle, Pa.

Full

Contract Info

American Federation

of Musicians'

international executive board has de-

terred

further notice the en-

until

forcement of a recent ruling requiring band bookers to file contracts
carrying all details of dates such as
amount paid each musician, amount
charged for transportation, agent's
commission,
etc.
Circular
letter
signed by Joe Weber,
prez, advised bookers of the sidetracking.
Also stated, however, that the supplementary letter did. not release
bookers from supplying such data to
the local in whose jurisdiction each
date was played.

.

WB

Newark

PALLMA,

WARNER SUE

.

,

{

No Quorum

I

1

!

Maran,

At Quarterly Meeting: ^""S 5

Ind,

Lou

Breese, Nov.
Pliaza, Cincinnati.

22,

slash this fee to $9, if
Inler-Fraternity Council comf.<i

the

Netherland

<o terms. The lower rate will be alAmerican lowed only in functions within the
fraternity houses. For bis dances in

Quarterly meeting of the board of
the

Newark

local

of

the

i

Freddie Fisher, Nov, 12, Fort Federation of Musicians convened
Dodge, Iowa.
last Saturday (28), but was deferred
Earl HofTman, Nov. 11, Midwest until later date due to lack of quoAthletic C, Chicago.
rum. Among the things supposed to
have been taken up was a remote
pickup tax ruling for that area.
It's
being watched becau.se the

LAWYER-MGRS.

INODDTIEUP

i

hotel ballrooms, auditoriums, <lc.,
the union will demand regular scale
!

1

rates.

The softening on

the. pari

of

the

orgs came" after the union
handed down an ultimatum last
unless the fraCedar Thursday (26), that

Newark

[college

jurisdiction takes in
Grove, N. J., where Frank Dailey's ternities agreed to negotiate, the enMeadowbrook is situated. If such a tire university would be placed on
This would, in- efruling goes through it will affect the the unfair list.
number of network pickups per week fect, cancel the showing of the colfrom the spot Wires arc .probably lege Mask and Wig Musical. "Great
Erthe main reason for its name band Guns,' skedded to open at the
Nov.
20. It,would also,
lahger theatre
policy.
have forced the cancellation of name
play
important
bands inked to
at
Among these
campus functions.
was Glenn Miller, who is set for the
i

New

angle on lawyers in the band

biz is last week's affiliation of the

'

.

law

'

PRE-TRIAL EXAMINATION

'

OF FLETCHER ON NOV. 8

kin.
They'll co-op on pushing the
band of Johnny Magee, Goldfarb and
Vallon personal managing and Glus-

Last time

Junmy

to

trial of Archie
treasurer of Joe Morris
Music Co., and of Ernest M. Burnett
was set for Nov. 8 by federal judge

Fletcher,

Samuel Mandelbaum

(27).

she is the writer of the lyrics to
'Melancholy,' or 'My .Melancholy
Baby,' which the music corp. is now
publishing.
.

I

Dorset's orches|

concert for a waiter of the spot who
had been badly injured by a police
cap-on Route 23 outside. Past Sunday

Friday

Those to be examined are defendants
in an action brought by May belle
Watson Bergmann, who claims that

Help

tra was located at Meadowbrook,
Cedar Grove, N. J., the orchestra
played a Sunday afternoon benefit

I

Examination before

kin supplying financial assistance as
well as having a say in the management. Outside of the mutual interest in Magee, th6 two law offices
have no conneetion.

ROADHOUSE

SAMFOlCFOrSlOCOOO

eipht

!

Tax

On

Weems

the southside Trianon for Andrew
Karzas oh Dec. 2, following the stay
of An.<;on Weeks orchestra, with
Jack McLean orchestra coming on
Dec. 23 to replace the Levant outfit.
which
Clyde Lucas orchestra,
comes into the Aragon, northside
danceries, on Nov. 28, stays until
Dec. 23 when Dick Jurgens aggregatjon. returns^ _

nearly

for

publishing group, to handle a spe- its goal. Last night (.30) olTicial.< of
assignment in the combine's the union met with representative.^
of .15 fraternities in the office of the
standard division.
Gumble was. on the Const for two Dean of the university, and the colyears as a contact man for th'- cur- legians indicated that they would
sign up with the union.
Officers of
rent catalogs of the various
the other 31 fraternity hou.<;es will
firms.
confer with the union during the
remainder of the week and it is beArtie Shaw, week Jan. 19, 1940,
lieved that a termer will be inked
Hipp theatre, Balto.
Local Defers
before the week is out.
Ina Ray Hutton, Nov. A, Wayne
The main sqtjawk on the part .of
U., Detroit; 11, Arcadia, Providence,
the college boys was that the $12-bPickups;
R. I.; "25, Trianon B., Chicago.
man fee demanded by the union wiis
The union is said to have
Charley Agnew, Nov. 11, Armory,

the Empire Room in the Palmer
Tbey Inspire Jimmy Dorsey
House on Jan. 7, following Tommy
Out Victims
Dorsey band.
Phil Levant orchestra comes into

AFM

fighting

cial

Vallon and his partner originally
handled Magee, Gluskin coming in
simply to aid in financing the buildChicago, Oct. 31.
up. Gluskin is also lawyer-manager
SeveraL shifts set for bands at for Tommy Dorsey, Jack Teagarden,
Ted Weems orches- iSunny Berigan, and is in on Gene
local niteries,
tra comes into the Edgewater Beach Krupa among others. Goldfarb and
hotel late in. November to replace Vallon have Woody Herman and
Teddy Powell.
the current Bill Bardo band.
Joe Sanders orchestra returns to
loop on Nov. 20, replacing Johnny
Davis band in the Blackhawk cafe.
ACCIDENTS
Orrin Tucker orchestra takes over

Of Union Demand For

After

Flint,

Mike Vallon and Chubby
numbers based on Goldfarb and that of Johnny Glus-

popular.

Philadelphia, Ocl. 31.

^

months to get a closed shop with the
Mose Gumble has been brought!
University of Penri.sylvania the Muback east from Hollywood by Herman Starr, head of the Warner Bros, cians Union may at last be ne.-ii ing

offices of

Curious reaction to popular tunes is the fact that
Serious
clas.sical music invariably boost sales of the classical versions.
wiitings of Ravel's "Pavanne," "Romeo and Juliet' and Tschaikowsky's 'Fifth
Symphony' have each experienced renewed interest since 'Lamp Is Low,'
"Our Love' and 'Moon Love,' on which they're based in that order, became

Give Union Penn Contract

i

.

Jimmy

coincidence.

.

Jimmy

Larry

S3

Understanding and Compronuse

Baiid Bookings

I

VARIETY
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Burnett, writer of the musif, is
named as a defendant for not joining her as a plaintiff. She a.sserts
that in 1936 he assigned his rights
tj, Morris, and since then has reccived $1,900 as royaltie.?.
An injunction against further publication of the song, an accounting
ot the profits, and half the monies
received by Burnett from the music
lirm is sought.
The plaintiff estimates her portion of the song to be

worth $10,000.

i

prom next month.
The ultimatum was to have ex-

junior

Before the deadpired yesterday.
line, however, a committee of the
rah-rah boys got in touch with Rex
Riccardi, union secretary, and said
they were ready to talk turkey.
Riccardi and Ralph Kirsch, chairman of the unionization committee
of Local 77, represented the union
Max Liester, Marat the confabs.
tin Mpscovitz, Robert Edmiston, and
Warren B. Smith spoke for the undergraduates. The latter is editor of
the Pennsylvanian, campus daily,
which rapped the union in an editorial, accusing it of trying to 'sandbag' the students by forcing them to
^'^'^"

P'''^
i

!

'

•

An editorial in the organ ye.Merday. however, was very conciliatory,
"Stating
that the union was being

I

and equitable.'

'"ir
]
'

a

!

/»/»/»

w

n
KamCO

•

•
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,
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Award

i

to

Second Trial

|

j

Paine Must Prove Claims
For Public-Domain Works

Chicago, Oct.

Appellate

Court of

Illinois

31.

last

week reversed and remanded a judgmcnl for $10,000 against band leader
Federal Judge John C. Knox in Louis Panico. Lower courts had orig(29) Dorsey played a second benefit,
inally awarded to Frank Be-/;emok,
this time for the family of a parking N, Y. yesterday (Tues.) decided that
attendant—killed Friday,- -Oct.- -13,— in .the_burden-Of .pr.oof_on_recovery.^an I former jnembej. .of the. Panico prmuch the same way. He was Richr. mu sica l com positions in the public chcstra, a judgment for $lb,(j(i0
*
domain abroad rhust be furni.shed by again.st Panico for personal injuries
ard Forenges.
leccived in a bus accident several
To augment Dor.<;ey"s band, Paul John G. Paine, special agent for the
'

.

i

.

i
I

Music Notes
Frank

J.

Pallma,

Jr.,

and Stanley

Warner have filed suit for $100,000
in the N. Y. federal court Thursday

Frank

Sam and Harry Fox
business, as the Sam Fox Pub-

Durbin"s

against

<26),

doing

scoring

picture,

"First

for
'City

tribute

'House Across

For

to the
$40,000 on

man

unpaid

I

sold

Kisses

their

earnings on foreign rights, mechani-

reproduction

rights,

film,

and

at

the fund.

Benefit

drew

Bay' dancing,

sales.

Hundred
Walter Wanger

di'.ty,

to

to

about 2,500 at 25c a head for the
three and a half hour session with no
floor being covered with
Walter chairs. Besides which Frank Dailey
donated the profits from the bar

oi'igin.il

the

'A

"The House Across

Goodman's Longhair Discs

Music Publishers Protective Ass'n. ;\f
the plaintiff, but that the defendant.
Electrical Research Products. Inc.,
must furnish all evidence it has on
hand.
If neither can supply evidence a.s to a composition. Paine may
not collect royalties on that coinpu-

•

Paine, as a.ssignoe of approximutely 100 music publishini; hou.<:e.s, had
sued ERPI for $211,743 unpaid royalties.
The decision of the judge
last April referred the case to special master Herman C. Storch to de-

termine what was owed.

The above
slumped the master, and
was brought before Judge Knox for

technicality

i

'

!

>

i

'

'

—

IracU.

sntl

lastly
the
are
defendants
Charged with failure to keep a listing of the
music in th
catalog of
a'l assigned
works, and failure to
properly exploit them.
>•

;

'

|
I

accounting of profits

Is

also

•'•Jught.
I

No action has as yet been taken b.v
the American Federation of Musicians on the application of Eli Oberstein fUnited States Record Corp.)
to force Glenn Miller to record lar
his outfit.
According to the
Miller has been advised of Oberstein's move by mail, and no definite
date has been set for it to come before the board.
Oberstein is seeking to get Miller
to wax for his label, though the band
is lied solidly to RCA-Victor.
.

AFM

Benny Goodman will make .sym- his decision.
Cy F»uer doing the musical scoring
on Republics 'Main Street Lawyer." phonic platters for Columbia Records
He'll do the
as well as pop stuff.
Hal Roach signed Aaron Coplan to .serious side as a member of a full
IDA COX REDISCOVERED
write the musical score for "Of Mite symphonic band and work also with
well-known small units.
various
and Men."
a. Best Seller In Befssie Smith
SIMON FOX, 81, DIES
While with Victor, (ioodntan record- Once
Days Set For Columbia
Cleveland, Oct. 31.
Johnny Marvin sold his song, ed longhair material with the BudaSimon Fox, 81, father, of Sam and
'Moon of .Manna,' to Republic, to be pest string quartet with which he
Ida
Cox, blues singing contem- Harry Fox,, of the Sam Fox Music
played a date at Town Hall, N. Y.,
.sung in 'South of the Border,'
last year.
porary of Bessie Smith and once a Publishing Co., of New York and
Goodman will plane to Buffalo this best seller herself, has been sighed Cleveland, died at his Clevel.-ind
Herbert Stotbart, Bob Wright and
Chet Forrest cleffed 'Shadows on the Sunday (5), on his night off from the by Columbia Records to cut an al- home of various complications Oct.
30,
He had been as.sociated with his
Waldorf Hotel, N. Y., to be guest
Sand' for "Balalaika' at Metro.
bum of tunes and contribute to the sons in the business for the past 25
.soloist with the Buffalo Philharmonic
company's race catalog. She'll begin years.
Roy Webb writing the musical Orchestra at Consistory Auditorium. cutting this week.
Besides the two .son.s, his widow-,
score for 'Abe Lincoln in Illinois' He'll play Mozart's clarinet concerto
Miss Cox had been touring the Sarah, .survives. Burial
was in
with full band accompaniment under
at RKO.
direction
ot
Arthur Autori. .south with a unit labeled 'Dark town Cleveland.
the
She al.so goes into the
Billy McDonald's orchestra follows Leader is set for a date at Town Hall, Scandals.'
Werner Hermann .sold his dilty, 'X
Bill Roberts into Florentine Gardens, N. Y., Jan. 10 and another at Carne- floor show at the Cafe Society, N.V.,
Nov. 7.
Ri.iny Day,' to MeU'o.
gie Hall, N. Y., Feb. 27.
Hollywood, Nov. 5.
.

The fourth seeks damages for failure to itemize payments and keep
separate sums due to the plaintiffs,

years ago.
Case goes back to lower courts tor
rehearing. Harold Fine was the attorney for Panico.

Glenn Miller Not Pressured
By A.F.M. for Oberstein

silion.

j

radio rights.

The second cause seeks $5,000 as
an amount due from the sale of the
oook music rights, for which they
were to receive 10"'o :of the sales.
The third claims failure i>n the part
ol Sam Fox to pay
th> debts and
obligations, including authors and
composers royalties, due under con-

An

Sale'

From Now!'

royalties and payments due from the ifor his picture,
sale ot copies of music and from the Bay.'
cal

at

George R. Brown and Irving Act-

whereby they sold out

Whiteman sent the Modernaires,
Charley Teagarden, trumpeter, and
accordionist, from his
outfit and a personal check to con-

Deanna Joe Mooney,
Love,'

Werner Janssen writing
scores

as Pallma, Inc., a music corp., claim- and
"ig
first,
that
the,
defendants Wanger's.
breached a contract made in March,,

defendants.
They seek
the
Brst cause,
claiming

Skinner

Universal.

lishing Co.
Action is based on five
causes, with the plaintiffs who were
in business in Chicago prior to 192ft

1938,

:

.

I
'
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Night Club Reviews

'

BOWMAN ROOM,

CHEZ PAREE, CHI

N. Y.

(HOTEL BILTMORE)
Chicogo, Oct. 26.
Orch, Joe Lewis,
George Olsen and Orch (19) uiilh
Tamara, Rose Blane, Wally & Ver- Ta««er Sisters (3), The Bachelors
dyn Stapleton, Poul Haakon, Maria. (4), Patsy Parker, Ann Diirson, Jean
Blair, Vera Verne.
Monterez, Fred Evans- Ensemble.

Lyman

Abe

This lineup has practically everything ill the way of bang-up entertainment, from a corking orchestra
to standout production numbers.
Abe Lyman's orchestra holds over
from the, previous show and has
what it takes. Group has a straight

number

to

itself

and

is

road company of entertainers into
the Hotel Biltmore's Bowman Room

and gives out with a good- job both
ways— tor dance and for variety. To
a powerful begin with, the 4 Bachelors, long an

playing niftily for the
show and dancing. Lyman as a performer does much to put over the
individual acts with his occasional
crossQre and clowning.
Joe Lewis, practically a Chicago
institution,' born and bred here, is
surefire. He has reached a new high
in both material and delivery.
Paul Haakon adds genuine merit
to the show with his ballet work.
He's doing a slightly longer routine
than ordinarily, but the audience is
eating out of his mitts. Best item, as
ever, is his Portuguese sailor dance.
Tamara is a neat looking and gracious singer, more recently in 'Leave
She sells on a distinctive
It to Me.'
and heartening appearance, building
on this foundation with satisfying
tonsils and a selection of songs that
are united ideally to her voice and
personality. Rose Blahe is the regular warbler with the Lyman orchestra and also socks home her pop
also

click,

George Olsen, like his predecessor,
Horace Heidt, brings a miniature

swing numbers.

but trying it alone for a
spell, are back with the band, doing
their zany songs and comedy in nice

Olsen

unit,

Ronnie Mansfield. Jack GifBob Rice and Bobby Borger
comprise the male quartet. Mansstyle.
ford.

Fran Frey's groove, clicking on his own with tenor solos of
operatic excerpts, and in double
field is in

pianoloRs with Jean Blair, personality brunet soprano.

The Tanner Sisters (Betty, Mickey
and Martha) are in the accepted
modern idiom of hotcha

vocalists.

Patsy Parker is a jitterbugette on
her own, and Viola Verne (New
Acts) is an added starter, the lone
interlude not with the band personnel.

Olsen per usual is an affable conferencier and batoneer, relinquishing the stick to Rice only after the
its paces.
An electioneering bit opens. The
Tanner irirls do mike scatolopy like
Ronnie
'Heart Belongs to Daddy.'
Mansfield tenors 'One Alone' and
then the quartet go through their
hokum paces, including an elaborate
routine tn the now somewhat dated

show has been put through

The Stapletons, dancers with
start the show
well with their neat routines.
Entire shebang is coated with a
walloping set of productions by
Blair's 'InFred Evans, who comes through 'Tisket-a-Tasket.' Miss
'My Hero* are
with a string of numbers that brin^ dian Love Call' and
Parker handles
hefty apolause. In these productions' solo clicks, and Miss
good costuming by Frances Pallester 'Strutters Ball' and kindred hotcha.
The Bachelors have a satire on
enhances. In the closing 'Tahitian'
their
number, in which a radium effect is films that's a good ooener, and
Ti-Pi-Tin'
used, Maria Monterez is broucht on broken-record version of
Finale with a
for what is labelled as an authentic is another standout.
routine, wherein the girls'
Dupoet
native dance. It's neat on the <tves.
the
behind
business
the
hands
do
Gold.
.

vaude background,

strong sender- except Bert Harger, who paces the
Band and girls are in the dance numbers with Miss Mayei and
offer.
same striking gold costumes—dinner Alan Carney, the versatile m.c. He
gags and impersonates to fine effect.
jackets and dinner dresses.
Nitty gal lookers, a veritable style
Bowman Room has been nicely redone, including added capacity via parade, a dog show, songs, dance,
tetc-a-tcte wall seats. Biz good and chatter end a clever gal on the rope,
Mickey King, make this a varied bill
Olson a strong draw for this soot.
Abel.
that moves briskly.
The settings,
with the gals as the main props, are
L. A. something in themselves.
of
Carney keeps things moving at a
smart pace. His impersonations of
Los Angeles, Oct. 26.
Laughton, Lionel Barrymore. WalFrank Gallagher, Julie Balletu, liace Beery and Robinson are nifties.
Bob Murpliy, Karen Nielsen, Colleen He convulses 'cm also with his drunk
O'Brien, Cordon Bishop.
and soap box busmess.
Miss King does a body-roll up a
It was only natural to expect that
Bob Murphy's eatery out on the rim rope that is climaxed with a remarkable arm-swing.
Rosemary Barnes
of Beverly Hills would some day fall
under the influence of entertainment has a neat dog act while Harger and
dancing is standout.
The
for an obvious two-fold reason. The Maye's
Falstaffian boniface trod the vaude Caprino Sisters go over with their
scings.
Miss
Rand's
fan dance and
boards for years and had to liven up
the spot to cash in on the late night bubble posing are done with her
u-sual artistry.
Spot is giving five
play.
The dominant, portly personality shows daily, two in the afternoon
Trepp.
of Murphy pervades the establish- and three nightly.
ment, and combined with continuous
music makes for one of the jollicst
spots in town. Fijn is purely informal
N. Y.
and it's catch-as-catch-can most of
(HOTEL COMMODORE)
the way, which is the way Hollywood
likes it and explains why the bistro
Sammy Kaye Orch (16) with
cets such a heavy call from the picTommy Ryan, Clyde Burke, Three
ture mob..
Singers are of the strolling trou- Barons.
badour type, with Murphy leading
For the second consecutive year
the pack, making UP songs about the
guests as he makes the rounds. Bev- Sammy Kaye makes a stand at the
However, he returns
erly Hills statfon KMPC has a line Commodore.
this semester to a renamed and rein the grotto.
Frank Gallagher tops the vocal decorated nitery that's a decided imcontingent with nice pipes that have provement over the former dinner
a particulnrlv warm npoeal for the and supper layout.
In redoing the
femmes. He's a tvoe for just such a room the hotel management seems to
SDot.
Julie Ballew (Carlton and have taken into consideration the
B-^llcw) nours out a few ditties, and type of band it is housing. Kaye'sColleen O'Brien, a newcomer, reallv smooth rhythms fit it like a glove.
makes it a night for the Irish. Karen
Room is in pale rose that contrasts
Nielsen nlavs pround the upper reg- neatly with gold drapes and similair
ister, and (rordon Bishop presides at set off tones.
Physical layout has
the ivories.
been shifted to conform with the
A few short years ago Murohy leaning of other New York hotel
nitched a straight steak house, fak- spots towards terracing. It rises in
ing Dicture jobs on the side.
The two tiers at each end, with the bandcorned beef and cabbafe was added stand maintaining its position in the
as a Testure to George McManus. one center directly opposite the entrance.
of the regulars.
Murphy kent cx- Cumbersome chandeliers have been
napdip" until now the sont has a removed and four indirect lighting
matronlv soread. This week he un- posts half the height of the room
veils a' F'ioht Room uostairs.
Din- substituted.
ners go f'^r $2 and the bar tariff
Kaye's outfit gives out with a
st-"-ts at 35c.
brand of dansapation designed for
Mi'mhv's nix Jobs are p-"" "ut. smooth dancing, and it seemingly
Biz is that good.
Helm.
proves popular with the type of
patronage that frequents the Commodore.
Band has added several
men since exiting from here last
boys-in-blue,

is

a

Murphy,

House

CENTURY ROOM,

OASIS, BALTO.

COLUMBIA ARTISTS,

INC.

Takes pleasure in announcing,

.

•

spring, one a particularly fine trumpeter.
Tommy Ryan and Clyde
Baleimore. Oct. 24.
Willie Grey, Ginger O'Day. Alma Burke handle vocals, Ryan having
White, £velvn Gray. Anne Deikler, fully recovered from a bad throat
Virginiif Ciare, Helen Burke: Jack Burke, Charley Wilson and Jimmy

1939

1,

PERSIAN ROOM,

N. Y.

(HOTEL PLAZA)
Eddy Duchin Orch. Paul Draper
with Dave LeWinter, Jane Pickens.
This excellent setup for the Plaza's

Persian Room is boxoffice as attestedto by the consistent pace from the
start.
It's the best class room booksince the DeMarcos and Duchin
held forth here, and they were surein(»

fire.

Duchin seemingly goes with the
Plaza's lease, and it's a dandy showcase for this sweet-hot combo, with
the personality maestro a swell
front at the helm; Per usual. Lew
Sherwood,
Stanley
Worth
and
Johnny McAfee, with the band, are
.

instrumental highlights.

J

Paul
Draoer
almost
literally
knocks himself out with his unstinting taps. He runs the gamut of intricate tap-stepping, setting his stuff

with an interesting musical
accompaniment. Dave LeWinter preoff nicely

at the ivories as maestrofor Draper's difficult
He does taps to Bach,
Lecuona, Strauss and no-music accomps.
He affects a vest-costume
effect, in the modified Spanish motif,
with a stock tie, which somehow
isn't as aesthetic as it's intended to
be. The impress persists that he left

sides

accompanist
routines.'

his coat off, for all the ornateness of

the getUD.
Jane Pickens, of the Pickens Sisters, is a charming cafe floor perA bit of a looker, and said
operatic ambitions, this
streamlined sonistress does all right
with her poos that rap''e from 'Over
the Rainbow' to operatic takeoffs on
'C.-'n't Give You Anythin>» But Love,
Raby' a la W.Tiner, Donizetti, et al.
Her 'Gyosy Makes Violin Cry' is
dorie in an extraordinarily original
sonality.
to
have

manner, and her mosquito-beset
'Carmen' interoretation (at a summer outdoor opera season) is anothor highlight.
If Miss Pickens really aspires to
serious singing, she'd b''ing an s.a.
note into rrand onera that Is consistent with recent trends of person'ditv names. Seemingly a paunch

and crand opera p^pd no longer be
synonymous. Miss Pickens has made
lots of DroTe.ss since she cut loose
from her other two sisters, latter. retired by marriage.
Abel.

EL MOROCCO,

N. Y.

Ernie Hoist and Chiquito orchejfras.

season. El Morocco marks
sort of a milestone in its plush-

This

some

divaned career, and

newsworthy

is

so-called cafe society annals beBrown make up the Three Barons cause, for once, its boniface, John
Hyatt orch (5).
and' occasionally there's a quartet Perona, is hustling trade. Those who
'Sheriff* Max A. Cohen's spot has composed of all four.
hark back to the yesteryear lobster
been going steadily, summer and
Cuisine starts at $2 and there's a palaces and cabarets as corny as
winter, for 14 years with little vari- 75c and $1.50 couvert after 10 p.m., those nomenclatures may sound toation in biz.
Utilizing the reverse former during the week and latter day might well wonder how It haj
in

—

Effective

—

November

(Continued on page 36)

angle in showmanly style, Cohen has on Saturday.
wisely cashed in on the 'entertainment possibilities of his nondescript
layout, playing up its deficiencies
and making them decided assets. A
sign above his basement entrance

1st

TheJHEATRE

its

exclusive

reads.

'Walk down

save nothing.'

Mid-Western Representative

It's

one

flight

of the

STARS

and

the tipoff to the

joint.

Current edition of the 'lousiest
in town, but the best time In
the world,' is made up of the same
elements that have always been a
Dart of the place. Willie Grey, m.c,
has been on the job more than a
decade and some of the chorines In
the opening layout 14 years ago are
still on the job
actually.

show

for Vaudeville
will

and Cafes

be

—

The show, which goes on IntermittentlY- .and. .until .it's exhausted,
it, besides the line of 18, In
assorted sizes, shapes and personal-

ALBORDE

has in

with Headquarters in Chicago

and

Ginger

ities.

O'Day,

BOOKING AGENCY

Evelyn Gray

GENERAL EXECUTIVE OFFICES

Vir<»inia Clare in exotic dances;
White, vocalist, and Anne
who does tear-jerking songs,

Alma

Deikler.

Please address all inquiries in that territory to

and Helen Burke, statuesque blonde,

AL BORDE,

Music for show and dancing is sunDlied by Jack Hyatt and his 'Stinkooators,' a hectic combo heavy on
brass and cymbals.
No cover or minimum at any time
and menu prices are moderately
scaled.
Barkeeps and authenticity
of wine list are as celebrated as the
imorthodox operation of the snot.
It's a nightly hangout for theatrical
professional, sports and political figures,
and does mostly turnaway

Central Booking Office, Inc.

203 North Wabash Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

HERBERT

I.

ROSENTHAL

General Manager

Columbia Artists, Inc.

485 Madison Avenue
New York City, N.Y.

who

foils for

biz.

SHOW

LOEW BLDG. ANNEX

Grey's antiquated gags

160 WEST

J

.

H

46'** ST.

.

NEW YORK

L U B

I

OENERAl MANAGER

Burm.

SIDNEY

BOX, SEATTLE

H.

N

PIERMONT

BOOKING MANAGER

Seattle, Oct. 26.

Sally Rand Revue, with Alan
Carney, Mickey King, Harger and
Caprino Sisters, Rosemary
Jimmy Murphy Orch.

Maye,

Barnes,

Just

Back From Europe

bobby may
WEEK OCT. 27, CHICAGO, CHICAGO
WEEK NOV. 3, ROXY, NEW YORK

This show is among tops' in a
Seattle nitery. Production, specialties
and Sally Rand help make it that
way. This is the nudist's first engagement since her unfortunate b.o.
experience at the Frisco fair. Revue
goes next Into the Opheum theatre,
Portland, Ore., with a two-week stay
here indicated by the swell biz.
Production is well wardrobed. has
an element of swank and at these
prices can't miss..- Operator Mike
Lyons takes only 42c at the door.
Supping was cut out after a trial a
few weeks back, proving the patrons
didn't come to eai
Personnel Includes nearly all gals,

I

NEWEST COMEDY HIT
i

'

LANE BROS.

|

Now

Appearing

PARAMOUNT,

Personal Dir.: William Miller

RKO

Nfew York

Bldg.,

New York

'

November

TTfdnfsday,

1,

VAUDE—NIGHT CtUBS
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TipofF

End

Official

On

of

Vaude

business -of taking as

much

to

as

of an agents' commissions for
mere service of collecting those
Two or three agents who were
favored by Albee were not affected
by this: a few others were nicked

half

the

1%, but the great majority of
odd Keith-tranchised agents

only

Similiir statements were placed in
advertising.
The suit is to restrain the defend-

nised commissions.

Similar deductions

were

made

also

Orpheum time by the ExcelCollection Agency, which was
income sideline for Martin Beck
This died a natural
end others.
sior

an

Orpheum went

when

death

into

bankruptcy.
Albee got the biggest chunk of the
Vaudeville Collection Agency's net
profit, which meant practically^ the
entire

amount

collections,

of

TWO

a.<i all the bookkeeping was attended to by Keith-Albee's auditing
department, while the deductions
were made by the theatre managers
directly from the acts' salaries at the
same time as-the regular 5% book-'

agent.

the Keith-Albee vaude playwas at its height and spendaround $12,000,000 yearly for talent, the Vaudeville Collection Agency
meant an income to Albee .and a
cho.sen few of as high as $3.00,000 a
Eveii up to the time that
year.
Brown came out of the leather industry to head RKO and its playing
time had begun to skid, the Collection agency's cut was around $200.000.
Brown put a stop to it upon

When

time

ing

Yaude

at Philly

House

Oct 31.
Negro showmen

Philadelphia,

squawlcfrom a commit-

A

tee of agents.

syndicate of

.

is

seeking to reopen the Lincoln the-

rushed Vp Salaries

Broad street
the Vaudeville Col- atre.
lection Agency was the raising of been shuttered for more than a year;
wilt confer with Moe Wax,
acts' salarie.s, which In the end cost They
Keith-Albee many times the amount owner o/ the house, Thursday (2):
of the profits of the personal sideThe group, headed by Charles Mcline.
This came about when agents, Clane, hope to bring top Negro
not satisfied with 2'A%, demanded bands and performers to the Lincoln
Since
extra commissions from performers. in addition to Negro films.
Latter, in return, asked for higher the closing of the Pearl and Nixon
ealarie.s,
Jt .bficiune an_cndles.s Chain, there has been no Negro vaude
of circumstances
working against house in Phiily.
-Kei Ih- A Ibee-endr-in -the-endr-against

One

sepia

re,sull of

hoii.se, that's

,

;

vaudeville itself.

Ramona Band Booked

The Vaudeville Collection Agency
was long a bone of contention with
acts and was one of the causes leading up to the White Rats strike in
1916. Performers took a stand against
the 10% reductions from- their salarie.s, but more so
against the fee
the employer exacted for' giving the
employee work. The latter was naturally chiefly aimed at the 5% book-

I

]

niteries with,
as little as 200

square feet of space, but an ordi-

Minneapolis,

Oct

AGVA

Detroit minimum for entire state.
And at same time insist that niteries
turn up their lights coasideirably.

31.

on between the Minne(independeint), on the
one hand, and the Moiff H. Singer
Orpheum (Paramount Northwest),
on the other, to land* stage names.
Struggle

sota

!

nance in Detroit puts the minimum
at 400 square feet
So when liquor
licenses come up for renewal next
spring, board is going to adopt the

NAMES
is

theatre

'

EDDIE

aRR

IN HOSP;

—

FRACTURED SKULL

in time to come.
the
license,
Broder
Eddie Carr, once one of the top- .states, that the very first clause may,
vaudeville comedians special- in the future, restrict assents to only
certain
territories.
The
second
izing in sketches, is in Bellevue hos-

Analyzing

Fight seems incongruous in view
of the fact that vaude' hasn't been
faring any too well here of late, due
undoubtedly tci poor general condi-

pital.

tions.

tion as a result of a fractured skull.

singer;

mount

flight

New

AGVA

York,

in a serious

clause gives
or the licensee
the rithl lo terminate the license by
giving two weeks' notice, but Broder
points out that this gives
the
right to perhaps arbitrarily revoke
an agents' license without a hearing.
Too. All-Embracing
Fourth clause provides for arbitration of actor-agent disputes, but also
permits the arbiters to rule 'on any

condi-

AGVA

he was injured is not known
and case is being investigated by the
police. He was found in front of the
Edison hotel on W. 47th street on
Oct 19. [He is not to be confused
wi»h Eddie O-rr. also a comedian.1
HosDital officials stated yesterday
(Tuesday) that Carr was showing
some improvement, but was still on

How

any agreement
between the licensee and member.'
matter covered by

Due

the serious list

the

to

nearly

that

fact

all

Carr had worked with his wife, agents' contracts with acts cover
Gracie, on the. stage, but they are other fields than those within the
now divorced. He was especially jurisdiction of AGVA, Broder states
.

known

in the trade for his offstage' that

union

being especially rough on
his neighbor-pals in Freewhere he was active in
the defunct Lights club.
ribbing,

port L.

this

"right

the

gives

clau.se

this

ments pertaining

some of

variety

to rule on agreeto radio, pictures,

legit, etc..

I.,

Fifth clause may prove especially
according
to
agents,

tough
on
Broder, as

To

Stanley, Pitt, Reverts

Anger and Mprley, comics,

and Mayo and Carr, 'dancers. One
xylophonist
Mason,
Glenn
act
warmed the bench because his offering was' too. similar to one of the

2 Weeks

Straii^ht Pix for

The Stanley, Pittsburgh,

show's regular features.

Viecause

Marx

of the booking of the

-

it leaves the way open
AGVA to' promulgate any rules
and regulations it desires and force
the licensees to abide by them. Following clause is also inequitable, he
inasmuch as it asks the
states,
licensee to agree to live up to every

for

agieemient

member,

Bros."

made with an AGVAbut

doesn't

specify

that

AGVA members must
'Day at the Circus' (M-G), reverts to
agreement made with a
every
straight pictures Friday (3). Change
licensed agent
Sherman Hotel,
Is expected to last two weeks.
Seventh item, according to Broder,
Temporary switch in policy neces- makes the license something of a
Chi, Sign Agreement;
It .stipulates that'
sitated the switch of the Dead End gag at present
use conmust only
_„
,
Kids, booked to play the hou.se next licen.sed agents
Cycling of Talent week, to the Earle. Philadelphia', in- tracts of employment approved by
The union, as yet hasn't
stead, where they'll co-headline with AGVA.
Ted Vfeems' band. The Dead Enders gotten around to okaying contracts.
Chicago, Oct. 31.
are redated for the Pitt week start- This same clause also .stipulates that
agents must live up to the civil laws,
American Guild of Variety 'Artists ing Dec. 15.
and tjie Sherman hotel here got toHal Ke mp's ban d will res ume the or dinances and legal requirements
("raesaiTyT'orr'a "fiifr Pitt Stanley's Tsiage policy week "of applying to employment agencies,
ge'ther" ttiaay
agreement covering working condi- Nov. 17. with Shep Field.s' orch com- New York agents for years have
live

up

to

AGVA,

.

No

,

tions and wages for talent working
the hotel's night spots. Sherman for

ing in the

week

duck licensing as employment agencies. Eighth clause is
bce'n trying to

following.

!

commissions.
Not Exactly Legal
That the deductions were not ex>ctly legal was feared by the inside

Set by Consolidated Radio

lowing[
Artists.

AGVA

More Trouble for Tree

i

Los

i

Oct. 31.

Angele.'!,

Eight employees filed an involunbankruptcy petition against
laiy
Felix Young's Trocadero, Inc., charg-

They didn't like the idea of
mailer ever going to court and
and all Keith-franchised ing concealment of as.sets.
and producers sign releases
Two of the petitioners are waiter
which gave the Vaudeville Colleccaplains and the others waiters.
tion Agency the right
to collect commissions
:
arid
keep h&lf of the
amounts collected for itself.
„i
^ut the
At least two known embezzlements '^ts' "lanes per ."'"^
8°^
occurred within the Vaudeville and
f8<-'."'-"'
°'tm''
. °wal
.^l^'^
l^eir
Excelsior collection agencies. In each
='«8'^«f
'"7%%
If'
exthe '^l^
went
for
and
nominal
very
case.
Mse, ^rn„r,^
tinnnnn was missing,
around $100,000
out the culprits were never prose- penses incurred in operating the colbookkeeping,
for
bureau,
lection
^ted, merely leaving their jobs
when uncovered, because the heads stamp;, etc.
of the agencies
Wilh RKO vaude now at a comdid not want the
jvorkings of the collection bureaus to paratively very low ebb, the collection of commi.ssions is now optional
"^S^me public in a criminal court
When Brown eased out the Albee with the agents. Jhcy carj either ac"Jroup's sideline,
up a cept the service for the small fee, or

coterie.

against

'unfair list'

DeLIoyd McKay, and granted U^e

the defendant a permanent injunc-|bly

the Sherman using talent "They are the College Inn, Panther R(X)m, Old Town

There are four spots

gj^^^ j^e union
^^^^
right to fix commissions, possion the sarhe ordei- as Equity,
agents
franchised
lattcr's
the
referee which
),

threatened to place the Sher-

man on an

of the agents*

in

lion against the plaintiff.
will

Room and The Dome.

A

have long been

be appointed to determine the

amount

of

the

colored

at

odds with.

songstress'

Vaude Vice Burley

damages,

.

the

had acts
sgenls

—

,

I

,

•

i

'

-

'

j

RKO

^'leclion agency, but
erent lines.

nocturnal

state's

,

which is still in effect
vaude booking offices and never

'.ommissions

surveying

Board now Ucen!;es
dance floors containing

Bum

was part of the Vaudeville Collection
Agency melon. Latter came strictly
*tit

ished slate of AGVA's rules and
regulations
governing
work and
.^^ge conditions for its members,
Wage
may eventually put those agents
who sign now at the mercy of the
""'O"
'he future,
Several
agents
have consulted
<^°""sel on the license and were advised not to sign until
clarifies its position further, or first holds
ionsullalions with the agents them
selves as regards an equitable agreement I. Robert Broder, formerly of
counsel for RKO, for. one advised his
client.s"
that all but two of the
clauses— 'This license is personal to
the licensee,' and another that requests licen.se spotlighting in agents'
offices hold pitfalls for the talent
salesmen that may be tough to sur-

Latter has

board.

a reprise of the fifth item.
the past two weeks has been stubRamona, fenime pianist-band lead- bornly resisting a complete deal with
AGVA wide
Loses His Last clause also gives
Benny The
er, takes her I2-man crew on the the new actors' union.
powers, according to Broder, telling
„.
Brandt New York time when she
Suit Vs. Colored Singer agents that they must 'not directly
One
of AGVA's chief bones of conY.
Eddie
N.
s,
Leon
&,
pulls out of
lor indirectly charge or accept any
tention was the hotel's tendency to
McLaughlin
Justice
Charles
B.
in
nitery.
form of b(5nus or gratuity over, and
bicycle acts between its different
Ramona opens at the Carlton, Ja- rooms without any extra compensa- N. Y. supreme court to.ssed out the above any compensation permitted
While
rules of AGVA'
maica. Nov. 16. with the Flatbush, tion for the performers.
Situation suit of Benjamin Fogelman (Phila- by, the
with
.u
D _ nitery ^'AGVA has not as yet ruled on comr
Brooklyn, and Windsor, Bronx, fol- grew espiecially bitter last week and delphias Benny the
Bum,

ing fee,
all

For Brandt Theatres

rum

spots.

.

^

were taken out This meant
an act immediately gave up 10%
when he played a Keith-Albee house,
of which 5% went to the booking
office. 2Vi% to the Vaudeville Col
to the
leclion Agency and 2V4%
ing fees

that

receipt of a

been

HGHT FOR

Minnesota has John Boles opening
Friday with the A. B. Marcus show,
Edmund Lowe and Esther Ralston,
Philadelphia, Oct. 31.
Milt Hirt and Eddie Peabody underThe Stale Liquor Board Saturday lined. Phil Spitalny and his 'Hour
revoked the licenses of two of Charm' come into the Orpheum
Orpheum's deal for Kay
niteries. cited by agents of the board Nov. 10.
Kyser apparently has fallen through
for selling liquor on Sunday. They
for the present
were the El Chico (formerly the 21
As an 'added attraction,' MinneClub) and Stamp's on the, Delaware.
Both clubs had their licenses sus- sota theatre, 4,000-seat independent
pended before,- but were allowed to vaudfilm house, is using Harry Sherremain open when they paid fines man's Mutual booking office units to
amounting to $10-a-day during the supplement its regular four acts and
period of suspension. The licensees standard house features every Monhave the right to appeal the board's day.
decision to the courts.
Mutual units comprise five acts
and cost the Minnesota $75 for the
Initial "Stage Jamboree' (23)
day.
included Lloyd Nevada and Co.,
Plan Reviving Negro
magic; Irene Blynn, .saxophonist and

much

ing

PHILLY NITERIES

slate

-

LOSE LIQUOR LICENSES

ina.s-

.

i

by the

ants from interfering with the plaintifTs or their agents, and contains
statemeiits to the effect that the dis- Both have been angling for the
puted act is in the public domain,
"Eddie Cantor unit without any sucand not the exclusive prpperty of
cess so far.
the defendants:

on the

.

;

and threatened suit again.st them,
and any agent who might book them.

Ihe 7S

and producers of that era were
nicked 214% of their acts' salaries,
amounting to 50% of their recog-

,

,

j

.

fees.

Brighter Niteries

.

MPLS. THEATRES

terfering with the plaintiffs or their
agents.
It is asserted that the plaintiffs are
an acrobatic trio known as the Tyme
Trio.
On Aug. 2, Braveman, attorney for Lime, sent a letter to the
trade, informing that his client was
•the originator of a comedy contortion act known as 'The Golliwog.'
He as.serted that the plaintiffs were
using the act without authorization,

when Hiram S. Brown, the new
of. the newly formed Radio-

president

Unions Pact

in

Campaign of the American Guild
of Variety Artists to license all reps
dealing in vaudeville and nitery tal^."^ been gaining ^headway, but
Detroit Oct. 31.
f"^
there s a small bloc of reps in New
..
... ...
.,,
Michigan njteries will have bigger York oppo.sed to the agreement as
and brighter dance floors next year, it now .stands. These agents claim
under hew regulations being drafted that the license, due to the unfin-

Want

The team uses the nags in the
(tables adjoining the club and
practise in. an open field nearby.

defendants from in-

to restrain the

Actually the Vaudeville Collection
Agency ceased to function Jan. 1,

ihe

the service staff, and Kline Shuttleworth, waiter.

Suit of Hans Johann Betkowski)
and Carl and Lou Jacobs, against
Emil Lime, doing business as the
Lime Trio, and Mortimer Braveman, was revealed Saturday (28) in
N. Y. Supreme .ourt.' Action seeks

ggenls alike.

put a stop

.

headwaiter; John Curley,
wine steward; Harold Eastbn, of

Too

in N. Y. Sees

Many Grave Curbs

proprietor; Pete Lozi-

lere, the

the Other From
With Bookings

Inlerfering

in Alwith the SecreUry of State
Walters,
bany by Senator J. Henry
BKC's legal Tiead. It. marked the
nas^iiig of the last hangover of the
Albee regime in RKO; one of that
irritants to actors and
era's chief

circuit,

LIME TRIO

Group of Agents

nak,

passed out last week
when dissolution papers were filed

ones! officially
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31.

Evergreen Casino here
claims to have the only polo
team composed entirely of employees of a nitery.
The mallet-wielders are Harold Larza-

One Would Halt

E.

1929

VS.

Oct

The

Unhappy Fate

TYME TRIO

The Vaudeville Collection Agency,
sideline for the late
long a lucrative
F Albee and a few of his favored

Keith-Orpheum

s

VARIETY

AGVA Licensing Making Progress;

Agency

of XoOection

Philadelphia,

An Echo

Biz

itself set

Hong

far dif-

el.sd

indicate that they'd rather

have

Five percent for agents' the acts send them the commissions
were deducted from direct.

Fogelman had sued claiming he
was Miss McKay's agent and man-

May Cancel
Richman's Philly Booking

Wife's Illness

Seattle,

Oct

31.

State theatre (Sterling), town's
Shehaving 'di.scovercd' her.
was lo be guaranteed $3,000' yearly, top burley hou.se for 30 years, shutPhiladelphia, Oct 31.
with a 50-50 split over that amount ters to reopen as vaudfilmer. House
Harry Richman's opening .skedded
plaintiff a.s.sertcd that the pian- will be rcchrlsiencd the Rivoli.
The
Lynch's
Walton Roof
for
Jack
"This makes another Levey booked
ist-singcr had refused to accept posiThursday night (2) may be canhou.se here, with Palomar shows
lions he secured her.
celled due lo the sudden illness of
The judge found thiat the defend- available when thdt Slcrjing hou.^e
Richman's wife, 'the former Hazel
wilhant's ability was not unique, and plays»road show.s, or solo films
Forbes.
mentioned, in his opinion, that she ""I- v;rude
ager.
ager,

I
'

'

i

I

.

;

i

I

I

,

Mrs. Richman was .stricken at their
in New York.

was usually working for the minimum salary allowed by the union.
Among charges made by Mi.s.S DeLloyd were that after she had .seBLACKSTONE IN N. W.
cured a job with Ben Bernie, FogelSeattle, Oct. 31.
man forced her to give it up as he
Blackstone starts through this ter- wanted, her to work for him at hi.s
ritory Nov. 6, at the Po.st Street 'Philly club. She asserts that Fogelman kept all her earnings from Aug.
theatre, Spokane, for three days.
10, 1937 to date.
Ed Fisher is handling the tour.

apartment

j

j

New
'

Vaudfilmer

Philadelphia, Oct 31.
M.nrtin Ellis' Tower theatre, C;imN. J., will reopen within tha
ncxt two weeks after altcralitins as

dcii,

a vaudfilmer,
Ilou.'.e will get

it.«

.stage

shows

rectly from the Fay's here.

di-

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS

VARIETY
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Nitery's U.S.

Brandts Drop Adubon, N.Y., Vaude,

But

New York

•

vaude

dropping

is

YEARS AGO.

15

ff'Tom VarietyJ

its Audubon theatre and plans
to add two other houses in widely-

from

separated localities. Audubon drops
stage shows tomorrow (Thursday),
Park
reverting to dualled films.
Lane, on upper First avenue, N. Y.,
and the Halsey theatre, in. the Bushwick section of Brooklyn, are the

Irvin S.

Klan at a New York luncheon tendered to Cardinal Patrick Hayes.
.

films

after

Henry Bernstein's new work, 'The

Glass Gallery," given at the Theatre
Gymnase, Paris, received uhplacing name bands with lower du
priced orchestras. It didn't work out fa.vorable response.' Jean Worms and
35c
Charles Boyer were among those
even though the scale was cut to
circuit
featured.
nights. Other houses in the
"
are doing well, according to William
Brandt. Flatbush is drawing good
Flo Ziegfeld's $20,000 weekly guarbiz every week, recently having had antee demand was considered proCalloway's
its record cracked by Cab
hibitive by Sir Alfred Bult, who
Cotton Club unit. Calloway did wished to present the 'Follies' at the
.

around $15,000. Windsor, Bronx, is
steady and the Carlton, Jamaica, L.

Mo-skowitz

Orovcr M.

Judge

EL

in

N. Y. federal court on Monday (30)
sentenced El Toreador, Inc., to a
$2,0.00 fine and its president. Max
Ziskin, to a similar fine plus a three
months' sentence, for failure to file
cabaret tax returns to the Government. Ziskin, pending appeal, was
released on $2,000 bail. The Toreador
is a Spanish nitery in Harlem.
The amount of the U. S. taxes unpaid is not known, but it at least
equals the fines, according to Jesse
Moss, assistant U. S. attorney.

is

Anyway, along came an cx-hooter
and cabaret producer, Felix Ferry
who, with' acne of the Colony,
a HoUywoodian-looking class
(Dorothy
club,
the Monte Carlo
Draper's decorating bill: $75,000) and

in

Arthur Tracy, who was known as
The Street Singer' on radio and in
presentation houses, aims to return

Corp. had paid

bank

BY TEXAS INTERSTATE

plate-special cither.
Also, Perona
now circulates around the room and
chit-chats with the trade instead of
playing hot-foot with the elite in his
amen corner.

Show

Breese Returns
Chicago, Oct. 31.
Lou Breese orch returns to the
Chez Paree here Dec. 7, following
the departure of Abe Lyman band.
Breese has lined up a new ag
gregation of musicians, -most of
whom were formerly, with Henry
Busse.

LORD&
STEWART
Today—

Tailors of

Tomorrow
LONDON

19

:

the Fox, St. Lo'uis,

(Brooklyn,

PICCADILLY, W. 1
660 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW TOBK:

ards,

Shadwick.

Mona, GingeT Waldrov. Marie Cord.
Paula Lind, Leonard Kramer, Steve
Mills, Lew Denny. Dick Richards.
Tom Bvndy. Ceorqe Txittle. Al
Strvker. Charlie Taylor, 10 Cliorines,

&

Siiotugirls.

Mayor LaGuardia and License
Commissioner Paul Moss cleaned up
burlesque, but failed to stipulate
prevention ot cruelty to turkeys,
which are currently around all the

burley houses In Times Square In
and out of season. This show is an
example of assault and battery on
the

three

with an

general checkup.

III.)

Eddie McDonald got his go-homa
okay.

Louis, Oct. 27.

White. CiUetle & Ric/iBetty Atfciiisoji. Lyiuie
&

Marianne, The Brooltlyiicttej
Joe Winters' Orch (7).

right

folded suddenly last week
under the noses of all the help.
Band, entertainers and waiters who
reported for work on Wednesday
night (25) found the place dark and
notwdy aroUnd to tell them what
Next morning a sign
was what.
apfor repairs'
reading 'closed
peared .on one side of the craft.
For last three years. Show Boat
has been operated by John Magnotti,
one-time partner with Etzi Covato
in Plaza Cafe. When they split and
Covato went out on his own at
Italian Gardens, Freda Pope, who
had previously run the Boat, took
over Plaza and has been doing okay
On other hand. Show Boat
since.
has been a consistent loser. Understood that he's stepping out of the
picture completely and that Nick
Andolina, owner of a suburban hotel,
who was also associated in Plaza

after

break that monotony.

the patients.
Rook, ex-ozoner from
Isabelle
Philadelphia, is back for an o.o. and

BROOKLYN CLUB

N. Y.

Penrl

to

—

Burlesk Review

Cornell.

Friedman,

homeward bound

Anything

—

St.

Irene

is

absolute okay.

To the many

Sammy-

ELTINGE,

of town's oldest

Murray
years,

appeals.. 'There are two bands, in thanks.
A fashion show was sponErnie
Hoist's sored and m.c.'d by Peter Roberts
perpetual motion
standard rhusikers and a new, crack at the Rogers, with eats, sweets and
and smokes making it a gala evening for
rhumba combo, Chiquito's
there's no curfew as result. Abel.

niteries,

I

Albemarle Street

Boat, one

Cameron, remember him
was Cameron and Flana-

El Morocco's show is its cu.'itomers. Now the patients at the Will Roger*
Like the Stork, 21, Monte Carlo and have taken up Chinese Checkers.
Local merchants here rate hearty
the rest, it's the human museum that

the

Pittsburgh, Oct. 31.

audiences.

it

facelift asking price;

tion.

off $6,000,000

FOLDS SUDDENLY

Warbler is telling friends the
main reason for a comeback is that
he doesn't wish to be forgotten by

when

—

loans.

tirement.

By Happy Benway
Tudor

—

Pin SHOW BOAT

to the stage. He is wed to a wealthy
Englishwoman and has been in re

.

in

Saranac Lake

that nicked Perona's Morocco.- This
year he put in a bid for Norman Bel
Gcddcs; was floored by a $100,000

Aims

Famous Players-Lasky was

apples to ringsidcrs. Then planted
at show caught, lipstick, via kisses
on the phiz ot an overweight and
flabbergasted customer. Dancers are
lured to the hanky-sized floor by tha
soft strains of Winters' orch, Sahu.

opened

again, reprising his Filipino outfit,
and will tour a 41-pcople produc-

Drury Lane, London.

clear.

finally burlcsked Sallv

and settled for gan, also with O'Connor, i.s making
Jo Mielziner, who, having four legit a nifty comeback at the Will Rogers.
productions current or due on BroadTexas, way, also doesn't play any bei'icfits He woyld like' to locate his old partCircuit
in
Interstate
ner Johnny O'Connor.
through Charles J. Freeman, of Con- for any nitery.
After 10 years ot routining in
solidated Radio Artists, has lined up
Be that as it may, the famed zebra
Joseph
'Vaughey
tried
several stage shows, among 'cnv the scats are now no more and, instead, Denver,
Flushing; L. I., for one month. He
peach-and-brown
color
scheme
i.t's
a
Weaver Bros.-Elviry hillbilly unit,
brown
velvet
peach
Velvet
walls,
is
now back in Denver.
opening Nov. 10 in Ft. Worth. Dallas,
ceiling, brown pigskin bar, crystal
Ford Raymond, single musical act
San. Antonio and Houston follow.
chandeliers and check your conDave ApoUon is set to open late science with your hat. It's no gyp of olden days who spent about 10
Comic- particularly, everything considering, years up here, is now at Canon City,
December in Dallas.
in
maestro has revamped his band but it's no basket-party or 49c blue- Colorado. »

building consistently.

For Stage Comeback

He

catching.

Rand's fan dance with a couple of
pages ot sheet music to win salvos of
-approval.

tion of post-prohibition night life in
York. For a class bistro bonifnce. to unbend and salute the hoipolloi is deemed something akin to
a French legionnaire's lapel-rilibon.

5 STAGE UNITS SET

Federal authorities were clamping
According to Brandt the Globe, on
Broadway, and Selwyn -r.d Apollo, down on Oklahoma and Texas danceon 42d st, may revert to legit within halls which were hiring showgirls
'dance partners.'
as
are
deals
if
okay
the next month,
proftered. Due to the many musicals in rehearsal and scheduled, and
Dorothy Dallon reported to be
in,
to
put
them
of
houses
a shortage
considering vaudeville via husband
there have been some oflEers for the_ Arthur Hammerstein. The via- was

'Street Singer'

MOROCCO

New

Prior to Texas, Apbllon plays
week of Dec. 1,
then the Orpheum, Memphis, from
where he heads south.
Freeman has set another Major
Bowes amateur troupe for the InIt was
terstate time in January.
Freeman Who- originally started the
ams on the stage, the first Bowes
trio, now playing films, to become"
asking $3,500 weekly. Hammerstein troupe .(jetting its start in Texas.
available for legit.
also told Rudolph Friml to write the Count Berni Vici's unit is set for
music for a show in which his wife March, while Jimmie Lunceford's
would be starred.
band, goes into the territory in April

I.,

I939

(Continued from page 34)
The line, back with another roubecome something of a conccs.sion for tine, surprises by warbling
so-so 'An
a saloon-keeper to mix with his cus- Apple for the Teacher,'
and dishes out
tomers. But such has been the evolur

'

speechmakcrs were Cardinal Hayes,
Wilton I,ackaye, Daniel Frohmari
and Will Rogers.

a sixweek trial, during which the circuit
tried offsetting poor response by re-

straight

to

flayed the

Ku Klux

Affair wa.s under the auspices of the
Catholic Actors Guild. Among other

They
houses under consideration.
policy within
1 .ay begin the combo
a couple o( weeks. Park Lane sets
about 1,800 and the Hilsey 2,000.
Brands are sending the Audubon

back

Cobb

1,

Tax Jam;

Failed to File Return

Substitute 2 Other Houses

circuit of vaudfllm theatres

Brandt
In

May

Wcdnesdaj, November

who's

C4),

on entertainment.
Little more should be expected,
however, for 40c. top—and certainly
no more from burlesque itself, which
hasn't come up with an idea, unless
it was a poor one, in over 10 years.
It's turkey, and burlesk will keep

dishing it out as long as there is a
sufficient number of customers. Biz
here Friday night (27) was good,
time,-will assume
aind that's all the-operator, Max-Rud
year.
of
remainder
lease for
nick, probably cares about
ago
decade
almost
a
Show Boat,
Burlesque in New York is rtow less
gambling
swankiest
the
on the epidermis display but hasn't
one of
by
enhanced itself in any other resnect,
owned
is
state,
niteries In the
except via the title of Follies. With
local
Casino,
owner
of
JalTe,
George
stripping now curtailed and its comspot:
burlesque
edy remaining at the same degree ot
poorness and sloppinfess as formerly,
it's really remarkable how theatres

management at one

in

inquiries concerning

Saranac
answer same

Lake,

it

in

writing, please send
self-addressed stamped envelope.
Sammy White, seen here year.'! ago To the query from Alton Frazier, of
at the American theatre in 'Show
McNanee who
The
D.:
Fargo, N.
Boat,' is beating it back to New York
via midwest niteries.
Floor enter- passed away here a- few years ago
tainment is an added starter to the was not the Clay-Molder vaudeville
member
of lATSE.
a
but
was
single,
casino, while the management last
week began kcno as bait to Icmmes,
Jesse Rosenberg home with ati
dishing out $500 four nites a week.
okay that means work again.
As m.c. White gets the acts under
Write those you know who are III
way briefly and reserves his stuff,
which whams 'em plenty, for the
end. First on at show caught, which^
ran a trifle under GO minutes, were
Hit
Outstanding
the Brooklynettes, house line, ih a
colorfully costumed Chinese producNeto York World's Fair

Comedy

tion number.
Gals have improved
their terping during a six-week pad-locking ot the place. In the next slot

Betty Atkinson, who taps o.k. and
warbles 'Baby Me,' the latter
being n.s.g.
Lynne and Marianne,
billed as New York imporlees, are
stylists and have plenty on the
ball.
'In Dear Old Hollywood,' a
ditty on what femmes must do to
crash Alms, is a sock.
Dressed for ballroom dancing,
Gillette and Richards do everything
else but. Miss Gillette, a looker, and
Richards are wows with their burley
while the tops ot their routines is a
conception of how a strip tease artist
might do a Park avenue ballroom

is

also

dance.
White, next, promises, after telling
Hedy-tamarr story- and warbling'
Thanks for Everything,' that he
won't dance, but after relatng a few
dialect stories, bounces into. his swell
eccentric steps. He tried to bow out
with a pacifist song, a la Eddie Cantor, but the mob nixed that at this

1

of

While Appearing in

BILLY ROSE'S AQUAC.4DE

WALTER
DARE

WAHL
Best Coffee in England

QUALITYTNN
Leicester Squar*

LONDON. WEST-END

,

ot this type manage to hold their
patronage. Certainly it isn't the
raucous pitchmen who draw; nor can
the poorly ventilated, smelly atmos
phere be the lure.
There's nothing in this show that
The
reaches above the belt-line.
comics,
Leonard Kramer, Steve
Mills and Dick Richards, reprise

JOE E. LEWIS

some timeworn

.

j

NOW

in this instance George
A mediocre colored hoofer,
Charlie Taylor, does two routines,
while contortionist Al Stryker gets
an inning half-way in the running
time. He's okay and looks even better because ot the quality, ot the sur-

ing juve,
Tuttle.

i

I
'

I

CHEZ PAREE, CHICAGO
At ihe

Piano—AUSTIN MACK

rounding talent
Strippers appeared listless at this
catching and bared completely from
only the waist up. Not one of them
shows a spark ot originality in ber

:

routine.
I

FAMOUS FOR SHOW
MIKE FRITZEL

and

JOE JACOBSON'S

CHEZ PAREE

etO

IfAIRn.tNKS

COIKT

nclatvnre

3134

C'IIIC.4c:0

AMERICA'S SMARTEST THEATRE RESTAURANT

•

.

Stripping

contingent

Back After an Extended Tour .iround
the World
Frank

Warren

-

LASSITER BROS.
WEEK OCT. 27, CHICAGO. CHICAGO
WEEK NOV. 3. RIVERSIDE, MILWAUKEE
Direction: William Morris Office

Just Returned

From One Year Engagement
in Australia

is

headed by Marie Cord and includes
Paula Lind. Irene Cornell (no relation to Katharine), Ginger Waldron
and Pearl Shadwick. Mona is a
thigh-grinder, mixing in some acrobatics with the belly rolling, but
not sensational enough to wake up
any inspectors who might be in the

JACK

and

JUNE BLAIR

NOW AT LOEWS
Direction:

house.

The chorus

Just

blackouts, including

the bewhiskered haunted house bit,
but hardly raise a laugh. They're
supported by Lew -Denny, straight
man, and 'Tom Bundy, character,
There's also the usual off-key sing-

KING OF THE NIGHT CLUBS

Is

a

gem

ot indecision.
Sclto.

is

this

When

column.

word production, and mayhem song
,

who

impossible to

STATE,

NEW YORK

JACK DAVIES

a

^

Wednesday, November

1,

VARIETY HOUSE REVIEWS

1939

Heifetz 2d Fiddle to Glenn MiDer s
N'oble

Orch

Sissle

i4r7nstron(7,

Arty IHusic Takes Pitt Mauling

Ruby

with Ivfazte
Hill, Billy Banks,'

Claude and Clarence Stroiid, Harriet
Hoctor, Marjorie GaiTUtvorth, Naitto
Troupe; 'Honeymoon in Bali' (Par).
Stage show runs somewhat over-

fair routines and give the show bulk
Pittsburoh, Oct. 27:
Glenn Miller's Orch (17), Marion and the needed femme touch.
Bobby May scores with neat novHutlon, Ray Eberle, Tommy Trent,
-pracHarvest Moon Shag Champions (4); elty juggling. Has eliminated that
tically all of hts talk, but retains
'Thcu Shall Houe Music' (UA).
yokel-boy amble as he goes from
trick to trick. He's tops with Indian
By this time the Stanley manage- clubs,
balls and cigar-and-hat. The
ment has probably learned you can't acme of finesse, he accomplishes the
mix Roseland with Carnegie Hall. stunts with deftness and showmanSheerest kind of booking folly was ship, that make him surefire anywhere.
placing 'They Shall Have Music' on
t,assiter Bros, are a couple of extame bill with Glenn Miiler! Any cellent acrobatic tumblers who only
innocuous B comedy would have falter on their comedy touches. For
been more like it.
instance, the nose-wiping, with the
Not that 'Music' isn't grade A en- house doubly wrong in permitting
tertainment, but the Miller followers it,
The fellow who talks most is
ruin it and the non-swing-mindcd considerably at fault in elocution
customers are going out with a and delivery. But the act basically,
pretty evil opinion of jitterbugs in is good, with the comedy tumbling
cater
to
that
bands
the
Kcneral and
hard-to-hand work proving
arid
At the show caught today solid audience material.
them.
(Friday) the audience came to hear
Dance trio of Kay, Katya and Kay
Glenn Miller, of the tingling trom- proved much to the liking of the
bone, and not Jascha Heifetz, star of mob in for the last show Friday (27).
the film. Listening to a big helping Two numbers are fine in conception
ot classic fiddling was obviously and
They make a
execution..
sheer torture for them and they splendid appearance and turn in
made no bones about their discom- bright ballroom and adagio routines.
fort.
Headlining Lee Sims and Ilomay
'They whistled and stomped through Bailey, with latter getting most of
n neat Brahms; they yelled for Miller the spotlight on her singing ^vhlle
through the crystal purity of the Sims backgrounds on the piano.
Heifetz tones and by the time 'The When caught, Sims corralled much
End' was flashed on the screen, the audience attention with his deft
Stanley was a shambles of ecstatic handling of the ivories.
Novelty
and expectant excitement Much of vocal number calls for Miss Bailey
the dialog in the film went by the to sin^ some special lyrics for
boards; the symphony music got the
Ravel's 'Bolero.'
ha-ha and the kids would have none
Gisla._
^
Biz plenty healthy.
of anything but Miller.
That's not Miller's fault, or course,
but at that there may, be something
in Artie Shaw's disparaging remarks
about some jivers. Anyway, it might
not be a bad idea for the Stanley
Boston. Oct. 26.
management to have Miller introCollins & Peterson, jHeodore &
duced each time before beginning of
picture and tell his legions that Deneshu, Dick, Don & Dinah, Ada
.

consuming an hour and 10 min-

time,

VARIETY

conventional liries; One performer
keeps a plate spinning on a stick in
each hand while turning a somersault
The Lebanatti Ir-o, an elderly
man, a youth and a girl, pound
music out of three xylophone?. The
young couple also indulge in some
expert jitterbug 'terping.
Holding down the headline spot,
Prince and Princess Selanda,' billed
as 'genuine Scandinavian royalty,'
have a novel dance offering. After
a bit of ballroom stepping, they give
their impressions of how Mae West,
Sally Rand, Harold Lloyd, Greta
Garbo, Hitler, Chamberlain, Stokow-

STATE, N. Y.

Jive,

'

but it is good diversion. Busihowever, on the first night
(Thursday) was somewhat off, that
being blameable on the fact that the
feature picture had played the nearby Paramount for three weeks,
thereby milking the draw in the
utes,
ness,

ski.

57

PARAMOUNT,

N. Y.

Teddy Pouiell Orch. with Ruth
Gaylord, Jimmy Blair; Lane Bros.,
Frazee Sisters, Bob Bromley, Dicte
(Par),
Potoell; 'Disputed Passage'
reviewed in Vahiety Oct. 18.
This bill combines a satisfying array ot acts with an adequate band.
result is above-average entertainment, with the Dick Powell
name a likely draw. House was well
filled for the final show Thursday
night (26).

The

Film

Snow White and Dopey would

actor,

reviewed

elsewhere

is on last and mops
do the tango, a bit of mikeug .help- .under New Acts,
up with a generous assortment of
ing the illusion in each instance.
plus bits of sax and trumpet
Assisted by Peggy Earle, a hard- songs,
working
and
funny
eccentric playing.
Powell's
band (no relation
Teddy
comedienne, the versatile Sid Page
cracks through to stop the show to Dick) opens and closes the show,
with clowning, gagging, rooe-spin- besides contributing several numbers
ning and comedy magic. Plenty of between acts. The outfit here leans
which
laughs here.
For a wind-up, the more toward the hot stuff, at
Wynn gals breeze through ii tam- it's rather commonplace.
Musically, the outfit is proficient
finale number is a corker, made bourine gypsy number.
surefire through its patriotic appeal.
House light at opening n\atinee enough, but it has little style, and
when it turns on the juice for a jive
Tune \Yhich he swings begins with a show.
Rces.
session, fails to build any really inclever
paraohrace of 'Old Man
fectious rhythmic drive. Its highest
River..'
Band is doubling from Billy
pitch of intensijly. is about the level
Rose's Diamond Horseshoe, nitery in
K. C.
at which a genuinely hot band is
the nearby Paramount hotel.
just beginning to make the stage
Only one of the specialty artists,
pulsate.
Ruth Gaylord and Jimmy
He
Billy Banks, is brought back.
Kan,<ins City, Oct. 2ft.
Blair, with the band, do the vocals
starts with a good baritone selection,
Vol Setz, Perry Ttoins. Col. Wil
acceptably. Powell is an indifferent
the 'Rainbow' number from The buT, Kealon and Armficld, "IVovnline
m.c.
-Wizard of Oz' and then slips into Payne, Don Harris, Glamour Girls sicians
rarely glance at him when
X,..
.1.-1
jive. stuff that gets the house, thiere
thouse
line).
Jack
Wendover's he's swinging the stick.
beiing plenty of jitterbugs in ovi- House Orch; 'Hawaiian Nigltts' (U).
Following the band's lening sesdence. Before that a classy tapper,
sion, the Lane Bros. (New Acts)
Maxie Armstrong, goes to town and
'Black and White' title is hung on have the first spot.
Tl'-:
Frazee
gets a big hiand.
Girl singer with this bill, providing theme for setting Sisters, familiar harmony pair in
the Sissle outfit is Ruby Hill, billed
vaude
and radio, contribute three
and line numbers.
as a 'sepia songbird.' and she denumbers, plus an enc re.^ Making a
Glamour Girls start things with striking stage appearance, with coslivers, with 'Melancholy Moon.'
^The Stroud Twins, together, are on novelty number .in which they tumes and hair get-up reminiscent
fourth, although Clarence is the m.c. handle huge black gaucho hats. Val of the much-exploited oomph puband works through the show. Dur- Setz takes over as the opening stand- licity pictures of Ann Sheridan, they
ing part of their talk there are some ard act with a juggling routine. In- have an assured manner before an
cracks in French. The Strouds are jects comedy here and there between audience. More variation iii tempo
among the few comics who can talk- juggling Indian clubs, balls, plates and volume would be an improveWork is ment, however.inconseouentials
and
get and various other items.
about
laughter. The deadpan Claude par- clever and in the right spot.
Bob Bromley also gets across with
House songbird regular, Novaline three punpet turns, an opera soticularly helps get it across. Lads do
well with a hoofing finale and are Payr/, steps down from the band- prano, colored tap (lancer and constand
to
offer
her bit earlier than cert pianist. Works with the strings
well rewarded.
usual,
going
oVer
with
'Old
Man
and figures visible to the audience
Harriet Hoctor is still a lovely toe
Mose.'
Routine of tapping, inter- and with recorded sound effects.
BTOuin, Clemens Belling Co. (3), dancer. She has gained some pound- spersed with a comedy boxing bit
through.
Larry -Flint Houise Orch; .'When To- age, which may account for'a routine and novelty steps, is offered by male Well conceived and carried
Kobe.
.not quite as animated as when she
morroto Comes' (RKO).
was with Zie^eld shows. She opens duo. Perry Twins; They're overwhich seems somewhat board a bit for what thev have to
All-in-all, a good hour of enter- with 'Bolero,'
offer.
too slow for toe work; yet it's pretty
N.
Y.
ot
comvariety
M.C.
Don
Harris
sings 'Chloe* and
tainment providing
She closes to a routine acto see
nevii Zone: 'Scatterbrain.' - Then
edy, dancing, acrobatics and singing. companied by 'Victor Herbert melo- a
takes to the mike to giv the comBetty Hutton, Diamond Bros. (4"),
The opener, Clemens Belling Co., dies. While she makes a co.stume mentary to sharpshooting of Col.
Ted Claire & Nancy Healy, Paul
change, a young tapping ballroom
is a circus-like troupe with a big bag
Wilbur
(New Acts), one-armed Kartell's Orch with Jimmy Rogers;
team. Jack and June Blair, give,
marksman.
of tricks, including stunting dogs, a good account of themselves.
'Mickey the Kid' (Rep).
Closing standard turn
taken by
bit of magic, a little clowning and
The crack Naitto troupe opens and Keaton and Armfield in isa mixture
some dancing bv the two girls who it looks better than- when with the of patter. terping and imitating.
Six weeks, of which five were In
Though weak on the Ringling. Barnum and Bailey circus. Male confines self mostly
assist the m.c.
to foiling the red, has convinced the Brandts
natter and a little jerky in continu- Two tight wires are used, the three to gal's mimicking
ot
Katharine
Hep- this isn't the spot for stage shows.
ilv act is refreshingly unique.
Star of burn, to which she adds a modern Opening day (Thursday) of this
girls performing expertly.
deuced
arc
Dinah
Dick. Don and
the act is Noo. only girl reputedly tap solo: Gaunt Johnny Mack, as week's- show, which marks the finale,
here, but deserve better position for who can do a back somersault on the third member of the act,
comes on to was the final convincer. It was
their clever comedy acro-risley turn. wire.
There is neither stalling nor allow line of gags to be thrown at brutal at the b.o. and perhaps even
Trio perform some difficult stuff and attempts to make the feats look his ghostlike appearance. He winds sadder for the acts, which at the
plso bring in plenty of new tricks. more difficult than u.<:ual, which is up with
a limber tap.
Act shows evening performance were in a cold
One is a series of bouncing flips and very infrequent with acts of this some good snots, but needs consider- sweat, trying to draw response from
fomer.<!aults. with a big ball used as type.
a wide expanse of empty seats.
strengthening.
A slow triple mount On .second is Marjorie Gainsworth, able
a .springboard.
It must be said for the Brandts
Begowned
line closes with a modfinish.
the
rets them a .swell hand at
that they gave, vaude a fair chance.
who has sung with the Chicago Civic ern kick routine.
Quin.
Whole act is smartly paced.
A six-week trial is sufficient to
Opera Co. She is a full-throated soTheodore and Denesha, next-to- prano who also appears in class night
gauge a policy's b.o. chances, and it
proved wanting. The nabe just isn't
close, reaister nicelv jn a diversified clubs. First number is 'Make Believe,'
Ada Brown followed bv a medley that includes
what it used to be. Once a residenclass ballroom routine.
tial sector for the prosperous middle
gets fair re.'oonse to her swingy 'Smoke Gets in Your Eyes.' 'Street
••ihouting of 'Jiimoln' Jive.' 'Laziest Singer.'
class, it's complexion has been confrom 'Naughty Marietta,'
Philadelphia. Oct. 27.
stantly changing in the past 10 years
Gal in Town.' 'Comes Love' and earns an encore, which is 'Let's Make
Jimmie
Luncc/ortl's
(15)
Orch
some
Does
for the worse. Now its population
'Some of These Days.'
Memories Tonight' from the score of with Jimmy Younj;, Dan Grissom,
'Jive
on
the
truckin'
and
shuffling
Broadway musical, Four Inkspots. Earl and Frances; is chiefly Spanish and German and
current
the
A-us^d%n refugees. They apparently
number for the fini.sh. Harry Swana- 'Yokel Boy.'
Ibee.
'Kid Ni^htineale* (WB).
YiSi/e little coin to spend for entergan ancomoanies on the piano. .
tainment and even less desire to
Collins and Peterson, viewed here
There are no dull moments on spend it for vaudeville.
?lmo£t annually, closr. the bill with
If not proflts, a vaudfilm house
their familiar gafs which, according
this 50-minule all-sepia bill.
Only
to class standards, are consistently
two outside acts back Lunceford's should^ at least draw fairly well at a
35c' top weekdays.
This the' Audiivulgar and flat, biit which click, in
Minneapolis, Oct. 28.
band, but the gang onstage makes bpii_i5a_laij£,<j_to_clp^. ^It-JWicinaUz
)hP main, with the mornin.g cus
Jacte-Malerich— House— 0*eh,-(-18),-.-MtrtiSt lack of -fiilffiBeTs-By
'*>^a wiae started at 40c top with name bands,
tomers;
Jacfc Hillinrd, Wen High Troupe (5), reoertoire
and a willingness to give. but after four weeks the budget was
Patricia Wynn Dancers (12). LebaLunceford outfit shares honors slashed, lesser orchs substituted and
Prince ond
Princcxs
Trio.
notti
the Four Inkspots. Quartet is the admission scale revamped. Still
& Co. (2); with
Selanda, Sid Page
doubling between a five-a-day here no go, so out goes vaude after being
'Jecpers Creepers' (Rep).
(six shows Saturday) and a mid- unable to find a paying audience in
Indianapolis, Oct. 27.
night stint at the Little Rathskeller, what was once a terrific vaude nabe.
Presence supposedly of ncrform- local nitery.
Joe E. Bromn. Stone tc Lee, RanDisheartening biz may have cast
Despite the heavy assignment, the its reflection on the bdoking of the
dall Sisters. American Gauehos (71. ei's of several nationalities inspired
Toy & Wtiifj, Hollyuiood Beauties the 'International Revue' title for Inkspots give plenty with thei'- current layout. It's a rather listless
spngology, At show caught they did affair that looks even worse because
02); -What a Li/e' (Par).
this pleasing show. Each of the four
'
six numbers, including two encores, of the soarse attendance.
:'
.,
There is
,
.
. ...<T-.;
»i
attains
a sufficiently
only-allowed to leave the but one soark in the show, and that's
After several weeks of double fea- outside acts
stage when. 'Deacon' Watson, their the closing Diamond Bros. (4) in
liircs. house again takes a. fling at high entertainment plane, while the
.clage fare, with Joe E. Brown heart- standard house units
their standard comedy knockabout
Malcrich's leader, pleaded exhaustion,
The
songsters
ing a nicely balanced 62-minutc bill.
are
dolled
in
routine.
The
three
boys
the
stage
on
up
the Wynn girls' dancing and
"
fancy. Ivory-colored tails and click. and the fourth in the wings aiming
Hollywood Beauties, line, open band,
«
singin.?
m.c.-con- ^^y^^^y
with tap routine and appear twice Jack Hilliard
g ^-^^^ variety of num- to conk 'cm with a heavy plank have
touchdown ^ers ranging from the sweet 'If I been around for years, both here and
later in bill. American Gauehos sat- tinue to barge through in
Didn't Care' to a jumping novelty abroad. They're surefire for laughs
isfy in tcetcr-board antics, as seven fashion.
The 18 mus.cian.s on the elevated tabbed -'Your Feet's Too Big.' Their and were the only act at this catchmen do breath-taking flips to fourhigh shoulder .stands and other feats platform rcgi.ster strongly in a sock ^ther offerings are 'Jeepers Creep- ing to gain any spontaneous response
pverturc !Songs of the Dawn^^
''ch vv'in heavy hand.
-Addres.s Unknown,' -;Who' a^d from the poor attendance.
Randall Sisters provide neat vocal several of the boys contributini' brief .j^^j ^
Band this week is Paul Martell's
Thrill
arrangements of pop tunes, doing
Lunceford's band is in "good form, He's from the minor ballroom:
^inH^^rf"^,'?^^^^
Jumoin' Jive.' 'When Paw Was
^nd playing around, town and' appears unaccus"P'
Hate
Courtin' Maw' and "Beer Barrel down'" ^Da"J i Done' -How
smoothly
in front of an eye-filling tomed- to stage work. He's stiff and
o Get Ud in the iorning' 'Mad
with line. Al Stone m.c.s throughout n^«c^Ly'Vri"iichmr^
Gang is versatile and .uncertain, keeps his face constantly
-nH 'Whatta backdrop.
turned toward the audience and
and holds down the. trey spot with
his partner, Ti.shy Lee, to gel some
^t;ini'''jrmrv"Yru=n<r%r^o'rb'o*nis\" there's not enough personality in hi:
With the house eliminating iU !,^'"f,'„,
They have replaced
r,i^^h^hnrLT^^^«^^'
blue giegles.
^°<=al assign- kisser to warrant such spotlighting
engage- ^^""j'/^ """^^ °^
Terry Howard, and Jack Talley in m.c.i Hllliard winds u h
Musically, the band is only fair; ir
,
„~ \,. ,r
«,,",„,,
With Brown drawing ment with a high-grade introducing
Singei
appearance- it's negative.
the unit.
single .song. 'South of the wh^.rhn n^^^' ^niJTj ^n.n , r nn3^^^^ with
iuves. patter should be whitewashed. io"o and a
the band, Jimmy Rogers, is
Malerich fur- W^„a.tfha Do, fio>ng into a l^unceford given an
NBC buildup and uncovers
Toy and Wing appear in three nicely Border.' for which
original,
'Le
JaSz.
Hot.
Dan
(JrisIt
done dances, a ballroom tap, jitter- nishcs the organ accompaniment.
som, saxophonist ballads, 'Moon a fair tenor and a toothy, personalit}
bug number and tOe specialty by scores
'Cheatin' on Me' brings on grin.
dancers'
i
First of the two
Miss Wing for finish.
Martell hasn't a single word to saj
the Lunceford's quartet led. by 'Young.
Brown closes and gets plenty contributions, 'Street Scene,'inhas
throughout the entire layout M.c
black 'Well, All Right' 'Margie' and a new
strikingly costumed
chore is in the hands of Ted Claire
laugh.s with his broad comedy, al- girls
red Lunceford composition. 'For Dancers
though gags are not so new. Hi.s tights, gold sequin jackets and
once one of the ton picture house
exotic ballet consist- Only,' wrap it up.
ncrsonality
boys in the p.ood old dayj
best bit is a oantomime of baseball gloves. It's an
Earl and Francis, dance team, are
and body gyrathat bred Dick Powell, Paul Ash, etc
oitcher being knocked out of the ing mainly of arm
box. Finishes with comedy sharp- tions,
Three men, a boy and a gal com- li;??i^Sng^t.a?5?alt!S'^ an audience that for the most pan
-hooting bit with Stone, joined by
jive.
Lunceford
brand
of
troupe,
Japanese
Wen
High
prise the
Mi's Lee for dancing exit.
His besi
Biz Friday afternoon (27) was fair. doesn't understand him.
and.
Biz fair at third show Fridav (27). whose acrobatics,' balancing
(Continued, on page 40)
Shal.
plate-spinning proceed mostly along
Kiley.

Times Sqiiare sector.
Noble Sissle, dapper composerleader, has an excellent band with
him and three specialty people who
His routine is opened
also deliver.
with 'Wild About Harry,' which he
aiid Eubie Blake wrote for 'ShulTle
Along,' the show that started a vogue
of colored revues on Broadway. His

.
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TOWER,
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KEITH'S,

Heifetz plavs pretty good musici too.
They might believe him— and listen.
Incidentally, it's not hard to understand the current enthusiasm for
He has a corking ouifit,
Miller.
equally at home in swing Or sweet
and excelling at both. Current Cinderella Man of the band biz is a
modest, self-effacing fellow with a
shy, engaging manner and a trombone that speaks volumes for him.
His reed and brass sections rate acehigh in any orchestral reckoning and
he's using them in all his arrangements to perfect advantage.

Miller has a big orcli (17). four
including himself, five
saxes, four trumpets,' guitar, bass,
drums and piano, and the dulcet
tones come out just as well as the
hot platters. In the public eye. it
may be identified as a swing outfit
but that's not wholly so, as witness
Miller's sweet version of 'Danny
Boy,' which he announces as a 'tune

liombones

you didn't expect

to

hear here today.'

Band opens with the Miller trademark, 'Moonlight Serenade," and then
the maestro introduces the Harvest
Moon dancers, two couples. .First
cut a neat rug but the second team
Short fellow and sixsells the act
clock a laugh a second
and insure thi turn show-stop rating.
Band then shoots 'Little Brown- Jug
at 'em hot and heavy, and Ray
Eberle, Miller vocalist, comes oiv to
dish out 'Over the Rainbow,' 'To
You* and 'Blue Orchids.' Couldn't
get away no Miller had him- do a
chorus of 'One o'clock Jump,'- which
foot

"

dame

took on from there.

—Wearchange
bi'.nd

orpace-SITe^ted^ith
'Danny Boy' and then Marjon Hiitlon, a cute, jitterbuggy replica of her
sister.

Betty Huttoh, late of

Vmccnt

shift's things back into
Jam Jumper,'
Jones' and 'Little Man Who
Wasn't There,' latter with one of the
He's the only crew
sax players.

Lopez band,

hish again with 'Jim

'FDR

of the drummer,
Miss Hutton
gets a solo spot.

member, outside

who

looks like Betty and even has her
wowwow, staccato tactics. Good bet
to follow in her sister's footsteps.
a swell
duplicate of its latest recording. 'In
the Mood,' featuring Miller, and
that's followed by Tommy Trent,
one of the better puppeteers, who
cleans up with his standard act. still
going over big here after a fourth

Orch next comes up with

visit.

'em out
'Runnin
Wild.'
Show runs only 45 minutes
on account of length of picture (105
mins.) and management's desire to
pet in five shows. That wasn't neces.sary today, however, because heavy
downpour kept the crowd down.
Cohen.

For a finish. Miller send-s
in wild di.iorder to a hip-hip
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Chicacro. Oct. 28.

Lee Sims & Ilomay Bailey, Bobby
May, Lassiter Bros.. Kay. Katya &
Kay. Dorothy Hild Girls (16); 'Kooring Twenties' (WB).
The.. Chicago" "is veering more to
straight vaude after the previous
policy of extravaganza and production.
Only semblance of the former
.setup is the Hild line of girls, on for

opening and closing.

They manage
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Ooyi Club
Jimmy .Munily Ore

I
i

NEXT WEEK
i,n

(November 3)

WEEK

THIS
Numerals

connaetion with

Kriic.'.l

KicK'tnle
Fraiix

Arlliiir

'i'ulliTl

Pliire

'

I

ttuC4*n

noiiiTrlfli
SI ('l.ilrc

raisy

(L')

ST. T,(H IS

itiihry

(.1)

I!h> liMDliT

Wllhrt'C
.Murpliy

Si'iinliir

Jihinlry

(»)

.

nHdlo

.

llniul»I'*i'^.

CITV

riiramtHint
Tetl J'owell
IXck Voivoll

(I)

Itirmba Bd

Hob

EdiU*

.March'
V Mc.\'nui;hton
Cnil- (;rant
Corllcs & l*n Inter

Co

l':«iuor

TOI.KI>0

.

llrtMiilcy

l*nriiiiioiiiit

Co

Marilta Hiiyf
y.arXit

Itiil)

ItulTillo

Hotel

Jan

(S).
iJrc

Horace Held)

Cuy

Hill's

Or>:

Spikt*

.T

ll;ilol.|

OO'a

.

-

CITV

Miulc'Hiill

Joe

Erno Itaper Syinph

BOSTON
KHIli (».'!)
Kondnll & Drrw
Whltiiry P.obcrin
Jack Ciwynn*' Co
Sylvia Froo8

r»i»n(l

Var

Bnil tCIJji
Canibol:^

IMVTOX

Marie

Clyde MrCtiy

CIXCIXNATI

Wayne

Sliubert (3)

Martha Hnye Co

CHICAGO

MARK

Via;

J.

Club Hull
CcorK'* Yniini
Uru?. I'Mcl' her
C'<»rnuinil (irove

Hotel $1. Regis
(Iridium KiHuii)

Oaynes
Heale St Boys

Chas Bnum Ore
Dorothy Lew*is

.

.

Anise
Princess (Jiella

New YORK
Stmod

CITV

(3)

Hal Kemp Ore
Smoothies
Shea & Raymond
Uea trice Howell

RCADIXG-

I'HUl

Karle (3)

Winchell

Hudson Wonders
Hubert

P *

Joe

Jark Haley

Mary

J

Dead Knd Kids

Carllai)''

Jack Teaparden Ore

Ann & Small
(27)
Jimmy Lunceford O Howard N'lchols
Ban & I'rancla
(27)
4 Ink Spots
Matlrire & Cordoba
riTTSIIVRdH
Oxforit i;oys
Stwnlpj—<41)
Glenn Miller Ore

a e l ''-owter-0
Earllntt Kln^;

-tl

Haeer

Hnrry ArnislronR

(Sert

ISIlzabeth Murray-Kl Clilro

Uen Uernle Ore
Century (Sl-«)

Anthony £ Ranio
Hunk Urowne Co
Chaa & Barbara

*reciM>r»

Kalph Uocers Co
Jillton OouKias Co

'

Mare Ballero
Hetty Button

'

MInnevltcli
.

(3)

Maurice it Cordoba
Oxford Boys
(lis

Jerome & Ryan

Rhythm

Flni-hcs

Koyul

(3)

T,uncefor<*-0

IIKTICESDA
KrtlirHila

(4 «nl>')

Ada Co
Jerome £ Ryan

Rhythm FInHhea

KM/AltKTH

Mbrrty

SonpTs it

(2 In mil
Bert l.aytnn Cls
MK-tlVIlIS

Orplirum

Flnmes

FATX RIVRR

(t)

Infl circus

.MIMVAIKEK
Kiverslile C!l)
-Mnrle Wilson
Itub Oakley
Ro.Heoe Ates

Barbara Ray
Art Jnrrett
I.nwe, Hlte & S
Allen. Stone & .\

P.ITEKSO.V
.Migrstle

(3-R)

CInyton & Phillips
Kd I/ambert 'Co
Oeraldlne & Joe
Ross & Edwards

Co

Colonlul (4 only)'
Ch'ter Fredericks C

(S-V)

Ada Co

Jimmy

(2

to

(3-lt)

nil)

Jack LaVler Co
I.,eVan

&

Bolles

rillUOZfl.l'HIA

Cnnunn
Emerald

(8:9)
Sis

Ray VaUKhn
(31-Z)
-Bellong Co (One to (111)
Enic Bros Forrell, Drew

Rmpire

demons
llellKt

&

Village

Casino
Joe'Candullo Ore
Ore

Milton Berle
Dolly Arden
Honey -Fain
Kay Heatlierion
Cass Daley.

Sandra Lynde

Kit Kat t.lub
Connie McLean. Ore

HurHnn-.MRdrld

Charioteers

Co

tM Conga

l4t

.Sydcll

Astor
nick ICuhn Ore

Ore

,

Eddie Davis Ore
Joseph smlth'Orc

Coq Rotige
Nickl i;a.ymond Ore
Don Marlon Ore
Murray Harmon

Tanner Sis
l'at.iy Parker
Jean Blair
Vera Fern
Ann Durson

Geo Lloyd
Vicente Gomez

Hotel Killion
Blue Barron Ore
)tu8s Carlyle
Charlie Fisher
1

Blue Notes

Hotel Emok Hoase
Frankle- Masters O

'

Tlsdaie 2
Ann Franclne.

Rubun Bleu
Elsie

Sally

Houston

Evans

Walter

&

Koss

Leon A Rddle'a
Rainona Ore
Lou Martin Ore
Eddie Davis
Donald Burr
Rath Salo

H &'H

AlAiotl

o*-

MiinIc

Lyman
DaiidorJi

.

Hiidicy Gl»

I>w

Kthel Rhulta
Joe & Betty Lee
Lee Sullivan
Hotel Cohiinodore
Ifaminy Kaye Ore
Hotal Klltmore
Geo Olsen Ore
4 Bachelors

Maxic

.

Maxle*9

li

Whalen

lloffntan

Marlon Holnics
Black hawk
Johnny Davia Or:Di)n Pedro ftre
Billy

Betty
Talla

June

Owen
St

L Cook

Rosen bloom

H-vrry Klniirlnni^

Paul Parka Ore
Sport Circle

{ilnlliie.s0

ArJatocrat.i

Sll

Koom)
Annette Kennedy
(Cryfital

Jo« Nartiulll
Gertrude TobIn
Bob BinioRa
nrondmojil'
Lydla Harris
Karl Moaflinan
Dot CarlBon GIh

Je.i

Ijyon»

Jan Garber Onr

Huso

Herb

MoodH

HI Hi««

Mona

KU
Ore

Ciive o' U'iodw

Bernle Green
Vlrfflnla

du

Veil

Wayne Bros
Helen du Waviie
JoHophlne Rino
Art >Ve!»a Ore
Club

Marlon. Hiile

Mary

Mar.nhall

JJolores Green
(all Lawrence
Veachcs

Mary Earl
Blondle GIs
Cliei Puree

A

Cn^^Mld)

Ore

>loll.v"

}felen

rowell

Sumner

Joey Conrad Oro
Sliver llnr
Ciorda V«un<
Miiry O'KourKe
0".\i'i|

DavlH
MowHi'd
Di>l Stone
Irene Slokcs

CampUH

iWn

LI la ,Murry
Ray Sielher

On

Elinor Daniels
Ha /.el ZuluM
Silver Frolic

Sandra i.ynn
Jean Bell
Beth Miller
Helen Hunt

Harry

l.lta

Ha'-rix

RnniH Niible
Lrs Doyle'

Sandra Byrd

Kay Marcy

Fay W'lllarc

Jean *'ook
Torchy FaWfo
f/Alieron

W

Kllpatrlck
Kuseblo Comiipldl

CliliiHtown Bi>tver>-

Bdna Leonard
Pepb'y O'N^i
Mary iJowern
Pearl Sander.H

Ralph Lynn

Ann Helm
Eve Kvon

Shirley LucKie

Owen

S)ierldnn

Joyce

Avffl

,

Pad Na gar Ore
Hotel.

r:a

Salle

.Marion Uoj;ei>

Ann Valenilof
Jackson Si Nci>
Taylor * Allen
WuniH DurM'i
Jnn»»

\V,»i.d..

S«l

Chl'luUa

.Goorffia

JIminle O'Xell
Ettrl Wiley Ore

Roma

Dee Haven
Paullette La Plerro
Dnvo Unell Ore

Nfirre

Dorothy Convers
Liberty Inn
Dot Tillman
RnblnH St Keveli

Rio & Rita
Sadie rioor*
Bornle Adier
Allen Cole

Kny

(llJue Front Koom>
LUtle J Little Ore

Ralph Lyndens Or
Club itlnhiiin

r.rf>Reau

i.lm^liouae
Toffs Ore

Van

Mtlle Club
Buqhle

Ollle

IliirliMii

(hty BO'n
(-'uopcc
Lniirefiir<l
I'iCiel > r.'l> e
-Blaiielie Saiin>lerf
Jllni'lieveil

Oruber'M

ilof

Mann &

Vid.-U

Nadlne
Alba

Mr-ny:i

GruhiT Hoi
Mario

BiMii

l>><>ii»

Grela 1.;iM-tiT
Betty Tlioma^
lilidebrnnd'a
Leslie sia

Mat to

Billy BrIK
Pete lliiya
Lydia Wluta
BInn.Hom (its
Abe Sherr

Ruth Morf;an
Barbara Joan
Lillian KuNso
Eddie Miller
Fran Caswell
Pen Fay Ore
Gaylc Arden

Tlitti-'i^a

Maurice

BeliiKtiit

Bobl-v r.re

(.>ro

Hlldebrnnd

2

llnlel Adelithlii
(lliiwnlliin KuoO

Alnhn

Bob

Conrad

Helen Wilson
Irma. Linn
Lorraine Chevalier
ColloKC Inn Ore
St

\-

.

Colletee Inn
<"IIf

Margie

I'n^tola

Lei Xani
Lei Knala

Joe

Viirr.t

A VIorru
ChaH Ahln
I

•Inek l.vrtcir.«
^Valloti KrtiiO

Joe Slevena
Crfmcent Ix>fr Cnbln
(GlouccHter lights.
N. J.)

Ted Shapini
Sophie Tucker

Penn Raymond
N'orman Larcey

Hob

Si Anita
Joe Kraft Ore

Sunny Mason
Juno Eldrldffo
OoHcent
Cabin
Myra Karid

& Dnwne

Warren Counilss
PelmoDlco'n
Bill

Vincent

Oro

l<r/.xi«

Jtnsscll

Glamour GIs (IS)
Xr-rb DubroMT
Sally La marr
Helen

Jteatli

Efltftlle

Wangcr

Git-

Charley Wllklns
ItubcrtI Roberts

l.eltit/

S:

Emily von

Jfmmy

LoliHifK

Bialie

Noll Fontaine On:
MISH TrJxle

Jum

Steele

Wftlly.

<H

Barney /cotnaii

Cosmo

Fanslo

I^olly Sierlliu-

Lnke Ore

Trlpi.ll

:;

Si»

DIxli*

Ho

Gay

RKh

Wanda Warren

'

Joyette
St Louis
Louis .W'llllams

Pops

Irclnff
3

Braslow Ore

Pepperw

Darlene Jones
EnibntMT
.Mildred Feltpn

Rufs
FrftnclB Fflrioll

Ann Hudson
I''(H-d

.ScMslou

Billy Kreshmer O
Jhn Thorpe
',

llotel

White

iVifr

&

Barry

Pat Miller
Alda Alvarez
Edith Plllsner
Louise -Haf:en
Sidney )>ny

A lleen Cnnnlntrhn

Jack 5ilHnley
Ginger McDunald

Curt Weller Ore

Evi lyn Fiir»:uo

Virginia Renault

Rudy Carr Ore
Atevani*

Holel
CCiiQlliientiil RiHim)
Orirr

Wllllama Ore-

Buddy Marino

(Atcn, N. 4.1

Marlyn BaseJark'a GrllU
Ruth Wcbh

Johnny Cahll!
DuBour S: B'Mioo
Pepgy Rame.'*
Joiiephlne Bnylo
Jeanetle Idler
Paul Knne
Gen AKmiller

Nlkke Mkol

Kay Keeny

Rtephnnle Knyder

Doiolhy Murphy
Mary WllUaina
Trudy Martin
Pedro Blaneo Oi.

Ore

Lntlnier Chib

Tnmmv

Crnne

t'tinKtalne

O

Harris Tnvera
Alahnnin Ctniiiiia

Jack Span^ler
<'lnh l*nrrak«et

araii

Johny Boner

Leonard'Mann
Johnny Younff Ore

O

I'ca-*

Kiiii:

Sklppy W.MIIiiina
Juanlia JoluiHon

3

Carol Lord
Anlia Jncdbl
Carrie Flnndle

Paul liaakon
Bvanu GIs

Janice Rcere
.Mne Masters

Shaudor

ijr

nlliT rnnitiiiiiTi

Sammy Walsun

.Ma rue
Sally O'Diiy

,

\.

Bernle Cuinmiii<.

W

Coniii.t

Rowlaiids
Lillian Stewart

Club
Marcl MnreucI
Michael Sz Mario
Eula Thomas
8t

KioKK of Swinij Or
Pet'Ky McCJoud
lintel Iken Fmnklhi
iuirdcii Terrare

Uuthln'HKnthHkeller
Frank PontI

Si>yros Stamos
Ixin Cjutxote 0)-c
Ennio Bolofrninl Or
\.

Frances Lenox
DubA

.1

Buddy Pafto
Eddy Morgan Ore

Abo Lyman Ore

Tamara

uia

I'.i^ri^

Mnrle 'Cosleilo
flue Club
nniy f-.ur
MurK"e( I*uhfi
('unnic FHnslHV

Stnpletons

Rose Blnnc
Jue E J-cwis

Evelyn Bradley
St Slappy

Ship. Slap

Cmdnn

Jiitin

r-u|
(ii'Hcin

liecKer
Ko4* Koo Khib
BJIlv KfMU
Marie Claire

Mary

IJ^in If

iMii>

L.ni'<-f*

Silver CliMid
A J'edro
CoHiello
Kulh Barne.1JeH:iie KoHellH
Kny Marlell

«

Orr
Swanxiin

Kay

J

MlllJe
Billle

Lcsllo
Iviinhoo

K'at

I'-orltcs

Harand

Sulie

Kulh Joffee
Joan Baylnr

Marue

Trai-e

I

Flnhfr Ore
The Duff ioH
Golilen Pair
IMck (inrdoii
FrolU-H GIs
T^Mi'iy

Willie Shor«

Jimmy

Ben Alley

Kalnnw

Sllhoiiclle <'lub

nd re Si Vpri\a
Coz'/ies Ore
Hovrlcr Gla
Hickory Inn
J*ancho Villa Ore
Jfian -St Eddie
Tc»m (iarvey

V

I

ParNi

Danciiih'

ilcrnii-e

)<obb>

-

Kicllow Gla

Sklnnay tlnnlH Ore

Art WelH3 Ore
Rudolphs

y.iirk

<*lmr1Ie Cramer
Mary Little

CInb 13

Koyal Kndico'

Ralph Cook
Jean Mode
Ltoulse Shannon
Hank, the Mula

Harry Holly. M C
Pen Raymond
The La Fona

Pii\v»»ri

II

Williams

Friuikle Sciiluth

Charlie Gaines Ore

Harr.v Hone

Cua Van
.Mary Lane

To m m y M'o n d e r

Miiivx

Ki»e

Oi\:

't>i

Duriblea Shelby
filnd.i K(iy
;i

Betty

Walt Temple Ore
Club Slorucco

J.irr.*

M:irk

Mickey

Frederick & Yvonne
I.eoiia Rlec
Topsynetlea
Victor

New

Jliirry'M

lictly

J'ayii*i

Kovy

Leonard Reed

-

ii

Jimmy

ProcfrlJI

T.IIMan Fitzgerald

mc

Bit'^iyie

Rob

.lolinsiHi

Allen

\'a

Cnrni'tl

N. J.)

(.tinliifcn,

llaiitfa

Frank
I'arl

fill

Silver Ore

Swannre Ion
Kins Colo 3
TopNy 'd

Ittn)

Ore

Dale 12van:t
Brovoorl Hotel

I'onnle

i

Wliai-ion Siri
Wiun;|t»a

Harold West
4imnd Ternico
Earl Hinea On*
Katherlne Perry
Norinns

.1

Oay Rainy

.

CJIoiT

BInckHlone Hotel

Km)

Tiimi.)

in>|ii>.i

Jean

Aliiron'ey

Mkkl Nmola>

<l*nn(her KiNlnk)

Henry Jn luett

Elenore

CVduru'ooil Cabin

Pfl

J-iincH lliiiiiilion
EiiilMre ltfi.\y
t:ilddcn

Sid Tomark & R B BefclK*om)>er.H
Red St Curley
Moore & J,eivl.s
(Jrnnt
Tommy Reilly Ore Lucille Papt*
Wllklna

Somrrnet lloHae
Charles Healy
Jack Ou'en.**

Ciife

iTal Pfnff Ore
Ti'sslo NcLson

Ore

iI'MtH l\Ar\\ in
J ai'u.4 Slit

Jerry Drandow

Celebrity

Art KuHNOl Ore

.'

-l.e

Bull

June Price
BNrnarck Hotel
(Wnlnul Knom)

M &

Elvira P.'os

Oeorgle Topps
Murissa Flores

Ijtme

(The Buttory)
LeMaIro Rhiimba O

Uddy

)lMrtlnl«|De

Joe Sudy Ore
lloracio Zite

H McOreery Ore
Don &. Audrey LeM

Leon ('he8N

Seville

Dick (iarparro Ore
Oscar de la Rosa O

llnlel

.Sande Wlllinms Ore
H;iel itelinnnt-i'lBza

&

Terrsiia Oslu

Cjuarlolto

Ship^y

Edw &

JTry

Hwrvey Charle» Or»;
Ornemere Hotel

CHICAGO

Joe.

Desi Arna-/.

Rosalean

Brown

Sid

Bur

Carlos Molina Ore
Diosa Cosleilo

,

Indlffo, <'jir«
^

Bernle (ireen
Cot-d GlH
HHrrls Ore

Etsy Cooper

Hickory Hbuae
Louis Prima Ore
Hulrl Ambnssntlor
Del Courtney Ore

Ltllllan fJibsun

G Huah

a

<l>imie)

Tiickftr

\\ la

\'!in\

Miilel
(Celllc <'are)

Viiree

Ruth Dean
Mnry Si one
S>

\-'

Veler.

Marchnnd
Mayes Ore
\^\
FOMS
Audrey Joyce
Billy

Jiiliermiin

Dick UncUIey.
GliiKer WuCMln

Sandy Crelchlon
Boh Oftndcrs Jr Or
<;ny

Llndney Sis

Ablioii Diinccra
Phil Doule> Ore

eo*«

lluuHH
Joe Ivetle Ore

Al Mclntyre

Koycc

I.

Itecd

(Glass

Hi: \vk iJKa \v'
-Mel PeierNon

3

Kenliiliii

Ball

T'Orenzb Roberson
Velma iiiddleton

Rita E|/.a

Pan

Sam Kokl Ore
HwAod Onyi Clob
Cee Pee Juhnaon O

Amhii!«siHlor Holel
(l*um:> Kootii)

K Pnrsons-A Sweet

Dolly Reckless

Paul

rAXCASTKK

Gray Gonlon Ore

BAI.TIMOKK

Then.
Ranny- Weeks Ore
Paul Remos Co
Antonio De\'era Or
Lionel Rand Ore

Jules dl Salvo
Allecn Cook

raratlliia

Mabel fCenloba

Iiitenintlnnnl

KIba Vnliadores

Sis

JAJIAIC.X
Curitnn (S)
Royal Whirlwind!.

Diamond Droa
Benay Venuta

HInte

(i-j)

Al Behrens

Fenwick * Cook

IIKOOKI.VN

IlippiMlronir

<

Pearl Hoblns

Elaine Jarvis
Mellons

Gae Foaier

iirerntrlvli

Peterson

& Huist
VRKKI'OKT

Andrews

FlutbuHli (2)
Claire & Shannon

King

i

Jlartell

-Ore

"C'o.rhrnii

lliiwulliio

Room)

(l.aunitr

Robert Pinkua

Nick

Kat Brnndwynne Or
Barbara Bannister

(ilinnllla

Norman £ McKay R Nano Rodrigo Ore
Uoslta RIos
HARTI'-ORD
S'erfflo Orta
State (8-7)
Bene & Popao
Woody Herman Ore MavLovia Rui;:

Sinclair 2

Ilob

Collins

Cnitlno

GrKce Hayeft
Jerry I.esier
Peler l.In d H a yes

Room)

Emil Coleman Ore
Carmen Miranda
Mario Si Floria

mnr-MflrlRnl Ore
Soledad MIralles
Doiita & Valero

Ada BroH'n

Henderson

c'letcher

Tools Monde! lu

Willie Solar

Maria Lopez
Fumona Uoor
Pats Waller Ore
Maxine Sullivan

NEW VOKK CITV
Kuxy (3)
Bobby ^luy
Teddy Hudrlpuez
I>aul Ash Orr
WIndHOr ()!)
Bud Hughes Cu
Anietf & Arno

Krenrh

TIney Peruon
KdUli WilHon
Kenny. EdwardH
Oharlefl Deluiven

Flo MuHkln
(Empire Room)
Pejjgy Dedoll
Benny Goodman Or Kinff Sc Koucbe
Lionel Hainpiuii
Dernloe Weldon
Gloria Day
French C'anino Ore
^'ksy Binian
Omce Hiiyt'M Lmlr^
Louise Tobin

Pairleol*

Manfrean Tr
I.unllle Johnson
lOmmii Francis
l.ulu Bales

l.a

R & N Inyiuon

tVuldortAstorlu

Howard

('lyde

Ore

rinri*filine fii«nlen

Doytln J-{ouri|uln
Roberln Ore

llnlel

Frank LIbuse

Tom

WASlllXfiTOX

Snrdl'e

JijII

Mann

GeorKc nines
Smith Howard
Light Brigade

.MarKOt Isrander

Mai Haliett Qrc

(3)

Ted Vrecma Ore

SIssle. Ore
McCirnne Ore

Dt^'n

Fritzl Scheff
Dentrlee Kay

Harry Owenu Ore

Palmer & Furresta
Klppy

'Mnrcella

Nick 1
K, Jr
A nil n Wity yv
.liicU |.i>nn:ird

Kreilerlckj
(•iiy-

Vannel to GIs

Cliuck Henry Ore
Ronaevelt lintel

Danny Kaanna

'J*:in\ii

Ai'fhle Uleyor

RooHerell

Hotel Tdft

Buddy Doyle

Aatof (S-4)

I>IIII.AUKI.|rHIA

Kane

Ann & Small
Roberta Ji -ilarlln
Toitimy Trent

Hotel

Enoch Light Ore
V^Kylv

Beti.\
Cllnrlti

Thomax

Eildjo

("^ro

HiitiHt«

AVIIer

lioh

.Mftdei

.iii-Ur.i

l

Elaine Bl:ifU
Lorene Klntda
DnlureH .Men iM

Adrlenn'^

l(

liiir

Dc^i'anipf

I'liliiter

VIIIhch

'

'

K

.f\y

Li'.-*

Tavern

Dot Landy

Kt»niii)
( Kniplrr
I'oinmy D<ir(*cy (.>i'c

Jimmy Anwa

Poniliilr'

Onndy & Coca
Gene AuHtlu Ore
Seven Sens

Moorp

Beryl Wjipjice
Refiinnld (.'laiff

I

'M:iuko

Talhnt

JXck Conrud
.Hob Ti'iMl»-y Ore
<ialely

Tuft Mace
Paul Flurenz GIs
Hal Cummlnes
CiidlllHc

t'li:iilis

DoIorcM

Fthelind

Cary Leon

GeorKi* Det*o:«la

Auiliey Allen

Mnriyn
.1f:0n

i'lnb

s

-.v.-

Belli

Cordny
Barbara

Mari|> n Winsiun

Scott

Kay

<'jiln«

Un*-

Pat Shevlln

Ore

Mystics
Jean Lee
Hazel

»rc

Miinni^r

Mollit;
Nai1.iH

t.-a

Kverffrerji

Sunny
Joan

Pranctii

Frn.soilo
Sis

l(.>>

White

r<*llccii

Shirley

ituni

Viinderbllis

Nina Hinds

Glndyn JUmuvIIIc

Ih'Hy S^torey
t'ryKiHl *'ook

ilare'rlie & M'rtlue/
K(^n Hcin-yi^aii

Henry Monet

SuHan Miller
Si,

Inn
"Warner

Helen Miller

Lnniboril

Igor

Ore

l.nne

I

Paddock

Cnalno

J'al ParadlHfi

I2il\var<l.*«

Kric Massey

.lohnr.y Wundn
Four llol Sboia

Guy l.ombnrdo Ore

Niible

O

Kon

Padekeh

Lily

Bobby Kvana
Stump Ss Stumpy
Burrlnetun Guy
Dan Hcaly
Dlanmna iforseshoc

Ore"

Tlie SliindalHy

Benny the

^'i

/,

Dilllea

lltll

Uerblo

Ayera

Stilly

l>iil>

Il

Tliojiipauh
GrafI Ore

loliniiy

Hcnneo Dlcco

Sh)in*:ii

C>tviH<4

Cenriii;!!)

JC-

Edna

MelilcllHTir

Knn'iiivv

Itoek

(:i-iiiii.,r<
*
llis'id'p

Itiis.s

Knmon £ Luelnda

Heldclber;;

\-

Iteil

Chi-l ltiilil,.s Or,:
Jacl;h! HcmI

Aacliiirntre

rl

I''|-Illl/.

rrlni'eis

Arllne tJwi'MH

l.illinn

(lareona

l.e:'

lliV:

l!ri<)iil

Siillv

Ore

I

Kniitke'll-

moor

Si cu'ii

'

4Vllnr

4»lile

PHILADELPHLA

SliUliTv

Old

.

(.'arr>tll

loiin le

OM
'

J*>arrell

Siv\

Wlili h
.

Ve

Cloria

Land

Kathleen Kny

Ortel

l.conjird

eon

I.

I'VankId

<'lnb

Ilob .\Vriiy.s

Muck

HH3 Chib
Johnny Ilonuert
(a I- M DM roe t>ri'

Ciitb

tlardy
LiOuUe Rao

An^uliirdn Ore
Niraka

r.ela

1

Dole
Donia

.Marh'le
Klolr^c

\v

Cell If

.iiiiiri

t:i>tti-Ki'

Miinnlnt;

Margie I*e

rtirLs

Sle\ en.H
3 l.o\eIy Sis
3 Nuncli.nlniii)!

Walklkl Krach GIs
Leo LanI
Maiiunnn Bishnw

&

Alan

fTti>c:i

Malone

Molll.*
'(.*ecll

Sh;(

UucK'y \):irtWoi*i h
A nil lluleii

Sntith Gla
HVvli V'oolH
Kiiterliilnerg

(iracp
l*c«Ky

Jimmy

I'td

Elmer Lee Ore
Clara Inter

.

Kaloah

Dick

Rsy

Fernandez
Kduardo Clmvcr. Or

i

B;.-!!)

I

('HrlOR

Anne

Kiirl Cnrroll

MalHun-

l.cHlci

I'IhcI

\'iri;;lnin

VlrBlnlji-

l£nr)i-.MAilri;;uora

Lucille La Marr
Thekia Horn
Norah Gale
(Hnn-nlliin'
elte)

Ore

Morlnn Dnwnoy
RUMSf II S\V!( n

B & J Heasley
Marie do Forest
Harrietts Haddon
Berniece Stewart

Ulralda

i'bnitslor

Eddie Sclllith' Ore
Jeanne M<i(m*i>
Ore

Lorralnn' S|»

Sierri L>una
1'nul F«:il)iorslon**

Kay Knlcy

llulrl St. Horllx

Nedra Madera

LE0OY

-Kari'iet

MnrcuH

Hal

&

It Cnfe
Dtana ({ayle

Grnet Vahner

Ailrlan Uolllni Trio

Oabrlel

Madino

l*aul [vendn.ll

Vclma Ka>e

.Mona Lisa
Cotton Club
Louis Armstrong O
Stepln Felchlt
Avla Andrews
Chilton & Thomas

INDEFINITELY

t»ry

Helen. Knlini

Walter Dyson

Inez.

Vln.'eCurian

lYMW ROYCE and VANYA

Jack KroMi
Wlinpy Ztjch-r Ore

IteM8 ItenoU
.lade .loni

Ore

Don MHniu-l

Eddie Varxos Ore

Ceo (;iMrord
G Andrews Ore
Club <iuuclio
Juan Mnkula Ore

mil Bardo Ore

Frank Davis Ore
Town Club

I'M Si>IUni;.-4
i:i:i<l.va lliit'dili

I.C.V

.lanliia -l.altiiila.
Claidli:t I 'til -t 111

wnllans

ITa

•1

K(i<cji«

l.eali.j

Var

'

Day

Itltli.t

'VVIiidnn tinrdent

Ken
Dixie

norisa

Decca

Fill

M:,|,)da

.lune Hay
Bel lye .May*

Inn-

J'Conurd 2
Dob o I^t GIs

Kelly mil

Jack

ItnsIMiKl

Inez (lonan
-Mary Grant

ihirdrhn

Mnpi'o
<ilurla I.ynn

Htflel

.Itlnniy Ell.ird

Towrr

Htier'

II

(llrnrh U'nik)

MUle

1.oUl» ViiKi|ue/^
<le Giika
ICIrby

Jlarvot

Nnppn
Jcti

ici«re & Reiieo
Kdjcflwnter Bench

l

De

Mickey Dunn

Rm)

-

Glen Pope

(in.ve

l^ella

EMPIRE ROOM
PALMER HOUSE

( iilliTtle

Wllnia Novak

Kuth Clayton

Steve Kv.ins

(*n

Km)

<l*omprlliin

'

Don Roland Ore
\.\\ Concu

O'Koui-ko

&

Hecliir

Dixon
Frankle Hyera

.lane Kc} nolds

Oi-c

Cr,»i*ir

3 Bennett Sla
Trado 2
Koblnson 4- Man In

Con Bennett Co

.Morgan

I.edn

Laurcllii

Irvlny Mari^rad'
l»mke Hotel
(Gold CiMiHt KiHim)
\Va> ne Kln^ Ore
VirKlnIa Volley
<;iovannl

Lorraine I'eU'ond

('.'tf((lp

Ope

Kmile Peltl Ore
Dwlghl

Pat Harrlnf;ton

(L'71

Joe Cook Co

Oic

l-'orilci

MttrtltM
Snorpy.
I'nnchit A

Hotel Siirny-I'liiza

'

to nil)

<.>n*

lUUiHiiro lliiwl

Chuck
Jliniiiy
\Vi>Uiin

Ciir«

Paul Draper
Jane Plcl;ens

Club 1»
Jsek White

Creiontiy

(One

X'eleK

1:1X1)11

Ore

'Morris'

Sis
Knis. Beyer

C>rc

.Mary IMai'li

fharle« ^IcJIriHc
Darnell Howard
IMIIle Hollldny
Freddie Reed
Lonnlc JohitKon

Iliirvoy

Starr
Kail B;»c,kuM Ore

I'lildi'o

(IVncork
Joe Vera

l'a.'rlyln

Airroilo UlMiinIm Bd
Dorothy IJr;i lulon

Ducliln Ore
Carolyn llorton

.\ndy' I'eiidleloQ

RuCr Davis.

I'alte

CHirAdO
Fuliirr (27)

An:,'ela

tied

Geo

Bddy

C.'ibrlcl
3

Ncl.oon & Hort
..
Wlilrling Top
CSrtK-e

l*Hrkt*i'

Kny Ndblo

Ore

rierra

Mntons

Denn
-.Irnii

COnfcrcHM HfltM
lUn)

U-lttHN Mttt

Bani^ta

Tlire^ Dnieen

'

inn

f.oove *--,T,»\va
Mllly Aleea

.1

Mahy Dodd!*

NamrleHa

Red Saundera Ore

Johnny

.

n'ltllrlinritr
'
,

Si Clan o

lino

.1

lllcharfl Iien-iuf
Kltih 1 1, ,.

ll.aiislvChilsM

Marah Mtciirdy

Mnnfrrd Gol*helf

.IItterbuK*'<

Klil;„rt

l.ippe,-||

.Joe

Gardiner Ols

II

om

<irc

Oariia

..Vina <:itrilen4

1>eone Pace

ll*fUHr)

Cii.di

L.ucl.1

Adelaide
Aniseld

Joy Kaleac

MtirrNon .Hotel
(lluHlon Oy^ler

Ithylhm Willlo

liaer

Vlllnge Vangunrd
(icrald Clark Ore
Calypso Uecdrilcrs'
Cecil Anderson

(k

•t'h..rlr-s Ikoim
I'ci >?11V Gil)

Elaine * Carry
Lou Valero
Montana WranKl'-rs

1<ill

Priheo

Mom joinery

LOS ANGELES
Mary

Rlcllard Hlniber Or
Ethel Levy
Fred Lowerv

Paul B.Tss Ore
2

liolli.y

llila

.Michel

Gall Gnll
Blla Shields
Ooorjfle llnrii.4
Hotel- I'liixn

.Cliiilciiu .MtMlerne

Wll.'tiin

''OKKy Taylor

Briisilorr

Waller

.

l'i<rk

Hotel

.Mac.\rthnrs

llowan

Hush &

Nat

Cafe ..Society
Joe Sullivan Ore
.liie .Mnrs.tin Ore
Ulllle Hulllday

»

iilieMon

Colonlul Ci)
t.eniiy & SircIit

.

West *

Orays

6

Ceil,'
K>l>j|

15nllet

(lip'ty

Don Alphonso Orc

n!y.)

TItcliiiu '.Nevlns

t.'o

(!T)

Wiilier CRHsel
Mollsa MifMon

Tuyern

(Kliiiliurst.

Tilo

Sytlney ,Ui*sfl
Kiisslan Kreiclinm

Centriil
(Coroitnul' ttrove)

San Fredrlcs Ore

(8)

J*rown

IC

Jtin l^eorce

Corps lie
Kocketiea

.

CI.>:VKI^\M>
I'nlarr

(t)

Hotel

WhUnvy

'JIuiilevnrd

NKW VOKK

&

l)r

.McAlpIn
McHMtier (,ii'c

Ralph HotRers Ore

Kiuily Stcven.son

'

lloysrailt

S.irlta

Moilcrnalres
Hotel rpnnfi>-|viiiilM
Artie .slinw Ore

Wlllaid

DiirtMliy

.

C.ali-dali

Clai-lto Deiiriis

Uoniielly

WIckc

tins

.

Raliilall

Jeanne 0*.\rcy
Tania
Hotel New Yorker Simeon T<:ira\aprt
Nadia Mlrii\a
Paul Whiicm.ln t>r .N-;ij>tifi
l-iilial.ova
Jnun l-Mwarils
.Miciioii

H^irrl.soii

II.'irry

John
In

t.irc

1 1

Uiilcl

BlJI\
r.orralne
Clnirlcfi
Strickland

Jock WilUain8

Hetty

(Ji-c

I.I

Sit VI

Wooils Ore
Laura KellOKg
.laye Martin

\Wn Culler (Mc

Ulll

IMck

1 oiiy

(;is

TbnmpHon'a 16 Club
Kay UevnoJds
A
Sharps oi'c

ItllMy
l.on

Sha niii

J'litKlv

i-hl|>p|e
l>lcK
li

HdwaM

Ore

Leltariin

Edille

I.exliiirlon

n.ty K'llincx
Me\ nio Holt

I. iniln

Ore

UriM

l.Hnc-

Jlolcl

H«il>i-rln Welch
IMIly t.'asc.Tde.

<-|IIC.\(iO

lilllon

Bi;.-s

.Vi'lll

inn llerVnldttl's
Don Sylvio Or.c
.\iti;i*lo'e

KKW YORK

l-'rances

lay .Matllii'Hs

Bowie

O

.M11/.I

KnInlHiw tirlll
nnrry .\\'lnl(in (ire
Mnrl.vnn & .Micjiael
Rillnlioiv. Kiiom

CITY

Marian

njirney liatlnol's

C:iner

Paramoant

Jean

Vlllnge llnrn

(ilcnn

Belt.e

NEW YOEK

llelln

KihiH

Carlos .Molina,

,

Ntck BrooKa

.lnHi^pli

hii,

(

Marsi,. Kidkiii,!
Villa »lndrrue
Parljer & Vivdei iek,

Norman

(.'amill

<'ulllH

Nvrii

Hradley.

i>orlNe

Ore

l*aiichito Ore
Abbott Si Ciislello
Adolalde .Moltetl

.

'

Wilma Novak

KrAUks

4

'l'i>»

I'lTTSUfKtill

VerfMillles.

Derpe're

•M

CIcaMiii
.Mannci'i

.lerry Tiipiis

\'.il

'DnBi-HO

I'ui.iy

Muriel

Si:i

An.;, Ii 1.,.^
Kniit.y lliiid.inr
licit Meld„i..||

Swlnifinnd
IT Hendei-Hon Oro
Pops & Lurlo
Jtutterbenns Sc Suo
t'oiinle Harris

MlllHlnneH
Flo .WhUiiion

I'mnoph tiln
Club l»ellHM

Francis Scliiiliuan

Udluir Oro.

lt:ki.>

Tussl.. .\ii|,.id.ii
CarrhiKi,.,,

V

^larlln

Tcxna Leo
Jorry Gerard
Red WIlHon Oro

ReyimIdH

Gcncvh'Vr

FriinK Onatretl Ore

Bland

Jai'k

Yvonne Nova.
Theliiia

Hnl

ciub

UelVna'''

Sucle 'Q'
l<nrbour

Andy Frei'Mian
Chiick Aii.iit-us
Phil Ci||ii:tj-d
.lack

Stan

N'i'G Itevuo
lOve Arden
i'viMIe Darrt

Spivy

Harry Salx Oro

T.tVu

Princo

.lark

Ann

McljuiKlilln'ii

Or

C(>lo?4fmoii

T*yhiaii

Mlicnon
I>uhl

Bob Evans

'J'ilson

t.tre

SI

!^am )l:in!4
Jackie Al|»n

Jerry 0**l.i'ary
Ellon Klener

Dtnin

l'*iTiwiudn i'unriy

Tony'a

|iiiriilli.\

Bills

Iniliiif

IfnIUM

»

Tnii

Tlj".

Cabaret

&

Don Orlando Ore

Lamb

Al

-(Jrc
Itin-ns Ore

Vini-ent
Jacl.l,-

<:<>

4'n|ill<il

Rliyilim P.nckeu

Ore

To'n.v .*^omn

Moslcy

Snilli

JV:iil

Ci)

Lowrt.

'I'dmmy

l'-|o'wei'lrtii

IiSIIK
l*'»irlii'S

tluei'im Terrace
(HtHiilshlc. I.. I.)

Kml Kills
.WASIII>(iTOS

VOKK' CITV

StilU
Kilinuiirl

T.c.H llrown' Oft;,
Trixle

Club

Cuhiiiy

ICendls.

Oro

)>Nsi-|iei:i

K'lcs'

l>i'l

CntsM

The Hedges

alters

\^

.Maiia

Nobl«

I'hylliM

Ait

Ford

CInb

.MoochMo Ore

Oj'c

i>;iijs

WilNllll

"

Siinii.v

.^liiry

Consuelo

Jiihn.iloiie

.lean

NflHiin
Yvdillio

»<r

&

Aliliiiil

i

Rudd

M

'

MrGrawa

Wlilia

Joo Nidi

Al Garbell
Jean l*ower«
Adele FlIlpH

Sanlrey

S*i/i

1939

1,

Hyron *

Svan*

Ellen

Johii.H.iO

Dixie Dee

A)\ ha Miirlln
I'alay Mac

Vaughn

.siiirk

Farrell

Hill

joii

Vny'it

.

I

Joan Slune

VIrKlnin

Cosla

I'c"

\ lot fill

Al

(*uiinle Haines
Slim Tanner
BUI Randolph
>'ic Cliristian
^llichacl .I-

Spi»ni'ef

J .rta

Mnroello Clfirdiiar
Kildli* I'oufll

l.oiinnna

Wiill.-r

.V

KllJiil

Joliii
'i

bills

i

.;

I'aiiini-r

'I'lM-ry

.

(October 27

below- indicate opening day of
whether full or split week

how,

JacK Wuldrun
Andre

.lanls

Ili'li'ii

I

IIIIN)

(t'ore^l

M»'lba pMNiiuaj

HulU Oro
<-|ub MInnol

Ktl'jie

Bobby Day Ora

Pi^riidifHi

.

Rniery lleiMsch Ore

Pnle

i>niolIiy

.

November

Woilncsiloy,

MIscha T'sdonov
Voludla Kiitov Ore
.Show liar

Civell

.Madeleine

,

KKW

m

V

Jerl

.Monro;*

I''oslcr

Bnrhnra Dridley(^race Deciiie,

LynwnoU
Joseph

\

Jtarn***

llJi.M'H .t"''^

I.exhiKton
Bob. White

Cn**!"".

Frankle Ulcjardntn
Mnry Na' is It.l
Marie La Tell
Artie Nelson
Joyette (Bs

Paul Rich
Oimrer L> nn
Mike JaffreaMnreello Trio

'

Wednesday, November
J.fxingion

3

•

& k

ilube. Julinny

l,oc Doiiitliei-iy
C'oBtile Contello
l/ldo Vciili'*

Ore

'

T.atell

Warle

•Mnry WoWon
Ceorirlanna I*e«
Julinny Ltary
jninburee Oro
Joe sm.vlho
IJttIc lUthHkcllcr

Stamp's Cufe

Golden

Hugo Or*

Mickey

Uelba

Liate GIs

fr'nmllant

Spn

Or

Warren Thomas
Judy Lane.
Frank Cuneo Oro

Casper Reda Oro
Slute Gardens
Rarl Rlgg Oio'

World's Fair GIs

4

& Jean
Barbiira Juan
Marie IIul;:
George )levd
I..ce
[.amend
Stephanie & Craig

Tiidell

Piannl Rochella
Dunree ft.ColletU
Teil Elder
Kdytli Ualla^Ie

Dorep

>ew l*«<ler Cufe
Eddio Jarvis Oro
Jlarry McKay
I.ona Itarcluy

Cnsiinlcra GIs

Bet»y Dain

'J'heresa

Open UooT
Leonard CooUs

Barbara

Joe

Kiel & Delmar
Vaul Lynch
Frank KcUey Ore

CHrtlen*

Herman O
Ann Reed
fijlvan

rnlanibo**

Bonnie Stewart
Kranchon Davis
Boss
Jerry Dolniar 'Oro
Joe Smylhe
Irivin

Ceo Kayo

Tiilladrlplilan

Room

Kaye

Lee Kuhn Ore

.

Dolores Dell

Mary Snyder
Betty Fitzgerald

Hughes

Lynn

Terrace

(StralTard, Ta.)

'

Weber's llaif Brao
(Cunuleo)

Johnny King
Denny Resh Oro

Itruder

Kay

Sullivan

I'at

Vacht rUi*
Kitty

•

Bailey

ilelinl.'ng

Ore

MILWAUXEE
Rchrnedrr
Kuoni)

C'het

Athletio Club
Hal Munro Oro
A Marcia

Jack Denny Oro

Bert Flillllp's
Ethel Seldel

Willie

Don r«dr6 Oro

Iriiia

lintel

(li^miilre

Talm Gulden
Kddle South Oro
Blalx

Cardlnhl Club
Jay Burt Ore
ClnUeao dub
6tan JacobsoQ Ore

Keller Ore

nrahn
l4ikota'a

Bobby Stuart

nine Room 3
Mildred Seeiby
Bernlce Barns
Marie Kecky

Barney Starr
Mata MonterlA
Zang & Todd
Andre & Delphlns
Chei Pares
Wally Valentine
Ore

>

LaVoe

-

Julia Gerlly

Wally Kund
Trudy Do lling
Helen Everett

Faye lloberts
Alary Kaye
CIcn & Ruth

6

2 Coeds
Rick & Snyder
Club ForeKt

>lelen

Kaye

Vera Welsh
Mickey Goldman
Club Sladrld
Cookie Harding Oi
Arturo & Evelyn
Ellon'

Ilolrl le

(JNeal

Ray Van Day
rurls

Joe Glim In' Cro

Kenny Kay
Little Ray
I'luhklntinn Mouse
(Itod Kuoin)

'

Mona

Ethel Warren
Phil Kestin

Marlow

Sis
I'lanlutlon Club

Dale & Dale
Jean Renard
June Hurley
Edith Rae
Congo Club

Bert nalloy Ore

Mary Webb

Pl.'intatlon <

Hrown

Lyons

llunky Brown
nu>ldy Tenler
3 Jokers
RciidezTons
Dub Mathcson Ore
Glace Brown

& B

MaybO'ry
Irmn Wagner
Christine

Droiidivny

<'rlslaiia Buckner
Morton Brown
Leonard Gay Oro

Itcnilezvoiis 13
La .N'ore Sis

Cornles Ship

Myron Stewart Ore
Ralph Lewis

Helen Shower
Evelyn i'arr

Louis Strenter

Jel-ry

Allen
.

Roe

rntt:y Miick^
Saiitira Lynn

Club Terrls
Gordon Genneh Ore
Henderson

.

Lul'aii
Morri>><>n

Tommy

Joyce
Club Mllnrankcnn
Otto RIchter Oro
CInb Saliurn
Gordle Bennett Ore

"Vvoiine

lliirtiiiun

r.ouls Slrcelcr

T/amnrs
Cleo & Ruth

Lynn
Lainont

Hilly

Dunn

Zasirow & Wells
Jack Fay*
Devlnes Ragles
Stephen Swedish O
Hob Garrlty Ore
'".lorla Gale
Hick & Snyder
Mamie's Gmtin
Gus Orbley Oro

Reno.

niaue Orc

nirr-

Vivian Ifottcr

RuHiy rianivs

Ann Gregg
Williams
Helen TIaire

Aljtia

.)enn

Hmiillon

Romnnn
I

tial

nruwnvill

Whits

Rnvaye

Jean Doaz
Huzz Aston

Margo

ft

Hotel Schrnlry
How-dy Bauin Oro
J'oe

Dllotto-

Al Alexander Oro
Ktntler Hotel
(Terrace Rotini)

Eddy Brandt Ore

Xavler Cugat Ore
Haul ft Eva Reyes

Cllliy

llhvthm Boys
(Cnnllnentnl Bar)

Coronado
Nonchalants Oro

PAUL

ST.

IJftlie

Curly'*

Jimmy Hegg

Pearson Bros
Musical Bchtleys
ft Slarsche

Drake

Curds

Dick Long Orc

t8)

Golden'*
Jean SartcU

Gulden Boys Oro

Happy Hour
Gordle Bowen Orc
Mudelyn Joyce
.

I^titinge

Pierre

Sev Olsen Orc

Ann Mare
Margaret

Aemmer

Terrace' Cafe
Dick Barrle Oro
Blanche LaBow
Addle Metcalfe
I.c*

Country C

Hy Ackerman Orc
Dave Ackerman

(8)

College Inn

Norman

Jean Grayce
Marie Keen*

Kay

Jerry Mengelsohn

Carroll

Foster

Todd

Joe Klein
Dale Harkness
-

Old Shoy Gardens
Oro

Orchard
Jay Loring

Chuck Miller
Pine*

Dew-ey Moon
Carol Gould

B

ft

Johnson

Barbarlna.
Riviera

Smith Oro
Sky-Voe
Fran Elchler Oro

Billy

their

your

Drill

Ore

Ite<l Evans
Lady Esther

Freddie's Cufe

Airway Club
Tony Emma Ore
Lew Stewart
Troy Singer Orc
Ellssa Marvell
Judy u;ack
T,ornettc Sin
r«lnr Country Clu.i Patsy, Sk'a camei-'-n
Sherdina Walker o
Golden Glow
Ccdiir Gardrni
Paul SImoneiil OnDuke Melvln Oro
Mary Lou
Julinny Hudgli)s
Gladyd uelmar
Fabian & Marie
Cainllle
fxiis Deppe
Mitzi & Spltzl
Gnumiet Club
Lillian Young
E Robinson Ore
Mltzl Mitchell
Dunes Boys
riialeau
Jules de Vorzon
Jack Webb
Chick Chaiken Orc

12-5
5-8
12-5
12-5
11-5
3-1
2-1
2-1

Alabama
Duke
Tennessee
Michigan
Princeton

Harvard Princeton
Minnesota—Northwestern
Ohio State-^Indiana
Purdue-^Iowa
Texas A&M— Arkansas
SMU—Texas

Minnesota
Ohio SUte
Purdue
Texas A&M

Baylor—TCU

TCU

.i

.

..12-5
9-5
12-5
9-5
7-5
9-5
2-1
3-1
3-1

SMU
Santa Clara

UCLA
^

. . .

USC.

..Oregon

State

....

Frank Natole
Mike Sandretto
Wlllon-B

nerable to an

Al Fremont Oro

aerial
tossing,

game.

.

—

Lulgl'*
ft Odette
Margie Lane
RuRo Le Beau

—

MIc'key

Tale Dartmouth
Dartmouth couldn't score against

Prison Inn
Pete Kite Orc

Many

Navy and looked only fair against Great States
Harvard.
The "Vales have beaten

Mauri

Army and

so

it

looks

Yale line will upset the
dope and keep Dartmouth from its
door.

—

Tech

Georgia Tech Duke
one of the better teams

in

is

it hasn't enough to cope
with Duke's McAfee brothers.
LCU Tennessee
Louisiana's got Ken Kavanaugh.
But that's all. The Tennessee Vols
are rated the best in the land. If
they can stymie the Louisiana passing game, there'll be nothing to it.

Dixie, btit

—

individual

have

Michigan—Illinois
Michigan, with its Tom Harmon,
should further prove its right to the
Big Ten title.
Harvard—Princeton
I^arvard's a weak sister and- is still
two weeks away from a decent
Princeton, v/ith a
ground game.
well-balanced attack, should have no

'We feel thai all evil consequences
that at our last conference we pointed out to you, would result from
granting your demands, have come
We appeal to your sense
to pass. .
of fairness and decency to your in.

.

terest in preserving the. jobs jn a going industry for the men you represent to recede fro/n your demands
and to voluntarily relinquish in-

trouble.

Minnesota— Northwestern

Two of the disappointments in the
midwest. Minnesota, with its sophomores having a couple under their
belts, should go. to town.
Ohio State—Indiana

crease heretofore granted you, and
by so doing to become constructive
force for preservation of their business rather than the element that
destroys it. We ask your early consideration and action.'

The Ohio State Buckeyes discovered the facts of life against CornelK
They'll slap down Indiana.

'

Routes

Borders HeHsaTireUInitChicago, Oct. 31.

—Kentucky

Alabama

This will be quite a dog fight. But
.be given the edge because of its tighter defense.

'Bama must

me

—Iowa

For the first time in years, the
Balaban & Katz Great States circuit,
which has been playing occasional,
top ranking name acts in key cities
only, has opened Its entire string of.
to a unit, Al Borde's 'Hellsproduction, with the Benny
Merpff band and Rex Weber.
cities
aflre'

Great States has set the unit in
.some 10 towns, several of which
haven't had a stage show in more
than a year.

Examine Cantor in Suit
Over Goldwyn's 'Scandals'
Examination before trial of Eddie
Cantor was set by stipulation in
N. Y. federal court for Nov. 9. Cantor will

with

be examined

the

$1,000,000

in connection
plagiarism ac-

of Mort Eisman, Clara Dellaiand Robert Louis Shayon against
Samuel Goldwyn, Inc.; Goldwyn;

tion

United

The

and Cantor,
involved is 'Roman Scanthe alleged plagiarised

Artists' Corp.,

film,

dals'

script

and

'

'Oh, Shah.'
Cantor will be examined In N. Y.
on the alleged negotiations between
himself and Goldwyn, and all facts
and events he has knowledge of in
the preparing of the script.
is

Purdue
Frank Loesser and
doing a song
Anderson
(Rochester)
Benny Rides Again."

Hugh

.

Jimmy McI

for
in

Eddie
'Buck

.

—

Hotel Syracuse
Les Brown Ore

local unions

been going along In high gear. UCLA
will break Robinson or Washington

—

Herb Gordon Oro
Bonnie Blue

ft

enemy

Penn
With Frank Reagan
loose for enough tallies to win.
will siiik the Navy.
use Oregon state
Syracuse Michigan State
Oregon State is nobody's pushover,
Two of the lower strata mingle
Michigan State doesn't have but Southern Cal. is headed Rose
here.
more talent but it does have more Bowl way.. It'll continue in that.direction by bumping off State.
spark. It's Michigan State.
Oregon ^Washington State
Temple—Pitt
This is all Oregon because WashTemple's on its way up while Pitt
Pitt has plenty to ington State has no teeth to bite.
Is standing still.
Oregon
should wind up a couple of
on
the
it'out
and
will
take
atone for
touchdowns in front.
hides of the Owls.

that they_considered
increase at this time unfair and im-

.

..Even

Pitt

Tale

SUnford—Santa Clara

demands.

of

12-5
11-5
3-1
12-5

.-

Michigan State

Oregon-WashlAgion

'In the meantime various locals
belonging to your organization in
signed
communities have
other
agreements continuing their cild
wage scales, indicating that they
inimpossibility
of
an
realize the

admitted to

.

Syracuse— Mlchlean State

UCLA—California
use—Oregon Staite

I'nion Grill

Art Tagicllo

.

Penn

—

Rlzzo

Plaza Cufe
Jimmy Peyton Ore

.

'..Cornell

Michigan—Illinois

Catl-/.one

ODDS

Dame

Penn—Navy

LSU—Tennessee.....

Nelson Maples Oro

B

Notre

Fordham

Temple—PiU
Yale— Dartmouth
Alabama—Kentucky
Georgia Tech— Duke

Jimmy Gamble Ore

Billy

Army—^Notre Dame

Fordham

—Bice
Cornell— CoInmbU

Betty Nylander
Mildred Kennedy
Bill Douglas
Dean Snyre
Dick Smith

Ray

WINNER

GAMES

Btzl Covato
Dell Sis
Ellen Vargo

practical.

Lillian Barnes
Arnianda ft Lila
Ralph Lewis
4 Queens

Avalon
Hy Barron Oro
Xormiin Priest
Marilyn

By DICK FISHELL

increase granted to you was given
only in face of threats, nevertheless
granting of your increase justifies

members

Zeplijr

Bob Warner's O

Herman Plrchner

'I'helma

(November 4)

Boogy-Woogy
Reggie Dvorak
Al Mercur
Jim Buchanan

Mauri

crease at this time.

Craig Rule

-

Johnny Duffy
Nut Houiie
Ted Blake Oro

.Continued from page 2_

CLEVELAND
Alpine Village
Otto Thurn Orc
Miss America,. '39

Probable Football Winners
And Proper Odds

Cocktails

Angelo ni Pnlma

lATSE Boost

Dave DeV'ore

ft

i>

Columbia and

Allen

H

Nixon Cafe
Al Marsico Oro

Mann
Danny Boone

Violet Shaffer

sus-

tained attack and have proven vul-

Bob Carter
Bob ft Eula

Maxim

f^p.e

have shown no

sailors

battle,

VCLA—

Penn—Navy
The

CbrlGtian

—

this one.

3

Buddy Gibson
Joe Morracco
Bob Llotke

—Texas

Stanford Santa Clara
Stanford and its double-wing back
are making no progress, while Santa
Clara ha^ come along in a hurry and
is ripe to take the Indians.
Calirornia
Cal, Is in the doldrums while the
UCLAS, paced by speed boys, have

like the big

Sheldon Gray
Joy Dennett
Tiny Crawford
Sloppy Jiw's
Red Maddork Orc

Stuart
Ton-n

Tap Rliythmica
Gene Navarro
Leon & Diane

Greennlrh Village
Anton Cotton Orc
Juno Devoe
Anita Werner
Deloi-cs Dean

Orc

'tt'ehlo

Frifi

Mew Penn
Ralph Allen Ore

Ray Rux

Hetty

Baylor

The Southwest Conference

with- neither team being too tough.
gets the nod because of the
coaching of Dutch Meyer.

TCU

—

Royal Jesters (3)

A

ft

Gallagher-Nest Ico
Frances Tea Room
Frank Wlieaton Orc

President
Al

Raymond

Club Candre

ing the two.

and

victory

of

Cornell Columbia
The Cornellians are at the top of
the class, while Columbia's just shuffling ^long.
Unless it has a severe
letdown, Cornell romps home with

Hotel Onondaga

Shi Garllng

smell

the

continue to stay on the right
side of the ledger by gaining an edge
over Rice.

Wacky Nolan

(iladys Martin

Slarlguld

gdtton

Al DILernIa

Caputo

I

—

Fordham Rice
The Rice Owls have been a toughlUiik outfit all year. The Rams have

SYBACnSE
Avulon

Hammond

Magle Oar
Trester'a Ore

Pa

Hetty LeMar

Tom

Georgle Ardcn.

.

canzone

Cup Room)

(tiold

Charles Auld Trio

Ciimnioilore.
Monte Cuthbert
Ken Davenport Orc
Post i'life
Mnrrny Dancers Ted Ryan
Orc
4

.

Wm

Penn
Hotel
(Chatterbox)

A.

Oscar Dellmnn Ore

N'onie

Kaye

Randolph

Jack Kane Oro

Oasis
Bert Dalley Oro

Uonna

May*

Mildred Parr
I^eRoy ft Pals
Earl Beaudrie
Stevenson

Jimmy

Dob Pace
Jayne Walton
Jerry Burke
Marion Wllklns
A Murray Dancers

-

Cullseuin

i-laudo Ellis

Old Heidelberg
Eddie ^l|iP Ore

/Bally
.

.Marten

Hotel Roosevelt

Oec Hurst's Oro

Peggy Geary
Gene Emerald
Johnny Duvis Ore
Snooks

Edna Enrico
IJorolhy

Uriiccltcs

Hay

OO'i.)

Idlers

De Ann*

Ted Hro'wn
Edith Kaye

Joe Rio

Virginia Grey

Bcrdine Dickson

(Gay

Sammv Sway Orc
Minnesota Terrare
Florence McGrath
Weik Orc
Gene & Pat Patton Lawrence
Mauno ft Strafford

'

Clover CIiTb
JIng Brynd Oro

ft

It<itvery

-

Contreras Oro
Conchlta

Wlilllirr Hotel

& Adams

Anglesey
Eddie Lnltue B (t)
Arlene Gage

l.lHdy'a

(Silver Grill)

M

Cocktail GIriK (C)

MmNEAPOLIS AND

Joy Onsspll
K)lv'ler Siiimbaugh
Frances Parker
LoK Cabin
Carl Ilcrgiilnn Ore
- Mliiml Club

(E)

Ralph Brow-n
Madeline Jones
carOlyn Williams
Turner ft Burnelle
Myrrie Wilson
Dewey Taylor
Hotel Henry

Dorotliy Nesbltt

Ifoiing

I'na Cooper

Jack Campbell Orc

Jimmy

Evergreen (iarden*
Ba irer Orc

George
Jo Succop
Carol Crane
4 De Bonalres

nift WInehlll
Gloria

'

Oro
Nortliwood Inn
Fr.inlcle Connors

Ijirsen'ff

Ward

l^aurene. Novell
Klleen Sis

Royal Steppers
Saks

Geo Presnell

Wysong

I.l.<icliernn

Ray Meadows Ore
Ijiht Hound I p
Itaye Oro
Ken Keck

l»OKt

Thelm.a

Texas Rockets
Ralph Fisher Orc
Main Street CInb
Frank Sidney Ore

Ben

Harden & Huusten
Chene & Armstrong
Denn Murphy
Betty Guyon

Geo Kavanagh Orc
Snn Ulego

Zonette Sis
Doraino & Ellis

Monty-

Club Royal*

Danny Demctre Ore

Shayne

llay Carlin

Jiillianne Desmond
Billy Lamon.t

Alagtey GIs

Johnny

-Danny Brown
Club Udo

Neblolu's
Dl Giovanni

Karl nutnrii's

Miller

Vocallans

Delia Carroll

Eddie nratton Oro
Frontenno
reell Lee Oro
Brooks 2

Dashlngton

Jimmy

Havllland

Dirk

Alleen Marlow
Starr & Moxine

Geo Baliny Oro

Dymont

Mystery
SunHom' llouM
Richard Bach
Joe Dougherty

Rcdford Inn

Don

Club

Danny Mason Ore

Nancy Nacy
Harlem Casino
Sunset Royal Oro
Detroit Red

Sis

Florenze.

Rene & Michael

Marion

Wayne Kennoa
Ada Itcynolds

I<arry Vincent

Paul Roslnl
Floradoras (6)
Virginia Gibson

Tubby Rives
Cork and flottl*
Entertainers

DIberi Oro

Hoffman

Lambert

Jack Goodman

Annette Shields

Hark Thomas Oro
Corktown Tavern

& Jo-Ann
Shanon ^ Mein
Nlles

Carroll

T,ce Bnrtoll

Guardsmen

•8

Al Strelt Oro

Jack GrllTIn
Kdna Smith
(>ale Lee

Geo -Gould

rowntan

Commodore Club

Ra*.h«'r Kldiiradlans

Daisy, the Horse
Eddie Morris
Ilernle

the West Point attack and there
should be a difference of two touch-

downs.

Texas
Arkansas
Texas ASiMi as it's proven itself
be one of the flnest.
SMU—Texas
Here's a close one, but Southern
Methodist has the sounder system
and more power. There won't be
more than one touchdown separate
to

.

Harry Martin

^hnny

Fishell

A&M—

The SoI(jiers do not have anything
like the reserves the Irish can throw
into the flelti. There's no punch in

Marlon Rohrkasle
Bankoft ft Cannon

Norman

Flo Parker
Kaitis ft Ranes.°*

(C)

Oro

Kitty Murray
Plan'tlon Belles (<)

Gale Reynolds

niilconades
Phil Cavezza Or*

Club Petite
Piccolo Pete Oro
Nell Buckley

Win McKlnney Ore

Sammy

I
I

ni-Curmo

Bill Nightingale
Charles Bristul

Glamour GIs (C)
Dick Bauer
Temple & Marl*

Anvliorng*
Hughle Morion Orc
Maynsi-d Deano
Arlington l^dg*
Kler Morrison Orc

By Dick

(VfHN Sports Commentator)

Army—Notre Dame

they'll

PITTSBUEGH

Red Mitchell Oro
Club Carlton

Ctladifis

Ulue Lantern
Walters Orc

T.ee

Wilson's
Joe >1qugh, MC

Ore
Mildred Rogers
Ralph Eastwood
Red Lion Inn

I,eo Zollo

Fr.ink

Charley Carlisle
Lenora's Pebs (8)

Tod & Julia

Viola Klolss Ore

Bnlnbnw

Isigler

Patsy Day

Nell Brant

riantatinn

Walker

MItzl

;

Jeanne 'Saboda

NIta

Carr & Randall
El Cota
Patilo

Frank Paris
Gloria Blake
Jack- * Eddie'*

Bin Green'*

Ore

Denverettes

Stanley Club
George Winter Ore
Jaekle 'May*
Jack Elliott

-

Oasis
Cor,<«lnl

,

Hotel Statler
Richard Bone Oro

Ray Pearl Ore
Buddy Madison
Club CarlMe

Ken Couroy
Palm lleaeb
Amos Jacobs
Don

Ohio villa
Freddie Carlon* Or
Mickey Katz
Southern Tavern
Emil Velazeo
Helen* Gray

Sis-

Romany Three

I<a Cardo
(.'ountcss Ariel

Amos Jacots

SiiCrunsUl

Jules Klacco Oro
Gale Sextet
Vallee ft Doreen
AmI:i Alvarez
Len Manning A' M
Dlgaelano & P
Jack Moss
Syll Golden
KIsle Hnrt

Tom MoiTOwan
Billy Burns
Margie Meair

ICowcry
Harriet Rollo
Morrison '& Rogers
Craters
Kay Carroll

Wanda Shiner
Steve Mat^iews
Michael Sliarmella

Rudy

ruriiki Uerliy

(Jlotor Itor)

Eddie Fritz Oro

WHrwIcb Ilolrl
Ray Benson Oro

Valentino ft SIgrld
Elaine Manzl
Barbirln*
Claude Hoagland O

Walt Bergen Oro
Hotel Sterllns
Marty Lake Ore

California Varsity S

DETBOIT
Lou

Everett Hoagland

Callahan

Lyie Stann Oro

Ooflk-Cudlllae Hotel
(Hook CnNino)
Joe nines Ore
Harris & Pierc*

Football

Arlene Rice Oro

Lindsay'* Sky-Club
Poison Gardner
George Faderewskl P.lta White
.Pearl De Luca
Kay Whitney
Hotel Cleveland
Monaco's Cufe

Sammy Watklns O

T..nndi»

Lee Lelghton
Zunker Gardens

Klhurta Jolinfton
Billle Lamoiit

Wtigon Wheel
Joe O Shca
Al Bastlan Oro

Harry

Jack Farrcll
Eve Even
Ray Wencll
Gail Parker

.

.

Simeon Phlllpotf
Bert Snyder

CuU

Wade & Wade

K(l\v

llonocled Amba'dor
nuthnnia A Malc'ni
Joe Cook, Jr

Billy

VlhliiK

.

Johnny Wages
Margie Bowman
nick Thumai, Al C
Jimmy Xnegra Ore
Dorle' Moore
Margie Smith

Fltxiia trick

I>rucocfc

I

Claudlne Hayes
Strand Annex

Freda MacRonald
Ho'nry Hubertlno
^

Carmen Jameson

Hotel llollendcn

Maureen Ro'^ay
Rogan & Mann
WlHconsIn Roof
Hcrble kay Orc
M Merrymaker Ore
Tom- Sheridan
Cappy Lewis
Arnold Duprs
Maxine Heguetls.

Marty Holt
A Gulllckvnn

Flo Lane

LaRue

Phyllis

Hlorton Bros
Jllarlo

^

89

Miss Ohio Unit

'

tiayle Gaylord
Jean Lysle

Helen -Savage

Orc
2«tli & North CInb
Kay Crandell Orc
WIrih's Futlirlstls
Bill Schweitzer Ore
Jack Fexer
Vallie Jay Oro

,

licllly

-

Toy's

Jean Jacqui'S
Jack & Jill
Steuben Inn

Raga Gordon
Tunya Oarih

Martin ft Marvel
Jay Jaaen
Jane Mathews
TotvD and Coanlrv
Club
Benny. SItorch Oro

Case

Eildia Kulia
Flo Bell
Betty I.ane

Venire .Grille

Cross

Thib

roliit

Irene Schranlc
Anita Allen

Geo Murrhettl Ore

S^ldney Ames
Kiliel Sladcr
Billy Bei^lt

Davidson Oro

Bill

KrlkT

Six

Thelma Ward
Harriet

Hatton'* Clob
Fred Heikell
Robbie Collins
Ruth Parker
Hotel Allrrton

Lurry Powell

Lucey
Uernard & Klcb
Sl9

Leslie

Irene Burke

Irene Griggs
Claudo I'arinenter

AU<'f.

.^luouA Ion

Sybil

Teddy Cai'ip
Schwurtl
Red Ravin Oro
Hay Wick

6llver Ijike liiD
tClenienlon)

A Ink Spots

Ken

Chet Boswell

Costello

Dolores Lamar
Nancy O'Blen
;oo Club
Bobby' Alaynard Or
4'ab llorvath

Almee Organ

Derby Wllnon

X>ee

Roma

Oraco O'llara
t

Viola

BIng Burdick

Murly nolin

McDonaUl * Kos»

&

Jessie

Bert Lemlsh Oro

Klaino Jordan
Victor

Genevieve Woods

Gordon Walters

Nancy Lee

Stooges

2

TonyvBauer Oro

•

;

Sonset Clob
Eddie Apple Oro
Tie Tup Tup
Joey Feldstein Ore

Scaler's

Slim 'jalllard
Southland llhythin
^li.iB Deal
Slim Galllard Ore

& Gay

naftonf Sis
Val Irvlnn.

VARIETY
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1,

Al Kilbride
Jack. ItosH
duUil> .Nugent
llendeievouf
(Hotel Renutor)

.

I

Iowa has its Kinnick, but Purdue
has Brown, Brock and Bylene. Pur^
due has the better all-around game
and gets the vote.

Harry James and Jack Lawrence
did a swing version of the Italian
song, 'Ciribiribin,' to be published
by Paramount Music. Corp.
'

/

{

Wednestlaj, November

VARIETY
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AUDUBON,

Turn

LYRIC, INDPLS.

N. Y.

all

over
being the femme's mucging.
this that prevents the later part

New

point
(Coiiliiuicd

from page 37)

Jiidiaiinpoll.'!, Oct. 27.
Will O.s-boriif Orcli, £s()ier Kal.s-tu»,
Dick Ropers. _James C'opp 3d, tj/iiii
e,.
^'i.
Dick
Dic'v
Sione.
Sioiie.
Bcniice
!.
BiirroKOli.'!.

pcisimal conUibutions are his slapliaiipv cokey and dancing, the latter
briVr :nid etTeclive. With Claire, but
wiirkin,n solo In this
Ht'iilv. a fair

Show,

is

.

,

Nancy

buck dancer.

Cansori;

•/Vdi-ciKiires

Holmes'

(20t)i>.

of

Sherlock

Getlin!» lop billihfi, but not top re-

BctlyHutton. who was. 'dis^ii, o.^borne stacks up with the
covered' by Vincent Lopez and built
^^^^ bands to come here reup as 'Americas No. 1 Jitterbug, cenlly,
cenlly bui lack of name value local
Th^l was at the Casa Manana, Broad- ly is being fell at the boxoffice. Os
way, nliery, where liquor played a borne himself makes a pleasing m.c.
blji" part in warmiiig up audiences to
and introduces the acts in an eo.sy
an enthusiastic pitch. In a theatre manner which appeals to the audiShe's just an ence. Band plays in slide style, arit's a dilVerent story.
unmusical shouter of jive melodies, rangements beine centered on tromwith the rough-housing of. a couple bone sccllon.
Other sections are
of the musicians looking so affected two pianos, drums, guitar, three
that it's corhpletcly ineffective as a tnimpels -nd four saxes.
A bouncing, bawling Band takes over at start with
launh-gettei-;
fenime. dres.sed to look like an e.xbv 'Listen to
wooly-headed doll, be- swin? tune, followed
ag.tterated.
which gives Osborne opporcomes very wearing within a 10- Gllsscn.'to explain unit's style via
tunity
niliuiic running time.
follows with another
This audience, or what there was lyrics, and
swingaroo. Lynn Burroughs, band's
of ii. 'was comoosed chiefly of adults.
femme vocalist, is long on looks, but
Th>>y weren't hep to the reefer' rouShe sings
.selling ability.
and. despite Claire's milking, short on

sult:*.. Is

tine-

'fieguine,' with laurels going to orch
for arrangement rather than to her
vocal.
Dick Carson, local boy who
won nabe amateur contest, does
takeoff on Professor Lamberti at

much pleasure when
Scho.
wound up.

indicate

didn't

Mi-ss HiiUon.

HIPP,

BALTO

Baltimore, Oct.

Woody Her.man Orch

An-

Robins,

Sisters

Mary

Ann AfcCoU, Fentuiclct and
'Tlie Doy the Bookies Wept'

Cook.-

(3),

xylophone, winning big mitt slap>5.:
Bernlce Stone is only hoofer in
.show, doing aero dance neatly. Followed by band swinging 'Bolero.'
James Copp 3d (New Acts) has a
new'slant on comedy, reciting ultra
smart ver.se to his own piano ac-

29.

(14),

Pearl

drew

(RKO).

companiment Osborne confines his
pop vocalizing to 'South of Border'
and could do more of the tonsil work
as far as audience is concerned.
Dick Ro.gers has trouble getting

Ambitious stage layout is doing
bullish biz. . Heavy on the swing,
nevertheless, has. sufficient
setup,
versatility and general entertainment

It's

1,

1939

them

to bat each other
the premi.ses, with a strong

calls for

becoming offensive. She comes
from the wings with two small fans,

Acts

trorn

alternately shifting their positions
i^^.
-^^ j„ g ukeolt on a fan
^.^jj,,^ '"^'"^
a.incr.
a
introduces
Bcrnle
Midway
youngster who he says approached
hun at the last- day of his stand at
the World's Fair and conned him
She can
for a singing job here.
only work nights as school prevents
doing matinees. Kid gets over solidly and in nice voice on "Mr. PagaWorks easy,
riini' and an encore.
i

.

DICK rOWKIX

JAMES COFP

.

.

~

PALACE, CLEVE.

Cleveland, Oct. 28.
Dend End Kids, Sam iSchlepperman) Heam, Six Grays, Gene Sheldon, Sybil Bovian, Variety Gambols,

III

Comedy-Piitno

Song.s
19 Mins.

Paramount, N. Y.
Although this is his first stage appearance in several seasons, Dick
Powell hasn't let his knack of handling a live audience .get rusty dur-;
He has
ing his stay in Hollywood.
a forthright and warm personality,
he works hard, can sell a number
and injects a touch of comedy here,
too.
It's a sock act for vaudand
there.
Band finishes with a couple of hot
number.s, one of which features the fllmers, far above usual for picture
personals.
drummer. It's a good finale.
Powell hasn't changed hi.s turn
Biz good last show opening day
much. since his last time on Broad(Thursday).
way, or for that matter since his
start as an m.e. In Pittsburgh pres-

10 MIns.; One
Lyric, Indpls.

James Copp III is a colluglute
Dwight Fiske, mixed with lyrics a la
Ogden Nash, A former student at
the University of California, he was
playing night clubs when picked up
by Will Osborne and signed to ap.
pear with

own

his orch. .(^opp sings his
lyrics to fancy self-piano accom-

paniment.

He

and gangling 'and wcar.s
suit, which, added to

a frontal hair cut and a pale complexion, sets him in the comedy
groove before he gives out. At show
caught he did three numbers, the
first
a burlesque based on toothpaste ads, a modern version of 'Little
Red Riding Hood,' and a very clever
poem inspired by a women's bridge

entation houses.
He still runs out,
right into his song and keeps
the pace lively while he's onstage.
He now does a punchy recitative
number about acting as an unrecognized guide to a Hollywood visitor, game.
then plays briefly on the sax and
His

jumps

is tall

an out-of-press

material

U new

and

clean,

trumpet
which okays him for family fare, and
(WB).
While Powell may have suffered his piano interludes are plenty skillKilty
Four Dead End kids are not only by the cadet and midshipmen parts fut
knocking the Palace's settings galley- Warners handed hiin so persistently,
the the medley he sings in his present
west
but
also
approaching

'Blncfcniail'

house's matinee attendance records. act demonstrates that he at least was
Although top act; is mainly a moppet blessed with an extraordinary numdraw, entire bill has enough well- ber of hit songs in his film musicals.
balanced, punchy variety to satisfy On the theory that a performer is
at the mercy of his material, Powell
majority of clientele.
Dirty-faced angels, in stage bow would seem to have been helped
here, sock the moment they come plenty bv his com|>o.scrs in his paHobe.
tearing out in an underworld trav- rade of Warner tuneis..
.

.

esty.

Best received

is

their tough-

against ^ backfence drop, followed
by their reformation in the army to
escape a pinch.
Their ten-twent-thirt burlesque is
undiluted corn-belt stuff that could
be better, but it's hokcd up to the
gallery limit for okay laughs by
Huntz Hall, Bernard Punsley, Gabe
Dell and Leo Gorcey. Latter's insolent humor and slapstick is C'jiective
enough to demoralize half of youngsters in audience.
Sam (Schlepperman) Hearn tightens up wild action
with good travesty on a recruiting
sergeant.
Breezy pace is held up by Six
Grays In some lively- precision abrobatic tapping.
Gene Sheldon's .an
excellent warmer-uoper with eloquent mugging a la Harpo Marx,
collecting steady pantomime laughs,
even On his banjo' bit

off after his high tenoring of 'Irish
appeal to average audience.
Eyes,' followed by his well-known
informal, easy manner, Herman dialect version of 'JJinah.'
He also
lends a hand neatly with his clarinet. works in some gags with Osborne.
After a fast opening in which bands- At show caught he did a pantbmime
men contribute individually to good of grade school, high school and colresponse, mood and tempo change lege boy asking girl for dance as a
with 'Blue Orchids,' okay for con- begoff.
In.

-

(S)

Acrobatic Danclnr
9 Mins.
Paramount, N. Y.
Male pair have worked In various turns for years,, but teamed only
about a year ago, since when they've
toured with a unit under the name
Boys pack an
of Lane and Lane.

WILBUR

amazing .amout of skill and exciteMarksman
ment into, their act, and it's a sure
7 MIns.; Two
click in any vaude or nitery spot.
Tower, Kansas City
A less high-powered team \ypuld
Billed as above, Wilbur Slinkcr ha.s spread .so much entertainment' 'over
been sharpshooting at f;^ir.s and parks about twice the running time, but
in this area, and ISitely developed a the Lane Bros, work deftly and fast
'strip tease by gunfire,' wherein he to keep the interest at rhaximum.
Opening with a fast tap, they
clips the gown from a live model

guy argot and roughhouse clowning COL.

tv>

LANE BROS.

with gunfire. He has offered as much quickly inject a flock of acrobatic
as 30 minutes, but for his theatre stuff with plenty of comedy, then
debut at the Tower a good deal of shed their coats in a novel stunt and
close-firing is crowded into seven f.o into the meat of the turn, which
is an assortment of seemingly imminutes.
who gives out with swingaroo ver- in the life of a Hollywood star. FolOpens by shattering .some target possible rope-skipping tricks singly
sions of 'South of the Border' and lows with a monolog. Has pleasing
wafers, clipping the string from a and In unison. Close with a smash.
Kobe.
'Blue Heaven,' both enthusiastically personality, but act is a little too
swinging weight, splitting a bullet on
received.
a knife blade and firing through the
heavy on drama for band show.
A Dixieland version of 'Woodchophole in a phonograph record. Then
Orch closes with imitation of other
per.<; Ball' by the band turns on some
brings on his partner, Juanita Kirby, MICKEY and MARION FORD
orchestras, finishing with an'imoreshectic jiving which holds with 'Fan sion of the way a .'..:zz band played
to clip chalk sticks and lollipops Dances
'Eni' a tricky arrangement that in- 20 years ago.
from her mouth and presents a Anal 12 Mins.
House had tieuo with
cludes a vocal by Herman. Brings Builer University homecoming, with
flash by sniping shoulder clips which Show Bar. Forest Hills, N. Y.
Fast tapping in unison is the basi.s
on Fenwick and Cook, knockabout drum majors and yell leaders on
For purposes of
release her gown.
It's Svbil. Bowan's initial appearhand-balancers. Lads gather laughs stage at' this catching, which ex- ance here in several years and she the stage here, it's called shooting of this duo's appeal. Both member.s
with funny lifts and stuff on a tended running time to 71 minutes.
is -also surefire.
Mimic works her- the dress from a .beautiful girl in are youthful neat workers and their
unlcycle, closing strongly with a
Biz fair at last show Friday (27). self into a lather with breathless im- contrast to the strip tease angle of routines arc tapped out with steadiburlesque on Tyrolean dance.
ness and precision.
Kiley.
oersonations of everyliiody, from a fairs.
Another brace of band numbers.
Gal. wears evening dres.ses becomStinker is one-armed, handling
Swedish opera star to a riooing
'Blue Evening' and' 'Old Man Mose.'
takeofT on. Aimee Semple McPher- rifle and pistol with his left hand. ingly and dances are set to unusual
follows,' the latter including some
son. 'Variety Gambols, team of four Besides he is a- partial cripple, which nu.mt>ers, such as Rubenstein'.s- 'Melwild hide beating that's made to orperhaps
ody in F.' Terpiiig itself follows
the
mobility,
limits
his
stage
boys and trio of eirls. add sorne
der for the cats out front. Drummer
more emphasizing his sharpshooting standard patterns, but pleases on'
snaonv tumbling to the closfir.
rounds out an abundance of swing
execution and showmanship.
skillIt's a good novelty, though in
Bc»i Bernie Orch. (18), lo'ith DonBiz terrificPutlen.
ordinarily hard to follow with an ad- old Saxon. Bailey Sisters, Col. Manny
Quiii.
Boy doubles here as enicee. hanneed of stage polish.
ditlonal, similar effort.
dling gags fairly well, but .verbosity
1 Prager: SiTU'lair TuriTis, Bud Hughes,
The Andrews Sisters, are spotted Ames & Arno; 'Undercover Doctor'
retards the otherwi.se fast tempo of
N. Y.
CONNIE HAINES
next.
Three-way swing harmonists (Mono).
the act, which is well rcceived.
(NEWSREELS)
take possession from the teeoff and
Soncs
Gilb.
Football and Eurooe's war again
punch out arrangements of 'Jumpin'
Mins.
Hour of solid entertainment is on take this week's spotlight. The few 9Show
Bar, Forest Hills, N. Y.
Jive,' 'Beguine,' 'Beer Barrel Polka'
Ber- additional clips, outside of these two
and 'Well, All Right.' Build to a lap here this week, with Ben
This diminutive .songstress, who VERA VERNE
fields are minor and possess lesser leans to the jitterbug side, formerly Dancer
be.?off which had stub-holders at "LLr^fl'^^^/^.f^Z^nV
tr«
requirement
neatly
neccssary
Us
interest Just what newsreels from warbled with Harry James' ork. !> Mins.
shrtu, caught
Pa.,9hi yellowing
vPllourmp for
for more,
mnre
show
backed by the Bernie band, a young the war zone mean to the boxoffce Here she works with the house band' Hotel Blltmore.
BUT7ll.
N. Y.
crew that has come along fast and is attested to by standees up until (Bobby Day, when caught). She's a
Vera Verne is one of the dance
underestimated
as the 10 o'clock show Thursday (26)
shouldn't
be
'tccn-age brunet with pleasing face specialists in the new George Abbott
either
a
dance or show outfit. night Its the big topic and all five and figure, which is well displayed musical,
"Too' Many Girls' although
Bernle's relaxed and comical method reel companies have recognized this
in demure gowns;
you
try and find her in it bul she's
of introing the turns and directing by filling their releases with maxiOpener is 'Especially for You.' certainly no nondescript on a cafe
Hartford, Oct. 30.
the outfit gets to the customers and riium of war material.
with personality delivery In a mid- floor.
A charming blonde looker,
Ted Weents Orch, Perry Conio, fills in every small lull.
There's little action material avail- range voice of nice quality. This is she does two standard tcrp routines,
Red Ingle, Elmo Tanner, Oniiond
(]ietting the show away with a able from the battlefront but the
followed by
'Little
Brown Jug'
Doi(<n-s, Marvel' Maxiuell, Lou Holt;,
hard driven, brassy arrangement of riewsreelers have successfully Icnsed (modern swing verision), which in- but gets above-par attention on her
flash and front
One is an acrobatic
Frances Faye, San Kajilan's House 'Pagan Love Song,' Bernie follows by
what
there
was.
All
five
rcelers
cludes a
bit
of
passe pecking. routine and the other a precision
O'rcli; 'Mutiny in the Big Home'
pulling a glee cliib composed of 11 contribute about equally.
Winder-upper is 'Jumpin' Jive' in number, also in the gymnastic idiom
And .th e B ail p y-.^isters- douyalZlxiie^isIJh^BlatTsh"' plane base sock
swing tempo.
Co unting on name v alHi'of ^WTeems I"^".
to 'Tea for Two.'
^Saxon ^ony^mounaged behind the western
S°Ho;?l''"oj;ir"'J/n,;?.2J„o^^^^^
Miss Haines works with ea-se and
Holtz, house managerncnt has
and
Miss Verne Is attractively gowned.
gone light on stage fare this week. one sour note in the proceedings, the front lines, troop transports. French assurance. She's a bet for a name She can hold do.wn a cafe floor
battle wagons in practice drills, shots band, with judicious choice of ditties
Result is a' sketchy layout that's re- arrangement
groove to' advantage, and the classier
for the backgrounding of the Siegfried line, staged episode to fit
her vocal abilities.
flected at the b.o.
Gtlb.
the environment the bettor.
Abel.
choir
contrasting
unevenly with of French police dogs helping at the
Weems crew gives out with pleas- Saxon's
vocaling.
From there on, front hurried manufacture of shells
ing sweet and swing, opening with a
however,
everything clicks.
in
England,
marching
British
troops
blues number into which drummer
Saxon, the Bailey Sisters and Col. 'somewhere in France.' dama.ge done treated by Par, which also covers grabbed that tus.sle when a Giant
Ormond Downs injects heavy tom Manny
Prager are part of Bernie's to Netherlands' gunboat after en- Eleanor Roosevelt and Mrs. Herbert end caught the second payolf Lucktorn beating that's clicko<
Next is
Hoover at a Girl Scout rally. Re- man pa.ss a'nd then had the ball
Marvel Maxwell, band's vocalist who group. Beside the_ opening 'Stair- countering a rrilne. Franco at a festi- maining
straight news is mighty stolen from him by a Bear.
Lew
gets by with 'Gaily Star,' 'Dipsy way.' Saxon works later in a band val in Spain. Belgians launching a
inedlev. doing 'Over the Rainbow' uew battleship, troops readying de- humdrum.
Lehr is at his funniest in describing
Doodle and 'Big Boy Blue.'
The gridiron clashes come through an all-girl football game in Colorado.
Elmo Tanner, of the band, is next and 'South of the Border.'. Each is fenses in the Alps.
well
done,
the
singer
displaying
a
'To the Windward' (U) and 'BirlhMovietone has shots taken by an to round out the bill. There are
for
a
strong
hand with some
enough
startling
voice
of
good
power
runs
and
arid
fair
range
plays
in
placcs
of
Icebergs'
are
on
amateur
cameraman
also
(aboard
(20th)
the
whistling.
Red Ingle, also of the
Bailey Sisters tee S-S. Harding) of the actual sinking Movietone's coverage of the Ten- the program.
orch, provides some comedy with his and flexibility.
March of Time
hoke fiddling and impersonation of off on an arrangement of 'Jumpin' of a French oil tanker by a U-boat- nessee-Alabama clash won by forHow the war threatens to add new
Ted Lewis. Both return in the finale Jive' that's too close to the Andrews Same reel has dramatic pictures of mer, 21-0 to justify the wish that
for a band nqveIty,.'The Martins and Sisters' version, and follow later, high seas encountered by the boat more had been left in the reel. Deft problems to the already over-burwith .a.jieaLjob. on 'Go Fly
a Kite.' and heavy toll of injured caused by cameraing of the longest dash in the dened U. S. farmer is brought up to
the Coys,' a hinbilly -bit -in which- a-' „
,.
,
the storm.
Paramount headlines game, Butler's 58-yavd race for a date i'n this latest March" «t~Ti me
screen is let down and a film of some f^ir look good, being^ neatly cos
Prager. sax player -m the with scenes of the British destroyer touchdown, is followed by other neat issue, titled 'Uncle Sam, the Farmer.'
feudln' mountaineers run off. In one '"'"cdcorner, Ingle and Tanner are yellow- ^^ew, clicks with a medley of tunes, blockade in operation in the North action stuft'. News of Day's closeups This ordinarily prosaic topic has
a
stew
number
by
and
'Rag- Sea. following views of the fleet make N: Y. U.'s upset of Carnegie been handled with keen insight.
<^aPPed
lighted, the former fiddling and the
dropping depth bombs for suspected Tech vivid, with the photographer
Department of Agriculture is shpwn
latter vocalizing in hillbilly fashion. ^'"le Cowboy Joe.'
Slnclau- Twins, femme tapsters, are German submarines.
British Par right on top of many crucial plays. exerting every effort to bring relief
They register big. Perry Como is
Par goes to town, with its weekly to the farmer and at the same time
the outside turns, work- newsrcel crews are seen going off to
the band's tenor and he also goes l*'^ '>''st
Ing just ahead of Prager. Their stuff the front and then stressing the lack treatment of professional football, preserve, and improve billions of
over nicely.
Holtz makes a mistake in spieling hespeaks long hours of rehearsal to of activity thus far on the battle covering the Chi Bears-N. Y. Giants acres. Short depicts the operation of
Photographers include views clash at the Polo Ground on Oct 22, the ever-normal grunury plan dehis off-color gags here since this is attain the unison perfection they lines.
They tap clearly and as of a stage presentation offered the when nearly 60;000 saw the Giants sign to protect the farmer from
a family house. Comedian also sings achieve.
Besides dressing room ruinou'sly low prices. This setup has
\fin, 16-13.
a coujjle of parodies that should be though they were linked together, soldiers.
Movietone 'flashes from the front' scenes, shots of excited players and helped boost the national farm incleaned up for this house. Otherwise with their. imaginative routines takmg
'em
fuHher
simple
out
of
a
tapincludepictures of the Duke of coaches on the bench, the lens- come by stabilizing supply of proenterand
fine
Showmanly
a
'he's
act category.
They're becomingly Windsor serving as liaison officer and grinders caught the payoff plays of duce.
tainer with his dialectics.
French President Albert Lebrun. the contest— the early 43-yard field
Developments after the World
Holtz intcpes Frances Faye, who costumed, too.
Bud Hughes starts with a few Universal dusts off the pictures of goal by the GianU' Ward Cuff, first War, when there was excessive
'Well,
All
of
claims authbrship
Right.' Gal slams a mean piano and ,maglco tricks. iknotted handkerchiefs, City of. Flint, done when it rescued of three he booted in the game; planting in an attempt to cash In on
her screaming-shrieking vocalizing etc.. then brings on his two. trained Athenia survvors, to mention the re- the visitors' only touchdown and higher foodstuff prices, are vividly
Dogs do stands on Hughes' CGint detention of the ship and crew the subsequent field goals.
The illustrated as well, as the aftermath
'goes over mostly with the ji vers. pups.
She's particularly in the groove with hands and go through varied other in Russia after being captured by touchdown plays of the Giants are of dust storms and floods. Reel poses
tricks.
Each of the canines uses its Nazis. U also handles young fascist given excellent reelings. Same is the. question: will the same experi'Well, All Right
Weems handles the reins well and tail to help iU balance, thus drawing troops being promoted in presence of true of the two sensational passes by ence result from the present EuroMussolini.
Grover-'Whalcn also is Luckman, one of which went for a pean conflict?
depicts scenes
has on hand many fave tunes. First laiughs.
It
Anie's and Arno waste no time gel- reeled- as he visited Italy and that touchdown, the other leading quickly which lead one to think the trend
half of the show is devoted to the
band and its specialists. Latter half- ting into their knockabout stuff and country's projected 1940 World's Fair. to the second six points by the already is towards a repetition.
'Earl Browder's arrest is. nicely
click solidly from start to finish.
Bears,
Eck.
Alert
cameraman even
Wear.
to Hollz-Faye,

tra.st

and

effect.

Esther Ralston adds name value on
the marquee, but isn't so heavy on
entertainment Opens with a song
called 'Girl in the Goldfish Bowl,' in
which she gives a picture of a day

.

Pearl Robins, distinctive toe. tapster, whacks out a brief session that's
a solid hand-getter. Sets things right
for band vocalist Mary Ann McCall,

.
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Various Factors Block 'One Big

An

A

Bad

Associated

VARIETY

Press

Uncertainty of Ticket Code Brings

editor

approached the boxoffice of the
Ambassador, N. Y., last week
and asked for passes, explaining
press agent Joe Flynh was to
have left them for him. Treasurer called through the doorway
to Eddie Scanlon, house man-

Union Theory, Especially Equity;
Interchangeability Also Unsolved

ager: 'There's an A.P.

says

Flynn was

41

Chisel

to

On

Gypping; La Guardia Ribs Mgrs.

And Brokers on lousy Shows

man who
leave

him

passes.'

Ever since Equity started cutting
itself lip,

resulting In the formation

of tlie Screen Actors Guild for picture player organization and tiie
American Federation of .Hadio Artists for radio, sucli procedure has
been questioned. It is the formation
of those two unions in particular
that has stymied the plan for 'one
big union,' in addition to which
Equity is against such a merger for
vnricd reasons.

'What's that guy Flynn doing
now,' Scanlon cracked, 'grafting

Gniid Scouts Plays

54 Days

to

Xnias

groceries?'

Theresa Helburn and Lawrence
Langner, directors of the Theatre
Guild, and Warren P. Munsell, general manager;, go to Toronto this

Philip Barry's comedy at the Shubert, N. Y.,
will lay off the week of Dec. 18
'Philadelphia

Stooges Quit 'Scandals';

weekend

to see the two Shaw plays,
Show's Scale Dropping
'Geneva' and 'Charles the First,' being presented by the ColbourneIn House Switch
Jones company; Figure on stopping
off in Boston next Monday or Tuesday (6-7) to see Paul Osborne's
Three Stooges are out of George
Recently reported that the active 'Mornings at Seven,' which Dwight
'Scandals,'
which moves
White's
ndiliates. of the Associated Actors Wiman is producing. The Guild may
nnd Artistes of America, except sponsor it as a New York subscrip- frorn the Alvin, N:Y., to Warners
Hollywood theatre next Monday (6).
Equity, would move into Broadway tion offering.
signed
When
the
comics
up with the
offices, with a central switchboard
Although the Guild hasn't proand other services combined, but duced Shaw's last few works, the show it was stipulated that they
that idea has been shelved. Decided organization previously did all his have the privilege to withdraw at
end
October
because
of a
the
of
economies in operation plays in the U. S. and still has first
that the
which might result would not bal- refusal of his writings. Colbourne- (ibast studio commitment; They left
show Saturday night (28).
ance the possible diminution or loss Jones are presenting 'Geneva' and the
bits
in
the
sketches
have
Stooges'
Only one 'Charles' in Canada as Governmentof each union's identity.
been reassigned, mostly to Willie and
to change quarters is the American sponsored propaganda, but if the diGuild of Variety Artists, which Mon- rectors consider them suitable for Eugene Howard and Ben Blue.
and
(Howard.
Fine
The
Stooges
day (30) moved into the, same build- the U. S., the Guild would do them
Howard) may return to .the cast in a
ing oh 45th street as quartering here.
month or so, after doing eeyeral
AFRA.
shorts for Columbia.
Four A's officials have been strivUpon removal, the scale for 'Scaning to solve the riddle of the interdals' will be dropped to $3.30 top.
changeability of. membership cards
White claims that because of the
without success. Matters pertaining
added capacity of the Hollywood the
to the jurisdictions, several of which
show can gross more than at the
are interlocking, have been mulled
In
Alvin, where the top is $4.40.
Those
over, but not solved either.
the new spot the original Holly.\wood
who have studied and discussed the
name will be retained and the direet
manifold angles admit they are unBroadway entrance used. Last seaable to work out the puzzle..
son the Warners installed another
Specialist Wanted
entrance around the corner and
called the house the 51st Street for
An expert or specialist at reorPlan to use the long
legit usage.
ganization who could clarify the sitBroadway lobby for a store has
uation would be welcomed. ConcedSwitches in Broadway bookings been dropped.
ing that they cannot work QUt the
Engagement of 'Scandals at the
problems themselves, the Four A's may solve the problem of tenanting
leaders are now trying to And the the musicals now in sight. Princi- Alvin has been turbulent, with a
answer from outside sources, but are pal jam appears to be over 'Du- number of backstage skirmishes reskeptical
that
the solution will barry Was a Lady,' for which the ported, particularly between girl
eventuate even if such a specialist Shuberts gave a contract to B. G. members of the outfit At least one
Situation is not new in De Sylva. Neither of the two the- of the latter encounters got into the
is obtained.
union labor ranks, there being a atres mentioned (Shubcrt and Im- dailies and the producer held up his
mix-up between the branches of the perial) appears to be a possibility, end by getting into a socking match
Sylva musical is not at the Stork club.
building trades that has been going although the De
month.
'Very Warm for May' is slated for
on for many years, with no solution slated in until early next
Laurence the Alvin Nov. 15. Hassard Short
the
Goin.' '
'Nice
in sight.
Schwab musical, is booked into the was called in last week for some reOne move considered was to. 46th Street, where the manager, staging during the Washington date.
change incorporated Four A's affil- mostly with Frank Mandel, scored New Max Gordon musical is supiates into vohmtary associations, such
his top successes. While the show- posed to have a cast of 28, but no
OS Equity, but during discussions man, is known to be partial to that
chorus line. However, dances were
over such a procedure the possibility theatre, it was reported he. may staged by Albertina Rasch,, who is
of ritiking the progre.ss of those place 'Goin' ' into the Belasco, which reported to have planed in from the
unions was recognized. SAG, one of the Shuberts are booking.
If the Coast to re-direct that department.
the incorporated unions, has a con- show plays there it will have a $4.40
tract with Hollywood studios for 10 top.
Belasco had one musical sucBallet
Bolm's
years and the agreement might be cess, 'Hit the Deck.'
voided if its operating plan ware upHollywood, Oct. 31.
Deal by the Shuberts to book the
set.
Another is AFRA and it is fig- 44th Street is cold. Boris Said, who
Adolph Bolm is en route east to
ured that, if merged, all the contracts operates that house and the St. organize a new ballet with Michel
it obtained as it rapidly developed
James, asked for a guarantee, but Fokine and Mikhail Mordkin.
miyht be scrapped. That part of the no dice. Latter house is alco deOutfit opens in New York early
plan was expected to solve the legal .signed for musicals, but relights this January and then goes on tour.
barrier, which does not permit an week with a straight play, 'Sumincorporated body to be fused with mer Night.' Said has booked Maua voluntary organization..
rice Evans with the full length
While those working on the 'one- 'Hamlet' into the 44th Street. Reunion' idea haven't gotten to first peat date is for five weeks startbaie because of what may be re- ing Dec. 5.
Warners' Hollywood reverts to legarded as theoretical problems, what
to do with the treasuries of those git next week when 'Scandals' moves
One of the
affiliations which have surpluses has in from the Alvin.
not even been touched on. Equity Shubcrt deals may bring back the
has the biggest reserve in the Four Broadway to stage shows.
Michael Todd is again having a setA's, Chorus Equity and SAG are okay
to with Equity over certain requirefinancially too. but the newer unions,
ments attendant to the road showing
AFRA and
are in hock to the Abbott Mulls
of 'Hot Mikado,' which closed a sucthree which have assets. The money
cessful engagement at the HaU of
owed i.s that advanced for the purCo. of CUck 'Girls' Music, W"orld's Fair. Boston is the
poses of organization.
first stand out, but Todd objected to
The 'one big union' may be formed
Following the strong press and posting a bond guaranteeing salaries
it
eventually, but for the present
excellent business drawn by 'Too or coin for return transportation. He
looks cold. It is certain that Equity
Many Girls,' Imperial, N. Y., the declared the con^pany had been paid
will not sacrifice its headquarters
George Abbott office is considering for '40 weeks,' and there is no reason
property unless some development
sending another company of the to believe that .there would be any
makes it advantageous. In.the .rnean- musical to the road before the .sea- salary default.
time, the various memberships will
Indicated that Equity would insist
son is far advanced. Stated that it Is
be forced to follow the rules until
Show has on having fares from Chicago for the
just an idea at present.
interchangeability of cards is finally
no names, which makes its indicated entire company on hand, that point
worked out.
success the more unusual, and ho being the farthest from New York
unusual player strength would be booked so far. Indicated, however,
that the .salary bond or cash equivarequired for a road show.
Fabrication of a major musical for lent would not be insisted on, beSuit vs. Kirkiand
touring has not been attempted for cause Todd, in association with Marty
Matter of Forkins and Bill Robinson, had fura number of years.
Floradora Sextette financing a road 'Girls' would not be nished a letter of guarantee. Both
back- the latter have an interest in ,'Mikaa problem if the Warners are
'
do,' Robinson being starred.
Suit of April Productions, "Inc., ing the original, as reported.
It was necessary for the colored
against Jack Kirkiand for $25,000 was
dancer to take over early in 'Mika.revealed Friday (27) in the N. Y.
Fenton
Mildred
do's' engagement at the Broadhurst,
supreme court by an application to
Mildred Fenlon returned to the as his percentage of the takings were
examine Kirkiand before trial.
Monday not forthcoming, and the same goes
Suit claims the unauthorized use cast of 'Leave It to Me'
Equity
opening in Wash- for Forkins, his manager.
of
the
Floradora Sextette from (30) night, at the
the pointed out that Robinson could be
'Floradora' in 'I Must Love Someone,' ington of the third week of
re.">ponsible in the
which Kirkiand produced on Broad- show's current road tour. She re- personally held
case of default. Because of the Assoway last winter. Kirkiand has en- placed Evelyn Wyckoff.
AmeriMiss Fenton last seascjn In New ciated Actors and Artistes of
tered a general denial, but admits
ca, set-up, he would be unable to
the use of the plaintiff's material.
York succeeded Mary Martin.

To $3
.

Story,'

.

through Christmas Day,, reAction
Tuesday, Dec. .26.
has been virtually decided by the
Tlieatre Guild, in response to requests from the cast.
Show has
played continuously since last February without any missed performances.
Players 'want a short va-

and

lighting

.

.

Traffic

cation and the management figures
a brief layoff will tend to retain
the performance's edge.
Katharine Hepburn, the featured
lead, will spend the vacation at her
parents' home in Hartford, Conn.
Shirley Booth will fly to Hollywood
to

visit

•

Todd

vs. Equity in

I

I

Shuberts Extend

nidcal Plans;
Casting

Musical Shows

New

her husband, Ed Gardner,

radio director. Others in the company have various plans.

Jam On

May Ease Up

managers

'Cirass'

One of the new musicals on the
Shubert production schedule is 'Keep
Off the Grass,' which is being assembled by Harry Kaufman. Sid
Silvers has been engaged to deliver
the skits and is slated for the cast.
Jimmy Durante is a possibility as
the top player. 'Peanuts' Bohn, of
the stock burlesque at the Gaiety,
Y., is also among those engaged
for 'Grass,' which is due to have a

N.

score from

Jimmy McHugh.

Jack Curtis, who has recently be-

come active again as an agent, set
a number of people for the revue.
Another Shubert musical to come is

25G

On

Back

:

I

have been

.

based on 'Tonight or Never', score

by Harold Adarhson and Vernon
Slated for next spring is
Duke.
Land of Smiles,' mentioned for pro.

It is exduction for some time.
pected to star Jan Kiepura after the
closing of the Metropolitan opera,
with whom he is under contract.
attengiving
J. J. Shubert is also
tion to musicals, probably as the
result of Lee's success with Kauf'Streets
and
man with 'Hellzapoppin'
for
of Paris.' He is readying 'Three
Three,' which was called "The Gibson Girls,' and announces a tune verlong
Bergerac,'
sion of 'Cyrano De
on the Shubert list.

Lambs Deny

Slighting

Waring; Most Popular
Officer in Several Yrs.
Report that Fred Waring, new
Shepherd of the Lambs, did not get
a standing reception upon his Induction recently
nied by clubmen

is

indignantly de-

who were present

Bandsman's

first appearance in the
club following his election was during an affair restricted to members
and some friends. He arrived after
a broadcast and -was accorded an
ovation, all hands rising from their

Return Bout, Ttus

chairs.

Later,

Time Over Bonding for Road Tour

Road

are' also said to

asked about alleged violations.
Equity asked the managers to make
provision for stiff penalties for violations either by the agencies or the
showmen themselves. Actors end
said it looked -like the League had
merely gone through the motions of
enforcement, since no penalties were
inflicted, although violations were not
fully proven.
Survey report had
recommended continuance of the
code for another year, but Equity
officials were not particlularly favorable to the idea unless proper enforcement could be had.
Managers' suggestions were made
up of 17 proposals, aimed' for such
an objective, and there were five
minor changes in the code set forth.
Delegation said it \yould present the
(Continued on page 42)

appear on the .stage, films, radio or
night clubs were he to be involved
in a salary default.

An Old

Battle
in Equity's hair or
ever since the
Gilbert and Sullivan

Todd has been
its

chorus

colored
.swing

on

called

years.

affiliate

cast

show

when Waring, was

for a speech, he went to the microphone, but on that occasion the
celebrants did not ari.se. That apparently led. to latecomers taking
the wrong assumption.
Stated by
those of standing in the Lambs that
Waring is the most popular officer
the club has had for a number of

.

AGVA

A delegation from Equity called on
the managers at the League of New
York Theatres last Friday <27) to
hear what the showmen proposed
doing about tightening up the enforcement rides of the ticket code.
Whether the actors' group was favorably impressed was not indicated,
nor whether Equity will go along
with the League for another season
of ticket control; Code was extended from September to Nov. 1 (Tuesday) and another brief extension was
anticipated in order that the proposed new rules could be made acceptable to both sides.
The uncertainly of the code's continuance is, reported to have resulted
in plenty of gypping by the brokers.
The smaller agencies are said to
be mostly at fault. Charging more
than the code maximum of 75c premium is made the more easy at this
time because of the new hits in town.
Heavy attendance thus far has created so great a demand for tickets
that excess prices are easily .obtainable by those brokers who are not
following the rules, or who have dug
out tickets and are outside the code.
Tuesday a number of brokers were
called to the League's offices and
asked about certain evasions of the
rules.
The infractions charged are
said to be of a minor nature. Two

started.

'Woman Brown' Outside

He appeared

before the council on various occasions, seeking concessions, .some of
which were granted. Shortly after
'Mikado' moved to the Fair, he complained that the show could not operate out of the. red unless there was
After
a revision of chorus pay.
threatening to shut down 'any Saturday,'' there was a partial reduction
granted. Then followed a row about
extra pay for Sundays.
For the past six weeks or so no
over
'Mikado'
reached
agitation
Equity, and it was reported that the
engagement was a clean-up. Considerably more than the claimed $70,000
investment was earned back. Understood that $15,000 was recently expanded on new costuming for the

Dramatists' Aj^'^ement
'The
slated

Woman
for

Brown,'

which

Broadway production

mid-December,

~

Is

in

is
the first major
presentation in more than a year to
be presented outside the terms of
the Dramatist Guild minimum basic
agreement.
Play was written by
Dorothy Gumming McNab, a nonmember of the Guild, and is to be
presented by Margaret Hewes and
Bernard Klawans, non-signers of the
minimum basic agreement.
Warners, which purchased the
screen
rights,
has
likewise
not
signed the MBA, Show Is being done
road.
on Broadway With the film comTodd is also currently involved in pany's backing.
a dispute with Nat Karson, designer,
Studio bought the play upon the
over royalties. According to the pro- urging of Bette Davis, who saw It
ducer, Karson's peeve dates back during a tryout at Provincetown,
prior to the shows' opening at the Mass., last summer. Understood she
Broadhurst, N. Y., when Todd claims wanted it for a possible stage and
Karson demanded billing over Has- picture vehicle, but she appearing In
sard Short, director.
only the film version.
i

—
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BARNES' PROGRESS

Tokicco Road* Passmg 'AbieV

B way

Run, Robbing

It

6-Yr.

Into Critics

Oa November 18 a new run record
Fotnre Plays
wiU b« established, Tobacco Road,'
paasins the six-year mark estab'Easy Virtue,' Noel Coward's comIrish
lished by Anne Nicliols' 'Abie's
drama produced at the Empire
Broadway engagement of edy
Rose,'
in 1925, will be bvought up to dale
which was believed to be unapby John C. Crosby, N. Y. Heraldproachable in point ot longevity
Tribune reporter, as a vehicle for
While 'Abie' was a laugh show and Conslnnce Bennetl. Sponsored by
'Road' a drama, there are similarDonald BlacUweU and Raymond

Shoo

Cierk ia Broadway
Within Threa Tears

-

Logan Mending

after the

show had climbed back

Joshua Logan, who was taken to
a New York ho.spital last week with
a streptococcic Infection, Is reported
making a satisfactory recovery. He
is not expected to leave the hospital
for some time, however.

From an amateur to the Juvenile
lead in a major Bl'oadway musical
production, all within three yeai-s,
is
the new Cinderella story of
During Logan's illness, Dwight
Johnny Barnes, ex-shoa clerk and Deere Wiman has taken over direcnow a hckiter. Barnes is in a major tion ot Paul Osborne's 'Mornings
spot in 'DuBarry Was a Lady,' the at Seven.' Wiman is also producer
production that's
B. G. DeSylva
ot the play, which is slated to open
scheduled for an out-of-town tryout a tryout in Boston
next Monday
He's playing
in New Haven Nov. 9.
(6).
opposite Belly Crablc.
Barnes was discovered via an amateur show at the Capitol, Washington.
He won that contest and the
following diiy went into Dave Apollon's unit; stuck with that a year and
then freelanced.
His first major
break canie via Fi'ank Fay's vaude-

{Week of Oct. 30)
'Widow With Pink Gloves,' novel
by Maurice de Kobra, French audramatized by de
thor, is being
'Abe Lincoln In Illiitoi-i' (RayKobra and Irwin Piscator In New mond Massey )—Bostoi\ Opera House,
York for presentation by Continental Boston.
Productions, Inc.. about the end ot
Colbounie - Jones (re|>ertory.)—
December. Piscator will direct.
Royal Alexandra, Toronto.
'Desert Sons'— Biltinore, Los An'God's Head Man,' described as a
Negro comedy by DeWitt Ncwing, geles.
Eva Le Galllenne (repertory)
may be produced by Ben At well.
Auditorium, Norristown. Pa. (30);

ot the run was accomplished. 'Road'
started at the then Masque (now
Golden), moved to the 48th Street

(Windsor) and to

its

present quar-

ters at the Forrest.

'Road' might have stoppefd after
three weeks, had not the Leblang
Interests agreed to handle the attraction and, having the 48th Street
on their hands, decided to gamble

Current Road Shows

will direct.

to

capacity. 'Abie' opened at the Fulton, N. Y., then moved to the Reputilic (now burlesque), where most

Reading,

Rajah,
<

with the Jack Kirkland show. House
was in on the profits during the extended stay there, then made the
mistake ot guessing that it was winding up and let the show go. 'Abie'

Ticket Code
.Continued from page 41.

regulatons to the actors' council, which would decide on continued
was editorially praised many times, co-operation. There is no doubt that
but that was after the comedy was the League wants Equity to particia walloping hit 'Road' drew the at- pate, but some showmen are ot the
tention of the Daily News and its
opinion that the managers can operseveral editorials doubtlessly were
ate the code on their own. Not only
an important factor, for attendance the moral support of Equity is' desteadily rose. Recently the same tab
sired, but the basic pact would be
for
again.
went to bat
the drama
continued and no changes in actors'
'Abie's* Six Companies
contracts would be made by the asso'Abie' was played all over the ciation.
country and in every land in the
No Discrimination
world, but 'Road' is strictly for this
Among the proposals made by the
aide. While 'Road' has had two road
managers was a new rule covering
shows operating tor the past several allotment of tickets to agencies, so
seasons, 'Abie' had as many as six that there will be no discrimination,
troupes in the sticks. The Nichols one of the angles which was most

new

AUentown, Pa.

Harrisonbiu'g, Va.

mond

Pa.

Lyric,

(,1l);

Madison

(1);

college,

Lyric, Rich-

(2);

(3-41.

'Farm of Three Erhoes' (Ethel
Barrymore)
Hartman, Columbus
(30-31); Victory, Dayton (1); Eng-

—

lish,

Indianapolis (2-4).

DOUBT RAISE
FOR

MEN

B. 0.

Hot Mikado' (Bill Robinson)—
Bushnell Auditorium, Hartford (3-4).
Married an Ansel' (Dennis
I
King) American, St. Louis.
'Key I,arso' (Paul Muni)—English,

—

Indianapolis

lumbus

(30-1);

Hartman,

(2-4).

Co-

—

-

,

.

—

—

—

Borrowed

—

—

.salary increases will be obtained.
B.o. men's union Is affiliated with
the stagehands, and it was {)ointed

New York

out to the League of

The-

atres that, under the rules of the
International Alliance of Stage Employees, holders ot a new charter
may not seek pay increases until
one year has elapsed.
This indicates that the treasurers

were premature in splitting away
from
the
Theatrical
Mana.qers,
Agents and Treasurers union. Ticket
sellers
figured
they
would get
stronger backing for upping the
scale under the IA setup. "TMAT did
secure a renewal of its basic agreement with the League, but there
were virtually no changes in the
scales.
Argued by TMAT that had
the treasurers stuck, increased pay
would probably have been granted.
Reported that the treasurers, who

the agencies.
part of the

Such stipulation was
agreement, and

TMAT

was supposed

to be retained' by the
treasurers union. Ticket sellers
explain their objection by saying
that such rules could result in dismissal on flimsy charges.
League
oface',~h~owever. -'stated it had received' no word from the treasurers
in regards to the 'no ice' clauses.
ups its entrance fee for the

new

TMAT

new members

today (Wed.) to $500.
It was formerly $319.
Scale of dues
remains the same.

down,
Although the reviewers regarded
'Road' as too lurid, they raved over
the performance of Henry Hull in
the part of a white trash farmer in
Georgia's backwoods.
He left the
costs

opinions.
He quoted
V.vniETY, which in last week's issue
carried an item to the effect that a

voice

his

Boston agency had managerial back
ing.
He also pointed out that the

Tobacco Koad' (John Barton)—
Lyceum, Minneapolis.
Tobacco Road' (Slim Timblim—
Moose Auditorium, Camden, N. J.
(30-1); Grant, Bristol, Pa. (2); Rex,

League had carried ads in programs Rutherford, N. J. (.3-4).
'Tonight We Daitce' (Ruth Chatshow for Hollywood and it was then advising patrons to buy tickets from
demonstrated that it is an actor agencies. Such insertions, however, terton) Harris, Chicago.
'Very Warm for May'— Forrest.
proof part, the New York lead hav which appeared in Broadway theatre
ing been changed a number ot times. programs last season, also called at Philadelphia.
'What a Life' (Jackie Coogan)—
James Barton, who was out for a tention to direct boxofflce sale of
time and is now back in 'Road.' has tickets and carried the list of accred- Shrine Auditorium, Des Moines (29);
ited agencies, who, in signaturing the Bay, Green Bay, Wis. (31); Rio, Applayed the lead longest,

—

:

others being
On the

James Bell and Eddie Garr.

road. Barton's uncle, John, has

part

in

Timbin

Bill

troupe,-

Charles

tlie

Slim

In the other.

Robinson's Miisi(^

By
Kurt
sic will

You

one

Anderson-Kurt Weill
Weill,

whose

incidental

mu-

be used in 'Madame, WiU

code,

agreed

not

lo

charge excess pleton.

prices.

Most of the others who talked pro
and con for the bill were given short
shrift.
Milton Weinberger, counsel
for the League, who favored the bill,
did not get nvuch fiu-lher than a technical summation of the ticket matter.
A fleet of nSotor cars and taxis
with around 40 managers, brokers
and Equityites barged down from the
city to the mayor's quarters at 10
a. m., and all hands were back in

the Playwrights' Co.
production of the late Sidney Howr
Mayor's remarks
ard's play, is also working on the town by noon.
score for a musical with Maxwell clearly showed that he believes the
managers can clean up the ticket sitAndersoii, to star Bill Robinson.
Pair hop& to have it produced next uation if tliey get together and really
spring, but that depends on Robin- try. He was in the mood to kid the
show crott'd, and they had to take it.
son's tour In 'Hot Mikado.'

Walk?',

Wi.s.

Wis. (2);

(1);

Kenosha, Kenosha.

Orpheum, Duluth

(3-4).

'White Steed'— Ei-langer, Chicago.

'WARRIORS' IN LONDON,

THEN

IN

HOLLYWOOD

Hollywood. Oct.

,31.

Brown,

literary agent, is
comiiig to the Coast to stage John
(Turtis

Rathmell's drama, 'Warriors Never
Die.' War blocked the. London production now set to open Nov. 25.

Brown sails from England Nov. 20
and the tentative opening here is
skeded foi- late January.

47 within, a few days. Four years
ago ta the month, Brady's son, 'Wil-

liam A., Jr., 35, whose mother is
Grace George, was burned to death
in a Are that razed a cottage in
Colts Neck, N, J.

lha

daughter

Mi.ss

of

the

Brady was
showman's

wife. Rose Marie Rene, an actl'ess of French origin.

Showman brought

cently.

her back

from the Coast about three weeks
ago for treatment and her condition
was not supirased to t>e grave but che
passed away while oxygen was being applied.
Although she was unfortunate in
being cast in weak plays and appeared in at least a do/.en failure.^.
Miss Brady finally triumphed and
played in such stage successes as
'Moui'ning Becbnies Electra,' .'Forever After,' which had a two-year
run; 'The Bride of the Lamb,' 'Madamoiselle,' 'Zander the Great,* 'The
Witch," 'The Thief,' 'Lady Alone' and
'A Most Immoral Lady.'

Stage and Screen
'

"The actress spent nearly as much
of her professional career in pictures as on the stage. In the day.f
ot silcnts. when her father headed
World Film Corp., she made rapid
strides and by 1923 had been featured in 32 films, mostly for Famous
Players, including 'Bought and P.nid
For.'
For the last seven years she
has been on the Coast, where her
performances were as varied as iii
plays. Miss Brady had a flair for com_edy and many parts assigned her
'were of the lighter variet.v.
Sha
proved her dramatic talent to ba
.

many-sided, however, and la.'it year
received the Academy Award for her
performance of Mrs. O'Leary in 'Old
Her final Coast a.ssignntent
was in "The Young Mr. Lincoln.'

Chicago.'

Miss Brady was a linguist, a pianist
and played other instruments.
She was one of the best dressed

women

in the profession, though not
in for the latest modes.

always going

'POSSESSED' FIRST

B'WAY CASUALTY

Her early stage appearances were In
Gilbert and Sullivan opcretta.s, into
which she drifted after studying at

the Boston Conservatory ot Music.
Her father did not wish her to go
Fir.st flop of the new
season Is on the stage and that couise followed
'The Possessed.' which close.<; at the schooling in a convent.
Lyceum, N. Y., Saturday (4) after
Deceased was wed to Jame.i L.
playing one day less than two weeks.
Crane, son of the writer. Dr. Frank
Jt was produced by the Chikhov Crane, but they were divorced in
Theatre Studio, which includes an 1922
after two yeai's. Their 3on,'Donelaborate

school

the

of

drama

near Ridgefield, Conn., directed by
Michael Chekhov. Project has Beatrice Straight, wealthy socialite, as
its principal backer, she having been
in

the

cast.

Reported that the studio will purLyceum and. although
be no immediate addi-

—

which brings operating

Tragedy again struck at William
when the veteran showman's daughter, Alice Brady, died at
the Le Roy Sanitarium, New York,
Saturday (28). She would have been
A. Brady

It was privately, lyjown that Mi.^s
Basic agreement ask;2d from the
Brady was suffering from a cancer,
managers by boxotfice treasurers
her illness covering two years or
appears to have run into a shag.
more, but ."she continued picture work
While a contract may be- entered
in the Hollywood studios until reinto, there is some question whether

M m

—

DIESINN.Y.

first

Golden Boy'
(Eric
Linden)—
Auditorium, Beaumont, Texas (30);
Auditorium, Port Arthur (31); MuHall,
Houston (1); Memorial
sic
Auditorium, Ft. Worth (2); Circle, presented their demands lo the
League recently, now object to Ihfe
Dallas (3); Convention Hall, Tulsa
presence of restrictive clauses in
(4).
Hamlet' (Maurice Evans)— Cass, the proposed pact whereby they
agree not to accept gratuities from
Detroit.

encountered many difficulties, criticized. If that idea is adopted.
Kiss the Boys Goodbye' Wilbur,
particularly in bookings, and her Equity would be informed ot all
Boston.
office boldly passed up the booking
ticket allotments which would have
Leave It to Me* (William Gaxton,
agencies and obtained time itself. to be okayed from that end. Such a
Dark theatres were dusted off and step may or may not cause objec- Victor Moore, Sophie Tucker)— Nawhen 'Abie' arrived the local run tions in some managetrial quarters. tional, Washington.
'Life With Father' (Howard Lindrecords went by the board in any
Hearing before Mayor LaGuardia
say) Maryland, Baltimore.
number of stands.
n reference to the Spellmah bill,
(Ethel
ba ' s
DausWers*
a
'Road' has made most of its profit
which limits ticket premiums to 75c Waters)— Grand, Chicago.
on the road, which is the primary and puts it up to the managers to
'My Dear Cliildren' (.John Barryreason for it staying on Broadway.
enforce the proposed new law which more) Selwyn, Cliicago,
In point ot coin 'Abie' far surpassed
passed the city council, was held at
'.Nice Coin" (Bert Wheeler, M.3ry
'Road,' which is scaled at $1.65 top
summer city hall headquarters near Martin)— Shubert, Boston.
in New York. Nichols comedy was
the Worldls Fair Thursday (26). The
'No Time for Comedy' (Katharine
a $3.30' attraction and $4.40 was the nvayor did not seem to think the
Hanna, Cleveland.
Cornell)
top- on Saturday nights.
It cleaned
measure any too hot, and asked for
Park,
Time'
'On
up an estimated $5,000,000 as a stage briefs, indicating doubt as to his sigYoungstown (30); Palace. Ft. Wayne
attraction and that mark will not be
naturing the, bill..
Pabst,
Milwaukee (2-4).
(31);
touched by the new run maker.
seemed
(Laurelte
TayMayor
Bound'
to be well informed
'Outward
There were probably some losing
Plymouth,
weeks during the 'Abie' stay, but it about the ticket situation, and im- lor. Florence Reed)
pression was that he did not have a Boston.
is known that 'Road' has had at
Hall.
high
opinion
ot either the managers
0|>era
Music
Carlo
San
least 40 weeks in the red to date.
or the brokers, so far as tickets are Cleveland (30-1); Wilson, Detroit
Its average pace is $4,000. weekly,
which means a profit. Business has concerned. He commented on the (2-5).
'Springtime tor Henry' (Edward
been as low as $2,200, a low never ex wiles ot some agency people: 'When
Pittsburgh.
perienced by 'Abie.'
There is no •I seek tickets for a show they can't Everett Horton)— Ni.>con,
Tamin? of the Shrew' (Lunt-Foncomparison in operating expense, for deliver, they say it's a lousy show
anyhow, so they switch ma to a show tanne) Municipal Auditorium, Kan'Road' is a one-setter with a limited
(30-31);
Forum.
that really is lousy.'
Mo.
City.
sas
cast.
Emanuel Celler, who was present Wichita (1); Paramount, Salt Lake
'Abie* played on percentage dur
Ing the Broadway run, while 'Road' as a member ot a law firm with City (4).
Thunder Rock' ('Tower of Light')
has been able to string the run along agency clients, talked against the bill
(2-4').
because of a rental arrangement and was given tlie longest period to Ford's Baltimore
Tflay

AUCE BRADY

Lead

ities in connection with the lengthy
Curtis ill association with Aldrich &
stays ot both, one being that the
Myers, in all probability it will open
critics didn't think either had much
at the Harris theatre. Chicago, durchance to stay. 'Abie' run was 2,532
ing the Christmas holidays.
ville attempt on Broadway last winperformances.
'Foreigners,' a Frederick Lonsdale ter.
cut rates kept both shows going
Barnes has never had a dancing
when business sagged. play previously held by Aldrich &
at times
been acquired by Arch lesson, but he's been taking dramatic
'Able' was in the bargain mart tliree Myera, has
it
in
produce
to
intends
coaching on the q.t.
-times and Miss Nichols, who freely Selwyii, who
acknowledged the aid from that association with J. J. Shubert. Rewithin
start
skedded
to
source, saw to it that the Leblang hearsals are
weeks and Lonsdale
outfit got at least 100 tickets nightly the next two

1, 19'39

chase the
there will
tional

presentations,

a

New York

ald,

resides

Mha

California.

in

Brady had

brittle bones and not iiiShe
frequently broke her fingers.
fractured an ankle while one film
was being made and finished it sitting in a chair.
A nervous breakdown prevented her from appearing
in Eugene O'Neill'j 'Strange Interlude,' one of the Theatre Cuild'j

standouts.

office will be maintained^ .'PickEquity Anjle
wick,' which was to have been the
second attraction, was .set back beMore than a year ago, when Equity
cause ot the war, it was explained, was aiding the Screen Actors Guild
but may be seen during the winter. to force legit actors on the Coast into
Mis.s Straight is the. daughter of its membership in compliance with
Mrs. Leonard Elmhirst, now a. Brit- the association's pact with the 'film
ish subject, who was the widow of players'
organization. Miss Brady
Willard Slrai.ght. Mr.<!. Elmhirst and had a run-in with Equity. She reher husband
founded Dartington fused to join SAG and there was
Hall in Devonshire, devoted to ex- further feeling over retaliatory properimental agricultural and indus- ceedings on her part.
Seems that
trial enterpri.scs.
One department her endorsement ot a femme prodwas the Joos Ballet, seen over here. uct was used in an ad appearing In
Chekhov opened a school of drama Equity's magazine without her perthere in 1930. but it was decided two mission.
ycfars later to move that department
Miss Brady demanded damage.';
to America.
and although she had okayed simiNot generally known that Mrs. lar copy previously, the publication,
Straight was the backer of Maurice was deemed to be at fault in that
Browne, who presented 'Journe.v's particular case. Actress was rilad
End' at the Miller, N. Y., In 1929, over certain Equity rulings and the
'Pos,sessed' had a Russian back- matter was
only settled after she
ground. It drew a doubtful press.
was paid $1,200. Equity was on the
point of suspending the netre.ss and
SCHLESINGER MOVES
fining her at least as much as the
amount received for the unauthorNewark, Oct. 24.
Morris
S.
Schlesiriger,
former ized ad, but suddenly scrapped the
manager ot the Broad Street and idea after it was discovered that she
Shubert theatres here; has been ap- was suffering from cancer.
ppinted manager of Warner Bros.
Services held Monday (30) werfl
Hollywood, New York.
strictly private, only four persons
Hollywood will hou.=!e George being present in addition to' hiM'
White's 'Scandals,' which moves over father
(Mr-;.
and Miss Georye
Monday (6) from the Alvln.
Brady),
.

.

'

Wednrsday, Noyember

LEGITIMATJC GROSSES

1939

1,

Shows

ChiHefty;llamba;U$ll5t

in

Rehearsal

W

Visitor Influx

Three After Three' (The Gibton Girls') Shubert.<<.

—

'Children/ Tonight'

Okay at

Two'— George Abbott.
•Madam Will You Walk'— Play'Rinf

$11,

wrights.

Chicago, Oct. 31.

All tow shows in. town lust week
did well.
"Mambas Daughters' quits the

Giand Saturday (8) after five weeks
and Tonight We Dance' scrams the
Harris the same night after four good

TARM' SOCKED BY Pin
DROUGHT, NABS $9,500

Pittsburgh, Oct. 31.
New shows still remain boxoflice
Replacing will be the unabridged
That was proved
•Hamlet,' with Maurice Evans, at the anathema here.
Grand, and the Katharine Cornell against last week when Khel Barrymore brought her new one, 'Farm of
•No Time for Comedy,' Harris,
'White Steed' turned in good 3 Echoes,' to the Nixon and got
around
including
subscrip$9,500,
money in iU initial week as the first
presentation of the American The- tion coin. Drama drew mo-stly raves.
The Nixon has Edward Everett
atre Society -Theatre Guild local seaHenry'
son. Sticks for two more weeks at Horton in 'Springtime for
the Erianger and then departs for and follows with 'Leave It To Me,'
'Springtime for Henry' with Edward first musical of season, for which
mail orders are sky high.
Everett Horton.
Estimate for Last Week
•Leave It to Me' enters the 4.000seat Auditorium Nov. 20 while 'Abe
•Farm ot 3 Echoes,'. Nixon (2.100;
Lincoln in IlJinois' rides into the $2.75). New Ethel Barrymore show
Gtancf Jan. 8, with the house un- stands first-rate chance of clicking
booked between the 'Hamlet' and big on Broadway, but .Pittsburgh
'Lincoln' shows.
They
still won't go for a tryout.
Estimates for Last Week
demand a run rep around here and
'Mamba's Daughters,' Grand (4tH even then chances are just even.
sessions.

wtek) (1,300; $2.75). In final session currently after fine stay. Held
To St.
to fine $11,500 last week.
X,ouis next.
•My Dear Children,' Selwyn (24th
week)

(1.000;

week.

W«

'Tonight

Will be here

$2.75).

for the holidays
pace, holding to

easily at present
solid $11,000 last
_

.

nance,' Harris

,

(3rd

(1.000; $2.75). Again at a fine
profit at $11,000. Currently in bow

week)

out stanza.

•While- Steed,' Erianger (1st week)
In lor three weeks,
(1,400; $2.75).
two of which are getting American
Theatre Society subscription assistBright money for initial pesnce.
riod at $11,500.

TOMEDY' SOCK$26,300,

•N* Code to Oalde
fred de Liagre.

ToBy Drews
Is

Rising'

— Irving

'Swinfia' ibe Dream'- Erik
Charell, Jean Rodney.
•Morninjc's at Seven'— Dwight

Wiman.

The Outward Room' — Sidney

Kingsley.

•Dubarry Was a Lady'— B. G.

De

Sylva.'
•Sea Dogs'— Clarence Taylor.

'Cayakade' 65G, Tolies'

$34,200 Set Records At
Finale of Frisco
San

Expo

Franci.sco, Oct. 31.

Folding of the Golden (3ate ex
Around $9,500.
position left natives with practically
no legit. Only thing on the mainland
this week will be 'Prelude to Paradise,' a new play by Vernon Smith,
scheduled to premiere at the Alcazar
theatre
tomorrow
(Wednesday).
'Moulin Rouge,' in the Curran for a
short run; left Sunday (29) for the
southwest Both 'Cavalcade of the
Golden West' and 'Folies Bergerc'
succeeded in breaking previous records during their last week on 'Treasure Island.
Estimates for Last Week
Boston, Oct. 31.
•Night In Moulin Ronge,' Curran
'Abe Lincoln' topped the town last
week after a bad start opening night (1,770; $2.75). Competish from the

UNCOLN' TOPS

HUB WITH

m

a sellout benefit at 'Nice similarly Frenchy 'Folies Bergere' at
'Kiss the Boys Goodbye' is the Fair no help, especially when
holding strong, and 'Outward Bound' shows and prices are compared. Take
of $13,000 claimed for eight days.
is a fair draw.

against
Goin'.

Ken.yon Nicholson arid Charles K.
Robinson, authors of 'Sailor Beware,"

of

%m

the shows that havie arrived on Broadway so far this season
are successes. Some are unquestioned
standouts, but others are getting the
break of a theatre surge that is only
one reaction to generally improving
business. This upturn is credited to
the return to the metropolis of expatriates, fleeing the rigors of the
war, while an influx from, South
America is on by wealthy people
who usually go abroad in the fall.
The final rush to the World's Fair,
which closed yesterday (Tuesday),
may account for some drop in the
grosses of several shows last week.
Decline in the number of conventionites in town also figures in the
gross decrease.
Still, excellent figures were again registered by the
leaders during the week, which did
not bring forth much in the way of
new shows.
The Man Who Came to Dipner' is
the top attraction in ticket demand,
and were the Music Box larger it
would lead straight-show grosses.
Takings were over $19,500, with
standees at all performance.";. 'Skylark' is quoted around $19,000, while
the third of the new strong draws,
'Ladies and Gentlemen,' with thea
tre-party help, went past $22,000.
'Philadelphia Story' was credited
with over $22,500, however, and holds
No. 1 position among the straight
^
plays.'
•Too Many Grls' is now a contender for leading musical honors at the
boxofflce.
It went over $29,000 for
its first full week at the Imperial,
and at a $4.40 .scale can top the holdall

•

week)

Girls,' Imperial
(2d
week) (M-1,468; $4.40). Rated well
over $29,000 for first full week,
which stamps new musical as bit;

not much under capacity.
'Yokel Boy,' Majestic (18th week)
(R-1,107; $3.30).

•Helliapoppin,'
Winter
Garden
(59th week) (R-1,671; $3.30).
Still
the list's front-runner and cinch for

Crii Sock 'Pastoral',

Abe Lincoln In
week)
(1st

llou.>;e

N.G. $3,000 in Balto: Opened

at

houses Inte

Illinois
(2.944;

Opera
$3.30)

Warm'

will

at Ford's, and George Abbring his newest effort,

"Rm% Two,' by Gladys Hurlbut,

18iG

Washington Tryout

to

the Maryland!
for I^st

In

Week

Washington, Oct.

31.

Estimate
Seaiion's fir.st big musical, here,
$2.22).
'Pastoral,'
Ford's
(1,900;
New Bonfils and Somnes venture by 'Very Warm for May,' suffered from
Victor Wolfson given a rough going- critics' argument that it was a whale
over by local crix and mild treat- of a lot of show, but it wasn't in
ment by ticket-buyers. Less than shape yet for Broadway. This, plus
$3,000 for five days last >ffeek. Com- fact that 'Leave It to Me' was due
ed.v being worked over for Broad- this week as a tried-and-true buy,
way attempt.
caused trade to hold off.
Current occupant, with William
Gaxton. Sophie Tucker and Victor
Moore topping cast, will be followed
tunts^'Shrew'
next week by 'Outward Bound,' with
Laurette Taylor and Florence Reed,
for Nifty
as second American Theatre Society
subscription offering. Ethel Barrymore's new vehicle, 'Farm of 3
St. Louis. Oct. 31,
Nov. 13 as third A'TS
.

Tame

ISid

St Loo

Despite midsummer temperature Echoes.' is due
during first lour days of run, 'Tam- play.
Estimate for Last Week
ing of the Shrew' .ended one-week
'Very Warm for May,' National
stand at the American theatre, sole
Reviews s<;ying show
legiter here,
Saturday (28) with (1,698; $3..'10).
whipped
nifty $18,500: Play was first on sub- was potentially good but not
down to apscription sked of Playgoers of St. into shape. Thus gro.-ui
proximately $18,500.
Louis. Inc.
'I Married an Angel* started oneweek dale last night (Monday).
'HENRY' $7,000, BUFF
Estimate for Last Week
Buffalo, Oct, 31.
Taming of the Shrew,' American
Edward F.verolt Hortoo. in 'Spring-^
fft,707; $2.,'i0).
Lunt and Fontannc
are .<.till big faves here, and eight time for Henry.' drew neaily $7,000
performances garnered nice $18,500, in three days here at $2.75 top last
week.
aided by ravos ot crix.
'

.

in full swing by middle of this week.
Biltmore relighted last night (Mon-

theatre,

differ-

ADDED
'Pins and Needles,' Windsor (100th
week) (R-961;'$1.65). Has been setting back new edition, now carded
for late this month; still turning a
profit; around $6,000.

'Care

Matrimony,* Province-

for

town Playhouse. Amateurs; went

off.

LEAVE ir UP TO
PHILLY

I

Philadelphia, Oct. 31.

Philadelphia will have three legit
houses open next week for the first
time this season. New addition Is
(he Erianger, which finally makes
its 1939-40 bow Monday night (6)
with 'Mica and Men',' a leturn <er
this city.
Guy Robertson featured
in the two-weeker.
Also skedded to open here Monday are the twice-postponed 'Abe
Lincoln in niinois.' which comes to.
the Forrest for a fortnight, and 'Kiss
the Boys Goodbye,' which relights
the Locust after its two-week darkness.
Last named is .also in for

money

fortnight.

In its second week at the Forrest,
'Leave It to Me' again got $28,000
week. This gives the Forrest a
record of five weeks bf strong trade
out of five weeks open. 'Very Warm
for May' opened there last night
last

quoted

Indefinitely; again
$31,000,

'Ladles and Gentlemen,' Beck (3d
week) (C-1,214; $3.30). Advance sale
and parties helped newcomer to
more than $22,000 first full week,
'Man Who Came to Dinner,' Music
Box (3d week) (C-1,012; $3.30). This
is the sock ^how of newcomers, with
tickets in highest demand; got $19,600 in second week, which is ca-

Oct. 31.
of town's legit houses will be

from run at the Curran

to $20,000.

Baltimore, Oct. 31.
•Nice Coin*. Shubert (1st week)
openings in one week in this (1.D90; $:t,30);
Got fair press and
which enjoyed only seven fair word-of-niouth during opening
of legit all last year, is at- week, but garnered a big $18..S00.
. trading
considerable interest. 'Life
•Kis<i the Bovs Goodbve.' Wilbur
With Father,' dramatization of Clar- (2d week) (1.227: $2.7.')). ProfiUble
ence Day's book by Howard Lind- at $7,500. Over-estimated week besay and Russel Crouse, is currently fore last. One more week.
getting its pre-Broadway trial at the
'OulwHrd Bound.' Plymouth fist
Maryland.
The Group Theatre's week) (1.480: S2.7.t1. Tough opposi'Thunder Rock,' whose recent title tion openinff week held it down to
was 'Tower ot Light,' will open a. around $10,000. Second stanza looks
three day slay at Ford's Thursday more hopeful.
(2).
Robert Ardrey wrote 'Rock.'
Both hou.>:es will again be opened
Nov. 13. when the Playwrights Co.
present George M. Cohan in 'Madam, 'Very
Cool
Will You Walk,' by the late Sidney

Two

weeks

bott

big

around

Los Angeles,

medium gait, but capacity day) with repeat engagement of the
returned
in the week finaled show perennial 'Desert Song,' just

town,

Howard,

FOUR L A. LEGITERS
UGHTED; 'ANIMAL' 3G
Four

little

musical.

.

scale.

Week

Very

ence in gross claimed, though imder
high
levels
of
previous weeks;
quoted at $28,000, plenty for this

'Yokel Boy,' each claiming $28,000,
with 'Scandals' having eased

are other entries that nieht.

I.,asl

Many

'Toe

leader, 'Hellzapoppin',' which
again got $31,000. The other m-usical
coin-getters are 'Streets of Paris' and

'Madam, Will You Walk?' by late
Sidney Howard, StarringrGeorge M.
Cohan, comes into the Colonial Nov.
Premiere of 'Young Man with a
27.
Horn.' starring Burgess Meredith, is
slated for the same house Christinas
night, pre.'Jcnted by Vinton Freedley and Abe Blatt.
Estiinaics for

Somewhat

$1.65).

profitable at pace.

.

de.»pile opposition.

(D-1,107;

overestimated but average is close to
$4,000 right along and ruo-drama' is

i.<!

'No Time for Comedy,' CasS (1,Katharine Cornell al$3.30).
ways means smash hei'e; this time
no exception at $26,300.
•On Borrowed Time,' Wilson (1,Picked up good $7,000
000; $I.«5).

$19,600

able press, only one severe panning
in dailies; quoted around $10,000 for
first six performances with help of
subscriptions; promising.
The Possessed,' Lyceum (2d week)
(D-1,019; $3.30). Goes off Saturday,
unfavorable notices and light attendance after debut; around $3,000 in
seven times.
•Tol>aeeo
Boad,' Forrest
(308th

off.
which the musical 'Nice Goin' Cavalcade (36th-final week) (7,000;
'Time of Your Life,' at the Booth,
*TIMr $7,000, DETROIT from
was adapted, have been working on $1.10). An extra performance was is best among last week's
incomer
Vicki added every, day last week. With the card.
the book ot the show here.
It was quoted at $10,000 for six
Cummin<»s
out of the show, with exception of two of the early mati
Detroit, Oct. 31.
performances, helped by subscripDetroiters shelled out over $33,- part of her role added to Pert Kel- nees, every available seat was taken tions and a mostly favorable press.
censor ordered the and thousands were turned away. "The Possessed'
City
000 Ijist week for Kath.irine Cornell's ton's.
got thumbs down at
supplied
Great success of -Cavalcade' has the Lyceum and closes this week.
'No Time for Comedy,' at the Cass, 'Arithmetic' song, cut out or
and Taylor Holmes' 'On Borrowed with a new lyric, and management started plans by the exposition to
Next week: Xife With Father,'
chose former method, planning to bring it back next year if and when Empire, and 'Sea Dogs,' Elliott. 'Nice
Time' at the Wilson.
The Cornell opus, sold out at most replace it iu New York. Some pro- fair opens. For the week ending Goin',' slated in, too, has had its
performances, picked up a smash fanity was ordered out, but cuts Friday t27), 'Cavalcade' took in opening postponed until Nov. 27.
'Time' gathered in close to were lighter than anticipated by $64,900.
$26,300.
Estimates for Last Week
opening-nieht crowd.
•Folies Bergere,' California Audi
$7,000.
'Abe Lincoln In Illinois,' Adelphi
Michael Todd brings 'Hot Mikado,' torium (12lh-final week) (3,300; 75c).
Cass has Maurice Evans' 'Hamlet'
the Opera Clifford C. Fischer importation gar
(55th week) (D-1,434; $1.10). Doing
and Wil.son is being taken over by with Bill Robinson, into
with good ad- nered $34,200 for week ending Fri okay at pop prices and should stay
San Carlos Opera Co. currently. Hou.se on Monday (61.
'Very day (27), setting new record for the into the winter; rated better than
recorded.
alreadv
vance
sale
Latter is in for 15 days.
Warm for 'May.' 'Morning's at Seven' show at the expo.
$9,000, not much under capacity at
Estimates for Last Week

MiO;

ContendsHFtir

over

Golden West,'

the

With

Musical Lead; 'Dmner
Not

TREASURE ISLAND

'Cavalcade

Keeps B way Happy;

and

Dolian.

D.

4S

net'—Al-

• Horse'- W. A.

Brady.
•Aries
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San

(Monday) for single week.
Next crop of openings arrive cn
20th, when The Hot Mikado'
at the Locust, and the Mask

the

bows

and Wig Club's show, 'Great Guns'
starts its single week's visit at the
Fj-langcr. The Forrest will be dark
that week relighting on the 27th with
'DuBarry Was a Lady.'

Francisco. El Capitan, shuttered lor pacity, plus standees.
•Margin for Error,' Plymouth (Isl
past two weeks, reopens tomorrow
night (Wednesday) with initial local week) (D-1,036; $3.30). Presented by
engagement of Clifford C. Fischer's Richard Aldrich and Richard Mysecond edition of 'Folies Bergere,' ers; written by Clare Boothc; postponed from last week, opens Frirouted here from the 'Frisco "fair.
'The Male Animal,' new comedy day (3).
•Pastoral,' Miller fist week) (C-944;
by Elliott Nugent and James Thurber. .closed Saturday (28) after six $3.30). Priesented by Helen G. Bonnights at the Mayan where it was fils and George Somnes; written by
presented by Arthur J. Beckhard Victor Wolfson; opens tonight (Wedfor the American Theatre Founda- nesday); booked for three weeks;
The comedy drew good no- 'Ring Two' will get the house then.
tion.
'Scandals,'
Alvin
(10th
week J
tices, but efforts to continue play
Slipped last week
for another stanza lell by the boards. (R-1,337; $4.40).
Mary Astor and Elliott Nugent are with estimated takings around $20,000; moves tn Warners' Hollywood
featured.
'Blossom Time,' presented by Fed- next week; 'Very Warm for May'
eral Music Project, is at the Holly- next show here.
'See My Lawyer,' Biltmore (Sth
wood Playhou.se lor two weeks, and
Bclasco thejitre continues to thrive week) (C-991; $3.;iO). Dropped off
also, with approximate gross aroundwith a stock policy.
$8,500; newcomers probable tau.se
Estimates for Last Week
'1,492;
M:iyan
for
decline; some profit at pace, howAnimal,'
•The Male
for ever, and should stick.
Produced nominally
$3.30).
week)
•Skylark,'
Morcsco
(3d
members of American Theatre Foundation, but also open tor the regular (Cr961); $3.30). Has been .selling out
trade, new comedy got away to ex- since debut, with claimed takings
cellent notices and registered around around $19,(>00.
•Straw Hat Revue,' Amba.ssador
$3,000 on the week.
•Blossom Time,' Hollywood Play- (Gth week) (R-1.156; $3.30). Not
(Ut week) (1.130; $1.10). quite up to previous level but bethou.se
Falling below 'Merry Widow' which tered even break with estimated
preceded, but good lor profitable $12,000.
•StrecU of Piiris,' Broadhurst (20lh
$2,500 on the initial stariiia.
week) (R-l,U6i $4,40). Approaching
end of fifth month and stronger now
than early in engagement; rated at
Fades

Estimate tor Last Week
'Leave It to Me,' Forrest (2d-flnal

week)

(2,000; $3.42).

Climber

to ro-

bust $28,000.

EVANS-'HAMLET' HOT
$17,000 IN CLEVELAND

.

Cleveland, Oct.

31.

Town went Shakespeare last week
when Maurice Evans' 'Hamlet' made
Hanna look like the good old boom
with near capacity hou.se
amounting to $17,000 for eight performances. Sixty extra chairs" were
set UD in balcony at every show.
Katharine Cornell is current in
'No Time for Comedy.' Latter had
Paul Muni's
$12,000 advance sale.
'Key Largo' is due next week, with
mail order big.
'Gentle People' and 'Venus and
day.e,

Adolphus' closing at PalyhouFt's
twin rep theatres. Former did well,,
but latter, a new Hitler satire by
Thomas Woods Stevens, was very
weak.
Estimate for Last Week
•Hamlet,'

Hanna

(1.435; $2.50).

Hot

one of the best grosses for
any Shakespearean production here

$17,000,
in

years.

To

Xbaries'

$8,000

in

Montreiil,

Night,'

.St,

James

d.st

week) (C-1.520; $3,30). Presented
by Louis E. Gensler; written by Vicki
Baum and Benjamin F. Glazer; opens
tomorrow (Thursday).

Oct. 31.

advance
Charles tht King with Barry Jones
and Je.<i.^ica Tandy, laded last half
of last week and -ended somewhat.
Starting with .socko

*^?Summer

Montreal
sales.

The LHUe

'

I

.

Foxes,' Natibnal
38th
Slightly' off
(D-1,163; $3.30).
still
in
the chip.s
,3^^ week but
inQjgj around $15,000; stay

was accorded lukewarm

,

i
'

1

|

.

ii
31.

'Golden Boy,' season's first ^ifoad.show here, d'rew a weak $2,000 at
Ellis Auditorium in two nights and a
_

matinee last week.
Corp.'.s first in these
Sored

|

;

I

•

i

|

I

i

Memphis ShOWS
mr^—u.-c
Memphis, n„*
Oct.

'

|

|

™

Jn Three

'

i

with $8,000. Vehicle definite.
criticism.
.j^^ Philadelphia Story,' Shubert
Estimate for Last week
(32d week) 'C-1,307; $3,30). May
'Charles the King' His Majesty's have contenders for gross honors but
Six night.'.. lv,o mat.-!, still getting best money, over $22,500,
(1 600' $2,50).
'Time of Yoor Life,' Booth i2d
DisapMonday-Salurday i23-38),
week) (CD-704; $3,30), Drtw fiivoipointing $8,000,

(li.<iappomtmj.'ly

'Goldcn Bov' OutpOintcd

|

and

promoter. ^,
^.
^
,
^
Ativance ticket sale was about $3,-for 'Golden Boy.' Show got (iood
,

I

Legit Theatre
was spon-

parts

by Newspaper Guild
Martha W. Angier, local

jointly
Mr.";.

.SOO

notices.

LEGITIMATE

VARIETY
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Plays on Broadway
TIME OF YOUR LIFE
Conicdy-draina In threo ncu by WlHlam
Prirovrtn: prespnlcd by tlio llipiitre Oullil In
Asfoclntlon with Rildio DowlInK: featiirfa
nnn'llnR onJ Jull« llnyilnii; htOKOil by
rnwllur; tinA SiM-oyan; sottliipn. Wulstm
biirrnii: nt the Oooili, N. V., opening Oct.
Sri. -an: ?.1.30 loi>.
nosa RrtRiI.isarlan
Kowsbrty
iM-tinl:

John

".

Kick

Tom

I.rtrenb

mirl;

Arab.
I

KruiM
WcCilrlhy:
Card.in

of Joe

is

distinctly

.\n'ln"V!i

Jnllo Ilnyilon

Come

.Curl CV.nway
,..C!<*ni»
Kelly

Wesii'v

KU

The character

similar to that which Dowling played
last season in the ill-fated 'Here
the Clowns.' Joe is a mystic,
an individual whom no one knows
IlcKlnnlil nonne
intimately, spending his money like
N'cnO Vlliber
..Gnivrr BuiB-.-s water, a friend of the down-trodden.
llou.selcy Sli'vi>ii.-. Sr.
Dowling impresses as giving a better
Olpsi^ HdIuio performance than in 'Clowns.' It is
William Itoinlljc
a long part with the player ori stage
T.-in Tillly
most of the time.
I-U" n.iyl-^
Mkboloiif nuranl
It is difficult to reconcile the apllnnilnlpb Waib>
pearance of Miss Haydon in the part
("allile rtvlley
Tv.-lyn Oollcr of a prostic.
Surely it is a broad
Mary Cheffey jump between her appearance last
':/u,I,eonaril.Unyne
the saintly Bridget in
.Mnt-wortb Ariii>l.l season as
.Eilwi'iil

DuUley
Hnrrv.

i

Ma

NIck'a

ott into the night.

wanders

Ktblli' IJiiwIIni;
C'linric? L>0 .shi'lm

Kllly I>uval..;

Mary

Tarri'll

Will 1^0

Wlllli-

3uf

S.illiir

Elsie
Killer

KEY LARGO

is

Indianapolis,

Oct. 30.

Praina In proloK uml l»o KCl.s by llaxby tbe Plnywoll ,\n-leraoii: pi'ei*tfiiled
wrlK<>i'< Co.; stars Paiil Muni: maKol by
(inthrle Mi-cilnilc: sclilnBs. J" Mlelzlner:
01 Ibo Knk-llsb OpiMM llDiihe; IndlanapulUi;
openliiff
Vli-tiir

(>. t.

.'111.

$::.3i)

•iV:

D'.AIcalo..

Xlinnio
Jerrv

top.
.'ose Ferrer
Churlert Klllb
'.Janu's t:rcKory

Alfred

.Monte.

Muni

Unlpli Tboodoro
Harold Jolinsrud
l^ia

llaiten

Cralian Denton

".

Corky;

Etchcverry
I'nul

KlnK MiCloud...
sberirf C-ns\\
I> Aleala
.vie>;re Ij-Aleala

fiace.

H|i*b:il-d

:

Cowdery

frederlc Toiero

Murillo

Hunk.,

Maiden
Kve AUbxlt
Kuth Marob

l.'arl

;

I'rlaellla

Klllnrney
Mrs. Anronron
Mr. Aaronsan
Mrs. Wbeeler..
Mr. Wtieeler

Ooblle Hannelln
Itli*biird DlMbop
Bibcl JackHOn

Oseoolti lloi-n

William cballoe
John Fenrnb-y

Fliiil

First.

Man

Itl.'bard llarbee

'lourLiI

Woman

Tnurlsl

1,

1939

Inside Stuff-Legit

Town

Plays Out of

then that the
the first two.
vice squad man is thrown out of the
place when giving the works to
Kitty and is shot offstage by a curious individual billed as Kit Carson.
Joe moves the girl from her dump
hotel to the St. Francis and gets
Tom a job as a truck driver. Feeling that his job is done, he tipsily
It

Wednesday, November

Norinft >Mllny

'Forty-five Minutes Past Eight,' by Ward Morehouse (Dial Press, $2.50'i,
is more or less a personal history of one of the veterans of Bro?.dway theatrical reporting. It is crammed with names, but contains little that -will
be news or information to readers of his 'Broadway After Dark' column in
the New York Sun except a few anecdotes, opinions and observations. Book
takes mild slaps at several Broadway figures (fellow-columnists Leonard'
Lyons (Post) and George Ross (World-Telegram) and the Leland Hayward
agency, for instance), but in general should cause little offense.
Above all, it again illustrates Morehouse's unique talent for making
Broadway seem glamorous to the. reader. As if to explain his knack in
that regard, he writes in the next-to-last page: 'I shall probably always
stay in newspaper work, regardless ot other activities. The feel for it,
the zest for it, is not something that you acquire;. It's something that's
always been a part of you. I find that I have retained all of the excitement
and enterprise and wide-eyed curiosity that I had when I was doing police
reporting in Atlanta.'
^

Jack Kirkland, who dramatized 'Tobacco Road' and 'Tortilla Flat' and
authored 'I Must Love Sofneone,' was around Broadway last week with his
a little finger out of commission, but averred the damaged digit was not
caused by a fistic encounter. Claimed he hurt it playing football down on

HudKun $bnt\\-eU his farm in Bucks Couiity, Pa.
Second Man ToiirUt
Helen Carroll
Kocond Woman Tourlai
Writer's last known scrap was when he took a poke at Richard Watts,
Averlll HnrrlH
.lohn Horn....
Uud>on Sliotwoll of the Herald Tribune, whose notice on 'Tortilla' was disliked by Kirkland.
•Shadow arid Substance' and her Sam..;
That little affair came off in Jack Bleeck's Artists and Writers Cafe, and
Whereas
present characterization.
Sh«rwood Andersoii wants to say friends of the critic dusted oft the author. Last season Kirkland ribbed
the other types are believable, if
that it is better to die and keep faith the critics in ads over their comments on 'Someone,' which played lor
A play about saloonatics, peopled strange, Kitty is anything but sexy.
Gene Kelly is the hoofer and than to live and lose it, and tells it some time, but ended far in the red.
with the dregs of San Francisco's
knows his stuff, adding action to in a prolog and two acts in 'Key
waterfront, 'Time of Your Life" has a play that would sag without the Largo.'
Milton Berle's contract for the leading part In 'See My Lawyer,' at the
Prolog opens on a mountain top in
its moments because of the excel- varied bits that also include some
Paul Biltmore, N. Y.. is understood to call fof a minimum of $200 a week, pliia
lence of its character bits, but that music from Reginald Beane at the Spain durini; the civil war.
Reported he's been getting about $S00
and Houseley Stevens. Sr., Muni, as King MeCloud, discovers a sliding scale based on the gross.
it will attract more than moderate piaho
as a result of the comedy's profltable business. Sliding salary deals
a
week
that
the
enemy
is
about
to
attjtck
a
as
Doyle,
patronage is doubtful.
with the rnouth organ.
'Lawyer.' Idea is that it autoWilliam Saroyan writes of particu-. Carson: Charles De Sheim, who mountain top post where, including are usual with George Abbott, producer ot
himself,
five men have been loft by matically adjusts the cast's salaries to the show's boxofflce pace.
as
TuUy,
proprietor;
Tom
Therethe
plays
lar interest to the literati and cerTime of Your a longshoreman; Curt Conway and retreating forces. He believes the fore, when the grosses slide off. the producer doesn't have to go to Equity
tainly the critics.
deserts, leaving the
Life' has plenty of color and types, Celeste Holme are among those who cause is lost, and
for a cut, the sliding arrangement automatically taking care of that.
plus the language that belongs in contribute efxcellent bits. It is diffir others to die for their ideal.
Ezra
Stone, who directed 'Lawyer' for Abbott, went into the comedy this
The second and third acts are set
Nick's place, he play's main setting, cult to identify some of -the other
Latter replaced Robert Griffith, who
in. Key Largo. Fla. Muni has visited week in place of Norman Tokar.
described as 'the lousiest dive in players.
becariiie stage manager.
town.' The talk is close to the limit
Among the lurid lines are 'the the parents of the foiir slain soldiers.
of stage license.. There is. little story 16usie.<:t people in the world are The home of the D'AIcalas in Key
Largo
his
The
father
is
last
stop.
of
Another
member
of
Bankhead
family Is about to embark on a stage
the
to
the piece which ambles on writers'. .'If I didn't drink, I'd bethrough highlighted individual per- come fascinated by unimportant his war buddy is blind, while the career. She is Tallye Dunston, cousin of Tallulah's, who has joined actin.;
formances.
things'... "I haven't got the heart to sister, played by Uta Hagen, is a company of Pittsburgh Playhouse, and will make her debut here next week
winsome miss who has been imbued in ingenue lead of 'I Want a Policeman.' Miss Dunston has had no preCentral characters are Joe, a be. a heel.'
with the family ideals.
philosophical stew, and Kitty, a
it has been said of Saroyan that
Gamblers have set up shop on the vious professional experience, having studied in New York under Frances
street walker, with whom Joe's shift- one can take him or leave him. That
Key. with Frederic Tozere, as Mu- Robinson-Duff and played this summer with newly-organized Green Hills
less stooge, Tom, falls in love. Much goes both for his writings and plays.
Playhouse in Reading Pa. In private life, she is Mrs, James McKcc, wife of
of the time Joe, played by Eddie However, there is no doubt that he rillo, fleecing tourists with a crooked
roulette
wheel.
As a result of a the Playhouse's head electrician, whom she met only a few montlis ago in
Dowling sits at a table sipping cham- has something on the ball as a creagaming argument a man has been Reading.
sister of Miss Dunston's, Louise Lamarit, is also in the theatre.
pagne. The joint has the bubbly be- tive author.
ibec.
killed by Murillo and his body sunk She had a role on Broadway last season in the Marc Connelly production,
cause of him, since, seemingly, his
in the gulf waters.
funds are inexhaustible.
'Everywhere I Roam.'
He beMuni arrives, but is not iorgiven
comes interested in the wanton
by the father, who had fought for
(Julie Haydon) because' he takes
Judge M. A. Musmanno, of Common Pleas bench in Allegheny county,
Dr.inia In 15 ncencs, by George Sbdanoff, the defending army in Spain.
Howcare of Tom with much the same
rrom U\6u!t from Doatoyevaky'a wriilnps, ever, Muni is invited to remain, as Pennsylvania, has just finished revisions on his anti-war play, 'Last Full
type of affection as displayed be- Ital'ilculnrl.v
*The Posaessed,' translated by
his presence might serve to discour- Measure,' bringing it up to date, and it should be making the man-o.gerial
tween the two similar characters, Elizabeth Ueynolda Hapgood: directed by
rounds
again in a couple of weeks. Drama was first tried out in Pittsburgh
Murillo.
designs
on
who has
the
George and Lennie, in "Of Mice aiid Michael Chekhov; settlng.s and eostumci by age
Cbckbov girl. In a showdown between Muni two summers ago by the South Park Players, local summer group, but reM. Dobujinskyi
l^rcsentcd -by
Men.'
I'beatrc Produetlon.i. at Lyceum, N, Y., arid
the gambler, the former's in- ceived only lukewarm notices at that time.
Nick's is invaded by a vice squad Oft. LN. 'ap; $i.~:> top.
John Flynn tense desire to live at all costs causes
dick and occasionally by cops with Nicholas Stavrogln
Musmanno
was co-author of original story from which Warners fashioned
Peter VerkhovcnsUI.. Woodrow Chambliss him to back down in a gaitg dual.
orders to keep prostitutes out of the Governor
'After 12 Years.'
.Uurke Clarke
The final act is weighed down with Paul Muni's 'Black. Fury' in 1934, and recently had a hook,
place.
The manner in which the I.lsa
Beatrice Straight
published on the Sacco-Vanzctti case, in which he interceded during iU
assorted
Peter Tunnnrd long speeches by Muni and D'Alcala.
characters
have
their Lieutenant Droadov
Muni states his case, citing the futili- closing stages. 'Measure' is his first play.
.-IJInIr Cntting
innings is perhaps the play's chief Shntov
Mra. S*tavroi;ln
'.Ellen Van Volkenburg ty of the political, social and ecointerest There is a colored pianist, MartbiL
Mary Lou Taylor
system;
Characters in Paul Osborne's 'Mornings at Seven,' which Dwight Deera
D'Alcala
defends
natural in such a spot, and a fellow Servant
Tliomns J. Hucbes nomic
Hurd Ilatdeld idealism. About 10 minutes is wasted Wima'n has in rehearsal, are said to be based on actual persons, in most
from the desert who plays the har- KIrllov
Sam'Schatr in wordage, with the speeches of
monica. Both are good. So are the Fcdka
relatives. Comedy, which deals with the romance of a
J'residing Oftiecr....,
Ronald Dennett both Muni and D'Alcala sounding cases the author's
bar-fly and, particularly, a hoofer Theorlut
juvenile
ot 40 and ingenue ot 39, was completed late last summer, after
Sam Schalz
who is down and out and becomes a Teacher
Thomas J. Hughes like a Sunday afternoon radio ad- Osborne had visited Ohio to gather additional background.
Bert firl.vom dress by Father Coughlin. Muni vinwaiter.
There also is a pinball Governor's Secretary...
Officer
Alnnzo KInkley dicates himself at the final curtain by
player who spends all his time trying Stranger
Reginald Pole
to beat thie gadget. Excellent interior
At alternat'^ performahees the following killing the gam-bler. and is hirnself immigration officers or his Bulgarian
Includes an ornate nickel music ma- .niaycra subatllute: Drosdov, Alonr.n Hlnk- killed by one of the gambler's hench- countrymen coming after him as a
Scripts
china, which establishes the time of ley: Martha. Katharine Ann' FauMer: men.
Marriage
deserter from the navy.
Peilks, Peter Tunnard; Officer, Peter TunThe star does excellently in a role would solve his problem, but rothe play as the present.
nnrd.
which will have to be trimmed plenty mantic Ingeborg wants 'life and
Justin Sturm, whose 'I Know What
Third act is more animated than
for Broadway showing. The audi- love.'
being
i
Like'
readied for producis
In a burst of misguided enthusi- ence opening
night was restless durBorrowing sufTicient funds to pro- tion by Richard Skinner, is already
asm. Chekhov Theatre Productions, ing the last act,
as the point was too vide a down payment, they purchase
at work on a new comedy. intendPd
an offshoot of the Chekhov dramatic often obscured because the lines
a farmhouse in the fjolhills of the as a vehicle for
school at Ridgefleld. Conn., broueht wandelred
Jane Cowl. No
oft the main theme.
Lite would be one pasCatskills.
this broductioh to Broadway.
The
Just
!
Settings by Jo MIelziner are excel- toral romp hereafter, with every- title as yet.
result Is hound to be a bliphtinp relent; lighting effects superb.
The body, including the help, cooperatHarold G, Hoffman, former govception, for Dromtsine as the show
mountain-top prolog setting and the ing. and being paid oK with chirping ernor of New Jersey, has written a
may have seemed in the friendly at- wharf in the first act are
,'
esoecially birds, mooing cows and coffee and one-acter, 'Nor Long Remember
mosbhere of the studio, it's merely a eye-appealing.
Guthrie McClintic's sherry in the afternoon. The unstylized hore in the cold surroundwhich Samuel French is handling.
direction could give supporting mem
usual household soon attracts the atinas of Times Square.
Lew Lipton and Ralph Muri)hy
bers of the cast more to do in re- tention ot the neighboring gentry,
Michael Chekhov, who staged It. Is actions.
have
adapted 'Lambs Will Gamble'
Kiley.
however, and complaints are aired
a nenhew of the dramatist, a former
about the goings-on, particularly the from an original story by Buster
of the Moscow Art Theatre
• The Class Magazine of the member
nude bathing which is a big feature Keaton. Script has nothing to do
and the Hirecfor of the CheVhov
of the plan to 'love and live.'
with the Lambs' Club, whose GamTheatre Business.
':chooi.
With the excpotion of Ellen
Baltimore. Oct. 28.
One
of the nearby rustics, Sam bols aren't spelled that way.
Van Volkenburp. Burke Clarke and
Comedy in three nets by VIclor Wolfaon- Ten Brock (Charles Lang), an earthy
Jim Tully has writlcn a nevv one.
pre.'ii'nfecl
by IJonnia anl Saninen; staged
•
Theatre Magazine Reginald Pole. th<» members of the by
George .Somne.i; setting. .Tohn Root: at young fellow, is attracted to the new 'God Loves the Irish,' whiirh Samuel
cast are studienls there.
tho Maryland, Baltini.jre. Oct. 21, '3D- neighbors, particularly the daughter.
Distributed Nationally.
'The Posses.'ied.' which
George ?'-'.22 to!>.
Unfortunately, however, Ingeborg French is agcnting.
ShdanolT h3.<: more or less extracted Wonderful Glory
fieorgetu Ifarvey mistakes
Reginald LeBorgr, the Hollywood
intentions as being
his.
Stage - Screen - Radio - from the writings of Dostoyevsky. is .•iam Ten Crock
Charles Lang
aimed in her direction, and liking it, director, has authored a libretto,
'•l<'»
n.ibert r.ol.pon
Music - Dance.
a fierce dr.nma (in 15 scenes, with '•"•y
'Hail Columbia.' Samuel French has
John Phllllber she starts airing Gcnko.
one intermis.sion) pbout revolution Ingeborg
Uuth Wnalon
Sam's' sister, a crippled meanie, it In tow.
John Flanner enlists the aid of the landlord to buy
and the sniritipl adjustments it re ^'.''hKO
Lavishly Illustrated.
Robert J. Lumet and Bert Child
J>f,''"i>
Virginia c.imiibell
auirp": of its followers.
It contains I^'I'dt
William Nichols the farm away frorii the interlopers are dickering with another nianager
considerable
Wisdom relevant to i^nS'l"
who have upset the quiet of the for their.
I'idy
I'arrlflh
- At all news'Three. Steps Down.' which
currpnt times, and its ohilosophic Reef Ta Uanlan
cornel Wlldo countryside. There are further comMorton L. Stevens plications
George
Abbott formerly held under
conclusion.-: are lofty, but it is fve- [ nlher f;lodsell
all
around, antj where
stands Notv
''K'H Wade
P.'r'-v,
ouentlv
obtuse
and occasionally J-'l^
once romance and rural charm ruled option. Lumet is. an actor and Child
May
i;innra mum
clumsv In construction. It particu- •''""M
James Waters unrestrained, sadnes.s, suspicion and Is
program
manager ot station
$3.50 a year (12 issues)
Srira_^Ten nnvk
larly lacks cohesive drive.
Frieda Altnian sheer cussedncss takes hold.
It all
WBBC, Brooklyn.
''''""S"""'
Wnllaee Acton
Sample Copy on Request
comes out in the wash, however,
Unfortunatelv Chekhov's direction ?..M.
Elizabeth
written
Youngr
has
Wilton Graft
after much irnprobable and imposnecenluatPS tho'e faults. The ulnv'Where
Thr;
the
Heart
Is Young.'
iiw is elfbnratelv sfvlized in a mood
Theatre Arts, 40 E. 49 St., N.Y.C
This new producing attempt by sible twisting, with Willie (Wilton author isn't
to be confu::ed with
of vehPment inten.sltv.
As with nnv Bonnis and Somncs is a rather mud- Graff), Inge's deserted husband,
either
the
ot the
of
former
actresses
unvarvins r\orossion. the oerform- dled, incoherent attempt at .sophisti- coming on for a brief, but very helpsame
marname,
have
both ot whom
nnrp nre.senflv bPPOP'ies monotonous cated comedy. It's involved in plot; ful, moment in order to salvage a
ried and retired from the theatre.
.•<nd >">ncp '>x''"T.':sionlcsf.
The occa- overdrawn in characterization and victory for yes, 'life and love.'
Miss Weston struggles bravely
sionallv rffective pioment<; B'-e nn- unreal in dialo.!».
Joseph C. Schrank has completed
naventlv lanses into. relaxed nlayin.i!.
Story deals with the middle-aged with the material and Banner gives 'Low Pressure, or the Slumbering
.Tohn FIvnn is a uainfully pon- fcmme in search of 'live and \6vc' the lamster admiral a musical com- Giant.'
strlcted
rpntral
char-'ctcr
about and her final collision with fact. In edy drawing in the best continental
David Bela.sco Howard Jias adapted
whom cw'vl the ponflict'"" tides its -bfe.Siint shape it will need heroic •t*wHtiori. Setting by Jofin Root is 'Obediently
Yours' from his radio
Burm.
of rpvniutionpvv Ideas.
Woodrow revision and much smarter pacing standout.
series, 'Peter Absoluti?.'
It is a co;;Chn'Tibliss i< (llstrpssirxjlv mannered to make pay dirt out of the few
tume
drama with music. Hc'.s also
as the orot-><<onist of nrfitrccc-hv- transient sparks that are only occaStock
the author of 'Recessional.' which
vlolpnce.
Bp-^t'-ipp Stra>''i>t.
Wiir sionally evident.
i^iittipfi Hip-fi Kntfipld and Kilpn V.->n
Miami Beach playhouse, to be the Brandt & Brandt office is han^
Ingeborg (Ruth Wctonl has been
Volirenb"v<» nlnv as thof'h tied in Jiving with Gcnko (John Banner^, completed in December, will open dling, and is now working" on a new
knots.
Put Marv Lou Tavlor hr>.s' for whom she Iptt her husband. Her Jan. 0 with 'Susan and God.' It will play.
5e\-<»'-i pflfpptivp moments, and Beci- son and daughter, grown up. have
operate as a stock house with a
Charles Reginald Jackson. radii<
nald pplp 's af'pfii'.itp in a oushovpr accented Genko to. the point of gladweekly change of bill. Sen.son will and fiction writer, is complcling a
"art. M. Dnhininsky's sMtinTs arp in ly chipoing in with allowances prorun 12 weeks. Will have an Equity drama, 'Loving Offenders,' which Lei-he imoression'slic mode.
Vcord- vided thcni by their father, to mainTitl<land Hayward will haridle.
'n" to renort. 'Tim Pi.sspsspd* Is m- tain the impecunious menage, He's company, but no name.";.
Gant
Gaither
is
managing
niavpv.s.
n charmin.g giiy, this Genko, when
the spot. is taken from a Shakespeare sonrelod b.*f nnp of jhe Icidni.t
he isn't being hurried by fears of Glenn Jordan is slated to direct.
Rplip.
net.
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N. Y. News' Salute to Deuell
The New York Daily Ne\ys yesterciay (Tuesday) ran this lead editorial:
'The News has a rule not to
print' obituary editorials. Because
it is difficult to judge fairly a
per:>on who has jgst died. And
however you judge him, it is traditional that you should say nothing about him except good.
'But we want to .say that in
.he case of Harvey Deuell, our
managing editor, who died Sunday afternoon, there wa.s ah al-

Charles

tops in their craft. Neil Swanson is
be upped shortly to managing editorship of the Baltimore Evening
Sun, and Herbert Agar becomes editor-in-chief of the Louisville (Ky.)
Courier-Jouriial around the first of
the year.
S\.anspn, a.ssistant m.e. of the Sun,
has penned a number l> historical
novels, some of them in the bestmost unanimous feeling throughseller class.
He succeeds J. Edwin
out this organization ot grief and
Murphy, m.e. of the Sun for nearly
affection for him as a friend and
20 years.
of respect for him as a craftsAgar is a Pulitzer Prize-winner for
man.'
One of the highest paid newspaper his book, 'The People's Choice," and
execs in the country, Deuell, 49, died has authored many other volumes.
gf a heart attack near Tcaneck, N. J., He's been associate editor of the
while driving to ihe office of his Courier-Journal.
paper. He began his newspaper caSeek German Type Boycott
reer on the old Denver Republican,
Handbills have been sent to adbecame city editor ot the Chicago
Tribune in 1919, and subsequently vertising agencies and other large
When u.sers of printing, requesting them
editor of Liberty Magazine.
Liberty was acquired by Bernarr not to specify German type faces in
Macfadden, Deuell came to N. Y. as their orders. Circulars were drawn
the News, later becoming up by the (graphic Arts Forum,
c.e. of
assistant m.e. and subscquentliy m.e. group ot prominent names in printupon the resignation of Frank J. ing advertising, art and publishing.
On the handbills is a list of NaziHause.
His widow, the former Henrietta made type faces.
Opposite each
E. G. Kinley, was <i war correspond- name is an American-made lace or
ent before her marriage, using the faces that correspond in appearance
and use to the German. Most orname Peggy Hjjll.
His home was .in Cornwall-on-the- derers of printing didn't know the
Hudson, where a funeral service will faces they were specifying were
made in the Reich and there has
be held this (Wed.) afternoon.
been a sharp detour from them since
'Kampf Suit Sets Precedent
the information went out.

The ruling

of

the U. S.

to

Supreme
Tburber's

'La.sl

Flower*

Harper will issue a new James
Thurber book on Nov. 15, but it
won't be the one previously announced for that date. Publishing
house had already manufactured
Thurber's 'Fables for Our Time'
many of those very persons who when the author phoned and said he
were forced to flee Germany because had written a new book, 'The Last
of differences with the Fuehrer's Flower.' It is a story about the last
man, the last woman and the last
ideology.

a valid American copyright to
Adolf Hitler's book, 'Mein Kampf,' Is
significant in that it establishes a
precedent for the protection in this
country of literary works of stateIronically, it will aid
less persons.

owns

The finding of the" high court resulted from the action of Stackpole
Sons in publishing concurrently with
Houghton Mifflin an American ediArgued by
tion of the Hitler work.
Stackpole it was free to. do so because Hitler's German publishers
had described the Fuehrer as 'stateless' at the time of the U. S. copyright application.
A lower court, in granting a temporary injunction against Stackpole,
mentioned the imfairne.ss of lack of
copyright protection for stateless
scribblers residing in the IT. S., and
held it to be contrary to American
tradition.

Tbe

Talkinir

BALLET RUSSE

!

'

is

Esquire's

John Rhode, whose 'Elm
Murder' has just appeared, is

and

are graphic and most of them have

Some are comparatively violent and scveiril ha,ve
touches of sly wit. One i.s a \ (ical
offering by the entire group, with
a fairly clear story.

;

liv
IfiilW-t
)n nmlrtK n
WnvK-UYM. ToiiimuHlnl. imi»ilf by 'ruminiiHiiii
Kifinvs )iy t'liKunliil, t-hnntuKi-upliy l,y
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ri'uiii

Krc^Iprlck ..Aalicon, BcciU'ry nml
coniiucU'ii
iiprniuii,

KuKonB

viisluMios by
i.y
Kfrciii

Proilm-eil hy Jliillft jIUMSis ile .Mnnle
:(rb>;
Hurok,. lU .Metni'
pii^Henlfit by
Dollum Uuera llouxe, .N'. V., Out. JU, "iV:

Kurl!!.

(up.
rrlncli>alR:

;

I

some

I

|

Siiimn .^oiiien-

Kr'iinklin,

^Hil-IK-h,

.Mtu'c
Irwin, .AIi'XhikIci*
i'lMt'utr,
.Kubui'l
<jOU<rnvltch.
l^D.icmble; Mlloa.
Flolat,
I.iUH-:i.
T.o.lnnovii, Viillfin, Gr:intxt.v:(, Ci- b.y.iinvn, .N'livi.

kova,

KorJlnRkR,

'

Kelvi>ov..'ka;

Mluflnva.

Klbi;rldKC,

J1

lt4iH5iitii,

was nearly tuU and attendance has
been excellent tor other performances to date.
Company, which
numbers about 30, including the

iKhtower,
WIIHhiuh,

..irurpiivu
MllIP; MU-hc) K:Ui'li:il'ftfr, .'<i'-hiiln.^
IJprrpoff, Th<imnj4 Annniii-. 0»i'i.« \"olkiiir.
Coilkiii,
JlPlsky,
KiiklK'h.
l)ii'k>.<.ii,
Olb II, Slecle, Suirbiirk, .MIKfii.

orchestra, is comparatively
expensive to troupe, but is guaranteed at least some break becau.se it
native'

(CAPRICCIO ESPAGNOL)
Ttalk-t tn nh«i ROPne, by T.fOliblu M;iy.sinP.
inusit: by Uliii:iky- Kur^'akofr. .-Ii'ti (-iiKi'ii I'liy
by .M.iM.^lne In f*,ill!ilMM'iilli,n wlili Ai-K,'iilinUn, srciiPVy unit c«)flluini:t* by .Marbiiii, .Anai-iiU. rondiH-li-iI by ICrrf-ii) Kurt-/,.
1'i->><lii«-ei1
by llalb'L HII..IHA Oc .Miinlp t'alln: |,i'>.)'t.|il »,l
by' s. Jliirok, Hi .SfetntplUan <iiicra Jlousc,
.v.
Y.. ivt. L>7. 'au; Jil.Mil l.iii.

really

takes Janet C.
bride next month.
Crowell-Collicr Publishing Co. will
its Country Home mag with

December

New

issue.

.Mm.

.'^i?nw.iiii(T,

To Vie As Concert

.Vriiioiir,

Ji'wiii,

Rival toNBCCBS

.SUrbuck, .Milton.

For its ninth American sea.son, the
Ballet Russe is offering. six new ballets, ..t>vp
of which it t^rcsented

New

The Ballet Theatre, new terp
is laying' plans to buck NBC
Cps concert bookings through^
put the U. S. Stand ot four to six
weeks in New York, .set to. .start
about Jan. 4, will be made in a legit
hou$e, as yet unbooked. Date will
tee off the group.
Six-week tour of the country will
follow the N. Y. engagement^
Instead of sticking to small towns
which NBC and CBS bookings never
hit. Ballet Theatre will confine iUself
to metropolitan centers, battling the
major' bookers on their owji ground.
Other indie concert organizations,
such- as -Ballet Caravan, manage to
arrange profitable engagements only
group,

and

Thursday (26) andJFriday' (2T). Current engagement at the Metropolitan
Opera House, N. Y., is slated to continue through mid-November, after
which the troupe will embark on its

editor of the New Rspublic mag.
Present status of television will
be told by Philip Kerby, ot NBC, in
his book, "The Victory of Television,'
which Harper brings out this month.

nationwide trek.
Magic
Last Thursday's premiere, already
Jean Hugard's 'Modern
Manual' appears soon, the officers postponed two weeks, almo.st didn't
and members of the Society of come off at all. Several of the prihAmerican Magicians having giv^sn it cipal dancers were caught in Europe
by the war and had been unable to
their okay.
However,
get passage to the U. S.
Walt Disney closed deal with King the last members finally arrived on'
Features to deliver a half-page Don- the Rotterdam the morning of the
ald Duck cpmic on Sundays in ad- opening, had a rehearsal that afterNew lay- noon and managed to get the curtain
dition to the daily strip.
up on time tor the preem something
out starts Dec. 10.
Bernard Smith, who's with Knopf, ot an achievement itself. Under the
book published by circumstances, the wonder isn't that
will have a
the two new ballets, 'Devil's Holiday'
Doubleday, and Philip Van Doren
and 'Capriccio Espagnol,' are .someSmith, of Simon and Schuster, is what rough, but that they could be
doing a volume for Modern Library. presented at all. Both need moi'e
Gil Babbit, former press agent of rehearsal, but both are surprisingly
.

.

—

Fact Crime Magr
Postal Publications enters the fact
crime mag field with the conversion
of Complete Detective Cases from a
fiction pulp.
First issue of the new.
slick goes on the stands this week
as a bi-monthly. It s expected to go
monthly early next year.
Editor of Complete Detective Cases
is Gene Fornshell.
He's been on the
rewrite' staff of the N.Y, .Journal
American, and has been turning out
tact crime stuff for various pubs for
Po.stal's

Philadelphia, now writing
/the go.ssip- column in the Philly Record under the stock byline of
Cecil Pennyteather Babbit replaced
James J. Keeney.

WPEN,

The

Belleville

vocate,

which

Lincoln and

(III.)

Daily

Rivkin, Spieeelcass Chores
scenarists are curup writing chores in

Two Hollywood
York.

Allen Rivkin is putting the finishing touches to 'Wooden Empire,'

by cultivating the sticks.
Plan ot Alexander Kahn, managing
director of the new organization, is
set
his
promotional

I

I

haf.
^f^^^'P^addition,
placed under con"
tract eight well known choreograph
ers in its elTorts to break in on the.
principal ballet, the Sol Hurok-NBCbookcd Ballet Russe de MonLe Carlo.
No other ballet, including the
Monte Carlo, has ever had more than

\

i

Platoff

the

.scoring

devil

and

as
three choreographers.
The B.illet
Nathalie Krassovska as a gyp.sy laS.s.
include
'Capriccio Espagnol' is an even Theatre's ballet directors
simpler piece, offering a less graphic Mikhail Mordkin; Michel Fokine. lor-merly ot the Monte Carlo; Adolph
Bohn, ot the San Francisco Opera;
Antony 'Tudor, ot the Sadler's Wells
Opera House, London; Andree Howard, of the London ballet; Agitrs de

Antonio story than 'Holiday' and less specSan
Murphree,
Alex
a see-and-hear ot garnering Action coming down from his Vermont newspaperman,
Mia Slanamed tacular dancing scope.
been
has
farm to .set spring publication ot the publicity director of city ot San vanska and Leonide Massinc, in
and fact.
Pair have organized the Talking- book. Leonard Spiegelgass is bang- Antonio.
Replaces John Babcock. black wigs and colorful costumes,
Book Corp. of America to promote ing out a serial contracted for by who resigned to become city editor highlight this Spanish-slyle dance,
the final moments of which mount to
their new combo reading affair, but Good Housekeeping mag.
of the Au.stin (Texas) Daily Tribune. an arousing pilch.
for the time being will market their
Esquire's music editor, Carleton
Busine.ss at both the first two bills
Grey's Pos.t-Moelem Works
Talking Books throuah Doubleday
Smith, off on a South American was considerably more than capacity
With a new novel, 'Western Union.' jaunt in search of old Inca and Aztec of the ample Met and. from indicaDoran's affiliate, the Carden City
published almost simultaneous with folk-lore. .Smith has a fine collec- tion.s, the Monle Carlo should aK»in
Publishing Co.
Starter will be a talking book for his death. Zane Grey also left a tion of Caucasion and Lapp folk score a hefty boxoffice success. The
juves to~be called 'Mother Goose Pa- number of other completed and re- songs that he made on a 40,000 trip only ballet troupe that ha.s been able
to retain the traditional air of K'amrade.'
Book proper was done by vised manu.scripts for publication.
around thr Soviet Union.
our that pnce surrounded the old
In his la.st letter to his publisher.
Charlotte Steiner, with the sound
N. Y. Newspaper Women's Club Russian ballet, the company seems
accompaniment written by Carolyii Harper, Grey arranged the publica- will hold another lecture course on headed for an even more successful
Adams, and sung and recited by tion of three of these novels, 'Thirty various a.spects of newspaper work tour than in previous sea.soiis. It-"
Thousand On the Hoof,' 'The Young starting tonight (Wednesday) with a pcrsonnel is at least count to former
Alice Remscn.
George. Washington' and 'The Fi on- number of prominent new.spaper years and its reputation has been
Hobc.
steadily growing.
lier Wife'
Syndicates Comics Mac
workers as lecturers. • Cour.se will be
Evidence of the growth of the
held in the club's headquarters.
New Zanesvllle Daily
comics mags is that the sponsors of
First lecturer is Hugh Baillic, prez
Bali and Java Dancers
New daily, the News, has begun ot United Press.
these pubs are now offering their
comics strips to the newspapers. It publication in Zanesville, O. Pub«( nnll.vi. <lafi«-*-s. fi-n L'f hit'
was not so long ago that the new.s- lisher is Earl J. Jones and James
f-|,i-rl(iry
lija, Willi (,*iiin.'bin n-tivc dir-bcwl ra
tapers were offering their comics Alexander is managing editor. News
to Give 6 Concerts Ilnivi
ilhcrlid by .V. I'ii-ill.i: |.i,»>iii-d bl- i-i.liii,i.
is to appear evenings and Sundays.
strips to the mags.
lit
iiip-tiuild
biK (''.nrt-i'iM i-iiip.
V,
DrI. 1'"
Zanesville, city ot less than 40,000
At the H'wood Pantages v.
Syndicate has been formed by
Vincent S. Fox, head ot Fox Publi- population, has two other papers, the
Hollywood, Oct, 31.
Times-Recorder, morning, and Sigcations, which has a host of the
Philharmonic Symphony orchestra
Currently in the second year of its
comics mags. Fox will .syndicate the nal, evening. Both are published by closed a deal for six concerts at the wo'rl'd tour, this troupe from Bali
the Zanesville Publishing Co., head- Pantages theatre, Hollywood, in ad- and Java last week opened its fir.st
chief ot his strips to the papers.
U. S. appearance. Outfit has played
ed by W. O. Litlick.
dition to its regular schedule at the
through Asia and Africa and had
Exiles' Literary Reiufree
auditorium in downtown Los An- extensive dates through Europe, but
NEW PERIODICALS
With so many literary exiles from
geles
cancelled them when war broke out
United Stales Navy Magazine, to
totalitarian lands in the U. S., a pubHollywood dales are Jan. 25-26 and there. It's slated to return home
'lishlng corhpany has been formed in be.publi.shcd by Joseph Gilbert. In- Feb. 8-9-22-23.
Leopold Slokow.ski somelime next .spring.
.
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Walden,' by Florence Becker, and
'Some Poems of Rimbaud,' by Arthur Rimbaud. Books will be paper*
bound and will sell at a nominal
orice.

who has done

The new troupe

legit

consists of

and

.50

In

the principal group, plus a .specinl
^,n\\. ni 20 Negroes and another of 12
e_„,,.„i, ,>np,(»trc
dancers.
^P«»'sh

]

!

,
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New

M'kee Unit Would

Replace

WPA

Symph

Milwaukee, Oct. 31.
Milwaukee's already uncertain fiilure

i

a.s

to a

symphony orcheslra was

f urther clouded Wednesday
(25) by
an announcement that a new organization had been formed to ba(k a
local, orchestra.
This group would

I

.

1

call
itself
the
Milwaukee Community Concert Association and its
orchestra
prissumably would take

,

place of the federally backed
lhat played last summer in local
parks.
the

I

linit
'

I
'

Plans

include

the sale of 150.000
engagement ot a

tickets al $1 each,
i

'

tended as the naval counterpart: to conducts the opener.
Striking thing about the company
Publication
the mag. Our Arhiy.
is
the commercial aspect of its
headquarters, in New York.
dancing. It's scarcely calculated to
"'
St. L. Symph to Tour
appeal to the general public, but it
Everywoman's Magazine, monthly
St. Loui!!, Oct. 31.
should be a definite click with folpub tor femmes, to sell for 3c. DisEighteen cities in nine midwest lowers- ot the dance, and not alone
tribution will be via retail eslablishfor its novelty. Dances are surprismente, the mag's sponsors eschew- states will be visited by the St. ingly ea.sy tor western people to
Louis symph diiring its 60th .season
ing Ihe regular mag outlets.
understand, much, more so. tor inMmlcal Key, fortnightly mag on that gets under way Friday (3).
stance, than the ullra-stylixcd and
Vladimir Golschmann is back for traditional Chinese dance.s. In -addiPublisher is Neil Fromer
musie
Harrison, wilh publication office in his ninth con.secutive jear as baton- tion, after a tew moments, the .•'pecwaver.
lalor grows accustomed to the movoNew York.

V

-

Fernandez,

film dunce staging,

1

'

New York to bring out the literary
crealTohs pt these emigres exclusiveCompany has appropriately been
named Exiles Press and has lined up
an ambitious schedule.
First books to be put out under
the new imprint will be 'Farewell to

„, ri»-:i t> r..-^,,. t , °' p"'' ^ ^"6*"^,
the Ballet Caravan, and .lo.se
.

"

'"f.

I

I

i

Symph

ly.

and

those

in

was for years a Parisian opera impresario.
His assisUnt is Richard
pjcasant, who last year managed the
Mordkin ballet, which the new.- or-„ _
U,o taken
*»t,o„ over in
.
part,

.

has had Abraham
Mark Twain among its

ticket-selling

organization

towns where TIBC and CBS reps
won't handle his group. Kahn is a
former Boston newspaper editor and

;

Ad-

own

up

to

smooth, considering everything.
Devil's Holiday' is the longer
rhore elaborate and likely to be the
niore popular of the two. To Vincenza Tommasini's development of
Paganmis 'Carnival in Venice, it
iels a simple little ballet story, with,:
a wealth of lively color and striking
costumes. There is some excellent
pantomime and the dancing is already nearly up to the Monte Carlo
standard. Alexandra Danilova, one
of the veterans ot the troupe, dances
charmingly as the girl, with Frederic
Franklin brilliant as the l>oy, Marc

contributors, last week celebrated its
100th anniversary of publication with
a 128-page edition.
P.E.N. Club gave its first dinner
ot the season last night (Tuesday)
in N. Y. with C. S. Forester, Julian
Green, Anne Green, Ida A. R. Wylie,
B. W. Hucbsch and Bessie Bealty
among the litterateurs who spoke.

rently brushing

Group

.

Ortova;

Kiurrrl,

Thomas IJreicr, who edits Vagato his winter place at Snell Isle, Fla.
Bruce Bliven, Jr., ^has been nam<;d
ah editorial writer on the
York Post. He's son of the associate

flower in the world.
Publishers agreed to replace the
other Thurber work on the schedule.

Ballet

.\lc-Minrtra

Cnilkln. nPl-esoff. Db-kSdn; t;lbyf,i) Knlt-bHlorr,
SlrelP.
'/.orlll-b.
Volkotr,
KoklO'h,

bond Magazine, has gone

.

Sbivriii»ka,

.M bi

D.inlbiva, i.eoi)l<l« Mtt!>.siile, .<Midi'«a Kglovsky.
KiiROinble: MMch. Mui-ra. VMutal, I'baiiil*-,
.Si\;irpuva,
Novlkova, Kniiii-H,
Uniub-nko.
ItoRiujn,
GvanC/.ttva.
MlHdovn, ytflezmiva.

the scribbler,
Mackenzie as his
Jr..

suspend
the

ly handled, it should draw fairly
profitable extra attendance. Hobc.

new

rriiii.liial..:;

Kern,

is booked on a subscription basis by
Columbia Concerts Corp.- If shrewd-

by

Tree

The

pantomime.

.

.

l'*r**loi-|fi

laughable

settings are simple, but eHoctivt in
Mnclxi^
(h» nrionlsil
mnrlo ot
nf design.
the
oriental mode
Devi Dja dances a number of the
featured parts.
She also hsmdles
the artistic and busine.<:s airiingements ot the troupe. At the Sunday
evening (29) performance the house

j

Alpxnndni. OBnilova, NHlbiille

.

Krii».«iv.skii, Tiiiiiinii (^Hiitli*.
ftfr.

Cecil Street.
Barnwell Elliott has set up .m organization to publish books on tennis subjects.
Henry F.

enls and can appreciate their ftrnce
picluresquene.s.s. All the tl;inrfs

I

(DEVIL'S HOLIDAY)

:

,

New

Ballet Reviews
|

CHATTER
Palee Publishing Co. formed
Louis Payne.
O. E. Schoeffler
fashion editor.

4S

,

Had served the United Press and
N.Y. Sun, and had been a cable editor for the LafTan News Bureau.
Ethel Wheeler Brown, 51, novelist
and short story writer, and wife of
Constantine Brown, foreign editor of
the Washington Star, died Oct. 29 at
Port Royal, Va.
J. W. Johnson, 85, retired Ohio
newspaper publisher and writer,
died in Circleville. O., Oct. 15. He
was a past president oi the Buckeye Press Association. Until three
years ago he conducted' a column in
the Chicago Journal of Commerce,
'As J. W. J. Sees Life.'

Book

Advertising men William Adams
and John A. Drake have worked out
new idea in books which they call
The Talking Book. Calls for a phonograph record to supplement bookreading matter, the whole providing

former puband .son

66,

of nichard K. Fox, founder of the
mag, died Oct. 25 in Pasadena, Cal.
Martin F. Moore, 83, vet newspaperman, died Oct. 28 in New York.

the past 10 years.

.a

Fox,

lisher of the Police Gazette

Swanson, Aear Vpped
Two prominent book writers who
still stick to the newspaper biz as
their basic activity are skedded for
promotions which will -aise them to

Court that the Houghton MlfTIin Co.

J.
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1

nationally known director, 10 conccrls in the winter and 10 in the
summer and tree programs In
schools. This would call for
lay of $140,000.

an

out-.

I

Mcantime,

I

I

'

t

'

the

board,
county
committee, i.s .still

through its WPA
pondering support to the Wiscon.sin
Federal Symph., which has played
th? last few years under direction of
Dr. Sigfrid Prager. The Govtrnment demands all such projects
have local sponsorship.

'
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again after getting
slugged by couple of holdup men.
New ice show, 'Vanities of 1940,'
with Lois Dworshak end"Vivi-.\nne
Hultcn, debuts at Duquesne Garden
Nov. 13.

had one ot biggest and most

ager,

all

right

London
representative turnouts ever at anHoflywood
Broadway
nual dinner-dance at Astor, Friday
night (27), with executives from
Empire thaatr**, Kilburn^ which
Louis B, Mayer to Louisville.
Mother-in-law ot Charles Burtoii Barney. Balaban down, plus out-oftwice h%d vaudeville and twice picRobert Taylor to Mexico City.
passed away.
town Parttes, attending.
Rita Rhcy off for New York to
The Basil Rathbones adopted baby
The Charles Grays motoring to
Departure of Arltiur Done*gan tures, shifting to legit.'"
Sonny Miller doing road show for join Paul Whiteman at the Hotel girl.
Miami for the winter.
from Warner Bros., where he
Sol Dolgin recovering from operaJohn Gobbi may go to Florida this handled syndicates, has John Haw- Jimmy James, in which he's co-star- New Yorker, where latter's band is
Sid Millward and his Nitwits.
featured.
tion.
>vinter for the season.
kins, assistant to Mitchell Rawson, ring
road
Arnold
Smiling,'
Tom
'keep
George Bancroft recovering froin
Mrs. Louis Finske, wife of Par's now handling that as well as -N.Y.
show which played summer season
surgery.
Colorado operator, in town.
dailies, with Bob Williams his asCalifornia next year votes on day.
Patsy Kelly seeking a play in sistant. Donegan joined NBC pub- at Douglas, Isle of Man, is being
bolstered by the Inclusion ot Jack
IV, Y.
light saving.
which she would like to appear.
licity.
Van Nest Polglase laid up with
Regina Crewe to the Coast and a
Arthur De Bra, public relations Doyle and Movita.(Mrs. Doyle).
.Continued from pace 3.
Anglo-American Films' first revue,
pneumonia.
probable film studio connection.
rep at the Hays office, was principal
Jane Withers called off her tour
Eddie Stevenson, fashion expert at speaker yesterday (Tuesday) at the 'L,nu(;h It Off,' has started shooting and the two stagehand locals, around
besides
Those
lined
up,
Elstree.
300.
of Australia.
BKO studio, vacationing in town.
noonday meeting of the National As- at
Trinder,
Geraldo's
band,
are
Tommy
Dan Keefe recovering from stomThe Resolution
Mary Cohan, George M.'s daugh- sociation of Accredited Publicity
Leon Cortez and the Cosier band.
ter, chirping at Mon Paris, nitery.
Directors. He spoke on 'Motion Pic
A resolution, prepared by Scappa ach operation.
Consolidated
Pictures,
British
Frank McHugh back to. work after
Louis Pollock, Universal pub-ad tures and Public Relations.'
headed by Kurt Alexander and Mau- of Local 52, Studio Mechanics (equiv- week's illness.
head in N. Y., vacationing in Miami.
to
Studio
Technicians on
rice Elvey, doing one for Grand Na- alent
Billy Stone connected with Edward
Ruth
Taub in from London to
tional
(London) at Twickenham Coast) and adopted by 52, was pre- gander studios.
Choate outfit which will produce
studios.
Cast headed by Barry K, sented before a recent meeting ot the
legit.
Lester Elliott back on the job after
Barnes, Diana Churchill, Alastair State Federation of 'Labor. Already a year's illness.
Double Thanksgiving this year
Sim
and
David
MacRuby
Miller.
5
from
pace
Continued
m the hands of Mayor LaGuardia, it Harold Hurley back from tworegarded a break for eateries, the-,
donald directing.
atres, etc.
reads as follows:
month vacation.
tical matters to same extent as Du'The Women' is going out on tour,
J. Oswald, who travels most of
Joseph J. O'Neill, Warners press
'Whereas, the motion picture inNew Liberal administration 28 of the original 40 femmes in the
plessis.
the year for Paramount, back in
seriously ill.
may therefore favor loosening up on cast being still in England, with dustry is noW almost 100% pi-oduced agent,
town for a while.
Eleanor Powell out for a week
in the city of Los Angeles, to which
Margaret Perry, back from her beer commercials and a rhovement management seeking locals to fill the
with a foot infection.
Idaho ranch, will remain in New in this direction might soften stand breach. O'Bryen, Linnet & Dunfee, city it has been gradually moving for
Gloria Dickson cliecking off Warr
York until January.
of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. who had a piece in the show with the past 25 years, and now employs ners lot after four years.
Gertrude Lawrence tossed a sur- which has jurisdiction over all copy. Gilbert Miller and Jack Buchanan, in that city about halt a million peoHenry Kruse moved in as general
Radie
for
prise birthday party
made are sponsoring the tour. Show opens ple: and
administration
manager of Cinematone studio.
Duplessis
in Birmingham.
Harris at the Plaza.
Alan Hersholt and Osa Massen to
'Whereas, this industry started in
strenuous efforts to stamp out alSammy Schwartz, manager ot 'No leged Communist activities by means
the City of New York years ago and Carmcl for delayed honeymoon.
Code to Guide Here,' being produced
Fut'thman and Myron SelzJules
developed gradually from a novelty
of the Padlock Law which closed
by Alfred de Liagre.
nick settled their feud out ot court
literature
into one of the largest industries in
Paris
Jim Brennan, lATSE v.p, long laid any building in which red
Arthur Wirtz in from Chicago to
ignored the
the United States; and
up, out of the hospital and on the was found, but virtually
confer on Sonja Hentc's new ice
'Whereas, a very large portion of show.
Fascist menace which had easy going
way to full recovery.
Pola Negri at Deauville.
Pat Rooney hosted the unit which with literature stirring anti-Jewish
Sonja Henie's brother, Leit, comDramatist-humorist Maurice Don- the money to produce these pictures
played with him at the Roxy. He's prejudice until the Royal Canadian nay celebrated 80th birthday.
is advanced to Los Angeles producers ing from Norway to be her business
celebrating 50 years on the stage.
manager.
Mounted stopped French-Canadian
Producer Andre Davin demobil- by New York City banks; and
Ruth Schwerin, recovered from a Nazi leader, Adricn Arcand, under ized because he was considered unfit.
Edwiii L. Marin and his wife
'Whereas, 10% of the pictures
six-month illness, has resigned from
reached
a properly settlement in
Mme. Raphael Koning-Sisos, of the made each year, it they were prothe War Measures Act. ConstitutionMonogram. Future plans not set.
Comedie Francaise, dead after long duced in the State of New York, their divorce suit
.'
Linda Ware, in 'Star Maker' (Par)i ality of the Padlock Law has yet illness.
Gumble recalled to ManhatMose
wovfld employ .directly about '-lO.OOO
arrives tomorrow (Thurs.) for a to be affirmed by the highest courts
tan by Music Publishers Holding
Entertainment
sections
in
French
personal at the Paramount, Newark. in the Empire. And under Federal press slowly regaining some ot their people and indirectly about '41,000; Corp. after a year in Hollywood.
be it
Arthur Goldberg, with Leo Spitz's Administration which never fell for former proportions.
law office in Chicago, here on busi- the phoney red scare it is doubtful
'Resolved, that the New York State
French press announced arrest of
ness concerning the Spitz & Adcock that Padlock Law will be strictly Leni Riefenstahl for smuggling cur- Federation of Labor at this convenfirm.
Australia
enforced by the Provincial Liberals, rency to Switzerland.
tibii assembled, pledges itself to coAl Rosen, recently undergomg a unless for cause.
Ballet dancer Serge Lifar ap- operate with the organized workers
By Eric Gorrlck
serious operation, has suffered a setpointed to organize a tour with his in this field in their effortsFilm Honses
to secure
back, requiring additional hospitaliOpera ballet for charity.
Trade remains at nice level.
a portion of this work for the workzation.
Best break that pictures houses in
Jean MuratT above the age limit
Charles Norman, comedian, back
Louis Nizer will be one of the province could get would be repeal for military service, attempting to be ers ot New York State.'
from London.
principal lecturers on motion picture
of the law which prohibits minors engaged as an interpreter by British Christie's 3 at $150,000
'Wuthering Hcigths' (UA) doing
night
at
(Thursday)
tomorrow
law
from attending picture houses. Some Aviation Corps.
smash biz in Sydney for Hoyls.
N, Y. U.
Committee to aid mobilized actors
. „
East; Via
Jack Lester may do a musical for
Mrs. David Rose, wife of Para- progress was made during Duplessis and their families includes Francoise
mount's managing director in Great regime when special permit was Rosay. Jean Benoit-Levy, Gaby MorAl Christie's three pictures for Dave Martin at Minerva, Sydney.
Legit revival of 'Why Girls Leave
Britain, due in from London today given for showing ot 'Wizard ot Oz' lay, Charles Borguet, with Louis Monogram, to be made in the east,
Home' quickly hit the skids in Bris(Wednesday).
Premier Duplessis was on Lumiere as president.
to kids.
will be budgeted at $150,000 all told,
bane.
Rene Racover, French theatre-res- the verge of repealing the law
Opera Comique opened its doors with a' larger portion of this
Western Suburbs Cinemas said to
taurant impresario, will produce the against minors on several occasions with 'Thais' and followed with 'La amount
allocated to one ot the fea- be dickering for indie Broadway
International
the
new revue for
during the past few years, only to Traviata' the next day. The Opera tures, the balance to be split between chain in Sydney.
the first of the year.
and Opera Comique schedule one the other two.
'Nazi Spy' (WB). after record run
Financing is all set
Monroe Greenthal, director of ex- be stopped at the last minute by opera apiece ner week.
in Sydney, is now doing smash trade
ploitation and sales promotion for church authorities. Here also a LibFrench radio announcer at Stut- with cooperation of Eastern Service
United Artists, due back from the eral administration may be able to gart, Paul Ferdonnet, known as one studios, Astoria, L. I., where the in Melbourne for Hoyts.
Syd Greisman. local rep for Assoeffect adjustments, since there is of the 'Stutgart traitors," although three films will be shot.
Coast today (Wednesday).
has changed
Genevieve Collings, of the Hal now no logical basis for the legisla- very much absent, to be courtW. Ray Johnston, president of ciated Talking Pictures,
Roach publici^ department on the tion which prohibits children up to martialed by Paris military tribunal. Monogram, and Frank L. Spiedell, his moniker to Syd Gresham.
Censors nixed 'There Ain't No
Coast, in New York on her first IS from' seeing pictures. Law was
Reports that pic actor Albert together with Charles Glett, ot the Justice" (ATP) for showing in Austrip east. Strictly a vacash.
originally adopted in a hurry be- Prejean and crooner Charles Trenet, studio have been huddling for three tralia. It's a mitt-slincing opus.
Eddv Duchin has been taking draboth pilots, had been shot down
Al Zimmby is the U. S. m.c. for
matic lessons. Figures one day some- cause of a disastrous fire in an east denied by French press. Reports that weeks in setting up the deal.
starring
unit
vaude-revue
the
body will do a film on Gershwin and end barn which did not comply with actresses Elvire Popesco and Reni
George Robey in Sydney for TivoU
fire regulations.
Scores ot children Ketti had been executed tor spying
he's aiming for the assignment.
Theatres.
A new rug, measuring 40 by 58 met death in the blaze and the pro- equally, denied.
Newsreel Photogs Union
'Darling Daurhter' (WB) is a hit
feet, claimed to be the largest in the vincial government 'then passed the
Military marriage between co-Another
Hoyts.
Melbourne
for
In
world, has been installed in the ro- law keeping children out of theatres median
and blues singer
Pills
Expects
Deal Soon doing top trade is 'Mikado" (GB),
tunda of the Roxy. It cost $15,000.
not on grounds ot morality but for Lucienne Boyer followed by others:
same center.
Vincent Sardi back at' his restau- reasons
Seof safety. Strict enforcement Elvire Popesco and Viscount
Wirth's circus Is doinc good trade
rant after his recent appendicitis atentertainer Oleo
International Photographers Union, out in the stix with U. S., Contiof fire laws applying to theatres has bastian Foy. ABC
tack. Didn't have an operation. Vinand
(^orp. Francois Arnaud, Renee which is chiefiy concerned presently
nental and locM acts. Unit may do
cent, Jr., will marry a non-pro on always been the answer rather than Faure of the Comedie Francaise and
with newsreel cameramen, Is looking a New Zealand season.
arbitrary ban on films and the new
Nov. 11.
Lieut Renaud Mary, and pic actor toward
Greater
Union spotted a novel
a settlement ot a new wageDouglas Gilbert has returned to Liberal government may be inclined Dalio and Comedie Francaise actress
nresentation at State, Svdney,
World-Telegram
after
two to see things in this light.
the
Francoise Delille to unannounced hour agreement with the newsreel stage
(U).
months off at Bay Head, N. J., and
companies next week.
partners.
Pat Casey with 'When Tomorrow Comes"
It's a ping-pong exhibition between
Stockbridge, Mass., to work on his
the
of
head
(^atalgneau,
now
Yves
is on the Coast but union ofbook about vaudeville.
Cinema Division at the Information ficials believe he will return shortly Hungarian champs.
'I Killed the Count* no dice in MelEve EUman, formerly with Para- Ezra Stone Into 'Siwash';
Bureau, named head of committee and that a new pact then will
be bourne for Williamson-Tait.
Ian
mount on the Coast and now Mrs,
whose duty it will be to thoroughly
Air 'Aldrich*
Coast study French cinema situation and worked out.
Keith played lead. This one mav be
Dwight H. Boyden, hubby being a
Cameramen's union presently Is given a try later in Sydney by Dave
writer, are doini; the town prior to
make proposals for its normalization.
Hollywood, Oct 31.
shoving off for Florida.
Ezra Stone, legit and radio actor It includes directors and producers working under, the original agree- Mfirtin at his Minerva.
England,
An
'There'll
Alwavs
Be
Tom Adrian Cracraft gave his and director,
Bernard,
ment
Raymond
which
Benoit-Levy,
was made shortly beis set for the lead in Jean
electric orchestra an airing before
Rene Clair. Julien Duvivier, Jacques fore the NRA was ruled unconstitu- 'Little Sir Echo* and 'Three Little
celebs from the film business at a Paramount's 'At Good Old Siwash.' Feyder,
L'Herbier,
Jean tional Union lensmen are reported Fishes' are the most played numbers
Marcel
in these parts.
party which Elsa Maxwell tossed at One-picture contract still has a cou- Renoir and J. de Baroncelll.
So far. there has
dissatisfied with the wording of the
ple ot wrinkles to be settled, but
hern no return tn str.iight war songs.
the Waldorf last Tuesday (24).
present
contract which has made
Anna Erskine is assistant to Joshua should be signed this week.
Hugh J. Ward, who raised over
possible joint coverage by two or SI 000.000 with charity shows during
Logan, stager of Paul Osborne's
Currently playing the title part in
'Mornings at Seven' for Dwight The Life of Henry
mote
reels
on the same event their 1914-18. may come out of retirement
Pittsburgh
Aldrich' radio
Wiman. She also scripts the Metro- series. Stone
claim being that this deprives sev- to stage soeciAl shows for various
would broadcast the
By Hal Cohen
politan Opera Auditions radio series.
uhit<! connected with war work here.
eral men ot regular employment.
Jo.v
Eddie Convey of Loew's State program from the Coast during proIncluding
Stock comnany.
That
is said to be the stumbling
The Lew Marcurs motoring to
planning a hunting party for Novem- duction ot the picture. Shooting is
(Constance Worth) and
block in negotiations accomplished Howarth
ber at his place up-State, with Frank slated to start Nov. 14. The William Miami for the winter.
Alfred Firth, will do B .series of oldRed
Horse
Peyton
to
the
Eddie
thus
far.
Matter of wages and hours timers in New Zealand for Indie
Shelling, house electrician, among Morris office is agenting.
Tavern
in Stubenville, O., for a spent at work does not represent
those who'll try their luck with deer.
mana<»eir>i?nt
First will be 'Up In
run.
any material difference between the Mabel's Room.'
Ninety-d4y .option has been purStone's. Leglter
Mary Lee, Juve warbler with Ted
chased by screenwriter Bartlett CorEzra Stone, who directed George Weems, celebrated her 13th birth union and the newsreel companies,
mack on 'Portrait of Jenny,' Red Abbott's production
it is said.
ot 'See My Law- day.
Book serial by Robert Nathan. Cor- yer,'
Singer Jay Loring, with Jimmy
at the Biltmore, N. Y., this
Minneapolis
mack will prepare a shooting script
week received featured billing in the Gamble's orch, had her tonsils
on spec.
Talks African
By Les Rees
comedy with Milton Berle and clipped.
'I Know What I Like,* the Justin
Harry Seeds' lad, Marty, and EleaPic With Heminjerway
Sturm comedy which Richard Skin- Teddy Hart. He went into the cast nor
Eddie Ruben head of film men's
Wolken,
have
announced
their
ner is readying, is localed in a 57th last week.
Community Fund drive team.
engagement:
Hollywood, Oct 31.
street gallery, but Donald Oenslager,
Richard LaBeau, Paramount disStated that he Intends returning
Howard Hawks is dickering with
Al Fremont's band at the Willows
who's doing the sets, will not make it to the show as soon as
he completes is personally managed by the young Ernest Hemingway for the produc- trict manager, up from Kansas City.
identifiable.
Ernie Lund resigning as Para'Siwash.'
maestro's father.
tion ot a picture localed in Africa.
Jack Cohn, Columbia Pix v.p.,
mount booker to join United Artists'
The Deibold twins have given up
Producer-director, currently han- sales staff.
celebrated his 50th birthday on Frinitery dancing and are now doing
dling 'His Girl Friday' at Columbia,
day (27). First most of his staff
Knox College Goes 'Slwasb'
W. H. Workman, M-G branch
modeling exclusively.
knew of it was the arrival of a giant
St. Louis. Oct. 31.
Dick Stabile stops off tonight leaves for Key West Fla., in 10 days manager, recovered in health and
birthday cake from Leo Liiidy, the
doing full-time duty again.
More than 300 undergraduates at (Wednesday) for a one-nighter at to huddle with the author.
restaurateur.
Gordie Greene, Minnesota theatre
Knox College, Galesburg, 111., near the Palisades, McKeesport
Robert Bfeen, who directed and here,,
managing director, fiew to New York
Art Schwerin's book on makeup,
are prepping for a brief film
played Mephistopheles in 'Speak of
in quest of stage name attractions.
'Makeup Magic,' has just been pubEpic Historical
the Devil,' revised version of 'Faust,' career as extras when a ParaMount lished by
Ben Kalmensen, Warner Brosi
Northwestern Press.
which had a three-performance run unit visits the college to make 'At
western division manager, in from
John Montague in ahead of 'Leave
at the Nora Bayes, may be shipped Good Old Siwash,' b-ised on one ot It
New York along with H. M. Hei-bel,
to Me,' and Tom Burrows here
Hollywood, Oct 31.
to the Coast for a screen test.
George Fitch's 'Siwash College' drum-beating 'Outward
district manager.
Bound.'
Panorama of early American hisHeavy Warner money went on stories. Knox was the locale of
Bob LaPiner, of Minnesota Amus.
Edward Everett Horton came in- a tory, with a cast of topflight
Charlienfeld, a two-year-old in the Fitch's yarns and the arrival
players, Co., interviewed over radio regardot an day early in order to attend Variety'
is on the production slate at Metro
first race at Empire, Yonkers, N. Y.,
ing his hobby building air-condiadvance crew to select locations, etc., Club shindig Sunday night (29),
Friday (27), horse winning. Charlie
Joan Blondell met the newspaper under the title, 'Dawn's Early Light,' tioned birdhouses.
has "thrown the educational, instituEinfeld of
Lawrence Welk's 'Champagne Mudoesn't know the
gang for a few minutes when her based on a story by Dorothy Thompowner, but he had the nag across the tion into a turmoiL
sic'
into
the Minnesota- Terrace,
train stopped here en route to New son and Fritz Kortner.
I^ Is expected that t'l. 2e weeks will
board.
York.
Deal was arranged personally by succeeding Bob Zurke, who's now
en route to the Paramount theatre.
Paramount Pep Club, Joe Wood be required and the collegians will
Jules Green, WB's Belmar man- Louis B. Mayer.
New York.
'
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Outdoor Men,

Farm Stations Analyzed

OBITUARIE&

|

To Meet on Pacts

.Continued from page 21.
niiike lip for their lack of lustre
tciiiu real, genuine folks.

mean

that a farm station should
broadca.sl hillbilly music excUi.>iively.
certain amount of hillbilly music,

by

popular melodies, novelty
songs and instrumental combinations
should be broadcast in correct prohymn.":,

to

i-ome.s

portions

and

Present as

•S.

otherwi.se.

many

serves.

'fi.

organizational drive.

'4.
The rural listener, becau.se- of
the fact that his newspaper comes to
him usually a day late, is greatly interested in news broadcasts.
It is
my opinion that a farm station would
do well to broadcast up-to-the-minute news in terse informative style
frequently throughout the day.
In
our case, we broadcast news on the
hour every hour. These periods, are
five minutes in length, with fifteensummaries
minute
interspersed
throughout the day.

What Makes

good, simple,

i

corn huskings, etc.
Make opportunities for farm
to get together in connection

'.),

believe

I

that a

farm station

.

department.

John James, 68, film theatre operator in St Louis for 25 years, died
Oct. 27 in the De Paul hospital there
of pneumonia following an illness of

Details in legit section this issue.

Scale calling

SIGMUND WEINTBAUB
Sigmund Weinstraub,
tii'ed

two weeks. James and his nephew,
Thomas, owned and operated the
Douglas and the Strand, both cateririg to Negro trade.
Widow, one son,.
Louis, and six grandchildren sur-

re-

from the Yiddish stage 20 years
book Yiddish acts and stage

to

Edwin A.

plays in association with
Relkin, died pf a heart

Sta.

New York, Oct 26.
A native of Bessarabia,

.Continued from pag« 21.

who

65,

attack

in

he came

to

vive.

to

forget

the U.

the

station to make sacrifices in
the name of well-balanced service is
properly assayable as evidence of
local showrnanship by station man-

as

S.

known Co-

I.ouis J. Engel, 39, well
in

small boy and secured employment as a cigar worker.
He soon joined Boris Thomashcfsky's
Harold Wheelahan, of WSMB. New
Yiddish legit company, however. A
Orleans, believes that a station often
director of the Liberty theatre, he
exercises a lot of showmanly courage
had appeared with such Yiddish stars
in turning down local business in
as Bertha Kalich, Jacob Adlcr and
order to continue network prestige Jacob Kes.sler.
programs, such as Toscanini, DamSurviving are his widow. Rebecca
rosch. Catholic Hour, etc. Although
Weintraub, an actress; two daughters,
such programs are national in origin
and the other fellow gets the credit
for their merit, the willingness of a
stunts

outside
radio audience.
alert

]

died at his Cleveland home, Oct. 30.
of various complications.
Further details are in the music

,

Alice Brady, 47, died Oct. 28 of
cancer at the Le Roy Sanitarium,
New York. Actress had returned
from Hollywood in serious condition
about three weeks ago and was in an
oxygen tent when she expired.

ago

bi'oadcasls.

'4.
Stay away from scare-head
lype broadcasting.
Originate as many programs a.s
',S.

folk?

ALICE BRADY

Outdoor division of the American
Guild of Variety Artists meets at a
general parley with the International Association of Fairs and Expositions here in December.
Discussion will be part of AGVA's

the rural listener has a deflpite interest in these market reports, and
greatly appreciates up-to-the-minute

renl per.<!onalities as possible.

ca.-Jl."!,

31.

'3.
Accurate, up - to - the - minute for a weekly minimum on the road
and complete farm markets should of $50 for actors and $30 weekly
be given at regular inteivals daily, for chorus girls is being prepared.

•

possible from the farm and from
iiiriil gatherihg.s such as farm broad-

the desires of the rural
.

Provide adequate news cover-

•2.

to. lit

audience which the individual station

porls.

Rpe. both local

Chicago, Oct.

A

are very inquisitive when
learning what otber
jiirmcrs do; farmers have a communpi'idc not ordinarily found in
jiy
urban sections; farmers have a genuine love for the folk lore of country
people; and farmers are drawn to
peri^oiialitieK who alloW; themselves
to go out through the microphone.
The station that fulfills these demands on. the part of the farmer is
probably doing a decent farm job.
'In the writer's mind, some of the
thin.sj^ a station should do in a farm
Icn ilory first of all are:
'1.
Provide adequate market re•Fiiriners

n.'

.

Pittsburgh

lumbia Pix salesman

a

until stricken ill several years ago,
died at his home in Pittsburgh last
week of a heart attack. His widow
survives.
She's sec to Pittsburgh's

Art

Columbia

branch
manager.
Interment in the smoky

Levy.

city.

Ward

Morris. 48, theatre manager,
Oct. 26 in Rochester, Minn.,

died

local

should cooperate with the various
with the station.
agricultural extension services, the
•7.
Service rural schools.
'8.
Plug in the farmer's interests. United States Department of Agri'9.
Don't attempt to compete with culture, and the various county farm agement, Wheelahan contends.
bureaus organizations in disseminathe networks and 50,000 watters in
'Balance' is much in the mind of
ting helpful information which these
production and in ideas.
broadcasters. Bill Schudt, of WKRC,
'One of the surest ways I know of above-named organizations are con- Cincinnati, writes: .'i do not feel that
.Hantly producing and making avail*
,tn keep a farm station in good favor
showmanship should be stressed in
with the' farmer is to service him able for u.-se by the farmers.'
one department of a- radio station
and let him know that you are his
It should
be
and not in others.
station, "primarily, not just another
emphasized
and
equally
spread
station attempting to outdo the netWilliam E.
throughout the organization.'
work.": and large stations by running
^l conn<°ction with the so-called
Program. Direclor,
the .eame type of program schedule
'farm stations,' a special fund of comKFNF. Shenandoah, Iowa
Ihev do.'
ment has also been accummulated
by Varictt for the better governing
'The general attitude of all who of the Showmanship Survey in 1939.
C. R. Richardson
appear before the microphone in- Extracts from station comment is
cluding both announcers and enter- published on this plage.
Manager
tainers, should be one of informality.
WRANi Danville, III.
That does not mean lo-ss of dignity,
but does involve an entire absence
'We have learned from experience
of 'stilt ."ihirt.'
thill one of the greatest services youEthelyn Owens to Harry Hinkle,
'Program content mu.sl of necessity
can render the rural area is news at
Oct 28, at Yuma. He's with the
times whi'h it is possible for the include not only the special appeal Zeppo Marx Agency, Hollywood.
larn>ers to
listen.
We have also to ruial and small-town listeners, Leola Frazier to Pat Arensman, in
but is influenced largely by the charJeai ned that the farm bulletins from
acter of the commercials carried. Pittsburgh, Oct. 20. Bride is vocalthe United Slates Department of
Al Fremont's band, he's
point, we may draw some ist with
Agriculture and, the various state From that
conclusions as to the showmanship with Hod Williams orch.'
imiver.saries do not pull a very great
angle. In other words, if the adverPeggy Latta to Bill Deibold, in
amount of audience. These bulletins
tiser's campaign has been succe.<:sful, Pittsburgh, Oct 28. Bride is daughter
ciiii be obtained by any farmer who
the show can be judged as a point in of C. J. Latta, assistant zone manwrites to the source and asks for
favor of the station.
in Pitt.
ager for
his name to be put on their mailing
'There is a delicate balance beAndrea Leeds to Bob Howard, in
list.
For that reason we feel there
tween
what is commonly referred to Del Monte, Cal., Oct 25. Bride is
is no need for a duplication,
as farm station talent and many fea- film player.
'We havjs learned that the farmer tures heard regularly
on the metroFaye Martin to Carl R. Anderson,
likes to have his promotions (county
politan stations. After all. the farm in Los Angeles, Oct 24. Bride is stage
fairs, fields, days, corn husking conpeople of today, many of them coland singer.
te.°ts, and
various field demonstra- lege graduates, all of them well actress
Ruth Mack to Leopold Friedman,
tions) noticed and broadcast.
schooled (at leiist in this area) are as
He's chief of
in New York, Oct. 26.
advisable
every
group, keen

'

after a long illness.
He had been
manager of Fox-West Coast Rialto,
San Francisco, for several years and
was on leave of absence since July 1

Frances and Pearl, and a son, Milton,
manager of the Yiddish Art theatre,
N. Y.

-

McDonald

LESLIE

.

MARRIAGES

We

have found

to

it

known

.service talks, home economic
programs, etc. To achieve the fine
balance in radio programs, to maintain the farm inslilulionalism and to
do il in- the inforn->al manner is the

farm

basis for (he judgment of the showmanship at any .so-called farm sta-

Oct 29.
He was

opinion, this type of service makes
many morie friends among the farmers lhan do the more flashy types of
promotion used by a few Of the bigger stations.
farmer is a simple
man, and the spectacular attempt at
.showmanship doesn't seen) to impress him very favorably.

Listener interest,
results, ase of the slalion. etc.. are
other f.ictors which also might be
considcicd.'

you boil it all down, you will
that radio means more to the
per.son living in the. small .town or
on a farm than to persons living in
'If

find

When you

cities.

understand

why

is true, you will understand why
the farmer wants information and
hslp rather than spectacular stunts.'

this

Frazeyburg,

owner

of

he's

tres;

C.

F.

Bride

25.

Wife of
press agent,
der

Fischel, 62, qiedical director of the Will Rogers hospital,
Y., died Oct 29

known

is

his

to

show

He had been

KGLO. Mnxon

Ci(v,

association

with

Father, 69, of B. Franklin Kamsler,
theatrical producer, died in New

well

Rogers,

the

been

news

problems.
con-iplcte

reporting

of

l>ir.l>

J.

Rothschild
Manager,
Quincv, III.

CoTiiDicTcial

WTAD.
'I.--

tain

A farm
a

station should mainfriendly,, consistent contact

with

its listeners.
By that I mean
announcers should avoid the osform of delivery.
The programs should be well
balanced.
II
does not necessarily

its

tentatious
'2,

NOVK.MBKR

2,

Society.

l<i:)2

G.

J.

and

Mrs.

CHARLES
Jarman,

Frank

Chicago.

Oct

23.

lies

with

in

Ray

and Mrs. Arthur Lonergari,
Father
in Hollywood, Oct. 27.
Metro art department

is

in

Aneser,
Ken
Mr.s.
and
Mr.
daughter, in New York, Oct. 26.
Father with Warner Bros, pub-ad

LEVIN

Frederick H. Hoffman, Jr., 30, fora tenor soloist with Shubert
in New York, died in Col-

merly

musicals

umbus,

O.,

Oct

27.

Heinrich Feld,
Feld,

actor,

72,

PIERRE

Jones,
Lindley
Mrs.
and
Mr.
daughter, in Hollywood, Oct. 23.
Father is musical director for cine-

C.

time art director for

many, died Oct. 28

in

.

LEVY

'

UFA in GerLos Angeles.

74,

stepmother of

B. N. Judell, Hollywood film producer, died in Milwaukee Oct. 22
after a brief illness.

Pierre C. Levy, 53, manager of the
Interstate theatres in Fort Worth,
died of a heart ailment in that city
Oct 15. He was one of the first theatre owners in Fort Worth.

matone studios.
farm activity which includes fairs,
Survived by widow, the former
Mr.s.
Pelroff,
Boris
and
Mr.
county, district and regional; a pubdaughter, in Hollywood. .Oct 25. Evelyn Lehr, onetime member of
lic .service program thai announces
the 'Ziegfeld Follies'; his mother and
Father is stage producer.
the various- grange and small town
sister.
a
Mr. arid Mrs. Norman Newmann,
farm meetings. And. last but not
Oct. 28.
least a complete reporting of the daughter, in Hollywood,
CARLOS DE VALDEZ
Father is office manager of Columcorn husking contest
Carlos dc Valdez, 50, stage and
bia's Los Angeles exchange.
that
the
shown
have
surveys
Our
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Berger. son, screen actor, died Oct. 30 in Encino,
farmers of Iowa, particularly of our
Father is Calif.
in New York.
28,
Oct
hillin
inlci'esled
not
territory, are
His widow, Greta Meyer, film acmanaging director of the St Louis
billy music, in fact, they resent it.
Ires.s. suivives.
opera company.
But last year when KGLO. at the re- municipal
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Ncbleft, son,
quest of Wallace's Farmer, handled
SIMON FOX
Father
20.
Oct.
state
O.,
Columbus,
In
the broadcasting incident to the
Simon Fox, 81, father of the mucnrnhusking contest with its mobile is spiirU announcer for WBNS, Colsic publi.<-hers, Sam and Harry Fox.
umbus.
unit, over 40,000 people turned out

father of Fritz
Feld, one

Rudy

and

Mrs. Rose.Judell,

dept

ill-

Also surviving is a daughter,
Bernice, a concert singer..

Charles S. Levin, 73, secretary of
Fox Theatre Corp. and Fox Film
Corp. before their reorganization and
m.erger with 20th Century, leaped or
fell to his death from a building adjoining the Cameo theatre, N. Y., on
Oct. 25. He had recently been joint
operator of the Cameo.
He was reported by business a.s.sociates to have been in failing health:
Widow. Mrs. Alice Levin, survives.

Mr.
.son,

S.

two-week

after a

nes.s.

Sir Arthur Evans Clare, 74. father
of actre.ss Gladys George, died Oct
25 in

Hollywood.

.

Father of Sfim, Herb and Max
Lutz, all in the music bu.sincss, died
in Chicago Oct. 27.

I

1
'

Walter

SHOWMAN

H.*INTI,Y

York Oct 30

Pearl's orch.

Thiid. an educational series directed at reaching the 4-H cUibs and
farm bureaus.' whether by speaker
or round table discu.ssioii of farm
R

Lake Medical

MEMORY

IN

OK THB

WILLIAM MORRIS

.

Daughter and two grandsons sur-

ham.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Link^ son.

broadcaHinn

schedule designed to coincide with
the times that the farmer is in the
hou.sc or in the barn.s.

Fourth.

the Royal

daughter, in Durham, N. C. Oct 24.
Father is manager of WDNC, Dur-

loirn

and grain markets.
a

in

film

writes fiction unHomes, died

vive.

Mr.

'First and mo.sl imporUint. a complete daily reporting of the livestock

'Second,

an officer

Mainwaring,

who

of Geoffrey
29 in Los Angeles.

biz folks because of

which caters to the profession.
Born in Prague, Dr. Fischel had
a memt>er of the National

'

Dan

name

Oct

Saranac Lake, N.

Ghesbrough chain of theaas.sociated with the Ohio
in Columbus.

actress; he"s

Eighmey

Mfmayer.

I

Oct

Mark Bamscy, 70, oldtime magician, died Oct 23 in Detroit
For
years he worked the Chautauqua circuits.
Survived by widow, one son
and daughter.

KARL FISCHEL

of heart failure.

to Walter. Miles,

BIRTHS

!

|

DR.
Dr. Karl

Air Force.

!

•

O.,

the author of 'Doomsday

I

Censor Board

i

A

.

in

Father of Dorothy Dick, former
songwriter and wife of Harry Link,
general professional manager of Leo
Fei.st,
died after an operation in
Philadelphia Oct 30.

ing Horses' and. 'John One Hundred,'
produced at the Civic Repertory and
Daly's, N. Y., in 1936. He directed
the Paul Green plays, 'Roll, Sweet
Chariot' and 'Serpentine'

pro.

Ghesbrough

playwright, di-

40,

Circus,' produced in Germany in
1932, and the short plays, 'Snicker-

Loew's legal dept.
Dorothy Coy, WEEI songstress.
Boston, to Charles K. Hammond, in
Quincy, Mass., Oct. 30. Groom non-Ethel

Jo Basshe,

Ann Todd to Nigel Tangye, in Lon- Tuberculosis As.iociation of Frankcommercial don, Oct 27. Bride is British film lin County fN. Y.), and the Saranac

tion.

for all their meetings.
As proof of
the success of this program, I can

you that about two-thirds of the
mail we pull at the station comes
from small towns and farms outside
of Danville.
We have a mobile
transmitter unit which we use to
serve the rural communities, and
promote .station listeners. In our

in

They like what is
of life.
as farm station talent but
they also "headline their likes with
news, weather and market reports,
pha.<:e

'We cooperate with all the county
Farm Advi.sors in our broadcast area
and give them free announcements

tell

ob.^servers

a

clinic.

Details in the radio section.

EM JO BASSHE
Em

rector and holder of the Guggenheim
Fellowship in 1931 for creative work
in the theatre, died in New York

WB

station talent out with bur
broadcast crew to all these events.
In some places we have made a
charge for this talent, while in other.«, where, there was an inability to
pay, we have .sent the talent at oui*
own expense. This practice has been
very successful, and has made us a
lot of friends throughout the rich
rural area surrounding Danville.

Mayo

for treatment at the

SPILLER

.

.

.send

J.

Leslie J. Spiller, 39, legit producer
.Mrs. Josephine Ditrlchsteln, 75,
and press agent, who, in association widow of Leo Ditrichstein, actor and
with Leo Bulgakov, presented 'One playwright died of a heart attack in
Sunday Afternoon' in 1933, died after Cos Cob, Conn., Oct 25. Since her
27.
York
Oct.
New
brief
illness
in
a
husband's death in 1928 she had been
Born in London, he came to New a resident of Florence, Italy, but had
York as a tea salesman in 1920. He recently returned to the U. S. as a
became press rep for John Cort and result of the war.
Harry A. Florsheim, and subsequeritly acted in similar capacities for the
Raymond D. Scodder, 38, on NBC's
late A. L. Erlanger and Louis Werba. continuity staff for 10 years, was
Last year he operated the Brighton killed by a N. Y. subway train,
Beach theatre, Brighton Beach, N. Y. after falling from the platform
Surviving is his widow, Margaret Oct 27.
Survived by widow and father.

i

I

Neb. Fair in Black
Lincoln, Oct. 31.

Nebraska Slate Fair, held the first
week in .September, announced income of $109,274 against listed expenditm-es of $111,900.
A carryover, of $7,500

from, the

previou.s year, however, put the
ovei tht hurdlt."-.

expo

48
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1AKE HOLLYWOOD'S TIP— use gentle
Lux Toilet Soap every day to help
your skin stay smooth. Its ACTIVE lather
cleanses ^/lorou^h/y— removes every
.

trace of dust, dirt

and

stale cosmetics.

With Lux

Toilet Soap care you don't risk
Cosmetic Skin— the dullness, tiny blemishes, enlarged pores that come from
improper cleansing. Use cosmetics all you
like— but be sure you give your skin the

protection of gentle ACTIVE-Iather care.

9 out of 10 Lov#

reen Stars use Lux Toilet Soap

RADIO
PRICE

Publlslnd Wfekly at I5< West 4eth Street, New Tork, N. T„ by Vnrlcty. Inc. Annual subscrlpllon. J)0. SlnRle copies 25 cenl»
Uiitared as Secoud-claaa tnalter Uccembur 22, 130S, at tile I'ost Orrice at New York, N. Y., under tlie act oC Marcb 3, 1879.

corvniGUT,

Vol. 136

NEW

No. 9

NEW

1039,

ry variety,

MLD

Abroad; Thus Preserve Foreign B. 0.
to avert as many
Hays office
bannings as possible in foreign coun-

'MENTION RUBY'

since it is highly pertinent that
every possible foreign market be
taken advantage of at the present

Included In Jolson's Okay ot Arthur
Boran's Impersonation

That and other production
time.
code matters, arising from the present foreign situation, were taken up
by Joe Breen, head of the MPPDA
production code division, on his
visit to N. Y. the last few days.
Hays oftice hopes to save producers coin by advising on the elimination ot topical gags before the film
While ordinarily
goes into work.
such quips might not prove offensive,
they are held objectionable under

Boston, Nov. 7.
Arthur Boran, Boston mimic heard
with Rubinoff on the Rexall Drugwired Al Jolson
(WBZ),
series
stores
for permission to impersonate him.
Jolson wired back: 'Okay, if you
name.'
Keeler's
mention Ruby
That was the day after Ruby sued
Al for divorce.

wants

tries,

wartime conditions.

Hays

officials are to issue clear-cut data
to all producers on the Coast regarding probable difficulties in the foreign field on certain types of films,
bearing in mind the number ot recent bans imposed by censors in

foreign nations.
The war has developed new situations and sentiments and Haysians believe it is
smart business to tip off producers
about foreign censorial pitfalls in
advance.

HOW GESTAPO
TREKS DOWN

DXRADIO
Montreal, Nov. 7.
Frigon, assistant general
manager of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. recently gave Rotarians an
Dr.

New

Invention

Would Aid

Native Comprehension of

Foreign-Language

al,i.

rights kkskrved
8,

48
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FOms

A.

ENLIST

NBC Inaugurates First Shortwave
Conunercial Radio Internationally

FOB'S SUPPORT

STILL ASKING
Federation of Arts' Idea Is
to Have President Appoint

Commission for Unbiased
Study of Federal Theatre
Prior to Congressional AcSenator Pepper's
tion
Bill Not Along Relief Lines

—

FLANAGAN'S RESEARCH
Washington, Nov. 7.
During the next session ot Condue to convene next January,

gress,

several measures designed to create
a national theatre, if not revive the
Federal Theatre Project, are due for
consideration.
Senator
Claude
Pepper, who favored a Governmentbacked theatre on a number of occasions, will foster a bill to establish
a Bureau of Fine Arts which would
include the stage, but not along rePlan is similar to the solief lines.
called Coffee-Pepper bill of last
year.
Remedial proposals to bring back
Federal theatre support are being
carefully prepared by the Federation of Arts unions, which function(Continued on page 34)

$25,000

For

NBCls

all

aisles

from sound control

room, where Chinese girls translate
Into
three
dialects.
Mandarin,
Shanghai and Cantonese.
Patrons
have option of switching on any of
three.

Adjustments are so fitted that dialog from machines may be cut out,
but mechanical effects still will be
heard, such as pistol shots, music
and other loud sounds.
Listeners

may

switch on and off at will.
Inventor is said to be a Russian,
with patents pending. Distribs are
tor it because superimposed
subtitles never have
been satisfactory,
bemg strain both on foreigners and
English-speaking
Chinese.
This
equipment would be naturally adaptable for South American
countries
and others where dubbed pix have
been found unsuitable because of

with United Fruit as the

WAR nuns

dialectic difficulties.

'Fed Up' With Trouping
Minneapolis, Nov. 7.
soloist with the Min-

Appearing as

neapolis Symphony here last week,
Sergei Rachmaninoff announced he
"

«
He

'ctire to his Connecticut home
conclusion of his present tour.
said he's 'fed up' with trouping.

ac-

first

The programs will be broadcast
under a ruling handed down by tha
Federal Communications Commission

B.O.

early this year. The continuities, according to the ruling, are limited to
the name of the sponsor and general
characteristic of the product, although in United Fruit's case, it is
indicated, the objective will be primarily good-will building among
people within the area of supply.

POISON TO
FEMMES

The FCC. ruling also provides that
the product must be regularly sold
or promoted for sale in the open
market in the country or countries
to which the program fs directed.

WNBI's main frequency
k.c, 16.8 metres, whi'.e
9,670 k.c, 32.02 metres.

17,000

Is

WRCA

la

on

Byrd's Antarctic

New

Expedition

On

Its

AD Set
Film Shows

Boston, Nov. 7.
Single feature bills, plus first
runs and no blockbooking will ba
the policy ot the Byrd Antarctic Expedition, according to Roger Hawthorne, officer in charge of film entertainment. Hawthorne, former Associated Press reporter in Washington, will handle all press and radio

BONDS 1S%

OFF

TRYING

In

facilities

count.
It's
a 52- week non-canHollywood, Nov. 7.
Rosa. Bowl football game on New cellable contract, calling for a quarYear's day is being offered around
ter hour a day, seven days a week.
to the networks for exclusive broadcasting rights. Price is $25,000. Grid The programs will be musical and
classic has gone begging at that fig- the palaver 'will be in Spanish. The
United Fruit commercials will make
ure for three years.
Another exclusive being peddled the first emanating from an internais the Santa Anita $100,000 handitional shortwave receiver in the
cap for $10,000.
United States. NBC expects to tie
No takers or nibbles on either.
up several more such accounts ia
the next few weeks.

Chicago, Nov. 7.
With news of the conflict abroad
beginning to get monotonous, war
inside on methods used by totalifilms are threatening to do a quick
tarian countries to prevent nationals
blackout. That they are ^guickly getfrom listening to foreign broadcasts.
ting to ba boxoffice poison Is sugIn contrast to policy of Canada and
gested by a sudden drop in interest
Britain in maintaining well-balanced
among the fans, notably women.
on Ice
schedules including a large propor- First
that
report
Theatre observers
tion of musical and light entertainplenty of men, more interested in
ment programs. Dr. Frigon cited
Set to
on
the war stuff than- the women, are
Russian, German and Italian combeing dragged away from boxoffices
pletely propagandized radio.
Arena Winter Circuit in the face of the managers and
Frigon said that totalitarian govsteered somewhere else. Theory is
ernments jam foreign broadcasts at
that the women want no part ot the
Philadelphia, Nov. 7.
the frequency of the station wtiose
war or films pertaining thereto, preprograms listeners are prohibited
First show set to circulate around
ferring lighter entertainment that refrom hearing. A number ot low- the recently formed Arena Managers moves the thought of gas masks,
power transmitters, installed at stra- Assn. string of arenas is 'Ice Vani- bombings, torpedoing, etc.
tegic points, create more or less ef- ties ot 1940'. Including a lineup of
Recently managers have noted that
Frigon also name skaters, it opens at the Philainterference.
fective
(Continued on page 47)
charged that Germany broadcasts delphia Arena today (Wed.) and is
the sound of bells or other signals booked almost solidly until April,
so that if somebody tunes in on a next year. Duequesne Gardens,
N. Y. FAIR'S
foreign station the parasite sound Pittsburgh, follows Philly.
Ice show carries Robert Dench
accompanying the reception is the
tipoff which may lead the Gestapo and Rosemary Stuart, figure champs
IN
England;
Anne Taylor, film
to the door of the offending listener. of
Dr. Frigon pointed to the universal stand-in for Sonja Henie, and Gene
When the New York World's Fair
Gestloff, partner of Miss Henie in
(Continued on page 39)
her last picture, 'Second Fiddle'; closed until next May it was anVera Hruba, Czechoslovakian star; nounced that the corporation was in
far
Caley Sisters, Viv-Ann Huten. Guy excellent financial condition so
IT
Owen, Lois Dworshak, Alfred Trenk- as cash on hand is concerned, but
the main obligation, a matter of
Icr. and a 24-girl line.
more than $23,000,000 in outstandPhil O'Brien produced. General
DOGS,
was not' mentioned.
ing
bonds,
Amu.semcnt Corp. agenled.
Among bondholders are several stage
unions, including Equity, InternaHiring dancers to dance to a band
tional Alliance of Theatrical Stage
in rehearsal, in order to gauge their
Eight
Are
Relatives
Employees and the American Fedreactions, is a now gag invented by
eration of Musicians.
Johnny Williams, drummer who reLincoln, Nov. 7.
Equity is known to have invested
cently left Raymond Scott's Quintet
With the band biz on the mush- $10,000 in Fair Bonds, which were
to form his own band. Williams has
a team of shagsters, fox trot duo. room, it's hard to find ways to be quoted over the counter Monday
and a rhumba pair, hopping to his different anymore. Johnny Martone, (C) in Wall Street at 23 bid and 26
embryo tempos to help him set batoneer from Pittsburgh now tour- asked, meaning that the present
proper paces, make suggestions, etc. ing the midwest, has a different kind value of the securities are 75% under par. Opinion downtown is that
Williams claims it aids the band, of a band.
Eight of the 10 members are re- if the War is ended during the wintoo.
Says it makes 'em feel more
relaxed to have somebody dancing lated to hiin, no one furtller re- ter Fair bonds and other types of
moved than a first cousin.
securities will rebound.
while they experiment.

Open

shortwave

Bound Brook, N. J., namely WNBI
Bowl Football and WRCA, go commercial Nov. 15
Demanded

Rosa

Rights Is

Revue

Shanghai. Oct. 20.
The Grand theatre emljarks on a
unique experiment to facilitate Chinese patrons understanding English
dialog.
Management is wiring seats
with three-way head receivers, operating from main cables running
along
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Pix Must Sidrt Censorial PitfaUs

present

inc.

YORK, WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

relations at Little
expedition.

WALL STREET

America

for tha

Producers have donated 84 features,

52 shorts (no travelogs) and
12 newsreels.
Plan is to have a
weekly show at each of the two
bases (liOOO miles apart), constituting a neat problem ot bicycling

OUT ON THE

Most popular films will be
repeated for each group during the
year and a half.
Instead of dishes each man will
get a bag of peanuts and a candy
bar before each film show commences.

prints.

MAESTRO'S IDEA

Verdi's Niece Swings

i

It

Frances Verdi, great grand niece
of Guiseppi Verdi, Italian composer
of operas, is being trained by Aileen
Stanley, former vaudeville player, in
vocal swingology.

.

]

,

Miss Verdi was born in Brooklyn.
is set to warble with a band.

She

VARIETY
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Despite

PHONEY

Some Film Co. Opposition,

m

ROGERS

Film^rs

MANY

FUND' SNARES

by

Approve H wood Financing of Plays

name
Rogers Memorial Fund

week

last

to deWill
fraud through the mails and ship lotbetween states. In ad-

tery tickets
dition, two

Despite
ctrlain

last-minute

film

company

agitation

by

officials,

the

other western Pennsylvanians were named, along with 64

lor final ratification of the pact.

Members

no objections

to

the plan as a whole or to any of

its

'

offered
Tliere

News

For

Bulletins

Supplied by Radio
.Cincinnati, Nov.

cities.

7,

two weeks ago.

were

Jury found that the lottery tickknown as the Gold l3ond and
Will Rogers Memorial Fund, were
'deposited with expre.ss companies
and other public carriers which
contained certain printed papers, cer-

Twin

week for special news service
At 9 o'clock every
night each theatres public address

scores.

Goldwyn Loans Zorina To

merely offers an
alternate plan under which the stu-

dios may finance legit production.
If the plan is adopted by the Broadway managers, the picture companies may bankroll plays under the
regular minimum basic agreement or
the alternate plan.
In the former
case they must buy the screen rights
in the open market.
In the latter,
they acquire such rights in advance,
with the price to be determined by
the gross from the legit run.

WCPO

.

tion

and sponsor.

BEN GOETZ RESIGNS M-G

The new plan

establishes a miniadvance of $5,000 for the screen
rights, with additional minin^um advances of $2,500 for a two weeks' run
and $7,500 additional for a three
weeks' run. It also sets a schedule
of royalties based on the length of
the legit run (both on Broadway
end the road), the gross and the
weekly running expense'. In' addition, it sets iip various "protective'
regulations regarding closing the
rhow, making cast changes, etc.

ENGLISH PROD. POST

mum

Hollywood. Nov.

7.

orders.
In England Goetz had .supervision
of 'A Yank At Oxford,' 'The Citadel'
and 'Goodbye Mr. Chips." He had
stairted

riding and shooting routine in Unwritten law- or agreement among
Samuel Goldwyn's Texas picture, the indies seems to be that the only

Westerner,' formerly titled "The
Gary
Outlaw' and 'Vinegarroon.'

20th-Fox After Nixing
Bid

WB

for

Repeat

Hollywood,
Breach between Sam
and the "Warners widened
announcement that Zorina

'Busman's

Metro closed

its

Holiday'

when

'Disraeli'

Waits on Olivier
Hollywood. Nov.

Remake

of

'Disraeli'

at
as

Nov.

services

7.

treasurer.

to

pass up one of the jobs.

Okay Mormon

I

I

i

I

;

TikIIi))
a niloi'son
l)H\l4) liniler

W.

companies have no

Despite Metro's opposition and
the less determined disapproval of
certain other companies to portions

no

vole on the issue.
However,
since the plan is intended to benefit
chiefly
the
unestablished
playwrights, their views were asked on
the matter.
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what's" sauce for the goo.>:e is
sauce for the gander. What they do
is all right, but it the distributor does
the same thing it's all wrong. They
won't be fair or reasonable.'
that

RKO,

RKO

Saiverte.

Barone.ss

tt'B Pacts

lii

Eu.st

during the past week closed

up a number of leading deals, including Western Mas.sachusetts Theatres,
Inc.;
Dominion Theatres of
Virginia (Par); Theatrical Managers'
circuit
of Indiana and the Long
string in Texas.

'Von

Warner Bros, has closed with the
Centiiry circuit for it.s 1939-40 product 100% in 45 hou.scs in Brooklyn
""^ I'Ong Island. Home office forces
Fred
negotiated
with
buy
the

_ Dec 6 fLos Angeles to Melbourne) Schwartz of Century. Another
Col. de Ba.sils Ballet Ru.>=se (Mari-'deal
is with Ed Smalley circuit, upposa).
dis-

Shenver

liilin^y Wt'l.SMiiiuUer

Hen

Zoilna

WB

:

.\rurlan Siilizer

-state N. Y,; Ed Schnitzer, WB
Nov. 2 (Los Angeles to Honolulu) trict manager,
and Paul KrumenMortimer Stewart (Matsohia).'
acker,
manager,
Albany
branch
handling this one with Bill Smalley.
The Publix-Hlckards & Nace cir1

WcMyn 'rminnn

News

Pertaining to Pictures

Columbia Resumes

Britis

'.Page 12

.Paoe 12
.Page 12

.

Woos Yank Pix

........... .Page 12
Over-Emphasis on S; A. Market
.Page 12
Equity Lenient on Television Pay Scales
...!!Page 22
Texaco May Divvy Its Hour
.Page 22
Radio Reviews: Jimmy Fidler, Jock Buchanan. 'Drums Aldiip
Mohawk," Fred Allen, Lucius Beebc, Jean Hersholt
iPage ."lO
Screen Guild's Sloppy Radio Performances
;
Page 25

in

Arizona,
numbering 25
has closed with Warner

Jack Brower, Warner branch m.inager at Los Angeles, negotiated the
contract.

.1.

.

Metro Music Group's Appeal
Vaudeville Balks at Filmsters
New Acts: Linda Ware
4 A's Money Troubles
Jack Haley Vice Bert Wheeler

cuit

houses,

Bros., taking all its features, .shorts
and trailers, for the 19.39-40 sc.nson.

British Film Industry Monopolistic
U. S. and Briti.sh Quota ^
Italy

But

around the unreasonable boys yell
their heads off.
'The trouble with a number of
independent exhibitors in the Twin
Cities is that they can see only one
side of the picture and don't believe

SAILINGS

N. Y. to L. A.

Other

quires.

Von Ro.senthal Reznicck.
Rudolf Serkin and Adolf Busch.

)liiH.st!ll
Ith-Uwell
.Tnhn Kr>il(iiift
A. II. C.liinninl
Nfll n nny
Ann ItijMicrrnrd

Schnclrti'T

deals, as-

'Moreover, we've never heard of
an exhibitor who gro!;.«!ed substantially, snore than he expected on a
lower bracket picture offering to pay
more for it than the contract re-

(At the Port of Neiv York)
Paul
'Vincent
Carroll,
Thelma
White, Wellyn Totmari.
Vera Engel.s, Bruno Walter. Commcndatore Aboaf! Mme. Chaliapin,
Counte-ss
Spiegel

>;iibPl

Noi-iitiL

exhibitors

serting 35% is too much of a split.'
branch
Joe
Podploff,
20lh-Fox
manager points out. "Yet these same
exhibitors are continually complaining that the flat rental prices are too
high and cost them as much as 50%
of their grosses.

.

Skiiur.'in
.^inllh

II

l'*rr<l

John

is

independent

squawk about percentage

ARRIVALS

Al HnKfll

Kale
R n hn

ilaM-lDa

r^ui.s

Kil

TiMii

.*-'l»yi(iK

)Tnlev

.If)))!)

—

film

20*% cancellation and substituof 10';i> for it in those ca.^es
it has made 'concessions' and
deviated from its regular deal. It
feels exhibitors should 'go along'
with it, meeting it part way.

way

Oril

{'f.it-r

.'^hellah

City'

Lull in production is due to the
cessation of B production.

its part, 20lh-Fox s.-sserts that
only has asked for a waiver of

where

work

Mill M.ilonfy
I'lM.y .Minlin
.Itick Miller

('Hlhiu&y

K.

Mil l>.'iiiilin
Mrs, .Ii-nne Poil^f
rtoy flel Kiiih
riRrry M. WuvXv.

Ehrlich.'
"Virginia
at FlagslafT. Ariz.

being

On
it

B'S QUIT BUZZING
Hollywood, Nov. 7.
Production al Warners hits a 'now
low this week with two companies
working on the lot and one on location.
Shooting at the Burbank studio are tFighting 69th' and 'Life of

N. Y.

to

is

tion

LULL OVER WARNERS;

Dr.

L. A.

i*

hav»

the

ing conspiracy to do away with independent picture producers.
Plaintiff declares he was suspended June 6 for six months because
he refu.sed to make allegedly fake
charges that he had accepted less
than the minimum pay for editing
a film for the Colony Picture Corp.
a year ago.
He. a.<;ks $1,900 for loss
of work, $25,000 general and $100,000 punitive damages.

I

their

decree

all'

Warners,

the company is 'unfairly' allocating,
'weak' pictures to the upper brackets
and refusing or 'evading' a 20'.c
cancellation privilege.

Los Angeles, Nov. 7.
Henkel.
Charles
'V.
suspended
member of the Society of Motion
Picture Film Editors, filed suit for
$126,900 damages against that organization, Edmund D. Hannan, president, and Walter W. Sharp, charg-

For Wanger After 20 Yrs.

Erickson had been with Fairbanks
nearly 20 years, but his work with
Wanger became so heavy that he had

including

There's some exhibitor .squawking

Conspiracy Charged

Hollywood, Nov. 7.
Clarence E. Erick.sen resigned as
Douglas Fairbanks' business manager
to
full
time
devote
to
Walter
Wanger's interests, as biz manager

not at

about 20th-Fox deal among the independents, too. Claim is made that

Film Eds for 126G;

Broadway

a

in

make from

they'll

In other years, other com-

Outcorne of present scrap
watched with interest.

Ousted Member Sues

with the

.

or

flat

capitulated to the indies' ultimatum,

7.

Goldwyn
had been

Ericksen Leaves Fairbanks

Warners and

j

The

'buy

location near Tucson, Ariz.

musical play, but it is understood
that he was dissatisfied with her

British plant and

to favor adoption of the plan as fi- tional.
Geraldine Fitzgerald plays the
nally drafted, and it was carried
with Elmer Rice, the new Guild prez, femme lead.v
dissenting.
Film officials had declared privately that the plan agreed
Script
upon in negotiation had subsequently
been considerably, revised without
Hollywood, Nov. 7.
the know'edge of the Hollywood end.
Louis Bromfleld's first treatment
That allegation was denied by of the story of Brigham Young was
Robert K. Sherwood, in his report approved' by Heber S. Grant; presias retiring president. Referrin.? to a dent- of the Morman church.
recent Guild council meeting atGrant spent three days as guest of
tended by Sidney Phillips, of Metro: the 20th-Fox studio, looking over the
John B.vram. of Paramount, and manuscript
Jacob Wilk, of Warners, to 'straighten out the few remaining points at
issue.'
Sherwood
stated.
There of the plan. It Is expected that some
Eeemed to be no serious disagree- Hollywood financing of legit will be
ment on any of the points of mate- resumed as soon as the Broadway
rial importance
and at a subsequent managers okay the pact. Warners
meeting, the council approved the is already committed to back Sidney
pl>">n
in the form in which It has Kingsley's 'Of Day and Night' (prebeen delivered to you for considera- viously called 'The Outward Room'),
Paramount is believed to have sevtion today.'
He then added. 'I could not pre- eral plays ready to go into producFume to gue.ss to what extent this tion, while the plans of 20th-Fox,
Columbia, RKO and others aren't
plan, if put into operation, will benedefinitely known.
fit the theatre by increasing producSince the plan offers extraordinary
tion of plays.
I can only say that
latitude in regard to modification,
It is now as ."soundly constructed as
we could make it after years of ef- conce.<y;ion.s, amendment and arbitration, it is figured by the Guild that
fort.'
any inequities that develop In actual
'way Likely to OK Pact
operation can be mutually adjusted
RCJardless of studio 'objection to by negotiation. Morisover,
the plan
certain
phases of the plan, the is to be ieffeclive for only one year,
Broadway managers are figured like- so if it proves unworkable it may
ly to pass it.
As signatories to the be .scrapped at the end of that time.
Guild's minimum b'asic agreement,
It
was noted that at the Guild
they must approve it for it to be- meeting the a.ssociate members prescome effective, since it takes the ent also expressed unofficial apform of an amendment to that agree- proval of the pact, although they had
direct voice in the matter.

exceptipri

Cooper is starred.
Troupe of 150 players and tech- Metro.
for panies,
nicians leaves Saturday
(.11)

loaned to 20th-Fox for the star role
Feud began a
in 'European Plan."
week ago when Goldyyn refused
Warner.s' request to borrow the
dancer for a second musical picture.
His reason was that he was
negotiating with Dwight Wiman for

ordered 'him home.

goes into production
soon as
However, most of the Influential Laurence Olivier completes his role
miembers of the Guild were known' in 'Rebecca' at Selznick-Interna-

ment.

his old rop-

Fred Stone goes into

T.

exhibitors

continue to resist Warner Bros, percentage demands for four pictures.

.

The

Ben Goetz, managing director of
Warner picture.
Metro's film production in England, first
Zorina went to New York, ostenhanded in hLs resignation and left
the
sibly to start rehearsals for
for Tucson, Ariz., to recuperate from
show, but suddenly returned
Wiman
operation recently pera. surgical
Hollywood. With her came her
formed in New York.- He was of- to
husband, George Ballanchine, who
fered an ex'ecutive berth in- Culver
is slated to handle the ballet numCity but declined under doctor's
bers in the picture.

Metro's Objections

Twin City independent

T.

ing,

Zorina's

Hollywood, Nov.

Officials of certain picture companies, particularly Metro, strongly
.opposed several points in the plan,
notably the minimum 'advance' requirements \and the 'protective' stipulations covering the closing of legit
productions. Understood the Metro
execs sought to bring pressure
through the other major studios to
block Guild approval of the plan.
Also rumored that certain Broadway
managers and a few Guild members
v^ere also approached.

Minneapolis, Nov.

Stone Reverts to Type

and Butternut Bread, spon-

sors of the news broadcasts, for the
service.
In return the theatres run trailers, giving screen credits to the sta-

%

and instruments purported

tificates

to their patrons.

It

Squawk on

City Indies

Terms, High Brackets; Late Deals

to be tickets, chances, shares and inWinners, who
terests in lotteries.'
never received awards, were to be

.system is used for reading of hews
bulletins aired by the station an
hour earlier. Printed copies of the
news are then posted in lobbies of
the houses tor perusal by attendFoims for the latter credit
ees.'

last

like Giuld Plan

—

Seven from here indicted
Henry C. Peters, Paul E.
Johnston, Herbert V. Nelly, Les
Frank
Shapiro, Ford J. Rogerio,
Washak and John' F. Mintcer.
ent

from totals of Treasury balcinemas
of selected
neighborhood
Six
ances,
horse races and baseball
Greater Cincy tied in with WCPO

Plan, which has previously been
reported in detail, does not affect
the existing minimum basjc agreement, except in regard to thie price
of the screen rights to plays backed
•with film coin.

20 other federal districts,
for fleecing public since 1934 under
guise of a fund to establish a memorial to laie. Rogers.
Swindle was operated' In 15 differ-

ets,

9 P.M.

Interrupt Film at

were

several
minor changes in the wording, but
Ihey were merely of a clarifying nature and have no effect on the actual
It was indicated by Guild
terms.
Fpoftesmen that the membership's
action was final and that no revisions or modifications in the plan
will be considered until it has been
tried in actual operation.
provisions.

.

That's Right; You're Right men from

Dramatists Guild on Monday (6)
.unanimously approved the proposed
Hollywood, Nov. 7.
plan (so-called •Wharton-Wilk plan')
David Butler brought in RKO's
1c govern Hollywood financing o( 'Thai's
Right. You're Wrong' for
production outside the mini- $695,000, or SlO.'i.OOO under budget.
leyit
mum b!<sic agreement. Action was Producer-director also cut the
taken at the organization's annual footage to final release length two
mectinp. at the Lincoln hotel, N. Y. davs after the final shot.
Manafiers meet tomorrow (Thurs-

day)

of the

for using the

Don t

Although the Dramatists Guild okayed the amended basic agreement
designed to attract Hollywood money back to legit production, .several
film company executives are dissatisfied with the pact and there is
doubt whether picture backing will be forthcoming despite the long
negotiations. Metro is the chief dissenter. It held out for an optional
clause whereby a picture company after paying. for production, making the advance of $5,000 the first week and $7,500 the second week,
should have the privilege of withdrawing and relinquishing any claim
to money expended in favor of the author and producer.
Guild's
board twice rejected that suggestion, but most of the ideas submitted
by the film end are in the amended agreement.
The pact merely provides another way whereby picture companies
may finance plays on a royalty basis for the purchase of the screen
rights—according to the picture people. Rewriting of the nevy clauses
by the Guild without consulting the film end, roused objections about

uPittsburgh, Nov. 7,
Five Pittsburghers were indicted
a Federal grand jury in Boston

Notably Metro, Dramatists FinaDy

Still
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N.Y. Tale for Cagney
Hollywood. Nov.- 7.
'City of Conquest," a talc of Manhattan, is slated as James Cuiiuvy's
next starrer at Warners, replacing
"The Story of John Paul Jones.'

Cagncy goes on vacation after
current picture, "Fighting 69th.'

his

—
Wedncsdoy, November

8,

-
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ARMS REPEAL TO BOOM
La Guardia Wants to 'Carry the Bali'

$25,000,000 AmiualPix Prod, to N.Y.
interest in giving more
Small
production to the east, and financial
circles reported inquiring why this
forced,
the campaign to
Hollywood, Nov. 7.
be
shouldn't
is
film-making
break
in
Y.
a
Erie
C. Kenton moved into the
give N.
yesterday
outfit
Small
understood to be one in which Mayor Edward
seriously,
very
producer.
is
LaGuardia
associate
(Mon.)
as
an
F. H.
Contract calls for two productions
concerned on a follow-through at the
said
He
is
moment.
supervision.
possible
Small's
under
earliest
to be quite determined to bring back
some of the filming that is now concentrated on the Coast, even if it's

With much

only 10%.

Takes on Kenton

'

report Is that Paramount
may be the first to heed the appeal
of Mayor LaGuardia, shifting the
production of some of its this season's (1939-40) pictures to the east.
The last company to give up producing in the east. Paramount still

A

late

owns

the Astoria, L.

I.,

studio,

sufficient facilities to make
five to 10 pictures during the

from
coming year.
Mayor LaGuardia is expected to
approach the producing companies
themselves with a view to obtaining
his objective. In union circles, where
oflicials have been active in the campaign to give N. Y. more film production, it is understood that the
mayor, prepared to lend every forceful

argument he can, wants to 'carry

the ball himself.' The unions, numbering several thousand members,
are very willing to let the mayor
handle the reins and push the campaign in the best way that he sees
fit, though always with their closest
cooperation. They are heartened by
LaGuardia's interest since his background bears out, as reminded, that
when he goes into anything seriously, he means business and will not
be satisfied until a terrific fight has
been put up for what he wants for
the city of which he is boss. He also
has always been a friend of labor.

Met With Union OBlclals

A

meeting was held between the
mayor and union officials during the
past week to discuss the situation
and lay the groundwork for whatever action

deemed most

advisable.
No definite plan of attack is
known to have been formulated as
yet, since the initial steps are largely
Is

(Continued on page 46)

To Know How They
Fouled Consent Decree
Los Angeles, Nov. 7.
Requests for clarification were
by 13 major distributing companies In. the Governrhent's action
charging them with contempt of
court for asserted violation of the
1930 consent decree. Defendants declared the original action fails to
Inform them how they violated the

peace doesn't break

out,'

arms embargo repeal should react

Washington, Nov.

7.

several highly-technical points in77B.
of
constitutionality
volving
Co.,
Attorneys for H. Cassell
owner of defaulted debentures, petitioned for a review of the proceedings by which the house-clean-

&

ing has been effected.
Naming Atlas Corp. as a defendant
on the ground the financial house
proposed the reorg plan, the Cassell

group (Hugh Cassell, Karl Nathan,
Jacob Heller, Justin Condon and Ignatius Wahl) Insisted RKO was a
inquired
and
debtor'
'solvent
whether 77B can be invoked in such

who
Petitioners,
circumstances.
(also
a
joined
by
respondent), are secured creditors
with a claim for $300,000 representing face value of debentures and unpaid interest.
Tlie questions which th« Court

RKO

were

Selznick-International studio.

face

amount

of

their

Is 77B constitutional If It per3.
mits payment at less than the value
of the claim?
Attorneys for the bond-holders insist that valuable property rights
were destroyed when the reorganization scheme received approval,
holding that compensation was inadequate.
Arguments are highly
technical, with the barristers charging numerous inconsistencies between the RKO case and other 77B
proceedings.

•

DICKER UA TO DISTRIB
INDIES' J. C.

THOMAS PIC

Judge

to

Is

going to be very positive.

It Is estimated that about 75% of
the rental returns and the gross admissions are from east of the Mississippi, althou.^h throughout portions of the midwest in the farming
belt and in the southwest in oil and
cotton territory, the reaction at the
b.o. on war prosperity could be very
important beyond the river.

PAR'S FARM-OUT

POLICY TO

'

Kirkpatrick's stand.

between
Because of the nationwide effect
home-lot jobs is being- intensified by of the runhg, it is believed the case
Paramount, with four of its high- will be carried swiftly to the U. S.
Supreme Court
priced thesps on loan to other stuMayor John G. Gittone, of Vinedios and a dozen more deals await- land, and other municipal officials,
of carrying contract players

who head

ing action,

Dorothy Lampur Is cast in two
outside roles, .one at 20th-Fox in
•Johnny Apollo,' and at Goldwyn's
in an untitled South Seas feature.
Fred MacMurray is on call at Columbia for 'Too Many Husbands,' and
gone on. That experience may be
later at Warners for one picture.
duplicated this ti.tne, also, as manuRay Milland goes to RKO next week
facturing progress and growing gets
for 'Irene,' and Susan Hayward steps
deeper under way in the face of inout on a six-week personal tour
creased market demands.
with Louella Parsons. Paramount's
Grosses are now runnin.g ahead of
contract list totals 63, with 18 more
the same time last year but reported
under two and three-picture deals.

bt made

year by the new producing firm
of Sig Schlager and George Green

in

theatre statistical quarters that the

uncertainties that exist, the
weeks of consideration of the arms
embargo repeal in Washington and
possibly, for a time yet. the doubt
as to what the repeal will mean to
business generally.
It Is confidently believed that If a
boom is to come, neither Washington
nor anything else can stop profiteering and the soaring of prices, all of
which would redound to the benefit
of the theatres and enable upping of
prices here and there. What would
greatly rose-color the situation when
the country Is taken as a whole on
grosses, would be the sudden return
to life of scores of cities and towns
where manufacturing has been at a
very low ebb for years. This would
also be true of farming communities
which have suffered.

the

Bobby Breen Quits Pix
Wbile Voice

Is

Changing

Among those making the plea
were Fox- West Coast Theatres Corp., is expected to ba consummated this
Hollywood, Nov. 7.
Fox-West Coast Agency Corp., 20th- week when the pair confab with
Bobby Breen, currently a free
Fox,
Loew's,
Metro, Paramount, Murray Silverstone, UA head. Proagent, is retiring from pictures for
Warners (Vitagraph), United Artducers arrived In New York Mon- the next two years, to attend a miliists,
Universal, RKO-Radio.
after
negotiations,
day (6) for the
tary academy during the regular
a stopover in Chicago to confab school year and study drama in New
with John Charles Thomas, who will York during the summers.
ba starred in the initial film, 'KingSol Lesser, to whom the boy actor
ZUKOR'SLATIFf
St.
dom Come', by Adela Rogers
was under contract, recently passed
Johns.
Schlager and Green, oper- up his option rather than risk injurNOV.

SECTOR

Expect Oyer $3,000,000

Paramount Net Profit
For
the

First

9 Months

expectation

In

City for Paramount's Mexican sales
.meet there Nov. 20.

will

Trade'

ing his voice while

it

is

anti-trust laws.
'If the existing course of conduct
is allowed on the part of the defendants to exist much longer, the Landis
theatre will in all probability ba
forced Into the hands of its creditors,' Judge Kirkpatrick said.
'If it survives at all it will be as
an unprofitable second-class theatre,
its pictures for the most part second-run films or undesirable first

Wall

the

preceding

this year,

the

first

morrow

three-month

period

the financial statement for

nine months, due out to(Thursday), may show near-

net profit.
Paramount reported net profit of
$2,130,000 for the first half of 1939,
covering the six months ending June
While second quarter earnings of
30.
$830,000 dipped below the initial
three months, the August and September business enjoye4 by Par is
reported to have shot up earnings to
near $1,000,000 for the third quarter.
ly $3,200,000

The financial report, second major
company statement to come out covering any period since the European
started, will be watched closely
to see if domestic business managed
to overcome any dip in the foreign

revenue.
Par declared

dividend on
the hew common (15c) this year and
has maintained payments on both
classes of preferred issues.
Its

first
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Hollywood, Nov. 7.
Teddy Rides Again
Adolph Zukor is 'going to Mexico
No actual negotiations on a disHollywood, Nov. 7.
tribution deal with Lewis Milestone
Teddy Roosevelt and His Rough
and Jed Harris have taken place
He doubles back to Hollywood yet, Silverstone said Monday (6). Riders' gallops before the cameras
Dec. 15 and after first of the year He has been approached indirectly, Nov. 14 as the next of Warners seheads for Cuba, Central and South it is understood, but talk is still in ries of historical shorts.
America.
Sidney Blackmer heads the cast
the vague stages.

ica,

'Id Restraint of

Judge Kirkpatrick sustained th«
contention of the plaintiffs and declared the contract 'in restraint of
trade' and violation of the Federal

Paramount third quarter
earnings will show a pickup over

usual seasonal lull at the beginning
of the year is reported,
Bert Bloch, eastern story scout.
Is understood taking an enforced vacation of .several months. Goldwyn
studios are well-stocked now with
properties and hesitate to invest any
more cpin (n new material.

ating as

Producers' Corp. of Amerput the picture into work

two months ago

Street that

changing.

20

the Landis Theatre Corp.,

their suit filed

attacked the legality of the contract

(Continued on page 47)

With

Possibility that Samuel Goldwyn
may follow other producers and cut
down production staffs during the

TREK STARTS

in

between the Warner circuit, which
operates two houses in Vineland,
and the major distributors.

.

war

this

this

defendant companies filed an immediate appeal to the U. S. Circuit
Court of Appeals and posted a $10,000 bond to protect the Landis from
suffering any financial damage pending the final outcome of the appeal,
Hollywood, Nov. 7.Farm-out plan to ease the expense if the higher courts sustain Judge

of the last war was
that the theatres didn't begin to ride
the boom that was developed until
about six months of fighting had

Deal for United Artists to handle
release of several films to

made

Kirkpatrick

ruling in U. S. District Court in
granting the petition of the Landis
theatre, Vineland, N. J., for a preliminary injunction restraining tha
majoi: producers and distributors and
the Warner Bros, theatre chain from
continuing their contract pending a
final hearing.
Actual issiiance of the Injunction
was stayed, however, when the 13

EASE NUT

The experience

tendency during the past three weeks
has been to show signs of weakening
a little instead of strengthening In
was asked to answer are:
1.
Can secured creditors be de- spite of the fact the pictures on release
are of normal quality or better.
prived of security and compensated
While the failure of grosses to
with common and preferred stock on
forge ahead at this time Is causing
a 'par for par' basis?
some
pessimism, in view of pictures
2.
Is it adequate compensation to
pay secured creditors of a solvent available on the market, operators
corporation with stock less valuable believe this is due at the moment to
than the
claim?

laws.

the benefit of film boxoffices within

1929 sinking.

filed

decree.
Hearing on motion Is set
for Nov. 13 before U. S. District
Judge Campbell E. Beaumont.

'

'If

theatre operating executive of a major producer-distributor puts it, the

The fact that the great majority
of receipts comes from communities
east of the Mississippi that are important in the field of manufa*cturing
or produce (wheat, cotton, oil, etc.),
makes it doubly conclusive that if
the arms embargo repeal is to set off
a boom, the result on industry books

Attempt to upset reorganization of
was carried to the U. S. Supreme Court this week when minority creditors asked for rulings on

Philadelphia, Nov. 7.
In one of the most important court
decisions affecting the picture indus-

Capra-Riskin's 1st

75% OF REVENUE THERE

RKOREORG
RKO

Illegal

try in recent years. Federal Judge
Hollywood, Nov. 7.
First picture by the new produc- William H. Kirkpatrick on Monday
ing outfit of Frank Capra and Rob- (6) ruled that 'master contracts' givert Riskin will be 'Life and Deatt^. ing chain theatres preference over
of John Doe,' by Richard Connell independents in the matter of feature runs were violations of the
as one and Robert Presnell.
and Clayton anti-trust
Outfit recently took quarters at Sherman

tinuance of the war, send 1940 into
new and highest ground since the

•

Major Distribs Want

Holds 'Master Contracts'

Sectors Supplyingr War Needs
Can't Help Benefiting
Especially. East of the
Mississippi

two or three months and, on a con-

.

obtain

NEW

Vineland, N.J., Indie vs. Warners;

FORECIIST FOB '40

MOVETOHALT

which

under lease to Eastern Service
This is the bestInc.
Studios,
equipped plant in the east, and it
Par determined to come back to the
Atlantic Coast to turn out a few features, it probably would be able to

is

CASSELL'S
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Himself in Campaign to Bring Back
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BIG BACKLOG OF PRODUCT JAMMING N. Y.

TO NABES
BTO
—

—

EXHIBITION SITUATION,

-f

Extended Runs, Plus Stage-ShoVi PARSONS DEBUTS HER
Help, Keeps 'Em Long on B'way—Causes SubP,A^ |N FRISCO NOV. 14
sequents to Fall Behind ^More Long-Runners Due
'

Hollywood, Nov.

What
critical

it

fciircd

is

so

siluation

become

in.-!.v

far

ils

much comes

subsequcnts for two months.
Paramount has .scheduled three
week.", starting today (Wed.) with
Rulers of the Sea' and Martha Raye,
plus the Bob Zurke band on the
stage. That will be followed by "Cat
weeks, wiin
with
and Canary' for two wecKs,
Tony Martin and Jan Savill m the
Picture to follow that for two
pit'.
or Ihiee weeks not set, but it may
be (Geroninio.'
Although penciled for the Par on
Dec. 20. "Gulliver's Travels,' featurelength cartoon, will probably wind
up at the Rivoli in the thought of
a longer run and a more suitable

quent run Ihealrcs are concerned in
the metropolitan New York area is
developing as result of an insufficient
flow of product from a few companies,

phis

backloj;

a

from others due
menls.

New
but

first

to

of

pictures

holdover enjfage-

Not only arc major

run.

York chains b'eginnin,!; to sweat,
independents are fearful lest

enough
go around between now and the first
of the year, and may be beyorit!.
First step to meet the crisis is de-

there, isn't going to be

'

,

film to

j

'

RKO

to convert the Palace
cision of
into a first-run, starting With the
engagement today (Wed.) of 'Alleghany Uprising.' that is to be followed by the Kay Kyser picture.
That's Right, You're Wrong,' and
others from RKO, yet to be dated.
Trie Jheatre, in duals for a 'ong time,
has oceasipnally played, .pictures
first run as the No. 2 .eature, using
its own (RKO), Universal, 20th-Fox
and Warner items av;ilable to it.

showca.sc.
stage band

I

^

with Harry Brandt to profit
Brandt's buying power.
Eecau.se of the jam, it may be neces.sary for nabes to t>y to obtain
cheaper film anything they can get
on the market for first-run dates.
This has occurred from time to time
wheti no one downtown wanted certain films, but not frequently.
It
may be that an effort will have to be

—

made

—

to try to stretch

week

Gray

is

booked

the
to

.skit, who will
the localities.

i

i

Referee

Obey

to Supervise All

|

Business Affab; Chandler Act
Tour

I

Hollywood, Nov.

7.
|

Maureen O'Hara, Paramount player, who collapsed while making a
appearence

personal

with "Jamaica

Yakima, Wa.sh., returned
Hollywood for treatment.
Inn' in

of Dec. 20 regard-

'

Lists $549,403 Liabilities

I

to

Further film work awaits the resuit of surgical observation.'

Riv, in striiighl film but maintaining same scale as stage-show
houses, opens. 'First Love' (U) today (Wed.),, to be followed by 'DesHouse has
try Ridfe.s Again' (U).
a selective deal with U, and is expicpectcd to get additional
tures in view of the impasse with
the Music Hall (outside of Selznick
productions), but to date has just
two pictures dated. Riv also gets the

Reorg

:

Grand National Pictures, Inc.'.i
petition for reorganization has been
referred to Peter B. Oiuey. Jr.. N. Y,
federal
referee,
inimrdi-

I

Studio Contracts

I

The

I

'

LA. County Taxes

.

I

;

Beyond Hunchback' (RKO) for
the Hall during the holidays, the Hall
is
set on nothing but 'Pinnochio'
(Disney-RKO) which it will get
around Feb. 1, that being the release
date on this one.
While more often than not, major
pictures have gone into dates in
many other parts of the country
prior to Broadway, the extension of
playing time in N. Y. due to band
and other in-per.son attractions, plus
a determination to push film further,
now leading to the severe unis
easiness on the part of the sub.sequent run operators. An improved
product on the whole is also partly
responsible, making it possible for
the holding of film longer than hormally. might be the case.
Probable long runs for 'Wind.'
(guaranteed
'Ninotchka'
'Gulliver,'
for three weeks at the Hall). "Pin
hochio' and perhaps some others, is
adding to the grief of the subs.
'Elisabeth and Essex' will have a
total of 265 openings this week, but
won't get into the N. Y. Strand until

'

:

'

j

engagements

further in the neighborhoods or an
attempt made to get along on single
bills. Neither appear to be very safe
solutions at present.

Metro's 3 for Music Hall

RKO, with which

the Music Hall
has a selective deal, has had nothing
in that theatre since 'Ca--ei;' early

;

I

i

'

Dec.

for

.set

general

Robert Ryan penned player conwith Paramount.
RKO handed actor ticket to Ed-

7.

mond

Picture and radio studios will contribute $1,341,029 in taxes to L,os Angeles county for the '39-40 period as
its portion of the $125,825,529 to be

T

\

Man' iMyrna Loy-William
Powell). House has al.so bought "We
Are Not Alone' <Muni) from War-

M
Mor

Thin

!

XI

Tax Levy

Pa.

of

May

Per Reel

;

$2

:

Create

under

petiCh,-ip.

of the Chandler net was

$1,518,418

and

filed

(2), listing a.ssels of
liabilities of $S1!).403.

The

bulk of the assets cnnipri.se
trademarks and rei.ssue rights of
negatives which are valued at $1,040.543, and based solely on a continued
'

°P^"l'°n of the company. The GN
rnntS,'^'''^<=^0'°s declare that a discontinuance. of operations, or li(|iiidiition,
would render this largest a.s.set
7.
worthless. Simultaneously witli the
A shortage ot film prints is feared filing of the petition. Judge Siimiiel
by exhibs in this territory follow- Mandelbaum issued a slay, order pieventing any creditor from intertcr^.
^
announcement^
ing
the
by
the
i„g ^jj^
^Q,„pa„y g^^^pn,„^,„j,h
Penn.sylvania Slate Board of Censors the bankruptcy law
A plan of reorganization .ircomlhat it will enforce its $2-a-rcel levy
slarling next week.
Until now the panied the petition signed by Earle
tax had not been arbitrary, with W. Hammons, president, which pioIhe board lenient when extra prints vides for payment in full to all nediwere needed and brought in from tors. The priority claims of the U. S.
outside exchanges.
If the cen.sors Government, the Slate of New York
lay down the law as they threaten, and the City of New York, will be
disti'ibutors will ship less prints
taken c&re of by means of negotiation
into the area, making cxhibitor.s bclweerf the involved parties.
To
wait until they are available.
general un.secured creditors will go
This situation would react again.st a sum equal to 25% of their claim.s,-''
the small exhibs, who are complain- 45 days after confirmation of the
ing now that they are being dis- plan; 15% within .seven monltis of
criminated against for the benefit ot confirmation; 10% within 10 nioiilhs;
the chains. The only other altevna- 25% in 14 months, and 2.1'.;. within
live would be for the exchanges to 18 month.s.
pass the added co.st to the theatre
the
Educational
Inc..
Picture.s.
operator.
But this would raise a bankrupt's
pttilion
parent,
the
louder squawk, as the exhibs charge claims, has been promised n Iikh.i ot
they are now being overcharged for $450,000 frorti
Reconstruction
the

n.

f

jbOrtaSe Ot

last collection period.

D

'

1

!

Heaviest valuation was assessed
against Warners, which will pay
$297,061. Loew's, 20th-Fox and Paramount are next in that order.
Assessed valuation and taxes to be
paid are tabled herewith:
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films.
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Exchange

Negotiations foT Metro trio are
Akron, Nov. 7.
enabled since Metro hopes to remain
Arthxir
that
Police said today
in the Capitol for eight weeks with
'Gone With the Wind? opening there Durocheri former manager of the
Dec. 20, according to plans. Mean- Nixon, A^^ron nabe. had confessed
lime, the Cap has a couple of other 1° breaking into the theatre early
pictures going in. 'Wind' will grind F'''day morning (3) and doing $2,""O damage to sound and projection
st an upped jscale.
RKO circuit second run gels the equipment. Durocher, police said.
Warner, 20th-Fox, part of the U confessed he conceived the wreck'
product and has its own RKO jjic- ing operation as a means of 'getting
lures, while the Loew cliain has its back' at Charles Stadler, proprietor
own <Metro), l>)ited Artists, Para- of the house, after beinK discharged
from his theatre job eight months
mount and Columbia.
;

I

Dietrich

|

Still

Dickers

I

.

For U.

;

S.

Tax Refunding

and representalives of the exhibitors are meeting
with the censors seeking to effect a
compromise.
dlTicials

I
I

'

:

|

Washington, Nov. 7.
Review of controversy with the
Treasury about tax returns for 1936
and 1937 was sought last week by

!

.

•

j

I

The 20th-Fox product is not stalled aS"On opening Friday noon Stadler
£0 bad as the others, although an
outside booking for the Roxy is found that a three-foot hole had
•Housekeeper's
Daughter'
(UA), been cut in the .screen, the screen
probably Nov. 24. This picture has curtains had been ripped down and
been on release since Oct. 26 waiting the projectors and .sound towers
for a N. Y. dale. In addition to that, smashed. Stalder said the heal conbetween now and Jan. 1, in all prob- trol unit of the furnace equipment
nbility, the Roxy will play only three al.so had been smashed.
Municipal Judge Clande Emmons
20Ih films, 'Daytime Wife,' "Bluebird'
and 'Swance River,' .last-mentioned .set bond of $10,000 on two charges
of malicious destruction of property
for the. holidays.
and of breaking and entering and
Far and Strand Well Set
Both the Strand, show-window for bound Durocher ovei to the grand
Warner pictures, and the Par, /lag- .jury, He was placed in county jail
ship of the Par chain, are out- in lieu of bond.
stretched on bookings through to the
first of the year.
'BLUEBIRD'
Strand brings in 'Roaring Twenties,' with the Bob Crosby band for
Hollywood, Nov. 7.
Shirley Temple s 'The Bluebird'
three week.s, on Friday (10), followed by three weeks of 'Elisabeth will be roadsbowed by 20lh.
Withdrawn from the holiday .schedand Es.sex' and the Al Donahue
orchestra. That takes the hou.se up ule and goes out after first of the
piobably be 'Four Wives'; Sheplyear on heels ol a heavy campaign.

U. of Minn. 1st to Teach
Animated Pic Cartooning

'

i

'

they
miscalculated
the will become the first to teach its students how to produce them, providin income levies.
Settlement
proposal
has
been ing a. potential talent source for the
spurned; although case still is before cartoon comedy producers in Hollythe
Justice
Department.
Legal wood.
An animated color cartoon, depictscrutiny will be undertaken by the
ing the history and problems ot tlie
U. S. Board of Tax Appeals.

j

charge

.

:

amount owed

'

!

j

!

!

;

Minnesota iron ore

I

indu.stry. is

|

WB

I

Pacts Nell O'Day

new lenders, it will enable
better distribution of the films now
on hand, and will place GN in b
financial position whcreb.v it
cure the

$34,229
I

I

Dr

:

National, the appiiciilion
will receive sulTicicnt funds

can obtain additional film financing.
Lastly it will enable the coitiprni.v to
carry on as a going concern.
The list of creditors include? some

now

production at the university.
The animated division is r. part of
a visual education department with

<

Grand
slates,

from Educational to make the pa.v
ments mentioned, and free its assets
now held by preferred creditors end
be able to re-pledge the same lo se-

solid

in

;

Finance Corporation, provided an addilional $150,000 can be secured. Ot
this amount, $100,000 will be coming
from Electrical Research Products,
Inc., and $15,000 from National City
Bank.
The remaining $35.000.. l5
claimed from other sources.
Educational lo Bankroll

I

.

Minneapoli.s. Nov. 7..
Marlene Dietrich.
The Gam girl
University of Minnesota is first
and her husband have been billed
by Internar Revenue Bureau, in- school in the nation lo make anieluding penalties, for $142,193 on mated cartoons and in January it

I

owed

for

Uxes

in

21

stale.s.

in N. Y. 47 persons are owed $l!l.053.
Taxes due the
S. are $l.'l.'-!4« fn<l

U

Otto Radl and Kai el Dodal, w ho n.
state $11,022.
came here from the one-time. Creditors holding .securities are
Nell O'Day, caught by a Warner Czecho-Slovakia,
charge.
They owed $102 708
They art William
.scout in slock, was inked to a term had
animated cartoon comedy ex- skirball, holding two-rrti .'^liirley
pact and shipped to the Coast last perience
their native country.
Temple productions, $5,198: Arcadia
week. She was approved by Jack
li'n
Pictures Corp., holding a fii
Warner, company's production
|

I

m

.

I

m

head,

whp was

EOADSHOW

in

New

|

—

'

i

ROA€H TROUPE TO NEVADA

York, before being

signed.

^

j

i

j

|

I

;

:

.

,

j

,

.'-l

^IS^SSUI^Il^/'/io^^ir

MuSio

Hollywood, Nov. 7.
equipment and all rights on Ifi-mni'
Appearance in Pearl Buck's 'Flight
Hal Roach and company moved films, $35,150; J. D. Magiiirc, holding
Into China' at the Papermill PJay
yesterday
(Mon.) lo Logan.sdale, lo two-reel films, $22.6().'t: »"<1
house, Millburn, N. J., won her the Nev., for three week.s of shooting on
Luxe Laboratories holding moicliantenner without a screen test. She his
prehistoric
picture,
"1,000,000 disc,- $12,632.
had previously played in 'One lor
C.'
Among .some ot the le.s-ser citdf'
the Money' on Broadway.
D. W. Griffith is producer
(Continued on page 47)
i

i

j

ter

;

Assessed valuation is approximately 45% of the real value
of the property against which the
tax is levied. Total paid this year
represents an increase of 2% over

lll'lllllll'KSl

rers.

Grand NationaKs voluntary
tion for reorganization

O'Brien.

New

\

|

strictions.
'

on Thursday

collected.

Saturday

release

M.H., meantime, has bought
'Ninotchka' from Metro and is dick• rri
ering with latter for two additionals KirPn
lIAahrp lUgl
lllCdUC
lofollow, 'Remember?' (Robert Tay- i*^"'^"
lor-Greer Garson)
and 'Another

by

lifted

20th-Fox.

Hollywood, Nov.

(11).

The

filed .showing disposition of assets.
Nothing may be
sold by the company without permission of the court, and the dc-blor
may continue in operation ot Wa
business for 30 days, with lhc-.-:c re-

writ-

tract

Warner production has been

1.

schedule must be

new

a

George Sanders' option

Studios $1341 j

,

in October and .sees no room until
'Hunchback of Notre Dame,' now
ready, goes in around the holidays.

Knox.

Boris Ingster inked
ing pact at 20»h-Fox.

,

'

GN

er's option.

jg,,Q

|

ately signed an order setting the first
creditors hearing for Nov. .17.
All
checks rhust be countcr.-iifined
by the referee; no increases in wages
may be granted, no additions c:in be
made to the payroll, and a moiithly

20th-Fox hoisted Marjorie Weav-

On Picture, Radio

"London
film.
Laughton
Charles
After Dark' tto be re-tilled) but that
^^^-^ be until sometime -early in

;

'

7.

20th-^ox handed 'player ticket to
Elise

who

court

Hollywood, Nov.

SiLsanna Foster inked player pact
at Paramount.

UA

i

GN

.

make changes

Ailing O'Harsi Ends

|

less.

!

fit

'

I

.

Company consists of June Preisser,
Jane Wyman, Ronald Reagan, Susan
Arlcen
Whelan,
Joy
Hayward,
Hodges, Mecca Graham. Jack Mul^ahy and Edgar Allan Woolf, author

Par

the

weeks by Leo Mor-

for six

rison.

[

,

With playdate room-getting .scarcer
a id scarcer among the leading firstrun theatres, notably the Music Hall.
Paramount, Roxy, Strand. Capitol
and Rivbli, too many ,iictures are
being delr.yed in reaching subsequent
dating. Although there is a backlog
ol product, much of which has been
playing the rest of the country long
before N. Y., the distribs are not
making much excess film available
This, in
for secondary first-runs.
iurn, is causing plenty of worry
among such hou.ses as the Criterion,
Globe and Rialto, last-mentioned
having been forced to make a deal

Glen

7.

Louelln O. Parsons opens her personal appearance lour in San FranCisco. Nov. 14 with a troupe of nine,

Fields stage band. That means not
off the Strand for the

»

subse-

Any Code Compromises

of

Washington, Nov. 7.
No trade practice code will be approved for the film industry without
a disclaimer and promise not to use it as defense in anti-tru.st suits
now pending and conlcmplated. That is the Justice Department's reply
to latest overtures from picture groups.
Cageyhess was employed when Harry Brandt visited the Justice Department last week seeking assurance the Federal Government would
not object to pact sponsored by the Independent Theatre Owners Association.
Attorney General Murphy and Paul lyiUiams, one of the
chief prosecutors of the picttue ca.ses, both flatly refused to talk about
the matter unless there was a pledge which would give the' D. J.
complete freedom to go ahead and definite understanding the Government is not compromiiied.
Relating his' talk with Brandt and Milton Weisman, counsel for the
indie group, Murphy said 'Thie Government cannot approve anything
that woijld interfere with its present litigation or prejudice its position.'

Holdovers and

—

Wary

I

I

Wednesday, November

8,
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STALUNG CANCELUTIONS
Brandt's

Code Proposals Might

Incept a Flock of Sinular Ideas
A
code

bombardment of trade practice
proposals embracing clearance

and arbitration is feared from all
parts of the country as result of the
inovement on foot by Harry Brandt,
exhibitor leader, to formulate one
considof his own for distributor
In the event that Brandt,
eration.
who is president of the Independent
of
N. ^ Y.,
Assn.
Owners'
Theatre
Bucceeds in getting agreement' of
distributors for a code which he
film
doubt
in
no
is
there
trames,
circles but that other organizations
.will follow suit.
Position of the distributors is a
dubious one in view of the rejection of the trad« practices pact
which was drafted for the entire industry and subsequent efforts, in an
individual way, to provide a portion
of the relief which had been incorporated in the code killed by the
Dept. of Justice. The question inT
volved in acquiescing to any code
with a single exhibitor' association
Is whether that may in any way
jeopardize a distrib in the U. S. anti-

Would Reclassify Extras
Hollywood, Nov. 7.
Screen Actors Guild last night
(Monday) asked producers for reclassification of various wage brackUnder the proposed
ets for extras.
revision the $5.50 a day check would
vanish, with many who are now
drawing $8.25 lifted into $11 classifi.

cation.
I£ their request is rejected,
may ask for arbitration.

SAG

"

.

trust suit and whether or not special privileges might not be available to one exhib while not to anIntent of the code was that
other.

would be industry-wide and any
exhibitor could have it, though if
be didn't want to take advantage of
the benefits thereunder, he didn't
have to sign up.
Following the death-blow struck
the trade practices concordat by
Washington, numerous important ex-

It

bib bodies in addition to the ITOA
were highly disappointed over its
While Increased cancellations
fate.
and other items were regarded as
very desirable, most exhib associations mourned the loss of clearance
and arbitration the most.
Some of the distribs are providing

BINGOMASTER

DO SO TIL '4041

SWINDLING
Rochester, N. Y., Nov.

WSAY

Fuller,

radio

7.

an-

Upon Acceptance of the
Code by All
RKO, Columbia, U, Rep and Mono

—

May

Defer
Season

it

Until Next

tion

privilege,

plus,

other

trade

code that have been adopted by
four of the majors, are studying the
situation carefully before moving,
and it Js believed In some quarters
that not all of the distribs will do
anything at this time. This is pred-

on the delay in distrib
camps that are continuing on the old
basis of a flat

10% exclusion

to the

and held in
While RKO, Universal and CoMonroe County lumbia had agreed to the code and
J. O'Mara arbitration as finally set up, with
arrest after investiga- Col.'s Abe Montague one of the
games conducted in most active members of the distrib-

from

justice

each.

ordered their
tion of bingo

utor

negotiating

committee,

this

Drome in Rochester. He agreement as signatories was conthat on three successive ditional upon
acceptance of the
weeks $500 top prizes went to in- code by the industry. However, although these three majors are takdividuals provided by the manageing their time on incorporating
cards, and who codistic points in their sales confor arbitration on an optional, vol- ment with master
untary basis but along lines that do turned back the money to the op- tracts, the belief is that eventually
not approach the detailed and et- erators in return for a small re- they will have to come along, plus
At least one $50 prize Republic and Monogram.
(ective manner in which machinery muneration.
had been set up under the code. In and one of $25 was handled in the
Being virtually sold on 1939-40
the minds of the majority of exhib same manner, O'Mara charges.
now, with other companies not havleaders, arbitration and the clearIt was indicated the pair would ing granted
an enlarged cancellaance problem are of uppermost im
fight extradition to New York State tion until they also were well under
portance in effecting more harmoni- and'officials are taking steps to bring way in the selling season, if RKO,
ous dealings between distrib and the Ihem back.
Col, U, Monogram and Republic do
account.
Result oi his probe caused O'Mara not revise policies this year, they
Strongly in favor of th e code to put a county-wide ban on bingo. would no doubt be forced to it when
Brandt is said to be proceding on Theatres immediately quit all money it comes time to begin approaching
the theory that if a distributor wants games and reportedly were glad of accounts on the 1940-41 product.
to agree on a means of handing this way out because they had beRKO, which is incorporating a
clearance dispu:es and setting up come of questionable value. Furtherlong clause in its contracts calling
more effective arbitration than now more, the adverse publicity was for optional arbitration, has been
existing in certain film contracts, bound to make it 'touchy.' Most
discussing an increased cancellation
there should be nothing to go against nabes were using money games, but
clause for some time and what systhat agreement.
Only stipulation three main downtown houses never tem should be pursued, if any, but
made by Attorney General Frank had tried it.
to date nothing concrete has been
Murphy, whom Brandt sounded on
determined.
"This is also true of
his plan, was that the distribs could
Universal and Columbia, in quarters
Coffee and
not use agreement on any code deof which it is indicated a higher
7.
Nov.
Philadelphia,
veloped by Brandt as a defense in
exclusion is likely. U has been dis
startthe U. S. suit.
Two weeks ago a local indie
just how high to make it
A deluge of similar code proposals ed a new giveaway at his house— cussing
and whether it should be patterned
by other exhibitor organizations can of coffee.
after the 10-15-20% range as called
might
complicate
the
situation,
'What, no doughnuts?', a smart for by the code, based upon rental
the Roller

charged

-

—

however,
circles.

making

it
is
believed in trade
Distribs, as yet, are not
their position clear in the

aleck patron remarked.
The next day the indie started giving away a bag of doughnuts with

made them by Brandt.

to be

The probability is that the major
producer-distribs will rest on the
stand taken when the code was
ready for presentation to the industry.

This was that if the code, as
Written, was not acceptable to the
Industry,
they would take their
chances on the U. S. suit.

Pa. Censors Pass Hitler

Film Which N. Y. Nixed
'Hitler,

Philadelphia, Nov. 7.
the
Berlin',
Beast of

banned in New York, received an
O. K. from the Pennsylvania board
of censors Wednesday (1) Mrs. Edna
Carroll, board chairman, said

sylvania

eanda

was

Penn

law docs not bar propa
She denied the picture

films.

'sacrilegious', as alleged

by the

N. Y. censors.

The

picture

is

mentary and stark in

almost

docu-

its simplicity',

she declared. 'It is my belief that
only the persons who want the message the film attempts to convey
Will go to see it. I don't believe it
Will hurt them".

averages of

its

accounts.

Columbia is understood to be mulling different angles on cancellation
and other trade practice changes,
with exhibitors being sounded for
Monogram and Republic,
reaction.
whose distribution problems differ
Film Eds Nix
somewhat from those of the Big 8.
are not known to have given code
Align Willr
points much consideration, to date.
These two companies, though nationally organized with franchised
Hollywood, Nov. 7.
exchanges, are not members of the
Society of Motion Picture Film Hays office nor did they participate
Editors last night (Monday) tumed in any way in the negotiation of
down a proposal to affiliate with the the code. On acceptance of the code,
lATSE by a vote of 374 to 29. It the. plan of the Big 8 was to inalso ordered a negotiating commit- vite Mono and Rep to come in.
tee to press demands for a 10%
Metro, Warners, Paramount and
wage increase in all classiflcations.
20th-Fox all established much good
Affiliation vote was split between will through voluntary adoption of
remaining' independent or aligning a 20% cancellation ceiling, with resome strong group other sultant reflection in sales on the '39with
than lA.
40 product.
Under RKO's optional arbitration
clause, when disputes arise the exCherlok's
hibitor and distributor are to .select
an arbitrator each and then a tlitrd,
Hollywood,. Nov. 7.
Jack Cherlok, recently upped to a neutral, from outside of the inShould
the status of feature producer at dustry, to fill the panel.
Metro, has five stories lined up for both sides fail to agree on the third
member, the American Arbitration
future shooting.
Meanwhile, he will continue in Association is to. name him. "The
charge of the shorls department, decision or award o£ the arbitration
panel shall be final.
chiefly In an advisory capacity.

matter, pending further developcan of
ments and a study of the proposals each

coffee.

Moye

To

lATSE

Busy Sked

4

Bells for

Hollywood, Nov. 7.
No definite action on wage-andhour negotiations with studio crafts
will be taken until William Bioft,
incorporation lATSE Coast rep, reports on the

Katzman

Sacramento, Nov.

Sam Katzman

filed

7.

papers for a

DIFFERENT ANGLES

Attorney Daniel

District

Any Increases

new outfit known as producers request that lA 'voluntarFour Bell Pictures, devoted to the ily relinquish' the 10% increase
granted last September.
filming of action melodramas.
Studios have notified machinists,
First film on the slate is 'East Side
independent
of New York,' with Bob Hill as- plasterers and other
unions that no wage increase is possigned to direct.
sible at this timci and it is useless to
start negotiations. Producers are also
Companies which have not as yet
deferring
contract
signing
with
worked out an enlarged cancella-

nouncer, and Charles E. Miller, op- exhibitor. As result, the code's proerator of bingo games here, were visos may be stalled until 1940-41 for
arrested in Tampa, Fla., last Friday many.
$25,000 bail

to Bioff;

Was Conditioned

'

at fugitives

Up

Tilts

Producers Rule Out
lege

icated partly

LeVere

Of 10% Wage

Enlarged Cancellation Privi-

practice reforms patterned after the

NABBED FOR

Request for Cancellation

Studios'

MAY

5 DISTRIBS

SAG EXTENDS

Screen Publicists Guild imtil after
confabs on a basic agreement.
Although a 10% kickback by I
opposed by some members, ft is
understood that the majority of the
committee members are satisfied to
abide by any decision recommended
is

AGENTPACT

by BiofT.
The three

EAST

.

.

talent guilds, which declined to attend a meeting with pro•

ducers

last

Saturday,

are being
sounded out by Bioff for some expi'ession on the producer request.
Hollywood, Nov. 7.
He was to meet Tuesday with Ken
Next move by Screen Actors' Thomson,
of Screen Actors Guild.
Guild for a complete encompass- Screen Writers Guild told Bioff that
ment of agents under the new licens- it reserves the right to negotiate diing agreement is to extend the drive rectly and independently.
Ken Thomson, SAG
to New York.
Closed shop on indie studios is inexecutive secretary, said he is hope- dicated
by the okay of the National
ful of bringing eastern percenters Labor
Relations Board on lATSE
under provisions of the contract, control of
technical workers in that
signed last week by Coast agents, field. Walter
Spreckels, NLRB rewithin two weeks.
gional director, ruled, that official
Although new covenant limits con- certification of lATSE as bargaining
tracts

to

agent

may

representation,
picture
negotiate a separate ar-

representatives for workers was not
necessary, inasmuch as there was no
opposition to the claim of majority.
It means undisputed control of several hundred
workmen in indie
plants, sometimes running as high as

rangement for radio and other the-

Main provision

of
the licensing pact concerns right of
actor to void pact if agent fails to
provide him with 18 days' work
within any period of 120 days.

atrical pursuits.

1,000.

Rule Dissolution Local 37
a decision in Superior
Emmet Wilson re-

lATSE won

Court when Judge

PAINTERS DEFER 15%

DEMANDS UNTIL DEC. 6
Hollywood. Nov.

7.

Action on their demand for 'a 15%
wage increase was put over by the

fused to issue an order restraining
that organization from dissolving
Technicians Local 37. Judge ruled
that it was an inter-union affair and
that there was no evidence that the
by-laws had been broken.
Ruling
gives lATSE the legal right to dissolve Local 37.

Studio Painters until Dec. 6, followPlan to provide work for uneming a parley yesterday (Monday) ployed members of the Screen Pubwith the producers' committee.
licists Guild in handling freelance
The local, 644, Is expected to vote accounts is being worked out by
Money secured in
next week to vest full authority John P. Miles.
with Herbert Sorrell, biz rep, to this manner is to be apportioned
take whatever action he deems among members out of work. Unit
necessary to enforce demands for an in charge of these activities will be
increase after studio basic agree- known as the Guild Bureau, operating separately from SPG.
ment conference in Newark.
Class A members of Screen Actors
Guild approved the by-law amendments recently adopted by the board
Eastern SAG's Annual
of directors and installed the officers
reelected for another year. They are

Meeting Last

Fri.

(3)

Ralph Morgan, president; Kenneth
Thomson, executive secretary; James
Cagney, first vice-president; Joan
Crawford, second v.p.; Edward Arnold, third v.p.; Paul Harvey, record-

Eastern branch of the Screen Actors' Guild held its annual membership meeting and election Friday
In
(3) at the Astor hotel, N. Y.
addition to voting down a proposal
to limit eligibility to its advisory
the
hoard
membership
board, the
annual report of Mrs. Florence
representative.
eastern
Marston,
About 300 were present.
New members of the advisory
council elected were Stephen Kent,
Walter Scott Weeks, Jack Harwood^
Philip Ober and Bert Wilcox, for
Curtis,
John
Ethel
years;
three
Robert
McNcllis,
Frank
Neilan,

Lynn and

John

Lynn

and

ing secretary. Porter Hall, treasurer.
Members of the board of directors
are Walter Abel, Humphrey Bogart,

Beulah Bondi, Ralph Byrd, Pedro de
Cordoba, Dudley Digges, Melvyn
Douglas, Lucille Gleason, William
Henry, Hugh Herbert, Jean Hersholt,

Howard Hickman, Russell Hicks,
Boris Karloff, Claude King, Peter
Lorre, Noel Madison, Frank McHugh,
Robert Montgomery, Frank Morgan,
Jean Muir, George Murphy, Erin
O'Brien-Moore, Irving Pichel, Elisabeth Risdon, Edward G. Robinson,
Edwin Stanley, Gloria Stuart, Franchot Torte, Dorothy Tree and Morgan Wallace.
Full meeting of the Producers Assigning a contract with the Screen
Details
Publicists Guild this w;ck.

John

two years; and Joseph
Melherney, Florence Aucr, Florence
Richardson, John Dale and Edward
Lawrence, for one year.
The proposed rule regarding eli
Hylarid, for

to the council would have
barred members whose parent or
ganization is one of the other AssoArtistes of America
ciated Actors
affiliates.
Its defeat was viewed by
certain council members aj tending,
to cement relations with, various
Four A's affiliates and advance the
formation of 'one big union,'

were discussed at a three-hour conference at which the producers were

gibility

represented by Sam Briskin. William Goetz and Matty Fox. Spokesmen for the flacks were George

&

^

]

I

Bodle, Bill Edwards, Leslie Mason
and Don King, Sitting in on the session were Pat Casey and Fred Pelton, producer labor contacts.
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ROACH AFTER 2 PLAYS

14 States

Snagged SIOMOOO

In

Amus. Taxes on Top of U.S.' $19,000j
Washington, Nov. 7.
14 states raked

Tax grabbers from

Hugh Herbert Extends

In $10,000,000 on top o: the federal
government's $19,000,000 haul in the
1939 fiscal year, according to special
Commerce Department study of

Personals; Air Dicker

with
—'lifeMaa
with Falber'

'Yoong

Horn' for Meredith
for

20th-Fox's 9-Month Net IVolit Behind

Younf

Having Burgess Meredith under
contract' for another film, Hal Roach
is anxious to purchase screen rights
to 'Young Man with a Horn,' in
which Meredith will appear on
Latter just completed
Broadway.
'Of Mice and Men' for Roach.

There's an unusual set of circumstances around the Dorothy Baker
Beiderbeckc,
Bix
of
biography
famed hot trumpeter. It was written on a Literary Fellowship award

1939 at $3,15235;
Warners Speeds Shorts

Hollywood, Nov.

7.

.

total

its

revenues from

this source.

$1,751,000.

Total state receipts from amusements were $12,530,000, a drop in
the bucket compared with tht aggregate of $3,169,000,000. But it mounted
up ir. several states, even disregarding thfe Federal Government's grab
of $19,471,000 in the 12 months ended
June 30.
Amount laken in six states was not

bookkeeping
because
obtainable
methods included the general sales
tax returns. In two oliier instances
the slice from racetrack betting was
with amusement
along
reported
•

levies.

The states where the amounts could
be broken down showed the following income attributable to levies on
amusements:
$12,000
772,000

Connecticut

New York
Ohio

1,751,000

629,000
34,000
6,000
473,000

Illinois

Michigan
Wisconsin
Virginia
S«uth Carolina
Florida

145,000
2,001,000
646,000

Kentucky
Mississippi
California

425,000

•

3,001,000
74,000

Arkansas
Washington

746,000

• Estimated.

Indie Minnesota,

Tryii^

MplSn

Everythittg

The Book

to Get

In

Over

would not interfere with

Net profits of 20lh-Fox for the
39 weeks of the present year'
were more than $1,469,000 behind

first

For Year's End Washnp

Newark, Nov. 7.
Production of shorts at Warners
amusement levies. Exact amount
Hugh Herbert, currently at the
was considerably greater, since some Adams, did not expect to work dur- by Houghton, Mifin, the publishers, is being speeded to finish its entire
1039-40 program of 18 two-reelers
of the states lumped their admis- ing his sojourn in east, but now he
retained
the film rights except and 68 single-spools by Jan 1.
who
By
sions share with other forms of reve- doesn't know when he'll stop. He's
for a minor percentage designated that time Norman H. Moray, 'Vitanue.
set for a flock of vaud-film personals. for Mrs. Baker.
They sold these phone sales head, will be here for
California headed thie list, taking His only definite commitments are rights, shortly after publication' two studio huddles.
two pix for Metro and Universal years ago, to the American Pictures
$3,001,000, of states bolstering their
Burbank studio has only six more
income with specialized taxes hitting before April 1.
Co., of which Edward A. Blatt is the briefies to make.
They are 'Alex
Comic is flirting with radio, which principaL
amusements, and got almost 10% of
In Wonderland,' The Great VirFlorida came second, taking $2,001,000, with Ohio the only other state
in the seven-digit bracket, pocketing

RCA Pars Last Yr.

his studio

the net profit of the first three quarters last year.
Statement of the
company, issued last week, showed
net operating profit as $3,152,595,
after all charges including Federal
income taxes, against profit of
$4,622,091 for the first 39 weeks of
1938. Any noticeable dip in foreign
revenue did not show up markedly
in the third quarter report for the
three months ending Sept. 30. On
the contrary, the decline as compared with the third quarter last
year indicated an uptrend in domestic business.
Third quarter this year showed
$827,069 consolidated net operating
profit as against $1,202,433 in the
third quarter last year or a decline
of more than $375,000. This meant
that the first two quarters this year
for 20th-Fox represented a decrease'
of nearly $1,100,000 or about $550,000 per quarter.
After allowances for preferred
dividends for the first 39 weeks, the
company showed a profit equivalent

Blatt is now working with Mrs. ginian,' 'Pony Express,' "The World's
the. legit dramatization. a. Stage,' Teddy Roosevelt and Hi.s
and an untitled
Therefore he could not sell the film Rough Riders'
rights to the play without her ap- western musical.
proval, although he could sell the
book. Blatt said yesterday that he
would sell his rights only at an exceptional figure as he desires to produce the film himself.
Roach is also interested in purchasing 'Life with Father' as a vehiPlay is not
cle for Roland Young.
now optioned by anyone, although
Warner Bros, wanted to put money
to $1.20 per share on 1,741,989 cominto its production. It opens tonight
mon shares outstanding, as of Sept
on Broadway under an indie legit
30. No dividends were received from
producer's sponsorship— Oscar SerAlbany, Nov. 7.
National Theatres Corp., in which
The Court of Appears has set aside jin, once with Paramount in the east.
20th-Fox holds a substantial interawards in three actions against the
est, during the first three quarters.
Stanley-Mark-Strand Corp. (Warner
Leon Netter and Leonard GoldenThe statement of 20th-Fox reBros.) growing out of an accident
son, Paramount theatre exeicutives, vealed $40,145,132 as gross income
Pan] PfaiOips, Head
leave for Detroit the end of the week from sales and rentals of films and
at the Broadway Strand, N. Y., on
Oct. 10, 1936, in which a series of
to confer with Earl Hudson and accessories.
Company set a.^ide
Of Par's Realty Dept,
shDves forced two persons to fall
others in charge of United Detroit $23,334,076 for amortization of proover the rail around the mezzanine
Theatres on current problems, prog- duction costs. Operating expen.<:es of.
and caused one of them to strike a
exchanges, head office and adminKilled in Anto Crash ress being made, etc.
patron sitting in the orchestra. The
Intention of Paramount being to istration expenses and other expense
State's highest court, in a decision
items were figured at $10,521,549.
Killed In an auto crash while tour- operate the Detroit string of houses
Roxy Theatre, Inc., directors dewritten by Chief Justice Frederick
Hudson will continue in
ing Minnesota on business for Para- itself,
clared a quarterly dividend of 37'.4c
E. Crane and concurred in by three
mount,
funeral services were held charge, together with the organizaassociates (two dissented) held that
Numeroiis per share on outstanding preferred
for E. Paul Phillips, head of the Par tion he has under him.
stock. Divvy is payable Dec. 1 to
a theatre owner cannot be expected
real estate department for .<;everal interested parties, local and from
stock on record, Nov. 17.
to anticipate someone will fall over
years, at Stapleton, N. Y., Monday other parts of the country, have apRCA Same as 1938
a 32-inch rail.
Masonic services were proached Par on a partnership. HudRadio Corp. of America net profit
The opinion stated construction afternoon (6). (=>).
son, who's now in charge, was g.m.
He was 48.
held Sunday
for first nine months this year ii
of the Strand was similar to several
Phillips was killed Wednesday aft- for George Trendle. who resigned
runing neck-and-neck with that reothers in New York and elsewhere;
late last summer to devote his entire
ernoon
(1), together with Otto H.
ported for the same period last year.
that a well-known architect had preMuller, Far Minneapolis executive, time to radio interests.
pared the plans in accordance with
One of the problems affecting De- Net profit reported last week was
when their auto was sideswiped by
$4,066,425 as compared with $4,141,the approval of the N. Y. City buildbricks. Car troit at the moment is the Chrysler
205 in the first three quarters of
and they were .a truck carrying concrete
ing •department
virtually torn in half, with Phil- strike, throwing thousands out of 1938.
was
similar to like classes of structures;
Any strike of proportion.*-,
lips and Muller, on the side that was work.
This slight dip of around $74,000
that the theatre as built had been
struck, killed instantly. Muller was usually hits at the boxoffice in the was revealed
for the first nine
safe in constant use for many years.
auto town immediately, although at
45.
months despite $74,368,668 gross inUnder these conditions, the mere
L. J. Ludwig, co-operator with present activity in other manufactur- come
from operations or more than
fact of an accident was not sufficient
ing lines following war abroad, is
John
J. Friedl of. the Par northwests
$4,000,000 greater than in the lame
to cast responsibility for faulty contheatres, and Charles Burton, in cotjnteracting the difficulties brought period
ern
of 1938. Cost of goods sold,
struction upon the owner, the precharge of the Par maintenance de- about by the Chrysler lockout
general operation, development sellvailing opinion ruled.
'CrOldenson returned to N. Y. a
h.o., who were on
ing
and administrative expense*
While conceding that theatre pa- partment at the
the other side of the car, escaped week ago from a long tour of the made up this
trons should not be placed in jeopdifference.
with
injuries, Ludwig'the more seri- south, including Atlanta, New OrCompany saved about
ardy through someone or something
In
ously hurt.
He suffered head in- leans, Birmingham, Dallas and Beau- interest charges, reduced $100,000
falling from above. Judge Crane's
the deprebroken collar mont, Tex. He was in Atlanta on ciation ouUay by practically
opinion said the same risk would juries and cuts plus a
the
the Lucas & Jenkins partner.<ihip rebone,
but
is believed to have essame
amount and showed about
have been run if a person jumped
caped
concussion. He is in a hos- newal which has not as yet been con- $90,000 lexs
a
over the rail. Accident was 'one of
outlay for federal Inpital at Waseca, Minnl, where the cluded.
come taxes.
those unfortunate occurrences for
Burton is exThe net profit, after paying $2,419,which the law provides no remedy.' accident occurred.
pected to leave the hospital today
914 in preferred dividends, wai
SPLIT BY A
(Wed.) and will recuperate at the
equivalent to nearly 12c per com-

work.

Baker on

WB Theatre Not

Chrysler Strike

Held liable For

A Worry to Pars

Freak Accident

Detroit Setup

L

'

.

Minneapolis, Nov. 7.
In a desperate effort to put over
the 4,000-seat Minnesota theatre,
with its heavy operating nut which
the Paramount Northwest circuit
was unable to crack, managing director Gordon Greene is going in
for everything in the showmen's
book. Now he's trying double features one night a week.
He also
has cash gift nights twice weekly,
dancing in the lobby every Friday
night and five extra stage acts on

.

•

.

WHISKER

.

Unable to obtain any major screen
product, Greene now is going after
the biggest stage names available
and the theatre's admission has been
boosted from 30 to 40c top. John
Boles this week is drawing down
When he played the same
$2,500.
house two years ago Boles' salary
was $5,500 for the week.
Theatre uses four vaudeville acts
also has an 18-

on each show and
piece orchestra and
being operated for

12-girl line. It's
its

owners,

who

were unable to obtain a lessee, and
no rent is charged against opera'
Despite this advantage, how'
ever, going is tough, generally ad
verse businesis conditions aggravat
lug its problems.

tions.

Fdm

'Abe'

May YieM Him $400,000
Hollywood, Nov. 7.
Robert Sherwood's share of the
picturizatlon of his *At>e
Illinois'

by

RKO may

Lmcoln

in

run to arodnd

$400,000.

To date the author has been paid
over

$85,000, out of the '$120,000 paid
for the play. One-fifth of
the balance went to the five founders

by

HKO

of the Playwrights Company. Sherwood's cut is on a percentage of the
gross which studio figures will hit
around $2,500,000. Film cost around
$1,200,000 to produce.
Picture gels a roadshow run before general release.

home of relatives in Wisconsin. Ludwig makes headquarters at Minne- Goldwyn and
where Muller was in charge
maintenance and purchasing for

apolis,

Over His (Par) Theatres

dull Mondays.

Sherwood's

Cooper's Month's Swing

of

Par.

Sclwyn

Row Over mon share.
RCA showed

Brennan's Flowery Chlnpiece

Hollywood, Nov.

7.

To shave or not to shave; that was
and the other three men
J. H. Cooper, Paramount theatre were making a tour of northwestern
the question that wrecked a fiiendr
partner in Oklahoma, Nebraska and towns on real estate matters and for ship of 25 years' standing between
Colorado, who headquarters in the consultation on contemplated im- Samuel (roldwyn and Edgar Selwyn.
east, leaves tomorrow (Thurs.). on a provements to theatres in the Par
The innocent cause of the feud,
month's tour of the circuit, accom- chain. They were en route from Walter Brennan, remains' unshorn
panied by Joe PhHipson in charge for Minneapolis to Sioux Falls, S. D., and is raising a fine crop of spinach.
Cooper at Par home office. Bert Tur- Phillips and Burton having arrived
Trouble began when Brennan
geon, who formerly booked for the day prior by plane. T. X. Jones, started cultivating a beard for his
Cooper theatres from Oklahoma h.o. accounting executive, leaving role in Goldwyn's ''Vinegaroon.' The
City, is now in the east handling New York the same day, went by whiskers were sprouting luxuriantly
film buying-booking from Cooper's train instead to make a study of. the when Selwyn issued a call for added
farm at Milbrook, N. Y.
He is accounting situation in Minneapolis. scenes in his Metro production, 'Joe
bringing his family on from Okla- Recent ill health prevented him from and Ethel Turp Call on the Presihoma City' this week.
dent' Brennan. on a loanout deal,
flying.
The permanent partnership beComing to Par about six years ago, had played an important role in the
tween Par and Cooper, long in work, Phillips formerly was with the Irv- Turp picture, without whi.skers.
has ^ot yet been finally set up but ing Trust Co. He was importantly
As one old friend to another Edgar
expected that it will be completed concerned in the United Cigar Stores suggested to Sam that Walter be sent
shortly.
receivership on real estute and for a to a barber shop and have the
E. J. Sparks, Florida theatre part
time was aJso with the A. M. Byers heather removed from his jowls.
ner of Paramounl's, and Fred H. Pine Co. in an executive capacity. Sam replied that whiskers on the
Kent, Sparks' attorney frpm Jack' Trustees of Par during the receiver- Brennan chin were an absolute
sonville, are in New York for an in- ship, brou-ht him into the company necessity in ''Vincgaroon.' and that
determinate visit conferring with to act as liaison officer for them shaving, was Included out.
home office officials on circuit mat- with Par.
'Let him wear a false beard,' said
ters.
In addition to discussing reEdgar.
Phillips, a major In the balloon
funding of bonds, steps are being corps during the war, had flown
'False whiskers in my million-doltaken for the dissolution, of smaller thousands of miles abroad and in this lar production?' Goldwyn roared.
companies subsidiary to the Sparks country. He taught Charles A. LindSo a fine bid friendship, dating
circuit
bergh, among others.
On virtually back to 1914 when Sani and Eduar
first organized Goldwyn Film Proall his traveling for ..Par, he used
planes, even in bad weather. Phillips ductions, was wrecked, f
Calling All Carpenters
came from Cape Girardeau, Mo., and
in his youth- was on a professional
Hollywood, Nov. 7.
Staten Island, wher» Phillips made
Construction of seven sets oh bush leage baseball team.
his home.
seven sound stages at Metro has put
His father and riiother, Dr; and
Prior to Phillips joining Par, the
to work 200 carpenters.
Mrs. Eldon Phillips, and a brother, head of that company's realty deLayouts are being- readied for Henry Phillips, among those surviv- partment, Ted Young, was siLso
'Florian,' 'Earl
of Chicago,' 'New ing him, live in Cape Girardeau. Mrs. killed when he backed his car off on
Moon,' 'Congo Maisie' and 'Broadway Elizabeth M. Phillip."-, the widow, unprotected dock on Long Island
Melody of 104&.'
and a daughter, Barbara, live on and drowned.
Phillips

'

a brisk pickup In
revenue for the third quarter, net
being $1,894,224 as against $1.616..

449 in the same quarter of 1938.
This net betterment in excess of
$278,000 for the third quarter was

accomplished through Improved

in-

come from

operations, plus savings
in interest charges, depreciation and
lesser outlay for cost of operations,
etc.

K-A-O and KelUi ProfiU
Decrease of more than $100,000 in
net profit for the first 39 weeks of
1939, as compared to a similar period
last year, is revealed in financial report issued today (Wednesday) for
Keith-Albec-Orpheum and subsidiary
companies. Profit up to the end of
Sept, 1938, was $596,049, while this
year's
figure
This
is
$476,540.
amounted to $9.26 last year on the
approximately 64,000 shares outstanding and $7.41 this year.
Drop of more than $200,000 if registered in the report of the B. P.
Keith and subsid companies for the
39-week period. Its net is $156,571
against $368,281 In 1938.

Jolson's Freedley

Musical Palaver
Al Jolson is visiting New York for
a planned limited stay, but is considering several proposals that mny
keep- Jhim east during the .veason.
Understood that Vinton Freedley
plans a musical starring the former
stage favorite.
Jolson is also dickering « radio
ofter which would not necessarily y
keep him in Nfiw York.

Wednesday, November
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Love Tees

Rons wi Broadway

First

Off Chi s

(.Subject to

Week

Palace Duals to Good $13,000; Cooper

Change)

(M-G)

B way

Mr. Chips*

Full of Holdovers but Biz

Good; 'Smith' 3d $90,000, 'Babes'

(26th wk.).

—

Capitol

T

ot Nov. 9

— 'Goodbye,

Aslor

VARIETY

'Dancing Co-Ed'

(M-G).

Fine ISa Cantor Ups^CaHoWowSZG
Chicago, Nov. 7:
Eddie Cantor on the stage of the
all
B Sc K. Chicago sweeps aside
competition currently and swings
into
a. mighty coin
that boxoflice
numeral. Lines mobbing the wickets
necessitate an increased show pace
•

to Ave performances weekdays
six on Saturday and Sunday.

RKO

Palace, for the

first

and

time

In

operating on a straight
picture policy and double features
Currently twinning 'First
at that.
Love' with 'Full Confession," strength
looks for a bright
Djurbin
of Dcanna
Gcssioh. With the cost of show, musicians and stage hands eliminated,
the house figures for good profit on
history,

is

(Reviewed in Varisty, 5e7>t. 27)
Criterion 'Main Street Lawyer* (Rep) (8).
(Reviewed in Current Issue)
Globe— 'Road to Glory* (20th)

—

(reissue) and 'Money Ring* (WB)
(2d wk), mild $2,500.
Fay's (Indie) ,(2.000; 25-35-40)—

(reissue).

Music Hall

Palace- 'Allegheny.
(RKO) (8).

fairish $5,500.

MajesUe (Fay) (2,200; 25-35-50)—
'Roaring Twenties' (WB) and 'Hawaiian Nights' (U).
Pacing for
healthy $9,000 in eight-day run. Last

(Revietved in Current Issue)
'Rulers of the

—

—

Roxy 'Drums Along the Mohawk' (20th) (2d wk.).

—

satis-

factory $14,300.

Criterion

Music Hall-

GOOD 16^26

'Ninotchka*

$8,000

(U)

(2d

Broad-

way grosses is not so much, due to a
number of holdovers, business is
steady and wholly satisfactory profits
will be shown in the majority of the
first runs, plus the vaudfllm. State,
which is doing above average.
An all-day rainstorm Sunday (5)
did not hurt so much on the matinee, but knocked the pins from under the night trade, some houses
doing almost as much as 33% less
than they did on Saturday. That
day (4) was unusually good, with big
football crowds in town.
Election
day, yesterday .(Tucs.), looked to end
very big. Morning and mat crowds
were unusually heavy.
Aside from secondary first-runs,
the only new picture this week is
'Drums Along the Mohawk,' at the
Roxy, where it teed oft with a punch
and, though held down by Sunday's,
weather, should hit $55,000 or better.
It holds over. AU other houses bring
in

new

Astor,

ones, excepting, of course, the
is now on its 26th week

which

Paramount today (Wed.) brings
'Rulers of the Sea,'

together

in

with

Martha Raye and Bob Zurke in person. House has had two fine weeks
with 'Disputed Passage' and, on stage,
Dick Powell, Ted "Powell band, others,
first

Mo-

the

second week being $39,000, the
$48,000.

Capitol

—

the district. One surefire forecast is
usually the conditions in nabe spots,
and they started to improve fortnow gains are
ago and
night
being extended to the downtown

sites.

Penn"9 leading the rise with 'Allegheny Uprising' and is figured to
hold up after big world premiere

TIRST LOVE' HOT

Smith

$2,700, despite

Hearst paper.

heavy exploitation

in

WASH,

IN

$12,500
Washington, Nov. 7.
Nice combo of 'Roaring Twenties*
and Jack Haley-Mary Carlisle-Jack
Teagarden orch revua Is putting
Earle away out in front this week.
It is best example of something-foreveryone bill booked here in months.
'Cat and Canary' and vaude are in
second place at Capitol, as far as
gross goes, but 'First Love,* at Keith's,
win show the second best profit Big
disappointnvcnt is 'Hollywood Cavalcade, at Palace, for which critics
went overboard. 'Mr; Smith,' which
is riding on local interest plus rumors it may be yanked by Coast to
pacify lawmakers, was shoved into
Met Friday (3), after two beautiful
stanzas at Earle, and looks good for
indefinite stay.

Estimates tor This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 25-35-40-66)
'Cat Canary'
(Par) and vaude.
Thriller's rep plus word-of-mouth
battling so-so reviews, but Jackie
Heller revue unable to buck CagneyHaley-Carlisle-Teagarden opposition.
Maybe $14,000, light. Last week,
'Fast Furious' (M-G) can thank Eddie Cantor unit for sock $28,000.

—

•

.iO

.

—

"

Disputed -2 Powells 39G

total of

winds up three nice,,
though not smash weeks with 'Babes
hawk' (20th) (3d wk.).
in Arms' tonight (WedT).
Well in
'Roaring Twenties*
Strand
the profit column, the Hooney-Gar(WB) (2d wk.).
land musical will end at around $24,000 oh the final (3d) semester. The
second week was $32,000 and the
week here, but third downtown, mu- first over $40,000.
sical hit having previously played the
'Mr. Smith' goes off its N. Y. first
Penn. It was supposed to nave come run tonight (Wed.) when it exits
out Saturday (4) for h.o. of 'Roaring from the Music Hall with a possible
Twenties* from Penn, but latter $90,000 under its belt for the third
slipped badly and 'Babes* held fast week. The second was very strong
so it was retained. Shooting for $6,- at $94,000. For
a time the Hall was
000 this session, which is great on considering a fourth week, but over
top of $9,500 last week.
the weekend decided to go in with
'Ninotchka'
tomorrow,
(Thurs.).

Roxy—'Drums Along

_
Columbia (Loew) (1.234; 25-40)—
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-35)—'Allegheny Uprising' (RKO). 'Rains Came' (20th) (2d run). Back
World premiere here Friday night after two good stanzas at Palace, and
will sec solid $5,000.
Last week.
(3) with p,a. of Claire Trevor, one of
Providence, Nov. 7.
this one off to fast start. 'Iron Mask' (UA) (2d run), okay
Reopening of Narragansett race- stars, got
interest cooked up $4,500.
track is making little difference to Local angle and
Earle fWB) (2,216: 25-35-40-66)—
hereabouts for opening should hold
houses with meatier bills.
Nearly it to at least $16,500.
Last week 'Roaring Twenties' (WB) and vaude.
|H are more than holding own.
(WB) pretty Sock reviews and Haley-CarlisleTwenties'
Standouts are 'First Love,' at RKO 'Roaring
disappointment, doing Teagarden unit pushing it to- swell
Albee, and 'Roaring Twenties.' at much of a
around $11,700 in seven and a $19,000. Last week, 'Mr. Smith' (Col)
Majestic. Latter house returning to only
and vaude (2d wk), big $17,000. averdays.
half
„,
Friday openings with next week's
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 25-40)— age first-week figures.
bill (10).
(20th) and 'Quick Millions'
Keith's (RKO) (1.930; 35-55)— 'First
'Babes in Arms' shifted from 'Escaije"
for these
Strong notices and nice
(U).
Loew's to Carlton for third down- (20th). Not much chance
Maybe Love'
word-of-mouth will net big $12,500.
town week and heading for banner in the' downtown section.
$1,700, which is red. Last week 'Tor- Last week, 'Road Back" (U) (reissue),
$5,000.
Big
'Mutiny
(FA) and
pedoed"
wallowed six days at pathetic $3,000.
EsUmates tor This Week
better
at
much
not
(Mono),
House"
'Mr.
Met (WB) (1,600; 25-40)
Albeo (RKO) (2.300: 2' -35-50)— $1,900.
Tossed in
Fjrst Love' (U) and 'Girl and GamStanley (WB) (3,600; 25-35-50)— Smith' (Col) (2d run).
bler*
(RKO).
and 'At Circus" (M-G). House back to cold day after finishing two swell
Adolescents
grownups alike attract< by Dcanna straight pix for two weeks, and this weeks at Earle. Local angles and
Durbin for promising $8,000. Last is first ot-them. Good laugh attrac- controversy helping it to hefty $8,000.
week, 'AU Quiet* ;U) (revival) and tion is doing all right for itself and Last week, 'U-Boat 29' (Col), slipped
^ay^ Down South' (RKO), good Marxes should pull house alongside to still solid $5,200.
35-55)—
(2.242;
Palace
(Loew)
a neat profit with $14,500. Last week
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1.400; 25-35- 'Have Music' (UA) and Glenn Miller 'Hollywood Cavalcade' (20th). Critics
50>—'Babes
Arms'
(M-G)
and with latter credited for .lost of good went overboard, biit opposition holdRookie Cop* (RKO) (3d downtown $23,000.
ing it to $10,000, brutal for ace mainwk). Still a draw with peppy $5,000.
Last week, 'Beau Gesle'
Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-35-50)— stemcr.
Last week, 'Submarine D-l' (WB) 'Babes Arms' (MG) (2d wk). Second (Par), disappointing $12,000.

DURBW SWEET

3d, 24G,

with 'Chips.'

(15).

(M-G) (2d wk.).
Palace— 'That's Right, You're
Wrong' (RKO).
'Rulers of the
Paramount

—

.

NAGS NO PAIN TO PROY-

— 'Dancing Co-Ed*
— 'Sabotage* (Rep)

Klvoli— 'First Love'

Second weeks of. 'Mr.
ballyhoo.
Goes to Washington' and
'Babes in Arms,' at Alvin and Warner, respectively, both big coin-getters, and Fulton's likewise looking
up with its widely-billed English
horror twinner of 'Demon Barber of
Fleet Street' and 'Return of Frog.'
Stanley, reverting to straight pix
again for a short time, has an oddson favorite for satisfactory coin in
Marx Bros. 'At the Circus.* Only
the Senator, of all the first-runs, is
Nothing in the cards there
75)—'Thunder Afloat* (M-G). Ma- slipping.
for "Quick Millions* and 'The Escape.*
rine flicker in second week and goEstimates for This Week
ing to all right $7,000 currently after
snagging happy enough $12,100 last
Alvin (Harris) (1,850; 25-35-50)—
Still
'Mr. Smith* (Col) (2d wk).
week.
SUte-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 25-40)— packing *em in. Geared to get better
•Glamour Girls' (M-G) and vaude. than $1,500 in h.o. session, which is
house
OiT from last session and going to great and not much below
Could
stanza.
for
an
extra,
record
$13,000. mild. Last week A. B. Marcus unit on stage boomed take with stay here indefinitely, but house is
'Drums Along
'Isle of Lost Men' (Par) to brilliant contracted to open
Mohawk' (20th) Thursday (9). so
$16,200.
will move to Senator to conUnited Artists (B&K-UA) (1.700; 'Smith'
downtown run. Should get at
35-55-65-75)—'Glory' (UA). Opened tinue
Last
too.
there,
fortnight
on Saturday (4) and started away least a
clocked around $14,from gate in snappy style, with Gary week Capra hit
Cooper fans strong around this town. 700, big.
(l.'JOO; 25-40)
(Shea-Hyde)
Fulton
Going for fine $15,000 for the initial
week at present indications. Last —'Return ot Frog' (Select) and
week 'Babes in Arms' (M-G) com- •Demon Barber* (Select). Couple of
pleted a splendid three-week en- English pix are being smartly exgagement to $9,000, a mark which ploited as 'Europe's double-bill horwould ordinarily be the cue for ad- ror ot horrors' and the natives are
ditional running time, but house is going in for a laugh and peek.
lammed uo with a flock of pictures Should push Fulton up to better than
S4,000, whicli is considerably more
awaiting their turn on the screen.
than this spot has been doing of
late.
Last week, '20,000 Men' (20th)
was a wash-out, doing only around

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 35-55-65-75)
—'First Love' (U) and 'Full Confession' (RKO). Double features are
slowly but surely creeping into all
available places as this former stronghold of vaudfllm goes to straight
pictures.
Business looks good for
initial stanza at $13,000. which means
profits by a neat margin. Last week
vaude finaled to $11,300 with 'Fifth
Ave. Girl' (RKO) on screen for holdover week.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65-

(27th wk:).

Capitol

Sea' (Par) (2d wk;).

Pittsburgh, Nov. 7.
Biz generally pushing forward
Garrick (B&K) (900; 35-55-65)—
(WB). In here from the here this week and indications all
Chicago and not too much is indi- point to maintenance of the upward
Last week
'catcd at so-so $4,000.
double of 'Germany Surrendered' trend for the balance of the year,
(Rule) and 'Co-Ed' (M-G) snappy based on industry indices throughout

'Under Pup' (U) doubled in a

Twenties'

'Roaring

wk.).

"Twenties'

week Tomrhorrow Gomes' (U) and

(10).

(M-G) (2d wk.).

'ALLEGHENV

$30,000.

25-40)—

—

(WB)

(M-G)

PITT LOOKS UP;

(3,200;

Strand

(Reviewed in Variety, Oct. 25)
Week ot Nov. 16
Astor
'Goodbye, Mr. Chips'

•

Oriental (Jones)
•Sherlock' (20th) and 'Bright Boys'
House is going
(U) and vaude.
along neatly enough and currently
Last
looks for $13,000, fair take.

—

Paramount

indicated gross.
ringing $12,700.
Apollo is first-running currently
Strand (Indie) (2,000; 25-35-50)—
with 'On Your Toes,' while Garrick 'U-Boat 29' (Col) and 'liiddc .Power*
the disappointing 'Roaring (Col). Slated for so-so $6,000.. Last
takes
Twenties' for a holdover try from week, 'Disputed Passage' (Par) and
Artists
flRuves
the Chicago. United
Coast Guard" (Col), hefty $9,800.
for a good opener with 'Real Glory'
following an excellent run of 'Babes
In Aims.'
Estimates for This Week
Apollo (BiK) (1,200: 35-55-65-75)
—'On Your Toes' (WB). Bright
mark in the offing at $6,000 for this

$5,600.

Uprising'-

(Reviewed in Variety, Sept. 20)
Rlalto
'Call
a Messenger'
(U) (10).
Rivoli- 'First Love* (U) (8).
(Reviewed t7i Current Issue)

its

Last week 'Hollywood
mild
snagged
(20th)
Cavalcade'
$4,100 for second lop session.
Chie3|C<t' (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—
•Cat Canary' (Par) and stage show.
Eddie Cantor on stage real attractopping everything else in
tion,
town, zowie coin at $52,000. Last
(WB)
week 'Roaring Twenties'
faded after good start to wind up at

Oct. 11)

Sea' (Par) (8).

week, '20,000 Men' (20th) and 'Pride
Blue Grass' (WB), slow $5,000.
State (Loew) (3,200; 25-3^-50)—
'Real Glory' (UA) -nd 'Everything's
Maintaining comparaIce' (RKO).
tively slow pace for average $11,000.
Last week, 'Babes Arms' (M-G) and
'Rookie Cod' (RKO) (2d wk), bell-

flrst-run try.

— 'Ninotchka*

(M-G).
(Reviewed in VAniEir,

'Wolf Call' (Mono) and vaude. Holding up to good $6,200. Last week,
'City Darknt^ss' (20th) and vaude,

On

Although the sum

'Smith' failed to hit the control figure for a h.o.
New show, 'Roaring Twenties,* and
the Bob Crosby band, is due at the
Strand Friday (10) after three weeks
of Hal Kemp and two pictures, 'On
Your Toes* (1 week) and 'Dress Parade' (2 weeks). 'Parade* and Kemp
will wind up at $20,000 or thereabouts, mild.
On the fourth week getting close
to $12,0<>0, okay, 'Jamaica Inn' departed the Rivoli last night (Tues.),
with 'First Love,' Durbin picture,
opening this morning (Wed.). The
other Laughton starrer the Riv has
booked, 'London After Dark,* probably will not be dated here for six

John Wright, manso.
aging director of house, believes it
wise to space them that far apart
A revival, 'Whipsaw,* wound up
its week last night (Tucs.) at the
Criterion, doing well at $8,500. 'Beware Spooks* not so hot at the Globe,
$5,000. and 'One Hour to Live,' Rialto incumbent, also lukewarm, $6,000,
Starting tonight (Wed.) the Palace goes single bill as a first run,
with 'Allegheny Uprising* the initial picture under the new. policy.
It was given a special opening last

(WB)

(2d run) and 'Pack Up Troub(20th) (1st run). $7,200.

les'

Paramount

(3,664 25-35-56-88-99)—

'Rulers of Sea' (Par) and Martha
Baye, plus Bob Zurke band, others,

the new show opening here today
(Wed,). Two highly profitable weeks
of 'Disputed Passage* (Par) and Dick
Powell-Ted Powell combination resulted from a first week of $48,0()0
and second of $39,000. This drop
proportionately less than for most
is

holdovers.
Radio City Music Hall (5,980; 4080-84-99-$1.65)
'Mr. Smith* (Col)
and stage show (3d-flnal week). At
chance for $90,000 close to a pace
that would have meant a holdover,
control figure not being missed by
much. Last Week was very strong at
$94,000 on top of a first session ot
$105,000.
'Ninotchka" (M-G) opens

—

tomorrow
on

(Thurs.).

(750; 25-40-55)— 'One Hour
(U), Not setting anything
around $6,000. Last week

Rialto
to Live'
fire,

'Legion Lost Flyers' (U), $6,500.
Rivoli
25-55-75-85-99)
(2,092;

—

'First Love'. (U).
Preems here today (Wed.) after four very satisfactory weeks with 'Jamaica Inn' (Par).
While, no sensation, Laughton picture has done well, getting $39,000

(1st wk.). $26,000 (2d), $18,000 (3d)
(4th).
Roxy (5,836; 25-40-55-75)— "Drums*

and $12,000

(20th) and stage show.
Fine noand Colbert-Fonda names, plus
importance of novel, is pushing this
one
into
highly
remunerative
ground, $55,000 or better appearing
in prospect Holds over. Last week,
'20,000 Men' (20th), under $25,000,
tices

poor.
State
Glory'

35-55-75)

(3,459;

—

'Real

(UA) (2d run) and Edmund
Lowe on vaude layout. Draught
good, maybe $25,000.
Last wedc,
'Bali'
(Par) (2d run) and Noble
Sissle, Harriet Hoctor, Stroud Twins,
around $18,000, cooL
Strand (2.767; 25-50-55-75-85-99)—

'Dress Parade'

(WB)

(2d-final week)
(3d-flnal week). The

and Hal

Kemp

going

rather slow and probably not
$20,000. Last week, first

is

more than

for 'Parade,'
$28,000,

and second for Kemp,
'Roaring Twenties'

fairish.

(WB) and Bob Crosby come
day

in Fri-

(101.

mCUS' BULLISH
71/26

IN

LmE

months or

night (Tues.).
House had been in
duals for many years, but frequently
has booked a first-run as the No. 2
feature. Tightness ot product and a
backlog of RKO's own pictures is
responsible for the switch to first
runs.
This places the Rialto in a
different light since that house has
been getting RKO and Universal pictures not taken by the Music Hall
(with an RKO selective contract)
and the Riv (with a similar U deal).
Estimates tor This Week
Astor (1,012 25-40-55-65)
'Chips'
(M-G) (26th week). Getting a little
tired after a long journey, but still
bringing some profit under low overhead prevailing last week (25th),
ending Monday ni^ht (6) was $5,800.
Capitol (4.520; 25-35-55-85-$1.25)—

—

'Babes'
(M-G)
(3d-final
week).
Healthy finale at around $24,000. The
second week was $32,00 and the first

Louisville, Nov. 7.
Nice lineup ot film product is getting okay returns.
Marx Bros.*
'Circus' at Loew's State is the pacesetter in a generally healthy b.o.
situation.
H.o.'s likewise are displaying
sustained
strength,
with
'Babes in Arms,* at Brown, holding
up. well In third downtown week,
'Roaring Twenties,' on h.o. at Mazy
Anderson, is keeping the turnstiles
clicking.
Pro football has folded for the
season, financial difficulties making

the venture a flop. College games
also through and only reoutdoor events are the
highschool games, which don't affect
the film houses adversely.
EsUmstes for This Week
Brown (Loew*s-Fourth Avenue)
15-30-40)
(1.000;
'Babes Arms'
(M-G) and 'Scandal Sheet' (Col) (2d
wk). Second week here and third
downtown week for this pair. Holding up to good $2,500.
Last week,
locally

maining

—

on moveover from Loew's

State, fine

$3,800.

Kentucky (Switow)
•Star

(M-G)

Maker'

fPar)

(reissue).

(900;

and

15-25)—
'Champ'

Will take around

Last week, 'Livingstone*
and 'Scandal Sheet' (Col),

S1.500, fair.

(20th)
right $1,600.

all

Loew's SUte (Loew's) (3,100; 15under what the picture was 30-40)— 'At Circus* (M-G) and 'Bad
expected to do in view of out-of- Angel* (IW-G). Marx Bros, film
is
town showings, but plenty of profit highlightinc! the town and aiming for
'Dancing Co-Ed' (M-G) opens to- bullish $7,500.
Last week, 'Mr,
morrow (Thurs.).
Smith* (Col) and 'Grey Walls' (Col),
Criterion (1.662 25-40-55)—'Whip- in the bumper brackets at big $8,000.
saw' (M-G) (revival).
Tracy-Loy
Mary Anderson (Libson) (1.000:
names shot this 1935 release into good 15-30-40)—'Roaring Twenties' (WB)
ground, around $8,500.
Last week (2d wk). H.o. stanza shaoing up for
'Calling All Marines' (Rep), under nice returns, orobably $3,500.
Last
$5,000, poor. 'Main St Lawyer'- (Rep) week, fine $5,000.
opens today (Wed.).
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000; 15Globe (1,700: 25-35-55)
'Beware 30-40)— 'Jamaica Inn' (Par) and
Spooks' (Col). Joe E. Brown comedy 'Little Accident' (U). So-so $6,000.
not geting anywhere fast only about Last week, 'Nurse Cavell' (RKO)
$3,000. Last week 'Rio' (U) and $7,- and 'Bookies Wcpl' (RKO), pulled
000. fair.
after six days to make way for
Palace (1,700: 25-35-55)— 'Allegheny Thursday
opening,
tabbed
mild
$40,000,

:

—

Uprising'

(RKO).

opening here

Given

a

special

$4,000.

Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400;
last night (Tues.) on
conversion ot house to single bills 15-30-40)— '20,000 Men' aoth) and
first run.
Outgoinc dual of 'Holly- 'Heaven Fence' (20th). Not in the
wood Cavalcade' (20lh) (2d run) and hefty class, but probably $3,000, fair.
'Escape' (20th) (1st run), got $8,000. Last week, 'Rio* (U) fed 'Bright
okay.
In ahead of that, 'Destiny* Boys' (U), fair $3,200.

'.

EXPLOITATION

VARIETY

By John
Preem

Pittsburgh

Nat'I Admen Instructed To
brief sketch of film dialog spoken by Fonda end Miss
Bally
Colbert. While all this was taking place on the west
coast, four of the Zanuck women players were being
for the Future
shuffled, behind police escorts, between the upstate
towns of Albany, Schenectady and Troy. It was hard
work for the girls, as the crowds of curious were
Publicity and advertising chiefs ot
everywhere, but the opening receipts *n all the towns
they visited were high and justified the inconveniences America's leading industrial firms
of attempting personal appearances in half a dozen were tipped oft. to study both motion
places on a single day.
picture and radio advertising tech'-

These Colonial pioneers certainly had a' tough time
considering the hardships of farming new soil
it,
and the constant threat of having one's scalp lifted by
unfriendly redskins. The early settlers seldom per-

Draws

Emulate Show Biz

of

Pittsburgh, Nov.
preem
Uprising'

Methods

mitted themselves out of reach of their hoes or their
guns. If they neglected the first, they starved; If they
misplaced their flint-lock, they were likely to be mas-

7.

at
'Allegheny
sacred.
Penn theatre Friday (3) was hanBy one of those strange coincidences which happen
dled by Lou Allemann, Carl Wing- frequently in show business, two feature films of Revofrom
Levy
Charles
and
rod
lutionary War period are being released simultaneously
TotJim
and
Fcldman
Darryl Zahuck
RKO; Joe
to first runs by competing companies.
maji, of WB, and Charles KurU- is offering 'Drums Along the Mohawk,' a more than
nian, of Loew's Pehn, who sold it average effort involving the services of John Ford as
heavy
collected
and
stiift
big
like
director and the radiancy of technicolor photography.
newspaper space.
It also is Importantly cast, with Claudette Colbert and
As a matter of fact, considering Henry Fonda as co-stars. From RKO comes 'Allegheny
the budget, results were remark- Uprising,' based on Neil Swanson's novel, 'The First
cost
affair
Doubtful if whole
Rebel,' with Claire Trevor and John Wayne in the top
able.

WB

Loew's combined
more than $7,500, and they couldn't
buy the space they grabbed, even
locally, for five times that amount.
Premiere itself was sponsored by
Allegheny Centennial Committee of
100, which took over the house and
peddled ducats at $2.50, giving the
Penn theatre, v.-here opening was
held, $3,400 for the night on basis

spots.

House wasn't
of $1 for each seat.
completely sold out for the premiere, price tag being figured too
Centennial
minute
high, and at last
committee decided to let few back
rows, in balcony go at a buck.

studios.'

RKO,

and

Promised invasion of flock of
studio people didn't develop
.

RKO
and

only Claire Trevor, who is featured
in the picture, put in an appearance.
She was a big hit here for three

days and made friends. She gave
out a mass radio interview, led a
pioneer parade, participated in dedication of KDKA's new transmitter,
held a tea at a department store for

200 clubwomen, met the newspaper
gang at a cocktail party and guestof-honored after the premiere at a
supper and ball sponsored by the
Centennial Committee at the William Penn. At latter affair, Edward
Everett Horton, who was appearing
at Nixon theatre in 'Springtime for
Henry,' and Marjorie Lord, put in
appearances.
One newspaperman at speaker's
table.
He was Kaspar Monahan,
critic of the Press, who suggested
early last summer that 'Allegheny*

Drums,' therefore, gets

the.

edge

in

showmanship

Thereafter, the opening of DeMille's 'Union Paciflc'
for a big celebration in Omaha,
with thousands of citizens participating in recreating
There was dancing on the
a pioneer atmosphere.
streets and a widespread spirit of Mardi Gras.
Nearly all the film companies since last spring have
tossed one or more 'away from Broadway' premieres.
Capra lately took 'Mr. Smith' to Washington, Universal,
had the newspaper writers on self-audited expense
accounts on a trip to Wilkes-Barre and Manhattan.
'Young Mr. Lincoln' preemed in Springfield, 111.
Now it is Metro's turn, and preparations are being
made for the opening of 'Gone With the Wind,* which
will take place next month in Atlanta, Ga. How far
the invitation list will be extended to newspaper end
special writers, and how elaborate the local ceremonies,
will be reve&led in due time by Metro's publicity de-

was made the excuse

the outset, because the novel by Walter D. Edmonds
close to the top of best selling lists for many
is capitalizing heavily on its
popularity.
Both companies launched the films with special
'Uprising'
to Pittsburgh, and in
took
premieres.
the proximity of the Pennsylvania hills where the
action of the story is laid, the film was shown to the
street
parading, lobby
fanfare,
much
accompaniment of
Miss
broadcasting and aerial display of arclights.
Trevor was guest of the historical society and the
art layouts.
and
with
news
newspapers cooperated
which
broadcast
of
special
gave a
Radio station
Miss Trevor was guest. Full battery of exploitation
machinery was turned on to spur 'Uprising* on its way.
Drums' also made Its bow to the public with the
exploitation,
and personal appearbacking of radio
ances of Hollywood film stars in theatres along the
Mohawk trail. The aerial hookup was a tiein with
who
made the trip from
CoUins,
Kate Smith and Ted
New York to, Hollywood to include in their broadcast
announcements of the film's Hollywood premiere and a

months, and 20th-Fox
'

RKO

KDKA

partment

The ballyhoo

buildiip

is

aimed

to

make

Atlantans forget once and forever that Sherman ever
marched to the sea.
The out-of-town premieres unquestionably have
stimulated public interest in films during recent
months. They have dramatized the film biz in the
inland cities and towns where the mass of customers
reside.

Tom
kins'

Atlanta, Nov. 7.
JenRead, mgr. of Lucas

&

ace

4,000-seat

movement

.

Fox

theatre,

that resulted in

guest for the opening.
Pittsburgh
dailies
threw their organization of Atlanta Unit No. 1,
pages open to Miss Trevor and 'UpAmalgamated Ass'n of Old Maids, in
rising' for the whole week and
connection with screening of 'The
preem got all the breaks.
Old Maid' (WB). Week before pic

opened Read sold idea to Constitution, and newspaper went for it big,
running daily stories and memberU. ship coupon to be filled out by old
maids and mailed to theatre. Stories
were run with art of shots from film.
Syracuse, Nov. 7.
More than 500 coupons were filled
Film house management has gone
collegiate in a public course being out by spinsters, and first 100 to send
offered
by Syracuse University them in were invited by theatre
under direction of Prof. Sawyer
management to dinner at Henry
Falk, director of dramatics. Course
Grady hotel evening of day 'Old
includes lectures on theatre opera'
Maid' opened. Feature of dinner was
tlon, sound, projection and booking.
selection of Atlanta's 'most glamorFirst lecture last week had Arthur
old maid.'
Schmidt, of Loew's publicity eX' ous
To spinster awarded 'most glam
ploitation staff as speaker.
Bob
Case, former local house manager, orous' title went honor of cutting
monster 400-pound cake in lieu of
chairmaned.
wedding cake slicing she had missed
Theatre
because of spinsterhood.
patrons thronged foyer and each got
Information' Fibn Quiz
a slice of cake, which contained

TUTORING SHOW BIZ

MGMT. AT SYRACUSE

SMELLING SALTS FOR

Baltimore, Nov. 7.
Neil Swanson^ managing editor of the Baltimore Sun and
author of 'Allegheny Frontier,'
being given a world premiere in
Pittsburgh this week, was invited

attend

to

the

preem by

RKO rep. Flack suggested
that Swanson could come up
with Claire Trevor, skeded to
an

make

the

trip

via

Baltimore.

FT.

WORTH HLM

CRIX

Walter
for

.

Henshel

'Information

short, that

and

Nov.

7,

'Smith' Billing in Pa.

Given local Twist

with the following line-up:

.

change banner mounted on easel

set'

piece in lobby and used week in advance; also, used at front of theatre
currently. Special setpiece tieing in
station
and Canada Dry used
In inner lobby currently; special onecolumn three-inch newspaper ads in
afternoon papers day before open

KGKO

Ing,

and

In

morning currently, and

plugs in combination ads; advance
art in Dallas News day
prior to opening, and advance story
and
Dispatch-Journal
In
Dallas
Uncle Jake's Sports News on open
Ing day.
Advance and current plugs were
used over KGKO which carried the
program regularly and a setpiece at

column and

The strides that the screen has
medium of exploitation,
advertising or publicity were pointed
One speaker said that the tippff
to.
on the popularity of this type of
bally was the fact that nearly 1,000
such pictures were made during the
last 12 months, although there were
few highly organized channels of
distribution which could place the
taken as a

.

product in theatres.
That television represents the wedding of radio and motion pictures
was cited as the reason why publio

and advertising executives
should study both methods so they
could combine them efficiently on
The most
sight-sound broadcasts:
perfect sales message concocted for
television would be the one which
of
claimed
all
one exec
clicks,
which means the expert in both
fields would be the company creating the most attention.
Because so many industrial firms
have been placed on the spot by the
Government, in the eyes of the publie, another speaker said was rea-'
son enough why these same large
corporations stress such institutional
advertising so that they might give
the pleasanter side of the business
world to the public.
Haysian spokesman hinted that
the Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors advertising seal 'vould
relations

,

—

•

.

The seal, he said, would tip
an audience that the screen subwas intended as an advertising
exploitation reel and thereby
flatly stated there was no Intention

ences.

A

trailer on the screen for a month
in advance; four ghost Jinx, dummies
covered with sheets spotted in the
theatre; pass-out checks; smelling
salts to critics for stories; shocking

his story.

machine

was made

to order for the part

'But there
book,*

Is

no

explained

girl

the

There was no answer

in

my

author.
to that

one.

in the lobby; ghost bally
the ball game and. downtown;
to hire a live ghost;
plugs on Buck Nite drawings; radio
plug of thirty minute broadcast from
the theatre; 20,000 programettes
birthday club story in the Fort

at

want ad seeking

maiche

For Bergman Buildup downtown
Nov.

Harrisburg, Nov. 7,
Banners on 'Mr. Smith Goes to
Washington,'

7.

current

at

the

State

Washington apples. She sent a box
as a gift to President Roosevelt at
the White House.
The stunt got
pixes In the papers. It attracted to
the public-spirited propaganda to
eat and ship more apples, which are
in a glut due to stoppage of exports
on account oi the European war,
Vic Gauntlett and Eddie Rivers,
space-makers
for
Hamrick-Ever-

ON COLUMBIA RELEASE

sidered a political prediction.

.

'DRUMS' BEAT

SOHLY

AT UPSTATE PREEMS
Albany, Nov.

7.

In contrast to smack radio exploitation of Hollywood's premiere
of 'Drums Along the Mohawk' via

A

sideration.

half-hour

broadcast

WABY from- lobby of P.nlace
was unfortunately timed and
developed into a big yawn. None
Arlene
filmers
the
visiting
of
Whelan, John Davis, Lynn Bari and
Arthur Shields was heard. Nor were
over

theatre

Mayor
or
Lehman
Governor
Thacher, although sign on announcement, slated they were expected to
'

speak.

Announcer Tip Corning

stalled

by

reading reams of publicity about the

Five young women were
brought to mike, but as they had not
seen 'Dirums,' their contributions
were nil.
Lou Golding, manager
Fabian division; Larry Cowan, manager of Grand, and C. R. Roseberry,
critic of Knickerbocker News, spoke
briefly.
Excitement of a premiere
was not reproduced for loud speaker

picture.

Columbia Pictures is releasing in
the 'Happy Hour' series two short
subject films which were produced
under commercial sponsorship by
WlUard Pictures. 'The Building of
Boys' was backed by Boys Clubs of reception,
America, and the commentators are

WABY

carried a network comfollowing half hour, but
p.m. slot could have been
Picture players were not due
to make a Palace p.a. until 9:15..
They were in Schenccta?iy while
lobby broadcast came through.

Lowell Thomas and C\em McCarthy.
mercial
Second subject is entitled

'The
making what might.be con- green Theatres, are putting over a
Book of Books', financed by the NaThe novel 'trade' with a competitive tional Bible Press, and relates the
names of the co-stars and picture are house, the Metropolitan, all for the story of the making and printing of
glory of Ingrid Bergman.
She's the Bible.
printed so that the locals can read coming to the
Fifth In 'Intermezzo'
'Arthur James Goes to Washington,* (UA), dcbutting her Hollywood
caJames, Pennsylvania's breaker-boy reer; also to the Met in
the Swedish
WB's Sales Meet in N.Y.
governor, i^ rumored to be badly production, 'A Woman's Face.'
So
bitten by the presidential bee.
Hamrlck-Evergreen is distribing cir'
A Uiree-day sales meeting to disDemocrats get a kick out of the culars advertising 'Jamaica* and also cuss Warner mid-winter product,
film, too, for the name of the non
plugging for the coming. Met attrac- marketing plans and another sales
office holding Republican boss of tion featuring the foreign screen drive for next spring, went into sesDauphin County is Harvey Taylor, star. Gus Bachman is the sponsor sion at the home office yesterday
The power politician Edward Arnold for Swedish pixes at the Met and (Tues.), Grad Sears presiding.
Sears brought in all his district
plays in 'Mr. Smith' is a fellow by has a Scandinavian newscast on KJR
daily.
managers for the session.
the name of Taylor.
here, are

ot

Kate Smith Show, Albany-Mohawk
Valley phase of this was so puny as
It was the one
Worth Star-Telegram on Donald to cause comment
angle of the ballyhoo that did not
paperDuck one week in advance;
seem to have received proper concat head and costume for

Competing Houses Join

Seattle,

ject

latest set-up:

and that Swanson must have
had her in mind when he wrote

Went into a rave about her performance in the film. Said she

COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS

upped grosses markedly

Special service on the screen sell
Ing the short one week in advance
with regular feature trailer; Ex

no other reason than to
cash in on television

of fooling them. His Idea was that
Fort Worth, Nov. 7.
in and that
Lowell Bodiford and Charlie Mur- nobody likes to be taken
he hates twice as much to be made
know how to pro- the fall guy in public, pointing out
mote a 'Donald Duck Jinx Show' as that disguised advertising pictures
witness the campaign on this, their were inclined to do just that

bally; underline in daity
ads one week in advance; story in
the Fort Worth shopper one week in
Donald Duck
When Maureen O'Hara was here advance; mammoth
painted on the sidewalk in front of
for personal appearance at the Fifth
with copy covering the
Avenue, at opening of 'Jamaica Inn' the theatre
entire outer lobby ten days in ad(Par), she led a. fast and furious life.
She reached town at 7:30 a.m., was vance; 32 signs on the jinx show over
weeks in advance.
interviewed by the newsmen, made the marquee two
several radio talk$, and was on the
about 300 prizes.
stage at 2:45 and 9, leaving at 11 p.m.
Stunt paid dividends in patronage for other dates.
and did well at boxoffice.
But Maureen was not too busy to
join the campaign of selling more

Forrest

special campaign
Please*
(RKO)

to

ray, of Interstate,

'

Thompson put on a

for

when it arrives. Publicity-ad ex-,
perts were told this at the National
Association of Accredited Publicity
Directors luncheon last week.

off

ATLANTA'S SPINSTERS

fathered

Plugged by ATr Tiem

if

be. ready

go far towards making their commercial pictures click with audi-

Surprise, Surprise

TOM READ ORGANIZES

nique

train.

at

was

to Pittsburgh.
Neil Swanson, former local news-

paperman who wrote 'First Rebel,'
from which picture was adapted,
came on from Baltimore as RKO's

AWAT FBOM B'WAT ADD H'WOOD

Handling of the first showings of 'Drums' and 'Upbest illustrates the radical change which has
taken place within the past year in film showmanship.
For many years, the idea of launching a film, representing large financial investment, from any spot except Broadway (and later, Hollywood) was regarded
as hazardous.
Starting with the 'Dodge City' sendoff in the western
Kansas town of similar name, the exploitation staffs of
the film companies have continued successfully the stunt
of preeming their important pictures in some city as^
sociated with, the story locale or some other angle Of
geographical interest
The 'Dodge City' excursion,
handled by Warners, assumed aspects of a newspaper
convention, as the boys and girls who write pieces
about films took time off to make the trip by special
rising'

William Seiter directed.
Although 'Uprising' is less pretentious on the production side than 'Drums,' it starts its theatre bookings
with benefit of a large portidn of the book-reading
public acquainted with its characters, llhat is, if exhibitors succeed In telling them that the book, 'The
First Rebel,' is now the film titled 'Allegheny Uprising.' ' Why RKO tossed away the ready-made value of
a known title for the uncertainties of a new one is
ust one of those things that happen around film

preem should be given

Dallas,

1939

C. Flinn

In

Press and Radio Help

'

8,

SHOWMANSHIP

FILM
Uprising'

Wednesday, November

9-9:30

used.

Although in Albany on and off
two days, foursome did not mike

for
lo-

cally at all. This despite fact their
hotel was only a block from
WOKO. Nor did they air over WGY,
either from De Witt Clinton (where
station has a studio) or from Sche-

WABY-

nectady. Ed Flynn emceed a' simulated broadcast in front of Proctor's,
Schenectady. Also stage-introduced
filmers, as did Gorning in Albany.

November

W4'(ln4'<)(l<'7*

PICTURE GROSSES

1939

8,

m

WB Ups PhiDy Scales; BetteNow 23G,

Philadelphia, Nov. 7.
Despite a hike in admission prices
deluxers and subseIn downtown
on
qiioiit-iim houses, biz continues

Key

this week.
the un^'i iide in Philly
Takini) advantage ot the general
the economic picbri({l>iciiin« of
Warners last week reverted to

Orpheum

started slow with 'International Circus' on stage and 'Charlie
Chan at Reno,' but picking up as kids
get hep to fact it's no gag. House
was shutterSd two weeks for lack of

c)iie/li/ jTrst runs, including
N. y.)
Total Gro.ss Same Week
Last Year.
.... .$l,«42,7aO
.

;

.

Stanley, Fox, KarlEarle. The old top
ton. Keith's and
57c remains at the Stanton. The

Boyd,

(Based on 25

|

'Here I

Strand

ing switches, advertising second-run
'Hollywood Cavalcade' for opening
Sunday and shifting suddenly to repeat 'Jes.se James' foi: single day,

DET.; CIRCUS'

then popping in 'Honeymoon's Over'
first-run yesterday (Monday) without advance notice.
Estimates (or This Week

band and 'Pride of the Blue
This combination is gelling
Right on the Earle's
the Boyd, with its world premiere ot "Elizabeth and Essex' snag'Drums Along
$23,000.
heavy
aUx"
the'Mohawk' should gross good ?19,-

(WB)

(1,303;

hiild up after one
$7,3(10 after good

|
1

$14,200 in opening

scsli.

I

Boyd (WB) f2,350; 32-42-57-68)—
and Essex' (WB). Ballyhoo attending the world premiere of

1

'Eli7.al)eth
.

I

B.otte Davis" latest vehicle is buildin? this one up to strong $23,000.
Looks good for at least two more

Last week 'Babes Arms' (M-G).
smash $8,000 in only four days of
fourth week here.
E»rle (WB) (2.758; 32-42-57-68)—
'Blue Gra.s.s' (WB) with Dead End
Kids and Ted Weems orch on stage.
laps.

Socko

week

Last

$26,000.

(WB)

NishtinKalc"

Lunceford's
$23,U00.

-

IWB)

I

(2.423;

loud $17,800.

Karlton (WB) (1,066; 32-42-57-68)
Pack Troubles' (20th) (2d run).
Only weakie oi the week and sick
$2,100 for live days. 'Roaring Twenties' moves over from the Fox tomorrow. Last week 'On Toes' (WB),

—

n.g. $3,900.

KeUh-s (WB) (1,870; 3"-42-57-68)
Arms' (M-G) (2d run).
carries a wallop with a hefty
$7,200 in sight after profitable run at
Boyd. Last week 'Hollywood Cavalcade' (20th), nice $5,100 for second
week of second run.
.

Still

Stanley

(WB)

(2,916; 32-42-57-68)

"Drums Mohawk' (20th).

Beating

out loud $19,700 for its opfening. Last
week 'At Circu.s' (M-G)j fair $11,000
for second round.

Stanton (WB) (1,457; 32-42-57)—
•U-Boat 29' (Col). War theme bringing them in here.' Nice $6,500. Last

week,

Men'

'20,000

(20th),

Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
30-40-55)— 'Jamaica Inn' (Par) and
On Toes" (WB). Will get mediocre
Last week fair $13,000
$12,.500.

My

Be

for 'Dust

Destiny'

(WB)

Last week

n.g.

$8,500.

fancy $16,000 in

first

(2d),

light
after

CAGNEY-LANE

OK

Portland, Ore., Nov. 7.
all pix are doing winbut none in the r(:ally

biz,

the

'At

Circus.'

with

at

Parker's

UA,

Love,' at

Broadway, second. 'Babes
a heavy winner, moved

Is

tops,

'First

$4,200.

with Horace

Heidi's orch, at Buffalo, is pointing
for a smash figure,
'Real Glory' is
getlmg fine response, while 'Alle^
gheny Uprising' will see an exlremely -snug six days at the Century. 'Mr.
S>i»ith. in third week, is still strong.

Kslimales (or This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3.500; 30-35-5.'))
(Par) and Horace Heidi orch.
and looks like socko

—

Bali'

fluling the roost

Last week, 'Hollywood C;n^^^^'^ *° <l'SaPPOi"'i"K

lin'ooo

two Loew

town's

the

h-!ld

for

hou.ses,

sensation,

the

Memorial Sunday

is

flinging

(5);

dlamrick

Liberty

30-35-40)

(2.000;

and

(Par)

Strong
29'

—

-

Evergreen)

"Jamaica

Inn"

(Par).
'Touchdown"
La.st week, 'U-Boat
Wagon
'Chicken
and

$5:000;

(Coll

Mavfair

Parker

-

Everg

r

e e n

)

still

up

.

(RKO) and 'Man Could Not Hang'
dual,

—

lor hou.se at
$8,300.
.Hipp (Shea) (2,100;

25-35)— 'Have

Music' (UA) and 'Fast Furious' (MFeeling the upsurge and should

y}-

mi

'Pridis Bluegrass' (WB), dual. Nearly
300% improvement over last week
and $9,400 healthy. Last week, 'On
Toes' (WB) and 'Torchy Dynamite'
(WB), brutal $3,500.
Orpheum (Bdwy.) (2,280: 30-40-55)
Champion'
and
'Death
(Par)
'Rookie
Cop'
(RKO), dual, and
vaude. Two first-runs, but they do

—

not mean a thing as $7,000 indicates.
Last week, 'Big Town Czar' (U) and

"Asked for It' (U),
Panlages (Pan)
'Mr. Smith' (Col)

$7,500,

Fenway (M&P) 0.332 25-35-4055)— 'On Toes' (WB) and 'Money
Ring'

—

I

—

>.

-

I

I

,

(2nd week) and

Show

What
business

I

night

mean

to show
was exemplified Saturday

football can

I

•

J

so-.so $6,700.
(2,812; 30-40-55)—

Boy.s' (U), dual. Holding for excellent second stanza which

'Two Bright

BEHERS

—

•

week brought

(2,750; 30-40-5!!-

20's'

(4)

New

in

when

York,

Broadway looked like a New Yea)'s
Eve out of season. Chief reason wa.i
the Army-Nolre Dame game at the
Yankee stadium, which drev/ 75,056,
many of them' out-of-lowners. The
Fordham-Rice and N.Y.U.-Lafayelte
contests were also contributing factors to Broadway's boom night.
20-2.5-35)—
Few of the Main Stem nilcrics and

,)ver $6,000, okay. 'liast week.
Submarine D-1' (WB) (2d run) and
Tower (Stan) (1.000;
Death Champion' (Par), so-so $5,000. Getting average $4,500. La.sl week. Wall.!' (Col) <2d wk). On way to 'Old .Maid' (WU). Good $2,500. Lasl
and big $19,000. Last wci-k smash $24,000
Lafayrtle (Hayman) (3,300; 25-35) "Hollywood Cavalcade' (20lh)
week. "Dancing Co-Ed' (M-G), so-so
(RKOi. second
Confession"
Paramount (M&P) (1,797: 25-35- $1,700.
Mr. Smith' (Col) (3d wk). Still •Full
week
big
First
week,
good
'SmashS4.000.
and
40-55 )-^'0n Toes' (WB)
potent enough to hit sturdy $8,000.
56.000.
i-asi week, over
ing Ring' (WBi. Good $7,500. Lasl
$10,000, sweet.
:J0Ui Century (Dipson-Basil) (3.000;
United .\rtisls (Parker) (1.000; 30- week. "Hollywood Cavalcade' (2nih)
(20th)
-Circus' (M-G) and 'Rio' and 'Nancy Drew' (WB) (bolh con- liny' (WB) and 'Stranger'
Allegheny Uprising' (RKO) .15.401
Ojolh 2d run), dual. $4,'2()0. fairi.sh.
and Flying Deuces' (RKO) (6 days)'. (Ui. G.)ing for strong $5,500. Lasl tinued rum. $8,000. good.
Slate (Loew (3,000: 25-35-40-.')5)—
Scollav (M«:l') (2..538: 25-35-40-50)
Very ni>at. probably over $9,000. La.st week. "Babes Arm.s' (M-G) and 'Wit(M-G) and 'High
week, "Three Sons' (RKO) and Con- ness Vanishes' (U). mopped up in —"Bali' (Par) and 'Pride Blucqras.s' ''Babes Arms'
Aiming at Wall.s' (Col) (2d wk). Very strong
(botli 'id run).
,^.'"-'e Bennett on
sUge (25-40), $12,- second week with $3,800 and moved (WB) fair.
Last week, 'Dusl Des- .$11,500. Last week, big $17,000.
*")«, famsh at
First week great $5,700. $4,500,
to Mavfair.
best,
".•
...... .....
,';

full

65)— "Roaring Twenties' (WB) and

I

Will take around .$8,500. okay.
Lasl week, "Tomorrow Comes' (U)
(2d run I, with vaude. Iwo days; 'The
Frog' I'iOlhi (Isl run), with same
vaude two days, and 'Name Only'

run),

(20th) (5th week);
six days for around

GOOD

tier Mai-.shal'

2d

(F-WC-UA)— 'Holly-

Fourth

—

AS

days.

(bolh

Last week, 'Roaring

.

'Roaring Twenties' look.<! okay at
Starting Thursday (9), the
RKO-Boslon will again run vaude
This
for four days of--the week.
policy was tried for two weeks, then
switched back to three days for one
week. Kay Kyser plays full week
the Met.

(Col)

Star

$2,700.

Hollywood (WB)

and

Satisfactory
$5,500.
(WB).
Arms' Lasl week. "Hollywood C"avalcade'
'Babes
30-35-40)
(1.50():
iM-CIi .Tud 'Witness 'Vanishes" (U). (20lh" and "Nancy Drew' (WB) (both
Moved to this house from the UA continued run), dual, good $C'.OO0.
for
Keith Memorial (RKO) (2.907; 25- Trails' (U), fair $2,.30O.
lor third week and still a winner
Lasl week, 35-40-55)
'Intermezzo' (UA) (2d
Kood enough S2.700.
Midwest (Stan (1,500: 23-35-40)—
•Real Glory' (U.\) and "No Place wk) and 'Three Sons" (RKO) (oiic 'At Circus'
(.M-G).
Good $4,200.
Will gel around $12,500. Lasl week. 'Old Maid" (WB), eight
Go" (WB). fair S2.200 following good week
Last week, 'Intermezzo' and days, good SD.flOO.
good.
week at Broadway.
Plaza
(7,50:
(Stan
25-.'J5-40)—
Orpheiim lOrpheum Co.) (1.800; 'Undcr-Pup' (U), dandy $17,000.25-35Metropolitan (M&P) (4..3G7:
Babes" (M-G
Good S900.
Last
"Old Monterey' (Rep)
20-30-40)
40-55)— 'Roaring Twenties' (WB) and week, All Quid' (Ui. three day.s and
and 'Mr. Wong' (Mono), and vnude.
Boltcr(WB).
Nightingale'
"Beau Geslc' (Par), four days, $805,
Scoring good enough $4,700. 'Mon- •Kid
week,
Last
Ihan-avcra^c $10,000.
fair.
terey' lUsl Gene Autry pic to play
'F.vcryand
(far)
Inn'
Jamaica
State (Noble) U.lOO; 20-25'40)—
major spot in this burg.
thing's Ice" (RICO). $10,500, pleasing, 'Mr. Smith' iCol)'(3d wk).
Good
Paramount (Hamrick-Evergiicen') bill not up to cx.|>cctaljons.
week, .second, good
La.st
S3. 500.
(3.000; 30-35-40)— 'Disputed Passage'
Orpheum iLocw) ("2.900; 25-35-40- $4,500.
(Par) and "Everything Ice" (RKO). .55)— 'Babes Arms' (M-G) and 'Grey
(

okay

should be around $12,500. First week
(WB) and 'Drew Staircase' (WB), ended with $18,500, very good.
mild $6,800.
Paramount (Par) (3,595; 30-40-55)
Loew's (Loew's) (2,400; 25-30-40)— —'Jamaica Inn' (Par) and stage
Glory'
'Real
(UA) and .'Hidden show. Will likely hit fair $15,000.
Power' (Col).
Unexciting $8,100. Last week, "Disputed Passage' (Par;,
Last week, 'Babes Arfias' (M-G) and lipped $14,500.
"Scandal Sheet" (Col), second week,
KKO (2,872; 30-40-55)— 'Mr. Smith'
good $7,500.
(Col) (2rid week) and 'Bright Boy.s'
Lyric (Lyric) (1,900; 25-30-40)
Into second week with
(U), dual.
'Stranger' (20lh). and vaude.
Poor continued strength for near $11,000
Last week (first)
$8,000. Last week, 'Sherlock Holmes' on the stanza.
(20th) and Will Osborne orch. nose- gro.ssed over $10,600, big.
dived after weekend to red $9,000.
State tLoew-Fox) (2,414; 30-40-5575)—'Eternally Yours' (UA) and
Will
'Pack Troubles' (20th), dual.
have to be satisfied with slim $9,400.
'CIRCUS'
$4,200
Lasl week, "Circus' (M-G J and 'CoEd' (M-G). slim $9,500.
United Artists (F-WC) f2.100; 30O.C.'S BIZ
40-55)— "Circu.s' (M-G) and 'Dancing
Co-Ed' (M-G), dual. N.g. on moveover, with only $2,300 in sight. Last
Oklahoma City. Nov. 7.
New week looks slightly belter week, holdover of 'Babes Arms'
than last, which hit average figures (M-G) and 'Chan Island' (20th), okay
$2..500.
all around.
Wilshire (F-WC) (2.290; .30-40-55'Old Maid' is doing nicely in second week at Tower. "Mr. Smith' is 0.5)- 'Circus' (M-G) and 'Dancing
Not very hot
clicking in third week at Stale, and Go-Ed' (M-G), dual.
$4,200. which is same amounl gar'At the Circus' is good at Midwest.
ncrcd last week on holdover ot
Estimates for This Week
IM-G) and 'Chan
"Babes Arms'
Criterion (Stan) (1,1500: 25-.35-40)— Island' ('20lh).
'Roaring Twenties'
(WB).
Good
Last week, "Babes' (M-G),
$4,000.
split with 'Roaring Twenties' (WB),
three days, average $3,600.
Football in N. Y. Proves
Liberty (Stan) (1.200; 15-20.25)—
'Pack Troubles' (20th) and 'Escape'
Biz
Bonanza to
(20th).
.\vcragc $2,500. Last week.
'Undcr-Pup'
and
'Despcrale
(U)
fair $7,000.

;

(*20lhi, fair $.3,500.

Family'

Four

wood Cavalcade'
week cut to

$2,000 take.

25-30(reissue)

(WB)

30-40-55-

(1,800;

$4,000.

Final

I.

Greai Lakes (Shea) (3,000: 30-,501—
Real Glory" (UA). Getting powerful
play and .should snag over $12,000.
'iTly.
Lasl week, 'Babes Arms" (Mrun), got best gross in month
y>

K

Downtown (WB)

'Pride Bluegrass' (WB). Belle DavisErrol Flynn just over the line with

7.

second

to

Buffalo, Nov. 7.
Buffalo box offices are punching,
Lasl week, 'Roaring TwcnUcsU WB)
out a collection of fancy grosses curaverage
lU)
Boys"
"Brighl
and

rently.

s(an7.a at.

Arms,'

at house starting Nov. 29.
Estimates for This Week
Mayfair for third week.
Boston (RKO) (3.200: 2ff-30-.35-40)
Estimates (or This Week
—'Road Glory' (20th) (reissue) and
Broadway (Parker) (2.000; 30-35- "Hou.se Horror' (U) (1st run), dual,
401— 'First Love" (U) and 'Money with vaude three days, and 'Calling
Marines' (RcpV (1st run) and 'FronGelling good $5,300.
Ring' IWB).
(20lh) (2d run), three

Arms.'

in

buffalo nifty

sugar.

in

daily tallies, with standee biz.
over weekend and for practically
every evening performance. 'Intermezzo" wound up two good weeks at

$5,300 Forte in Portland

heavy

Boston, Nov.

'Babes

Essex'

al-

65)— 'Roaring Twenties' (WB) and
(WB). dual. Quite
an improvement in trade here and
looks like easy $10,000 on the stanza.
Last week, 'On Toes" (WB) and
"Torchy Dynamite' (WB), very weak,

—

40)— 'Elizabeth

cla.ssillcation,

'Prid(; Bluogra.s.s'

(1.100;

(WB)

profit

-

Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,600; 25-30'Cat Canary' and Cab Calloway
Drawing okay $12,000. Last
week, 'What Life' (Par) and Joe E.
Brown unit, in the red at $10,000.
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3.100; 25-30-

HUB

IN

lliG

D-l'

the

in

Chinese (Giauman-F-WC) (2.024;
30-40-55-75)— "Eternally Yours" (UA)
and 'Pack Up Troubles' (20th), dual.
Just another one of lho.se weeks at
the ace boulevard hou.ss as slim
$8,200 attests. Lasl w'eek, "At Circus'
(M-C) and 'Dancing Co-Ed,' $8,000,,
n.g.

Orch.

big

stanza.

•Circus/ S'/zG, '1st Love,'

ning

$23,000.

Still

though $1,500 nothing exlraordinaiy.
week surprised by hitting $2,000.

La.st
I

and 'Kid Nightingale' (WB). Weak
$1,700.
Last week, 'Rio' (U) and
'Call Messenger' (U), meagre $1,900.
40)

Arms' (M-G)

$7,400 for "Babes

pallid

$12,1

in Bali,'

Cartliay Circle (Fox) (1,518; .30-4055-75)— "Blackmail" (M-G) and 'Fast
Furiou.s" (M-G), dual (3rd week).

$7,1

Apollo (Kalz-Dolle)

40)— "Submarine

and'

Detroit)
30-40-55 )-^'Disputed Passage'
(Par) (2d nm) (2d wk) and 'Old
Maid' (WB 2d run) (3d wk), dual.
Knocked off nice $9,500 last week
and looks like okay $5,000 currently.
United Artists (United Detroit)
(2,000; 30-40-55)— 'At Circus' (M-G).
Marx Bros, opus paced for only

Week

Estimates for This

;

"Dancing Coed' iM-G).
(United
ralms-State

This week

'THoneymoon

the stanza.

FAIR

for "Smith' solo.

$4,100,

'glory;

BETTE-FLYNN

—

Nabbed

7.

(3.000;

— Babes

10-30-40)

—

at

32-42-57-68)—
'Roarini! Twentie.s' (WB) l2d wk).
Fair $8,000 for live days of its second turn. Pulled to return hou.se to
Wed. opening policy with unveiling
of Deanna Durbin's 'Fii-st Love' tomorrow (8). Last week 'Roaring' got

Kox

(M-G).

.

'Kid

Jimmy

and

likewise good

orch,

(2,600

Co-Ed'

(M-G), $4,500, fairish.
Warner's (Warner) (2.300 10-30-40)
Football competish, plus continu
Parade'
Little
(WB).
ance. of Chrysler auto strike with —'Dress
Indianapoi: ;. Nov. 7.
60,000 or more idle, isn't helping tough ies no big draw on own as rule,
House managers can cut down on
L,ast
theatre biz.
"Mr. Smith. Goes to but heading for fair $4,000.
Wash.' after going under expecta- week. 'Roaring Twenties' (WB), $7,- their police escorts"- to the bank this
tions in lirsl stanza as a solo, is sur- 100. a wallop.
week, with dull bjz relieving the
Malco
Palace
(Lightman)
(2,200;
prising on holdover at Fox comCrix necessity of the co^ guard. Circle
bined with 'Beware Spooks,' by top- 10-30.-40)— 'Mr. Smith' (Col).
went to town and film should'get big is in the black wie^ Cab Calloway
ping first week.
"Old. Maid,' jji'hich has played three $7,500. Last week. 'Under-Pup' (U), orch on stage and 'Cat and Canary,'
weeks downtown, is still pulling 'em five days, with 'Cat Canary' (Par) for but Lyric has the red ink ^out for
Hallowe'en niidnight sl\o'w, $4,000,
in at Palms-Stale, where flicker is
'Here I- Am Stranger' and vaude.
playing its second week with 'Dis- satisfying.
Orpheum (Cullins-Evans) (2,800;
Locker room talk' has .the boys
puted Pa.ssage.'
15-40-55)— 'Chan Reno' (20th), with wondering what has happened to
Estimates for This Week
For six weeks
"International Circus' on stage. Late weekday busine.ss.
Adams (Balaban) (1.700; 30-40)— in getting under way, but leading to houses have had strong play over
'Call Messenger' (U) plus "Hero Day* $4,000, fair. Last week. dark.
weekends and thcri died from MonFigures for light $4,100. Last
lU).
Strand (Lightman) (1.000 10-20-30) day through Thursday.
week, light $4,600 for "Hollywood
Just able to pay olT the help, with
'Jesse James' (20th). 'Honeymoon's
Cavalcade' i20th).(2d run) and 'Es- Over' (20th). 'Grey Walls' (Col) and nothing for the stockholders, are
cape" (20lh).
'U-Boat 20' (Col), dividing cockeyed Loew's, with 'Real Glory' and 'HidFox (Fox-Michigan) (5.000; 30-40- booking week. Probably $1,600, fair. den Power'; Indiana, with 'Elizabeth
55)— "Mr. Smith' (Col) (2d wk) plus Last week.
and
Essex' and 'Pride Bluegi'ass';'Touchdown'
(Par),
Beware Spooks' (Col). Headed for 'Everything's Ice' (RKO) and 'Law and Apollo, "wilh "Submarine S3-V
smash $18,500 following last week's Pampas' (Par), divvied, $2,100, very and 'Kid Nightingale'
$17,000. under expectations but good good.
Estimates for This Week
Detroit, Nov.

Doing poor

week.

(Loew)

week, although takes are pretty well
WB's 'Roaring Twenties'
is only one ot Ihe newcomers stacking up substantially, with gangster
opus expected to garner combined
$19,400 at the day-dale Downtown
and Hollywood.
'Mr. Smith" Goes to Washington,'
though a holdover, is still hitting on
all six and should add another $23,500 on second stanza, topping the
town.
'Jamaica Inn.' at the Paramount, is not breakiiiK any house
records.
Holdovers Just did fair on

distributed.

INDPLS. IS BLAH;

$2,600 in four days, with 'Stranger'
(20th) in today (Tuesday) for balance of split-week. Total may be
Last week, 'At Circus'
$5,200. okay.

Week

32-42-57-68)
Aldine
Real Glory' (UA) (2d wk). Repealing' tlie experience of other piclures at this deluxer and unable to

—

Loew's
'Dancing

N.G.$8,S00

500.

Kstlmatcs for This

having a flurry of book-

is

GRID, STRIKE HIT

Grass'

is

a Stranger' are splitting

week at Loew's, with former
doing better than expected in first

Wci-ni-!

$26,000.

Estimated Total Grosi
This Week
$298,800
(Based on IZ theatres')
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year
$352,300
(Based on 12 tiieatres)

and

Co-Ed'

Los Angeles, Nov. 7.
ot the local fii>sl-runs are bitgrosses comparable with last

Few
ing

four days.

day prices remain the same.
Leading the parade is the Earle
with p.a. o( Dead End Kic"-. Ted

n.<al

Am

Broadway Grosses

the

172 theatres).

o(

heels

'Dancing

attraction.

.

cities,

'Jamaica,' 15G, 'EternaDy/ 17^26, Mild

...

okay..

frc.?.

old policy of 68c night top at the

its

City Grosses

'SmiW 2d

20$

Week 23y2G, Only LA. Coin Getters;

7.

on Washington premiere combining
to give Capra opus inside track, on
fl/eek's
trade,
which is generally

;

;

turc.

Aldiiie,

Memphis, Nov.

'Mr. Snvith' is flirting with top
gross for th'e year at the Malco Palace.
Perfect weather and publicity

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$1,564,700
^Based on 28 cities, 172 t/iea-

;

Ung

SMITH' KNOCKING

OVER MEMPHIS, $7,500

Dead Enders-Weems-'Grass' Big 26G

VARIETY

failed

theatres

cash

to

huge throngs that flocked

in

.

on

into

the

Times

Square Most, ot the nilcrics got
more than they could hold, this even

mammolh

being true at the
Casini).

national

C'olton

Inter-

Club

and

I'aradi.sp.

nitery op i'cmarkcd it was
the bigycsl night he'd see between

One

now and New
I

»

••

1

<

:

Year's.
I

.

(

•

III

'

»,

•

'

'

1

PICTURE GROSSES

VARIETY

10

Grid Boosts

Mpk;

$14,000.

Boles-lawyer

Terrific $12,(1, 'Smidi'

Big $9,500

Wednesdaj, Nov imber

8,

1939

(RKO)

(2d wk).
(Tood
Last week, excellent $19,000.

Confession'

Fox (4,089; 25-35-50)— 'U-BOat 29'
(Col) and Drew Staircase' (WB).
Came in last Tuesday (31). Will get
okay $14,000 and holdover.
Met (3,618; 25-35-50)— 'Women' (MG) and 'Challenge' (FA) (2d wk).
Satisfactory $14,000. Last week, swell

H. 0. s Top Frisco; IWr. Smith's 2d

Smash $16,000, 'Espionage' Mild IIG

$19,000.

25-35-50)— 'Dis7.
'Circus,' puted Passage' (Par) and 'On Toes' Montreal Has H. 0/s;
Earl N. Pomeroy, Tribune drama 'Smith; $13,000,
(WB). Bright, $16,500. Last week.
editor, in front page story, declared
'Dust Destiny' (WB) and 'Touchdown'
Winners
'Babes' Good $8,000
$9,000, Denver
all-time records for entertainment
(Par) (2d wk), fine $16,000,
spending were broken here over
Strand (2,870; 25-35-40)— 'Maginot
vrcek-end.
More than 53,000 paid
Denver, Nov. 7.
Line' (Ind) and 'Woman Is Judge'
Montreal, Nov. 7.
Three out of five first-runs, are
$2.65 each to see Minnesotn-North'Mr. Smith Goes to Washington' is (Col). Okay $5,000. Last week, 'Rewestern football game, loop theatres running way above average, and turn Frog' (Select' and 'Demon Fleet' h.o.'s currently, with biz good. 'Babes
in Arms,' at Capitol, will lead town
enjoyed their biggest days in ye.-irs packing them in. Practically every (Select), excellent. $7,500.
night
local
and
Saturday
at $8,000.
Friday to Sunday. AH
'The Women,' in third
first-run had standouts
week, still making nice money.
clubs had turnaway business those Sunday nights.
Hi5hschool football games
Orpheum, Paramount and Rialto
nights.
Estimates for This Week
and double bills are- getting good biz.
25,000,
attracted more than
Palace (CT)
25-45-.55)—
(2,700;
nearly 5,000 were on hand for MinEstimates for This W.eck
'Jamaica
Inn' (Par) (2d wk).
Nice
neapolis Symphony Orchestra con25-40)—
(1,400;
Aladdin
(Fox)
$6,500 in sight after very nice opencert featuring Rachmaninoff.
ing week at $9,500.
'Rearing Twenties' (WB), after week
Total amusement expenditures, inr
Last
week,
Fair
$3,500.
Capitol
Denver.
25-45-55)—
at
(CT)
(2.700;
neighborhood
at
those
eluding
8I/2G. 'Babes Arms' (M-G). Pacing for
'Real. Glory' (UA), after week at
are
days
weekend
three
for
houses,
figure.
good $8,000. Last week, 'Name Only'
eatimated at more than $500,000, Denver, same
(RKO), fair $5,000.
Broadway (Fox) (1.040; 25-35-40)
with nearly 300,000 people going in
Loew's (CT) (2,800; 30-40-60)—
'Babes Arms' (M-G), after two
lor various amusements.
Orpheum. Nice $3,000. Last
'Women' (M-G) (3d wk). Pointing
Among the newcomers the top b.o. weeks at
'Mutiny
and
to
very nice $6,000 after handsome
positions are copped by 'Mr. Smith week, 'Under-Pup' (U)
only
fair
at
$2,000,
last week.
Blackhawk'
(U),
$8,000
Goes to Washington.' at Orpheum,
Princess (CT) (2,300; 25-34-50)—
Paramount.
after
week
at
Minneand John Boles in person at
'Stranger' (20th) and 'Pack Troubles'
Denham
(Cockrill)
(1,750; 2.5-35-40)
least
run
at
Smith'
will
'Mr.
sota.
Omaha, Nov. 7.
(20th). Sighting good enough $4,500.
Disputed Passage' (Par) (2d wk).
two weeks. Boles will give the Min'Babes in Arms' at Omaha is the Last week, 'Rio' (U) and 'Hero Day'
nesota one of its best seven days Okay $4,500 for h.o. Last week, $8,500, strong.
town's best draw, proving anew (U), fair $4,000.
since its reopening.
Orpheum (Ind) (1.100; 25-40-50)—
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 25-35-40)— Mickey Rooney's b.o. potency. 'EterTwo holdovers, "B. 'les in Arms'
'Real Glory' (UA) (2d wk). Should
and 'All Quiet on the Western 'Mr. Smith' (Col), Strong $13,000. nally Yours' is nice at Orpheum.
run to $3,000 after good $4,000 last
Twenties'
(WB),
Front,' are still going along at a Last week. 'Roaring
Clear, cool weather helping to week.
healthy clip after smash first weeks. good $10,000.
Cinema de Paris (France-Film)
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-40) keep the wickets spinning.
In" more normal times both undoubt25-50)— 'Louise'
(600;
wk).
(9th
Estimates for This Week
edly would do considerably better, —'Circus' (M-G) and 'Full Confesbi t their takings are not to be sion' (RKO). Fine $9,000. Last week,
Avenue - Dundee - Military (Gold- Shoiild get $1,000, good, after igood
$1,200 last week.
sneezed at, and under all the adverse 'Babes Arms' (M-G), second week,, berg)
(800-600-950; 10-25)
'Star
St. Denis (France-Film) (2,300; 25circumstances size up as substan- nice $8,500,
Maker' (Par) and "Tomorrow Comes'
Faramount (Fox) (2,200; .25-40)^ (U), dual, split with 'Fight Peace' 34) 'Le Heros de la Marne' and 'Le
tial.
'Nurse Caveir and 'Blackmail' are 'Dust Destiny' (WB) and 'No Place (Mono), first run, 'Way Down South' Prince Bouboule.' Looks like averby no means weaklings. However, Go' (WB). Strong at $5,000. Last (RKO) and 'Exchamp' (U), tripler. age $6,000. Last week, 'Chateau des
the first named, in particular, is not week, 'All Quiet' (U) (reissue) and Good $1,700. Last week, 'Oz' (M-G) Quatre Obeses' and 'Raphael le
bringing any considerable joy to the •Drew SUircase' (WB), good $4,500. and 'Like Hot' (Par), dual, split with Tatoue,' good $6,300.
Rialto (Fox) (878; 25-40)— 'Real
Century, and both must be set down
Borrowed Time' (M-G) and 'Underas depression sufferers. 'The Chal- Glory' (UA), after a week at each cover Doctor' (Par), dual, $1,700,
lenge, at World; has been acclaimed the Denver and Aladdin, and 'Heaven
good.
by the critics, but doesn't seem to be Fence' (20th). Good $2,500. Last
Brandels (Singer-RKO) (1,250; 10able to grease the turnstiles appre- week, 'Hollywood Cavalcade' (20th), 25-35-40)—
'Mr.
Smith'
(Col)
and
ciably.
after a week at each the Denver and
Gates' (Col) (2d wk). Good
The Orpheum .gets back into the Aladdin, and 'Hidden Power' (Col), •Prison
$4,000. First week, $6,000, great.
stage show running Friday (10) with good $2,200.
Omaha (Blank) (2,000; 10-25-40)—
Phil Spitalny and his Hour of Charm
'Babes Arms' (M-G) and 'Waterfemme band.
front'
(WB). Swell $9,000. Last
Estimates for This Week
week, 'Thunder Afloat' (M-GX and
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 25)^'Mad
'Quick Millions' (20th), $7,500, good.
youth' (Peipel) and 'Mutiny BlackOrpheum (Blank) (3,000; 10-25-40)
hawk' (U), dual first-runs. Sex pic—'Eternally Yours' (UA) and 'Teleture for 'adults only' exploited senvision Spy' (Par). Nice $8,500. Last
sationally. Admission boosted from
week, 'Dancing Co-ed' (M-G) and
15c. to 25c. all day.
Headed for big
'Sherlock Holmes' (20th), $8,000. fair.
Kansas City, Nov. 7.
$2,400.
Last week, 'Money Ring'
Town ((Soldberg) (1.250; 10-20-25)
New films are in every spot and
(WB) and 'Hawaiian Nights' (U),
Fighting Gringo' (RKO), 'Drumthere's a light lift in biz.
'First
dual first-runs, split with 'Scandal
mond Bride' (Par), first runs, and Love',
in two spots, is ticking off
Sheet' (Col) and 'Hero Bay' (U),
'Ex-Champ' (U). tripler, split with nice returns and possibility for holdalso dual first-runs, $1,300, mild.
'Fight Peace' (Mono), first run. 'ToNewman is soloing 'Roaring
Century (Par-Singer) (1,600; 25morrow Comes' (U) and 'Star Maker' over.
Twenties' against dualled 'Dust Be
35-40)
'Nurse
Cavell'
(RKO).
(Par), tripler. Good $1,200.
Last My Destiny', at Orpheum, and both
Plenty of praise for this one, and it's
week 'Arizona Kid' (Rep), 'News are plugging same star Priscilla
Baltimore, Nov. 7.
timely, too, but lack of cast names,
Night'
(20th),
'Mystery
Plane'
tough opposition and bad general
Continued steady play here, with (Mono), first run tripler, .split with Lane for mild biz.
Tower's vaudefilm policy Is develbusiness conditions are hurting. Will product still coming strong and 'Black River' (Col), 'Girls Marry'
be lucky to top light $3,000. Last bullish weekends making up for the (Mono), first runs, and 'Like Hot' oping a clique of regular patrons and
biz is swayed little one way or
(Continued on page 47)
slack now generally encountered (Par), tripler, $1,300, nice.
another, except by .an unusually big
during balance of week. Selling 'Mr.
attraction.
Weather has got around
Smith Goes to Washington' to the
to its norhial seasonal chill, and
hilt, Izzy Rappaport is sending

Paramount

Minneapolis, Nov.

(4,126;

'Babes; $9,000,
'Etemafly,'

—

Omaha s Clicb

—

.

—

.

—
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BALTO

—

his

BENNEH-'BOYS'

combo Hipp mto

the lead.

Also big

'Drums Along the Mohawk,' using
up every bit of space in the limited
capacity of the New.

p.

A. Hnioes 'Jamaica'

is

Estimates for This

NSH12i/2G,CINCY

To $7,500

Week

15-25-35-40-55-66)— 'Mr: Smith' (Col)
Going to town in big
heels of strong buildup.
Albee, with 'Intermezzo', is hitting
Town-leading $17,000 in sight. Last
Its sourest figure in quite a spell
week,
'Bookies Wept' (RKO), thanks
*Blondie Brings

Up Baby' and 'Flying Deuces' are tamies for Keith's

and

the. Lyric.

Holding over at the Capitol for Its
third downtown week, 'Mr. Smith"
continues strong. Combo Shubcrt is
eetting so-so returns with 'Two
Bright Boys' and stage show topped
by Constance Bennett.
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,300; 35-42)— 'Intermezzo' (UA). Oft key at $8,500.
Last week, 'Real Glory' (UA). fair
$10,500.

and vaude.

way on

to

Andrews

Sisters

man

and Woody Her-

orch, pleasing $13,900.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,406; 1525-35-40)— 'Cat and Canary' (Par).
Attracting some action at $9,000.
Last week, windup of 10 days of
•Disputed Passage' (Par), counted for
pleasing $12,600.
New (Mechanic) (1,581; 15-25-35-

55)— 'Drums Mohawk'

(20th).
Utilizing small capacity of house to limit,
with strong $7,000 looked for. Last
week, '20,000 Men? (20th). didn't accomplish much in spite of extra sup-*
port from local Hearst News-Post,
with mild $3,300 in the till.

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 35-42)— 'Mr.
Smith' (Col) (2d wk). Held over
lor second week here after initial
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 15-25-35-40eeven-day showing at the Albee. Big 55)— 'Roaring Twenties' (WB) (2d
$6,000 after last week's great $8,000. wk).
Maintaining mild pace to
Might stick third week.
$6,000 after gratifying $11,800 for
^Family (RKO) (1,000; 15-25)— first round.
•Man Couldn't. Hang' (Col) and 'Wo-

men Wind' (WB). Good $2,300. Last
week, 'Torpedoed' (Ind) and 'CrashThrough' (Mono), $2,500, good.
Keith's (Libson) (1,500; 35-42)—
•Blondie Baby' (Col). Slow $4,000.
Last week, 'What Life' (Par), sorry

B'klyn Perks With H.O.s;
Tassage'-'Toes,' $16,500

$3,500.

Brooklyn, Nov. 7.
Business Is picking up in the downtown sector, with Fabian Paramount,
RKO Albee and Loew's Metropolitan
all doing well.
Paramount is drawing with 'Disputed Passage' and 'On
your Toes' Albee with 'Hollywood
Cavalcade' and 'Full Confession' in
poor $a,000.
second stanza, and Loew's MetropoliShnbert (RKO) (2.150; 40-60)—
•Two Bright Boys' (U) and Con- tan with 'Women' and 'Challenge,'
stance Bennett fronting vaude. N.s.h. also h.o.'s.
Estimates for This Week
$12,500.
Last week, 'Bookies Wept'

Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 35-42)— 'Flying Deuces' (RKO).
Fair $4,000.
Last week, 'Babes Arms' (M-G) (3d
run), dandy $4,500.
Palace
(RKO) (2,600; 35-42)—
*Roaring Twenties' (WB). Fair $10,000.
Last week, 'At Circus' (M-G),

(RKO) and Martha Raye heading
•tage show, $17,000, big.

.

Albee

(3,274;

wood Cavalcade'

—

25-35-50)
'Holly(20th) and 'Full

Estimates for This Week
Esquire and Uptown (Fox Mid(820 and 1,200; 10-25-40)—
Love' (U).
Durbin tugging
good trade from high schoolers and
eight days' biz good at $8,500' in two
houses.
Last week, '20,000 Men'
(20lh), lightweight $5,500.
Midland (Loew's) (3,573: 10-25-40)
—'At Circus' (M-G) and 'Bad Angel'
(M-G). Marx Bros, reason for sati.sfactory $9,000, though under recent
weeks. Last week, 'Mr. Smith' (Col)
and 'Grey Walls' (Col), brought big
'First

Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 15Seattle, Nov. 7.
25-40)— 'Real Glory' (I A). Holding
Personal by Maureen O'Hara at
up well at $9,000. Last week, second Fifth Avenue, where the Laughton
of 'Babes in Arms' (M-G), added vehicle, 'Jamaica Inn,' is current,
solid $9,200 to socko opener at $16,- hypoed biz.
The Irish girl made
Cincinnati, Nov. 7
two stage appearances, was InterMain stem's slowing down after 300.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,205; viewed and photogged, and then hurfortnight of brisk biz.
Top pic

pull this week is 'Roaring Twenties',
yet its only fair for the Palace. Big

aiding biz.

in Seattle west)

ried to other dates.
Liberty has heavy newspaper campaign for 'Mr. Smith,' with Mike

Newman, Columbia

exploitation ace,

$13,000.

San Francisco, Nov. 7
.The holdovers this week are doing better business than several

new

shows on the main stem. 'Mr. Smith
Goes to Washington,' in second week
at Orpheum. will be over the terrific
$15,500 take during

its

first

stanza

Another whooper-upper is 'Babes iii
Arms,' which is still going strong
in its third stint at the Warfleld.

Newcomers unable
potent pulling power

to buck the
of 'Smith' and

'Babes' include ''20.000 Men a Year
at Fox, and 'Espionage Agent,' at

Paramount,
EsUmales lor This Week
Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 30-40)— '20,000
Men' (20th) and 'Main Street Lawyer* (Rep).

Don't expect to g.nrncr

more th.in $14,000, which is n.s.g.
Last week, 'Roaring Twenties' (WB)
and 'No Place Go' (WB), wound up
with fairish $15,000.

Golden Gate (RKO) (2.850; 35-.S5)
—•Day Bookies Wept' (RKO) and
vaude. Doing much better than expected, although $13,500

is

far

from

important money. Last week. 'Rio'
(U) and vaude, sad $10,000.
Orpheum (F&M) (2,440; 35-55)—
Smith' (Col) and 'Five Little
Peppers' (Col) (2d wk). Tariff has
been upped from 40 to 55c at night.
Smart ballyhoo in connection with
the possibility of the picture being
removed from the screen. Second
week's $16,000 is a scorcher, beating
opening week's terrific $15,500.
'Mr.

Paramount (F-WC)

(2,740;

30-40)

—'Espionage Agent' (WB) and 'Law
Pampas' (Par). Warm weather and
absence of marquee names aren't
helping this pair any. Will have to
be content with mild $11,000. La.tt
week, 'Disnuted Passage' (Par) and
•E.scape' (20th), same.
SL Francis (F-WC) (1.470; 30-40)
—Roaring Twenties' (WB) and 'No
Place Go' (WB) (2d wk). Moveover
from Fox.
Good $5,500 in sight.
Last. week. 'Circus' (M-G) and 'Fast
Furious' (M-G) (2d wk), good .'S5.00O.
UniUd Artists (Cohen) (1.200; .')5<
55-75)— 'Intermezzo' (UA) (2d wk).
Will get n.g. $5..500 on last sUinza.
Last week, way off at $6,000.
Warfleld (F-WC) (2.680: 30-40)—
'Babes Arms' (M-G) and 'Television
Spy' (Par) (3d wk). Third week's
take of $8,000 Is better than .some of
the figures credited to piolures in
their first stanza at the Warfleld.

Last week, $11,000, big.

Cagney-Lane, $3,400,
Best in Cold Lincoln
Lincoln, Nov. 7.
'Roaring Twenties' looks best, but
of the theatres are taking it
slowly this week.
Change in the
weather, a colder wave setting in,
plus the fact that It was the second
weekend with the Nebraska football
team out of town (Missouri), pushed
most citizens closer to the fireside.
'Golden Boy' is disappointing, show-

most

no signs of a sprint.
Estimates for This Week
Colonial
(NTI- Noble - Monroe)
10-15)— 'Wall Street Cowboy'

ing

(750;

(Rep)

and

(RKO).

split

Gentleman*
'Almost
with 'Girl Rio' (Mono)

and

'Kongo* (Col).
Fairi.sh $700.
Last week, 'Crashing Thru' ((irit)
and 'Convict' (Rep), split with 'Sky
Patrol' (Mono) and 'Rookie Cop'

(RKO),

$800. fair.

Liberty
000;

(NTI-Noble-Federer)

10-25-30)

—

'Eternally

(1.-

Yours*

(UA). Moved over after Var.^ily
week. FSir $li400. Last week, 'Big
House* (Mono) and 'Saint London'

here for bally. Palomar returned to
Newman (Paramount) (1,900: 10- (RKO). so-so $1,300.
Lincoln (LTC-Cooper) (1.600; 10solo film plus vaude with 'Roaring 25-40)— 'Roaring
Twenties'
(WB).
Twenties' and is. drawing big biz.
Cagney-Lane plugging for okay 20-25)— 'Bookies Wept' (RKO) and
$7,000 and holds.
Last week, 'Dis- 'On Trial* (WB), split with '20.000
Estimates for This Week
men' (20th) and 'News Night' (20th).
Blue Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreeny puted Passage' (Par), got same Average. $2,000.
Last week, 'Blackfigure.
(850; 27-42)— 'Eternally Yours' (UA)
Orpheum (RKO) (1,500; 10-25-40) mail' (M-G) and 'Moto' (20th), split
and 'Under-Pup' (U).
Moveover
'Pack Troubles' (20th) and
'Du.st Be My Destiny' (FN) and with
from Paramount indicates good
'Three Sons' (RKO). Garfield-Lane N. Y. Sleeps* (20th), 10-day run, $3,$2,700. Last week, 'Hollywood Cav200, slimmish.
alcade' (20th) and 'Death Champion' pushed here, putting Lane girl on
Nebraska
(LTC-Cooper)
(1.236;
two marquees at same time. Fair
(Par), third week, fairish $1,800.
10-25-40)—
Coliseum (Hamrick - Evergreen) $6,000. Last week, 'Nurse Cavell' Probably 'Roaring Twenties* (WB).
will do best, around $3,400,
(RKO) and 'Bookie Wept' (RKO),
(1,900; 21-32)— 'Feathers' (UA) and
okay. Last week, 'At Circus' (M-G ),
'Quick Millions' (20th) (2d run). $8,500, medium;
got
$3,200,
all
right
Tower (Joffee) (2.050; 10-25)—
Expect only $2,500, slow. Last week.
Stuart (LTC-Cooper) (1.900; 10-25'Oz' (M-G) and 'Magnificent Fraud' 'Rio' (U) screen with 'Parisian Gay- 35)—
'Disputed Passage' (Par). Sureties' stage show.
Patronage more
(Par) (2d run), good $3,600.
prisingly good
$3,900. Last week,
Fifth
Avenue
(Hamrick-Ever- or less the same here, but lightened •Cavell' (RKO),atweakie
at $2,600.
green) (2,349; 27-42)— 'Jamaica Inn' a bit this week, fair $5,800.
Last
Varsity (NTI-Nobel-Federcr) (1,(Par) and 'Bright Boys' (U), with week. 'Hawaiian Nights' (U) screen
JOO; 10-25-35)— 'Golden Boy' (Col).
Maureen O'Hara personal at two \Yith 'Black and White' revue on Fair
$2,400.
Last week, 'Eternally
shows. Looks like $7,500. big. Last stage, average $6,000.
Yours' (UA). Went to $2,900, oke,
week (2d), 'Babes Arms' (M-G) and
and moved to Liberty,
'Television Spy' (Par). $5,800, good.
Liberty (J-vH) (1,650; 21-27-42)— mg Marines' (Rep), plus
Jimmie
'Mr. Smith' (Col). Heavy press cam- Grier's orch, only fair $5,100,
Pilots
paign bringing great $8,000.
Last
Paramount (Haimrick - Evergreen)
week, 'Real Glory' (UA), got good (3,039; 27-42)
'Disouted Passage'
Hollywood, Nov. 7.
$4,000 in second stint
(Par) and "Touchdown' (Par). Looks
William Wyler gets the directorMuslo Box (Hamrick -Evergreen) like possible $5,700, good. Last week,
ship on 'Our Town,' Sol Lesser's fir.^t
(850; 27-42)— 'Babes Arms' (M-G) 'Eternally Yours' (UA) and
'Under- production for
United Artists release.
and March of Time. Moveover look- Pup' (U), $5,800, big.
Film is Wyler's outside job pering for great $3,500.
Last week,
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 21-32)—
'Women' (M-G), fifth week, nice 'Full Confession' (RKO) and 'Kid mitted by his contract with Samuel
enough, $1,600.
Nightingale' (WB).
Indicate only Goldwyn.
Orpheum (Hamrick - Evergreen) $2,500. fair. Last week, 'On Toes'
(2,600; 27-42)— 'At Circus' (M-G) and
(WB) three days o.: second week,
'Lost Men' (Par) (2d wk).
Fair slow $800.
SLOT MACHINE EXPOSE
$3,100 in
six days.
Last week,
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; 16Hollywood, Nov. 7.
healthy $6,400.
32)— 'Star Maker' (Par) and
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350: 21-27- Million' (U) (2d run). See 'Stole
Slot machine racket gets an airing
only
42)— 'Roaring Twenties' (WB) and $1,900, slow.
Last week, 'Old Maid' in the next 'Crime Does Not Pny"
vaude. Anticipate big $6,r00. Last (WB) and 'Million dollar
Legs' picture at Metro.
week, 'Tropic Fury' (M-G) and 'Call- (Par), second run,
Roy Rowland is directing.
$2,000, mild.

—

.

—

Town'

Wyler

.
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NEW

Flash!

YORK, N.Y.— The suspense is terrific! The eyes of the
New York! GARBO'S "NINOTCHKA" goes

nation are on

man, woman

into the Music Hall tomorrow. Scarcely a
or child in

America who hasn't read

all

magazines or heard over the

air

newspapers or

in

about M-G-M's delicious

comedy. Keep building up the enthusiasm for your play^date.
Tell

them

that

"NINOTCHKA" has now been

world's largest theatre for the

whet

their appetite

World

selected by the

Premiere.

yhen you have such an

It's

smart to

eagerly- awaited

entertainment! Never has there been such a build-up for any
Radio City Music Hall gets the
Lubitsch touch

Tomorrow

picture!

Keep

Them Hotchka

for

"Ninotchka"!

I

POMONA, CAL.— The greatest musical that M-G-M or any
company ever made was sneak-previewed here
picture

is

"BALALAIKA."

"Naughty Marietta" and

"Balalaika"

means Wine,
Song!

this weefc.

The

Nelson Eddy's best role since

launches a glamorous personality

in Ilona Massey.

Audience reaction tremendous!

CULVER

CAL.— A second Preview group has returned

to the

Women and

it

It is

CITY,

M-G-M

Studios confirming the exciting reaction to last

week's sneak showing of William Powell and

"ANOTHER THIN MAN." The

opening

flash

of these two popular stars literally brought

The applause was
Cards are pouring
the Studio.

deafening.
in.

And now

Myrna Loy in
on the screen

down

the house.

the Preview Post-

Seldom have so many -been received by

The overwhelming opinion

"ANOTHER THIN MAN"

is

of the fans

the best of the entire

is

that

series.

Following immediately after the sensational Preview of

"BALALAIKA"

Pomona and in view of M-G-M's succesnew triumph has set the Film Colony buzzOut here the tip-off is "Watch Leo— M-G-M
at

sion of hits, this
ing with talk.
is

on the march!"

•

Maitln'a PkiM, Trafalpir Hqoar*

St.

BRmSH

Not Only Do GB, Assoc. British, Odeon Control Key
1st Runs, But Another Group Heads 2 Largest
Studios Banking Interests Involved

—

Must Readjust

London, Oct.

22.

According to laborite claims, tendency in the British picture industry
toward merging of important
is
groupings to bring them under a
single control.

Not only do the three large
Gaumont-British,

cir-

Associated

British (Maxwell) and Odeon, control the majority ot kej first-run
the country,
theatres throughout
with a G.B.-Odeon link a never-absent probability, but on the production side a group of interests controls
the two largest studios and has ensured that a third will not be used
Last
in competition against them.
reference is the merger of Denham
and Piniewood, plus the independent
action of J, Arthur Rsnk in buying
into the Amalgamated outfit to prevent it from going into John Maxwell's hands.

According to an analysis issued by
the Association of Cine-Technicians,
from which above /acts are^ quoted,
the studio merger alone represents
a vast pooling of financial resources.
One direct result is that for months
not a single production took the floor
at Pinewood, and hundreds of persons-, previously more or less permanently employed, got the gate. As
regards Amalgamated, press statements attribute to Rank a policy of
not employing its stages so long as
there is no pressure on space at
Denham or Pinewood. That E. H.
,Lever, a member of the board of D.
& P. Studios, is joint secretary of
the Prudential Assurance Co., is
seen by the association as a striking
demonstration of the close bbnd between the 'City' (London's Wall
street) and the industry.
•

many ramifications, which also cannot be regarded as separate from the
other main web since Maxwell's bid
to grasp control of GB.
'Film business being big business
means we
.

can

expect

still

more

mergers,' the association warns the
workers, 'and it is by no means unlikely the companies involved in the
two main categories listed above'will
be brought still closer together with
a view to establishing one single,
unified control of the whole industry.
Such a policy may appear eminently satisfactory to the stockholders, but will hardly inspire iany great
enthusiasm among the employees.'

WAR

LAGS,

COL

RESUMES BRIT.

22.

Clemence Dane, whose recent book,
'The Arrogant History of White Ben,'
is becoming a bestseller, offered her
services to the Ministry of Information, and was given job as telephon-

'The Lion Has Wings,' the Alexander Korda propaganda picture, to
which the government subscribed
Has footage
$50,000, cost $150,000.
of 7,000 feet and three directors,
Michael Powell, Brian Desmond
Hurst and Ian Dalrymple, besides
Korda, who lent a hand occasionally.
Picture will be rushed by plane to
New York.

the

Old

Masters

concerts daily.

Hollywood, Nov. 7.
planning a resumption
of film production in England within
three weeks, with the departure of

Columbia

is

2

NEW LONDON

Irving Asher for New York on
Thursday (9)* to consult with Jack

SHOWS;

Cohn.
Idea is to revise Asher's six-picture contract to coincide with the
changed British production situation.
To date Asher has completed three of
the six pictures required by the contract.
They are 'Clouds Over Europe,' 'U-Boat 39' and '10 Days in

attendance has been off.
This also has happened in other localities. What will happen, in the
opinion of trade observers, is a complete- realignment of percentage
deals to exhibitors if the war continues and there is no further shifting

1

in population.

OKAY

London, Nov. 7.
'French for Love,' a nebulous comedy that was well played, was one
of two new shows to come into the
West End during the past week.

The other was "Runaway Love,' a
Dependence of British producers
Joseph Friedman, Columbia Pic- musical.
on American distributors is held a tures managing director in Great
'French' showed possibilities as
lurther factor in turning the business Britain, arrived in New York last wartime entertainment in its preinto a huge trust. AU major produc- week for confabs with Joseph Mc- miere last Tuesday night (31) at
tion here, says labor, is backed by Conville, foreign chief, and home of- the
Criterion,
while
'Runaway'
contracts with Americans, r.nd inde- fice executives. He was accompanied showed itself to be unoriginal and
pendence of British production is by Mrs. Friedman, and they have consequently only a short stayer at
largely illusory 'in point of fact, it gone to the Coast to visit their fami- the Saville, where it opened Friday
is simply, a branch of Hollywood.' ly prior to starting back for London
night (3).
As evidence, it is shown how, of 162 around Nov. 15.
British features registered in 1938,
Possibilities of resuming producDistrib's Mexer
118 were distributed by the nine ma- tion
in Great Britain and under what
jors, of which seven are Americans.
United Artists ha.s acquired rights
circumstances were discussed
as
U. S. release through one of these Friedman gave first-hand knowledge to distribute the Spanish-language
distribs is essential if production
of present conditions there.
It is feature, 'La Justicia de Pancho Villa,'
costs are to be fully amortized on possible that Friedman will return on in all Latin-American countries, inbig-scale pictures.
the same boat with Irving Asher it cluding Mexico.
Proof of tendency of big business plans to start up production again
Film was made by the Guz Aguila
to sew up the entire industry is sur- carry through.
Films in Mexico.
veyed thus:
Pinewood, Denham and Amalgamated are under a single control;
closely linked with them is British &
Dominions, which owns shares in
Pinewood and nominates six mem-

In England But Quality Clause Must

Be Eliminated
REPORTED NAZI

for Duration of

BIZ

Coincident with reports that the
stoppage of film production in Germany, France and Italy promises to
open up a lot of playing time to
American pictures were cabled advices received in New York that
business was booming in Germany's
picture theatres. Film officials were
unable to account for the upswing
at the boxoffice in Berlin, Munich,
Vienna and other Nazi cities, all the
more amazing in face of dropping
biz in Great Britain and France.
Few picture executives look for
any upswing in South Africa and
other countries not directly involved
in Europe's war for several months,
or until an actual shortage of Nazi,
French, British and Italian pictures
develops.

Italy in

New Step

To Resume Yank

Over-Emphasis on S.AvMarket By U.S.

bers of the board.

Rank, director of D. & P. (which
governs Denham and Pinewood) and
boss of Amalgamated, is on the board
of General Cinema Finance Corp.,
controls
vhich
General
Films,
Charles M. Woolf's distrib outfit.
Rank is also chairman of Legeran
Films, which will produce for Gener.'l Films release, and also on the
board of which are Woolf, Zoltan

Korda (brother of Alex), Barrington
Gain and Harold BoxalL
Further, General Films is closely
linked with GB, which, in turn, has
been concerned in negotiations for a
merger with Odeon Tl.eatres. Rank

and L. W. Farrow, directors of General Cinema, have both joined the
Odeon board. Ramii.catlohs of General Cinema in the 'City' are suggested by disclosures that five members of the board hold 75 directorships in big-scale financial and industrial undertakings. '

GB

GB

interests

Interests

include

studios

at

Shepherds Bush and Gainsborough
(concerned

in

production deals for

General Films release), plus GB
News, Baird Television, GB Instructional, GB Equipments, Bush Radio
and British Acoustics. Through this
link

U.S.

affiliation

secured

is

Can Only Redound Against

Further inkling of a more favorable attitude towards the American
film industry by the Italian government was revealed last week in a
direct Italian inquiry regarding U. S.
film stock.

The

Italian

government

cabled the Hays office inquiring as
to

how much

film

Eastman Kodak

could supply Italian producers in the
next two years.
The U. S. film industry is inclined
to view this as another step to-

wards
with

it

re-establishing relationships
in Italy. In New York home-

offices and with Haysians this newest ae"!velopment is attributed to no-

war

losses

by increasing

their

mar-

ket in South America is based entirely
on misinformation, Walter
Gould. Latin-American salesmanager
for United Artists, declared Mon-

day (6).
Having been raised in South
America and having just recently
returned from a lengthy tour of the
continent,
he
decried
American

who 'go down there for three
days, see the entire market from a
hotel room and
come back with
execs

hopeful speeches which they blow

off

whoever will listen.'
Gould declared the market south

for

of the equator is just as adequately
covered as that in North America,
and the chances of increasing sales
there- are exactly the same as those
here. Only tilt that can be expected
is a natural gradual one as population grows and wealth increases.
That the war may up the national
income of some South American
countries was admitted by Gould, but
it has had no effect as yet and can't
be expected to for some time. This
continent will be more favorably
affected in shorter lime than S. A.,

only, ones that meant anything at
and their market wasn't large.
Spanish pix used to do well, but
they have been cut off since the start
of the civil war in that country;
German films have had no important
income for six to eight years; English pix account for nothing and
Italian output has only a small following.
As on this continent, Gould said,
what counts is the film itself.
picture like 'Mr. Smith Goes to

all

Although British producers claim
that

studio

facilities

are

to light in the recent Mussolini cabi-

net

shakeup

officials
tions.

which

transferred

which have footed most of the production

during

bill

the

lesser

posi-

last

nine

months or longer.
As quota law regulations now
stand, there would be no a.<!surance
that a feature, once started, would
be completed with the same personnel.
Attitude of American companies also is that if they go in for
quality production, they want the
best scripters, directors and several

name

stars

who mean something
This

at

means

All aver that they would be unable to get such U. S. technicians,
scripters or stars to work under war
conditions for any length of time,
particularly, if subject to air raids.

Furthermore, American companies
would not want to risk endangering
their properties or personnel. There
also is the question ot whether sufficient number of capable British
players and .studio employees could
be excused from war duty to turn
out a steady stream of product.

Only Logical Solution

The only logical solution, according to best opinion in the Amcric.nn
trade, is to eliminate the quality
clause of the Quota Act. This would
appease labor interests, keep production running along but, at the same
time, would not mean such a heavy
outlay for production costs.
Virtually all name producers and

saw pro-Nazi much screen
to

available

and should be used, Ihcy have di.s-.
played little desire to risk coin in
financing production. This would
be left to American companies,

world boxoffice.
American talent.

Picture Relations

Any hope by American producers European production, Gould said. ticeable cooling of relationship beof compensating for their European He declared French films were the tween Italy and Germany, brought

through 20th-Fox interest in GB,
which, it is emphasized, supplies
quota product for 20th, or, at least, he maintained.
did so until ^outbreak of the war.
There is also little reason for opSecond main group concerned is timism as far as hope ,ot taking
Vaxwell's Associated British and its markets left dry by stoppage of
.

H wood

Britain, U.- S. distributors and representatives are bitterly opposed to
such production under existing conditions and the way. the law now
reads.
Present drive of American
companies is to have the quality
clause in the Quota Act repealed so
that less expensive films can be
made, and to get a reduction in percentage requirements. Presently it
is 20% and they think it !;hould be
halved or reduced at least 30%.

the

UA

War

While British producers in London are exerting every means to
have the quota law retained in Great

B.O.

BOOM SURPRISES

,

—

Quota Prod.

U.$; Willing to Continue

tucked

in vaults. The National Gallery gives lunch-hour and afternoon

away

%

Film

of the several headaches handed foreign departments by the
European war is the complex dislocation of the picture theatre drawing population in England. Rush of residents away from London to
nearby coyntry spots where they would be less likely to be hit by
bombers has so badly cluMered up potential patronage that new percentage deals will have to be set up as soon as they can be worked
out satisfactorily with exhibitors in Great Britain.
Typical example of this situation is the small city of Brighton, seaside resort community of London. Business has been unusually strong
at cinemas In this city, but distributors have' suffered because percentage deals were set according to anticipated normal populace. With
so many people moving en masse from London to Brighton, this has
hurt both in London and also at the seaside community. It has meant
that the terrific business enjoyed has been on small .percentage deals
while the better deals in London have suffered comparably because

ist.

Rigoletto Bros., unable to get out
of Sweden, have rented a house
there.
Eddy Gordon is also stuck
there.

Britisli

One

'Under Your Hat,' the Lee EphCourtHulbert-Cicely
raim-Jack
neidge musical, in at the Opera
House, Blackpool, for two weeks
with option of another two, grossed
$6,500 in first week.

With

PRODUCTION

Paris.'

V. S. Dfstrlbs Are Factors

War-Time London
London, Oct.

AddKMt TARTRTT, MNDOII

Tdrphomi Temple Bar M41-M42

FILM INDUSTRY TENDS TO BE

MONOPOLISTIC, SAY THE LABORTTES

cuits,

Ihbto

INTERNATIONAL

TAHIETt'S' lX»Nl»ON OFFICB

12

in

talent recently active

England now

is

in

Hollywood.

Same is true of the production repHeretofore, Italian producers ob- resentatives for American companies
tained part of their picture stock in Great Britain, only Bob Kane
from German film manufacturers. (20th-Fox) remaining. He is reported
Fact that Italy made inquiry as to still trying to find a solution of the
supply of stock is taken to mean in knotty
quota problem as are other
picture circles that the Nazi source U.
S. companies.
is to be disregarded in the future.
The last picture turned out for
A The trade believes this and other quota
law credits was 'The Thief
gestures indicated the Italian govern- of
Bagdad,'^
and United Artists
Washington,' no matter how well ment will ease restrictions against
(Korda) had some difficulty getting
received here, is meaningless down American distribs in prospect of latthat finished becau.sc of loss of perthere.
Similarly sophisticated com- terTcturning to Italian distribution.
sonnel.
edy are not worth their salt. Ac- The Yank majors quit Italy on Jan. 1
The second year of the British
tion is what is liked, big grossers when a government monopoly went
Quota Law became effective April 1
being 'Prisoner ot Zenda,'
'Iron into effect there.
Back of the cam- when the percentage requirements
Mask,' 'Gunga Din' and 'Four Feath- paign to get American pictures to
were raised from 157o to 20%.
ers.'
return to Italy is a critical product
To expect that the South American situation. Even with upped producmarket can be better sold ('exploited' tion in Italy, only 30 more features week were bringing pressure both
is a horrid word in S. A., according than usual can be produced this seathrough industry channels and via
to Gould) is tantamount to accusr son, or 100 in all.
Italian theatres Washington, looking toward an amiing companies presently of not do- are described as needing at least 250 cable resumption of relations in
ing a good job there, which is en- features per year, which means that Italy.
Picture companies want to
tirely false, he said.
150 have to be imported. With dislodge their rental coin, collected
He also warned that the more hul- British. French, German and Polish in months just prior to leaving Italy,
labaloo
the American
companies production
hampered,
the
only which has been frozen in that counmake about the importance to them strong screen fare remaining, aside try ever since. Understood that the
of the Latin-American market, the from native features, would have to aid of the U. S. Department of Commore taxes they can expect to pay, come from the U. S.
merce has been enlisted in this efas such things are watched closely
Reported
yesterday
(Tuesday) fort to outline the film industry's
by these comparatively poor nations. that several major companies this attitude toward Italy.

•
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VARIETY

IS

THE HOHEST NAME
IN SHOW BUSINESS
IS

HEADED YOUR WAY!
KAr KYSER and
radio stars

.

.

.

witb

tlie

all his

choicest

bunch of big picture names you ever
spilled

over a marquee ...

in

a laugh-

swing-story sensation that'll pack 'em
into your theatre until the fire de-

partment

yells ''Stop!"

KAY KYsen
kHE 019 PMfESSOn HIMSEIF
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I'llarlci-i*

lirst

Durbin dclove on the

o£

»

home

Ilic

Durbin gradu.<;(-huol

in

New

poor and orphaned niece

lycoiin
lo

Mi,>:s

elite

(

Pallettc).

'

she- arrives

be snubbed. by socialite aunt

(Lealrice Joy) and publicity-hunting
the nii;M clubs.
|o
Mohawk' has coj,sin Helen Parrish. When HagKCd
been brought lo the screen in a
going to the ball, the servants
lailhful and expansive transcription j,.,„jj
on Miss Durbin's side, prowith ibe names of Claiidette Colbert n.j£ji„g
^ith necessary gown and
She meets
and Henry Konda as contributing \^.,.;,p foi- the event.
The Walter D. |p,.inc^ Charming iRobert Stack),
bo.NOffice draught.
Edmonds' novel reached a large au- i^^^^ h^,. slipper at midnight, and
Be- g^-enlually w-ins the' rich boy friend
dience, as the picture should.
cause ot its background, the book s
i,^ follows her back to school
popularity, the Colbert-Fonda names, ^,,1, ,^,5 clipper as his key.
and the elaborate production proj„ swinging into the sub-deb pe'

A

besl-sellcr ot a
'Drums Along the

few years ago.

Lew

is

lantes,

Briti.sh. territorials.

The

make

able only as a supporter.
'One Hour Ip Live' (U). Poor
jgangster melfer featuring Charles
Bickford and Doris Nolan.
'Our Neighbors the Carters'

fog.

I'lorella'

tives.

Blondie Brings

marry. Taylor's business affairs
tinually- postpone the event, until a
speed cop escorts them to a justice
of the peace. Business overshadows
romance and a honeymoon, until interlocutory decree is granted the
wife. Faithful standby, Ayres mixes
memory - loss
a newly - concocted
drug in couple's drinks. Pair meet
the second time fall in love and
are remarried before the drug wears

others,

Alvin Fuildle
C. DIthera
Ahner OartwrlKbt

J.

Rook Agent
Fuddle
Mellnda M'naon
Mrs.

liny Gordon
Gi-nco ."Slafrord

'

up on matinee trade.
Tale is ostensibly a mystery story.
Perhaps a juve audience might find

.Helen Jerome Isddy

.Sehool Prlni-ipa)

Mailman

Irving llacon

difficulty

REMEMBER:?

whom
it

.

I

LOVE

Kiill.r

(WITH SONGS)

j

|

on the
Roach.

,

mn?.

Mri.\"a'ik";-::::::::::::;:;^.rimr';s u^^^^^^^^
Charles Oole:nan
.MiiKiiilI

Marv Trenn

:

.

early

Ralston
Rnllou.
Judge'
Reynohls..

KlllA
l.oulse

..Margaret Hamilton
Ilnrold Huber
Clem Jlcvnns
-.Henry- Kolkei*

Flossie........

]

.

I

-''

i

Fdward
.Xnli.'i

.

Donnelly

of

1

'

.

i,ink..

Honey
Lucy
Marco
Zeko

Tom
tribulations

I

.

release of Robert Norlh iirodueDIreeled by Duilley Murphy. Screenplay, Ju.seiili Ki-umkold. based on an orlKlnel hy Harry Hamilton; ailnplatlnn, Dev.
ery Frccntan; eiimera. Jack Maria; editor.
William .Morgan: musical director,
Cy
Feuer. Tn Projeeilnn Risim. N. Y., .Nov. a,
'3».
Running time, Tt .MIN.S.

i

Herb.

llon.

Rrlan Donlev.v
Wilfrid I.nwson
Rnliert Rnrrat
;
.John F. Ilninlllon
Moroni Olsen
.Kddle Qnlilan
.(•hill Wlllsl
Inn T\nlfc
Wnllls Clark
.Monte .Montague
Olaf llylten

.... Robert
lleverly

Rn Idwin
Itolierls

Wlllard Robertson
Richard

American .settlers in verdant Pennbumpy and uncertain in
Lnnie
Ferris Taylor
under way, swings into a sylvania valleys and the battles beWnlllB Clark
twecn homeguards and marauding
lirht romance with verve and au
dience interest, then delves into a Indians, supplied with flrearrhs and
Shades of Blackstone and his Main
drug potion, interlude that has its fire-water bv thp nnrostr -c nt nros
Dy the ancestc s ol pres- street counterpart
bright moments, but still lacking in "'^f'^fa^"
have been resurclcarcut definition to general audi- ei'-day war racketeers, form the rected in a home-spun, irvincobbish
ence.":.
backgroiind of a shpot-'ern-up melo- manner to emerge as 'Main Street
Lawyer.' Edward Ellis is the ReMiss Gar.son handles her comed- drama called 'Allegheny Uprising
public challenge to Paramount's Bob
icnne role in capable fashion, even directed by William A Seiter
for
to slapstick episode where she is RfcO. Dealing with
contraband and Burns, and through no particular
f'unked in a mudhole with Taylor. illicit commierce, there may be
some fault ot his own, 'Lawyer' winds up
Despite the handicap of script and timeliness in the theme, but
any as a transparency that'll find only
dialog, she carries through tavor- substantial cash-and-carry
at box- adequate refuge on provincial dualably to point up a personable charm offices is extremely remote. Except ers.
and attractiveness before the camera, in the Philadelphia and Pittsburgh
Dudley Murphy's direction gives
Taylor has a better role than re- territories it does, not rate better this small-town yarn considerable
cent assignments, and is adequate as than average allocation.
lustre, but the story itself has been
the
lead
opposite
Miss Garson.
In its favor is the novelty ot a too. frequently done in revised form.
Ayres, third member of the roman- brief .stretch of early Colonial hap- But better. A neat cast also Includes
tic threesome sticks around despite penings which antedate thei Revolu- Anita
Louise, Margaret Hamilton,
the loss of his girl to his pal.
tionary War. There is' evidence ot Harold Huber, Clem Bevans, Henry
When Ayres loses his girl friend to careful research in the settings and Kolker and Willard Robertson, but
Taylor after a luncheon introduction costumes, and the film fits a groove, their stability only serves to emphagetting

.

decessors most handily. It's a topbracket entry.
Pasternak, who has handled the
production, reins on all of her piclures, again rates credit for piloting
Miss Durbin into her latei: 'teens,
and providing a boxoffice clicko
with every, start. In this instance,
Ihe Durbin-Pasternak duo is again
.joined by director Henry Koster,
who directed three of her five preious pictures. Combo demonstrates

some

Georce Sanders

ernlly,
..Script is

'.Dorothy Vnughun
Lucille WanI

Under skillful guidance of Joseph
Pasternak, Deanna Durbin succersfully hurdles the .jump from adolescence to sub-deb age. -First Love' is
her sixth produstion since initial
skyrocketing to boxoffice attention
three years ago. and will maintain
the profitable grcisses of its pre-

^

Capl. .'-iwiin.s
Callen.lar

Picture has
MacDongle
Contrasted
with
Duncan
over-dialoged .stretches Prnfesror
lhat preyent it from providing free- Cnlbonn
motivation.
With Robert Anderson.
McCammoii.
Taylor. Miss Garson and Lew Ayres Poole
the marquee selling Mi-<Ilnshan.sPOt.tfd.
powcr will attract profitable patron- Morris. ..
age on Ihnl basis, but story content General Gnue
""t" picture itself will not generate
too .great an audience interest genTrials and

bumpy and

Oeorge

Cook

-

-.

for Hal
many bright

features

'flowing

•'

Jack

Topper

episodes.

,

flhilon'a .Maid

Greer Garson's
production.
Also
producer-director

combo of Milton Bren and Norman
Z. McLocd at Metro after teaming

:

(.'Union.

Cllaurreiir

is

initial
American
I he
first ifor the

|

Barbara f.'llnton ....
^.Heien i"a'rr7ah
Waller rilnton
Clinton
.Lewia Howard.:
\Gniee Clinton
^"'.'.h'onLcatrice -iny
lU^in".''''
iWllnia von Bvei-elt.
FMIke
iK:^r?".''r."::•.::::::::::^^^n^'i'e°Z
r Miss wiKKina
Kathleen Howard
Mr. Drake
..Thurston Hnii

Barbara's .Maid

her

."1.

'Remember?'

!

is
5\

*'il'™?,„?'S°

Hoblies

Paul Hurat

I

HHl. (ilrerlor. Frank Shnw; aongs arranReil
by H. .1. Salter and Ralph Freed. Prevlewnl
at Fanlnges Oct. 31, 'i'J.
Running time.
84 .MINS.
Constniu-e Harding..
.Deonna Durbin
Ted Drake
...Robert siaek

.Mi-s.

Malllvvell

1*iilli-einun

Dli-oi-lcil

Parke'?"

They

—

1

Mr

left in a will, sleep in

citing adventures in which she and
b.f., again
played by Frank ie
Thomas, are caught in an underground passage and almost drowned.
Fortunately, the comedy, largely
supplied by the timid Thomas, outdoes the mystification angle. CharAllegheny
acters are all nicely cast and competent,
including John Litel. as
Picture
has
been
adequately Bonita's father, and Frank Orth as
turea GcorKe .Sanders. Brian Donlevy, WMthe plucky police captain.
mounted
for
programer
a
of
modfrid
Lawson.
DIreeled by William A.
•Seller.
Screenplay by P.
Wolfson from erate proportions, with photography
Director William Clemens keeps
novel by .Nell Jl. Swansnn; muatcal dl- by Henry Freulich
unusually
good.
the
film
moving
at a speedy clip and
rei'tor. .Anthony ('olllns; camera, .Nicholas
gets in some nice comedy touches.
Masunii-a;. editor.
George rrone.
Previewed In Projerilon Room (N. V.) Nov. 6.
He seems to have a special knack ot
Ml).
Running time: DH .MINS.
making entertainment out of the
Main Street Lawyer
Janle
Claire Trevor
weak Nancy Drew story material.
Jim .Smith
John Wayne
Republic

I

James

was

racetrack, starts efforts to obtain it.
Mi.ss Granville, of course, saves the
day.
Plot is so shaky it is entirely unclear why the chauffeur of the two
maiden ladies is .shot and killed, but
Nancy Drew succeeds in tracking
down the criminal after some ex-

.

1

Iliirlon;

it

every right tor 20 years.

have but two weeks to go when a
gang, which wants the property for a

.

,

Ilernard

villain,

contributed to a children's hospital
if the
two old maiden ladies, to

I

editor.

discerning the

might go a long way to widen appeal of the film tor male patrons.
Rather shaky toundation for the
yarn is that a large mansion will be

|

\'aleniine:

in

The Bumpstead family continues but even they are allowed little leeoff.
its merry-mad screen adventures in
way when the possibilities from the
Climax comes suddenly, with an the latest of the Blondie series. start
are limited to one man. More
dialog
and
intended
abruptness
Blending elemental comedy with attention to the mystery story angle
that is confusing. After the

'

JoNi-pli

Kllliilt

tie Bonita Granwith the title rolie. Like the
it is based ori the appealing

ville

'

liy
Henry KoHler. Screenplay- liy
Brure .Mannlni; and I.;lonel Mauser; t^mnra,

Ilowan

.series,
lo still

idea of making an attractive kid,
.\rlhur laiko
t^rry -.'^linms aided by her unwilling boyfriend, an
Himself
amateur detective mixed up in pro.......Danny Miimtnert
Jonnihan Hale fessional crime.
This is a fitting
Ituliert Mlddlemnss
the
Olln Howland sequel to the earlier films in
Fay Helm series. It's easily a top dualler in
TegKy Ann Earner. proper situations and should clean

nalsy

—

red Tiizeri>

more Irrevocably

rrevlewc^t at Pantagea Nov.

Running lime: ei MIN.S.
Penny Singleton

Mason
MlM While

I'

!'>"

.Oick

Another in the Nancy Drew
'The Hidden Staircase' serves

OUo

Berlin,

llupper

I'relKhloii llal«
I'raiik Mayii

McKcever

.

.sirayor.
.Si-reenplay
by
U.
r.ehniaii
and ItU*hard h'liiiii-niiy
slory. -Roliert Chaplii. Karen De .V.'oU antl
RIeliard Flournoy; lin.sed on romlc '.strip
by (^ilc YnunK; cainei-a. Henry
4'i-onted
Freullch; editor,
Meyer; nsat. dlrei'tor,
'.n.

Orlll

.John illdgely

Frank

Abby

l.liel

.(^etii-Ke .tluhl

He Wnir

itciiorlcr

tilndya

3.

tlidnvllle

.

.

Ueporlcr

of iloliei-t ..*-iinrka proKeiilures I'eiiny Slnf;lelnn. .\rlhiir
Dlre^-leil
I.ake. T.nrry .SIminR, daisy (doR).

liy

.

nihnn
...Vera I.ewla
Loulre t'arler

William Gould

I'liiiloKniplier
D; a. Inve.sliKaliir
J'hilllps

'3.

^j* if'^i'^ J^^^^^^J^' „^'""J'
region with wheat fields, evergreens, is seen briefly as a tough cop.
In unfolding a familiar story. Hos- laugh
usual domestic drama, picture will
bie bi/ches. etc., as atmosphere.
second marriage, with the trio celeThe Edmonds' story deals with ier keeps direction moving deftly to brating with cocktails, Miss Garson provide strong support in the duals,
farming pioneers of the Mohawk the ultimate conclusion, catching turns to Taylor and Says, 'I'm going and hit a good stride in the family
Valley sector at the time of the many humanly interesting episodes to have a baby.'. Then the fadeout. houses.
Revolutionary war, -with Indian ter- for inclusion along the way. Picture It's too fast for general audiences,
Story is close to pattern laid down
been
given
lop
production
ror and English intrigue, plus hard- has
who walk out wondering whether for previous releases of the series.
ship, testing the stamina of the col- mounting throughout.
she's still suffering from loss of mem- Dagwood runs into trouble at the
onists.
It ends on hoisting of the
office, while Blondie has her hands
ory, or pulling a casual wisecrack.
Romance of
first
American flag.
full with Baby Dumpling at home:
Use of the lost-memory drug situaFonda and Miss Colbert, who have
tion for dramatic motivation is ques- Youngster is enirolled in school; dog
married and are forging ahead to
tionable; and such mechanics in pic- Daisy is picked up by the dogcatchHollywood. Nov. I.
new frontiers, has pull. Although
Mi-tro-Galilwyn-Mayer Velrnse of Mlllon
always steer through danger- ers; there's a hectic search for the
Fonda is sometimes lacking as ro Bi-f:» pru<lu<-tlun. ylara Robert Taylor. turesterritory.
As explained, the po- missing dog and later Baby Dumpous
manlic male lead, he gives a good, (irerr uai-wui. i.tw Ayres: reaiureR liiiiie
ling; and final straightening out of
tion is not medically approved, nor
steady performance in the main, nui-ke. HtKinaiii Owi-n, r.ioi-ce Hariiier.
everything for the family's benefit.
I'y -NiM-inan /.. .McJ.cticl.
Original has it been extensively researched.
MiM Prilhprt lonkin?
beautiful
in
°
Picture is studded with humorous
Billie Burke provides a standard
,
u ij her
V '°°''i'>^
„i the
4il" al"ry and ..<icini.lay l.y Giir.y Ford and
firmly
color,
holds
audience S
,M,.|,„„|.
<.„n,er«.
<ieorse Foisey: ediior.
characterization as the fl.utery and down-to-earth gags by Miss
whole distance. For comedy relief iiaroid f. Kre»». previfwod «t wosiwooii _
-.^ „
Singleton, Arthur Lake, baby Larry
there is Edna May Oliver plus less- viiinee, Nov. i. '»u. itunnint; time, »-z motner 01 Miss Garson. with Regin- Simms
and Daisy. Solo shots of
aid Owen a stern father. Halliwell
Supoorting cast infludes Eddie '>!.5>";i„„.,„„
ers.
cute scenes of Larry Simms and
Hobbes
a
butler,
and
as
Paul
Hurst,
(excellent "i,i,„,.i ni;,n„„;;;::;:'.;;:;;;'.'..urr(-r Garson
Colliils. John Carradine
Daisy are neatly intercut for laughs.
r.ow .xyi-cn as a speed cop, are most prominent
ns an Englishman inciting Indians .sky a muii
Aimed
for the family trader picture
in support.
iii-onnon
Jiiiiio nurke
Mrs.
.Tessic
Bowdon.
Dorris
scalping),
to
in
both, script and direction
Ralph, Robert Lowery and _Ro^er
points to that mark s -cessfully.
ChttT.
Imhof.
Henry 'rravem
Jitflse .Mllllken
Dialog contains some crisp linens by
.Mr. I'lpir
Ulrhar.r Carle
Uprising
baby Simms that are typical of a
.Mrs. 4'arruthri'H
I.hiira Hope f'rewa
.Miss WilsMii
.*^am Hadcn
RKO releow of P. .1. Wolffon produetlon. four-year-old.
FlRiST
1)1-.
Si'hiiililt
Slg Rumann .stars Claire Trevor and John ^Vayne: feii-

Hollywood, No^. 1.
llnlvei-jiRl releiinc ot Honry KoRlor- Joseph
FfiHiirniik proilu^-lloii. siarA Deanna Jiurbln.

'rurnlaill. ...

Manlcl Talberl

rolunilila. .release

dueliun.

.

Jnhn
.Frank

..Itciiie

.-<ni!lty

Up Baby

Hollywood,- Nov.

romance whips up to point where RIondle
Miss Garson and Taylor decide to Dagwooil
Raby DunipllnK.
con-

hawk Valley (upsUte New York)

1

;.

Turnbull

Uosemary

llrooklyn,

h%ii,
.liiiiilin

..Kranklr 'riininaa

1

-

it

;

At

IJrow

Captain T\ve4'dy
HrilB Schneider

.

|

'Over the Mooh' .(UA). Alexander Korda production, starring
•Merle Oberon, that should get
by on its names.
'Gone to the bogs' (Cine).
Australian-made comedy, star-,
ring Geo. Wallace, limited to na-

—

the

JtunnInK lime. IK .MINS.

NIckeraon

(Tiirson
i

lle.sse.
"ail.

Drew

.Nancy

.

Wholesome

1.OUIS0
-Nov. 1,

ttir,

week
'I'o'.l

Film will have some appeal for
In that
the grammar school trade.
direction exhibitors will do well lo
Flin.
point their advertising.

tale of small
town family neatly set up as programer for the family trade.

i

dimmed by

fort,

—

Z

and

I..

,

(Par).

Drew

Nancy

.

Barrat as a frontier magistrate.
Best of the exterior scenes is an
early morning attack on a stockade

suit-

it

suited.

j

'

Escape' (20th). Poor story
cast

I

overdrawn, comedy

if

tributes a bit of

trade.

and nameless

.

i

air.
John F. Hamilton conHiddeii Staircase
merriment with his
The rest of 'WarntT Hims. production ami release.
homely philosophy.
them play it pretty heavy -George FeKture.s IJiiiiltii Cranvllle. l-^ranUlo Tbumiis,
l>lre,-ied by Wllliaiii I'li'ineiis.
Sanders as a stilted British com- John. I. ltd.si-rei-ii|day
by Kenneth tlanu-t.
mander; Brian Donlevy as the vil- iM-lglmil
Naney l»i-e\v sttirles by farnlyii
Iiase.l oti
lainous contrabander, and Robert; Kecne; eamcru.
William O'Connell; edl-

the

'Nancy Drew and the Hidden
(WB). Bonita Granville in another of the pop series.
Okay for juve and matinee

:

Under the blind

Wilfrid Lawson
characterizations.
gets some fun from his part as a
tipsy scout, who sobers up only when
there is the smell of gunpowder in

Staircase'

i

intervals,

.

some amusing,

Street Lawyer' (Rep).
cast and direction, but
story relegates it to the duals.

vided by Raymond Griffith, with ^.-^^^ j^-^^^ Durbin has lost none of
John Ford directing, 'Drums ^merits
youthful freshness and charm,
top-bracket allocation, though it is ^our .tongs— all well known— are
not in the smash division.
spotted to drop in proper slots with,
,
Having great sweep and colorful
difliculty or slowing down the
backgrounding, with the- photog- p^ce.
Numbers include 'Home
raphy unusually good, the picture is Sweet Home,' 'Amapola,' 'Spring in
an outdoor spectacle which highly My Heart', and 'One Fine Day.' First
pleases the eye even if the story, on two are rather brief in footage, latsome
and
slow
bit
gets
a
occasion,
ter pair given lengthy recitals in exincidents fail to excite. On the other cellent production settings.
'Spring
hand, there are some highlights such in My Heart,' from Johann Strauss
BE Arthur Shields' pulpit scene, a walt-/.e.<;. adaptation by H. J. Salter
Freed, is splen
•^r^..*?!
;„ pursuit, is and lyrics by Ralph
with redskins in
run. l.^l"',i21SVif
the
didly rendered by Miss Durbm. 'One
a sequence toward the end that pro- Fine Day,' from Puccini's 'Madame
vides one of the big thrills, whereas Butterfly' is sung in Englisf^lor the
some of the battle scenes lack com- finale.
plete conviction and Fonda's recital
Newcomer Robert Stack is the deof a fight he survived grows tire- liverer
of Miss Durbin's first screen
He tells the story kiss. He
some, as done.
handles the role of the
almost without emotion as Miss Col- rich boy in acceptable fashion. Helen
bert dresses his wounds.
Parrish's delineation of the glamour
Uninvited giggles are drawn in
girl is a close sketch ot the annual
such as when an Indian candidate
spots,
for the top position in the
stalks into a cabin, looking around
New York cafe society polls and
for something, and when Miss Colmagazine pages. I^ewis Howard has
bert suddenly says, 'I'm going home.'
role of an indolent and lazy son
At another point a baby is heard to the
wealth,
of
and is given little more to
cry. while the action suggests it was
than loll and sprawl.
At the close, when Indians doTwo
a calf.
former stars of silent pictures
are storming the gates of a fort, a
prominent
are
in support,
teatrice
and
i,
gun is sTt UP at closTrange
returns after, long absence as
aarg1djust\Vthe d<5o\ fs%Cwn the socialite
aunt, is more concerned
open, knocking off a flock of CenThat draws with astrology than in running her
tral Casting members.
home. Jack Mulhall does capably as
a chuckle, also.
While the backgrounding is beau- the family chaufTeur. Pallette is the
gruff uncle who softens under the
tiful, as photoged by Bert Glennon,
Durbin personality to finally tell off
doesn't always look like the Mo

frequen'.

of the latter the wicked
profiteers carry on. their trade with
Indians.
Audience interest lies chiefly in
tlie

'Main

|

spring from behind the
at

command

Good

,

who

landscape

'

prosecutor. Actually, he 'throws' the
case because of knowledge that
Marco pos.sesscs which would be
dcterimental to the happiness of Miss
Louise, who plays his adopted daughter. Ultimately, there's a murder for
which Miss tiouisc is accused, with
Ellis as her defense attorney, leading
up to a dramatic courtroom shooting
scene and Miss Lpuise's'ab.solution.
Robert Baldwin plays a young attorney in standard manner, being the
heart interest with Mis.s' Louise,
Beverly Roberts has a bit part, as a
gang.ster's moll, for which she's un-

the fighting leader of native vigi-

sometimes in Indian warpaint, depending upon whether their antagonists are redskins or a detachment of

and

support

suitable for dual
family trade.

'

I

,

pace.

Robert

(Col). Further amusing advenures of Blondie and Dagwobd,

gi,^,.^,,,.

;

midst ot the pickerel season.
Luke's seemingly negligent handling ot the case permits Marco to go
free, resulting in Luke's recall as

Trevor and John Wayne, who were
teamed recently in John Ford's proMiss Trevor
duction, 'Stagecoach.'
Wayne
is a hoydenish tavern maid.

Ayres provide b.o. power for romance with farcical sidelights.
'Allegheny UprlsinB* (RKO).
Early American historical meller
okay for youngsters, but deficient as important first run.
Brings
'Blondle
Up Baby'

screen.

Inilluf

VVai.l

Mi.<s

^vj(|,

:

.KoliiTl l.imory

....Franria

.

pf,j,pp,i„ji

sentimental

Phii-lil.s

..\i-lhur

lU'i'klnicr.
.

Inn

.

.

.

.\i\-liiila.>«
Iluli.-..

.-\tli.iii

111-.

ravel-.

\\

i:i'n.

•

b.o.

Taylor, Cirecr Garson and

,

.l)(iirl8 Uiiwilan
...jiNSBli! liaiiih

\\i-:.\fr
Ui'-ii-akraul/.

V.

It'i

.Iiibti

maintain strong Durjjin
•Kcmcmber?' (M-G).

.

:

scenarist and producer has turned
out a routine screenplay, long on
horsemanship and action, and short
on romance anct suspense.
In the starring .spots are Claire

top-bracketcr.

1939

8,

size the mediocrity ot the story.
Ellis plays Link Boggs, Corinthia's
prosecutor, whose rustic mien, perforce, seems a bit too much so in the
character's writing. Link, for instance, finds it particularly distasteful to prosecute Marco, the noted
gangster from the big town, in the

.son's

top-brack•First I.ove* (U).
etcr for general audiences in
keys and subsequent.'!, and will

.

.

A

dette Colbert.

:

.

Wednesday, November

conftpilation of historical fiction.
From what was apparently a mass
of story material in Neil H. Swannovel, 'The First Rebel,' P. J.
Wolf.'ion in the joint ci.pacily of

Along the Mohawk'
Outdoor spec in color,
(20lh).
starring Henry Fonda and Clau-

'Drums

'

i;<iill

;

heretofore neglected, in the screen

alonR entcrlainmcnt lines in
n...«,.> A1nn<T tne
tho Mnhflwlr
Lfrums
highlinhtins numerous bits of business to make vhem prominently
(COI/OR)
ivii>nHo
of n.umoii-i hviman episodes.
Ti iiiiiry-i''iix
'.lull
I'll!.ciauOi'iii'
.iiiiiH
iiitMiuiiinii.
<;iiiiiiii
j„
providing Miss Durbin with
Ursl rom»nce and kiss sujry
n!:.;''''iJr'^;om;;s;='i.tnr":;m,!f;!;:;: 'l^i^ ^
makes no pretentions to provide anyn.,vi-i ..1
j-.uK.-.i .Ml
v .j„iii> 1-ui.i.
W;iiiiT 1). Kiiinoiuis; n.i:iii- thinfi more than a modernized verKjiiiii. niiini' by
\j,inar Tioiii ami sonyft '•'•>;i<-n;
sion' o( thc Cinderella tale. The Side
meetm.
relation
poor
i;;;;r'^,"Vl^^'r'V,r"i!::;i '?:r"3r"'ii;: Uaeked
"
Prince Charming at a gala ball, tlu
mm-: io:< MiNS.
iiii:
Id
..(lauiictto C'liii-ii lost slipper, and edict to be home by
l.iiiin
M:i^ li'lliu:!
Cill-l-i'l .Mal'Un.
presc.it. It^ easily
KVfna^u^ lmvo"r midnlKhU are all
.Miy. Mt-Kli'iinar,
in modKO.iie (^'mn^ rcco,eni:dable, but rcfreshmj;
I'lini'liaii UimII...
wholesomely
and
.Jiihn Cariaiiiiic
dre.-is
crhizcd
r:iM». II
.Mai>

—

.

FILM REVIEWS

VARIETY
Along

.

.

. . .

THE ESCAPE
2ilth-Fox release of Sol M. Wuruel produftlun. Features Kane Richmond. Amnhda
Du(r, June Gale. Edward Norrls. Henry
Arnio'ttn, Frank Rclcher.
Dli-ected by Rlciirdo Gortez.
Original by llolierl Kills
and Helen J>ogan; camera, E<lwai-d CronJager; cdllnr, Fred Allen: music. Samuel
Kaylln.
At Palace. ». Y., week .Nov, tl,
'90.
Running time, S8 MIN'il.
Kddle Farrell
Kane Rlchmonil

Amanda

Jull PeronnI

Annie Qualen
Louie PeronnI
GulscppI PeronnI
Dr.'

.scotiy

Aunt .Mamie Qualcn

Tommy

-.

.Sival

Dnvid

Chet Warren
Pete...'

Helen Gardner

An

Rex Downing
TImmv Ruller
...Itogei-

CIIITord

llei'keit

I.euim Roberta

Rogers

Jim Rogers

DufT

'.Juno (iaie

Kdwal-d .Norrls

Henry Armelia
Frank Iteli4ier

Shumaker.

Willie Hogei-s

.Mci;ee

lmrd l.ane
.Jack Carson
..Mint .Meltugh
Jfclen Krlcson
Itl.

unusual and novel technique of

celluloid story unraveling has, been

employed by writers Robert Ellis
and Helen Logan to make 'The
Escape' a refreshing retreat from the
ordinary. Story itself, however, is
unfortunately too hackneyed and
moral-pointing to become anything
outstanding even under the best
technique. Second-rate cast is not
designed, either, to- put the film in
'

(Continued on page 18)
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Pardon me for being catty
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What mystery
f-

!

picture ever got raves like these?

"A combination of mystery and comedy

tliat will chill

you to the marrow,

then leave you limp with laughter. Bob Hope's best picture!"

— Jlmmio

chiller of

"The outstanding

"The best mystery

"One of the most
"Top-notch

in

the year. Bob

years!"— Erjfc/n*

successful

"Bob Hope and Paulette Goddard a

"A wedding of laugh and

thrill

famous newspaper and radio columnist

at his bestl"— Robbin Coons^

Associated Press

Johnson, King Features Syndicate

whodunits of

comedy murder mystery

Hope

Fidler,

. . .

this

first

season."— Fifm

Daily

feature on any

solid click in 'The Cat

— Ho///wood Reporter

bill."

and the Canary'."

— £J Sullivan, famous New York Daily News columnist

so neatly contrived as to equal, virtually, a

film formula, inducing shrieks of terror

and shrieks of laughter."

—Motion

new

Picture Daily

I
m

I
Paramount^s

The
...m.

CAT and the CANARY

Bob Hope and Paulette Goddard

Douglass Montgomery
A Paramount Piclurc

Dirodc d by

E 1 1

1

Oil

•

Gale Sondergaard
NUGENT

•

Screen

Pl = y

•

Elizabeth Patterson

by Waller OeLeon ond ly"" Siorllng

•

Ooi..d on

ih.-

-

with

John Beal

George Zucco
Slagr Play by John VV.IIord

i
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—

—
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VARIETY

New

for

Application

CHART

FILM BOOKING

Own

Indie Opposes His

To

(For

tii/oriii(ilioii

all

Nov.

of Ihcuire niid film cxchtimie bookers Varilty presents a complete chart 0/ feiiture releases 0/
Ddle 0/
Aiiierk-an distrihuliiif; coiiipaiiics for the ciirrcut qiiarterlu period.
reviews as oiven in Varietv and the ridiiiiiij; (iiiie of prints are included.)

tlie

7.

R. Frank, indcpendenl circuit
operator, appeared before the city
Htr. In Viir.
council liccn.>;e coininiUee to oppose
his own application rjr a permit- to
build and operate a new neighborKxplaininf; that he
hood theatre.
merely had filed the application for
RELEASE
•protection' against throalehcd comJ
petition lo one of his present show-

C'OI'VKKillT.

— HrvlrwrO
M—

mm.

Vlirl»'l.v

.^IrfiKlriiiini

C

;

—

VtKIKTV. INC.

IIY

rotiicil.t.;

CO —

III

—

9,6
8/30
8/39
9,6
»,30

|

i

j

9 6
8,'30

j

8,9

_8,2_
sne
8/30
8 23

i

;

new

four
build
houses, while,

.

w.is

it

neighborhood
indicated,

8 23
9 '20
H. 16

if

the bar.s arc let down a' half-dozen
other new thc.ntres would be con-

118

structed.

9/15. 39

Several desiring to build new theatres pre already exhi itnrs and are
acquainted with the adverse boxoffice conditions and the objectionable trade piacticcs now prevalent
Included in this number is Irving
Gillman, owner of the Esquire,

whoso

9:27
7 26
9 20
f

U 16

theatre would
be within two miles distance from
one of the- Frank houses.
Among those who spoke before the

9, 22,

39

10.25
.9,20

9/27
8,23
8/30

|

j

committee and

requested that no
theatre permits be issued,
A. SteiTes. president of

more new
were \V.

.

Northwest

Allied

Stales;

10/4
10/4

I

Theodore

I

Hoys, of tho Minnesota Amus. Co. « oq qq"
(Paramount): Ben Friedman and !*/
Frank
Woskie.
independent
exhibitors, and Randy Merriman. assistant Minnesota theatre manager,
Merriman pointed out that (he Minncsota employs 90 people, that it
is operating now at a I0S.1; and probably would have to close if any more
nabe houses are built. Steffes called
attention to his Alvin theatre which 10/ 6, 39
Is dark much of the time.
'

,

j

I

'

'3

9/8

new

propo.sed

10/18
9/13
9,27
10/4
9.27
10/25
8/'23

i

.

|
.

!

I

I

Thi point
fes

also was made by Slefdistributor representatives'

that

should unite in the fi-tht with exhibitors to choke olT further theatre
construction by
showing the unavailability of product for new thea10/ 13; 39
tres. 'Let them protect their present
customers.' he said.
During the debate arguments became extremely heated and at one
juncture fisticuff.? were threatened.

One

committee member asserted 10/20/ 39
no .rea.son
why there
shouldn't be six theatres to a block

_9/27
9/20
9/29
10/18
9/6
11/8
10/4
9/13
10/18
12/14
9/20
5/31
10/4
10/4
10/25
10/18

'there's

i

—exhibitor.-!

11.1

mo-

aren't entitled lo a

Another aldermen declared
to walk to
a theatre in cold weather that there
should be one or more in between. 10/27/39
However, the committee voted to

nopoly.'

seven blocks are too far

—

defer action on the applications until

tomorrow

18).

pre.s-

called

ordi-

oft

fight for

its

nance

would

that
features by

a

city

11/1

outlaw

has

Walter

10/25
9/13
11/1
10/25
11/1

double

limiting the length of
screen shows. In consequence, the
measure, which was opposed by the
Paramount circuit, is tabled for the
present.

11/3/39

"11/

10/11

10/11

7.

Walter Lee, of Batesville. has
opened the Lee theatre here. Houst
has 246 seats. Lee also operates the

11/1

Spring.s.

New

Colored House

11.10,39

Chariotte, N. C, Nov. 7,
picture theatre opened
at Burlington, C. F; Dority, of Durham, to operate under name of the

Lincoln theatre.
Mobile's Bth Cinema

11/17/39

Mobile Nov. 7,
Mobile's eighth
cinema opened
Nov. 4 at Five Points under name of
Roxy; Alex Gounaris owner-manager.
Gounaris also operates the Roose-

9/20

10/18
ll/l

velt in the southern section of the

U/l

city.

Willfams' Newest

11/8
11/1

11/8
11/8
11/8
11/8
11/8
10/4

New Negro

11/24 39

Oklahoma

City, Nov. 7.
Williams opened newest
house, the Dalla.s, Fordyce. Ark., under management of Gerry Doig; A.

K. Lee

E. Crowdcr,

11/8

Jr.. assistant.

12/1/39

New
New
t>y

SZS-Sealcr

Eaton, O., Nov. 7.
52S-j5e^ter to be erected here

Rader

Bros.,

Starts jmmediateiy,
winter opening.

local

operators.

ready for late

'

group here,

terstate

to

with main offices in

TYPE

Co.

TALENT

W

Col

Fred Stonc-Konea
N.Shearer-J.Crawford-R.Russcll
L. Overman-R. Pai|rc-V. Dale
A. Lane-L. Haycs-R. Barratl
R. Roecrs-G. Haycs-A. Baldwin
P.Regan-J.Parker-Col.R.Turner
B; Rathbone-N. Bruce-I. Lnpino
G- Jean-IL CumminKs-A. Gray
R. Arlen-A. Devlne
B. Davls-M. Hopkl n s-'G Brent

KONGA. WILD IIOKSE
THE WOMEN
DEATH OF A CHAMFION
CONSPIRACY

WALL

STRKICT

c
D

.

.

Par

Rep
Rep

THE FIGHTING GRINGO
FULL CONFESSION
TWO BRIGHT BOYS
DESPERATE TRAILS
NAN CY DREW & STAIRCASE
OUTPOST OK MOUNTIES
DANCING CO-ED
SKY PATROL
BEAU GESTE
DAY THE BOOKIES WEPT
THE RAINS CAME
HAWAIIAN NIGHTS
DUST BE MY DESTINY
THOSE HIGH, GREY WALLS
THUNDER AFLOAT

F.

of

In-

assistant

D

_M

to

CD
C
CD
CD
CD

TELEVISION SPY

W

OKLAHOMA FRONTIER
SMASHING MONEY RING
BEWARE SPOOKS
BAD LITTLE ANGEL
MUTINY IN BIG HOUSE

DANGER FLIGHT
DISPUTED PASSAGE
COWBOYS FROM TEXAS
SUED FOR LIBEL
20,000 MEN A YEAR
HOUSEKEEPER'S DAUGHTER
LITTLE ACCIDENT

THE ROARING TWENTIES
JEEPERS CREEPERS
BLONDIE BRINGS UP BABY
STRANGER FROM TEXAS
NINOTCHKA
OVERLAND MAIL

M
C
D

C
C

IT

OFF

DR.

X

U

c

D
D
D
D

RKO
ZOlh
UA
U

M-G
Par

RKO
ZOlh
_WB_
M-G
Par

Col

M-G
:Mono

Mono
Par

Rep

U

WB
_Rep_
Col
Col

M-G
Mono
Mono

RKO
RKO
ZOlh

U

u

_WB_
M-G

D

Mono

D

RKO

M
M
D

D

M

C

M

sistant at Majestic,
of Harlandnle.
Colo.'s

becomes manKgi r

Double

Tiirl«cy

Denver, Nov.
Cities

and towns

7.

the state arc

in

divided as to which day to ceU-bi iile
'for Thank.sgiving.
Gov. Carr dilfcrcd from the President .is named
Nov. 23, Denver retail .stores will he
closed Nov. 23 and open on Nov. 30.
It is expected all Government officer,
of which Denver has more than any
city except Washington, D. C. wiil
be closed both days. A college foolIball game will be played in Denver
Nov. 23, being moved up from Nov.
25, and the traditional Thank.sgiving
game between the Universities of
Colorado and Denver will be played
•ns .scheduled at. Boulder. 40 miles
f "om here, on Nov. 23. Denver- schiiuls
will observe Nov. 23.
Rocco De Paola will reouen the
East. Trinidad, Colo., .soon: N. S. Sawaya has taken over the Strand, and
[reports are that Fox plans to build
there soon to replace one of its pres-

Carilsle-C.

Garfleld-P.

Moore

Lane

'.

80
61
114
53
100
65
88

j

I

I

94
71

I

;

Howard-I. Bergman
S. Gurie-B. Rathbene-V. McLaglen
G. DIckson-D. Morgan-F« Stone
L,

70
78

:

!

0. Kruger-O, Munson
A Sothern-F. Tonc-V.'Grey
MacMurra y-Carroll- Jones
D. Barry-H. Mack-W. Hymrr
R. Rogcrs-G. Hayes-S. March
R. Greene-R, Dix-B. Joyce
D: Durbfn-E. P»lletle-L. Howard

J.

!

•

'

i

65
71

:

95
65

ient houses.

For the first time Mora. N. M.. 1.,500 population, will have a theatre
it's the first time electricity has been
available N. Cornett will open it.
Giving him three hou.ses in the
slate, N. B, Oliver is reopening the

81
66

!

97

McCrea-B Ma rshall

.

.

74

J.
J.

75
NZ
57

I

6.1
.)8

Rif/.y at Mogollon, N. M.
Floyd Rains has clo.-;ed the Shoshoni at Fort Washakie, Wyo.. for the
winter.
"The new Fox, seating 750. will be
opened about Dec. 15 at Longmonl,

Colo.

111)

65
65

Pitt Shifts
i

Col

RKO
ZOth
UA

^D
C
W
D
W

DowDs-M.

Cooper-B. Field
Newill-W. Hull-M. Slone
Three Mesqulteers
1. Dare-E. Ellis-V. Vale
K. Riclimond-A. DiilT
L. Young-D. Niven
A. Loi>ise-D. Faran
E. Fellow s-.l. McCallion

D
C

CD
D

J.
J.

Par

W

D

Bowman

TrcnUM. Slone-M. Reynolds
G. Cooper-R. Milland-R. Preston
Penner-B. Grable
M. L«y-T. Power-G. Brent
J.

Neagle-Oliver-Sanders
G. Fitzgerald-J. Lvnn

U
u
_}VB_

M
M

C. Starreli-I. Meredith
L. Tui-ner-R, Carlson-L.

J.

WB
WB

W

THAT'S RIGHT, YOU'Rlg WR'NG MU
CITY IN DARKNESS
M
INSP. HORNLEIGH ON HOLID'Y M

LAUGH

R«p
Rep

ZOth
ZOth

D
" d'
SECRET OF DR. KILDARE
THE PHANTOM STRIKES
M
RAIDERS OVER ENGLAND
D
RULERS OF THE SEA
D
THE WASHINGTON COWBOY CD
THE COVERED TRAILER
C
MEET DR. CHRISTIAN
D
TOO BUSY TO WORK
C
ON DRESS PARADE
M
JESTRY RI DES AGAI N
CD
'aMAZING MR. WILLIAMS
C
ANOTHER THIN MAN
D
ROLL, WAGONS, ROLL
W
OUR NEIGHBORS
CD
DAY-TIME WIFE
CD
INVISIBLE MAN RETURNS
CD
WE ARE NOT ALONE
D_
A CALL ON THE PRESIDENT CD
CAFE HOSTESS
CD
YUKON FLIGHT
D
NIGHT OF NIGHTS
CD

RETURN OF

Par

C

I)

DRUMS ALONG MOHAWK
FIRST LOVE
ONE HOUR TO LIVE
ELIZABETH AND ESSEX

M-G

_WB_

D

HEROES IN BLUE
CAT AND CANARY
MAIN STREET LAWYER
ALLEGHENY UPRISING

Col

CD
CD
CD
CD

M
D
MU
MU

78

79

Mono
Rep

t;D

.iR

8Z
57

W
C
D

'

V!)

M. Bro\vn-B. Baker^F. Knlcht

W. Connolly-L Meredith

U
_\VB_

'

j

72
59
72

W. Beery-C. Morris- V. Grev
J. E. Brown-M. Rdyc-F. Blore
G. Rogers-W. Connolly-E. Ellison
J. Rogers.'W. Frawley

Par

RKO

D

98

65

M-G

D

M

6Z

95

Col

RKO
ZOth
UA

20(h

THE FLYING DEUCES
C
MARSHALL OF MESA CITY
W
HEAVEN BARBED WIRE FENCE CD
LEGION OF LOST FLYERS
M
CALL A MESSENGER
M
KID NIGHTINGALE
C
ItEMEMBER?

_WB^

D

•D

SHIPYARD SALLY
PACK UP YOUR TROUBLES
TOWER OF LONDON

U

C

.

.

201h

D

M

58
66
60
85
87

B. Granville-J. Lltel

RKO

M

E.

ager succeeding O'Donnell.
John Floorc, manager.- of the
Texas, becomes prexy of the M;ijcslic.whilc Henry Bergman, manager of Broadway, upped to till vacancy at Texas.
Maurice Glcavi-s
comes from Uptown to Broadwa.v.
Lynn Kruger goes from Harlandaie
to Uptown.
Lee Roy Handlcy. a.«-

!

Par

CD

A

J.

M-G

C

D
D
D
C

U

Mouo

D

E.

'

I

67.

.

U

Col

I>

M

MU

MZ

B.Stanwyck-A.Mcnjou-W.Holdcn
W. Boyd-R. Ilayden-B. Moran
S. Toler-C. Romero-P. Moore
G. O'Brlcn-L. Tovar
V.McLaelen-S.EIlers-B.FIIxicrr'd
E. Lowc-W. Barrle

WB

c;n

STOP,

HOLLYWOOD CAVALCADE
ON YOUR TOES
AT THE CIRCUS

2«Ui

RKO
RKO

Dallas,

Collins, for past three years mona.mr
of the Majestic, becomes city man-

.

M

FIFTH AVENUE GIRL

CALLING ALL MARINES
THE. ARIZONA KID
HERE I AM, A STRANGER
THE WITNESS VANISHES
NURSE EDITH CAVELL
A CHILD IS BORN
ESPIONAGE AGENT
WHAT A LIFE
CRASHING THRU
THE KANSAS TERRORS
EVERYTHING'S ON ICE
THE ESCAPE
ETERN.\LLY YOURS
HERO FOR A DAY
PRIDE OF 5LUE GRASS
FLIGHT TO FAME
BABES IN ARMS
JAMAICA INN
THREE SONS

U
U

Col
Par

W

TOUCHDOWN
LOOK AND LOVE
INTERMEZZO, LOVE STORY
RIO
NO PLACE TO GO
SCANDAL SHEET
FAST AND FURIOUS
HONEYMOON IN BALI
$1,000

ZOtfa

_WB_

W
M
W

RANGE WAR
CHAN AT TREASURE ISLAND

'

10/25

M-G

RKO

D

W

COWBOY

n
AT MIDNIGHT
ADVT'RES .SHERLOCK HOLMES M
M
THE UNDERPUF
M
MUTINY ON BLACKHAWK
D
THE OLD MAID
CD
GOLDEN BOY
I'LIGIIT

FIGHTING MEN

Addition

I.ee's

Mountain .View. Ark.. Nov.

Gem, Heber

10/25

10/18

Pending the outcome of the
ent scrap, Northwest Allied

.^IunIi'hI

Var.

9/l~39

more permit.":.
Aldermen appeared

lo

Alu

7.

William

of

manager

O'Donnell, general

1tinr

I

TITLE

'

puzzled by
the fact that, allhou.sh exhibitors
claim the town- is oversealcd: that
businsss is 'very bad' and that most
neighborhood houses a;e "barely getting by' now and Ihcrc's an 'insufTig 8 39
cicnt supply of good pictures' to go
around, applications have boen filed

— Oriilhii;

promotion

I

T.— Iliilinllll

K.

Kev.

OF

houses from a proposed new theatre
in the sanie ncishborhood. Frank
argued a.qainst the issuance of any

l>

San Antonio. Nov.
I

With

KIGIITS HKSF.RVKIt

Al.l.

T.» ii« .Aliliri'^lilMiiiis
\\\
^Vi'HdTii;
<'<ifiH>il.<i •Driiiiiii ;

Ui'.v

Other Changes

R. J. O'Donnell, v.p. of the Ihlerslalc,

WEEK

'

Ii»

Home

Interstate
Office;

W.

1939

Jl,

Bin O'DonneU Upped

Theatre; Other B!dg.
Minnc.npolis,

November

We«lnefiday,

Par

Rep

ZOth

U
u

_WB_
M-G
Mono
Mono
Par

Rep
Rep

RKO
ZOth

WB
_U _
Col

M-G
Mono
Par
ZOth

U

WB
M-G"
Col

Mono
Par

RKO
ZOth
ZOth

U

WB

C. Farrcll-J. Wells
J.

67
96
99
70
90
93

Garland-M. Rooncy-G. KIbbrc

C. Laughton-M. O'Hara
E. Ellis-V. Vale-W. Gargan

A. Fayc-D. Ameohe-S. Erwin
Zorina-E. Albert

Marx Bros.-K. Bakcr-F, Rice
W. Henry-J. Barrett-W.CollicrSr.
G. Flelds-S. Howard

85

Withers-Rllz Bros.
B. Rathbonc-B. Karloff
J. M. Brown-B. Baker-F. Knight
K. Reagan-M. Stevenson

75

_ei

J. E.

J.

65
77
84
61
89

Owen

Trcnt-M. Rcynolds-M. Stone

Lamour-Tamiroff-Howard
R.LIv'gton-R.Hallon-D.Renaldo
K. Taylor-L. Haycs-R. Lane

65
83
80

R. Scott-P. Fostcr-M. Lindsay
J.

Bennett-A.MenJourW. Gargan

H. Herbert-B. Sani<y-F, Rice
J Cagney-H. Bogart-P. Lane
_WeayerJBros.-JK. Rogers
P. Singleton-A. Lake-L. Sims
C. Starrett-L. Gray-D. Curtis
G. Garbo-M. Douglas-I. Claire
Jack Randall
J.Newlll-S. Blanc
S. Laurel-O. Hardy-J. Parker
George O'Brien
J.Rogers-ll.Waiburn-M.Ranibcaa
R. Arlen-A. Nagel-A. Devlne
B. Halop-H.Hall-M. Carlisle

J^Payne-J.

Wyman

R. 'fayl'or-G. Garson-L. Avers"
D. Purcell-B. Hayes
B. Hope-P'Iette Goddard-J. Beat

Baldwin
Wayne-C. Trevor-C. Sandcm
C. ColberUH. Fonda-E. M. Oliver
E. Ellis-A. Lonise-B.

J.

D. Durbln-R. Slack
D. Nolan-C. BIckford-J. LiUI
B; Davi.s-E.

Flynn

I

couple

ago. has licin
named manager of the Palace, Tarentum. Pa., which Warners recently
acquired from Manos circuit.
C.
Laucks. of Mt. Oliver theatre, moves
into Shearn's old po.st at Cameraa

J.

65
106
69
'

67

111

Hollywood, is at the Belmar now.
With death of Ben Jaffe Ed Shaffer, who has been subbing for ailing
more than a year, becomes
permanent house manager of Casino,
which is
local
burlesquer.
operated by George JafTe. father of
Ben.. For last few summers. Shaffer
has been piloting Globe. Atlantic
Citv.

WB

has placed

its

newly-remod-

eled Boulevard, Brookline. in operaFridays, Saturdays and Suntion

Previously ran only two days
week. Arcade on Soulhside. vemodcled. reopened last week after
long shutdown, with William Finkel,
one of company's heads, in active

days.
a

charge.
65
61

61
63
64
58
82

72
7Z

PcKingill Out
Bridgeport, Nov. 7,
Howard W. Pellingill out as manager of Warner for uhannounced rmsons.
Charles Obert. assi.stant, carries on pro tern.
Pettingill came in
from Worcester, Mass.,
house in

WB

July..

98
103

Storm East for Goidwyn

61
106

Hollywood, Nov.

Fred

Storm has moved
.

lo

7.

New

York

96

to
take over the publicity
chores of Samuel Goldwyn's eastern,
office for the next month.
Duties

were
63
64
62

formerly
Washer.

handled

by

Ben

During Storm's absence. Jdhn
Miles will handle studio publicity.

BIondell-M. Douglas

M. Loy-W. Powell-C. A.
Tex Jtltler
F. Bainter-F. Craven-E.
T. Power-L. Darnell W.

Sir,ith

Lowe
William

Tea Hays'
83

V. PMce-N. Grey-C. Hardwicke

Bryan-F. Robson
A. Sothern-W.'Gargan-L. Slone
C. Grant-R. Russell-R.Bellamy
J. Newlll-L. Stanley-D. O'Brien
P. O'Brien-O. Bradna-R. Young
K.Kyser-A.MenJou-E. E. Horton
S. Toler-L. Bari-B. Clarke
G. Harker-A. SIm-L. Travers

Downs-C. Moore

H. Bogar(-J. Litcl-R. Lane

52cl

Anni

Mirineapoli.s, Nov. 7.
Theodore L. Hays, 'grand old man'
show business here, i.s being
honored by the incjustry upon the

of the

P. Muni-J.

J.

years

JafTe

W. Lawson-S. Hale

Dead End KIds-J. Lilel
M. DIetrlch-J. Stewart

of

phone, and another
shift .«inds
Charles Shannon from Bclmar to
Brookline. Jules Green, recently returned from three-month leave in

L. Ayre.s-L, Barryniore'-I,7Da'v^

No Cast
D. Fairbanks, Jr.-M. LockwoodG. Autry-S. Burnette-M. Carlisle
J. Gleason-L. GIcason-T. Ryan
J. Hersholt-D. Lovett-P. Lee
J. Prouty-S. Byinglbn-K. Howell

7..

Martin Shearn, who was an <itlioe
boy in WB publicity departmoni ,iust

WB

J.

Brown-M. Carlisle
V. Weidler-G. R«ynolds-R.
C. Bickford-B. MacLane

Pittsburgh. Nov.
I

completion of his 52d year i!s h
."bowman. Hays, now a Minnt.<:otii
Amus Co. executive, started as an

employe of the
roadshow house.
90

He

Bijou,

pop

price

eventually wound up as owner
that house and also the Grantl.
St. Paul, vyhich had a similar policy.
of

"
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8,
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VARIETY
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DRUMS ALONG
THE MOHAWK
BEATS "ALEXANDER'S
BAND" RECORDS IN

rmsT nvE openings!
..TOPPING "THE RAINS

CAME ELSEWHERE!..
"

HOLDOVERS ALREADY
SET IN BALTIMORE,
PHILADELPHIA AND
NEW YORK!
THE KEYSTONE OF YOUR FUTURS

WciheMajf November

PICTURES

VARIETY

18

which will make all
ations very happpy.

With nothing

Film Reviews

to

the bar

other than a dual bracket, although
it distfnctly has something that rates
It more than a critical brushoflf.

Method of retailing the story is not
new. Rather, it is a switch on the

old flashback technique. A ropoi-ler,
bursting in on the wife of a gangster
who.h'as just been killed, is taken in
hand by the kindly old doctor who
ministers to the slum neighborhood.
Medico gives a case history of the
people involved, with fade-ins of the
actual scenes as he talks to the reporter. It's rather effective.
Story opens with Jack Carson, the
reporter, breaking in on June Gale,
secret wife of Edward Norris, who
lies in a coffin in the next room as
result of a gun battle. Frank Reicher,
the M:D., intervenes. He starts his
yarn way back, telling of Norris' return from the penitentiary and his
refusal to follow the picas of his
.

father, Arnietta, to go straight.

,.

.

recommend

is

employed in
and unsatis-

Carson is nl.-o
tions.
the film's unrealistic
factory finale.

Hollywood, Nov.

r^iiiinioonl

1.

they 'kiss the boys goodbye.' It's tough to be leading man to The Women'
.I'll sure be glad to see somebody wearing pants.'
Lurie has been under treatment for a heart ailment. In addition to theatre properties, he has picture inteiesis and is the backer of Sol Lesser,
Hollywood producer.
.

TrlM«e or rdnilo.i n. Hocer."
I'l-.ink

ONE HOUR TO LIVE
rclc;mc

Unlvermil

Chnrln

Fcnluros

pi'ciilurllon.

Worin Nolnn.

JJlreclcd b.v

I>v
.Sfitcnplny
Ooiirgo Hol)lii.-40n.
wpi'k .Nov.
lilll
01 .MTNSi.
.

,\:
.n.

lludy

canierR,

Hl.illo. N". Y..
'XI.
KniinlnB

U. ils

Vnnce

..John

.~>iraln

Simuiol

C'nmmlsslonor
Stanley Jones

ilual

time.

IlitkrorO

Cli.iili's

.s.

ncnnle Harljctt
Ponnld Hrcnnn

Nana llr.vnni
-lliurslon Ilnll
(Iraiivlll" Ilalos
I'Mwnrd

p.)p ll.luen

Nolnn

llcniy,

l.licl

Prter

Hinds

Dr

Uullfoylo

I'a"'

Gloria Cnrler
Rcolly llcckftt

Olorla Caiitr
Dlrlilo Carter
Junior tiirtor
r.-xiil Oniler
l.oulso Wlloos
.Mr Cnllfoylo
J.-scpb l.nnrencc

Ulckfovd,

Harold Scbuslcr.

Chmalor:

Hoy

Ilniily

all workJne dering his wife, whom Bickford still
loves. The surprise twist comes via
the unmasking of the Police ComArmetta being missioner, Samuel S. Hinds, as the

particularly outstanding. Leona
Roberts, as the aged and sick mother
of Norris' wife, is also good, while

New

.

Kcalures I'uy Hnlnlor,
nrnductlor.
A friendship that endured through years of show biz and faded when
fobln.
should not be confused OraTCn, Kdmund Lowe, ilenovleve
their paths led ip opposite directions was recently revived when W. C.
hy Ralph Murphy. Scrfenphiy by
novel by Ethel Vance, Dinrltd
s. K. Lauren, hnirert. on nlory by Ufnaud
Fields found a part for George Moran in the Fields-Mae West starrer at
which Metro purchased re- HofTitiiin; eanier.i. Cforsc Unrne.i: oilllor.
Universal, 'My Little Chickadee.' Comedian insisted the role was cut to
cently and hasn't yet put into pro- WIMIiim .Shea; r.ssl. dlrwlnr. Mel Enst'ln30.
I'l-evleweJ «t WcKtwooil VII1iib« Oct. 30,
the order of Moran, once of the blackface team of Moran and Mnck ('The
Wcrb.
ducUon.
nunnliik- time, 113 MISS.
F»y Balnler Two Black Crows'). Fields set out to find Moran, flooding the country with
rakn Cfliler....
Kranlc Craren inquiries.
He finally caught up with him, playing a minor part in 'Caval•Doc' Cniler
Edmund Lowe cade of the West* at the Frisco fair. Call came to Moran just as the expo
'Bllr- llastlnKK.
.(ienevlevo Tobin
liloria iraillnss
Mary Jhomos closed down.
Ocorpe Voluilcm .Main* rarler
of

he keeps them
principals,

Writing to his friend. Brock Pemberton, Louis Lurie, the San Francisco
realtor and showman, remarks: 'Howthell can I ease up with three nur.se.<!
One is a Dane, whom I under.stand is
in this bedroom 24 hours a day.
neutral, another is a good Irish girl and the third a Scotch lassie. They're
all beautiful enough to be in one of your productions—but I'll be gla<l when

Picture
with the

in a subdued key. Character performers are much superior to the

younger

Sbtf-Pictwes

•Escape,'

Ilobert E. Kennc
with, in Mexie Stonton
3nek CanRIkl
the meantime, kidnaps the adopted Jimmy
John GnllaoilPt
JIartti.;
daughter of the d.a. as a means of «Fats*
liinory l*arnoll
Olln Holwnnd
bargaining to prevent its own arrest Clerk
and conviction. It's then revealed
that Miss Gale and Norris were
'One Hour to Live' is not very
married befoire he went to prison happy. It's a sad celluloid effort,
and the d.a.'s adopted child is even for a B film, and is not going
actually their daughter.
to mean even a faint cheer on the
Through the aid of a neighborhood bottom end of its destined bookings
cop, Kane Richmond, whose engage- in dualled situations.
ment to Norris' sister, Amanda Duff,
This is gangster meller of the old
Norris has prevented, the gangster is school, written and directed in the
enabled to escape to save his- child rote of the tcn-twenty-thirty days
from death at the hands of his rather than in the modern treatment.
former cronies. He gets killed, but It has a surprise whodunit angle
the little girl is saved.
that probably surprised only its auMoral of the tale, of course, is that thor, Roy Chanslor, and a pace so
there's some good in the worst of us. leaden that its running time, 61
Norris, pictured as a thoroughgoing minutes, is only short on the clock.
rat, doesn't hesitate to risk his own
Charles Bickford plays the lieutenlife for that of his child. There are
ant of detectives who loses his girl,,
numerous other episodes in the Boris Nolan, to the gangster fight
story, which are rather coincidental, manager. Latter, John Litel, has his
but go satisfactorily to make up the knife-throwing henchman, Paul Guil
Yarn" moves fairly foyle, knock o(I a colored comer,
case history.
rapidly and has a good bit of action, Jack Carr, who plays a dual role.
although th»meller angle is at times As the story progresses, Litel and
too obtuse.
Guilfoyle also miu-der one of Bick'
Ricardo Cortez' direction is almost ford's detective pals, but the final
uniformly excellent To the extent shakedown doesn't come about until
of the limited ability of some of the Litel also is on the verge of mur-

.players,'

— The

Neighbors

Gang he works

his father.

Inside

,

Jn

it

direction or production, the
actors also don't figure to show up
,vell— and don't. There's not a single
inspired moment in the playing and
Reicher gives a fair performance. the cameraman heaped further inMoppet Scotty Beckett is consistently di^anlics on Miss Nolan via some
Scho.
irritating with the grownup lines put very unflattering profiles.
into his mouth.
Usual film libels are practiced on
Picturization of
reporter Carson.
Otjr
him continuously filling his pockets
with the doctor's ci.cars is not deCarters
signed to improve Fox press rela-

Mliilcl

engineers a warehouse robbery
turned over to the police by

He
and

1939

story,

.Contipucd from page I4_

THE ESCAPE

8,

as.soci-

actual brains behind the gangsters.
Robert Emmett Keane is also cast
in a crooked role, that of a lawyer.

York Theatres

MoWndc

Norman

Phillips
Hlohnril rlaytnn
.b'rnnk lleli^her
.John I'onte

Lauitnie
Flu'ih,,

P«)scr.

..

noportcr

.Mnrlhn Moars
..Olaf HylUn

Girl Repotlci-

Butler

Our Neighbors— the Carters' is a
saga of a small town family, closely
knit with their individual and collective problems. It's a good program attraction suitable for strong
tlual support in the keys, and able
to catch en with the subsequents and
smaller towns as a solo or top fea,

Marjorie Rambeau, who will play the mother in RKO's "The Primrose
was originally sought by George Abbott for the stage production of
the Robert Buckner-Waller Hart play: When she Was unable to accept
because of film commitments, Abbott, put Betty Garde into the part, the
Kitter receiving favorable notices for her performance. Victoria Lincoln,
author of "February Hill," fioni which the play was adapted, didn't receive
program credit. Not known whether she'll be credited in the screen
version.
Path,'

Mary Parker and Billy Daniels, under Paramount contract via Mitchell
Leisen and LeRoy Prinz, bowed out of Max Gordon's 'Very Warm for May'
operetta when dissatisfied with their billing. Dancers were to .switch from
the !St; Regis hotel roof into the operetta on the understanding of being
ff Ltured, but found themselves relegated, so they returned to the Coast
awaiting picture assignment.

Bing Crosby's new deal with Universal is unique in that it gives him
the option of flnancing the picture, 'If I Had My Way,' up to 100%, with a
Picture depends on -Incident to dollar for dollar return on the net profits. Crosby financed HO'.i, of his
carry it through rather than a "basic last
Studio figures
film, 'East Side of Heaven,', and took a 50-50 cut.
as
intended
not
Although
story.
that any of his pictures are an asset to the Celling program.
such, it may well prove a trial balloon by Paramount for continuance
Decision for Louis K. Sidney Ip remain at the Metro studio on producof a Carter family series. More on
with the intention of giving him supervision of M-G films in future,
the dramatically human side, in com- tion,
parison to the broader comedy of followed Nicholas M. Schenk's recent trip to the Coast. Three or four
weeks ago it had been decided to bring Sidney back to the home-office
the Jones or Hardy series, the Cart
in New York.
ers have a strong chance for addi

ture.
.

U

tional film reprise.

Story thread presents the problems of Carter (Frank Craven) in
bringing up his family of five children, while struggling with operation ot a typical .small town drugWhen a cut-rate chain opens
store.
in the burg, it's a crisis for the
family. But Edmund Lowe, smalltown-boy-success-in-the-city, arrives

with wife Genevieve Tobin to fall
in love with the children and happy
family to save the day.
Not much story, but picture is
highlighted by close-to-the-heart incident easily understood by audiences outside of the meti;opolitan
of
problems
Everyday
centers.
family life are detailr^ through excellent and imderstanding direction

'Robert Montgomery is understood have invested $15,000 in 'The Male
Animal,' recently staged by Elliott Nugent. Plan is to take the play to
Broadway after some re-writing and re-casting. Comedy closed after one
week at the Mayan, Los Angeles.

Using only one-half of the lengthy novel, 'Northwest Pa.ssage,' in its
forthcoming release with Spencer Tracy, Robert Young and Walter Breiinan, Metro has in mind the production of the balance of the book
a
sequel. The same cast would, of course, be used. In the Aim version being released this winter Metro ends the picture before its two principal
characters go to England.
\

an antiquated large Yorkshire
house, with aged servants, on the
strictest economy, reading roniantic
literature and yearning for -her fling.
by Ralph Murphy, and carefully The local young doctor takes <i small
drawn characterization by cast mem- suijn of money from the bank in order
to give her a chance at Monle Carlo
ber.?.
Craven is a typical small town for their honeymoon.
At this juncture the old man's lawmerchant; easy goihg with his accounts while warding .oft creditors, yers notify her that she is her uncle's sole their to $90,000,000. Consefather
understanding
and a most
with his brood of five. Fay Bainter quently, refusing to be a 'gentleman
provides a sparkling performance as in waiting,' he declines to marry her.
the mother of the household. Ed- 'Then occurs the usual, the horde of
mund Lowe and Genevieve Tobin parasites and fortune-hunters who
successfully get over their hankering descend upon her, indicating that the
Finally,
for children; a desire overlooked in wealth is only a burden.
their rise to wealth, biit accentuated there's the inevitable reconciliation.
Scenes in Monte Carlo, Switzerby their visit to the Carter home.
Children of the family have been land, Italy, etc., are photographed in
neatly cast. Scotty Beckett gains the lavish Korda manner, with Rex
sympathy as a youngster crippled by Harrison, Ursula Jeans and Robert
infantile paralysis; while little Mary Douglas as- the chief support. Others
Thomas is excellent throughout, es- who contribute neatly are Louis Bopecially capable in scenes in which rell, Zena Dare, Peter Haddon.
Jolo.
she decides to be adopted by the
rich city friends. Other youngsters
of varying age include Gloria Carin
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Sydney, Oct.
(In Color)
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London, Oct

20.

Unltofl Aitlsts relense of London KllmsMerle
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Carlson
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Artie Shaw and
BandJ
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MUSIC HALL
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Conllniiout Train 10 a.m
>'°l>- ."rlcci. ;3c ta I p.m

Lata

Show

Robert Donat

"NINOTCHKA"

GONE to THE DOGS
(AUSTRALIAN-MADE)

(BRITISH-MADE)

wvou

Open 9:30 A.M.

Doflri

Donald

OVER THE MOON

WITH

DEANNA QURBIN
CMITRD

and

Bartlett

in

II :0S

GOODBYE MR. CHIPSi

Unsophisticated

where hokum

Ken G.

fare
for
spots
spells boxoffice.

Hall has paced this one

speedily. There's little story: just a
series of gags put on celluloid to- hit
Stratlllne.
At <;ambrld|;e, London.. Run- the fancy of payees familiar with
vaude-revue of the old and new
nlnc time, "SB MINS.
..Merle Oboron schools.
Jnne Benaon
George Wallace, who had
Itcx Iluribon
Dr. Frtddle Jarvls....
been in vaude-revue for years under
ITr.siiln
Jcnna
Millie'.-.
Uultert Dntiflhis the Fuller regime, knows just how to
llnUnown 3lun
Louis Dorcll nlay his cags for the maximum of
I>lctro.
'/.en.a Dnro.
.Tulla
laughs. Comic would be a good bet
I'eliir Il-ndilon
r-«rd P»tcllfU...
for the U. S. because of his versaI'>nvld Tree
Journnllat
'

*^uy.....
]

p.m. NItcltl

MrC-M'sl

14.

Brlllsh Empire Fllmii relenae nt Clnfproduction.
.Stairs Georsn Wallace:
rrnturea Ix)Ib Oreen. .lohn Dohhir. ..Tnhn
Fleetlnj;. Alec Keltawny,
Directed by Ken
<i.
Hall.
Screenplay,
Ocorce Wallace,
l-'rank H.nrvoy and Fi'ank t'offpv; ciiinern,
fioorite Itcalh.
At Cupltol, Sydney. Ilnnnlng time. 82 MINfl.

uunU

<'abni<»l Slnecr
Michel
Latlbrcoke

Pru.le.
CaIt^vrlljht

M:i<:kcnx,le Wnnl
.ICIi'/aheth Welch
C.irl Jaffc

Herbert T.omaa
..Wllfmt Shine
.Gerald No<1ln

tility.

Cast
cruits

Is

adequate, being mainly relegit and vaudc. Camera

from

is okay.
Pic, because of its domestic
nature, is not suited for the U. S..
althou[?h British .nrovinces may find

admirable cast, ^ood photogra- it .satisfactory. For local con>:ii.rnpwith Greer Giirxoii • (itli .MONTH
Rick.
phy, clever charpcte^ types and an tion it looks surefire.
all-round elaborate production are
f—
found in 'Over the Moon.' Story is
but exceptionally well
2nd
at Metro
Wendy's 'Glamour Boy' conventional
worked out via witty dialog, though
Hollywood, Nov. 7.
Hollywood, Nov. 7.
the popular-priced patron may find
Wendy Barrie replaces Lucille Ball it a little above his head. Smartly
Illness caused Melvyn Douglas to
in the femme spot opposite Joe Pen- directed, it could stand cutting in withdraw from the cast of 'Not Too
The Korda Narrow, Not Too Deep' at Metro.
ner in RKO's 'Glamour Boy No. 2.' some spots, however.
Oberon names should put it Ian Hunter
Miss Ball will be held for another and
was substituted,
over both here and in the States.
picture.
Start of another Metro picture,
Merle Oberon plays the niece of an
'Glamour' rolls Nov. 20, Les Good- eccentric old man who dies leaving 'Maisie,' was postponed when John
wins directing.
Carroll
reported
ill.
no indication of wealth. She lives
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RADIO LOHERY DILEMMA
Cham bicome from Time

Race

Sales

NBC
1939

•

Washington, Nov.

I»38

January
February

$4.033 900
...........
3,748.095
4,170,852
March
April
3,500,984
3.702,102
May
3,382.404
June
3.283,555
July
3.312.570
August
September
3.315,307
4.219.253
October
$36,729,622

1937
$3,541,999
3,295,782
3,614,203
3,277,837
3,214.819
3,003,287
2,70T,450
2,784,977
2,850.581
3,339,739

$3,793.51fi

3,498,053
3,806,831
.3,310*505

3.414^00
3.200.5G9
2.958.710
2.941,099
2,979,241
3,773,964
276.005

$31,630,754

$33,670,088.

1936
$2,681,815
2,714,300
3,037,883
2,741,928
2,561,720
2,323.456
2;429.983
2,422.431
2,886.637
3,696.489

Delicate Problem Growing
Out of Tunis' Pot O' Gcrfd
Local BroadProgram
casters Had Always Killed
HairStunts
Similar
splitting Legalism as to
Cash Giveaways vs. Lot-

—

—

$27,496,642

CBS
January
February

'

March
April

May

,

June
July

August
September
October

teries
1937

1936

$2.879-.945

$2,378,620

$1,901,023

2,680.334
3,034,317
2.424,188
2.442,283
2,121,495

2^64.317

1.909t,146

2,559,718
2,563.478

1,172.382
1,950,93d

2,560,558
2,476,567
1,988,412
1,955.280
2,028,585
2,505,485

1,749,517
1.502,763
1,292,775
1,232,588
1,883,932
2,429,917

1939

I9<t»

$2,674,057
2.541,542
2.925,684
2,854,020
3,097.484
2.8G0.180
2,311,953
2.337,376
2,563,132
3.366,054

1.367.S.'i7

1,423,865
1,601,755
2,387,395

'.....$27,532,088

$22,362,926

$23,281,018

Washington, Nov. 7.
Banko, bingo, lotto and whatnoto,

them

all of

$10,979,982

MUTUAL
1939*

300.976
262.626
234.704
228.180
210.583
205.410
210.589
428,221

$209,894
253,250
232,877
189.545
194,201
202,412
167.108
164,620
200,342
347,771

1937
$213,748
231,280
247,421
200.134
154,633
117.388
101.457
96,629
132.860
238,683

January
February

$2,685,038

$2,222,026

$1,734,245

$315,078

March
April

May
June
July

August
September
October

r...

Total

.

New York

Blue Spurts,

advertising agencies

suggest that the merchandizers are
all-ears now that, for the first time,
there is apparent willingness by Ui&
Federal Communications Commission to look the other way. Heretofor it has been generally assumed
by sponsors and stations alike that
a lottery was a lottery no matter
how much aft or camouflage went
into the program.
Disinclination of the FCC to rule
on the Turns 'Pot o' Gold' program
on NBC is developing all sorts of
tangents with the oddest of all the
moral dilemma of many churches
who are theoretically opposed to lotteries

NBC

substitutes for entertain-

ment, have done well in film theand now begin to loom large
Reports
as the next^r'adib^trend.'

from

lf^39

Rages

ADMEN EAGER

atres

Total

1^ May Be Air Cd%f

and

gambling

bingo games in their

341% Over Same

but

running

^ Good

TEirrlTS

WHO DROPS %
AS HEADACHE

By Wines

•.

Outstanding fact of the showings
the various networks in
time billings during the month of
October was the jump of 34.6% taken
by NBC's blue link, which has as a
rule on percentage tilts trailed the
other links.

As compared

to the like

Sued
Manager

Vaughn
As

made by

.

1938, NBC's red link accounted for a plus margin of 25.4%. New York
who
Columbia's boost figured 41%. Mu- charged defendant with 'ineffective
tual was up 23.4%. NBC's over-all management.'
bump was 11.8%.
Leath
claims Miss de
Fioretti
CBS grossed $3,366,654 for this Ocagreed to manage him for 15%, that
tober. NBC's toUl came to $4,219,he plugged songs for her and that
253, with $3,321,128 credited to the
promised him half the profits of
red link and $898,125. to the blue she
to Me,' on which tune
network.
Mutual chalked up the 'Come Back
he collaborated.
history, plaintifT says

month of

biggest

monthly gross

in its

namely, $428,221, as the result in a
large measure to Its handling of the

World Series broadcasts

in behalf of

the comparative first 10 months
of the year CBS is up 23.1^o, NBC,
9.1%, and Mutual, 20.8%.

On

priate file, which may indicate that
the Commish is building up a record
that will serve as reason for calling
a hearing to determine the legality
of the scheme. Insinuations that the
FCC is playing favorites afterhad a test on KFI, Los frowning on other similar programs
and KFBK, Sacramento, and threatening other stations in the
Malone', Huskies' dram- past are answered by assertion that

^OUNG DR. MALONE'
Having
Angples,

Lawton Campbell

C.

'Young Dr.

recent years no punishment has
been heted out for lotteries except
While
the most flagrant cases.
may have been sent
who were carrying comparable programs, there have been
The hookup will be basic no ultiriiatums, it wais said at the
tracted.
Broadcasters who feel
Commish.
bUie for the time being.
they were intimidated into .scratchBenton & Bowles is the agency.

atic serial, will receive further spot

May

EyeBtoaDy Broaden

area in addition
blue network profive-time-a-weeker is
set for the 11-11.15 a. m. period for
which General Foods recently conattention
to

Beyond Radio Dept
Report that C. Lawton Campbell,
charge of radio at Ruthrauff
Se Ryan, \a being groomed for another assignment in the organization
was described Monday (6) by an
ofTicial of the agency as quite premature, Campbell, It was said, may
be moved out of radio ifor a more
expansive participation in the agen-

v.p. in

cy's business, with the idea of
ing use of his advertising and

chandising

background,,

but

makmerthere

any likelihood of this taking
*
place for a few months.
Campbell came to R & R from
General Foods, where he was in
charge of sales and odvcrlising on
Isn't

Jell-O- products.

in

becoming

gram.

He

will

handle

rect.

a

'

KMBCS ARTISTS DEPT.

HTTS ACTIVE PACE

in

in

inquiries
licensees

ing features of this nature are described as overly-suspicious or perhaps cursed with guilty consciences.

WTMJ Curb Show to

Line of demarcation which identi7.

•

Reporter,' has
been bought for five-a-week airing
Gamble to promote
by Procter
White Naptha. Coinpideiit ^vith this
booking by Compton Advertising,
Inc., New York, the agency placed
'This Day Is Ours,' five-a-week serial
and a schedule of 156 spots on
for Crisco and Duz, respec-

&

WTMJ

Broadcast from the rotunda of the
Plankinton Arcade in the heart of
downtown Milwaukee, the sidewalk
show is conducted by George Comte
and Bill Evarfs. Program previousclients for pic- ly sponsored by Quality Biscuit Co.
and Schafl Sausage Co.

LANDT TRIO EXPORTED
TO SCHENECTADY
Breslaw

Schenectady, Nov. 7.
Bros.,
operators of a

chain of furniture stores in upper
New York, have brought in from
N. Y. the Landt Trio, a network act,
for daily programs on WGY, Schenectady. The account has been using
recorded music, supplemented by

bureau under Jimmy McConncU has
booked 377 personal appearances for
this and other station units during
1939, and since bureau was first
established in 1938 has closed 625
contracts for outslde-the-station talent deals.
Most of the
acts work on a
fixed salary weekly plus a sliding
scale for extra performances.
One
unit, the Texas Rangers, has
been in a series of cowboy feature

KMBC

.

KMB"

films in Hollywood.

any giveaway as a lottery is exIn some inceedingly obscure.
stances, the courts have gone a long
'3
live comedy, commentators, etc.
Horse' for Radio
way, stretching the statutes to the
Trio, starting yesterday (Monday),
breaking point, to find the element have a morning schedule (8:30-9),
Radio rights to 'Three Men on k
of 'consideration' which is one of the and, when time becomes available,
Horse.'
owned
by
Alex Yokel, are bebasic elements of a lottery. But there
will do also an evening show. Similar
have been situations where almost evening arrangement will likely be ing oiTered for radio serialization.
Plan is for the agency purchasidentical schemes have gone unwith an Albany station. Lcigh- ing
made
the
rights
to
the Icgiter to set
touched.
For instance, the po.stal
lon & Nelson is the agency.
its own script writers working out
inspectors have ruled that dime letepisodes which aren't necessarily
fad so prominent in 1935 when
ters
out
play
in
lawyers
are
ready
yet
of
the
itself, but
no Commish
carry
persons put 10c pieces in the mail
the hope of getting back over $1,500 to duel NBC barristers who held the through the theme of three smart
are a lottery and not admissible to giveaway is entirely legal. Matter money boys using the intuition of
has
been
brought
formally
to
meek
fourth
not
a
to
pick winning
the mails.
members
regulatory
ponies.
Thai's
of the
body,
the formula with the
There has been sorhe di-scussion
mostly academic—around the FCC many of whom have not heard the 'Henry Aldrich' series, continuation
of the play. .'What a Life.*'
about the Turns program, although program yet.

fies

Milwaukee, Nov.

WTMJ's 'Sidewalk

Des Moines, Nov. 7.
'WHO, Des Moines, has disconits Artists' Bureau which has
been in existence over six years and
booked many personal appearances
for hillbillies. Irving Grossman, in
charge of the Bureau, has gone Into
business for himself as an independtinued

Different bands on tap each week ent booker.
The income from the percentary
at the theatre figure as a matter of
course in the broadcasts, backing was not commensurate to the headWith the ache.
the various amateurs.
picking up of a sponsor, the status of
the bands changes as they're taking
part in a commercial broadcast.
How they are to be paid is now
being worked out with the union.. .
Program is known as one of the
noisiest on the air, from ah audience viewpoint, as the latter makes
Kansas City, Nov. 7.
no bones about booing and catcallKMBC, Kansas City, calculated
ing entrants they dislike.
Theatre last week that when its Brush Creek
itself soon tees off a policy of using Follies unit played Falls City, Neb.,
both white and colored crews. -Char- the 1,000,000th cash customer at 25
lie Barnet's ofay outfit goes in week and
40 cents went through the
of Dec. 1.
Meanwhile station's artist
wicket.

that

The

tively.

Armslrone With Columbia
Holb'wood. Nov. 7.
Sam Armstrong has withdrawn
from Armstrong-Conlon agency to
join Columbia management.
tures.

barred from the mails as fraudulent,
in an attempt to answer bewildered
Meanwhile, rival agencies
clients.
and advertisers, as well as envious
webs and stations, are hoping .something will happen to alibi them.
The direct query to the FCC produced no satisfaction. Formal answer was that the correspondence
had been tucked away in the appro-

HUSKIES TO EXPAND,

Gillette Razor.

.

,

own basements

these days.
Turns question was laid before the
FCC and side-stepped last week
after one station, which dropped a
similar raffle in order to avoid trouble with the regulators, wondered
Sponsored
how NBC' gets away with it. The
transmitter was propositioned by thfr
de Leath
web about carrying the gigantic
After five straight years as a sushand-out stunt and feels it was the *ainer on WMCA, N. Y., the 'Hara Talent
victim of discriminatory treatmeat
lem Amateur Hour,' aired from the
Bridgeport. Nov. 7.
at the hands of the FCC lawyers.
Numerous barristers are thumbing stage of the Apollo theatre; picks
Vaughn de Leath, 'original radio
girl,' who has home In £aston, was through the case histories, checking up
sponsor
with
tonight's
a
sued last week in Superior Court especially on rulings of the Post Of- (Wednesday) broadcast.
Backer Is
here for $10,000 by Alfred Fioretti, fice Department on contests and
Corp. Deal set diother chance games which have been the Fruit Wines
singer-composer,

Month Year Ago; Radio

7.

Broadcasters may become embroiled in a lot of legal trouble with
the Federal Government as resuH of the. campaign to end Moses
Annenberg's monopoly on the race track business and punish him for
helping run an alleged lottery by maintaining a wire service flashing
results from competition l>etween hay-burners.
Too early so far,
though, to say whether Uncle Sam's crusade will take the shape of a.
general campaign to protect the public morals by eradicating- bookies
throughout the nation.
The unprecedented action against the Illinois Bell Telephone Co.,
ordered last week to cease flashing odds and results to betting parlors,
has occasioned some concern as to whether the FCC may be enlisted
in the drive against gambling. No moves yet, with the commish leaving everything up to the Justice Department and not anxious to take
on such a headache.
Despite feeling that the job of stamping out horse-race betting is as
hopeless as enforcement of the Volstead Act. there is a possibility that
stations will feel the paddle. Because if the D. J. succeeds in breaking
up Annenberg's General News Service by applying heat to the American Telephone & Telegraph Co., those transmitters who serve the
wagerers and bookies then would be the. logical next target in a moral
clean-iip.
As it is, in some spots radio already is the only way the
pony followers have of finding out speedily, without going to the track,
how their favorite nag faied. .Only alternative is to buy the newspapers, which the more impatient bettors don't like to do.
The attitude of Attorney General Murphy is causing some shivers.
Zeal of the new prosecutor suggests the drive may not stop when the
Philadelphia publisher is crimped.
Radio stations could be put in^an exceedingly uncomfortal)le position,
though it generally is expected they will play ball whenever pressure
is applied to get them to cease airing reports from the finish line and
tote boards. Before that, however, it is believed likely the A. T. & T.
will cut off service to the transmitters which feature race results. But
if the stations attempt to continue giving the reports, they could be
charged with participating in an' offense, since they are as much disseminators of race news as the wire services,
'The N. A. B. is almost wholly unable to do' anything, even though
the new code bans lotteries. Armstrong Scratch Sheets, lately sponsoring the race programs, has contracts which were in effect before
the code began operating, so the N. A. B. cannot direct its members
to drop the broadcasts.
The FCC has paid little attention in recent months to stations which'
Four or five years ago, criticism was voiced
tell about the gee-gees.
of several operators who played up to the bettors, but lately' there
have been almost no threats to deny license renewals because of race
programs. It may become fashionable again, however, to cite operators
who are helping the bookies. That's what some lawyers are worried
about.

•
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GET FIRED
DENVER: FEWGRUNWALD
By

Denver, Nov. 7.
KOA's slafi hr.s nine members who have seen 10 years of
KOA service, and seven members who have seen 15 years
Bill Meyer has been with KLZ for 13 years— in
roll by.
fact, ever since the Reynolds interests (who owned KLZ
then) decided to quit selling radio sets and concentrate enWilliam D. Pyle (.KVOD) has been
tirely on broadcasting.
in the radio business so long that the dates go into deep
antiquity and practically become meaningless. Gene O'Fallon's KFEL harks back 16 years, and even non-commercial,
church-owned KPOF has been around for 11 years.
As becomes this isort of job adhesiveness, politeness and
friendliness among competing managers are the rule, not
the e.\ception. Each manager says his competitor is a great
fellow, has a fine station, and deserves a lot of business.
When good fellows get together, it will be in Denver.
And yet Denver, a city of about 300,000, does not do a
radio business commensurate with its prestige or importance.
In fact, the whole Mountain Region, according to the last
available FCC figures (1937), did less national spot and network business than the city of Los Angeles. That means
that Denver is relatively in. the same fix as another city
which Denver very closely resembles Washington, D. C.
Like Washington, Denver has many government employees
In its. population. It is not only the state capital, but also
the home of such federal bureaus as the Reclamation Bureau,
the mint, etc. Like Washington, Denver ajso caters to a
And like Washington,
large, transient (tourist) clientele.
Denver is the cultural center of a wide area. Historically,
an English element (the famed 'remittance men") was evident very early in the settlement of the city. Wealth was
naturally attracted to the town, and with wealth came cducaional and cultural yearnings. The city has music schools,
symphony orchestras, and civic and educational regulations
which long antedated similar laws in other communities.
From the radio angle, Denver is particularly favored for
First, the great local emphasis on music,
several reasons.
drama, etc., makes it an ideal town for the creation of new
talent Second and this is where Denver has the edge on
Washington the city is the focal point for manufacturers'
representatives working up and down the Continental Divide.

—

'

—

—

Third, all the- city's stations are network-affiliated, a fact

w^ich must certainly have beneficial reactions on

tiie

total

level of the listening audience.

That Denver has not popularized this story more among
is simply due to the fact that genteel Cabots and
the opportunistic Barnums seldom fraternize. Showmanship
here is of the quiet sort, and (syiribolic of this) the stations
put great store by their physical equipment. But the current picture is soon due for a change. Two of the stations
and KFEL— have recently been separated (they previously shared the same wavelength) and both will go out
after national business in a healthy way, now that they have
the elbow room.. .Meantime
has a new manager in
time-buyers

to

itself

Francisco. Yoder's personality is
felt
needs little comment in

KLZ

this department for,- being affiliated with the Oklahoma Publishing Co., it has Jim Meyerson in Oklahoma City issuing

an endless stream of promotion.
But when Denver will begin

to assert itself in the national spot .field, it will, like Washington, have many assets
as the result of^its quieter days which will stand it in good
stead. The longevity of station management is an omen of
Eturdiness.
So is the fine physical equipment sported all
around. And so is the preoccupation with civic and government events (old standbys in programming). Denver stations furthermore have had to fight not against each other
but against one of the toughest and strongest daily papers
In this end of the U. S., and that has made the industry here
more of a scrapper than the radio comraderie itself would
offhand indicate.
KOA, 50,000-watt
Red outlet, is operated and programmed by the National Broadcasting Co., but owned by
General Electric which built "the station In 1924. Its transmitter, located east of the city, was intentionally designed
fulfills

Cincinnati, Nov. 7.
Transfer of WCKY's home identity
from Covington, Ky., to Cincy is expected by L. B. Wilson, president
and general manager, to become official Nov. 15, with FCC authority.
By then the station's studios and
offices will be completely set up in
spacious and modern quarters in the
Hotel Gibson, heart of the city, leaving WCKY's new 50,000-watt and
former 10,000-watt transmitters as
its only properties remaining on the
Kentucky side of the Ohio river.

and

tech-

a stale joke contest; and Norburn Smith's broadcast from
the public market. Along standard lines are a musical clock
conducted by Ned Lynch, and a peppy musical stanza directed by Willie Hartzel (participating). The station does a
fair amount of merchandising, and works up an especially
swanky program schedule for mailing to 300 agencies.
.

GOT INTO RADIO AFTER
THE WAR—THE SPANISH-AMERICAN
BILL PYLE
KVOD

.

has

now

1,000 watts

on 630

kc.

NBC

and the

Blue

schedule. Its plant and transmitter are brand new: William
Pyle, the president, is undoubtedly the oldest radio experimenter in Colorado. It's said that he built- his first wireless gadget in 1902; but whatever the outcome ot that remote
experiment. Pyle certainly is the patriarch of the broadcasters here.
He had a station in Colorado Springs before
radio was even a peep-squeak. And like many of the oldtimers, he. was once a radio dealer. Tom Ekrem is his- station manager. His experience with radio is relatively newit only goes back to 1909.
Rest of the
sUff is composed of 'Con' Hecker, commercial manager; Joseph Finch,
program director; Ben Stanton, publicity; and Harry Hill and
'

KLZ LONG ON MERCHANDIZING;
MUSCLE-BUILDER'S BIG FAN MAIL
KLZ, owned by the Oklahoma Publishing Cp. (also WKY
and KVOR) since 1935, is the CBS exponent here. A deft
moneymaker, the station has a younger crowd than most of
the other stations, and exhibits seltzer bottle pep.
Merchandising—a nine point setup with film trailers, courtesy
plugs, newspaper ads, direct mail, personal contacts, and displays—is strongly pushed.
Programming is in line with
other stations.
Under F. W. (Bill) Meyer, KLZ manager, is Fred Allen
(of the Wisconsin Aliens), commercial manager, a post he's
held nine years. Arthur Wuth is program director and doubles in front-office duties.
Publicity is handled partly by
Chuck Inglis (who also spiels the sports) and Wauhilla La
Hay, a young lady whose versatility likewise extends to writing and production.
Howard Chamberlam is production
manager, and Les Weelans is musical director.
The day's schedule currently opens with a farm program,
Capt Ozie (hillbilly J and livestock and weather reports.
Setting-up exercises,
conducted by Walter Hackcnson
(YMCA) are next in line, and during the past five years
have pulled 23,000 requests for permanent charts which aid
in the physical streamlining.
Jack Fitzpatrick spiels the
news. Wes Battersea (of the Keane Advertising Agency)
has a questlon-and-answer stint, as well as a man-on-thestreet turn. Betty Lou Bemis (daughter of Ed Bemis, executive secretary of the Colorado Press Assn. gives a "women
in the news' series, Elliott Todhunter Dewey reviews books,
and the house-band knocks out some 'Silver Strings' melo-

A

picture of KVOD's programming will have to be reserved for a later date. Right now the old schedule is being
shifted around to make room for more live talent
That
means that NBC sustaining fare now accounting for around
60% of the schedule will be cut considerably. But undoubtly some, of the following local fare will be retained: a
man-on-the-street stanza; a traffic safety program; educational programs of all kinds; the musical clock c6nd\icted by
Fred Graham; and a stanza in which Harry Hill requests
blood donors. One idea now on tap (particularly good for
a city of this type) involves an etherized' dramatic class.
does all types of standard merchandising, and Its
backlog of local business is excellent.

—

—

KVOD

THE CUSTOMERS
The following national spot accounts are represented on
the four Denver stations:
ArnwIronK Cork
BBDXO
Ballnril
Te<l D«hl
nnume BenRue
.•...Win. Esty*
I>enumant Ixibs
H, w. Kantor
Cimmery

nentrlc*
n.

town

inently.

Gene O'Fallon runs the

station, with Frank Bishop acting
under the title of station director. Holly
Moyer is commercial manager. Don McCaig is program director while Bill Welsh handles news and sports.

as aide-de-camp

Typical of KFEL's stunty ether lineup are the following:
a man-on-the-street broadcast (via shortwave set); a 'blunder
bout' in which announcers are stumped on tongue-twisters;

27,000 AT QUIZ

Dallas, Nov. 7.

The high tide of the quiz radio
program popularity may have been
reached here if numbers are any
test.
The so-called 'Mr. Dodge' program (you guessed it Dodge auto

—

is sponsor) has been playAdolphus hotel ballroom
with 1,000 to 1,200 persons usually
present.
But during the recent
Texas State Fair the program moved
into the Cotton Bowl (stadium) and

distributor
ing at the

q)iizzed contestants by amplification
before 27,000 persons'.

NBC TITLES HANDED
GREENE AND SEVILLE
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broadcast news regularly, and that policy has been
maintained with emphasis ever since. KFEL is also the only
station in town which operates on a single rate card. Remote lines to the state house, courts, etc., are maintained on
a widespread basis, and stunts of all kinds are spotted promin

KVOD

Richard Leonard, news editors.

Drlslot-Myern

One

on 920 kc, is the Gene O'Fallbn station,
with Mutual. Prominent in N.A.B. affairs, O'Fallon has operated the place on a perky, stunty basis. That
goes even for the furniture and pianos which are specially
built to bear out a Navajo motif. KFEL was the first station

KOA

Al

KOA

man and

nical director.
Al Crapscy, James MacPhersoh and Barry
Long divide the sales duties, MacPhcrson additionally handles promotion and keeps track of the numerous window displays planted by the station for its sponsors.

KFEL,

Programming is designed to take advantage of Denver's
native talent and thus leans heavily toward music. Once
this emphasis was pretty highbrow, but currently a middle
road is being paved between the classics and the lighter
fare.
additionally is one of the very few U. S. stations
which sports a bona fide talent (artists) bureau, license and
all.
In charge of Duncan McCall, the bureau has 25 entertainers under contract. Clarence Moore has been program
manager for many years. Once a singer himself, he is now
grooming Patty Worth,' kid swing singer; Elsa Kauerz, lyric
soprano; Helen Marie Briscoe, pop singer; Lester Harding,

MIN.

build the original

Lloyd Voder's right-hand

affiliated

the requirements 100%.

FROM COVINGTON

is

DOLLED UP KFEL, A LA NAVAJO,
IS GENE 0'FALLON'S.JttJSTLER

KOA'S AGGRESSIVE ARTISTS
BUREAU—25 ACTORS FOR HIRE

WCKY NOW ONE

Bob Owen, who helped GE

KFEL and KVOD, now divorced and each full time have
not fully evolved future program policies. But both stations
have that all-essential asset—local business— and ban swing'
into a load of national spot from there.

NBC

as a showpiece and

other intervals.

stayed ever since,

additional stanzas are being plugged hard by the staof these is the 'Lady, Lend an Ear' variety stanza
across the board every morning (participating). Talent is
comprised of Roily Chestney's house orchestra, Robert Bradley (male vocalist), Inez Pehce (pop singer), and Margaret
Moore (Wauhilla La Hay). The other is a 'Boner's Court'
on Thursday evenings in which the entire station staff defends itself against criticisms written in by listeners throughout the week.
.KLZ. has thislyear additionally carried a 'nil InadW sports.
Wheaties during the summer aired National League ball
games over the station, and currently Rocky Mountain Conference football Is being unraveled. Civic affairs get their
due share. Music from high schools is now on the schedule
for Saturday morning airings.

Moved here when Al Nelson went from New

make

—

Two

KGO-KPO, San

expected to

—

tion.

KOA

York

A.

'Men of the West.' Joe Myers is sports
commentator, and Bill Bender is the chief cowboy singer
(cowboy stuff is indispensable even in Denver). Civic and
community tie-ins are numerous. An 'Old Opry House'
stanza on Tuesday evenings from the (Drpheum theatre showcases practically, all the talent at once, while the singers and
the house-band (batoned by Milton Shrednik) get regular
workouts including network feeds singly or in groups at

dies.

KVOD

Lloyd Yoder.

EDGAR

baritone; and the

"'"^

Tanies*
First iinUc'd Bil.ndMsier.
Utroct*

::::::::::::::::T{;;y^^^

M«ca'S*

*" "'erisk use time Segment, of !«,

SPONSOR ANSON WEEKS

ORCH ON CBS SUNDAYS

Philadelphia, Nov. 7.
Two new titles werie handed out
Chicago, Nov. 7.
by NBC's sales promotfon departSanford (Sandy) Guyer^ WPEN
ment last week. Jack M. Greene gabber, filed suit for $10,000 last
Anson Weeks orchestra goes coastwas named circulation manager and week against
William
Condon, to-coast on Columbia starting Nov.
H. M. Beville, Jr., research mana- wealthy West Philly apartment house 19 for Chamberlain hand lotion
ger. E. P. H. James, NBC advertis- owner, charging; Condon
struck him through Ramsey agency.
ing manager, will have charge of all and broke his glasses
Will ride from 1:30 to 1:55 p. m. on
on Oct. 14,
advertising and direct mail which when the announcer and
several Sundays on an 18-week minimum
have to do with network sales.
others were picketing the station.
contract.
Greene has for years at NBC conCondon allegedly told Guyer he
cerned himself with- developing new 'didn't like unions.' Guyer is
a memways of station and network cir- ber of the American CommunicaShoots Bankroll
culation measurements and their ap- tions Association, CIO, which
walked
plication to network sales. Beville out
when the station allegedly

Quiz program itself was free but has been the network's head statis- 'locked out' members of the house
In announcing its call letters the
New Orleans, Nov. 7.
always used the line: 'Cov- public- paid- 25 cents a head to get tician and he will continue to head orchestra.
Acting General Manager ITincent
up this staff in addition to supervisThe men were returned to work F. Cummings, of
Kentucky; one minute from into the fair grounds.
WWL, last week
ing all sales research.
pending final action by Arde Bulova, signed and sent
Cin'cinnati.'
To start off its new
a check for 20c to
owner of the station.
operating base, WCK'Y will ana
New
Orleans
listener.
Latter
BOB CHAPMAN BETTER
nounce: 'Cincinnati, one minute from
wrote in and said she thought stato
Oklahoma City, Nov. 7.
Covington.'
Des Moines auto show attendance tion should pay for a can of beans
Bob Chapman,
sales manWTMA, Charleston, S. C, replaces of over 42,000i was 20% increase over which she allowed to burn as she
ager, slowly recovering after serious WCSC as the local NBC affiliate Jan.
last year.
listened
KSO-KRNT
intently
had charge
to one of the staMorgan Family, of the 'Hollywood hospital siege.
It will be part of the southeastern of the program
.1.
which included Griff tion's broadcasts.
Barn Dance' from K NX, Los AnWas operated on for appendicitis groiip.
Williams' band and Ray Perkins as
Station agreed with her— a pubgeles,' on the third anniversary pro- which was followed by pneumonia
operates at 250 watts on emcee.
Younker Bros, department licity story being worth 20c—but
gram of the Civic Theatre, Wichita. complications.
1210 k.c.
store provided the style show.
hoped It wouldn't set • precedent.
station
ington,

WTMA

NBC

WKY

.

WTMA

November

We<liies«lay,

RADIO

1939

8,

VARIETY
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$300,000 FOR 'CULTURE'
Sugar-Coating Needed

AND COSTS WILL

Mexico

To

-get

Nov.

City,

Mexicans

7.

Jisten to

to

inslrucUons concerning the pending Govei iiment census, the radio
has been employed extensively
by Federal authorities. Educational chatter is slipped iri be-

60 EVEN HIGHLIl

tween

swing

hot-

ago when the ex-president ot Yale,
R. Aiigetl, became Educational Consultant at $25,000 per year.
In general the
plan underscores
the local station, feels that a network
by its very size is not the proper
medium lor classroom instruction

NBC

The

di.sc."!

phonograph

Folk

Music

America — Music

of

literature.

Foreign origins of

American music; regional American
music, past and present. CBS Orchestra; Bernard Herrmann conducting in cooperation with the Archive
of American Folk Song of the Librai'y of Congress, the Music Educators' National Conference, and The
National
Association.
Education

AIR SCHOOL
LANDRY

By BOB

Eucational-cuUural type radio pro-

—

the Mu.seum. Presented in cooperation with the American Museum of

great increa.se in 'patriotic' societies
poses many ticklish problems becaui^e
Natural Hislory and the National
many ot them are palpably phoney.
Education Association. Manual maThe headlines have made us, as a
terial and scripts written by Hans
nation, very self-conscious about our
(Elementary
Christian
Adamson.
democratic institutions and there has
grades and junior high schools).

THURSDAY
Tales from Far and Near

—Litera-

production into the five-morningsa-week 'American School ot the Air.*
This program is thought to have a
couple of million listeners in the
aggregate of its several age levels.
Students listen enmasse in their
cla.ssrooms or auditoriums. As with
most of the educational-cultural
broadcasts oh the networks, there is
invariably a .so-called co-sponsor,
some organization specializing in a
particular Held
and collaborating
with the networks.
Examples of 'Co-Sponsors'
.

Scattered samples of 'co-spon.sors'
ot educational
Include:

programs now on

NBC

Federal Council of Churches-

Sunday Vespers.

t

|
I

i

|

I

I

Congregations —^Talks.
National Vocational
—
Assn. 'On Your Job.'

for

vancen>ent ot Science
Moulton.
Dept.

Guidance

—

Tlie

Ad-

the

— Dr.

F. H.

Agriculture- Farm

of

Home

,

Institute

World Is Yours.'
American Assn.

and

Hour.

Institute of

Human

The scope of the material and

the

organizational tie7Ups arranged
CBS' 'American School of the Air'
(with a curriculum laid out a full
school year ahead, but programs
built as required by the web's regular program department under Bill
Lewis) indicate the elaborate preparation arid re.<;earch that precede Ihc

for

directing acting
phases.
Thi.s
program's skeleton
franicwork for the present season is
scripting

-

-

as follows:

MONDAY
Dcmocracy-^Vocaguidance and social studies.

Frontiers
lional

of

Dramatizations based on the report
of the National Resources Committee;

studies on technological trends,

and

and sociologimachine ago.

political, economic
cal implications of the

commentaries and forums on

commentary by Robert Aura

and

Smith, foreign correspondent, newspaper editor and playwrighl. (Upper elementary gradts. and junior
and senior high schools).
.

Both

networks

have

encouraged

Ihoir aflilialed stations and instructtheir owncd-and^managed units
to add either speciallyrhired educa-.
lional directors, or to have some re-

ed

executive given
station
this title .so that educational-culture
jjroups in each comimmity will have
restation.
the
with
liaison
a
cent CBS rally resulted in some 25sponsible

A

educational directors showing
up.
As they paid their own expenses this was impressive testimony of the growing realization of

odd

the importance ot this phase of
broadcasting. NBC will have its own
conference shortly in Chicago and
are
meetings
additional
various
called by

the

Civil Liberties

Mutual has not been particularly
active in oducationals due to the lack
of funds for sustaincrs. a chronic
complaint with the cooperative network. One program from the Ameri.->

at

Apparently

Cincinnati.

seems

.

i

.

,

last

have run

to

and

fall

its full

litigation

course.

.

]
'

challenge ot the Commission's power
to deny the renewal.
In its opinion,
the intermediate tribunal held that
the license had not been issued
under provisions of the Communications Act which authorize granting ot licenses according to a specified procedure, that the papers held
by Crosley were not a license within
the meaning of the provisions of the
law granting the privilege of seeking judicial review, and that Crosley waived the right to appeal by
accepting a ticket which the FCC
reserved the right to cancel 'without
advance notice or hearing.'
Consequently, any operator— such
as tho.se using borrowed facilllie.s,
engaged in synchronization, and operating beyond their regular hours
has little hope of any remedy in
event the airwave "cop* see fit to
take his special privileges away.

Harold Kent's Session
Chicago, Nov. 7.
Tentative schedule for the Third
School Broadcast Conference^ to be
held in the Congress hotel here starting Dec. 6, calls for addresses on
radio in education and actual demNetwork's
onstration
broadcasUs.
side of the picture will be explained
by Sterling Fisher ot Columbia and
TechFranklin Dunham of NBC.
niques will be discussed by Wynn
Wright, NBC midwest program director.

—

Allows Extension Says Station
N.A.B. Man Joined Symposium

Akron, Nov. 7.
Akron's radio-labor dispute, resulting from cancellation of a weekly
C.I.O. 'Voice ot Labor' program by
WJW here, today had reached a lull
after Station Manager Edythe Fern
Melrose offered to reinstate the contract which she cancelled a week
ago.
H. R. Lloyd, president of the

denial

Un- argument

Akron, Offers Union Time

WNYC GETS NAMES
FOR LEHERHEADS

made by

us except the deletion ot
lousy, rotten, etc.,
which is in accordance with the
warning given us by the FCC that
the industry must keep all broadcasts
within-the confines of good taste.'

such

words as

I

Mayor LaGuardia of New York
named a 'Radio Board' over the past
weekend lo 'supervi.se' programming

Melrose had cancelled the
ot WNYC, city-owned transmitter,
programs on the grounds that such
action was the only possible coiir.se and otherwise a.ssist in the station's
Non-salaried
Akron Industrial Union council, the station could take in conformity operation.
honorary
which sponsored the program, said with the new code ot the NAB. 'In- group will not affect Morris Novick,
he would call his board together at structions from the national associa- director of the station.
once to discu.ss Mrs. Melrose's offer. tion were that all programs of a conBoard is chairmaned by Col. ArThe council's contract with the sta- troversial nature broadcasting on a thur W. Little, of Little & Ive.s, pubtion was lo run until February.
commercial basis should be discon- lishers; James T. McDonald, prez. of
Mrs. Melrose said, in offering to tinued, with stations alloting free Brooklyn In.stitule of Arts and Sciresume the program.s. that she had time for discussions in order to Ije.st ences; Dr. Margaret Kieley, dean of
just learned- that, in the NAB code serve the public interest, conven- Queens College. N. Y.; Angelo Patri,
which bans the sale of time for dis- ience and necessity,' she declared.
educator, and Jacob Ro.scnberg, prez
cussion of controversial i.ssues is a
The dispute raged throughout the of N. Y. Local 802 of the American
clau.se providing that such programs
week and was climaxed Friday night Federation of Musicians.
may be continued until the expira- (.3) when the station presented a
An additional list ot consultants
tion of present contract periods if forum, during Which the new NAB was
named, both groups to 'aid in
that is no longer than a year.
code was criticized and defended. the foundation of definite long range
"If we can go back to free speech,
Taking part in the forum were Mr.s. programs.' Second list includes John
I am sure that we will want to conMelrose, Joseph jMiller, head ot the Golden, drama; Walter Damrosch,
'It
tinue the program.' Lloyd said.
labor relations department ot the Olin Downes, music; Gustavus T.
they want lo put on restrictions like NAB. Wilmcr Tate, veteran Akron Kirby,
Jack Dcmpsey, Lou Gehrig,
they did during October we may not labor leader, and James Wishart. as- sport.s. and Fannie llur.st. Dr.' Mario
Mrs.

:

I

1

j

I

i

;

accept.'

Labor leaders, including Sherman
W. Dalrymple, president ot the
United Rubber Workers of America,
have charged that 'for the past sevmonths the management ot
eral
WJW has been harassing the' procensorship.'
History gram with unreasonable

CBS.

its

kw

nothing else can be clone to upset

New Code Angle

signifi-

Presented in cooperation with the
of Natural
Progressive Education Association. ican Museum
well rcEmery
Manual material prepared by Mai- conducted by Bob
g;u-et
Harrison, Radio Consultant, uardod.
NBC's cduc.nlioiial plan began a-sProgressive Education Associatif n.
Script writer: A. Murray Dyer. tUp- suining iU piesonl shape three years
'

WLW,

'

Relations-

Talk.-!.

actual

I

a little publicity.

WJW,

cant events in world news, broadcast from the auditorium of a different New York City high school
Presented in cooperaeach week.
tion with the New York City Board
of Education and the National EduManual matecation Association.
prepared by Dr. Harriet H.
rial
author and specialist in
Shoeii,
Scripts
teaching of social studies.

National Art Society— 'Art For
Your Sake."
Union ot American Hebrew

over

the litigation

mit to experiment with 500

FRIDAY

Table.

in

right to refuse extension of the per-

FCC-WLW

I

been a veritable ru.sh, of subway intensity, on the part of paid secretaries yearning for a chance to defend democracy and get themselves

with famous authors and storyThe networks get the brunt of a
Presented in co- lot of this pressure, but every statellers as guests.
operation with the- Association for tion in the country, in lesser and
Arts in Childhood, the American Li- local ways, knows what It is. What
National the broadcasters want to sidestep is
the
Association,
brary
Council of Teachers of English, and the one-man or one-woman scheme
the National Education Association. that hides out behind a letterhead
Stories selected by the Association committee that reads like the horse
for Arts in Childhood, Radio Com- show's list of honorary stablemasters.
mittee: Barbara Nolen, Story PaThe whirling dervishes of the new
Fenner,. Manhasset
rade;
Phyllis
cult of we-love-democracy-give-usSchool Libraries; Alvina Treut, New
time have their counterparts at the
York University; Florence Liss, moment in""an alarming increase of
Stratford Avenue School, Garden
Manual material
City, New York.
prepared by Florence Liss and Eleanor Weakley Nolcn. Script Writer:
(Elementary
Dyer.
Murray
A.
grades).
This Mvinir World— History aiid
Dramatizations,
events.
current

Sniith.sonian

I

tized,

Council of Catholic
Men— Brother Leo, Paulist Choir.
University of Chicago— Round
National

victory

a

The highest bench, without any
discussion, refused to review the
as to whether an experimental permit is a 'licen.se' and the
it calls 'the skepticism ot observation." thinks that the holder is entitled to legal remnetworlcs are merely raising objec- edies when it is taken away. So the.
tions to the public log idea exactly District of Columbia Court ot Apdecision, agreeing that the
a.s,
in the union's view; they raise peals
objections to any proposal that would Commish had complete freedom to
limit the network's own freedom of deny a renewal beyond last Feb.
decision.
And this is about the 28, stands.
Final chapter in the
truth.
The networks say that they
either are, or are not, operating in wrangle is ot major importance to
the public interest, that they .either numcro"us operators for more reaare, or are not, trustworthy and re
sons than that it means the end of
sponsive to the public interest. Be- super-power until the regulators are
rause they think they are doing a convinced a higher wattage limit is
good job
job, the log seems unnecessary in the public interest. Because until
the precise question is discussed by
to them.
It would involve them in
endless quarrels with organizations the Supreme Court, experimental
on every decision made. Many of papers must be regarded as in an
these organizations are not sincere entirely different category from regmany have no other real reason than ular licenses to operate.
understandable
a -paid secretary's
The only questions threshed out
interest in continuing to .get paid and in the Court of Appeals dealt with
needing a little personal ballyhoo.
the jurisdiction to entertain WLW's

The American
ion, out of what

'

CBS meantime has, with this sea- ture. Modern children's stories of
son, injected new showmanship and many lands, narrated and drama-

7.

York.

j

available at a nominal cost-plus-shipping price of around $2 per disc.
Such programs will not necessarily
t>e broadcast.

Washington, Nov.

Door was slammed by the U. S.
Supreme Court Monday (6) on
Powel Crosley when the FCC won

]

grams are getting a constantly larger Manual maleriiil prepared by Alan tors to make them engrossing. Anof attention from the two Lomax. and G. D. Wiebe, Ohio State
At the monionl University Bureau ot Educational other small difference is that NBC
niajor networks.
to speak ot '|)ublic interest'
NBC and CBS between them are Resciirch. Programs directed by prefers
programs and CBS. shying from the
probably spending $300,000 annually Alan Lomax, Davidson Taylor, and
(Upper .ele- common carrier connotation, likes
Jor ihcir educational departments William Fincshriber.
'educational program.s' as a label for
ai\d the sundry activities stemming mentary grades and junior and senits shows.
the growing number ior high schools).
tlicretroin.
What the networks are doing and
WEDNESDAY
and tempo ot such programs sugwhat they plan to do necessarily
gests lhal thi.s is, like the planning
Now Horizons Geography and plays
will play its part in conbehii\d the efforts, just,a starter.
science.
Roy Chapman Andrews, nectionandwith
the constant machine
program.^.
oflt-the-air
of
American Museum
Apart from
Director.
gun fire of criticism from persons
anticipated that thousands of Nalmal History, and other noted exis
It
and organizations that want, but
eventually
will
plorers on weekly visits to different
schools and colleges
don't get, free time lo speak their
portable
cheap
halls of the geographical section of
be equipped with
pieces or sharpen their axes.
The
phono-

hopes to start supplying classroom
programs completely recorded and

COMMAND

societies devoted to the hatred of
certain classes, groups. and seels. Be-

amount

turntables adjusted to both
speeds.
transcription
and
graph
Within six months, NBC, for one,

VITAL TO FCC

what it calls 'assigned listening.' In tween them they make many deother words, programs ot social or mands for free time. The webs recultural significance are called to ject most of them. It is this problem
the attention of schools directly or that overlaps the proposal of the!
through co-sponso'rs.
Teachers arc American Civil Liberties Union that
asked to have pupils tune in that all request!? for time made to netparticular program as part ot aCler- works or stations should be listed in
a log-book together with annotations
school 'home work.'
as to what followed, and the logCentral Control-Pro Actors
book should be open to public in(jolumbia tends to take the posi- spection.
This suggestion was retion that educational programs need vived at a recent 'consoiiihip' concentral control and professional ac- ference at the Biltinore hotel. New

TDFSDAY
and

WLW REFUSAL

.

'

per elementary grades and junior
and senior high schools).

'

Boston. Nov, 7:
has notified all program
directors and announcers that in
preparing Question and Answer
programs and forums they must
make sure they know all the answers before they go on the air.
Radio is the great teacher.

cheap-priced ($2,000) high frequency
sch<jol board tran'sinitlers designed
for broadcasting lo schoolrooms in
each area and according to each
area's own ideas is more congenial
to NBC.
It also seeks to drum up

mostly made in U.S.

Good Precaution

WBZ

(CBS demurs, thinks otherwise).
The expected eventual popularity ot

records.

NBC, CBS Bearing Most of
the Cost at Present—Thousands of Schools and Colleges Will Eventually Be
Equipped for Classroom
Radio Programs

A

James

H.

Good Taste
Mrs. Melrose declared that 'an examination of scripts will verify my
slalcmcnt that no changes have been

sistant

educational

director

ot; the

United Rubber Workers.
Miller declared that adoption ot
the code, saying that broadcasters
were obligated to give away an appropriate amount of time for discussion of public issoes, was hailed by
almost every liberal clement in the
country.
Tate answered by branding the new regulations 'a conspiracy between big business and the

NAB.'

i)r. A. Berle. Dr. George
Bachr. anri Francis Foley Gammon
in other phases.

Goscii/.a,
:

.

C'rbkrr
Williaui
slalT

tu

Marquclte

Chicago, Nov. 7.
quits the
j>rogram manager of

WGN

C'lOkcr

lo l>U('oine

WBHO. Marquette

(Mich.).

Croker was on the
.stair.

,

.

WGN

publicity
,

,

.

,
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N.A.B.-Encourage(i Music Co.

Radio's Minute

Files

make

his

S.E.C.; Will Issue

With

Stock to License-Holders

spiel

minutes to the
lar

Washington, Nov.

7.

Little light was thrown on prothe
of
system
licensing
posed
N. A. B.-angeled music publishing
house when permission was sought
Friday (3) to issue 100,000 share? of
capital stock for Broadcast Miisic,
Papers revealed the venture
Inc.
abandoned unless ample
wiil be
cash is in hand by February.
Although corporation is authorized to have 100,000 shares of capital securities, the Securities & Exchange Commission was informed in
the registration statement that but

80,000 tickets will be issued at. the
Remainder to be kept in
outset.
the treasury for possible payment of
paper dividends or In case of later

need for additional working money.
Uncertainty about the operating
methods continued even after close
analysis of the lengthy legal documents, supposed to give complete
picture of the corporate structure
and registrants' activities. With explanation that one purpose will be to
Issue licenses. Broadcast Music said
except that fees to be collittle
lected from clients will equal 40%
of the amounts payable, to American
Society of Composers, Authors' &
Publishers for 1937. No definite
statements, however, as to what will
be covered by the licenses or

Ain't

You Ashamed?
Boston, Nov.

7.

The comedy and routining on
the 'breakfast In Bedlam' show
WBZ-WBZA weekdays
over
from 8-9 A.M. is 100% spontaneous. During Oct. 31 program
emcee Fred Cole happened to
look out of the studio

7.

week

last

six-nights-a-week chatter
series over WCAU, Philadelphia, for
the Arcadia restaurant has a novel
wrinkle on the deal. Sponsor bought
a 15-minute spot, but Gouraud can
a

window

In the
during the broadcast
parking lot across the street was
an attendant loafing beside an
reCole
car.
unusually dirty
marked over the air that the
man should clean it.

is

anywhere from 10
period.
Regusustainer.

picked up to

fill,

Gouraud has been on the air continuously for nine years and claims
first time he hasn't had to
it's a
tailor his script to fit the clock,

WHITEMANIN

Two

is notable for the realistic details given on the literary market
radio. The other, a compilation of excerpts on 'Radio Censorship', edited
by H. B. Saunders, of Kansas State College, is perhaps the most useful
and factual reference work on the moot question thus far published.
Majority of works on cen.sorship have had an axe to grind. Saunders has
Iii

May

Texaco

edited and H.

DiwyHour
Into 2 Halves

SPURT

New
Texaco has deferred for a time
acting on the Idea of separating the
dramatic half of its Wednesday night
hour and scheduling it for sorne
other night on CBS. The. petrol account won't decide on a schedule
change until option time comes due
at the end of this month.
According to the proposal, the variety half of the Texaco hour would
remain as is, 9-9:30 p.m.- and an at-

tempt would be made to induce say,
present Friday evening CBS acPaul Whiteman's orchestra, which count to swap its half hour for the
Wednesday
S:30-10 period. .One of
whether any restrictions would be Jumped from 6.9 to 10 between the
angles about the change that the
the
placed on use of sheet music and last two reports of the Cooperative
oil outfit wouldn't like is the added
Tecordings owned by the corporaAnalysis of Broadcasting, occasioned cost for time, but on the other hand
tion.
There was little new In the 18- considerable talk on the street last It might consider the added plug
page statement; which explained the week and especially aijiong other value of two different periods of the
week worth the difference on the
function of the concern will be to orchestra leaders. It underscores the
network bill.
license performing rights to broadIn the lisseasonal Increase
Repertoire will usual
be acquired by purchase and by tening audience which sets In with
creation via employees, with the cold weather. In the same period,
company planning both to publish another program, 'Ask-It-Basket,'
and record.
as jumped from 6.8 to 11, while a
Although Broadcast Music, Inc., variety of other skips have been
supposedly will stand on its own recorded.
The. Whiteman upward
feet, in contrast to N. A. B. Bureau trend began in August, when he was
cf- Copyrights (which was wholly- down to around four, quite low for
owned subsidiary), the N. A. B. him, and the latest spurt is in line
guarantees payment of organization with his usual pace.
Whiteman's
expenses but does not underwrite sponsor Is Chesterfield; 'Ask-lt' is
the stock or stand responsible for underwritten by Colgate-Palmolive
success or failure of the enterprise. Peet.
Getting along without the aid of
Twice a year the even calm of
any promoters or financial distrib C.A.B. is disrupted by sudden ups or
utors, Broadcast
Music will sell downs in the curves of popularity.
stock to members of the industry Toward the end of April programs
who take out licenses. Securities often being frightening the buttons
will tie on a one-to-four basis, with off the sponsor's, suspenders by
each subscriber getting capital stock seeming to suddenly go to pieces.
to the amount nearest 25% of the This simply means the robins are

W. Wilson has published

Masses, pro-leftist weekly,

amount he may pay

for perform-

chirping:

Again toward

late OctO'

ing rights. The paper, with a nomi
ber the popularities reassert them'
nal value of $1, will be handed out selves.
at a price of $5. No subscriber can
Time shifts, changes In the comtake more or less than his allotment, petition, all affect C.A.B. standings
which means that if the license fee This fall spurters have Included
of a station Is $1,0,000, he will be Helen Menken, who hopped from 6
obliged to purchase $2,500 worth to 10.3. Sponsor is Bayer.
(500 shares) of the stock if he wants
Some differences must be figured
any.
in this season because the CBS 'hiaIn setting Feb. 1, 1940, as the tus' policy was In force for the first
deadline on the Issue, Broadcast Mu- time. This Influenced the re-starting
dates of programs to some exsic said that contributions will be
returned and licenses cancelled it tent.
subscriptions are inadequate to fi

nance operations. The paper will
be offered to all potential licensees
on the 1 to 4 basis.
Since the corporation

an unchartered

Is

entering

Equity Inclined to

Entertainers Employed

New

In

this sort was the remark that Broad
cast Music expects to take in $1,600,'
000 a year from stations acquiring
licenses.
In addition, the treasury

A

Telecast

scale for salaries In television

which uses

legit players principally

is still in process of consideration
by an Actors' Equity Assn. commitwould contain $400,000 from sale of tee but progress has been made in
the stock. Amount required to run clarifying the situation and it is posthe business cannot be even esti
sible that plays will be televised

Admen Jonket

Chicago

Pittsburgh

'To

KDKA's Big Doings

at this time,

It

was

Flock

Chicago, Nov. 7.
radio people,

Chicago

WFBL

&

&

pendent Radio Network Affiliates to
the AFM's new payroll allocation of
$4,500,000, which is $1,500,000 more
a year than the Industry has been
under agreement to pay for the past
two years.
The present contract
between IRNA and the Federation
expires Jan. 18.
While the industry as a whole is
a.^ked to increase its outlay for musicians by 50%, the budget for th«
networks' key stations in New York,
Chicago and Los Angeles

is scheduled to become doubled. The current contract obligates these outlets
to spend a minimum of $60,000 a
year each. The new agreement calls
$120,000 a year from each of
& for
these sources.
These payrolls er*
not part ot the quota set for the InLou Nelson ot Wade, Myrtle' Wright dustry as a whole.
McDonald, Herof Henri, Hurst
The revised scale adopted by the
man Groeth of John H. Dunham,
board means a 33 1-3% reducMargaret Wylie of J. Waller Thomp- tion for musicians
employed on
son.
transcription libraries, and makes
the half-hour rate for library conrut Sbinditr
form with the rate which applies for
Pittsburgh, Nov. 7.
commercial recordings; In the latBiggest party in local radio his- ter -case it's $18 for a quarter-hour
tory was tossed by
over platter and $24 for a half-hour platUnder the previous arrangeweek-end. Occasion was dedication ter.
of station's new transmitter and ment work on sustaining discs was
Manager Sherman Gregory hosted treated in quarter-hour lots, so that
more than 100 guests, inost of them' a half-hour recording job for licoming from New York and Chi-^ braries was figured at $36 per man.
cago.
Claire Trevor, star of 'Alle- The new rule, however, does progheny Uprising,' who was here for vide that the program recorded on
picture's premiere, stayed over to this basis must derive from a single
continuity or script.
breaik the proverbial bottle of champagne at the transmitter's base in
presence of Major Lenox R. Lohr,

&

and Kenny and Arlene Draper, dance

&

team.

Swicegood's Aide
Atlanta, Nov. T

Jess

WAGA,

Swicegood,
manager
of
has appointed Paul Over

bay, formerly of the

program de-

partment

as his assistant so that he
can devote himself mainly to sales
promotion and matters of policy.
Recent addition to the station's
sales staff Is J. H. Macy, former rep
for the Kohler Co.

Be Lenient
Pay Scale Problem
the stage.

AFM

KDKA

Frank Conrad and Mayor

No such fear 5s row felt
away
is now regarded as

and television

a new source of engagements, particularly when the new art is com-

Scully.

Eleven five-minute predictions of developments of the future by industrial and civic leaders were engraved
on wax transcription discs and sealed
in a glass crypt as part of the

exercises.

mercialized.

Ford's Iowa Styles

said.

Big push by propagandists

of

In addition to arriving at a new
that the union expects the
broadcasters to spend on musicians
annually the executive board ot the
Arnerican Federation of Musicians
last week modified the established
scale applying to transcription libraries. The board will meet again
Nov. 20 to get the reaction ot the
negotiating committee ot the Inde-

lump sum

For

KDKA

If reasonable pay Is adopted for
telecasts made from theatres direct,
RCA-NBC will experiment In that
from Broadway stages, as proposed, direction, employing mobile units as
and sometime during the season. Before now used for sports events. CBS
salesmen, is contemplated, the papers the new rules covering pay, re- proposed telecasts of stage ishows
revealed.
In outlining the set-up hearsals and working conditions are some time ago but that chain's
and modus operandi, registrant ex' finally adopted, they will be okayed television development is way beplained that public relations exeC' by an advisory board made up of hind schedule.
No CBS telecasts
utive would be one of the pay-roll representatives of the several actor- of same kind are being sent out.
crs and hinted at an aggressive artists unions whose people appear
Recently Max Gordon aimed to
drive to woo business from ASCAP in telecasts.
televise over NBC-RCA his new muOne major point decided on Is to sical 'Very Warm For May' from
completely change the pay require- the stage but was stumped by the
Jimmie Britt's Title
ments for legit stage performan(:es. full week's salary rule. He protestBoston, Nov. 7.
Present rule calls for players to be ed and the proposed change is
Jimmie Britt has been given the paid a full week's salary for one .result Equity has been assured by
title of director of the sports an'
telecast of the show.
Equity con- the Screen Actors Guild that it is
nouncing staff of the Yankee and cedes that such requirement is ex- supporting the lead of Equity In asColonial networks. New job starts cessive. Explained that when that suming jurisdiction of television but
Jan. 1.
rule was adopted about three years the formation ot an advisory board
it
Britt will be assigned to cover the ago,
was designed as a protective is still believed to be the solution
Boston Red Sox and Bees training measure, since it was not known as to which union or unions will
whether television would Imperil formally take over.
camps.

mated

interviewed Stanley Boynton, of
series is being anticipated with
that area.

Contract with Broadcasters

Meetings

tion

On

starting a series of articles in ils
L. Spivak has been researching

A.F.M. Asks R500,000 Annually

especially radio time buyers, rattled
to Pittsburgh over the \ueekend to
Syracuse, Nov. 7.
transattend opening of new
Entertainment and politics de- mitter. Headed by NBC-itcs Harry
veloped during the recent campaign Kopf, in charge of network sales, and
here. Jack Curren,
announcer Oliver Morton, chief of local and
and vocalist, organized a troupe ot national spot sales.
'Republicanaires' which worked on
From the agencies were N. J.
a two-we;ek schedule, reporting at Kavanaugh of Roche, Williams
G.O.P. teas afternoons and at one Cunnyngham, George Duram and H.
major rally each night During the H. Hudson of Kastor, Ed Fellers of
afternoon meetings, Curren used a Presba, Fellers
Presba, H. L.
three-piece ensemble with- Helen Hulsebus of Stack-Goble, Tom KivDevine, vocalist Hop Odell, vocal lan of George Hartman, Ray Rey-;
and guitar, and served as vocalist nolds of Rogers
Smith, Harlow
and emcee.
Roberts of Blackett-Sample-HumAt the night show, Curren used his mert R. J. Scott ot Schwimmcr &
own 12-piece orchestra with Selda Scott, Holly Shively ot Lord
Castle and Red Thomas, vocalists, Thomas. Frank Steel of McJunkin.

Political

Held, little informs'

about financial arrangements
can be given, the SEC was told. No
budget has been set up, nothing was
said about salaries likely to be. paid
the general manager or other exeC'
titives, and about the only Info of

is

Nov. 21 issue on Father Coughlin. John
for four months around Detroit Having
Alrcasters, Inc., and. sundry other.<:, the
much curiosity by the broadcaster bloc in

casters 'and others.'

At

a straight fact-and-quote book.

Don S. Elias. executive director of Station WWNC, Asheville, N. C,
points out that Varietv erred in its recent story concerning the new st.itlon, WISE, located in the same market. There is no connection whatever
between the ownership or management of the newcomer and the old e.stablished station, now in its 12th year. Elias is it the Savoy-Plazn, N. Y.,
currently.

.

CAB.

additions to the growing bookshelf on matters radio have recently
One, Erik Barnouw's 'Handbook ot Radio Writing' (Little,

appeared.

Brown),

.

•

in to 'bedlam.'

His daughter, Anna Erskine, scripts the .ihow, but she wasn't present at
the broadcast, being in Boston for the Monday (6) opening of the new
Dwight Wiman production, 'Mornings at Seven,' for which she's assistant
to director Joshua Logan.

dance

out the

stanza.

Not until the attendant quickly
grabbed a sponge and went to
work did Cole realize that the
man had the auto's radio tuned

John Erskine, who guested Sunday (5) on 'Metropolitan Opera Auditions
of the Air'..over NBC blue (WJZ), planed in from the Coast for the
stint, which was strictly a giveaway. He flew back again immediately, after
the broadcast to resume his magazine series on film personalities.
Guests on the show are paid a nominal fee, but in every case the coin
Is turned over to the Metropolitan, of which Erskine is one of the director.";.

full

CBS network

music

1939

Inside Stuff-Radio

Hand

Philadelphia, Nov.

Powers Gouraud, who
began

8,

On

Has Upper Hand

Des Moines, Nov.

Gwen McCleary
gram

has a

7.

new pro

WMT-KSO-KRNT

for Ford on
doing a style, travel and historic
story combo on Iowa.
Ford is also carrying a spot campaign of four announcements a day
on the three Iowa Cowles' stations.

OLD GOLD THINKS
IT OYER,

THEN QUITS

Old Gold has decided to lay off
network radio for a while after the
Bob Benchley show comes to. a close
Nov. 14. The agency on the account
Lennen & Mitchell, talked about
various other programs but there
was no real enthusiasm.
Lorillard's decision makes vacant
the 8-8:30 p.m. spot on the red link
Saturday nights which the account
had reserved earlier in the fall. The
intention had been to move to this
spot front Tuesday night Nov. 25.
There is a good possibility of Lorillard putting on a network show in
behalf of Union Leader, one of the
smoking tobaccos it packages. The

L.&M. agency is working on a show
N. W. AYEE
to submit to the account.
Washington, Nov. 7.
WRC-WMAL pro
in Arizona
ducer, has left to take a job in the
radio department of N. W. Ayer,
Hollywood, Nov. 7.
New York. He was formerly with
Les Mawhinney, former KNX
the Henry Souvaine program bu
news bureau manager, has been
reau and with NBC In Radio City.
named manager of KYCA, Prescott,
Has been fathering blue network Arizona.
programs from the Washington stuStation sends out Its first signal
dios for a year.
Dec. 15.

AETHUR DALY TO
Arthur Daly,

Mawhinney

'

,';
'
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DRAMA BEHIND NEW WEB
Hearts and Flowers

'GREEN

Montreal, Nov. 7.
Briel, of N. W, Ayer &
Son, Philly, talked of return to
sentimental trends in advertising copy before the Advertising

Chicago Invasion

HORNEr

Duluth, Nov.

Jake

IN

THE WINGS
..

By BEN BODEC
tinental Broadcasting

Glenn

Sample has

starve."

MAT

WXYZ

on April

told

Tom Mix

v.p. of the New York
the agency, has been
playing -in Roosevelt's latest project.
It has been the custom for all orders

Ghost

Still

who ghosts for the cowboy
Want the kids to think

of

Products

1938.

12,

New setup will necessitate only
serial.
In place of
the two broadcasts in past, one to
Web and other to

Is

one broadcast of

is

and

the original.

WDSM

on

Sked

.

WDSM

since it makes no mention whatever of the number of stations or

all

SHOW

I

MUNI REAL'

.

1

!

,

I

ett-Sample Hummert.

Also at this point in the drama of
and counter-plot which has had
the long distance telephone and tele^^^^ by c-aph wires buzzing it develops that
^f'^n
"'^ spontaneous- tendency within the
ramnairrn
^l^fL llTr^
election
campaign
trade to refer to 'the Elliott RooseProvincial Hour formerly origin- velt
network' is as unpopular with
ated at CKAC and was fed to a prithe President's son as is the alternavate net. It is understood that the
tive tendency of others to talk about
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. has put
'the Blackett-Sample-Hummert web.'
in a bid for the Provincial Hour,
Center of the wrangle between
offering time and lines free with
Transcontinental
and
Mutual
is
Quebec Government to pay for
much-talked-ot block purchase of
talent only.
Should Premier God- time
by Blackett-Sample-Hummert
bout accept CBC offer Provincial
Hour would likely go over the CBC agency for. Sterling Products and
American Home Products. Transconregional net.
tinental execs last week were flashing a photostat of a letter to TransHeldt From Toungslown
continental from George Tormey, v.p.
of B-S-H. Letter read:
Akron, Nov. 7.
Horace Heidt's Brigadiers will
'After reviewing the proposition
broadcast next Tuesday's air date which you set forth with our clients.
for
Tums (Pot o' Cold) from Sterling Products, fnc, and AmeriYoungstown. Heidt opens a four- can Home Products, Inc., they have
day run at the Palace here Friday instructed us to order from you the
following:
(10),
'Two hours of day time, 2:00 p.m.
Then moves to Youngstowit's Palto 4:00 p.m. and two hours of night
ace Tuesday.
time, 8:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.. New
York time, the days to be Monday
through Friday inctusive, for a
period of one year starting January
|

plot

I

'L

i

,

Des Moines, Nov. 7.
Because workmen cut the wrong
cable. 'WHO, Des Moines, was without power for more than an hour
last week but were able to patch
in with a portable control panel and
resume broadcasting with only 50

,

I

I

Lighting in the

seconds lost time.

was by means

of Aladdin
Mantle Lamps pressed into service
from an advertising display window
next to the studios.
studios

Aladdin Lamps have been advertising on WHO'S Iowa Barn Dance
Frolic, programs for eight years.

'

FCC Probes Alleged CBS^NBC Pressure r

Mutu^'s Problem

-

generally agreed in the trade
that
the
Roosevelt
undertaking
loom.s a.< a real and direct threat
to
Mutual. Blac.kett-Sample-HumIt is

mert may

Emergency

DAN GOLDBERG

j

hero.
it really

Sterling Products business to come
18-Hr.
out of the Chicago agency. The
Milwaukee, Nov. 7.
photostat version of the order which
New station, WDiSM. is now opRoosevelt's
associates
have been, erating
at Superior on an 18-hour
flashing
in
out
Chicago among daily
schedule.
Fred A. Baxter is
prospective
station
allies
carries
Tormey "s signature, even though prexy of the new broadcasting company; James J. Conroy, secretary;
it is written on the letterhead of
Robert D. Kennedy, station manager,
the B-S-H Chicago office. The order
and James Payton. program director.
strikes NBC and CBS as a curious
is a Mutual affiliate.
one,
rates.

By

Chicago, Nov. 7.
In the second week of maneuverout of which a new coast-tpcoast nietwork is announced as an
impending reality the most unmi.s'^Itably clear fact seemed to be this;
""'•^^l was unalterably opposed to
the whole undertaking, saw it as a
threat to itself, anticipated wholesale raids on Mutual stations and
was furiously anxious to cancel out
the advantage gained by the Elliott
Roosevelt camp, daddies of the new
Transcontinental Broadcasting Sys-tern, in being able to boast of wholesal- time committments from Blackings,

.

George Tormey,

Home

WEBC

NUl

Republican committeeman
WXYZ and State
Chicago, ^Nov. 7.
from Illinois, has likewise excused
Russell Thorson was 'Tom Mix' for Mutual.
himself from having any connection public consumption but
not for long.
the
Transcontinental setup. After granting the player billing,
-with
the
What has mystified the trade more sponsor, Ralston, sent through an
Sponsored
uian anything else is the part that order nixing any press mentions
of

on American

While

MAJ. BOWES

Blackott.

division

that 'I'll make
Hummert or

announcing

Blackett- SampleDetroit, Nov. 7.
'Green Hornet' serial

doesn't
think
WXYZ's
he'll starve they feel he may
moves from Mutual to NBC Blue as
have coined a new slogan for the
sustainer on Nov. 16, hitting ozone
conquest of the west.
thereafter on Thursdays and Saturdays at 8 p.m. Was Tuesdays and
Thursdays heretofore.
NBC is freezing time for half hour
IIT niAlT'Pnrai
show and offered to entire Blue Web
IN
coast to coast.
Shift is being made, according to
H. Allen Campbell, WXYZ's general
Montreal. Nov. 7.
manager, because station is desirous
San Francisco, Nov. 7.
Major Bowes (Chrysleri is not
The Answer Game, on KFRC 26 of selling serial to a national sponsor being fed to Station CKAC this seaweeks last year lor Wieland's Beer, instead of sectional sponsors, as has son. Chrysler Motors appears to be
has been purchased by Pepsi-Cola, been done on WXYZ's 'Lone Ranger' concentrating heavily on newspaper
through Newell Emmett Co., New now going Out over Mutual and and magazine display copy. Major
York City. Starts Friday, Nov. 10, numerous other stations.
Bowes is third major program lost
Serial, dealing with lawbreakers to private French-language stations
8:00-8:30 p. in.
Show Is question-answer idea within the law, first broadcast Jan.
Symphony Hour was
„
and Michigan cancelled
using telephones and charts.
13, 1936, over
because of the government
network and was extended to Mutual ban on W. J Cameron. Provincial

these Inquirers that he didn't know
what it was all about, while Hill

1940.

So please accept this letter as a
and binding order.'
This letter was written on BlackAgency's Chioffice
stationery, but dated

"irm

To Thwart Mutual World's Series

compelled to go
the way with its stratagem and
find itself

FIGHTS

WEBC

BACKS AIR GAME

transcriptions for miscellaneous rebroadcasting, and, as other agency
men see it, the outlook of the Transcontinental stratagem depends on
how far these two networks will go
in modifying their policy.
EITorts of NBC and Columbia to
obtain some light on the B-S-H objectives and maneuvers from that
agency's Chicago office have proved
,

Club' of Montreal last week.
Briel said jige of romance was
returning and that advertising
copy writers 'were capitalizing

PEPSI-COLA LOCALLY

which inspired Roosevelt's project,
finds itself badly stymied by NBC
end CBS' ban on instantaneous

fruitless.

Olson,
27 - year - old
'character actor' at
here,
cast off for Chicago last week,

TO NBC BLUE

on it.
Pointed to books and
songs of past two years as indication of current feelings.

Regaidless of the manitold steps
Elliott Roosevelt's TransconSystem has already taken, New York advertising
agency circles are of the opinion that
NBC and Columbia hold the key to
any fourth network's future. Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
the
agency

which

MUTym

7.

Martin

!,
ett-Sample-Hummert

cago

accept what Transcontinental is able
line up in the way of stations.
With 20 hours a week made available from this source, other stations

to

Washington, Nov. 1.
from inter-web
Repercussions
now listed with Mutual may in due fight over the World Series broadtime become covetous enough to dis- casts are likely, involving a new test
Communications
Federal
the
regard their Mutual allegiance and of
powers and
take the business. Mutual's top men Commission's regulatory
between
are making no attempts to veil their right to supervise relations
Reopening of
chains and affiliates.
bitter resentment of the treatment
network-monopoly investigation
that they have received from Black- the
is possible, following Commish decietl-Sample-Hummert during the past
two weeks. This chagrin derives par- sion to see whether public interest
violated by making it difficult
ticularly from the alleged circum- was
provide the coverage
stance that while Mutual was be- for MBS to
ing spurred by B-S-H to line up an promised Gillette Razor.
Formal steps to determine whethevening two-hour schedule the order
from Tormey was already on the er CBS, NBC, or other influence was
way to the organizers of Transcontinental.
had by last weekend signed up 30From other quarters in the trade odd stations. Roosevelt stated last
comes the speculation that Mutual's week that he had 88 stations in the
aggressive move to capture the play bag, and on Monday (C) he refrom Roosevelt has proved equally marked that he couldn't disclose his
embarrassing to Blackett-Sample- list of stations until Dec. 1.
Tom
Hummert. Mutual is being com- Evans; who is in on the ownership
pared in these quarters to an out- of KCMO, Kansas City, is believed
sider who suddenly intrudes him- to be one of the chief money-men in
self in a deceptive pl.ny that a sand- the
Transcontinental
proposition.
lot football team is about to execute.. Evans is also head of the Crown
The puLsider grabs the b.ill and runs, Drug Co., K. C. store chain. Roosebut the team, instead of chasing the velt's New York associates state that
intruder, merely substitutes another Emerson Radio and Pepsi-Cola have
ball and goes on with its play.
contracted to share his commentator
Mutual last week reminded its af- service over the proposed new netfiliates that if they co-operated with
work on a five-times-a-week basis
Mutual on this B-S-H development and that hU deal with B-S-H inthey 'would be certain to go on re- volves the withdrawal from NBC of
ceiving Mutual's program service.' three quarter-hour daily strips and
Mutual denied that this was in- two such packages from Columbia.
tended as a threat. It was, however,
Transcontinental, a Del-; vare corindicated that litigation is in store poration, is said
have Texas backfor the Texas State Network if it ing; but stock will' be sold, if debecomes part of the Transcontinental sired, to station men strictly as indihookup. Mutual's contract with the viduals. About $200,000 worth of this
TSN has until September, 1941, to stock will be offered to officials, it is
go and provides that TSN may not! understood.
ally itself with another national web
Transcontinental is offering radio
under terms and conditions which stations membership in the proposed
are less favorable than those re- new network on a guaranteed basis
ceived from Mutual.
Latter gives of 15 hours of time weekly to be
the Texas link 85% of its card rate. compensated at 30% of rate card up
The Transcontinental contract slipu- to a total of 21 hours weekly. Above
lates 30%.
21 hours the station would get 50%
It is reported that Transcontinental of its card rate lor timfe.
.
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stations which Mutual
for the sports event

was any attempt made

to get you
back out?
2. If you failed to air the games,
were taken last week. Letters were
dispatched by the Commish to all was it because the programs were
license-holders asking their experi- not offered, whether your requests
ence with the ball game programs. for permission to participate in the
Regulators want to know what broadcasts were rejected, or whethswatfest er you were intimidated into not
transmitters
aired
the
descriptions, if they had any trouble carrying the descriptions?
The responses, which are required
clearing time, and whether attempts
by Wednesday (15), are to be studied
were made to block the airing.
Inquiry was a surprise, although by the law department before being
it
was known that Mutual people scrutinized by the four-man commithad tried to enlist FCC support to tee which steered last winter's long;
line up the plants needed to sup- investigation of chain practices and
plement their net's own facilities. heard loud squawks from Mutual
Before the series. Fred Weber, and about the unfair limitations imposed
other chain execs registered infor- on affiliates by NBC and CBS. Probmal squawks with the FCC about able that summonses will go out'for
the alleged conspiracy by rivals to representatives of the other wcbs^
prevent independently-owned affil- and the. Commish may call execuiates from taking MBS program. In- fives of some independent transmitcidents were reported to the Com- ters in order to get direct testimony
mish where other licensees when supplementing the written stateapproached by MBS .said they could ments.
While chary of rendering judgnot sign up for the baseball broadCommi.sh authorities look
casts l>ecause of commitments to ment,
askance at the refiisal of rival webs'
other chains.
to
release their stations to carry the
matter
brings
The
up in forceful

on

exerted

tried to tie

up

to

I

j

j

|

1

'

;

.

manner that troublesome question
about the desirability of permitting
webs to restrict affiliates through
unused option.s, as well as the proposition of giving any chciin exclusive right to

So

interest.

evinced

little

some feature
far.

the

interest

in

of

wide

FCC
the

has
latter

question, which was the subject of
protests to Judge K. M, Landis.
horschide czar, when Mutual .sewed
up the air privileges to the Yankee-

Reds

Chans* of ileart
the Comiriish wants to know
most is why certain stations first
agreed to carry the descriptions and
then welched or how it happened
that
some transmitters cancelled
subsequent broadcasts after the first

game was

aired.

Information

on

these points is desired in re.sponse
to two questions, substantially- as
follows:
!•

If

game programs,

just as they h-ivcrellected doubt about the legality of.
the practice by which affiliates are
tied up for long periods through
five-year contracts!

The squabble about the World
Scries
dramatizes the situation,
called to the FCC's attention months
ago by. Louis G. Caldwell, counsel
for Mutual in Ihe chain-monopoly
hearing.
Fearful the rivals would
intensify their grasp on independent

you carried the programs,
'

on

its

for block business with the same
clients,
the Transcontinental
boys followed the photostat up with
a plain typewritten note signed by
E. Frank Hummert denying any such
deal with Mutual. This note read:
i
'It has been brought to my attention that a statement has been made^
that orders for two hour blocks of
time have been issued to Mutual
Broadcasting System for Sterling
Products and American Home Prod-

two

ucts, which I represent.
This statement is not true. No
orders have been issued to Mutual
for these blocks of time, nor are any

contemplated at present.'
This note .was on a bl?nk sheet of
paper and dated Nov^ 1.
'Transcontinental execs continued
claims of quick signators and a.-isert
more than 80 affiliates have already
lined up in the drive for a 100-station hook-up, which is sliited to begin operations on Jan. .1.
Wires went out to stations throughout the country asking them to come
to Chicago to join. Typical telegram
is

as follows:

'Trancontinental Broadcasting System, Inc. Was Chartered Yesterday.,
This Company Will Operate a Nationwide Broadcasting Chain.
It
Has Now 20 Hours Per Week Of
Commercial Business Signed.
We
Are Interested In O'ferin" You An

And Can Guarantee The
Above 20 Hours Of Immediate Commercial Business At The Start. More

Affiliation

Than

Stations
50
»re
Already
Signed.
Would Like To Have You
Moot Us In Chicago Friday, Nov. 3
At Blackstone Hotel To Discu.ss
hibiting the webs from extending Terms And Conditions Of Contract.
any agreements with affiliates until Please Wire Me At Blackstone Hotel
the legality of relations had been Tomorrow Whether We Can Expect
facilities,

tiff.

What

i

from New York on Oct. 31.
With Mutual negoti.'ting

own

ally

to

Caldwell moved incffectuissue an

have the Commish

order preserving the

.status

':

quo, pro-

_

You.

settled in the report. No action ever
was taken on this suggestion, which

Please

Come

Prepar.fd

To Sign

Contract."

(Signed) John A. 'Adams.
'under consideration' by the
and which other parties'
maintain was improper since the inJimiriy Wlllson, program director
quiry was not an 'adversary pro- of WWL, New Orleans, lias adopted
ceeding'.
ai second
daughter.

still

is

.

i

la>vyers

,

.

•
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City of Paris store

BUREAU OF MISSING BUSINESS
(Creative salesmanship, as distinct irom merely being on
to accept the orders, is increasingly represented by attractive packages, the advance, preparation of programs tie-ups
or other arrangements which, in themselves, offer a plausible
appeal to the prospective client. In the considerations of specific types of "missing business' by this department there has

hand

often been uncovered a fairly general absence of the 'creative'
element in the account solicitation. Now, on the threshold of
the great annual retail splurge. Christmas, the openings for the
creative side in station selling arc numerous, obvious, immeloaded
diate and practical. But as regards some of the more
stations there

is

no available time.

ONLY 48 DAYS TO CHRISTMAS
Xmas Heart-Tu(f Proffram
Baltimore, Nov. 7.
Increased interest in radio use for
Chrislma.'i promotion by department
and particularly specially
stores
noted by all stations, here.
shops
i.<;

stores are probably going in for extended programs
instead ot spot blurbs of previous

Major department

years.

WBAL

twice weekly
half hour Santa Claus period with
invitation to meet that personality
in toy department of pop priced
utilizing

is

Has

stores.

also

sold

daily

morn-

ing chatter period to major store for

Several participating periods being allotted for exclusive holiday buying.
gift

and shopping suggestions.

WBFR

is
utilizing participating
spot layouts and reviving popular
toy scout idea of last year.
This
angle handled by Ralph Powers invites Juves to get badges "designating
them as scouts in the collection of

used toys for repair and distribution
to under-privileged tots by local Htc
department. Project collected some
33.000 toys last year. There is some
possibility of program being sponsored.

WCBM

active in retail shopis
claims
ping build-up and
time so crowded ro extended time
available but will invite representation

WCAO

on daily evening participating

layout to be cleared for holiday use.

'Sanla Claus' Aeroplane
Louisville, Nov. 7.
Santa Claus is the centrepiece of.
the special Christmas programming
has a 30locally.
Station

WAVE

minute program from Ben Snyder's
department store whereby kiddies
talk Over the telephone to the jolly

one, he doing his stuff from the rabroadcasts quardio station.
ter hours which have- a grand ballyhoo climax when Santa Claus arrives

WHAS

8,

—

.

WGRC

XMAS

WRR

WHB

I

'

KWK

KXOK

AVAILABLE FOR RADIO!

and grownups alike.
Merle S. Jones, general manager
KMOX explains that the heavy
commercial sked row being carried by this CBS station precludes
any special Xmas biz builder programs. Ed Hamlin, sales manager
at KSD, reports the same situation
exists there except that a few spots
are open on Saturday which sponsors don't consider so hot and therefore the station is making no plans

'

of

DAMON

for extra efforts to sell Xmas time.
Al S. Foster, general manager at
said the station's policy is to
build up steady, solid business and
no special effort is being made to
harness, bankrollers for Xmas biz.
Efforts also for this variety of biz

WE W

RUNYON'S
Famous Characters

JOE TURP
and His Unpredictable Wife

ETHEL
Portrayed By

stymied by the

is

Strike

Radio
Directory

retailers.

Crimps Detroit
Detroit, Nov.

7.

Labor strife, the perennial grief
and alibi of Detroit, is handicapping
possible Christmas splurging by retailers.
Some 100,000 idle workers
is no aid to outlook.
Not likely stations will burst suspenders planning
special programs.
Instead will slip
in the spots where there's demand
and room. Many stations are near-

loaded anyhow.
What time is available on stations
is often not highly rated by merchants who, although they are only
once-a-year customers, want all the
best of it.
has several run-of-mine
Christmas programs planned but
department stores are holding oft for
time being until Chrysler strike is
settled.
CKLW is offering couple
of recorded programs but can't be
sure of their time schedules because

'39-'40
$5 per Copy

WXYZ

of Canadian
tions,

ed

\yar demands on staWJBK expects to sell recordChristmas
programs
while
is content with its current

WMBC

from stores. All stations report
an accelerated interest in radio from
jewelry,: department and toy stores,
and see a decided pickup if the

On

Sale at Bookstores:

biz

BLOCK: SULLY

Chrysler dispute

is

cleared up.

Frisco's Inferiorlly

Complex

San Francisco, Nov. 7.
Frisco stations, due to perpetual
lack of enthusiasm for radio on part
of big department stores, anticipate
little or no business from that source
for Christmas.
NBC has waxed a

Exclusive Representative

WILLIAM GERNANNT
521

FIFTH AVENUE.

NEW YORK
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Ing chore on each quarter hour. Dedoesn't know yet. Used some spots signed to do institutional job only.
last year. Albert S. Samuels, leading No merchandise or commercial plugs
just intro that department store is
jeweler, Intermittent user of radio,,
presenting singers from various local
has no plans.
Radio men contacted, recalling past churches.
The series will be staggered on
for
no
reason
holiday
seasons,
see
at the airport in an aeroplane and
schedule and will run until Dec. 25,
thousands of kids and WHAS mikes hope that this one will be better.
Ward Ingrim, sales manager of
are there to greet him.
Good Boys Expect Gifts
KFRC,
says
station
has
or
can
get
Bills' Consolidated,, which operates
Dallas, Nov. 7.
17 auto accessory stores in Kentucky shows, but doubts stores will show
Because the Dallas stations themand Indiana is sponsoring on behalf interest. In general, stores here are
believe in Santa Claus and
selves
deflnitcly
anti-radio,
and
stations
of its toy sidelines.
think
they
have
been
good boys they
have
hope
of
little
negligible
but
some
speon
working
is
are apparently not planning anywhich are not ready spot stuff, which is yet' to appear.
cials for
thing much, feeling that they'll be
to shoot yet.
anyhow.
rewarded
Moreover
all the
Too Early In K. C.
time is taken.
Kansas City, Nov. 7.
St. Louis Stores Close-Minded
Lone Star Gas will sponsor EvanStations generally report 'too early
St. Louis, Nov. 7.
gelist Quartet Christmas eve for a
With the Associated Retailers of on Christmas plans' and few are half hour on WFAA. This is "orunderway yet. Some are just putSt. Louis, which includes practically
dinarily a morning program. Dallas
every downtown retail store, stand- ting over Thanksgiving deals now.
Consensus is most stores buy Building & Loan will bankrpll Presing pat on its policy of remaining
byterian Church Choir's oratorio
aloof from radio advertising except extra time for Christmas biz. Some Christmas morning.
for two one-shots yearly, there is of which are year round time buyers
is vaguely figuring on a toy
little likelihood of an
increase in and some only Christmas season.
special for a department store.
reports a new account in
Xmas biz for the six local stations
Now buying
this year and they are not design- Union Clothing Co.
Jcwelers' Pre-Xmas Spluri^c
ing any new programs for sponsor- news with special emphasis to come
Schenectady, Nov. 7.
ship.
Currently the retailers are on holiday biz.
(chain
Rudolph's, jewelers
orusing announcements over all staScars-Roebuck Anercis Santa
headquarters
ganization
with
in
tions to plug 'St. Louis Day," which
Des Moines, Nov. 7.
Syracuse), and National Accessories
is Nov. 18.
A Santa Claus program for Sears- Stores, Inc. (chain organisation for
Announcements have been sold by
Edward P. Schutz, sales manager of Roebuck will open on KRNT next automobile supplies, with headquarters in Utica), purchased added anWIL to precede and follow the week.
Marian Schissel doing a song and nouncements for pre-Christmas camstation special Christmas program.
Double the usual rate is charged for story act with Eddie Truman at the paigns on WGY,' Schenectady. National also taking time for announcethese announcements.
The station piano.
ments on WIBX, Utica.
docsnt permit sponsorship of this
Leighton & Nelson is the agency.
special program and uses talent that
Christmas Carols on KJR
is rarely heard because it has disSeattle, Nov. 7.
covered you can't fool the kiddies
Starting Dec. 4, Bon Marchc, large
(H-B Cough
C. A. Briggs Co.
by calling a regular gabber Santa local department store, begins spon- Drops) is. using I-minute evening
~Claus, etc.
soring 15-minute Christmas carol announcements on WGY, SchenecRobert Sampson reports station programs over KJR, daily Monday tady, twice weekly to Feb. 2,
has a sponsor lined up for through Saturday.
All church de- through Norton Noyes Agency, Bos-,
its
Christmas
Builder
program nominations tied in with choirs do- ton.
starting Dec. 1 and running until
Xmas Eve. The station -refuses
bankrolling of its famous 'Around
the Corner Club' which is devoted
to helping the needy through the
generosity of radio listeners.
has nailed a bankroll for
its Santa Claus programs that start
Nov. 24 and run to Xmas Eve. Ray
V. Hamilton, sales manager, said
program, 15 minutes, 5 times a week,
will be designed to catch the kiddies

any other time.

dramatized fairy tales
'Once Upon a Time' set as
sustainer but for sale.
Phil Lasky
of KSFO expects some spot business, come Santa Claus time, but

series
called

says

KYA

of

it's

too early yet.

KFRC

and

ditto.

Emporium, Hale. Bros, and White
House advertising departments report, no plans, with latter emphatic
on no use of radio for Christmas or

NEW

YORK, BRENTANb'S

PHILADELPHIA, BRENTANO'S

WASHINGTON, BRENTANO'S
CHICAGO, RANDOLPH BOOK SHOP

HOLLYWOOD, SATYR'S
LOS ANGELES, SCHIRMER'S
and
ALL VARIETY OFHCES
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WPA SYMPHS
WAXED FOR

New Waxers on WGY

RENE MORIN HLLS
CBC CHAIR PRO TEM

VARIETY

Sloppy Performances by Actors

Schenectady, Nov, 7.
(Alladin) will sponMontreal, Nov. 7.
sor three quarter-hour transcripRene Morin, vice-chairman of the
tions on WGY, Schenectady, starting
Nov. 3, through Presba. Fellers & Board of Governors of the Canadian
Presba, Chicago. Brown & William- Broadcasting Corp., has accepted
son (Bugler tobacco) has placed post as acting chairman of the CBC
half-hour
platters
of
'Plantation due to resignation of L. W. BrockParty' one night weekly to April 23, ington. No immediate successor to
through Russell M. Seeds, Chicago, Brockington has yet t>€en mentioned,
Gulf Refining is looking forward
Boston, Nov. 7.
and the same agency spotted weather though several candidates eligible for
to a general improvement of the enTo increase the repu' tion of the
temperature reports twice daily the post have been unofficially disWPA music groups and demonstrate and
tertainment level of its Sunday night
cussed in trade circles.
to March 30 for -Pinex.
their qualities, the national headMorin
was
Understanding
that
is
show on CBS after it starts origiE. L. Knowles Co. (Rub-ine) using
quarters have directed that transcripthree nights offered position as permanent chair- nating from New York Nov. 25.
units. station breaks on
tions be made by the various
weekly to March 15 via Lawrence man but was unable to accept due Also a nip-up in the stanza's
rating.
They are for general release and will M.
O'Connell,
Springfield,
Mass. to other commitments.
be circulated around to the country's
Feeling is that the Screen Guild
Lipton Tea Co. takes 10 station
radio stations to be broadcast as genproject will work out more satisbreaks weekly to Dec. 29, through
Gardner is taking time out
eral entertainment
Ed
Young & Rubicam.
Last week twelve records were
producing the Texaco program factorily at this end because the proChris Hansen Laboratories from
waxed by the Boston WPA Symin L. A. to do his 'Archie' bit on gram will be able to work with
(Junket) of Little Falls, N. Y., is
good news Thursday.
phony Orchestra and Madrigal Soname talent that really want to do
using
one - minute
transcriptions
ciety at WBZ studios under the disomething for the cause and not beplaced by Mitchell-Faust.
rection of Chief Announcer Bob
Marin Rice has been added to cause they have been practically
Domino Citrus Assn. of BradenWhite. These are the first of many
shanghaied into the assignment, as
hillbilly
Dinnertime,
proMarket Basket twice weekly through Hawkeye
records to be made in the leading
has frequently
happened on the
He's
a
over
the
KRNT-KSO.
gram
ton,
Fla.,
participating in
cities of the country by the NBC
Coast this season. The overall reviolin-sax player.
Department for the Hevenor Agency, Albany.

Mantle

2S

Lamp

Donating Services to Guild

PRESTIGE

Partly Reason for N. Y. Shift

WGY

WGY

Transcription

iult of this attitude,

it Is said, has
been performances ranging from in-

different to thoroughly sloppy.
The indications are that Conrad
Nagel will be relieved of his International Silver post to serve as
m.c. for the Gulf-Molion Picture Relief

New

setup while
York.

it

Jerry Hoebstra, press agent, and
Phillips, gabber, both of KMOX,
Louis, are back after being bedillness. Hoekstra was off the

St.

ded by

track for several weeks with 'strep'
throat, and Phillips was hospitalized
by injuries suffered in an auto acci-

dent while on a hunting

Perrin,

Chas. Gilchrest Realigned
Boston, Nov. 7.
Announcer Bob White of
has been appointed
Announcer
Keyes
manager.
night
Perrin has been named assistant, assuming duties when White is absent.
staff
continues
Evans
the
of
Bob
with morning Esso Newscasts, daily
bulletins and sports and also takes
over Special Events from White.
radio
former
Gilchrest,
Charles
editor of the Chicago Daily News,
handles the news and sports during
the afternoons and evenings is also
doing publicity, while Harry Goodwin is in charge of sales promotion.
The whole department of publicity,
sales pi-omotion and news
continues under George Harder.

Chief

WBZ-WBZA

•

Fast, adequate, complete,' impartial ne'ws reporting is only one
reason for WLW'S immense audience influence only one reason
•why today more advertisers are
than
buying more time oh
ever before.

—

WLW

Dave Garroway's Medal
Pittsburgh, Nov.

Such news commentators as Peter
Grant, Michael Hinn, Harvey

7.

Dave Garroway, veteran KDKA
won H. P. Davis annual
Memorial Award last week for best
announcing done by any Pittsburgh
broadcaster during the year. Citation carries with it a gold medal and
It's made every year
$100 in cash.
out of a fund provided in will of
Davis, former chairman of Westing
house board and generally known

spieler,

Miller, Paul Allison, and Gordon
Shaw have built and are building

.

outstanding reputations through-

out

WLW

land.

as 'father of broadcasting.'
Walt Sickles, announcer and program director at
and Bob
Shields, of
won first and

WWSW,

KDKA,

second honorable mention.

Ohio

'Marathon

Oil's

originating on

handed

been

WLW,

a
goes over
each Friday.

Show

Melodies,'
Cincinnati, has

13-week

NBC

split

renewal.

network

4 NETW<mK HITS!
^H^'s
PAUL SULLIVAN
CBS Network-39 stationsE.5.1
11-11-15
E»enf nlglit but Sat.,
for

RALEIGH CIGARETTES

*3

HOUSE
UNCLE WALTER'S DOG
.tatlons
Red Network-6S

NBC
E.S.T.
Tue.d., nlghts-10:30-ll

F

SIR

for

WALTER RALEIGH TOBACCO

AVALOM TIME r^'-^-h
•tat'«n»

NBC Red N.t*ork^71
E.S.T.
W«dn»day nIghts-B-JO-9
CIGARETTES
for AVALON

PLANTATION PARTY
stations
NBC Blue Network-76
E.S.T.
Friday nlghts-9-«-J0

for

BUGLER CIGARETTE TOBACC^
FrtstnUd hy

:.

>

DROWN&WILUAMSONTOBACCO CORP,
LouisvilU, Kentucky

THE NATION'S
Aato\«

=

most

eW

Ml'

=

emanates from

Don

WPA.

Bob White, Keyes

Is

""^Merchandise-Ahle

"

STATION

trip.

1'
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Card Into Radio
At Birthday Committee

Bill

Radio Daffodils

^

^

BiK Card, ex NBC, who was trafflc head for the radid division of

the N. Y. World's Fair, has joined
New York City The advance of civilization as underwritten by RCA- the President's Birthday Ball radio
NBC television: a cooking lesson in how to prepare crepes siizettes has dept. at the Hotel Biltmorc, N. Y.
Will do follow-up and research.
been given cosmic space.
He'll assist Fredericka Millet, [lie

—

WOR

—

radio director.

WHBL

Sheboyean, Wis. A short time ago
here received a postal card
with the following written on it:
Announce it loud
'Please announce a nice waltz for
's birthday.
as she is a little hard of hearing and her radio has a little stadick.'

Barry Blake, formerly continuity
writer and announcer for WFBR,
Baltimore, now at WJSV, Washing-

;

ton.

Providence

—WEAN's

'Man on the

Street'

program was turned

Into

ama-

Armed with a ukelele,
youngster approached Maury Lowe, sidewalk emcee, and when called
upon to answer questions, olTered to sing instead. Rendition won her a
teur hour by would-be songstress Doris Caldwell.

!

regular audition.
|

St.

— Clellan

Card, on his

WCCO

commented upon the mconveniece
his home.
Last week he received

carries

of

'Almanac of the Air,' has often
emptying ash trays after parties at

a beautifully glazed piece of crockery,
a spittoon 24 inches in diameter, from the Redwood (Minn.) Crockery Co.
Card says the gift nixes all further ad libs on that subject.

41% more miioml
spot business
in

Paul

RADIO
STATION

San Francisco— Free round-trip plane passage to Reno for bride, groom
and another couple is bfeing offered KYA listeners by the Morgan Jewelry
Co. with purchase of a wedding ring costing $99.50.
Firm pays all expenses for the four, including taxi fare to artd from the airport. Newlywed.i-to-be leave San Francisco in the morning and return in time for
after
Program
which
the
offer
is made is titled
lunch
being Reno-tied.
on

Radio ttation

'Cupid's Air Express.'

position as the first station in

it

two were

WAS

il

established,

—a

fact

bat ever been made!

alike.

—

Tacoma A man giving the name of Vernon Timothy Glasgow, claiming
Rudy Vallee but wh« was identified as a Seattle window washer,
was taken oft local passenger train and held for investigation. His features
were remarkably like those of the crooner and he dished out 'Your Time

than

Is

L.

My

Time'

Mai combined

in

Island

P

Oregon authorities and found Glasgow was A. W. O.

Ownfd and Optrattd by ^fj

Nof/onol NtprtisnfoKvas

Geo.

—WBZ has introduced

House

/

attempt to impress the dicks.

Officers co'ntacted
from a hospital.

Boston

of Correction.

P. Hollingbery

Co.

tfS* Urk, CMcof*. Sat fraathtw. Atlamtm

a song
It's called

composed by a prisoner at the Deer
'I'll Have to Stop This Dreaming.'

spot business
carried

by

its

three

SOm watt
competitors,

according
first

to the

report

issued by
map of Detroit and Michigan
power now upped from 1,000 to 5,000 watts.
and Blaw-Knox antenna
New and

Big changes in your radio

WXYZ

NATIONAL RADIO RECORDS

.

. .

dayh'ght

Ncw RCA

and night covcraga
nationally

.

stands

first

on the must

list

of

America's greatest radio advertisers.

.

.

.

Bigger audiences

.

.

.

What

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

and more intensive

famoui program excellence

knockout wallop of POWER
market .
Whit a BUY.

Again and again^ in check after check,

.

tran'smiicer

greatly improved location ... Far wider

To

WOR

its

proven by every survey that

to be

the

Amer-

hat maintaincfl

listener interest in Detroit since

—

of the

w*» not

/iVjf station in

ica, but

Winnipeg Because a kidding Canadian Broadcasting Corp. program,
'Merrymakers' Revue,' signed up with the insignia of "This is the Idiotic
Broadcasting System,' the local Inland Broadcasting Service thinks that
it has been insulted.
The umbrage derives from the fact that the initials

New York

WWJ

only the

d;iy

Digger Mnrkct.

WXVZ
a station

now
.

.

adds the
.

What

a

.

kiNG-TRENDLE

BROADCASrinO- CORPORATIOH

WXYZ

*Current rmei will apply oh

.
all orJeri

DETROIT
for italhn time

up

lo January isj 1940.
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WNOE DISCS RADIO SALES,
LOADS UP KMOX
INC.,

FOR REGIONAL

St. Louis,

PUCEMENT
New Orleans, Nov. 7.
recording unit, under di-

Mountain

Baume

VARIETY

Plea

Products,

bird

Bengue,

100

word

nouncements on Woman's Hour,

an13

weeks.

White King Soap Co. 100 word anStation cut 36 one-minute
firms.
nouncements on Woman's Hour. 13
commercials on wax for the Elmer
weeks.
Candy Co. of New Orleans. These
Consolidated Drug Trade Co. 15
will be used extensively on Louisimusical hillbillies. 52 weeks.
ana and Mississippi stations. CpmBrown & Williamson Tobacco
inercials were on 'Gold Bricks' and
Corp.,
Bugler tobacco. Half hour 'E,'
Bubbletts."

Ironic twist last
first

once weekly, ending Sept. 28, 1940.
Peter Paul Candy Co. 50 word
time signal, 6 times weekly for 13
weeks.
Orleans stations.
Pinex. Cough, syrup. 5 min.s, live
Sales Manager Clark Alexander
stock and market reports.
6 days
closed deals.
weekly to March 2, 1940.
Flexo Glass Mfg. Co. 5 mins. news.
weekly
ending
6
days
Dec.
1, 1939.
Women's Orchestra Subs
Mantle Lamp. 5 mins. new^ on
Akron, Ohio Country Journal program. 3 times
At
weekly for 13 weeks.
Akron, Nov. 7.
In

process

of preparation is a
dramatizations for the

Fellman Optical Co. for use on

Aides Have

Or Seek Radio

week when the
NBC's
The

Station Licenses

broadcast, following

fight, that

between Al Davis and

Tony Canzoneri, was over

in

was on a package basis of half
an hour and that since most, of
the fights have been going over
an hour the network has had to
take a loss on the deal.

FCC Continues

New

Disapproval of

Hartford Plan

WADC,

Atlanta, Nov. 7.
cance attached to his venture and
Yen of Gov. E. D. Rivers to get that his interest was wholly commercial and that he was certain the
he lays down his
governor sought his permit solely ai
gubernatorial toga in January, 1941, a business enterprise.
John Greer, two-time headquarwas revealed last week in application filed before FCC, in which ters manager for Governor Rivers
state's chief exec set out that he ex- and clerk of the Georgia House of
Reps,
was recently granted a perpects to net $500 per month out of
station he proposes to operate at mit to operate a station at Cordele,
Valdosta.
Station Rivers wants to where he edits The Cordele Dispatch.
set up would operate on 1420 kiloIt is possible that Rivers' interest
cycles with 100 watts night and 250
day and establish broadcasting fa- in radio stemmed from his contact
of 'Valdosta and with WGST, Atlanta CBS outlet,
cilities for City
Lowndes County, Georgia.
state-owned since it belongs to
School
of
Technology.
Applicant estimated total cost of Georgia
enterprise at $7,000, figuring operat- Rivers fostered bill passed by Gening costs at $1,000 per month with eral Assembly couple of years ago
revenue at $1,500. Applying for per- creating Georgia Radio Commission,
mit as an individual, governor said ostensibly to take over operation of
he planned to supervise operation of WGST and any other radio stations
WGST is pristation himself. Programs projected state might control.
would consist of entertainment, vately operated with Georgia Tech
news, weather forecasts, crop market getting sizable cut of gross revenues.
news, stock quotations, educational
features and other broadcasts 'of ininto radio biz after

three rounds.
In asking the station to negotiate the contract NBC explained
that its own deal with Adams

'Mint

series of 24

Two

Georgia Governor,

27

NBC's move to get its blue network affiliates to agree to a half-

bid, lasted but 15 minutes.

supplies.

rection ol Program Director Hubert
Grant, is preparing discs for two

'

7.

biz':

E. I. du Pont (cello glass),
100
word announcements, twice weekly.

Hartz

WNOE

Nov.

St. Louis, has recently
auditing notations on the fol-

lowing 'new

NBC

hour compensation limit for the
Adams Hats broadcasts took an

KMOX,
made

Double-X

Washington, Nov. 7.
Johnny Martone's WADC orchesChapman, Kuler to KRLD
Right to pass judgment on the
tra here ended its current Akron
Dallas. Nov. 7.
business policies of licensee corporaengagement to make a western tour.
Chapman,
formerly
Dave
of tions has been asserted by the FCC
Martone is playing a four-day engagement at Lincoln, Neb., this week KCKN, Kansas City, and Fritz Kuler. in second refusal to allow the Travand opening a four-week engage- who was studio director for KTAT, elers Insurance Co., pioneer operator
ment Saturday night (11) at the Fort Worth, are racent additions to of WTIC. Hartford, to conduct a
Rainbow room in Denver. He'll re- the KRLD staff. Chapman handles house-cleaning that would involve
news and daily orchestra pickups for creation of a new company to operturn here Dec. 20.
The Rhythmetles, all-girl band, CBS from the Adolphus Century ate the parent firm's miscellaneous
will pinch hit for Martone— one of room, where Bob Chester orchestra radio enterprises. After reconsideration and second argument, the comthe few radio women's bands in the Is now playing.
mish last week persisted in holding
Kuler is announcer.
country.
that proposed shift of licenses to new
Travelers Broadcasting Co. would
not be in the public interest.
I

I

terest to

urban and rural

areas.'

Giving his occupation as 'attorney
at law for the past 25 years,' Rivers
placed his total assets at $76,406 and
his total current and accrued liabili-

Edgar Taylor Succeeds
Gene LaValle at

WJW

Akron, Nov. 7.
Edgar Taylor, traffic manager of
here, has been named program

WJW

ties at $1,095.25.

Governor's second term expires in director of the station to succeed
January, 1941, and Georgia \a-w reads Gene La 'Valle, resigned. Jerry Mcthat he cannot succeed himself.
Kiernan is in charge of production
Marvin Griffin, aide to Rivers, and Paul Hunt made staff announcer.
also has an application before FCC Harry Dennis, station engineer, also
to operate similar-sized station at resigned to join WHBC, Canton.
Bainbridge. He declared, however,
Station's power has been increased
that there was no political signifi- to 250 watts at night, same as day.

As was the case in the initial' instance a year ago, the FCC disapproved of, the financial inter-company transactions, reflected suspicion
that the parent might milk the 50
kw clear-channel station, and could
not see how the public would benefit
from the reshuffling.
Most offensive angle of the deal,
from .the FCC viewpoint, was prom-

READ

aK./FRIEND
— we'll lend you fifty

issory note for $1,500,000 given the

insurance

company by the Broadwhich the new
Broadcasting Co., would
This was negotiated In 1937,

casting Service Co.,
licensee,

HELEN
HAYES
UNIQUE STORY
^

In the Post

this

week. Helen
story of

the
Hayes' mother tells
moving picture
Helen Hayes' first

with a famous dog;
"cruel"

letter

about her

first

about the
Castle;

meeting with John

5rew. The most
cal

tells

from Vernon

fascinating theatri-

biography in yearsl

thousand"

take on.
a week before the application for
permission to switch the licenses was
filed, and presumably covered advances and investments of the parWhile payments were condient.
tional upon earnings, the regulators
said that the obligation might block

improvement and

development

of

the properties for a long time. Assurances of witnesses that the top
corporation would not be Scroogeish
with its offspring did not remove
fears.

Wisconsin Contracts
Milwaukee, Nov.

Each week a local radio station within 200 miles of WBT

7.

Sponsors' Autograph collecting as
reported by Wisconsin radio statiojvs

goe« "big time"- by 50,000 watts! The watts are

follows:

and

(Rexall 1-cent
Sale), 4 quarter hours, 'Rubinoff and
His 'Violin,' et, through Street & Fin-

here'a

how

it

happens. Each 'week, with

its

WBT'«

heart full

United Drug Co.

ney,

New

of civic pride, a different Carolina community steps up to
its

York.

local station's microphones,

Wilson &. Co., Chicago (Ideal Dog
Food),.. 18. spots, through United
States Advertising Corp.', Chicago.
Griffin

through

Shoe Polish,
Bermingham,

New

Pierce, Inc.,

130

spots,

Milwaukee
Like

Bowling

in ringing tones tells

f\ ^

So

that the greatest

number

fine

town

it is.

of ears might hear what

Castleman,

York.

its

Page Milk Co., Oshkosh, Wis.,
evaporated milk, 15 spots, through
Gecr-Murray Co, Oshkosh.
Ass'n,

and

everyone in hearing distance what a

Proprietors

13 quarter hours,
Sixty,' direct.

'Bowling

good neighbors have

to say,

WBT

eends them out over the air to
yaird! It

WBT's own 65-county

back-

has made High Point, Wilmington, other Tar Heel

and Palmetto municipalities— and
Green Bay, Nov.

has the programs

piped' to Charlotte, amplifies them by 50,000 watts and

WBT— very

happy.

7.

Chicago Tech., 10 anns. weekly, 5
weeks, through 'Vanderbie & Rubens.
Thomas Lipton Co., anns, 12 weekly, 13 weeks, through Young & Rubicam.
Wonder Rest Co., 2 anns. weekly,
13 weeks, through Gustave Marx

This friendly

series, the

"Carolina Caravan,"

many programs with which
and its clients,

too. If

is

one of

WBT has served the South ...

you want

to

make one and one-quar-

ter million friends in the Carolinas, get in touch with

WBT.

Co.

Liggett
anns.,

52

Meyers Tobacco Co.,
times, through Newell

i:

Emmclt.
Pure Oil Co., 2 anns. weekly,
weeks, through Leo Burnett.

THE SATUHPAY
EVENING POST

13

50,000

WATTS

•

CHARLOTTE, N.C.

Accident Co., 5-minute
ETs, 2 weekly, 13 weeks, through

Woodman

Presba, Fellers & Presba.
O. L. O. Soap Co., 5 anns. weekly
20 weeks, direct.
Zenith Dealers & Morley-Murphy
Co., 30-minute weekly programs, 13
weeks, direct.

Owned and operated by the Columbia Broadcasting System.
Represented by Radio Sales:
St. Louis, Charlotte,

New

York, Chicago, Detroit

N. C, Los Angeles, San Francisco
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with satisfactory results, for a long

ENGAGES
New England

—

Chicaeo

in

Washington. Nov.

7.

Wliispcrs of a big-scale 'revolt'
N. A. B. because of stern
position on sale of time for controversial
discussions are not
borne out by facts available here
to
date.
The run-out feared
a.Uiiinst

nienl, however, in regard to proChicago, Nov. 7.
Board ot Directors of the National grams of a controversial nature, and
resolved thai: "Regarding those conlast
Broadcasters
Association
of
tract-! for the sale of time for the
week fully sustained the N.A.B. code discussion of public controversial iscommittee and affirmed the code sues executed prior to
Oct. I, 1939.
resolution which was passed by the
it
is
the opinion of the Board of
-general convention here in SeptemDiJ'ectors that in conformity with
ber,
Board added a further state-

when Elliott Roosevelt raised
the fuss about effect of the code,
not materializing.

is

Through
rcsi.'inalions

though

In

!

i

lions which have arisen in connection with the administration of the
Code, and expresse;; its gratitude to
the committee and its full approval

I

COLUHBUS.OHIO

.

,

I

I

and WICC. will
any charge _to the^Colonia.

not^

:

Network
grams

WATTS DAY
5000
lOOO WATTS NIGHT

j

|

fo'r

carrying

these

i

pro-

1

SMOOTHIES

.

;

r0.<4»irul

«weekii

nt

tlie

Strand,

nnd

;

'

HucN>\v

i

VurU

I

Opening EARLE

<

'

Philadelphia, Nov.

10
I

with the Code regulations.
In conformity with the Code rulings, Shepard will take the Coughlin broadcasts as free time, since the
Code specifically states that time for
discussion of public controversial issues shall not be sold- but shall be
provided grati.s.

No

Full statement made by Shepard is
as follows:
'The Colonial Network agrees that

1

,

j

.

I

.The affiliated stations of the Network have the option, since we have
offered this program on a commercial basis, to refuse to carry it sustaining, in which case we would feel
privileged to pay them on the regu-

This Ancient Greek took just one peek

— and said:

In

KAY

THOMPSON

Texas Seaport Denied

and her Rhythm Singers

and

CIIS Every Monilnr. B-B:30 P.M.,

SOUND)

sound that gives transcribed programs the

transcriptions that "Live Talent
touch!

— rich and clear

throbbing with life! That's what
these amazing new RCA-NBC
Orthacpustic transcriptions give you.

RCA- NBC

Orthacoustic Transcriptions
were developed by RCA-NBC engineers
of research in every phase of

after years

sound transmission, recording and reproduction. They offer you these advantages:

infuse every program with

life and color. Every s^und is reproduced with unmatched ^delity. Gone

1.

2.

are over-resonance, ear-ting, needle-

"muffles."

3.

New

high

fidelity

reproduction qunlity.

Elimination of distortion, particularly
in high frequencies, no V^^r-ting."

A

maximum

signal-to-noise ratio ...

no

"needle-hiss."

Get proof of

the superiority of

4. Entirply natural

these transcriptions. Call us today

and

find out

how you

5.

can give your

Greater tone
music'

reproduction of speech.

fidelity in

reproduction of

TRANSCRIPTIONS
ORTHACOV/5TIG
recordod iound
heardi
—
you've ever

the Irueit

ELECTRICAL TRANSCRIPTION SERVICE

A Radio
tCA

BIdg.,

Radio

City,

N. Y.

•

•

NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY

Corporation of America Service
Merchonditv Mart, Chicago

•

Suntet

two weeks

in

caused
ent.

tively set for after the first

singer on the Alpen Brau
show, Edith Raye. toreher; Roy
Busch and Edith Lane, song team,
and Helen Adam;;, home economist.

of the

Mi.ss

Total membership ot the
present is 43."), considerably
last year's roster ot 402.

at

above

WTIIT Continues Coughlin
Hartford. Nov. 7.
Station officials at WTHT have announced that they will continue indefinitely, on a sustaining basis, the
Sunday afternoon talks by Father

Vins, Hollywood

IS
j

'

I

Gay came from

doing

two

KMOX

programs

MuTuiRrnifiU

pcir

COI.HMUIA AHT1MT8 nUKBAO
I

rcrHonikl

'
.

K«|ireHen(ntlv«:
7111 Av«.. N.Y.C.

I'KKn STKKI.K, 745

and

WBAL

day.

'Paris Fashion Revue,' is bank''o"ed by the Wohl Shoe Co. here,
^"^ "'^ other. 'This Woman's World,'
a sustaincr.

i

I.awsou

Demine,

WPIC, Sharon,

Pa,, to

announcer

WGAR,

at

Cleve-

land.

DOJS'T MISS
PALMOLIVE'S

Coughlin.
Hartford Times owns station.

Edgar
Edgar L.
Peoria,

III.,

Bill's
Bill,

Code Defense
owner of WMBD,

and chairman ot N.A.B.'s

compliance

committee, delivered a
clear, reasoned, persuasive explanation and deten.se ot new code, in
third of a series ot Sunday afternoon
talks on CBS. Like previous speakcr.s— Neville Miller, N.A.B, president, and David Lawrence, editor of
United States News— Bill concentrated on provision banning purcha.se
ot time tor 'controversial issiics,' He
insisted this was nothing new: the
.

t

dock,

year.

Board accepted the resignations
from NAB of "four Elliott Roosevelt
stations. Ralph Atla.<:s' WJJD and
two Gene, Dyer stations in Chicago.
Dyer's vacated post on the board ot
Directors has been filled by William
West ot WTMV ot East St. Louis.

Gay,
Crad-

Deon

'major networks and many stations'
had been following such a policy.

opinion

WABC-Network

faces at

Carol

my

With Walter O'Keefe Every
Tuesday Night, 8:30

KWK

New

"In

and oiitsiuiiio any
on the networks."

THE MARTINS

There have been no layoffs dur-

ing the past 30 days.
the
station
include

Fi,vlier sa\)s:

co»it>o jiou>

St. Louis, Nov. 7.
of new biz, much of
calls
for
live
talent,
has
to add considerable tal-

femme commentator;

MORRIS AGENCY

oulsing

tliei/

An upswing

December,

NAB

vivid reality of Live Studio Broadcasts!

The kind of transcribed sound you've

first

George

KWK

Talent at

KST

Managemant

WILLIAM

port of Beaumont appL-oval was denied because of the war.
Likelihood of attacks by foreign
submarines, the Commission said,
prevented broadcasting news of arrivals,
departures or news about
cargoes of American ships.

New

ANDRE KOSTELANETZ
TONY MARTIN

with

I

which

ETHYL

for

mted

with the west coast meetings tenta-

You'll agree, after one demonstration, that here

"wows" and

I
I

-

SEND THIS AO FOR A COMPinC
OF SOUNO SYSTEMS SOLO
ON TIME PAYMENTS

WARD A CO.
V MONTGOMERY
0»uU UA-U, Chief, tnimmH

lar network commercial basis, which
^
a .
xt
n
.^"^
would be deducted from the amount
.
„
°"'?'.u
?'°,^"[" **'
which we would give to charity, or o,^.
charge the client after he
j^^,^^^^^
.fl^^l^^^^ZZ
the
plan
was
denied
approval
by
the
O""" proposition to carry the program
U. S. Maritime Commission. Having
on a sustaining basis.
designed 'I Cover the Waterfront' to
'It might also be necessary that we
consist ot interviews with sailors and
recognize the 15% payment to the
passengers coming by ship into the
agency. Or, in other words, if the

the

ORTHACOV/STIC

hiss,

I

li
I.

It*

V. S. Sanction

Meetings in the east will be held
during the month of November, the
middle west and southwest during

'

loennlcKl knewl«d(«
rl«d««

I LIST

SUBMARINE'S LONG ARM
Program

business.

They

I
|

•ataonivrr

.

ncM«d to i«t It up or oporai*
II. Ttio ptIcm ftro Iho |iiw*ti In
tho rouniry. Evovvthlnv It
ukr«nl«od. Kvrrrlhlnv !• kold
•n tlmt payoMnlai

n a b Code

j

then be given to charity.'
Board of Directors also diiscu.ssed,
in a general way, the music situation in so far as American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers
is concerned and president Neville
Miller has lined up a series of district metings throughout the country
for the purpose of raising funds for
the proposed entry of the broadcasters into the music publishing

always wanted

I
I

porary

program is not carried on a strictly
sustaining basis at the request o£
the client; everything less than the
actual expenses outlined above will

is

\

Y.

j

(TRUE

lo $140

\
'

^

BABS-CHARUE-UniE
tlirce

rVfRVTHINGl
fOK $109

Mund

j

(or

I

...krd
•yalcms. Kver,.
thinif li built to plutf l<»a«|h*i
i<>a«ih*r.

,

(iOI'KV.UN

I

I>*«lan«d *)MMcUI1r for fDv^w Butlntat—cmn ba iwrkMl
In A trunk! Woiiii «n «llh*r d-voM aulo b«U«iT or IIO^
llchi c«rr«nl. T«u will a«v«r run Into an occulon
whora k won't d« th* job.

supreme court, when Jiistice
Cha;[e;^ M^^aughl^n 2::^^:^.
N.

i

I

!

SUARANTEE WITH A
MFTEEN-DAT T«IAll

PHONOCRAPN

SPEAKERS

,

KARKV

A COMPLETE SOUND SYSTEM
MICROPHONE SOLD ON A MONEY-BACK

AMPLIFIER

|

I

HARRT MAVKR

in

of the owner of
gubernatorial candidate

RAIN-PROOF

,

to

up

I

THE

Tlimikft

light

name

the

voU

injunction to the plaintiff.
Brodsky claims to have contracted
Crux of the entire Code provision;" 'The Colonial Network wants
to /or 10 broadcasts in September over
on controversial issues was typified make it clear, however,
that it may 'WNEW. with six given, and the last
in the
situation
concerning John cither refuse to charge
the client four cancelled.
Shepard s Colonial network and the fo,- ihe.se programs,
or in case the
The judge ruled that since only
Father Coughlin broadcasts.
Co- client insists on making payment
regular candidates for offlce have the
•lonial
network contract for the for them, the Colonial Network
will use of radio time,
according to the
Coughlin broadcasts expired on Oct. carry out this obligation
by giving contract, Brodsky was
not entitled to
and
Shepard,
wha
been
29.
has
bat- 10 charity the oiflference
between any, since the party was
removed
tling to continue Coughlin on the j,,
actual expenses, as specified furfrom the ballet by the court of apweb. came in o argue his point with ther on, and thus
comply with the peals
in a recent decision.
the Board, but wound up complying

JOHN BLAIR E>Ca,Represenlallve

night

at

WNEWVersion

WEAN

,

letters

a finger.

NAB

,

findings of the committee
which the Board believes will be of
lasting benefit to the industry and to
the American listening public'

which he has

in

The

James A. Noe.

Judge Sustains

and

Of Communists

the

of

KFJZ,

WACO,

bassd on the decision of the Board
of Directors of the National Assoelation of Broadcasters, all programs
carried by it for Social Justice Maga7.ine and Rev. Charles E. Coughlin.
it,
the network, will make no prolit
unless such programs have to do
with a political campaign, and are
Suit of Carl Brodsky as Chairman
thus in full compliance with the
...
,i"r a Communist committee against
,.
Code
.T."*.J"'"'^.^.'^''°"^.°^i Wodaam, Inc.. operators of WNEW.
(he Colonial Network
which are sta
N. \., came to what is probably the
tions of the Yankee Network, namefinish of the action Wed. (1) in the
ly, WAAB.

.

,

KRBC.

"

J
Be It fiirther resolved,
That the
Board of Directors appreciates the
careful and thorough study which
the Code Committee has given to the
,,
many difficult
problems and ques.

KNOW,

tuning.

the station,

n:ilion
spi in;i.

the controversial issue provision of
the Code, may be continued until
the expiration date, or at the discrotion of the station manager, may
be terminated at an earlier date in
conformity with the terms of said
contracts.

•

green neon light with the 'w' going
dark at intervals, leaving the three
remaining letters 'N-O-E' lit. They
spell

traced directly to the indigof the President's oltPower.s were taken by

all

such
contracts,
temporary conflict with

resolution

said

of Candidate

^lew Orleans, Nov. 7.
Chief Engineer E. C. Davidson
of
was forced to re-tune the
signal no less than Ifi iinie.<i
Wednesday and Thursday. The retuning was made necessary by workmen attaching the station's call letters— four sets of four-foot letters—
atop the antenna tower. The electrical interference set up as each letter touched the tower forced the re-

WNOE
WNOE

voice good.

lent;

week, only four
had been received,

last

Name

For Governor of State

—

:

Call Letters Spell

Out

act ot 1934, is to talk against code
next Sunday was proof free time
could and would be given.
Bill cited statistics showing evenness of allotments by CBS on the
embargo repeal and Supreme Court
enlargement bills. Also mentioned
.several instances of balanced time on
his own station.
Referring to fact
Lawrence's voice had been heard in.
opposition over a string of outlets
adhering to policy criticized. Bill
asked whether the editor's paper had
giycn equal space to both sides of
question.
Would he, Lawrence,
print a page editorial in favor of the
code, as he had against if?
Bill's mike technique was excel-

Only Four Resign

Broadcaster May Give Coughlin Time^
on Cost-Plus-Agency-Commission Basis Board

Met

—

BOSTON COMPROMISE

N.A.B.;

Neon

time.
Very fact Columbia was giving time here to two sides former
Congressman Samuel B, Pettingilt,
who helped draft communications

'TEMPORARY CODE-CONTRACT CLASH'

8, 19,'{9

BESS JOHNSON
By Adelaide Marston
Dedicated to tha women of America.
Tha story of a woman who must
choose between lov« and tha carear
of raising other

women's children.

WABC-CBS— 10:30-10:45

A.M.

E.S.T.

78 Stations Coast-to-Coast

BENTON & BOWLES, Inc.
Management ED WOLF, RKO BUILDING, New
Direction

York

I

November

^Feducsday,

8,

Tieup

Nelson's
A. E.

RADIO

1939
Flashes

May Cne Improved
San Francisco Press

From Boston

New

Boston, Nov. 7.
Neil Wallace, associate news editor

WEEI in charge of night news,
e.\plain and demonstrate the
handling of radio news broadcasts
before the first meeting of the Unit-

has

were ousted two years ago.
A deal resulting in the transformation of a busy city room into a
5broadcasting studio for a huge

was consummated

hour show

Drawn

of the
contest

Orleans radio audiences
are not used to seeing as well as
hearing broadcasts, and note explained such things as whole
cast stomping feet to create il-

Jordan

titled

this

store,

&

Son, for Atlantic Refining

has devised a new method of
stripes on the football gridiron for the benefit of announcers
high up in the radio booths at big
Ordinary sideline
college games.
markers are too small to be easily
seen, and football announcers frequently go wrong in reporting yarda: > gained in scrimmages.
Under Quailey's system a diamond
is painted in the middle of the field
on the 20-yard lines; a cross on each
40-yard line, and a large circle in
the middle of the field. Instead of
Co.,

marking

lusion of soldiers marching as
one of mirth-provoking incidents.

'Professional Personalities'.

The Harvard Guardian begins a

N. W. Ayer

week between Paul C. Smith, Man- series of weekly broadcasts SaturFrancisco day over WEEI. The first features
aging Editor of the San
Chronicle, and A. E. Nelson, new Harvard University's Prof. Benjamin
Lathrop Mack's Task
manager of the two NBC stations Wright, Jr., of the Department of
Government, on "The Supreme Court
KGO-KPO.
Lathrop Mack has been taken off
Program has been heavily plugged and Politics' in connection with the
the NBC news desk and placed in the old-fashioned wooden markers
days, with pic- Court's 150th anniversary.
by Chronicle for five
charge of all the network's sports that endangered the players, QuaiNBC
tures and front page stories.
programs.
The assignment covers ley's scheme is to paint large nutalent which will punctuate precinct
Sun Oil has renewed Jim Healey, both sustaining and commercial merals alongside each stripe on the
recapitulations and trend
reports,
sidelines.
commentaries, includes the orches- WGY, Schenectady, news commen- events.
tator. Roche, Williams & CunnyngThe combination of the number
Mack was formerly a sports writer
tral groups of Ray Harrington, Waland figure makes it possible for anfor the Associated Press.
Paul Martin, Eddie ham is agency.
Kelsey,
ter
Swarlhout and Pablo Ricardo, with
songs by Will Aubrey, Dorothy Al
len, Zella Layne, Camilla Romo, Ar-

first

Dorothy Lee,

mand Girard,

'Angel of Mercy' on

a 15-minute dramatic serial, 'Angel
of Mercy,' for spotting throughout

the country druing daytime hours,
Benton Sc Bowles is the agency, with
Maury Lowell producer' and director.

Cast includes Helen Levels,
garet MacDonald, Bud Collyer,
pleton Fox and Ned Weaver.

Mar-

Tem-

Neil Hackctt speller from KMMJ,
Island, Nebr., on announcing
Texas State Network.

Grand

staff of

whom

are at home
weeks of pointing

\s oauce for the Gandet

with pride and viewing with alarm
from Frisco air studios, will also be
rounded up for a few words.
Local radio and newspaper circles
have watched with Interest this

NBC-Chronicle

Wax

Maxwell House has begun waxing

^auce for the Goose

and political
writers will dash from desk to microphone with late reports and sum
Defeated and victorious
maries.
editors

candidates, all of
with mikes after

introduced by Quailey at the
with great

Judy

Dean and the Tliree Cheers. Show's
m.c. wiU be Bennie Walker.
Chronicle

It

Pitt Stadium this year,
success.

-

'

WOl Do

^

Ayer

New

has auditions in New
this week with NBC, CBS,
Mutual and two advertising agencies.
Professional Women's Club sponsors a new weekly series over WEEI

Marsh
York

Are

Philadelphia, Nov. 7.
nouncers and sports writers to deterLes Quailey, in charge of all sports mine the exact position of the ball
announcers employed through N. W. without difficulty. The system was

.

arian Club.

licized

Eleanor Aycock, winner
Boston
Television
Girl'
staged by NBC-RCA and

Better Football lines

7.

WWL

will

Ham and Eggs proposition,
because oi a
and to San Francisco
the Mayor's chair, is
hot battle for
meeting ground for
the basis of a
newspapers— the first that
radio and
been found since radio columns

When
Orleans, Nov.

In a program note to the visual audience at the
Play
Makers Lab, Beverly Brown,
producer, said 'audience may observe many factors of radio production which are almost mirthprovoking. .kindly refrain from
talking or laughing once the
play is in progress.'

of

San Francisco, Nov. 7.
all
Todays election, importent to
much pubrallfornia' because of the

29

Funny, But Don't Laugh

tie-in,

which

mutual benefit, and there

of

is

some

is

speculation over the possibility that

. .

might be the opening wedge,
jointly driven by Smith and Nelson;
beneath the door of the Pacific
Coast metropolitan press, which was
It

so HERE'S A CONTEST

slammed in' radios face
two years ago. Most newspaper men

so violently

say the columns will never be opened to radio news.
The opinion of
radio people is about equally divided
on the question.

ForAchrertisii^Men^

KCKN, Up A Notch, Has

New

Several

Kansas

KCKN now
several staff

CASH

Statfmen

City,

Nov.

7.

made

250 watts, has

changes and additions.

Aftebury, g.m. has Bob Burke
as chief continuity writer stepping
Into a post filled for past nine years
by Evan Fry, who departed to KANS,
Ellis

Wichita, Kans., as

Burke

is

from

program

WMBD,

FOR THE BEST NAME DESCRIBING THE TERRITORY
COVERED BY THE PRIMARY AREA OF OUR STATIONS

director.

Peoria,

111.

Dick Timmis and Bill Fitzgerald
have been added to the writing staff.
Announcing staff is enlarged by
Jim Burke, formerly with
Sherwood
Durkin,
from WALR
Zanesville. Ohio, and Henry Effertz
from WHB. Betty Sweeney is taking a new program for Spalding's
department store.

KCMO

Advertising men have infliaed contests
on the American pubHc to such an extent
that most folks now go to bed haunted
by those words "FREE PRIZE." Therefore, we're giving you a dose of your own
torture.

This contest

wen and -women

is

^^^

^

for advertising

only!

We

need
Frankly, we're up against it.
a name acairately describing the combined primary areas of The Cowles
Stations ... a term such as "America's
Breadbasket." Thus far we can't find it
... so, we're asking your help.
We'll tell you anything about this rich
give you
market you need to know
faas, figures and success stories to help
you give us the name we want. Then, if
you'll supply a punchy "monicker," that
pleases our judges, we'll remit with a
.
.
check for $500.00. Get busy now
study the factsl Write
Check the map
for more if you need 'em.

—

No change
policy.

ropolitan
its

in

piogramming or

Better Bervice to Met-

New York

6,982,635 foreign

Including

HERE ARE THE RULES

citizens.
1.

III!

MmliiMNcn

.

—

members of

Contfst open only to
ai^cncics

WBNX TMI

and

and

uilveriising

advertising

departments

2.

Enlric! mii^t he snhmitted on your firm letterSubmit as many names as you desire.
M.iil to Contest Editor, The Cotelcs SlaUcns.

lie.id.

3.

KVAILABLEforSPONSORSHIP
4.

••tic following.

& Fri.

an enlliutU
Talent coitt $100

(net) weekly.

WFBR

____BALTIM0IIE, MD.

Iowa,
than

name

that,

«S00.00 cash will be

p.iid

for the

in

Top flight Cemmenfafor

A popular program with

lU-Kislcr and Tribune Bldg., Dis Moines,
tniric"! niuft be postmarked not later
niidnig'nt, December 31, 1939.

the opinion of the judccs, most accurately
and completely describes the combined market
or primary area of stations WMT, KRNT,
KSO and WN.^X. Entries will be judged lor
oriKinality, accuracy of description, and ap-

RAYMOND TOMPKINS
'«30 P. M.— Mon., Wed.

IMPORTANT FACTS TO HELP YOU SUGGEST A NAME

ut radia advcrti:icrs.

5.

propriateness for use in advertising. Do not
send elaborate entries. In cases of ties, duplicate
prizes will be awarded.
Decision of the judges will ke final, and all
entrie": become property of Tht Cowlts Slaiions
for advertising or for any purpose they choose.

Out our way there's a fellow who's nuts
about statistics. He likes to whisper in your
ear such things as 'Xiscen ... In the primary
area of these four stations there are 10.7%
of the nation's farms. Yet, these farms receive
nearly

come.
over

25%

17%
And

of the nation's total cash farm inthe folks who live on 'em drive
autos, and over

17% of the nation's
of the uaaors."

At his finger tips he has facts about our
20,630 retail food outlets, 14,873 filling sta-

THE REGISTER AND TRIBUNE, Dcj MoInes, Iowa

scores.

you'll get

ICIitll

llflBl

-

WMlmtl 1

c

if.

—

P.S.
He also wanted to say that in this
market, which has a total retail volume of over
smackers,
1,500,000,000
there
are
over
1,364,000 radio families you can teach on one

low combination

Contest Closes December 31, 1939

Tie CmSu StBitioH^
Affllimed with

4,117 apparel stores end 3,048 drug
And, say, he can carry on till you've got
phaaofobia. But, don't let him . , . make him
write it to you. Address "Market Facts Chief"
with the message, "Give us the dope," and
tions,

.

.

DIS MOINtS

.

rate.

Mail Entry Nowl

3 C

Dtl MOINIl

Represented Nationally by THE

1

YMtnen-fiitnciTTi
E

Kaiz ACENOT

RADIO REVIEWS

VARIETY

so
JEAN BEBSHOLT
%r.
'

Christian,'

with Rosemary DeHolden, Dorothy

camp,

Gloria

Lovett,
Shields

Maude Ebnrne, Frederick

Drama
SO Mtns.

VASELINE PRODDCTS
Wednesday, 10 pan.

:WABC-CBS, New York
(McCann-Ericfcson)
the third season for this one,
and the formula remains unchanged.
No reason why it should be, because,
It's

its daytime relatives, that forsurefire with a certain
stratum of housewiveis. The acting
measures up several grades above
the script, but that doesn't meart that
the writing isn't good. To the contrary, it shows a deft hand and
Imagination within the frame. Most
of the characters are stock and the
incidents related are simple and

like

mula seems

close-to-home enough to tickle the
interest of the self-same stratum of

housewives.

Jean Hersholt, who has been typed
as a small town doc since the first

of the Quintuplet films, fits in snugly
with this panorama of small lives ni
a small town. The opening stanza of
the third series took this Haroun Al
Rachid of 'River's End" into the
homes of three families of different
social and economic strata, with the
periphery tied up at the finish when
the doctor induces a dying old lady
to bequeath $25,000 to a newly born
that the babe's poverty
girl
so
stricken parents may' become recon-

•«*
Follow-Up Comments

::

::

Wednesday, NovcniLer

1939

8,

ttttttttttttttttttttttttttt*ttttttttttMMM

HEDDA HOPPER

t>

n»,

With Gene O'Donoell
15 Mins.

SDNKIST ORANGES

.

M-W-F, 6:15 p.m.
WJZ-NBC, New York

(Lord & Thonws)
Jasdia Helfeta guested last SunRecently having left the cast of
day (5) on the Ford program over the 'Brenthou.se' sustaining serial.
CBS, making the kilocycles glow Miss Hopper is now relaying news
with three virtuoso fiddle selections, and views as the 'Human Side of
'Ilavanaisc' by Saint-Saens. the Lon- Hollywood.' It's primarily harmless
donderry Air and the Tarantelle fan stuff aimed at the layer of
Scherzo by Wieniawski. They were listeners who eat up film chatter.
selected with a smart sense of con- Delivered in clear, precise voice.
particularly the latter two Miss Hopper could slow down the
trast,
which were in the second half-hour. rapid lire style, as when caught on
Saint-Saens composition offered a first show her items tended to over-

spectacular opportunity for Heifctz'
brilliant technique, but the Londonderry Air is more familiar and
therefore perhaps more appealing to
Heifelz brought
average listeners.

..

.

.

,

lab because of rushing.
also will dramatize lives
of various Hollywood stars, in inBegan this airing
stallment style.

Program

with Errol Flvnn, threading through
mellowness and depth to It
parts of his early life. Gene O'DonRecital might have carried a more nell did Flynn very neatly.
Segshowmanly punch, however, if the ments give program interesting
to
consented
artist had 'graciously
touch.
play an encore,' even though such
actions are always obviously spotted
advance— it's simply a bit of 'DRUMS ALONG THE MOHAWK*
Henry
Claudette
Colbert,
pleasant hoke that tends to add a With
Fonda, Kate Smith
touch of personal warmth to an
otherwise impersonal engagement Film Dramatixation
Hcitetz, in particular, could use that One Hour
'

GRAPE-NUTS
Friday, 8 p.m.

IN

From

the Production Centers

NEW YORK

CITY

.

.

Harry Sosnik in town for his first quickie visit in three years. .not much
vacation as Jack Kapp cornered him to conduct so^e Dick Powell discs
for Decca. .SOsnik on leave from his L. A. radio chores got off the areoplane in Memphis and finished by train. .allergic to clouds. .wife wasn't
.

.

.

.

.Rev. James Cillis replaced Rev. W. H. Russell on NBC's Catholic Hour
.Tums now has LeAhn Sisters instead of Peggy Adams on the 'Pot o"
Gold' show. .Lou Ruppcl of CBS hosted the more refined members of the
radio press at Notre Dame-Army game... Betty Field and Charles Powers
now in 'Aldrich Family". .Dick McKay is Henry Longacrc in 'David
.

,

.

.

.

Harum.'

;

The Unknown Soldier Speaks,' a new number, by John McLaughlin,
will be introduced Friday (10) during the Richardson and Robbins broadIt will be sung by Robert Simmons who will be introcast over WEAF.
duced by George M. Cohan.
'Goldbergs,' family serial will get a layout in Lite Mag on its loth
anni three weeks hence
St. Anthony Hour on
changed its setup
Sunday (5). Now dramatizes lives of personalities who figured in the
'.
building of monastery
Jack Berch switches his CBS tri-v/eckly
morning periods from 10.30 to 11.30, Nov. 13
Columbia Artists
arranged p. a. tour for Lum and Abner starting in Memphis tomorrow.
Army had to put in a sub team against Notre Dame alumni on
(9)
WOR-Mutual's 'We Want a Touchdown' program last week. Army
regulars got sudden flying orders . . . J. R. Poppele,
chief engineer
sat and watched via NBC tele, his men air the Giants-Dodgers football
game week ago Sunday
Johnny Green now has Phillip Morris commercials on all three nets. Airs three full hours weekly including repeats.
Nick Kenny shifted suddenly over the weekend from
to WINS,'
New York. Latter Is a Hearst station.
,

.

.

WHN

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

After the passive and somewhat
WOR
WABC-CBS, New York
saccharine early evening Sunday
(Yoinig & Rubicam)
programming the forthright dansaKate Smith, originating her propation of Ramona, Ranny Weeks and
Friday
Frankie Masters hits the kilocycles gram from Hollywood last
a substantial portion of
WMCA
on the major networks in New York (3), devoted
55 minutes to an adaptation of
at the same 11:15 p.m. time. Ramona the
20thand her Men of Music really send 'Drums Along the Mohawk' for
Bankrolled her trip to
ciled.
out from Leon & Eddie's, the. piano- Fo.\, which
purpose.
for
the
back
play
the
Coast
and
top
gets
tonic
of
Vaseline hair
IN CHICAGO . .
logistic riiacstroette doing plenty
Not only from an exploitation standIn the sales copy. The product is an swingo in smooth style.
Ralph Edwards in, Bob Brown out, as announcer on 'Vic and Sadie'....
antidote to dandruff scales and it
Ranny Weeks from the Interna- point but also purely as entertainmakes the hair lustrous and easy to tional Casino and Frankie Masters, ment, it was a click show. The Margaret Fuller heads the women and Chuck Acree the men in the new
Claudette 'We, the Wives' clashcroo
Odec.
NBC serial, 'Anne Thomas, Career Wife' will
manage.
also glibly spicUng his own chores 'Drums' stanza, bringing
from the Essex House, are likewise Colbert and Henry Fonda in the include Henry Hunter, Fern Persons. Mary Frances Desmond,. Linda Barleads,
was superbly tailored for rett, Fred S Mivan .. .'.They're puppets for Les Weinroot's script.
in the groove.
BETTY AND BILLY
radio, possc.<ising color, atmosphere,
Rosa Rio, organist at NBC, replaces Cass Parnieritier on Tom Terriss
propulsive
James McCallion, Audrey Egan,
characterization,
vivid
Phil Spltalny's 'Hour of Charm'
travelogs.
Jackie Grimes, Charles Cantor,
action and a moving climax. It was
Irina Glen at the organ (musical) in 'Medicine in the News' on NBC...
Royle. continues all of that His past Sun- skillfully directed and eloquently
Selena
Stewart,
Paul
whipped forth
Charles Dinele, Van Heflin, Kid day night's session (5)
the production brought Johnny Burke, the doughboy comic, connected with Alka-Seltzer National.
some crack orchestral handiwork, played, andscene
Serial
graphically across Barn Dance for a spell.
'Dar- the whole
.

,

.

.

.

'

notably those arrangements of
danella' and 'Rancho Grande.'

15 Mins.

CORN SIX (GENERAL MILLS)

the kilocycles.
Balance of the show, necessarily

Sid Strotz,

NBC

spieling dates,

Daily, S:15 pjn.

central division manager, pencilled in for a string of
including appearances before the Chicago As.sociation of

trimmed to a minimum, brought the Commerce and the St; Louis Advertising Club. .Peterson Kurtzcr, forLucius Beebe seems to be thrown star in several of her characterby his 'sh' sounds and he should istically sock songs, besides offering merly with Kastor radio department back in Chicago after coast sojourn
fBIackctt-Somple-HummeTt)
...Dorothy Miller leaving the'WOR sales office here to join exec staff of
eschew those in his post-premiere
This one- had a run on NBC as a reviews of the new plays over WOR. a rib-shaker session by Abbott and Arizona dude ranch. ..Quin Ryan, WGN manager, back in action after a
Costello, remoting from New York.
but
not
time
time,
sustainer from
to
Perhaps that extra 15 minutes, startOnly dubious point of the show siege of illness. .Alec 'Templeton doubling to a flock of concert dates in
until this season did it get a com- ing at 11:45 instead of 11:30 p.m. will
the midwest and then ^hifts broadcast to New York after Jan. 1 to pick
The only difference afford needed chance for editing was Miss Smith's spiel leading up- to
mercial bite.
the 'Drums' dramatization. Montage up eastern concert dates. ..Patricia Ann Manners to N.Y. to join 'Myrt and
between 'Betty and Billy' and the copy.
treatment depicting the 50 years of Marge' cast. ...
other serial palaver fed to kids in
Predicated on his 'Pastoral' comRobert Strong, former Wichitan, now directs own 14-piccc orchestra on
the late afternoon is the form of mentary, Beebe wasn't as full of films was excellently handled, but
the blurb glorifying pictures was on two NBC programs of Brown Si Williamson, 'Uncle' Waller's Dog House'
juvenile self-expression. Instead of
color In that comment as
verve
and
having the program's protagonists when he first started. He sounded the gusliy side.
and 'Avalon Time.'
This program was the first of the
go adventuring among pirates or quite dull in fact both, on his presample delegates pared critique which he was palpably series radio director William Bacher
cannibals,
this
them to such outlets as putting out a reading and on his delivery. Some- and Louella Parsons have been pro- IN
. .
moting in Hollywood. The Bachernewspaper, running the local owner
thing has happened to him in the Parsons project calls for one gala
of a fruit store, namely, Guiseppi
Screen Guild Theatre takes up origination in New York for three weeks
week's Interval. Could it be station
film studio publicity' department- after Nov. 12 broadcast here.
Morelli, for mayor, etc.
Writers Jess Oppenheimer and Nat Perria
suggestion?
network radio sponsor deal a month. going ahead to prepare the scripts, gharlcs Laughton, Elsa Lanchester,
These shenanigans, smiartalecky
The .<:ponsor, provides the hookup,
for the most part, are framed for
Jimmy Fidler broadcast a tribute the film studio the stars and the Jean Hersholt and Reginald Owen vignette The Beachcomber' on getaway
consumption among that element of
to Carl Laemmle, 'the little man script and fees for production, etc. program. .Aldrich family moving west so Eztsl Stone can get in some picjuveniles that has either just asthe bi£ heart' some of whose It's a plausible arrangement and ture work at Paramount. .Earle C. Anthony's KECA celebrates 10 years
sumed longics or is approaching the with
the Hollywood gossiper thanks to a good start on the Kate of operation Nov. 15, nine of them as. NBC blue outlet. .Charlie Vanda on
first permanent wave.
The cast and generosities
said he had learned only since the Smith
stanza
will
have
added a month's cruise down Panama way... Ann Jamison taking time out from
direction is uniformly good, but the
magnate passed on. Critics who had prestige. Up to now it's been partly radio for a concert tour. .Elliott Lewis, actor on Silver theatre, hospitalproduction resorts to economical deverbal thmsts at l,aemmle for
ized for appendix snatch... J. Leslie Fox opened a downtown office for
Kobe.
vices.
Case in- point occurred last made care of relatives' in his pro- uphill-selling for Bacher.
'taking
Monday (30), when the program duction enterprises did not know
Paul Raymer. .Isabel Randolph doubling over to 'Oi\e Man's Family' from
used some contraption that sounded
'Fibber McGee and Molly' and may be a regular with the Tenderleaf Tea
ORESTES H. CALDWELL
half the story, declared Fidler.
like an electric organ for a street
troupe. .Bill Stuart east ahead of Lum and Abner on tOur. .Donald Novis
Fidler proceeded to tell a tale of With Bill Spargrovc
parade. The engagement of a few
being rcpl.iced as vocalist with 'Fibber -McGee and Molly'. .Laurence
Carl's beneficences to these Edncatlonal
brass nieces to lend verisimilitude to Uncle
and friends, after he 15 Mins.
Olivier draws the Robert Donat role in 'Good Bye, Mr. Chips' broadcast
the bit would perhaps have thrown same relatives
Fidler
of Universal.
Snatainloe
Nov. 20 by Lux. .Kate Smith got more publicity breaks than any visiting
the budget v.way out of gear, but the sold control
Laemmle
York
directions
New
the
WEAF-NBC,
specified
radioite in years.
effect on the listeners* ears would
his will, and the trust funds
Magic
Waves,
a
NBC
quarter-hour
in
left
have stepped uo.the program's apof his daughter evening sustainer with Dr. Orestes
the
names
in
set
up
peal in no small way.
and son, to continue payments to the H. Caldwell as network 'spokesman,' IN
FRANCISCO . .
The plug hewes closelv to the group.
combines education and promotion,
_
cereal-selling formula.
Com Kix Back In stride before the siKnoS Thesis is 'the magic of the radio Breakfast Club, KFRC 8 a. m. fun show, now going north on Don Lee
are fresh, crunchy and crisn and Fidler slapped down 'Scandal Sheet' tube and its millions of electrons,'
network to outlets in Oregon and Washington
Leiia Vandevort, cx-KYA
that they set you tip just swell tor a as 'a no- bell' film and his nomination with present and manifold future
secretary, added to KSFO staff
New KSFO promotional service: Girl
stiff game of football or any si»ort for an Academy award as the most
uses outlined. Program is partly exof the day.
Odec.
boring picture of the year.* Fidler planatory (on strictly technical side), phones S. F. business executives to inform them when CBS programs in
.
Phil Stearns replaces
also said that a powerful group in partly straight narrative, and partly which they should be interested will be aired
the picture producing business had dramatized.
Gerald Curtin, NBC John B. Hughes on Borden Milk Go's 8:30 a. m. and noon news on KFRC.
- CABL HOHENGABTEN'S OBCH
to 'buy' from Columlna 'Mr. scriptist, collaborates.
Bill
Spar- Hughes still retains 4:30 p. m. spot
Tune 'Termites,' novelty musical
With Tod Hunter, David McCall, offered
Smith Goes to Washington' and take grove is announcer and sometimes idea with Glenn Hurlburt and Clancy Hayes will have sneak preview on
Tommy Bartlett
it off the market to avert retaliatory quizzer.
ICPO Nov. 10 at 9: p. m.
NBC Production Manager Bob Seal will talk
Mins.
Federal legislation.
Program probably has limited ap- radio to the gals at Mills College in Oakland Nov. 15. 'Women's Place irt
Sanday, 11:*S ua.
peal, but nevertheless represents a jRadio' is
WABC-CBS, New York
subject ... Philip G. Lasky, General Manager KSFO-KROW,
Andre Kostelanctz-Kay Thomp- phase of radio deserving, sis it here back from vacation.
(Sorenson)
son-Tony Martin session (CBS) for gets, attention. Attempt to explain
News and Rhythm, as program Is Ethyl gasoline is getting a heavy how a radio and radio tube operate,
billed, originates In Columbia's Chi- mayonnaise of flip_ running chatter. how facsimile works, etc., is praisecago studios. It's one early Sunday Not gags, but asides on the pro- worthy. However, for listeners not Western Pacific Sponsors
W. Coast's Percentage Of
network commercial that's good if gram's contents' written in the radio technically minded or scientifically
not brilliant entertainment An or- style whose genesis includes' Ben trained, Caldwell's explanations come
KFRC's Election Tally
chestra led by Carl Hohengarten. a Bemie and Bing Crosby. Generally almost too rapidly for full grasping.
Radio-Installed Homes
San Francisco, Nov. 7.
news-oddity reporter in Tod Hunter, nicely done, thie continuity has the May cause some to tune out Which
Western Pacific Railway, through
and novachord music by David Mc- virtue of not being lifeless.
is too bad, for Caldwell usually has
Carl Wakefield Agency, has purCalU plus Tommy Bartlett as spieler,
Called Nation's Best
Musical ingredients were topflight interesting, understandable wonderscombine weU. T.ike many Windy Monday (30), especially Kay Thomp- of-science stories to reveal or demon- chased KFRC election returns toCity programs, this one is obviously son's whammo version of 'I Didn't strations to stage.
night to be aired from the time they
a budget show.
Seattle, Nov. 7.
Member of old FCC, Caldwell has start coming in from the precincts
Know
What Time It Was' from Ab
Certainly no ear bender can muff bott's Too Many Girls.'
done sufficient broadcasting to make until the figures have told the final
The Pacific Coast traditionally •
the product That is done by repetihim mike easy. Scripting, acting story. KFRC's News Bureau has deforgotten zone for eastern agencies
tion of the name DariRich and stateFred Allen had a lot of fun with and production of 'Magic Waves' are
ments about tasty, health-benefiting three studio - audience answerees generally good. Spargrove, a fine vised elaborate calculating board and advertisers, is actually the prizs
they
claim
enables
the
qualities.
In addition to blurbs by prior to consideration of question of speaker, could be used more often to which
airing of laler totals and statewide cut of the radio audience In turns
Bartlett one declares school authorweek: Whether they favored double break up Caldwell's explanations,
ities endorse D-R 'and everywhere
re-caps than is possible for stations of near-saturation, according to Art
feature motion picture bills. Quiz, with clarifying questions.
have it on the school menu daily'
depending on wire service and Morton of KIRO. He is making use
now
shifted to second half of Town
local announcer near halfway point
Hall hour, brought an unanimous 'no' ALFRED ANTONINI ORCHESTRA newspaper reports.
of recent statistics which show that
comes in over orchestra music, to tab from
an
electrical
salesman,
a With Harry Kramer, Arthar WhiteHandling the tabulation and airing 95.5% ot all Oregon homes have radealers' names and suggest purchases
side
woman salesman of hosiery, and a
of returns will be Phil Stearns, John dio sets.
from them or stores.
retired glass blower.
Which reply Music, sineinjr
B. Hughes, Art Van Horn aiid Mark
Hohengarten's crew play pops comWashington with a claimed 94-7
Mins.
3«
caused Allen to remark 'the four of
petently; leaning to
Goodson. Special staff men in key and California with 94.5 are right
zippy rather us ran
form a vaudeville unit' Glass LAROSA & SONS
than a sweet effect
Style is not
spots around town will augment re- behind.
blo\yer as was case with a chao Tuesdov, R p.m.
All three states top the
highly distinctive but workmanlike.
ports received in news room through nation
miking on two previous quiz periods WOR-MBS, New York
in ratio.
At times brasses sound a little blarey.
(Commercial Radio, Inc.)
regular channels.
A line open to
seemed to be a perfect setup for
especially for Sunday morning.
A Allen.
Classical music and grand opera the mayor's office all night
Studioites were ready to
dWerent mike grouping might help. laugh
even before Allen delivered sincing arc combined for a pleasant,
Several Instrumentalists do individPete Steele at
well-done half hour.
Each week
punch lines,
ual licks welL
there is a different vocal fjersonality.
Early Birds, dawn cheer-up show
Peter Steele, formerly staff writer
McCall is front-center twice, and
Starter was the standard and alokay. His first spot is 'Music Trav- straightaway. Material not uninter- wavs-cood Vivien della Chiesi from with emcee Eddie Dunn and Karl for CBS and NBC, lias joined WOB as
Lambertz orchestra, passed 3,000th assistant to Robert Simon, script
els,' during which he plays numbers esting.
Ease with which he slips Into Chicago.
associated with an Individual state- a spiel suggests announcer backNice listenint! and the entertain- broadcast Thursday (9) over WFAA, editor.
ground. Bartlett announces in breezy, ment as typical Italian ns the pr'id- Dallas. Began .in March, 19S0, now
like Ohio.
He's the son ot Wilbur Daniel

WABC, New York
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ASCAP Tacoma Hearings Wash Up
Songwriter Denies

Pacific

Music

— ——

Is Just

Tacoma, Nov.

The American

Society

of

7.

Com-

Authors & Publishers hearwhich is slowly coming to a

Coast Lawyer's
Rewriting

close, is being played up alongside
war news and other national events

Individual witin the local press.
nesses from New York are getting
It looks
as
plenty of publicity.
though the case will go to Special
Master Archie Blair's decision this

Certain Strike Exemptions

Claim

—

Los Angeles, Nov. 7.
Musicians Protective Ass"n has
served notice on certain members to
forthwith sever all ties with Musicians Democratic committee ion-pain,
of being expelled.
Faction, organized within ranks of
union, is accused of 'subversive' ac-

Experiments in Large City

ASCAP

ASCAP

—

ent law would cost
$250,000 a year.

ASCAP

about

Tcslimony has ranged from accusations that the society 'extorted'
money, to the discussion of what is a
Ken Davis, former
song writer.
Seattle attorney now of las Angeles,
asked Irving Caesar, song writer, 'Is
a song poetry set to music?' 'No, it
'Song
isn't,' he replied thoughtfully.
writing and versifying are entirely
It takes a certain kind of
different.
There are many fine versitalent.
fiers, such as Arthur Guiterman and
Berton Braley, but they can't seem
to get the feci of putting words to
music and vice versa.'
Barrister and song writer differed
as to how many songs there are in
ASCAP'S copyright pool. 'Millions,'
said Caeser, 'it goes into millions.'

—

•Millions?'

Davis

surprised.

'Since 1909' only slightly

asked,

appearing

more than 500,000 songs have been
copyrighted in the U. S.' 'Wc have
control ol thousands and thou.sands
of foreign

copyrights,

too,'

Caesar

replied.

Davis was insistent that Caesar
give a history of music. 'Isn't it true
there are three great music ages
the ecclesiastical, romantic and modern?' Davis queried?
'No,' replied
the song writer.
'Well, there are
only a certain number of combinatrue they have all
been used for years?' asked the barrister.
'It is not.
The number of
combinations are infinite, infinite,
Caesar retorted.
As the hearing proceeded Caesar
philosophized with 'Song writing attracts some mighty funny people.
You have no idea thousands of
people write songs. I make it a rule
never to open an envelope if it
smells like a manuscript.
I send
hundreds of them back unopened.
If you open one,
first thing you
know somebody is suing you. Some
nut out west is trying to sue me now,'
he continued.
Edgar Leslie, song writer related
steps he would have to take to comply with the requirements of the
state copyright law.
He said he
wrote five numbers which made first
place on the hit parade and aggregated 1,500,000 copies, and that his
tions.

Isn't

it

—

income

from

royalties

averaged

about $14,000 per song.

IN DISK CASE

SHIFTS

FOLLOW

Metro-Robbins music publishing
group will become a party to the apAs a result of this finding the
is being taken by RCA vast majority of the music racks will
Victor, Paul Whfteman and the Na- be shifted to smaller communities.
tional Association of Broadcasters The conclusions drawn by the ICC
from Federal Judge'Vincent Leibell's is that its clients can be of limited
decision on phonograph record prop- service to the publishing trade in the
erty rights to the U. S. circuit court cities where established dealers can
Regardle.<;s of whether take care of available demands, but
of appeals.
the Music Publishers Protective As- the outlook for these racks is far
sociation joins the attack on Judge more promising out on the crossLeibell's decree, the Bobbins group roads. The company feels that it has
is determined to enter the legal fight opened outlets for sheet music where
because most of the numbers on that product has never been sold bewhich the original action, Whiteman fore and that the experiment as a
vs. WNEW, N. Y.. had been based, whole is satisfactory to them.
come from the Bobbins catalog.
Metro-Robbins will contend that
the record manufacturer has no
common law right in his reproduc- Shaw's Special Night
tions because the whole thing is
predicated on a limited right, that of
Draws Frown From
recording for home use. which had
been granted him by the statutory
Contactmen's Union
copyright owner. The National Association of Performing Artists has
Executive council of the contactalready yielded to this viewpoint,
hence the alliance between the men's union last week put the freeze
NAPA and music publishers for co- on Artie Shaw, playing at the Hotel
administration of their (the interpre- Pennsylvania, after publishers had
tive artists') rights in the proposed received a letter from the bandman's
drive to collect a fee on records used manager asking them to attend the
in coin-operated machines. The in- special celebrity events which are
The union
terpretive artists, to whom Judge held Thursday nights.

work.

The copyright law makes

this

right to arrange the exclusive property of the copyright owner.
The co-administrative pact on coin
machine rights has not as yet been
signatured between the publishers
and the NAPA. The participation

terms, 50-50, have been settled but
the matter of setting up machinery
to collect the- fee won't be settled
for another week or two. James J.

Walker, former New
mayor, will, as the new

York

city

NAPA

prcz,

Highlight of the pjn.
session was introduction on insistence of the state attorney of con-

^cts between ASCAP and CBS,

NBC

and Mutual as exhibits. After
objection to the introduction of these
exhibits, Master Blair acceded to request and had contracts identified.
Introduction of the documents indicated that state was going. to try and
prove radio stations pay twice for
the ."iame service.
ASCAP attorneys we»c given 10
days to submit briefs, after which
stale and interventors will be given
10 days to file their brief. Blair will
prepare his findings and submit
to the Federal court of the

wem

Tacoma
?ls

district,

decision.

which

will deliver

proposition.
Deal between the publishers and
the NAPA faces opposition from
several publisher quarle s, which
include the Metro-Robbins group
and Irving Berlin, Inc. The.se elements hold that a split of 50-50 between publisher and interpretive
artist would be inequit ble, since the
publisher himself must .split what
he gets with his writers. The opposition takes the view that if there is
to be an alliance it should be predicated on the basis of a third for the
publisher, a third for the writer and
a third for the interpretive arlisl.

treated this bid as a 'command
attendance' and delegates a couple
officials to do 'M.P.' duty around the
spot and report any contacteers that
disregarded the ban.

Shaw later disclaimed having any
knowledge of the letter and declared
that it was okay with him as to
whatever night music men wanted
It was exto come to the spot.
plained that the special Thursday
night thing had prevailed while Kay
Kyser and Ben Bernie played in the
room and that the hotel's management thought that Shaw's manager,
Ben Cole, ought to extend the same
invitation to publishers in behalf of
the new attraction.

Hired Girl

Oklahoma

City,

Nov.

7.

Margaret Mu.se, young vocalist
from Cameron College, clicked in
Bob Wrieht and Chet Forrest audition at WKY and is on staff.
clefted six songs for Tony Martin in Allan Clark, musical director, disl-olumbia's 'Passport to Happiness.' covered her and set up special hearPUlies are 'No
Love,' 'Hearts ing, for general manager, Ed Bell
m the Sky,' Other
'Prelude to Love,' and station chief Gayle-Grubb.
Punchinello,' 'It's a Blue World' and
Miss Muse will be on local and
Oh, What a Lovely Dream.'
NBC shows originating here.

quit as genthe E, B.
.

become an

making

NIGHT CLUB
OWNER SUES

ASCAP

NAT SHUKRET GOES
PUBUSHER IN EAST

Other changes which were agreed
Thursday (2)

to at a meeting last

Philadelphia, Nov. 7.
An open court test of the right of
the American Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers to levy fees
radio
on
stations,
theatres
and
niteries. Is skedded in U. S. District
Court here with the filing of a $50,-

damage suit against the organization by Arthur H. Padula, owner of
the Anchorage, River Drive spot.
Padula's suit filed Thursday (2)
charged ASCAP with being an

000

monopoly' and

'illegal

its

fees 'con-

fiscatory.'

Padula, who formerly
the Arcadia-International,

operated
his

filed

suit in retaliation to one filed against
him for $1,500 by
last Sept.
7 for alleged infringement of six

ASCAP

copyrighted songs.
Padula, through his counsel,

M.

Herbert Syme and Benjamin R.
Simons, in an answer denying he
had violated any copyrights, countered with the 50G claim against

ASCAP.
Padula claimed he had 'an oral
agreement' with ASCAP to play the

numbers

specified in their suit,
did not violate

consequently

and
any

copyright.

2ND SIEGFRIED UNE
SONG SOLD IN U.S. A.
Jack

Mills

has

obtained

the

American rights

to England's other
'Siegfried Line' song. Mills' import,
'I'm Sending You the Siegfried Line
to Hang Your Washing On', is published on the other side by Irwin

ditty

7.

Nat Shilkret bought the Quinckecatalog a couple of years ago and
organized Nylo Music Publishers,
Inc., on the Coast, with the purchase
serving as the nucleus of an active
busines.s.
The Nathaniel Shilkret
Music Publishing Corp. will make
his first publishing venture in the
east.

He

has n son associated with him

in Nylo.

another

Briti.sh

of similar theme, 'I'm

Gonna

to

Hang My Washing on the Siefried
Line,' was taken over by Shapiro,
Bernstein & Co. last month but that
firm hasn't been able to do much
about

Nathaniel SI ilkret Music Publishing Corp. has been chartered to conduct a business in New York. Capital stock authorized is $99,960, covering 2,940 shares of slock. Of the
latter, 960 are preferred at $100 par
value and 1,960 shares are common
at $1 par value. Jerome F. P. Tobin,
of New York, is the filing attorney.

ciation.

As the contract now stands the
firn. ar" free to
enter their offices in the event of a
strike or picket line. If they are deprived of membership in the union
for violating the regulations on exploitation practices they can only, be
subject to a double fine of $500 for
thi first time and double $1,000 each
time thereafter, or twice as much as
the penalty that woull be meted out
in the case of an ordinary executive.

MPPA committee and
union delegation Include:
1. The union will keep iU books
completely open to new members
and that any person selected by an
employer must be. admitted unless
it can be proved he will be detrimental to the best Interests of the union
and the music industry. Band leaders' brothers or relatives are cases
in point
2. No strike may be called during
or preceding the settlement<of a violation charge by an arbitration board.
between an

American rights

Albany, Nov.

;

Following strong objections interposed by spokesman for publishing
firms which are controlled by film
producers, the contactmen's union
last week agreed to revise the terms
of its proposed contract so that employer-executives who double as
pluggcrs would not have their freedom of action stymied by member-

headi of a publishing

Dash.

Owns Quincke

WKY's New

of
to

International Circulation Co., which
services magazine counters in drug,
stationery and tobacco stores, last
week made a preliminary report to
the Music Publishers Protective As- one of his chief reason's for
sociation on the company's activities the change.
in the sheet music field. Distributed
some 500 racks containing current

peal which

Lcibcll has granted the right to control the use of their recordings, now
agree with publishers that this common law right flows from the permission that the copyright owner
gives to make an arrangement of his

Wleman has

WB

to

executive of the standard department
in
the Warner Bros, publishing
group. His spot at Marks is being
taken by Carl Zoehrns, who has ship in the union. The revamped
agreement comes up for discus.sion at
been with Irving Berlin, Inc.
Wieman's new connection will give a meeting slated for this afternooa
him an opportunity to settle down (Wednesday) in the offices of the
permanently in New York. This was llusic Publishers Protective Asso-

as far as the big cities were concerned.
'The one exception "in the
latter class was Los Angeles.

Final witness was jid Craney,
inKGIR, Butte, Mont., who identified act as No. 1 .spokesman for the
coin-machine
Warner Bros, catalog and other terpretive artists in the
«locuments.

William

Wieman

sales manager
Marks Music Corp.

popular music during August and
September. Report states that sales
proved very favorable in small
towns, but the project meant little

APPEAL

William

eral

tivity.

METRO GROUP

4-

:

Magazine Distribution TieUp Indicate Response Slow
Other Outlets for Sheet
Sales Probably Adequate

week.

Herman Greenberg's testimony reoperalated principally to
He asserted
tion and organisation.
would be driven from
that
operation in the state under the
copyright legislation; that the pres-

To

Employer-Contactman as Such

Coast Musicians Purge

posers,
ing,

1

:

Songpluggers Union Concedes

United States because
of the networks* ban on war songs.
Peter Maurice is the London pub
it

in the

3.

A

roof

is

imposed on the amount

that a publisher must pay an employee in lieu of discharge notice.
For men on the job five years ago
i^ can be eight weeks or a maximum of $1,000, and in the case of

those employed for .10 'years -or mor*
the maximum obligation ir $1,500.

Film Influence
Picture

company spokesmen con-

tended that some of the terms in th»
original agreement would, if accepted by them, result in a drastic rer
visiqi of their firms' relations with
union labor. It would be unfair for
the contactmen's union to insist on*
the discharge of the head of one of
their publishing firms just because
he violated the union's rules, All the
union, they argued, should demand
is that the firm's chief executive refrain from performing but one duty,

and that is contacting. The film meii
also urged that one executive from
each firm he excluded from compulsory membership in the union.
Officials of the contactmen's union
point out that so far they ive been
very patient in compromising on
each objection brought up by the
employers and they express the hope
that the tendency 4o contest each 'ifand-or' doesn't take on the' semblance of a stalleroo. They say that
they would rather have every point
amicably adjusted than be compelled
.

to set a one-sided date of contract
effectiveness.

GOODMAN FRERE MAY
GO INTO MUSIC BIZ

of this one.

Short Sesh at Waldorf

For Goodman's Band

Benny Goodman's brother, Harry,
whose Pick-a-Rib, 52d street (N. Y.)
eatery,,

venture

is

doing only mildly,

Due to rehearsals for the forth- may become a music publisher.
There is talk of dickering with
coming 'Swingin' the Dream,' muBelle Baker for her late husband,
sical version of 'Midsummer Night's
Dream,' the Benny Goodman orches- Maurice Abrahams' catalog, which
has
an ASCAP rating.
tra is playing only from 11 p.m. on
at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, N. Y.
Nat Brandwynne band went in Monday (6) for the dinner sessions.

ABT FBEW IN COIUlIBns

Columbus, Nov. 7.
Arthur W, Frew, formerly s5so»
vocalist, Louise Tobin, with Kay elated with Consolidated Radio ArtFoster. She'll sing at the hotel only, ists, Inc., Cleveland, has opened a
Mildrqd Bailey doing the band's new orchestra booking office here.
Camel -broadcast and record dates.
He plans to operate under the name
The Hartmans will dance both of Radio Orchestra of America.
dinner and supper, backed by two
Will handle CRA attractions io

Goodman

last

different bands.

week replaced

his

this territory.

,

•

.. .
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On

Upbeat

the

Pete Kubliio, former trumpeter Shaw, Dec. 10, and Jimmy Dorsey
with Red Norvo's orch, has joined sometime in January, are set for the
Pat Shavelin's band at the Ever- Fitch Bandwagon program.
green Casino, PhiUy.

Eddy nrant

Artie Shaw, Glenn Miller, Benny
Goodman, Count Basic, are lined up
for shots at Savoy Ballroom, N. Y.
Miller's;
is
date
definite
Only
Erskine Hawkins
Christmas Eve.
band starts stand there Nov. 23.

William Penn Ho-

at

Chatterbox, Pittsburgh, lor another four weeks. Placed by MCA.

tel's

Lee Barrett band has moved

into

New
•

Penn, Pittsburgh, for an indefinite stav, succeeding Ralph Allen
and his Detroiters. Latter outfit
built a two-week booking into a
three-month engagement.

Benny Burton opened Monday

Joe Sudy goes into Book-Cadillac
1

Les Brown does one-nighter at
Lincoln hotel, N. Y., next week (13).

have a
will
as far as dance name

Providence

CR.'l

movine

its

Chicago

(25).

busy
bands

Glenn Miller %ne-nights Armistice
(11) at Westchester County

Jan.

Center, White Plains. Charles Shribman promoting.

cago.

Trianon

of Oz')

Feist

Scatterbrain

BVC

Blue Orchids
Prayer

Famous
Skidmore
Robbins

Lilacs in the Rain
Man With the Mandolin
In an Eighteenth Century

Santly

Drawing Room

Beer Barrel PolUa
Apple for the Teacher

An

Circle

Shapiro
Santly

Maker')

('Star

New

What's

Witmark
Crawford

tAre You Havin' Any Fun ('Scandals')...
Day In Day Out
tSouth American Way ('Streets of Paris')

—

bvC
Harms

Last Night

Feist

Fil7iii(sical.

B.,

1Prodt(ctio)i.

Network Plugs, 8 AJH.
NBC (WEAF

Shaw
Artie
Many Dreams

(Bluebird
Ago'-'If

and WJZ), and

CBS

(Oct. 30-Nov. 5).
Total represents nccmiiulated
per/ormaiiccs on the two vxajor networks from 8 a.m. fo 1 a.m. Symbol
denotes film song, t Icgit, all others are pop.

TITLE
10446),

Shapiro

.

Buddy Ropers band goes
hotel, Chicago, Dec.

Skidmore

Day In— Day Out

Don Alfonso

Barbara Bush, formerly with Bill
Marshall, joined Charlie Bamet's
Band went into the Southband.
land Ballroom, Boston, Monday (6).

Marks

Good Morning. .*Babe.<! in Arms
Are You Havin' Any Fun. ..IScandals

Chappell

.

Blue Orchids
.

Famous
.

.

vocal

quintet,

Ken

signed

Mending

by General Amusement.

Kansas City, Nov. 7.
Dusty Roades and orch moved out
Lenny Hayton band goes Into of the Terrace Grill tonight minus
Leon and Eddie's, N. Y., for four services of Ken Sweitzer, trumpet
weeks Nov. 30.
who stays on here hospitalized by
emergency appendectomy. He's
Glenn Miller this week (12), Artie an
husband of Helen Nash, band's warbler.

Les Bowman, formerly with Judy
in
tooting
aggregation,
Sweitzer's stead while Rhoades' crew
makes a series of one-nighters in the
On Nov. 28 orch moves
tel-ritory.
into the Paxton hotel, Omaha, to fol
low Don Bestor for a month's en

Conrad's

STOP KICKING

MY HEART

gagcment.

AROUND

JERBY GILBERT AT MOBILE
Mobile, Ala., Nov. 7.
Jerry Gilbert's sweet and novelty
crew began a four weeks' stand
at the Cawthon hotel's Rose Room

BABY

ME

I

I
I

I

j

j

ABC MUSIC CORP.
799

7th

Ave,

ItWt BKKNIE,

New York
Prof,

Mgr.

Band suehere last week (2).
ceeded Hal Hartman's 'Melloaires,
who were in for two months. Gil
He
bert does two sessions a day.
came here from a long stay at El
Rancho, Chester, Pa.
Gilbert's
personnel
lists:
Sam
Miller,
violin;
Joe Young, sax
John Harbo, bass; Gilbert Tull
drums and trumpet, beside leader
and Bertie Austin,

%etf f{ont

come
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ABC

I Help It.
tSwingin' the Dream
Is Dead. ..'Wizard of Oz
I Mi nt Have One More Kiss
Mela-choly LuUabyo
Goodnight Mv Beautiful. .tScandals
Love Never Went College. .tToo Manv Girls...
"
'
Stop!
It's Wonderful
.

.

DinwjDong Witch

.

Feist

Santly

Paramount
Crawford
Chappell

.

Hundred to One
You
Thought About You

It's a
Bless

Spier
~
Miller .....
"

Words
Mercer

13

....

i:)

.

MUST HAVE
ONE MORE

a

Wastin'-'Well

Former

is

Allright
arranged with a

are nice touch.

KISS,

F.XTRA

Fairish in toto.

Hal Kemp (Victor
Know What Time

KISS

CIiORlSi:9

SANTLY-JOY-SELECT
26.'508). 'I

It

Didn't

1019

llroail»'a.T.

Now

Vork

Was'-'Love

A SWELL SWEET SONG

and 'Who Did You
Meet Last Night?' rates fair-good.
movingly tempoed ensemble
'Sassin' the Boss'

First is
stuff,

but reverse is livelier. 'Who'
fine sax
team and trumpet

has
breaks.

you havent ^ot em-youleffergefh*n
2IG
INC.

....

.

punch, vocal by Dah Grissom. Latsock sax work in initial
Choral repetition' of title
phrase is followed by good ensemble
work.
Lunceford's
(5116),

blMlSSOURI WALTZ

PUBLISHER

Harms
Robbins

.

ter has
spins.

^OH JOHNNY, OH JOHNNY, OH

FORSTER

....

KiSS,

or /ti^^er

.

Berlin

Me

CaT

I

.

Feist

Olinan
Santly
Santly

Stop Kickin? My Heart ArOun
ABC
13
is lifting ensemble stulT on an oldie.
Table in a Corner
Robbins .
IS
'Trombone and sax figure in breaks. All in Favor Say Aye
..Harms
12
Begin the Beguine
Harms
12
Bob Crosby (Decca 2763), 'Lilacs Ciri Biri Bin
Paramount
12
in the Rain'-'What Used to Was Used Comes Love. .tYokel Boy
Chaupell
12
to Was.' Good-fair. Former is clear, In an Eighteenth Century Drawing Room. ..... .Circle
12
smooth work on a tried tune. Nice It's a Hap, Hap, Happy Day
12
Famous
sax work, and better than average Honestly
11
Santly
vocal by Crosby. Reverse is lively Moonlight Serenade.
11
Robbins
tempoed fare with good sax also, Oh You Crazy Moon
11
Witmark
otherwise nothing outsU>nding. Teddy Tomorrow Night
11
.....Berlin
Grace vocals.
10
After All
..Sun
10
Hello
At Least You Could Say
Feist
10
Glenn Miller (Bluebird 10438), 'So Go Fly a Kile. ."Star Maker
Famous
10
Many Times' - 'Out of Space.* It Had to Be You
Remick
10
Paramount
Smoothly played and nicely ar- To You
ranged, but hasn't the lift of the
Dorsey version. Ray Ebcrle vocal is
inGood
with
neat
clarinet in early spins and Never Went to College.'
'Space' is okay ensemble
just fair.
punch ill entire arruiigcmcnt. Both terpretation of good tune, with sod:
stuff but not attention-getting.
OK.
vocal by Bob Allen. Trumpet and
added punch.
sax
breaks
give
Tommy Dorsey (Victor 26386), 'So
Both
'Love' Is smoothly treated.
Will
Bradley
(Vocalion
5130),
Many Times'-'Baby What Else Can I
production numbers.
Rhythmically punchy arrange- 'Memphis Blues'-'OId Doc Yak.' First
Do.'
ment of good tune. Fine trombone record turned out by new band is
break, early, followed by clear Jack good work. Both are clear and well
Leonard vocal. Reverse is one of arranged. Former has punch with
Smack! Smack! Smack!
first by Anita Boyer, new vocalist. good hot break by Bradley's tromA TERRIFIC NOVKI.TI
Does nice job. Side also has good bone. Reverse is good novelty tune
with fine drum and good vocal work
sax and muted trombone.
by McKinley.
I
Duke Ellington (Columbia 35240),
Bouncing Buoyancy' - 'A Lonely
Harry Jame.i (Columbia 35227),
Co-Ed.' Both sides typically Elling- 'Here Comes the Night'-'Feet Dragton, former speedy with good trum- gin' Blues.'
Tunes n.s.g., former a
pet, and listenable sax team at finale. so-so ballad, smoothly done with
Other is neat treatment of interest- vocal by Frank Sinatra, but has little
ing ballad. Ivy Anderson vocals.
appeal.' Title of reverse fits the
tempo which slowly develops then
Jimmy Lunceford (Vocalion 4887), goes all out. Background saxes here
nnini.E ver.sion
'Time's
Then.'

THE CANYON

MUSIC

Chappell

Robbins

Little

Bftby

30
29
28
28
27
27
20
20
23
22

.

Crawford

Many Dreams Aso
Man Who Wasn't There

handles both vocals.

Teddy Wilson (Columbia 35220)
'Exactly
Like
You'-'Booly-Ja-Ja.'
Fair.Wilson's socko piano work is
Adrian BoIIinI Trio who recently brightest thing on both sides. Does
Background band
closed at the Caffe La Maze, Holly' best on first.
wood, are en route east and open at n.s.g.
the Carlton, Jamaica, week Nov. 9,
Tommy Dorsey (Victor 2C376),
'Nightglow'-'Stomp It Off.' 'Glow' is
a fine ballad liltingly treated apd
Sweitzer
with good trornbone break. Reverse

Ted Straeter added Maggie McNeills as vocalist with his band at
Monte Carlo, N. Y.
Quintones,

Brazilian band added
the Park Cen-

to Nat BrusilolT's at
tral hotel, N. Y.

31

El Rancho (jrande

.

into the

,

BVC

.

I Didn't Know Wliat Time. .tToo Many Girls.
Slim Galllard
(Vocalion 5138), Scatterbrain
'A-well-a-take-'em-a-Joe' - 'Chicken Lilacs in the Rain
Rhythm.' Both good. First is an Over the Rainbow. .'Wizard of Oz...
exceptional My Last Goodbye
okay
novelty
with
Bill McCone stays at Carlton ho- bounce.
Nice guitar and piano Goody Goodbye
An Apple for the Teacher. .'Star Maker.
tel, Washington, D. C, until Jan. 1. breaks and attention getting sax lick.
Gaillard Man with the Mandolin
Other side is similar.

1.

51

40
38
36

.

Feist

Prayer

.

Drake

TOTAL

..

Witmark

Last Night

My

GRAND

PUBLISHER

South of the Border

What You What's New

Both good. Former is
a smoqthly played,, neat arrangement
has two NBC shots of a good tune that's moving up.
Sherman hotel, Chi- Shaw's clarinet stands out. Reverse
is so-so tune, rhythmically done with
n.s.g. Tony Pastor vocal. Helen Forstaying with the rest does 'Dreams.'
band but has given
Is True.'

calling.

date.

to 1 AJVi.

combined plugs of current tunes on
(WABC) computed for the toecJc from

totalitaffdn of the

Follotoiiij; is a

Monday through Sunday

Disc Reviews

Ford Leary
Larry Clinton
up trombone work for straight vo-

Will Bradley orchestra begins a
stand at the New Kenmore hptel,
(11).
Saturday
Y.,
Albany,
N.
Emery Deutsch follows on an un-

named

1939;

Shapiro

Rainbow ("Wizard

Indianapolis.

Say

booked Jimmie Lunceford Nov. 12
and Woody Herman Nov. 19.

19.

tlie

My

Waldorf-

19,

Freddy Fisher. Nov. 17, three
weeks. Old Vienna, Cincinnati.
Larry Clinton, Nov. 22, Arcadia B.,
Providence, R. I.
Claude Hopkins, Nov. 13, George
F. Pavilion, Johnson City, N. Y.

1.

Gene Krupa
has per week from

Bridgeport,

Nov.

4,

South of the Border.

Over

Astoria hotel, N. Y.,; 20. Ritz B.,
Bridgeport, Conn.; Dec. 10, Manhattan Center, N. Y.
Joe Venuti, Nov. 10, Leon fit
Eddie's, N. Y.
Woody Herman, Nov. 19, Ritz B.,
Bridgeport, Conn.

Al Donahue added Stewie McKay
Donahue goes into
on tenor sax.
Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. Y.,

Day

ballroom,

Donahue.

Al

holiday stand at the Par.

All at Arca-

Ball,

Hotel

hop.

Statlcr, Boston.
Roy Eldridsc. week, Doc. 1, Howard theatre. Washington, D. C.
Ramona, week, Nov. 10, Carlton
theatre, Jamaica, L. I., following
with Flatbush and Windsor theatres.

B.,

Glenn Miller and Larry Clinton
have spreads in Life Mag

will both

soon.

dia ballroom.

Ritz

Harvard

(Week ending Nov.

New

Nov. 24,
Newspaper Guild

25,

I939

Toledo, Ohio; Dec. 27, Indiana Roof

office.

Merry Macs go into the Paraare concerned with Les Brown slated mount theatre, N. Y., Dec. 20 with
(10), Ted Powell (11), Jimmie Dor- Casa Loma band on latter's annual
scy (1C\ Larry Clinton (22), and

Bunny Berrigan

>><*«>>

I»ewman.

Glenn Miller. Nov.

Green' Casino, succeeding
Ray Pearl, who's hitting the onenight route in Pittsburgh district for
a couple of weeks.

month

(9).

Ruby
Boston;

8,

15 Best Sheet Music Sellers

Band Bookings
«

England

(C)

Bill

at

tomorrow

hotel, Detroit,

^M

Wednesday, November

CHICAGO

HIT

vocals 'Sassin'.

HONESTLY

features Bob Eberle's fine vocal interpretation of a tune which particularly fits his voice.
Occupies entire
side.
Other is interesting material

S.WABASH AVE

SMASH

Dan Grissom

Jimmy Dorsey (Decca 2735), 'Body
and Soul'-'Dixieland Detour.' First

by

the

writers

of

'Music

Getting Bigger and Bigger Day by Day
SANTLY-JOY-SELECT, 1619 Broadway, New York

Maestro.

Please'

WHITE LIES AND RED ROSES
ABC MUSIC CORPORATION

799 Sevenlh

Ave..

New York

Dave Bernie, Prof. Mqr.

.

Novcnibcr

Wetln<'fi<l"y.

MUSIC—DANCE BANDS
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DEWITT WITH DORSEY

Inside Stuff-Bands

Picked Him Vp
Chlcaro Hideout Circuit

Lou

change

made

Dorsey

two months

vocalists in

in

second

a

Bandsmen Doubling As Pubs Evoke

On

Levy

Tommy

Supreme court justice Edward R. Koch in N.Y., Friday (3), ordered the
c-xami nation before trial of Artie Shaw, in connection with a $30,000 action
of Eli E. Oberstein against him. The examination will take place in the
supreme court Nov. 9, and Shaw is to produce all books and records relcvent to the examination.
The plaintiff, who was foimerly the manager of artists and repertoire
of HCA-Victor, claims that Shaw was the beneficiary of coimsel from himj
Irom May, l937-May, 1938. Twenty thousand dollars is sought on that
Ten per cent of the orchestra leaders' earnings are sought for the
basi.s.
period of May 5, 1938-Dec. 31, 1938, during which time Shaw earned
$100,000, the complaint alleges.
Shaw claims Iraud and deceit, says the agreement was made under
He asserts he was threatened with the loss of his
duress, and was illegal.
Victor contract if he did not sign.

week when Allen DeWitt replaced Jack Leonard with the band
at
the
Palmer House, Chicago.
Dorsey recently replaced Edythe
Wright with Anita Boyer. Leonard
as yet has no plans.
DeWitt was picked up singing
around Chicago with small bands a
little while ago and brought to New
York by Lou Levy, manager of the
Andrews Sisters. This is )iis first
job since.
He joined Dorsey Fri-

Behind - the

I

day

While playing at the Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago, recently Will
Osborne recognized a young fellow who he had noticed hanging around
the bandstand while Osborne was playing previously at the Palmar, Los
Angeles. It developed that (he boy was an amateur entertainer and was
Osborne gave him an audition and promptly
in Chicago on a visit.

!

OH 'WIFFENPOOF'

a

Dwight

turn similar to

(3).

Good; Roof's

Southern California U.

$1.25 Convert

Tommy

and Jimmy Dorsey will play opposition to each
clher for a shoil stretch again when Jimmy's group opens at the Sherman
Hotel, Chicago, for six weeks Dec. 27. Tommy's band is currently at the
Palmer House and remains there until second week in January. Last time
the two were in opposition wa.'? two years ago in New York at the Pennsylvania and New Yorker Hotels.
Jimmy is now at Meadowbrook. Cedar Grove, N. J. until Nov. 15, being
replaced next day by Glenn Miller. Dorsey does one-nighters and theatres
He'll gel four NBC net and eight local wires
before the Chicago date.
from the Sherman.
Orchestras of

to

draw

'n'-coming dance bands.

I

'

I

!

j

:

'

I

Sherman Suing Chappell

a

WGST,

$285.

CBS

local

have

NBC

ca.se

they're

busines.-;.

derwrite promising new lal-n(:

:

nd

(2) in a measure that's (he v.ry
(hing Ihcy do already by puo'i-.hin-J
the creative works of the suntlry orchestra leader.s,^ and the wm:! s of
their arrangers or band-members,

Music firms, by and large, are
umbra.ge at this and (hat
maestro investing in the song publishing
business.
It's
no s?c-!tt

i

that
few of the profe.'^sional
a
managers are retaliating by taking
more than passive interest in riv;;l

especially those who )ni"hl
some sort of direct opposition
alleged 'intrudeis' in song
'°
p"bi'>hing.

bands,

And Lew Brown

Ansley Hotel's Rainbow Roof, swank
new dine and dance spot which is
exclusive to MCA. Long's outfit replaices for one week 'Buddy' Rogers,
who comes back Nov. 17. Room
opened with Tommy Dorsey's band,
followed by Henry Busse, Rogers bepodium.
ing
third
occupant of
Bands
There's $1.25 cover charge.
that play this spot are aired over

week

invading the publishing

taking

7.

due to open Friday (10) at

is

inu.'-ic

Music men predicate- this claim on
(he fact that (1) they have the finanresources, if necessary, (o un-

I

Atlanta, Nov.

Johnny Long orchestra with Helen

Young

The

pubs say that they are more liigic;illy becoming sponsors or mcntuis <i(
bands than the maestros are lo.uic;ill.v

cial

of copyright.

one-nigh( date back in 1931 was exhibited by a booker
to Arthur Michaud, who booked the date at the time.
Called for band .that today couldn't be bought for any amount. Six-piece
outfit was to be composed of Tommy Dorsey, trombone; Jimmy Dor.sey,
sax; Bix Beiderbccke or Bunny Berigan, trumpet; Johnny Morris of Stan
King on drums; Arthur Schutt. piano, and Carl Kress, guitar. Outfit was

Contract for

as a prize last

business, some of the music
publishers are retaliating by .ictivtly
becoming interested in new and upli.thing

Suit seeks an injunction and accounting ol profits against a .song
book published by Schirmer entitled
'Songs of Yale,' in which the plain'Wiffenpoof Song' was used,
tiflf's
Schirmer claims authorization to use
the song in a limited edition for Yale
College.
Miller charges Schirmer's
edition is not the official Yal.e edition, and therefore an infringement

Fiske.

wf;s a hit with (he band at the Lyric theatre, Indianapolis last week
and will be with the unit when it opens at the Flatbush theatre, N. Y.
tomorrow (Thursday ). Name s James Kopp 3d and he's a graduate of

Vexed by the growing (rend of
bandmen going into the music pubYale

Application was made lo the N. Y.
federal court Monday (6) for a Dec.
6 trial of the suit of Miller Music,
Inc. against G. Schirmer, Inc. Miller
is attempting to secure depositions
of certain composers who are not in
N. Y.

Atlanta Biz

He

Vs.
Schirmer Over
Song's rublicallun

Miilcr

.

He does

signed him.

Scenes Opposition

-

|

last

j

Alieging

n
Non-Credit on Yokel Boy
•

—

J

I

I

offer
I

>
;

i

Chappell
last

&

Co. and

week asked the N.

Lew Brown
Y.

Supreme Cut

Out Extra Violin

Court

to dismiss Al Sherman's suit
against them in connection with the
score of 'Yokel Boy' on the ground

Part» Pleads Retailer

i
j

|

that the works had been copyrighted !
Members of the Music Publishers
under the statutes bv Sherman himAssociation
were furself and that the action could there- P'-otective
'"^t ^^'<^^^ ^ith a copy nl a
fore be brought only in the Federal
PidsCourt. The motion is retiunabic be- '<'ller from Volkwein Bros
fore Justice Ferdinand Peeora Mon- burgh' dealers, in which it is uri;ed
that the publishers cut out the second
day (13).
Sherman is suing for $150,000, al- violin part in orchestrations becau.'-e
leging that Chappell and Brown, as some retailers were making a pracpublisher and producer, had con- tice of selling one of these parts sepspired to deprive him of his rights arately. The sale of the violin part,
as a co-writer of the score.
Sher- usually for 15c, -was, according to
man claims that, even though reg- Pittsburghers, hurting the sale of
istered copyright cards credit him both the complete orchestration and

outlet, unless they

'

commitments, in which
heard on WSB and
and Blue stations

.

,

WAGA, NBC Red

i

I

Inside Stuff-Music
Because

ex-associate.

his

Jack

Bregman

respectively.

iBreginan-Voceo-Conn)

Russ Morgan (CRA) and band are
playing a dance engagement tonight
(Tuesday) at City Aud, promoted
by Tom Bailey, who operates a chain
of colored theatres here.
Rudy Bundy. and outfit have

is

'

Benny Goodman arrangement of 'Swingin' the Dream'
(Erik Charrell's hot Shakespeai can version). Jack Bobbins wouldn't okay
(he use of- a few bars of 'Darktown Sfruders Ball' and 'Blue Moon'. These
in the finale, and Goodman asked Robbin? for copyright permission.
Understood the arrangemenis cost $4,000. This is the show slated for
the Center in Radio City, N, Y.

publishing (he

moved

me

WATL,
I

vijjjng

I

po^^

|

;

,

I

,

j

|

TODAY'S REQUEST

res

.cago'

The All-Occasion
Request Song

Pastor has been with Shaw since
the latter's earliest days, being a
part of the string outfit Shaw made

Music Notes
Heytnann

at

and

lor

over into his current swing bunch,
Shaw is -currently at the Pennsylvania Hotel, N. Y.

handling

irte

fcari

Lover Come Back

01
lo

Shaw Can

Artie

Vntil

Gel Replacement
Pastor, tenor sax and novg|,
finger with Artie Shaw's orche>=tra, leaves that band within the
^^^^^ three or four weeks to start
j^jlj^g^jQ^ ^,
^ ^^^^ of his own.
He's holding off lor that stretch to
give Shaw plenty of time to secure
a replacement.

*

Werner

Stays

Tony

Elvira Rios from La Martinique, N. Y.. niteiy. slated to make Decca
recordings.
Latter also has Carmen Miranda, but they're repressings
of her Brazilian stuff.

YESTERDAY'S HIT

an orchestration.

i

TONY PASTOR ON OWN
But

|

—

Wanna'.

•

i

i

Tin Soldier,' 'The Cat Slaps the Doghouse,' 'The Lonely Little Music Box'
ond 'A( Twilight Time.' Seymour Mann heads the firm's professional slaff.

by Brown.
the modern dance orchestra anyway
Tunes involved are 'Let's Make and that the publishing busintss
Memories Tonight', 'I Can't Afford would save itself considerable money
to Dream' and 'Rhythm Makes Me if it included but one such part in

music: Biltmore's Pompcian
features Jimmy Beers, organdinner music,

'

•'
j'
n
c.
J
Bert Shefters
Music. TInc., u
has started!
new publishing venture. Modern
off with six novelties.
They are 'Tic Toe,' 'Hadyn-Seek,' 'Lament for a
.

with being in on the score, hi,s name sheet music.
was omitted from the published verVolkwein also stated that the two
and the names of others sub- violin parts weren't of any use to

sions,

stituted

.n
v,i
n
nigni
seH"
.spots
7" Atlanta
whenever Georgia Tech has a
°"
Saturday game here.

Alan Schulman's arrangement, 'Shoot the Schubert to Me Hubert,' is a
»wingo version of Franz Schubertiiina which he and his New Friends
of Music ensemble (7) are recording for 'Victor.
This is a group culled
from To.scanini's NBC symph and the CBS symphony, making unusual
rtring-swing waxings for RCA Victor.
They're chiefly hot versions of
the classics and Schulman does most of the scoring.
1

Hotel's

They're aired over

local indie.

Latest addition to city's eat and
dance spots is Biltmore Hotel's SilLounge, with Embassy Boys pro-

'

'South of the Border,' published by Shapiro-Bernstein. has durmg the
past (wo weeks sold 130.000 copies of sheet music, which is somewhat
over the records set for the current year by 'Deep Purple' and 'Sunrise
Serenade.'
'Border's' sales have already tallied 250,000 copies.
Same
firm's 'Beer Barrel Polka.' which
is
now in its eighth month and
rates the record occupant of the bestseller list for '39, has gone over 500,000 copies to date.

Henry Grady

into

Spanish Room.

the

|

i^ni-'

•

.

/-•

.

Khey Joms Uordon

Klta

Me'

Metro.

1

Pittsburgh. Nov.

1.
j

I

Arthur Freed wrote 'Our Love.'
in Metro's 'Good News.'

'o

be sung

Rita Rhey, 18-year-old Pittsburgh
high school singer who was slated

Whiteman's band at
Hotel New Yorker this week, is
Johnny Burke and Victor Schert- joining Gray Gordon's band instead.
Gordon was in town for a day to
zinger cleffed 'Captain Cus(ard' lor
j
Variety club banquet and al.sp
use in 'The Road to Singapore' at P'ay
market for another femme
Paramount
to

join

Paul

i

MANY HAPPY

I

,

,

.

.

;

!

RETURNS OF

i

i

vocalist,

tanced

THE DAY
M.

RCA

WITMARK A SONS
Building

New York

Paul Mann and Stephan Weiss,
refugee songwriters of "piey Say'

when

so gal's

manager

long-dis-

,

|

Whiteman immediately and

jazz king informed

would be okay

to

him that

it

make another

deal
signed imnie-

and 'For Tonight,' had their contract for her, warbler was
with Warner Bros, renewed.
dialely with Gordon.
That will give Tic-Toe maestro
Franz Waxman writing the musi- two gal singers, since he intends to
keep Shirley Lane.
cal score for 'Florian' at Metro.

RADIO'S MOST DISTINGUISHED

IRVING BERLIN,

Inc.. 799

Seventh Ave.

N. Y.

|

i

SONG SUCCESS!

LILACS IN THE RAIN
By the Writers of "Deep Purple"

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

•

799 Seventh Avenue, Nev^ York

•

MURRAY

BAKER, Gen.

Prof.

Mgr.

•

LEO TALENT,

Prof. Mgr.

.
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entertainment they handed this Col-

Westchester Co. Center, 5,000-Seater,

Trys Sunday Vaude with Name Bands
Westchester County Center, White
New York, one-night stand

Saranac Lake

Plains,

tor

name bands and

legit

•top, starts a policy ot

By Happy Benway

roadshow

name bands

Dr. Siegfried Schoenfeld,

who saw

ony.

Tommy

.

—

and three shows

TheJHEATRE

Thanks to Frank Phillips and his
Wandering Minstrels for the okay

of the

It

National Theatre
.Continued from pace 1_

D.

Kemp
6

to

Laying Out

S-Week Routes

report back.
Such a commission
children's theatre, and modern stage'
would be formed on the theory that lighting; (4) the indexing
of Federal
unbiased consideration of a Fed- Theatre records so that eventually
eral theatre is given, it would make they may be available for examination by students of the theatre
it dilTicult for opponents in Congress
at
any center most convenient for the
to again aim 'slanderous attacks on students
concerned.

the profession.'

Charlotte, N. C; Nov. 7.
T. D. Kemp, Jr., manager ot Southern Attractions, Inc., has set Henry
Busse and band for dates in WilbyKincey theatres in the south. Opens
at the State, Raleigh, N. C, Thurs•

day (9).
Nick Boila's 'Shootin' Hi.i»h,' with
Roscoe Ates, will begin an eightweeks southern tour for Kemp Nov.'
29 at the National. Richmond, Va.
Linton
DeWolfe's,
'Everybody
Swing,' with M.cGrath and Deeds,
Valero Bros, and Denice, and Rayburn Sisters, has been set for six
weeks in Virginia, West Virginia and
North Carolina.
'Follies Unusual'
will play eight weeks and 'Imperial
Hawaiian Review' has been set for
the

'

if

same amount of

15

time.

YEARS AGO<
(fTom Variety)

Radio hit the theatres hard on
Election night due to the broadcast
of the returns.
.

Dual starring engagement of E, H.
Sothern and his wife, Julia Marlowe,
in Shakespearean plays, was discontinued, when Miss Marlowe announced her definite retirement.

STARS

New

up

111.

Low

ners, starting at 60c,
nightly.

who mastered

ed in behalf of the stage, writers, expansion of new techniques in demusicians and other groups within sign and production introduced by
the Federal Theatre, among them
nightclub manager.
the FTP under the Works Progress
the Living Newspaper; (3)
Praise
is
due Martha Gill, a
Administration.
One idea is for a pletion of various pieces ofthe comRogcr-ite, who" gives most of her
theatre
commission
to be named by Presi- research
time in aidiog the other inmates,
begiin
by the Federal
such as downtown shopping, etc.
dent Roosevelt, to whom it would Theatre, especially in the field of
religious drama, community drama
Write to those you know who are

and vaudeville each Sunday night about 18 years of practice in Vienna,
beginning Nov. 19. They'll be run is the new medico at the Will Rogby Les Rees, formerly of the vaude ers.
T.
Slight. earth tremors felt here had
team of Recs and Dunn, in conjunc- no terrors for Frederick J. See, mution wilh the County Center man- sician of the Metropolitan Opera Co.,
agement. It will operate two-a-day. as he was with that company in San
Francisco in 1906 and witnessed the
matinee and evening.

real quake.
Setup includes no dancing, simply
Mrs. Dorothy Newcottib, cashier
two name bands and seven acts of for Radio City Music Hall, In
from
Opening night has Paul
vaude.
N. Y. as a newcomer at the Rogers,
Whileman's Chesterfield unit, Bunny under
obsel'vation.
Berigan's orchestra and vaude turns
Jack Eskins, who did years of it
not yet picked. Only others set for
up here, now ozoning in Denver. He
succeeding weeks is Hal Kemp,
remembered as steward at
is also
down for Nov. 16, and Bob Crosby the Rogers.
for Dec. 2. Latter date, a Saturday,
Highlights from the lodge: Ben
is due to a prior Sunday commitSchaffer on greeting committee milment for the hall.
ting visitors.
Paul Deari shopping
Hall can accommodate approximatefor the gang and up for all meals, a
ly 5,000 jvith dance floor covered
grand comeback.
Senor Gongalis
by seating. Price scale will run
teaching Spanish gratis to any and
40c and 75c for mats, and 55c-6Sc
all.
Inell Gillory passed
another
and $1.10 for evening shows. Vaude
milestone and is improving. Jack
layout may also include a name
Edwards and Eddie Vogt doing a
m.c. Gene Krupa's crew is a posdaily double act, handing laughs to
libility for New Year's Eve.
the
ozoning gang.
Jack Hirsch
handed put gifts and .then left for
Washington to salute other ailing
Night Club Scale
friends. Jack Dempsey back for a
Philadelphia, Nov. 7.
general check-up,
Alice Carman
Harry F. Hahn, who formerly op- still holding that grand smile.
crated the Cocoanut Grove in North
Dr. George Wilson has taken over
Philly, opened a new nitery, the the responsibilities of medical diStork Club, in Oak Lane last week.
rector of the Will Rogers xmtil difPolicy will.be popular-priced din- ferent arrangements can be made.

Vicks,

here, reports a big season at his
'Maples,' nightclub in Rochester, N.
Vicks, after a serious setback,
H.
made a grand comeback within three
years.
This is his fourth year as

The

Theatre

ruled out of existence
last spring when the House of Representatives put the finishing touches, to

the

work

relief

bill.

At

the

made that WPA's
arm was dominated by Com-

time charges were
theatre

designation of Vassar College
the initial center of Federal
research was made. Dr.

as

Charges ot 'Communism'

FTP was

munistically-minded
persons^
and
that a number of pTays put on were
of a radical nature. Despite denials
by. those at the head of the FTP,
Congressional criticism ended in the
arts projects being virtually ruled
out along with the theatre end.
When President Roosevelt signed
the present \york relief bill, he did
so with reservation and distinctly
expressed his objection to the action
of the legislators, who insisted that
the government relief theatre be
eliminated.
Chief executive stated
that such action was highly discriminative, since it removed the
right of one set of citizens to work
relief, but provided for all others.
Because of that and the friendly
regard for the theatre by the White
House, it is believed the President
will encourage the measures designed to aid show business. There is a
charter for a national theatre ih
existence, granted by Congress some
years ago, but the setup was never
practical and there is no provision
for federal participation. Groups of

MacCracken

said, as a result of the'
college's acceptance of a special
loan collection of Federal Theatre

done in Poughkeepsie,
and Washington.

LOEW BLDG. ANNEX
160 WEST 46'"

J

.

H

.

ST.

LORD&
STEWART

L U B

OENEt Al MAN AOEI

SIDNEY

H.

I

N

niscences' act, opening their return
to vaudeville, were smasheroo at the
Palace, Chicago.

PIERMONT

own

June Walker and Henry Hull were
to enter vaude in a sketch to be produced by Lewis and Gordon.

"Johnnie

"^alker

Henry Noble MacCracken,

its

dent, that a special grant

had been

been stated some months ago that
Hallie Flanagan, former national
director of WPA's theatre arm,
would
not be on Vassar's staff this term,
the
college announcement sets forth
that
she IS on the faiyilty and will supervise the research work.
Outline of
Mrs. Flanagan's new duties, in which
of

Black Label plays to capacity

to

Hollywood Boulevard!

y0Ui

old.

PICCADILLY, W. 1
660 FIFTH AVENCK

NEW TORK:

COMEDY HIT AT
International Casino

NEW YORK

JUST

slxll

ALE, INC,

NEW

N. Y,i

DImtlon: H.

C. A.

MILES INOALS

Best Coffee in England

QUAUTY

INN

Lticastar Square

LONDON, WEST-END

ALW.AYS WORKING

WHITEY ROBERTS
Nov. 3, 4, 5, Keith's, Boston
Not. 7, «, B. Emplra. Fall Rt**'
XoT. 10, 11, Vornmount, No. Adoins,
Mass.
Sot. is. Park T.. Wooniwrket, IV L

COMPLETED

SIX

WEEKS

Now ORIENTAL THEATRE,

,

Direction: WILLIAIVI

going strong

SOLE DISTRIBUTOR

Chicago

MORRIS OFFICE

FAMOUS FOR SHOW
MIKE FRITZEL

BLENDED SCOTCH WHISKY
CANADA DRY GINGER

DARE

WAHL

RUTH PETTY
1820..

Johnnie Walker
YORK.

WALTER

NICOLLET HOTEL, MINNEAPOLIS

D.ARS

Us sensible to stick with
RBD LABEL,

(also

cover four main fields: (I)
the preparation of a report summarizing the four years' work of the
Federal Theatre; (2) the publication
of special bulletins describing thtf

BOKN

BLACK LABEL.

Emmet Lavery

as chief assistant, follows:

It will

Broadway

AT LEADINa ROTEXS, RESTAURANTS AND

'I

FTP)

19 Albemarle Street

presi-

received from the Rockefeller Foundation for theatre research based on
the records, experiments and productions of FTP. Although it had

she will have

business from

Today—'

And Tomorrow

,

BOOKINO MANAGEI

Scotknd^s

Tailors of
LONDON;

-

UiVf YORK

York

ty.

for

Senator Pepper's nod, along with
The Piccadilly hotel, London, was Sehators' Wagner and Downey, would
negotiating for Delysia to play there restore the arts projects and, if
An
at $2,500 weekly.
It would be the passed, would revive the FTP.
biggest salary ever paid to a single entirely different method of operating would be adopted and control
cabaret artist in London.
would be in the hands of persons of
unquestioned
professional
backBucky Harris was okay on the
baseball diamond but questionable ground. The percentage of amateurs
stage material,
according to the who trickled into FTP is one of the
bookers, who were approached for factors that led to its demise, after
causing
no
end
of arguments bevaude dates. So, the "boy manager'
of the world's champion Senators tween the relief theatre administrators. Equity and other stage unions.
was turned down for stage jobs.
Constant objections from within and
outside
the
FTP
led
to unfortunate
George Jessel decided to be his
own producer, stager, star, and man- reactions in the Capitol where the
ager of "The Girl From Kelly's.' relief theatre was highlighted entireOutside capital for the show had ly too often.
been withdrawn, the only Jessel
Hallle Flanagan's Besearch
partner left being Eddie Cantor.
Last week it was announced from
Weber and Fields, In their 'remi- Blodgett Hall, Vassar College, by

BOOKING AGENCY

New

ever.

picture.

GENERAL EXECUTIVE OFFICES

the

Included in the material to be
cata;ogued and made available for
public study are 1,000 prompt books
Of Federal Theatre productions, complete with stage and lighting designs;
several hundred volumes of mimeographed publications covering surveys of source materials of the modern theatre; a theatre library of
several thousand volumes assembled
over a period of four years by gifts
from authors and publishers; and
unfinished pieces of theatre research
begun by the Federal Theatre and
carried on over a period of several
years in many sections of the coun-

appeared to be mostly concerned with the idea but when it
came to financing they lost interest.

The new Pepper bill may provide
a level of pay comparative to
FTP, without FTP red tape, howAnother measure which has

arrangement with

college is providing space to house
the collection and bffice quarters for
administration.
The work will be

socialites

Georgie Hale, who won a beauty
contest prize in Chicago and played
the girl role in 'The Salvation Hunters,' was reported to be the next
leading 'woman' in Doug Fairbanks'

by

records

Works Projects Administration. The

610

and

JOE JACOBSON'S

CHEZ PAREE

PAIRIIANK8 COfHT

Dsliiware

3134

<II1C.»(10

AMERICA'S SMARTEST THEATRE RESTAURANT

Wednesdaj, November.

VAUDE—NIGHT CLUBS

1939

8,

C. of C.

Stage Shows; From Vaude to Opera
by

proposed

ideas

show

Slane

mi FAILS

B. 0.

AGVA

TO MERIT DIITES

Autonomy; W3I Operate Independently

Without

—

Exceeds

TO

Ben Bernie, currently

the
Windsor, Bronx, with his band,

INCREASE

calaries, etc.

turned up at Empire, Yonkers,
track between shows Saturday

in

b.o.

some

veloped into a betting commissioner, but of the two-buck variety, having been asked to place
wagers on the' nags on behalf of

opera, thence going into as ambitious
a schedule of live entertainment as

north-of-Boston area has wityear.<;.
The risks are being assumed by business men.
Heavy current expenses are being
paid out of commitments tendered
by C. of C. members, with returns to
be made when and if the enterprise
makes money. Profit is not expected
to be large, and it's gathered that
backers will be satisfied if an even
break is registered, idea seeming to
be that high-grade theatrical effort
will brighten
up town and help
business generally. A sort of yearround strawhat, in other words.
Arthur J. Noon, president of the
local Chamber, is chairmaning the
tponsoring organization, which, incidentally, will not be incorporated.
General manager is Norman T.
Slocker, a native Portlander who
has had considerable vaude experience, both as a performer and in the
booking end; his most recent business connection was with the Essex
County (N. Y.) Fair association.
Since taking charge here, Stocker
has been traveling the local luncheon-club-fraternal-brotherhood
circuit, organizing goodwill.
As tentatively lined up, the opera
opener will be followed by six
weeks of first-line vaude^ which in
turn will be succeeded by two weeks
of legit.
Early in February, the
this

and using Frank Small's International Brevities unit for four days over
the weekend starling Saturday (4).
House uses four acts in addition to

nessed in

the
900

House
and has gone from double to
shows

name

seats

attraction.

single features since, the live

Donneiger, during
were- installed.
the summer, was. using advertisersponsored stage entertainment.
Orpheum, Jersey City, operated by
Leon Rosenblatt circuit, has increased vaude from Friday nights
only to continuous shows Fi'iday and
Saturday. Single features are used

on these

days.

MARCUS SETS UNIT

HEADACHES

the fact that many of the Hollyangling for theatre
dates without having acts prepared.
The day is long past, according to
the show-buyers, when a name could
escape by merely saying 'hello' to an
audience. An act must go with the
name or it's no dice.
Extent of the Hollywood influence
on the vaudfilmers, however, is very
noticeable this week, with several of
the major stage show theatires holding one or more refugee from the
Coast's economy wave. They are:
Constance Bennett, at the Shubert,
Cincinnati; Edmund Lowe, Loew's
State, New York; Joe E. Brown, Palace, Cleveland; Marie Wilson, Colo-

Chicago, Nov,

—

T.

—

*
Iwo-a-day.
Inkling of the pretentiousness of
the setup may Be
gathered from
fact that management
is tossing the
following names around as 'sures':

Buff, Chi,

'On

Life,'

Taylor

Borrowed

Time,'

a

atre dales before returning to
He Jays off in N. Y. until
Coast.
Nov. 17, when he opens at the Buffalo, Buffalo.

booking

Grisman

is

is

being

contracted for the ,week of Nov.
wlltt the Riverside, Milwaukee,
immediately following. Dates were
agented by the William Morris office.
Talk of Powell going into a Broadway musical is unfounded. He returns west to spend the Xmas holidays with his family. No Icgil deals
have been set for him.

done

'
'

Albany's Comeback

Milwaukee, Nov. 7.
White Owl, new dine and dance
^Pot at Antlgo, opened last week
leatunng Mildred Berndt, Venita and
Helen Patzer.
Jack Kennedy

is the new manager
High Life Spa at Sheboygan.
has been redecorated and feaVal Davis, Freddie Kuether
and Everett Engerson.

John

Hugh

A

string of film personalities, most
of them still on the Coast, are awaiting word on stage bookings. They
include Patricia Ellis, Raymond Walburn, Claire Trevor, Bela Lugosi,

Freddie Bartholomew, Marion MarEdgar Kennedy, tom Brown and
Ruth Terry. Added to these is Lupe
tin,

Velez' plans to tour in a tab musical

OPPOSISH FORCES RKO

PILE

SPOT TO USE VAUDE
atre,

I

lor six days starting Friday. HO).
Tiifi time in several years Ibis
house has booked a stage show for
more than one day.

End Kids

or the
''POt

tures

I
'

to pile

7.

up on

tight-fisted

policy

of

state

liquor

control board working under strict

orders from

New

Year's

Governor James.

Eve

It's

this time, the big-

gest night of the season for the booze
joints, and it looks now as if there
just won't be any New Year's Eve.
Falls on Sunday this year and
Pennsylvania law forbids sale of
liquor from midnight Saturday to 7
Restaurant
a.m. Monday morning.
men, hotel-keepers and nitery owners have all joined in petitioning

booze board

to

permit drinks to be

AGVA GIVEN FEMME

sold after midnight on that Sunday
so they can at least hold a belated
celebration, but so far they've received no reply and .some of the
more pessimistic operators don't figure they'll get one either. Barring
that, they hope for permission at
least from board to put on an orchestra and floor show after 12

AfTY., MILDRED

in

Fordham

the

section

liquor board's 12 6'clock closing edict
for Saturday nights, because big football week-ends have brought big
crowd.s in from out of town and kept
Only one spot,
the. weekend biz up.
the Show Boat, has clo.'icd, but it's
generally expected there will be
more once December has rolled
around to dismiss the gridiron scaBoys u.sed to liang on to get
.<-'0n.

JOE MOSS BANKRUPT
;

Huddles With

!

i

Chicago. Nov.

7.

Amei'ican Guild of Variety ArtisUs,
through local rep Leo Curlcy. last
week signatured clo.sed shop agreeis

now preparing

for

a

series of conferences with the other
cla.ss niteries locally, jncluding such
hotel spots as the Palmer Hou.se's

Empire Room. Stevens holers Continental Room. Bismarck's Walnut
Room, Drake hotel's Gold Coast
Room.

liabilities

largest claim

Casino,

Debt*

i.s

$515,207.
The
of
for $400,000, jointly

by Ted Hammerstein and Lou Morris
for alleged breach of a contract. The
claim is disputed. That's a .suit invnlving the nitery 's recent refinanc-

$54,636 Debts
I

i

San Antonio, Nov. 7.
The Olmos Dinner Club was adjudged a bankrupt in an order filed
last

week

in

Federal

court

I

Petition listed liahililies at $.')4,G36
and assets at $10,322.
Olmos has played, at one time or
all the big name bands for
week's .stand or a onenighter.
W. B. Bedford, manager,
will continue to operate the club
until the end of the current year.

ing.

Other creditors in the theatrical
are Tapps Agency, 1619 Broad>
way, $150, on a loan; Frank Frankcare of Dempsey's, $S,000, on

field

here.

another,
either a

Chi's Class Niteries

Inl'l

$515,207 In

Joe Mo.ss, manager of the National
Casino, Inc., l.'iH Broadway, N. Y.,
which operates the International Casino, filed a voluntary petition of
bankruptcy in N. Y. federal court
Saturday (4), listing as.wls at $200

and

Lists

Man, With the
I.lst.s

I

has

AGVA

Cafe

I

New Texas Nitery Bankruot;

of

forced the opposition
Fordham, RKO house, into live talent on Friday nights.
About two blocks from the WindFordham offered Jerry
sor,
the
Baker, Lewis and Ames and other
Windsor has Ben
acts last week.
Bernie currently.
.

ROTH

Mildred Roth, who was a.ssistant to
Rebecca Brownslein of Equity's legal
department, has been, elevated, having been appointed counsel for the
tell
they'll
which
ca.se
in
o'clock,
American Guild of Variety Artisl.s.
customers to bring their own liquor Katherine Corcoran has taken her
and cash in a bit on set-ups.
place in the Equity office.
Whatever the outcome, however,
Miss Roth was in Paul N. Turner's
coin.
lose
wad
of
to
a
going
are
boys
office before switching to Equity.
Expected casualties in nitery field She was formally admitted to the
haven't yel developed as result of bar some months ago.

operated by the Brandt circuit

ment with the swank Chez Paree.
7.

Pittsburgh, Nov.

Headaches continue

cafe owners here as result of recent

the Ncw''Year's biz, but they haven't
even that incentive now.

AGVA
Albany, Nov.

Fabian's Palace will play the Dead

UP

Stage shows at the Wind.sor ^the-

is

advising on legit

New nitery opens

The Chicago, Chicago,

24,

«nrough A.&B. Dow office, arranged
oy Stocker's
N. Y. rep, Bert Jonas.
H.

Cantor, Chicago, Chicago, and
Herbert, Adams, Newark.

York,

the

etc.

Vaude

Dates

Dick Powell, who closed last night
(Tuesday) at the New York Paramount, will play three more the-

LeGalliene, 'Golden Boy' company. Dead End
Kids, Horace Heidt,
*red Waring, Hugh Herbert, Linda
Ware, Edward Everett Horton
in
•JPringlime
for
Henry,'
Jackie

'What

M w'kee
_~-\

Ma

in

Mary

Boles, Minnesota, Minneapolis; Eddie

tagged 'The M->xican Spitfire.'
In sharp contrast with the Hollywood invasion is the fact that few
radio names, excepting bands, are
tional Palace of Fine Arts for a slated for stage appearances. Up unminimum of eight weeks starting til this season, radio usually contributed much more to the vaudfilm
May 1.
In the meantime he will continue talent rosters than dfd pictures.
routing the show through the United
States, and has been set for another

.

in

ParaEarle,

A. B. Marcus has set his show for
Mexico City in a deal with the Mexican government Goes into the na-

$1.10 top will prevail for the

Coogan
Wolmes

Dayton; Martha Raye,
mount, Toledo; Dead End Kids,
Philadelphia Jack Haley and
Carlisle, Earle, Washington;
nial,

Stuart Erwin, Charles Butterworth,

WITH MEX. GOV'T

Guy Merrill Palmerton Players, now week
in the Balaban & Katz Stateat the Empire theatre, Salem, Mass.,
Lake, starting Dec. 29, making it
will arrive for 10 weeks of stock.
third date in that house within six
Thereafter
vaude will .move in months. ,.
again, to be
continued into and
through the summer, interrupted as
occasion may warrant, by more leDick Poweli Booked For
8't.
Films even
roadshows are

A

has again taken the
name of 'United Entertainers As.sn.,'
its label before it joined AFA. Kelly
said the stand to remain independent
had the backing of the Musicians
Union, the Bartenders and Waiters
Local, and the Central Laboj; Union.
'Although we're independent we
will recognize members of AGVA
when they coriie to play local clubs,'
Kelly said. He said his group would
fight any attempt of AGVA to set up
a local here, however.
Kelly's quarrel with AGVA over
autonomy is similar to the four-year
fight with AFA over the same point.
In 1934 the local seceded from AFA
and took the UEA status. On September 25, 1938, they rejoined the
parent body after Ralph Whitehead,
national secretary, promised Kelly
the local could manage its own
funds. Present officers of the UEA
are William A. Jones, president;
Joseph Gaston, secretary; Roy Scott,
treasurer, and Kelly, busines agent.
The UEA is currently engaged in
negotiations with the Entertainment
Managers A.s.sociation, org of 10-percenters, in an effort to get a 'closed
Virtually all EMAI members
shop'.
are now using only UEA acts, Kelly
said.
'But there are a few chiselers
we're trying to stop,' he added.

salaries paid.

Full seven days of vaude a week
has been installed by Harry Donne iger at his Colony,' Union City,
N. J. He had been using stage shows
only on Wednesday and Friday
Policy Is split
nights previously.
week opening Oct. 28 with Henry
Armetta for four days, following
with Estelle Taylor for two days,

ACVA

constitution.
The local

PinNITERYOPS'

Another deterrent lor the bookers

handle

which Kelly said

in-

woodians are

7.

its own funds,
refused to
recognize, in alleged violation of its

local's right to

,

is

Mc. Spot Opening Nov. 20
Portland, Me., Nov.

ACVA

grant the body local autonomy.
Main bone of contention was the
to

the ushers, ticket taker and
others around the theatre.
Last season the leader had a
racing stable of two ponies, but
prefers to forget about it.

commensurate with the

or

tations

VAUDE

7.

of 'Variety Artists.
The decision came at a meeting of
the members after Thomas E. Kelly,
biz -agent, told them
refused

(4) with pockets jingling with
silver. He. explained he had de-

stances have not been up to expec-

This was his last communication
with the C. of C. rep. Next thing he
knew, A.&B. Dow was doing the
booking.

The Chamber of Commerce-fostered Maine Civic theatre, which
will use the old B. F. Keith properly here, is slated to open Nov. 20
with a two-day session of San Carlo

at

JERSEY SPOTS

2

»am

Philadelphia, Nov.

The Philly branch of the now-defunct American Federation ot Actors
anounced this week it would remain
an independent body and would not
affiliate with the American Guild

Deterrent

(Texas)

.out.

Denies Philly AFAiles Local

Betcha-Dollar Bernie

Fisher and Harrison Sue

Interstate
Freeman,
Is Pic
J.
Shoe Chain for Photo Use Another
booker and exec of ConPlayers' Angling for PerAlex Fisher and Rulh Harrison,
solidated Radio Artists, are being ballroom dancers, filed a
Having
sonals
$50,000 suit
(Me.) against Murray M. Rosenberg, Inc.,
followed by the Portland
Influx of
Acts Prepared
Chamber of Commerce in the opera- owner Of a shoe chain, in N. Y. suStudio Names
Keith theatre there. preme court last week claiming unof the
tion
However, Freeman is not doing the authorized use of Fisher's phoAvailable Bookings
Irene
with
Castle.
tograph
instead
booking, the trade board
Miss Harrison's part ot the action
turning the show-buying over to the
claims that since the team has been
A.&B. Dow, indie office in N. Y.
'GOODBYE'
'HELLO'
professionally
for
many
Portland C. ot C. approached knoSvn
years,
it has hurt their reputation
weeks
ago.
on
what
Freeman a few
to have them apparently separated.
to do about shows for the theatre.
varied
schedule
Influx
outlined
a
names
of film
for personal
Freeman
of vaudeville, band attractions and
appearances in vaudfilm houses conlegit to mix with the trade board's
tinues, with the bookings not keepown idea of a 10-week stock policy
ing apace with the supply. Theatres
names.
Freeman
was
visiting
plus
have eased up on the rush to buy
asked to book the house and to this
the celluloid personalities, since the
he agreed, but first asked the C. of C.
members to personally guarantee
players'
returns

Charlts

35

FHMERS

VAUDE BALKS AT
Dows to Book Portland (Me.)

VARIETY

fort,
.

^

.

a loan;

wood

Yasha Bunchuck,
A.s.sociate.s,

involved
Coutsaris Bankrupt
Bridgeport. Nov.

week.
After four years at Showboat.
Coutsaris was given notice by city,
landlords of properly.

D'Orsay opened at Cafe LaLos Angeles.

in

in

bankruptcy two

.seasons

ago.

la.st

FIft

$979; Holly-

Music Corp.

7.

James Coutsaris. former proprietor of Belmont .Showboat, main.stcm
nitery, filed a bankruptcy petition

maze

$75;

of America, $2,600; Harold Koenigsberg, care of American Federation
of Actors, $761, and the American
Federation of Musicians, $2,000.
Joe Mo.s.s' previous cafe venture,
the Hollywood fnow defunct) wax

Brandt Sets Garr
Eddie Garr, comedian, bc^'ins ,a
lour of the Brandt thealrrs at the
Garr
Brooklyn, Nov. Hi.
completed 12 weeks of
recently
vaude in Ihc west.
Prior to that he had the lead In

Flatbu.sh,

"i'obacco Hoad' in N'-'v

short time.

York

for a

'
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36

ance of sweet, hot and

jive.

occasionally steps to the mike for a
vocal and alternates with a male
trio on singing choruses. His 10 men
are smoothly blended, versatile and
Jitterbug element is
personable.
absent here, which is reflected in
the band's dance numbers.
LaMae and Glover are featuring a
cocktail
hour, and teaching th^
patrons how to dance. It's attracting
favorable attention and looks set to
Hold.
continue for a run.

Night Club Reviews

an aesthetic embellishN. Y.
ment. Their numbers are as smart
as their appearance and they carve
Abbott & Costello, Adelaide Mof- a worthwhile niche for themselves
Moanmilian Bergere's Orch, in .audience appeal.
lett,
Maria Monteria is an attractive
Panchito's fihumba Bond.
Spanish terper. She's solid in two
which she
in
Adelaide Moffett is from the Blue appearances, one, castanets, being
silver
Book, while Abbott and Costello are works with
Francine Farrell,. Rudnick WiU Route
forte.
especially
not long removed from burlesque,
naturally suffers in
but they jell nicely -as the, intime another warbler,
although
entertainment. opposition to Miss Fenton,
Versaillies'
current
N. Y. Eldnge Shows
her style is quite different. Has a
It's uppercrust meeting the bottom
lowdown voice, which
layer without a- buffer in between to rather hoarse,
her personality.
Into Bridgeport Spot
soften the blow, but plenty palatable is far. outdone by
does
sonje
and
m.c.s
Crane
Ford
to this spot's smart attendance.
baritone getting-off on his own.
It's unusual for an all-talking act
Bridgeport, Nov. 7.
on both scores. Pedro
to get across in a nitcry to the de- Satisfactory
Using 'Follies' tag, burlesque rerhumba crew
gree that Bud Abbott and Lou Cos- Blanco's four-piece
for both show and turns to Connecticut after several
tello are clicking here. It's also not- provides rhythm
Herb.
seasons' absence.
Productions will
able how clicko old burlesque nnd dancing.
be housed at Lyric, leased from
vaudeville material is in their hands.
Whoever is getting up A. & C.'s maLoew-Poli
chain
by Bridgeport
terial has both a good memory and
Amusement Co.
youiig and

VERSAILLES,

source,

library
ball,

bottle switch,

A.

base-

mustard factory and telegraph
'way back.

bits all dating

&

C.'s

work

itinerary

is

now

BENNY THE BUM'S

especially

if

Current in 'Streets

the Versailles' manage-

ment' goes thi-ough with its plans of
holding the present floor combination for as long as biz holds up. possibly six weeks or so, instead Of
changing in two weeks as per its
regular furma.
Last winter. A. &
C. appeared at Billy Rose's Casa
Manana on Broadway, but at that
time they didn't also have a show

commitment.
Miss Moffett has been showing
imorovement as a nitery
chanter since she first took the
plunge as an entertainer against the
wishes of nater James A. Moflett,
Standard Oil exec. She's a throaty
song-talker, almost whispering into
the mike, and is enhanced by showmanly presentation here. A pinspot nicelv hiehlights her attractive
face and blondeness. and she has a
comolete repertory of oolite ballads
to back no the nhysical accoutrements.
She's still no vocal smash
but alright for her social followinc;
Latter was very evident at this
steady,

.

catching.

Both bands are holdovers here.
Maximilian Bergere's ofay crew
handily taking care of the dancing
and show, while Panchito's maracas

bunch

the rhumba alternate.
become a fixture at the

is

ter has
its

T.at

Ver-

this being the beginning of
month in the spot. ScJio.

saille:;.

16th

EMBASSY, PHILLY
Philadelphia, Oct. 28.
Mildred
Fenton.
Ford Crane,
Monteria, Francine Farrell,
Costaine & Barry, Pedro Blanco
.

JHaria

orch

(4).

Again exhibiting the flair for
smart showmanship that easily keeps
their spot the top intime nitery in
Philly,Emba'ssy
operators,
Sam
Silbers and Herb Smiler, succeeded
in bringing in Midred Fenton during
the same two weeks that 'Leave It
to Me' was in town. Miss Fenton
was in the Freedley musicomedy
until it went on the road Oct. 16,
having succeeded Mary Martin in the
•Heart Belongs to Daddy' number last
season. Salary differences kept her
out during the first two weeks of the
tour, which were in Philly, although
she has since rejoined the company
In Washington.
Fenton booking, at a rather attrac
tive price, cashed in nicely for
Silbers and Smiler on the publicity
attendant to the warbling of 'Daddy'
in the show and her salary dispute
with the management.
It
neatly
snuffed out some of the candlepowcr
of the spotlight directed, at the
Walton Roof, where Sophie Tucker

New
Sonfs
11 MIns.

Adams, Newark, N.
is

J.

Paramount's 14-year-old songbird
making her vaude debut In New-

which is the nearest she'll get
Broadway for two years because
New York state law banning

ark,
to

of a

ircp

ringside patrons, and the male members of the troupe (Leon, the Three
Playboys and maestro Joe Frasetto)
getting the femme customers up for
a snake-dance finish.
The Playboys. Eddie Mills, Bob
Starr and Joe Rollo, have a screwball act, consisting of a whacky version of 'Loch Lomond', a takeoff on
Clayton, Jackson and Durante 3nd
a whole raft of gags, some pretty
blue.
Rollo neatly doubles as m.c.
while trio draw plenty of laughs
and go over.
The Vanderbilts, a couple of
young acrobats, are playing a return. Their act is spectacular. Jean
Lee is a cute toe-dancer but her act
is too skimpy.
Frasetto's orch is smooth playing swing and sweet equally as well.
The Three Smart Notes, all gals, play
the lull music via cello, violin and
accordion. Nina Hinds pianos in the
downstairs cocktail room.
Near capacity house Friday night
(3).
No cover, no minimum every
Shal.
night but Saturday.
.

,

BLUEGR ASS ROOM

men, Ben Matz and William
and won itself considerable

for standout ability at the old

hoke of calling

oft serial

numbers on

bills, addition of interminable
colurrins of figures while blindfolded,
and similar stunts. Sales has now
gone on his own and Matz has
initiated his bride of a year into the
secrets of the profession. She makes
an excellent partner as the blindfolded portion of the turn. With a
good voice and quick wit, she givds
the act needed s.a. It's a consider-

dollar

CASINO, PITT
PittsbuTgh. Nov. 3.
'China Dolls' nnit with
Fong,
Billy Hagan, Billu Field,<!, Jean Wade,
Vicici Welle.'!, Charles Harris, Dcnnj;

Amy

Jack Morrison,
Hurwyn, Line (16).
Li/ojis,

'China

Wyn

and

so-called because
Chinese peeler. Amy

Dolls,'

burlesk's only
Fong, is the
much better
average. Not
a production,

featured stripper, is
than the Izzy Hirst
only docs it look like
but it even behaves

one and' slips easily into the
wheel's front-line.
It's
long on
comedy, the gals are there and it
has
considerable
novelty.
even
That's the exception rather than the
rule in this type of entertainment
like

(3)

Comedy, iDancln;
Flatbush, Brooklyn
The Diamond' Bros, have been a
standard in vaudeville for years, but
aren't in the New Act flies, so this is
for the record. Trio have just about
everything it takes and when caught
last Thursday night (2) they held
the audience in knots for more than
20 minutes. All their stuff is ancient
and some of it's pretty rough, but it's
all whammed across with a wallop
and pace that stack it up as surefire
slapstick. Boys stay just about long
enough that is, they keep the
spectators keyed up and yelling for

—

Sales,

Burlesk Review

Frolicettes, the line.
The conga finale finishes with the
girls picking male partners from the

1939

singing and dancing appearances by
Introduced by
children under 16.
Bob Easton, m.c, she announces her
own selections, accompanies herself
through two numbers and brings to
life
a remarkable juvenile voice,
heard first in Bing Crosby's appropriately named 'Starmaker.'
Clad in black velvet jumper and more.
organdie blouse, and topped by a
No use trying to describe the turn.
wealth of golden hair, she has to They get off a flock of oldies, sandbring no apples to the teacher to wiching them with the familiar
pass the footlight test.
roughhouse. Some of the latter really
There is a wide range to her clear, looks brutal, as the boys are clever
true voice as she sings through acrobats. Wind up with a fast acro'Sweethearts,' her own composition batic routine. Several times they get
'Sliding Down a Rainbow,' and an a howl via a 'stagehand' trying to
aria from 'Romeo and Juliet.'
conk 'em with a heavy plank. All
Her classical efforts shade the the old pants-kicking kind of humor,
sweet swing offerings in execution, but superbly done.
They were
but the audience went for every- frequent rcoeaters at the Palace in
thing opening day (3).
the days of straight vaudeville and
Accompanied by an aunt and un- faves in the English and continental
cle, she will stick to the road until variety houses.
Hobe.

two

Waiter with the Water'.
Gary Iseon and Tut Mace, in the
next-to-closing spot, click with three
dances, a graceful ballroom waltz,
a snappy rhumba and a conga finale^
The latter dance is backed by the

8,

Acts
DIAMOND BROS.

LINDA WARR

Principals of operating corporation
are Samuel Bri'skman, president, of
Continental on Broadway, N. Y., and
Century, Brooklyn; Jules J. Leventhal, v.p., legit producer, and Max
Rudnick. secretary-treasurer, who
will have charge of shOws.
Latter
will be routed to Bridgeport from
Rudnick's Eltinge on 42d street, N. Y. .Tanuary, when her next pic, 'Halfway
Local preem is skedded Friday (10), to Heaven.' goes into production.
She seenis to be a good poxOfHce
With performances twice daily exrule at Benny-the-Bum's since its cept Sunday. Lester Al Smith will bet. considering successive films will
undoubtedly plant the name firmly
recent unshuttering.
Chief reasons be house manager of 2,200-seat main- in the public mind, plus the fact that
are the snappy band, a line of eye- stemmer.
the .successful 'Starmaker' has preLyric was relit a few weeks ago ceded her on the road.
filling, colorfully costumed gals and
for Slim Timblin in 'Tobacco Road'
headliner Frances Faye.
company, brought In by Leventhal
Miss Faye, with her piano-bang- on deal with Rudnick.
Leventhal MYSTICS (S)
ing, and shouting jive, is spotted at had originally planned operating the MIndreadlnp
the end of the 90-minute show and Park, another dark house here, but 11 Mlns,
wows 'em with eight numbers. Par- law requirements made running too Benny (he Bum's, Philly
ticularly solid are 'Well, All Right',
This turn formerly consisted of
expensive.
'T'aint Watcha Do' and 'I Want the

(PHILADELFHIA)

Philadelphia, Nov. 3.
Frances Faije, Gary Leon and Tut
of Paris,' at the Broadhurst. plus Mace. The Three Playboys, Jean
their regular Friday nieht stint on
Vanderbilfs (12), the FroLee,
The
Kate Smith's program (WABC). this licettes (14), Joe Frclsetto's Orch.
booking gives 'em a third chore. (12), Three Smart Notes, Nina
They miss the nitery's 9:30 show, Hi7ids.
when Miss Moffett solos, but are on
at midnight and 2 a.rh! They'll probCapacity crowds have been the
ably find this schedule olenty tough,

very strenuous.

Wednesday, November

Maestro

able improvement in 6vcry way over
the old strictly male turn.
Couple is among the best in the
biz in
its
particular 11
really
mystifying, and providing
a sock
routine for either stage or nitcry.
Opens with the male mystic running
through
the
room and having
whispered into his-ear the names of
the patrons. Femme, from the platform, calls out the monikers as
rapidly as her husband gets them,
apparently never missing. Follows

BOB KING
Ventrlloqnist
Flntbush, Brooklyn
Click of Edgar Bergen is still
bringing the boom in ventriloquial

sOme of which par his technical
proficiency,
but stumble on the
writing end. Bob King is merely
so-so on both counts. From a technical standpoint, he's only partly
successful in covering his lip movements, although use of a femme
dummy and a falsetto voice help. On
the material angle, the act lacks the
kind of characterization that has
made Charley McCarthy a national
figure. Also much of tlie comedy is
out of the book.
Second portion of the act. in which
King uses a tiny sailor dummy, is
better because it gives the puppet a
touch of personality.
Act needs
strengthening to click in big .tDols.
acts,

Hobe.

JEANNE BRIDESON
Violin
a

Mlns.

Roxy, N. Y.

Making a nice appearance and
youthful, Jeanne Bridcson is a concert violinist who manages vciy well
here. Easily spotted for stage shows
and bolter types of night clubs, she
should fare satisfactorily. She's no
stranger at the Roxy. having dona
similar specialties before. This re-

view is primarily for the record.
Miss Brideson closes the show her«
numbers
currently, working down front with
frorri bills which are handed to Matz
by patrons in far ends of the room a mike to ^.mplify her music. When
caught;
Char.
she got over okay.
show some- and finales with the blackboard

these days.
For a change, the girls
thing resembling dancing, too. Cos-

that with reading of serial

arithmetic.

Abilit.y of the blindfolded gal to
tumes aren't bad either.
MARY
Comedy's in the safe hands of a repeat all numbers on the board in Sones
couple of vets, Billy Hagan and Billy any direction is a feat in itself. R Mlns.

secondary to Numbers are given by audience holdHerb.
them; it's what they do with it, ing up fingers.
which is plenty. Their by-play is

Fields.

Material

is

most part strictly physical,
as usual in burlesk, and both know
how to dish it out. They work in
two sketches together, the old 'Chinese Honeymoon' bit and another
that's Keystone Koppish to the core,
right down to the custard pies.
Comics have a good straightman, too,
in Charles Harris, another vet, who
gives them the freedom they need.
On the vaude end, which apparently has become, an- integral part of
the wheel shows, topper is Jack Morrison, a clever impersonator who
gives, 'em Chaney, Karloff, a scarecrow and a toy solider. Not bad.
Casino audiences, unaccustomed to
such as this, thought it was great
and Morrison all but stopped the
show ^hen caught. Another specialfor the

VIRGINIA

VAUGHN

Mon

COHAN

Paris,

New York

George M. Cohan's daughter, Mary,

makes a nice little
east side room like

name

for a class

Mon Paris, East
53d street. N. Y., doing pops such as
'Having Any Fun?', 'Recognize the
Bar, Forest HIIU, N. Y.
Aside from a novelty finale. In Tune' and 'Sweet Little Heartache.'
Louisville, Nov. 2.
which this terper taps out the mel- First two are from current BroadEddie
Peabodv, La Mae and
ody to 'Stars and Stripes Forever' way musicals.
Glover, Dorothy Crooker, Diane,
Songstress makes a nice appearatop a xylophone by means of two
George Wald's Orch (10).
small mallets attached to the toes of ance on the floor, works with a mike
which she doesn't need incidentally
her shoes. Miss Vaugh is just another
Town's top nocturnal rendezvous
—and
tap dancer looking for a routine.
does her stint fetchingly.
for the smart setis the-Brown-hotel's"She opens in brassiere and slacks Charles- Murray's okay dance septet,
Blue^rass Room. Lineup here has
Abel.
of white sequins for formulated accomps.
prestige,
with the banjo-playing
clicking to 'South American Way'
Eddie Peabody back after an absence
and segues Into a mild ditto of. Bill
of six years.
Robinson's stair dance, working on a Foreclosure
Vs.
Peabody gives the show a tremenminiature stairway.
dous lift with his plunking and trick
A change of slippers leads Into the Pick's Club Madrid, Milw.
fiddling of 'Listen to the Mocking
bit atop the xylophone, which regisBird', circulating among the tables
Nov. 7;
Milwaukee,
ters as only fair music but good
is
dance team of Wyn and
to ^ive the patrons a close up of his ty
divertissement, and a nice hand. The
mortgage foreclosure judgment
digital dexterity. His general effer- Hurwyn, serviceable in a couple of
was doubling from 'Me.' Big Wal vescence while on the floor puts him production spots with their soft- xylo- routine was originated by Will against Sam Pick's Club Madrid, Just
Mahoncy.
Gilb.
ton, paying top salaries. Is in a difover for sock applause and he' proves shoeing, the male end clicking on his
across the Waukesha county line, was
ferent class of course, from' the Em.- himself a standout on showmanship own in the first number with a tap
entered in circuit court Saturday
bassy, but in many respects competi
while juggling fiock of balls.
alone.
LAUANNA RUDD
live.
Strip contingent, headed by Miss Songs and Piano
Dorothy Crooker. control dancer,
(4). A petition for appointment of a
Embassy In the past has gone for tecs off the floor show, and has 'em Fong, has what it takes. She packs 12 Mlns.
receiver, filed in August, was withshowmanship in being first in Philly gaping. Gal is looker and sells 'em plenty of s.a. and does her undraping Show Bar, Forest Hills,
drawn, however, and Pick will be
N. Y.
to employ debs as singers and en- for ample returns. Diane gives out with sure showmanship.
Precedes
As a utility act for the small re- allowed to continue operating the
tertainers.
They obtained, in this with a couple of pops, 'Comes Love' the peeling with a song at the mike volving stage atop
the bar, this vocal- club. He was given a year's time to
manner, almost exclusive hold on and 'Strange Enchantment', topping and sets herself nicely for the veil- ist-pianist
is a good bet.
She has a pay off an outstanding balance of
the well-heeled registerite patronage off with an operatic medley and en- dropping. Mystery, though, why a pleasant
personality
which has netted them dividends coring with a torrid 'South Ameri- Chinese production ballet spotted: and knows enough and appearance $8,500 on a first mortgage to Chris
tunes to be able
many times Over on the $75-a-week can Way.' Plenty forte on the high mid-way in the show doesn't precede to sing or play almost
Son, trustees for the
every request Schroeder
Salaries they were paying.
notes and patrOns reward her ef- Miss Fong's single appearance, since tossed her way
by
the line of bondholders.
Miss Fenton is a sock nitery war- forts with plenty of palm pounding. that seems to be the logical spot for standees.
The original mortgage was for
bler.
She's
petite,
has darkish
Walter LaMae and Alice Glover, it. Other peelers are Vicki Welles,
She does a half-dozen stanzas a $25,000. Foreclosure action was beblonde hair and an attractive phiz personable ballroom team are out for well-built redhead with a figure that night here, flUing-in
between the gun by the Schroeder firm on the
that well takes care of the physical 'Invitation to the Dance,' and follow strips well, and Jean Wade, a blonde. house band's dance
sets.
typical allegation Pick failed to pay $9,000
aspect.
She has a definite chirping with a rhumba and encore. Pair Both also have their innings in the set consists of about four A
numbers.
Aug-,
style, although not much voice. It's make
attractive
appearance and sketches and fare just about as well In one, she opened with a mezz-so- in principal and interest from
a kind of slow, talky manner that's a their adagio stuff is plenty smooth. as the general run of uhdrapery prano rendering of 'East of the Sun* 1934, to Feb., '30, and allowed realty
Insolid click with the right kind of ma- Male handles his partner in the when given lines to speak.
and closed with a similar delivery of taxes, federal income taxes and
Opens with swings with ease and their routine
terial, which she has.
'China Dolls' also carries Denny 'South of the Border,' both self-ac- surance premiums to go unpaid.
a variation of 'I Wanna Be Happy,' holds audience throughout.
Lyons, nicelooking juvenile, who companied at the keyboard. Spacing
Adversities of Pick and his brother,
George Wald's band furnished a straights occasionally arid reveals a the vocals were two straight piano Joseph, have included a $1,750
then a story-song, 'Jimmy and Me,'
and finales with 'Over the Rainbow.' solid background for the acts, with nice singing voice in a couple of selections, 'Penthouse Serenade*^ and gambling
fine levied by the law
Encore is the inevitable 'Daddy,' an instrumentation of three brass, numbers. Incidentally burley comics 'Yesterday.'
Circuit Judge C. M. Davidson after
which Miss Fenton naturally does three sax, and three rhythm. Wald obviously can stay out of gutter and
Miss Rudd works with disarming
probed the
m.c.'s the show, and introes .the
very well.
get results, too, as witness biggest Informality and sells each number io the Waukesha grand jury
at
Dance duo of Costaine and Barry numbers with a minimum of gush laugh of show when Lyons tells good returns. There are indications county's night life. Bingo games
arc the other standouts in the show. and flouriUi. His band airs nightly Fields, 'the pyramids took 1,000 years of radio experience and she's -a bet the nitery were clamped down on by
Femme is a blonde and a smash over WAVE, located in the hotel, to build,' and Fields says, 'must've for a brief solo spot on the air with the Waukesha county sheriff last
looker, while the male is likewise and gives out with a pleasing bal- been a
job."
Cohen.
careful routining,
summer.
Gilb.

(BROWN HOTEL,

L'VILLE)
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likewise surefire.
West reN. Y.
peats his usual routine of jumping,
roughing and scuffing all over the
and a miniature piano, but he's
Bobby May, Jeanne Brideson,
EAmund Louie, George Beatty, Les stage
in his eccentric-acro hoofing.
Nadine Gae, Ted Rodriguez, The
Brown Orch with Miriam Shaw; Tip, best
Too and Toe, Trixie; 'The Heal hillbilly dance with Miss Page is also Vorietu Singers, Gae Foster Girls,
socko. Chick Gagnon straights and Paul Ash
rrioru (UA).
House Orch.; 'Drums Along
y 1
pianos for the act
the Mohawk, (20th), ret;ieu>ed in
With a couple of strip-teasers ^ Gwynne, magician, is new to this this issue of Variety.
^nd a very pleasant.surprise,
added, this bill could easily tickle t?"?*
Clicks all the way with a fast-mov
compact, short and fast-moving
the fancy of a Minsky fan. There are ing, showmanly bag of baffling
Fanchon & Marco stage presentation
a couple acts, in the group, .namely, tricks. His three assistants, who cooperate like clock-work, add much goes with 'Drums Along the MoTip, Tap and Toe and Trixie, that
to the zest of the performance. All .hawk* (20th), a lengthy feature on
depend on isheer talent, and plenty ,.
.
„-,. ..x,.
.
,
the tricks are swell, but the apparent L„uj„u
j„„„ut :„ v,.„j
of it, but the proceedings otherwise
disappearance of a girl withii a tiny ^l^'^h the main draught is based,
runs to all shades of blue. Listening
Bobby May, vet juggler, heads the
house is standout. Her dodging of
to the line of comedy that burbles
adds to the isxcite- lineup in his slick routine with varifrom Edmund Lowe, George Beatty sword-thrusts
ment.
Brown's
ous implements of the juggling trade,
and the male vocalist in
Alvin, Kendall and Drew are male
band may cause many a customer to hoofers
working out some good chal- notably the balls. He can do more,
pine for the old days when Fanny
with three or four of the little globes
was just a girl's name. In gag, song lenges, precision and military taps. than the average customer will deRoberts, deuced, opens as a
and business Fanny's anatomical af- Whitey
mand, and is a solid hit here.
gets a heavy going-over comic, but later reveals he's really a
finitive
In addition to the Gae Foster line,
hoofer and juggler. Missing out on
from this contingent.
the early comedy attempts, he has not working quite so hard this week
Brown, who came to jitterbug at- to work hard to win over, but he as usual, and a chorus of seven
tention through the keen imprint does, with a zippy skip-rope dance billed as The Variety Singers, show
that his clarinet made on Victor rec- and clever plate-tossing.
is
made up of Nadine Gae, Ted
Fox.
ords, liolds the stage with his agRodriguez and Jeanne Brideson
gregation of 14 capable swingsters
(New Acts).
throughout the show's entire runoff.
Last-mentioned is a concert vioThe only time they're curtained off
linist who handles her fiddle and
is when Lowe takes over for his
herself rather well. She closes the
demonstration of backroom lovemakCincinnati, Nov. 4.
show.
Miss Gae, dancing single,
ing. 'The film actor's personal is in
Constance Bennett, Dean Murphy, scores quite satisfactorily, as does
type, text and behavior very much Variely Gambols (7), Lorraine and
Rodriguez, who figures in South
like the one he did while making the Rognan, Six Debonairs, Deke MofAmerican terping in one of the protheatre rounds in the east four fit's House Orch, (13); 'Tioo Bright
numbers.
It's labeled a newduction
years ago. At that time the setting Boys' (U).
style conga routine. Rodriguez was
was a boudoir and he, the burglar.
at the Versailles nitery (N. Y.) for a.
Currently, his only prop is a settee,
Fortifying
Constance
Bennett's long spell.
and his partner, a redheaded looker billing of the 'world's best-dressed
Business very good Friday (3) at
who makes up in other ways for her woman,' the theatre management has the last show.
Char.
limited talent as a verbal foil. shilled out for some classy hangings
Lowe's palaver drips tifick with in- to spruce up the stage, with changes
digo and his hands are kept on loca- for each turn.
Deke Moffitt's 13tion practically every moment, but piece house combo is back in the pit
both the book and the business regis- after a week behind the foots, and
ter in a big way with the State's 'gives off with a mild intro.
Memphis, Nov. 3,
To them it's the Lowe
clientele.
Variety Gainbols, four men in colInternational Circus, Loyal Repenscreen characterization from away legiate garb and three hefty gals in skys (12), Miss Nelson's Elephants
back and when he uncoils from his gym dress, ring the bell in the open- (5), The Arcadias (4), Walkmirs
final clinch they give him all they've ing spot with tumbling, twirling and
(4), Miss Palmyra, Fantinos
(4),
pyramids.
got.
Charlie Bell's Clowns
Nate
(5)
Deuce position Is capably filled by Evans Band; 'Charlie Chan in Reno'
Beatty's monolog clicks in payoff
fashion from the start. They like his Lorraine and Rognan. Man in tails (20th).
song about radio commercials and foils for the body-twisting comediOrpheum reopened yesterday (2)
they cut loose for a noisy sendoff enne before latter changes from
knee-skirt to gown for their smash
after he switches to his drunken
after being shuttered two weeks for
burlesk of a ballroom number.
sailor characterization and serenades
Dean Murphy, tuxed,„ takes the lack of attractions onstage. Came
them with the ditty about his tatoocd apron
mike for takeoffs on radio- through for six days with a grade
Beatty's patter fresweetheart.
screen celebs and the Roosevelts.
assortment of circus acts asquently has him reaching into the
Material is average, yet he sells it sembled following close of Ringbackroom, but, when caught, there- okay.
with a recitation on ling-Barnum season and labeled 'Inwas one gag that the f oiksies out commonEncores
use of the word 'hell' that ternational Circus.' Troupe consists
front didn't seem to get. That was might
be
dangerous
without his clever of seven veteran big-top acts men
the one about the pigeon who went advance apology. Six Debonairs, slick tored
by Jim Picciani. Has just
to a football game and who was so in full dress, please mightily with about everything
an indoor circus can
disappointed by the weather that he simultaneous tapology, and score have except the. stable odor,- from
walked home. Otherwise the cus- solidly with a strenuous pantomime clowns to elephants, and runs a nice
tomers showed that they could keep specialty on the machine-production hour.
up with Beatty regardless of what aee.
Loyal Repensky equestriennes (12)
bypath his humor took.
Murohy reappears to announce take both opening and closing spots,
Brown doesn't make much of an Miss Bennett and interview her on a couple of the girls using two
impression at the start, mainly be- fashions. Film star receives a warm horses in the ring as a starter and
cause of poor choice of material and welcome and tries hard to get on saving the thrills of the bareback act
defective salesmanship. He's a little friendly terms with the customers, for the finale. Gal duo gallops about
fellow and very shy, and the only time but attempt at intimacy isn't entirely stage for a few moments as the
he shows a semblance of strong self- successful. Inserted is a plug for Charlie Bell clowns (5) dash down
confidence is when he's pouring her cosmetics biz. Accompanied by the aisles in comic mayhem for exnotes out of his licorice-stick. The Julie Styne, her pianist and voice citing beginner.
Miss Palmyra does armspins In
lack
persists coach, she overcomes vocal limitaof
showmanship
throughout the performance, but tions to some extent with dramatics midair, followed by the Fantinos,
with each successive interlude the in singing 'Are You Having Any who start as just another set of jugelements that have made Brown's Fun?'. 'Crazy Moon' and 'Comes glers until they toss blazing firemusic distinctive on wax become Love.' Murohy begged off for Miss brands about a darkened stage. Nice
more and more evident. A group of Bennett after 12 minutes, exolaining piece of showmanship and goes over.
numbers which he offers midway in it was her fifth and final Saturday Fantinos also perform gymnastics.
Miss Nelson's three elephants run
the runoff prove that this youngster performance.
Fair house.
Koll.
through complete pachyderm routine
can do rich and versatile things with
of dancing with a variety of steps,
the current dance idioms, and he
climaxed by a Sally Rand fan numgives 'em a sizzling, arrangement for
ber, switch to drunk act and a basethe fadeout. The girl vocalist with
ball game for the climax. The Walkthe band, Miriam Shaw, looks, very
mirs' perch feats are okay, and the
cute but lacks what it takes to sock
Loyal Repenskys come back to finish
CJiicaoo, .Nov. 4.
home either a ballad or a rhythm
Eddie Can/or. Bert Gordon, Sidney with plenty of bareback business.
number.
Through the whole program wander
Fields, Sluart Morgan Dancers (4)
Two acts that do sell themselves •Toyce Hunter, Fairchild
Carroll, the clowns with their usual fooling.
for a faretheewell are Tip, Tap and Ruth Dave, Leni Lynn; 'Cat and
Show labors under certain obvious
Toe and Trixie. Negro trio know all Canary' (Par).
difficulties due to limited size of
the answers in the book on hardshoe
stage facilities.
But it manages to
knocking and their performance,
Sans
Eddie
Cantor cover these oretty. well through
blackface.
whether it deals with precision, cc- cavorts through 50 whirlwind min- adroit u.se of the clowns. Town has
.season
pentric or acrobatic stepping, is a \itcs and
brings more business and been minus a circus visit all
consistent treat for the ear and the
laughter than has been seen or heard and this outfit fills the gap, though
eye.
It's all routined to a whirlaudiences seemed a little wary at the
hei-e in years.
wind pace.
outset as to whether it would really
Trixie, a diminutive
It is a typical Cantor show.
He
blond with fast underpinnings, shows still works
turn out to be a circus or just a
as hard as ever, possesstip as a female Serge Flash.
She ing a solidity and authority that pcr- hoax. Fir.st indoor circus here in
folks herc.ibouts had
may be slightly topped by him when mits
him to handle himself, his fel- years and mo.st were
any left. Busiit comes to working the devil's slick
low performers and his audience in forgotten there
ness slow first day.
and the rubber ball but she proves in smash style.
Nate Evans' band handles the aca class by herself as a juggler of
He does an out-and-out selling job companiment well for the acts from
large rubber balls and plates. 1
on
little tap-dancer, Ruth Daye; a
a
"ff
Mart.
the pit.
climactic bit is juggling five of these
piano team, Fairchild and Carroll,
globes at one time and this item, and a little singer, Leni Lynn. All
along with her general comportment, are satisfying, but after the Cantor
should make her a welcome ^entry buildup the audience applause at this
for any Class
vaude bill or fioor catching was treble what it would
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EARLE, WASH.

LYRIC, INDPLS.

SHUBERT, CINCY

Indianapolis, Nov.

Mayer's

Lottie

Smeck,
I

Watercade,.

Lew Parker

Clifford,

Am A

3.

Roy

Co., Park and
Co.; 'Here
(20fh).

Dave Monalian
Stranger',

Old-time variety can be found at
the Lyric this week, where five timeproven acts provide 62 minutes of
Although each of the
stage fjare.
acts is topnotch quality, "as far as
vaude standards go, the turnstile
clicked only intermittently on opening day.
Dave Monahan Co. opens with a
.

ORPHEUM, MEMPHIS

xylophone specialty. Monahan and
his blonde femme partner go duo
with sticks on 'Whispering' and 'Little Sir Echo,' with emphasis on gusto
rather than temoo. Likewise a solo
by Monahan on 'I Got Rhythm.' Real

,

sock of act is finish, when Monahan
attaches hammers to' his feet and
plays 'Parade of Wooden Soldiers'
while perched on a high stool. FinSweetheart'
ishes Diaying 'Gypsy
with both hands and feet.
Lew Parker m.c.s and uses his gags

A

bill for good rib-tickling
Has his own spot in middle,
in which he uses a stooge on the
stage and two hecklers in opposite
boxes for effective banter. Park and
Clifford hold down the deuce well
with nice slow hand-balancing. Have
a new opening in which they wear
comedy acrobat outfits of the Gay
They also help Parker
'90s period.
open his act.
Roy Smeck, next to closing, does
some nifty fingering of the strings.
His 'Tiger Rag' and clock imitation
on the banjo are all to the good, as
are 'Wishing' and 'Over the Rainbow'
on electric guitar. An attempt to
swing 'Bugle Call Rag,' however, becomes too complicated mechanically
Has sure
for audience interest.
mitt-winner close when he imitates
a Bill Robinson tan on uke.
Lottie Mayer's Watercade closes.

throughout
effects.

.

.

.

-

open

Ten mermaids

heavy-

with

footed chorus routine, then get into
their natural element in a pool of

water on

They execute fancy

stage.

Fini.sh sees

dives expertly.

multiole

ception.
With Teagarden announcing straight, band goes through 'Red
Wings,' fast and hot, and 'Blue Orchids,' done sweet with trick lighting. Teagarden introduces 'jitterbug

champions

Madison

Square

and Tony Small pop out. cold for
similar routine, the huge dame and
the little guy being good for extra
laughs. All four work the finale to

okay hand.
Teagarden takes hold again

to preHoward Nichols, who takes his
hoop-juggling
seriously,
starting
with three while tap dancing and
working standing still through four,
five and six, then balances two on
sent.

•

head and spins six on arms and legs
for strong finish.
Orch dominates
again in 'China Boy,' handled as a

jam

session, with instruments

work-

ing in pairs, a la challenge, for its
top hand.
Haley arrives here, starting off
with crack about 'you know how all
comics recall things that happen to
them on the way to the theatre?
Well, nothing ever happened to me-=until today!' That paves the way for
six minutes of fair solo chatter that
even includes such gags as the
Helen Hunt lost pocketbook announcement and the 'what do you
do?' line for the stooge who gets the
wire about the triplets. Stooge, Joe
Oaki^, gets nice hand on subsequent
Al Jolson' burlesk and nut hoofing.
Haley finishes his own specialty witha medley of 'songs I have been associated with' and gets swell hand on
'Button Up Your Overcoat,' 'Old
Smoothie,' 'Dream Walking,' 'You Do
the Darndest Things' and 'Hate to
Get Up in the Morning,' done with
explanation of circumstances of each.
Haley's introduction gets smart
hand for Miss Carlisle, who appears
in black velvet evening gown and
falls into patter in re her recent film
work, oaving way for series of gags
around Bing Crosby's polite' horses
and 'tell- Bing when you get back
that a lady in the last row applauded
The stock you-gottahis name.'

know - how-to-make-love-to-be-a-ro-

water sprays, well lighted, serving mantic-star business is played with
as setting for high dive from trapeze obvious toneue-in-cheek touch and,
Kilct/.
filled with Haley cracks, it's a riot.
Pair duet 'Babe Me' for climax and
she exits to ovation. Haley's screaming of 'Mary. Oh Ma-a-a-ary? getting her back for five thank-yous.
Orch moves in again with 'One
Hartford, Nov. 6.
o'clock Jump,' oversize dame reWoodu HerTnan Orch, with Pearl turning to maul Haley through a
Robbins, Mary Ann McCall, Fen- shf »r routine.
uiick and Cook. Andrews Sisters
Biz big despite bad weather.
Craig.
(3).
Sam Kaplan House Orch;

STATE,

HARTFORD

.

!

&

(Rep)

'Sabotage'

ADAMS, NEWARK

.

This

.

Is

neat entertainment, with

I

its

main appeal lying with the swing

addicts.

I

Following an overture by Sam
Kaplan's pit band. Woody Herman's
crew breaks out in a swing number

.

j

„

from

Garden' and Roberts and Martin
take it in siiort clothes for standard,
mildly acrobatic jittering. Tiny Ann

by Miss Mayer.

CHICAGO. CHI

!

87

out versions of Waring, Heidt, Mcothers to good audience reaction. Fqllow with arrangement of
'Beer Barrel Polka' and more pleasWaihinpfon, Nov, 4.
ing imitations. Though a good turn,
Roberts and Martin, Tiny Ann and
a little stronger selling would help.
Tohy Small, Houiard Nichols, Joe
Vocal of 'Dancing in the Dark' and Oakte, Jack Haley, Mary Carlisle,
picture number by portion of line Jack TeaottVden's
Orch; 'Roariii
introduce Harris and Shore,, who 20s' fWB).
start off with legit ballroom interpretation of a bolero but shift adroitWith Mary Carlisle, Jack TeagarFollow with a
ly into burlesque.
dcn's orch and Jack Haley, this one
rough-and-tumble version of a sophisticated cafe dance duo, after is good for both the marquee and
which vocal by femme leads into a b.o. House wr.s standing 'em up in
comedy rhumba that rings the bell. the rain Sunday afternoon (5), which,
for
comedy
Gal has a decided knack
panto and mugs her way to a bundle even though the Cagncy pic got
of laughs. Encore bit; announced as raves, is distinct tribute to the vaude
an adagio dancer's nightmare, is pulling power.
screamingly funny.
Haley, only one of the trio with
'Parade of Wooden Soldiers' by the
Foster gals, puts a strong chaser to experience at handling audiences, is
Mounted on graduated the mainspring, his selling of Miss
the doings.
maneudrill
through
stilts, they go
Carlisle pushing her from' one earned
vers and earn a series of. curtains. bow into five returns
at show caught.
It's a difficult spot set by Harris and
Shore ahead, but number is a perfect While Teagarden's swing gets the
bugs plenty, he's not an m.c. yet, and
w'nduD.
Burm.
Biz very big.
chief fiaw in his revue is not putting
it in Haley's hands soon enough.
Opens with band playing its theme,
boys in white coats and Teagarden
in grayish business suit, to nice re-

Coy and

in

which various band

spotlighted.

;

.

specialists are

Herman batons

neatly

Newark, Nov. 5.
Linda Ware, Hugh Herbert with'
Lester Allen. Froncis and Grey,
Hollywood Canine Mimics', Keene
Ttinns with Vic and LaMarr, Bob
Easton with Little Odette, Joe
Fecher orch. (11); 'The Witness
.

and orch has on hand a number of

Vanishes'

favcs.

Adams has renamed the Shubert, which ran into the red last
season under the management of
agent Eddie Sherman, and plans a
full winter of vaudfilm, with empha-

(U).

.

HIPP,

A

•how.

Odcc.

KEITH'S,

Boston, Nov. 3.
Lucill Page, Chick

ingly kicking

up plenty

1

^'c^U Tlso

holds

t^

P"^?'""^

I

:

!

,

i

showmanship sustains interest.
the spiel to keep the
The burlesk antics of Buster West punchy and interesting,
and the aero dancing of Lucille
Biz terrific.
|

monolog
Gold.

cood

effect.

Flashy line number by Gae Foster
Girls, utilizing full stage for a hoof

j

on Hollywood personalities and
name- bands.
Adams, operator of

sis

other

Newark

theatres

(in-

with cluding
the
Paramount,
which
by a housed stage shows la.st year), feels

Beguine,' 'Beer Barrel Polka,'
'Well, All Right' and 'Hold Tight.'

to

alone occasionally sctlfng th? mood
ln^l!'°"'^-r^'"°"« ^^"'f
at the beginning with a clever comand n?ZJ''?iw;
'Sviti^ vl'io'. °n^?
"° edv monolog before running into a
«®
''"^^u ^^^Yi.^
seen often
enough
in those parts.
Returning later, he's
Mi.ss Froos, a fine singing per- dressed in little girl's, clothes for a
sonajity
easily comedy song that is pie for this mob.
sells
her songs
through bell-clear diction and flex- to top it off. he becomes serious, goJble
tone.
Arrangements sparkle jng into a click flag-waving session,
with originality and her consistent He sprinkles just enough comedy in

.

.A.

three
in the groove
Ball,' followed

done in swing.
Oxford Boys next, youthful

'

,

i

Band is then
'Woodchoppers'.

variation of a Scotch routine, clicks
Wearing
via good precision stuff.
kilties and making their entrance
through a large cutout of a Highland
lassie, number builds to Miss King's
pit vocal of a medley of Scotch tunes

1

I

,

wills Call.'

medley of oldtimers. Up next arc
Fcnwick and Cooke, standard knockabout hand-balanccrs. BOys are sockcrno with their hokc lifts, unicycle
Act is
tricks and Tyrolean dance.
sa'me as it was on their last appearance here a year ago, and a little
diversity would .serve better.
Herman calls on his specialists to
contribute to 'Blue Evening' and
'Old Man Mbse Is Dead,' former
written by a member of the orch,
Joe Bishop.
Next on are the Andrews Sisters,
who are top applause-getters. Harmony trio sing three numbers, encore with two others and have to
beg off. Do 'Jumpin' Jive,* 'Begin

.

,

tapping and band singer, Mary Ann
McCall, does nicely with 'South of
the Border' and 'When Whip-poor-

of adlib, pro-

Busier West &
entertainment
Neces-sarily brief because of film
Gagnon, Alvin Kendall & Drew, viding considerable
as well as the audi- length, this 34-minute layout is niceWhiley Robert. Gwynne, Sylvia for themisclves
Joyce Hunter straights to set ly routined and presented. Earline
Froos; Larry Flint. House orch; ence.
Gordon King is in the pit with the house
'Road to Glon;' (20th) and 'House the crossfire for Cantor and
outdancers
orch to open show with vocal of 'Day
The Stuart Morgan
of Fear' (U), dual.
standing adagio quartet on appcarr In, Day Out' and handle introduction
and execution rocked these via musical themes. Rest of acts are
G,pod assortmentX of» Jtalenti this ancc
nJveos from start to finish
.spliced into a revue type' of layout
week, adding up to a big.b&rgain for
spotlight
1

Herman gives out with .some nifty
clarineling to set the specialty pace.
Pearl Robbins sells IjCrself with toe-

BALTO

have been ordinarily.
Baltimore, Nov. 5.
Cantor doubles back on his regular
Earline King, Gae Foster Girls
radio routines with Sidney Fields (16), !Oi/ord Boys (3), Harris and
(Mad Shore, Phil Lnmpfcin, House Orch
'Guffy) and Bert Gordon
Russian). At the last show opening (12); 'Mr. Smith Goes To IVashinffday Cantor and Gordon were seem- ton' (Col.).

BOSTON

A.

connections will assure plenty
Grade A oroduct for his fourth
venture. Lack of product was considered a contributing factor to
Shcrm?n's boxofflcc downbeat.

his
of

House

is scaled to gross between
$22,000 and $25,000, seating 2,000 and
sticking at the present to a policy of

four show.s weekdays and five Saturdays, Sundays and hoi ays.- Doors
open at 10 a.m.; with 20-25-35 admish
until noon, when it switches to 2530-40.
From 5 p.m. to closing scale
jumps to 40-55-75.

Budget is -flexible, with majority
of top acts working on a percentage
over guarantee. No ,set figures, but
cost of .shows average $5,000-$7,500.
Al Dow booking for Adams now.
trio of
Current show did brisk biz over
Biz off on show caught Saturday
harmonists essaying vocal impres<Contlnued on page 40)
Eck,
sions of name bands. They punch afternoon (4).
the
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with bills below indicate opening day
show, whether full or split week
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of

Co

l>'»

Jvl\on

Atuly

llcrnlecc Stewart
I.H Miirr
!TloiM

l'pilt||rliMl
<*hili

Ki>>

NKW YOKK

CITV

Miitr (D)

Wiima
»•

{.1.:;

& 0

\V

<»)

Ciilillnl

Inlhiir

ll:<llrl

Alldli

Mapuaiia

Iti.vs
\\.:\Ut
SI
Vil\ !» Ctiniiit
Ollfr(*r<l

MtMIII

CHICAtiO

«'ITV

ClilrnEO

rHrumuliiil (H)
f%ayc
Zurlte i>rc

K

Joe

KITio

l::m<liiU SiH
l^*roinU\v

Everctl Wf.Hl

I'esh'v >Imi)1i
<!corjrc Mines

Smith Howard
LItrht DrlRade

3
3

Oriilirum (10)
SpltHlny Ore

AvIh Antlrfwa
fhilion
Thomas
Kiiliiiih

(;i»riu

O

Armstrong

Al:in

I'hll

Anlne

i>c

iNlr

Oliintoiid llnraeHhoe

^KW• VOUK CITY
.Munic Hull

(3)

Cod

Nlrholnv DhUs
Rockelieu

Joe

Crtrpr

UOSTON

Ore

irsllelt

&

>'eler8on
'

Tafl

^Intnil (10)
Bob Croaliy Ore

Huduoii Wonders
Sunny Rice

El. Clilro

HuffO Marlnnl Ore
Soleilnd Mhidle-i

Dorlta

WASHIXtJTON

Ore

Keiiili

CieorRea
Patricia

(3)

Ted

Mary
Jai

Carlisle
Teaiiardeii

Ic

Hou«e
Louis PrUna Ore
JlotfKAmbRSHndor
Del Courlnoy Oro
lllekorj

Ann & Small
Howard Klcliols

J Kuberi

4-

IVnd End KIda

Or

Rosalenn

Nella Onodelle

Hotel AHtor
Dick Kuhn Ore

Roxy

(10)
Ma>--

nelinont-riBxa

Elvira RIos
GeorRle Tapps
Marlssa- Flores

Bolihy

FRKKPORT

Anil Ore
Wlndaor (9)
Gray Gordon Oro
Benay A'enula

Paul

Freeiwrt

S

Sammy Kaye

Hotel Ulltmor*
Goo Olsen Oro
4 Bachelora

IIACKEXSACK
Vox

Sbrinnon

Ontory («-B)
Heat WnvpR

Fischer

Marcy B

IIARTFOKO

Rev

State (10-15)
Jack TesKardeii Or

Murray Wlilie

Jack Haley

rdH

HKOOUI.YN

yinthnnli

Mary
Belelt

(U)

Will Onborne Ore
nick, l^on & ninati
Jan^en Copp. Jr
Bernlce Slone

IIAI.TIMORF
lllpuodrnttie (10)

Harris

*

Oxftfrd

Tladale

Cnrltoii

Shore

Mixx-K.»roj.is
MinneNotn (»)

John

C.la

(One

.Tnek

to

nil)
(<1.11)

n

Ttoles

J MeKenna
Vouman Bros

J

ft

H'wood Co-Eds

.

Mnlerlch Ore

Wynn (*u
MlI.WArKKK

Patricia

Red Smith

Co
Rev

Hilton

Parnmnunt

(10)

Ina Ray Huiton Or
Joe T?esser Co
Adrian Rplllnl X

(t^riro
Ray Vftuchii
Bert l.nytoQ Gla
.<i(n<r

Mnud

Bros

Riverside

«KTHF;.<iDA
Belhesdn (It nnly)

(3)

Milt Herth 3
I>assUer Bros

>

Herman Hyde
Fayne ^ Poster
Thelnm I.ee
Walters & Wallers Ward ft I>nne
Bert T.ayton Co
EI.17,AnF,TH

Chester Itolnhln

I'ATF.RSON

*)n.i2)

Majestic (lO-O)

H'wood Pouhles

Ada Co

Mrtnning

Valentine
Synya Slane
(3 to mil

(2

lo

&

Class

nil)

VA1.T, RIVKR
Full River (1-0)
World's Fair Ttrei*
Wliltey Roberts

ST. i.oria

Tnx
C'ob

(10)

Calloway Ore

3
ft

Emery Deulscb Ore

Uolel EilNnn
Iftiune

Frtfh^x

Farrell
QitecD Mar/

Rulubow Kftorri
Edillc LeBarnn Ore
Ben Cutler Ore

Hotel LexinictuB

mo

llult

Betty Rnndall
Sarlla

&

Tlio

•

NEW rOEK
Oiiriiry Gnllnnt'*

Carter
ftliul

mil

^ Jtowls
O'NoIII
llrrtolottl't

Don

.Sylvlo Ore
A\\i;pIu'3 Kh'niba

RoberlK Welch
Billy CaMCaile

Beryl Cooppr

Dorothy Jeffera
Dorothy ])inlne
CorlIe.<i &,PRlnipr

Bd

CITY

Charles Slrfrkland
Spike Harrlfion
Hnrry Donnelly
Karold Wlllard
Giis

WIcko

Kmlly StevonRon
Dorothy Whitney
Cnfe S<M;l«t7
Joe Sullivan Oro
Joe Marsala Ore
Ida CoK

Chateau Mmlern*

lllirH iinj W>'»
ChiirleA Kliif;

Paul Bass Oro
Angela Velez

BiU>

Gabriel

l^ovralnft

Itarria

,

Hold IMiizii'
Eddy Duchln Ore
Carolyn Unrtun
DrapfT
l*nnl

Jane Pickens
llinlel

Suvoy-Plttzn

i:mlle Petll Ore

Dwiffhl
Hole! St* Morits

Eddio Vnrzoii Ore

Velma

Jtayo

Glen Popo
Inez Harvot
Hotel St. ReiriB
(Iridium

Room)

Chas Baum Ore
Dorothy Lewis

B &

J Heaaley
Marie de Korent
Harriett* Haddon

Bernlce Weldon
TIney Epperson
Edith Wilson
Charles Dehaveh
Fr Casino Boys Ore
Grace Hiiyeft l.oilgt

Hayes

LInd.

'Peter*

Hayes

Gr.K4-e

Lillian (;ibBon

Al Melntyre
E Rush Cfunrlette
Slnpsy Mnile'o

Tomack ft R B
Brandow

Jerry

Moore & Lewla
Tomiiiy Rellly Ore
Somerset House
Charles Healy

Ore

Piiradlse

Chocolate Drops

Lovee Lane
Marie Bryant
Dudley >lekerson
Snowball ft Johnny
Cee Pee Johnson O

McCreery Ore
ft Audrey LeM

Kmlles

Ryons

Jan Garber Ore
Victor Huiro

Harry James Oro

Jlininy Cnsald)- Ore

Harris Ore

Berhie Adler
Allen Cole

MuNle

o*

Lyman

Eddy Danders
June PrUe
lllHmarck
(Wiilnut
Hadiey Gls

Hotel

Room)

Geraldlne Ross
Joey Reardon

Howard Brooks
Art Kassel Ore

Don

lllAckhnwk
Davis Ore
t*edro f >re

Billy Owen
]ieity ft L

Cook

Talla

Sherwin

The Hedges
.Tommy Lyman
Al

Lamb

ll<ilel

Km)

Hrevoort. Hotel
(Cryhfal Rmim)

Annelie Kennedy
JoA N'arf;ulll
Gertrude Tobin

Ciive o* ^Vlnda
Bernie Gri'en
VirfTlnin

<lii

Veil

Wayne Bros
On Wayne
>teleh

Josephine Jtuio
Art Welsa Ore
Celebrity Club
Jerry -Manners

Mary MarxhaU

Mabel Scoil
Verfiiillloa

Ham

Howard Woods Ore
Laura ICellocff
Jaye Martin
Walter Bacr
Elaine ft Barry
Lou Valero

Montana Wranfflera

T..awren<-e

Peaches
Blondic Gls

Phyll<H Nohte
Art Fi.sehcia Oro
Del I'>te»Club Spnolah

Dun Orlando Oro

O'latrell

rhib Dellsn
Bradley
Sum Theard
Marion Abernathy
Wesley J,onff
Chiiiple Hill

.Ch*:rl(-«>

)'Hi»?Ilf

Isom
Gls

Rod Saunders Ore
ConirrcHS Hotel
(<ilnss lint

Rm)

Johnny Banga Ore
(Peacock ICm)
Joe Vera
(Ponipelluh Km)
Irving MnrKrafC
. Dritke
Hotel(Gold Coast Room)
VIrKlntH Velley
Plerrl^

Evans Gls
Clilnntowo Bower/

Edna Leonard
PegKy O'NeU
Francos Kay
Marie OlaliRuth Lee
Mae Wonff

Wayne King Oro
ft

Renee'

Kdgeiviiler Heucli

Hotel

(Beuch Walk)
Bardo Ore

Bill

Lorraine HIa

Ory I'lacl
Marvin Hnnby
Madlne ft Ray
Virginia Hayea
Harriet Smith Gla
Herb Foot*

Ore

ft

Andy

Bnxie
l-urbour

(Gladys >Inrdln
Lester Shaw
ft750

Dick Oale

Club

-

lArroy

ft

Hghls,

Steele

Prank

I'ontl

Madeleine Sheridan
3 Joyette
Louis
Rlla Roberts
Irving Braalow Ore
3

Pe))pera

Helen Martin
Darlene Jones

Embnaay

.

Cynthia Hare

Johnny

l^nrrlsh

RiM>r)

Heily Hruia

Henry Yonnmnan

-

Vincent Rlzzo Ore
Barney /.enuiaa
Bob Rii.taell

Glamour Gls (i2)
Herb Dubrow
Sally

Jffim'ai-r

Helen Henili
Lillian Curinea
L<-e Paul
Jlmniy Blake
Nell Foiilalne Ore
De Andelu ft Porter

Jam

SesMlon

O

Billy Kreshiner
Jini Thorjiu

Hotel Willie War
(Atco, N. A.)
J04 Armstrmtg. me
furnish ft Heaii
LIIHrii Stewa ri
Lee Jtogers

Jack's Grille

Ruth Webb
Jtdinny ('Hhlll

DuUnur
Peggy

Iteiiae

ft

Kain«'s

Boyle

Johephliitt

Jeaiiclfe Idler

Paul Kane

Geo Altmilhir Ore
Latimer Club
T<ynn Sheelisn

Tommy

Moni't*

)1arl>ara Bradler
GrJice Deviiia
J^ynwnud ItHrnes
Josei^h Hayes Oi**

Lexington

CiiHlne.

Bob

While
Frankie Rlchnrdsoa

Mary

>7a\h« ltd

Msrle La

'Jell

Arlle NelSfMi
Joyelie Gls

Paul Rich
Ginger L> nn

Mike

JafTi'ett

Mnrcello Trio
I<exlhgton 3

Rube. Johnny

B

ft

Doc Dougheny

Oi-e

Cashle Costell<>
IJdo Venice
Mnric Lalell.

Mary Wehhin
(lenrgianna

l.^e

Jainbnreo Oro
Joe bmyihe
Little Ralhsheller

Ahlu Alvarez
Edith Plllsner

Bob Carney
Thelmu Nevlii.4

I<ee

<:i4

10

Cluh

Sharps Ore
Ganthle
ft Everett

Yvonne

'

ilnek i.yncli'it

Alleen Stanley

In^-z

(Jrey

Nove 'J'wlns
Marsh Mt Curdy
Three DeiiceH
.Dnl»y DOddH
Charles *";HrMV
!.»«

Darnell Howard
Tlltlle Hollldnv
.

I

(H Wallon

<'nrloH ft Carlta
Hill Brady
(Vila Villa

fJerrie

.

Lillian Rus.io

A iei*i:i

A VIerrs
Chas Ahin

Nick Brooks

4

llouae)

Kramer

Naala

Iiel

Joe

t'nnnle Harris
Cainlll Norman

Ray Kcvnolds

Manfred GoliheH
Juho Si Claire
Nameless
Dean Harvey
Jean Starr
Earl Backus Ore
EddIo l^nn
Lnurclla De Boer
NnpiHi Gardens
Mickey Dunn
Jean Moore
Hloria Lynn
I'^iye Rogers
Klhiur Johnsun
Honey Lee
JllUie. Rogers
EddIo Selling Ore
Jeanne Moore
Ed Sellings Ore

T<anc

Marie Holtz
Jane Pntieraon
Pen Fay Ore
Jean Nllcs
College Ino
Dick Thoma.<*. ma
Cosmo ft Anita
Irma Linn

Henderson Ore

Thompson's

Sharon
Morrlann Hotel
(Boston Oypier

Koehelle

Patrlola, Jr
Rohertl Roberts
Miss Latour

I'ops ft Lurio
Jlniterbeans ft Sue

.

Let Nanl

Sklppy Williams

Eddy Morgan Oro

H

Hotel AdrlphU
(Hnwnlltin Itnnf)

Bob Pnnole

Thompson

Doris-

Hay."*

Aloha

'

Tom

Peggy

Mclaughlin's
Lou Reynolds
Stan Rittoir Ore

Edna Riley
Nyra Lou

Marilyn Maine
Evelyn Bradley

Ahble Page
Hutkln'aRnthNkcller

Hal

(h'nevli'\e \»\
I'atsy DuBrao
Rae Cullls

Cramer

Little

MlKonn

Yvonne Nova

Millstones

M

Wnlly Wanger Ola

TheliMH Martin
'J*ex:is Lea
Jeiiy (;erard
Hud Wilson Ore
Bwlnglitnd

Whitman

Pen jCnyniond
The La Fona

Belmnnlco's

Jack Tllson

Flo

Lillian Fitzgerald
Hnrry Holly.
C

Bill

Dalil
llaiiy Saix Oi-o

Therese

ft

Bi-lll

Nlkkl Nikolai
Betty Wllllama
Frankie Sciiluth

Dells

.\rni

Muriel Jnsi'ph

JlitrrbUKH
Wi)l!e

Rhythm

Giovanni

Paul HaakOD.

Ore

c;ls

Dorlse

C

Hoh

lllldebrand's
T.eslle Sis

Maiiu
Billy

Pete

AilelK Fillps

Chuck

Yvelto ])are

Room)

Evans

Dolly Meyers
Fr-ank Colas

_

Harris Tavern

Hobby Jiynns
Greta LaMsrr
Betty TJiontas

Lydia Whit
Blossom tila
Abo Sherr
Mauiice Belmont
Bftlihv r.c« Oro
Hlldebrand 3

Dawn

At Garbell

O'Leury
Ellen Klenor

Gruher Hor Brau O

Ma rie

Pt^t Procelll

Burns ft Burnache
June Eldrldge
Dave Van Fields
Crescent liOg Cnbin
Myra Rand
Fanglo ft Dawne
Warren Countiss

Hotel

Alha

Alabama Corinne

Cnfe Moronej
Hal Pfaff Ore
Tessle Nelson
Cedarwood Cnhln
(Malaga, N, J.)

Joe Kraft Ore
J-'iirgne

VIdell

ft

M('n>:i

Elenore

ft

Rlla

Ellen

Mann

Nadlne

Marcella Marchand
Bllly Hayes Ore
lA Fons
Audrey Joyce

Jack Sisnley
Ghiker Me!*onAld
Slnvcna

.lei'ry

A'lrlenna

ft-

Amu

Hut
Juhny Haner

N. J.)

(Contlnenlnl

Freeni.in
An.lrt-wi
Phil t'hhiard

OuloHlinos

Jack Prince
XTli Itevuo
E\e Arden

Chex Puree
Abe Lyman Ore
,

McGrnwH
Ned Sanlrey
Dixie Dee
Hob Evans

Canny Or

Jl

i*Hl

ft

lletiry

Gruber's

Eddie Thomas
Palmer ft Forrosta
Jack Newlon
KIppy Velez

(Gloticeater

Buddy Marino
Subway

-Melba Pay(iuay
S|>encor
Al Jolinson

Holmes

Juanlta Jnhnson

Cadillac Tiivem
Rascals

Dot Landv

Ada Reynolds
Sanglo

Grlrr Williams

Miric Club
Bugble

Dick Wharton's Ore
Jacques Uhl

i')ii<iulla

I'lvciyn

rimehonse
TftfTs Ore

Van

i^truirord)

Joe Stevens
Crescent Ixht Cabin

Ho

Rudy Carr Ore

Ijca

Colony Club
Cross ft Dtinn

Rose Blane

.

Dot Tillman
Robins ft Uevell

Gity 9U*H
t'lias McCorntiek
Chie 'WlHIiiMts Ore
Jack Evans
Elhelmla
Gertrude Hi-owii

Burgundy Rni
(Hotel Hellevue-

4

Or

Swliitc

Coiinio Barle;wi

l*aul Florcnz Gls

3

Dixie <;ay

Olli^

Johnny Tucker
Wesley Davis
Patny Snyder
Dully Moss
Leo Franz Ore

Joe E Lewis
Stapletons

Tamara

Iflberty Inn

The Playboys
Gary Leon
Tuft Maee

Pops

Burrii

T-oiir**

'J'rlpoli

Kings of

Hotel Hen Vniiihlln
t*Hrden Terrace
Berule Cummins Or
Waller Cummins

Myatlcu
Jean Lee
2

Lorraine Chevalier
(^ollege Inn Ore

Joan W.M.ds
Sol J,.Tke Oro
Sn

CeorglH I.eReau
JImmio O'Neil
Earl Wiley Uro

Mnc

Nedra

ft

Carrla Flnnella
Ann Valentine
T.iylor ft Allun

Ore

Betty Hill

Joan Slone

Hrmiflmoiit

Dtiiimai'

Kathleen Quinn

Roma

l-'ernnndo

Kay Nor re

Room)

(Blue Front

O'Dny

Sally

Lord
Alyse Serf

t'arol

Jackson

'Peggy MeCloiid

Frances Faye

Munle Hall Gla
Barbara Joan

.

FansliiV

'iiiinlu

Mnrne

Sherlflnn

laddie Powell

Pruiuiph

.

M Bergere Oro
Panchlto .Ore
Abbott
CuHtello
Adelaide MofCett

Roth Oro
Club Minuet
Marcelle Gsrdner

Pfttay

Bllly Crirr

Margret Faher Qls
I

IHIibnnetles
mice Hei'g

Vanderbllts.
Nina tllnds

Konny

Mario Coslello
eoe ciob

Little J Little

Ed'jie

Frank

Lydia H.irris
Val Williams
Dot Carl.^on <:is
Art Weiss Ore
Herb Rudolphs. Ore

Gait

Paullettc La Pierre
Dave Unell Ore

l:ilMrit;H

Dolores Grc^n

Troo
Pepe de ).<ion Ore
Tune Busters
Jerry KIrktand

Vlllnve

BliM'hHtujie
(Hiiltncse

Arlsiorrms Ore"
Dale Eviins

Bob

Bee Haven

W'lllace

i-"sy

iti

Frances Lenux
Elaine Black
Lnrene Rhoda
Dolores Merrill

Leonard Mann
Jack Spangler
Johnny Young Ore
Club rarmkeet

Harri.'t

ItontH Noble
Frelda Welner
I.es Dnyln

A via Joyce
Patt Nagnr Ore
Hotel Ln Salle

norothv Dale

(*hess

Harry

.1:

Charlie Gaines Ore
Club la

Murry

Ray Slelher Oro
Elinor Daniels
Hazol Zaius
Hllrer Frolics

Kllpatrlck

Lei)

Tommy Engen
Benny the Bum

Nick FanlHZzI

Mary

I'MiMpns <;)s
LilH

June .HrailTurd
Ned Bradford

Gumpy Comfort

Charlie

Roaella

May Marlrll

Eusebio Cuni-iahli
Spyros Stamos
J>un Quixote Oro
Ennio Bolognlnl Or
L ft L Club
Marcl Marcuel
Michael ft Marie
Euln Thomas

Lillian

Hn'rible^ ShelbK
Llud.i Ituy

'

Knth Barnes

Sandra Jiyrd
Kay Marry
Joan Cook
Torehy Far;ro

Bi.'ihiip

ltn.><h

Hans

PHILADELPHIA

Walt Temple Oro
.(*lub Morocco

Maye

Jessie

LKa

Gwen

Evelyn .W»iers
Horia Faye
l>ol Slone
lienn Stokes
Silver 4-loud

ly'AlglOII

Ralph L.vnn
.Marion Ford
Alice. Reard
Eve Evon
Ralph Lyndeha Or
Club Alnhnin

Howard

Bllli**

Meltye

Adair
Virginia Lee
Ginger r^awrence
Beth Miller

W

Yi»unir

.Mary O'ltourke
MarK-e O'Neil
MIIUh Davis

Kretlow Gls
Alphonse Jt<>rg

Mary
Al

riiib

Bar

Sliver
-fjorila

Msry Lane

]*ani

Frederick ft Yvonne
lieona Klce
Topsyneties

l*ow.ell

Joey Conrad Ore

Hat

Willie Shore
t;u» Van

Helen Hart
Honore

Topsy'a

B*»nt)ey

r.oii'se

Blllv Kent
San«lra liynn
Jean Bell

Charlie Evans
Klne Cole 3

Rio ft Rita
Sadie i tnore

Leon

J uite

Kon Koo Klub

Ore
SiTAnnee Ina
Arthur Tatum

Gnnlehs
ft

Anehurnge

Edw

Jann Baylor

Helen Sumner
Kay Becker

Mary Down
Gny Rainy

<:is

SIlhoMelle <'lnh

Laiiy Forbes

Kit Kot i
Al Trace Ore
Holly Swanson

Sport Circle

Bull Bull
Chick Srhloas
Coed GlM

Joe

Hli-k Gnrdi>n

iTHohoe

Sallee Ore
Jack Owen.i.
Hnrry Rln<[;lnn(1

CHICAGO

LeMnlie Rhuniba O

Golden Pa Ir

Sulle Hnrand
Jluth JofTee

Lou

1

AmbaHHndnr Hole!
(Pump Room)

Kalmus
Mark FIhIipi- Ore
The HufTlns

Hoveler Gls
Hickory Inn
Paneho Villa Oro
Joan ft Eddie
Tom Garvey
111

t'hrlBll

Joo Frnsctto Ore

Jninns Hamllron
Einpiro Ho\ y
Jerry tilidden
(Pant her Koom)

3 Moods
Landre ft Vernn
Mickey Cozzies Ore

Rosen bloom

Mhxic
Sid

Jarus Sis

'Bee

.I'ork

Teniae Shannon

He. wk aha w
Mel Peterson

Sir Silver

"

Sam Kolcl Ore
Hwood Onyx Clnb

Julie
.

'

Bills

J O'Neill

ft

John lloysradt

lintel I.lnrolD
Dr Sydney Rosa
Jan Savltt Ore
RunhIiib Kretcimm
Hntfl McAlpIn
Gypsy (tiia
J Moasner Ore
Tanlu
Jeninitt D'Arey
Sinieoi) KaravaefF
Hotel Nh\t Vorkrr Xadia MIrova
Nastla
Poliakova
Paul Whlteman Or
Michel Mtchon
Joan Edwfirds
Mlscha L'sdonov
Clarko Dennl^i
Volodia Katov Ore
Modei-natres
Show
Hue
Hotel Pennsylviinlft
(Forest lllllB)
Artie Shaw Ore
Anthony Tiini Ore
Ralph Rollers Ore
Hotel Turk Cenlrnl Connie- Ilalnes
Slim
Tanner
(Coroiinnt («r»ve)
Bill Randolph
Nat Ri-nsilorr Ore
T.nuanna Rudd
Don Aliihonso Ore
Vic Christian
Hotel rierrA
Michael & M Ford
RichnrtI lllmber Or Virginia A'auphn
lithol Levy
Stork Club
Fred LfMvery
r.nU (inll
Sonny Kcndls Oro
Ella i^hlel'lfi
Monehito Ore
Get»r»:le

Cabaret

Jaelt

WInton Oro
O Barry
Marlynn & Mlehael Johnny

Kny Kinney Ore
Me.\

French Ciislno
Flo Muskin
Peesy Dedell

Bar

Joe i:ills Oro
Consuelo I'-lowerion
Joan Walters
Wilson Lanif
Lou Williams
Kiilnbow tirlll

Krankie Masters
Marian I'*rances
lay MHtOiews
Duss Dillon

Boylln Bourqiiln
Hill Roberts Oro
R ft N 'laynton

Elliot

Place Klesnnle
Ernest Franz
Arthur Tuburt
Vincent I^e Costa

]tlnlr

Garden

Iilorrntlne

New

B'aird

Hill

G.»ii«.

•Boh JafTo
Jean Powers
Royal Frolics
Hari-y Rose

Curley

ft

Ralph Cook
Jean Mode

ft

Danny Knanna

(The Buttery)

Joan

Hotel

Ited

llolrl

CHfr)
Kerv\ln Oro

(I'eltic

f'onnle Haines
Gene KiMips Ore
Itelty Jerome
Irene O'Dea
larl Marx
Knxy

Beachcombers

Cora
Gene Austin Ore
Seven Sens

Ipor ft Tanya
Archie. Bleyer Oro

H

Bill

Km)

Grant Pag*^
Lucille Wllkins
Leonard Reed

LEDDY

J.

Shernnin

(Home)

N(H'tnnK

Houston, Texas

Candy

Don

ramdlK«

Helen Pampier
Terry A Walker

VcTR Kern
Ann Durson

Woods

Four Hot Shots
T.ela Moure
Susan Miller
Beryl Wallace
RcRinald Craic

Kdflle'a

Ramona Ore
Lou Martin Ore

Tanner SIh
l*at«y Parker

'

<intnd Terra4-e
Earl THnes Ore

Ann Pranclne
'Leon

.Ah'hol t
]>ancers
I'hll Dooley Ore

Hob nunilcrs Jr Or
Guy Paree
-Ruth Dean

Harry's
Johnc.y

llimnlliitt

Murray Harmon

John

Oru

Ted Blank Ore

Carlisle
ft F.nK

Howard Nichols
.lAMAICA

Diiys

One Foatpr

(1)

(!llnton Ore
ft lleatrlco

T^arry

Burlon

ft

Ralla RIa
\\'n

H'wood Doubles
Charlie Clayton

Hoss & Edwards
Mannlnf? ft Class

Diamond lioya
Bob KIni;
Cinire

(7-9)

-

Mabel Kenloha

Jania Andre

Ethel Shuttu
Joe & Betty Lee
Lee Sullivan
Hotel Commodnre

Sliavo

Teddy RodrlRUez

-

MARK

Pau Kealolin

Jack Waldrou

Fomeon Ore

Basil

Radio Rubes
Jack Gwynno Co
Sherman

Seville

Eddie Davia
Donald Burr
Ruth Sato
H & H Abbott

Paul Gerrllu
I'aul Sydell

KF.W YOKK CITY

Week

Via:

Dick Ga£parre Ore Jeny Lester
Oj<car de la Rosa O- Nick Cochran

Sande WllllamH Ore
ll'tel

&

Tereslia Osta
La Mnrtlnl<|ue

Eddie Davis Ore
Joaepb Smith Oro
La Coq Roairo
NIckl Raymond Ore
Don Marlon Ore

Maclovia Ruiz
Elba Valladores
Rita Elza

Jack Haley

Ore

Wlnrhell

Hudson Wonders

F

Jalna

Norman

(!)

\Vei-«»s

I>aul

&

nipa

I!ob

La Consa
Carlos Molina Oro
Dlosa CoMtello
Best Arnnz

fjime

Roslla Riofl
SerRlo Orta
Estela
}*&\to

Oene ShoL-ton Co

Kirle. (10)

Gltanllla

Nano Rndrlgo Ore

Lyda Sue

l>H1I..\nF,I.PHIA

Hal Kenxp Ore

Valero

HMvanit-MiKtrlil

Knrle (10)
IS UaRcnham Gls

Shea & Kayinond
Beutrlce Howell

8s.

Maria Lopez
t'uninus Door
Jack Jeniiey .Ore
Terry J^wlor
Greenwich VIliRge
Cnulno
RKAUING
Joe. Candullo Ore
AHtiir (10-Jl)
Owen McGlvney Co Jules dl Salvo Ore
Ailoen Cook
Kl Cleve Co
Santlra Lynde
Toy & Winn
Dolly Reckleua
(Onn to nil)

,(3)

Hal

Sinnotlilea

Murray

1::il-/nhDth

I.a

KKXf YORK eiTY

Caas Daley
Walter Wahl
K Paraons-A Sweet
Kit Knt Club
Connie McLean Ore
Charioteers
Lorenzo Roberson
Velnia MIddleton
Etay Cooper

Ilari-y Arm.itronfr

Slatler 2

ft

Husli a I.eUoy
Marie Wllffon Co
Broa
Uufe IJnvIa
Great Creionas
c::(u<l8iiiiili

Shurirrt (10)
Folles Bergere

I

I

Fam

Honey

M>*s

Joe Ivclie Ore
Harold West

INTERSTATE TIME
This

|

Floria
(Loutige RiKim)

Dolly Arden

]Cnim:( Krnncis
l.ulu Hatey

Ko>cp ft V»nya
NIek Long. Jr
A nil a HuM>r
Jack Leonard

Katherlne Perry

A

M.irlo

llouso

.Wller

liiti»

Harvey Charles Ore
Graemere Hotel

NOW OX

Lucia Garein
Adelaide KlrkolT

I.

Vanneite Gls
Dick Ware
iHnKer Wootia
Sandy Crelgliton

Iriouae

Fredericks
Mollnas Ore

ft

Tony Cabot Oro

osla

(Kniplrr Rouni)
Tomni>' Doi'sey Ore

.Mary Stone
Sylvia TtM'Uer

SiirdPs

Miss Wallers
Princess Coi»lcy

ALLEN and KENT

'

Ranny Weeks Ore
Paul Remos Co
Antonio DeVera Or
Lionel Rand. Ore

.lohnsnn

AVmie SnlRT

(3)

(.enny

lrollnii<rA Hart
Jack Durant
frNCIXX \TI

TJhuRo
Fatrlcola

Ijucllle

'J*ohin

<yert Room)
Emil Coleman Ore
Carmen Miranda

Gnr

Villa lUcMleme

Vine.

Piilnirr

Vlllnge

Jteity Fredericks
ifluria Reed

(<ihi^B
i

JJarbara Bannister
Intrrnfttlonnl Thea.

Joe IlovvArd
Clyde Hiiper
ManKenii Tr

(10)

i^l8

t Mary

Ted

Hi.wi-

«•

Itrown Co

Aneulardo Oro.

Not Urandwyhne Or

lti-nii(1cr

Kr.'inlc

Tom

(3)

K

t-uloBlnl

AiidreWR
l*itlllnfl

Pansy, ihc Uor»e
Ciirri.ll

MiirKOt

Oo

M:il

Kritll (O-IS)
Colleslalia

4

I'ninre (10)
Uennt^ti

D.AYTON

Ballet

ile

Erno Rapoe Kyinph

Ore

UiiOdy Doyle

.

•

Or''

Mi'Cmtie

Krilzi »ch(>rr
Uerttrlci* Kny

Con Ilpnni'it Co:
CI.KVKI.AXI)

(HI

SIsslo

Henry Mcnot
Helen .Miller
Chuck Henry Oro

.

'lei Cher lleittloraon
looib .Mnndeilu
Paul fs. G llarlmnn

Itdbby ICvani*

I I. 'It

Mnr^'rlie A M'rtlne/
Ken Itenryaon
Eric Massoy

1

Stunii>
Slmnpy
Hnrrlncfrtn' Ciiiy
imn lloHjy

Nnble

Damhiic

T<nmbertl

De

Hescsmps Ore

Les

Dixie. Leo
Yar
Doriss Willi 'h Oro
Janlna LaHoihi
Claudia (\TaMl
Ve Hide Olliir
Arllne Owen**
(Miel R<ddes Ore
Huh Daniels
Edith LivhigHiiMi

Margie Klnkald

<*arl06.

N'>d>
tieiii'ne
l.i'w ivini;

Lesll*t

June J>ac

Nancy Dumont
Bert McDowell

Parker

Ray
Manner

Shirley
MiilIM

Ore

Ti'i«iley

S'vlsi Hill Hlllles
Hci'Ima Ore
^- Puddork 4*lnb

Mitlon^

Winona ^iurdena
Iven

Lee

An^c-la

I'idlecil

Paritillsi)

Giilely

Sharrnl

Aleen

Maiy Koaeh
Riisiland

213 Club

Gladys Bcauv-lllu

Jimmy Ames

VltKlnlH

Nirsica

-

Bllly

Jlolcna
Tessle Mitchell

C Carrlngton Oro

i«t

1(

.s:ill\-

Ayera

Bob

SI Club

Sam Haas
Jaeklo Allen
Fairy Cunningham

Itaunl J'Can'.row
I'Vanz ft Kril/.

Dick (*onrad

* Warn-jr
Rae

lardy

LiMilsc

O

Lovely Sis
N'onehalnnts

F.d

Day
Klmah

'/.\-^};y

l.nulse

Fraiicia A: l»vny
BeUy Jiruce
Hilda Ui'klrr

Oro

1.lj;)il

WiihlnrrAstorhi
(Kinptre Room)
Bonny <:oodn\an Or
i.ltMU'l
Ilnniinon

I. ouIj*

Torrv llowiiril Co
.MIXXK.M'OI.IS

llnirnli)

Ink .spnld

4

Uruy. Fletchef

Uusyell Swan
Enric MndrlKuera
Knrl Ciirroll
Ken Sio\ ens

Hold

Stopln. Ketchii

liiih

\Vllli.linii

,1ilcU

-

oree

I

Cottuo Club

]:iib

)

Coconniit' Grove
l(tK>Hevelt
l.omhardo Ore Morton Downey

Knocli

\.\Hf\

C.-lb:! llero.H

l.i>s

(10)

llruwn

llisliaA'

V«tUiil

1

Johnny Ifonnert
Senators Ore
Kninke'a Cnalno
St»lly

J'ai

.

Graee PalMier
.tiareuH Hnly
Kay Kalcy Oro
PnriM Inn

'

MiiUuIn Ore
i:alitM(>,l \- Giialda

NKW VOKK

CeoiVe

'

.Jon* s

Paul Kendall

<-|nh Hull

Hotel T:ift

Cliili (;iiur1ti>
J.ii:(u

Mnrlha

Hess Menolt

Jane

Hotel
Cu.\

An(Ill^\^ Ore

il

Tiife- Im AInv.e
Hal Chanslor Ore

Ola

raileU(*n

I.ily

Ceo

Paramount

Ore

U'nlkiltl lieach
T.co I. an!

01*8

]>'iMii];ii> II J

iiim;T(»N

I.ce

Infer

niii-:i

Miri

Nina

Old Heldelherr
Held'^lherg Co

Old

I-pimard

MarKle lA>e
Leon Darrcll Ore
8HA Club

Bony Storey
(Vystal Coole
Audrey Allen
Alartyn ft" M:irff<(

Walter Dyson
;

Klrb> it df Catf*
Luis Uanuelos
.^IhUihi-

•Ite)

.

Klnu'r

Ni.»:ik

n

I

Fernandez
Or

Mllle Clith

Ihiu Manilrl
Lnllla \lasttucz

"

<.\a\o

Hn tvalliin

-

Ui)ltl:i

I'lriydm

Kittli

Itlitlliiil It.vUola
W;lU\ VtM'lliHt

(

liuna

Paul Feathcrstone

I'aiH-hlia

l.ucllltf

Thckla
Norah

llf

U

J.-x'k
lirlt>
r:it H.irriUiiinn

f*nni;H

I.H

Bob Wruya Oim

Mollle Malone
Cecil Manning

ii

Joe NIttI Ore

SiH

Anita I^me

1939

8,

Angelo Llppei
Rlehard J>eii/.l6r
Joe KIsh Ore
Hansl Chrlsll
WhllehnrMi Imm
3 Loose Serewe

Willie

ft

Gei»rge SinUery

Gxitrge Slailery

Grace Mack

iOduartlo t'havez

Oic

Siiarez

SiefTI

I'arloH

<'ulleiite

i'lifft

Byron

Bob White

Holf

Mei>weM

Lee
Loose Screws
Bob-l»-L>n iHa
Entertainers

P''g^'y

<:a> le

Lorraint* l»eWood
Jioi) ItolanU <.>rc

Alfredo IMiumba Ltd
Doroihy lUnindnn
P*'l»p

<:o<>

Diana

ll:trr(.(l

^'

ZlKler Ore

Helen Kalon
II
Cnfe

'usi
(.J'ltourkit

i

\Valt»ii

Cassell

Hector

Numerals

Wimpy

HIHniore Howl
Cnurk Foyter t.»rc

(November 10)
(November 3)

Ann

filarshull
Rochellt*

Sid Brown
.limniy Kllnrd
Jai'k Frosi

Daniels

ilill>

Ituy Nuble

KIswurlh

Ititcky

]>ttniiK>

Mnry

ChU

InHlfffl

U'llHliIre

Mary Parker

4

'

VARIETY

38

»V.\.'

n

.

Freddie Reed
Loiiniu

Joltnson

Tower lim
Inez (!niian
.Mary Crant

FKI Heec.a

Leonard

'2

Hob u Let Gls
3

IfawailnnN

Frank Davis

(m-<

Town Club
Margie Bale
Frankie I>onla
Elolsa

Land

Kathleen Kay

Wllcy

Louise Hagen
Sidney Day
Alleen

Cunningham

Curt Wcller Ore
NIkke NIkol
Vliplnla Renault
ICay Keeny
Stei>hanle Snyder

Dorothy Murphy
Mary Wllllame
Trudy Martin

Pedro Blanco Oro
Evergreen Cnslno

Jimmy

Coalello

Joe Cook. Jr
Counte.<«s MonoffLlbby Summers
T*uey TiOwIn
Sonya Desnnt

Modernetlea
Francis Allen Gls
Pat tihevlln Ore
Mlllln

Walton
Klnskv

Lorr.ilne

1529 Wast
EthelInd Teriy

Johnny

lrt»'ii'y
'

Mualc Hall Ui*y^

McDonald ft Ko4S
Elaine Joidan
Derby Wilson
•4

Ink Spnls

Victor

Hugo Oro

MelUa
Mnnoii InD
W^irren Thomas

Don ft Duressii
Frank Cuneo Oie
DIannI RocliellH
Marjorle Bowen

Ted

JOlder

Scoiiy

Dee

New

ft

Traey

l^oree
Flre.««I(le

Cafe

Andy Russell
Buck Calhoun
3

Joyeltes

Jean O'NelM
New Lender Cnfe
Eddie Jarvls Ore
Davie Sielner
Ginger Lynn

,

Wednesday, November

Kdtel Aiader
Becli

Hilly

>lorion Bros
>Iarle Fltxputrlrk
I*yn«li

l»nul

tiiirdcna

Herman O
Ann RaeO
Sylvan

KoHH

Ht

&

Craig

Joe Smytlie
Geo Kayo
Howard Reynold

Hflen nrnokn

O Hal Thomp>4an Ore
Venice (irllle
Koom

I'lillndvlpliltin

Rags Gordon
Tanya Garih
Knye
Monoclt'd Amba'dor Caslmlera Gls
EnrI Denny Ore
Sybil

There.«a

HuOinnla & Malu'm
Lee Kuhn Ore
IMiritIr Perhy

Geo Miircheltl Ore
Frank Roan »
Barbara & Flo Lane

Cnrlla

Fhyllla

;

imiy Durns
MarK'le
I^nttle

St Olulre

Wade & Wade

U'ngoD Wheel
I*orralne Wlloy
Al WIlHon
Joe O'Shea mc
Al Hastinn Oro
Hnrlnn Hale

Trrnice

KiilnlH>\T

(StrnfTurd. Tu.)
I^o Zollo Ore

Mildred Rogers

Eastwoud

IlalDh

'
Ited Llnh Inn
>1 Strelt Ore

jHfk

Peggy Frame
W'HrwIek

CrllTIn

Wnnda &

Kilna Smith

Cale Lee

(Cumdeii)
Julen Flai'oo Ore
Shungluil Wing Tr
Valire & Doreen
Herb. Dcxicr
Irene St Clnlre
Jerry MrGlnty

Uuddy Nugent

Jack MoHS
Syd <iolden
Elsie Hart
Ted & Julia

ItenduKVoufl
<1lot«l Seniilor)

Guardsmen

MC

Marlon

& Jo-Ann

Shunon

Jean Starr

Wayne Kennon
Ada H(*ynol(la

Johnny Wel»h
Hert r^mlnh Oro
Marty Dohn
Nancy T.oe

Diiyhlnglon
ire'en

Harry Horn Oro

iniWAUXEE

n«rt rhlUip's
Eihel Scidol

Don

Ray Meadows
IjiNt Round

^laglcy

J^aurene Nevell
Klleen Sis
Harney Starr

Mata Monteria
Zang & TnOd
Andre A Delphlno
riie*

llclt'n Evercit
6 Hruccttcs

Wally Valentino
Ore
Clover Club
Jfng Brynd Oro
Faye Iloberta

Ousla

&

& Snyder
Club Forest
Virginia Grey
Herdlne Dickson
Helen Kaye
Vera Wel«h
Mickey Goldman
Club Madrid
Cookie Harding Or
Arturu & Evelyn
Jlick

Kdna Enrico
Dorothy Mayo
Kllen Kaye

Gordon Gcnsch Ore

Mona Hondei-Bun
Kthel Warren
Fhll Kentin
Dale & Dale
Jean Ilenard
June Hurley
Edith Rne

Myron Stewarl Oro
Ralph Lewis
Tenuis Streeter

Dunn

Rob

<;arrity

Gloria

nick

&

•

Snyder

Mnnile's

Sandra I*ynn

Gmtto

Jack Denny Ore
KnrI RntM>h*4
JVliiio
Iriiia

Keller Ore

nrahn

Bohby Stuart

Lamont

Drake

Shirley
Curtis

Sis

riontiitlon Club

nert

Jlftlley

& Marsche

Thelma

Vlnnklnlnn House
(Red Room)

Dick Long Oro (8)
Golden's
Jean Sarlell
Golden Boys Oro

Huppy Hour
Bowen Ore

Oro

Mai-y Wvhb
ri:iniatlnn 8
Hrnwn Ai, T.yons

Gordlfl

Miulelyn Joyce
I^Minge IMerre
Sev Ol»cn Ore

Hunhy Hrovvn
Huddy Tenlur
Jokers

r,a Nore Sis
Helen Shower
Evelyn I'arr

Nurman Priest
Knv Carroll

niuke Oro

Helen (Claire
Jean Hnmllion
Urownvlll

A

Vlfda

l^ia
Mlt/J

CoRtelln
Dnlnres T.ainar

Nancy O'HIon
Club

.

nobhy Maynard Or
Hnrvath
Teddy <'nvp
Schu iirti
Red Ravlri Ore
Ray Wlrk
(*nb

Irene CJrlggS

Claude

l*armenter
(ipM

Bill

Airway Club
Troy Singer Oro
Judy Black
Cedar Country Clu.>
Sherdlna Walker O
Ccdur Gardens
Duke Melvin Oro
Johnny Hudvlns
Fabian

Itiirdick

Ronm

•ioti

Foster

Marilyn

Thelma Todd

Ann Grepc
Alma Williams

HIng

Aemmer

Aval on
Hv Barron Oro

Vivian Hotter
RuNty Uanlts

Jessie

Oito Thurn'Orc
MlMs America, '39

Herman FIrchner

Reno
Biff

Alpine. Village

Ann Mare

Lament

Ullly

DavlU.son Ore

Hiighie .Morion Ore

Maynord iJeane

riantutlun

McKlnney Ore

Geo Gould

Arlington t/odge
Dale Somers Ore
nulcbnaden
Phil Cavezza Ore
niir Green's
Benny Burton Ore
Club CurliHle

.

lad IRS

Nightingale
Charles Bristol
Bill

Kilty Murray
Plan'tlon Belles (6)

rowntnn

Red Mitchell Oro
Club Carlton
Brant
1)1 Curmo.

Sammy Dlberl Oro
-Larry Vincent

Neil

Jenn Travers

Nlla

Bllllngtons

Club Petite
Piccolo Pelo Ore
Neil Buckley

Bedford Inn

Don

Miller
Vocallaiis

&

Joy Severln
John Booth
Patsy Marr
Royal Steppers (8)
Saks
Clirr WInohlll
Velva Noilly
(fi)

Geo Kavanagh Ore
Snn lUego

Geo Presnell
Al Alexander Ore
Stiitler Hotel
(Terrace Roimi)

Xavler Cugat Ore
Raul Si Eva Reyes
Whit Her Hntrl
(Gnld Cup R(mni)
Charles Auld Trio

PAUL

ST,

Mugic

Pa

.

Tubby Rives
Cork nnd llnttle
Jack Goodman
Kntertalners Club
Danny Mason Oro
Evergreen <inrdenn
Joe Cole Ore
Ginger Genee
Jane Neft

Detroit

Hob l^ace
Jayne Wnlton
Jerry Burke
Marion Wllklns
A Murray Dancers
Monte Cuthbert
Post Cufe
Ted Ryan Ore
President
Al Wchte Oro
Allen

Cai^lno

Ralph Brown

Tmher &

Burnelle
Myrtle Wllfton
Devvey Taylor
Hotel Henry

M

(Silver Grill)

Contreras Oro

Cuitchlta

(Gay llO's)
Dorothy Nesbllt
Hotel Roosevelt
Idlers

Schenley
Baum Oro
'

Boti'^

Buzz Aston
Joo Bllotio
lintel \Vn>

Penn

(Clmttcrliox)

Eddy Brandt Oro
Rliythin Boys

(ConHnentnl Bar)
Billy Calizoiie

Dave DeVore
Terrace Ciife

Hal Munro Ore
Mary Uuth Milan
Stuart & Lee
Ton-n & Country C
Hy Ackcrman Ore

ton aerial game may give them their
first setback of the season.

—

Harry Martin
Johnny Prltz
Al DILernla

New Penn

Deke Raymond
Club Cundre

Jlladys ^'nr^In
Gallagher-Nesllfo
Frances Tea Ronm

Prank Wheuton Ore
Ray Rux
Greenwich Village
Anton Cotton Oro
June Devoe
Anlla Werner
Dolores Dean
Retiy Leo
Violet ShafTer

Palmer
Clem Hawkins
Sally

& Cannon

(8)

Si

Mftrle

Deppe

Ray Gls

Johnny Diiffy
Nut ilouso
Ted Blake Ore

(November 11)

Joe Klein

Dale Harkness
Old Shny Gardens
Oro

Etzl Covato

DeU

By DICK FISHELL

Sin

Ellen Vargo

Betty Nylan<ler
Mildred Kennedy
Bill Douglas
Dean Sayre
Dick Smith

Cornell—Colgate
Holy Cross Temple..
Princeton Dartmonlh
PIU—Carnegie Tech
Missouri
Fordham—Indiana

Jimmy Gamble Ore
Jay Loring

NYU-

Chuck Miller
rinea
Nelson Maples Ore
Rny Catizone
Billy Rizzo
riaza Cafe
Jimmy Peyton Ore

Villanova

Dewey Moon
Gould

Rlvlerii

Billy Smith Oro
Sky-Vne
Fran Elchler Ore

Yaccllo
Prank Natnle
Mike Sandrefto
\V I lion s

Armanda

Si

Lita

Ralph Lewis
i

.Queens
College Inn

Normnn

llriil

Jean Grayce
Marie Keene

Red Evane

Oro

USC

Oregon

Oregon

LulgPs
Si Odette

.Margie Lane
ItUNo Le Beau

triumph.

Yale

Mickey Mann

—Brown

The Boola Boola Boys have gone

Danny Boone

from bad to worse. Brown, with
plenty of talent, ju-st ha.sn't clicked
Believe this will be the
as yet.
Bro\yn Bear's day.

Prison Inn
Pete Kite Ore

Mauri

12-5
12-5
11-5
2-1
12-5
7-5
9-5

Georgia Tech

—Oregon State

Even
3-1
7-5
8-5

Santa Clara
cause
wick.

playing In their

own

baili-

Santa Clarar—Michigan State

Michigan State's Improving, but
sophomores make mistakes.

their

Santa Clara's in high gear and they'll
capitalize on Michigan's mistakes to
eke out a victory.

Gestapo—DX
.Continued from page

I.

exchange of programs between Canada and other countries and stated
The Lions rose to heights In los- that the CBC carried 724 programs
ing a tough one to Cornell.
The from the U.S.A. and 71 from Great
Middies were ineffectual against all Britain during the month of August
major foes but have been hampered while 204 Canadian programs were
This is carried in the U.S.A. during that
by injuries to keymen.
played at Annapolis so the sailors period.

AUSSIE RELYING

ONYANKEEACTS

are the choice.
Villanova Anborn
Auburn's the slight favorite here,
but the good, right arm of Niqk
The call to the colors or many Basca will get enough points to put
Golden Glow
native performers is expected to reVillanova on the long. end.
Paul SImonettI Ore sult eventually
in
the CommonMdry Lou
Penn Penn State
wealth's dependence on American
Gladys Dehnar
Plenty of tradition here which alCamille
ac't for its entertainment during- the
On perGourmet Club
war. This along with the exhibs" ways makes it a battle.
E Robinson Oro
dependence on American film prod- formances to date the red and blue
l)unes Hoys
Penn should have no trouble
uct because of the decline in produc- of
Jules de Vurzon
winning.
Jack Webb
tion abroad.

—

Oro

Sydney, Get.

17.

—

Frigon revealed that even 12 years
ago Russia was broadcasting in 62
different languages and dialects.

Non-Eelch German Mall

NBC's shortwave radio

New York

City

is

division In

receiving much
since, the out-

German language mail

i

lluUon's Club
Fred HcikcURobbie Collins

Rulh Parker

George PaderewskI
Kay Whitney

Barnes

Wa.shington

use— Stanford

—

Bonnie Ttlue
Royal Jesters (3)

St

.Tulane

Georgia Tech— Kentucky
California—Washington

set the highly favored

Onondugn

Hotel Syracuse
Les Brown Orb

Mauri

A&M—SMU

Tulane— Alabama

was imimpressive In winning and
Indiana should bounce back and upRams.
Harvard Army
Harvard Is stiil noi there, while
the Cadets looked much Improved
against the Irish.
The Soldiers
should come Into their own at Cambridge and gain their first major

Wacky Nolan
Tlerb Gorilon Ore

Maxim

Penn
Notre Dame
Michigan
Northwestern
Texas A4M....

Santa Clara—Mich. State

Al Fremont Oro

Even

Villanova

Dame—Iowa
Minnesota—Michigan
Northwestern—Purdue
Texas.

L'nion Grill

Art

Ilotcl

— Auburn

Penn—Penn SUte
Notre

-

5-12
8-5
5-7
5-7

Army
Brown
Navy

Navy—ColnmbU

n ^ D Johnson

;.:..Even

:

Indiana

.'

. .

12-5
IZ-5
5-9

Even

. .

.NTC

—Army
.

'

.Pitt

Harvard

Yale—Brown

ODDS

Cornell
Holy Cross
Princeton

—
—

Orchard

<:arol

WINNER

GAMES

Freddie's Cafe

EllRsa Mnrvell
T<ornelle Sis
Palsy, Sk's Cameron

Hotel Allt-rton

Lillian Young
MU/A Mitchell
Chateuu

—

Probable Football Winners
And Proper Odds

Boogy- Woogy
Reggie Dvorah
Al Mercur
Jim Buchanan

Lew Stewart

Carmen Jameson

Spitzl

Chick Chalken Ore
Lillian

Lady Esther

Emma

.

Navy—Columbia

Jerry Mengelsohn

Tony

—

Paul WInchell
Angelo 1)1 I'Alma

Craig Hule

Zephyr
Warner's O

-

—

Nixon Cnfo
Al Marsico Oro
Bob Carier
Marion Rohrkasle

Dave Ackerman

ilob

—

Violets having

Tom & Toby Lane

Clftir

'

A&M—

Two fine, passing teams, with the coaching.
use—SUnford
an edge in the runStanford's got dissention In the
ning ganrie. Better ball handling and
smart quarterbacking gives the New ranks while Southern Cal. moves
in
a Rose Bowl way.
right on
Yorkers a slight advantage.
Oregon Oregon State
Fordham Indian*
Here's a brass knuckle shindig
Fordham' didn't need much to defeat Rice, while Indiana was being with the teams evenly matched. Any
swamped by Ohio Slate. Fordham edge must be given to Oregon be-

Lee Barrett Ore
Russ Romero
Gene Navarre

BanlcofT

blocking for DeCorrevent
and that makes the difference of
enough tallies for Northwestern.
Texas
SMU
Standout game of the day, with
two of the nation's finest squads in
action. The Texas Aggies are belter
balanced and have more versatility;
therefore stick with them.
Tulane Alabama
The Tulane povver through the
tackles should keep them knocking
at the Crimson door all day.
'Bama
has no offense of Its own and cannot check the Tulane offense.
Georgia Tech Kentucky
Tech played valiant ball against
Duke with one point separating these
two clubs. They'll ramble on against
Kentucky without too much diffi-

Pitt Carnegie Tech
The Smoky City battle with both culty.
teams potentially strong. They've
Caltfornla^Washington
blown hot and cold but Pitt gets the
This is a tossup affair, neither club
vote because of its better aerial
being potent. Washington gets the
game.
Phelan's
of Jimmy
nod
because
NTU—Missouri

Walker

Palsy Day

SYBACnSE
Avalon
Sin Garling

Hammond A R

Sheldon Gray
.Toy Henneii
Tiny Crawford
Sloppy Joe's
Red Maddnck Oro

Emll Velazeo
Helene Gray
Stanley Club
Winter Ore

Barbarlna.

Howdy

Strafford

—

George

Red

Madeline Jones
Carolyn WllllHins

J nun

l^Mar

Mnrlguld
Cee Hurst's Oro
MiimeHotn Terruce
Lawrence Welk Ore
Si

Harlem

Sunset Royal Oro

lintel

lliir

Trester's Ore

Hetty

Norma n

Flo Parker
Kaltis A!: Ranesfie
Daisy, the Ilorue
Eddie Morris
Hcrnle l.a'mbert

Mildred Parr

I^Roy & Pals
Rnvaye & Margo
Earl Beaudrle
Jimmy Stevenson

—

Ja'-kte Maye
Jack Eljiott
Mlt'/,l

They're

Holy Cross Teinple
Temple's up and coming, but the
Crusaders are there to stay. Holy
Cross by two touchdowns.
Princeton Dartmooth
Dartmouth's riding high with an
unblemished record and a tremendous victory over Yale, but the
Greens are overrated and the Prince-

Cluudo Hoagland O
Ohio VUlii
Freddie Carlone Or
Mickey Katz
Southern Tavern

CLEVELAND

Margaret

Jerry Lynn

eight games.

.Monaco's Cnfe

PITTSBUEGH
Anchnnige

Marr Trio
Denverettes (6)
Don Pablo Ore

l*a

Tom

Hentleys

.Musical

rnrls

Jnlllaime -DeHmoiid
Billy

Coronndo
Nonchalants Oro

Jimmy Hegg

Ray Van Dny
Joe Gupiln Cro

Gun Hrhley Oro

Hotel Schnteder
(Kmpire Idiom)

Commodore
Ken bavenpnrt Ore
A. Murray Dancers

Curly'9

tH'iiler's

Ore

Gnle

Edith Kaye
Coliseum
Jack Kane Oro

Jeanne Saboda
MIhs Ohio Unit
Freda MacRonald
Henry Rubert'no
Arlene Rice Ore
Lliidsny's Sky-Club
Poison Cardner
Pita White
Pearl be Luca

Amos Jacobs

Muuno

Oscar Bellman Ore

Hal White

O

i'atton

riauile Ellis

Tony Bauer Ore
Gencvleyo Woods
Gordon Wallers

Devlrtea Riigles

Louis Panico Ore
Stephen Swedish

Gene Si Pal
Ted Hrown

4

nomonn

S^Ktrow & Wells
Jack Faye

Gage
St De Anne
Unwcry
Sammy Sway Ore
LaVue

Georgle Arden

Mack

llonde'/.vou9 11

Cornlcs Ship

Anglesey
Eddie LnRue B (C)
Arleiie

Louin Sireeter
Hnbl le Rne

.Mat*low

Lou Coralnl Ore
Francis & Wally
Evunne &. Philips
Ruth Carney
Tulm Beach

MmREAPOIIS AMD

Nunle Mnrrlvnn

KendCKvoua
Bob Mathefion Ore
Grace Drown

Congo Club
Randolph & K
Mayberry
Irnm Wagner
Vvonne Broadway
Cristana Huckner
Mnrtoh Drown
l^onard Gay Oro

Moniy Wysong
Rny Carlln Oro

Tommy ONeal

3

Christine

Neblolo's
Dl Giovanni

Donna LuPau

Kenny Kay
I.lttlo Ray

T^amara
Cleo & Ru(h
Sally Joyce
Club Mlhvatikenn
Otto Rlchter Oro
Club Snltank
Gordle Dennett Ore
Club Terrla

Allen

Rprt Bnllry Oro
SnooUs Hartman
Old Heidelberg
Eddie iCIpn Oro

l'at«y

Ore

Aladaino Minerva

Pecgy Geary
Gene EmeraM
Johnny Davis Oro

Klut-y Kayo
C'leo
Ruth
2 Coeds

Onnls

(j

Eddie's

.

LUcheron & Adams
Jack Campbell urc

Cocktail Girls

Fr;inkie Connors

JuUh Gerify
Wally Rand
Trudy De Ring

rnrce

Zonette Sla
Doralne & ElUfl

Texas Rockets
Ralph Fisher Oro

Ben Young

Sylvier Sinmbnugh
Franres i'arkcr
I'Og Cabin
Carl liurgmnn Oro
MInnil Club
Gust Howard

Johnny I'oat
.Thelma Ward

Lido

Bammt'll

all

Variety.

Valentino A SIgrid
Blaine Manzl
Barblrlne

1-Vnnk Paris
Gloria Blake

Lyle Stann Oro

Una Cooper

Wm

8

Hotel Stntler
Richard Bone Ore

Jiieli St

Club Royule

NortliwmMl Inn

LIndy'o
<;rare ^VMeilnor
Cliiria Fcihlalne

tils

Zunker Gardens

Hilly

Mnin Street CInb
Frank Sidney Ore
Ore.
I'p

Ken Keck

Club

CnnllnnI
Jay Hurt Ore
Clinfena Club
Etan Jnrobnon Ore

Lee Lclghton.

Danny Dcmetre Ore
Hob Hall

Club

California Varsity
t'allahan Sis

Romany Three

Cappy Lewis
Arnold Dupre
Maxine Heguette

Eddie Hraiton Oro
Frontenao
Cecil Loe Oro
Hronks 2

Armand & Juliana

Jimmy Raye Oro

Ore
Ore

Alloen Marlow
Slarr & Mnxine

Earl

I^rsen'fi

Oro

I'eOro

Hark Thomas Ore
Corktown Tuvcra

Harry Jarkey

Hernire Tijinia
Marie Kecl>y

ItinU rnim <*ni<1en
Kddle South Oro

Club

Club T^lorocco

Blue Room 8
Mlhlred Seelby

Atlilrdo Club
Hal Munro Orq
Clict & Marria

(.'arroll

Danny Brown

IVt** >Iay<»n

& DIanne

Glamour Gls (C)
Dick Bauer
Temple & Marie

Dirk Havilland
Rene & Michael

Meln

St

HaUay Oro

Francf-n Denver
Bob Jirandhlll

(trace O'llara
Tell -SIR

Gull

(ico

Y:u'lit Club
Doyle
Polly Moore

*

Ulue. Lantern
T^e V/alters Ore

Florniloraa (6)
Virginia Gibson
Leo Bartcll

\VliKOD*a
8

Halllfrnn

(12)

Johnhy King
Benny Resh Oro

Keller Sin

Hob Flinch

Tom

Joe RInes Ore
Hodge Trio
(Motor Bur)
Eddie Fritz Oro
Itowery
Faith Bacon
La Verne's
Doryce & Freddie
Rogers &. Morris
Rita Delano

Cifmmodore

Daily

in

Houlgate picked

Mann

C'arlsen

DETBOIT
niMtk-Cudlllnc Hotel
(Hook CaHino)

Paul Roslnl

Nlleft

>lenry Tatrlck Ore
Stnnip's Ciifo

Leslie

Chot HoRwell

Thelma Ward

Kay

—

Cornell Colgate
Cornell had its off-day or a letKerr's
stands
watching that game, but don't beThe
lieve they learned anything.
Cornellians are too sound, fundamentally, and will trim Colgate.

Wisconsin iioot

M Merrymaker
Tom Sheridan

Gale Reynolds

Joan Harrle

selections

Fishell

Sporfi Commentator)

down against Columbia. Andy
Red Raiders were in the

Deke Houlgate's

pool used

the

Ore

Jay Oro
Maureen Rnsay
Sl

players

(WHN

ago when too
picked all eight

Filmites trying their luck at

Vallle

Rogan

By Dick

games carded.

Fufurlstlo

Bill Schweitzer
Ja»'k. Fexer

Bill

Tlo Top Tup
Joey Fcldqtein Ore

Raihf'r. Klduradlans

Joe Hough.

Margo

Si

Lamont

-SuuHet Club
Eddie Apple Ore

Uovveryettes

Rudy nruder

RUin Galllard
Southland Rhythm
I'earl WlUIftmn
611m Galllard Oro
Stork Club
Rarl & Frances
]«ynn

llolel

Earorta

Wclier'H llof IVraa

Frank Dumont

Mystery
SiinKom Iloone
Tlkhard Dacli
Joe Ootieherty
Al Kilbride
Jack Rosn

many

Toy'i

U'lrth's

week

$1,600 a

Case Lundls Ore
2Ulh & North Club
Kiiy Crandell Ore

Strand Annex
Simeon Phlllpod
Bert Snyder
Elburta Johnson

Mayon

)e

1

Jlmpiy Naepra Ore
Mlinl Stewart
Maririe Smith

UuehcB

I*ynn
Viola Klolsa Ore

Eve Evon
Ray Wencll

Hnrrlut Cross
Martin Jt Marvel
Jay Jason

Helen Stewart

Hoiiy Mealy
Hetty FItzjrerald
Ifilly

LaRuo

Vlklnir I'ufo

Mealy

Operator of a football pool
working one of the film buildon Broadway went for

ings

Gall Parker

Steuben inn

Ken

Football

.

Helen Savage
Jack Farrell

Marty HolT

Ulllle

39

Where's Fishell?

Lurry Powell

Al (;ulllck.ion

Mt-ran Hrua
Doris Khig

Jerry DelmRr Ore

Jane Mathews
Town and Coootry
Club
Benny Skorch Oro
Irene Burke

Eddie Kube

Cluudlne Hayes

The Yvonellea
Hub Uhafer

Irvvln

State Gardens
Earl Rlgg Oro
Irene Schrank
Anita Allen

Jean Jac<)ues
Jack & JIU

Ctinlury

20tli

V^ARIETY

Six Point Club
Casper Reda Oro

hnmond

T^fe

Stephanie

nonnio Slewnrt
Kranchon Davla

1939

Flo Hell
Betty Lane

Jean
Uarhoru Juan
Marie Hulz
George Heed
Tudell

I'fgpy Martin
I*eucocli

Vaughn

r.oe

Anion Ore

Xuin

8,

Juok Hutchinson
Silver Luke liio
tClemfntun)
Mickey Famllant Or
Allt'e Lucey
Dernard & Rich
SuMiiy JackHun

OiMO Door
Leonnnl Cooke

1

Hotel Cleveland
Everett Hoagland

Wall Hcrgcn Ore
Hotel Sterling

Marty Lake Oro
*
<iayle Gnylord
Jean Lysle
Hotel llnllendcn
Sammy Watklna O

Handling most of the vaudeville
dates in Australia is the Tivoli circuit headed' by Frank Neil, who recently returned here after an overseas trip that resulted in his booking
more than 350 acts for dates on his
However, with the cancellachain.
tion of a number of acts due to the^
war, and with indication."! that many'
prospective English and Continental
dates will be out for the duration of
the conflict, Neil is expected to fall
back on the Yanks. As is, Tivoli has
enough acts to last It till April, 1940.

—

break of war, but almost all of it
from outside Germany itself. Fan
mail from within the Reich has prac-

tically ceased.
Notre Dame Iowa
at Iowa must be
French communiques as broadcast
fine-coaching job. over NBC DXer to Europe have been
However, his boys cannot match the received On the other side before
power and talent of Notre Dame,
broadcast by the native longwave
Minnesota Michigan
stations, which have a fixed schedMichigan flopped against Illinois, ule. Meantime, NBC news periods
but Minnesota's been suffering all in
various
languages,
Portugese,
The Wolverines should Spanish, German, French, have been
season.
bounce back and topple the Minne- running as long as 42 minutes some

Eddy Anderson
commended for a

.

sota Gophers.

—

nights, although originally and, in
Northwestern Purdue
NBC opinion, preferably confined to
Purdue's
making no progres.s, 15 minutes. Will get back to the
while Northwestern's on the upbeat. shorter interlude eventually.

—

Wodnesiluj,

VARIETY

4»

ADAMS,

NEWARK

ihrec
handles
numbers with assured skill and
showmanship. She has the voice,
personality.
enunciation,
rhythm,

(Continued from page 37
w.vki-ml. althoufih Sundays deluge

For

so pi
Crosl)y"s
She solos in front of Joe Fccherls
adenuiiiu house band.

:

I

Pi'ic/i

;

ment

Paj/iic.

to

etc.,.

give the tyro warblers

and

set

'cm

oft

one opens theme

to ad
Hobc.

foro
j

pleasing, well-trained voice.
r>rto is the classics and modern

Hor

MINNESOTA, MPLS.

sw'iiet.

be

not
...
J
u
in stage production here

....

po.ssibilities

this

.lolVcc

and

snappv

in.

"

I

regime
Frank Tracy.

latest

of

.,0,,,,^^

Barney;

Show

40 minule.s, with some ex,
1work .by the line and

included among
^^^^^ two quaint misses
with their pet ocelot and ehimpanzee.
Even the inane chatter is
funny.
football games of the week be,

:
1

house force, usual trio of standard
and an additional 'discovery
Pnlrifia Wj/im Dancers (12). Joe night' colored moppet.
Cr'Ujhi. Holli/ii'ood Co-Bd.'! (2), 3
Line's can-can number open.s the
YoiiiMnii Bros.. Joe & Jane McKeiina
show neatly, aided by Novaline
Jntiii Bolfs; 'Main Street Lawvcr' j,^y„^.^ torching ot 'Heat Wave'
in
(i^'^V).
the background.' Turn at the tightwire is taken by Paulctte Penny,
For the first time since it reopened, featuring some dancing on the wire,
Act
point
and
suitable
is
to
the
this house has a really high-powered
Ariniieapoli.'!. Nov. H.
k Mnli'ricU's House Orch (18).

acts

'

—

'

;

,

gets. group off to

good

Act

start.

in-

cludes several swingy tunes and a

mirimbaphone

by Barton that

solo
rate well likewise.

LSU

versu.s Van^f": ..'."sL'-^c'^de
derbilt. Tulane against Mississippi,

'
'

Ward and Lane,

acro-daneers, are.
mediocre with their terps and comChester Dolphin needs more
edy.
polish for vaude> though his juggling
is neat enough with some novelty.
Frank and Warren Lassiter fail to
register well with their comedy.
They do some clever, okay contor-

Ohio State-Cornell. Notre DameCarnegie Tech. Pitt vs. Fordham,
Dodgers-Giants pro battle and North
Carolina-Penn. There's not enough

i

Customers start lauuhin-,'
Ik' appears, and stop after two

clear,
while the applause
like a dynamite bla,sl.
oiie ot the earliest com-

Pos.-iibly

I

(U).

if/); 'Jlio'

This stanza's entertainment measures as pretty good variety.
Milt Herth Trio, with Buddy Barton on drums and Hank Simon at
ivories, is received heartil.v.
Popular here, with town's liquid producLs ill mind. 'Beer Barrel Polka'

''dy. n()velty clips is

is

|

Jiti

not

's

.

utili/.;<d

under

|tra production

Huijh Herbert's material is for the
most pan informal, and »l times
extcmporancou.s^ banter
.<!i?t;inii'-lv
wiih Allon— a comic turned straishl
hut lie actually needs no material
aftjr .-ni entrance punctuated with
'woo-woos' and. bii; with the
tlie
hao>i-i
which characterize his lilm
rolo.-i.

Bob
Don

Ptfiiiii/.

l>;is

19.^9

8,

into dcht probably bring rankled
memories to stock traders. Both iii
Milu'aitJcee, Nov. 5.
Kunsas Cily, Nov. 3.
Paulelie the scenes o( giant cable stringing
Milt Herth Trio, Lassifer Bros.,
and DeavviHe,
Novalhie on the George Washington bridge Herimni Hyde. and Thelma Lee, Ward
Hojikinn,
H(irri.s-.
Elroy Peace, over Ihc Hudson and ceremonies and Lane, Chcsler Dolpliiii, Lee Rolli

i

'

N<»veiiil>4>r

RIVERSIDE, M'W'KEE

chan;;e building. Forbes' sutigestion
to 'buy' shares in 1929 without eoing

K. C.

Ordi

conlidcncc
vantage.

Paramount's reply to Deanna Durbin

o(

knows

into Kro.ss for day.

ciil-

number and
selling a
every trick of the business.
her present date, Miss Vcnutn

kiiack

'

'

TOWER,

singer

radio-lesit

of that Ohio State-Cornell struggle
and too much of others. .The 99yard run by Dennery in the Fordham contest and the lOC-yard dash tions, but their 'Screwytone News'
and he's de- "Pp"o^[
g^-cn over to Elroy by a Tulane player feature
the cov- rotitine is more burloy than vaude.
livcriiig both on the stage and at the Peace, colored youngster, imitating erage.
Lew Lehr adds witticisms
tional half-witticisms.
Prime act is Herman Hyde and
boxolVice.
The regular house \inits, Cab Calloway and encoring with Up about two performing Au.ssie monk- Thclma Loc. doing clever and unique
Material includes bit of bi7. with
Juve i.s yom^^^^^
les.
Fitzpatrick. Traveltalk (M-G) bits with bass and harp. Miss Lee
folded paoer which. .Jack Malerich's fine 18-piece orches- jJ^^n^btMsci..soi; "and
completes the bill.
vocals
nicely and should be given
HeibcrlhaUingly apologizes,/may not. t,,; joe Gi ifTin, singer, and the nifty °^ork above that of
ams
Biz excellent.
Wear
more to dp. Their musical gadgets
be stupendous, but I think it's cute.
Patricia
Wynn 12-girI line, and brought on here,
in
first appoTrance
It's- his
and funning go over socko.
It is.
Show s only si ngmg solo is Miss
east since lurn at Strand, New York, throe (irsl-ral« other acts, besides Payne
Biz good at show caught (Friday).
Kite.
Fly
a
Bit
'Go
*
Peppy
entertainment
represent
the
Bole.-!,
last year.
SHEA'S,
Weber.
°^ production follows, with line as
eccentric bTr"ain
Grev
and
Fronds
French maids. Don Harris, m.c, gets
.,
Joe McKenna m.c s besides pionnen show and reappear bedance
inning to warble 'Rue do la
Buffalo. Nov. 7.
Rag doll routine is viding the one compdy turn, assi.sted pg;^,
„
^,
fore Herbert.
^^^^y
aary Graham Minor, line
Horace_ Heidt. Orcli. with Larry
not nc-.v. but their convolutions are by his sister, and he registers a chief, looking plenty okay as his
Unit Reviews
The snake dance, bull'scye in both capacities.
well eNecuted.
Ipartnar
Girls
with i;al wriggling on staae clad in
of niimher f,n ti' '^
'^V'?'"- Art Carney. Bob
The orchestra is at its best with
slinkv green attire, is effective as Malerich's swell
arrangements
wliL»ii

I

llnce encores.

91-

.

the telegram rouharming the act, which
minutes, and subslitiite addi-

Ui diild drop

tine v ilhout

runs

IT)

hoadlin.cr. John' Boles,,

.

j

S

.

!

;

.

.

.

i

BUFFALO

'

'

'

'

,

!

-:.,

:

,

...

;

r.

she literally crawls over partner until

climax results in death of the ser-

well-trained

taking

dogs

and

off

B-d) Enston acts as m.c, doubling
lu fourth spot on bill with Little
Odotle. attractive midget who appeai

Then

the

Wynn gals trot out
and black velvet- coats
for some Scotch swing that
During this number
clicks nicely.
Malerich takes a -whirl at the giant
Wurlitzer and Griffen vocalizes effectivcly.

Hollywood Canine Comics present
Cin'Tcr Rogers, Stepin Fetchil, Snow
Whilj (a coal black French poodle)
and Jo:in Blondell.

tiines.

WAKE UP AND CHEER

-

(

fast-stepping
plaid skirts

pent.

four

Kern

Jerorne

I

'

'

;

'

the Kraft Music Hall, lad's voice being a' natural double for Bing CrosUsing himby's. the program's m.c.
seH as m.c. against his self-cstablished background, he mimics Joe

'

.

.

The two Hollywood Co-Eds are
easy on the optics and their speedy
aero- Brown.
tapping, other lerp eftorU and -

.

,

-

Butterworth

Charles

I

,

(B'WAY, CHARI.OTTE, N.

competent

Bob Hopkin's mimicry goes over
nicely.
He gives a minute edition of

hat,-;

Horace Heidt's years of melody
di.<pensing and a veritable carload
ot talent make this audience a push-

Shaw. Ward aud King,

over.

'Spellbiiider'

Heidt has transplanted his treasure-chest routine from the air to the

and

I

the

slows up
"

with"Easton.

contribute swing. a corking arrange^St. Louis Blues' and
of belter -known radio and
dance, bands.
McKenna. in his own act, cashes in
"=*ds :on a drunk impersonation. He and

Closing act is Fetch and Deauyillo,
acrobatic and U^^

I

I

The Kcene Twins and Vic and ment of
LaMarr round out the show, tapping pressions
'

fs

1

'V i„t k.I,

.

and tumbling themselves inti.
into
a
freir/.y which the customers, unfor
frenzy
unfor'

n"„??.lf 'LJ['°v„?n''.*„i!''"*polish
and haircuts.

•

w

;

,.rii" ,

'

'

lL'1^i'M'^/r*^m^LinP^

I

tVoblem

of routing is constantly
.^sg„t here, with few acts brought
having flash enough to hold tinal

:

'

merriment-provoking patter and more clowning be- ^
Production number by the
fore finishing with a rough and turn- ^^^35 gtandbys, such, as olfercd thiss
!ble adagio burlesque thats one of ^ggi^ would be a better climax iff
his sister also spill

i

|

,

FLATBUSH, B'KLYN

the

bill's

top applause-getters,

N. Y.

,

I

the boisterous youngsters

^^'^l^.Jo^

1'
1

can't resist an. impulse

to

ad

(NEWSREEL^)

_
J,, infu
This theatre is recalling Us 10th
anniveiasary as the hrsi new.-:reel
hou.se with a series ot shots from Its
opening program. It gives patrons
a chance to compare techniques. Unfortunately, the array of presentday clips is about the weakest to
come along in weeks, so the analogy
doesn't get a true test. Even scenes
fi-om the European war zone are

bear repetition, particularly 'Waiting

[

To curb

who

^f^Jj«^\

gnce apparently can't get enough of
lib from out front, the management him.
o( this Brandt house now precedes
The Wynn girls are on for the
the stage.show with a screen an- finale, a takeoff on 'Waiting for
utilized
nouiicement asking
nouncement
askine the auduience to Katie.' with six small gates
jy,..„g j,,^ novelty routine, comprisrefrain from loud Ulking or other dis- ing, for the most part, kicking, panorder. Show caught this week was lomime and rhythm tapping.
""^e lower floor practically filled
the final one of the opening day
it\
'
!_» matinee -E<-:,.i.,,r
Friday (3).
opening
(Thursday), so that was no test of at the

'

I

|

|

I

j

|

1

routine and unexciting.
Britfsh aviators paying tribute to
Nazi bombers killed when shot down
the
glimpses of
Scotland,
over
Royal Air Force back of the French
front, 'Dutch troops girding themselves for defense action, the Ger-

—

Rees.
regulations will keep
the juves in order;
However, the
house was packed and, within reason, orderly and responsive.
Gray Gordon is the visiting band
Indtanapolts, Now. 8.
this week, offering fair enough music
Cab Callouiay Orch (16) Sister
and considerable stage activity for
theatre presentation. Nearly every Thorpe, 4 Cab Jiuers, Tliree Clioconumber has some sort of novelty, the '"'**^". Heleno Smith,' Cotton Club
topper being an intentionally corny ^oi/.s and Girls (6); 'Cot ond Conarrangement of 'Darktown Strutters '^''l' <Por).
;
Ball.' with Carl-Corelli (accordian)
..
^
,,,
^
)ive from start to finish this
as a longhair conductor and Bill
North
(guitar)
offering
bashful ^:e?k at the Circle, with Calloway
vocals,
(ilicks effectively.
Shirley S'ving out the licks in a 58-minute
Lane does two vocals in passably ""^v^e depending almost entirely on
lively fashion. Crew -winds up with the entertainment merits of the orch
gyrations of the leader.
a reasonably warm job on 'Tiger
Rag.'
In addition to Gordon, the
The hepcats. are giving out with
band contains four bra.sses, three plenty appreciation for the hot arreeds, -accordian, guitar, bass, piano ranspments of the band, consisting of

how

the

new

CIRCLE, INDPLS.

man

.

I

l

|

,

I

'

sail

from

over-reach to hook up with
the war.
'There is the clip ^lom
Pathe, for instance, showing sheep
being sheared for wool (for the

'

and

readying to

reels

'

•'

flotilla

German troops in War.saw,
the crisis in Finland after the Russian demands and flrst pictures ot
Nazi batlle.ships in war practice
make up the European war coverage.
Tipoff on the dearth ot -worthy
material, is shown by the way the

Poland,

,

|

British) in Australia.
The Saturday
gridiron
-.- battles and
^
„
the )0-year-old newsrcel program
excerpts hold the remainder of the
bill
together,
particularly
since
Shanghai floods, aviators breaking
flying records in Utah, gowns from
China displayed as plug for 'Bowl
of Rice' benefit ball and dedication
of the last structure in the RockefeiUer, N. Y., group fail to create
u
miich

—

'

,

foup rhythm, five saxes', three trurn
Orch
is the first
P^J^ *"<^ ^l^i"^. trombones.
turn.
He's a so-so ventrilo- ihold.s.down 25 minutes before any of
with just fair skill and ma- ,'*3«.,="=ls appears, ^beating jit out on
tei-ial.
Uses first a femme dummy! Tailor Song and Jumpm Jive,' with
and then a wee sailor, latter being vocals by Calloway; 'Does Your
!^®.'!,^°,"lJ'y P^""y
better of two. Diamond Bro.s. (un^pf'^
Avalon,
Dark Eyes' and
interest,
der New Acts for the records) are P?)nc:
The dominating point in the 1929
the solid clicks of the bill holding Rawmaque, last tune featuring the
newsrecls is that the scenes, conthe house hysterical for m'ore than ''^'""'**atjng of Cozy Cole.
Drums, bass, sax and trumpet then trasted to pre.sent ones, took in all
20 minutes and then having to beg
while the
commentator
off.
They're a vet vaude trio and a.ssemble as Four Cab Jivers to win sounds,
merge a pack of standard comedy the alligators with 'After You've P'^yed a subordinate role. Often,
undiluted sound of a photoand acrobatics into irresistibly funny Gone.; Calloway joins the Cotton
Club Boys and Girls in a dance giaphed crowd nearly blasted the
slapstick.
I'stener's eardrums.
'Outine.
the
mixed
sextet
also
helpHarris Claire and Shannon an
Possibly the most gripping shots
'"S out in 'Ghost of Smokey Joe'
otlieV i^iandard vaude tui^^^^^
are on the att(!mpted as.sa.ssination
numbers p^atv much as laler in bill, in which Calloway sings, .'.n 1929
0 Prince Humbert ot Italy
"''••'^'^d by nicely done opium set
they'v*. beTn doinrfor sevTa^
Smith contributes a vigor- 'n Bru.ssels. The .shot is heard and
sons
Harris is i dark-haUed chat,
officers rushing
dance in front of traveler for the scurrying
...
„ to
.
Ml.,.-,
s Llaire IS
Is a _Diona_
blSnd wealing
wearin^^^^^
a ^-^^^
grab the culprit is vividly
^and.
Heaviest mitt-winiieis
mitt-winnei-s Krab
viv
'Heaviest
shown,
»
hiafir tfnwn whil*' Mi« tjhannnn
^
This- was by Movietone. An inlerb unet tX'ed in wh te
fast
pace with comedy-acro view with Win.slon Churchill (by
.uJ."l^.f^^^^
traps.

"

-

1

Bob King (New Acts)

i

vaude
quist.

!

.

i

.

1

•

i

I

sug-

;

smart

i
'

'

'

'

i

I

Cli

M

cK

:

:

'

I
,

!
:

„L

gand

closes with a repeat of 'Jumpin
j;^^.
3,, members ot the cast
.on stage for vocal and hoofing finale
:

,
'

House has been hoping for a bili
to draw "em in after several weeks of
intermittent stage fare, and has it in
Calloway, with standees present at
third, show Friday (3),
JCtley.

Bill

throughout in use of audience

Shaw

score

which Shaw

unicvcling with

blentis

comedy

to

draw handclaps.
Bill

Harris' gymnastics

neling have

some good

and

clari-

but on

spots,

a whole, nuisico-acrobatic performance moves slowly and lacks show-

manship.

showmanship.

Ward and. King score heavily in
laugh department with gags and
burlesk dahco. Stilly, ot Sully and
m.c.'s the show nicely. Pair
score heavily for laughs, Thomas
playing a dumb straight.
In only relief from comedy routines. Sully and line present impressive patriotic skit favoring American

Carle does 'Sunrise Serenade' neatly
and then goes over big also with
more surefire piano logs.
Henry
Russell socks on the novachard with
couple of numbers and Larry
cotton's tenor is utilized once to
good advantage."' B^^rnie'Matl"inson
delivers effectively at the drums as

Thomas,

^Si^r
Bobby^ Had^eU who Snta neutrality. Using backdrop of Tomb
recently had his own' band' does of Unknown Soldier, act builds
around song. 'Let's Leave It Over
.some nifty virtuoso cornet, work.
Red Ferrington assists the maestro There,' sung by Sully, in which batch
throughout
with
some effective of patriotic hoke is included. Act
clpwning.
Art Carney's vocal im- received warmly.
Ten-girl chorus performs pa.ssably
personations of Al Smith and FDR,
topped by a serious semi-patriotic in three rouline.s, but dancing in
touch at the end. are highlights and show is generally relegated to give
Seven-piece
keen enough to avoke sharp crackles comics right-of-way.
band
plays, from the pit.
of applause.
House did good biz Wednesday (1).
The presence on the stage throughJust.
out of the LeAhn (four billed; three
appearing at the opening) and Dr'ane
Siters (3), at the violin.s. together
with the onstage presence of the
treasure-chest candidates, detracts
(VARSITY, MNCOI.N, NEB.)
somewhat from the usual stream-

...

-

-

KUKLIN'S KAPERERS

decor sought by- most band
acts but contributes an informal atr
mosphere into which the proceedings
fit well.
In tolo, the band predomilined

nates
in
specially
entertainment
rather than inslrumcntally, and gets
^y on superior talent and showman
ship
Plenty ot standees, with the ropes
up early al the supper show opening day.
Burton.

COLONIAL, DAYTON

Liiiroln. N01.'. 1.

iVfrWccn. Mary Ellen ComerIrvinp KuUlin. Pat Pallerson,

Jiiiir

ford.

Ann MacDonald.

Art

Kllio/t. Morloiit,

Helen Crcnsel, Rolling Rockets, Pat
Hemiingliaus.
Solely for podiink midnighlcrs,
'Kapercrs' is prolty juve. poorly
generally
backed
musically
and.
amateur with one or two exceptions.
It's produced by Irving Kukliii, who
once danced as a slandard vaude
fla.sh
act.
Predominantly danccy.unit offers terps from June McMeen.
fair tap; Mary Ellen Comcrford, very
nice strut toe; Kuklin and Pat P;ittcrson, duo: Ann MacDonald and

Dayton, Won. 4.
Rn/e Doi.'is, Marie Wilsmt, GaudBros.. The Gretanos, Busch
and Leroy, Jack Lenny and Slatlei Pal Herininghaus. a light Mex nurriSisters; 'Pack Up Your Troubles' ber. and Helen GreuscI, aero.
Other entertainment brackets are
(20tli).
.

smilli

Rufe Davis wallops 'em with his
rube characterizations, but fllm-stav
Marie Wilson brodies with her weak
contribution.
Davis gives them a

represented, by
Art Elliott, fair
harmonica; Moi'toni. a capable young
ihagico, and the Rollin.g Rockets, u
skating
threesome with .average

spin routines.
Slated for midnight shows. Kuklin,
line ot imitations, including a it's producer, allows blue lines only
He spills a few gags,
steamboat, crying baby, sax, airplane for himself.
and eyen 'the saw that cuts a woman tilling curtain waiLs, that could stand
laundering.
Gal section stays modin .two."
Then ,sings 'Mama Don't
'Low No Music Played- in Here.' He est and without a hint of ovcrboarding.
Bfirn.
earned three recalls at- the opening
full

'

show.
Miss Wilson, with m.c. Bob Oakley,
Mctrotone News, now News goes in "for some wacky
patter conDay) is not unlilte present-day cerning supposedly screwy
relatives
ewsrcel work in formula excepting and then a .so-.so
tune.
the cameraman eliminated the
The Gaudsmiths and their three
upper part of Churchill's head and French poodles earn a big
hand. The
look in only his hands and knees, Gretanos furnish considerable
enobviously poor focusing.
tertainment with their high-wire act,
Charles M. Schwab and B. C. a real thriller.
Forbes give their .slants on Ihe_ Wall
Busch and Leroy are clever mastreet cra.sh, the former by Metro
nipulators ot puppets, and Jack
tone, after meaningless street scenes Lenny, with the Stallcr
Sisters, open
(taken outside the N. Y, stock ex- the bill with routine laps,
Kany.
....
.
I'll
-

caught they did a tango, bolero and
Mexiconga. Latter offers an opporunity for a change to nifty costumiiig. but they .don^ utilize it.
Benay Venuta has the mop-up
spot ahd fills the bill.
Wearing a
black gown that sets off her blond
bair and minimizes' her heft, the

felt

Idyll ahd Billy
nicely in opening act in

|

:

1.

Harris,

Up' and

'Wake

Scibilia's

plants.

for his share.
Heidt's
contract' curtain speech for
is

Bill

(RKO):

Cheer.' on the style ot 'Hellzapoppin.' scores heavily as a laugh revue.
Entire
troupe,
including
band,
makes stage entrance from back of
theatre and 'Hcllzapoppin' influence
is

strongly

Lowery

i

EMBASSY,

It

but aside from its radio identi
'I has
little value except
for horseplay
seplay
Each specialist with Heidt" stands
out sharply. Frankie Carle at the
piano leads in audience returns, with
P'=''*'»Ps

in

'

I

act.

d'ct-"..

'life

Quilt.

used as the finale here.

Boles is singing the same songs—
„ J ~Z~T
Gordon
OtcH (131. Diamond outstanding selections from his
Bras'
(3). Bob King Harris, Claire screen hits— that he offered on his
and Shannon, Benay Venula; 'Inside last visit to this theatre several years
Inlormation' (U).
ago, but they.'re still surefire and

_

smooth

Fred Lowery. blind whistler, coming

;

Gi-aj/

'ne oinerwise

niid Tlioiiins, Idj/II niid

Anton

•

son

C.)

C/inTto((c Nov.
£itl(i/

!

•

'

•

,

.

I

MINSTRELSY TO SELL DRYS
The

Ohio

Columbus. Nov. 7.
League,

Anti-Saloon

after a dormant period ot several
years, has decided to. resurrect itself via theatrical ladies.
Under the direction ot siipci intendcnt S. P. McNaught the lca:;in*
will inaugurate a conibinalion lecture-minstrel show in every villafii'

and town throughout Ohio.

,

Wednesday, November

8,

LEGITIMATE
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Byron Back

Mgrs. Mulling Equity's Drastic

VARIETY

to N. Y.

4A s Money Troubles Traceable

.Arthur Byron, president of Equity,
due back from the Coast this
Is
He has been under treatwe:ek.
ment out there for a cardiac ailment
foe the past six months. Feeling

Ticket Code Plroposals, Including

41

To AFAJATSE Probe and Battle;

th^t no real Improvement was being

Suspensions, IG Fmes, Expulsions
Equity's
called
ot the

Friday
the

ticket

code

(3) and,, in effect, said that if

showmen

are sincere in attempt-

ing to ctirb high prices they should
provide the stiffest kind of penalties
They
for violations of the rules.
particularly want the maximum of
75c premium enforced to the letter
and 25% of all tickets kept on sale
at the boxoffices.
Responding to the managers' ideas
of stiffening the code, the actors side
suggested the most drastic provisions, such as suspension for six
months and a fine of $1,000 or nM>e
lor the first violation, and expulsion
Equilyites figured
for the second.
that the League would never assent
to such regulations and- were sometheir proposals
that
surprised
what
were accepted for consideration.

Whether

suspension

from

good

standing would call for a manager
to close a show, hit or not, is to be

determined. There is no doubt that
In the case of the brokers they would
not be allotted tickets during the
suspension period and for the second
offenses forced out of the ticket business. Some managers, in discussing
the stringent proposals, said that the
penalties seemed entirely too stiff
and that while an agency might be
ruled out. It would not be equitable
for showmen to be forced to suspend
business since tiieir money is invested in productions and theatres.
In Accord an Ticket Control

Gag

Natural

delegation

on the managers in the offices
League of New York Theatres

'No Code to Guide Her'

a
new comedy listed to open at
the Playhouse, N. Y., Nov. 15,
the date on which the ticket code
is

due

expire.

to

is

m^de, veteran

was

v.p>.,

named

acting

head

of

tk^uity.

With some

question whether the ticket control system is to be changed or
extended, the coincidence of the
dates and the play's title is the
subject of some bantering in

Edna Wallace Hopper
Wants

Just

the

World

To Know Wbat's What

managerial circles.
Understood that 10 small agencies, supposedly of the gyp type,
have sprung up along Broadway
during the last month, and are

:Xdna Wallace Hopper, who follow-

ed

long legit career with a 12-year
a. tour exhibiting herself as the
p.
perennialist perennial, may take to

exacting excess prices for theatre and football tickets. Stated
that not all are newcomers, some
having been dormant.

Only Equity Favors Added Levy

player decided to retuirn to the metropolis and further
medical treatment.
Kt is doubtful if Byron will be able
participate in Equity affairs this
to
sc3Son. Early in the fall, when it
w»s apparent that he would not be
able to be on. hand, Bert Lytell, first

a.

th.e boards

Specimen

again in the spring as
in the cau.se of re-

A

Ribber Ribbed
Katharine Hepburn,

who was

recently ribbed by other members of the 'Philadelphia Story'
east, at the Shubert, N. Y., when
they took turns wearing a red
tie
to break her up onstage,
evened the score last week.
She secretly substituted real
brandy for the pseudo-cognac
which Van Heflin tosses off in
the third act. After unsuspectingly gulping down the halftymblerful of
McCoy liquor,
Hefiin virtually strangled. It was
several minutes before he could
speak naturally and he was
scarlet-faced the rest of the per-

formance.

Now

he always

sniffs the glass

she hands him.

ju.venaUon.
Despite science
and
endless hours of toilette and cos-

Wins

m<etics, at least partially responsible

Inj. vs.

fox pushing Miss Hopper

Mayor

Philly

On

'Mulatto'

Philadelphia, Nov. 7.
Judge Curtis Bok, of the Common

Pleas Court, Saturday (4) granted
the Walnut Street theatre a preliminary injunction restraining Mayor
George Connell from prohibiting the
The session seemed to be in ac- production of the play, 'Mulatto,' at
cord that ticket control must be contheatre.
tinued.
As far as Equity is con- the
Mayor. Connell banned the play in
cerned it will not subscribe to the
code as now constituted. The man- line with action taken against the
agers are still keen to have the ac- production in fall of 1937 by the late
Wilson when it was
tors association in back of the code, Mayor S. Davis
Street
since that is accompanied with a skedded to open at the Locust
hearing on the inbasic pact whereby Equity will not theatre. A final
change its rules and make producing junction proceedings will be held
more difficult Managers are due to before Judge "Bok on Thursday (9).
Joseph E. Becker, operator of the
huddle today (Wed.) and further go
over the Equity plans. The code as theatre, told the court there is nothing immoral or otherwise objectionIs was continued until Nov. 15, which
made a deadline. Accredited able in the play, but it only presents
is
infrequent
brokers say they agreed to abide by situations which are not
and the play is educational, moral
th*; code up to Nov. 1 only.
and true to life.'
The conferees were also in agreeBecker said the play contains
ment that there has been less gyp- nothing more objectionable than the
ping under the code and fewer comfilm, 'Imitation of Life' which was
plaints from patrons within the past
shown here without objection by the
year. Recently, however there has
been plenty of tickets for the new
League
hits sold at high prices.
questioned a number of brokers last
week over alleged violations. Some
of the explanations were acceptable,
but where agency people were deRICE
tected breaching the rules no penalties were decided on.
Minor infracRobert E. Sherwood and Elmer
tions were noticed at almost all
agencies and there were cases where Rice go to Buffalo tomorrow (Thurs(.Continued on page 46)
day) to see 'Key Largo,' the new
.

off

the

stage in 1931 were wrinkles. So she's
preparing to undergo a new type of
operation in about two weeks to
resmove them.
"When the prune-like appurtenances are gone from her approxinnately 70-year-old face and neck,
ItSiss Hopper hopes producers and

Legit Strong

InMpkBut
Fiims N.S.G.

vaude bookers
to her door.

will again beat a path
If not, she'll go on a
lecture tour, probably to South
.America, and talk about her operatiion.

The operation itself will be sometiling in the nature of an initial
comeback performance for the vet
tKiesp. She has invited medicos from
'Yokohama to Rochester, Minn., to
view the goings on under the scalpel
<yl Dt. I. Daniel Shorell, plastic sur-

Many

geon.

have promised

to

be

In

week

back of Equity's assent

last
to the extension of a per capita

tax to be paid the Associated Actors
and Artistes of America for another
six months, is the fact that the parent actor-artist union has been operating considerably in the red. In an
effort to reduce the deficit of the
Four A's, a ball of unusual proportions will be staged at the WaldorfAstoria in February. It will take the
place of Equity's annual event, which
was dropped several seasons ago.

Present financial status of the Four
A's is traceable principally to the
long investigation of the now defunct American Federation of Actors
iand the preparations for a strike
when the impas.se with the stagehands was on. Most of the Four A's
affiliates were' asked to contributefour cents per month per member,
but Equity is the only one known to
have favored the grant.
The American Federation of Radio
Artists refused point blank to pay
the levy, saying it owed too much to
other affiliates to assume further
'

obligations at this time. Other afwere not so direct in responding to the call for aid, replies
mostly being that they would pay
the assessment if and when they are
filiates

able to raise the coin.

Under its constitution, the Four
is paid $1 annually for each
in the affiliates, the additional per capita levy being necessary for commitments made during

A's

member
Minneapolis, Nov. 7.
Strange theatrical thing here is
that the two legit roadshows to play
the town thus far this season have
pulled capacity houses at all performances, while film houses are crying their heads off because of poor
biz.

Of

course, the attractions' exceptional boxoffice strength may mean
there is no. significance to this de-

the summer.

parent
salary,

per

Major expense of the
union is Frank Gillmore's
which approximates $13,000
Office rent is around

year.

$2,000,

but $900 of that item

is

as-

sumed by Paul Turner, counsel for
Four A's, whose activities in behalf
of the organization are paid for on a

a.t the ringside for the gala shindig,
cohtihgent basis.
said to be the next step after monkey
When the strike loomed it was
glands, by which Miss Hopper's skin velopment. Lunt and Fontanne and freely conceded that if the battle
will be slit back to the hairline, 'Tobacco Road' are the offerings in with the stagehands eventuated, it
pulled as tight as the head on Gene question.
would probably 'break' Equity, along
Krupa's snare, and embroidered
The fact remains, however, that with the other affiliates. The legit
t>ack in place.
Lunt and Fontanne, here last season association has lent money to the
Miss Hopper called a press con- in 'Amphytrion' and "The Sea Gull,' newer unions In the actor-artist
.f.«rence on Saturday at which the instead of 'Taming of the Shrew,' did group and such advances arc on the
press showed a studied lack of in- poorly, while the last 'Tobacco Road' books as accounts receivable, but
terest to warn the public about her visit five years ago pulled far short Equity is still in the best flnarfcial
operation. She wanted to avoid, she
of capacity. Yet, last year and five position among the affiliates. When
said, any false impression getting
years ago the film houses were pros- the coin will be repaid is not defiabout that she is sick when her pub- pering in comparison to the present nite, for it is known that some of the
lic hears she is in the hospital.
other unions have an uphill fight to
season.
She also revealed that she has
One explanation in local show cir- become thoroughly organized. That
spent the years since 1933, when her
clientele at- especially goes for the hew vaude
last radio program was heard, in cles is that the class of
union, American Guild of Variety
studying the 'Dow theory of market tracted by legit attractions isn't so Artists, which replaced AFA.
economics' and now knows 'what hard hit by the current depression
'One Big Union' Cold
makes the stock market go up and here and is not weaned away from
When reports emanating from the
caown'. 'It's just something to take these infrequent theatre visits by
mind off myself. Miss Hopper, conflicting radio and sporting oppo- Coast recently indicated that Gilluvho spends 90 minutes each morning sition. A more plausible low-down, more might retire on a pension in
however, may be the more reason- favor of Kenneth Thomson, those in
making up, explained.
able scales for the shows, it's pointed the know explained that the Four
Whereas Lunt and Fontanne A's was not in financial condition to
out.
usually are scaled at $3.30 top here, pay both. That idea was in furtherthey had a $2.75 top this time, while ance of the 'one big union' plan, but
'Tobacco Road' was priced at $1.65 the latter movement has since been
instead of $2.75. The public here is set back indefinitely and may never
becoming more price-minded all the be attempted.
•
Stated that the confusion over Intime, the trade asserts.
'Hot Mikado' opened on tour Friterchangeability
of
cards
among
management
be(3)
without
the
<lay
members of the Four A's affiliates is
ing required to file a bond guaranclearing up. The memberships are
Michael
Todd,
howsalaries.
teeing
'Nice Goin' '
now aware of the process of half
ever, deposited .somewhat more than
dues and initiation when changing
$1,700 with Equity to ensure return
from one jurisdiction to another.
Back for Retakes;
transportation in the event that the
When that Is done, the performer semanagement docs not provide rail
Haley Vice Wheeler cures a withdrawal card from the
fares when the road dates terminate.
original union to which he or she
As previously indicated, Equity debelonged and Is not liable for dues
cided that a letter signatured by
'Nice Goin', which wa.s brought until returning to the jurisdiction
Todd, Bill Robinson and Marty
back from Boston to New York Sun- covered by that union.
Forkins guaranteeing salaries was
day (5) for revision, is expected to
deemed to be sufficient protection relight In four weeks. The new
for the colored cast complement. All
Laurence Schwab musical, with the
PHIL
three are interested in the show.
book based on 'Sailor Beware', is
First date out for 'Mikado' was at
penciled in at the Bclasco, N. Y., the
the Bushnell Auditorium, Hartford,
previously skedded berth at the 46th
Conn., where business was excellent
Street going to 'Dubarry was a
and Robinson stopped the show. He Lady', due in early next month.
Phil Baker, who recently conwas repeatedly called back and had
Although having a run of the play cluded a radio series for Dole pinetell
to
a number of interpolated
Bert Wlieeler has agreed apple, is mulling a Broadway prostories before being permitted to go contract,
Show is current at the to withdraw from the cast, with ducion of an unrevealed comedy,
off stage.
Jack Haley mentioned to replace with Nancy Carroll mentioned for
Boston Opera House.
him. Latter was not under contract the femme lead. He left ye.sterday
for the show early this week, how- (Tuesday) for several weeks' vacain Winter
Under Equity rules, players tion at Miami and will decide on
ever.
with run of the play contracts must doing the show when he return.s.
Baltimore. Nov. 7.
Comedian wanted to appear on
local
pioneer receive compensation if the show
theatre,
Hilltop
strawhat aggregation, will essay a reopens in less than eight weeks. Broadway in 'Idiot's Delight,' which
mid-winter season at the Auditorium Equity is expected to make a con- he' did on the road last season, but
with a production of 'Three Live cession for a le.sser period of dark- Robert E. Sherwood, the author, reness, while Wheeler is said to have fused on the ground that the play
Ghosts' Nov. 25.
Under direction of Don Swann, arranged for a settlement of any ,is now outdated. Alfred Lunt and
claims against the manager under Lynn Fontanne did it for the TheJr., and W. Ramonl Hamel, cast will
atre Guild in 1936 and Metro did a
include Mary Jane Stockham, Jean his contract.
When the show reopens, several film version last spring.
Price, Helen Mason, Clara Cedrone,
Baker has turned down several
Alan Dale, Jr., Thad Sharetts, new numbers will have been insertvaude offers.
ed in the score.
i George Herrick and Homer Todd.

—

—

PLAYWRIGHTS READYING
my
PLAY
NEW ELMER

Maxwell

FEMME LEAD HOLDS
UP 'WOMAN BROWN'

Anderson

given a tryout tour.

Baltimore

to

lead

to
is

cast a satisfactory
holding up production

backing Ihe play, is understood to
want a picture name in the part.
Bctte Davis is to handle it in the
screen production.
Remainder of the cast is set, including Frederic Worlock in the top
male role, Cecil Humphries, Harold
De Becker, Dickie Van Patten, Daisy
Belmore, Edward Stevens, John

Clarke and Ralph Sumpter.

Ray-

mond Sovey is to do the sets.
Dickie Van Patten s the eightyear-old who played the same part
at the 'Brown' tryout in Provincetown during the past summer and
was in 'Borrowed Time' on Broad-

being

opening of the other new Playwrights' Co. production, late Sidney
Howard s 'Madame, Will You Walk?'
Rice has

Inability

femme

of 'The Woman Brown,' which Margaret Hewes is staging in collaboration with Bernard Klawans, of Warner Bros. Film company, which is

next

drama

They'll, both go
week for the

titled

new

about finished his unplay with a

New York

locale and Jo Mielzincr has already
It will
started readying the sets.
The
follow 'Largo' and 'Madame.'
organization also has the Maxwell
Anderson-Kurt Weill musical for
Bill Robinson on the slate, as well as

Sidney Howard's uncompleted 'Ben
dramatization,

Franklin'

Sherwood
S.

N.

which

will finish.

Behrman is understood to be
a new play, but Sher-

working on

wood

still

hasn't gotten,

around

to

writing his projected drawing room
comedy with a Democratic theme.
Sherwood likewise denies persistent
reports that he has written a play
for the Lunt;:, or has even outlined
one, although he says he has had
one in mind for a couple of years.
It's never gotten beyond the discussion stage,

he explains.

way.

Player Switches
Berlin Bids

Mary Healy

For 'Louisiana Purchase'
Irving Berlin registered a bid at
20th-Fox for Mary Healy as femme
lead in his forthcoming stage musi'Louisiana Purchase,' slated for
Broadway production early in 1940.
Currently she is working in the
picture, 'He Married His Wife.'
cal,

Robert Robsom

out of 'Pastoral,'
at the Henry Miller, N. Y. His part
was written out of the show.

Donald Brian

is

is

withdrawing after

this week from 'Very Warm for
May," which is currently trying o*
The Jerome Kern-Oscar
in Boston.
Hammerstein 2d musical is getting
a drastically revised book before its

Broadway preem next week.

MIKADO' TOURING

SANS SALARY BONDING

Comes

BAKER MULLS

NEW B'WAY COMEDY

Hay

—
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Turns Actor, Actor

Critic

Toms

(Week

and Tobacco' B.O. Perks

Minneapolis, Nov. 7.
publicity slunt

Prize

theatrical

was conceived by George
Adams, Times - Tribune mannging
here

editor.'
A one-time theatre press
agent himself, Adams still takes
a keen interest in the show biz, does
everything passible to boost it and
occasionally enjoys dipping his hand
Into his bag of publicity tricks and

showing the moderns how the old-

made

timers

Stunt,
of

local

the grade.

which resulted in a
newspaper stories
.

flock

and

lengthy wire yarns for 'Tobacco
Road,' had John Barton, the Jceter
Lester of the company at the Lyceum here last week, wri'.e a
scorching letter to Merle Potter,
Times-Tribune critic, angrily calling
the latter to account for his adverse
performance,
Barton's
notice
of
which, it was pointed out, has beenlulsomcly praised elsowhcie.
In conclusion. Barton challenged
Potter to play the role himself for.
at least three minutes, demonstrating how it should be depicted, and
offered to exchange 'jobs' and wrile
a review of the critic's work. Of
course, as had been pre-arranged,
The
accepted
defi.
Potter
the
Times-Tribune carried a story on
announcing that
its
front
p?.3e.
Potter would play the Jeeter role,
and inside another long yarn, containing the Barton letter and critic's
reply.

lIHnols* (RayMassey)— Forrest, Philadel-

got the idea for the stunt
reading Potter's unfavorable

after
criticism

and hearing some squawks.
broached it to Frank Mayer,
press agent, after cooking up

Lyceum

the- details.
At first, Irving
Becker, company manager, was loath
to play ball, tearing Potter -would
ruin the performance and disliking
-the idea of a 'red-hot' letter from the
actor to the critic.
However, he
finally saw the light and the stage

all

was

Blind Perfontiers Deliver
l-Acter, Musicale in St. L.

set.

Barton

Mayer wrote

—the

the letter for

one wasn't

first

suffi-

Adams.
Kirklaod's Meat
James Kirkland,- author and halfowner of "Tobacco Road,* flew in
from New York to 'catch' Potter and
he made a curtain speech before the
tart of the performance Thursday
ciently abusive

to.

suit

In

Doctrine of Inteflectual Freedom

phia.

'Blossom Time'- Playhouse, Hollywood.
Colbourne- Jon es (repertory)—
Royal Alexandra, Toronto,
'Desert Sonc* Biltmore, Los An-

Louis, Nov.

Plea for authors to spread the doc-

—

geles.

7.

(Ethel

—

;

—

'SUMMER

THE RED

;

;

MEN

—

ON WAGE

—

—

—

—

Wassau,

Grand,

Janesville,

Wis.

Aurora,

(8);

111.

Wis. (6); Myers,
Paramount,
(7);
Kenosha, Kenosha,

and

Brown

'uninterestas a yawn.'

it

empty

(Post) said

'its

AGMA

—Cox, Cincinnati.

'Very

Warm

for

May'—Colonial,

Discussing Contract

Boston.

'What a

(Jackie Coogan)—
Strand, Oshkosh, Wis. (7); Orpheum,
St. Paul (8-9); Alvin, Minneapolis
Life'

(10-11).

at the meeting In regard to the matter of experimental theatres, cooperative productions, concessions
for beginners' groups and' possible
ways of aiding and encouraging, unThat porestablished playwrights.
tion of the meeting was carried on
mostly by the associate members
present, although Elmer Rice, newlyand Sherwood
president,
elected
also participated, usually by answering questions.- No deflnite action was taken.

However, in response to one
that
revealed
query,
Sherwood
plans are under way for establishing a bureau or committee at the
Guild to read and olTcr criticism
and suggestions as to scripts. The
retiring president explained that it
had been the original plan of the
Playwrights' Co., of which he is a
member, to read scripts by outside
authors, but the group's activities
Russe, booked by NBC, and the had been so strenuous that this had
Balinese Ballet, which came to this not been carried out. Ho also said
country two weeks ago and is booked that the Guild is continuing to get
by CBS, are the only important tickets to Broadway shows for asgroups not operating un'der an piring playwrights and to have them
agreement Terms to be de- admitted, to plays in rehearsal, but
manded of the Russe execs today, he added that the latter Is fresimilar to those accepted by- other quently difficult to arrange.
terp outfits, are for a $45 a week
minimum or $172 a month (approximately $40 a week) ii a guarantee
('Ladder') Davis*
of nine consecutive months of work
is
given.
'Persecution' Suit in Tex.
Rehearsal pay is $20 a

Threat by the American Guild of
Musical Artists to picket the Metropolitan Opera House, New York,
(6) night unless the Ballet
Russe de Monte Carlo, performing
there, inked a union pact resulted
in calling a confab for today (Wednesday) at which the Ballet Is expected to begin negotiations leading
to an AGMA termer.
.

While Steed'—Erlanger, Chicago. Monday

.

Special

silliness

dullness.*
in this is-

terton)

$19 for dues.

the

following day ran a lengthy review,
with a two-column head, by its
critic.
Earl N. Pomeroy, kidding
Potter, along with plenty of art The
evening Times-Tribune also had lots
of' art, a story by one of Its feature
writers, the John Barton review
(written by press agent Mayer) and
a recital almost a column long by
Potter describing his experience and

(Journal) thought
ing

members, which permits Wis. (9); Parkway, Madison, Wis.
is outdistanced by Its
them to hold company manager (10-11).
VARiFfrir (Ibee) review
Tobacco Road' (Slim Timblin)—
jobs, but dues to both unions are
sue.
required. Starting with Nov. 1, the Criterion, Bridgeton, N. J. (6-7);
initation fee to TMAT was raised Orpheum, Reading, Pa. (8-9); Garfrom $300 to $500. Anyone joining rick, Norristown, Pa. (10-11).
'Tonight Wo Dance* (Ruth Chat- Ballet Russe,
at this time must pay that sum, plus

Janet Marshall, Golden fellowship
After the three minutes,
Potter exited and Barton resumed winner, has returned from Mexico
with a new comedy, 'Found in a
the role.
Lengthy stories went out over the Crowd.' Leah Salisbury is handling
AP, UP, and INS wires. All three it and John Golden has first laok
services also had carried advance at it

The Morning Tribune on

—

"TMAT

fairly well.

stories.

—

—

A

Barton made an exit into his shack
not called for in the script and a
moment later Jeeter reappeared in
the person of Potter in full make-up.
For three- minutes the critic carried
on without blowing a single line.
Moreover, his voice carried into the
far recesses of the theatre and he
imitated the Barton' southern drawl

Armenian Legit Co. Makes
Amuial U. S. Tour at $liO Top

AGMA

An Armenian language legit theaThere are 25,000-odd Armenians in
Jeeter Lester 'Actor-Proof
New York and another
tre exists in the United States and Greater
Potter said he believes he proved
in New Jersey.
In all there
regularly presents stage perform- 7,000
conclusively the contention that the
are some 150,000
America. ComJeeter role is actor-proof.
Among ances In a dozen cities. Perform- pany presents translations of standother things he wrote:
ances are confined to Sunday nights, ard non-royalty playwrights. Occa"Now that it is all over, we've got as the majority of Armenians arc sionally a musical comedy is preto get together and see if we can working people who get up early and sented, in which case the chorus
find
a moral in this thing— and go to bed early.
Admission scale girls are recruited from the choirs week.
maybe I have It: That an actor's an never exceeds $1.50, and in some of of Armenian churches;
Picketing of the Met would have
actor and a critic's a critic so we're the smaller communities, there are
When going west the Sourabian been serious for the Russe, as it is
right back where we started. As a. 50c seats.
company will spend six months al- expected that neither musicians nor
matter of fact, playing Jeeter is a
Leading man, producer and di- ternating between Los Angeles and stagehands, both highly
organized,
If. you can't remember your rector of the plays is Setrak Souracinch.
Fresno. Other towns on the regular would have crossed the line.
lines, just run in a few extra cuss bian, who on Sunday (5) was tended annual itinerary are Detroit ChiTed Carr,
ballet organizer,
words and ho audience will know a jubilee celebration commemorating cago, Philadelphia, Boston, Worces- has turned the steam on
the Monte
the difference or, if it does, it won't his 25th anniversary at the Heck- ter, Providence and New Britain, Carlo troupe recently
as result of
scher theatre. New York. A com- Conn.
care.'
squawks by American ballet mahThe Mayer-Barton letter Invited mittee headed by the Armenian
Sourabain, who was born in Tiflis, agers.
Latter claimed they were
Potter to 'come over Into Wisconsin bishop of the United States organ- Caucasia, has been In the U. S. for penalized bccau.se
they were natives
next week, where we do a week of ized the event Sourabian and his 16 years.
He has made tours of and 'little fellows.' while the big,
one-nlghters, and spell me again.' group of actors, five men and three Armenian settlements in western foreign
grbups, booked by the major
It said Potter 'has the makings of a- women, presented excerpts from his Europe and eventually will go to broadcasting
companies, were getting
repertory.
competent actor,'
South America.
off without contracts.
sensations.

m

•

—
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Team

Levitan-Lundy

trine of intellectual freedom to peoFor Legit Production ple who are hungry for it and who
Herb Levitan, once with Para- may be stimulated to a 'new faith in
'DnBarry Was a I.a*y'
the brotherhood of life' wias made
and
Ben
mount,
Lundy,
who
spent
Shubert,
A musical program by The Blind Merman,
Lahr)
Bert
some time as a Coast film agent, have by Robert E. Sherwood in his report
TiUcnt Parade of 1939,' plus a one- New Haven (9-11).
formed a legit management and pro- as retiring president at the Dramaact play, 'Ethics or Love,' with all
Eva Le Calllenne (repertory)
participants being blind, last week Academy of Music, Roanoke, Va. duction partnership in New York, tists Guild annual meeting Monday
(6) at the Lincoln hotel, N. Y.
attracted an audience of inore than (6) Reynolds Auditorium, Winston- They expect to produce at least one
'We must seriously :onfront the
700. many of whom also were blind, Salem
Auditorium, play on Broadway this season.
College
(7);
Levitan is. the son, by a prior mar- fact that if freedom of thought and
to the opera house in the Municipal Greensboro,
N. C. (8); Winthrop
Auditorium. The oustanding artist College. Rock Hill, S. C. (9); Duke riage, of Mme. Francis, the modiste, speech is to die out in the rest of
was Velrner Sucher, pianist. Other University, Durham, S. C. (Iff); now the wife of Nate Spingold, v.p. the world,' he said, 'it /ill become
sick and timorous and querulous
soloists were Eugenie Guiber, flute Highschool
Ashvillc, of Columbia Pictures.
Auditorium,
and will die here, too. However,' he
player; Sol Morris, violinist and gui- N. C. (11).
declared, 'there is a new and decitnr player in the seven-piece orch,
'Farm of Three Echoes' (Ethel
sive force in the human race, more,
and Alfred Cochran, trumpeter.
Barrymore)— Cass, Detroit
NIGHT' ENDS
powerful than all the tyrants. It is
Entrances and exits were easily
'Golden Boy' (Eric Linden) Civic
the force of massed thought— thought
(C);
Okla.
made, the players following the Center,
Bartlcsville,
which has been provoked by words,
$60,000 IN
edges of canvas coverings on the Shrine Auditorium, Olclahoma City
strongly spoken.'
apron that led directly to doors^ (7)
Auditorium, Amarillo, Texas
Sherwood, whose Pulitzer PrizeBart Slattery, announcer at radio (8)
Highschool Auditorium, LubPresentation of 'Summer Night' by
winner, 'At>e Lincoln in Illinois,' is
station WIL, was m.c.
bock, Texas (9); Liberty Hall, El Vicki
Baum and Benjamin Glazer regarded as a potent appeal for the
Pa-so (10); Temple of Music, Tucson at the
St James, N. Y., last Thurs- Democratic ideal,
consented 1o the
(11).
day (2) proved a fast and costly
early release of the film version of
'Hamlet' (Maurice Evans)— Grand
flop.
Comedy drama Avhich drew a the play so its
PROTEST lA
B.O.
message could have
Opera House, Chicago.
weak press, was yanked Saturday
the wider coverage possible via the
and Run* Monmarte, Los (4) and it is reported that
'Hit
the venTILT Angeles (7-11).
screen during the present world
RULE
ture was $60,000 in the red. Louis
Hot Mikado' (Bill Robinson)— E. Gensler, back on Broadway after crisis. He was particularly persuaded toward that view during his
Boston Opera House. Boston.
a term in Hollywood, produced the
Married an Anecl' (Dennis comedy-drani.i.
Pah-American trip l.nst winter. He
Bargaining committee of Broad'I
Understood
that
way treasurers and ticket sellers King) Davidson, Milwaukee (6-8); some of his own coin went into the added:
Paul
St.
Auditorium,
Municipal
'In the first two months of the
show, but he stated that his legit
union which is affiliated with the
<10-U).
second
World War the great bulk of
activities
had backing from the
stagehands, again conferred with the
'Key Largo* (Paul Muni) Hanna,. Coast though not picture
the fighting has been with words. We
money.
managers at the League of New Cleveland (6-8); Erlanger, Buffalo
confront
the unprecedented situation
Rumor that Paramount was in on
Box- (9-11).
York Theatres last week.
of
wholesale
war with a minimum
the financial end of 'Night', had no
'Kiss the Boys Goodbye* Locust,
of warfare.
How can anyone estiIt appears that Glazcr rebasis.
office men were there to protest
Philadelphia.
mate
the
inftuence exerted on this
cently sold an original story to Par
against being included in an InterLeave
It io Me' (Victor Moore,
and checks in payment to the author situation by two books written by
national Alliance of Theatrical Stage
William Gaxton, Sc^hie Tucker)— were supposed to have been used two obscure German soldiers? One
Employees regulation that bars deby Gensler to pay off on production, book, 'Mein Kampf,' has put countmands for a pay increase during Nixon, Pittsburgh.
DauRhters' (Ethel Wat- which accounted
Mamba's
for the Par report. less millions of men under arms.
the first year of the charter.
ers) American, St. Louis.
A well known cartoonist is one of The other book, 'All Quiet on the
Committee stated that thf y had
'Mornings at Seven* Plymouth, the possible backers. Most of the Western Front' has done much to
been informed orally by the lA Boston.
went
settings
outlay
for
designed by restrain them from using those arms,
official that while that rule applies
'My Dea.r Children* (John Barry- Robert Edmond Jones.
by showing them war's destructive
to stagehands and motion picture more)—Selwyn, Chicago.
There were attempts to raise coin insanity.
projectionists, it did not extend to
'No Time for Comedy' (Katharine the day prior to premiere from lead'Every soldier now knows the
the treasurers who recently walked Cornell)— Harris, Chicago.
ing
film
concerns,
who
were
asked
question that no general can answer
out of the Theatrical Managers,
'Of Mice and Men' (Guy Robert- for an advance on possible picture
—'What Price Glory?' Every civilian,
Agents and Treasurers Union and son)— Erlanger, Philadelphia.
rights, but none are known to have
far from the front
While it
obtained an lA charter.
'On Borrowed Time'— English, In- okayed the idea. Had the money no matter how
lines, now knows that his home Is
was indicated that the managers dianapolis (6-7); Music Hall, Kansas
been raised, 'Night' would have been 'Heartbreak House.' There Is a new
would not now object to a boost in City, Mo. (9-11).
producer
wanting to
postponed,
human race,
salary, they said they would check
'Outward Bound* (Laurette Tay- make cast changes, while further and decisive force In the
with lA on the claim that the b. o. lor,- Florence
more powerful than all the tyrants.
Reed) National, direction was deemed necessary.
people are not included in the one- Washington.
It is the force of massed thought'Night' had a number of former
year rule.
San Carlo Opera— Wilson, Detroit HoUywoodians connected with it, thought which has been provoked by
words, strongly spoken.'
Boxoffice people are seeking a (5-12).
authors, manager and several leadHe urged members to contribute
boost from $73 to $90 for treasurers
'Springtime for Henry' (Edward ing people being the repatriates.
'when and if they can* to help meet
and a similar $15 increase for as- Everett Horton) Hartman, Columthe Guild's 'acute' financial problem
Indianapolis
sistants, who are now getting $50. bus
English,
(6-8);
SUMMER NIGHTand reported that the council had
When the one-year union rule was (9-11).
recommended an increase In the
dug up by the managers, the b. o.
Tamlnc of the Shrew* (Alfred
Opened at the St. James Nov.
Guild's levy on all film sales to 2%.
men were somewhat panicky, since Lunt, Lynn Fontanne) Metropoli'39.
Melodrama by Vicki
2,
Latter point was not voted on at the
they had walked out on TMAT on tan, Seattle (6-8); Mayfair, PortBaum and Benjamin Glazer
meeting.
the belief they would more easily land, Ore. (9-11).'
failed unanimously to register
Considerable discussion took place
get higher pay if having the backTobacco Road' (John Barton)with the reviewers.
Anderson
St.

the critic for his
courage. Kirkland has quite a rep
•s a critic-baiter. The theatre was
packed to capacity and several hundred were turned away. Many of
the local theatrical gentry and John
Boles, opening a Minnesota theatre
eoeagement the next day, were on
hand, standing in the aisle to witness Potter's debut as an actor.
Potter came through surprisingly ing of the stagehands.
well for a novice who never had
number of ticket 'men who are
acted before. Early in the first act in the new treasurers union are also
(2) night, praising

P
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Sherwood Urges Authors Spread

of Nov. 6)

Lincoln

8,

•

Adams

He

Wednesday, November

Current Road Shows
'Abe

Critic,

'

AGMA

—

.

Edgar

San Antonio, Nov. 7.
The- trial of a suit by Edgar Davis,
Luling, last week at Lockhart
(Texas) is the climax in the story
of
Davis against the commonwealth of Massachusetts and six insurance companies. Davis, once the
angel of the Broadway play 'The
Ladder,' which played for free, claims
'persecution' in Massaenusctts' atof

tempt

.

to collect

approximately

$600,-

000 In income taxes.

The Luling oil man contends he
was a resident of Texas in. 1926, the
year In question, and therefore do/s
not owe taxes to Massachusetts.

Wednesday, November

LEGITIMATE GROSSES

1939

8,

Shows

lambaTmak Nifty $15,000 in Chi,

In Rehearsal

VARIETY

48

B'way Up After Lagging; 'HeDz 28G,

—

The Dream' Erik Charand Jean Rodney;
'Of Day and Night' ('The Outward
Room')— Sidney Kingsley.
'When We Are Married'— Robert
Henderson.
'Three After Three'— Shuberts.
'Swingln'

ell

'Ci)iI(lreii,'Toiiighnoy2G, 'Steed' lOG
Chicaeo, Nov. 7.
Replacements yesterday (Monday)
brought the' Katharine Cornell show,
•No Time lor Comedy,' into the
Harris, lollowing 'Tonight We Dance,'
and the Maurice Evans 'Hamlet' to
to
replace 'Mamba's
the Grand
The Cornell show is
Daughters'.
for three weeks,, while Evans is in
for two-weeks.
'White Steed,' winds up a threcweeker at the Erlanger on Saturday
(11) and house will be occupied on

the day following by EdwardEverett
Horton in the revival of 'Springtime for Henry*.
At the fourth house in the Loop,
John Barrymore keeps rolling along
and indicates continuing into 1040
with 'My Dear Children.
Following 'Hamlet,' the Grand will
be dark until after Jan. 1, when
'The Man Who Came to Dinner' is
due into the house with a second
However, the Shubert
company.
office is busily negotiating for some
show for the six-week period between the Shakespeare show and the

Kaufman-Hart comedy.
Business generally remains at an
encouraging pace. The four houses
in town" seemingly are not sufficient,
with shows rushing into the Lodp.
Estimates for Last Week
'Mamba's D^tuehlerfi,' Grand (5thfinal week) (1,300; $2.75).
Colored
show flnished a walloping five-week
run to $15,000. Went to St. Louis

on additional gallop.
'My Dear Children,' Selwyn (25th
week) (1,000; $2.75). Rolls along to
profits; again snagged happy $10,500
last week.

'Tonieht We Dance.' Harris (4thfinar week) (1,000; $2.75). Excellent
four weeks finaled to neat $10,500.
•White Steed,' Erlanger (2nd week)
Final week of sub(1,400; $2.75).
scription period was another good
money session at better than $10,000
and indicates that it will do well on
third and final stanza on its own.

3

Philly

Newcomers;

Tery Warm'

Fair

18iG

—

—

lINCOLfr NEAT

'

TOUES'HOTCHA
$6,000 IN

L A.

6 DAYS, DETROIT

notices.

Estimate for Last Week
'Springtime for Henry' (Nixon)
(2,100; $2.75).
Nifty $12,000.

Lunts Neat $7,200
In 3 Shows in K. C.
Kansas City, Nov. 7.
In a two-day stand here last week,

up

Lynne Fontanpe

nifty $7,200.

Played Monday and Tuesday (3081), with mat Tuesday, in 'Taming
of the Shrew' at $2.80 top, higher
than usual toll here.

•MikadoV9G, Hartford
Hartford. Nov, 7.
Michael Todd's 'Hot Mikado,' on
the first leg of its tour, grossed a
strong $9,000 in three performances
at the Bushnell Memorial here Fri-

day and Saturday (3-4).
Saturday night's $4,300 believed to
tJe new house record for one per-

NO NEUTRALITY ON
AS WASH. PAYS

(2d-flnal week) (2,944; $3.30). critical line, and was yanked from
finish at $22,000.
the St James Saturday after four
Goin','
Shubert (2d-final performances. 'Pastoral,' at the Millweek) (1,590; $3.30). Okay, but not er, got a weak press, but is still pressocko, so taken off boards for re- ent. Time of Your Life,' Booth, Is
best of the other more recent arvision.
Finished at $16,000.

'Nice

'Angel' I9G, St.

Future Plays

by Harry Kaufman, who plans a
Spring entry with Shubert backing.
'Aocidents Don't Happen,' a Hungarian comedy by Andrew P. Solt,
will form the basis of the book of
B. G. DeSylva's untitled musical for

next

.season,-

Producer will adapt

in association with Irving Berlin.

it

'I

Married

profit at this level.
'Hellzapoppin','

an

Angel,'

thus

far.

Has

$3,30).

by few hundred.

$4,000 to profit

Too Many
week)
$30,000

Girls,' Imperial
(3d
$4.40).
Topped

(M-1,468;

and went into

list

leadership:

not capacity but exceptional coin for
this type of musical.
'Tofcel Boy,* Majestic (19th week)
(R-1,107:

other

Dipped like most
but is good money

$3.30).

shows,

maker and expected

to

well

stick

into season; $23,000.

ADDED

and Needles,' Windsor (101st
week) (R-961; $1.65). Labor unionists'
intimate revue continues to
make coin; has- been climbing end
'Pins

last
week's takings quoted over
$7,000; not much under capacity.
.

MUNI-IARGO'
19G IN SPLIT WK.
Indianapolis, Nov. 7.

office

Doing smash biz
Alexandra
Bernard

last

week

Royal

here,

George

Shaw's

drama on the European

week at $2.50
Warren Munsell, of

500 last
Guild,

'Farm of 3 Echoes.' English (1,500;
Ethel Barrymore has long
$2.75.
Somewhat been
$3.30).
a fave here, but sugar bowl
week but draw of was drained by 'Largo' to leave only
Hayes) should keep this $5,000 for last three nights and Satone on well into the winter; quoted urday matinee (4),

week)

and
to

Shubert

Empire

(1st

Presented by

KOAD' SMASH
RETURN TO

from book of
{16,300
Clarence Day by Howard Lindsay
and Russel Crouse; highly rated out
IN
MPLS.
of town; opens tonight (Wednesday).
'Man Who Came to Dinner,' Music
Box (4th week) (C-1,012; $3..30).
Minneapolis, Nov. 7.
Sock comedy of new season thus far;
Playing its second Minneapolis endrawing standees all performances gagement, 'Tobacco Road' grossed a
and high prices from specs; over smash $16,300 for 10 performances,
$19,500.

'Margin for Error,' Plymouth

week)

Opened

(D-1,036; $3.30).

(2d
Jate

week; drew mixed notices but
appears to have good chance; better
line this week.
last

Pastoral,' Miller f2d week)
Drew adverse press
business claimed to have been
after midweek start; better line
944; $3.30).

week.

attracting virtual capacity throughout the week, with hundreds turned
away the last three days.
Estimate (or Last Week

'Tobacco Road,* Lyceum (2,200;
(C- $1.65). Seven nights, two matinees
but and an extra midnight performance
Saturday (4) drew smash $16,300.
Though a big house, on the final
three days it turned away hundreds.

fair
this

week) (DPresented by Clarence

'Sea Does,* Elliot (1st
929;

$3.30).

Taylor: written by Wilson Starbuck:
all-male cast show opened Monday
night (6); panned.
•Scandals.' Hollywood (1 1th week)
Moved here from
(R-1.547; S3.30).

the Alvin

Monday

(6),

with

.scale

cut

$4.40 top; has been easing off
but is figured to stick; $17,000 esti-

from

mated.

•See My Lawyer,' Biltmore (7th
$3.30). Getting nvoderate business but laugh show turning some profit right along: quoted

week) (C-991;
around

7.

$7,500,

which

is

Rice Heads Dramatists;

Kaufman

in V.-P.

Post

Officers of the Dramatists' Guild,
elected at the annual meeting Monday (6) at the Lincoln hotel, N. Y.,
are Elmer Rice, president; George S.

Kaufman, v.p.; Edward Childs Carpenter, chairman of the board, and
Richard Rodgers, secretary.
They
under pre- will serve two years.

vious pace.

Members elected to the council
are George Abbott, Robert Ardrey,
Ru.ssel Crouse, Owen Davis, Clifford
Goldsmith, Lillian Hellman, Sidney
George
Kingsley, Arthur Kober,
'Straw Hat Revne,* Amba.s.sador Middleton, Robert Sherwood, Max(7th week) (R-1,156; $3.3()).
Mod- well Anderson and Leopold Atlas:
erately gaited intimate revue from Guild representatives to the Authors?
sticks: vaudeville turns added
to League
council are Gene Buclc,
strengthen show; $11,000.
Connelly,
RusscI
Crouse,
Marc

at the

'Skylark.' Moro.sco (4th week) (CDrawing capacity all
961: $3.30).
performances and figures to .stick
through .season; takings quoted well
over $18,000.

'Geneva,'

top.

the

part last

at $21,000.
•Life With Father,'
week) (C-1,096; $3.30).
Oscar Serlin; adapted

topical
situation, is

reps,

(C-1,214;

off early

Theatre
ex-

are

tomorrow night's
(Wednesday) show in prospect for
a Broadway presentation, biit latter
pected

there.

star (Helen

Toronto

in

for first

to nifty $9,800
Garden three figures
nights of week with Wednesday (1 ). matinee. Finishing rest of
week in Columbus, 'Largo' got $9,200

Winter

Baltimore, Nov. 1.
Af(60th week) (R-1,671 $3.30).
First lull In weeks on the legit
fected by weather early last week
front here, but double action slated
for first time in over a year; around
for next week when George M.
$28,000, which is still great gross.
Cohan, in 'Madam, Will You Walk,'
'Ladies and Gentlemen,' Beck (4th

catch

'Streets of Paris,' Broadhurst (21st Philip Dunning, Moss Hart, John
impossible immediately week) (R-1,116; $4.40). .Still getting Howard Lawson, Albert Maltz, Kenis believed
American because of 20-week Trans-Canadian excellent coin though .affected like yon Nicholson, Arthur Richman,
tour pacted by the Colbournc-Joncs most
others
last
week; around
Arthur Schwartz, A, E Thomas and
British troupe presenting 'Geneva' $25,000.
'

-

I

Eight performances
$2.20).
garnered $19,000, best of season here
(1,707;

(C-1,367:

all straight plays deand ticket sale extends through December; $21,000.
•Time of Tour Life,' Booth (3d
week) (CD-704; $3 JO).
Word of
mouth and additional press break
tabs this show as stayer; estimated
around $12,000; virtually capacity
with subscription help.
Tobacco Boad,' Forrest (309th
week) (D-1,107 $1.65). Intention is
to keep run leader into winter as aid
to its road showings; somewhat over

TATHER'S' DAY

being held over for five extra perFine formances this week. Play did $13,-

stand ending Saturday (4).
weather, plus raves of crix and
bolstering by StV Louis Playgoers,
Inc., contributed to fine bi7..
Ethel Waters in 'Mamba's Daughters' opened week's engagement last
night (Monday).
Estimate for I^ast Week

season; $13,000 estimated.

week)

spite long stay,

BALTIMORE AT

Louis

St. Louis, Nov. 7.
'I Married an Angel,' fir.st musical
of the Itgit season here, collected $19,000 for eight performances
at the American theatre in week's

new

'The Philadelphia Story,' Shubert
(33d

been topping

•Key Largo,' with Paul Muni, cot
the gravy here last week, while
Ethel Barrymore, in Tarm of S
week) (1,480; $2.75). Aided by sub- 'Very Warm for May,' Alvin; 'No Echoes' had to taJce what was left.
scription list (Guild), this one fln- Code to Guide Her,' Playhouse, and Both plays got good notices, splitting
week at the English.
ished oft at $8,000.
'Thunder Rock' (Tower of Light'), the
House is booked five nights this
Mansfield.
week, with 'On Borrowed Time' and
Estimates for Last Week
'Springtime for Henry' splitting.
'Abe Lincoln in IlllnoiR,' Adelphl
IN
IT'S
Estimates for Last Week
(56th week) (D-1,434 $1.10).
Eased
•Key Largo,' Enflish (l.SOO; $3.30).
with the field last week, with Muni in cast and world premiere ot
|I1,S00 off
takings about $7,500; makes some
Maxwell Anderson's play sent box-

'W

comedy

into

rivals.

Toronto, Nov.

'Keep Off (he Grass,' said to be an
intimate revue with book by Sid
Silvers and lyrics by Al Dubin atm
Jimmy McHugh, is being prepared

(4) after four per-

formances; panned by reviewers.
•The Little Foxes,* NaUonal (39th
week) (D-1,163; $3.30).
Went off
from October pace, when attendance
jumped, but is expected to last well

'Kiss the Boys Goodbye.' Wilbur
Interest in this week's premieres
(3d week) (1,227; $2.75). Bowed out centers
on 'Life With Father,' openat $7,500 for closing frame after
ing tonight (Wednesday) at the Emthree medium weeks.
pire. It was rated a good thing out
~
'Ontward Boand,' Plymouth (2d of town.
Next wedc's openings:

$13,500

formance.

Demani $19,500

drawn Saturday

Strong

production.

In Pittsburgh Spurt

piled

House

dity

'Pittsburgh. Nov. 7.
After a slow start, 'Springtime
for Henry,* starring Edward Everett
Hortor, spurted late last week to
wind up with a first-rate $12,000 at
the Nixon.
Both Horton and the revival drew

Alfred Lunt and

agencies reporting a definite call for
Estimates for Last Week
the new melodrama. 'Summer Night'
'Abe Lincoln in Illinois,' Opera drew thumbs down all along the

Nu- by Sidney Howard, will make its
(1st week) (1,560; $1.10).
runs rampant in this Fischer pre-Broadway effort under the aegis
Opening (l).revue on of the Playwrights Co. at Ford's, and
Abbott's 'Ring Two,' by
first four days, two performances George
matinee,
nightly, and a Saturday
Gladys Hurlbut, with Betty Field
and June Walker heading the cast,
clicked for close to $6,000.
'Blossom Time,' Hollywood Play- gets under way at the Maryland.
Two openings last week both athouse (2nd week) (1,130; $1.10).
'Life
With
Drawing heavily and second week tracted good trade.
Father,* made Into a play by Howground out close to $4,000,
ard Lindsay and RusscI Crouse from
Clarence Day's book of the same
drew critical raves and a
title,
mounting b.o. at the Maryland. The
Group Theatre's 'Tower of Light,'
$26,000 coming into New York as 'Thunder
Rock,' written by Robert Ardney,
with Luther Adler, Francis Farmer,
Washington, Nov. 7.
Morris Carnov.sky and Lee Cobb in
'Leave It to Me,' first post-Broad- the cast, was also well received, getway musical of season here, not only ting some fair biz for its half week
got the usual hit trade, but capital- at Ford's.
ized on the interest stirred up. and
Estimates for Last Week
ttien lost, week before by 'Very Warm
Rock,*
Ford's
(1.900;
'Thunder
Sophie Tucker. Victor
for May.'
Attracted favorable prcs.s
Moore and William Gaxton did plenty $2.22).
personaling around town to help b.o. and fairish response for four shows
Current is Laurette Taylor-Flor- with $4,300.
Maryland
With
Father,'
'Life
company
of
ence Reed heading road
New comedy pre'Outward Bound,' in an American (1,520; $2.22).
Theatre Society subscription .show. sented by Oscar Serlin, with Howard
'Farm of 3 Echoes,' Ethel Barry- Lindsay and Dorothy Slickney in
more's new one. arrives Monday (13), leads, rated a sure hit by local crix.
Built to sellout at end of week to
also an ATS offering.
$11,800.
Estimate for Last Week
'Leave It to Me,' National (1,698;
First hit musical of sea$2.75 top).
son brought critical raves. Approxi- Shaw's 'Geneva' Big
mately $26,000.

wood

plcndid

THOUGH

HOB SKIDS

20G

'Henry' Hefty $12,000

.

.

22G

'Girls/ $30,000;

Dinner' the Tops in

•Madam Will Ton Walk'— Playwrights.
'RXnf Two'— CJeorge Abbott.

'No Code To Guide Her'—Alfred
Broadway eased off last week, some
de Liagre.
shows being dented $2,000 or more,'
Philadelphia, Nov. 7.
'Tony Draws a Horse' William A. Rain the first two nights was a deThree shows opened here last Brady.
terrent and the closing of the World's
night (Monday), the first time this
'Aries
Is
Rising'
Irving
and Fair another, for influx to the exposeason there has been more than
sition in the final weeks, theatres
Dolan.
one opening on the same night.
Curfigured to have benefited.
Incoming trio consisted of 'Abe
rently, the week started much betLincoln in Illinois,' at the Forrest;
ter, and what with Election Day
'Kiss the Boys Goodbye,' at the Lomatinees, grosses should react facust, and 'Of Mice and Men.' at the
Saturday (U), Armistice
vorably.
Erlanger.
Latter is o^en for fii-st
Day, looks like another show windtime this season. All three shows
fall.
Theatres were jammed las'*
are in for two weeks.
Saturday night (4).
Army-Notre
Last week's only offering, 'Very
Dame crowds were in town.
Warm for May,' didn't hold up to
'Too Many Girls' went into the list
the mark of its predecessor, 'Leave
leadership, as indicated, by topping
It to Me,' generally good but all the
$30,000, an exceptional gross for a
crix slated the show needed plenty
musical without names. 'Hellzapopof fixing.
Downstairs trade was
pin', long time leader, went off early
spotty early in the week but the
in the week and got around $28,000;
Navy-Penn game here Saturday (4)
'Streets of Paris' was credited with
resulted in sellouts Friday and Sat$25,000, with 'Yokel Boy' about $23,urday.
000; 'Scandals' dropped, but should
Boston,
Nov.
7.
Estimate for Last Week
pick up in new location, Warners'
'Abe Lincoln' led the town again, Hollywood, having moved from the
'Very Warm for May,' Forrest
(2,000; $3.42).
One week only. Got in its final frame, while business Alvin.
$18,500, with
Navy-Penn football generally slid here last week. 'Nice
'The Man Who C^me to Dinner' is
Goin'
took
second
money
but
was
game helping jam the Friday (3)
the strongest in ticket demand among
and Saturday night (4) perform- withdrawn Saturday (4). after two- the straight plays, with takings of
week tryout. Nunnally Johnson is
ances.
reported slated for work on the book $19,500, but 'Philadelphia Story' sUlI
holds
the gross leadership by virtue
during the layoff.
of a larger capacity house. Latter
This week finds the Hub invaded around $21,000, a slight decline over
by a premiere, 'Mornings at Sevenv' the previous week, while 'Ladies and
by Paul Osborne; 'Hot Mikado,' with Gentlemen' was not far behind, and
a good advance sale, and 'Very 'Skylark' held to capacity.
Warm for May,' also with a good ad- Among the newest
incomers, 'Marvance.
Helen
Twelvelrees
also
opened last night (Monday) in 'Per- gin for Error,' at the Plymouth, is
Late
sonal Appearance,' starring with the rated having a good chance.
week start drew mixed notices, with
Copley theatre stock company.

Los Angeles, Nov. 7.
Legit fare currently is on a high
plane despite fact that two shows
are repeats. 'Desert Song' is back
at the Biltmore, currently in second
week, and may stick a third. Production rates tops and customers are
SPIFFY
getting their money's worth. Another repeat of an oldtimer is
IN
'Blossom Time,' at the Hollywood
Playhouse, where it is presented by
EngageFederal Music Project.
Detroit, Nov. 7.
Giving the Cass its second smash ment has been extended to Sunday
week in a row, Maurice E^rans' full- (12), with 'Chocolate Soldier' relength 'Hamlet' garnered a spiffy placing Tuesday (14).
Clifford C. Fischer's new edition
$20,000 in six days last week. S.r.o.
sign was hung out final two per- of the 'Folies Bergere,* just down
from a record-breaking run at the
formances.
Current at the Cass Is Ethel San Francisco expo, is at the El CapBarrymore Jn 'Farm of 3 Echoes,' itan at $1.10 top, and doing nicely.
Wilshire-Ebell relighted last night
which opened last night (Monday).
(Monday) with Leon Lord's producEstimate for Last Weeic
'Hamlet,' Cass (1,500; $2.75). Smash tion of 'North of Sunset'
Estimates for Last Week
$20 or V.
'Deaert Sone,* Biltmore (1st week)
San Carlo Opera, Wilson (1,900;
$1.65).
Playing a 15-day stand, (1.656; $1.50). Perry Askam and
company's annual appearance "here most of original cast here for repeat
run and chalked up neat $10,000.
Is getting a nice play,
'Folies Bereere,' EI Capitan, Holly-

'HAMLET'

Loses Leadership to

I

in 'repertory.

I

'Summer

Night,' St. James.

With-

Stanley Young.

LEGITIMATE

VARIETY
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Plays on Broadway

MARGIN FOR ERROR

The play

nt

riyinouth

tlio

Nov.

X. Y.,
by Olio Ij.
Donald OenslnRer;

thentrc,

SL'tiftifc by.

Heil

Ji-iinini;9

BiLi'on

rri>$:t.:{u

Max

DrainwoU

because

of

the

late, it is not only his Broadway return but his first character role. In
place of the smartly-tailored ro-

T-ytell

Sam

FInUclsttMn

suffered

'message.'

Inc.)
iipcnInK

l'roilucUf>n!i,

Dli'«cir<l

1!i.".!>.

mliiK^T.
top.

Dr.

l.Myiild

'Myorii

T.ovimk*
Flclclicr

mantic loads of the past, Lytell plays
an elderly doctor who is one of those
Philip Cnoll lu.v
OUo IlorsL...
and acKvclyn \Vnhl«> e.\ploited by the Nazi consul
Frletlii
cused of his murder. In powdered
I.clf ^:^i^I^^OIl
Toni Denny
KJwni-J McNainara hair, spectacles and baggy pants,
Capt. Mulrooney..
Lytell the actor completely subClaro Boothe, the one-time maga- merges Lytell the matinee idol. It
who authored two was a successful transition. By vireditor
zine
smasli Broadway hits in a row with tue of the attention this opportunity
The Women' and 'Kiss the Boys will probably attract to him, Lytell
Good-Bve." falls short of this bulls- hr.s presumably opened up a new
eye in her third script, 'Margin for line of stage and screen roles. Like
Error.' but still provides therein an most performers nowadays he- has
evening's entertainment that may be been tryinq to shed the 'type' tag
able to linger for a moderate engage- pinned on him.
It .falls to Bramwell Fletcher, as
ment. Thanks largely to her crackling flippancies, certain awkward- the titled secretary of the unscrupunesses in the plotting are protected lous consul, to say, by implication, a
from what would ordinarily be dire good word or two for the better eleThe play" as finally ments of Germany, the sincerely
consequences.
presented at the Plymouth after sev- oatriotic. the proud rebels against
Fletcher was a good
eral weeks out of town and one Verseilles.
postponement bore visible scars of choice, as his blond looks gave opsurprisingly tical illusion, while his experienced
yet
doctoring,
the
reading gave professional stamina to
proved full of vitality.
Karl llauiniT
Mi-3

broker who has gone bankrupt, and
they arc having an nlTair. Gnigcr,
adtoo, is sought by Jake, a former
mirer jmt out of the nen.
One of the standout scenes is
aboard the Paradi.se. a gambling ship
supposed to be anchored off Santa
Monica, where the melodrama of the
play develops. There is a scuffle on
deck during which Lockhart Is shot
with his own gun by Jake. One of
the incredible things is having^ the
actor sign autographs when mortally

The script has boon admirably
buoyed up by a well-blended cast of
whom Bert Lytell and Bramwcll
Fletcher are the best known. For
Lytell. who has been on the radio of

two

cicKh liy ("lave
Sulii'i.-nl tueloOrnina In
ProMoiilcit !)>• UlcharJ Alilrlcl) QiiJ
Bf>i*tlio.

Klr));u-d

ricnilncor
KIspoih Ki-lo

Qllo

I.,

llatitner

wounded.

-

There are two acts only. Each is
quite different in tempo and conIn the first act life in the Nazi
consulate at New York is painted
Tlie consul is a monocleluridly.
wearing sbandso who has stolen Nazi
funds, bled the wronged relatives of
Nazi concentration camp victims and
otherwise behaved in a thoroughly
unpleasant manner. His young wife,
a Czech, loathes him. as does everybody in the play. She loves and has
been .slipping inside tips on Nazi
happeninrs to a columnist for a New
York- newspaper. The big novelty,
however, is that the policeman assigned by Mayor LaGuardia to stand
watch over the German consulate is
Officer Moe Finkelstein.
The first act curtain ends with the
death of the consul in a curtained
alcove while the rest of the players
are downstage listening to Hitler on
TTie second act is enthe radio.
tirely devoted to Finkelstein, the
Jewish cop, trying to get at the facts
In a reenactment-of-the-crime routine
made amusing by the fat lines assigned to Sam Levene and delivered
by him with socko diction and timing. The second act saves the show.
It is taut, fast and straight-line narrative, flavored with 'snappy dialog.
It is in the first act that most of
the plot's maladroit moments occur.
The actual murder scene is somewhat confused, but that is a deliberate necessity as it turns out in the
further action. Main criticism would
single out one character and some of
the lines still in the script opening
night.

The

were seemingly

latter

the role.
The consul

him a plausible villain.
Undoubtedly the greatest single
weakness of the play is the hodgeTiodee characterization handed to

To

over-drawn him that plausibility
Under such impossible hanit would be unfair to blame
anv actor for not making the role
is lost.

click.

Elsneth Eric and Leif Erickson
are okay in the we-love-each-other

The newspaperman

re.>!Donsibility.

being one of the suspects was so
busy answering the cop's questions
he never tried to call his city editor
to report a homicide. Which may not
be imoortant.
Evelyn Wahle played a German
maid and had one amusing romantic
scene with the Jewish- patrolman.

The

tag-lini> of the Tjlav is smashed
acrcjs bv Edward McNamara. who
has three lines in all. It makes for a

curtain.
setting is

The

handsome.

two

Qcls hy VIckl
presenled l>y
I.cwia E. Cenfllcr: maeeU by Lee Stranbcrg;
ocillngii, Roborl Edmand Jones.
At the St.
James, N. r.; oi>enhig Nor. 2, '3D: ^3,80
Comcil.v-dr.iina

In

Bauin And Benjamin

in the defense of democracy, truth and so on.
This line, and some others, sound
like an educational radio Di'oeram.

Glar.or;

Blaine
Sidney Stone

^fa^tIn

Wllna Hervey

Dlgge.it tilrl
Littlest Mnn

Herman Ergottl
Wesley Addy
Howard Da b'llva
Leonard Bremen

Melvyn Lockhart
Spec<1

Vhotograplier

Lionel Slander
...Gafie CInrHe
Helen Flint

Jake
C:eor(;c Coupler

THEATRE

ninnche Cooper
John U. ninshan)
Marlon Bingham

Ix>uls

Violet

Mnna
I'Mrst

>fnnia Rosurio
CJInger
T»lnl:ey

Dance Judge

Peter Cusonelll
Lyle Petlger

Doctor

Guy RiandlnR
Edmund Dorsev

Cropier

Manaqer.
Interne

tre field covering stagey screen,

Policeman

stands

news,

.

,

whether
would react

que.'stionable

subsequent

audiences

difTerently,

as the play appears to be rather
exoensivelv geared, its chances are
not so good.
A nearly all-Hollywood setup of
repatriates is concerned in the nlaywriirhting and management, while a
number of players farhiliir to .Coast
studios are in the cast. Vicki Baum.
best known for her 'Grand Hotel."
and Berfiamln Glarer. long n picture
producer, but previously a dramatist
of note, wrote 'Night.'
Lewis E,
Gentler, the producer, also spent a
number of years pvoriucinir films, too.
and was formerly a Broadway show-

Theatre Arts, 40 E. 49 St., N.Y.C
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and
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MORNINGS AT SEVEN

the partial uplifting ot the befuddled Carl by the professor and the
revamping ot household relations of
the professor and his wife set things
right in the end. Enthusiasts for thij
Wlniiin; Htiiged
by Jo'^hua- Lugun; setkind of searching character analysis
tings, Jo .MIelvlner: at ilio Pl.vmouil) theatre, lioslon; opening Ni>v, 0, 'UD: $.1.^0 which just skirts tragedy, might call
it a 'Tobacco Road' of Main street.
lop.
Thomas Chalmers
Theodore Swanson
John Alexander's oafish Homer
Jean .Vd;»lr
t:ora SwftMsOM
and Enid Markey's stupid, pcltvAnroneltn Ulblis
l.llllan Foster
Kato McComb talklng Myrtle are outstanding along
Ida Uollon
Kussell folllpa with Jo Mielziner's perfect single set
Cnrl lloltim
Honker ]toUi>n
Joint Ale.xanilor
of the two houses and backyards.
.Myrtlo Brown
ICnIJ Mnrkey
Effie Shannon, as the professor's
KfTle .Shannon
Kslher CrHutpton
David Cranipton
Herbert Yost wife, does much to lift some of the
slower scenes, and Russell Collins
Paul Osborn takes apart a small delivers a startlingly real characterigroup of smalltowners in 'Mornings zation of the kindly, but discouraged
Lillian Foster has the juicy
at Seven' and shows what makes Carl.

Boston, Nov.

Comedy

In

Ihrec

."ii-t

t

Paul Osborn: presenled

C.

hy
(tliroft scenes)
tiy
Dwjgtlt Deero

:

them tick. It is such a major operation and the dialog so realistic
that one suspects Osborn has been
lounging around some village with
his ears cocked and pencil bu.sy.
Whether this will be more than a
moderate success depends upon the
cutting and speed-up of- the first

old-maid, role, but frequently overacts.

Fo.v.

THUNDER ROCK

and third

Baltimore, Nov.

Drama

In

three nets hy Robert

2.

Ardrev;

.

'

This

Dog Laughed

.

—

A

Inside Stuff-Legit

Germany. But nobody seems to
Condos Bros., spotted early,

Newspaper
care.
run mark of 'Abie's
sock

'em with plenty of hoofology, with
challenge bit a near show-stopper,
It's six years since the boys have
been here. 'My Valentine,' scene of
mid-Victorian caliber, is used to introduce Edna Squire Brown, doing
pigeon number a la Rosita Hoyce,
only difference being that former has
more covering and less pigeons.
'Franklin D. Roosevelt Jones,' last
year's click number from Broadway's
'Sing Out the News.' is served in
mild Porgy style. Plenty of action,
with Bud Flanagan as the mammy in

semi-comedy

Out'itanding is
Ernst Stern's Aldersot Tattoo scene,
a combo of black lighting-phosphorescent effect, covering the entire auditorium, culminating with airplane
buzzing and shower of leaflets.
'That Man Again,* obviously aimed

'

•

Locale is an amuseincnf park situated somex'here near the Coast's film
center.
There is an assortment of
charactevs. some for atmosohcrc. the
principal lends being participants in
a dance mnvatlion which, has been
toing on for 34 d-iys.
Gincer, a
nretty blonde, and hev boy friend.
Tat. aro hoofing in the hope that
thev will cop the prize coin and then
wed.

Mike Goldrcyer,
Irish Rose' about five months ago.
who announced the 'Abie' mark would be reached
18, had based his claim on Burns Mantle's figures, which credited
'Abie' with 2,532 performances. Other sources tab the Anne Nichols. comYork. 'Abie' records are in
edy as having been given 2,327 times in
storage but Miss Nichols is confident that her play ran over 2,500 times
before closing at the Republic, N. Y.
'Abie' played 283 weeks, having opened at the. Fulton in May, 1922, and
closed at the Republic Oct. 19, 1927. Show played any number of extra
performances. Admitted that 'Road,' regardless of any desire to establish
a new run mark, is being kept at the Forrest theatre to benefit the two
press agent ot 'Road,'

on Nov.

New

road companies, which are grossing much more than the number one company. Latter is averaging $4,000 and slightly more. One road company
grossed four times that much last week.

vein.

.

$3.50 a year (12 issues)

Met.:

Ilnliert

The

the authors ot 'Summer Night,' for ing femme attire, has great topical
there is little doubt that most first- possibilities, but seemed to miss at
nighters were disaoDointed. It was show caught.

35e

Town

,

Tony Kraber at European
dictatorship, with Jimmy Nervo as the Black Shadow and
Perhaos too tnuch was exnected of Teddy Knox as Prince Rudy, adopt-

Detective

musicr dance and- radio drama.
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Clancy Cooper
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Hemlns

Susan Fok
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Lewis Chnrlcs
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Calhern

Ulta nlionl
Harold Dolton
Charles Furcolowe
Josephine Victor

Pl«*Itot

Serond Picket
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1939

presented by tho Group Thetltro; staged
acts.
Much of tlie diffi- Klin Knr.nn; setting. Mordecnl (loreltk; by
at
culty lies in the lazy pace in spots. I'-ord'a. naltlmoro, opening Nov. 2. '311.
Strcoter
Myron SfeCormIck
is understandable since Joshua
.Harry Drat:'Imrg
Logan had to quit directing because Nonny
Flannlli
Itoman Cohnen,
illness
and producer D-wight Insiwclor
of
Charleston
Luther \\\Ut
Deere Wiman had to pinch-hit until Captain Joshua
Morris Carnovskv
Art ^:mitil
Logan's return today tC). However, Ilrlggs
:...t.e? .L C.ibh
as a tempting Dr. ..Iteran Kurtz
it should stack up
Frances Farmer
Broadway dish when and it difficul- Melanir
Miss Klrby..
Ruth Nel.son
ties are erased.
Anno Marie
Mary Fou-Ier
Chang
.......Sigurd
(tien
First act introduces two neighborCassldy
Phil Brown
Little
ing families and their problems. In
London, Oct. 16.
one house is Carl Bolton, who feels
Decision of the Group Theatre to
Rcv^o In two imrts, dovlseU nnd in-6- thwarted by life and has fits of mel- essay an out-of-town- tryout for the
duccd by Georiid UlacI;. nwlHtcJ by nobert ancholia. His wife still has her 40first time was a wise move. PreKeabit: book by (:cur(;e Ulnck, Peter TUhher apron sented here as Tower ot Light.' but
erailge and Oale PcdrlcK; setilniiri and cos- year-old son. Homer, on
Next door are the Swan- destined to be titled Thunder Rock*
tumes, Joseph Carl, Alec Shanks, Count strings.
Lavl(;nac BnU sons and an old-maid sister of Mrs.
Ulboracker.
lirnat .Stern.
Max Woldy; fionfcs. Michael Can*. Jimmy Swanson, who has been boarding in New 'York, this new play by
Robert Ardrey needs considerable
Kennedy and Noel Gay. with specially ImThese wom- smoothing and adroit trimming to
porteil number from America by Harold with them for 45 years.
Rome; stars Nervo and Knox. FlanQRan en are sisters to Mrs. Bolton and accomplish the full possibilities eviand Allen, Nauehlon and Gold, Willie West Esther Crampton, w'fe of a crusty
dent in its content. It' is a well conand McGlnty; features Cnndos Dron., Jimmy college professor...
Hadreas. Kdna Squira Brown and tho Hlx
ceived drama replete with excellent
Fredlanls; at the Palladium, Iiondon,
Most. of the comedy comes out of writing, and as presented by a topthe awkward courtship of Homer n^tch cast, should attract considerShow had its usual tryout at and Myrtle, who have been sweeties able Interest on Broadway with
Brighton; for two weeks, but stayerd for .12 years. Although their relations sharpening in the talky first act and
only one, due to war intervention. have been linplaionic. Myrtle can't the hokey finish.
Now, after delay of more than a untie the apron strin.'^s until she
Seeking a solution for the troubles
month, it makes its appearance at plays
her
ace
card impending besetting present-day civilization,
the Palladium. Two American im- motherhood. While good for a laugh,
Ardrey plants his central character.
portations, meanwhile, have depart- the author pretty well milks the sitDavid Charleston, as a lighthouse
ed for home. They are the Gertrude uation in the last act. Aaronetta, keeper on
a tiny island in Lake
Hoffman' Girls and Barr and Estes. the old maid, had had an affair with Michigan.
disillusioned and cynLatter seem to be unfortunate, as one of her sister's husbands someical newspaperman, Charleston has
they were scheduled in the last Pal- time around the turn of the cen- lost faith in mankind and its future
ladium
'crazy'
gang show, and tury, but the wife and neigl-'xirs sus- and has taken refuge in his loncl.v
-couldn't make it due to femme part pect there had been recurrences. To
tin escape from the world
post
as
of combo having encountered appen- get rid of Aaronetta, Mrs. Swanson which in his opinion is bent on dedix trouble in America just when plans to lease the love-nest built by stroying itself.
Bolton for his son so she can spend
they were due to sail.
Streeter, his erstwhile pal, who
The deletion of the Hoffmans her last years alone with her husvisits him once a month, is equally
speeds the show. Gals consumed 25 band.
does not agree with the
minutes in four offerings, and also
Aaronetta's. clarification ot her soured, but
upped budget by $1,750. As is, the meager love life and her switch of Ivory-tower theory of a way out.
Hoffmans have cost management abode to the Bolton's home; the Action is his atitidote, and he's. off to
(Continued oh page 45)
nearly $15,000 in transportation and legal mating of Homer and Myrtle,
salary settlement.
Opening scene, Happy Landing, obviously built as flash for arrival of
17 Hoffman beauts, with glimpse of
part of Yankee Clipper, is turned
into comedy climax by arrival of
Teddy Knox, as pilot, from Germany
This is first time Clipper ever got to
Broadway
files Indicate that Tobacco Road* passed the

lop.

Roving Heporter
Darker

Coming

At

Land.

SUMMER NIGHT

American press as zealous

in

fool,

dicap

cite

Only class magazine

mixture of

ha."!

one example:
Miss Booth throws a wholly gratuitous DOlitictan-like bouquet to the
artiflcial ring.

A

Philip Coolidge.

pervert and vaudeville caricature, the
uniform-wearing American fuehrer
lacks the thick-necked, half-sincere,
half-unconscionable
bigotry
that
would make such a bund leader seem
life-like.
Otto B. Horst is such a
complete ass as authoress Boothe

vi<->ie

Plays Out of

8,

,

was enriched with a
convincing strain of sadism as doubled bv director Otto L. I'reininger,
himself a refugee. A man who had
committed most of the crimes in the
police book and prepared, to commit any he'd missed to prevent disclosure, and the role was dramatically provocative. -Preminger made

part of the author's personal credo,
and so little related to scene or character that they gave off a hollowly

...

Settings are extraordinary and the
These factors are better
than the play itself. Framework of
the entrance to 'Pacific Park,' which
is ablaze with lights, remains standing throughout. Tlie pier scene is
well simulated, and the game room,
with its ornate bar, is scenically exStaging of the marathon
cellent.
dance is a good point in Lee Strasberg's direction, and the types of
hoofers .are believable. A clock" device that was supposed to tab the
rounds of 'sprints* didn't function at
the premiere.
Siisan Fox. new to Broadway,
turns in a fine performance as Gin(Continued on page 45)
cast good.

'

tent.

Wednesday, November

the advances of Mclvin Lockhart, a
film juvenile who promises to gel
her in pictures. Latter was a gasstation attendant when 'discovered
by Marion Bingham, wife of o

Semi-ballet
in
which
Charlie
Naughton indulges in some funny
antics is basis for Jimmy Hadreas, in
series of taps, interspersed with some
fast Russian steps.-

Outstanding Is simple scene, with
Flanagan garbed in rural attire, sing
ing 'Run, Rabbit. Run.' by Noel Gay.
While number isn't likely to dupli
cate. success of author's 'Lambeth
Walk,' it is already being hummed
around town.
On opening night
Flanairan per.<;uaded Bea Lillie and
.

Ivor Novello. in the audience, to face
the footlights and join him In the
chorus, a sterling bit of showman-

Although he was connected with presentation of one or two plays previously, the showing of 'Life With Father', which opens tonight (Wed.)
at the Empire, N. Y., is the first managerial venture of Oscar Serlin on
his own. The comedy is rated the prize play from, the summer crop in
the sticks.
It was dramatized by Howard Lindsay and Russel Crouse
from the story of old New York by Clarence Day. Lindsay is in the cast.
'Father' opened in Baltimore last week and indicated high promise.
Serlin was formerly an actor and stager. He joined Paramount some
seasons ago and, after some time on the Coast with that studio, returned
to New York as head of Par's talent department After leaving that firm
he was connected with Selznick-International for a time, but for the past
year or so has been aiming for the legit
•

Time of Your Life', the William Saroyan play at the Booth, N. Y., was
accorded liberal commendation from most critics in their Sunday (5)
columns, upping the show's chances to stick. Added to the numerous
switches in cast and direction was the matter of costuming when 'Lite*
was being readied. Stylized costumes were tried, but such rigs in a lowr
down San Francisco waterfront saloon were found to be out of place.
Only other scene in the play is a bedroom, which may be deleted. That
scene principally allows Eddie Dowling to play with a merry-go-round
toy in an effort to appease the distraught street walker, who is the show's
femme lead (Julie Haydon).

'Summer Nighf which opened and quickly folded at the St. James, N. Y.,
week, brought back Benjamin F. (Barney) Glazer and Lewis E. Gcnsboth of whom were associate picture producers for Paramount in
Hollywood. Glazer first drew attention when he adapted 'Lilliom' from
the Hungarian, play making an excellent run at the Fulton, N. Y. Later
he was made managing director of the Charles Frohman office for Par,
around here, first as Wild, Willie and preceding Gilbert Miller in that, post
West, and then as Wild, West and
Gensler is a composer and producer. He was associated with Morris
McGinty.
Green in the presentation ot several musicals on Broadway bctoie eoU:5

ship.

Willie West and McGinty follow
everything on the n^snu, and it's iust
as well, for few things could 'follow
'em: It's 17 years since team nlaved

last
ler,

Show cost $70,000 to produce, into pictures.
which Is biggest investment for the
Palladium with exception of 'Life
Bonfils Be Som'ncs gently protested against adverse notices given thcif
Begins at Ox Cord Circus* a couola
.^ea.sons ago.
Latter touched $85,000. 'Pastoral,' which opened at the Miller, N.Y., last week. Ads in the dailioa
Boy falls ffoin exhaustion, and be- Black will got his money back, and later read: 'All right boys, you've had your fun— no hard feelings.'
ing penniless, he urges her to accept then some.
Copy went on to say that it is the kind of play that audiences like.
Reg.

V
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We<lnosdoy, November 8, 1939
Hearst Flnancei; Reported Up
Reported in Montreal that Hearst
for current supIs now paying cash
plies of newsprint, thereby reviving
confidence among newsprint manu-

Old Order Reversed

procedure

situation in 1937, when it was said
that about $8,000,000 ol Hearst bills
were in the hands of various paper

Canada,

is

reported

7.

Plays on Broadway

;

died

by

Dance

I

000,000
print in the U. S., the' situation has
been greatly relieved by a reported

87,

from page 44_

dozen times, sometimes with bitter
adjectives prefixed, .while its Iwo-

Miss Fox, whq is comely, is
bound to be seen on Broadway here-

brought on by advanced age. Contemporary of Mark Twain, Eugene Lionel Stander is believable as Jake.
Field and James Whitcomb Riley, he Josephine Victor is sati.sfactory as
gained fame with his Arkansas Trav- the proprietress of a chilibean joint;
Wesley Addy is the personable
eler, which he published from ChiLockhart; Howard Da Silva, his press
Previously he had edited the
cago.
agent, a bit too pressing; and Boyd
Little Rock Gazette and the Cleve- Crawford is Ginger's fiance.
Helen
land Leader. Besides his newspaper Flint bias a minor part as has Guy
and nriag scrivenings, he authored Standing, who plays a croupier.
'Summer Night' may make a betbooks.
more than SO
are
There
play.
than
stage
ter
film
newspaper
Bruce I. Susong, 57.
much drama, so
editor for m.orc than 35 years, died few laughs and not
settings make it rather a specNov. 5 in Louisville, Ky., where he the
lacle.
cdiassume
the
in
to
had gone
1935
tWil/idrnuJU SaiuTday aflef four

'

.

.<:yllable

companion word

is

a close

runner-up. There is an all male cast,
characters being sailormen, but the
wordage in 'Time of Your Life' is
nearly mild in comparison to the

Violet Heming, as the wife, is
in a part fairly well suited to her.
Louis Calhern, as the broker, is also
okay, though the part is only so-so.
after.

pioneer American

humorist, died. Nov. 2 of infirmities

,

for newsprint in gram publisher, a.s a result of his
and possibly another $4,- columns since the start of the war.
manufacturers of news- with Howard personally voicing his

.ConCiiiiicd

SUMMER NIGHT
ger.

in America.'

Opie Read,

owmg

to

work

for the Digest', which he
served for 25 years, he wrote on the
dance, art and literature for other
publications. He had completed, just
before his deathi a book on 'The
his

purchasing the
.screen yarn, "Memo to a Movie
Producer,' and selling the publication righl.s as a novel to
Duell, Sloan & Pearce, Inc., of
New York.
Original talc, written by Kctti
Frings, has been turned over to
Charles Brackelt and Manuel
Reachi to be novelized.

newsprint empire .
Canadian banks such as Royal
Banlt of Canada, Bank of Montreal,
Banque Canadienne Nationale, which
have been discounlinj; Hearst notes,
were dieeply concerned about the

Though Hearst
some $10,500,000

j

Frederick Alien Kine, 74, literary
of the old Literary Digest,
Oct 1 in New York. Besides

editor

Hollywood, Nov.

Paramount reversed the usual

lacturers in the future of the former

mills.

LITERATI OBITS

stuff these lads spill.

Story unfolds aboard the freighter
Bellemcad, journeying from Capeto America. Captain Wickford

town

is continuously, drunk and abusive;
the crew- complains of the chow;
there is a fire ragiiig-in the hold, and
the wireless operator cannot contact
any other vessel for days. Soarpen
invade the bridge when the .><kipper
.

comnlendation to Broun. Previously
refu.scs to send out an SOS and
there is said to have been an cx;
verge on mutiiiy.
Hearst tended coolness between the two. At
of
improvement
steady
There is a casualty at>oard' in the
the Post offices it's denied there's
finances.
person of. a young sailor with an in,
been
had
organization
Broun
Hearst
with
negotiations
The
been any
fected hand^ Another boat is finally
reached,
far
but
is
too
away.
paying for newsprint with notes, but relative to a berth for him on that
ago
months
few
a
made
Instructions
from that ship's surLouisville
was
short-lived
paper.
torship
of
the
request
per/onmmces; printed /or tlie r<'C-Canadian
geon,
however, is that amputaIbec.
for extension of credit.
ord.)
Meanwhile, the demise of Broun's News and Enquirer.
tion appears the only way to save
detake
to
agreed
then
mills
paper
Nutmeg is predicted as imminent.
the
kid's life.
First mate
Daily
bills due,
of
portion
for
CHATTER
notes
mand
Weekly is now down to four pages.
performs the operation only to be
for payMystic Book Co. formed by Gt--ir;;e
these notes to be presented
cursed by the boy, whose .Msler is
^ ill,,. <-v
ihr-': at-l« by Vicdn- \Vi,lfNiin:
'ment only at such time as the Hearst
r.,-iii'.-i-.
H*»n)il.-.
the male's sweetheart. The hasly op-'
ni-.I
ii':l"n
''
New Fiction Pulp Outfit
j
)(uth \Vi-l,.n riiiil .h.l-ii. cration,
f.-..luii-..4
^^'^l.X'Gibbs doing a new b<,ok
organization would find it convenient
performed
Daily
after
I;.inn<-i:
KaK'^1 by Si,iiini-,J: m-mIiij.
Henry Steegcr and Harold Goldknocks out the tip.sy .skipper, is supthe war. 'Broken Pledges.'
to pay.
|:'./-r; ..r lh»: lf*-rirv -^lill'-l. .'. V.. up^-liiii;:
biggest
posed to be the play's punch scfnc.
:•'.); *:i.:n) u.u.
Laetitia Bolton has joined Stokes
Hearst newspaper cham is report- smith, who have one of the
1.
<:-i/r*.*<-litH;-i-vi>
The boat- finally reaches port, and
for of the pulp mag chains in their Pop\V.„.:-rf.i; 'Ilory
cjiarge of its press department,
ed Canada's large.st customer
h:irl..' l.-.iii!
T-n lincK
the fire extinguished. Thomas, the
formed an,|
Francis W. Hilton, of the Siinla l..-ir>
newsprint, buying over $.17,500,000 ular Publications, have
J"liii
kid, is .removed to a hospital, but
Hearst additional publishing organization to Barbara (:Cal.) News-Press, is corn- iMIl-l.t.l'L,*
Kuih Wl-yll.ll
worth 61 paper annually.
Before going
Ii>lln
U-.niHT dies soon afterward.
C/nn'i
get out a new group of periodicals, pjeiing a novel.
chain, which once consumed 600,000
out the kid charges the captnin with
Vii;:irii:i '*.
K"'',;,
still
Name of the new one is Fictioneers,
^ B. Elli.ston, editor of. the Chris- lirink.
willl:.in .Si.-iiiilx 'smuggling dope, and with a murdertons of newsprint annually,
liHly I'iii-ii-h
out of Inc, and as indicated by the title Uan Science Monitor, off for a Scan- .Vn;{«>]j
year
tons
a
ous attack.
It is because the boy
300,000
over
takes
c'linitl A\ il'IiU.-el 'riiliMliliin
will put out fiction pubs only:
dinavian look-around.
.li.hn IIIOilK'-ll. D.I)
.Million 1.. .sn-viriis had been told of Wickford's illicit acCanada, slightly more than lO'i of
W.i.iC tions and threatened to squeal that
I)li-k
Except that it will be quartered
Robert Hunt has left Morrow to Dkk
Canada's output.
KIbi .Muy
KIniii'ii 1!lum
his condition was neglected.
Capwith Popular Publications, in N. Y., join the new publishing firm of 'Jiinmlr
l:iiiii-H
Wiilfl-M tain
makes immediate complaint
.^':ir.i
HriH-k
'I't-n
-.Kriciln .miukmi
Fictioneers, Inc.. will be conducted Oucll, Sloan & Pearce.
Syndicate May Buy Eagle
with the naval inspector and asks
Ct-ifnine
Wiilbici' .\i-i..ii
New
staff has
separate
entity.
reelected prez of .Mr.
as
a
Josephy
Robert
officers l^ave their licen.<:es
.N'flKhbrir
Itiilii rl
K<i)<>i>'ii' that all
Way out of the financial difTicultics been gathered to administer the the' Book and Magazine Guild, with Wlllio
Wllloii
liinlf
'revoked.
He.
is
arrested
on
charge.s,
Ea«le
in which the Brooklyn (N.Y.)
mags to be issued under that trade- Abe Lerner the- new v.p.
however.
now finds it-sell is expected to be the mark.
The comparatively new production
Despite the exposition of gutter
H. B. L. Webb editing an antholpurchase of the paper by a syndiFirst few of the Fictioneers per- ogy of the works of his wife. Mary duo of Bonfils and Somnes arc .still languoge, 'Sea Dogs' is. too quiet a
Schroth.
unlucky in .selecting scripts.
'Pas- performance generally- to hold the
cate headed by Frank D.
iodicals are being made ready now, Webb, the novelist and poet.
said
toral' in any managerial hands is average playgoer.
With i..tlc change
the present publisher. Move is
and will hit the new.>:stands within
five years for the New
Twenty
wasted effort. Its author turned in of pace, the drama depends on being
fov some
to have been contemplated
Titles and subject Republic mag, with a 108-page spe- a romantic comedy-drama
a few week.s.
a couple something of a thriller
bankA fair cast
lime, awaiting only formal
matter are being withheld for the cial number to mark the event
of seaiions back called 'Excursion,' is headed by Russell Hardie, who
ruptcy of the publishing company time being.
Baldwin in Connecticut .which the critics went for in a big does well enough as D- v. Joseph
Faith
and appointment o[ a trustee legally
"working on a new novel to be way; yet that play came out in the Macaulay. as the hard-drinking .skipbid.
red.
qualified to receive a purchase
per, James McCallion, young player
serialized in Good Housekeeping.
Thai
A
Husband
Worth
Much?
Ruth Weston, who did so well in who plays the injured boy and
Trustee in bankruptcy is Clarence
Elaine Sterns Carrington, the raSuit of Miriam Venie, dancer,
for
'The American Way' la.st sca.son, has makes him believable, Ben Lackland,
E. Galston, who ha.s arranged
scribbler, will have a volume
again.sl Time,
Inc.,
and Bernard dio
a thankless part She plays Ingeborg, as a rebellious sailor, and Barton
continued publication of the paper
Messa matron, with a grown son and Hepburn, as the radio operator.
Lansbury for $1,000,000 libel was dis- of short tales brought out by
A
under Schroth's direction. As soon
ner.
daughter,
living with Genko, the .stronger playing cast might make
closed Friday <3) in N. Y. supreme
is reas the expected Schroth offer
Joseph Wood Krutch's 'The Amer- alleged captain of a Bulgarian gun- the play more authoritative, but
court.
Alleged libel was published
ceived, a meeting of the creditors
ican Drama Since 1918' appears this boat
Latter is John Banner, who .doubtful, if even that wou'd put it
in Life Sept. 25 last.
It's
will be called to pass on the bid.
week, under the Random House im- totes -his dialect from Vienna! being across.
/bee.
Dancer was one of two American
one of the refugees in last summer's
seen certain that the purchase offer
print.
girls who performed for Adolf Hitwill be accepted.
•H. G. Wells doing a book of about 'From Vienna,' which was supported
ler.
Complaint alleges that article
Liabililic: of the publishing com3f),000
words on how the world at the Music Box by a kitty raised
by show people. They are the featby Lansbury in Life stated that the
Plays
pany art iicar $5,000,000.
shoi^d be reorganized when peace ured pair. Banner's performance is
'aroused'
Hitler,
and
that
her
dancer
returns.
.Continued from page 44.
so-so, for that character, too, has litconduct in a private performance
Elmer Gertz at work on. a history tle audience appeal.
H. W. Clarice Succeeds Deuell
for him was 'unseemly improper and
of the Chicago Tribune and the
Play is a one-setter, the interior of
New. managing editor o( the N. y. aroused his appetite.' She asserts it
Medill, MOCormick and Patterson farmhouse in the Catskills that's unDaily News, succeeding the late Har- says her relations were 'immoral,
realistic.
Ingebord and Genko are China to fly a war plane as
families.
a protest
vey V. Deuell. is Richard W. Clarke, scandalous and
improper.'
The
Charles Lee, the Boston Herald's supposed to be raising chickens; they against 'injustice.' A futile gesture,
lipped from the post of Sunday edi- dancer a.sscrls she is nut married
book crick, getting his 'How To En- have no money and don't care about says Charleston; all hope for salvaHis father, the late Arthur L. and, as result pf the article, she
tor.
that, but they do have sherry for tion
is gone.
He illus- guests
joy Reading' published.
Colat all times, regardless.
Clarke, was the tab's first m.e.
probably won't be able to iiccuie a trated
Searching for a solution, he recreit too.
ored servants are working co-op, and
Only 43, the News' new m.e. is a husband.
result she wants
A.s a
August L. Stern, of the N. Y. Jour- at one point it looks as though that ates in his mind a past era of hope
pioneer member of the paper s staff; $1,000,000 instead.
and inspiration and peoples it with
nal American staff, ficlionizing his end of the cast would go to town
having joined the daily upon its inthe images of the captain and some
But not pa.'.sengers of a sailing ve.ssel which
play on Mme. Jumel, the colonial with something musical.
ception. De.spite the edict of Capt.
Mag Circulation Up
much happens.
New York siren.
went down with' all hands aboard
Joseph Patterson, the papers pubThe lovers have been at it nine near his Island in 1849. These were
Cecil Day Lewis is the real tag
Although the newsstand sale of
lisher, against rehiring former staff
ycar.s.
Her interest .seems to .stray immigrants who set out for a new
members, Clarke returned to the mag.s has dropped sharply in the past of Nicholas Blake, whose 'The Smiler when the nearby young farmer ex- land
and new hope envisioned in the
Knife' has just been pubpaper about 10 years ago after serv- 10 years, over-all mag circulation has With The
nresses a yearning for her. But sud- opening
up of the west Through
had a healthy rise in Ihe same period. lisher by Harper,
denly the lad is found to be in love
ing elsewhere for some time.
Victor Whi'Joek, one of the owh- with her daughter. .Another romance them and their faith in a brighter
Peter Levin.s, who does the factual study by the magazine commillee of
day he hopes to recapture confidence
whodunit for the Sunday News, suc- the As.sociation of National Adver- eis of Pathfinder Magazine Until its as Ingebord's 18-year-old .son mad and a po.ssible answer to his probsale recently, has joined Nation's. about a farmer's daughter who ran
ti.<:ers has revealed.
ceeds Clarke as Sunday editor.
lem.
away and got a job in a 5-and-IO.
i
Finding, which covered 15 of the Business, the mag.
The characters are Captiin Jo.>:hua,
Charles Hanson Towne has com- Whatever is to become of the loo.se- a
sailor;
leading national periodicals, .showed
hard-bitten,
practical
N. Y. Post's $50,000 Mbel Suit
end romances doe.sn't matter much,
Application to examine George their present newsstand sales to be pleted a book designed as a male but when the Bulgarian aims to re- Briggs, a workingman broken in
but hopeful of a new start; Dr.
Backer before trial, to bt heard Nov. 29% of net paid circulation, as counterpart of Emily Post's 'Blue turn to his moth-eaten Balkan uni- body
Stefan Kurtz, a scientist escaping
10 in N. y. supreme court, reveals against 41',!, in 1930. Hbwevoi", their Book' for femmes.
form, Ingebord's husband turns up to from the bigotry and ignorance
of
Michael A. Morrissey is the new say they had been divorced in Paris
a $50,000 libel action against the total circulation had increased more
his native land; Melanie, the doctor's
prez of the American News Co. He months ago.
So the midclle-ai;ed vibrant daughter; Mi.ss Kirby. an inN. Y. Post. The plaintiff is Martin than 5,000,000, or 21":;.
Big gain was noted in long-term succeeds Harry Gould, who becomes sweethearts decide to get nnarricd on telligent spinster ahead of her times
Nadel. a member of the examining
nothing a week.
in her quest for feminine emancipadivision of the' Civil Service com- subscriptions, rising from 29''i of the chairman of the board.
There are .some fair smaller parts tion. All these take on human shape
Lewis Gannett, Carl Sandburg and
mission. The alleged libel occurred total 10 years ago, to 49';-; curiently.
in the play, but that 'Pastoral' can
Carl Carmer to talk at the next Book
and per.ionality to Charleston.
on Jan. 21. 1039. when Ihe Post in a
survive is hardly po.^sible. Perhaps
Through these reincarnated perand Author Luncheon at the Hotel ihe producers knew thc.v had a long
cartoon, asserledly referred to a
Aeenis Resume Self-Reic. Drive
.sonages he mirrors the puzzle of his
Astor, N. Y., on Nov. 14.
.thot in accepting the hi>u.>:e for. only
man bearing a similar name as Ihe
New York literary
Efforts
of
dilemma in its various phases. At
'How Green Is My Valley,' first three weeks.
Iher.'
plaintiff's.
first he has them behaving as mere
agents to organize for seir-regulalion
For its defense the Posl alleges it and other aid.s to their biz xwll be bo^k^'by'^Rrchard 'Lleweilyn,' p.'ib^
caricatures, shaped to conform to the
England, purchased for
did not refer to the plaintiff, and re.sumed shortly when Willis Kingsmanner and whim of his -wi.shful
imagination.
Chidcd for thi.s by
that on Feb. 23 it printed an apology. Icy Wing and Nannine Joseph, two ^^^^j^j,^ publication by McMillan.
111
by
Mi'li.i1riiii):i
In
IhrcP nfl.<i im-xi
„e,.s<,hel Brickell, former book reCaptain Joshua, the only one in on
.Vol-,
v..
Sl»xlni- i:illiiM'«.
of the agents who have been among ^.j^^^,.
^ y p„^j_ ^^^^ ^-^^^^^ <'l:iri-ni-/- 'ravtiir: wrillin liv WiIn
hi.s game, he permits them to take on
ANG, Hearst Talk on Strike
the mo.st active in the movement ^ contract with Norton for a book liuik: yl.'iEl-il lit- .MilvlHi- Kuiki-: -I in;
their real characters and actual perSettlement of the Chicago strike .send out a call for another meeting i^
liv Ji.lin Kdfil
^A.'Afi li.|i.
sonalities,
discovering
that the fears
Natchez, Mi.s.s. Brickell is a na- .M.li-;iilliui'.
Wini:ini«
ISiiliiTl
heads the agenda- of the American Previous discu.s.^ions were halted
and evils of this modern age are but
.Simply SI inus^
.liihn^iiii.s
j^^^^.^
.t,.
Newspaper Guild in its present par- with the arrival of warm weather, ^j^,^
CjiL-r:
..Iiihii
StiilUi
offshoots of a similar hopelessness' in
Control of the Bedlord 'Ind.) Daily li.-illv
I!ii>y(ll lliinllrley with the Hearst organization on
the past.
case and resultant urtfavor- j,^,,
Pinker
)0-|tliuii)
.. ..Mnt'iiili
^^^^ acquired by John <|I-\'I-I1S
national matters. Other points being
What then is the solution? Author
Iiiyi<|ih
.Miif-:iiiliiy
Wii'kri.iil.
C'Hiil.illi
able publicity for literary agenting j,^|„^|. ^^^^ ^^^^ g q,;, ^j,^
Iiinii-.K
.Ml '.'illlfiii
Ardrey sets out to prove that slowly,
pressed by the newsmen'.s xmioiv are
'rhum.'iH
expected to hasten the agciiLs or- j^^^^^. jg^^ring his connection with IfiiMiin
.M:i.\liii'
Il.rl<.|l(-k
surely, civilization muddles through.
a guild shop, national severance pay ganization.
IIIi<h»iil WHnv
I'.J"
In spite of mounting ob.stacles and
the 52-ycar-old paper.
and overtime provision policies.
l.:i(-kl:iiii|
Wji]-Ii
I'.'ii
;..
has boon presiding as ternWing
narrow human wcaknc-.scs. progress
g^^^^ Home, Texas newspaper- fins
Aii^i:
ii*liiii iii
Scripps-Howard Ls reputedly hold.porary chairman at most recent or- .^^^
liiilll
.\llll>
is gradually realized.
America and
author, left by plane from .\FK|vt;in( I'^iik'fn
ing off on hew and renewal contract
jytiiDI l-.'MKllK-'-r.
Kiili' rl .1. .MlllliKiii)
its democratic ."system of life must be
[ganization meeting.^ and it." fxP^'l: Austin Thursday i2) for Culver City
l:ii-\Vf 11
WMIi.-iin .Mnwi
negotiations on a number of it.s. papreserved at all costs. Toda.v. more
led. he will be the first hcafl of the
Iiiliii
llnlili
technical advi.scr for Texas >-(iii r Kml-I
pers, including the N. Y. Worldthan ever before, it must be main*ii|,l|iiil
Iv'iiifWlt*,!
.^l.iiili-v .|i k'sii.i
agents' group.
^\\ boom picture for Metro.
It;ii;.').:in]
^Ijiiiii-s 'IVnIil
Telegram, HoiL-iton iTex.1Pio.--s. and
tained as a haven and hope in
utidrrworld <;il-i-i.|i
dictionary
of
Fir.-t
..l!Mk «::li-lilivl
San Diego (Cal.l Sun. pending! tlio
world gone mad. Third-act climax
.-"itiliirs
(':iil
Mi>vili-ii.
I.iiwirni-i<'ii>li\,
New Scribblers Club
slang has been compiled by U. B. |.|iii|i|i,ii
almo.st accomplijthes the mes.-iave of
outcome of the Guild -Hciir.vt policy.
Ki lil- IkI>, I'IiIIIii IIi'i-<-Iii-.
"The American Way' without fl;ias or
A new scribblers club de.'iigned Howslcy and is to be brought out
Publi.'-hing
Co.
the Columbia
T,urid and .sometimes gruoome is •The Star Sp.Tnglcd Banner.'
for mutual aid in the profesli has by
Broun and W-T May Renew
Ardrey has ii definite feel for
Heywood been formed in New York under the Volume is to bear the title of 'Argot' this tale of the high seas. They had
po.-jsibility
There's
a
Couple of femmes Gertrude Schif- 'to dust olT the once clas.ey Maxine characterization and his dialog is
Broun may renew with the New name of the Gotham Literary Circle.
Elliott which had been used by ihe real and effective, Pcrformanci-.*: are
York World Telegram when his con- with Mis. Eugene V. Brewster as its ris and Alice K. J. Shemitz. getting WPA, but something more diverting
cxoollent all around. Luther Adier,
publi.shing
undertaking
una
new
Idea is to compare work
tract with that paper expires at the 'mentor.
than this new melodnima will be as Charleston, lays it on a bit thick,
end of the year, instead of moving and progress, and to get prominent dor way. bearing the name of the tiocessary to keep it lighted.
but rounds out a good job. I.ee J.
It's a cornGcrtal Publishing C:o.
his column to the N. Y. Post, as re- authors for talks.
Not ill memory, and probably not Cobb .scores strongly as Dr. Kurtz.
bination of the fiist .syllable from in the records, has there ever been Direction by Elia Kazan and .setting
Mr.'. Brewster is the widow of the
ported he might
will
naine.>and
their
flr.<-l
each
of
The bv Mordccai Gorcllk are standouts.
a play with as much cursing.
Broun is .said to have found new film Ian mag publisher who died
operate
from
N.
Y.
more
than
i four vowel oath is u.>-cd
favor with Roy Howard, World-Tele- about a year ago.
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part of this week to see
the new Paul Muni show.
Billy Conn had to miss Variety
club banquet because he had started

land

Broadway

Wednosdaj, November
ders.

first

London

Coast,

at the

Stork.

Ed Hurley has joined

the

Moore

8c

i3ill Rodgers, of Metro, now a commuter, having moved up to West-

chester.

Henry Koster in N. Y. with Dan
Kelley, Universal casting director,
vacation.
,
Dr. A. H. Giannini, in New York
tor a 10-day vacation, returned to
the Coast by train.
Billy Reed, dancer and m.c, now
promotion and sales manager for
Blackstone ad agency.
Martin Rhythm Quartet, which is
broadcast,
O'Keefe's
Waltei:
on
signed for 'Three After Three.'
for
ill
J. K. Jerauld, seriously
some time, back from a summer in
the Maine woods and now okay.
Steve Christie, formerly operating
his own spots, is now in charge of
the Hotel Forrest bar and lounge.
Clifford C. Eischer due east on
Mrs. Fischer to Palm
biz shortly.
Springs to convalesce from an op.

on

.

.

Sam Tauber back on Broadway,
managing Maxine Elliott's, which
opened with 'Sea Dogs' Monday (6).
Ann Pope, sister of Glenn Pope,
magician, is returning to show business on her own. Coaching vocally.
Dorothy Stewart, TT. S. rep for
Theatres,
Zealand
Australia-New
back from visit to Canada Lake,

N. Y.

The Ziegf eld Girls Club holding
another tea and fashion show Nov.
14 at Leon
purposes.

&

Eddie's for charitable

Ludwie N. Foertsch now assistant
g.m. of Hotel Astor, and John L. Sullivan succeeds him as executive as.

manager.
William Watters trying to get permission from French government to
film a travelog in the Marquesas Islands, In the South Seas.
Joe E. Howard leaves Billj; Rose's
Diamond Horseshoe for his own
Gold Room in the Ambassador hotel
opening tomorrow (Thurs.) night. *
Mark Hellinger, due to come east,
sistant

Boat,

where

Jackie Heller,

her. brother-in-lnw,
playing, folded.

was

Co

lumbia.

Susan Fox, Ingenue-lead In 'Sumwhich opened and
Night,'

mer

closed last week at the St. James,
Injured her back during the first act
opening night.. She was under a
doctor's care, but didn't miss any of
the following three performances.
Spotlight ads on Catherine Hayes
Brown's 'Letters to Mary,' dealing
with- Helen
Hayes,
embarrassed
'Brownie' (as Helen Hayes' mother
Is known), who told all and sundry
that her Satevepost serial 'isn't that
.

Is

bringing

It

Leon Kimberly and Helen Page
had to cancel when last-minute
orders kept U. S. boats anchored in
York. They were set to depart
Friday (3) on the Washington,
American vauders have property interests in London and are anxious

New

to return there.

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohen
Freddy Meyer, nitery m.c, named
manager of the Mayfair hotel here.

Jimmy

Peyton's orch has gone into
third year at Freda Pope's Plaza

cafe.

Ralph Hitz In on biz and gave
Eddy Brandt's orch at Chatterbox
the once-over.
Pittsburgh drummer Mike Scrlma
has quit Ipa Ray Button's band for

Harry James'

outfit.

Joe Killer and Sid Marke have
agency partnership, each

operating separately.
Flock of locals drove up to Cleve-

now

In

area.
'Just as soon as It becomes possible for us to make news available,
\ye shall do so. This will not be for
about 10 days, in all probability.
'Meanwhile, let It suffice to say
that Mayor LaGuardla's sincerity
and absolute determination to carry
his project to fruition were clearly

and unmistakably demonstrated.*
Chrlstle-Mono Set
Deal being talked with Monogram
Christie has finally been sei
with termer being readied for signature this week. Christie will turn
out three films at Eastern Service

by Al

Studios,
release.

Astoria,

L.

I.,

for

Mono

Unusual angle of the deal is that
will put up no coin, but Christie will use scripts which the company has on hand for at least two of

Mono

it

is

understood. Elec-

Research Products, Inc., which,
owns Eastern Service, has worked

out Christie's financing.
Bio Stndlo Shutters
Biograph studio in the Bronx has
shut down for at least 10 days. Consolidated Film Industries, tenant for
the past seven years, moved out,
unable to come to terms with Ac'tinograph Corp., which owns the
studio, on purchase of Its equipment.
Actinograph, a subsid of Empire
Trust Co.i is making a deal now for
other equipment, so that the studio,
assessed at $425,000, may be reopened tor rental to Indies as quickly as possible.
-

payday their handout amounted
normal salaries.

to

British Consolidated's new film,
which stars Barry K. Barnes, Diana
Churchill and Alastair Sim, is being held up due to David McDonald,
the director, having been called to
Company negotiating
the colors.
with War Office to get permission
for McDonald to finish the picture.
Harry Foster has booked Stafford
and Louise, the Bredwins, Teddy
Brown, Nesbitt Bros, and Roma
Beaumont for George Black's Hip.

podrome show. Also Geraldo and
band and Doris Hare for Charles
Cochran revue, due to open In Manchester Nov. 22.
The London Pavilion, for which latter was originallv Intended, has been found to
-

need at least $150,000 for reconstruction,

show

and so

it's

now

finally hits

likely that when
It will go the

town

Palace.

Australia
By Eric Gorrick

.

.

Palm

Springs.
Dan Ventturini to

Ticket Code
.Continued from page 41_

higher premium
charged for balcony
a

New York

Mexico City.
Leon Abrams making his

tickets.

via

first visit

in eight years.

James Hogan back
than 50c was pneumonia bout,

to

work

after

Fred Seigal celebrated 25th wedding anniversary.
Stella
Roach recovering from
three-week

illness.

Victor McLaglen bought 8()0-acre
ranch near Fresno.
Charles Laughton up and around
after ear infection.

Buck Jones in from Chicago after
rodeo appearances.

.

Eugene Forde building a home In
San Fernando valley.
Doris Jordan resumed her original
name, Doris Davenport.
Charles McCarthy in from New
York for studio huddles.
.

Ruby Wood broke

a leg falling

from a trapeze in Taft, Cal.
Joseph J. O'Neill out of the hosr
but still too ill for work.
Joe Frisco and Charlie Foy openand Charlie's' nitery in the

pital,

ing 'Joe
valley.

Kate Smith made an honorary
in
the American Legion,
Hollywood Post.
Kyle Palmer moved out of the
Will Hays office to return to his
newspaper job ,on the L. A. Times.
Gabe York also' checked out.
colonel

St Louis
By Sam X. Harst
Current season of Little theatre
opened with 'Firebrand' to SRO biz.

Gordon Carter produced.
Alex and Alblna have opened New
Rock House, waterfront nitery, a few
blocks from their old spot.
Civic Musical League opened seasan last night (Tuesday) with Ezio
Pinza, from the Met opera.

George Woods, former manager of

Louis theatre, has leased the
Dakota, South St. Loiiis nabe, from
St. Louis Amus. Co.
Buddy Lewis, native, who had role
in Sun Valley ice show at New 'Tork
would limit all ticket premiums at World's Fair, has part in Earl Re75c. over the boxoffice price.
Code flow's new ice revue at the Arena
Is restricted to the legit theatre and
here, Nov. 10-18.
that has been the major fault of all
Planned ooenin? of Treasure Island
Broadway ticket systems to date. Park, outside nearby Belleville, III.,
huge lotto games wera
Agencies are not called on to limit where
the additional charges for tickets to skedded, ditched when Sheriff Prindable threatened wholesale pinches.
sporting and other events. Including
Bessie Patterson Gephart, localite,
opera, and Equity, despite its farwon first priz.e in playwriting contest
flung affiliations, could not dictate on sponsored b.y Webster jGroves, Mo.,
any matters outside the theatre itself. Theatre Guild with a one-act play
During the fall the agencies do a tagged The Magnet.' It will be prelively business with football tickets, sented by the Guild on Jan. 1.
A default judgment for $5,098.54
as an example, and various schemes
Sol
of college associations to keep tickets against Larry Atkins in favor of
Weintraub, both of whom colout of their hands have not been A.
laborated in producing the Bobby
successful
There are few known Breen All-Star Revi/e b.o. loser last
complaints from fans and the agency Xmas week here, was ordered by
people say that no one Is forced to Circuit Judge Barrett when Atkins
buy tickets for anything.
tailed to appear to defend the suit.
House managers were called to the
League's offices in addition to brokers.
They were asked if the boxoffices were holding the required
St.

New Hayen

25% of
Norman

tickets for direct sale.
Pincus, manager of the
Alvin, stated that George White had
George Robey planed It back to the say In the distribution of 'ScanLondon.
dals' tickets, although the code stipTrade continues bright In the New ulates that
managers of theatres must
Zealand pic field.
Irving
'Goodbve Mr. Chips' (M-G) Is a retain such supervision.
Engel, of the Winter Garden CHellma.jor click in Australia.
•Wuthering Heights' (UA) biggest zapoppin'), was similarly queried
femme hit here in years for Hoyts.
and claimed the house was complyIan Keith clicked in 'I Killed the ing with the rules. Pointed out that
Count' at Minerva, Sydney, for Dave the retention
of that proportion of
Martin.
Nick Lucas, after a good Mel- tickets provides an open invitation
bourne run, repeated In Sydney for to smaller speculators to dig them
out, and no effective way has yet
Tivoli Theatres.
Ron Richards. Aussie boxing been devised to stop this.
champ, personaling for Greater
Some showmen have pronounced
Union Theatres.
Ideas about that type of patronage
Williamson-Tait states that the which demands
good tickets at the
Covent Garden Ballet will Aussielast minute and will pay any price
tour for them at Christmas.
Equity people are for
Will Mahoney taking a caravan demanded.
trip through New South Wales prior eliminating such patronage, but that
to doing a repeat runaround for is regarded as sophomoric. One radTlvoli Theatres.
ical suggestion was made to encourScreening majority of U. S. fare. age that type of theatregoer, but to
Hoyts turned in a profit of $300,000 keep the excess
money where it
last fiscal vear. an increase of $43,496
more logically belongs. That plan
ov»r the 1937-38 span.
Comedy Harmonists scoring for calls for holding some choice locaAustralian Broadc=.>;tinR Commission tions for last-minute demand either
in Queensland.
Will do repeats in at the boxoffice, or turned over to
SyHnev and Melbourne.
recognized agencies Instead of hav'Under Your Hat' a click in Mel- ing them fall into the hands of gyps.
bourne for Williamson-Tait: Swit- Such excess coin would
be split bezerland Ice Show maintains biz preiisure In Sydney for same manage- tween the broker and the manager,
but the latter would be required to
ment.
Charles Munro. Hoyts. announces give the government 50% according
that any member of staff enlisting to the present law.
for war service would have salary
After meeting discussion Indicated
fully maintained bv Hoyts durine that there will
be a code, much more
absence, and that job would be kept
drastic than at present.
Managers
open.
Acts playine In Svdnev and Mel- feel that there must be ticket control
bourne for Tlvnll Theatres Include to protect the theatre and" Equity
Mills Bros,, Nick Lucas, Scott San- agrees— but wants to be shown.
.

flu.

•

,

A

Bob Taplinger laid up with flu.
Manny Goldstein recovered from

New

LaGuardia

trical

>plit their

against the law

South Wales to screen pix without
Robert Taylor back from Mexico
of the Films CommisCity.
sion. • Any breach brings a fine of
Bette Davis motoring in from New
$500, plus added penalties for every
day an unlicensed house remains York,
open. Government has iust granted
Sol Wurtzel back from Manhattan
an amendment to the Public Halls holiday.
and Theatres' act.
Don Ameche resting at
permission

.

the pictures,

Its

and Carroll.

It's

1939

Hollywood

Billy

.

i

House

tempora-

Bessie,

'

..

good.' Random
out in January,

is

Filz

and

8,

Lea Sonia, Florays,

rily acting publicity manager for
Equity proposals suggest the estab20ih-Fox, necessitated by illness of lishment of an impartial boari.'. which
Roy Simmonds.
would hear charges tf violations.
Minneapolis
G. & S, Films, of which Josef
Such
a board might be chosen from
Somlo is production chief, may film
By Les Rees
Capt. Bruce Bairnsfather's 'Old Bill,' a panel submitted by the American
Arbitration Society, much the same
with Svd Walker in the title role.
Twin City Variety club holding
Gabriel Pascal wants Sophie Stew- as when the League operated a ticket
open house football nights.
art to return from Hollywood to control system several years ago.
John Boles flew in from Chicago play part in 'Major Barbara,' speThere weren't any 'convictions' durfor Minnesota theatre engagement.
cially written for her by George Berin- that period and the plan frittered
Jack Kirkland in for brief visit nard Shaw.
with his 'Tobacco Road' company
Billy Cotton, in the Royal Air out, but no such penalties were then
here.
years,
has possible as are now proposed.
Force reserve for some
Patricia Wynn fillinfl In on her been called to the colors. His band
During last week's joint session,
Minnesota theatre dancing line to may play vaudeville dates while he's
the matter of a.gencies figuring in
•
substitute for ill regular.
with the forces.
Clyde McCoy orch pencilled into
Warner Bros. (London), which has productions was discussed, with the
Orpheum, Nov. 30, following Phil Max Miller under contract for one showman taking the position that
Spitalny's, week of Nov. 11.
more picture, a musical, may start capital from such sources should not
C. E. Brown, from Paramount shooting very shortly, as picture has be shut off.
Equity people seemed
homeofTice
auditing
department,- to be done this year.
in accord if no discrimination crept
paving first local visit in years.
H. M. Tennent dickering with Bea- in, nor coin advanced be in the naDave Gillman,' indie nabe exhibi- trice Lillie and Bobby Howes to star ture of a 'buy.' Case of Harry
Kaufrecuperating
from
nervous in revue at Queen's theatre which
tor,
breakdown which followed his wife's will comprise best bits from Noel man of the Tyson agency was cited
and it was Indicated that this ticket
death.
Coward's 'Set to Music'
After six weeks- of 'Gold in the
John C. Wilson seeking Elisabeth office would naturally benefit from
Hills,' Auger Bros., rep company now Bergner for the leading female role shows which Kaufman directed.
offering 'No Mother to Guide Her,' in 'Duo,' originally produced in Paris.
Lee Shubert, with whom Kaufman
another oldtime meller, at the Alvin, Before he left for New York he
Is connected in a managerial manner,
while 'Murder in Old Red Barn' goes talked of producing the play in Lonwas In the limelight. He freely disinto seventh week at West Hotel don.
New Palladium show grossed $23,- cussed the ticket situation, but deMoorish Room.
000 in first four days of opening, clared he did not dominate the
playing 10 performances, new rec- League because of the number of
ord for house.
This is first time theatres his outfit operates on Broadhouse is playing three matinees way. However, with
the Shuberts
weekly, including one on Saturday.
owning, leasing or operating nearly
_ Continued from page 3_
'Folies Superbes,' the Clifford C.
50% of the Broadway string, few at
to acquaint the mayor with film pro- Fischer revue from London Casino,
whose tour was interrupted by the the meeting could figure how the
duction, the producers, union status,
outbreak of war, due to reopen for firm would not get an edge in some
membership, etc. Another session another vaudeville run.
Fischer manner.
with the city's chief executive will running show in conjunction with
probably be held within a week, it Eric Wollheim.
Spellman Bill's Futare Dubloas
First week's business of J. B.
is said.
Showmen who favor the Spellman
Cinema City, where producers Priestley's 'Music at Night,' at the
proved
satisfactory. bill seem skeptical that Mayor La
could concentrate features in the Westminster,
Actors agreed to a minimum of $15 Guardia will sign the measure. That
east is understood to have been one
On bill, if it goes on the statute books,
a. week and a share in profits.
of the recommendations

for the preem of 'Roaring Twenties,'
by unions
which he produced, can't do so, due
involved.
Possible site, if such a
to WB production commitments.
Feelers for Maurice Chevalier on project were carried forth through
a radio program, when he comes cooperation of the city and producover here, indicate interest only in ers, plus unions, might be out near
guest shots, not for a steady show.
the N. Y. World's Fairgrounds. Such
Ann Sheridan, Warner contractee, a plan is said to have been proposed
was chosen this year's Red Cross Girl once before.
and appears in a special trailer that
The American Federation of Labor,
went out to' the theatres this week.
Wallace Downey flying back to Rio which, together with other strong
de Janeiro on Friday (10), where he labor agencies, are strongly behind
represents American music interests. the LaGuardia. movement, released
He's been in the States some six the foUowinl; after last week's meetmonths.
ing of unions with the mayor:
Fred H. Kent, attorney for the E, J.
'Our failure to put out a story on
Sparks circuit, has returned to Jackyesterday's conference with Mayor
sonville, Fla., but Sparks and the
missus remaining in N. Y. another LaGuardia is not motivated, by an
unwillingness to cooperate with and
week or two.
Special trailer on Betty Field for be helpful to the press.
Our atti^ice and Men' was shot by eastern tude, as a matter of fact. Is quite the
exploitation head for Hal Roach, contrary.
We sincerely regret our
who figures on giving her an ad- inability to supply you with informaditional Intro.
tion relative to the meeting with Mr.
Going into the turkey business in
LaGuardia and other developments
Jersey, where he has a farm, Leonard Gaynor Is campaigning friends in our campaign to bring a total anIn the film biz for Thanksgiving nually of $25,000,000 worth of production back to the metropolitan
orders.
He recently wound up
special publicity assignment for

number eight.
W. Buchanan Taylor

Ring,

Greenle^.
Mirimbas, George Wallace, Boice
and Ladd, Sunnie O'Dca, Ming and
Metro sales- Toy, Edith Griffith, Herb Schrlner,

Rex

Frank Appleby, 52,
training for Gus Lesnevich fight.
U. S. Olympic skiier Steve Brad- man, dead here.
The Conrad Vcidls have adopted
ley in for role in next Playhouse
four evacuee kids,
show, 'Ghost of Yankee Doodle.'
Bushell Is lieutenant in
Anthony
Mayor Scully wouldn't kiss Clajre
Pedlar ad agency.
Trevor for the news fotogs when she the Welsh Guards.
Leslie Henson talks of revivmg
Clark Brown, Paramount's tax arrived here for 'Allegheny UprisCochran's successful revue of the last
head, back from Atlanta.
inR' premiere.
Edward Everett Hqrton's secre- war, 'As You Were.'
Gertrude Bond (and Trent) vaude
Zoltan Korda still in Switzerland,
tary, Penn Vandervoort, getting provet, now a nitery songstress.
been stranded since
billing
in 'Springtime for where he has
Dave Gross has joined DuMont gram
war was declared.
Henry' credits.
Television in sales promotion.
Jill Clayton, former Cliff Fischer
RKO's Arthur J. Willi caught
The Hardie Meakins in from Tallye Dunston in 'I Want a Police- showgal, and now Mrs. Dave CrowWashington for several days.
man' and invited her to New York ley, gave birth to girl.
Tom Arnold to do his usual flock
The Joseph M. Viertels on honey- for screen-testing.
Night after Shirley Heller joined of provincial pantomimes this year,
moon trip through the south 'by
Herman Middleman band. Show despite the war. These generally
motor;

Danny Danker back to the
Arthur Brown back as host

Ruby

By Harold M. Bon*

all

at

'DuBarry Was a Lady,' to preem
Shubert tomorrow night (Thurs-

day).

Sob Munzner, back on homa
grounds as assistant manager at the
College.
Prof.

AUardyce

NicOll

back

at

Yale drama school after being held
abroad by the war.
Lawrence Dugan, of the Yale
drama school, sold his play, 'Once
Upon a Time,' for N. Y. production.
Femme nite spot wrablers mulling organization to battle law prohibiting

women working

after

10

o'clock.

Notables to attend banquet Nov.
9 for William Lyon Phelps when he
gets local Ad Club distinguished
service medal.

South Africa
By

H. Hanson

Show biz is healthy In South
Africa despite the war.
African Consolidated has opened
a. new luxury cinema, The Protea,
Pearl, Cape Colony.
African Con.solidated bringing on
Ruth Slenczynski. 13-year-old American pianist,-, for South African tour.

m

She opens

this month,
Richard Tauber staged his oper'Land of Smiles,' at the Empire,
Johannesburg, before big crowds.
etta,

Cape Town date followed,
Leslie Henson Co., from Enfiland.
who put in two weeks at Alhambra here for African Consolidated,
has returned to England. IvyTresmand, leading lady, did not sail, deciding to remain here.

\(>«1ne6day,

November

8,
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a director, and John R. Munn, a director.

Ruling Favors Vineland

OBITUARIES

The company lists cash on hand as
only $100. but on deposit in banks
and elsewhere there

.Continued front page 3_

is

$31,211.

Hold Off GN Suits
runs rejected by its competitors, to- RKO, Columbia, Warners, 20lh-Fox,
WILBERT L. STEWART
Los Angele.'!, Nov. 7.
gether with whatevei shorts, co»ne- United Artists and Universal;
will be
Petition says defendants refuse to
Creditors ot Grand National Films,
dies, newsieels, etc., that it
(Bill)
Stewart, 69,
Wilbert L.
license pictures oh a local competi- who had threatened suit to collect owner-manager of the Rex theatre.
allowed to pick up.'
sysrental
tive
basis
flim
to
e.\hibs
in
the
Omaha
territheir bills, agreed to defer legal ac- London, Ont., died Oct. 31 from a
Jn analyzing
tem, Judge Kirkpatrick. declared that tory. Petition al.-;o slates dcfcndant- tion for 30 days, following a meeting heart attack.
Born near Pelrolia.
an
ot
exhibs
get
'favorable
deprived
rentals,
rejects
arc
with Lloyd Wright, trustee for Ihe Ont., 'Stewart .spent almost all his
independients
of and protection.'
company.
ec|uaJ chance with chain groups
life in .show biLsiness, having been an
Goldberg suit follows closely a
films.
Wright submitted a plan for re- actor, tap dancer,' singer, theatre
bidding for
Thi.s system constitutes a com- petition filed by Tri-States asking financing, now being worked ,out in operator and manager.
the
trade,'
Federal
of
Court
to
keep
Goldberg
restraint
in
New York.
bination
For, several' years he travelled
from
opening
the
State.
Tri-States
opined.
Court
throughout the U. S. and Canada
^
30-page Tindrng - of - fact contend World Realty Co. (Goldberg
In
a
with road companies.
In 1904 he
analysis on which he based his de- corporation) leased Omaha to Tristarted his own troupe in Bran'iford,
States
declared
in
1934
with
understanding
Klrkisatrick
Ont., and played that city for two'
cision, Judge
realty firm would keep Stale dark
years.
In 1906 he went to London,
the chains were given the right to
.Continued from page lO.^
during
duration
of
lU-year
lease.
output
yearly
entire
the
purchase
Ont., and for five years operated the
week, 'Dust Destiny' (WB), $5,000, Park theatre there. He later operated
of the producers without any compretty good.
petition from the independents.
the Princess for stock and vaudeville,
Esquire (Gillman) (290: 25-35-40)
•Agreements, are made that no in—'All Quiet' (U) (reissue). Moved then the Patricia, also in London.
zone.-i
purchasers'
the
in
dependent
here after big. week at Gopher and In 1927 he built the Rex, which he
will get any of the films accepted
Continued from page 4
started slowly, but is building and ran iuilil his death.
least
days
28
until
at
chain
should reach good $1,400 on top of
by the
Last week,;
RUFE NAYLOR
srier they have been exhibited,' he ors holding securities worth over swell $4,500 at Gopher.
$1,000 are Aslor Productions, Inc., 'Tomorrow Comes' lU) (3d wk),
Rufe
Naylor,
picturesciue
said.
57,
•Moreover the chain buyers have Colony Pictures, Inc., Douglas Mac- $9.00, okay.
gambler and legit manager, died of a

Robinson Shows and traveling rep

i

.^Icp-children.

W. C. I'OLI-A
William C. Polla, songwriter and
New York Nov. 4
His widow and a
<

'

arranger, died in
at the age of 69.
daughter survive.
Polla was best

.

|

known for 'Gondolier,' 'Dancing Tambourine' and
other songs, but even better known
among music publishers and band
leaders as an arranger.

Cincinnati

iUe
the
not
has

right to reject a proportion of

and the independents canget even these until some time
elapsed after the rejection, so
claim that by
independents
the
that
tiie time they can procure any of
the films they have. lost their appeal
worthless.'
almost
are
and
The 'finding-of -fact' also declared
that one of the Warner houses, the
Globe, had been run only 'sporadically' and was in disrepair until a
group of Vineland citizens 'discontented' with the condition of thefilms,

Lean
ment

.

Production.s, Inc., Garrett KlePictures, Ltd., B. J. Zeldman

Productions, Ltd., (bondor Pictures,
Inc.,
Criterion
Productions,
Inc.,
Standard Capital Co., Biltmore Pictures, Inc., Filippine Film Productions, Inc., Eugene Frenke, Globe
Pictures Corp., F. 4: H. Productions,
Ini;.,
Special Pictures Corp., Coronado Films, Inc., and Arcadia Pictures Corp.
Un.secured creditors' claims total
$39:1.412.
ThoKe over $1,000 are the
Chase National Bank, $1,079 for
monies advanced; Educational Pictures, Inc., of N. Y., $94,603 for
monies advanced: Educational Stu-

in their town organized a community corporation to build a theAs soon as the
atre of their own.
plan was announced, the Court con- dio.s, Inc.; of California, $29,166 for
tinued, Warners remodeled both its rent; the .same creditor, $8,930 for
houses and made a 'deal' with the advances; Edco Production Unit, Inc.,
atre.';

producers that ultimately deprived $49,277 for advances; Fine Arts PicInc.,
for
advances;
$2,956
Landis from obtaining any tures,
the
•worthwhile' films until after they Lloyds Film Storage. $1,028 for rent;
had been .<;hown at both the Globe Mitchell May, Jr., $3,273 for merand the Grand and by that time had chandi.se purcha.sod: N. Y. Film
Board of Trade, $1,525 for the same;
lost their 'attractive' power.
.

Monopoly,

Etc.

Under the injunction the defendants are ordered to stop:
1.
Monopolizing or attemptiiig to
monopolize motion pictures in Vineland and its vicinity.
2.
Re.straining or conspiring to
intersliite

re-^train

commerce.

Enforcing or continuing their
3.
contracts.
4.
Di.<:criminating against the Lanin the matter of availability,
protection and price of films.

RockcrcUcr Center. $5,811 for rent;
Arthur Young & Co., N. Y.. $2,780
for nterchandi.^e purcha.sed; Norman
C. NIckol.son. of Rockefeller Plaza,
$7,250. merchandise purchased: Grace
E. Stcbbin.s, $1,900 for rent; Film
Center Bldg., $4,726. rent; H. I. and
Frances Alperin ot Pittsburgh, $1,200
for rent.

Owed

Salaries

Salaries

owed

Giving the Warner theatres
more first run films than are 'reason5.

ably
6.

nece.-ssary.'

motion

'Dissipating'

picture

product.
in summing up
that 'Warners, because of
its position in the first run motion
picture market in Philadelphia, has
potential coercive power over dis-

Judge Kirkpatrick

ob.ser.ved

tributors.'

The defendants in the suit ai'e
Warner Bro.":. Pictures, Inc.; Warner
Bro.s. Circuit Management; Warner
Theatres

Bros.

Warner

Bros.

of

New

Theatres,

Jersey;
Del-

Inc.,

Paramount,
BKO-Radio, Loew's, 20th-Fox, Columbia. Universal and United Artaware; Vitagraph,

Inc.;

Hammons,

Earl

Jack

$43,414;

W.

Skirball,

Corp.
State Senator Harry Shapiro represented the Landis. Counsel for the
13 defendants were former AttorneyGeneral William A. Schnider and
Morris Wolf.
This is. the action wherein Judge
Kirkpatrick; during trial, 'recommended' a ."iettlement during trial,
indicating that olhcrw.ise he
to find for the plaintiff.

would

have

Blank-Goldbergp

Omaha

Battle Causes Trust Suit

(M-G).

(998;

Robinson

25)—

attack
Australia..

heart

and

good $3,200.
Last week,
'Your
Troubles' (20th), $2,800, mild.

Granada
25-35)—
(Par).
(900;
'Rains Came' (20th). First neighborhood showing. Good $2,500 in prosLast week, 'Beau Geste' (Par),
with 'Fifth Girl' (RKO), first
neighborhood showings, $1,800, mild.
Minnesota (Mpls. Co.) '.4,000: 2030-40)— 'Main Street Lawyer' (Rep)
and vaude headlined by John Boles.
Best stage attraction and one of
most pleasing pictures this house has
boasted since its re'iening and
takings are stimulated accordingly.
Terrific
indicated.
$12,000
Last
week, 'Jeepers Creepers' (Rep) and
stage show, light $5,000.
Orpheum (Par-Singer) (2.800; 2535-40)— 'Mr. Smith' (Col). Standout
picture sweeping town .and will run
at least two weeks. Praise from reviewers and customer.s' word-oftnouth boosting gate.
En route to
big $9,500.
Last week. 'Thunder
pect.
split

Afloat'

(M-G),

SUte

JOHN

Will

—World
'Challenge'

(350; 25-35-40-55)
(Indie).
Many nice
for this picture, but will be
to hit light $1,000 desoite
(Steffe.s)

Music'

cheers.
Last week, 'Have
(3d wk), $1,400, disap-

(UA)

Harold Saxe, $1,800; Sol Ed- pointing.
wards, $1,097; Jack Barnstyn. $1,350;

Edward

L. Alperson,
(dis$2,468
pu(cd), and T. R. William.s, jl,046.
Advances from exhibitors in the
U. S. in all of the 29 exchanges were
.Cunlliiuod from page 1_
under $1,000.
On the foreign advances there is owed $3.9.13 to the a large part of audiences coming in
Radiolux Cia Commercial of Ar- to see war films, comjiilations of official Government pictures, etc.. have
gentina: $4,250 to the Star Syndicate
of Au.^lralia; $10,000 to Societe des been youths either interested in the
Films of Belgium; $6,511 to Chau- romance of war or curious as to
druhi Film Service of India; $1,215 what it really means.
A deluge of war features lately Is
Distribudora Nacional Inca of
to
believed in some quarters to be rePeru.
Hollywood Studio creditors total sponsible for the sudden apathy of
public; Some of the war revivals
the
under $4,000. recites the petition, and
and new film.s. backgrounded in war
$6..')4:t is owed to the Canadian Educational Films. Ltd., of Toronto, and stories, started out well shortly after
war abroad broke oul. but are
the
$34,860 to Educational Films Co,,
not now .maintaining earlier swiftLtd.. of London.
On the credit side is $60,000 for pace.

B, O, Poison

MRS. WILLIAM JOEL

attack.

Survived by two children, Mrs.
Harry Weiss, wife of the RKO Madison (Brobkiyn, N. Y.) theatre manager, and George Joel, head of Dial
Press.

FRED A- 'MAJOR' SMITH
Fred A. 'Major' Smith, 66, a leading drum major two score years ago,
died in Corning, N. Y., Oct. 20, from
heart

SAXE

Smith traveled, for several seasons
with minstrel shows and played
vaudeville (Major and Ray) for
some years with his baton-swinging

Miami Oct. 3.
With his late brother, Thomas, he
rose from a Milwaukee newsboy to
command the circuit which they sold

act

to Fox in 1927.
Until the sale of his theatre interests to his death, he had been in
the real estate biz. Surviving are a
son, four daughters, two brothers
and six sisters.

BEN JAFFE

David Erwin Rusself, organizer of
the Chicago Operretta Co. and former manager of the Municipal
Opera C;o„ St. Louis, died Unexpectedly on a Chicago street Nov. 5.
He had been an employee of a Chi
theatre ticket agency for the last
few years.

Ben JalTe, 28, manager of Casino
theatre, Pittsburgh, owned and operated by his father, George JafTe,
vet burley impressario, died at his
home last week after an illness of
over a year.

Ruth Eldredge Meakin. 60. stage
and screen actress, died Nov. 3 in
Los Angeles. Her la.st appearance
was with the Los Angeles Repertoire

Young JafTe, who broke into show
biz eight years ago as company manager of a franchi.se show his father
owned on the Hirst wheel stepped
up to the Casino managership In
1936 and had been active only a
short time wheii he was stricken ill.
Mother and father survive.

DAVID ERWIN RUSSELL

RUTH MEAKIN

various

corporations

total

in

$77,258.

largest part of this is made up
ot 4.000 shares of common of CanaEducational.,

The

di;m

worth

$5,000;

90

CN

Films. Ltd..
shai cs of common of
wcrlli. $5,000: fil5 shares of preferred
Edco Pioductioits Unit, Inc..
of
worth. $40,000: and 5.000 .shares of
common of Educational Films. Co..

.

Co. 10 years ago.

Surviving is her husband, Charles
W. Meakin, stage director.

GEORGE TAYLOR
I

George Taylor. 50, screen actor,
died Nov. 2 in Fillmore, Utah, as a
result of injuries sustained in a motor crash.

CLAUDE GILLINGWATER
Claude Gillingwater, 69, sta.ge and
screen actor, died Nov. 1 at his home

Beverly Hills of a self-infiicted
bullet wound, having been in failing;
health.
He had been in pictures;
since 1921, when he made his debut
theatres
dug. with Mary Pickford in 'Little Lord
Distributors
and
quickly into the files for films Fauntleroy.' His last role was in 'A
through which they might cash in on Yank at Oxford' last year.
Before moving to Hollywood he
the war. including numcrou.s pictures
that were released several years ago. had been on the New York stage.
Compilations were also hurriedly put appearin" for eight years in David
That Belasco plays.
together for a quick killing.
Gillingwater left a note slating he
it amounts to a quick killing is becoming apparent a.s draught of the had no desire to be 'a burden".
war slulT starts to wane.
in

i

\

Frank Malcolm 'Warlne, 65. father
of Fred and Tom Waring, died at
his Harri.sburg, Pa., home. Nov. 1. of
asthma, from which he -had suffered
for 20 years.
Also survived by
widow, two -daughters and eight
grandchildren.

:

Henry M. Kramrath.

j

Promissory notes due and slock

and brother survive.

Sister

I

California.

attack.

a

1

the leasehold and improvements on
property at 7250 Santa Monica Blvd.,

parents survive.
Details in the film section.

Mrs. William Joel, 67, sister of
Mrs. Siiiie Silverman. Charles J. and
Freeman (VAniETv), died in
New York Nov. 2 following a heart

brother of a chain of 40 Wisconsin
theatres, nine in Milwaukee, died in

$11,400, big.

critics'

E,

PAUL. PHILLIPS

Jess

legit.

John E. Saxe, 66, operator of the
Milwaukee
first
nickelodeon
in
and subseciuently operator with his

probably move over to Century for
third loop week.
Stretching in direction of $7,000. hefty. Last week,

lucky

\

.

25-35(2d wk).

.spot.s.

in

'Sunny'
was the first attraction, with Ernest
Rolls as producer. Then came "The
Student Prince' and several revues,
but talkers became the vogue and
the theatre changed hands, Naylor
next becoming a bookmaker and
track tipster. He then become involved with the .government and it's
estimated he spent $500,000 fighting
various cases.

(2.300:

Hitting the bOxoffice high

29

Empire, Sydney, for

$4,000. light

(Par-Singer)

40)— 'Babes Arms' (M-G)

Sept.

E.

E. Paul Phillips, 48, head ot real
department for Paramount for
about six years, was killed Nov. 1 at
Wajecka, Minn., when the car in
whicn he was riding with other Par
executives, was sideswiped by a'
Sydney,',
truck. Widow, daughter, brother and

estate

At one lime he controlled a loop
of theatres and three racetracks in
South Africa and also promoted
$1,000,000 sweeps in that territory.
Back again in Australia, Naylor
formed a company and erected the

$11,448;

'

ists

Gopher (Par-Singer)

'Blackmail'

title spell b.o., but there are plenty
bf obstacles to overcome. Looks like

words

include

.

di!>

.Worlds

circu-seS.

and Robbih.s Bros, shows. He
had retired several years a^o.
Survivors are widow and four

Bros.,

|

Otney Supervizes

Patterson

the

of

:

72.

who long

r

I

j

.

I

held title to the Strand
theatre
building. Albany, and who at varitimes was interested in o'.her
theatrical properties around the N.
Y. State capital, died last week at'

ous

.

his

home

in

Miami.

JERRY FOT
.Terry Foy. 37. radio

MARRIAGE

billy,

and stage

M. Ahearn, 64, mother of
Gladys) Ahearn, vaudeville
performer, died Nov. 2 in
Brid'If.port
Her .son had only recently returned
from 14 months
abroad, principally in England.
Klizalieth

hill-

Will .'and

formerly on WI..W. Cincinnati,

stations,
other
midwe.>;tern
and
Ltd.. worth $25,000.
Marion McClo.skey, secretary to
drowned Oct. 30 while .fishing at
Stock in trade consists of 322 one- Paul Veville,
Omaha,. Nov. 7.
sales mana.!!er,
Blank-Ralph D. Goldberg rcclers. 632 two-rcoler.v. one three- In Martin Mcdiai'mid, in New Or- Lake Heri ingion. Ky.. his boyhood
home.
35
westerns.
and
62
features,
second
rcelcr.
goes into ils
leans Friday (3).
Body was recovered Nov. 3 and
round with the laller filing an anti- They are valued at $56,015. Acccst
Oswald Herman Schuman, 40,
burial was held Nov. 4 in the Kentru-it suit in Federal Court against sories and slorics are worth $35,5i6.
Foy lived With his member of the pit band at the Stale
lucky town.
Omaha first-run hou.ses and eight and investments in story rights and
thealrc. Hartford, died Nov. 2 lirIn
parents. Ihe James Hcndrens.
film companies.
continuities are worth $38,561.
Leaves widow, daughter,
Al.sp Hartford.
'Mr. and Mrs. Ben Harkins. diiu.:;h- Norwfiod, O.. Cincy suburb.
Meanwhile, first-run houses will]
Trucks and cars belon'jinc to the
.son, parents and brother.
jump from three to five during the conipany are valued at $7,500. while ter. in San Frantisc(i, Nov. I. leave.': a brother.
Armisljce
weekend when Blank furniture, fixtures, machinery and Father is program manager of
Lew Lake, 65. music hall comedian,
OTTO II. MULLER
opens the Paramount on a vaudfilm equipment in the sludio is worth KFRC. Frisco.
Otto H. Muller. 45. of Minneapolis, well known as ^n entertainer of
policy (10). and Goldberg unshutters *B0.OO0.
The same articles on the
Mr. and Mrs. Don Miller, son. In
troops during the World War, died
t;.e
long-dark State
on a N. Y. end are valued at $5,000. and Los Angeles, Nov. 1. Fathei- is head died from injuries received in an
(11)
Wa.scca,
Minn.. in his London home Nov. 5.
cra.sh
at
slraighl film basi.<:.
for the 29 exchan.ics $29,000. mak- of art department for Art Screen auto
Wednesday, Nov. 1.
He was in
Paramount, burghs white elephant in" a tolTil of $103,000.
Service.
charge of maintenance and purchasIhealre. will have the A. B. Marcus
.Some 1.30 persons and firms are
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Rice. .";on. in ing for Minnesota Amus.
P.A. SUES FOUNDATION
Para-

WWL

A.

i

'

H.

|

legal

battle

I

|

BIRTHS

j

1

I

I

:

I

fhow

R5c top.
Deal is a trial
basi.<!.
Slate will
have 35c top,
doubles, plus 'Slate Hour' ot newsreels, shorts and a grocery give_at

as ow.ing the company $97,922.
Many of thc.>-e woi-p al.'-o inclndod as
being owed n-.oncy for a. variety of
re^.'Ons by ON.
Of Ihe stock-iiwning olTicials .come
li.sted

away.
Goldberg names Tri-States (Blank) six .ire listed. They include Earlc
Theatres, and Singer-Omaha in suit. W. Hammons. nresidcnt and a diTri-Stalos have Omaha and Orphe- rector: Brunn Wevers. vieo-prcsident
um while Singer circuit has the and a director: Harold .Saxe. assi.stBrandois. Film companies named in ant treiisurer: George P.liikc. sccrcanti-trust suit are Metro, Paramount, tarv and a director: N. C. Nicholson;

New

Britain. Conn., Oct. 25. Father
engineer at WNBC, New Britain

mount

theatre

Co..
in
."subsidiary

the
the

is
northwest and had been with
and Hartford.
company many years.
Mr. and Mrs. Jan Peerce. dau;;hter,
Further details in the film .section.
Fa;hcr i.s a
in New York. Nov. 5.
concert and radio tenor,
CHARLES MEYER
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Crane, daughCharles (Candy) Meyer, 68. vet
Father circus man, died in Des Moines Oct
Icr, in Fort Worth, Oct. 31.
29 ot ti heart ailment
Meyer for
is on the announcing staff of KCKO,
years was treasurer of the Yankee
Fort Worth.

Los
Mollie

Angela's,

.Steinber.y

filed

.Vov
suit

7.

for

aaainst Arihur J. Bcckhard
and the American Thcalie Foundation, charging breach of oral con$2.2.50

tract
Plaintiff declare.'.- she was hired
pres-i a"cnt for 30- week period
$.')0
weekly, but w;is d:>eharged
wiihoMl rcasf-n --it'^r (''\r- we.r'k'
.

as
at

Wednesdaj, November

y^iJlJETY

48

From this inborn
human pattern
as familiar as

thirsty

as certain as hunger,

comes the enormous leverage radio
adds to a selling message

People listen together. And people
together are more intensely moved than

when

people alone. People laugh more
they're together... respond

more when

they're together... are influenced

when

they're alone. That'i

why

more

when

they're together... than

people

to-

gether are sold so much more successfully than people alone.

Here you have one of the deep roots of

radio's success ; one of the brilliant inks

with which radio writes the accomplishments of
sales

message together... respond to

Nowhere

else does

an advertiser get

it

its clients.

People hear the radio

together. . .talk about

this simultaneous

it

then and there I

impact on the family

. , .

this

immediate, stepped-up response to his sales message. Nowhere else does the advertiser start so

many conversations,

Because people

Radio's unique

so

many sales, so

quickly, so surely, as in radio.

listen together!

aLilitjr to

reach a roomful of people at the same time

is

but one of a dozen funda-

mental encouragements radio gives to advertising copy. We'll he glad to submit the others, at your
convenience. They, far more than the vast size of audience delivered to radio clients, explain th«
i^dvertising Jiistory of the past decade 1 Write to

CBS

at

485 Madison Avenue,

New York

Gity.

Columbia Broadcasting System
WORLD'S LARGEST RADIO

NETWORK

8,

1939

RADIO
PRICE

25^
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BANDS' SHARE-THE-WEALTH
Radio-Pix Buildup Booms Met s B.O.;

Durbin Headed for Co., Peerce Maybe
.Radio and film names have made
the Metropolitan Opera Co. of N. Y.
organization,
a' national, not a local
declares Earl Lewis, assistant general manager ot the house, who has
been in charge of the boxoffice for
30 years. Mr. Lewis points out that
two weeks before the season opens
91% of all subscriptions have been
sold out, with 38% of these coming
from out of town, in comparison to

6% some

25 years

Mickey Rooney Upped

Hollywood, Nov.

at*'-

The broadcasting of the Saturday
matinee operas, and the presence on
the roster of persons whose picture
appearances have made them household names, have combined to make

sively.

N. Y. much more conof the Met than they ever
Publicity specially
before.
pointed to dispel the idea that the
Met is too stiff-shirt has attracted
the younger people. The annual surprise party, where the entire company does a burlesque on opera, with
elaborate stories and photographs
has popularized the singers trevisitors to

William Morris agency negotiated

scious

the

were

last

Miami, Nov.

had been around New Year's. It tees
up with a line of IC Chester Hale
girls recently back from Cannes,
Joan Abbott and a couple spec acts
out of the Ringling Bros.' show. On
the pad for later are Rudy Vallee
Pec. 29-Jan. 1, and Harry Richman
with Abe Lyman orch starting Jan.
10 for a month, with options.
Continental's Cuban room is next
to toss out the mat with Dec. 10 set
for the inaugural. Oscar de la Rosa's

Be

\

Legit;

'Father'

rhumba crew

is

wife of John

is

in for at least eight

Dempsey-Biltmore follows
weeks.
on Dec. 21. It has added 70 more
rooms and a swimming pool in exActs
pectation of the windfall.
haven't been set yet, although Vincent Brigalc's band is signed to
(Continued on page 37)

GENl MILLS DECIDES
BASEBALL TOO COSTLY

5.]

to
!

!

I
'

Wharton of the Playi

(Continued on page 61)

Musicians) put Into effect

last

week

I

and Par

is

understood

flirting

with both

RKO

and Paramount for distribution of

14.

future output.
'Raffles' is the
of the features he delivers to
UA on this season's commitment but
there is no word from him as to
other future product.
Goldwyn is shuttering his Coast
plant Jan. 15 and is expected to go
east for discussions at both'
and
Paramount home-offices. Producer
is understood planning an organization shuffle if any new deal is struck.
He would make four to six pictures
annually and bring in two associhis

last

WHY

RKO

Clare Boothe, prior to the opening
New York ot 'Margin for Error,'
answered the protest of the German
consul by stating that she did not
intend any political implications.
Play is a comedy-mystery set in the
German consulate in N. Y.

requiring that payment for phono- in

ate producers to

work

directly un-

der him.
If

RKO

Goldwyn connects with

either
or Paramount, he would con-

tinue production on his own lot,
the releasing company doing
part of the financing as he figures
his features would be used as leaders in selling either studio's product
in the summer of 1940.

with

Jas. Roosevelt's

UA is reported agreeable to Goldwyn pulling stakes but would insist
he turn back stock at the price he
paid, otherwise UA will demand he
live up to terms of the contract he
signed with it.
Suit Still Pending
Whether Goldwyn will actually be
able to pull out of UA and distribute
through another company still hinges
on the outcome of his suit against
James Roosevelt Is shaping his own UA argued last spring in N.Y. suable to it for some time, since its
rules require that copies of contracts production unit and Is preparing a preme court. Decision is now being
for steady, one-nighler and other leap Into independent film making. awaited.

Own

but also that of the leader.
Through this move to serve as a
second-hand paymaster for its members the union will be in a position
to keep close tabs on the earnings of
everybody in the union. The local
has had such information on all
other classes of engagements avail-

(Continued on page

Co.;

Indie Film

RKO Outlet?

In this litigation, his attorney,
Steuer, asked for declaratory judgment which Would set aside Goldwyn's present exclusive producing
and releasing contract v/ith
which expires in 1945 and permit

of his time spent In New York
during the past week was devoted to

CD

Much

plans which will take

mpre

definite

his return to Hollywood.
His contract as vice-pre.sident of

form on

SWING KINGS

TAPERING OFF?

in

beat.

The

boxoffice being the all-

deteimining
takings

of

barometer,

some

ot

the

the

(Continued on page 3)

of

the

best

in

the

with

See Television As
Real Impetus For

Any Pix Prod. East
With television almost certain to
emanate from New York in years
to come, the film business in the east

the

unit.

recent

envisions sight-sound broadcasting
as furnishing the real impetus to
picture production along the Atlantic seaboard.

foremost

swing exponents is the cau.se ot all
the worry. That goes (or bands on
the road, as well as in New York.

Two

connection

eastern

are disappointing and
whether their hotel spots aren't con-

metropolis

B'WAY MUSICALS

UA—

—

Samuel Goldwyn Productions will
expire on Dec. 31. Distribution terms
for his own productions, which as

yet have not been given a trade
name, have been discussed with
George J. Schaefer, president ot
RKO. and a definite deal may be conThere's much concern among the summated in a few weeks.
Producing headquarters will be .set
jive maestros and, more significantly,
among their managements, as to up in Hollywood, and several important producing names are mentioned
whether or not swing is on the downRoosevelt

ducive to killer-diller music, esexercise its lime options until pecially with dinner, or whatever
Jan. 15, indications have already else is the reason, the b.o. experts
been given of the miller's intention are bothered by the subnormal biz.
Bands that have moderated their
to pursue a more economical policy
on play-by-play baseball broadcasts swingo into a sweet-hot style, on the
their own.
this coming season. Problem said to- other hand, are holding
be facing the cereal packer is to And the continued good b.o. ot
bring down the cost of this type of staples such as Whiteman, Lombardo
exploitation to the point where it and Duchin is even more conclusive
evidence.
(Continued on page 54)

While General Mills doesn't have

the producer, but

On the managerial end five or six
others are concerned. Not the least
is Jock Whitney,
who almost seasonBliy is a silent partner in one or more
attractions.
Wealthy socialite and
sportsman is known to have invested
in 'Father.'
He is represented by
Martin Gable and Carly. Wharton,

SPECULATING

RKO

Advised by his attorney,. Max D.
Steuer, to break off with United Artists as his existing releasing contract is worthless, Samuel Goldwyn

Boothe's Anti-Nazi Play
London, Nov.

in any studio, and the coin
turned in must not only be that of
members of an instrumental unit

14.

Flirting with

'Margin for Error,' Clare Boothe's
anti-Nazi play current on Broadway,
may see presentation here this season, George Black, producer, figuring it a cinch at this time. He has
entered into negotiations with AidMost drastic piece of supervisioa rich Si Myers, producers, and Miss
rights
for
English
the
ever imposed on union musicians is Bootha
through Herman Citron, New York
the rule which Local 802 of New agent.
York City (American Federation of

members

ing shutters weeks ahead of normal
The Royal
unveilings.
seasonal
Palms precms today (Tuesday),
whereas its usual dusting-off date

arrival, .'Life with Father,' which
looks in for a run at the Empire.
[Latest on the Hollywood-Broadway

Oscar Serlin

Havana,

Pact Hlforthless'

London Hot for Clare

fluence

graph recording, transcription, commercial radio, sound effect dates and
other miscellaneous engagements be
made through the local's collection
department. Under this regulation
the union will serve as the repository ot all monies earned by its

Hotels and niteries are making
ready to take advantage of an expected resort boom here by remov-

•long Broadway for production, but
legit is getting plenty of backing from
New York sources and there appears
to be considerable money available
for likely stage ventures. Encouraging feature of that activity is the
success of the most recent comedy

on page

effective

Rio Expectant

There is some question whether
Hollywood coin will freely flow

situation

became

AFM Local (Richest in
Country) Wants to Keep
Tabs on Members' Af-

the

(Continued on page 53)

The Case of

deal which

week.

Start;

come a member ot the Met, according to Lewis.
The 17-year-old soprano is several years away from an
actual appearance at the Met, but
shf is reported studying opera diligently with Andreas de Segurola,

Had for B'way

new

Miami In Early

mendously.
'None can witness Lily Pons in
tights doing an acrobatic act with
Lauritz Melchior without coming
away refreshed,' Lewis concluded.
The sight of the 90-pound Pons holdInr the 250-pound Melchior with one
hand, while the wires above strain
to the utmost, has been so successful since first introduced that the
ac. has been repeated year after year
with unfailing success.
Dcanna Durbin is expected to be-

Plenty of Coin to

14.

Mickey Rooney had his contract
adjusted by Metro and is now reported drawing $5,000 weekly on a
40-week basis running for a term.
Youngster has been the studio's boxoffice ace the past year at stipend of
around $1,000 a week with a $10,000
His earnings
bonus per picture.
were reported arouiid $100,000 yearly as the studio used him exten-

Goldwyn

TO CHECK INCOME
N. Y.

To $5,000 Per At M-G

UA

teuer Advises

IN

MIXUPS OVER COMICS

With radio, film and

legit

talent

and technicians available in the cast,
film productions for telecasting unAmong the musicals due In mid- doubtedly will be turned out in New
winter are 'Wild Bill Shakespeare,' York, the trade believes.
which will bring Alex A. Aarons
(More 071 eastern film production
back to the Broadway production on paye 3).
field, and 'Keep Off The Grass,' which
Harry Kaufman is lining up. Several
Relnhardt on Television
comics are mentioned for the same
Hollywood, Nov. 14.
show.'!, though none appears to have
Max Reinhardt directs his drabeen contracted for. Present line-up matic proteges on Don Lee television
calls for Jack Haley and Martha station as a regular Saturday feature.
Raye topping 'Bill,' but Jimmy
First time the Prof, ha.s given
(Continued oh page 31)
visio a tumble.
]
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I
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DANO'SHEATOSUCCEB)
GINSBERG AS GJII. OF S-I

Film Talent Gniids Nix Bioff s
Invite; Don't

Want Any Part of lA

Hollywood, Nov.

Powwows; Meeting Today (Wed.)
Hollywood, Nov.

The three

talent

guilds,

14.

ANADIAN
FOR

Actors,

Wednesday, November 15, 1939

B. 0.

UP

14.

Henry Ginsberg handed In his resignation as v.p. and general manager
of Selznick-International, a post he
has held four years, to take cfTect
Jan. 1. Daniel O'Shea will succeed
him. Before joining S-I, Ginsberg
was g.m. at Hal Roach studio. He
plans a long vacation.
O'Shea will be named to the Ginsberg post at the next S-I board meet-

and Directors, last night
5TH STRAIGHT YR. ing. He swings over from HKO, hav(Monday) again served notice on the
ing been with S-I at its formation,
producers they have no desire to sit
first as assistant to David O. Selznick
Montreal, Nov. 14.
with William Bioff and his lATSE
and later secretary of the company.
crowd and tallt wage cuts at the
Figure."! released -currently by Domeeting scheduled for Wednesday ...inion Bureau of Statistics show inKenneth Thomson, SAG exec crease in theatre receipts and ad(15).
Writers

secretary, made an issue with Bioff
of what is considered 'good labor
practice' and reminded the
labor leader 'that the Guild did not
participate in the formation of any
conference of itudio unions, or

isions in 1938 for fifth consecutive
year. There is no doubt that 1939
will also show proportionate increase

imion

PARSUTES58

over 1938..
Figures for all Canada are 137,976,052 admissions against 134,374,061

Hat Red Cross Roll Call
Show biz lifted itself several notches In public cste«m on Saturday
night (II) when some top talent, drawn from radio, films and the concert stage, played support to President Roo.^svelt's annual American
Red Cross Roll Call, and whammed over to the listening public a program of entertainment and humanitarian appeal so unusual and unique
as to merit some back-patting.
Coast-to-coast broadcasting facilities of the three major networks
were contributed for the 60-minute session. Handling of the wires
from New York, Hollywood, Washington and Detroit, the spots of
There was technical excellence throughorigination, was perfect.
out a sidelight undimmed by the magnitude of the show itself.
From the moment the President opened the stanza at the White
House, until the fading strains of David Broekman's patriotic medley, the presentation maintained throughout the high standard of good
Just another demonstration of
faste that its purpose demanded.
unfailing showmanship judgment which always is evident when the
pressure of unselfish public service is on representative performers.
Idea behind it all is that the current demands in the American Red
Cross are so great that a wider membership, financially and territorial, is needed immediately to support its humanitarian operation,
on home and foreign fronts.
In the list of talent which was assembled by Invitation were Bob

—

Hope, Connie Boswell, Paul Whiteman, Amos and Andy^ Burns, and
Allen, John Charles Thomas, Edgar Berjgen, Jean Hersholt and David
Broekman. Young Si Rubicam handled the show, Don Wilson, anyour election as chairman.'
for 1937. Receipts at $33,635,052 show
of
nouncing.
whole
For
the
increase.
5%
Thomson added, 'It is our opinion
Whatever the constructive reaction by the general public to 1h«
was
expenditure
capita
Canada
per
"practice
that it is good labor union
Red
Cross appeal, the example of generous contribution by the group
$3.02.
14.
Hollywood,
Nov.
for
unions to present the case
fo
popuof
name performers, who appeared on the show, Is stimulus to everyin
nights
increased
Amateur
improved working conditions for
Paramount's 1940-41 production
one
connected with show business.
1,552
holding
126
theatres
with
laritiy
their members, and let employers
pr6gram calls for 58 pictures, same
The
natural followup should be 100% enrollment from the ranks
against
in
1938.
performances
such
present arguments against improvnumber as the current season. Comof the amusement industry.
For the 108 houses holding 1,104 in 1937.
ing working conditions.
pany declined to curtail its schedule
Province of Quebec shows per on account of its widespread theatre
unions to take the initiative in mar1938
in
$2.17
expenditure
of
capita
shaling, or circulating employers' arinterests. Through ownership, partguments, is both bad labor union against $2.15 previous year.
nerships or percentage deals. Parapractice, and entirely unnecessary
mount controls about 1,500 houses in
for employers, particularly producthis country and Canada.
ing employers, who are well able
Studio has 18 screenplays tentaHal Roach
Orders
JA
to look out for own interests.'
tively slated for next year's schedAmong them are 'Every Day
ule.
Sheridan Gibney, newly elected
Footage
To
Tack
on
Sunday,' 'Moon Over Burma,'
Is
prexy of the Screen Writers Guild,
Trouble Enough,' 'In Old Virginia,'
advised Bioff 'we have already made
Laurel-Hardy 4-Reelers 'F.O.B. Detroit,' 'I Want a Divorce,
clear our reason for declining to parStory digger-outers for virtually
Battalion of Death,' 'The Ghost
ticipate in your meeting with proall studios are complaining of the
Breaker,' 'Triumph Over Pain,' 'Miss
ducer reps.
Hollywood, Nov. 14.
dearth of material currently being
Susie Slagle's,' 'I Want Wings,' 'The
'Directors also gave Bloff's war?Hal -Roach thought he was going
13 YRS. submitted. They attribute the sparMonster,' "Down Went McGinty* and
ciitting parley a fast brushoff, _Jt to solve at least a part of the doublesity to the war.
There's a habitual
'Tenderloin.'
their letter stating the reasons was
ill problem by cutting his Laurelhowl about lack of quality scripts
Hollywood, Nov. 14.
nov. divulged..
Hardy comedies down to four reels,
Bob Hopkins is parting company, but present squawk is that editor!
Bioff states the meeting will be but the
idea has backfired
and
aren't getting enough stories, good or
after 13 years, with Metro where
held Wednesday (15) regardless of landed right back in his lap. United Rose Revives Par
bad, to keep their staffs biisy.
he was trouble shooter on ailing
the go-by from the talent groups.
Artists, his distributing outlet, has
August and September saw more
He worked on nearly all
told him to stretch his future comic
10% Cut 'Rcllniiuishment'
than the usual number of book and
Filming in London scripts.
big pictures and specialized on comoutput to six reels. He has three
magazine stories being submitted, but
Bioff arranged the meeting when
edy.
1939-40 promore
make
for
the
to
agents slowed down to a walk on
producers asked the lA to 'volunanother studio connec14.
He
makes
Nov.
Hollywood,
gram.
their submissions in October and
tarily relinquish' the 10% wage inAt the same time, UA has a Toig
Paramount plans to resume pic- tion Dec. 1.
there's been no upturn to date.
01 ease recently awarded by the stujob on its hands re-selling 5,000 con- ture production in England after the
Searching for a cause, editors point
dios to some 12,000 workers.
already based on the four- Christmas holidays under superviout that European authors, for on*
Open, warfare between the actors tracts
bookUnder
the
present
idea.
Rose.
spool
David
sion
of
thing, have almost come to a comand film technicians became a cerFilms
Intensively
system
four-reelers are costly
Hollywood
about
ing
in
due
Rose
is
plete halt in their scribbling activitainty over the weekend when Bioff
to indie exhibs, who are forced to Dec. 1 to confer with Barney Balathe
ties. Many of them have been drafted
renewed his efforts to pressure
Scout Radio for Scrib
spend more money on additional ban, Y. Frank Freeman and William
into emergency work, while the gentalent groups into sitting in on
fill out their theatre proLeBaron on the program for 1940-41.
eral atmosphere isn't conducive to
wage cutting parley with the pro shorUs to
gramsHe goes back to England to start
Directing Talent writing by the others.
duccrs.
first of the shooting shortly after the first of the
Chump
Oxfbrd,'
at
'A
Domestically, the European cri.<:ii
The Screen Writers Guild is setin four reels for new year. Par's latest British-made
quartet,
was
filmed
has been reflected in something of •
ting the pace ifir the other talent
Pictures, which In the past have
domestic sale and lengthened by tv(0 feature, 'French Without Tears,' is
groups. The scriveners not only reobtained some of their top box-office readjustment, it ii said. There are
spools for distribution in Eurjjpe; soon to be released in the U. S.
fuse to participate in any conference
names from radio, are now begin- new demands by editors and new
where
Laurel
and
Hardy
are more
denounced
arranged by Bioff, but
ning to Boone the air intensively for thc'mes being turned to by writers.
this process of change is in
him from the floor at a general popular. UA execs preferred the
LAYOFF writing and directing talent, as well While
progress, story eds feel they can only
membership meeting as 'a scourge longer picture and used it in the WELLMAJJ'S FORCED
as just performers. Virtually all the
American market. Second of the seHollywood, Nov, 14.
on the film industry' and 'a menace
eastern story departments now make look ahead a few months to the time
ries. 'Two's Company,' is being reWilliam
Wellman
health
caused
Ill
it is completed.
to real labor unionism.'
written as a six-reeler and the other to defer work under his new Para- a practice of looking over dramatic
Play scouts, on the other hand, reThe writers made it plain they
scripts and in some instances also
similar lengths. mount contract for six months rest.
would be glad to discuss wages or two will be filmed in
have employees listen to the pro- port their submissions about normal
Producer-director is vacationing
for the season.
It's slightly slower
any other problems with the pro
grams on the air.
Oregon.
in
but
stated
ducers or fellow employes^
According to advertising agency than ordinarily at the moment, but
they 'zealously guarded their right Goldwyn Sloughs Off
men, Metro Is the most active com- that is usual following a rush in Ocindependently
directly
and
tober
of scripts completed during th«
to deal
pany in covering radio. Company is
N. Y.
L. A.
with the companies.' The writers
said to have three persons aissigned summer. Winter crop, harvested after
To a
Jan. 15
went a bit further by pledging moral
Harry T..lnk
to listening to broadcasts, occasion- the first of the year, is expected lo
FrAno«n Anns
tMiiia. U. .McCarthy
rt-vln^ As)ier
support to the independent crafts in
ally resulting in calls of inquiry to create another jam.
TiaurencA ItellenNOn AllfiA Duer MUler
the studios where Bioff has been try
One of the effects of the war, as
Hollywood, Nov. 14.
the a'gencies as to certain actors or
Rorls .\(orron
Due Bishop
)4urKf xti >U're<Ilth
ing to muscle in. It is understood
Samuel Goldwyn's layoff, seasorj, 0.<(car llradlef
directors.
In the case of writers, searchers for material see it, is a
Conrad Na^el
.Tiine Bryan
this endorsement will include the Stu
with a sharp reduction of his pro- Mrs. D. Brynnt
several of the companies try to look trend in public taste away from
.T.
r. >'»Kenl
dio Painters, the lATSE's studio duction staff, starts Jan. 15 when he W. E. f'Bllnway
J*.*8
Oppenhelmer
over representative dramatic scripts, 'world of tomorow' type stories, to
Niil Perrin
Cowun
enemy No. 1.
There's a
winds up work on his Gary Cooper Rubey
although not all agencies cooperate the nostalgic pattern.
AuNlIn l*etfr«on
Ted Cut'tia
Tops in the Screen Actors Guild starrer, The Westerner.*
Erlcli Pommer
looking backward, partially due to
by submitting them.
Larry Vox
RoKer Pryor
admit that an open break with Bioff
Whole trend of picture conscious- the similarity of the present world
Studio orgnnization also faces a M.'ix Gordon
r.f^w Seller
(iortU^
and the lATSE is inevitable, but are cut unless rental deals are made to Hunlley
ness
of
radio
is
believed
25 years
be
political
with
of
to
picture
that
George B. RrMz
Grnhain
t'rc'l
Oeor^o .Shei-nmn
hoping that he will make the first keep the plant busy during Gold- Tom Harrington
rather new, at lea.'it in the east. On ago. 'Roaring Twenties,' among the
AddlRon Smith
.rod HIM
offensive move. The present tiff wyn's non-production period.
the Coast, where films and radio are films, is seen as a refiection of this
C.\\a\ If.B Tazewell
ErncHt Hlx
started when Bioff forced the pro
Kon Tho)n»on
more closely related, the picture feeling, while 'Life With Father,'
t^ou Irwin
.Michael yi.*:aroft
Of<a Jolmson
ducers to okay a 10% wage boost for
studios have always more or le.<:s which opened on Broadway last
Frnnhlyn Wnrner
Abe LasifoKcl
his 12,000 studio members.- The pro
kept an eye and ear turned toward week, characterizes the legit side,
MRS. YmCENT. DIPBOVES
firanr WJIhur
Oharle}! T..auBhton
Irene I.pe
.Sam Wood
ducers approved the increase but
the ether.
and '(Country Lawyer,' top non-fiction
Mrs. Walter Vincent, who has had Tom Lewis
several days later E. J. Mannix, a long and serious siege of Illness,
Number of picture names who best-seller, the literati.
chairman of the producers' labor ne began showing marked improvement
either came from radio or built their
TCB Scouilnr in N. T.
reputations there is well known. But
gotiating committee, addressed a let
a few days ago and is'^elieved on
N. Y. to L. A.
Irene Lee, Warner Bros story ediin recent years there has been an
ter to Bioff urging him to 'volun
the way to recovery.
.\Ilyn .Towlyn
.Toe Broen
increasing tendency of films to draw tor on the Coast, is in New York for
tarily relinquish' the increase. Man
.lubn Monkp. Jr.
The Wilmer & Vincent chain exec
on
the air for writing and directing a fortnight stay and look-see at the
nix stated, the industry could not is with her
.inscph
.M. Sclienck
Nat
DyrheB
at their home in New
Kred FInUelhoff
Klnif Vl.Ior
She's particularly in
talent as well. Instances of directors current plays.
stand the tap because of losses in
York.
GeraldlneFlLzK^raUl 1». .1. WnlCflon
switching to the screen end are search of a story for John Garfield,
the foreign grosses caused by the
Clark Andrews, Irving Reis and Studio is also anxious for her to acEuropean war.
Brewster Morgan.
Ken Englund, quire additional material for Bctte
Bioff announced that it conditions
formerly a radio gag writer, has Davis, although several stories for
were as bad as painted by the pro
since been
hired by Paramount, the star have already been lined up.
ducers it was a problem of vital In
while Harry Tugcnd, who was a
Epstein brothers, WB writers, are
terest to every employe.
He said
Page 14
Plenty of foreign film production
scripter for Fred Allen, is now with also in New York on a vacation bethe lATSE was ready to cooperate,
Page 14
Diaz, Jr.'s, suit over 'Juarez'
20th-Fox; Irv Brccher, radio writer, fore the start of their new termers.
but that a similar attitude would
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Other

New Paramount-Odeon
Monopoly ease
Britnin's

London

Following a conference with rep
resentatives of other American Fed
•ration of Labor studio unions, Bioff

(Continued on page 24)
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'sure' in Italy

name shortage
Sunday

OK

sell 'Ninotchka' to Soviet

Television

ducers, directors, actors and writers
receiving from $50,000 a year upCites

Pertaining to Pictures

Irregular film sailings

have to be displayed by the top
money earners. He said the average
earning of an lATSE worker was $25
a week, and that if salaries were to
be cut, part of the responsibility
would have to be borne by the pro

wards.
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Radio review.":: Theda Bara, Milton Berle, George Je.ssel,
Dick Powell, Screen Guild, Rudy Vallee, Jack Benpy,,
TeXQco, Gene Krupa.....
Page 40
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at Metro, et al.

who has been on the lot for
number of years, and Philip, who
was put under contract 'durfrig the

Julius,

a

SAILINGS
Nov. 18 (South American Cruise),
Y. Cammack (Santa Lucia).
Nov. 15 (New York to London),
Leon Kimberley and Helen Page

Ben

(Veendam).
Nov. 11 (New York
David Niven (Rex).

to

Genoa),

past

12

months,

have

Americo Aboaf, Joe Souhaml.

been

Kenneth MacKenna, Metro

slory

the

Coa.«t

Monday

New

back on

arrived

editor,

(13)

York.

way back

after two weeks in
st(jpped off on his

He
to

see

tryout

of

"Key

Largo'

;

ARRIVALS

both

signed for a year.

background

>"

war, including reisues, seem to

I"'

Because

pictures

(Continued on page 03)
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LA GUARDIA'S
Sflverstone

Reviews

UA s

United Artists will In no way cut
production budget for next sea-

No Letup

at

C

current season are $7,000,000
ahead of the same date In 1938.
Directors' meeting followed Immediately the annual get-together of

UA

the stockholders. Held at
quarters in New York, It

head-

completed.

HOLLYWOODNOT

Herbert H. Maass for Mary Pickford;
Dennis F. O'Brien for Douglas FairSchwartz for
C.
batiksr Charles

WORRIED BY

used,

elects

one

Reps named above were
Only change
rectors in each case.
from last year was Maass, who will
serve in place of Theodore Caruso.
He's a New Yorker, attorney for the
iate Irving G. Thalb .rg.
All the corporate officers were also
reelected.

Korda on Coast
Alexander Korda, British member
of the United Artists Corp., who
flew in from England last week for
the announced reason of attending
the stockholders' meeting yesterday

Mayor

be

F. H. LaGuardia, in his offen-

wean back some

14.

however, is reported frowned upon
by labor men. The proposal mostly
favored, and said to be under consideration, is an appeal to all labor
to stay away from theatres in New

Katharine Hepburn,

on

his arrival that the

New

Goldwyn Flirting
.Continued from page 1to distribute

through other com

panies.

Goldwyn's battle with

UA

came

out into the open last January when
the four other stockholders, Mary
Pickford, Alexander Korda, Douglas
Fairbanks and Charles Chaplin,
unanimously overrode his objections
to new releasing arrangements with
Korda and Fairbanks. They also
vetoed his dissent against the 'Silverstone Plan,' a schedule of bonuses
for the producers.
Whatever the outcome of the pending suit, Goldwyn Is determined to
and still
divorce himself from
has what Steuer considers an ace
la the hole in UA's refusal to turn
over to Goldwyn his share of the
producers' bonus voted about two
months ago. Steuer claims that
has tied strings to Goldwyn's acceptance of this money, amounting to

UA

UA

about $35,000, which is contrary to
his, contract with UA.
It will give
him another reason for claiming UA
has broken the agreement, automatically releasing him.
It
was indicated yesterday that
Sleuer will take no action on this
angle pending outcome of the other
suit.
Whether or not it becomes
grounds for contract-smashing litigation, it will at least be cause for a
suit to recover the coin without signing any qualifying terms.

John Wildberg and Jack

is

1945.

What

the courts

something else again,

lation for about a month.
Initial proposal of the British was
to freeze 80% of all rental money,

Skirball,

although American distributors have
yet to be handed official notification
of such proposal.
Present talk is
whether to freeze 50% or 65% of
total distribution coin within England with belief in N. Y. that 50%
will be final ficure.
American distributors, although
willing to play ball on any reasonable alignment, realizing the monetary strain on any nation at war,
naturally want to prevent as little
restriction as possible to be placed
on the export of currency from
Great Britain.
Indications also are that they will
be willing to go ahead under S mod,

of

the

Philip

Barry comedy after she reaches the
Coast early next summer on her
tour.
She has not concluded a deal
to transfer her rights to 'Story,' al-

(Continued on page 94)

One

of the stipulations in her purchase of the rights to the show is

realized for film labor on a basis
of the whole.

10%

terested to
stood, that

the point,

it

is

Wednesday

into production last
at Nationjl Screen Service's

(8)

Studios in Hudson
an original by Ossip Dympw tagged
'Forsake Me Not' and stars Moishe
Oysher and Helen Beverly, British
Max Nosseck, who dilegit actress.
rected for Paramount and United
Original
Artists abroad, will meg.
Olshanetsky.
Alexander
music is by
Rebush is readying another pic,
about
Chenkin,
in
starring Victor
four weeks. It's an untitled original
by Joseph Berne and Lew Jacobs,
name
by
a
but may be rewritten
Yiddish author.
Gree. », Landy's partner in Elite, is
proin
before
the money man, never
Heights, N.

J.

but has backed numerous
foreign-language as well indie-made
duction,

has
Academy
asked to see a print of 'Brivele dor
Mamcn,' believed to be the first time
conbeen
ever
has
a Yiddish film
sidered for an Oscar. Film was made

committee

award

by Joseph Green
In

country.

general

In

Poland and

release

in

Site

It's

is
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Naw York
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Vol. 136

February.
Presumably the date
could be set back a trifle, but not
very much if the road subscription
commitments are to be filled.
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ITOA Asks NX's Mayor
Assist

In Electric Rate Cut

I

I

i

House Reviews
International
Inside Legit
Inside Music

—

Aid of Mayor LaGuardia In securing lower rates for electricity in New
York was asked by the Independent
Theatre Owners Association last

week

which

presented

—

Music

j

:

I

.

and Newark's 26%.

'.

Legitimate

New

I

(Continued on page 60)

.

.

Literati

way

RKO

News

Inside— Radio

numerous

tables to show that electric rates are
of information and, inde- 'approximately 25-60% ler- in other
pendently, is checking into the whys cities with similar utility setups.
and wherefores of the situation. He
Citing the 'depressed condition' of
had all the data on the upset ot $2,- fiim exhibition industry, the ITOA
500,000 in feature production that asked the Mayor for .aid in obtainwas scheduled for the Eastern Ser- ing a utility commission inquiry into
vice studio at Astoria. It is under- the rate structure of Consolidated
stood that he is planning to see E..ison. It was pointed out that Los
John D. Rockefeller, Jr., to discuss Angeles' rates are 59.7% cheaper
with him the question of why
than New York's, Albany's 51.9%,
doesn't produce some film in the Philadelphia's 47%, Chicago's 35.5%
in the

Centa

No. 10

INDEX
Bills

Near (he Fair

to

Ill

2S

ferings in the road cities where it
hasn't yet played Pittsburgh and
Chicago.
In addition, the cast has
been notified the tour will begin In

LaGuardia

CItf

SaDSCRIPTION

Dance Bands

A site one mile from World's
Fair, which is available, is in mind
in the event such a project is carried
through. Plans as tentatively drawn
would call for a development in
which each producer would have
an administration building, stages,
space'
plenty
'back-lot
of
and
any
interference
from
without
film-maker using the city.
Very determined in his fxShl to gel
film production for New York, the
mayor is doing a lot of 'digging'

lac.

Sid .SMvarman, Preiildent

W»t

The Theatre Guild hasn't yet announced the tour, but it is listed as
one of this season's subscription of-

distance of the studios'.

Ideal

Trads Mark ttcelitered

FOUNDED Br SIME SILVERMAN
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deal.

under-

he has commented that
he has no doubt the necessary financing and arrangements could be
The
cost
of a so-called Cinema
made.
City would range upward of $10,000,000, it is estimated in informed quarnew
the
ters, where It is believed the banks
First film issued under
.setup was made by Rebush, titled would go for it because those that
•Mirele EITros' going into general re- have had anything to do with picpicture
first
tures would like to be 'within seeing
lease now. Elite put its

now

until

version

all rental coin collected on
contracts, ijermitting remittances

unit,

Landy in addition, are partners, each
having an interest in the other's
film.?, although under the unit system
of production neither will take part
in actual work on films of the other.
A single distributing system will sell
the product of both units.

tures

rule

new

owns.
Her contract with the Guild to appear In 'Story' expires next June, so
it's believed she may intend to do
picture

Ken-

on old contracts as usual up to now.
Which is why one major company
a couple of weeks ago was able to
ship nearly $1,000,000 out of London,
same being, of course, the accumu-

are planning a screen version of
the Sinclair Lewis play, 'Angela Is
22,' have offered Miss Hepburn the
lead in the production, but nothing
has been set. It's also reported that
the eastern film project is connected
with one of the offers by a major
company for the Thiladelphia Story'
screen rights, which the actress

the

P.

ments of

Plans for a Cinema City, where all that the Dramatists Guild must apCredo
participate prove the terms ot any resale. Undesiring
to
Pictures, while Landy and Greene producers
haven't yet
make up the othei, operating as could have their own quarters, have derstood Guild officials
been
shown LaGuardia and he is in- been called upon to okay any such
and
Rebush
Elite Productions, Inc.

pictures in English.

may

slated

who

All that is asked Is that 10% of
production, now handled in California, be transferred to New York,

Roman Rebush, Ludwig Landy be
of

and Ira Greene.
Rebush will head one

At yesterday's (Tues. ) board meetUA, Murray Silverstone reemphasized the company's strong
manpower position, and added, in
relation to queries anent Goldwyn,
that the company holds an exclusive
contract with him and for his picing of

Is

after the unit idea employed by
although more will be sought and though various propositions have
major producers, has been estaln
could be forthcoming. It is estimated been on the fire ever since the play
lished in New York to turn out Yidthat at least $350,000 a week would opened on Broadway last spring.
dish films. Members of the combine

are

him

production setup, patterned

who

and Ambassador Joseph

nedy, as official U. S. representative
in Great Britain, and the British
affording the official
English viewpoint.
An accord has been reported near
several times, but distribution companies in N. Y. have been hearing
that for weeks without any official
decision reached.
British government has clamped down on ship-

take "The Philadelphia Story' on
the road In February, may do a picture in the east before then. Actress refuses to discuss the matter,
but is known to have Interviewed
several Broadway actors in regard
to a possible film to be made at Astoria, L. I.

By

said

tion

government

to.

be based on the squawk, concurred
Hollywood Is sitting pat. in by the mayor, that eastern capital
Paramount is going ahead with Its is being utilized for manufacturing
plans for a new $12,000,000 plant on that is virtually the total gain of
the outskirts of Los Angeles, Wil- California, with taxation, employliam LeBaron, chief of production, ment, etc., provided out there as recampaign.

(Continued on page 63)

Present parley is a three-cornered
affair, with the distributors represented both by the Hays organiza-

THE EAST

York state.
Such a campaign would no doubt

He declared that 75% of all picture pro- sult, to the exclusion of New York.
(Tuesday), failed to appear.
In labor circles, it Is believed an ulplaned to the Coast Friday (10) duction Is wrapped up in California
timate boycott could be serious so
right to see his wife, Merle Oberon. sunshine and will remain that way.
Warners recently decided to n)Ove far as theatre operators are conIt was believed that he might re
cerned. It might, in turn, throw the
turn for the meeting, but he phoned all its shorts production to the Burbank lot, and Lee Garmes, who re- full force of complaint on the part
his New York representative, Eman^
on of exhibitors, also, and at least make
uel Silverstone, on Monday, Instruct' cently threatened to produce
producers listen.
Ing him to act at the meeting in his Long Island, has moved back to Hol- the
lywood.
It is fairly well known in the trade
Stead.
that unions have been flirting with
It's hizzoner's move.
Korda, who was accompanied by
the Idea of incorporating a clause in
conferred
Bleck,
Basil
his attorney,
studio pacts whereby each producer
with Murray Silverstone, UA chief,
would have to make 10% of his feamost of Friday, day following his Unit Production
ture product in the east. However,
arrival.
No decisions on his future
no agreement ever was reached even
understood
is
It
reached.
plans were
Yiddish
within their own ranks, Hollywood
Setup
further
for
shortly
hs will return
locals naturally not being in favor of
confabs.
Film-Makers in East such requirements.
Korda

policy regarding picture distributor
money still was unsettled up until
late yesterday (Tuesday) afternoon.

HEPBURN MAY
DO A HLM IN

the theatres as a means for serious
Any strike weapon,
consideration.

Hollywood, Nov.

Although discussions continued In

$40,000.

of the pro-

is now centered in Holflrst step is expected to
be a huddle with producer represenThe initial thrust of a unitatives.
ted labor front may be a boycott of

lywood, his

Fiorello H. LaGuardia's threat to
move the film industry to Astoria is
causing nothing but sunkist smiles
among the hills of Hollywood. Thus
far, Fiorello seems to be a vocal but
ineffective minority in the moving

Is

Presently, Insiders predict ttiat
of money collected from
distributing pictures in Great
Britain will be permitted to
leave this country.

33%

Willie Bryant, May Johnson, Hamtree Harrington and the Hall Johnson choir of 30.

duction that

NY. PROD.

home

With a Cinema City development
Picture was produced and directed
London all last week on the frozen
for New York deeply Interesting by John Clein at a cost claimed to film coin situation, the permanent

'

director.
named di-

may

send
expected next week.
distributors

champ, will be released under title
'Keep Punching'. In the cast are

BOYCOTT THREAT

14.

Government decision on th*
amoont of money American film

WB

sive to

Charles Chaplin, and Emanuel Silverstone for Alexander Korda.
Each of the stockht Iders, under the
cumulative system of corporative

Some

London, Nov.

—

was the

annual confab a' which riot one
of the five owners appeared in perRepresenting the owners were
son.

voting

Aligns United Labor Front
to Force at Least 10%
of Hollywood Film ProArmstroig's Pic
Quizzing
duction East
Negro film made by M. C. PicRockefeller (RKO) and
tures in the east, starring Henry
(Shorts)
Armstrong,
world's
welterweight

pictures
the
nine
Three
of
promised for 1939-40 have been delivered and one is in work.

flrst

James Mulvey for Sam Goldwyn;

to

Coin in England, Perhaps 50-65%

Roach

worldwide operations for the comHollywood, Nov. 14.
Production sked on the Hal Roach
pany, told a board of directors meeting yesterday. He said It would ad- lot calls for continuous work until
'Captain Caution,'
vance 'on the boldest policy and next summer.
most ambitious scale' of its career next feature to go. Is being readied
is
end revealed that domestic sales for to roll as soon as '1,000,000 B.
the

Amenable

Reasonable Compromise on Frozen

of

chief

PUTSCH

U. S. Filmers

Strong

Its

Murray Silverstone,

HLM

Korda s Plans

Position to Board;

son,
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Banks, Gracie Fwlds Sail

Dimmbiun^ hterest

Grand Natl

in

To Make HVood

Picture

London, Nov.

Monty Banks and Gracie

Refinancing;

have booked accommodations
America from Genoa, sailing

Hanunons Shutters 8

'Meeting the Pubfic Interest'

14.

Fields

In Warner Bros. Anti-Trust Ruling

for
this

Understanding here that, both are

Exchanges; Warner s Takeover Plan

Hollywood-bound to make a picture
immediately for 20th-Fox, to whom
she is under contract.

Stadio Contracts

Crisis

Grand National
week
this
nearer

lor

drew

But

with
rapidly
sources behind the promised $1,000,000 production fund showing a distinct lack of enthusiasm on proceeding with the deal, and prez Eai-le
Hammons scurrying around to get
$23,000 additional which, he claims,
Is all that is necessary to swing the
Federal financin.!» designed to breathe

new life into the company. Hammons needs the coin before a meet-

ing of creditors scheduled in U. S.
district court for 10 a.m. Friday (17).
In the meantime, Franklyn Warprez of Fine Arts pictures,
which has about $500,000 tied up in
GN, is in from the Coast again, reportedly with a plan of his own to
take over the remnants of the company, if Hammons decides to give
up the ghost, and attempt to recover
part of his coin by operating the
distributing outfit himself.
Hammons, meantime, vo save as
much of the money as possible with
which he is personally keeping the
company going, closed eight exchanges over the weekend and gave
ner,

No Sheepskin

'Sophomore'

is

recently completed
School,'
series of Jane Withers starrers

20th-Fox.

Jack Jungmeyer, Jr., and
have gone
to assemble

Dana Burnet inked writer pact
handed

new

ticket

at

to

Morris.

Metro

contracted

Dodie

Smith,

writer,

writer pact

BLUE LAWS

Merrick

Marilyn

pact at Warners,
Metro picked up
player option.

signed

player

Laraine

Day's

On

,

industry must be recognized a;

'»(.

fecting the public interest' and mu.<:t
be dealt -with as a public service.
Judge Kirkpatrick made Ihis impor.
tant observation in connection with
his grant made last Monday (6)
against 13 major distributors and
exhibitors on petition of the Lnndis
theatre, Vineland, N. J., restraining
them from carrying out contracts allegedly detrimental to 'the Landis.
'It must be
recognized that, the
public has a. very definite interest in
the services of recreation, education
and information which the motion
picture industry furnishes,' Judge
Kirkpatrick said.
'I believe that the courtsTiave already reached the point of view that
situation such as is presented by
the facts of this case, cannot be dealt
with as though it were a matter of

a-

licensing retailers to sell a patented
article, or of the restriction ot the
field of selling agents by manufacturers of automobiles.

Judge Kirkpatrick based his injunction on the grounds that the contract between the distributors and
Warner Bros, chain, which operates
two theatres in Vineland in competition with the Landis, was a violation
of ,the Clayton and Sherman AntiTrust acts. The defendants put tip
bonds totaling $10,000 pending the
outcome of appeals to the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals scheduled to
be argued' within the next few
weeks.

were concerned.
Judge Kirkpatrick denied the artion to a vote every five years. The as the plot of 'Boys' deals satirically
It was asserted that Lee and Jacob
communities that cast their ballots on with the lengthy search by David O. gument offered by the defendants
Shubert in June, 1926, acquired a
th; question on Tuesday were those Selznick for a Scarlett O'Hara. Par that the monopoly in Vineland was
play from Louis Verneul entitled
who never had Sunday pictures be- plans to have its film finished by necessary for the protection of War-

J.

Pile

Ou

Face.'

Included in the deal

fore.

were the picture rights. The play
The result of the balloti g was inwas retitled 'First Love' and was
terpreted as a rebuke to the blueshown in several cities, including
were seeking to have a

New

York.

It is

claimed that Uni-

was asked to desist from use
same title, but refused. The
makes it emphatic that no
action is being brought on any other

versal
of the

plaintiff

lines but use of the title, but feels
that the film rights to the play will
be destroyed if
does not change
the tag on its picture.

U

income for itself, would be in
a condition as before,
claims to have obtained
ELECT GIBNEY
$125,000, of which $100,000 is un'
derstood to have been from Elec'
trical Research Products, Inc., which
GUILD
owns the mortgage on GN's studio,
The $1,000,000 production fund,
Hollywood, Nov. 14.
being provided by Felt & Co. and
Sheridan Gibney was elected presthe Ik'ving Trust, hinges on receipt
of the operating coin. With GN in ident of Screen Writers Guild; Sidbankruptcy,
continued
delays
in ney Buchman, v.p.; Boris Ingster,
getting the promised RFC money treasurer, and Dwight Taylor, secand other difficulties thrown in their retary.
Directors are Ralph Block, Charles
way, the production fund sources
are beginning to lose interest in the Brackett, Lester Cole, Philip Dunne,
whole project, although they are Mary McCall, Jr., E. E, Paramore,
Gertrude Purcell, Wells Root, Dore
still fully ready to come through if
Schary, Jo Swerling and Dalton
quick action can .be promised.
Trumbo.
Alternates are Melville
Baker, David Hertz, Gladys Lehman,
Robert Rossen, Milton Sperling and
VTB
John Wexley.

Hammons

PREXY

SCREEN WRITERS

THROWS SWITCH ON

20tli-Fox Prod. Ebbtide
Hollywood,' Nov. 14.
With only one feature in work on
Accounts for
Cuts
the lot and one on location, Warners
plan to throw eight pictures into
production before Jan. 1. 'The Life
Hollywood, Nov.' 14.
of Dr. Ehrlich' is before the cam
The 20th-Fox payroll is due for
eras in Burbank and 'Virginia City' another clip this week with departis in the wilderness near Flagstaff, ment heads told to prepare for furAriz.
ther pruning of rosters. By week"We Shall Meet Again,' starts next end only one picture will be in proMonday (20), to be followed in swift duction on the lot. 'Little Old New
order by 'Villa on the HiJI,' 'Dis- York' and 'Grapes of Wrath'
wind
raeli,' 'Three Cheers for the Irish,'
up by midweek. Opiy Jane Withers•Episode,' 'Stuff 61 Heroes,' 'The Sea Gene
Autry's 'Shooting High' is
Hawk' and 'Torrid Zone.'
scheduled for start next week.
Columbia starts two pictures this
Studio cuts are said to be in keepweek, beginning tomorrow (Wed.)
with "Double in Diamonds,' a Lone ing with production demands and
Wolf episode, and following Friday restorations are predicated on inwith 'Daughters of Today.' creased activity.
(17)
Slated to roll Nov. 24 is "Five Little
Peppers Midway.'

More

Unusual* Sets

Stall

re-test of public sentiment on Sunday motion pictures in tho.se towns
already having them at the 1940 elections.

LATE

E.

PAUL PHALtfS'

14.

be on gen-

DUTIES SPREAD AROUND

"The

Hollywood, Nov.

preeins

Miss

Martins picture, 'The Great Victor
Herbert,' at her home town. Wether-

NINE PIX IN WORK,

PAIR PREPPING AT M-G
Hollywood, Nov.

14.

Start of 'Arouse and Beware,' the
including Leonard Goldenson, Leon
Netter,
Erickson,
Montague Wallace Beery starrer, this week
Eric
Gowthorpe and William H. Law- makes nine pictures in production on
the Metro lot, with two more due to
rence.
assistant

to

Niven

Sails for England,
Uncertain As to Future

or if he will return to the
United States is' as much a mystery
to him as anyone, David Niven said
Saturday (11), prior to sailing for
Italy, via which he will return to
England. He declared he hoped to
be back shortly, but it would depend upon demands of the British
War Office. Niven is a graduate of
Sandringham,
the
English
West

two weeks.
Before the cameras are 'New
Moon,' 'Broadway Melody of 1940,'
'Florian,' 'Not Too Narrow, Not Too
roll in

Deep,'
Maisie,*

and

of Chicago,'
'Congo
'Shop Around the Corner'
Toni Edison.'
Next
are 'Edison the Man' and

'Earl

"Young

starters

Bromfield's 'Here Today'

75G From 20th
Hollywood, Nov.

job.

Slory of modern New York
scheduled for the 1940-41 program.

Hollywood, Nov.
Foster'

wound up

14.

rector

contract at 20th-Fox and
off the lot after completing
Chan in Panama.'
Since joining the W.eslwood outfit
in 1937 he had directed nine pic-

William Dieterle, film director, is
Orson Welles' RKO picture, 'Heai-t tures,
defendant in a $10,000 commission of Darkness,' originally slated to roll
filed by the William Stephens tomorrow (Wed.), was set back to
Roar for Beery
Dec. 11 to allow for construction of
agency.
Agency demands 10% of director's unusual sets.
Hollywoo<l, Nov. 14.
Story is getting a final polishing
salary for handling 'Hunchback of
Wallace
Beery signed another
Noire Dame,' under a contract as- by Welles, who also produces, di- Metro contract.
rects and stars.
£ertcdly signed Nov. 15, 1937.
He's been at the studio 13 years.

Long

not enter this decree. But it seems
perfectly plain that there is loom
for two first class theatres in Vine-

A

fair division of first run feapictures will naturally affect
it will take
its virtual monopoly and place
it upon a competitive basi.s.
But
there is nothing in this record to indicate that it is necessary for the
protection of Warner.s' rights and its
business under them that the present
monopoly should be continued, to the
destruction of the competitor's biij;)ness and against what is clearly the
public interest.

land.

ture

Warners' earnings, but

'The motive professed by the defendants to favor an old customer as
against a new one is merely a stateof a business policy which may
be sound enough but which cannot
be carried beyond the limit set by
the law. If it were a defense there
would be very few decrees entered
under the Anti-Trust Laws.'

ment

The defendants

in the

case

filed

two months ago by the Landi.s The-

Warner Bros. PicWarner Bros.. Circuit
Management; Warner Bro.s. Theatres
of New Jersey; Warner Bros. Theare:

Inc.;

atres,
Inc.,
Delaware; Vitagraph,
Paramount, RKO-Radio, Loew's,
20th Century-Fox, Columbia, Universal and United Artists Corp.

DWAN DRAWS CALL
ON SHIRLEY'S
Allan
job on

Dwan
'Lady

'Temple starrer

his di-

Deluxern

I thought that the
by the distributors
to that end, I should

'JANE'

Hollywood, Nov:
is

Foster Ends at 20th
Norman

principal arputo this proposi-

14.

ceived.

who just completed 'RafSam Goldwyn, is .<.laled to

Two

Inc.;

Fetches

Louis Bromfleld sold his new yarn,
'Here Today, Gone Tomorrow.' to
20th at a price announced as $75,000.
Author, currently working at the
.<:tudio,
is
slated for the scripting

for

if

granted

were necessary

tiu'es.

go into a sequel shortly. Studio has
temporarily shelved it, however, until word of his future plans is re-

Player,

'Of course
rights

atre Corp.

'Go West.'

Point.
fles'

for

away

A

Lasit-mentioned was
Phillips on real estate.

come down

R««m

Clare Booth's 'Kiss the Boys Goodbye' is intended as starrer for Mory
Martin. Production start awaits the
player's release from the New York
stager, 'Going Places,' now in rehear-

world

defendants'
all

the court said.

tion,'

14.

ford, Texas.

successor will not be appointed
for the time being to £. Paul Phillip.%
head of the Paramount real estate
department, who was killed in Minnesota Nov. 1 while on a survey ol
Par theatre properties in that state.
His duties will be spread around
among execs who worked in close
contact with him on realty matters,

ners' business in that town.

ments

Paramount

'Charlie

Hollywood, Nov.

will

F«r Mary Martin

sal.

checked

Start of Welles Pic

March, when 'Wind'
eral release.

who

noses

When

8 PIX BY YEAR'S END

suit

Barrie's option.

Richai'd Rosson drew a new deal
Philadelphia, Nov. 14.
Blue law advocates, led by Rev. as director of location units for
William A. Forney, secretary of the Metro.
Elizabeth Byrnes, contest winneir,
Lord's Day Alliance, took it on the
chin at last Tuesday's State election given contract by 20th-Fox.
Universal hoisted Anne Gwynne's
when returns showed that 13 out of
Tirst Love' a 2d Hand
14 communities voting on the. Sun- player option.
day motion picture question had
Title, So Shaberts Drop
O.K.'d the Sabbath showings.
The communities turning their
Suit Against Uniyersal backs on the blue law were Freedom Par Buys 'Kiss Boys'
and Copple, Beaver county; Mount
Reportedly to Cash Jn
Berks counSelect Theatres Corp. (Shuberts) Penn and West Reading,
ty; Bristol townshi.), Bucks county;
has dropped its plagiarism action
Coalport and Bigler, ClearAeld coun'Gone With the Wind'
against Universal Pictures in N. Y. ty; Shinklehouse, Potter county, and
Supreme court, which had sought Blossburg, Elkland, Van.^fleld, WellsParamount is understood to have
an injunction, accounting of profits boro and Westfield, all in Tioga
paid approximately {75,000 last week
county.
and damages against 'First Love',
The only town to vote to continue for film; rights to the Clare Boothe
claiming title infringement.
The the ban on Sunday films w.ns Fortyplay, 'Kiss the Boy» Goodbye,' last
Shuberts discovered, that the title Fort, a suburb of Wilkes-Barre in
season Broadway success now tourhad been used in two pictures prior Luzerne county.
Under the Act of 1935 repealing ing.
to their use of it in 1926, and in
the Sunday Blue Laws, communities
Studio in buying 'Boys,' is figuring
several plays as well, hence it's in are granted local option in deciding
to cash in on publicity attendant to
the public domain so far as they whether they want Sunday pictures
and are allowed to bring up the ques- the release of 'Gone With the Wind'

just as bad

14.

Wendy

Warners renewed Julius Epstein's

material for the new picture.
Idea is to carry Miss Withers all
the way through college. Following
Sophomore' will be 'Junior Year'
and 'Senior Year.' After that, it all
depends.

tin

Los Angeles, Nov.

lifted

14.

20th-Fox.

Wayne

NIX SUNDAY

a
at

San Antonio, Texas,

to

RKO

Warners

his wife, Edith Skouras,

weeks' ago notice that they wouldn't
be required for another two weeks.
He is also attempting to arranige
s deal to acquire three indie-made
pictures which he could distribute
in order to reopen the exchanges
and obtain some income. As it
stands now, the company has exhausted virtually all possibje sales
on the product it has and there is
nothing for the exchanges to do.
Deal for the three pix may go
through today (Wednesday), with
some employees being taken back to
work immediately.
BCF Balking
Holding up the refinancing is the
refusal of the Reconstruction Finance Corp. to come through with
a $450,000 loan, which it has promised, until Hammons matches it with
$150,000 from other sources. This
$600,000 would be used to pay oft
debts and put the company in active
operation again. RFC refuses to pay
over its share on the theory that it
would almost all go to creditors and
GN, as far as being able to create

Dieterle

TOWNS

14.

the sequel to 'High
in

employees who were furloughed two

Agent Sues

PA.

13
Hollywood, Nov.

Philadelphia, Nov. 14.
Federal district court Judge Wi|.
liam H. Kirkpatrick in a memorandum opinion handed down Wednesday (8). ruled that the motion picture
,

Hollywood, Nov.

Jack Warner Personally
Signs Michael Harvey
Michael Harvey, Broadway player,
who. has been inked by Warner Bros,
to a standard six-month option stock
termer, leaves for the Coast today

14.

directorial

gets the
Jane,' next Shirley
at 20th-Fox. Shoot-

ing starts early in January.

Moppet star has gone io Palm
Springs for a vacation after milking
'The Blue Bird" under Walter Liing s
direction.

His Favorite Author

(Wednesday). He was ordered .signed
Hollywood, Nov. H.
by Jack Warner during his recent
visit here.
Warner saw Harvey as
Edward Small bought the .<-crecn
a juve in 'Man Who Came to Dinner.' rights to another Alexandre Dumas
Tibbett, Jr., since has
taken over his part in the show.
Harvey had a minor role in 'American Way' la.st season and was in

novel, 'Corslcan Brothers,' to be
filmed in the spring for United Arlis'^s release.

stock during the

this

Lawrence

summer.

Book

goes into the scripting mill

week.
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S

EXTENDING FILM RUNS
lATSE Mass-I^cketing of Fox, SL L,
Hurt Biz 25%,

F&M

Exec

LOEf S

TRIES

Several Film Cos. Nix

IT;

Nov.

Biz at the 5,000-seater Fox has
dimmed 25% since Oct. 25 when members ot lATSE, Local No. 143, began mass-picketing at this house and
at six nabes of the St. Louis Amusement Co. chain, Chauncey B. Nelson, personnel director of Fanchon
& Marco, testified- at the suit to en-

Pittsburgh, Nov. 14.
events are cast-

Maybe coming

ing their shadows.
Anyway—
Sally Cairns, a junior in the Duquesne U. drama school, was the
Pittsburgh winner a few weeks
ago in Jesse L. Lasky's Gateway
to Hollywood .auditions and early
next month leaves for Holly-

join the pickets and 37 members of
the local before Circuit Judge Julius
H. Nolte, in Clayton, St. Louis

wood to appear on the Lasky
radio show and also to compete
for an RKO screen contract.
This week, she's appearing in
Duquesne production of
the
'Stage Door' playing the role of
Jean Maitland, a girl who goes
to Hollywood and becomes a big

Because the Shady Oak,
County.
one of the houses picketed is located

in the county, and most of the defendants are alleged to live there,
was filed in St. Louis
•the action
The plaintiffs are the
County.

Amusement

Co.,

Fanchon

Sc

—

Marco

Service Corp. and the Eden Theatre
Co., holding organization.

Continuing

star.

testimony Nelson
began when a break-

his

said picketing

down occurred

in

huddles for a

new

contract between the company and
the local, the old pact having exNelson stated the
pired Sept. 1.
company insisted that it be granted
two privileges: (1) The right to select its own employees from panels
ol prospective employees submitted
by the union, and (2) the right to
transfer employees without reducing
their salaries 'in the interest ot har-

Buys

20th

facelifting some operators were
transferred from other theatres by
the company. Then, according to the
witness, the local demanded that operators who consented to tlie transfer be sent to union offices for disciplinary action and. when the company refused, the picket lines were
established at the eight houses.
Discussing the loss of biz Nelson
said the weekly nut at the Fox is
$9,000 wheri only pics are on the
menu, and it tilts to $15,000 when
NeLson alstage shows are added.
leged the pickets at the Fox made
derogatory remarks about the
Company, and told patrons that John
P. Nick, ousted head ot Local No.
143, and- Harry C. Arthur, general
manager of F&M's interest.'! here,
were 'St. Louis' No. 1 rackeieevs.'
'Entertain' the Pickets

F&M

Indie

Filmfor Remake;
Hires Whole Staff

mony and efficiency.'
The local, Nelson asserted, refused
and when the Pageant reoi>cned after
a

Hollywood, Nov.
Great

14.

and Coyle inked one-picture

pacts.

STUDIO PA'S STRIKE
TALK; ULTIMATUM WED.

cross-examination Nelson admitted that loudspeakers had been
installed under the marquee ot tlic
that

The Umbrella Man'

and 'Beer Barrel Polka' were some
of the tunes broadcast from inside of
the theatre.
Between musical selections Nelson admitted he made
talks explaining the company's po-

He also said that chorus girls
were sent with sandwiches and coffee to 'entertain' the pickets. When

sition.

asked
union

if

F&M

had not refused the

permission to discipline its
members. Nelson replied, 'We wanted
to protect the

We knew

men working

for us.

of the bitter faction fight in
the union and wanted to avoid assisting one side or the other.'
Mrs. Fanchon Simon and Marco
Wolff, Los Angeles, heads ot FStM,
testified they had never authorized
Arthur to enter into private con-

Hollywood, Nov. 14.
Screen Publicists' Guild may take
a strike vote if its contract, ratified
by all majors, except Columbia, isn't
Ultimatum gives
put into effect.
producers until tomorrow (Wed.) to

answer SPG's demands.
Negotiating committee was
structed to bargain with the L.
Newspaper Guild as a wedge
affiliation with a national labor
ganization.

In-

A.
for
or-

Franciska Gaal Tops

'The

Woman

Brown*

Franciska Gaal has been engaged
femme lead in 'The Woman
Brown,' which Margaret Hewes will
backing.
Warners'
with
present
tracts with projectionists who were Viennese actress, who appeared in
henchmen of Nick. Both said they films over here, will be co-featured
had met Nick several times but de- with Colin. Keith-Johnson. Helen
nied being personally acquainted Claire had been considered for the
Frederic Worlock, who was
with him.
Mrs. Simon and Wolff part.
testified they operated theatres in reported having one of the leads, out
Los Angeles, San Jrancisco, New of cast because of film commitments.
York and WorcestcfT Mass., in ad- Percy Woram was engaged instead.
Play is now in rehearsal.
dition to those here, and employed
union men exclusively in all ot the
.

for the

houses.

Managers of the Pageant. Shady
Oak, Shaw, Lafayette, Maffitt and
Granada, which are being picketed,

Milne

Theatres and - Distribs Experimenting With Longer
Runs 20th's Beef on 'MoPhilly AUied's
hawk'
Skepticism

—

Poems

for Disney?

RKO

in the British

OTHER PRODUCT DEALS
Lending every cooperation in getting the maximum out of the pictures it plays, including not only its

This- is all domestic business,
and Silverstone curtseyed the
major chains for 'unusual cooperation' on bookings, etc.

own, but that of other distributors,

Loew circuit is giving full weeks
in split-week houses to films which
it believes can go the distance. This
policy is being pursued in the larger
houses and, in the Greater New York
zone where it has second as well as
third-run theatres, it is allocating the
full weeks to the 'A' houses.
the

Hanksgiving

Currently, Loew houses of the
n.ore important caliber that usually
play duals on splits are giving 'The
Women' a full seven days. In ahead
of that picture on the circuit, a complete week was given United Art'The Real Glory.' 'Babes in
ists'
Arms' is a virtual certainty for similar dating. Having the Par product,
Loew's may also give 'Rulers of the

Dual Figured

.

ToHypoB.O.

Setting ot Thanksgiving Day on known to be backing George Abbott
Nov. 23 by Presidential proclamation, productions and, in addition, is
with about half of the states ob- financing 'The Woman Brown.'
serving the holiday a week ahead of
So far as some', .of the picture
custom, creates a somewhat unusual firms are concerned, the attitude is
situation but is expected to redound that the failure to negotiate in full
to the benefit of theatres in more accord is, after all, not as important
than a normal way. and will relieve as first believed. They say that most
exchanges of a part of the customary name dramatists are in tieups of such
burden in the handling of prints.
a nature that Hollywood financing is
In- a couple states such as Colorado not to be considered necessary for
that are planning to observe Roose- their scripts to reach proper provelt's Thanksgiving on Nov. 23 as duction. In this classification are the
well as the time-honored Thanks- Playwrights, who are in the position
giving a week later, the exhibitor of attracting whatever capital needed.
will get a double crack at holiday Also George S. Kaufman and Moss
business.
This will also hold true Hart, who are operating successfully
for the theatre that is near to a under an arrangement with Sam H.
Such authors and soma
border and draws from two states, Harris.
if they observe different dates.
In others generally are in on the mantheatre operating circles where these agerial end.
It would seem, therefore, that picbenefits are weighed, together with
the greater likelihood of availability ture backing will not materially jn(Continued on page 22)
on prints, the two Thanksgivings are
considered highly advantageous.
Only hitch can come it an exchange does not have a big picture
IN
ready for Nov. 23 but will have it
for Nov. 30. On the other hand, if
holiday product is available for
booking Nov. 23, the burden is
lightened on prints, with the exHollywood, Nov. 14.
Screen Actors' Guild is <ixpected
hibitor using a picture for Roosevelt's Thanksgiving getting it back in to figure more importantly In operatime for the account that's in a tion of Central Casting under a restate where it's- done as the Pil- organization to be discussed this
week by company execs.
grims worked it out.
Among proposed change is staMatter is simplified for the chain
that blankets more than one state, in tioning of an S.A.G. rep at Central
the event the territory is split on to check all job calls, with a view
to
curbing favoritism and reclassifithe Thanksgivings. The routing of
film from one state to the other in cation of day workers.
accordance with the week turkey is
the diet eases the burde.x for such
an operator. Some 22 stales are ob- Reis Learns Directing
serving gobbler-day Nov. 23, the balance Nov. 30.
Time at Par

Sea' extended time.

Si Fabian
For Curtailing Pic's Run

Zanuck Scores

Attack on Si Fabian, chief of- the
eastern, theatre- circuit bearing his
name, is contained in an open letter
from Darryl F. Zanuck, v.p. in
charge of production at 20th-Fox,
who charges Fabian with 'slitting his
own and the throats of other exhibitors' by pulling 'Drums Along the
Mohawk' out of the circuit's Proctor's, Schenectady, after six days, despite the fact it had grossed more
than ^Alexanders' Ragtime Band' in
seven days.
Asking greater cooperation In the
bitter letter, Zanuck declared: 'It has
just been called to my attention that
you grossed $0,812 at your Proctor's
and that you pulled the picture after
the sixth day despite the fact that
'Drums' in six daj'S grossed more
than 'Hollywood Cavalcade,' 'Stanley
and Livingstone,' 'The Rains Came'
and even more than 'Alexander's
Ragtime Band,' which was the biggest grossing picture of last year
from any company. More remarkable
is the fact that 'Drums' grossed more
in six days than 'Alexander' grossed
in seven days.

SAG. TO HGURE
CENTRAL CASTING

'It is incredible to think that any
exhibitor could possibly be so shortsighted as to pull out a big picture
when it is still making excellent

money, thereby depriving his own
theatre of additional revenue and
consequently cutting the fair return
of Hollywood.
'If 'Drums' had shown a tendency
to peter out during its run, there
might have been some slight justification, but the. fact remains that the
six-day fun did much more business
than did the seven-day run ot 'Alexander,' a picture that grossed over

On Own

Hollywood, Nov.

Morgan, Thomson Plane

$3,000,000 in America alone.
'Mr. Fabian, do you realize that we
at the studio cooperated with you in
the films' opening at your theatre in
sending your personalities for your
oiJening day engagement?
'Do you realize there is a war in
Europe and that we, the producers
and distributors, face, a tremendous

East on

Army.

may come

Litvak's Hilltop House

RKO

"rst production
shortly
at
after Jan. 1. Story has .been selected
is still untitled.
Producer is angling for a name
player for top lemme role.

hut

Hollywood, Nov.

14.

Warners assigned Anatole Litvak
direct the Somerset Maugham
story, 'Villa on the Hill.'
Shooting starts in three weeks.
to

ot

the

Thomson, executive-secretary, are
due in New York today (Wednesday)
by plane from the Coast. They'll
attend a meeting of the A.ssociated
Actors & Artists ot America, international board this afternoon. Laurence Beilenson, SAG attorney, had
planned to accompany Morgan and
Thomson, but he'll probably arrive in
in a few days.
Four A's. session today is expected

along these lines with each

day some new government placing
financial
restrictions
on us and
forcing us to realize more and more;
that
we must depend only on
America for our revenue?
'Do you realize. Mr. Fabian, that,
the cost of producing moving pic(Continued on page 22

|

|

j

4 A's Matters

Ralph Morgan, president

Screen Actors Guild, and Kenneth

i

Hollywood, Nov. 14.
Harold Lloyd starts shooting his

After many months of negotiations,
the amended basic pact of the Dramatists' Guild, which
was expected
to bring back Hollywood money to
legit production, is tersely declared
to be unsatisfactory to several of the
major film companies. Latter say
the deal is cold as far as they are
concerned. It appears, however, that
the gentlemen's agreement between
the major picture firms not to participate in legit backing has quitcly
been dropped.
Dissatisfaction ot the film end followed the ratification of the plan,
which picture execs claim was
changed without conference with tha
film people, by the Guild at a general meeting recently. Legit showmen who suggested the changes have
expressed no opinion, although their
position is just as vital as the authors.
Film execs who are disappointed
over the pact say they may back
some shows if exceptional scripts are
uncovered, otherwise they will go
along much the same as when the
breach came about three seasons ago.
This, however, does not go for all
the picture people. Warners office,
though equivocating, is generally

Murray Silverstone, at yesterday's (Tuesday) annual board
and stockholders meeting in New
York, lauded the major circuits
for making possible UA's increased gross sales which, thus
far, are $7, 00,000 ahead ot last
year, at this same period.

loss in revenue?
testified
that prospective patrons
Series of poems written by author
33f^ Foreign Loss
had been urged by the pickets not and playwright A. A. Milntt for his
'Do you realize that already beto patronize the theatres.
The trial son are being mulled by Walt Disney cause of currency deflation and
is expected
to last
several more for a series of cartoon shorts.
frozen currency in the foreign mardays.
They feature the character 'Teddy ket, we have lost in Europe almost
Bear,' authored when Milne's son, one-third of our year's gross and
Christopher, was a tot. He is now that there is no indication of what

Lloyd Readies at

to Cancel Backing

Silverstone's Curtsy

—

Commandment,'

recently made by Cathedral Films for
$130,000, was sold outright to 20thshelve
Fox for $200,000. Idea is to
the picture and remake it as an elaborate religious spectacle.
Profiting by the deal were Rev.
James K. Friedrich, organizer of
Cathedral; Jack Coyle, producer;
Dana Burnet, screen writer; and
Irving Pichcl, director. In addition,
the four move into the 20th-Fox studio to work on the remake. Burnet
and Pichcl signed term contracts as
writer and director, and Friedrich

'The

On

Fox and

Wanted Right

Perfect Setup

14.

Pact

With Dramatists Guild; Metro, Par

Testifies

IT
St. iKJuis,

New

I

to be a lively one, as there's been
.some friction between the east and
Coast factions ot the organizations,
and Thomson will probably try to
smooth out differences. Question of
working out a practical plan for 'one
big union' is slated to.be worked- out
during the SAG delip.^atioM'.-j'pre.scnce
in

New

York.

I

'

14.

Irving Reis, writer, is so wrapped
up in the idea of becoming a film
director that he has taken a 10-week
leave ot absence from his scripting
chores
to
study
picture-making
methods on his own time. Paramount
fetched Reis from New York two
years ago when he was doing a
radio writer-director job for the Co-

lumbia Workshop.Currently he is working with director Mark
Sandrich on 'Buck
Benny Rides Again.' After that he
will study camera work, sound 'and
editing

mount

under various other

-

I'ara-

directors.

Shcckman
Back From Globe Trot

Gloria Stuart,

;

I

Gloria Stuart, with her wriler-hu.sband, Arthur Shcekman. back from a
five monlh.s' world tour, is sticking
around Broadway on the lookout for

I

I

I

a legit.
Pictures actress prefers to do a
play before returning to Hollywood.

,
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PICTURES

VARIETY

On Honeback

Jello

CoL Tmi McCoy's

$37,000

Award;

Hollywood, Nov.

When Buck Benny

Alphabetical Fix, 6*$ and Cs, Give

14.

rides

for

Paramount he'll have most of the
Jello air gang in the saddle with

Other PixSiiit$InN.Y.,LA.andD.C.

Lefty the

him.
Studio has signed Phil HarEddie (Rochester) Anderlon, Andy Devine, Dennis Day
and Don Wilson for the picture.
ris,

A jury In N. Y. supreme court
before Justice Edward J. McGoldThursday

rick,

(9),

awarded

$37,000,
Col.
to

$5,000 interest,
in his suit against William Pizor, president ol Imperial
Pictures, Inc., for breach of conTrial lasted three days.tract.

including

Tim McCoy

claimed he was engaged by
Pizor Feb. 4, 1036, to make 8 westerns at $4,000 apiece. The pictures
never went Into' production, and
McCoy claims he lost other employment he could have secured in the

McCoy

Jnterim.
Pizor's defense was that the conthat
tract was a corporate one, and
Imperial, and not he, was responsible, personally.
Suit
Fiddle'
'Second
Lola Harris filed a N. Y. supreme
court action Wed. (8) against 20thFox seeking $100,000 damages for alleged plagiarism of her scenario,

S'Renco's Bad SpiU
Louis, Nov. 14.
Ruby S'Renco, 49, owner of the
S'Renco Screening Room' and the Art
theatre, is In a serious condition at
St. Francis hospital, Colorado Springs,
as result of an automobile accident
S'Renco and his son-inlast week.
law. Job KaU, on their way to a
Wyoming,
in
hunting expedition

is

asserted that the

plaintifif,

Katz was uninjured but S'Renco
suffered a fractured vertebrae and
Mrs.
and bruises.
cuts
severe
S'Renco is at her husband's bedside.

m

to time it was reported
that it was being considered as a
The film,
vehicle for Miss Henie.
'Second Fiddle,' asserts the plaintiff,
lifted sequences from her book.

Walter

totaled $2,840,000 as compared with
$1,876,469 for the same three quarters last year. This is equivalent to
79c. per common share as ai;ainst
40c. in the same period of 1938, after

Small-lot
several film companies during Sep-

tember is shown in most recent Se& Exchange Commission
curities
Wanger statements on ground-floor transac.

lervogel
Productions, Inc., to post a $250 bond tions.
lor costs, in connection with WanBiggest operation was in Pathe
Allan P. Kirby, of
ger's $1,000,000 libel action against Film common.
the News Syndicate Co., Inc. and Jersey City, director, reported that
deNews
N.
Y.
The
Ed Sullivan.
Holding Co. B, in which he has a
won,
if
it
petition,
that
clares, in its
take, picked up 3,014 shares in three
there was nothing to prevent the batches. Biggest buy was 2,614 on
plaintiff, Wanger, from not paying Sept. 27.
Via a trust he also has
poor
'as
a
suing
not
was
costs, as he
an interest in 600 shares. Kenneth
person.'
M. Downs, N. Y. City, disclaiming
May
21,
in
the
libel
claims
Suit
he Is the beneficial owner, reported
1930, issue of the Sunday News.
peddling 300 shares of Pathe com

Small Sncd On Tarn
Los Angeles, Nov.

mon.
14.

More purchases of 20th CenturyFox common by Joseph M. Schenck,

Suit for $20,000 was filed by Motion board chairman, were revealed. In
Picture Guild, Inc., against Edward two lots, he added 1,100 shares, mak
Small Productions, charging that ing the total in which he is con.
amount is due on the purchase of cerned 110,043. Also accounts for
'School for Barbarians,' written by 18,284 shares of the company's $1.50

Erika Mann.

preferred paper.
Plaintiff claims Small paid only
Three directors of Universal Corp.
$5,000 on the original purchase price reported acquisition of voting trust
«f $25,000.
certificates for common Issued by the
in
point
technical
RKO won a
parent of the producing company
Edna M. Joslyn's $500,000 pUgiarism Nathan J. Blumberg, of New York;
suit when Judge Charles Beardsley picked
up 200, making his total
ordered certain allegations stricken 3,200; William Freiday, of New
from the complaint Case comes to York, grabbed lOO, giving him 1,300
trial in 15 days.
plus 1,500 in the hands of a holdPlaintiff charges the studio's pic- ing company; and Charles D. Prutzture, 'Carefree,' was taken from her man, of New York, added 200, raisstory, 'Hypnotized.'
ing him to 700. At the same time
Fanny Hnrst's Beet
Prutzman reported acquiring 10
Learned here that Fanny Hurst has more shares of Universal Pictures
York first preferred, doubling his former
filed damage suit in New

Warner Bros,

for $500,000 in
connection with the use of her characters in 'Four Daughters' sequels,
Issue is whether the sale of story
Includes the perpetual use of char

against

•cters.

Breach of contract is charged by
Hagenbeck-Wallace Shows Co. in
$13,475 damage suit against Fanchon
St Marco.

F&M

contracted to
Circus cliarges
take the show on tour and then reneged.

'Boad to Glory* Salt
Washington, Nov.

14.

Plagiarism suit of the $1,000,000
damages against 20th Century-Fox
went on trial here last week viitii
Robert Sheets, a U. S. Army private,
alleging theft of his imagination in
'Road to Glory.' Case is expected to
be on for a couple of weeks before
Federal District Judge James WMorris.

The 23-year-old

aviator, stationed

March Field, Calif., claimed he
turned out a manuscript in 1034 and
at

193S which was rejected by the studio and bore similarities 'too numerous to mention' to the picture
subsequently released by 20th-Fox.
Attorneys for the company conceded
the parallels, arguing that Sheets
must have either seen the shooting
script or waited until the film was
finished in order to turn out his
brain-child.

Besides

$1,000,000

in

damages,

Sheets asked for all the profits, contending the film is based on his 'auintellect,
ideas,
genius,
thorship,
thought, invention, work, skill, pro-'
and
imagination,
and
ductivity

unique originality, novelty and excellence unlike anything known to

have been produced or composed
before.'

deducting dividends accrued on both
preferred shares in both cases.

Results of all foreign subsidiary
company operations were included at
the current rates of exchange, which
cut in more than generally expected.
Also the third quarter this year did
not have the advantage of profit
from purchase of debentures which
Washington, Nov. 14.
trading by insiders, in -were shown in the third quarter of

court Justice Isidor Was-

ordered

Paramount earnings for the first
three quarters ending Sept 30 last

STOCK DEALS

From time

Supreme

$mooo,

AHEADOF'38

FILM INSIDERS'

conjunction with Jack Filman, wrote
the yarn in 1938, and that the latter
assigned all rights to Miss Harris.
The script was submitted to Fox for
consideration and never returned.

Wanger's $2M Bond

Mos..

Colorado Springs when the car,
driven by S'Renco, skidded on a
gravel road, rolled down an embankment and turned over several

'Winning Ways,' in 'Second FiddleIt

PAR'SFIRSTNINE

were between Glenwood Springs and

times.

By Joe

1938.

Third quarter earnings came to
$710,000 as against $650,658 in the
third quarter last year. Of this
amount in 1938, the company included $233,000 profit made on the
purchase of debentures of Paramount
Pictures, Inc.
In handling foreign subsidiary
business. Par report stated that in
the case of English and Canadian
subsidiaries having outstanding debt
payable in local currencies in ex
cess of the net current assets of
such subsids, the provision for the
decline in dollar value of the net
current assets of these coinpanics
has been offset against the amount
of outstanding debt payable.

Laurie, Jr.
Ne\v York, Nov.

Dear

St

DIs After He (3oiiisB.O.

Just received your letter with statement enclosed for last week's busl.
According to the low gross I think Congress would do better put.
ting an embargo on. alphabetical films coming out of Hollywood— those B
and C's especially. Anyway I'm glad to see that you do not blame bad
business in Coolacres on Hitler and Chamberlain.
Maybe a couple of good pictures could even stop this trouble in Eutopt.
One thing I've fou|id out in that all this war talk has made generals and
statesmen out of a lot of actors. They all seem to know what it's all aboul
and how to fix it all up,, and yet not one of 'em knows how to bring vaude.
vilie back.
Show business now is as screwy as the world Is. Legit actors are making
their living in radio, and radio actors are going into pictures.
Picturt
actors are making personal appearances, and vaudeville actors are working
in cafes. There's still an undercurrent rumor that there's gonna be 30
weeks of vaudeville this season. If. vaudeville could only get out fron)
that undercurrent it may float into a couple of real weeks where acts tvlli
be on the stage and bands will play in the pit; not bands on the' stage end
actors in the pit the way it is now.
Well, things are picking up in New York. Everybody sez that the coimi
try is prosperous, all except the pockets. Plenty of out-of-towners. You
can see 'em around the Wilson sign and the "Times Bldg. electric news
They're both free. The round-haircut guys are not
bulletin, in droves.
much for other night life, like cafes. In fact when a bartender sees one ol
em coming he looks at him like he would on an unwanted relative, which
is the worst look anybody can get.
Speakin' about relatives, my brother-in-law, Abner, has had a lot ol
trouble picking the right horses, so now he claims that the climate here In
New York is too damp for his watch. He found a kind-hearted guy on
Eighth avenue who hired him some money on it, and will keep it for him
in a nice dry place. Meanwhile Abner is guessing at the time; he sez it
saves wear and tear on his waich.
Well, Big-Heartcd Flint my banker from Coolacres, arrived the other
day to see the World's Fair. Up to now he's only got as far as my pal
Izzy Herk's Gaiety where he runs a swell girlie show and where the galj
are as naked as a peke's nose. Flint met one of the chorus girls and la
falling for her like a tree for a woodchopper. She isn't a bad lookin' dame
They're both so homely
if you give her a quick look with closed eyes.
that when people see 'em on the street they think they're makin' a comedy
picture. She has the old bird lookin' in jewelry store windows, and you
know a dame like that can talk rings around a jewelry store, if you gel
what I mean. I'll bet she gets more out of him than I could with Rockc
feller and Morgan co-signing my note. I kinda warned him to be careful,
but he sez he's been everywhere and Aggie sez he should have stayed
there. I asked him what the idea was chasing dames at his age, and ht
sed, 'It's good for my rheumatiz.' Anyway, I think he's gonna stay for t
while because he brought two shirts with him.
It is getting pretty cool here now and Aggie has been kinda hintin'
around for a fur coat. She said, 'I want a fur coat' so we've been gonni
around pricing 'cm and they're pretty expensive. Well, I guess furs cost
more these days because it's costing the animals more to live. Best to Fid
and yourself from Aggie end me. sez
ness.

,

Pathc's $I92,«02 Net

Your

Pathe Film Corp. and subsidiary
companies reported a net profit of
for the first nine months
this year as compared with $21,613
Comin the same period of 1938.
pany reported a $37,918 loss from
operations, but climbed into the net

$192,002

P. S.

from this corporation because holding 35% of the common
Miscellaneous income, inshares.
terest and discount earned produced
$1,445 additional.

Lf/fv.
sez,

'The psalm of

life Is Chill,

Inside Stuff-Pictures

because of other income
Largest item of additional income

$245,056

pal,

—Gus Kleinecke from Tucyon, Ariz.,

111, Pill, Bill.'

profit class

came from dividends received from
DuPont Film Mfg. Corp. Pathe got

14.

Vic;

Bros, has made a claim on 20th-Fox because of Al Jolson's 'Jazz
Singer' excerpt in 'Hollywood Cavalcade.' Admitting that Jolson made •
objects to th*
1939 re-recording of 'Kol Nidre,' the Hebrew hymn,
cinematurgical action in 'Cavalcade' which shows the marquee reading
'First National presents,' etc., the squawk being that 20th-Fox was capl*
talizing on a property value created by Warners. For other trade u.sage%
where a technical question of capitalizing on a previously exploited trade
value existed, 20th cleared rights, such as with Mack Sennett for the

Warner

WB

Pathe noted that DuPont Film
Mfg, had a net profit of $1,244,000
Keystone Cops, etc.
for the first nine months this year as
A sidelight on the legal claim made in the east is Darryl Zanuck's per.
compared
with $929,000 in the cor
stake.
George W. Weeks, New York, re responding period ol 1938. It also sonal peeve because Harry M. Warner allegedly complimented him, following the Hollywood preview, and supposedly stated that 'it was all right
earnshares
of
portion
of
of
500
the
sale
pointed
out
that
the
ported
Monogram coMmon, halving his for ings accruing to Pathe amounted to with me.'
mer interest, although he still has a $435,000 this year so far as against
also was
Old explanatory prolog, common in the silent days, is being revived In
It
finger in 800 shares in the name of $325,000 last year.
Pictures, Inc., and the
intermediary's 7,141 options.
Purchase of 10 more shares of
Keith - Albee - Orpheum convertible
preferred by H. D. Best McCaffrey
Co. was reported by John J. McCaf-

shown that $190,000 of these earnings
were undistributed this year and

Monogram

$220,000 in 1938, the amounts not be
ing refiected in the income account
given for Pathe for the first three
quarters.

New

Vork, who now has an
frey,
interest in 70 shares.
Loew's, Inc. long campaign to buy

Great

improvement

in

DuPont

Film earnings was noted in the third
quarter, being $417,817 this year as

Hollywood to save footage in setting the mood for features. Warners used
the ancient method in 'Confejisions of a Nazi Spy,' and other studios have
adopted it Among the pictures utilizing it are "The Real Glory,' 'Bad
Little Angel,' 'Thunder Afloat,' The Roaring Twenties' and 'Allegheny
Uprising.'
Vox popper to one of the Denver .sheets wonders why producers don't
add sound to the cast, as shown at the start or close of films. Says It
would help those in the hinterland to know how to pronounce some of the
names, and would help conversation about the films and stars.

up paper of Loew's Boston Theatres against $290,425 fdr the correspond
added 85 shares to the poke, raising Ing period of 1938.
Detailed analysis of admissions tax figures, showing where the biggest
it to 99,945.
amusement trade was during the last fiscal year, won't be out until JanCon, Films Meets Next Wed.
Jack Cohn unloaded 10 voting
Consolidated Films directors are uary because of New Deal penny-pinching. To save $700 in printing
trust certificates for Columbia Picpreliminary
_ proxies due to meet today (15) on pre^ expense, the Internal Revenue Bureau has cut out its annual September.
tures common, cutting his
breakdown of Federal revenues, ordinarily published during
He owns "outright '555 ferred dividend, with usual 25c quar Only the major totals—income, payroll and miscellaneous yields— were
to 31,621
terly distribution held likely.
That
shares.
put out this time, but Commissioner Helvering's annual report will tell the
is the amount paid in pirevious quarters this year.
Company's present complete story.
earings are at the rat« of 21c on the
JOELSON'S 7
What the South American film business needs is a constant flow of per*
in this final quarter of the
tmii^ w^ tw*. preferred
sonal appearances by Hollywood stars, take it from John Alton, who reIN MASS.
cently returned from Buenos Aires after seven years as chief cameraman
pected to show about $1.65 on the for Argentina Sono Film. Friendship between North and South Anrierica
The Julius Joelson circuit In preferred shares this year, or about was hopped up by the visits of Clark Gable and Tyrone Power, Alton
Massachusetts has been acquired by the same as in 1938
declared, and similar ambas-sadors of Pan-American fraternity would b»
Paramount under a deal closed durwelcomed, not only by the exhibitors but by the film fans, particularly
ing the past week following two
since European imports have been curtailed by the war.
months of, negotiation. Joelson, who Curomings Back at
formerly had theatres in the New
'A People Eternal,' being released in the U. S., is actually "The Wandering
York area that were taken over by
For 'Date' With Durbin Jew,'
mide in England in 1923 as a silent and again in England, as a ta'^'i
William Fox, is retiring from the
Hollywood Nov. 14.
in 1935.
Latter has been edited by Henry Lynn, with Yiddish dialog
picture business.
His seven houses
dubbed in. Conrad Veidt and Peggy Ashcroft have the lead roles and are
For the second time Robert Cum.
went under Par control Saturday
heard speaking in Yiddish.
night (11) as part of the MuUin & mings moves in as male lead oppo.
Editing has changed the story somewhat to conform to secular slandaros.
site Deanna Durbin. New picture is
Pinanski. chain in New England.
The original showed the lead character embracing Christianity.
Circuit includes two theatres in It's a Date.'
Taunton, three in Somerville, and
Cummings comes back to Univer
half
one each in Falmouth and Arlington sal after a loanout for the Sonja
Metro bought .screen rights to 'Nick Carter' with the idea of filming
Paramount is in Somerville and close Henie picture at 20th-Fox. His first a dozen pictures on the exploits of the fabled detective. Now the fluo'
to Arlington and Taunton but does Durbin picture was 'Three Smart
has more story material than any other film outfit ever owned. It amoun
Girls Grow Up.'
not have u house there.
to 1,261 yarns, dating back to 1891.
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Spotting 'Wind' Again Realigns

a Hooper Report Avers

pictures,

long

20th After Autry Pair

ercnce to liquors displayed or alHollywood, Nov. 14.
An analysis of Twentieth-Fox is dickering with
luded to in films.
how intoxicants arid feature pictures Gene Autry for two pictures instead
mix has been compiled by C. Nelson of one. Sagebrush star goes into
Schrader. who headquarters with Shooting High' on the Westw'ood lot
'

Hooper,

E.

Inc.

Schrader

is

cicdlled with undertaking this reporting service to inform adviertisers
vpon the extent to which products
aie mentioned on. the, screen as well
as to try valuating the impression
left on theatregoer's mind.

This survey showed that out of 140
features inspected, alcoholic beverages were referred to in one way
or another in 137 of them, classification making 113 as favorable mentions and the remainder as unfavor:
able. Champagne is listed as being
mentioned 24 times, all favorable,
heading the compilation.
.

this

week and may

stay for a role in

•The End of the Trail.'
Autry's contract with Republic
permits two outside pictures.

Grid Coverage,

Top of War

On
Stuff,

An

41
Jack Kirsch

Moon
Neely

of

Contaicts
Detroit

Strudwick's Film Break

Ray

— Any

Passage

Hollywood, Nov. 14.
Shepperd Strudwick, until recently

Would

Compel Co-Op Deal

Chicago, Nov. 14.
A possible buying circuit, to be
organized by Allied, loorns locally.
Discussions are purely tentative, biit
there appears to be an upswelling of
exhibitor favor for. such an organi-

though

this

buying

•Gone With the Wind' is still in
d(jjate as to si)Us. policy, the man-ner in which it will be shown on
first-run, aidmission scales to prevail,
and when Metro will begin selling
it.
Pending final decision, Metro
will not start offering contracts on
'Wind' until aroimd the first of the

playing in the Broadway legiter,
'End of Summer," got a Hollywood
break through the illness of Mclvyn Douglas, in a roundabout way. year, following test engagements.
Ian Hunter replaced Dougla.s in
Reported unofficially that percent'Not Too Narrow, Not Too Deep,' age deals of C0% on lop runs will be
and Strudwick was called from sought, it is believed the public will
Manhattan to fill the spot left vacant stand an increased admi.ssion. necesby Hunter in 'Congo Maisie" at sary due to the length of the film.
Metro.
In 21 reels, the running time is
three hours and 45 minutes.
'Wind' goes into Locw's Grand.
Atlanta, Dec. 15, to a $10 premiere
Rep.'s Takeover of
that night and a top of $1^50 thereafter, it is understood. At first planN.
Exchanges ning to take trade and other newspaper people for the Atlanta preem,
Out Year's Plan that will not now be done. Two
other test engagements first run will
be New York and Los Angeles, while
With the revocation of the frana third may "be Chicago.
They will
chises for its Boston and New Haven
probably open the end of Decemexchanges last week. Republic is unber,
with the Metro mid-winter
dei'stood
to
have completed the
sales session in Chicago to discuss
mo'
started
last
sprir? toward
sales policy on 'Wind,' together with
elimination of states-righters. It is
now operating its own exchanges in other distribution matters, to be held
shortly after Jan. 1, presided over
seven spots which have been conby William F. Rodgcrs, general soles
sidered by chief Herb Yates and
mgr.

EXCHANGES NO LIKE

zation,

M-G

And RKO Films for M.H., Capitol N.Y.

group

Hub

would not likely begin functioning
for a year, since the 1939-1940 film
deals have already been concluded.
Jack Kirsch, local Allied chieftain,
Although the annual- fall headache has been commissioned to look into
of covering college football is no the situation and weigh matters. He
worse this year than it was in 1938, has already been in contact with
this added expense item seems con- Ray Moon of Detroit as possible buysiderably more severe for the reels ing head should such a grouping
to take this year because of added materialize. Moon has been heading
coin laid out for European war his own indie buying circuit in Detroit for some time and was the head
coverage.
of the Cooperative buying group in
The coverage plans and expense Detroit
for Michigan Allied.
will be about the same as last year
Question' is whether the exchanges
which means that the five reels will locally
would give official recognispend approximately $150,000 for the tion
to such a buying group or agree
annual gridiron season. Estimated
salesmanager James R. Grainger to
to enter into negotiations with such
that each newsreel spends $30,000
have been 'weak sisters.'
a group for block selling.
for the 8-10 weekends of the footYates and Grainger are in favor of
Kayoed It In Fast
ball season, this total, of course, inSeveral years ago the local ex- the franchise method of doing busi-

Added Cost

.

:

Conunercials Always

frowned on by the Hays office, has
bobbed up again, this time with reN

C.

BUYING GROUP

•

-

:

VARIETY

to Reels

And

Haven

Rounds

In his report, Schrader touches on
•Love Affair* because of the scene in
which pink champagne is ordered.
This and a similar episode in which
the same drink again is refc • od to,
also favorably, is credited with having a 'profound' effect on the sale of
the beverage, his claim being that
the sales of the colored champagne
tripled since, showing in the film.
This recalls that a short time ago,
Renault Co., an American wine outfit, was preparing to merchandise a
'pink champagne,' purportedly inspired by the trailer for that vintage cluding locals (specials made just changes
broke up cooperative film ness, however, in preference to
for exhibitors in a certain area).
In lave Affair.'
buying circuits by refusing to sell operation themselves, and it Is unEach reel averages about four grid anyone not financially interested in derstood that if suitable persons can
Schrader
reported
that
actual
brands often gain mention in films battles weekly which are sent out any theatre.
Exchange managers be found, the franchises will be re
take
into
from pure chance while others were nationally. This docs not
Boston and New Haven
would negotiate for product only issued.
obtained through efforts of com- account contests which attract large with theatres or circuits financially offices were operated by Herman
panies whose products have been interest in nearby areas but are not tied together, and refused to deal, Rivkin, who will return to his theathe
throughout
handling
used in pictures. He cites 'Second v/orthy of
with groups organized only for buy- tre interests. Detroit, Buffalo and
about
turns
out
1938'
Every
reel
Honeymoon,' 'Big Broadcast of
U. S.
Albany franchises wcr recently reing.
•nd 'When Love Is Young' as .in- three of these locals weekly. Thus,
It again becomes a matter of bar- vcked by Republic, and San Franstances where actual brands showed the early Pacific coast games with gaining, with the Allied exhibitors cisco and Los Angeles were taken
In Alms.
no teams from middlewest or east convinced that concerted filth buy- over last spring.
far ing will give the indie theatres an
in
the
only
routed
are
scheduled
Haysians claim that producer memNew policy of quarterly sales
ber companies exert every means w*est territory where interest is advantageous position in negotiating meetings for its own salesmen and
Similarly, certain eastern on film, not only as far as price is the franchise holders was inaugupossible
keep out anything shown.
to
amounting to free advertising in fea- grid battles are rated having little concerned, but also on clearance and r:.t-?d by Yates and Grainger with a
eastern
in
the
excepting
interest
zoning.
Exchanges are readying to confab of the eastern division in
tures but that sometimes such trailBut these football clashes, combat this effort to put united ^'ew York Thursday (2). The pair
ers creep into completed picture ver- sector.
possi- pressure on them, and while there is
sions.
However, Haysites can't see with only limited distribution
fl.w to Chicago Monday (6) night
how spcciiic types of beverages could bilities, are 'musts' for the newsreel no Film Board of Trade for mutual for a midwestern meeting yesterday,
must
apdistributors'
since
editors
agreement
by exchanges in meeting to be followed by a southwest getbe entirely eliminated if the plot
specific this situation, the distributors are
the
in
exhibitors
continuity called for some allusion to pease
together in Dallas tomorrow (Thursregions.
likely
to
fall
back
upon
the
tactics day) and a southeast meeting in Atthem.
However, there isn't any
The newsreels now are getting of. the past and nix any film deals lanta Friday.
more reference to, display of, or
war material from France with buying groups.
spotting of liquor in films than other best
Much
discussion
arrevolves
government
pooling
about
the
articles of merchandise, such as type- where a
writers, radios, etc.
rangement for gathering material Is pos.sible passage of the Neely bill
Despite any economy pos- and its effect upon buying groups,
in effect.
sible as a result of this, the reels film leaders being convinced that any
have to pay so much per foot for victory for Neely would compel inITS
stituting buying circuits to facilitate
exporting the film.
PIC IN N. Y.,
negotiation for product. With block
Montaeae's Foreign O.O.
booking eliminated, the only way
Change of mind by Jack Warner,
W. P. Montague, Paramount news- that the business of selling and buy- after closer scrutiny of a story he
reel assignment editor, now in Eu- ing film could be accomplished
with ordered purchased .several months
wartime newsreel any degree of speed and
efficiency ago, has. resulted in the company
New York censors last Friday (10), rope to check on
will probably visit Berlin would be through
buying groups, offering it around to other proreversing their stand of the previous coverage,
Idea is to since it would be an
impossible task ducers. Property is 'Out of Gas,' by
week in rejecting in its entirety before returning to N. ,Y.
expedite shipments of war clips also to negotiate sales and purchase of Charles Nordhoff and James
'Hitlei— Beast of Berlin,' passed the
N. Hall,
the Nazi side of the conflict.
individual pictures with individual It's a five-part Saturday Evening
film with a change in title and minor from
Thus far rigid censorship has theatres.
Post serial which, despite the label,
deletions.
Picture was approved in
embodies a South Seas locale, simiMichigan on Thursday (9), making slowed up shipments and kept footParamount
lar to 'Hurricane' and 'Mutiny on the
• total of four states which have age down to a minimum.
Local 308 Operators Get
Bounty,' which they also wrote.
given it the nod, Pennsy and Vir- and all the reels have encountered
much red-tape from all belligerent
ginia okaying it previously.
Tilt
N.Y. Indies Warners paid more than $35,000
governments.
for the story, a rather stiff figure,
Appeals have been taken by ProFollowing considerable delay and and is said to be willing to take a
distributing
has
still
Paramount
ducers Distributing Corp., handlinn
the submission of demands to an arIt is understood to have
loss on it.
the pic, on rejections in Chicago and contacts in Berlin. A German newsbitration board, the operators (Local
been ordered bought by Warner
Maryland. Ohio has it under con- reel organization takes the U. S.
newsreel each week, 306 of New York have been voted a from a synopsis on the Coast. He
sideration,
it
has already played edition of Par
10% increa.<;e and an extra week's va- read the complete proof.s while in
it in American dollars.
for
piiying
Washington, D. C, and is getting
cation for a total of two in houses of the east recently, resulting in the
dates in Massachusetts on automatic
the Independent Theatre Owners' change of mind. Several companies
approval following say-so of NaAssn. of N. Y. The increase is re- interested in the properly originally
tional Board of Review.
troactive to last Sept. 1, when the are apparently less so now, although
Prod. Blackout at
for the New York board, film
old contract expired.
20th-Fox is still in the market and
name was changed to 'Beasts of
Scale in the ITOA hou.ses. varies may take it off of WB's hands at a
14.
Nov.
Hollywood,
Berlin," but references to Hitler are
considerably, being based on seatfigure less than the latter paid for it
retained, only a few feet being
Shooting on the Republic lot ceases ing capacity, but minimum boost for
scissored.
The American Civil Lib- Thursday (16) for four day's with operators in the smallc-Jt of the theerties Union and other free speech the completion of the Roy Rogers atres is $5.20 a week.
The vacation
Nabe's Stenching
advocates protested the pic's N. Y. musical oaler, 'The Days of Jesse is with pay.
turndown. Board wap recently re- James.' The only other picture in
Arbitration board cpnsi.^lcd of Joe
on Labor
versed on 'Harvest,' now playing in production at the studio, 'The Nar- Basson and Charles Kiclburn for
Newark, Nov. 14.
Manhattan and since approved by row Path," winds up tomorrow 30G; W. F. Githens of the Embassy
Parent-Teachers org for New York (Wed.).
Labor difficulties were blamed
and Dave Weinstock of the Norschoolchildren.
Filming resumes Monday (20) with mandie for the ITOA, and Paul Abel- Friday (10) for explosion of tear gas
Berlin' raisea a particular rumpus the top-budget John Wayne starrer, son, outsider, who served as neutral- bomb that routed audience from the
Strand, South Orange avenue indie.
among civil liberty tit)holders as.it 'Dark Command," followed by the chairman.
.Manager Murray Steinberg told
Question of a 25% increase in N. Y.
» claimed to be the first film banned Three Mesquiteers western, 'Heroes
bv the state o.o.ers on 'strictly politi- of the Saddle.' rolling Nov. 24. Stu- houses other than those comprising police bomb went off while pickets
cal grounds.'
Reasons given were dio has. 18 writers working on 10 the ITOA is also before arbitration marched in front of house protesting
that it is sacrilegious, inhuman and stories slated for the cameras within but no decision is exiiectcd f'>r a the management's refusal— ,to hire
union operators in projection room
week or two at least.
would incite to riot
the next few months.

WARNER UNLOADING
SOUTH SEA YARN

OK HITLER

AND 3 OTHER STATES

10%

From

Rep

j

Newark
Blamed

.

Warning

While the Capitol is under consideration for the New York test

engagement

first-run,

range

in discussion.

is

still

the

price

Under-

stood

that admission .figures had
been set up several times and
changed, but that $1 throughout the
day seems favored. Another plan
around the trade is understood to
be showing the picture there dayand-date with the Astor, reserved
scats at latter twice daily, the engagement at the Cap on a grind basis.
The Rivoli is also mentioned,
being so close' to the Cap and having a larger capacity than the Astor, for. day-and-dating.
Meantime, an English-made, 'Mill
on the Floss,' opened at the A.stor,
N. Y., yesterday (Tues.) on a limited run^ and two pictures that were

negotiation by the Music Hall,
are now routed into the Cap. They
are 'Remember?' and 'Another Thin
Man.' Two other Metros may be
taken by the Hall, 'Balalaika' and
'Judge Hardy and Son,' for dating
after the holidays.
Removed from
the Palace schedule, '.That's Right,
You're Wrong' (RKO) is now pointing for the Hall as result of the
shifts that have occurred.
'Wind' was sneak-previewed on
the Coa.st under carefully guarded
circumstances but has not been seen
in the east.
Selznick Is coming east
Dec. 1 and will remain in N. Y. until the Atlanta preem.
in

NORMAN ELSON NOW
HEAD OFF. A. SALES
Norman Elson, operating executive
with the Brandt circuit in New York,
has joined Film Alliance, distributor
of foreign-mades, as general manager of sales. Harry Brandt is -v.p.
and financially interested in FA.
At present having
exchanges
lined up for handling of the FA
product,. Elson first is making a lour
of the country to set additional distributing outlets with independent

He

exchange-men.

left

Monday

night

(13) for Atlanta, returns to
(Thurs.) and
then leaves for the Coast, with slops

New York tomorrow
C

route.

'

Film Alliance has i:. pictures in
country now, of which five Engand one French-madu have already been sent on rcl'^o^c.
this

lish

Hang by

a 'Shadow'

Holly.voort, N'ov. 14.
breaking into
is
the cliffhanger field, with a new serial, 'The Shadow," slated to start
in two weeks for Columbia release.

Larry Darmour

Producer has been making Jack
Holt features for the same company.

—

EXPLOITATION

VARIETY
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FILM

Wednesday, November 15, 1939

SHOWMANSHIP
By John

C

Flinn

G.E

There is being shown currently in New York, at a
Shortwave To
mid-town theatre, somewhat difficult of access, a film
that magnificently exemplifies the Emerson adage
British Listeners about the man, the better mouseU'ap and the path

Schenecady, N. Y.^ Nov. 14.
Exlendine its motion picture coverage, General Electric's Schenecwill launch, Nov.
shortwavers
tady
20, weekly reviews by a pair o£
Union College students for the bene-

Along
fit ot English listeners. 'Drums
the Mohwak' will be the first film
discussed.

One of the mikers will' be Myron
Mill!!, son ot Bernie Mills, former
Republic franchise holder in Albany
and now of B. M. Pictures. Latter
is distributing 'Ten Nights in a BarYoung Mills and his partroom.'
ner are members of Union College
Radio Workshop directed by John
Sheehan, program manager of GE's
local shortwavers.

Broadcasts,

"ivith

beaming on Eng-

land, will be on a 15-minute block
late Monday afternoons.

through the wilderness to his' door.
The picture is French, 'That They May Live,' presented in its original dialog, with superimposed English titles written by Pierre' Van Paassen, best known
by his iiewspaper syndicated articles and as the author
of 'Days of Our Years.' The. theatre is the Filmarte;
formerly the Golden, a transformed legit house, which
during the past several seasons has had a checkered
career and a marquee that has been lighted only
occasionally.

But neither the location, nor the prosaic Ulterior of
the theatre, has kept customers from the boxoffice
where in steadily increasing numbers their attendance
There are
is reaching higher figures day after day.
no uniformed Ushers, no fancy lobby displays, no electric sunbursts or other familiar accoutrements of the
conventional first run Broadway theatre.
The supporting reels are a 'March of Time' and an
ancient Donald Duck. Within half a mile radius are
half a dozen nabe theatres playing double bills of Hollywood productions. Some of the competition is bolstering apathetic income with cash giveaways.
The
Filmarte is offering a show which runs two hours
.

and is packing 'em in.
Here is an example of film showmanship where the
public, exercising its American prerogative for freespeech, is spreading by word-of -mouth advertising the
ballyhoo that 'That They May Live^ is something that
PEEVED
not only must be seen, but rnustn't be missed. Many
customers leave the theatre imbued with the idea that
some Providence has appointed them special emisHARRIS' ADV.
saries to spread the news that their friends should
drop whatever presently is occupying their attention
Pittsburgh, Nov. 14.
and hurry to the Filmarte. Pressed for details, the
of no small proportions self-appointed broadcasters attempt a brief extemFeiid
threatens to spring up here between poraneous synopsis ot the film, usually ending with a
WB-Loew outfit and Harris circuit persuasive, 'I can't describe it; go see it; don't miss it'
over what Warner gang termed
The cause of all this excitement is eight reels of
'piece of unethical advertising* on emotional dynamite, predicated on a scenario by Abel
Incident Gance, the French film director, who dramatizes a
Harris* part last week.
arose from opening Harris ad for theme suggested by a passage in the Old Testament
which
'Drums Along the Mohawk' in
(Ezekiel 37: 1-10). Herein the Prophet, acting under
It took an indirect shot at 'Allegheny
Divine revelation, calls upon the dead warriors of
Uprising,* which at the time was ancient Judah to rise from their heroic graves and
playing at Loew's Penn and has since resume their martial careers.
It is a hair-raising
moved over to Warner.
piece of Biblical text, explicit in describing how the
World preem of 'Uprising* was bones of the dead shall rejoin themselves, and the
held here with all the conventional wind ot the desert will blow breath in the mouths ot
ballyhoo more than week ago at soldiers.
Penn, which is operated under a
TIHELT AS THE HEADLINES
pooling agreement with WB, which
In his story which is as timely as tomorrow's headbrought both outfits into it, and ad
for 'Mohawk' went on to say: 'No lines, Gance brings back to life the millions of Great
Premieres, No Parades, No Reserved War dead, who rest in troubled sleep In the cemeteries
They died in battle, they
Seats, No Lights or Ballyhoo, but this of France and Germany.

WB-LOEW

AT
CRACK

Is the finest picture of its kind ever
made.*
Warners claimed It wasn't in good N. Y.-N. J.
taste but wouldn't have minded so
much if 'Uprising' hadn't been still
current. At any rate, ad only ran
In two afternoon papers. For mornMotion Picture Associates, Inc., oring sheet, copy was altered to read
'finest picture, etc.' and eliminated ganization of sales crews in the New
York-New Jersey territory holds its
ell references to premiere.
20th annual dinner-dance at the
Hotel Astor, N. Y., Nov. 25, with a
show being arranged by Moe Sanders
and Moe Kurtz of the 20th-Fo:{ exHighschool Grid Return
change, in charge ot the details of
Basis for Theatre Bally the affair. Organization, of which

SALESMEN'S

20TH ANNUAL DINNER

Rochester. N. Y., Nov. 14.
Pal-

Manager Jay Golden,

RKO

ace, staged highschool football rally

night before first highschool game
here in 28 years. Sport, banned lor
overemphasis, was brought back by
public demand, with interest center
Ing on teams representing east and
west sides of city.

Frank Silva, sports announcer of
WSAY, mc'ed 3U-minute show,
which went over the air. Thirty
pupils from each side of the city
were on stage to lead cheers and
City officials were present,
Eongs.
coaches gave pep talks, and Wilma
Widman, pupil, gave drum major
exhibition. Stunt packed the house.
Manager Golden also had Indian
girl and t\yo 'Red Coats* on horsC'
back as street bally for 'Allegheny
Uprising* and group carried a scroll
to Arthur C. Parker, city historian.
Inviting him to see the film. Democrat & Chronicle ran an editorial

were told, as a sacrifice to a new and better world In
which there was to be no more war. But they have
been betrayed, and as the new war begins, they are
called to colors again— this time to protest against a
world that has been faithless and • generation that has

On

its

historic

the technical unfolding of his. story, that
prominent support was placed behind the venture.
However, the trend ot affaires Internationale soon inThe anti-war preachment did not coincide
terfered.
with the stark realism of European politics and dictator ambition. The film no longer is shown on conOnly in America is there a forum
tinental screens.
logical

is

Nothing like

.

ever has come

'

It's

20th-Fox's

from Hollywood,

is

Appropriating $25,000 in cash, to
be set up according to districts, Warner Bros, will hold a Grad Sears

happy ending iri the last 200 feet.
sales drive, same bilttiTg as last year,
This new French film, on the other hand, may ?url for a 16-week period starting Dec,
up soon and repose under the dust in some film storage 24. Plans were laid during the past
vault. Such things happen. Its American career may week when Sears held a three-day
be shortened and stunted by the same forces of evil meeting with district managers and
and destruction which have removed it from the gaze h.o. executives.
of European audiences. The American film industry
Awards of $25,000 will be split up
may pronounce it as 'propaganda* that shall have no among the three winning- districts
place in theatres dedicated to girlie musicals, adventure fantasies and domestic farces.

and the branches they embrace. The
district

mgrs. will act as captains

of

But so long as the Filmarte engagement lasts 'That their territories under supervision ot
They May Live' will have its day of service to man- Roy Haines for the east and Canada,
The seed which it implants in consciousness and Ben Kalmenson for the west and
kind.
cannot be strangled.

TIEUP ON

Ad Campaign

mOLN'
RCA

..Special tie-In between
Victor
dealers and exhibitors, to aid in the
Joint promotion ot RKO's forthcoming 'Abe Lincoln in Illinois' and

Hollywood, Nov. 14.
Joan Bennett has protested to Hal
Roach against the form of adver- RCA's record album containing excerpts of speeches delivered by Raytising used on 'Housekeeper's Daughter.*

Troupe leaves by East-

'

south.

RKO-RCA VICTOR FIX

Preem

To

months.

couple ot

'Swanee River' and figured a natural
for this burg inasmuch as Stephen
Foster, whose music is used for the
most part throughout the picture,
was born and lived here most of his
lite.
Lot of Fosterania in town th.nt
could be used to advantage and the
campaign to preem it on the home
grounds is already under way.
Town got a lot ot nation-wide
publicity through 'Uprising' opening
and it also brought a lot ot biz into
town. Papers profited considerably
by extra advertising and they're all

FOR WB^EARS DRIVE

It

the rule prevails that the function of the screen
to entertain solely, and where tragedy isn't worth
negative cost, unless the scenarist can work out a

where

PAR FLYING SCRIBES
TO GEORGIA LOCATION

-

'Al.

$25,000 PRIZE IMPETUS

'Housekeeper' Pic

cuit Eater.'

pre.

well
efforts are now being made locally
to land a second within the next

story.

War

ing.

East three weeks on advertising
and publicity plans for forthcoming

WB

Charlie Eingeld gets
under way for the Coast within th«
next two weeks.
product,

St Loo Nabe Preems On
Heels of Big Campaign
St Louis, Nov. 14.
An exploitation campaign conducted by Harry Greeman for the opening of the Esquinne, $300,000 de luxe
nabe on the outskirts of St, Loiii.%
was topped by a four-page special
edition in the Star-Times, p.m. rag.
Special edition of the rag hit the
on the afternoon of the opening and supplemented other attention- getters carried out by Greenman. It carried co-op ads from t
dozen firms and was one of the rare
occasions when a local nabe was
able to put over such a promotion.
First night's revenue was donated
to the annual United Charities camthan
paign,
getting more
latter

street

KXOK

$1,200.

broke

KMOX

and

down under Greenman's

also

high

pressure and both stations broadcast 15-minute. programs opening
night, with biggies of the town and
adjacent points spouting into the
mikes.

Big Shots Hypo
M-G's Wash. Travelogs

Political

.

(Cambridge, O., Nov. 14.
Voters rejected, Nov. 7, for the second time a proposal to legalize Sun-

14.

for its unreeling.
Just what will be the ultimate fate of 'That They
Shall Live' before American audiences is impos.sible
to predict Certain foreign language pictures have had
partial success here, notably 'Mayerling,' which was
shown in some circuit houses. Domestic film enthusiasts have not easily adjusted themselves to the difficulties of superimposed titles, which are sometimes
provocative in their brevity.
It can be stated, however, that despite the shortcomCily
ings ot previous foreign language films; with respect to for bringing 'Swanee' here.
the translation of text, the Gance production by virtue Council will also lend a hand, it has
of the simplicity of its message and the general excel- assured sponsors, and one idea suglence of the performances of its principals, sweeps gested would be to hold the first
screening
anywhere at beautiful new
away all men;al obstacles, and the film registers with
the alarming clarity of an air-raid siren. Tlie uni- Stephen Foster Memorial Audito>
versal denominator of death and resurrection is suf- rium on University of Pittsburgh
ficient to enlighten any audience with the action and campus.
significance of the theme. Showmen who may be hesitant in booking the attraction might experiment with
a few spot bookings. There is reason to believe that
'That They May Live' has come to American screens
at a moment when millions are ready and eager for its

Actress asserts it doesn't fit mond Massey, comprises part of
the part she plays and that she RKO's ambitious campaign to plug
would take measures if It isn't the Pulitzer prize winner.
Jack Ellis (RKO) is president, uti- stopped. Letters were also sent
In return for dealers' window, dislizes the proceeds for benefit of un- Roach by women's clubs protesting plays spotlighting the pic, the exhib
employed and needy.
will call patrons* attention to the
against the campaign.
Meeting was held between Roach album and generally reciprocate in
Tickets at $7.50.
attorneys and Neil McCarthy, Miss other ways. Victor dealers have also
Bennett's lawyer, Monday (13) with agreed to bally the 'Abe* legit road
no decision reached, but with the company. It's now touring eastern
Fire Doesn't Disturb
understanding Roach would change keys with Massey as the lead.
campaign so Miss Bennett would
Loew's State, on B'way the
not object and that reference made
to her in the campaign would be in
Geronimo Dons
Paint
Fire which did considerable dam- line with the part she plays.
age to a women's specialty shop
Again for Phoenix
next door to. Loew's State, New
York, failed to disturb patrons in
the house shortly, before noon on
Hollywood, Nov. 14.
Monday (13). State closed its doors
'Geronimo' gets his world picture
and shut off its fans to keep out
premiere the last week of November
heavy smoke from the store, which
in Phoenix, in which territory he
Tom Waller, of Paramount's home once was a pest to Uncle Sam's
is actually in the theatre building.
Smoke, seeping through offices of office publicity department, has as- troopers. General relefase announced
Metro, above the. State, caused some sembled eight representatives of na- by Paramount is Jan, 12.
confusion, however, among employ- tional wire, photo and newspaper
Paul H. Sloane, director, and a
ees until they were assured there syndicates for a one-day visit to Albany, Ga., where a west Coast pro- flock ot Paramount players, are
was no danger.
ducing unit is shooting 'The Bis- slated to attend the Phoenix show-

SimSATS NIXED AGAIN

Wants an Encore

It

Pittsburgh, Nov.
Film was made about a year ago, with cooperation
Pittsburgh had its first world
of some departments of the French war office, acmiere last week with RKO's
cording to report. So tense was the author's enthusiasm for the humanitarian aspects of his theme, and so legheny Uprising* and liked it so

Joan Bennett No Like
Roach's

World Preem So Much

forgotten.

ern Airlines today (Wed.) and will
return Friday (17), weather and the
entertainment program permitting. Fred Storm Supervising
Film is being directed by StUart
day films in Cambridge.
'Raffles' Debut on B'way
Heisler and press has been promised
Indie's Arizona-Made Pic
Theatre interests waged an inten
Fred Storm, p.a. for Goldwyn stusome unusual local color, as nusive campaign in behalf of the SunPremiere in Phoenix day film shows, which ^re permitted merous natives have been drafted as dio, who arrived in New York last
actors in minor parts.
week, will remain east until about
Golden West Productions scrapped in all nabe towns and villages..
Dec. 15. He's setting publicity and
Its distribution deal with' Grand No
exploitation on 'Raffles,' which may
Women Take Over
Rufe Blair Ballyhooing
tional last week on
'Gentleman
open
at the Rivoli early next month
From Arizona' and turned the film
Birmingham, Ala., Nov. 14.
Par's 'Gulliver', 'Herbert' if previous commitments by the
over to Monogram. New production
As a promotion this week in concompany is headed by Ted Rich nection with the showing of 'The
Sent out by the Paramount studio house don't force it into some other
showcase.
mond. Initial film was financed by Women' at the Alabama, arrange- in advance of 'Gulliver's Travels' and
Phoenix business men, as this is the ment was made for women's civic 'Great Victor Herbert,' which go on
Future trips east hy Storm are
feature completely made in clubs to take over operation of the release arouhd the holidays, Rufus seen as probably a regular thing
first
city for a whole day. This they did Blair left N. Y. yesterday (Tues.) prior to preem here of each GoldArizona, all in Magnacolor.
for Boston on a swing of additional wyn picture.
Preem has been set for Phoenix from the mayor on down.
Goldwyn has been
There was eyen a woman chief of keys before returning to the Coast without an eastern press rep since
on Nov. 22, the Chamber of Com
He made nine cities en route from Ben Washer left several months
merce decreeing a 'Gentleman From police and a woman superintendent
of the garbage department
the studio.
Arizona Week.'
ago.
praising the picture for
value.

Liked 'AUegheny'

Pitt

Film Reviews Via

Seattle, Nov.

.

14.

A special preview was given
Thursday night (9) at the Fifth Avenue (Hamrick-Evergreen) of Ih*
state's propaganda pictures, filmed
in past few months by Metro for 1h6
Progress Development Commission
ot this state.
Political
big-wigs

showing,

including

attendied the
Martin,
Boet-

Gov.

Mayor Langley and Mrs. John

daughter. Management invited some 250 prominent
state folk to see the advance showliger, the President's

ing of the

thr^

scenic subjects, to

be put in general release by Metro,
'Natural
State,'

Wonders
'Glimpses

State' and 'Seattle,
Pacific Northwest.
Patrick did the jobs.

of
of

Washin.!?lon

Washington

Gateway to the
James A. F"^*

)

PICTURE GROSSES

Weduesdaj, November 15, 1939

Chi

OK;

'Smith'

Wow 16G

Week
(Standard)

—

(20th) and 'Iron Mask' (UA>, tripler.
Only other newcomers to the loop Fairish $1,100. Last week, 'Fighting
were 'Jamaica Inn' at the Roosevelt Gringo' (RKO), 'Drummond Bride'
and 'Honeymoon in Bali' at the Chi- (Par), first-runs, and 'Ex-Champ'
Rest of the town are hold- (U), tripler, split with Tight Peace*
cago.
overs and repeats, 'Real Glory' con- (Mono), first-run, "Tomorrow Comes'
tinuing the United Artists and the (U) and 'Star Maker' (Par), tripler,
Palace sticking a second week with $1,200, fair.

Mnalo
(M-G)

twin-bill try.

Estimates tor this Week
Apolla (B&K) (1,200; 33-55-65-75)

—

Paramount
'Rulers of the
Sea' (Par) (2d wk.).
B 1 • 1 1 e 'Missing Evidence'
(U).
RIvoIl—'First Love' (U) (2d
wk.).

—

35-55-75)—
'Bali' (Par) and Joe E. Brown headBrutal session ining stage unit.
Last
dicated currently at $25,000.
week Eddie Cantor on stage with
'Cat and Canary' (Par) a wow $54,(4,000:

—

.

(2d wk.).

.

ol Nor. 23

Aslor- 'Mill on the
(SUndard) (2d wk.).

Floss'
•

Capitol— 'At the Circus* (M-G)
(2d wk.).

Criterion—'Return

(WB) (22d),
Globe—'Mutiny
House (Mono)

of

in

Dr.

X*

Big

the

(23).

(Revietoed in VAaiETY, Nov. 1)

Music

HsII-^'Ninotchka'

11)

Roxy—'Day Time
Nov.

14.

run

rising'

week

good session

after

'

BALTO

was

Wife' (20th)

(23).

(Reviewed in Current Issue)
'Drums Along tht Mohawk,' plus
S t r a n d 'Roaring Twenties'
'Pack Up Your Troubles," at the
(WB) (3d wk.).
Hitting $4,000, okay, curweek.
Fox,
Is reaping plenty from a hefty
rently following bright $5,900 last
campaign.
week.
the UA piled up heavy score of
OrienUl (Jones) (3,200; 25-40)—
Theatre -woes continue to grow $8,500.
•Blackmail' (M-G) and 'For Each worse, however, with state board's
Orphenm (Orpheum Co.) (1.800;
Good
Other' (RKO)" and vaude.
to 20-30-40)— 'Jeepers Creepers' (Rep)
combination currently adding to sat- denial of unemployment benefits
and 'Back Door Heaven' (Par) with
isfactory take of $14,000. Last week more than 60,000 workers directly in- vaude. Okay $4,800. Last week 'Old
about same at $13,500 for 'Bright volved in the flve-week-old Chrysler Monterey' (Rep) and 'Mr. Wong' Rialto, probably $6,800.
'Mr. (ihips' wound up a total of 26
Boys' (U) and 'Sherlock' (20th).
auto strike. Hope for peace pact still (Mono) with vaude, fair $4,500.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65Paramount (Hamrick-Evergrccn) weeks at the Astor Sunday night
75)— 'Jamaica'
Laughton remote.
(Par).
'Drums Mohawk' (12), getting profit at $5,800 on the
(3,000; 30-35-40)
Estimates for This Week
flicker cetting good reports and on
(20th) and 'Busy Work' (20th). An- final stanza. House has been taken
on
a week-to-week basis by Standard
Laughton fan pull should garner
30-40)—
Adams (Balaban) (1,700;
swering to heavy exploitation for
satisfying
initial
week's take at 'Mr. Smith' (Col) (2d run) plus strong $6,500. May hold. Last week for 'Mill on the Floss,' which opened
presaged $10,000. Last week 'Thun- 'Miracle Street' (Col). 'Smith' moved 'Disputed Passage' (Par) and 'Every- yesterday morning (Tues.) at pop
prices. Theatre may later play' Gone
der Afloat' (M-G) finaled a fort- here after two sessions at Fox; thing's Ice' (RKO), fair $4,300.
night to $6,300, oke.
Last
United Artists (Parker) (1,000: 30- with Wind' day-and-date with the
headed for average $4,500.
SUte-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 25-40)— week,
for
'Call 35-40)—'Elizabeth,
light
$4,000
Essex'
(WB). Capitol under a reserved seat policy.
'Hidden Staircase' (WB) and 'Hellza- Messenger' (U) and 'Hero Day' (U). Running b.o. scale to high note, big
Estimates for This Week
flre' unit on stage.
Strictly the comFox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 30-40- $6,000. Last week 'Circus' (M-G)
Astor
25-40-55-65)— 'Mill
(1,012;
edy unit for the business currently, 55)— 'Drums Mohawk' (20th) and and 'Rio' (U), fair $4,000.
On Floss' (Standard). Opened here
which is walloping into dynamite 'Pack Troubles'
Ballyed
(20th).
yesterday morning (Tues.). 'Chips'
numerals at better than $17,000. Six heavily and should reach smash
(M-G) went 26 weeks for huge profshows a day over the weekend. $30,000. Holds over. Last week, secits, final stanza being $5,800.
Last week 'Glamour Girls' (M-G) ond, brought swell $18,300 for 'Mr.
Capitol (4,520; 25-35-S5-85-$1.25)—
took meek $12,700.
Smith' (Col), following first stanza's
'Dancing Co-Ed' (M-G). No pull and
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 35- $17,000, good but under expectations.
out after one week at less than $15,S5-65-75)— 'Glory' (UA) (2d week).
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
000.
Last week, third for 'Babes in
Headed^or fair enough $7,000 cur- 30-40-55)— 'Roaring Twenties' (WB)
Arms' (M-G), under $30,000, good.
rently alter garnering a bright $14,- and 'Our Neighbors* (Par).
Okay
Marx Bros, pic opens tomorrow
100 last week. Will stay at least a $12,000. Last week, fair $12,700 for
(Thurs).
third week.
Toes'
Jamaica Inn' (Par) and 'On
Criterion (1,662; 25-40-55)— 'Main
(WB).
St. Lawyer' (Rep).
On the week
Detroit)
(United
Palms - Stat«
ending last night (Tues.) a slowInn'
30-40-50)
'Jamaica
(3,000;
goer at this side of $5,500. Last
Toochdown'-MarcDs
(Par) (2d run) and 'At Circus' (M-G)
week, 'Whipsaw' (M-G) (reissue),
(2d run). Former film moved here
good $8,500.
from Michigan, 'Circus' shifted from
Globe (1,700; 25-35-55)— 'Fugitive
Unit
Par,
Indianapolis, Nov. 14.
UA; result fair $6,000. I^st week,
At Large' (Col). Jack Holt item
Houses In downtown sector are doing fairly, probably $6,000.
second, brought okay $5,300 for 'DisIn
But Only {12,500, N.G. puted Passage' (Par) (2d run) (2d taking turns splitting up entertain- ahead, 'Road to Glory' (20th) (rewk) and 'Old Maid' (WB) (2d run) ment coin. Last week. Circle topped issue), yanked after two days of
(3d wk), following nice $9,500 first town with stage show and pic, but is itching for business and not getting
Omaha, Nov. 14.
at the end of the parade this week it, only $1,000 on the 48-hr. stint.
stanza.
Opening of two first-run houses in
United Arllsis (United Detroit) dualling 'Jamaica Jfnn' and 'Little Ac- 'Beware Spooks' (Col), behind that,
'Remember?' cident.' Last week, Loew's and In- poor at $5,000.
one week proves there is only a cer- (2,000; 30 - 40 - 55)
tain amount of bir for downtown (M-G). Not doing well, $7,500. Last diana suffered from stage show comPalace
25-35-55)— 'Alle(1,700;
theatres.
Other houses and nabes week. n.g. $8,000 for 'At Circus' petition, but are taking top coin gheny Uprising' (RKO). In here on
felt the pressure plenty, and doubt if (M-G).
currently, with former dualling 'Mr. single bill first run and doing nicely,
Smith' and 'Man Could Not Hang,' $11,500. Due to lack of proper prodsituation can hold during winter.
and latter playing 'Drums Along Mo- uct, however, house goes back to
'Drums Along Mohawk,* at Orhawk' and Jones family Too Busy double bills tomorrow (Thurs.) with
pheum pulling $9,500 for town's best. Bette Big $6,000 in Port.;
to Work.'
Paramount opened vaudfllm policy,
Dress Parade' (WB) (2d run) and
but $12,500 for Marcus show is disLyric is showing a profit with 'Smashing the Money Ring' (WB)
$4,800
Dual-Vaude
appointing. Other new house. State,
vaude and 'Pack Troubles.' Apollo (1st run). Last week's doubleton,
14.
Nov.
Portland, Ore.,
gettmg oft to fairish start with indie
Cavalcade' (20th) (2d
is just in the black with holcfover 'Hollywood
at
Parker's
Essex,'
and
'Elizabeth
War film.
from Indiana of 'Elizabeth and Es- run) and 'Escape' (U) (1st run). Just
and looks set at that sex.'
under $8,000.
New competish In form of hockey UA, is swell
house for several weeks. Another
Paramount 3,664; 25-35-55-88-90)—
league Is not helping theatres any.
Estimates for This Week
terrific winner is 'Drums Along the
'Rulers of Sea' (Par) and Martha
Estimates for This Week
Apollo (Katz-Dolle) (1,100; 25-30- Raye, Bob Zurke, others,
Mohawk,' at Paramount,
on stage
Avenue - Dondce - MlllUry (Gold'Babes in Arms' held up so well at 40)— 'Elizabeth Essex' (WB). Move- (2d-final week).
Begins holdover
perg)
10-25)—'Iron the Mayfair a third stanza that it over from Indiana. Fair $2,200. Last today (Wed.) after first seven days
(800-800-950;
Mask' (UA) and 'Hotel Women' skipped three days while that house week, 'Submarine D-1' tWB) reis- of $40,000, quite satisfactory though
Nightingale'
and
'Kid.
(WB).
sue)
for
a
(?Oth),
back
now
is
and
dual,
split
with 'Clouds went legit
more had been anticipated. Picture
Europe' (Col), 'Angels Wash Faces' fourth week. A second-week biz-get- red $1,600.
not getting the women nor did it
WB) and 'Million Dollar Legs' ter is 'First Love,' at Broadway.
Circle (Katz-DoUe) (2,600; 25-30- receive hoped-for notices. In ahead,
40)— 'Jamaica Inn' (Par) dualled 'Disputed Passage' (Par) and Dick
(Par) tripler.
Fair $1,600.
Last
Estimates for This Week
week, 'SUr Maker' (Par) and 'ToPoor Powell-Teddy Powell combination,
with 'Little Accident' (U).
30-35(Parker)
(2,000;
Broadway
morrow Comes' (U), dual, split v/ith 40)—
Last week, 'Cat Canary' $30,000, o.k.
'Money S3,800.
and
(U)
'First Love'
Fight Peace' (Mono), flrst-run, 'Way
(Par) and Calloway orch, socko
Radio Cllv Music Hall (5,980: 40Good money $13,500.
Down South' (RKO) and 'Ex-Champ' Ring' (WB) (2d wk).
G0-84-99-$l .05 )
'Ninotchka' (M-G
First week over the topat $4,000.
(u), tripler. $1,700, fair.
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3.100; 25-30- and stage show.
In the smash diin a big way, great $6,800.
Brandels (Singer-RKO) (1,250; 10(Hamrick - Evergreen) 40)— 'Drums Mohawk' (20th) and vision at $110,000 or thereabouts and
Liberlv
25-35-40)— -Blondle Baby' (Col) and
Nifty
$10,Busy
Work'
(20th).
holds
over. Heavy advertising cam'Jamaica Inn' Too
30-35-40)
(2,000;
Coast Guard' (Col), dual. Average (Par) (2d wk) and 'Scandal Sheet' 000.
Last week, 'Elizabeth Essex' paign on this one. Last week. 'Mr.
4,000.
Last week, second of 'Mr. (Col). Laughton pic is a steady biz- (WB) and 'Pride Blucgrass' (WB), Smith' (Col) (3d we6k), $90,000, exSmith'
cellent.
Election day business helped
(Col)
and 'Prison Gates' gettcr for this house, around $3,500. poor $6,500.
'Con, $4,000, o.k., after first week's First week, with 'Touchdown' (Par),
Lpew'.s (Loew's) (2,400; 25-30-40)— get this figure on the final stanza.
dandy $6,000.
Rlalto (750; 25-40-55)— 'Call Mes'Mr. Smith' (Col) dualled with 'Man
strong $5,300.
Omaha (Blank) (2,000; 10-25-40)—
Doing rather well,
Mayfair (Parker-Evergreen) (1,- Could Hang' (Col). Held down by senger' (U).
Babes Arms' (M-G (2d wk) with 500; 30-3S-40)— 'Babes in Arms' (M- length of bill to nifty $10,000. Last around $G.800. Last week, 'One Hour
Staircase' .(WB), (1st wk). G) and 'Witness Vanishes' (U) (4th week, 'Real Glory' (UA) and 'Hidden to Live' (U), $5,900, fair.
RIvoll
55.500, fair.
(2.092;
25-55-75-85-99)
Last week, with 'Water- wk). Still good, around $2,t00. Third Power' (Col), weak $G,400.
front' (WB), $9,000, swell.
25-30-40)—
'First
Love'
Lyric (Lyric) (1,900;
(U) (2d week). Inau«uweek split to only four days, good
Orphcum (Blank) (2,000; 10-25-40) $3,000. House went legit with Lunt 'Pack Troubles' (20th) and vaude. ratcs holdover today (Wed.) The
:^Prums
(20th) and and Fontaine road unit for other Fairi.sh $8,500. Last week. 'Stranger' first wpck. nndina last nicht (Tues.),
Bright Boys' (U), Town's best for half. First two weeks of 'Babes' at (20th) and vaude, red $7,500.
Final (4lh) week
good $31,000.
loop

IIG IN

(9) with 'Allegheny Upbut goes back to duals to-

morrow (Thurs.), will end up with
a fine $11,500 tonight (Wed.). House
to have had the Kay Kyser picBaltimore, Nov. 14.
ture, 'That's Right, You're Wrong'
Recently noted Improvement Is
on continuance of a flrst-run policy holding, on, with plx on hand a conbut that has now been pulled from tributing factor.
'First liove' at
the schedule and may go into the Keith's, is building strongly and cashMusic Hall instead.
ing in on extra heavy daytime trade.
Cap is having a mean time of it 'Jamaica lun,' at the de luxe Stanley,
at less than $15,000 with 'Dancing Co- finding that house made to order for
Ed' and the Criterion found nothing Laughton following, and chalking up
in 'Main St. Lawyer,' which wound one of best grosses in recent
weeks.
up a mediocre week last night
Nice support for h.o.*s of 'Mr.
(Tues.) at less than $5,500. 'Call a Smith,* at the Combo Hipp, and
Messenger' doing pretty _good at the 'Drums Along the Mohawk,^ at the

(3d

wk.).
Detroit,

first

Thursday

(Reviewed in VARicir, Oct.
Klvoll— 'First Love' (U)

HOT

'1ST LOVE'

vue, maybe $28,000.
Palace,
which went

(23).

$12,000

500.

Garrick (B&K) (900; 35-55-65-75)
—'Twenties' (WB). Holds for third

—

—

Roxy 'Drums Along the Mohawk' (20th) (3d wk.).
S t r a n d 'Roaring Twenties'

(M-G) (3!d wk.).
Paramoinnt 'Cat and Canary'
(Par) (22d).
(Reviewed In Vabiciv, Nov. 1)
Bialto— 'Flying Deuces' (RKO)

CAGNEYO.K.

f4,000.

(B&K)

Money

—

into topmost brackets at $16,000.
Last week Toes' (WB) sagged after
good start to wind up with weak

Chicago

Garbo, Cagney and Durbin are competition. Final (4th) week for
knocking down the barrels in nice 'Jamaica Inn' (Par), good moneystyle this week, with 'Ninotchka,' getter, $12,000.
'Roaring Twenties' and 'First Love'
Boxy (5,836; 25-40-55-75)—'Mocommanding major attention. Some hawk' (20th) and stage show (2d
other shows, including the. 'Mohawk' week). Historical spectacle holding
holdover, are also doing good, but up very well, maybe $45,000. The
'Dancing Co-Ed' is taking it on the first week, aided by Election day,
chin badly.
was $60,700. Goes a third week,
'Ninotchka,' the flret Garbo pic- starting Friday (17).
SUte (3,450; 35-55-75)
'Women'
ture to ever play the Music Hall, is
drawing heavily for a. probable $110,- (M-G) (2d run) and Benny Davis'
Turnstiles clicking steadily
000. 'Twenties,' with the Bob Crosby revue.
band on the stage, is taking the this week for $28,000 or so, very
Strand to a snug $50,000 or close, good. Last week, 'Real Glory' (UA)
while 'First Love evidences Durbin (2d run) and Edmund Lowe in perdraught at $31,000 or thereabouts. son, $26,000.
Strand (2,767; 25-50-55-75-85-99—
All hold over.
'Rulers of the Sea,' coupled with 'Roaring Twenties' (WB) and Bob
Cagney draught continues
a stage bill consisting of Martha Crosby.
Raye, the Bob Zurke band and potent at possible $50,000 this week.
others,' is a triflle under hopes at Show is in for three weeks, band
the Paramount but still well into the having been booked for that disprofit column.
On the first week, tance. Extensive and effective ad
ending last night (Tues.), the gate campaign figured. Last week, second
showed $40,000. Show goes a second for 'On Dress Parade' (WB) and
third for Hal Kemp, $22,000, light.
week starting today (Tues.).
'Mohawk' had a fine weekend and
currently on the holdover may be
$45,000 or close, neat
Picture betins its third semester Friday (17).
tate is also good this week with
'The Women' and Benny Davis' re-

Hall — 'Ninotchka'

—

•

DET.HOLDSOWN;

Berlin'

(2d wk.).

Week

With

Raye-Zurke 40G, Fancy B'way Talmas

(Rep)

of

Palace 'Smashing the
Ring' (WB).

(WB)

Mrs'

Circus*

the

— 'Beasts
(18).

9

Cagney-Bob Crosby

Big 50G, Durbin 31G,

Floss'

(14).

Criterion—Sabotage'

day.

its initial

the

(Revietoed In Vabicty, Oct. J6)

Globe

—

on

Capitol—'At
(M-G).

(PDC)

$110,000,

of Nov. IS

Aslor-'Mill

(15).

$9,500, great.
Last week, 'Eternally
Chicago, Nov. 14.
Business Is generally satisfactory Yours' (UA) and 'Television Spy*
along the flrst-rim row, exception (Par), $8,000, good.
Paramount (Blank) (3,000; 15-35being 'Ball' and Joe E. Brown at the
55)—
'Touehdo\vn'
(Par) with A. B.
small
'Mr.
Smith'
at
the
Chicago.
Getting only
Apollo is pacing well and looks cinch M'arcus stage show.
Opening bill and disapfor a long run to match the gallops $12,500.
made in the same house by 'Mr. pointing.
Stete (Goldberg) (900; 10-20-25Chips' and 'Pygmalion.' Had a bangup campaign and is showing Its heels 35) 'Germany Surrendered' (Cap),
and 'Liove Money* (U),
House's
to the rest of the town.
On the vaude side, the State-Lake opening bill and good for $2,500, fair.
Town ((^Idberg) (1,250; 10-20-25)
with the comedy xmit, 'Hellzafire,'
'Unmarried'
'Badlands'
(Par),
augurs a new nigh rating at the
Brilliant weekend pace (RKO), fir.<!t-runs, and 'Angels Wash
boxoffice.
forced B&K to institute a six-shows- Faces' (WB), tripler, split with 'Port
a-day schedule Saturday and Sun- Hate' (Cap), flrst-run, 'Hotel Women'

—'Mr. Smith' (Col). Smash trade in
the offing and boosting the gross

Garbo

(Subject to Change)

Sock $17M 'Bali'-Joe E. Brown Slow

2SG/Uiighton'10a

Rons on Broadway

First

'Hellzafire Unit-'Staircase'

VARIETY

—

last

'

'

—

New.
Estimates for This

Century
25-40)—'At
moderately
Last week,

Week

(Loew's-UA) (3,000; 15Circus' (M-G). Drawing
well at possible $9,500.
'Real Glory' (UA), fair

$8,200.

.

LAUGHTON LOW
$3,800 IN

—

INDPLS.

Hippodrome

(Rappaport)

(2,205;

15-25-35-40-55-86)— 'Mr. Smith' (Col)

and vaude (2d wk).
good pace at $12,000
opener to $16,300.

'

Maintaining
socko

after

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,406; 1525-35-40)— 'First Love' (U). Very
healthy
biz,
especially
matinees,
for okay $11,000.
Last
week, 'Cat Canary' (Par), held up in
good style to $8,400.
New (Mechanic) (1.581; 15-25-.')5-

mounting

55)— 'Drums

Mohawk'

(20th)

Still steady at $5,500
wk).
rosy opening round to $7,200.

(2d
after

SUnley (WB) (3,280; 15-25-35-4055)— 'Jamaica Inn' (Par). Attracting
good reaction to this deluxer, and
looked for. Last
week, second of 'Roaring Twenties
(WB), added $5,900 to punchy open-

satisfying $11,000

ing session of $11,800.

Open Omaha

—

Okay

.

—

—

Toochdown'-Yande Fine

$10,000

in N.G.

Toronto

Toronto, Nov. 14.
Apart from 'Mr. Smith Goes to
Washington,' main stem registering
a general slow-down, with tame
product presumably the answer.Such high-brow competition as the
Toronto Symphony concert and the
Alec Templeton recital at Massey
Hall, both jammed, plus concert dates
.

'

at other auditoriums, cut deeply into
first-run coffers.
General film take fairly sour, but
Shea's vaude doing very nicely.

$7,500.

Loew's (Loew)

(2;611;

25-35-50)—

'Real Glory' (UA) and 'Blondie Vacation* (Col), dual. Profitable at $8,000.
Last week, 'Have Music* (UA)
and 'Blackmail' (M-G), dual, good
enough $7,500.
Shea's (FP-Can)
(2.GC3 25-50)—
'Touchdown'
(Par)
with
vaude,

Beverly Roberts of film headlining.
Excellent $10,000.
Last week. 'ExChamp' (U) and vaude, with Jerry
Cooper on top-billing, good $9,000.
Tivoll (FP-Can) (1.433: 25-40)—
'Old Maid' (WB) and 'Drew Staircase'

(WB).

Good enough

$3,400.

Last week. 'Gold(?n Boy' (Col) and,
'Million
Dollar Legs'
(Par), o.k.
$3,100.

(FP-Can) (2.7C1: 25-35-50)
— — Uptown
'Mr. Smitli' (Col).
Touping town

Mohawk'

I

>

.

Estimates for This Week
imperial (FP-Can) (3,373; 25-35-50)
—'On Toes' (WB) and 'Espionage
Agent' (WB).
Poor $6,800.
Last
week, 'Disputed Passage* (Par), fair

for splendid .Sl.'i.OOO. Last week. 'Jamaica Inn' (Par), in second stanza,
poor $5,000 after (jriDd first week at
$9,000.

—
'

PICTURE GROSSES

VARIETY

10

,

Wetlnesda J, November 15, 19.19

Lincoln on Downbeat;

Spitalny Orch-To-Ed' Swing $15,000

'Cat-Canary' Fair $3,700
Lincoln, Nov.

Mpk; 'Passage

In

Only Fair ^/iQ

Durbin, $16,600, Joan Bennett, UY'fi,

14.

week are doing
well, notably 'Drums,' and 'Heal
Glory.' 'Cat and the Canary' was hyMost

films

this

Hully Clicks; H.0.S Are Strong

poed at the start with a midnight
good spooky billed as a 'lights out' pre- gets back to vaude Friday (17) with
Philadelphia, Nov. 14
Hal Kemp's band after fortnight of
view.
$4,500.
Holdovers hold the spotlight in
Last week, '(5ircus' downtown Philly this week,
Sole b.o. help was homecoming straight pix.
Orpheum (Ind) (1,100; 25-40-50)—
wiih
Fair Nebraska-Kansas football game Sat- (M-G), brisk $13,700.
'Real Glory' (UA) (3d wk).
three of them dragging down nice
Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-35-50)— coin for their second semesters,
enough $2,500 in sight after nice urday (11).
They
"Allegheny Uprising' (RKO). Move- are 'Elizabeth anT Essex,'
$3,500 last week,
Estimates for This Week
'Drum*
(France-Film)
Paris
from Penn and making respect- Along the Mohawk' and
Cinema de
Colonial (NTI-Noble-Monroe) (750; over
'Babes in
New pic 10-15)—
'L'Orage.'
(600; 25-50)
'Missing Men'
(Rep) and able showing here as well. Stays only Arms,' the latter showing at a subLooks like good
9(ter nine weeks.
six days to get hotise back to Thurs- sequent run
house.
'Flaming Lead' (Colony), split with
$2,000. Ninth week of 'Louis' around
Two major openings, 'Housekceu-,
'Tarnished Angel' (RKO) and 'Dan- day opening again, and in that time
should come pretty close to $5,000, er's Daughter' and
$900, fair.
stances.
Flight'
Last
ger
(Mono).
Fair
$850.
'First
Love' are
St. Denis (France Film) (2,300; 25all right
Last week, 'Babes Arms'
Figures will mean at least two
Do- week, 'Wall Street Coy boy' (Rep) (M-G), wound up second session also doing nicely, along with Hul
Thanks to 34)— 'La Belle Etoile' and 'Fort Last
successive good weeks.
Kemp's personal with 'Cat and
and 'Almost Gentleman' (RKO), split
Around $5,800, good.
lores.'
here, but third downtown (first at Canary'
a great start accountable to huge
at the Earle.
Al.so going
'Heros dc la Marne' and with 'Girl Rid' (Mono) and 'Konga' Penn) to .slick $5,400
.strong Is 'Dress Parade' at the Stanthrongs here for the Northwestern- week,
(Col), fair $750.
good
j$5,600.
Bouboule,"
'Prince
Minnesota football game, the preton.
Liberty (NTI-No b 1 e - F e d e rer)
ceding seven days spelled a measure
iEstlmates for This Week
(1,000; 10-25-30)— 'Golden Boy' (Col).
of prosperity for nearly all the
Aiding (WB) (1,303; 32-42-57-081—
Moveover from Varsity, after so-so
Ehowhouses.
'Housekeeper's
week, may get $900 on extra seven
Daughter'
aiA ).
Pie.'enl bicgest noise is easily
$31,000, Nice press buildup
days; slim.
Last week, second for
and word-ofPhil Spitalny's 'Hour of Charm."
mouth helping Joan Bennett to
'Eternally Yours' (UA), light $1,000,
femme band, proving an ace magnet
profitable $14,500.
Lincoln (LTC-Cooper) (1,600; 10Will probably
for the Orpheum. Milt Herth, Eddie
h.o..
20-25) 'Television Spy' '(Par) and
Last week's second sesh for
Peabcdy tnc" other acts are keeping
•Real Glory*. (UA) was away below
'Heritage Desert' (Par), split with
the Mi'ir.esola well in the running,
expectations with $7,100.
'Too Busy Work' (20th) and 'Danger
too. Then there's "1 Married an AnBoyd (WB) (2,350; 32-42-57-C8)—
Island' (20th).
Looks okay, $2,200.
gel' at the Lyceum on top of the
Last week, 'Bookies Wept' (RKO)
'Elizabeth Essex* (WB)
(2d wk).
Alvin's ;What a L:fe,' not to menContinuing in the heavy sugar wllh
and 'On Trial' (WB), split with
tion Harry Hir.^ch's roadshow Gay'20,000 Men' (20th) and 'News Night'
$17,200 for round two.
Opener,
ety burlesaue. With so much in the
(20th), all right, $2,100.
which markied the world premiere
way of stage shows, it really looks
of the Queen Bess epic, brought
Nebra.ska (LTC-Cooper) (1,236; 10like the good old days.
25-40) 'Drirnis Mohawk' (20th). Dohefty $26,800.
'Mr. Smith Goes to Washington,'
Boston, Nov. 14.
ing ultra fancy $4,400. Last week,
Earle (WB) (2,758; 32-42-57-68)—
Buffalo, Nov. 14.
moved over to the Century from the
'First Love,' "Drums Along Mo
'Roaring Twenties' (WB), six days,
'Cat Canary' (Par) and Hal Kemps
Orpheum, is.lhe screen leader.
hawk' and 'Real Glory' are running orch. This swing-whodunit combo
'Drums Along the Mohawk,' dual- got $3,000, okay.
Estimates tor This Week
Stuart (LTCrCooper) (1,900; 10-25- neck-and-neck this week, with holi
looks set for nice $24,000, just under
with 'Jones Family', at the Lakes,
25)— ing
(Par-Singer)
Aster
(900;
35)— 'Cat Canary' (Par). May get day biz (Sat) tilting the tallies the $24,300 snagged by 'Blue Grns.s'
slightly.
•Mesa 'lity' (RKO) and 'Bookies looks to do the best business com- $3,700, which is fair.
(WB) and personal of
Last week,
End
Paramount ran 'Rulers of the Sea' Kids and Ted Weems' Dead
Wepf (RKO), dual first-runs. Nice paratively of anything current in 'Disputed Passage' (Par), first to get
band last
six days' lineup for this house and local houses.
the house in the black in two months (Par) Friday midnight (10) for one week.
performance only, drawing fair
headed for satisfactory Sl.SOO. Last
Fox (WB) (2,423; 32-42-57-68)—
'Elizabeth and Essex,' bolstered by with $3,900.
(Peipel) and
week,- 'Mad Youth'
Varsity (NTI-N oble-Federer) trade.
'First Love'
(U).
Latest
Durbin
Is
Spots
the
stage,
on
Estimates for This Week
•Mutiny Blackhawk' (U), dual first- the Four Ink
(1,100; 10-25-35)— 'Real Glory' (UA).
starrer is bringing in the fcmmcs
showing to fair returns at Buflalo, Probably $2,900, fair.
runs, big $2,000.
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 25-30-35-40) and moppets and ringing \ip nifly
Last week,
Centory (Par-Sihgerl (1,600: 25- and the dual headed by 'Cat and 'Golden Boy' (Col), $2,400, so so.
—'Golden Boy" (Col) (2d run) and $16,600 at the wickets.
'Roaring
35-40)— 'Mr. Smith' (Col).
Moved Canary' at the Hipp, is picking up
'First War'
(20th) (reissue), dual Twenties' (WB) chalked up $11,600
here after big first week at Orpheum over recent week's figures.
\<rith vaude,
four days: and 'Man for five days of its second turn last
and still traveling at profitable clip.
News* (Par) and 'Girl Rio' (Mono) week.- Plenty good.
Estimates for This Week
Nice $5,000 indicated. Last week,
(both 1st run), double, three days.
Karlton
(WB)
32-42-57-68)—
1,066;
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 30-35-SS)—
•Nurse Cavell' (RKO), $2,500, poor.
Heading for average $8,000. Last 'Roaring Twenties' (WB) (2d run).
'Elizabeth Essex' (WB) and Four
week, 'Road Glory' (20lh) (reissue) Continues at its fast pace, with good
Esquire (Gillman) (290; 2S-3Sr40)
Ink Spots on stage. Only fair take
and 'House Terror' (U) (1st run) $5,900 from all indications.
'Champs Eylsees' (French). Well at around
Last
$15,000. Last week, 'Bali'
dual, with vaude, three days; and week, 'Pack Troubles'
exploited but enroute to only $800,
(20th), anemic
(Par) and Horace Heidt orch, big
'Calling
Marines' (Rep) (1st run) $2,400 for five days.
light,
Last week, 'All Quiet' (U)
$29,600.
and 'Frontier Marshal' (20lh) (2d
(reissue) (2d wk), $800, good enough
Keith's (WB) (1,870; 31-42-57-681—
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 30-50)
run), dual, three days, okay $8,300. Babes Arms'
after strong first week here at $1,200
(M-G) (2d run) (2d
'Drums Mohawk' (20th) and 'Jones
Fenway (M&P) (1,332; 25-35-40-55) week). In its sixth
end first big Gojpher week at $4,500. Family' (20th). Heavy, steady draw
week downtown,
Torpedoed' (Alliance) and 'Pack
Gopher (Par-Singer) (998; 25)— indicates probably $13,000, excellent
still plenty potent; $5,100.
Last
Up Troubles' (20th), dual. Medium but
Pittsburgh, Nov. 14.
•Under-Pup' (U);
Critics praised Last week,
week, super-forte $8,200, almost a
'Real Glory' (UA), good
$5,500 indicated.
Last week, 'On house record.
this one.
Handicapped,- perhaps, by $10,500.
With Armistice Day holiday prov- Toes'
(WB) and 'Money Ring' tWB),
lack of names, but should finish to
Stanley (WB) (2,916; 32-42-57-68)
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 25-35)—'Cat ing a boon all along the line and a double $5,500.
good $4,000. Last week, 'Blackmail' Canary*
—'Drums Mohawk* (20th) (2d wk i.
and
(Par)
'Torpedoed' flock of ace attractions
Keith
Memorial
25(RKO)
(2,907;
tap,
biz
on
(M-G), $3,000, pretty good.
Netting nice $11,700 for its h.o. after
(FA). House seems to be on the
Granada (Par) (900; 25-35)— 'Each upbeat This should get over $8,000, continues to keep Its nose pointed 35-40-55)— 'First Love' (U) and 'Rio' pretty $19,800 in opening turn.
(U), double.
Pulling strong for
Dawn' (WB) and 'What Life' (Par), good. Last week, 'Have Music' (UA) upward.
SUnton (WB) (1,457; 32-42-57)—
This week, however, a about $18,000.
l,ast week, 'Intersplit First neighborhood showings. and
'Fast Furious'
Dead End
(M-G), good couple of the smaller houses are mezzo' (UA) (2d wk) and Three 'Dress Parade' (WB).
Should finish with satisfactory $1,800. $7,200.
Kid.s' latest vehicle looks like neat
Sons' (RKO) (1st wk), dual, for four
Last week, 'Rains Came' (20th), $2,ILafayetU (Hayman) (3,300; 25-35) taking the play away from the de- days; and 'First Ix)ve' (U) and 'Rio' $6,000. Better than last week s $4,700
400 for full week, big.
'Rio' (U) and 'Witness Vanishes' luxers, with 'First Love,' at Fulton, (U), dual, three days, dandy $17,500. for 'U-Boat 29* (Col), which started
Minnesota (Mpls. Co.) (4,000; 20- (U). Back to. normal after three and 'Drums Along the Mohawk,' at
well but bogged down at the week"*
Metropolitan
25-35(M&P)
(4,367;
30-40)— 'Covered Trailer' (Rep) and weeks sensational biz with 'Mr. Alvin, running at the head of the
40-55)
'Drums
Along
Mohawk' end.
•Rhythmania' show on stage, includ- Smith.' This bill should see okay pack.
(20th) and 'Busy Work' (20th). All
H.o.'s also doing fine. 'Mr. Smith,'
ing Milt Herth Trio, Eddie Peabody $7,000. Last week, 'Mr. Smith* (Col)
moved to Senator after two husky right, but not up to expectations at
and others. Hitting swift clip de- (3d wk), excellent $8,500.
NOISY $8,000
$18,000. Last week, 'Roaring Twenties'
weeks
Alvin,
giving
at
is
that
house
spite terrific opposition and looks set
20th-Centary (Dipson-Basll)
(WB) and 'Kid Nightingale' (WB),
for good $7,000.
Last week, 'Main (3,000; 25-35)—'Allegheny Uprising* a new record, while "Allegheny Up- dual, $15,000, fair.
Street Lawyer'
(Rep) and stage (RKO) (2d wk) and 'Flying Deuces' rising' is doing all right for itself, too,
Orphenm (Loew) (2,900; 25-35-40show, including John Boles, with (RKO) (1st wk). Looks weak for at the Warner following a good stan- 55)— 'Real Glory' (UA) and
'Scandal
latter mainly responsible for very second chukker at $5,000. Last week, za at the Penn.' Although well liked Sheet* (Col),
Good $18,000 promMemphis, Nov. 14.
big $13,000— biggest gross by far that six-day stanza, drew over $8,500, and accorded fine reviews, 'Honey- ised. Last week, holdover of
Lum and Abner knocked the
'Babes
moon in Bali' isn't doing so hot at Arms' (M-G) and 'Grey
house has copped since reopening neat
Walls' (Col), town for a loop in personals at the"
Stanley, and 'Jamaica Inn,' at Penn,
with present policy.
Orpheum first four days of the
$15,000, good.
is just so-so.
Orphenm (Par-Singer) (2,800; 35Paramount (M&P) (1.797; 25-35-40- week. Radio comics set a record for
eO)— 'Dancing Co-Ed' (M-G) and
Estimates for This Week
55)
Torpedoed • (Alliance)
and actual attendance in abbreviated
Phil Spitalny's 'Hour of Charm* band
SMITH', $16,500,
AlvIn (Harris) (1,850; 25-35-50)— 'Pack Troubles' (20th), dual, with stay without seriously affecting lake
on stage. Surefire boxofCice combo
'Drums Mohawk* (20th).
Action one showing of 'Rulers of Sea' (Par). at the four straight picture houses.
and raves on every hand for this
flicker, backed by couple of names Will hit around $9,000, okay.
Last Metro's 'Miracles For Sale' was
one.
Radio following of Spitalny
and a best seller, geared for a great week, 'On Toes' (WB) and 'Smashing screen companion to hillbilly duo
making self felt at boxoflice. Stretchweek. Will finish at $12,700 or bet- Ring' (WB), double, $8,000, fair.
onstage.
ing toward big $15,000. Last week,
Scollay (M&P) (2,538; 25-35-40-50)
ter, which means second week.
Providence, Nov. 14.
Big
'Elizabeth end Essex* is the big
•Mr. Smith' (Col). $9,800, big.
Strong pic lineup in combo with billboard campaign for this one on —'Hollywood Cavalcade' (20th) (3d picture noise on Main street. StriclState (Par-Singer) (2,300; 25-35-40)
announced release date kept Alvin run) and 'Sabotage' (Rep) (1st run). ly class attraction, but rating good
.
_
hniiHav h;»
'Disputed Passage' (Par). Heavily holiday biz is keeping mam stemmers from holding 'Mr. Smith' (Col) third Looks like $6,500. Last week, 'Bali' play on strength
of contrasting apadvertised and well-liked picture happier and busier. Standouts are week after the $12,000 it did on sec- (Par) and 'Pride Bluegrass' (WB) peals of stars.
Bette Davis gels infighting heavy opposition.
Getting 'Mr. Smith Goes to
(both 2d run), dual, $5,000.
tellectuals steamed up
Washington,' at ond.
Errol
fair $6,500. Last week, 'Babes Arms'
SUte (Loew) (3,600; 25-35-40-55)— Flynn lures shop girls. and
Fulton (Shea-Hyde) (1,700; 25-40)
'C.it and
State; 'Drums Along the Mo(M-G) (2d wk), swell $7,500 on top Loew's
'Real Glory'
(UA)
—'First
Love'
and
(U).
Biggest
'Scandal
Durbin
Canary*
is
hawk,*
fairish
at Malco Palace,
at
Majestic,, and
Cat and yet for this spot. Broke
_
of big $11,500 first week.
opening day Sheet* (Col), dual. Arourid $13,000 and 'Eternally Yours* in splitting an
World (StefTes) (350; 25-.35-40-55) Canary,' at Strand.
indicated, good.
Last week, 'Babes average week with 'Fast and Furi'First Love' is doing nicely in sec- house record, which is phenomenal
'Road Glory* (20th) (reissue). Fine
considering fact that picture went in Arms' (M-G) and 'Grey Walls' (Col) ous' at Loew's.
cast and picture's timeliness bring- ond week at RKO Albee.
on only a day's notice. It was slated (both 2d wk), $11,000, good,
Orpheum's comeback after several
Estimates for This Week
ing in some biz. Fair $1,500 indito s'lart Thursday (16), but house
bad weeks Is periods highlight even
cated.
Last week, 'Challenge' (InAlbee (RKO) (2,300; 25-35-50)— yanked 'Road Back' (U) and 'Hero
though spot only open four days. Is
die), $900, light.
First Love'
(U) and 'Girl and for a Day' (U) after only two days 'Ist Love' Hot
$8,000, But dark until Saturday (18), when
Gambler' (RKO) (2d wk).
Still over weekend to paltry few hundred
Connie Bennett comes in for two
strong, $5,000. Drew swell $8,000 in bucks, and shoved in 'Love' at over
'Intermezzo' Sour, Seattle days.
opening stanza.
$12,000 on way to new -high. Last
Estimates for This Week
Tassage' Bright
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 25-35- week, English twin feature horror
Seattle, Nov. 14.
,
Loew's (Loew's) (2,600; 10-30-401—
With usual fall weather prevail50)— 'Roaring Twenties' (WB) and bill of 'Demon Barber' and 'Return
ing,
meaning raihs have come, this 'Eternally Yours* (UA), split with
'Hawaiian
Nights' (U) (2d run). Big of Frog', all right at $4,000.
$7,500 in Montreal $5,200 promised.
'Fast Furious (M-G). Will be lucky
burg
is getting into stride.
Last week, 'Babes
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-35-50)
Last week, 'Dancing
Stellar attractions are getting the to get $4,000.
Arms' (M-G) and 'Rookie Cop' —'Jamaica Inn' (Par). Drew mixed
folks out of their davenports this Co-Ed' (M-G) and 'Stranger' (2Clh),
Montreal, Nov. 14.
(RKO) (3d wk), grand $5,000.
reception and will ju.st about hold its
split $4,100, about as expected.
•Mr. Smith Goes to Washington,' at
Fay's (Indie) (2,000; 25-35-40)— own. Looks like around $11,000, or a week. The Palomar is doing a solo
Warner's (Warner) (2.300; 10-30Loew's, is pointing for top take cur- 'Wong
sans, stage, having 'Elizabeth and
Chinatown'
(Mono)
bit less.
and
That's for .six days, since
40—
'Elizabeth-Essex'
rently at $10,000. with Capitol and vaude. So-so biz on this
(WB), Drillone, $5,500. •Elizabeth and Essex* (WB) comes in Essex for plenty of attention. 'First ing its
way through to maybe $8,00(1.
Palace running photo finish for sec- Last week, 'Wolf Call' (Mono)
and Thursdav (16) to keep the house set Loye is doing flne at Paramount swell.
Last week, 'Dress Parade'
ond place with around $7,000 apiece. vaude, fair $6,000.
tor a Thanks.siving Day getaway. but Intermezzo' is poor at Fifth.
(WB), $4,700, very good under cir"Balance so-so.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 25-35-50)
Estimates for This Week
Last
week,
'Allegheny
Uprising'
cumstances.
Estimates for This Week
'Drums Mohawk' (20th) and 'Honey- (RKO), on strength of world preBlue Mouse (Hamrick-Evcrgreeh)
Malco Palace (Lightmiin) f?,20n:
Palace (CT) (2,700; 25-45-55)— moon
Over"
(20th).
Paced for miere ballyhoo, clocked excellent (850; 27-42)— 'Jamaica Inn' (Par) 10-30-40)—
In
'Cat Canary* (Par).
•Disputed Passage' (Par).
Sighting healthy $10,000. Last week, 'Roaring $16 500.
and 'Bright Boys' (U). Moveover for six days and trying for $4,000;
for good, $7,500.
Last week's h.o. Twenties
(WB)
and
'Hawaiian
Senator (Harris) (1,800; 25-35-50) from Fifth, looks for fair
$2,500 okay. Last week, 'Mr. Smith' (Col),
''Jamaica Inn* (Par), good $5,000.
Nights' (U), earned second week and —'Mr. Smith' (Col).
here; last week, 'Eternally Yours' got big
Moved
here
Capitol (CT) (2,700; 25-45-55)— Carlton shift with swell $9,000.
$7,500 after getting $2,500 in
after big fortnight at Alvin and still (UA) and 'Under Pup' (U),
movethree
days
of
previous
week.'
•Babes Arms' (M-G) (2d wk). Looks
Stale (Loew) (3,200; 25-35-50)— going .strong.
Will hit pretty close over fair $2,600.
Orpheum (CuUins-Evans) (2.800;
like nice $7,500 after excellent $11,000 Mr. Smith' (Col) and 'Smuggled to $6,000, which
is the best house has
Coliseum (Hamrick - Evergreen) 15-40-55)— 'Miracles Sale'
(M-G),
last week.
Cargo' (Rep). Feature given swell done since it opened under
Harris (1,900; 21-32)— 'Lady Tropics' (M-G) with Lum and Abner headlining
Loew's (CT) (2,800; 30-40-60 )'Mr. buildup and cashing in with big banner a year ago. Stays
here for and 'Hotel Women' (20th), dunled in show. -Hung up sockeroo $8,000 in
Smith'. (Col). Biggest draw in town $16,500.
Last week, 'Real Glory' another week.
Last" week. 'Quick second run.
Getting okay $3,100- four days. Last week, 'Chan Reno'
on current outlook and- will not be (UA) and 'Everything's Ice' (RKO), Millions' (20th) and 'Escape'
Last
week,
(20th),
'Feathers'
(UA) and (20th) and 'International Circus' on
below $10,000, very good. Last week, fair $11,000.
pretty terrible at $1,200.
'Quick Millions' (20th ), $2,400. fair.
stage, $4,100 in six days, poor.
third of 'Women' (M-G), still good at
Strand (Indie) (2,000; 25-35-50)—
Stanlev <WB) (3,000; 25-35-50)—
Fifth
Avenue
(Hamrick-EverStrand (Lightman) (1.000: 10-20$5,000.
'Cat Canary' (Par) and 'Sabotage' 'Bali' (Par).
Crix went overboard green) (2,349; 27-49)— 'Intermezzo' 30)—
'U-Boat 29' (Col) and 'Hid(Jeii
Princess (CT) (2,300; 25-34-50)— (Rep). Maintaining steady pace for for this bright
McMurray-CarroU (UA) and 'Busy Work' (20th). Power' (Col), split.
Average week
'On Toes' (WB) and 'Blue Grass' swell $8,500. Last week, 'U-Boat 29- comedy, but public isn't picking it
up Campaign nicely
hLndlcd, b"t biz at $1,700. Last week, 'Honeymoon'>;
.
(WB).
Pacing for good enough (Col) and 'Hidden Power' (Col), from there. Prospect is for around
''"^
oVJ;"72bthTand"
'i«gh"Gre'^ Wilii
$3,800. La£t week, 'Stranger' (20th) good $6,000.
^'11;^
J^'^""(Pn'^.fin,.
$10,000, which is Just fair.
(Continued
House
on page 59)
(Col), $1,600, fair.

and

Minneapolis, Nov. 14.
Greatest galaxy of stage shows
here at any one time in recent
years is swelling grosses, but making
it tough for films that have to go
it alone currently. Total takings will
be more impressive than ordinarily,
but still will fall far short of the
Bum that the attractions would warrant under more normal circum-

'Pack

Troubles*

(20th),

—
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PICTURE GROSSES
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Langhton, $8,500, Big

Good ZZy^G in Frisco;

Ritzes-'Sons

YouDg-Niven Have B.O. at

h Denver

$10j
With every

San Francisco. Nov.

Good holdovers

at

the

14.

Warfleld

and Orpheum, 'Eternally Yours," at
the Ritz Bros,
the United Artists, and
comon stage at the Golden Gate,
bine to up business generally this
week'
Noise of Clanking sliver at the b.o.'s
Golden Gate, where
Is loudest at the
Backed
the three Kitzes are current.
by a superlative buildup campaign
staged by Barney McDevitt and Ben
Westland, including plenty of radio
doing
Kitz
are
fteres
the
Interviews,
well.

Estimates for This

Key

Week

Fox (F-WC). (5,000; 30-40)— 'Drums
Mohawk' (20th) and 'Busy Work'
CGlh). Should do $18,000, which is
nlcntv sweet. Bigger ads and bill-

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$I,712,70»

Based on 27

f

184 thearuns, including

cities,

N. Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
.$1,6684M
Last Year
(Based on 26 cities, 172 theatres)

L A. Quiet But "Smiths' 3d Loud

'Roaring

(WB),

Twenties'

week

at

(1,040;

TOP

(Cockrill) (1,750; 25-35— 'Jamaica
Strong
Inn' (Par).

and h.o.'s. Last week, 'Disputed Passage' (Par), okay $4,500 in
second week.
Denver (Fox) (2,525: 25-35-40)
'Drums Mohawk* (20th). Very good
Last week, 'Mr. Smith'
$12,000.
(Col), copped best money in town

nice

Forecasting

—Orpbenm

(RKO)

week, third, spiffy $10,000.

'Scandal Sheet' (Col).
Last ,week, 'Real Glory'
$2,500.
(UA), after a week at each the DenFence':
attended by atmy officers of Military ver and Aladdin, and 'Heaven
Order of the Caraboa, Pbilippine vet (20th), same.
society, and more space was copped
when officers presented house manager Angle Ratto with scroll to send
to Sam Goldwyn, but bally isn't

yanking pic above

DURBIN,

fair gross.

headlining with Wally Vernon.

m,

HIGHLIGHTS
LlflLLE

Nice

reviews and word of mouth getting
week, 'Cat Canary'
(Par) and vaude), battled stiff oppo-

$11^

GOODINCINCY
Cincinnati, Nov. 14.
is oR for the second

week,

yet

the

vaudfilm

up its season's high
combo takes of ace

piling

and putting
houses back to near-normal after last

which was preceded by
• fortnight of okay biz. Shubert's
is the 'Folies Bergere' stage
revue, offered with 'Too Busy To

.week's dip,

magnet

sition for light $13,500.

Colombto (Loew)

Met (WB) (1,600; 25-40)— 'Mr.
Of the three screen sanctums having fresh releases, the Palace is Smith' (Col) (2d run) (2d wk). Secfronting on 'Elizabeth and Essex.' It ond week here after two at Earle is
holding toward beautiful $6,500. Last
is slightly ahead of 'Disputed Pas
sage, which is turning in a fair Albee week, sock $9,500.
PaUce (Loew) (2.242; 35-55)— 'Real
mark. Keith's has a no-dicer in 'On
Glory' (UA). Plenty bally along paYour Toes.'
Top holdover product money is be- triotic lines, but week won't beat
ing fetched by 'Mr. Smith,' winding fair $12,000. Last week, 'Hollywood
up a three-week second-run at the Cavalcade' (20th), won crix raves,
Capitol,
Gross on the four-week but died with poor $8,500.
stretch Is the best for any pic in
Cincy in some time.
Estimates (or This Week

(2,000;

35-42)—'Mr.

Smith* (Col)
(2d run) (3d wk).
Swell $4,500 after last week's great
Just a shade under $40,000

$6,300.

for the

BmYN

Loew's State (Loew's) (3,100; 1530-40)— 'Eternally Yours' (UA) and
'Fast Furious' (M-G). Nothing startling in sight from this pair, but general pace is consistent. Windup looks
to be around $6,000, oke. Last week,
'At Circus' (M-G) and 'Bad Angel'
(M-CI), highlighted town for good
$7,500, slightly under expectations.
Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000;
15-30-40)— 'Elizabeth Essex' (WB).
Bette Davis packing plenty of b.o.
punch and pulling class trade. Single

four-week engagement, which
opened at the Albee. Best single pic
take here in months.
Family (RKO)
15-25)—
(1,000;
Television Spy' (Par) and 'Witness
Vanishes' (U), split with 'Desperate
Trails'
(U) and 'SUircase' (WB).
Okay $2,200.
Last week,
'Man
Couldn't Hang* (Col) and 'Women and
Wind" (WB), dual, good $2,600.
000.

—

Men' (20th). Okay $15,week, 'Hollywood Cavaland 'Full Confession'
(RKO), good $14,000.
Fox (4,089; 25-35-50)— 'Jamaica Inn*
(Par) and 'Dress Parade' (WB). Excellent $24,000 in view and holdover.
tyrlo (RKO) (1.400; 35-42)—'Roar- Last week, 'U Boat 29' (Col) and
ing Twenties' (WB).
Transferred 'Drew Staircase' (WB), nice $14,000.
Thunder
Palace for second week. N.sJi.
Met (3,618; 25-35-50)
J">"J
Last
week, 'Flying Deuces' Afloat* (M-G) and 'Hero Day' (U).
J.000.
(RKO), nice $4,500.
Dropping to $12,500. n.g. Last week,
PaUce (RKO) (2.600; 35-42)— 'Eliz- 'Women' (M-G) and 'Challenge' (FA)
|j>eth Essex*
(WB). Fairly good (2d wk), okay $14,000.
u,500. Last week, 'Roaring TwenParamoont (4,126; 25-35-50)— 'Disties (WB), eieht
days, fair $11,500. puted Passage' (Par) and 'On. Toes'
Shnbert (RKO) (2,150; 40-60)— (WB) (2d wk). Okay fl4,000. Last
^usy Work' (20th) and 'Folies Ber- week, good $16,500.
gere revue. Season's best at $19,000.
Strand (2.870; 25-35-40)— 'CalUng
wppmg previous high marks by Marines' (Rep) and 'Dead Men (Forwochester and Martha Raye. Last eign). Open today (Tuesday. Last
week, 'Bright Boys* (U) and Con- week, 'Maginot Line'
(Ind)
and
stance Bennett, n.g. $12,500.
'Woman Judge' (Col), good $5,000.
Keith's (Libson) (1,500; 35-42)—
On Toes* (WB), six days. Way oft
balance at $2,500, lightest take here
a lonR time. Last week. 'Blondie
Baby' (Col), fairly good $4,500.

Estimates for This Week
(Loew's - Fourth Avenue)
(1,000; 15-30-40)—'Mr. Smith' (Col)
and 'Grey Walls' (Col). Maintaining

'20,000
l.ast

cade'

(20th)

m

—

$1,500.

pic policy appeal? strongly to large
sector of this town's patrons, particularly when the film is of high
quaUly. Currently pacing for good

Last week 'Roaring Twenties'
(WB). second week, good $3,500.
BlaHo (Fourth Avenue) (3.000;
15-30-40)— 'First Love' (U) and 'Call
Messenger' (RKO). Deanna Durbin's
strength displayed from opening and
should clock robust $7,500. Last week
'Jamaica Inn' (Par) and 'Little Ac$6,500.

cident' (U), fair $6,000.

Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400;
15-30-40)— 'Cat Canary' (Par) and
(RKO). Favorable

'Full Confession*

and nice word-of-mouth
pushing Bob Hope mystery pic to
bumper figure. Auxiliary 'Confesnotices

up likewise as potent
Aiming at fine $3,600. Last
Men' (20th) and 'Heaven

sion' stacking
stuff.

week,

'20.000

Fence' (20lh),

medium

$3,000.

W/iQ

Los Angeles, Nov.

No

14.

sensational takes this week, but

newcomers are faring well and holdovers are more than holding their
own. 'Drums Along the Mohawk' is
heading for sweet $27,000 at the daydate State and Chinese, while Selznick's 'Intermezzo' should reap neat
$6,500 on first stanza at Four Star.

Paramount, with the only other
newcomer, is depending mostly on its
stage show for draw, and is benefiting accordingly. Holdovers included
'Roaring Twenties* (WB) at the day.date Warner houses, and 'Mr. Smith'
(Col), at the RKO and Pantages.
Estimates for This

Week

Csrthay Circle (Fox) (1,518; 30-4055-75)— 'Hollywood Cavalcade' (20th)
(6th week) and The Escape' (20th)
dual.
Following six weeks' run at
Four Star, 'Cavalcade' moved here,
coupled with a 20th B pic, with biz
warranting moved for neat $2,200.
Last week, final stanza of 'Black-

(M-G) and

mail'

"Fast Furious'

(M-

.

.

-

Brown

Brooklyn, Nov. 14.
'Jamaica Inn' and 'Dress Parade'
are doing tremendous biz at the Fabian Fox in downtown sector. House
is getting top attendance of all downtown deluxers and plans to hold pair
for second week and possibly third.
RKO Albee, with '20,000 Men a Year'
and 'Rio,' sees only so-so returns.
Estimates tor This Week
'Rio' (U)
Albee (3,274; 25-35-50

BIG $24,000 IN

$9,000.

$6,500,

G). excellent $1,600.
Chinese (Grauman-F-WC) (2.024;
petus on weekend biz, but take 30-40-55-75)— 'Drums Mohawk' (20th)
along theatre row is following ordi- and 'Busy Work' (20th). Showing
nary path of past couple of weeks. improved tone this week, with take
'Drums Along the Mohawk* is in the figured around $11,000, good. I.ast
front rank along with 'Eternally week, 'Eternally Yours' (UA) and
Yours.*
'Pack Troubles* .(20th), so-so $8,500.
'Roaring Twenties,' winding up
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-40-55second week at the Newman, is hold- 05)— 'Roaring Twenties' (WB) and
ing up well.
'Bluegrass' (WB)
week). Usual
Heavy tain Thursday (9) broke drop on holdover (2d
stanza, but good
long dry spell.
for likely $6,200.
First week, neat
Estimates for This Week
$10300.
Four Star (F-WC-UA)— 'IntermezEsquire and Uptown (Fox Midwest) (820 and 1,200; 10-25-40)— zo* tUA). First Selznick production
'Drums Mohawk* (20th) opened Fri- at this house in a long time, showing
day (10), putting houses back on better than ordinary results with
regular opening day after several neat $6,500 In view for opening
weeks* variation.
Star and story stanza. Last week, final (6th) stanza
value looking for nice $9,000. Last of 'Cavalcade' (20th), satisfactory
week 'First Love' (U) played eight $2,000 on six days.
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 30-40-55days for take of $8,500, pleasing, but
65)— 'Roaring Twenties' (WB) and
not robust.
Midland (Loew's) (3,573; 10-25-40) 'Bluegrass' (WB) (2d wk). Will hit
—'Eternally Yours* (UA) and 'Fast around $5,000 on holdover, which is
Furious'
Drawing good good, iafter first week's $9,800.
(M-G).
Pantages (Pan) (2.812; 30-40-55)—
quota of higher comedy fans. Good
Last week, 'At Circus' 'Mr. Smith* (Col) (3d wk) and 'Be$10,500.
(M-G) and 'Bad Little Angel' (M-G), hind Prison Gates* (Col). Hitting
merry clip on third stanza for around
only fair $9,000.
and goes into fourth week.
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 10- ^10,000,
Second week surprised with better
25-40)— 'Roaring Twenties'
.«•

pace after moveover from
fair
Loew's State. Will likely hit fair
Last week, 'Bat>es Arms'
$1,800.
(M-G) and 'Scandal Sheet' (Col), on
third downtown week, held up to
good $2,500.
Kentucky (Switow) (900; 15-25)—
'Name Only' (RKO) and 'Sherlock
Holmes' (20th). House strategically
located on main stem and copped
Day biz' from street
Armistice
crowds. Will nab around $1,600, oke.
Last week, 'Star Maker' (Par) and
'Champ' IM-G) reissue), all right

'JAMAICA'-DEAD ENDERS

Albee (RKO) (3.300; 35-42)— 'Disputed Passage' (Par). Fair $10,500.
Last week, 'Intermezzo' (UA), poor

Kansas City, Nov. 14.
Semi-holiday Saturday put an im-

(1,234;

$11,500.

Work.'

„ Capitol (RKO)

DULLK.C.

Louisville, Nov. 14.
First-rate product is spread around
pretty evenly on the current stanza.
(WB) (2d
25-40)— Returns are in the okay brackets, wk). Opening week arted mildly,
'Beau Geste* (Par) (2d run). Back with 'First Love,' dualled at the Ri- but built. This week, $5,500, satison mainstem after disappointing alto holding lead over all opposish. factory, after nice $7^500 for opening
week.
week at Palace and will see average
Orpheom (RKO) (1,500; 10-25-40)
Last week 'Rains Came' Dcanna Durbin pic is getting tiice
$4,500.
(20th) (2d run), good $4,800.
word-of -mouth, and wrapping up siz- —'Allegheny Uprising* (RKO) and
Earle (WB) (2,216; 25-35-40-66)— able gross. 'Elizabeth and Essex,' at 'Full Confession*^ (RKO). Draw here
from the action fans and giving
is
'Elizabeth Essex' (WB) "and vaude.
Anderson,
also shaping up mild accounting at $6,000. Last week,
Mary
the
bally
long-range
and
Sock notices
'Cat and Canary,' dualled 'Dust Destiny'^ (WB) a: d 'Three
nicking carriage trade and enough okay, and
at Strand is stepping out for good Sons' (RKO) got fairish $5,500 in six
pop biz to lead town with swell $19,- coin.
days.
Last week, 'Roaring Twenties'
500.
'Mr. Smith' is riding along in secTower (Joffee) (2,050; 10-25)—
(WB) and Haley-Carlisle-Teagarden ond
stanza at Brown, after move- 'Busy Work' (20th) with 'Barnyard
revue, hung onto hefty $19,000.
over from Loew's State.
FoUies' revue on stage;
Average
Keith's (RKO) (1,830; 35-55)— 'First
houses had Thurs- $6,000. Last week, 'Rio' (U) with
downtown
All
Best second
Love' (U) (2d wk).
opening, with exception of Mary 'Parisian Gayeties' revue on stage,
day
stanza of any Durbin pic yet, prob- Anderson, which stuck to usual Fri-'
same figure.
ably strong $9,000. Last week, big day unveiling.
solid $16,000. Last

Is

OK

$10,500 IN

(2,600; 25-35-40)

poor vaude, at CapiloL 'Real Glory' was
at Palace with big doings

Best moneymaker still is "Mr.
Smith,* sailing into fourth downtown
week at Met on strength of controversy among both critics and Capitol
Hill.
With local angle helping, too,
Warneld (F-WC) (2,680: 30-40)— it looks good for another stanza,
•Babes Arms' (M-G) and Television maybe two.
Estimates for This Week
Spy' (Par) (4th wk). Rooney and
Garland good for strong $8,000, which
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 25-35-40-66)
is aces for fourth week of bill. Last —'Remember'
(M-G) and vaude,

Cinema trade

'ETERNALLY'

at $13,000..

(WB) launched

St. Francis (F-WC) (1,470; 30-40)—
'Roaring Twenties' (WB) and 'No
Moved
Place Go' (WB) (3d wk).
over from the Fox and now in third
week liere. Should do hefty $5,000.
Last week, sweet $7,000.
United Artists (Cohen) (1.200; 3555.75) —'Eternally Yours' (UA). Set
for an estimated $10,000 on first week
Last
of run. which is very good.
week, 'Intermezzo* (UA), fair $5,500.

Shubert

$275,700

(Based on 12 theatres)

—

(RKO)

and 'Law Pampas' (Par).

•traight

Week

(2,440;

Last week,
$12,000 this week.
$9,500 with 'Espionage Agent'

"ESSEX'.

Total Gross Same
Last Year..

Denham

'Allegheny' (RKO) and 'Co-Ed'
plus
Last week,
Fair $7,300.
(M-G).
Washington, Nov. 14.
'Circus' (M-G) and 'Full Confession'
35-55)—
With smash arty reviews getting (RKO), nice $9,000.
Mr. Smith' (Col) (3d wk) and 'Wit(Fox) (2,200; 25-40)—
Paramoont
some
Including
trade.
carriage
the
ness Vanishes' (U) (1st wk). Head'Strange* (20th) and 'Little Peppers'
try
to
second
who
New
gray-haired
customers
ing for good $11,000.
(Col).
Nice $4,000 in sight. Last
feature not being shown nights to buy reserved seats, plus hefty bally week, 'Dust Destiny' (WB) and 'No
Last
give house bigger turnover.
wearing down the pop element Place Go' (WB), strong $5,000.
week 'Smith' and 'Little Peppers'
Klalto (Fox) (878; 25-40)— 'Roar'Elizatteth and Essex' is leading town
(Col), socko $15,400.
Twenties' (WB), after week at
Paramount (F-WC) (2,740; 30-40) at the Earle. 'Remember,* which rated ing
Deliver and Aladdin, and
—'Remember' (M-G) and 'Bad Little nice notices, is a good second, with each the
Getting fine

(M-G).

...$323,600

(Based on 12 theatres^

$8,500

WASH.,

$19,500

65)— 'Three Sons' (RKO) plus stage
show headed by Ritz Bros. Sees
$22 500, which is plenty bright. Last

Angel'

ThU Week..

okay

25-35-40)

'Full Confes-

(RKO), after week at OrLast week,
pheum.
Nice $3,000.
'Babes Arms'
(M-G), after two
weeks at Orpheum, good .$3,500.
40)

000 for '20,000 Men' (20th) and 'Main
Street Lawyer' (Rep).
Golden Gale (RKO) (2,850 35-55-

Orpheum (F&M)

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Gross

Denver.

(Fox)
—Broadway(M-G)
and
'CTircus'

BETTE- VAUDE

Neat

'Mikado' Helps 'Carters' to

sion'

boards helping. Last week, poor $11,-

week, 'Bookies Wept'
vaude. fair $13,000.

$19,500; Intermezzo'

Denver, Nov. 14.
but one above

first-run

very well. Latter holds over, with
'Drums* moving to Aladdin.
Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 25-35)— 'Mr.
Smith' (Col), after a week at the
Denver. Strong $5,000. Last week,
$3,500, after

11

and Holds

average, 'Drums Along Mohawk,' at
Denver, is taking most money, with
'Jamaica Inn,' at Denham, also doing

City Grosses

Itcs, chiefly first

VARIETY

Bennett-Xavell'
N.G. 12G, Qeve.;

'Remember, IIG

than

$13,500.

Paramoont (Par) (3.595: 30-40-55)
—'Neighbors
Carters* (Par) and

staije

show. Most of draw credit attributed to condensed version of all-

Neero musical. 'MikadOr-^In Swing,'
with okay $14,500 in sight, aided by
Armistice Day and couple of previews.
Last week, 'Jamaica Inn*
(Par) and vaude, hit $14,700, very
satisfactory.

BKO

(2,872:

30-40-55)—'Mr Smith'

(Col) (3d wk) and 'Behind Prison
Gates' (Col) (3d wk) adding another
big $9,500 after second produced big
$12,500. Runs fourth stanza.
State (Loew-Fox) (2.414: 30-40-55-

75)— 'Drums Mohawk'

(20th)

and

'Busy Work' (20th). Hitting good
clip for likely $16,000.
I^st week,
•Eternally Yours' (UA) and Tack
Troubles' (20th), not hot. $9,600.

United Artists (F-WC> (2.100: .1040-55)— 'Hollywood Cavalcade* (20th)
(6th wk) and 'Escaoe' (20th). House
day-dating currently with Carthay
Circle on moveover of 'Cavalcade,'
with very good $4,000 probablv answer. Last week. Circus* (M-G) and
•Co-Ed' (M-G). weak $2,300.
WiNhlre (F-WC) (2.296; 30-40-5565— 'Eternallv Yours' (UA) and 'Pack
Trouble* (20th). Soloing on moveover, with around $4,300 in si^ht, not
big.
Last week, 'Circus' fM-G) and
'Co-Ed' (M-G), okay $4,000.

Cleveland, Nov. 14.
Pre-holiday lull is already here,
but rising employment figures in
Hipp (Warner) (3,700: 30-35-42-55)
tool-making factories as result of
war are keeping all grosses up to -'Drums Mohawk' (20th). Highly
satisfactory marks.
'Drums Along geared for at least $14,000, which is
Mohawk,' beating the sweetest b.o. juicy enough to rate another clip.
mtisic for Hipp's ears, going so big Last week, 'Roaring Twenties' (WB),
that house is debating h.o. and then clicked $12,000, over average.
third week at Allen.
Duet of Constance Bennett personal and 'Nurse Edith Cavell' is doing better than Palace's last two
stanzas, but handicapped by poor
opening. 'Remember,' at State, getting steady trade, while both 'Roaring Twenties' and 'Jamaica Inn,' at
Allen and Stillman, respectively, are
very punchy holdovers.
Estimates for This Week
Alhambra (Printz) (1,120; 10-20-35)
'Witness Vanishes' (U) and 'Calling
Marines' (Rep). Okay $1,200. Last
week, 'Little Peppers' (Col) and
'Satbotage' (Rep), nice $1,400.
Alien (RKO) (3^000; 30-35-42-55)
—'Roaring Twenties' (WB). Possi-

—

Lake (Warner)

(800;

15-25)—'Be-

ware, Spooks* (Col) and 'Gray Walls'
(Col). GetUng $2,700, all right. Last
week. 'Man Could Hang* (Col) and
'Road Glory' (20th) (revival), mild
$2,400.

Palace

(RKO)

(3.200: 30-35-42-55)

—'Nurse

Cavell'

(RKO) and Con-

stance Bennett In vaude. Latter is
weakest item,scaring males away
with femme fashion show. Indicates
only $12,000, so-so because of heavy
overhead. Last week 'On Toes' (WB)

and Joe

E.

Brown

unit. n.g. $11,500.

SUte (Loew's) (3.450; 30-35-42-55)
—'Remember' (M-G). Quite a con-

trast to Greer Garson's 'Mr. Chips,'
but getting satisfactory $11,000 for
bility of smart $5,000 on shoveover six days.
Run cut down for Thursfrom Hipp. Last week, 'Mr. Smith' day (17) opening of 'Disputed Pas(Col), in a third ride, galloped in sage (Par). Last week, 'Jamaica Inn*
with excellent $7,000.
(Par), divided top honors with Hipp,
Circle (Marmorstein) (1,900; 15-35) corralling nice $12,000.
—'Real Glory *.(UA) (2d run). House
SUIIman (Loew's) (1,972; 30-35-42shifting into second-runs for a spell, 55)— 'Jamaica Inn' (Par). No trouble
but worthwhile in this case; $3,000; for this moveover to garner fine
or better, in sight. Last week, 'In- $5,000 after fine draw ot State. Last
termezzo' (UA) (2d run), also was week, 'Babes Arms' (M-G), on third
hefty, $3,200.

shift, $4,500, bright.

H

YARIETT

Wednesday, November 15, 19 3f

ANATIONAL EVENT
LOCAL BOY MAKES GOODAND THE WHOLE NATION WILL BE LISTENING TO
HIS HOMECOMING PARTY AT ROCKY MOUNT, N. C,
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER ISth!
. .

Kay Kyser broadcasting his regular program over tlie NBC Red Networit of 104
stations at 10 P.M. . . . and at midniglit an NBC Special Feature broadcast over
WJZ and a coast-to-coast Blue Network of the monster celebration! . . . PICTURE
PRESENTATION AT TWO THEATRES! . . . Bam dance for 10,000 at gigantic tobacco
warehouse! . . . State and municipal dignitaries, societies and clubs . . . parades,
welcomes, dinners, big doings of all kinds!
.
WHAT A SEND-OFF FOR "THE OLD PROFESSOR'S" FIRST PICTURE
OPENING PRE-RELEASE IN SCORES OF FIRST RUNS FOR THANKSGIVING!
.

.

14

.

II

9mhU AddrMCl TABIETT,

INTERNATIONAL

•VARIETT'g' LONnON OFFICR
m. Martlo'a Plucv, Trufal>«r Bquar*

Quite the Thing

Irregular Sailings

Prompt Foreign

Film Shipments Into
To eliminate present confusion regarding how motion picture films
ehould be shipped to Europe under
present wartime conditions and the
new Embargo Act, trartic representatives of all

principal

New
New

Hollywood, Nov.

distributors

Jap Quota

huddle some time this week to
work out a standard arrangement.
Situation developed because of Irregular arrival and departure of
boats taking product to France and
It also was due to the ceeding year.
England.
elimination of old means of transportation because of stringent regulaid

lations

down

in

the

Formerly American

bargo sUtule.

boats were used, Even though several of these liiay be transferred to
ful

if

registry,

it

Of Pix In Half

City, Nov. 14.
Mexican pic producers are in a
determined drive for biz in South

America.
They are organizing a
central exchange here for the selection of the best home pix and are
assigning agency men to key cpots
in South America.
Decline of the European market,
one of the factors prompting U. S.
producers to look to a concentration

Proi

Expenses

believed a recent factor in the

is

Mex

drive.

New Mex

Stodlos

Sydney, Oct. 24.
Monterey, brewing, industrial and
Looks as though local production tourist
center near the east Texas
during the war will have to be
border, is soon to have pic studios.
backed privately. Regarded certain
They are being arranged for early
that government of New South
opening by Salinas, Zarate & EllWales will nix any coin advance to
pic producers-exhibitors of
home producers as planned some zondo,
Monterey.
Reason
seen Is the conmonths ago.
centration on war defense.
It had been figured that an advance of $200,000 would be made to

units of repute in order to maintain
• regular production schedule.
Said to be Interested in coin ad<
vancc are Cinesound, National, and
Charles Chauvel. Understood that
Cinesound will continue production

under Ken G. Hall, but no atmounce'
ment has been made In respect to
National and Chauvel. Hinted that
the latter two will be forced to fore^
go production unless private finance
is

Wallas Comedy Opens To
NG Reception in London
London, Nov.

14.

"His Majesty's Guest,' light comedy
starring Tom Wallas, opened to poor
reception Nov. 7 at the Shaftesbury.
Production possesses an anemic
plot, and is unlikely to last long.

DOESN

London, Nov.

LIKE SCENES IN 'JUAREZ'

Holborn

Empire

resident

1.

show

opens Nov. 6 and Is In for six weeks
Headliners are Bebe
with option.
Daniels, Ben Lyon, Tommy Trinder,
Maurice Colleano Family and Syd
Seymour band.

Mexico City, Nov. 14.
'Juarez' (WB), which was the sub
Ject of litigation started last summer
by Ing. Porflrio Diaz, Jr., local civil
engineer, who claimed that the pic
Sandy Powell's show, 'Can You
does wrong by his late father, Presi
Hear
Mother,' opens Nov. 6 at
dent Diaz of Mexico, Is still before the Coliseum. This will make eight
the courts of this land. Though Diaz shows in the West End, of which this
didn't get to first base with his com
One of
Is to be the third new one,
plaint against 'Juarez' to the federal the numerous provincial revues tourattorney general, he isn't discour- ing on percentage since the beginaged. He has filed suit against War- ning of the war, it has been doing
ners in the penal branch of the sec- better business than before the hosond district court here, demanding tilities.

Me

that the tribunal otder the producers
to rectify -certain biz in the pic to

which the

How
as

it

Mexico,

plaintiff objects.

Diaz's

a puzzle.
is

is

demands can be met

He
now

to.

There are 23 American vaudeville
acts playing here.

Is

admits that 'Juarez,'
being exhibited in

free of the scenes

which

More than

a score

went back when war was declared,
Sybil Thorndike

Is

chairman of a

he objects. But he contends, the pic committee to arrange weekly entertainments for military hospitals unJs being shown in the U.S.A. as it
was made. He wants the Mexican der the auspices of the Entertaincourt to order the pic cleared of
things he doesn't like.
The court has agreed to see
It

all

what

can do about accommodating Senor

Diaz.

to be played by Robert Morinstead of Sir Cedric Hardwicke, who was first skedded, with

but under present conditions will begin to feel the pinch In four to cix

Wendy

months.

Hiller in title role, Marie
Lohi: and Sybil Thorndike also have
lead roles,
This starts the threesome of Shaw's
plays, the other two being 'Doctor's
.

Inquiries,

by the importers reveal

many nations throughout the
world are making a surprising number of pictures each year. Difficulty
that

1.

and conjec-

for the trio.

'SURE' IN ITALY
Rome, Nov.

14.

IS reels.
About 40 pix a year are made
the Philippines, 120 in Japan, six
Brazil, 60 in Argentina, 40 or less
Mexico, 24 in Cuba, two or three

In
in
in

The National Bank will release unavoidable. Belief is that In order
American imports, this to avert a stringent product shorthalf of that origi- age at home foreign pictures must
nally contemplated before the out- be obtained.
Since France, Britain
break of the war. Exhibitors are re- and Germany have reduced produclieved by the decision, since there tion to almost nil, the U. S. continues
had been some apprehension that to loom as the major source for im-

$70,000 for

sum being about

imports would be still further curtailed or entirely cancelled.
Imports from France will be reduced to 26 features, also about half
the number of those of the previous
year, while no more than three films
are to be Imported from England
Number of German pictures to be
imported has not been fixed yet, but
it will be in proportion to the number of Hungarian features allowed
Since there apto enter Germany.
pears to be a shortage of product in
the Reich, it is probable that a greater number of German versions will
be made in Hungary than heretofore, and that in consequence, im
port figures from that country will
be somewhat higher than 50% of last

Deane's Par Censorial
Duties Designed

To

Preserve Foreign B.O.

ports.

First-run showcases here and In
larger cities are not feeling the pinch
as much as nabe houses, where programs change often and dualers exThough the Italian film indusist
try could produce 100 features a
year, this Is rated less than half of
what the exhibitors need. Even with
industry
activity,
the
increased
leaves much to be desired from the
standpoint of its films appealing

Albert Deane last week relinquished the responsibilities of publicity-advertising director so that h*
could serve full time as liaison
executive between th« foreign department and the production depart-

ment

at

Paramount In

this capacity,

which he has handled for a number

of years, he will contiriue as an asbelieve bigger sistant to John W. Hicks, jr. Deane'a
and better films, and more of them, title will be that of manager of th«
are in prospect. On the quantitative
censorship division.
angle, SO to 100 features is in prosGeorge Eraser, who was twitched
pect, with government aid helping to
from the domestic publicity to handl«
accelerate the pace.
year's.
foreign publicity about two montha
films
Is
Italian
While
quality
of
Russian product, strictly taboo up
ago, was officially designated foreign
the
doing
so
at
improving.
It
isn't
till now, will probably be shown In
publicity-ad manager last week. Bulk
Hungary for the first time. Korona, rate of other European nations, parof his activity, it is understood, will
reconstructed firm of distributors, ticularly France. Few people in the
be on foreign publicizing since forproposes to import six strictly non- industry believe that production
propaganda comedy features, but under government subsidy can fill eign advertising has been virtually
eliminated as an economy move In
local quantity needs.
permission Is still pending.
recent months.
few foreign trade
Roberto Dandl, director general of paper ads are about all that's
Industrie Cinematografiche Italiane, handled, Fraser moves up to the spot
Single Features to Saye
Mussolini's film producing outfit, ar- left vacant by the transfer of Charlea
Product Seen in Aossie rived In New York last week ap- Gardner to publicity on the Coast
Because of numerous pitfalls conparently to sound out American distributors regarding resumption of fronting producers in making picSydney, Oct. 24.
operations in Italy.
tures under present wartime condiShould a product shortage hit
tions, the pre-production trims done
Australia, In the event of a long war,
by film companies to prevent possible
managements would Introduce a •Mice',
bannings or censorship difficulties In
single-feature policy to conserve
the foreign market have taken on
stocks.
Scandinavian
Biz added Importance. Workable liaison
Similar plan has been talked of In
Copenhagen, Nov. 1.
between the foreign department and
England.
Theatre business, which fell off production department is regarded as
badly in Scandinavian countries dur- a real money-saver because it
ing the early days of the Soviet eliminates useless shooting, reedltthreat, has recuperated considerably ing and trimming of the finished
and is near normal now.
production.
Among stage plays experiencing
excellent business are three American works, 'Of Mice and Men,' curBernstein's Eash Ham and Clap- rently in Oslo
and Gothenberg; 'The
ham deluxers, which discontinued Women,' in Copenhagen, and 'The
vaudeville when war broke out. Is Whole Town Is Talking'
(translated
returning to vaudfilm policy. Like- to 'The Hero
of the Town') in Oslo.
wise Hyams Bros.' two houses, the 'Mice' is slated for production
shortly
Troxy and State. Acts will be low at the Royal Dramatic Theatre,
Rome, Nov. 1.
budgeted.
Awards for the Seventh film BiStockholm, considered an honor for
any play. It did very well in Copen- ennial at Venice have been made lo
First mobile cinema for the entersix Italian films.. Foreign product
hagen last season.
tainment of troops has gone to
exhibited at the show In late August
Permission has been obFrance.
was completely. Ignored In handing
tained to send along one cameraman
out the prizes because all the forin Cape
from each of five newsreel concerns 'Chips'
eign judges scrammed home with
Gaumont-British, Movietone, Para
the outbreak of war. It was theremount. Universal and Pathe.
All
fore decided to postpone awarding of
Capetown, Oct. 4.
they will be able to take will be
Pix pulling good grosses in Cape- such prizes until they could stage
silent films. One sound van Is leav- town are as follows:
another get-together.
ing shortly to work in conjunction
Meanwhile, the Mussolini Cup for
'Mikado' (U). 'Mr. Chips' (M-G),
with the five companies. Whatever 'Castlies'
(RKO), 'Union Pacific' the best Italian film went to 'Abuna
footage is taken is to be shared by (Par), 'Juarez' (WB), and 'Lambeth Messias,' the Fascist Cup went to
the five concerns.
'Montevergine' and the cup of the
Walk.'
Minister of' Popular Culture was
Ivor Novello has written a new
'Feathers' Shanghai Click
given to '11 Sogno di Butterfly'
marching song, 'We'll Remember."
('The Song of the Butterfly').
Shanghai, Oct. 12.
He composed 'Keep the Home Fires
B. o. hits recently include 'Dodge
Medals for Italian technic and diBurning,' one of the popular ditties City' (WB), 'Four Feathers' (UA), rection went to 'Fiamme Verdi'
of the last war.
'Man About Town' (Par), 'Juarez' ('Green Flames'), 'Criniere al Vento'
(WB), Man in Iron Mask' (UA), ('Manes Flying in the Wind'), and
Tom Arnold will have nine pan- Bachelor Mother' (RKO), 'Rose of 'n Pianto delle Zitelle? ('The Tears
tomimes this year for the big pro- Washington Square* (20th), 'Good of a Young Woman').
Ubaldo
vincial
towns,: particularly
since Girls go to Paris' (Col), 'Daughters Arata was medaled for his work in
thousands of children have been Courageous' (WB), and 'Midnight' 'Ultima
Lnrt
('The
Giovenezza'
evacuated.
(Par).
Youth'),

abroad.

Italian

producers

A

mmen'

Help

Up

Show

London In War Time

forthcoming.

DIAZ, JH, STILL

ley,

in
While officially denied that there's
These figures Include 21 films al- any Intention of easing the basic South Africa, and an undetermined
ready Imported or censored since rules of Italy's film monopoly, it's number now in Spain.
July 1.
reported that changes continue to be

Mexico

on Latin American distribution,

War

discussion

less than in recent years. Allotments are as follows:
Metro, 17; Fox, 15; Paramount, 8;
Warners, 8; Universal, 8; RKO, 8;
Other distributors, 9.

14.

Deal for the Odebn circuit to take
over operation' of Paramount houses
In England Is reported on again.
Looks like takeover might be set by

Wales Seen Got
to

much

50%
London, Nov.

Suggested plan to use the Atlantic
Clipper service Is barred by the
charges being excessive. Even newsreels trim all footage to a minimum
when using plane shipments abroad.

Dae

They are ex-

MONOPOLY EASE

AGAIN WITH PAR

callings.

Aid for Pic

untapped centers.

.

ODEONDEALON

EYES

t

ally

'Major Barbara' at periencing no shortage as yet, be>
studios for Charles Woolf. cause of the backlog of films on hand,

Dilemma'
and 'Devil's Disciple,'
which may be done in that order. is, of course, that too many are not
Morley and Miss Hiller are signed good enough or unsuited for the
American market. There is always
a feeling among the film men, howfure in trade circles. Ministry of
ever, that a. 'sleeper' might materialCommerce and the National Bank
ize.
have at last come to decision on film
Among countries making a large
Imports during the current year. Penumber of pictures and seeking a
riod covers 12 months, from last July
market in U. S. Is India, About 100
During this pe1 to June 30, 1940.
pictures a year are produced in Bomriod 73 American features are being
bay, most of them running from 12 lo
allowed to be imported. This is about
Budapest, Nov.

Christmas.
Negotiations for Odeon to operate
Paramount houses in England were
started about three months ago, but
Traffic departments want some temporarily halted after the outtort of agreement as to how ship- break of war. Both sides then agreed
ments shall be handled in the future. to postpone negotiations until theThey are hopeful of getting more atre business became more settled.
complete data also on when they
can be sure of ships leaving for the
MEXICO
SO. AMERICA
British boats may have
continent.
to be used, even though they belong
to a belligerent nation, simply be- Industry In Drive to Get Film Bis
Below Equator
cause of reasonable safety and steady

In N. S.

Imports

With foreign films cut off by the
war In Europe, Importers here ar*
seeking product from new and virUi^

shooting

Denham
Lead

UeS.

After

use of
ger to cargo.
Idea of foreign departments Is to
•work out some uniform plan whereby majors and indies will be able to
maintain a steady flow of product to
British and French markets.
Presently, docks are piled up with
material awaiting shipment to Europe. This condition prevails with
films to a certain extent because shippers don't know just when they, can
get the necessary boat to take prodSetup is further comuct across.
plicated by the fact that most ships
take three or more days longer for
ordinary five or six-day crossings.
This further slows up arrival of
prints abroad.

Goy

start

Hungary Cuts

seems doubtpicture companies will make
them because of possible dan-

Panamanian

Sliaw's 'Barbara' Set
London, Nov. 1.
Gabriel Pascal has set Nov. Is to

The first application for the distribution next year will be made the
end of this month. It's understood
the allotment will be based on the
number of films brought In by distributors in the past three years.

new em-

But Not Enough Quality for the U. S.

RKO

Producer-director la Herbert
Wilcox, and Anna Neagle heads
the cast.

Tokyo, Oct 20.
Foreign pictures will be placed under a distribution quota by the enforcement of the new film law. Foreign distributors must apply to the
Home Minister by Oct. 31 each year
in regard to the amount of films they
desire to distribute during the suc-

•will

Plenty of Foreign Film Production
14.

Irene,' • good old British
today
shooting
starts
play,
with the good
(Tues.) at
old British pfess correspondents
Invited to a good old British tea.

Schedules

MNIWH

Talrpbeiw TfBipla Bar B041-5O42

ments National Service Association.

Malsle Ayling (Mrs. Sydney Hyman) and Margery Binner among
stage folk doing Red Cross work.

6 ITALIAN

HLMS WIN
AWARDS

VENICE FETE

OK

—

'

'

Town

TARIRTY'S' I.ONnON OFflCB
•

St.

INTERNATIONAL

Hartta'a Flae*, Tratalor Hquai*

Show

Biz Actively Engaged

In France

;

Paris, Nov.

Giving an encore of

COSTLY DELAYAL

2.

its liiijlily sat-

have joined voluntary service units.
Still others are making propaganda
Many
speaking and acting tours.
have organized charity services for
the families of the mobilized, including low-priced meals.
Cultry No. 1 'Aneel'
Sacha Guitry has been the army's
He recently
best 'angel' to date.
ushered in the legit 'season at the
Madeleine and all Paris, seemingly,
was there. Together with receipts,
sale of autographs and donations,
the show netted 180,000 francs (nearly
$4,000), or enough to purchase four
ambulances for the French Red

Mex. City Riot
Caused by Late Curtain

8 Hurt. 22 Held In

the Palace of Fine Arts (National
theatre) here when the impresario
failed to start promptly the special
show, a Spanish drama, that had
been announced for 9 p.m. When 9
same and the curtain remained down,
trouble began.
It took two wagonloads of cops,
some armed with tear-gas guns, to
restore peace. At 11 p.m., when the
impresario announced that it would
take at least another half hour to
open the show, the police made him
refund the price of tickets.

Precedent Upset

has been
giving benefit matinees every few
days.
Rene Alexandre and Mary
Marquet, of the Comedie Francaise
Andre Bauge, of the Opera; Francoise Rosay and Suzy Solidor have
(Continued on page 62)

Gets Sunday

I^egit theatres

Are Reopened

in Paris;

OK

London; Nov. 14.
have scored one of

their biggest victoriei with the un-

conditional decision of the govern-

ment

to

Verdict

open theatres on Sunday.
expected to fo Into effect

Is

shortly.

Due
to

175 Out of 350 Cmemas

While Okay Financially,

from 1625
were deemed

to a series of acts

1780,

'rogues'

when
and

actors

'vagabonds,'

theatres

wera> not allowed to open on Sunday.

Ruling of closure was governed by

an

act

known

ai

Lord's

Day Ob-

FIGHT RED 'PERIL'

Tokyo, Oct.

Complex new foreign tax laws, reof their taxation upwards,
higher insurance fees and the problem of product delivery abroad are
current
industry
headaches produced by the European war.
An

20.

.

London, Nov.

14.

Vaudeville now finds itself in a
strange circumstance. It's in heavy
demand as an entertainment to
lighten the stress of war, bu' hasn't
enough talent to fill the bill.
With the complete stoppage of
American acts coming over, an acute
shortage of name talent has arisen.
But tougher still is the depletion of
the ranks of flU-in turns and specialties because of army and navy recruiting. It has become quite a problem for bookers to pu': a show together and American and all other
serviceable acts are in great demand.
Those few who remained here after
war
was
declared
have
been
given permits to stay as long as they
wish.
For the first time since World War
I vaudeville theatres here are completely reliant upon native names to
'

Industrial

Boom

Seen Increasing
Aussie

Show

Biz

While show biz in Australia has
been severely, crimped by the European war, it is expected to rebound
to better than previous levels with

the full force of the anticipated inAccordin'g to Dorodustrial boom.
thy Stewart, U. S. rep of Australia
New Zealand Theatres, advices
Present toppers are practically Sc
company's homeoffices say
confined to Jack Hylton, Jack Har- from the
there are already signs of an upris, Ambrose, Jack Jackson, Joe Loss,
Harry Roy, Billy Cotton, Bebe Dan- turn.
Australia's wool output is exiels and Ben Lyon, Vic Oliver, Max
pected to be a major factor in the
Miller, George Formby, Sandy Powprospective war boom. In addition,
ell, Gertie and Daisy Waters, Teddy
derive substantial
Brown, Hutch and Tommy Trinder. the country will
income from foodstuffs and various
First seven named are bands, enmaterials, as well as certain
couraged to play vaude due to lack raw
manufactured products, i( developof other attractions.
ments of the last war are repeated.
In order to pep biz, managements
Key to the upbeat lies in Britain's
have recruited several headliners on
increasing need for these products.
one bill on a percentage basis. Idea
And, as occurred during the previous
has worked successfully financially,
war, the theatre is expected to enbut Is exhausting the list of attracjoy bullish business.
tions, besides spoiling the customers;
Col. de Basil's Ballet Russe Is
who normally had been content with
scheduled to sail Dec. 6 from lios Anmuch less.
geles on the Mariposa for its third
Paucity of talent has become ao
tour of Australia and New Zealand.
precarious that General Theatres'
Majority of tha troupe is now in the
Holborn Empire, for the last few
(Continued on page 62)
years considered its ace vaudeville
is

up their marquees. The shortso great

it is

causing the

man-

agements plenty of headache:

Diwy

ducing and distributing companies
as the only way the picture business could be treated sensibly on
foreign shipments.
.

Tax Experts Seek Solution
The involved tax situation is one
which has kept film company tax experts studying for some alleviation.
Picture companies must pay taxes on
their earnings regardless of whether
revenue from rentals is frozen on
foreign soiL Any considerable freezing of money would deal a double
blow since the U. S. companies
would be unable to receive benefit
of the revenue collected, but frozen,
to any major degree, but might have
to pay Federal taxes on earning.-)
just the same. Tax departments .of
film companies are not at all certain
of easing the situation.
Income tax laws of the U. S. permit certain credits on taxes paid
abroad for deduction from American

Federal returns. That is one good
feature. This is based proportionately
in the foreign

on the business done
market.

Taxes have increased in belligerent nations, but it has not been a
great increase thus far. One company indicates that business has built
so well in recent weeks in foreign
territories that the slight increased
taxation has meant little.

Nix Insurance

The Insurance setup has not proved
excessively high so far Rates during wartime ar« prohibitive; so, U.
companies have strung along
They take full precaution to protect prints stored in
vaults within belligerent territory,
but in shipping to exchanges or different accounts, there is no high
expenditure for insurance because
picture officials think there is small
chance of a print being destroyed
and, anyway, that a replacement
print is less costly than the insur-

S.

without them.

Key

By

On

U

Fdm Industry

The Manchukuo government will added problem is the threat to.
freeze a high percentage of colfilm the life of Genghis Khan, the
lected film revenues in Great Britgreat Mongol warrior, in an attempt
ain.
to rouse the Mongols, in view of the
Passage of U. S. neutrality bill
latter's lethargic attitude towards the
has brought no relief in the frozencommunist peril.
coin situation but the industry is
Shiro Ozaki, Japanese novelist, will
hopeful that some permanent monewrite the scenario.
tary policy shortly will be set up
by the British government, Tha
American industry Is relieved that
an amendment exempting copyright
articles (including films)
was included In the neutrality act. This
exemption to the cash-and-carry
clause was urged by some 27 pro-

servance.
Picture theatres Ignored this law
and kept open, with the London
Paris, Nov. 2
County Council shutting its eyes to spot. Is shortly adopting a revue
Although show biz hasn't assumed this misdemeanor providing theatres policy. Latter opens Nov. 6 with
• normal status by a long shot, it's allocated 10% of their grosses to Tommy Trinder as resident comic
Slice
to Beef
Then providing it can get Anglo-American
gradually returning to a more pros- some well-known charity.
perous level with the return to the someone dug up the Common In- Films, which has Trinder under conHoyts Stockholders
capital of many evacuees.
former act, which meant that anyone tract, to lend him for four to six
Of 350 cinemas, including nabe acquainted with the Lord's Day Ob- weeks.
As a counter move. General Theahouses and deluxers, functioning in servance act could sue house that
Greater Union Tieup
normal times, about 175 have already broke<the Sabbath. This resulted in tres has been soliciting vaude unit
been reopened. Also, music halls, new law being passed in Parliament, operators, such as Tom Arnold,
Sydney, Nov. 14.
legit theatres and niteries are also in 1932, making opening legal, but Jack Taylor and Charles Tucker, who
A majority of Australian stockshowing increasing signs of life.
condition of 10% deduction was still have been softpedaling since the outbreak of hostilities, to line up as holders in Hoyts circuit are reported
Cinemas are doing a landofTice biz retained.
many units as po-ssible, having been against the merger with Greater
particularly because it's the most inthis 10% rap
It is estimated tha
expensive form of entertainment in cost exhibitors over a $1,000,000 an- promised General Theatres' facili- Union Theatres chain for booking
purposes. It is understood that 20ththese times of enforced economy. nually. With theatres being permit- ties.
Fox holdings in Hoyts are powerful
Paris is more fortunate than other ted to open on Sunday unconditionenough to push the merger plans but
cities in that the closing hour is ally, cinemas would reap this coin.
that they may not feel disposed to
now
p.m. In cities such as Nancy. But new opposition to their Sabbath
buck the Aussie stockholders beLyons and Boulogne the lighls-out opening has cropped up from stage
cause of the possibility that talk on
signal is given at 8:30.
Lille and show houses.
the American product strangle-hold
Toulouse shut their cinemas at 11
Closing of local cinemas on Sunmay be circulated again.
p.m.
day had formerly come under LonThe merger, whereby all product
Muslo Halls' 3:g P.eems
don County Council ruling, while in
The Russe angle of Greta Garbo's
Music halls came into their own the provinces local bodies had the new picture, 'Ninotchka.' again rer would be booked through the reGenerally, voting took place vived talk last week that Metro vived General Theatres Corp., was
•ith a bang last week (27) with a say.
double reopening, at the ABC and among residents, and if majority might try to market the production due to start operating next Jan. 19.
Approval is being hold in abeyance.
the European. B.o. returns of both were for it, theatres could open. But in the Soviet.
However, Metro
premieres were turned over to war the snag was that a lot of influence bluntly denies that it intends selling Proposal was set up in New York by
time charities.
was exerted by local bodies that 'Ninotchka' to the Soviets because of officials of Hoyts and by Norman B.
The Concert Mayol has a new usually had some interest in drink- its dubious boxoffice there. Film Rydge, chairman of Greater Union's
while he was in N. Y. on busishow, the second of the season.
ing places, which, naturally, bene- satirizes certain Russo characteristics. board,
ness earlier this year.
Another milestone towards the fited by closed cinemas.
Metro feels also that Soviet disTheatres some years ago were tributors would be unwilling to acnormalization of Paris' night life is
Fear Divvy Cut
Henri Varna's announcement that ready to close One day a week pro- cede to its terms.
White no definite word has been
the Casino de Paris will reopen its viding they were permitted to keep
received in New York refiarding-the
doors in mid-November. Josephine open on Sunday. But wilh the comdisinclination of Australian stockBaker and Maurice Chevalier will ing of the war, the situation has beCoast
holders to approve the booking merlop the program.
come different, as actors have sufHollywood, Nov, 14.
ger (to run 20 years) between Hoyts
Several other music halls will re- fered so much in. the last few
Richard Blayden, assistant manag- and Greater Union Theatres, fotrner
open shortly. The Humor will un- months that many yould be glad to
lock the front door In a fortnight work under any conditions. Besides, ing director for Paramount in Eng- pic officials of Sydney now in N. Y.,
with a revue by Marc Cab, with most of them are \*orking on a per- land, checked in at the studio to su- say that it is natural -for Aussie
Dandy and Vivienne Cosset. The centage, which means the more days pervise editing on the British-made stockholders to disapprove the setup.
Reason is that Australian ^Eharepicture, 'French Without Tears.'
Bobino, Empire, EtoUe and Bouffes they put in the bigger their share.
Blayden is also conferring with holders feel Hoyts would not/ get as
Parisiennes also are slated to unOnly difficultyr-seen may be with
"hutter, their premiere dates being the stagehands, and they will prob- execs on future production in Eng- much in dividends under ttie proposed setup.
land, currently halted by the war.
'inannounced.
ably be paid double.

Amus. B.0^ Improve

U.S.

METRO WOULDN'T SELL

'NINOTCHKA' TO SOVIET

.

.

Blayden on

ance

rates.

Under the new neutrality act, distributors will continue using the
boats available and do not
anticipate much delay because of
possible loss through sinking. Heretofore, U. S. ships were used almost
exclusively.
Reason for believing
there is small danger to uninterrupted service is the multiple protection each
company carries on
fastest

master prints.
.

Picture officials in

ize that

New York

real-

England and France require

amount

a certain

of

money

with

which to buy war materials. Basic
argument in seeking free flow of
rental coin from Great Britain is
that motion pictures are not a luxury
but closely approach perequisite in
a belligerent country from a morale
Hence, they see no reawhy there should be heavy
freezing of currency collected from
distribution business in belligerent

standpoint.

son

nations.

JAPS LIKE DEANNA

'

'

Among

vision

Plc on Ghenshis Khan Would Rouse
MoDEOls Vs. C'ommnnisls

Exhausting Attractions

RESORTING TO BANDS

age

The Comedie Francaise, governtheatre,

centage Basis, But Idea,

dress

Cross.

ment-sponsored

Legit

Headaches to

Biz Hypo Sought Through
Recruiting Several Headliners on One Bill on Per-

Is

Mexico City, Nov. 14.
That Mexico is no longer the 'land
of manana' (tomorrow) was demonstrated by a riot In which six persons were injured and 22 arrested at

As London

Fees, Delivery Difficulties

E

Guitry as No. 1 'Angel'

isfactory 1914-18 performance, showbiz in all its varied forms is stopping
up activity iii presenting entertainment to the khaki-clad 'somewhere
An imposing list of
In France.'
screen, stage, variety, radio and concert hall names have wholehera tedly
offered their services.
Many of the mobilized namss are
organizing whatever talent Ihtj can
unearth in their own companies or
regiments to provide entertainment.
Femme stars and unmobilized male
entertainers have leaped in with
equal zeal but their aid is on a more
Cqsh
national, more varied scale.
returns are being used to equip
ambulances, aid families of the more
indigent soldiers and to purchase
little luxuries for the boys in the
front lines.
Aid from show biz is also forthcoming in other -ways. Many are
making cash contributions, others

Foreign Tax Laws, Higher Surety

ETO

Army 'Somewhere

Entertaining

15

T«lrphon« Tempi* Bar 5Ml-90t4

NAME SHORTAGE

BRITAIN'S
Gallic

CnM* Addrcut TARIETT, LONDOM

•Tha*;

Certain

Tokyo, Oct.
Age,',
(U)

20.

with

Deanna Durbin, is playing its second
week in the Toho chain of theatres
in Tokyo, Yokohama, Osaka, Kobel
and Nagoya,
All are doing a smash

biz.
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When a Company Is Big Elnough to S
CAGNEY'S 'ROARING

of

MY

BE

20'S'-

DESTINY'- AND DAVIS

ESSEX
JAMES CAGNEY'^-PRISCILLA LANE
THE ROARING TWENTIES
HUMPHREY BOGART' GLADYS GEORGE
PERSON

BOB CRQ»«^«ORCH.,

WIVES'-lSr:)

in

-AND CAGNEY'S

'FI

'WE SHALL MEET AGAIN'->I

AND 'YEARS WITHOUT DAYS
M mff\
_ J A OA DV
anCl J\ S>l\iJl
At nil/

J

Lane, Jane Bryan,
Eddie Albert,Wayne Morris)*

AND
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.

.

'A

CHILD IS BORN' ^^^o^Sr -
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J
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mash Through With a Show the Size

AND
and

MAID' - AND

'OLD

FLYNN

'DUST

'ELIZABETH and

in

NOT ALONE' li^. ct. - AND 'FOUR
GHTING 69TH' - AND OBERON

D FLYNN

in

'VIRGINIA CITY'

"^SSr'-AND 'BROTHER RAT
Kr\7fCfOT C
il V idlOLilL

CTDIOCC
1 Ivir EjO Jane Bryan, Humphrey
O
(Geo. Raft,

D ROBINSON'S

'DR.

L.

WARNER

in

Chargi of

Proifucfion •

HAL

B.

WALLIS

ExtculiV*

Bogart)

EHRLICH'

y You Need --WARNER
JACK

Waiiam HoUen,

Praducw

BROS.

WE ARE NOT ALONE

and
(as

Stum

hefty

Picture's

main

rtlense

<>f

Henry

Jarhen

by

Si're<"nplny

and

Hilton

Milton

Krlmi-, from novel .by Hilton; music, Max
Stelner; cnmern, Tony (inudio; rtlm editor.
WHrron Low; apoclnl effertp, Byron Ilnskln

and H.

1'^.

Koeneknmp.

nr. Dnvlil

Reviewed

Y„ Nov.

Jecllon rioom. .v.
time. I1J .MINS.

3,

'30.

.le.oi'ifii.

,

Flora

,

Raymond

.Severn
...I'na O'Connor
Henry Danlell

Ofii-nld
.<;u,nn

Dawson
.Sir
.sir

MontORU Love
Jamea Stephenson

.Mlllinnn

Wllllnm Cllntock

Guy

I,OL)tliead

.tudK"-

.

.

.

•

,

.

.Stanley LoK.in
.Cecil Kellnwny

Alan Napier
Kly Malyon

Archdi-ncon.

Archdearon's Wife.
Tiim iiy lj:iker

Dr

In I'ro-

RunnInK

Paul Muni
Jane Bryan
RobHon

Newoome

j.P.nl

tective

Doucla.s .Spoil
Cr.Twfonl Kent.

.snrev..'

May

Mrn. l-iillor-ion
Mr. June.'!

Miniature Reviews
<We Are N«t Alone' (WB).
Paul Muni and Jane Bryan in a
An upperproduction.
lu.sh

bracketing is a script that lacks
spontaneity, and which is Inclined to
several by-paths and detours that
are not clearly drawn. These serve
to confuse rather than develop the
plot structure. The sparkling dialog
and laugh situations of its predecessors are also missing here.
Script by Frances Goodrich and
Albert Hackctt, who also screenplayed the previous 'Thin Man' pix,
and judicious trimis overlength,
ming would help materially. There
are a few big laugh moments as in
the previous two releases of the seLatest entry provides a mildly
ries.
amusing adventure of amateur de-

Raymond Severn, Una
Hob.ion,
Flora
Wrccted by Edmund Gouldlng.
O'l'onnnr.

Major

previous

in

provides

Tiros,

««<llnn;

Myrna Loy
'Thin Man' pix)
marquee dressing.
drawback for top

his co-starring with

Blnlie pro-

Hoi B. Walllt, exec, producer.
r«ul Muni: features .lane Brynn,

W«rn<T

bracketer.

•Another Thin Man' (M-G).
PowcU-Loy return in third of
Will carry through
scries.
profitable, but not big b.o.

n.Mtly

Dllly Beviin

to

'Day-Time Wife' (20th). Good
marital farce co-starring Tyrone
Power and Linda Darnell.

Phantom

The

Strik-es'

(Mono). English-made mystery,
meller, based on Edgar Wallace
story, strong for action spots.
Rou'Call a Messenger' (U).
tine gangster plot makes for a
robust dualer.
'Fugitive at Larje* (Col). Jack
Holt plays a dual part of gangster
and civil engineer; passable Class
B mistaken identity meller.
Lively
'Irish Luck' (Mono).
Frankie
meller,
with
.sleuth
Darro and Dick Purcell; sturdy
dual fare.
'The Covered Trailer' (Rep).
Mildly amusing dualcr. based on
the Higgins Family series, with

Powell proceeding to unravel

the mystery of three murders tied
together through circumstance. Further in comparison to the first two

Holmes Herbert
John Towers

one veers more towards
mystery than comedy, gettjiig overI'olln
Ethel Griflles balanced in its unfolding.
^
Mr». liiivinond
Powell and Myrna Loy arrive in
York with their year old son
In contrast to the sort of biographi- New
and immediately get tangled in a
cal pictiires with which Paul Muni
Yarn unravels
murder mystery.
is u.sually identified, 'We Are Not
Long Island estate back to
Alone' is a rather unobtrusive story from a
York, including strange brushes
about how kindness to a helpless lit- New
underworld
gangsters
and
with
tle Austrian dancer brings tragedy to
strange
experiAfter
characters.
n gentle, impractical doctor in a
ences and escapades, Powell gathers
It's not a
sleepy English village.
principals in his apartshowy picture such as 'Pasteur* or all of the
ment to unravel the three murders
'Zola,' and it's not likely to draw the
In reconculprit.
same critical fanfare. It wiU get and disclose the
Film structing the crime, the telling does
topflight attention, however.
not reach the peak of suspense! He
has dignity and. warmth and is gennonchalantly consumes scotch highuinely moving.
amuses
Miss
Loy
with refballs
and
Adapted by James Hilton and Milerences to his flirtations, withal conr
ton Krims from the former's novel,
tinuing to piece together important
'We Are Not Alone' is an interest- events for
the purpose of eventually
ing study as well as satisfying en- exposing
the murderer.
It could be liberally
tertainment.
Powell, in a role that had caught
cut, particularly in the latter seon with film audiences in a big way
quences, but it is handsomely probefore he took ill, is again effective
duced, skillfully directed and eloand
Miss Loy gives a most satisquently played. Although the lead- factory performance
as his mate,
ing part isn't as spectacular as other still determined to remain in the
recent Muni, roles, it offers more
thick of the mystery unravelling.
depth and naturalness, and the star Supporting cast has been excellently
gives a penetrating, spontaneous and
selected, and provides capable peringratiating performance.
formances throughout.
Group inThe picture admirably recreates cludes Virginia Grey, Otto Kruger,
the atmosphere of the snug English C. Aubrey Smith, Ruth Hussey, Nat
hamlet and vividly etches the char- Pendleton, Patric Knowles, Sheldon
acters of the quiet, compassionate, Leonard,
Don
Costello,
Muriel
almost ingenuous doctor and his Hutchison and Abner Biberman
household—his neurotic, narrow- Marjorie Main has a sparkling seminded wife, their imaginative and quence with Powell as an aparthigh-strung son,' the jealous cook ment-house manager that is a sup'
and, after she becomes the boy's porting highlight. Astra, the wire'
governess, the warm-hearted dancer. haired pup, is again included for

Police Insiierlor
fliarley
Geori;»
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pictures, this

Kenny

the Gleasoiis.

'Flaming Lead' (Colony). Better than average Ken Maynard
western; first of new series.
•Street of Missing Men' (Rep).
Average actioner, timely in view
of Al Capone's imminent release

from Alcatraz,
•French Without Tears' (Par).
Mild British-made, adapted from
stage click of same name. Stars
Ellen Drew and Ray Milland.
'Grandl Maeazzlnl' (lUlian).
Good for native consumption,
but chances limited abroad.
'LlvetPaa HeeDsgaard' (Indie).
Danish, production of little ap-

.

peal for American fans despite

capable

cast.

'MarseilUise' (World).
Jean
Renoir's Frehch spectacle of revolutionary
France; substantial
grosser for arty houses.

•La

Ml» Canzone

al

police precaution, Lawson gets his
at the appointed hour, denouement
coming quickly as the medico is revealed as the Ringer in disguise.
Louise Henry and Patricia Roc
.

handle the only two femme roles,
both rather minor. Miss Henry is
the Ringer's wife, very beautiful and
very dramatic too much so. Miss OH MISS.
;...Frnnkle Dnrro
Roc is weak as Lawson's sec, sister Huvvy D'Urlen
I>lrk purcell
unulinn
of Peter Croft, who has just been reI.lllltin Ivlllutt
.Mrs. o'Nrlen
leased from prison and wants to get
.slicllu l.i:ir<'y
Itly .Monahun
his sister away becau.se he knows KlUKCr
Jinnos Klavln
tossed
Donnl.H Moure
Jhn
Lawson's rep. He's obviously
Mni)t:in .Morelnnd
JefTer.^on
John
as
is
the
plot
thicken
in to
llnwiird Mitchell
llutol .Maniibcr
Longdcn, an Australian detective.
Sonnie Hale, introduced for the comeMaking no pretense to be other
dy angles, suffers not so much from than a program picture, this comedy
his own shortcomings as these of the
meller
turns
out as forth*
Walter Forde's direction detective
scenario.
right entertainment. Production vaN
keeps the suspense intense.. Herb.
ues are no great shakes and the storyhas faintly familiar angles, but it
seldom lags as an audience^gripper.
Represents strong support for twin
Viilver.'Jnl rolrnsi^ of Ken (joltlftutltli lu-o.setups. 'Irish Luck' is Grant Withers'
Stara llllly llalop, lluiuz Hall
dtii'thin.
producer a real start
and llio I.llllo 'rough Guys; foaluri's Mary first try as a
for the former player.
Carlisle. l.:iri-y I'rabbp. Itoberl ,.\rnislronK.
DiK\ Itrendel. Victor .lovy, ..Vnne Nngel.
Film casts an Irish bellhop in the
rected by .\rthur l.ubln. .Srrecnpbiy by .Ar- role of amateur Sherlock, getting
by

—

-.

CALL A MESSENGER

—

There's litUe to explain the wife's some canine antics.
tangled mental-emotional sfate, but
the characters of the doctor and the
girl are crystal-clear. And their effect on each other is Inevitable from
20lh-Kox release ot Raymond GrIfAth
the first moment
Stars 'fyrona Power and I.lnda
The injection of the scene of mass production.
Darnell; features Warren William, BInnle
hysteria at the outbreak of war is Barnes, Wendy Barrle, Joan Davis. Dl<
doctor's reeled by Gregory Ratoff. Screenplay by
irrelevant.
And
the
harangue, on the eve of his and the Art Ariliur and Robert Hararl; story by
executions, is transparently Itex Taylor; camera, Peverell Marley; edigirl's
tor, Francis Lyons.
Previewed Kt WestIn' general, however, *We wood village, Nov. 10, '39. Running time,
topical.
Are Not Alone' has integrity and deKen 'JioHnn
T^rnn. Pnu,.,
serves to do well at the boxoflice.
?a°:e.'^.°.\'^".;.\.\V.V.\V.V.\\\LKVaX«
younger
Looking something like a
Bernard Dexter
Warren William
Kreisler
playing

Kirk Graham

Rlanche

»C Ap>.i«at;

BInnle

*joln

Murph
Sailor

" Billy Halop
ers from the

Vento'

Mrs D«{ef . .•...•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•;:.joJ5"v?ierl2
He not only achieves Coco
Leonid Kinskey
the necessary light touch in the part, Melbourne
Mildred Cover
••••
RenI* Rlano
but he has dropped the mannerisms Miss Brlggs
Strike*
with which he adorned such characPower
Tyrone
swings out of the
ter
Juarez and
parts
as
Zola,
<RBrFicn WAncx
straight
dramaticjroove
In this light
others. It is a stirring performance,
Monogra Jl"*™
""c*h«i B.lcon pro
larce-comedy.
The change is in ductlon. Features WllCrld Lawson. Alexan
direct and subtle.
As the tragic dancer, Jane Bryan Power's favor, and picture will give der Knoi, Louise Henry. Patrick Barr. »!
Vorae
screenplay by
plays with keen perception and with studio execs new fields for the sUr's ^^''"'^ 5,>;,„w«'i«'"
Gllllat from novel by Edgar WallUlure BtL<:i<mm<>nL<:
assignments, 'nnv.Timo
uay-lirne Wif«»'
VVlie
genuine simplicity and sincerity. Her fiitiiro
cmera. Ronald Neame and Gordon
untheatricalized makeup, her avoid- provides a new twist to. the familiar Dines; editor, Charles .Saund'en). Reviewed
Projection Room. n. t., Nov. 9, 1039.
ance of obviousness or affectation wife-secretary-husband triangle, and in
Running
time,
as
mins.
its unfoldment presents numerous
makes the girl's tremulousness and in
Ifrld Lawson
,.»n..b-ii».«
Mw^a^ Maurice Melster
tenderness enormously persuasive, fS?.w « ^ Situations and dialog lines. „„„ Hackeit
Sonnio Hale
Alexander Knox
"the part offers her more scope than With Power, Linda Darnell, Warren nr. Lomond
Louise Henry
anything she's yet done, and she re- William and Binnie Barnes for the cora Ann
picture will turn in a good ;r''',"',''';„^^'"?''"''^i,
sponds with a sensitive, articulate marquee,
^ontral
Inspector
BIIsh
John
T.ongden
«..AAr,nf of
U# itself
:*..a1« ;» 4U« I..*..
in the key runs for yi^^y Leniey
account
performance
Patricia noe
Petcr crott
Flora Robson gives another of her profitable biz. Although script and Johnny Leniey
coionei waifor
.charics Katon
assured and talented performances direction tend towards Continental
technique
of
mariUl
farce,
picture
a
S^' e^^'S';—-.-..-..iPw^.^^'K.^Itiri'i
as the pathetically warped wife,
while Una O'Connor brings out just is essentially for general audiences.
Linda
Darnell,
studio s
latest
j,.
the right blend of malice and affec^ °Vi°ur^a8ar
^ four Edgar Wallace
mysw
tion in the part of the cook. Ray- buildup, gets co-star billing with L^' '"^j
mond Severn is unnecessarily P^f"
distribed i^
f^C^^ct' She
Sh^^^^^^^
has y°"tnf"l
cocipus as the young son, apparently her Per^^^^^
America by Monogram. The PhanV
» faint idea of what the
only a
having
Strikes' is a topnotcher for the
8«^^^^
lines mean.
Max Steiner's score is ^^"'"«'=|'"^,i
^^'iddle'- trade
.It suffers somewhat
?ateh 'o^n wug ^Tdlencis?' Poler^l
an asset
Hobe.
t^'e English
transposition to a comedy role pro- ^y**'^„V?!.^ °"'ty
vidcs him with the first opportunity ^^^t, particularly the two femmes,
'jas
plenty
gripping
of
to deliver effectively along that line. P"*.'*,,
As the husband in love with his h'??.''"?'* '"^*«'"'?'' with some fairly
Hollywood, Nov. 9.
original angles, to arrest audiences
wife, but still exercising the man's
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayei- releose ot Hunt
prerogative of taking his secretary in action houses. It won't go much
Btrumberg
production.
Stars
Wllllnni
farther
than
that
because
of its
Fuu-ell and Myrna Loy: features Virginia out for diversion. Power shades his
Grey. .Nat Pendleton.
Directed by W. .s. performance in convincing fashion. sombre nature, offering virtually no
Van Dycke. .Screenplay by Frances GoodBrightness of the story comes in comedy relief to the tense plot.
rich and Albert Hackett; based on nrlglnnl
Filming is all in.. low-key
lighting.
- „ -r
-^
,
by Dashlell Hammett: camera, Oliver T. its telling, from both script and di- which
adds to he tingly-spine effect,
rcction.
When Linda Darnell
Mar.-:!!. William Daniels; editor, Frederick
Y.. Sri)ltli.
Previewed at Academy. Ingle- suspicions her husband's association " n?s a typical locale for the famed
'30. Running time, 101 MIN'.S.
wood, .\'ov.
after hours with his secreUry, she stories of the English mystification
Nick
William Powell decides to find out just what sees writer, with plenty of London fog,
^^ora
Myrna Loy have that
secret
panels, the 'Thames and the
wives lack. Securing a
Loin
VIrlglnIa Grey
stock props, all of which add
Van Slock
Otto Kruger job in Warren William's office, she
Colonel MacFay
C. Aubrey Smith quickly turns tables on Power when "P to J"''^^ the plot fortunately,
Dorothy Woters
Ruth Husitey the two men step out one night with somewhat fresher than the produc
Lloulennnt Guild
Nat Pendleton
tion.
Dudley Horn;
Patric Knowles their secretaries, and the husband
Freddie.
Tom Nenl uets a hazing from his wife during ^Wilfrid. Lawson tops the cast in
Pfiyllls Gordo:i
Mrs. nellam...
the evening. Naturally there's a re- the rather difficult role of a shadyi
Sheldon I.eonnrd union, Power's sec Uking a quick criminal lawyer who is given 48
Phil Church
.Don t^ostcllo
'Diamond Back' Vogel
hours, via a message in a large floral
Horry Bcllnver powder.
•Creeps*
Provided with an excellent script Pieee, to live. Message is from the
William A. Paulsen
NIckle. Jr
Muriel Hutchison by Art Arthur and Robert Harari, 'Rmger,' given that tag because he
Sniltty
Abner Ulhermnn director Gregory Ratoff injects many appears in so many different dis*Dum-1^um'
i
Marjorte Main
Mrs. Dollcy.
Hlmseir scin..llating episodes in the husband- guises. He wants to get Lawson beAstn
Themselves wife relations. Both script and di- cause his sister committed suicide
Renee k .Stolla
mysterious
circumstances
rection combine to make the piece under
while Lawson's secretary.
Third of the series, 'Another Thin move at a lively pace.
Plot revolves, of course, around atAlthough Power and Miss Darnell
Man' fails to measure up to the high
entertainment standard set by its maintain most of the footage, several tempts by a Scotland Lard inspector,
Patrick
Barr,
and
a
performances
criminologist
predecessors, but still retains enough excellent supporting
ingredients to make it profitable do much to enhance the entertain- police doctor, Alexander Knox, to
boxoffice. Return of William Powell ment values. William fits neatly as catch up with the Ringer before the
Despite all forms of
<o the screen after nearly two years, the playboy architect, with Binnie fatal hour.
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dad

fact that his

mysterious goings-on in his hotel,
with nice concealment of actual
criminal until the final reel. Customary' implausibilities in this sort of
Sleuth meller crop up but the pace

never lags.
Frankie Darro makes his bellhop
characterization amount to something.
Dick Purcell is relegated to
satisfactory but secondary role as
the chief detective while James

-

sufficiently menacing as
is
the hotel sleuth. Lillian Elliott plays
Sheila Darcy i«
the Irish mother.
chiefly pretty as the heroine, suspected of a mysterious slaying. Mantan Moreland, as the colored porter,

Flavin

provides important comedy relief.
Besides Withers' trim production,
Howard Bretherton has directed with
an eye for movement. Harry Neumann's photography is topnotch.

Wear.

The Covered

Trailer

Republic production and release. Dlrecled
by Gus Melns. Screenplay, ;lack Townley.
from original by Townley and M. foatea

camera, Arthur MariinelU; eilltor,
assignment
Producer Ken Gold Webster;
Ray Snyder; musical director, Cy Fcuer.
and director Arthur Lubin Running time, M .MIM8.
have managed a nice balance be- Joe Higgins
James Gleason
I.uclle i;leason
tween technical, routine details and l.ll lllgKlns
llusscll Glensun
the more engaging portions of the .Sidney Hlbglns

smith

Harry Davenport
Grnndpa'
Mary Ueth Hughes
lletly Higgins
It starts out as a plot to reform Tommy Higgins
Tummy Ryan
the east side youngsters throiigh Rill
.Maurice Murphy
Maude Eburnft
gainful
employment, but several Widow Jones
Spencer Charters
Sheriff
Slot offshoots eventuate. One is the Otto
'rom Kennedy
esire of the penniless young poten- Beamish
Hbbart Cavanaugli
tial mobster to steer his older sister Cartwrlght
Pierre Wuikln
Frank Das
away from a notorious gangster, Police Chief
Richard Tucker
once he joins up as a messenger boy, Doctor
Willie Heat
Baltlmnr*
Another is the return. of his older Wells
Walter Fenner
brother from a prison stretch, and
the youngster's battle to keep him
Latest in the series of,^ Republie
straight.
films built around the Higgins family,
Billy Halop grabs off leading hoa "The Covered Trailer' is mildly amusors as the lad who makes something ing, though its oldie plot and situaof. himself and
his sister.
Huntz tions relegate it to the duals.
Hall is an excellent foil and races
As usual, the fictional Higgin.ses
veteran El Brendel for comedy are partially based on their real-life
laurels.
Latter is the venerable counterparts, James, Lucile and Rusmessenger 'boy* long in the service, sell Gleason. Mary Beth Hughes. and
Robert Armstrong gives a smooth Toriimy Ryan are the younger Higportrayal of the district messenger gins editions.
Along with Harry
service boss; Mary Carlisle is satis- Davenport, as grandpop, cast gives a
fying as the older sister who's final creditable performance, aided by Gus
ly steered away from the gangster Meins' direction, to give the film its
Anne Nagel, as the heart interest only lift.
of the district manager, is chiefly
This time the Higginses are inpretty, and Victor Jory and L^rry volved in a situation that sees them
Crabbe head the support, aided ma- forced to forsake a South Americnn
terially by the Little Tough Guys.
vacation for a fishing trip to avoid
'.

yarn.

-

Wear.

W

1

yen from the

It is the
was a plainclothesman.
usual pattern of the ambitious youngster who -exercises his wit to unravel

and Huntz Hall, leadDead End kids group,
are given a chance to shine in this
semi-gangster picture.
Pair
give more legitimate performances
than customary, and cash in on this
chance. Their work and the presence of several veterans go far in
making familiar material and impoS'
sible situations click.
Result is a
rowdy, gripping production patterned for theatres such as this one
and as heavy bolstering in dual set'
ups.
Trying to fashion worthwhile
screen fare about a mesisenger serv'
ice background, or with similar' pub'
lie service tiein, always is a tough

slight
'A
Karossick'
(Hungarian),
Fairly amusing film.

i

this

new

bilities

D^'iJ

I.lp

Yap

'First Film Concert' (World).
Compilation
French-made
of
musical shorts. Market possi-

Karnes

Crabbe

Kl Brendel
.-.
Jimmy Butler
George OfTennan. Jr.
Hally Chester
William Benedict
David Gorcey
...Harris Bergor

Trouble

In Italy.

lish physician.

Victor Jory
Ijirry

Laldy.
Bob Prltchard

Dig

Carlisle

\nne Nagel

Krnncos O'.NclW

Opera

Barnes neatly cast as a grass widow.
"^o^n Davis providcs several coriiedy
sequences as a wise secretary, while
Wendy Barrie is okay as the wifenabbing stenog.
Production is topn6tch in all tech
lical departments, photography by
Peverell Marley of high standard,

Mary

Marge llngan

Kd llogan
Chuck Walsh

Venice Film Biennial
prizewinner that should do well

.

slightly in
and
the manner of Ronald Colman, Muni
seems completely the suburban Eng-

en orlKlnal
Kriilke: camern,

Hunt/. Hall
Ilobgrt .Vrmstrong

Hlg...

.

Fritz

based

Sally .Sandlln anil MU-4iel
KIwooil llredcll.
.M lilulto, N, Y.. week
.N'ov. 1). ';('.).
Iluiining lime. 6B .MINS.
Dllly ifnlup
Jimmy Hogan

Made).

DAY-TIME WIFE

Hurnian.

thur "P.

film for Italian
audiences. Weak story, though
pic is generally entertaining.
'II Sogno Di Biitterfly' Xltalian(Italian).

LUCK

IRISH

Monogram relias* ot Grnnt Wither* proFrankie Uarro, Ulvlc
I-'cniuren
duction.
Directed by HowFurcell, Lillian Ellloll.
Screenplay by Maty O,
rd Bretherton.
McCarthy, based on atory by Charlea M,
Drown; editor, Russell .Srhoensarth; camAt ItKO i.lrd' .St.,
era, Harry ."Neumann;
Running time,
Y.. week Nov. S, '3U.

Columbia production and
lures Jack

Hiilt.

Patricia

release.
Kill,-.

Fea

nirei-tPi

Lewis D. Collins. Screenplny by Rric
'roylor and Harvey Gates, from orlglna
story by 'rnylor; camera, .himes ilrown. A
Globe, -N. v.. .Nov. 11, 'ail, dual. Running
time, es MINS.
Ipy

When James Gleaannuity check, which was to

embarrassment
son's

FUGITIVE AT LARGE

finance

the

trip,

fails

come

to

through because of a hitch, to avoid
the necessity of explaining to their
friends
they
accompany Russell
Gleason, the oldest son, and Davenport on the latter's fishing excursion.

Thereafter a series of phoney problems crop up. There's the sinking
of the ship on which the Higginses'
were to have sailed, the belief in the
Curtis
hometown that they were among
:. Arthur Hohl
Corrick
Weldon Heyburn those drowned and, to further cap it
Conway
'Rig Boy' Wlllbms
.Stevens
Don Doughii off. the embezzlement of $100,000 by
t'arler
i.eon Ames Hobart Cavanaugh from the bank
Captain
cy Kendall where he was assistant cashier to
Gleason, the former fixing the books
Aimed at the double bills, 'Fugi to reflect the loss on the supposedly
five at Large' should get by on that dead Gleason.
The return of the
modest assignment It's without pre- 'dead' brings the usual denouement
tensions, but it tells a fairly rousing
story, and keeps the plot moving.
Stallion
Won't cause any audience huzzahs, Konga, the
but neither will it draw any requests
Columbia release of Wallace MacDonold
.Storm

Farrow

t

.Jack Holt

(

Palrlcia

I'ltlrlcia

Manning

Stanley Fleldi

K.llli

Wild

for refunds.

Yarn

simply another twist on
the old mistaken identity theme.
This time Jack Holt is both Tom
Farrow, the demon holdup man, and
George Storm, industrious civil engi
neer. As the gunman, he frames l
robbery to implicate his engineer
double and thus throw the cops off
his trail so he can move about without, hindrance. It all works out just
dandy for -awhile, but ultimately
circumstances and the law, plus the
relentless Storm, c'ombine to bring
Farrow, his wife and his mobsters
is

td justice.
It offers nothing pverpowering in
the way of excitement, but the script
is confined to cs.sential action and i1
all mounts to the proper climax

Holt plays the dual gangster-engi'
neer part with his usual he-man
swagger and outthrust jaw. Patricia
EIHs saunters through the part of
the moll, while the others are more
or less standard. So is the direction
Hebe,

proilut'llon.

Features Fred .sionc, Iiochelle

Hudson.

Directed by .Sam Nelson, Original
Harold .Shumate; camera. UenJamln Kline; editor, (Charles Nelson.
At
Colonial,
Lincoln, dual.
Running time,
<2 MIN8.

.screenplay.

Calhoun

Fred .Stone

Judith

Hoclifllc

.Steve

Klska

Kd'ly Waller
Itohrrt

Don

Martin

Mason

Warwick
lleddne

Cai'l Storkd;<le

George Cleveland
Ilurr Caruth

'I'abor

Breckcnrldge

No

Hudson

Illcliard

Gloomy
Hadley

better

kid

entertainment,

a

weekend booking special, can be
found than 'Konga,' the film story of
a wild horse, an old man who bottlefed him as an orphan coU, and later
shot a man in his defense.
It's a
western, yet without the tihases,
stagecoaches, runaways and saloon
gunplay. By its difference and its
freshness of approach to the action
field, it stands a better chance to
come off with extra biz.
Fred Stone, out of films for some
(Continued on page 20)
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.

a

Konga, the Wild

him, and without more tlian 10
Stallion meet
words goes throuRh the first reel

menace

mHucnced

(•Life

BicKford s conviction^
Pic stands out in those

a trail that promises e:irly to
smell of blood. But, it never nvitcrializes. and the yarn goes fictional
when the thug who spent live ye.Tis
squattins in a cell plotting the

down

Konga, ^Stone retaliates
shooting Warwick down. Meantime,
a romance flo""shes between R^^^
chelle Hudson. Warwick s daughter.
and Richard Fiske, Stones sonWarwick and Stone, in the feud
which leads up '<> 'he former s murder put plenty of sinister heft in
Rochelle Hudson is
their hating.

a factor
becomes
" ^
i

Colony

Klenf

Klcamue

i

and .^rchur Alfs-

-Stars
.«!invurt,

Divo

lPil

b.v

Kfn -Uaynurd;
WallT >f>nK.
.«aui

Maynard

riatk

Eleanor Stewart
Walter T.one
loni London
""IP"

Kay
! ! ! . !

Ciceett*'"
FaihandlV:.

Hank

need Howes
Uave O'""-'*"
Boh Terry
.Ken Duncan

GordinV.'.

I^rry
Gertie

,

nny Mlllond
ICIlcn Orcw

Alnn.

DInnn

Junlnc Darcey
David Tree
U,iland Culver
'luy MIddlclon

JnC4;uellne

Chris

Commander
Brian...

Kenneth MorKnu
.MovKaiet Yarde

Marianne.

their

Weak

Gable

fares to offset some
.smart dialog, good acting, photogra
j^j^ direction.
Over here, with a reputation built
by the play's two-year West End run,

.

.story

is cerUin to be mildly
while in the U. S. there s a
chance for tepid rtturns.
At a villa in the south of France
are a number of young Englishmen
Tar- studying French under a pompous

knotted in action cinDoriurns

'Ke^ MaynTd an7hiTo«e.

the pictijre
bo.,

ker

o?rof

S

He

the sale of stock.

hires

to go to his ranch,

.

it

•

is

...

obvious from the
w

.MIN'S.

-,U

r.oulH

Rome.

AIINS.
Carlo Tn 1)7.1..,

T.eroux
l>iulRon

press romancing with Joyce Rogers
Maynard, although he s lost about
25 pounds off his paunch since last
seen, could stand a little bit more
training down to get.4-id of some un-

|

]

Film will do average for westerns,
end above the Ken Maynard western

|

1','trl.

I

l,u;io
I

'aula

lljio

CCKCli

Men

a clerk and
truck driver furnish the basis of the

Love

affair

between

GiiKlleinn

. .

.tllaiipa.ilii

.'siniix.

llrunl

rather impressive contralto voice.
Shorts of lesser importance include
the Paris opera ballet in which the
camera hasn't been at tons; Ninon
Vallin. soprano, singing "Les Berceaux.' photography here being good,
however; and Clotilde SakharofT. accompanied by the piano, in an exIn the
prcssionistic ballet single.
latter the dancina is .so poor that the
photographic background serves to
divert attention from her routine.
a

ChiiT.

who
be'

the heiress

to

has hired her.sclf out as maid to
near her ideal is never made

('The Arm-ChaIr')

(HUNGARIAN-MADE)

clear.

Laura

i

Nadin

.sihlrTikala

Jciiay

ll'vlla

(In Frpnch; toith Enoliih Titles)
Jean Renoir,, who created 'Grand
Illusion,' has turned out another exvehicle
about his native
citing
France. It is not as powerful as
'Illusion* nor is it the strong character study provided by the other film.
is

what happens

Just

A KAROSSZEK

Budape.st, Oct. 28.
Nucci is likeable as the
Piilatinus
i-elense
or
.MIF proihii-l li.n.
heiress while Mis.s Paola is n little Pli'cclc'l by Itcla IlaloKli.
Si-i.-i-ii|>lfiy.
l.ouls .louvet
too wide-eyed to please. Ugo Ceseri Junos llokay; camera. Arpa.l Mnkiiv. ,M
\nOrcx contributes some neat comedy.
Koyal .\pullO;
lldltpest.
ItllniiiiiK
tiloe,
AvdlRstin
.11 INS.
mi
Though there are a few good shots,
l-'aul Pullar
Dr.
niharl
Mlklos
T'lilhky
photography
on
whole
standthe
is
Je.in-T.ouls Alllbert
.'/.111.
S/., le,-'/ky
Alex Truehl ard: Direction Is nicely paced with 'Clara, his wife
.AnihTW (h-iiyy,
T.iiS'y.lo
.'^/.ilassy
Caalel good .sense of come<ly.
I'liliinel >Vkeie
({aliiir Itajnay

Loulfld Vauclalr..:

This

probably because

it

depends

too much on spectacular scenes for
motivation.

office at the arty and foreign language houses. Picture stands head and
shoulders above a majority of Russe
films. That it is. so much better is
due to the ability' of the French producer to combine revolutionary flavor of the semi-historical piece with
gripping entertainment values.
It
perhaps is no fault of Renoir that
his plot, ideas sometimes are muffled
by the English title translations.

I'eler

t

II

Sogno Di %itterfly

era,

.-\ncl.ise

Rome.

Melzvil.

MunnhiK

At

Siipei'i'lncmn.
time, 9,1 .«iNii.
llie

,M'"

5?,'m^ Tv.el'v'

?nn7

fairly amusing.

i'>,;:'''>"i';',l

'i-r: 'kSI^isIV,

I

I

Riccardo

i.uiui

Aiiiriianiu

Story, based on novel of the same
title, centers around an antique armchair which Clara buys at an auction.
thereby affording the bov who has
fallen in love With her at sight, an
occasion to make her acquaintance
by outbidding her. Clara's husband
blames her for the extravagance and
makes her give up the chair to the
boy, who welcomes the occasion of
,

,
'

I

'..'.'.'.•.•.•.•.•.•.•..•.'.'.'.

:

Awarded one of the top prizes at
the recent Venice Film Biennial, this
couldn't account for any standees
out of spaghetti land, but being
S° ""^3

,

,

,

Among
in touch with her.
the three, the chair chan.ses hands
half a dozen times and there is a
series of amusing misunderstandings;
keeping

.

Finally. Clara gets a divorce and
wrfU^i*'^^*"^,?'
?'"'°^'^marries the boyf thus eslablisliing
OriS-, .scenes
c.tn«^ warbled
^^li^iJ'"''''"*
Opera
m A-l^man- joint
ownership over the chair.
ner by Maria Cebotari, helped by. the
jHCObi.
.

chorus and orchestra of the local
opera house, are well staged.
Story showing similarity between
life Of opera star and role she sings
in 'Butterfly.' is on the hackneyed
-side and stretches credulity to breaking

point.

Italian

singer

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, Nov.

14.

'Married and in Love' is new lag
on 'Distant Fields" at RKO.
'My Little Chickadee' latest
monicker for "The Farmers Datiuhler and. the Traveling man' al Uni-

(Mi.ss

versal.

RKO switched from 'Sunset' to
'Two Thoroughbreds.'
"New Moon' is final title of Metro's
musical, 'Lover Come Back to Me.'
.

Cru.saders of the Red Cro.ss' is new
tag for 'Clara Barton and the Red
Cross' at Warners.
'I Was an Adventuress' Is release
handle on 'European Plan' al 20th-

t
<

.

l.iilal>iir

new production company,
and artists, with banking
support. Although the present production, MIF's first, does not claim to
be highbrow, it's nicely done and

(ITALIAN-MADE)
Rome, Oct. 28.
Industrie ClnrmnloKrnphlchu llallane release of S. A. (irandl Film SlorkI prortuclion.
.Slnrs Mnria <:ebolnrl; featui-es Kosco
Glachelll and Lucia Kncllsch.
Directed bv
Carmine Ualloac. Slury, Carmiae Gallon's
and llernPKt Marlsclikii.
Dlalitf;ue. GuldoCnntlal: musical dircctoi'. T.uIkI lilcrl: CHi.i-

Kiiliiian

.N'ciiict

MIF is a
of writers

('Song of the Butlerfly')

soldiery.

.

n

Film
music-

'Fir.st

''Jiosniiiio

Kolicrlii

I

.

from

Sufficient interest to sit through
this feature, especially it the onlooker appreciates classical music, is created principally by a few of the
shorts that, have been rather well

Cebotari) falls in love with an AmerFor cinema purposes, the ican piani.st (Giachetti). playing in
farmer musket-bearers are depicted Bologna. When he a'finounces a fine
Tlcpubllc product Ion and roleaee.
Feaentertainment. Jealous because she gaining control of the government offer in New York which will furttiieM Charles 'Hlok ford. Marry Carey. Tommy Kyan, .Mabel T0.IJ. Directed by Sidney has seen her boy friend eyeing an- and the king and queen being forced ther his career, she lets him go inno.Screenplay. Lcuniinl J..ce. Frank
.Sulkow.
cent of his impending fatherhood.
other clerk, gal steals ski suit so she into exile.
Ktennur Grlffen. William
atury.
I'olaii;
While several plot threads are left When he finally does come back four
J^mkln; caniei-n. Krnest .Miller; editor, can go on weekender with boyfriend.
Romance jells plenty, but cools dangling, the film never lapses into years later to hear her triumph in
.At iNdonlal, Lincoln, dual.
lOrnest NIms.
j:unninir lime, at .Mixs.
pronto when the truckster is told by anything resembling dullness, 'Butterfly.' he brings along his wife.
<:"••>
Chariea nirk ford employment manager that not only whether it is a Gallic pun, '.or a After building audience up for a
arry
arey
••
Ji-'try
arcyl^33
i''""^'"'
gal stoIcn ski clothes but many fleeting romantic passage. And the terrific climax, 1he story fades thereTommy Ityan
Tommy
other articles as well. Disillu.sioned picture unlike some French pic- after.
^.Mallei Todd
Hove
....GuInn Wllllamn he breaks with gal but later learns tures, ends on a plausible note as
Miss Cebotari shows little acting
T- Qont
{Nana Hryant she has been framed by personnel the peasant army joins with the ability but her talents toward arias]tlr.^. I'utnani.
Ralph (Iravea
JVnrdnn
manager because she cold-shouldered militia to march on the invading are plenty good. Fosco Giachetti Is
Jotin Gallnudet
]< InRella
By investigation, he foreigners, knowing their cause Is hardly credible as the American; In
Itegis Toomey his advances.
IMrker
uncovers vast theft ring inside store saved no mater what the outcome of fact, whole pic belongs to comedy
relief of Lucia Englisch, who acts as
Obviously tied in with the near re- headed by employment chief, he's the battle may be.
'Marseillaise' is big In production pal and mother confessor to errant
lease date for thc prohibition era's rewarded for discovery and gal and
values. The battle and mob scenes opera star. She's full of bright quips
Wo. 1 mobster, Al Capone, 'Street of he are reconciled.
are effectively done.
deAssia Noris, as salesgirl, turns in.
and has an impishness that makes
titular
poor
a
Men'
is
Missing
But it is the deft directorial touch one want to see her in meatier roles.
scription of the story. It is, however, neat job, but De Sica, as the boy
Production is handled with unpaced for the action traffic, and friend, is spotty. Enrico Glori, the of Jean Renoir which stands out.
manager, shows im- There is the poking fun at the French usual deftness and polish. Costumijig,
satisfies the needs for average enter- employment
provement over recent perform- monarch, showi> on one occasion de- scenery, musical accompaniment and
tainment of the rougher trade.
Fresh off the 'Rock' after a five- ance.', when he was extraing in vouring a hearty meal while his aides cutting are all on the upgrade, but
Bickford French films, but work still needs anxiou.sly await the attack from the photography is mediocre. Carmine
Charles
stretch.
year
Hugo.
aroused peasantry. Then the tour Gallone has directed well.
brushes off the press lined up to plenty of polish.

Street of Missing

cut

Concert* will appeal only to
lovers, and then not satisfy the average patron who enjoys this field of
art, sinCC SOmC Of thc shOrts iU C not
very competently made.

.N'l.i'fl

UunKl
MossD

Lasl-

ballet.

available here.
for the Paris

done and by the unusually line photography which figures. The opening. 'Children's Comer,' by Debussy,
with Alfred Corto at the piano and
Right up the alley for opera fan.s. two little children carrying out the
this pic has enough entertainment story with animated toys, starts it off
to sati.sfy locals. Story is illogical promisingly, but other .shorts, includbut catches well because of good ing the second, dispel the illusion.
comedy, mo.stly in the hands of
Gregor Piatigorsky, cellist, playing
minor actoi's.
'Andante et Rondo,' is tiresome, but
Yarn is centered around tenor A.
Brailow.sky's piano selection. ChoGiuseppe Lugo, who.se warbling, of pin's
Vaisc Brillante, is outstandingly,
which there is plenty, .should be a
good; both in performance and in the
big draw among the music-minded.
excellent iphotographic values obLugo is too short on youth and tained;
magnetism- to be convincing in his
Measuring up rather efTeclively is
role of a Don Juan who .so captivates
the imagination of heiress Laura Elisabeth Schumann's restrained renNucci that she buys some 30.000 dition of Schubert's 'Ave Maria.'
lottery tickets in the hopes of win- filmed before a symbolic background
ning his presence for a weekend as and accentuating the pious force of
thc music. Miss Schumann pos.sc.sses
prize.
Iniin.asliT.

.Mayor.

average b.o.
Story is on the threadbare side,
The story takes in that period of
but shows a more comprehisnsiv.e
understanding of the 'musts' than French history when France was torn
the ordinary. Direction is commend- between surrendering to Prussian
able. Acting mostly is fairly good foes, marching on Paris, and being
taken over by the volunteer peasant
along with the dialog.

Barn.

IM'la
.-\iU-le

I'lita

SciTCIary

With Russian product obviousl.v
not rating its oldtime popularity in
this country at present, this Frenchmade production possesses sufficient
Bar- movement as well as plug for liberty
and equality to gain substantial box

.Qrandi Magazzini' further indi
^^^^^ j^gt j^cal production is getting
j^to stride. Pic would only have
,imited chances abroad as a dualer.
b„t in comparison with the usual
output here, it's going to grab above^

heft.

I.:iiiva

.Mothci-.,

Illnalilii

.'<lal

Oct. 27.

erlnl.
Camera, H. Briiueio.
.M the
berlnl. Itoihc.
Ciisl: .-\s.slu .N'orls. De .<%ica. nicnlo. Kn>
rli-o
Glorl.
Mllcna
Fenovlch,
l,ult<ella
lieKhl.
ItunnInK time. »t .MI.NS.

I

Cnivrjipc

Klena
Lul.^a

The

Rrn FUma Droductlon npd release. .Slurs
AHsia Norls. De .*,lca. Directed by <i. t'am-

kers.

Dave O'Brien's drunk Is forced
butthehorsey fans will probably get
a boot out of him and his pony ex-

,

i

Mols-!i)in

Cuciilliie

('Department Store')

Rome,

Oct. 27.

v:.S:J,C. relotue of ..^..V.K.A. pr.idi.cilnh
illusepiMi
I.aili-a
.Nticrl
l.Ufio.
liild
Pavla.
DIrectrd liy Giildo llrlsnnne.
Hn.hi'rlit Torri,
'.At
tl.t.**upei-i-Int<ma
itome, ltal>.
ftiiniMii^ lime, MO
llria

Cifiucra

llcrlnule

was

no outstanding ad
Opera.
Commercially,
It is

Slavs

Pierre Renoir
LIse Delnmarp.

.KVI

.Marift---\nloincl le
f)e Hoeilei-ct-

Jolo.

(ITALIAN-MADE)

thrce-reeler that

CMv Sane to the Wind')
(ITALIAN-MAUE)

'

time

GRAND! MAGAZZINI

Opposition forms around
spitfire.
Walter Long, who is aided by Reed
Howes, Carleton Young and Tom
London, a thorough bunch of skul

and the French Opera
.mentioned short was

Vento

ai

as a

The Societe des Artistes
Internationaux of Paris as.sembled
.seven of the briefles and World Pictures, the distributor on this .side,
added another featuring Serge Lifar
feature.

MARSEILLAISE

-

•

i

»/

1

La Mia Canzone

Woi-ld rf'lease of .l»'on Henolr pi-odacllon.
Pvaiurcs Plen-e nciinlr. I.oul.*' .louvet, Mse
liy
Kto.-y
Jean
l)oInipin;e.
I)lrc<;liiin .snd
llourKoIn
Malllola.
At
Itenoir;' camera.
HunnInK
Cnnico. N'. Y.. week Nov: 3, 'Sil.

mas

as the half owner, and
straighten out a serious battle Over
Other
an army horse-contract.
owner of the spread is Eleanore
Stewart, a fairly fancy camera subject, who does commendiably as a

average.

been strung together for release

i

^

querade

£lam midway

H'CdT.

_

,

releniM!

The First Film Concert' is a grouping of eight musical shorts that have

in.?.

it merely slows up the efforts
When the station-master of a small
village is the winner. Lugo drops in
Karl Heger, who's familiar to for a preview of the family with
Scandinavian t) c t u r e followers, whom he is to spend the weekend,
.stands out as the young lover. Op
and tumbles for the stationTmaster's
Dosite him in the quaint love story is daughter tDria Paola).
But Miss
karin Nellemose as the daughter Paola has ideas about a pennile.ss
who would wed for love rather than composer. Disappointed in love.
money. Holger Reenberg, a rugged Lugo, nevertheless, returns for the
individual of the Wallace Beery celebration in his honor.
type. P. Andersen and Will" Bille
The townspeople all give A-1 perWenr,
head the. cast.
formances,
headed
by
flustered
station-master G u g I i e m o Sinaz.
Lugo caps things off by singing^ the
composition of Miss Paola's penniless
(FRENCH MADE)
sweetie, thus bringing latter succes.s.

t^^ToungTU^s^^lfo

meets a drunk, Dave O'Brien, who

him

,

of a capable native cast.

T^ro^l {he men"?l "''hom ....
^i^'s^.lfM^alna^dSfhirniJrriU
become engag^
go into a wine ccls
^"J'll?!!'^^^^
LnSn^ to
11, do
d^^^it
it
Lead happens
up. 'Flaming ^-^irf^^
^^^^
g^^f
fairly wen.
then proceed to get drunk for one of
Starte out with Maynard working
u„(,rigj„3,_ scenes.
Jn a night club doing cowboy tricks,
Milland plays well and ?Ilen
after his partner runs out with some
'teaser,' goes over. too.
•
"

money from

is swayed between his stooges,
queen and his own belter reasonLise Delaniare makes a sweeping, haughty Marie-Antoinette. The
most vigorou.s role is that of Louis
Jouvet; as the governor of Pari.s.
Paul Dullac and Madia Sibii'.sknia
head the strong supporting cast.

his

Wlnh

iVtfI'i
ICnl t•^la^l^o
..si'runi Wnnlv.ln
I'olrinc .Sonnf-

i;t)

0!il6t'(;:i:tl'(l.

Arliaud
non.icr
Jnvel

t^eh tor her, but
toucn

enough to
close .nm^»h

who

Frischa

llonitiii;;-Jfnsfn

here

.

^r'h'^f

o-^E£iS U
"rl''^,!./
and
alive

Tonl

Chl-<.'bl

screens breathed a sigh of relief
when the last Ken Maynard series
.J
drew to a close, because it was hard
to get the neighbors to take 'em.
This new batch, if the first one,
•Flaming Lead,' is any guarantee of
what the followers will be like, is
equal to most of the short hour sesbeing
broncology now
of
sions

^I'^d^^rrJs

K.-lior Vi>\ii
.Siti-cn

Kenneth

Most exhibs who horse up

ICi-ik

,\orlinlm

ItunnInK time. 80 .\|INS.

don.
|

...Enlhen Allen
loyc* RoKera

.Sherllt

.

.

save ine snce,.
lIUlc-TIl)
Bickford has ho .small job being An-lT.**
Jaroli .Viplson
He's okay up to the .Vin-on
....MIlTtI llnRRi'lconvincing.
.Kitren .Mai-le T.owcrt
point where he's re.ndy to Kun down .Molir
K'ltvl
LuliObcck
becomes a bit U.nclti'r
but
world,
the
^^.^^n he finds himself con
muoj^,
Titles;
Eiit/li.'ili
no
(In Dollish;
.^^
^ ^.^^^
This piclutc, entirely in Danish
l^y. sluff off the .shootin.?, and even
e
from
taken
purportedly
l.-tn^uagc.
is
of
Tommy
^^re
^^^^
^
^
national
„^^^^y ^ho could crack the n famed romantic Danish
^
He mrnages play, as done from Jeppe Aakjaer's
Harry story. If Dossibly holds considerable
considerin.s.
interest for Danish cinema lovers,
Carey's stint is a modest chore, call
aflecting judged by audience reaction here.
^j^^^^
,
But the prcduction will have to deface of death
<•»'
Ryah kid docs a pretty neat job pend entirely on those, understanding the language because, not aided
be
his best since his Republic ticket
by Enplish titles, it has very limited
Wil
Guinn
and
Todd
Mabel
gan.
liams hint at romance, otherwise the tioxoflice appc.?l in America.
Production, judged from technical
is without one. Rolph Grave...
^.
angles, and plot movement are con^^y,^.^^. .j^^^ qj,,
his merciless htnchm.in, rnd siderably behind the pictures curlaud
»,ndercover reporter, rently being turned out by other
^
such as
countries,
Scandinavian
is.very timely, and Sweden. Producers have attempted
-'^^^-^
the obviously difficult task <-f splitif held back to clay dale-and-date
with Capone's relra.=e. when the ting rn early romance by the pa.<:sage
headlines smas-h it. it may do better of IS years, and still making the
than averafce biz. otherwire it will story hang together. It's the venerable yarn about the sweethearts
do just that or spoltily belter.
who eventually win the right to
Bnrii.
marry despite parental objections.
The Danish producers quite
exhibit the .'?me weakTears patently
nesses .shown by foreign producers
(BRITISH-MADE)
of sever,-:! vears brtck. There's too
much stress on dialog and far too
London, Oct. 29.
Paramount lli-l'. Ii^h produrtlon and ro- little action. Also there is a tendency
Slara ElltMi Drew nnd Kay Mlllnnd.
lease.
to take in the beauties of the landSoreenplay,
Directed by Anthony AmiuIMi.
scape, and forget the yarn being
.A. de (irunwnlil. Ian Dalrymple. fioin .sta^e
Obviously, this will be
ploy hv Terence ItaUlKan; camera. Ilcinnrd nrojected.
Knowlcn, Jack Illldyard. At riuzu. Lon- overcome in .subsequent films, but

Curleton \ounK

Blackle

Wlil:l'l>"ll.

.Mnil»

French Without

.VewHtlfl.

Scrceniilnv. .Ios<-tih O'Oonnfll: canin-a. Art
At CoinIlolhrook Tmlil.
nc«(l;. Olllior.
Hunnhiit llm«. D'3
Lincoln. <luul.
nial

Greeiey !

^

'mkihj, h,

l\arl Ilcs'cr
.Xx*"!

SiKflU .^eHonilani

.\no

,

Barn.

of >l:\x

pi-.iiluitl"ii.

London.

"na

the delivery of
publisher

.\ nilorriL'ii

1*.

ll:ifV.-<^a:ir,l

(MUSICAL)

.

,

FLAMING LEAD
feBluren

.^j^^,

h

t'
.

in

.N'cllpmo.so

K.ii-lii

Krai'U

(French-Made)
of .Soclele dcs ArlMcd Incumpllntlon of n.u.'^lcal kIiuiIn.
Waturei" Alfred Cortot. Grcma- I'liilIkorNkv.
A. Drallownky, Jacnues Tltlliaiid. Kllsabf ih
Schumann, Clotllde SnkharofT, ,Magdn Ta^ll*
ferro, Ninon Vollln. Ser^e.' Llfnr and Conia
Dlirrliiin,
do llnllet of the Paria Opel'u.
.Max OphuK
L'Herlilcr.
lilmlirl
.Marcel
Kli-.sannfr.- photoKraphy. PInnrr. KrUK' v lind
Kaurni-in fnn llr.it names grcdiledl.
At h\h
Ave. rlnyhoiise. N. Y.. w,M>k .v.. v. I. 'IMi.
Iturnl.iR lime, .12 MINS.

World

l,M iiiillonaux

ing the state militia in the palace
court yai-d, with both sides ready
to fire on each other, results in a
peaceful settlement as the two groups
join hands to a.>isault the palace
strongholds.
Pierre Renoir, brother of the director, provides one of his. better
performances as the French king

.

fn^t"!^ kVs!^h%TrmeV^o ?ee^'t^
old man's side, and the latter going

urnler

'"'j^H

"a."^-N
!
,

okay, likewise Fiske. Eddy Waller,
one of Stone's hoss-wranglers. inulges^in mucn wii^^^^
nd establishes himself in the dom^^
Technical staff
t'l'
^''".^'^-!^f^^
d'^ectrng
ern-schooled Sam Nelson
from Haro'd, Shumate s^^o^^^^

Tom

.

-^Vl'ly

Kau-ir
illil

bump-off immediately upon release, Vl.sll .\mlrr;:rn.
sees the light, and after a few lapses, IVr Stiwrdi.

.'

for the wild horse.

MW.

Tliii*'

1939

15,

FIRST FILM CONCERT

haps the most gripping sequence
where the rabble farmer army fac-

(With Sonifst
I

moments; building neatly in suspense
and leading the audience by its nose

When

to the herds.

the horses plough through the fence
the neighbor, Robert Warwick ti^aps
them, and^shoots Stone's Pf ' .s'fjl'O";
bor
the wild

ftfw

first

en «he Heens Farm')

(l)ANISH-MADE)
<;f.Tn.lln;ivian imnliirllon n«tl icUto.*'. Foilll«i;<'''.
l<:vil
Jli'llomnsi' miJ
lurc.H K:iilii
l.y
.-Mv. iiiih.j
!>•
\i '>K \V. i l.
Iilr.vli
IMiMoiii nnJ l-Meiiilnc l.viijjo riiini
.SvoMil
»'oul Uhiik;
JrlilK .\:il<J.iri'H Klmy: sri>r.>.
At
i:nill UiiJ-en nril i:arl .MrN.-n:
wrok .^•lv. 1«,
.N.
v..
« lii<-ii>ii.
sc.
•l.-!ih
•;|:p.
Iliintriv.^ ttl»e. 'Bl* .^IINK.
H.ilKCi- rirrnljcrK
W. ll,- Kaov. ;..u<i ,l

November

W««lue6<Iay,
of inspection by the king, fliiit to the
huz:!uhs of his veterans and then to
the unexpected insults of the militia,
Introduces an unusual twist. Per-

Paa Hegnsgaard

Livet

a meeting with Harry Carey.
metropoliUn Publisher whose paper
into

(Continued from page 18)
.tretch. comes back as the old man.
h,^..c/>c
«.«/.r.
in the
the
even in
who stays by horses,
face of progress which brings with it
cars and change of grassland into
Stone's
wheat - growing country.
characterization is well drawn, and
he gets a chance to shine on the witness stand when he explains how he
It might have
feels about hor.ses.
been sticky wordage for th<e abilities
of the average western character
Atand out.
an, but Stone makes it siana
man,
Stone ,s a rancher, ^^o has spent
lifetime in breeding fine horses,
cHrlonlv finds
And. himself
h mself confronted
Heo suddenly
with a ijeighhor, who hates the
ponie.s, turns the ranch into a wheat
growing area, and barb-wires the
fields as a

.
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Fox.

'

1

I

'

•

1

.

Metro lengthened 'Nick Carter' to
'Nick Carter, Master Detective'
Columbia announced two changes:

'My Son Is Guilty' for 'The Cop from
Hell's Kitchen' and 'Pioneers of the
Frontier' for 'Gun Lord of Ih- Frontier.'

'Partners of the Nfght'

is

Ameri-

can tag on 'St. Martin's Lane,' British W[ayflower production for Para-

mount

release.
20th-Fox shifted

to 'City, of Chance.'

from 'The
.

.

City"
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THE CRITICS
GET THE
LUBITSCH

TOUCH!

NINOTCHKA SMASH
HIT AT MUSIC HALL!
Keep your playing time wide
open for your extended runl
'The

year's

most captivating screen comedy
Garbo.
and utterly enchanting portrayal .
.

.

.

gives a joyous

.

on the
even more
lovely than in the past ... It is a Garbo triumph."
—HOWARD BARNES, N.Y. Herald Tribunm

Lubitsch has put his famous directorial touch

HELD OVER! BIZ

film

O.!

S. R.

"Something to be seen and relished
Cleverest piece
to have come out of Hollywood in years /Ninotchka' is
.

.

.

. .

.

Garbo

is

a past mistress of

comedy.

, .

. .

a 'must'

all

who

Daily

News

not only for Garbo enthusiasts, but for

enjoy good pictures."

—KATE CAMERON,

N.

Y.

"One of the gayest and funniest pictures presented in a,
Greta Garbo
season that has seen many good films
.

becomes an outrageously

"One

of the sprightliest comedies of the year, a gay and

show which never pulls its punch lines
Thoroughly entertaining
The comedy comes off brilimpertinent

.

.

actress

.

.

.

The

We think you will

like

it

immensely."

—FRANK

S.

NUGENT,

"Garbo
N. Y. Times

Garbo

.

.

.

there's a

is

Garbo
everything in the way of slick entertainment
-IRENE THIRER, N. Y. Post
completely magnificent."
.

.

.

•
of the most delightful entertainments of this or
any season...Garbo's performance enormously funny...
those famed 'Lubitsch touches' happily in evidence.
Don't misSS this one."-ROSE PELSWICK, N.Y. Journal & American

right

up

pictures of 1939."

at the

An

.

The.

Y. Sun.

enchanting comedy in

—BLAND JOHANESON,

a certain hit."

N.

Y.

Daily Mirror

•
"Greta Garbo proves that she

comedienne of greatand comShe is a delight. If you fail
pletely delightful comedy
to see it you'll be missing one of the jolliest treats of
—WILLIAM BOEHNEL, N. Y. World-Telegram.
the year."
•
GRETA GARBO in "NINOTCHKA"— (Don ProhoiWce—SEE IT) with
ness

and distinction

is

a

in a frolicsome, frothy

'r

Melvyn Douglas

•
it

.

.

. . .

"One

"Put

.

charm audiences. Adult comedy and

combination

for you...Gloriously, uproariously amusing.. .'Ninotchka'

is

.

.

N.

the best Lubitsch style. . .The wit, smartness, good nature
will

"Excellent! Lubitsch and

.

—EILEEN CREELMAN,
•

does sparkle

really

.

merry and romantic,

picture' has wit in every scene

pace never lessens."

. . .

liantly.

lovely,

•

Ina Claire

'

An

Ernst Lubitsch Pi&doctiort

-

Screen

Play by Charles Brackett,

head of the

—LEO MISHKIN, N.

list
Y.

of the best

Morning Telegraph

Billy Wilder and Walter Reisch • Based on
by Melchior Lengyel • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Directed by Ernst Lubitsch.

the Original Story
Picture

•

EXTRA! READ THE REVIEWS OF "ANOTHER THIN MAN"1
(The next

big

M-G-M

Topnotchka Attraction

is

Sweet and Hotchka!)

'

George NichoUs, Jr^
4(iDed in-Anto Mishap;
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FILM B OOKING CHART

Extending Runs
.Continued from page S_

Sister-in-Law Will Live
Hollywood, Nov.

14.

Georee Nicholls, Jr., 42, film director, died from injuries yesterday
Monday when his auto plunged 760
feet off Inspiration Point in Hollywood Hills. His sister-in-law,, Mrs.
Acta Barnett, 25, in the car with him
was thrown clear and will recover
from her injuries, which include
what is believed to be a fractured
skull.
Nicholls was a film iactor in
the silents and later became a camdirecting job was
in 1934 at RKO.
One of his recent
films was Republic's 'Man of Conquest' and currently he was directing 'Marines Fly High' at RKO. He
'made many pictures at that studio
although in recent years he freelanced. He is credited with developing several young players.

eraman.

His

(For i7i/onnn(ton of theatre and film exchange bookers Variety presents a complete chart of feature releases of
Dot* of
all the American distributing coiiipatiies for the current qtuarferly period.
reviews as flivcn in Variety and the ruiminp time of prints are ihctuded.J
COrVRKillT, 1939, BI VARIETY. INC. A IX RKillTS BE8RRVKM
R. T.- -Rnnnln^ TlnM
Ker to Typ« Alibreilntlonn
In Vnr. B»»l««»d In Variety
.M— Melodntmn : C—Conicdj; CU Couic4l)'-l>niuut: tV Watcrot D Uramai Mil Ma>|cal

—

Bev.

OF
RELEASE

In

9/8/39

ter.

NANCT DREW

THOSE HIGH, GBET WALLS
THUNDES AFLOAT
|1,«M A TOUCHDOWN
FIFTH AVENUE GIRL
STOP, LOOK AND LOVE
INTERMEZZO, LOVE STORT

Davis, British Investor
Is planning a news-

reeler at 59th near Park ave., N. Y.,'
called the Delmonico. Another new
newsreeler will be in the Airlines
Terminal building, near Grand' Central Terminal. This one, which probably will be operated by the same
people currently running the Grand
Central Newsreel, will seat around

Not ready

680.

until

10/6/39

March or April

L. A. 1,116-Seater

Los Angeles, Nov.

14.

Fox West Coast has opened its 10/13/39
new 1,116-seat nabe, the Academy.
James Brinton is manager.
Emil Umann, operator of the Regina, Beverly Hills, has started construction of a new nabe in L. A.
Fox 'West Coast closed a deal for
the erection of 900-seat theatre in

10/20/39

San Diego.

10/18
9/13
9/27
10/4
9/27
10/25
8/23

WHAT A LIFE
CRASHING THRU
THE KANSAS TERRORS
EVERYTHING'S ON ICE
THE ESCAPE
ETERNALLY YOURS
HERO FOR A DAY
PRIDE OF BLUE GRASS
FLIGHT TO FAME
BABES IN ARMS
JAMAICA INN
THREE SONS
HOLLYWOOD CAVALCADE

9/20
9/29
10/18
9/6
11/8
10/4
9/13
10/18

12/14
9/20
5/31
10/4
10/4
10/25
11/11
10/18

BuSalo, Nov.

10/27/39

downtown section. Reported
new East Side house also will
be built for Shea in the Genesee-

10/18

that a

Bailey section.

New

Pact

11/3/39

10/18
10/25
9/13
11/1
10/25
11/1
11/8

.Continued from page 5_
crease production.
There are exceptions, such as Warners, which
has preferred the works of unknown
authors ever since they became interested in legit From a material
angle it has been pointed out that
some of the most successful films of
the past year or so have emanated
from what were regarded as stage
mediocrities, or moderate successes
at best.
Aside from the objectionbale revisions in the amended agreement,
film companies were also burned up
by recusal of the authors to accept
B proposal whereby the film end
would have the privilege of with-

10/11
11/15
10/11

11/1

11/10/39

11/1

11/17/39

drawing from a show after two
weeks of operation. Since the idea
carried with it the relinquishment
of all rights and all claim to money
invested up to that point, observers
cannot understand why the authors
rejected the proposal so insistently.
Only explanation is that the Guild
leaders suspect subterfuge, not apparent to others in show, circles.
Metro was the Arm that sought the
adoption of this proposal.
Paramount is known now to have joined
Metro in asking for the same provision, which is doubtful of getting
favorable consideration from the authors this season. There are other
'tiisputed points, but none as important as the option idea, unless it be

the

r'egiilaRo'ris"

11/8

11./8

-

11/8
11/8
11/8
11/8
10/4
11/15
11/15
9/20
11/15
10/18
11/1
11/1

11/24/39

M

D
C
CD
MU
D
D

D
C

CD
C
CD
CD
CD

11/15

11/15

12/1/39

covering shows which

10/25

former may use one method or an-

12/8/39

WB
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H-O
Mono
Far

RKO
20th

U
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C«l

M-G
Par

RBO
Z«th
UA
•u

WB

D

Cel

Rcft

M
C
M
D

M

D
D

M-G
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u

BKO

M. Br«wn-B.Baker-F. Knight

B. Granrllle-J. Lltcl
C. Starrctt-L Meredith
L. Tarncr-R. Carlson-L.

Bowman

Dowos-M. Carllsle-C. Moore
GarOeld-P. Lane
W. Connolly-L MeredHh
W. Beery-C. Morrb-V. Grty
J. E. Brown-M. Rayc-E. Blore

J.
J.

J.

Gorie-B. Rattabone-V. McLaglen
G. DIckson-D. Morgan-F. Stone

S.

U

_CI>^

WB

CD
CD
M
D

M-G

MU
MU

SMITH GOES TO WASH.
AT THE CIRCUS

CD
C
D
C
C

M

legion of lost flyers
call a messenger
kid nightingale

m
m

REMEMBER?
HEROES IN BLUE
CAT AND CANARY
MAIN STREET LAWYER
ALLEGHENY UPRISING
DRUMS ALONG MOHAWK
FIRST LOVE
ONE HOUR TO LIVE

d'

c

D

M
M

D
D
D
M
D
D

THE PHANTOM STRIKES
M
RAIDERS OVER ENGLAND
D
RULERS OF THE SEA
D
THE WASHINGTON COWBOY CD
THE COVERED TRAILER
C
MEET DR. CHRISTIAN
D
TOO BUSY TO WORK
C
ON DRESS PARADE
M
3ESTRY RIDES AGAIN
CD
AMAZING MR. WILLIAMS
C
SECRET OF DR. KILDARE
D
BOLL, WAGONS, ROLL
W
OUR NEIGHBORS
CD
THAT'S MGHT, YOU'RE WR'NG MU
DAY-TIME WIFE
CD
CITY FOR SALE
M
INVISIBLE MAN RETURNS
CD
WE ARE NOT ALONE
D
A CALL ON THE PRESIDENT CD
CAFE HOSTESS
CD
GENTLEMAN FROM ARIZONA W
YUKON FLIGHT
D
NIGHT OF NIGHTS
CD
RENO
D
CITY IN DARKNESS
M
INSP. HORNLEIGH ON HOLID'Y M
LAUGH IT OFF
C
RETURN OF DR. X
M
HENRY GOES ARIZONA
CD"
THE LLANO KID
W
TWO THOROUGHBREDS
D
BARRICADE
CD
MAN FROM MONTREAL
D
'

M

Col

20th

A. Faye-D. Amechc-S. Erwin
Zoriaa-E. Albert

Col

M-G
Far
20th
20th

U
u

Col

RKO
RKO
20th

U

u

WB
M-G
Mono
Par

Rep

J.

M. Br4iVm-B.Bakcr-F. Knight
SUyengan

BrowB-M.

Far

Rep
Eep

RKO
20th

WB
U

Col

Weaver Bros.-R. Rogers

_«9
111

D. Pnrccll-B. Hayes
B. Hopc-F'lettc Gaddard-J. Bcal

Col

Par

RKO
:oth
20tb

u

WB
M-G
Par

RKO
20th

U

WB

tributors

Eastern region of the Allied States
Association of Motion Picture Ex-

Following
the
huddle
Frank
Lydon, eastern regional v.p., stated:
"The directors spent five hours in
session covering the phases of organization usually discussed at regionals.
Some voiced a suspicion
that the present concessions
(by
distributors) were merely article."; of
apprnsement to be used by the
distributors in an elTort to defeat the
Neely Bill and other Allied aim.s, but
it was generally agreed that the existing printing concessions had not
been elTective long enougli to de-

61
S3

termine their value.'
Directors of the groups representing Connecticut, Massachusett<:, New
Jersey, Eastern Peilnsylvania, District of Columbia and Maryland were
warned by Lydon that service to
members of their local organizations

64

must not be neglected through

as
.61

JW
82

'a

concentration of effort on legislation

and

litigation.'

'

E. Ellls-A. Looise-B.

72
72
»8
103

Baldwin

Wayae-C. Trev«r>C. Baaders
M. Oliver
D. Darbin-B. Stack
D. NoUn-C.BIckford-J. Lltcl
B. Davls-E Flynn
M. Loy-wTPowelNC. A. Smith

SI
106

.

101~
98

No

Cast
D. Fairbanks, Jr.-M. Lock wo'odG. Autry-S. Burnette-M. Carlisle
J. GIcason-L. Gtcason-T. Byan
J. Hersholt-D. LovcU-F. Lee
J. Pronty-S. Bylngton-K. Howell

96
63
63
64
62

Dead End KIOs-J. LUcl
M. DIetrleh-J. Stewart
J.

with
83
'

71

112

Downs-C. Moore

Lydon-J. Kerrigan
A. Faye-W. Baxter-A. Treacher
R. Arlen-A. Devine
J.

J.

Wyman-D. Foran

John Balaban, Abe Blank and
Ralph Branton flew into New. York
over the weekend to discuss final
details on product buys and to take
up current operating matters with

home

office

Paramount

executives.

George Walsh and Eugene

King

Newlll-L. Stanley-D. O'Brien
P. O'Brlen-0. Bradna-R. Yonng
R. Dlx-G. Patrlok-A. Louise
S. Toler-L. Bari-R. Clarke
G. Harker-A. Sim-L. Travers
J.

RKO

put.

.state

J.

H. Bogart-J. Lllel-R. La ne
F. Morgan- V. Weidler-G. Klbbee
T. Gulzar-A. Dunn-A. Mowbray

last .venr

Jersey \crduring the past week
brought in two deals with independent chains of importance. Contr.ncls
for the '39-40 product were closed
with Randforce in the Brooklyn territory and with the Century circuit,
which al.so operates on Long Island.
Bob Wolfe, branch manager for
RKO at New York, negotiated the
contracts and has a couple others in
work that are nearing completion.

numbering 130

Barrymorc-L. Day

C. Reynolds-J.

t N. Y. Deals

New York-New

RKO

Interstate circuit in the southwe.'t,
theatres, has signed
for the entire 1939-40 out-

Blondell-M. Douglas

F. Bainter-F. Craven-E. Lowe
K.KyEer-A. Menjou-ii. E. Uorton
T.Power-L> Darnell W.William
P. O'Brien- A. Dinehart-R. Terry
V. Price-N. Grey-C. Ilardwicke
P. MnnI- J. Bryan-F. Rob son
A. Sothern-W. Gargan-LTstone
C. Grant-R. Russcll-R. Bellamy

RKO's

With sales away ahead 6*
for the
ritory,

W. Lawson-S. Hale

Tex RiUer

Mono
Mono

67"

Jack Randall
J. Newlll-S. Blane
S. Laurel-O. Hardy-J. Parker
George O'Brien
J.Kogers-R.Waiburn-M.Rambcau
R. Arlen-A. Nagel-A°. Devlne
B. Halep-H.Hall-M. Carlisle
J. Payne-J. Wyman
R. Tayl«r-G. Garson-L. Ayers

L. Ayres-L.

M-G

61
89

P. Slngleton-A. Lake-L. Sims
C. Slarrett-L. Gray-D. Curtis
G. Garbo-M. Donglas-I. Claire

Mono
Par

«4

Bennett-A.MenJou-W. Gargan

M-G

RKO
20th
UA
U
_WB_

77

«3
83
80
SS
106

J.

C. Colbert-H. Fonda-E.

M-G

ss

H. Herbert-B. 'San<>y-F. Bice
3 Cagney-H. Bogart-F. Lan«

J.

Mono
Mono

were labeled 'appeasement'
by a meeting of the directors of the

_ai_

Carlisle

V. Weldler-G. Reynolds-R. Owen
C. Blckf«rd-B. MacLane
J. Trent-M. Reyn«lds-M. Stone

20th

_WB_

Phllly Allied Skeplcal

Philadelphia. Nov. 14.
Recent concessions made by dis-

99
70
9«
93

The Allied bigwigs met behind
closed doors and mapped out plans
for cooperative action by the indies
toward gaining better prices and
clearance for future product.

RKO
U
U

Fabian declared yesterday he had
no comment on the letter.

75

Lamour-Tarairoff-Howard

Mono
Heno

cooperation from every ex-

tullest

hibitor and theatre manager in the
nation.
'Mr. Fabian, there is no conceivable excuse for your action and I
am writing you this open letter in
the hope that it will awaken response from exfiibitors so that moving pictures worthy of extended engagements will be given same and
so that they will be permitted to
earn for you and for us every dollar
that they can in your territory so
that a proper share of that money
can be returned to Hollywood to bo
used to make other pictures just as
fine and fitting as 'Drums'.'

Withers-Rlta Bros.
B. Bathbonc-B. Karloff

B.Liv'gton-R.Hatton-DvBcnalda
K. Taylor-L. Haycs-R. Lane
B. Scott-P. Foster-M. Lindsay

WB

at
least
break even, then
naturally, they cannot be expeced to
talcc the fabulous financial gamble.s
that we are forced to take today. If
the rest of American exhibitors pull
any picture when' it is doing. legitimately fine business, then, in my
opinion, they will be cutting their
own throats because the producers
are eventually going to come to the
realization that Ihey will have to depend upon smaller, lower price pictures, as it is impossible to expect
us to take the gamble' without the

C7

M

J.

Far

Rep
Coi~

producers And that they can-

•If

not

hibitors meeting here yesterday (13).

Rep

M-G

6.<l

B*
lit
S5
C5

AHhur-C. Bains

R. Reagan-M.

U

67

hibitors.

as
58

Sicwart-J.

i. E.

RKO
20lh
UA

75

«

subject at a reasonable price?
'Mr. Fabian, if the exhibitors of
America do not realize these very
important matters and do not prepare to do their share in encouraging and aiding us of the studios, then
it is going to be a sorry day for ex-

)2«

J.

Col

M-G

1

labor receives a higher jiercentage of
payment on each individual production than do the stars themselves,

and that the cost of building material bnd equipment makes it impossible for us to produce a big picture

Marx Bros.-K. Baker-F. Rice
W. Henry-J. BarreM-W.CalllcrBr.
G. Flelds-S. Howard

WB
Mono
Mono

CS

C6
97

_74_

Garland-M. B««ncy-G. KH>bcc

C. Laughton-M. O'Hara
E. Bills- V. VaiC'W. Gargan

WB

9.%

C. Farrcll-J. Wells
J.

Far

RKO

71

MacMurray-Carroll-Janes
D. Barry-H. Mack-W. Hymer
B. Bogers-G. flayes-S. March
B. Greenc-R. Dix-B. Joyr«
D. Durbin-E. Pallette-L. Howard

J. Cooper-B. Field
J. Newlll-W. Hull-M. Stono
Three Mesqaiteera
I. Dare-E. Ellls-V. Vale
K. Bichmond-A. Duff
L. Yoong-D. Niven
A. Lonlse-D. Faran
E. Fellows-J. McCalllon

70
78

~65~

O. Krnger-O. MtiDson
A Sothcrn-F. Tone-V. Grey

Far

CD
CD

71

12
57

Bergman

Mono
Rep

RKO
20th
UA

79
94

Bagcrs-W. Frawlcy

L. Howard-I.

C

C
D

_«8_

G. Boffcrs-W. Connolly-E. Ellison

W

D

««
CI
11«
ss
100
as

Trent-M. Stene-M. Reynolds
G. Co«per-R. MIIIand-R. Presion
Penner-B. Grable
M. Loy-T. Fower-G. Brent
J.

J.

WB
WB

M

ELIZABETH AND ESSEX
ANOTHER THIN MAN

J.

Neagle-Ollvcr-Sanders
G. Fitzgcrald-J. Lynn
J. MoCrca-B. Marshall

ON YOUR TOES

PRIVATE DETECTIVE

U
V

W

.

11/8

close on tour.
As the new pact stands, there are
several ways whereby picture companies may back legit shows, and the

other if anxious to obtain the screen
rights.
Possiole that the Coast end
will reconsider its idea of the new
arrangement, but it is clear that, for
the most part, the deal did not pan
out as the film companies expected.

72
59
72
69
E6
78

W
OKLAHOMA FRONTIER
1«
SMASHING MONEY RING
C
BEWARE SPOOKS
D
BAD LITTLE ANGEL
D
MUTINY IN BIG HOUSE
DANGER FLIGHT
D
DISPUTED PASSAGE
D
COWBOYS FROM TEXAS
W
SUED FOR LIBEL
D
D
20,009 MEN A YEAR
HOUSEKEEPER'S DAUGHTER
C
LITTLE ACCIDENT
CD
D
THE ROARING TWENTIES
CD
JEEPERS CREEPERS
blondie brings up baby
stranger from texas
ninotchka
ovebland mail
fighting men
the flying deuces
marshall of mesa city
heaven barbed wire fence cd

10/25
11/1

local

65

CD

SHIPYARD SALLY

14.

Shea Amus Co. (Par) to erect new
nabe at Lackawanna,
Buffalo suburb, second in string of
proposed new nabes by Shea, the
first being the Niagara, adjoining the
1,000-seat

98

S. Toler-C. Romera-P, Moore
G. O'Brien-L. Tavar
V.McLarlen-S.EiIcrs-B.FIlz{er'd
E. Lowe-W. Barrie

»

PACK UP YOUR TROUBLES
TOWER OF LONDON

11/1

New Nabe

B.Stanwyck-A.McnJoii-W.Hoideii

W. Boyd-R. Hayden-B. Mbran

RKO
RKO

M
W
M

TELEVISION SPY

WB

Shea's

Nix

NO PLACE rO GO
SCANDAL SHEET
FAST AND FURIOUS
HONEYMOON IN BALI
CALLING ALL MARINES
THE ARIZONA KID
HERE I AM, A STRANGER
THE WITNESS VANISHES
NURSE EDITH CAVELL
A CHILD IS BORN
ESPIONAGE AGENT

9/27

next.

New

BIO

Cel

Par
20tli

fV

D

STAIRCASE

HAWAUAN NIGHTS
DUST BE MT OESTINT

10/25
9/20

8/23
8/30
10/4
10/4

9/29/39
J.

ie

OUTFOST OF MOUN'HES
DANCING CO-ED
SKT PATROL
BEAD GESTE
DAT THE BOOKIES WEFT
THE BAINS CAME

9/27

Hyman

TALENT

W
M

CHAN AT TREASURE ISLAND
THE FIGHTING GRINGO
FULL CONFESSION
TWO BRIGHT BOTS
DESPERATE TRAILS

9/27

and theatre man,

CD

GOLDEN BOT
BANQE WAK

8/16
8/30
8/23

7/26
9/20
9/13
978
8/16

OTHER NEW HOUSES

—

—

Co.

Var.

9/15739

2 N.Y. NEWSREttERS;

T»PE

TITLE

8/23
B/20
8/16
11/6

9/22/39

—

—

WEEK

first

His father, George Nicholls, Sr.,
was director with the. old Biograph
Co. in New York.
He leaves a widow, son and daugh-

Is
double what it -was 18
months ago?
Do you realize, Mr. Fabian, that

lures

New York

Monday

.

Hunter Perry,

73

L,evy, iip-

operators,

(13) for the

same

came

in

purpo.se.

partner of
Par's, was in th^ end of last week.
'

"rginia

90

Theatre Forced

to

Close?

Columbus, Nov.
69

14.

Bert Williams, manager of the
Bexley, states he will close the hou.'e

on Saturday next due

to inability
dislr'ibutori on

to get together with
contracts.

new product

'
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What medium

VARIETY

of advertising^

is

the

envy of every National Advertiser?

• Elementary, my dear
screen, selling a

What medium

23

NATIONAL SCREEN TRAILER on your
customer-audience at every performance.

Wcttson! The

100%

of advertising mal(es action speak louder with

words?

• A simple deduction, Watson! The NATIONAL SCREEN TRAILER combining
with the emphasis of printed selling copy
the highlights of your picture
into one streamlined, quick-action entertaining sales message . . . at
one and the same time.

Quii^J^

Why

Noodie!

is

the

NATIONAL SCREEN

rRAILBli the BEST SELLER IN

THE

BUSINESS?

Got a
Special Problem?
Solve

it

Because,

my

dear Watson,

it's

cheap qhd^^e^

actually sells seats at lower cost P^r pi^H^n >^o^^^
any other advertising you can buy.

with

NATIONAL SCREEN
SERVICE Special
Announcement Trailers!

—n

fl

T 0nHL
1

SERVICE
OF THE innusTRy

.

.

it

than
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PICTURES

VARIETY

24

TUMS CALLS YOU AND YOU'RE AT MY
THEATRE, lU PAY YOU $1,000' SEZ MGR.

Film Guilds Nix Bioff

'IF

Thumbing a

Livingston of Capitol, Lincoln, takes Unusual
Step to Counteract Stay-at-Home Tendency of

Bob

Radio Giveaway
Lincoln, Nov.

14.

Tired of squeaking about radio
competition for his theatre and seeing it come to no good. Bob Livingston, Capitol theatre operator here,
took an advertisement in the paper
attacking a radio giveaway which
has been keeping many of the possible patrons home.

His ad copy reads:
Attention, Badio Fans!
'Do you listen to Turns Pot
O'Gold contest each Tuesday
evening at 7:30?
"You no longer need to stay at
home beside your radio to win.
'Why Not?
.

'Because if you're in attendance
at the Capitol theatre during this

program, and there's no one at
to receive the contest win-

home

ning phone

'We

call

you
'$1,000

will give

'Phone the Capitol for

lull

par-

ticulars.'

Livingston was one of the prime
in getting bank night and all
kinds of giveaways outlawed in Nebraska, and hopes, by this safeguard
of his patronage at the theatre, to
break down the stay-at-home attitude
of many listeners during the winter
months.

movers

'Show and Sandwich Nlchf
Minneapolis, Nov. 14.
Newest thing in theatre giveaways
here ar^ kosher cornbeef sandwiches. Homewood theatre, deluxe
house in Jewish neighborhood, now
has weekly 'Show and Sandwich
Night' and with each 25c adult admission gives a coupon redeemable
for a 15c cornbeef sandwich in a

from the theatre. Entire newspaper
ad is devoted to sandwich giveaway
announcement, with the name of the
screen attraction, "Coast Guard,' only
incidentally mentioned in small type
covering one line at the bottom.
Another de luxe neighborhood
h6use, Harold Kaplan and Harold
Field's St. Louis Park, now serves
coffee to patrons in the lobby on
cold nights, but doesn't advertise this
giveaway. Still a third Twin City
showhouse has a restaurant operated
in conjunction with the theatre and
cafe patrons receive free tickets to
the showhouse. Leading local hotels
also give away, matinee film theatre
tickets to feminine

Hollywood, Nov.

in

M'waukec
7.

Local police are continuing to
seek gambling warrants for sponsors
of bingo games, and d.a. Herbert J.
SteRes continued to take the requests under advisement. The police
also submitted to the prosecutor a
report of the 'quiz' contest at the
Tower. Steffes took under advisement a request for a- warrant for
the house's manager, Louis Lutz.
The requests Saturday brought to
seven the number of bingo game
sponsors for whom police have
sought warrants since Judge Charles
L. Aarons decided two weeks ago
that bingo, played in public halls, is
gambling and a 'public nuisance.'
The 'quiz' contest at the Tower
is similar to quiz programs on the
radio, the officers said. Ten members of the audience are called on
the stage and receive $5 if they an
swer correctly a question asked by
the announcer.' Persons who sub
mit the questions receive $2.50.

14.

borhood

merchants,

according

and

Kayoes Banlio
Memphis, Nov.

14.

Bank night took it on the chin in
Mississippi last week for the first
time. Chancellor M. B. Montgomery
ruled in state court at Yazoo City,
that bank nights are lotteries, issuing a restraining injunction in the
suit of John
Theatres, Inc.

S.

Holmes

vs.

Dixie

State surpeme court had previously
ruling which most theatrical
attorneys interpreted as permitting
such schemes, new edict coming
therefore as a jolt to many smalltown operators throughout state.
Chancellor said 'in the actual operation of the scheme persons on the
average are paying a valuable consideration for a chance to win and
the bank night in question is a lot-

made

tery.'

Jeff Barbour, Sr., attorney for the
theatre, is expected to appeal.

"The wage increase granted lATSE
costs the producers an extra $3,000,000 annually. Increases asked because of the lA raise would tot^il
$16,000,000 more. Before the industry attempts to save $16,000,000 by
shaving down the little fellow who
makes $25 or $30 a week, there
should be a frank discussion and
study of the industry salaries and
earnings generally.
'There are 246 contract enriployes
at one studio whose last annual
earnings totaled $7,800,000. Of this
amount 46 persons received $7,Perhaps the system of dis000,000.
tributing the industry's reward is
lopsided. Too few seem to be taking out too much and too many seem
to be getting too little.'
Ed Heim, a member of Screen
Actors Guild Council, has filed suit
in Superior Court eeking to force
SAG to give extras and other Class
B members an equal vote with stars
members.
Kenneth
and Class
Thomson, SAG executive secretary,
and James Cagney, a vice prexy,
were not 'included. Heim's attorney
said Thomson was omitted because
the present action is not an attack
on the management of the Guild, and
Cagney because he is not opposed to

A

SAG

has approvei an amend-

Produccr-SAG Standing Lommillce.
Spreckeb Called U Wash.
Walter Spreckels, regional director
the National La,bor Relations
Board, has been directed to appear
before a congressional committee in
Washington on Dec. 1. Committee,
which is investigating operations of
(he NLRB, instructed Spreckels 1o
bring all records of his office, which
will include scores of film cases handled during the past two years.
Strike of 100 lATSE workers nt
Selznick-Intemational Studios, called
of

m. Thursday (9), was called
off at 6 p. m. LATSE tops said the
walkout was ordered because the studio was not applying the 10% waKe

at 11:45 a.

increase to men getting over the scale.
Strike did not interfere with production, since shooting on 'Rebecca'

had been suspended because
Joan Fontaine.

of

illness of

STORY BUYS
Hollywood. Nov. 14.
purchased 'Flight Com-

Metro

by Clommander Harvey
and John Sutherland.
Elmer Clifton sold his rights to
•Down to the Sea in Ships' to 20thFox for remake.
Jack Skirball optioned Ralph

mand,'

Haislip

Spence's story, 'Winsted.'

Paramount purchased Alec Hud-

mag story, 'Rig for Diving.'
Ann Morgan sold her yarn on

son's

life of Eli

the

Whitney, inventor of the

SE"^ NOT SET
Hollywood, Nov.

Flexer Invades Memphis, Neth Not
Selling Out; Theatre-Exchange

Moves

manage the State,
Dave Flexer, northeast Mississippi reopened by Ed Mapel of Denver.
theatre owner, moves into Memphis This gives Fox its first competition
this week for the first time with pur- in North Platte in years.
A. G. Edwards has resigned as
chase of the Ritz, one of town's
choicest nabes. Flexer and Bernard manager of tha Rocky Mountain
Haberfield bought house from Henry Screen Club.
Wurzburg. M. Cohan is expected to
Memphis, Nov.

14.

Shooting of the Samuel Goldwyn
production, "The Westerner,' scheduled to start yesterday (Mon.), was
delayed a week.
Location sets at Tucson, Ariz., not
ready on time.

Neb., to

Platte,

14.

continue as manager, having run
Ritz seven years for prior owners as
partner with his brother, the late

Joseph. Mo., 8.E.C. Plea
Washington, Nov. 14.

It.

KEEP YOUR

RED CROSS
ALWAYS READY

Consent for a swap of lease-hold
bonds,
cutting
annual
interest
charges, was sought Monday (13)
half dozen houses in Mississippi, for- from the Securities Sc Exchange
merly headquartering at New Al- Commission by Missouri Theatre
bany.
Corp., St. Joseph.
Papers outlined plan to replace
3%% tickets with some paying only
Neth Not Selling Out
2% on a par-for-par basis. Face
Columbus, Nov. 15.
of the outstanding InstruJ. Real Neth, owner of a local value
ments, Issued by the C. H. S. Buildchain, emphatically denies a pub
lished report elsewhere that he was ing Co., is $158,500.
selling out to Schine circuit,
Neth
operates six nabes.
Dallas' Newsreeter Folds

Harry Cohan.

A BETTER SHOW AT THE

The

ment in the constitution of the A.<:sociated Actors ti Artistes of America, which limits to 40% vote thnt
may be cast by any group affiliated
with the AAAA.
Actors also approved the franchise agreement with
the Artists Managers Guild, and .npplications for licenses are now being received by the SAG.
Supervisory work of agents will be liandled for the actors by Murray Kinnell, who also is a member of the

cotton gin, to Metro.

Steffes Friday referred to the city

attorneys office a police complaint
on the 'Krazy Auction' conducted at
the Comet theatre. Merchandise is
auctioned oft on stage, the purchasers paying for the articles with
delicatessen store across the street 'krazy money' given out by neigh

THERE'S

actors.

BiofI added:

to

giving the extras a voice in the organization.

'To retain the 10% wage increase
recently granted the 12,000 members
of the lATSE.
•To obtain a similar 10% increase
for all members of the AFL unions
butside the lATSE, except the Studio
Painters.

police.

Miss,

to the follow-

ing program:

"That before the 10% raise jgranted
the lATSE is relinqruished, there
nnust be a careful scrutiny of the
sums the Industry pays producers
and top members of the talent
guilds, namely the writers, directors

Topper came last week when
an assistant manager asked for
an expression from a name
player on return of the house
manager, who had been ill at
home.

luncheon guests.

Milwaukee, Nov.

Lift

Studio flacks are getting pretty
fed up on requests from theatre
managers around the country for
congratulatory wires from stars
on all manner of events running
from a new cashier to turning on
the cooling system.

,

sun Tough

.Continued from pas' 2_

were pledged

said they

home

into

Flexer

Memphis

is

bringing his
He has

also.

Dallas, Nov.

Gardner Loses Hoose
Schenectady, Nov.

14.

Short-lived experiment with

14.

Melba

Under a decision of thS^Appellate (Interstate) as newsreel house here
Division. John W. Gardner has lost has-tome -to- -an-end— -After-a-few
his lease on the Colony.
He now weeks, idea died beoause circuit
faces a $20,000 damage suit brought found it was forced to delete proby the Albany owners of the theatre. grams of other Dallas houses to
build up comprehensive coverage at
Melba.

Haffman Bedded Afain
Lincoln, Neb., Nov. 14.
city manager of Lin
Theatres Corp., got up too
quickly after an attack of flu, and
has been in bed a week as result
Recently acquired Fox, which has
been named the New Pix, in Beatrice.
Neb., is open under banner of Frank
Hollingswortlt, and doing okay. For
several years he competed with Fox
Midwest which had two houses to his
one second-run. but he now has the
bulk of the seating.
K. L. Ayers, Lincoln, dickering
with Bill Diers, Gresbam, Neb., possibly to take over the Gresham.

Bob Huffman,

coin

Hamilton,

O.,

unit
to

of
city

Rialto,

Northio chain,
council

here.

re-

He

headed the Democratic ticket
Taegcr's Shifts
Denver, Nov. 14
With, the resignation of Verne
Austin as manager of the Gem,
Goldeft, Colo., C. U. (Bank Night)

to

second

to Lonisville

Los Angeles, Nov. 14.
former manager

Tom Muchmore,

of Fox Apollo, Hollywood, moved to
Louisville as operator of new Vogue.
Ted Hathaway, manager of Fox
Bruin, follows Muchmore Into the
Apollo, with Lew Silverstein upped
from assistant to manage the Bruin

Own Hoase
Comfort Tex., Nov. 7.
Mann, formerly with

Mann's
William

Paramount exchange in Dallas,
bought and opened the Community,

Nov. 14

John A. Schwalm, manager
elected

Mnchmore

the only house here.

Scbwalm Bcelected
local

House goes back

runs.

Seats 250.

Chambers' Addition
Pittsburgh, Nov. 14.
Arco, in nearby Burgettstown, Pa
transferred by George Clair, who
operated it for many years, to R.

Keith Chambers. Latter-comcs-from
Wheeling, W. Va., where he was
connected with Mikitas Dipson cir

two years.
Warner Club here held

cult for

its

annual

dinner dance at William Penn hotel
Yaeger shifted several managers and Sunday night (12), with Maurice
promoted .an assistant.
Raymond SpiUlny's KDKA ork furnishing the
Hollywood, Nov. 14.
Starting date for 'We Shall Meet Lounsbury goes from the Pioneer, music. Harriet Peltit, secretary to
Lamar, Colo., to the Golden job; zone manager Harry Kalmine, was
Again' at Warners has been moved
Geo. Hodges from the (Jothic, Den- in charge.
back one w/eek to Nov. 20.
ver, to Lamar, and Ralph Hamilton,
Center here, formerly the Lando
Merle Oberon and George Brent assistant at Gothic, gets the man- Grand, reopened
just two months
head the cast.
agership.
Austin goes to North ago by Steve Dascalos, dark again.
They'll

Meet Next Week

RED CROSS
ROLL CALL
November 11-30, 1939
Your membersIiipB j;iven

NOW aaaul« aid to ^ar eufferen, disaster relief, Braille
for the blind, care of needy
or disabled veterans, and
First Aid and Life Saving
traininf;.

•

Send your memberships

to:

MOTION PICTURES GROUP
NEW YORK CHAPTER
AMERICAN RED CROSS
315 Lexington Avenue

New York

ednesda^,

November

15,

VARIETY

1939

2S

DRUMS ALONG
THE MOHAWK

igures in Detroit, Indianapolis,

Denver, Los Angeles,

New Haven,

Dayton; equsds "Rains Came" pace in
Cleveland, Philadelphia, Portland, Ore.

figures in Milwaukee, Provi-

dence, Kansas City, Springfield, Mass.,

Albany, Bridgeport, Hartford.

04

in Boston; tops record held

Kentucky" in

Buffalo.

AND HELD FOR

NEW

by

YORK,

3rd

after

WEEK AT ROSY,

attendance of hold-

over Sunday tops that of previous week!

THE KEYSTONE OF YOUR FUTURE

RADIO

VARIETY

26
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GILLETTE'S

IF IT'S

FOR ARl NOT PROFIT, PARTIAL

TELEVISION SPONSORSHIP
—

Still
Television Committee Issues Report
Holds Back But Agrees Some Encouragement to
Private Finance Is Needed

FCC

Washington, Nov.

No Farm

14.

LiftinR of Ihe lid on spon.<:orship
of television in urged in the longCommiinicstions
Fedcrnl
nwaiteci
liccn.sing
on
report
Commission
ROlicy, which envisions ultimate operation of at lea.H 120 video plants
throu'jhout the nation (using the

with an almost unlimited bankshould take full advantage of
the opportunities sketched by
the FCC's television committee
today (Tuesday). Provision for
120 stations in 91 of the nation's
96 cities over 100.000 population
means that only the thinly-populated areas on the outskirts and
the suburbs would be able to
enjoy airwaved pictureis.

di.scussions of image
Report was submitted
Commission today (Tuesday)
by committee, comprising Commissioners T. A. M. Craven, Norman S.
Case, and Tbad H. Brown, which
has been surveying the field intensively for more than six months.
Summarizing numerous confer-

vious in all
broadcasting.

Pioneers
will
not continue
shelling out their dollars without

hope

of a return.
Transmitters must be carefully
3.
spaced, to avoid monopoly, ruinous
competition, and electrical Interference.
4.

Emphasis must be placed on

high-grade service to the
not money-making.
Proceeding from the conclusion
that the time still is not ripe for
general commercial television, the
committee justified it3 continued
caution by pointing to the disappointing public reaction to RCA's
much-ballyhooed regular service in
New York City, but at the same time
conceded that image transmission
reliable,
piiblic,

(Continued on page 43)

'Stella Dallas' Suit

Chemical

the

the matter of extra pay for

artists

doing commercial shows. The

and

is

still

FCC

tional Broadcasting Co. for the alleged pirating of a broadcast idea
Action which is on the court calendar seeks damages to the extent of
Basis of the claim dates
$186,000.
back to Vroom's 'Junior Gilbertains'

'

which originated with

WMCA,

gram having understudies

as

pro
per

tomorrow (15). Sweetwater
Reporter co-publisher, Russell BenStarts

serving as radio general manager. J. Allen Brown, formerly adAnvertising manager of
niston, Ala., is commercial manager
nitt, is

WHMA,

'

while G.

Memphis
Garrigan,

W. Dotson, from WMC,
chief engineer.
Ed
is
KRIC,
formerly
with

Beaumont, Texas,

.

is

spot event.

formers.
Elaboration of the broadcast was
assertedly proposed as a new talent
program to NBC and such a series
of broadcasts were planned under
the title of 'Stars of the Future.' NBC
allegedly later began a series under
the labor of 'Rising Stars,' with
neither Vroom nor Butler advised
in.

The plaihtaifl purchased the radio
from Air Features in 1937 and
QbUined a four-year option. After
start of the program Goldwyn
and Miss Prouty, author of the story,

rights

A the

the woman
starting an action in Boston.
The court is asked to decide who
owns the rights, and if they do not
belong to the sponsor, to idemnify

with

against action which might be

or Miss Prouty.

committee

—

chain-affiliate

New York

Wilfred Thomas, radio singer-acof London, has
New York with the hope
of making a place for himself in
tor-writer-director

arrived in

problem by Federal

waited survey.
Industry which may. have to start

—

Wash-up of ths
radio.
Luxembourg and Normandie com-

American

originally

in-

Among the., questions
snoopers.
slated for a thorough currycombing
are duplication of programs, network
'dictation* of policies to the small
fry, transcriptions and the possibility
th«
for
that special regulations
chains may result from the long-

i

London's Wilfred Thomas

is

as

were

as

— which

Commish

licking its

wounds

after the

—

Com-

mish conclave is ended is banking
on the fact that the monopoly committee's report must be presented to
the full commission before any action is taken. No change in regulations arid no recommendations for
legislation can be made until the
seven commissioners have had «

mercials operating out of the English
capital prompted the move. Thomas

Go East for Singers

having

cludes some swat fans is expected
to take a particular interest in airing
of the big league game;;. One school
of thought may take the stand that
frequencies are 'loaned' by the Government so that broadcasters may
serve their communities and that
the chains should not be cut in. Another will point out that the webs
can operate in the public interest
when they can buy the World Series
programs and serve small communities which otherwise would not have
the necessary jack to bring in ths
big time baseball coverage.
Of. extreme importance in the preliminary scrimmage (no recommendations will be made by the Commish staff) will be the emphasis
placed on various aspects of the

KFBK

Arrives in
in a for-

nine-hole
course Included in the property. Station will also use a mobile
short-wave transmitter to cover
Texas sporting events.
golf

available

allow webs to option afliliate.s'
time or to allow a single chain to
get sole rights to such a popular

concerned.

neer.

tie-up of the

without

to

its transmitter from Oakland to Snn
Mateo County and go directional,
will hold a
north and south,
strategic position as far as blue coverage over the California valley is

assistant engi-

The studios are located
mer country club with a

Series,
stations

—

the

'

TEXAS GOLF COURSE

Lodewick Vroom and George Butler, an associate, have a suit pending in New York against the Na-

MBS

The

laps.

World

many

promised the sponsor, dramslizes
two phases of the monopoly problem
whether it is in the public intcre.<;t

STATION LOCATED ON

Lodewick Vroom, Butler
Claim NBC Show Carbon

'in

Twitchy question of how, whether,
and by whom, the World Series baseball games should be broadcast is in

AN NBC lUSr

trying to complete

can be considered

affiliates

the public interest.'

SACRAMENTO

station strongly opposed such a rul-

WHB

Phillips

from Australia.

Thomas conducted a 'Brain Teaser'
program that was heard transoceanic
Hollywood, Nov. 14.
on this side.
Although the town has two dozen
radio singers for every program,

chance to sink their teeth into the
problems which have harassed the

Winnipeg Shows Changed

industry since

its

top-notchers were

Winnipeg, Nov. 14.
called to Washington last year.
Three programs on the western
network of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. will be yanked while
others will undergo changes within ELLIS
the next few weeks.- Those" being
ACCTS.
pulled include 'Merrymakers Revue' (7) and 'Once Upon a Time'
(30). So far no replacements have
Sherman K. Ellis & Co.. has acbeen set.
'Merrymakers' was a quired four new accounts. They ar*
comedy show which had been going McKesson & Robbins' Calox toothfor 26 weeks while Time' had only
powder, R. B. Davis' baking poweight weeks of life.
Was labelled der, Worcester salt and Fould.s'
an 'experiment in producing adult
macaroni.
fairy stories.'
'Remember When,'
Calox is about the only one of
Vancouver musical show,
being these accounts that has been active
Shouse Launching a Just-Before-Weekend Shopping yanked Oct. 27 and replaced by in radio recently. It sponsored
new 'Quizzical Musical.'
'Girl Interne,' daytime serial. Wor-.
Due to listener confusion, title of cester had a Sunday show on NBC
Program at 11 A.M. Saturday
Jimmy Gowlers Old Time show is a couple
years ago.
being changed to 'Memory Lane.'
Cincinnati, Nov. 14.
vertiser's product with competitive Dialers'' have been thinking show
Wolfe Planning
comprised music of the barn dance
To conduct a steady run of sur- brands, claims Shouse.
His merchandising dopesters com' vintage.
veys in grocery and drug commodity
Pic and Pat
'Everyman's Theatre' moves from
ing up with the premise that house
groups in Columbus, Dayton, and In- wives do the bulk of family shop
Its Thursday .spot to a new time on
Ed Wolfe office is olTcring »
dianapolis, for WLW, Jim Shouse, ping for the week ahead on Satur- Wednesdays. 'Minstrel Show.' which couple of new radio ideas, one r>(
general manager of Crosley stations, day afternoons, Jim Shouse is cook' bowed in Oct 2.'), moves over to the which would return the blackface
comedy team of Pic and Pat.
ing up a participation program which •Theatre' spot Nov. 8.
has appointed permanent represenOther proposed show, 'Matinee
aims for consideration by. women
tatives in those cities. Each rep will just before they
Playhouse,'
would adapt famous
set out on the big
be assisted by a trained staff to cir- buying spree.
Leigh Over the Bridge plays and novels, running them in
Time for the prO'
weekly cycles of five quarter-hour
culate questionnaires to retailers, gram is 9 to 10 a.m., and the first
Hollywood Nov. 14.
Of the new Saturday scries will be
Vivien Leigh goes out on loan from segments.
jobbers and consumers.
uncorked within a fortnight or so.
Selznick-International .ft Metro for
According to Shouse, the extenOnly regular
sponsors will the top role in 'Waterloo
Bridge.'
siveness of this type of market re- be permitted to participate in plugs
Texaco Local-Minded
Sidney Franklin is producer, Mersearch

Salaried

Reps of

AGENCY TAGS
FOUR NEW

WLW in 3 Big Cities

.

i.<!

Ed

Comeback

TAINTED dreams;

WGN SHOW, TO

WMCA.

New

is

fits

WMOB,

won by Goldwyn

dustry. Monopoly committee will
go to bat on the question of web
problems after receipt of a factual
report pirepared by the staff which
has been working since the end of
winter's six-month monopoly
last
hearings, With numerous important
factors to be chewed over by the
regulators, bull-session will lay the
groundwork for a finding on whether
exclusive contracts between webs

York
tracts with other local
outlets.
One wrinkle which has
finally been okayed by the two out-

two agencies last week reached
the country for a pair of
ton Cooper, attorney for the plainMobile, Starting across
warblers.
Cecil Underwood, protiffs, on Friday (10), disclosed that
Mobile, Ala., Nov. 14.
ducer of Fibber McGee and Molly,
negotiations
for
settlement have
S. B. Quigley, president of Quig'
replaced Donald Novis with Jimmy
nearly reached a point where the
agreements have' been reduced to ley's Radio & Appliance Store, ex' Shields, and Lansing Hatfield Tras
writing, and will, in all probability pects his new radio station now flown in for a solo shot on Chase &
Shields
canaried with
be signed within another week. under construction here to begin oP' Sanborn.
Enna Jettick Melodies.
•This settlement,' declared Cooper, eration about Nov. 20.
With call letters WMOB, the sU.
Another musical assignment, that
"will completely dispose of the ention will operate daytimes, sans net of batoning the crew oh Aldrich
tire controversy.'
Family, went to Felix Mills.
Suit is about who has the radio work affiliation.
rights to 'Stella Dallas.'

them

Washington, Nov. 14.
Federal Communications Commisis readying this week for a determination on various angles of
chain broadcasting which is expected to have a vital effect on the insion

KFBK, Sacramento, key outlet for
McClatchy group, becomes a
'must' station on NBC's Pacific blue
network, effective Jan. 1, but remains an optional station as far as
the red link is concerned. KFBK's
current affiliate status is red and
blue option. The revision raises the
Pacific blue lineup to six stations,
contract along those lines.
its year-old struggle to get nightime
one bonus outlet, KERN,
plus
is adopting
privileges, station
BakersAeld, another of the McClata new plan. It has appealed to the
chy group. KMJ, Fresno, still anFCC for authority to become the
other McClatchy. station, is slated
country's only daytime broadcaster
to go off CBS at the same time and
at 50,000 watts. It's now 1,000 watts.
become a red and blue optional staChangeover, if okayed, would call
tion at $80 per evening hour.
for outlay of $200,000 in new capital,
Realignment of KFBK's status will
the owners. Cook Paint & Varnish
San Antonio, Nov. 14.
hot disturb its present list of red
Co., estimate.
Latest Texas station to take to the commercials. With KGO, San Franair is KXOK at Sweetwater, Texas, cisco, blue outlet, scheduled to move

Blackett-Sample-Hum
mert. Inc., and the National Broadcasting Co., against Air Features,
Inc., Selwyn & Co., Inc., Olive Higgins Prouty, and Sam Goldwyn, Inc.,
nor
will soon be settled out of the N. Y,
federal court. Application by Clif-

suit,

AT FCC

Maxon
pleted Saturday through
agency. They'll air each Tuesday,

Gillette also sponsors Lebhar on a
and will set minimum pay and
working conditions, generally along sports strip on WHN, 7:15-7:30
the lines of the union's existing con- nightly. He recently was renewed.

DAHIME ONLY

Co.,

threatened

PROS. CONS UP

staff

AFRA

On

Charles -H.

VITAL RADIO

Mgr^

Thursday, and Sunday thereafter,
virtually play-by-play being called by Bert
been
has
Contract
worked out by the American Federa- Lebhar and Dick Fishell.
It's the first time that season play
tion of Radio Artists and WMCA,
New York, and may be signed by the of hockey has been aired commerend of this week. Agreement now cially. Championship playoffs two
runs to 45 pages, with all the im- years ago were backed over WMCA,
portant terms substantially approved New York, by the Strauss Stores.
by both parlies, T>ut certain minor WMCA is also airing hockey, but susdifferences as to "the exact wording taining and via delayed transcripJack Fillman calling for
tion.
are still hanging fire.

and have the membership approve a
code for transcriptions and recordings. Proposed pact has been drawn
up and the general terms have been
approved by the national membership, but it now awaits legal okay
as. to the terms and terminology.
When the final draft is complete and
the membership has again passed it,
the union will then approach the
Kansas City, Nov. 14.
agencies, networks and transcription
Apparently reconciled to defeat in makers to begin negotiations for a

Hears a Solution
of

Balei
Sportsoastcr

Razor has bo>ight_
all the home games of the New York
Rangers and Americans pro ice
hockey teams, amounting to 48 faceofTs, to be aired over WHN, New
York. First game went on past Sunday (13) evening, deal being com-

WHBASKS50KW.

Ownership of Rights

Suit

WHN

m

Gillette Safety

ing.

ences, first-hand observations, and
long discussions, the group presented

2.

Week—15

Sicned Tbii
Fages Long

Pact will cover the entire station

roll

to the

AFRA-WMCA PACT DUE
Should Be

Lebhar,
Peables

HOCKEY

'•

Wa.shington, Nov. 14.
Sural areas will have to wait a
considerable time to see television, even if several angels

but
channels)
presently-explored
FCC is still adhcrins to the take-iteasy philosophy that has been ob-

a mass of recommendations which,
considered together, constitute the
biggest forward step yet taken by
the regulatory body. Although the
temper of the committee is still one
of caution and skepticism, the report says:
1.
Television has grown beyond
the laboratory stage.

Vision

OKAY

IS

Bert

N. Y.

P.&G.

Chicago, Nov.

14.

Through Bob Jennings of the Kastor agency here, deal has been made
for the sponsorship of the 'Painted

Dreams' script show by American
Family soap, Procter & Gamble
product. Deal was made with WGN,
which owns the show and on which
precludes use of questionthe program will be carried. Starts naires by individual advertisers. Inactive sponsorship on Dec. 4 at 11:45 formation revealed by WLW questionnaires, which have been in active
a.m.
American Family 'also has 'Man- service for more than a year, have
hattan Mother' show on WBBM clarified certain problems and comparative status of the individual adthroueh Kastor.

j

WLW

for nationally distributed products.
Stint will have live music, guest

names and give

vyn LeRoy

directing.

oft information on
seasonable foods.
Chatter, it is
Jeanne Campbell, another alumnus
understood, will be done by a femme of the World's Fair radio dept. this
coming on from a St. Louis station week joined the President' Birthday
and program will be her sole chore ball radio platoon in N. Y.

Texaco, through the Buchanan
agency, Is making inquiries about
sports programs available on locul
stations.

The business would be placed
the coming baseball season.

for.,
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CAN'T JOSH ITSEF
WOliam Esty Doe For Lifebuoy
Ruthrauff &.

STUFFEtt SHIRTS

Ryan May Get New Swan Brand From

of the outstanding successes in the
It is reported that Ruthfield.

soap

&

rauff

Ryan

is

in line to get the

on the new soap bar.
Swan, which Lever Bros, is arrangadvertising

ing to put out in competition with

Is It

Raining?

Fort

Worth, Nov.

Cramped
Execs ot Elliott Roosevelt's
State
Network were
Texas
handed the following office
memo this week:
'To all department heads: Will
you please keep yourself posted
at all times on the rainfall at
Mr. Roosevelt's ranch? He has
requested that we be able to tell
him about rainfall at the ranch
at any time he may call in from
the New York or Chicago office.'

Ivorn soap.

Lever
Bros, dates from the time he was
with J. Walter Thompson, agency on
inside cordiale with

Esly's

the same manufacturer's Lux products. He is reputed to have been on
Lever's payroll in recent years as a
consultant on copy and merchandis-

QUIET WEEK
INNEWWEB

ing.

Ruthrauff & Ryan also handles the
Rinso and Spry products for Lever
Bros. The Walter O'Keefe show has
occupied the Lifebuoy spot on CBS
for the past seven weeks.

Only pertinent development of the

Washington, Nov. 14.
between
cooperation
amateur theatre groups and the
broadcast industry promised last
week by WJSV. An elaborate proIncreased

local

gram, permitting each of approximately 15 dramatic clubs located In
tha vicinity to present a half-hour
program over the CBS transmitter,
will be started immediately after

WJSV

receives its power boost to
30 kw, early next year.
Station will furnish scripts it desired and will make a recording of
each program. When the series of
programs is over, a select company
will be chosen for experimental
work in radio and on the stage.
Drama critics from the local dailies
will be the judges, and Columbia
dramatic
will
present a WJSV
Award Trophy to the winning team.

BARBARA JOE ALLEN
ON CHASE & SANBORN

He

WMCA

and

has made approaches to
and it is under-

WHN

stood that the counter propositions
offered him have been based on the
idea that it be strictly a time buy
and rental of studio facilities.
Situation as it affects BlackettSample-Hummert took another curious turn during the past week when
the agency resumed discussions with
the Mutual Network for a lineup of
night-time facilities for American
Home Products and Sterling Products
programs. Blackett - Sample - Hummert has let it be known that its
present primary interest is to find a
way to reduce the radio costs for its
clients' products. These costs, it was

pointed out, have become somewhat
top-heavy and the agency wants to
find some practical way out of the

economic dilemma for

Barbara Joe Allen, who has been
the
comedy 'Vera Vague'
characterization on the Chase &
Sanborn coffee .show, has been given
a play-or-pay 13-week ticket by the
agency on the account. J. Walter
.

its

accounts.

REGGIE SCHUEBEL

TO WED BALLARD
radio
time
Schuebel,
Reggie
buyer for the Blow Co., becomes a
bride in January. The groom will
be John H. Ballard, president of the
Bulova W'atch Co.
Miss Schuebel has been with the

Blow agency
doing

New York

a

for over. 10 years.

NBC ADDS KOWH, OMAHA
Now Has

180 Stations

Between Red

and Blue Loop

Thompson.

Rudy
four

Vallee, though tabbed for
weeks starting last Sunday

(12), may remain on, this program
through December.
He's pinchhit•ting

off

for

Don Ameche, whose

all

work

because

of

laying
a

bad

NBC ha.s partly solved its blue
release situation in Omaha with the
addition ot KOWH, 500-watter on
C60 k.c, to the network's list. Station holds a daytime operating franchise.

stomach.

NBC
WOW, Omaha's

Lum and Abner

Headline

St. L. Hillbilly

1940
ship

with

red release, whereby
the latter rcbroadcasts from instantaneous discs most of the blue's eveAddition
of
commercials.
ning
raises NBC's affiliate roster
.

to
St. Louis, Nov. 14.
WCSC, Charleston, S. C, goes
and Abner will headline the Jan. 1. It's now .on the NBC

National Hillbilly Championjamboree sponsored by Lan-y

Sunbrock, prez. of the National
Fiddlers' Association, in two performr.iices at tha Iili.nicipal Auditor-

ium Sunday

(19). Set for participain the show arc Roy Shatcr,
a
National Barnyard troupe;
Susie the Gal from the IliUs with
I'oi)

t

Serials
'Sacred'

CAN'T TAKE IT
Radio comedians are finding it
increasingly tough to get away with
kidding fellow personalities in their
own medium. As far as the networks are concerned there's open
house for this type of tomfoolery,
The opposition comes from certain
ad agencies, which see no humor in
having their stars burlesqued or their

programs lampooned. "This resentment against being the object of the
buffoon's bladder becomes especially

WTMA

replace

will

WCSC

in

aflilialc
is

changing

the twin bill.

able.

others.

.

WRITERS ASK
NON-RADIO
RIGHTS

countries, races, their customs, their
ideologies, or their idiosyncracies.

release of
scriveners.

all

outside

rights,

Under the present

to
ar-

These accumulated taboos have rangement a writer Is forced to
narrowed the latitude of the air waive all rights when he sells a
comics' gag bases to the point where script to an agency.
they must stick pretty closely to
Situation came to a head last week
American institutions. Among the when it was learned that one of the
things they figure to be most basic- studios is in on deal for Campana
ally American are America's screen, 'First Nighter' scripts to be made
stage and radio. They see no rea- into a series of picture shorts.
son why these should be considered Scribes figure they're entitled to a
too sacrosanct for their jesting, and cut inasmuch as they claim they're
what aggravates their -burn is the working for short coin and must sign
circumstances that the very agencies away all rights, which include films,
that howl loudest when their stars magazine and rebroadcast.
Writers
are burlesqued are those which show here, who furnish most of the Camho compunction about having their pana continuities, insist that the
own comedians scorch films and film $100 top figure for scripts is not
personalities.
enough to compensate them for the
broad value of their airplays.
Taste is Paramonni
Screen Writers' GiJild and AuThe complaining comics feel that
thors' League have promised to give
the stars themselves
.

are anything
but sensitive about being lampooned
and that the only opposition stems
from the agency executives, whom
they described as having become too
inflated with their own importance.
They- hold that there's nothing objectionable about kidding fellow performers unless it's done in bad taste
and that should be the only cause for
thumbing on the part of the agencies.
Also that the stuff-.shirty reaction of
outside trades and professions is
stupid enough without having to take
it also from the people within their

own industry.
Rated by these comics as two
outstanding exceptions to the rule
are Young & Rublcam and Benton &
Bowles. The only yardstick applied
by the latter agencies to granting
permission for the burlesquing of
thcii- stars and
programs is good
They figure that if a star or
program is worthy of satirizing it's
reached the point of wide and es-

taste.

tablished popularity; otherwise the
subject of the lampooning wouldn't
be readily identified by all listeners
and the purposes of the program doing the kidding would be defeated.

the radio scribes full cooperation in
Agencies will be
their demands.
ultimatumed to either hike the ante
on scripts or cut in the writers on
sales outside of actual broadcast.

SHOWER OF QUICKIE
PEPSI-COLA BLURBS

is

dramatizing tha

modern dialog

time listening clientele.

for

day-

its

The

serial,

be cleared on the basis of five
quarter hours a week, carries the tag
to

'The

of

Light of

the

A

World.'

Transamerican Broadcasting

&

Tele-

vision Corp. staff will write and pro-

Another script oought from
the same source by General Mills is
duce.

'Driftwood.'
Until a couple strips
are found for them on one ot the
networks the two serials will l>e
transcribed and spotted in a few
major markets.
Prof. James B. Moffett, of the
Union Theological Seminary, has
been retained as adviser on the
Bible series. Blackett-Sample-Hummert's Chicago office is the agency
on both shows.
With these two :ncluded Trans-

american will have seven sponsored
serials running on the networks. The
strips already on are 'Life Can Be
Beautiful/ 'This Day Is Ours,' "The

Man
and

I Married,'

'Life of

The Park

Mary

•

Southern.'

Family*
It

also

has the dramatic half hour on the
"Texaco show (CBS).

ANOTHER TUMS

CASH FROUC?
Tunu (Lewts-Howe Co.) may put
a second weekly 'Pot of Gold' on the
The supplementary half-hour
would be on Mutual, preferably of
air.

a Saturday night.

Account's present big-coln givetakes place on the NBC-red

away

Tuesday nights.

OWEN ROBERTS

WMCA

GIVING

PRESTIGE HYPO

Owen Roberts, former head of the
Federal Radio Project in N. Y., joins
station WMCA, New York, to prepare and produce prestige programs.
Donald Flamm states Roberts is
without title and is not, as rumored
around Times Square, a public relations counsel.
Not will Roberts affect the status
of press head Leon Goldstein, or

program head Ed Scheuing.
Pepsi-Cola is figuring on expandits
chainbreak announcement

ing

caippaign to take in all sections ot
the country. Account has been experimenting with the recorded blurb
In four markets using as many as
17 IS-second announcements a day.
Newell-Emmett is the agency.
Deals so far have been made locally, since 50% of the advertising
cost is paid by local bottling franchise holders. Local placement usually works out more cheaply.

DUPONT RETURNS
Oil

NBC

This Time—Fifth Tear of
BroadcastinK

'Divorce'

Adds Sponsors;

Now on

71 Stations

San Francisco, Nov. 14.
Emil Brisacher agency has spread
the cooperative program, 'I want a
Divorce,' to a total ot 71 NBC red
Latest local sponsors to
stations.
lic-in are
Haserot, in Cleveland;
Schnull, in Indianapolis, and California Conserving Co., in Honolulu.
The St. Louis, sponsor. General
Grocer Corp., has added Little Rock
and Memphis stations and the Detroit sponsor, Lee
Cady, has added

&

Kalamazoo.

CHANEY BACK
ACTIVELY AT WOAI

this

Last winter a similar contest attracted more than 20,000 natives to

band; Honey Boy and Alexander; Tex
Watcrbury; the Morris
Family " with 'Little Wimpy'; the
licr

its

General Mills
B;ble in

when

list.

of the

Silence

break away from the heand-she brand of gags And themselves dismayed by this brass-hatty
attitude
within their own field.
They have been deprived of many
Hollywood, Nov. 14.
sources of butts of humor because
of the war.
Dialect has become a
Radio Writers' Guild is framing a
squeamish item. They must.be care- protest to be presented to agencies
ful what they say about foreign producing script shows demanding

CBS ELLIS

WCSC has 1,000 watts and
respect.
WTMA, 250 watts.
NBC has added WALR, Zanesvillc,
as a supplementary
red and blue. Station

Dead

"Vaudevillian Johnny Burke,
who's been doing the same act
for 20 years, is now on the AlkaSeltzer National Barn Dance
program as Jitterbug Johnny.
And still talking about the war.
Saturday the gag concerned a
sentry asleep on duty.
'What would you do,' demanded the straight, 'if you suddenly woke, up and saw a tank
coming over the hill?'
'I'd take Bromo-Seltzer,' was
the tongue-slip.

to

.

Effective
call letters to WHIZ.
Jan, 1, WSPD, Toledo, becomes a
Its prebasic red network outlet.
red and
optional
vious status was
Station's current blue adverblue.
prestheir
tisers may stay as is until
ent contracts expire, but following
Jan. 1 new red basic accounts will
availif
be required tu add WSPD,

WLS

Rylhm Rangers and

They.

Among

Rodeo KOWH

IBO stations.

Lum

arrangement

an

has

on Webs;

Spot Dramatizes Bible Scenes

Constantly

Matter of
May Joke

— Daytime
he.
Themes—Many Tabus
About

want

outlet.

in

certain classes of programs, such as daytime serials, are
involved.
Cpmics and material writers who

ISSUE

velt's negotiations for

AM. THESPIANS

What

violent

past week in the formation of the
proposed Transcontinental Broadcasting System have been Elliott Roose-

WJSV BALLYS

Comedians

Air
14.

7 Serials

Latest for General MiOs Daytime

OF

Levers as Offset
William Esty agency is reported to
have been aisigncd the Lifebuoy end
of the Lever Bros, account, effective
the first of the- year. Lifebuoy has
been in the Ruthrauff &. Ryan agency
for many years, and the job that R
& R has done with it is rated as one

Transamerk Has

DuPont returns its 'Cavalcade of
America' to the air January, but this
time it will be the NBC-blue instead
Columbia.
The account, has
of
okayed the Tuesday 9 to 9:30 p. m.

San Antonio, Nov. 14.
Chancy, v.p. ot Southland
Industries. Inc., owners of WOAl

spot, following 'Informatio.i, Please.'
CBS also put in a bid.
It will be IHe fifth year for 'the'

here, has resumed active duties at
the station.
He left the station in
1933 to become Norge dealer for this
area.
Ho will take over local and
regional sales work for the station.
Latest addition to the
staff

program, B.B.D.

Ellis

WOAI

Henry A. Guerra Jr.. who wiM
become assistant news editor and
is

take

1

shift.:

over the evening announcing

&

O.

i;;

the agency.

Jerry Belcher at

WRVA

Richmond, Va., Nov. 14.
Jerry Belcher, .qne of radio's orig-

inal vox poppers, signed by WRVA
^nd immediately set
to lake over 'As America Thinks*
commercial for Edgcworth Tobacco.
Program, staged at convention and

Artists Service
.

Jerry Smith Sponsored
Des Moines, Nov. 4.
Yodeling Jerry Smith and the Sunset Corners Symphony at WHO, Des
Moines, are sponsoring Furst-McNess through Rogers & Smith, Chicago. Quarter hour periods at 12:15
p. m. Saturdays.

larger gatherings held in this area,
will find Belcher asking guests questions and opinions on topical interest
matter.
Local airing, but later may be
waxed for spreading.

.

.

.
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28

To Sell Stations on New Music Pool
Washington, Nov.

held

Double In Spades

14.

to sell Broadc«;t Music,
contemplated by Neville
president of N.A.B., early
next month. Itinerary now being
drawn will take him over the whole
country, with visit to the Pacific
Coast due after the holidays.
is

.

In

peddling

forming

rijhts,

the stock and perthe trade leader exregional meetings

summon

pects to

he
in each of the districts at which
will explain the license system and
describe the advantages to be derived from breaking with American
Society of Composers, Authors &
He is expected to. dePublishers.
vote virtually all of his time for the
next six or eight weeks toward putting over the venture, which re$400,000
for
subscriptions
quires
worth of stock by Feb. 1, 1940.

•

With the registration statement
pending at the Securities & Exchange
Commission, the N.A.B. has made no
yet to start soliciting customers but attention is being paid
Inperfection of operating plans.
terest has been aroused in the exact
type of license which will be offered
by the casual remark in the S.BTC.
application foreshadowing adoption
of a payment-at-source idea in the
future. The papers noted that the
networks have recognized the virtue

Hollywood, Nov. 14.
Radio talent is where you find
even
it along these kilocycles,
behind a mop. Glenhall Taylor
needed a player for a janitor's
bit on Silver Theatre and called
in Horace Willard, KNX cleaner-upper, to read the line. He
did it so well that he got the
part and also a straight dramatic'
reading.
Several days later ha
got a call for another job.
There's not much vigor behind his broom these days.

S.

.

War On

Race

Touts

move

Meets Radio

Popsicle Seeks

Code interpretation committee of
the National Association of Broadcasters may feel obliged to consider
of this principle, without making any the question of broadcasting racedefinite commitments because of un- track information, tips on nags and
certainty about new legislation which betting odds at its next session Nov.
may force the chains to assume the 28. Meantime the current governburden of getting permission from ment crack-down on the bookie emBut promise is pire of Moe Annenberg has brought
copyright-holders.
held out that the N.A.B. subsid will this matter to the fore.
With most broadcasters waiting
try to work out a plan based on this
theory which will fairly distribute for developments, the N.A.B. has rethe music costs between webs and ceived 'a few' inquiries from members concerning the airing ot track
affiliates.
reports, but there is no evidence yet
of general concern among the indus-

Program

Joe Lowe Co. is looking for another show In behalf of its Popsicle
brand. It's for recording and spot
purposes, with April the proposed

Draws Reaction .From

American Society

ot

Authors and Publishers

Composers,
last

week

scored as 'a deliberate falsification
of the facts' a statement issued from

Philadelphia on the copyright situation 'by the executive committee
of the independent Radio Network
Affiliates, Inc. The circular addressed
starting time..
to
members of the group stated that
Rodgers'
serial,
which
'Buck
The
carried the Popsicle tag last year, is 'ASCAP has begun to approach cernow doing duty for another Joe tain affiliates with a proposal calculated
to
separate
the
several
Mix.
product,
Donut
Lowe
branches of the industry.'
'We are confident,' added the statement, 'no affiliate will succumb to
these blandishments. The benefits of
the deal now being offered by
ASCAP would be illusory. Our only
hope is to consolidate qur position
for the entire future, not merely
grasp at temporary comfort for to-

Labor Unions

Rap Bulova

day.'

John G. Paine, ASCAP general
manager, challenged the committee
to cite a single instance in which his
organization had approaiched a station with a .'proposal.'
Paine said
that over 100 stations have come to
Washington, Nov. 7.
ASCAP asking that they be given
Opportunity to fight prospective renewals of their contracts but that
transfer of WINS, New 'York, from in every case they have been told
Hearst Radio to "Metropolitan Broad- that the new terms' were still being
casting Corp. was denied labor union considered by a special ASCAP comfactions last week after the FCC had mittec and that no contract could
rubber-stamped the controversial ap- be offered them until this committee
plication allowing Arde Bulova to had reported its recommendations to
take over and silence WPG, Atlantic the ASCAP board and the latter had
approved them. The committee is
City.

To No Avail

offering prizes dependent in whole
or in part upon lot or chance...'

Whether this could be used to keep
racing news off the air is a matter of
legal controversy.

14.

Philadelphia

Performance Society

«
Washington,' Nov.

From

Circular

.

U

ASCAP Charges Talsifying' by IRNA

illegal.

Under the N.A.B. code, stations are
forbidden to accept advertising for
any 'dopeslcr, tip-sheet or race-track
publications' (point No. 7 in the
standards) but nothing prohibits giving descriptions of races or the reCode
sults as a sustaining service.
has been circumvented for the preshowever, by the Armstrong
ent,
Scratch Sheets, currently serving
several Eastern stations imder contracts which went into effect before
the code and under which results are
aired on a 'co-operative' basis.
Despite the Justice Department
crusade, which has shut off service
by the Illinois Bell Telephone Co.,
the Communications Commission has
failed to join the anti-gambling crusade. Curbstone opinion is that the
Communications Act does not give
jurisdiction over the transmission of
racing information by wire companies, although radio stations may be
punished for airing such dope under
the 'public interest' clause and possibly under Section 316. Latter portion of the statute forbids broadcasting of 'any advertisement of or
information concerning any lottery,
gift enterprise, or similar scheme,

Boad lour

"Miller,

Wednesday, November 15, 1939

Department Is taking the view that
anyone who transmits information as
to odds and pay-offs is furthering a
'lottery,' although newspapers have
not been touched and publication of
both figures •and facts never has been

NeviUe MiUer WiO Travel Widely

Inc..

'

Besides the matter of encouraging
race-track gambling, the numbers
racket angle is occasioning some concern in radio circles. The type of
announcement particularly brings up
the 'public interest' obligation, since
slated to make a partial report to
numbers game in many places deSuspicion that Bulova is the angel
pends on announcement of the odds behind the Metropolitan Broadcast- the board at its next monthly meeting, and the indications are that the
This
or pay-off at horse tracks.
ing Corp. was voiced ineffectually
problem has received attention in Friday (3) at a motions hearing, but full terms of the new agreement
won't be adopted until long after
the past, as for instance when three
Commissioner T. A. M. Craven saw
the first of the year.
local stations (WMAL, WRC, and
no reason why a group of 40 WINS
The IRNA circular reminded the
WJS'V) agreed at request of the Disemployees or either the Broadcast
stations
that the networks have
trict of Columbia police to stop anTechnicians and Engineers (branch
promised not to make a deal with
nouncing the prices on the ponies in
try.
Local observers wonder, how- order to facilitate the drive against of the International Brotherhood of ASCAP \yithout the affiliates particiElectrical Workers) should be alever, whether the Government will numbers gambling.
pating:.
'This,' said the statement,
lowed at this stage to intervene in 'was regarded by the
crack down on transmitters which
If the Justice Department succeeds
industry as a
furnish the info to bettors and the in cutting off wire service to the hearing on the application for con- valuable protection against the kind
pay-ofi people.
wagering gentry by means of orders sent to consummate the $150,000 deal. of disorganization which split the
The N.A.B. position has not been served on the telephone and tele- Proceeding involves assignment of industry and made it vulnerable in
defined so far, although it is ad- graph systems, radio will be open license of WINS.
1934.
It would be highly dam<iging
mitted developments may require an to attack for helping the numbers
The unions tried to intercede on now to the united front established
opinion as to whether airing of racket whenever it airs track pay- the strength of the fact that Arde for the common good of all, for afflashes from the betting booths and offs.
Bulova is a close friend and business filiates, singly or in groups, to run
14
Washington, Nov.
finish lines is 'in the public interrelation of Milton Biow, the adver- out on that understanding.
•Review ot the renewed copyright est.'. Delicate question is presented
tising agency proprietor who once
Commenting on ASCAP's idea of
squabbling in Florida will not be as to whether such reports come unHarry Hacan True or'False* show appeared in the background of applying its commercial fee at the
sought from the U. S. Supreme Court der the head of 'news' or may be will be aired from stage of Erlanger WNEW. New York.
Although all network source, the statement points
injunction
on the basis of the recent
affected by the 'lottery' clauses of the theatre Monday (20) iind fed NBC concerned are. vehement in denying out that 'any apparent advantage
re
the
preventing enforcement of
Communications Act. The Justice by WAGA, AtlanU.
any Bulova connection, the IBEW now seized by affiliates would lead
vised statute aimed at the American
block still is not satisfied.
(Official to revisions of the general networkSociety of Composers, Authors
papers filed with the FCC show Biow affiliate structure which would beStrategy talks between
Publishers.
and his wife as sole stockholders, fore very long dissipate any temAs.
National
the
State officials and
with Biow the only officer named). porary benefits and leave a hosre^
have
Broadcasters
Eociation of
Persons who wei-e in on the nego- tility and irritation from which every
suited in agreement to await final
tiations unanimously declare there is affiliate would lose.'
The statement
round of legal hostilities, expected
no Bulova tie-up.
also reveals the strategy which the
late this winter when the question of
IRNA committee and the networks
Linked
argued.
restrainer
is
permanent
«
will pursue in dealing with ASCAP
IN
Interest
unions
.
.
of
the
is traced to
The adverse findings of the three
on the new contract. The combithe American
'Who,' asked quizzmaster Bob Hawk, 'is the father ot waters?' 'Pluto,' the fued between
judge Federal Court are not due for
nation will insist that ASCAP name
Federation of Musicians and manappeal, Andrew W. Bennett, general responded the quizee. . .blackout. .H. B. Summers, compiler of the book,
the total siim it wants each year
counsel for N.A.B. said on return to 'Radio Censorship,' In N. Y. from Kansas State College. . .Jerry Belcher agement of WRAX-WPEN, Philadel- from the broadcasting industry, and
phia,
which
synonymous
is
with
has signed with the artists bureau of WR'VA, Richmond. . .Harry Sosnik
his office last week. Although coun^
IRNA. as happens in the case of
management of Bulova-owned
sel defending the statute are con- back to L. A.
musicians, will decide how this sum
P. A. Jane Greenberg, re-emerges as Jane Bai'ton.
Jack Harris, of and WBIL, New York City. The is to be allocated among
vinced the judges were wrong, it is
member
felt little would be gained by going WSM, Nashville, Line Deller and Charles Crutchfleld, of WBT, Char- WINS employees were fearful that stations.
Biow
would
close
the
station,
throwthis
Court
at
lotte,
in
N.
Y...
before the Supreme
ing
them
out
of
work,
and
that
the
reof
time
Pegeen
Fitzgerald,
wife
amount
of
Ed
Fitzgerald,
commentator on WOR-Mutual.
stage since the
deal
part
the
was
of
intricate,
parhighest
starts
fashion
relief—
the
a
chatter
and
human
interest
if
program
labelled
quired to get
'Things That
bench is disposed to upset the ruling Interest Me' on WOR, N. Y., Nov. 21... She's an ex-newspaperwoman and tially veiled maneuvers Bulova is
making to get a full-time outlet.
—probably would be as long as the until recently handled a fashion assignment with James McCreery store
Richard Janaver, actor and announcer, and Lillian 'V. Corsover, forwait for the permanent injunction
The
transfer to Bulova's
merly assistant to the national director of the Federal Radio Theatre, have Greater New Yprl: Broadcasting Co.,
tiff to come to a head in Florida.
Failure of the trial court to act on joined the staff of WQXR, New York.
which paves the way for merging of
Herschel Deutsch has left the
CBS added nine men to its house musician staff to replace the six
several important points in the litiand WBIL, was finally apgation is one of the reasons for which were let out Monday (6) after being on notice.
New men will proved Thursday (2) when the Lawrence Gumbinner agency, of
feeling it is more advisable to wait form a sweet combo led by Ray Block.' Dr. Charles Courboin, ex-WOR, Commish granted a construction per- which he was radio director for over
seven
years.
Of late the agency
before going higher, while there is plays St, Patrick's Cathedral Nov. 26.
mit, despite strong objections from
ha.sn't befen active in radio.
other Gotham plants, under which a
fc^i also still some reason for hoping that
Deutsch- a few years ago did a
the law will be upheld when the
new transmitter will be erected.
massive amount of spot time buying
. .
wr fight is finished. On the other hand, IN
Surrender of the-license of
was for Roi Tan.
Also much for Spud
a rebuff— in the form of refusal to
Addison Smith transferred east by Benton
Bowles and married en- required before the CP is issued. cigarets.
review the previous litigation be- route by auto
Danny Danker back from call on J. Walter Thompson Contemplated that the old
call
fore the permanent injunction de- home office
Haven MacQuarrie launches his 'Marriage Club' on NBC letters will be used, with WBIL tag
cision is handed down would be
being
scrapped.
Nov. 15
Dale Nash, wife of Shaffer Parker and appearing on his 'Circus'
OBOLEB
IN FEB.
highly embarrassing. Money angles at KHJ, broke her
Litigation is anticipated, which will
shoulder in a fall
Donald Thornburgh trained in
Arch Oboler, who recently moved
also must be considered.
from NAB directors' meeting in Chicago
Bob Burns due back in fort- delay carrying out the plans which it to the Coast to originate his Saturnight
Wib Eichelberg signed in at Merritt hospital in Oakland to have has taken several years to bring to day night dramatic sustainer series
his appendix spliced
this
climax.
Rivals, who put up for NBC red (WEAF),
Bob Heichenbach moved to KMOX, St. Louis, as
is slated to.
Air
sales stimulator.
.Lee Cooley splitting the television production job at strenuous opposition against thf Bu- deliver a talk in February to the
Don Lee is W6XAO with Thomas Conrad Sawyer
Gale Page and Jim lova purchase of WPG,; are laying class in radio writing at Columbia
Scripters
Coast Ameche reunited
on Woodbury Playhouse. .. .Bob Redd producing new ground-work for a court appeal University night school.
Hollywood, Nov. 14.
variety show, 'Sunset and 'Vine' for NBC
William Bacher advising on which will present the 'economic inScripter expects to return east beRadio. Writers Guild last week production of Shirley Temple's piece on Screen Guild Theatre Dec. 24.
terference' iss-je now troubling the fore February, but
if he remains in
elected Forrest B.nrnes president of
Hollywood he has made arrangethp westenj_j-e.gion. automatically
ments to wax his spiel for reproducprez
vice
of'the namaking him a
'Plantation Party'
tion before the studes.
Nnmcd to the
-tional organization.
Sid Strotz, NBC midwest chieftain, out stalking ducks
Mrs. Burridge
Chicago, Nov. 14.
executive
council
were Butler ill
national
Bill Kostka in for confab with Bill Ray on NBC press operaFreeman Keyes, chief of the RusWSB's Thcoloey Spieler
John Boylaii, Donald Clark, L. L: tions
Ben Pratt, handling NBC blue press stuff, due in this week.... sell M. Seeds agency, last week sigAtlanta. Nov. 14.
Levinson and Irving Rcis.'
Then to Detroit to confer on 'Green Hornet'. .Art Berg, NBC usher cap- nalured contracts for
another 52
Dana Water.*;, ass't to John Outlcr,
Elected to western regional execu- tain, leaving to join Carl Wester program outfit hero, while other NBC
weeks of options on NBC blue for adv. mgr. of WSB, Atlanta Journal's
tive council were True Boardman, guide exits include Bob McGinnis to announce on KMJ, Fresno (Calif.), the
Brown
Williamson 'Plantation 50 kwatter. Is attending Columbia
John Boylan, Donald Clark, Irving and Charles Whipple for announcing job with WDAN, Danville (111.)
Parly' program.
(Presbyterian)
SemTheological
Reis, Thomas Conrad Sawyer, John Morin Sisters p.a 'ing for Kiwanis Club in Racine (Wis.) this week
Bob
New lineup takes in 76 stations, inary, Waters is doing a night anSlott, David Taylor, Mel Williamson Elson is raising alfalfa on his upper lip
Barbara Luddy and Les Tre- and likely that two more outlets will nouncing
hitch on WSB.
and Jerome Schwartz. Paul Frank- mayne to Milwaukee to celebrate addition of WISN to the Campana 'First be added when and if available.
Fit in with his schedule while
Nighter' network.
lin serves as alternate
Show continues into Dec, 1940.
studying for-ministry.
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RED TAPE

F.C.C.
Inside Stuff-Radio

NBC SeUs Out Its Holdings

OEPT. HEADS TO

Colunil>ia Broadcasting System net profit lor the Arst 39 weeks this week
was $3,511,224 as against $2,606,157 in the same period last year. Earnings
amoJlnted to $2.09 per share as compared with $1.52 shown for the same
period in 193B. CBS directors declared a dividend of 4Sc. per shara on the
and B stock, payable Dec. 8 to slock on record Nov. 24.
present Class
This makes $1.50 which has been declared payable or paid this year.
Directors also elected John J. Burns to the directorate. He formerly was
general counsel of the Securities and Exchange Commission and special
counsel of the U. S. Maritime Commission.

In

ACT SWIFTLY

KEX, Portland, KGA, Spokane;

May

A

WGEA and WGEO, new call letters for General Electric's Schenectady
horl- wavers,, in broadcasting the World Series games this fall broke a
long-time supposedly unshatterable precedent of taking no network programs other than NBC. GE owns but leases to NBC station WGY, which

and

NEUTRALIZES SPITE
Washington, Nov.

14,

Gayle Grubb, manager of WKY, Olclahoma City, has written a new
Speed-up procedure was approved
college song for the University of Olclahoma. It's labeled, 'Hail, Oklahoma*. last week by the FCC, for inauguraGrubb is a grad of Nebraska, bitter pigskin rival of Oklahoma, but has tion next month, to lighten the load
announced the games so long that he fancies him.'self an adopted son.
of administrative detail on individCouple of weeks ago another of Grubb's numbers, 'Jessamine,' written ual Commissioners and cut the deIn collaboration with Paul Martin and Harold Peterson (Shapiro, Bern- lay which often has caused exasone-time, vaude single,, Grubb peration in getting action on roustein) was put on the music counters.
has written about eight songs all told so far.
New order delegates
tine requests.

A

president of the Zenith Radio Corp., last week stated
that hi.s company has passed a production of 12,500 radio receivers a day,
which, he described, as a mass record never before achieved in the industry. He added that October's shipment of his product represented the biggest for any one month and he attributed the skyrocketing demand for
shortwave radio receivers to American listeners' interest to pick up European broadcasts direct.
E. F.

McDonald,

Jr.,

Powel Croslcy, Jr., president of the Crosley Corp., inherits most of the
by his_wife, who died several months ago. Assets were valued at
They included 128,374 shares of Crosley Corp. stock with a

estate left

$1,289,802.

scheduled valuation of $1,087,459.
Inheritance taxes on the estate total $46,384.
Fulton Lewis,

Jr.,

Mutual

political

commentator, packs his bag this week

to swing around the country interviewing prospective contenders for 1940
Presidential nominations. Instead of inviting them before the microphone,
he intends to use the New Yorker's 'profile' technique, talking with them
in their homes and then going on the air from the nearest MBS outlet.

Orpheum theatre in New Orleans placed 20 spots last week on "WDSU,
plugging the film, 'Birth of a Baby.' Spots were placed after TimesNew Orleans States, dailies, refused to handle 'Birth' copy in
advertising columns.

Picayune and

more authority

to

department heads,

CULTURE NOT

summer

broadcast from

concerts,
its

regularly

outdoor

site

in

Fairmount Park,
are believed to have
But
public support.
they are not sponsored.
New York Philharmonic, which
has been a regular Sunday afternoon sustainer over CBS for years,
has never been sponsored, so its inRobin Hood

Dell,

Philadelphia,

helped

CONGENIAL TO

SPONSORS?

indirect adverse effect on the organization's public acceptance.
symphony, under Arturo Toscanini,
has likewise never been bankrolled.
Nor has the Boston Symphony. The
latter, one of the few ranking nonunion symphony outfits, hasn't been
heard over a network for some years.

NBC

Refusal of Town Hall of the Air
sustainer series is in line with established policy of such highbrow programs as symphony orchesti-as. In
the case of the Town Hall stanza
the. refusal is said to be based on
fear that sponsorship might result
in abridgement of freedom of speech.
In the case of symph groups, however, the motive is less tangible.
to accept sponsorship of its

NBC

data.

The administration board will take
on a new function for any. subordinate group in the (jommtsh.
Besides having final power in many
matters,

the quartet

prepare

appropriate

tions

on

Is

directed to

recommenda-

applications

for

'special

temporary

Gannett

of these local situations from an
operating standpoint it would have
one of two alternatives
either own and operate the stations
or have the present lessees do the
owning as well as the operating. The
Oregonian has already jled for 50,000
watts, and the indications are that
Wasmer will first ask for 10,000 and
then gradually move up to Si),000

Camp

to choose

Urges: 'Demand

.

of ftnal orders will be made by the
secretary in all cases involving broadcast stations where the 'proposed
findings and conclusions' have not
been attacked. This means that after
the specified time, the rubber-stampFrank Gannett's Natior»l Commiting will be automatic, with the sectee to Uphold Constitutional Govretary grinding out necessary construction permits in uncontested pro- ernment is now bombarding station
ceeding.s.
Great benefit expected operators with circular letters urging
from this innovation, because in the them to fight for a three-years' lipast lack of a quorum or pressure
cense. This same committee, which
of other business often has led to
indefensible waits for the go-ahead was very active some time ago in
signal.
fighting President Roosevelt on the
The new scheme makes the sec- U. S. supreme court plan, charges
retary, general counsel, chief engithat 'the threat of cancellable lineer and chief accountant more important officers, insuring greater censes invades the constitutional

3-Year License'

grumbling that personalities were
injected into, routine business, when
the responsibility for granting minor
requests were shifted from person

The

a

result

step,
will

OKAYS RADIO

TACT
Montreal, Nov.

'Administrative

are no longer required by either
or censorship authorities at
Ottawa. Following outbreak of war
Transradio and British United
Press copy was filed in duplicate,
one copy going to Ottawa, the other

CBC
all

Radio stations were also
send their copy to Ottawa following use on air.
Skillful handling of international

to stations.
required to

.

with wary attitude against
propaganda disguised as
news, has apparently inspired favorable reaction in governmental circles where only Canadian Press was
previously regarded as authentic.
Reports from program producers
week that three advertising
last
agencies were reluctant to sign upnews commentators for fear of possible government action barring all
sponsored newscasts from Canadian
radio lacked authenticity.
Understanding Is that no interference with
sponsored newscasts is contemplated
at present. Believed Canadian Broadcasting Corp. officials are of the
opinion that American and other
news services furnishing copy to
radio stations provide a healthy
stimulus to Canadian Press activity,
with this form of competition preventing the CP from slowing up any
news,

.

read,

in

14.

Indicating governmental confidence
in accuracy and absence of propaganda in news services catering to
radio is report that copies of scripts

issue.

foreign

McClure's origithis respect, 'This lib-

words, 'radio law.'

an

operated the three stations

GOVERNMENT

circular letter also states that

nal

As

Problems
of the forward
for

I

casting System.

ment,' and advises the broadcasters
that it is mobilizing public opinion

on the

motions court.
Creation of

More Time

NBC

two years after taking them over
from the defunct Northwest Broad-

for

rights of your listeners to hear all

the individual commissioners
have more time to devote to contested cases and general policy problems, with the duty of presiding at
motions, hearings, or other proceedimportance
ings of extraordinary
virtually the only specialized administrative duty to be imposed on the
seven members. Exi>ected the group
still will continue to rotate in the

person on a monthly basis).

watts.

sides of public questions discussed
freely and uninfluenced by govern-

the committee is mailing 1,000,000
copies of a letter on the issue by S.
S. McClure, the publisher, to 'leaders o( public thought throughout the
country.'
McClure's letter is addressed to Gannett, likewise a bitter
anti-New Dealer, and demands that
the free speech provisions of the
Bill of Rights be applied to radio.
A curious angle about the reproduction of the McClure letter used by
Gannett's committee as a mailingpiece is the excision of the word,
'administration,' in the third paragraph and the substitution of the

to

KJR, Seattle

standard broadcast authorizations,' with floal judgment up rent lessee, Fisher flour interests.
to one of the commissioners.
The network recently came to the
conclusion that .to get the most out

seven members.
Most important phase of the order
is the reform under which issuance

enlist

come therefrom has not had any

statistical

Sell

NBC has disposed of its property
righU to KEX, Portland, and KGA.
Spokane, to the stations' present
operators, the Portland Oregonian
ai.C LQuis Wasmer, respectively. Tha
newspaper and Wasmer havii had tha
outlets under lease from NBC since
1931. NBC has one more station in
this area that it owns, namely, KJR,
Seattle, and the chances are that
thL one also will t>e sold to its cur-

ending the practice of rotating many
different kinds of chores among the

degree of uniformity and taking
Unable to make a single campaign speech because of an appendectomy, away from individual members the
Robert M. Proven, Jr., WDRC, Hartford, mikeman, was elected as Repubchance to pay off grudges. (Though
lican alderman from the Tenth Ward at the municipal elections held
few complaints have been heard,
Tuesday (7).
in the past there has been some
tra's

Also

Radio Regulators ReviM System of Handling Cases to
duties relate to the common carAllow More Discretion to his
riers, he is charged with adminisSecretary, Accountant and tering, Interpreting, and applying
orders or rules prpmulgated by the
Engineer
Commish on the subject of financial

accounts f^r the exclusive tieup. The four contests in baseball's classic
ware short-waved through courtesy of Mutual. They were so acknowledged
not only on the air, but in recent GE publicity releases dealing with reception letters from listeners in England and other distant countries,

29

Board' is another significant aspect erty is being endangered for the
An. apparent contradiction of the o£ the reform. Composing the four American people by the present adcharge of major ministration.' The committee's made
in
theory that there is an onus in com- executives
mercial sponsorship for highbrow branches, this unit will expedite all its. mailing-piece read: 'This liberty
music is the case of the Metropoli- sorts of applications which involve is being endangered for the AhierThey must act 'in ac- ican people by the present radio
Its Saturday afternoon red
tape
tan Opera.
Idea is that commercial bankrolling performances have been bankrolled cordance with established policies,' law.'
of concert groups might impair the for several years by Lucky Strike, having no leeway to lay' down imSamuel B. Petlengill, a former
public's estimate of their artistic in- providing the organization with the portant principles and not allowed congressman from Indiana, fired the
tegrity.
necessary coin to keep going and ap- to pass on major matters such as initial blast in the committee's beCase in point is the Philadelphia parently doing no harm to its stand- power increases, frequency shifts, or half on this issue over the air last
Orchestra, which several seasons ing with its regular patrons and don- construction permits for new trans- Sunday afternoon (12).
He had a
ago was sponsored by Associated ors. In fact, the radio tie is credited mitters. Business delegated to them quarter hour on CBS.
Banks and some years previously with giving the Met valuable nation- does include, however, applications
PcKingiU's Bap al Code
was bankrolled by Philco. Although al ballyhoo. In addition, the Met is for experimental authorization— but
Former Congressman Samuel S.
the sponsoi-ship brought heavy coin indirectly sponsored via its 'Metro- not to requests for consent to erect
to the orchestra
association's ex- politan Opera Auditions of the Air,' new
station.s.
The Pettingill, vice president of National further.
experimental
chequer, it appeared to have an ad- spon.sored
Sherwin - Williams broadcast business they will handle Committee to IJphold Constitutional
by
Government and a collaborator in
verse effect on support of the or- paint.
Various theories have been includes:
HILARY KUHL JOINS WJSV
drafting of 1934 Federal Communicaganization by its regular following. advanced as to why. sponsorship
Licenses in conformity with prior
tions act, made an attack, on the
Washington, Nov. 14,
Result was that attendance fell off should be poison to symphers and construction
changes
in
permits,
N. A. B. code and, to some extent on
Three newcomers to the staffs/ of
to some extent.
But, since all sym- good red meat to opera companies, equipment, extension of time to finFCC, in the fourth of Sunday talks local stations were sworn in last
phony orchestras must be partially but they're all just theories.
ish or start work, permi.s.sion to make
on the code aired by CBS. An- week. Hilary Denley Kuhl, English
supported by donation, a more imDetroit Symphony appears on the measurements, changes in corporate nounced as
a 'reply' to the address actres.s, formerly with WOWO, Fort
portant effect was that contributions Ford hour Sundays, but not under name of licensee, relocation of studio
of Edgar L. Bill, WMBD, Peoria, 111., Wayne, inaugurated a thrce-a-week
tumbled sharply.
In that case, the or transmitter when service area is chairman of the, code
name.
its own
compliance kids program on WJSV last Monday
Explanation generally heard at the orchestra
the not materially altered, and operation
in
share
doesn't
committee, Pcltingill's remarks went (13) and Bob Pilgrim, local cartoontime was that the regular audiences,
money, the individual musicians be- of relay transmittcr.s.
further th.in that. Near the conclu- ist, was booked by the same station
which normally took a kind of posSeveral new chores are imposed on
The New
ing the ones to profit.
sion, the policy which the National for a weekly broadcast on oddities
sessive pride in the orchestra, no
York Philharmonic was sponsored the chief engineer. He will be in Committee will demand Congress in food.s.
longer had such an intense personal
seasons by General charge of extending lime tor com- enact in January was outlined. This
several
for
Writing staff of WRC-WMAL was
interest. They not only attended less
Motors, but in that ca.se, al.so, it was pliance with technical requirements, includes: a three-year licensing of augmented by the arrival. of Rodney
regularly, but in many cases di.sconnot identified over the air, so the accepting proof of such compliance, radio stations; nullification Of right Erickson, who has yvritten and protinued additional financial support.
management, and allowing use of temporary plants of FCC to revoke licenses, except
not the
musicians,
duced at KMBC, Kansas City.
Possibly
they subconsciously felt were paid.
in cmerjencies.
after a court decision and for causes
that the orchestra no longer needed
Auditor Looms Large
Congress shall establish, curtailment
their donations to its endowment
A. H. Morton, NBC, talks Wed. «t
The chief accountant likewi.se will of the President's powers over radio
drives— whatever the reason, they
Hush Feelfv leaves Free & Peters.
except when the country is 'actually the Pittsburgh Rotary.
Subject:
no longer supported it as faithfully. Chicago, for WHO, Des Moines, sales figure more prominently in the afTelevision.
fairs of broadcasters. While most ol at war,' such state to be defined.
On the
orches- staff.
,

other hand, the

same

I
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OBSCURE HORIZON

FRISCO:

By
San Francisco, Nov.

14.

isn't exactly radio's lost horizon, but in
instances eastern time-buyers' periscopes have failed
to locate it A glance at current spot business here, phis an
examination of FCC tabulations for 1937 (last year available)
forces the conclusion that the Golden Gate area has been
•old short Pittsburgh, for instance, does more radio business

San Francisco

many

than San Francisco on half the population and with only
half as

many

stations.

This is not to say that the Golden Gate stations are in the
KSFO, for instance, is installing
last stages of starvation.
bigger cash registers this season to catch the influx of gold.
And KJBS and KSAN, on purely local accounts, have a better business proposition than finding oil in your back yard.
But the fact remains that, on the whole, San Francisco is no
Cincinnati or Des Moines in the ranks of radio.

There are many reasons why San Francisco

is

better

as a town of fine restaurants than a radio city. And
right off the following economic prophecy can be made withgoes, so goes San
out getting too far out on a limb: As
Francisco. KSFO-CBS can snootily pooh-pooh this remark
while operating a mint in the Palace hotel. But the talk
here is of a city, not of individual bonanzas. Which comes
around again to the prophecy: San Francisco is not going
decrees that it
to be a big nationial spot center until

known

NBC

NBC

will be such.

The reasons for this situation are eminently simple. NBC
«wns KPO, which has 50,000 watts, and leases KGO (7,500
watts) from GE. KGO now has an application for 50 grand,
tt that means that NBC is pitching ball with wattage. But
In the past NBC has pitched this high power in the direction
of network business, not in the direction of national spot or

NBC was

local business. In doing this,
ctance. The network does not
the way CBS owns 50,000- watt

own

KNX

trapped by circum-

a station in Hollywood
down there, so- it nat-.

urally tried to keep as much network operation in San FranCisco as possible. In. short, NBC has traditionally been far
less enthusiastic about Hollywood than CBS and is still issuing 185 programs weekly from San Francisco, whereas CBS's
output from the Golden Gate is negligible by comparison.

But by maintaining this strong network operation in San
Francisco, NBC was not dramatizing the city as a spot center.
But having been forced by circumstances to go through
this phase of history, NBC three weeks ago suddenly reversed the field and decided to turn KGO-KPO into locallyIdentified stations. Lloyd Yoder, who had capably managed
the pair under the old policies, was sent to Denver with a
reputed boost in salary. Meantime, Al Nelson, previously
Blue network sales manager, was called in as the boy who is
going to elbow this town full of spot business. If he turns
the trick and he certainly has the spunk to turn itr-he will
be making extra shekels not only for NBC, but also for
everybody else. The other stations sense this, and Nelson
came In with hosannahs from the competition.

—

WEATHER AND
OTHER FACTORS FAVOR BAY AREA
roEAL ALL-YEAR

Once San Francisco gets to dramatizing the town in a
(pot way, the Golden Gate area needs very little more to
make it a great radio city. It's a time-buyers' natural in
every other respect For one thing, the population is large
over 1,500,000 counting the areas across the bay (Oakland,
Berkeley, Alameda, etc.). For another thing, the climate is
near perfect Neither semi-tropical nor wintery, the weather
admits use of practically every type of product and also cuts
out seasonal peaks (furriers often advertise the year around).
For a third point, no less than 1,300 national firms have
Pacific Coast headquarters here. And finally, San Francisco
is a fine seaport and is the hub of several of California's
Important valleys (farm areas).

Two

San Francisco Is a
other factors are noteworthy.
strong labor town, and that means radio labor, too. On the
whole, however, this factor is of small importance to a national advertiser, and in a local way is balanced out by the
fact that California's perennial screwball elections provide
enough local business to offset losses via labor trouble. The
other, and more important factor, is that the newspapers
here like radio the way they like the plague. Radio people
sometimes deplore the newspaper attitude, but in reality It
has been a boon. For in order to get extra publicity -promotion, after it was denied by the newspapers, the stations
started using window displays. This was a stroke of genius.
It has meant that retailers are enticed to put radio photos
and radio merchandise under their best plate glass. In short,
key men in any sales situation
it is making the merchants
thoroughly radio conscious. San Francisco is unique in the
caliber and extent of window promotion, thanks to the newspapers.

—

In several respects, the seven San Francisco stations have
X the same policies. They all have a single rate; in short there
|y Is no difference between the local and the national rate.

vNone
^

of the stations do individual merchandising to the extent of peddling time as an adjunct to mailing pieces, personal contacts, etc. And all of the station managers are on
pretty good speaking terms with each other. The last-named
item sometimes is more of a drawback than an asset but in
the case of San Francisco the stations have used their friendliness to promote business and that's where it really counts.

—

In discussing the individual stations, this report will omit
KLS, KLX, and
in Oakland; and KRE in Berkeley.
There is no doubt about the fact that each of these four stations can be heard in San Francisco itself, does a commendable local job, and is listed in newspaper radio logs. But so
in San Jose, 50 miles away. The dividing line here
Is
Is between stations seeking national spot business, and those
concentrating primarily on local fare.

KROW

KQW

KGO

(Blue) and KPO (Red) will, since the recent change
In policy and management need a little time to take hold.
This discussion, to be of any value, will have to peer into the
future as much as into the past It's safe to say that Al
Nelson will be felt in every department, including the technical division. There will be a brand-new studio-office plant.
gets 50 kw., both transmitters will be
And if and when
(according to tentative plans) put on the same plot of ground
to give the U. S. its first double-header batch of 50,000-watt

KGO

radiators.

Whereas the

now only have about 25% non-netthe local croduction end will be perked

stations

work nroarammioe.
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EDGAR

up considerably.
the newspapers.

And

A.

CRUNWALD

there will be an attempt to woo back
this has started via an election
amid a lot of ballyhoo on both

Already

.

tie-up with the Chronicle
sides.

To carry out these proposals. Nelson has a capable staff
here has 300 emand considerable resources of talent.
ployee, biit the bulk of this personnel is the result of NBC's
network operations. Its a backlog that will be handy anyhow. For promotional duties in the national sense. Nelson
can count on Bob McAndrcws, here about four years, Glenn
and KHJ, has been proDolberg, previously with KFI,
gram director for two years. Bob Seal (ex-WCOL) is production manager, heading up a department of 12. And Milt.
Samuel directs publicity, very capably handling the almost
innumerable window displays, photo cards, etc., in this
capacity.

NBC

KECA

Right now the NBC stations are pretty heavily programmed
with music, and musical novelty. There are two house bands
batoned variously by Walter Kelsey, Ernest Gill and Harvey
Paul Martin,
Peterson (known on tlie air as 'Ricardo').
guitarist, also has a musical group which is being headlined
steadily. Glenn Hurlbert (staff pianist and accordionist) does
much, of the arranging for the bands, specializing in suave
figures and trick variations. Bob Anderson and Robert Ackerley are the newscasters, while Will Aubry runs the
affair.
musical clock, and Jack Bennett winds the
Gladys Cronkhite runs the women's program, and. also up
this alley is the 'Woman's Magazine of the Air,' which Benny
Walker has been emceeing on a network feed for 11. years.

KGO

KPO

In the future the identity of the two stations will be markedly separated to give each its due share, of distinction (this
Idea could well be applied to the call letters, too, which are
pretty confusing because of their similarity).

KSFO is the CBS station, being owned by the Associated
Broadcasters, whose president is Wesley I.
(real estate). The same owners also control KROW, Oakland, and
are building that station to catch the overflow of ispot business. As wiU be indicated from such a scheme, KSFO is virtually a sell-out Phil Lasky has been manager here for the
past five years, coming here from KDYL, Salt L,ake City.
A. W. (Tiny) Stowe is both program director of KSFO and
CBS production manager for San Francisco (he was once
handles
radio director for Hays Macfarland). Bob
piromotion, merchandising, and national sales service. Publicity is taken care of by Marie Houlihan.

Dumm

Dumm

In addition to carrying what looks like the city's biggest
load of business, KSFO is notable for a couple of other
angles: It has the best studios and physical plant In San
Francisco; it is strong on sales service; and the programming
As an example of program Ingenuity, KSFO deis clever.
cided to get value received out of its house orchestra (12 men
(Vrected by Dick Aurandt) by putting them on the musical
clock instead of using platters. Tro Harper, continuity chief,
thereupon provided Jack Gregnon, the m.c, with a script instead of letting him ad lib, and added a club idea. The club
got 4,000 members in six weeks, which Isn't bad In
town
where musical clocks are prevalent enough to provide each
other with cut-throat competition.
Is

KSFO's

chief newscaster, with

Harry Wickersham Is KJBS production manager, and Wally
Gade has the musical end. The station hires 10 AFRA announcers, and harps strongly on platterized music much of
It classical to suit San Francisco's yen for opera.
One of
these classical stanzas comes at 5 a.m., and another runs4rom
10 p.m. to midnight.
Between midnight and S a.m. there's
an all-night request show. Other KJBS features include
newscasts by James O'Neil (two of these are six years old,
Bijd two are 10 years old), a musical clock by Frank Cope
(great mail puller in the iriorning, and another by Vic Paulsen in the afternoon. Race results are aired daily; and civio
affairs get plenty of attention.

—

KYA, the Hearst station, is another station wholly dependent on local business. Reiland Quinn, here since 1936 after
duties at KFRC and KGO, is manager, with Gurden. Mooscr
(ex-K£HE) assisting him. Dave Vaile is production manand J. Clarence Myers handles publicity. Although the
Hearst papers are the town's topnotch circulation producers,
they treat KYA like everybody else, which means that the
ager,

station relies on film trailers, pictures,
for promotion.

Tro Harper

'

—

—

program

director.

THE CUSTOMERS
National and regional spot accounts carried on the San
Francisco stations are the following:

assisting in this type of spieling. Elma I^tta Hackett gives
out the women's angle, both mornings and afternoons.
roving reporter, Artfhur Linkletter, has the man-ron-thestreet stint, and the station originates the 'My Children' serial
tor General Mills.

American Cranberry Exchnnce

ging,

By way of promotion, KSFO does the general type of plugbut will not ring doorbells without being paid to do it
station also tries to keep on as good terms as possible
with the newspapers, and has a KSFO 'Magazine' stanza in
which Harper and Garred expound excerpts from the Chronicle's Sunday magazine section.

Beaumont I.aba
Bona Slorea

The

Bordon'a Dairy Delivery Co

A

KFRC

the Mutual-Don Lee outlet here. Don Lee owns
it Historically the station started with the programming
idea that 'anything goes' so long as there is a logical idea behind it and that system still pertains today. KFRC had one
of the first variety programs in the history of radio the old
'Blue Monday Jamboree' launched in 1927 and was the first
station which removed the plate glass separating studio audience and actors, so that the former could laugh and applaud
into the mike. Anybody who brings KFRC a good radio idea
can get interest and attention here.
is

—

—

KFRC comes closest of all stations to doing widespread
merchandising, but here also no doorbells will be pushed.
New accounts are listed in paid space, lots of window cards
are put^ up, theatre trailers are issued, and pre-announcements are rendered. Gary Kriedt handles this whole rigmarole. KFRC's business is. on a good, healthy level currently, intake being derived 20% from national spot, and 40%
each from network and local business. Bill Pabst, who
started with Don Lee in 1923, has recently been made manager after several years' of producing programs. Ward Ingrim, with KFRC four years after a spell at KJBS, is commercial manager. Ben Harkins is program director, and Phil
Stearns handles publicity.

A KFRC

KQW

A

Blaoket-Snmpte-Humnitrt
H. W. Knator*
Nen-Rogcir
McCann-Erlrkson

;

Bulova

Blow*

*^"'«'''«

Spot Broadcast IPE*
Theo. BrgiiU

Calo Dog Fooa
Coca-Cola Boltlinj;
Campbell Cereal (Mnll-O-MenI)
Campbell Poup
Cronelt Publishing
"x-r-ai
Polger Coffee

Flnmlngo Nail

D'Arcy
H. W. Kailor
xVrt« Wheclock
McCann-E^rlchaoa
Jos.

B. Poiigera (Vapei)

Kenyon

........John

Blackett-S-amnle-Hubbert
i,a„y 3 Goodman
Atherlon A Cunler*
^vm. Esty*
Russell M. Seeds*

^'"2*

ncA

^ Thomas

RouBh Rider Mfg

EmIl Brlsarhfr
Rogers A Smith*

ncid Murdoch
Rumford Chemical.;

Humphrey*

Fe 'rrnnapnrlnllon

l^ti

Smllh Bros....
J.

A Thomas*
n Tarchcr*

J
w.iiiPr

Thomps™

.McCann-Brlcksnn

A

Thomas*
Txird
no.'ho. Wllllanis
Cunnyngliom

A

Off

Co....

Tlrurk

.'..il'entimont-l'lohmnn

Gamble

*
live

Dunham*

II.

Fronlilln

Hays Mnrfnrlnnd*
Blow*

Greyhound Lines

while Laboratirlea

A nyan*
A Kynn*
A Scull*

Arlhur Rosenberg*
chns. H. Mayne*
...Toung A Ruhlcam*
Wm. Etiy*
Franklin Brucfc
...Jos Kati*

Plntt-Forlies*
Platt-Forbes; also Emil Urlsnrher*

Pottrr Drug
P^eqa\TL

Wander

Morg.nn*

n. n.
Ktilhranfr

I.lpion

Tidewater Oil
United Drug
Van Camp Sea Foails
Vlla-Var
Vlck Chemical

tVkhanll*

.nulhraufT

Pep.il-Cnia

2,7"

A

.Srhwlmmer
'.

thos. I.ceming (Baume Bengue)
Manhattan Soap
Maryland Pharmnceutlcnl (Rcm-Uel)
Mcllhenny Co. (Tabasco)
Norih American Accident Insurance
Northwestern Yeast

.Santa

B. Jllner

:We!>tre
O'Dca," Sheldoii.' 'canndny*
Austin A Spe<lor

Jmb AnKcIea Sosp

Pacific

Gardner*

Dnn

I.ever Bros. (Rlnjo)
I-aver Bros. (Spry)
I.ea A Perrln'a

J.

A

Botsford, Constantino

"«"'""'l<
Knox Gelatin

Thomas

Seiner

McJunkIn

;

Globe Grain A Milling
General Mills
Chii.^. E. Hires

Iionslne WIttnauer Watch
I.yon Van A Storage...

A

gmall

Peltman A Curme Shoe
Gllmor* on

Klitz*

MorgHn
Bnrhnnnn*

n.

n.

Polish...'.

Scottoncl
^'""'o
Southern Pacinc
Sludebnker

the Ralph Brunton station (he also owns
In
San Jose and runs an auto accessories business), and at this
vriting is a terrific moneymaker, principally In local business. Ed Franklin is Brunton's station manager.
bright
young man, he has been responsible for the very sensible

DBD&O

B. T. Babbitt (Babo)

relatives listen.

is

fTiKl*

Wmrj

Erwin,

Armatrong Cork

O'".
Peier i'.nul
Poalnl TcleErnph

KJBS

BBDAO*

Alka-Seltzer
Albera Bros. Mllllns

requirement is that all announcers must also be
able to do capable commentaries and specialties. The announcing stable currently includes Mel Venter, Toby Reed,
Bob Bence and John Hughes. There's a variety show in the
morning, and another In the afternoon. Bill Davidson runs
a quiz show and the musical clock. John Hughes delivers
18 newscasts per week. Josephine Martin does the women's
fare, having a five-minute report on best food buys and a
regular home economics program. A cute trick is recording
special events and then playing them later when the principals can hear themselves talk and make all their friends and

SUGGESTS ALL STATIONS COMBINE
TO FINANCE DEPT. STORE DIPLOMAT

and similar trade deals

Transcribed music is strong on KYA's schedule, and the
classical vein Is forte here, too. One of these highbrow platter airings has the distinction of being spoiisored for an hour
daily by of all things a department store, and the other
(a two-hour evening job) is the station's biggest mail puller,
getting about 6,000 letters a month. Darrell Darnell (Hearst
radio editor imtil the radio blackout), Dick Filers and Clarence Myers are the newscasters. Lew Lacey gabs the musical clock, while Jean Fay has a woman's program dealing
with art, sports, hews, etc. (not home economics). .KYA's
schedule is unique in having a local kid's show a quiz Job
emceed by Dwight Newton. Comment on the races is aired
daily, but no actual^results- are given.
KSAN Is another cleaner-upper in local business, although
the station Is getting some business from the California Radio
System. S. H. Patterson is owner and manager. An idea of
his operations may be gleaned from his past history. Ha
bought KVOR In Colorado Springs in 1933 for about $15,000.
At that time it was in the red. When he sold it in 1936, he
got something like $80,000 for it and it was earning around
$1,000 a month. KSAN, which Patterson bought six months
ago, looks like a repeater on that history. It has a plant layout which is second only to KSFO's.
KSAN Is unique In several respects. It's the only station
In town operating 24 hours a day; the only station with
news every hour on the hour; the only station whose management-ownership is solely engaged in broadcasting; and
the only station taking foreign-language broadcasts. The latter are limited, however, and only two (one of them Jewish
are running. Transcriptions are liberally aired. Lee Goldsmith and. Dudley Manlove are the newscasters. Patterson Is
assisted In executive capacities by Wm. C. Grove; sales and

—

SIM^ARITY OF KPO-KGO
NOT CONSIDERED SHOWMANLY

Bob Garred

Idea that all San Francisco stations chip together and hire •
single salesman to hit the department stores, notably lukewarm here. This would save everybody's time, and still give
all the stations adequate representation.
If this plan works
out. It will be a new high in cooperation.

lllllman

Shnne*

Slreet

A Thomna
A Finney

Kml|

llrls.'ichcr*

.i.„rd
;

Direct*
Morse InlernnllnnnI*
lacketl-Sample-llumineil*

\vm. E>ty*

Accounts marked with an asterisk use time eegmenis nt Irw thm'

mlnutu.

•

tt, Martln'i FlBee, Trafalvnr

•VAKlE'l-lfS-

Saanr*

INTERNATIONAL RADIO

LUNUU.> O^riCK

Tttlrnhnn* T«mple Bar S(MI-504S
Citlilii

SI

VARHSTV llOMUUN

Ailflren:

CUBAN FREE-FOR-ALL ENDS
Censorship by Law, Not by Consent

Radio s Chief Change
'

Canbera, Oct. 17.
After huddles lasting almost two

years, the Australian House of Representatives has a broadcasting bill
-which still leaves status quo as regards non-commercial or govern-

Because of
ment-supported radio.
'war<:conditions, certain amendments
may be added by the authorities cov-

Mexican Hookup for Ford May

in Australia

Salada Tea Hookup
Montreal, Nov. 14.
Tea began new series of
weekly half-hour stamp programs
over Canadian Marconi station CFCF
and selected private stations on Nov.Show is piped in from Toronto
8.
with Ray Purdy delivering spiel on

Salad

ering both Government and private
commercial air units in operation 'History of Philately.
Commonwealth.
Salada started with 15-minute
the
throughout
Major change makes specific the show on CFCF last year offering
power of the Government commis- stamp giveaway to those sending in
sion to control political speeches. Salada Tea labels.
Australian Broadcasting Commission
Is at present censoring all scripts
presented.
New law gives the Governinent
control by law instead of by consent
of station managements as is now
The government is not
the case.
keen to have aired anything of a
personal nature in respect to its

JAPS JAM G.L

Dm

FRISCO

Some

functioning.

call

Critics call it

defense.'

'national
'censorship.'
it

New bill, in relation to Australian
Broadcasting Commission, Axes personnel at five members, Including a
All members appointed
chairman.
In the future wiU. go in for a term ol
five years.
Bill, however, will probably not
commercial operators to any
Each commercial in
great extent.
Australia is really controlled by the

•ITect

Postmaster-General on a license costAny break
ing $100 per annum.
away from general rules laid down
for station operation would possibly
cost « cancellation of license. Some
had
time ago Labor station 2
Its license nixed because of certain
political statements aired by its own
commentator. Station was off the
air for several days, but resumed
operating.

KY

Shanghai, Oct. 16.
Shortwave radio addicts in oriental ports are speaking unpleasantly of the Japanese for alleged jamming of the English-language news
coming in on the General Electric
station
on the 9530 band from
Treasure Island in San Francisco
bay. JZI of Japan is not only interfering with the Frisco messages, but
also with broadcasts frorr Hongkong.
General Electric claims its tenure
on 9530 from 1928, but the Japanese
a.ssertine a license dated 193G. are
just half-a-skip over on 9535, and It
blankets the incoming relays very
nicely.
Japanese embassy expressed 'hope'
of early settlement.
Throughout September there was
a considerable spontaneous

demand

Broadcasters Getting Faces
Ufted Whether They Like
It or Not
Use Political
Pull That Doesn't Must
Reallocate This Week

—

—

Tests for Announcers
Cominff Up

Has Ambitious Sponsor Plans
By LOUIS Ci'iNDT

KFAR, Alaska, Opens Up

San Antonio, Nov. 14.
Victor E. Creighton, who lined up
Fairbanks, Nov. 14.
the Mexican network for the Ford
Fairbanks
News-Miner
helped Sunday Evening Hour, expects to
make the dedication of KFAR a gala close similar deals with other adveroccasion for the community by put- tisers on American webs in a couple
ting out a special section devoted to of weeks.
Creighton, a resident of
the station.
San Antonio, is a citiztn of both the
Outlet, licensed to operate at 1,000 United States and Mexico. He was
watts on 610 kc, is owned by the born across the border prior to the
passage (1933) of the Mexican law
Midnight Sun Broadcasting Co.
making citizenship
divisible,
so
that he is able to work in that counI

OTHER CHANGES

I

I

Havana, Nov.

14.

Undaunted by political threats and
complaints from radio broadcasters,
Cuba's radio str6ng man. Major
Govea, continues his policies. He Is
dealing sternly with broadcasters
who use strong language over the

mike protesting against any
numerous decrees. The two

i

try-

BBC SIGNAL

To meet the Mexican government's
regulations all announcing on
Ford hookup is done in Spanish
a Mexican announcer spotted
XET, Monterey, which feeds

TURNS MURKY

of his

the

by

XEW, 100,000 watts, and XEQ, 50,000 watts; Mexico City, XES, 500
1.
watts; Tampico, XECZ, 250 watts;
San Luis Portosi, XED, 25,000 watts;
wartime service Guadalajara, XEME,
500 watts; Merito two stations is that listeners in
da. and XEGW, 250 watts. Vera Cruz.
some districts are getting sketchy re- Other Mexican stations are taking
American Regional Treaty negotiated ception, and in odd spots it is virtuthe Ford program off the air and reat the Havana Conference to 25, of
impossible to tune in the
ally
broadcasting it without permission,
which 15 will be used by single sta- programs.
Only consolation they which
accounts for lots of additional,
tions and ten will be shared by two
get is a statement from BBC that
if uncompensated, cove -age.
stations. This measure brought plenty
they have got to take it that way and
squawks from the broadcasters with like it.
Some Oppose
President Laredo Bru calling them to
Ford Motor Co. of Mexico passep
BBC points out it Is not a free
the Palace and assigning his own
agent, but is operating home pro- inadvance on not only the oomr'erlawyers to find a solution, which grams on two senders only as
an cials, but the program itself. The
couldn't be found satisfactory to
element of national security. While listener comment on the program
everyone as none of the stations methods of improving output are be- has so far been consideraoly greater
wanted to share channels and there ing explored, listeners in affected than anticipated. Some of letters
be disciplined are CMCW and
suspended for 10 and 20 days

to

CMBX

London, Nov.

respectively.

The

latest Govea decree which
went in effect recently reduces
channels according to the North

One

effect of British Broadcasting

Corp, restricting

its

'

1

I

I

are 38 stations in Havana alone.
Govea finally obtained the president's signature to decree 2504 that

stations

up with it' express opposition to bringing in
American programs, but the overChief squawks are that reception whelming sentiment favors the Ford
distorted and at variable strength; show. Further development of this
more frequently at night than during cross-the-border hookup is made
the day.
Trouble is due to geo- promising by. the fact that there are
graphical reasons, and BBC avows a large number of factories producing national advertised American
there is no fault in transmissions.
products which are licensed by the
Mexican Republic.
The network which Creighton has
lined up for Ford is known as 'La
Cadena Mexicana.' It uses Class
lines with 8,000 cycles as compared
to those with 5,000 cycles in the
States.
At present it clears eight
Power
hours per week of commercial pro200 •
The government presents a
g. ams.
areas are asked to 'put
in the national interest.
Is

New Frequencies Assigned to Havana

for the continued free use of BBC
war news bulletins by both national
and commercial stations throughout

Arrangements have been

Australia.

made with

the Australian Associated
Press and Consolidated Press for a
continuance of news for air purposes
at
upon by the
terms agreed
Au.stralian Broadcasting Commission
and commercial interests playing
these services daily.
Main BBC coverage for commerThe
cials Is made at 9:30 p.m.
takes the BBC on 10 minutes' span
at 7 p.m., with a final coverage just

ABC

prior to midnight.
The ultimate in news coverage for
Australians with
seLi comes via
KGEI. San Francisco. This coverage
is heard here at 10:30 p.m.. but Is not
re-broadcast by the national and

beam wave length.
The Japanese have, meantime, inaugurated a new beam to the NethIndie,'!,

as of Oct.

1

and

are broadcasting news in English
news
such
with
simultaneously
broadcasts from San Francisco.

DX

.

commercial

stations.

been said

It's

that the KGEI service is responsible
for a major upping in the sales of

DX

sets

throughout

this territory.

Gullet has also issued instructions'
for the introduction of a DX station
to counter tHe German propaganda
flowing this way from Berlin. Local
station will operate at stated intervals throughout each day. Idea is to
tell Europe just what Australia Is
doing to help Great Britain win out
Station may also repeat some of the
Important news from the BBC to
countries more easily reached from
Australia than from Daventry.

New

Transmitter For

Station

CBM,

Montreal

Montreal, Nov. 14.
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. has
a new 5,000-watt transfor station
at Marieville, about 20 miles from Montreal.
According to Dr. A. Frigon, assistant general manager of CBC,
transmitter now at Laprairie will be
at>ondoned in favor of completely

ordered

CBM

mitter

new equipment.
No change in power or waveNew transmitter
length, of CBM.
scheduled for spring completion.

Molson Man'i 5th Tear

Specialty: Hat«

Montreal, Nov.

14.

•

CMW

550
590
630
C90
720
750
780
810
850
880
920
970
1010
1050
1050
1080
1110
1150
1210
1210
1250
1250
1290
1290
1350
1410
1350
1410
1470
1470
1510
1510
1560
1560
1580
1600

Japs Protest
Tokyo, Oct. 16.
Japanese newspapers have voiced
loud complaints against the accusation of the General Electric Company, owners of the Trea<!ure Island
shortwave broadcasting station in
San Francisco harbor, hat the Japanese infringed on their Far Eastern

erlands, East

CMCY
CMCD
CMBC
CMK
CMBL
CMQ
CMCF
CMCM
CMX
CMZ
CMCK
CMBZ
CMCH
CMBX
CMCG
CMCU
CMBQ
CMCO
CMOA
CMCB

#8...

15,000
15,000
5,000

#M..

200 t
200 t
25,000

200

...

#• ••

•

10,000
5,000
5,000

2d

'

1st
1st

3,000

2d

200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200

1st

1st

2d

2d
1st

2d
1st

2d

CMCJ

1st

CMCR

2d

11

CM9RT

CMBH

5,000

—
2,500 tuatts within six months,
is the key station of the only telephone

Propaganda stuff hitting here from
Transradio News and station CFCF
wire network will
t Becouse if
Is becoming tiresome to DX
baked a cake and lit four candles
and power, unless disconnected from the netVery little news is aired, last week for Chris Ellis, Molson remain on same frequency

sp&n.

Home

stations are

now

for

beer

sponsor.

only airing

four news sessions daily, most of
which comes fr6m the BBC. Nothing
of a sensational nature goes out: in
fact, public. Instead of waiting by
sets, is Increasingly satisfied to pick

up news fi-om the

work.

year

dallies.

Radio

Must have

I

Key

Will moinfoin same frequency and power by special favor.
Only non-commercial as it belongs to Army.
Has commercial shortwaue.

i
II

repetition of news has left' the public cold during the past few weeks.
Move for a shortwave set-up is regarded as likely to encourage similar
move later in New Zealand.

5,000 watts within six months.
station for wireless blue network.

t

II

{6 Must have commercial shortwave

M

1st

2d

in six mont?is.

Has commercial shortwave relav in Matanzot provtnc*.

MeoTis

jlrst shift.

Means second

shift.

on

its

own

sustainer.

9

200
200
200
200

1st

2d

listeners.

flfth

the network's affiliates because it's
much cheaper for each station to put

INDIA PERKS

RADIO STAFF

5,000

2d

CMCW
CMOX

Must have

daily hour of its own. No sustaining programs are otherwise fed to

200 t
200
200
200
200

l.st

CMBF
CMBD
CMCA
CMCQ
CMC
CMBY
CMCX
CMBG

Explanation:

A

5,000 1

CMBS

Berlin

but blasts of hatred flow out In a Newscaster.
continuous stream over a 24 hours'
Ellis begins

at

the
other outlets in the special Mexican
hookup.
Latter consists also of

latest

have formed here for shortwave radio sets. But orders stations CMCH; CMCJ;
CMBF; CMCA"; CMTQ;
15-1 CMCO;
their own federation and agree that with American dollars quoted
CMCX; CMCW; CMCG; CMBX;
every script be given close scrutiny on mex most residents could not
CMCU; CMOA; CMBS; CMC; CMBY;
before being miked. Frank Harden, touch the Yankee sets. Some of the
(Continued on page 38)
g.m. Albert-Doyle loop, is the head midgets were sold, however.
Presently the local longwave news
of the federation. As far as poiJsible
the commercials lay off political broadcasts became so gooC that this
utterances and commentators have put the final curse on the sales
The British North China
gradually been eased from the air flurry.
News and Evening Post-Mercury
waves.
(Sir and the American China Press were
Information
for
Minister
Henry Gulleit) announced that com- on the air for a time as frequently
plete jirrangements have been made as every hour.
Kc.
Call Letters

Commercial

Cue Other Accounts; Creighton

meilLlTIIICKS

Bombay,

Oct.

18.

The Government of India has decided to recruit a Director of Program Planning and a Director of
Publicity for the All India Radio.
These two appointments will be patterned on offices held by two officials of the British Broadcasting Co.
'

in

London.

The appointment of Director of
Program Planning was not considered necessary by the A.I.R. in its
pioneering days as only three stations were on the air. With broadcasting
stations
now
scattered
throughout India under its control,
the A.I.R. deem it most necessary
that this officer be appointed to avoid
(amongst other things) similar programs being aired from different
stations at the same time and the
overlapping of two or more items

which would attract the same

listien-

ers,

The appointment of Director of
Publicity is necessitated by the continued expansion of the A.I.R. activities,
for the authorities finally
consider that radio in India Is in its.
infancy and is still comparatively
.

an unknown quantity deserving and
requiring a regulated ^"^ "^orough
publicity drive.
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Femme Fans at New York Paramo
"lt*s

a 'must' picture for the whole

fomilyl"

"Superb cast. Enjoyed it more
than any picture I've seen this

—Rose Pik;
BroeUyn,

New

York

year."

—Florence Schechter,
Bronx,

'Perfect.

Fast moving, with

enough love

"I think 'Rulers

for the ladies."

grand I"

—Irma Di Giacwno,
North Btrgen,

New

York City

of the Sea'

—Evo
Bronx,

is

Blackman,

New

York

New Jersey

mmfm

Paramount presents FRANK LLOYD'S

RULERS OF THE SEA
with

George Bancroft

•

Montagu Love

•

Produced and Directed by FRA

Wednesday, November 15, 1939
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in?

women Cities

AS

Mil

on -""P'T

_NewVo,kDail,N-•

spectacle•

ai,eeted,sWta.ly»

ROSE »***^**vna.
absor^^'^

"ThorooghW
ingoncofthey

^^^^^^

^.„Fyffc."

formances-»bat^^^ ^-^"^'''"'^

gtand
on o

po„

.oosing P'f'"' jeHght

^nt Agree!
"Best picture
I

'

\

year!"

"Picture

U

I

have seen

—/Mrs.

was

truly

L

'

"

one,aes-.gne'»_:«:t?P=''''^'''''

this

y,

McNeely,

New

York Chy

'The picture

excellent. Will FyfFe

was

grand.

I

really

can say it's the best Tve seen
in months!"
—^arhara RttseiAerg,

a great actor!"
—Ro$alind Orr,
New York

Bronx,

Brooklyn,

New

York

mm

Douglas Fairbanks,
LLOYD

•

A Paramount

Picture

•

Jr.
Storv

•

Margaret Lockwood

•

Will Fyffe

and Screen Play by Talbot Jennings, Frank Covetf and Richard Collins

iiii

.
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!

TIRSTS^

!

AS COMPILED BY JOSEPH NATHAN KANE
I

I

A

student of Americana and the
author of various books on 'famous
firsts' in other fields, the compiler of
the following data has confined his
research to United States radio. Kane
points out in comment on his own
data:

'Seldom does an industry keen on
advancement take the time to evaluwith the result that after
the formative stages have been
passed, its history is in a hectic position. Radio is no exception. Although
numerous good histories have been
ate

itself,

written, and the story of radio fully
explained, there is much confvsion,
especially with regard to firsts and
priorities.

'Companies and organizations make
grandiose claims for firsts. Some are
honestly, others in a spirit of
bragadoccio, and others in ignorance

KDKA.

The preacher was Hcv. Dr. van

Ellen.
•

basis.'

St.
in

the radio qrchives of firsts bebegun are the more hotly de-

latedly
bated.

It will be especially noted that
gives WWJ, Detroit, the benefit
traditional, dispute between
that station and KDKA, Pittsburgh,
as to which was first on the air. This

Kane

in- the

a matter on which much printer's
ink has already been expended and
there is no present wish to open up a
controversy. Suffice that 'according
to Kane' the facts are stated.

is

Television, unlike radio, will be
amply attested as to dates and firsts
when the accumulation of age gives

such matters enough point to warrant
discussion. Indeed television so far
has been one vast pile of carefully
authenticated

'firsts'.)

ligious services of a non-sectarian character

by means of radio and the carrying on of
pastoral work as is customary with the ordinary church.

Radio Advertising College Courre was Instituted by the College of the City of New
York Sept 29, 1930, under the direction of
Frank Atkinson Arnold, director of development of NBC. The class consisted of 62 students.
*

*

*

W2XAL, New York

H

Radio message sent from an airplane was
transmitted Aug. 27, 1910, from an., airplane
piloted by J. A. D. McCurdy over Sheepshead
Bay, New York City. It was received by
H. M. Horton in the radio station erected at
the grandstand at the flying field at Sheeps
head Bay. The equipment was a duplex systern where communication is identical to the
ordinary telephone conversation. The trans:
mitter and receiver are oh simultaneously,
and either party may converse at will. It is
not necessary to short-circuit the receiver
when xhe transmitter was in use.

9.700 kilocycles and
station was taken
quently moved to Boston,
operated as
by

Radio

two-way

conversation

between

a

'

WEAF

test

flight

was made' Aug.

Island and Manhattan,

9,

1932,

New York

over
City.

Radio Contest was held by the Ui.ited Wireless Telegraph Co. at Philadelphia Feb. 23,
1910.
The American Morse telegraphic code
was used. The winner was Robert F. Miller
of the United Wireless Co.. Harvey Williams
of the Western Union was the runner-up.

WIXAL

where it has been
the World Wide

WTAW

was the
to

WBZ

ball

station- license was granted
(Westinghouse). 625 Page Boulevard,

play-by-play broadcast of a foot•

KDKA

lyrics

*

•

News ,which broadcast

Nov.

KDKA's
2,

first

(On Aug.

31,

were broadbroadcast was not until

1920.)

Facsimile Radio Newspaper was issued by
St. Paul, Minn., on Dec. 17, 1937.
It
consisted of a roll of sensitized paper nearly
five inches wide with perforations at the ends.

KSTP,

*

*

*

Facsimile Daily Newspaper was broadcast
Dec. 7, 1938, by St. Louis Post-Dispatch over
Station W9XYZ on an ultra high frequency.
Nine pages, each i'A inches long, four columns
to a page, printed in seven-point type, were
especially prepared.
About 15 minutes was
required to transmit each page.

mm*

Facsimile in
broadcast Dec.

ultra
19,

frequencies was
by Station W9XAF,

Milwaukee, on frequencies 42,000-50,000 kc
and 60,000-86,000 kc.

HOOK-UPS

Radio signal transmitted across tlie Atlantic
ocean was sent from Poldhu, Cornwall, by
Guglielmo Marconi, and was received at St.
John's, Newfoundland, Dec. 11, 1901.
The
letter 'S' was repeatedly sent by Mo'
code
at stated time intervals and was faintly received Dec. 11, 1901, and again heard on Dec.
•

Chain broadcast was Oct. 7, 1922, by WJZ.
York, and WGY, Schenectady, of the
World Series baseball game from the

1922

Graham McNamee was the announcer.
was simply a matter of connecting ordinary
telegraph lines from Newark and Schenectady
into the Polo Grounds, where a single microphone connected to these lines completed the
requirements. (It was not possible to transIt

WNAC

and amplifiers were provided for faithful reproduction and transmission of both music
and speech.)
*

•

«

tracted May 8, 1933, to install one transmitter
and receiver (20 watts) (W2XCT) for police
headquarters and two for police cars (4.5
watU) (W2XCS and W2XEL) with Eastchester Township, N. Y. The cars were placed
in operation July 10, 1933, and were in charge
of Sergeant William E. iElobinson. (Bayonne,
N. J., made formal application for a construction permit Oct. 7, 1932, which was granted
Dec. 22, 1932, but the installation was not

completed until July

31, 1933.)

LICENSES

«

•

Radio message of the regular westward
service was sent to the New York Times from
Clilden, Ireland, via Glace Bay, Nova Scotia,
Oct. 17, 1907, on regular Marconi transatlantic
•

•

*

Radio telephone message was transmitted
across the Atlantic Oct. 12, 1915. Bell system
engineers installed a receiving apparatus in
the French wirefess station at Eiffel Tower
in Paris. These men together with members
of the French Signal Service heard the first
radio-telephone message. The transmitting apparatus was located at the Navy's wireless
station at Arlington, Va.
•

•

•

Rellelous service was Jiroadcast Jan. 2, 1921,
when the Calvary Episcopal Church of Pittsburgh placed Its services over the air through

•

*

College radio station licensed was SCO,
Grove City College, Grove City, Pa., which
received an amateur license in 1913. Tlie call
letters were changed to 8YV in 191K
•

•

Experimental radio license issued by the

Department of Commerce following the International Radio Convention and Radio'^Act

•

*

Presidential message was broadcast Dec. 6,
1923.
President Coolidge's first message to
Congress was placed on the air by means of
connected to Washington by longdistance telephone wires.
.

*

*

•

Speaker to address a club by radio was Dr.
Weir C. Ketler, president of Grove City College, Grove City, Pa., who addressed the
Rotary Club of New Castle, Pa., 25 miles
away, at its luncheon on April 20, 1920. The
talk was received by Station 8HA, which am-

'

•

•

•

Broadcast of a program from a ship at sea
on shore was on March 27, 1930,
from a ship off the Ambrose Light. It was
picked up at Rockaway and carried by a land

wire

to a

New York
•

studio for re-broadcast.
*

•

*

30, 1930, by a series of radio relays.
C. D.
Wagoner spoke into the short-wave microphone from W2XAD, Schenectady, N. Y. His
voice was carried to Holland, to Java, to Australia, across the Pacific ocean to North America, and back to Schenectady, N. Y:

•

•

•

News broadcast from a
made in code on Sept. 00,

ship at sea was
1899, of the international yacht races off Sandy Hook, N. J.,
between the 'Chaumont* and the 'Columbus*
for the New York Herald.
Two steamers
with sending apparatus followed the boats.
Two receiving stations were set up, one on
the cable ship 'Mackay-Bennett,' anchored
near the Sandy Hook Lightship, the other at

the Highlands off Navesink. The news was
then sent by telephone to the N. Y. Herald.

PROGRAMS

*

*

Voice broadcast beard from the Arctic to
the Antarctic regions was eflfccted Sept. 23,
1934, by W2XAF, the short-wave station of
the General Electric Company, Schenectady,
N. Y. Admiral Richard Evelyn Byrd'with his
second expedition at Little America heard the
program sent to Rockwell Kent, off the coast
of Labrador, broadcast by the New York Cotfee House, N. Y.
•

•

*

Weather report official broadcast for the
government was made April 26, 1921, by
WEW, St. Louis, Mo.

Broadcast of a drama from a ship at sea
was heard over the CBS network, July 1,
1933, when an air version of a new motion
picture was presented from the main salon -of
the* Furness-Bermuda liner 'Queen of Bermuda' on a weekend cruise to the midAtlantic.

Rex Patch, of New
the radio reception
*

Voice broadcast around the world was accomplished in one-eighth of a second on June

•

to listeners

to
*

plified it to the audience.

•

Marine demonstration of wireless telephony
was held on board the steamer 'Bartholdi' on
the Potomac- river, March 20, 1902. The apparatus and equipment used was the invention of Nathan B. Stubblefield, of Murray, Ky.

First radio license issued in the United
States was granted George Hill Lewis of Cincinnati in 1911.

City-school-owned
ultra-high
frequency
broadcast station to receive a FCC grant was
Station WBOE, Cleveland, which received
license No. I Nov. 21, 1938, to operate (500
watts, 41,500 kc frequency).
Regular classroom lessons and music were broadcast Monday through Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

•

*

stations

Castle, Pa., attended
and amplification,

service.

*

Police T.wo-Way Three-Way System, from
headquarters to the cars, cars to headquarters,
and from car to car was installed by the Radio
Engineering Laboratories, Inc., 100 Wilbur
Avenue. Long Island City, N. Y., which con-

•

'

12, 1901.

New

field.

*

WIL,

'«

high

1933,

Dielz.

«

•

Police broadcast was made by radio station
St. Louis,- Mo., Sept. 4, 1921.

>

OCEANIC

«

Opera broadcast In part from stage of the
Metropolitan Opera was Jan. 13, 1910, when
Enrico Caruso and Mme. Destinn sang arias
from 'Cavalleria Rusticana' and 'Pagliacci,'
which were 'trapped and magnified by the
dictograph directly from the stage and borne
by wireless Hertzian waves,'

the prograni 'To-

night's Dinner' Aug. 20, 1920.
the local election returns

1920,
cast.

*

were written by Howard
•

Commercial broadcast station was 8MK
(now WWJ, Detroit), official station of Detroit

'

Opera broadcast in its entirety by the Metropolitan Opera was Humperdinck's 'Haensel
und Gretel' on Dec. 25, 1931, over NBC.

WBZ

*

first

game.

Musical comedy with specially composed
music broadcast was "The Gibson Family,'
sponsored by Procter & Gamble and introduced over NBC Sept. 15, 1934. The comedy
was composed by Arthur Schwartz and the

Springfield, Mass., on Sept. 15, 1921.
The
station operated on 360 meters exclusively
for broadcasting 1500 watts. It carried serial
number 224 and was issued by the Department of Commerce, Bureau of Navigation.
(Station
received a license Oct. 27,
1920, but at that time broadcasting was not
recognized as such. When a set-up was made
received
to license broadcasting stations,
the first license.

FACSIMILE

•

CHURCH

•

Thanksgiving Day between Texas University
and the Agricultural and Mechanical College
of Texas at College Station, Texas. At that
time the station was operating under an experimental license and had the call letters
5XB. The transmitter used was a spark transmitter and the transmission was in code. This

Broadcasting Corp.

.

glider and the land was effected Aug, 12, 1932,
at 2:40 p.m. by J. K. (Jack) O'Meara, glider
champion in the Chanute,. at more than 5,000
feet altitude while circling the Empire State
Building, New York City; ariff'Edward Thor
geson, radio announcer, over
network.

»

H-.n

Collegiate football game was broadcast Nov
1920, by radio station
of College
Station, Texas.
The game was played on
25,

City. The frequency was
the power 500 walUs. The
over in 1929 and subse-

•

CONTEST

4, 1923,

Radio in an airplane was used by Glenn
Curtiss and Howard Morin in February, 1912,
Messages
Bt North Island, San Diego, Cal.
were received from warships anchored in San
Diego Bay in a set invented by Howard Morin
In which the antennae and counterpoise ran
over both lower -and upper wings. No wires
were dropped below the fuselage.

Coney

•

I

International broadcasting llcei..e i.ssiicd by
the FCC was granted Oct. 15, 1927, to the
station
E.'cperimcnler
Publishing
Co.'s

Radio bi'oadcast

COLLEGE COURSE

mit highest and lowest' frequencies. On Jan.
WEAF and
had repeater points

AIRPLANES

A

Libby prison. It was given at Carnefiie
via WABC, (N.Y.) Sept. 24, 1933.

I

«

Some of the 'firsts' that have been
duly and ceremoniously imbedded in
the archives of the industry must
seem pretty 'so whatish?' to many.
{As, for example, the 'first' broadcast of an engineer in his cab with a
brakeman in his caboose.) Nevertheless,

to

3XV

I

Radio Parish Church of America was estabwhen Rev. Howard O.
Hough was inaugurated as pastor in the studio
of Station WCSH. Congress Square Hotel,
Nine different denominaPortland, ttaine.
tions were represented in this cliurch, the
purpose of which was the conducting of relished April 18, 1926,

made

of the history of radio. Again many
claims are made becatise there is a
Several
difference of terminology.
organizations make the same claim
for the same first; the reason for their
claims is that no two have the same

•

1912 was serial No, 1, granted
Joseph's College, Philadelphia, Fa.,
1912 to use 2 kw power.

of

SPONSOR
Broadcast- for advertising or commercial
purposes was that of the Queensboro Realty
Jackson Heights, New York City,
broadcast Sept. 7, 1922, on sUtion WEAF. the
experimental station of A. T. 8i T., New York
Corp..

City.

TRAINS
Radio broadcast of a regular program on a
national network from a moving train was
made at 9 p.m., March 24, 1932, on a Baltimore
4c Ohio train.
The pick-up points were at
Beltsville, Md., and Laurel, Md., and the
broadcast was over CBS, The transmitter was
operated on a frequency of 1,542 kilocycles,

employing high percentage modulation and
operating on 50 watts power. Belle Baker
and Jack Denny's orchestra were on the program.

Debate was May 23, 1922, over WJH, Wash•
•
./
ington, D. C. The affirmative, 'Resolved, That
Radio telephone message from « moving
Daylight Saving Is. an Advantage,' -A«s-tal£€n- -train was sent FeV.
7, 1015, ^=om a Delaw'arf,
by Calvin I. Kephart, representing the Miller Lackawanna & Western train. A message
Debating Society, and the negative by Thomas sent from Lounsberry, N. Y., was -clearly reE. Rhodes, representing the Alvey Debating ceived at Binghamton, N. Y., -a' distance of 26
Society, both of the National University Law
miles. The transmitter was the invention of
School, Washington, D. C. The audience was Dr. Lee de Forest.
requested to act as the judge.
*

•

*

Drama presented on a regular stage with
scenery and a cast in costume was 'Roses
and Drums,' a dramatic story of the unsuccessful Union raid in 1864 to capture Jefferson
Davis and free the northern prisoners from
full

TAPE
Radio

tape

transmission

New

broadcast

was

station WQXR,
York City, from
6:30 p.m. to 7 p.m., Aug. 26, 193%, using the
invention of James Miller.

made by
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Giacious,
• Maybe we don't belong bere

Mabel— it

— but we couldn't help

looks just like Tioy, N. Y.!

noticing familiar

landmarks in adjacent pages.

• Speaking of AUDIENCES
3,230,000

women now

— we

step

tliouglit

Journal's current newsstand following

—

is

know

thai

to catch our act.

The

you migbt

up and pay admission

like to

over a million!

the Ladies' Home Journal program for women
Speaking of SHOWS
every subject of
across the board. An all-star cast
7 days a week
interest to women. Available every day for a solid month. When they want it.

•

plays

—

—

—

women wrote in and sent money (3c to 50c)'
Speaking of RESPONSE
more than 750,000 pieces of Journal material last year. 45,767 childcare booklets I 65,000 hat patterns in 6 weeks!
•

for

—

delivered to an
• Getting COMMERCIAL
.
your advertising message .
audience like this ... in a show like this . . . looks like a buy.

LADIES'

.

J

HOME

OURNAL

THE MAGAZINE WOMEN lELIEVE IN -THAT'S WHT
THINGS HAPPEN WHEN THE JOURNAL COMES OUT
•
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WOMEN WILL

FIRE QUESTIONS

AT

Wednesdaj, November 15, 1939

N. A. B.;

Doing Something About Weather
Boston, Nov.

IPORTANT CATHOUC OKAYS THE CODE
FCC

Friendly Adjustment—Networks Arrange Forums

on

Code—Seek

to Persuade Critics

Washington, Nov.

tion,

14.
I

continue labor programs was put

t

managers

are

,

within

their

rights in declining to sell time 'to
any particular individual or organization,' Slowie asserted,
Attempts to straighten the situa-

was
shoulder
cold
Expected
tuiiied on the United Rubber Workers by the FCC last week when complaint about refusal of WJW, Akron,

out were being

tion

made by

the

time the FCC dodged the issue. Under Iht auspices of Joseph L. Miller,
director for the
relations
labor
broadcasting groiip, talks were held
by Edythe F. Melrose, station manArager, and the union bosses.

Coincide- tally, the
on the spike.
N. A. B. perfected plans for additional missionary work to recruit
support for (he code.
The rubber workers' complaint,
following the station's cancellation

is desired under 'which
the laborites might be fitted in on a
sustaining basis, with the station
dlatule cannot compel licensees to having the right to approve scripts
it will not be put in the midc:u'r> any particular program. After so that
study of the situation by legal ex- dle of controversies and fights.
Tht move' to sell the code to the
perts, Secretary. T. J. Slowie reported that there is no action which can general public takes a. new turn late
th: month when a couple of hundred
be taken.
With negotiations now in progress representatives of women'j organizato compromise the fight, the FCC tions, including some of radio's most
said that while the N.A.B. pact does persistent critics, huddle with the
Mass
n-t 'alter the duties and responsibilile enforcement committee.
meeting slated to be held here Nov.
tie.; of licensees' to serve public interest, the Communications Act spe- 29, with the committee on hand to
ciflcally states that broadcasting sta- answer questions and hear
comtions are not common carriers.
In plaints.
Invitations have gone to
view of the congressional declara- s< ores of clubs and organizations.

rangement

01 coiitiacc for weekly "Voice of
Labor' broadcast drew a reply that
thJ commission under the present

:

c

'

Mob

Gadget Scared

Issue But N.A.B. Seeks

Akron Labor

Sidesteps

Boston, Nov. 14.
When fire broke out in a
building adjacent to WEEI recently,
the station's engineers
thought it a good chance to test
the sensitivity of their new 'machine gun' mike which is intended to pick up distant sound.
The instrument, first ever seen
in Boston, was taken to the
street, and leveled toward the

burning building.

Crowds scattered. And this
is probably the first fire in history where police and firemen
did not have to struggle with
crowds.
it

a real

Evidently they thought
machine gun.

New showmanship
WBZA's

swainisms

crete problems, particularly relating
to general advertising ballyhoo and
kid entertainment.
While heads of
such organizations already
applauded the code, N.A.B.
leaders feel there is much to be
gained by going into operating problems and getting, a face-to-fr,ce idea
of women's feelings about broadcasting as a whole. When the delegates
go back home they will be able to
explain to their friends just what
the industry is trying to do and pos-

many
have

as:

Jack wp the car and put on the chains.
Roads uiill be icy as this snow storm wanes.

The weather man says, 'Snow changing to
New England weather can't be beat.

sleet.'

This

Fair and colder

Tomorrow

the forecast tonight.
the skies uittl be clear and bright.
is

Better look out for aches and pains.

The weather man forecasts heavy

raint.

Leaves are slippery when they art wet.
Motorists be careftil

.

.

.

don't repret.

Better be careful tomorroiv morning.
Thick fog on the coast is the weather man's warning.

Prisoners

On

Hear Program

EXAMINER DAL6ERG

Delayed Pancake
Atlanta, Nov. 14.

with state radio chairmen of the
General Federation of Women's Club
particularly wanted on hand.
Idea is to go into some of the con-

TO POWER COMMISH

Sinca beginning of prep football
Washington, Nov. 14.
NBC Blue outlet, has
'America's Town
Melvin H. Dalberg, former princiMeeting' and putting it on after com- pal examiner of the FCC until th*
pletion of games, which blocked net- examining division was abolished a
work airings.
year ago, joined the Federal Power
It seems this program was quite Commission trial examiner staff last
popular with residents of Federal week.
Penitentiary here and they were
Dalberg in something over four
forced to miss transcription airings years heard more radio cases than
because of big house 'lights out' rule. any other FCC referee, total passBoys in stripes put their problem up ing 300.
to station bigwigs, who now send
platters to pen and prisoners hear
Herbert Harris, WSB, Atlanta, an'Town Meeting' during their Friday nouhcer, up and about after parting
recreation hour.
with his appendix.
season, WAGA,
been transcribing

-

will hold state and district
to discuss the
ntire question of broadcast supervision.
In addition to this missionary
work, N.A.B. is inspiring more discussion of the pact, with the cooperation of the ler.ding networks.
Following the example of CBS which
already has carried three gratis
speeches on the subject, both
an(' Mutual will set aside time for
debate. The first
participation
was a talk Friday (10) by Dr. Samuel M. Cavert, general secretary of

sibly

'

meetings

'

NBC

NBC

B

eaii beetles baffled

the

Federal Council of Churches,
who said in a Blue Network appearance that the code assures both sides

in public arguments access to the
public via the kilocycles. Efforts are
being made by Mutual to stage a
forum, at which pros and cons of
voluntary self-regulation will be

by 'BT broadcasts

weighed.
Educational

Ciarolina fanners got the scare of their lives re-'
cenlly,

of

hean crops.

And

before.

it

It

is

still

midst

ago, he appeared Monday (13) at
Springfield, Mass., talking to the New

England Women's Radio Council and
Thursday (26) spiels before the Indi-

find an

enemy

was gnawing away the

in the

fruits of

an

anapolis Advertising Club.

Mpnsifnor's Praise

Who

entire year's work.

Who

could

name

would know how to combat

it?

the insect?

One answer

both questions popped into their minds:
early

WBT's

morning farm program," Alarm Clock."

In response to the urgent appeals

ing

to

in,

the staff of

which came pour-

WBT's Farm Bureau

hours of intensive research

in

spent nino

WBT's farm

library

Endorsement of the pact which
produced happiness at N.A.B. headquarters last

bean

l)eetIft.The

cornered the culprit— the Mexican

next morning WBT's "Alarm Clock"

spread the alarum to every Carolina village and

farm— and

the year's bean crop was saved!

WBT's farm

service renders incalculable aid to

farmers (in some instances thousands of miles from
-

-

the. studios),-This service is-freely

tributf'd for the further
liiia.-s'

and gladly con-

development of the Caro-

largest single industry. Woiild

you

like to

reach the "Alarm Clock's" army of loyal listeners?
Just- ivrlte

WET

or the nearest Radio' Sales

oflic«.

Directory
'39-'40

week was

a statement
by Monsignor John A. Ryan, director of the department of social action for the National Catholic Welfare Conference. Hi.i praise was especially gratifying since the faction
fighting the code has sought to stir
up Catholic groups by questioning
the right of laymen to speak for
the Church. As one of the most infiuential members of the hierarchy's
political agency.

until at last they

Radio

being

was a bug they'd never seen

when theywoketo

llieir

work

carried on by Ed Kirby, the trade
body's press relations exec and secretary of the code committee. Following his. Illinois address a week

$5 per Copy

Father Ryan by im-

plication told Catholics to play ball
with the N.A.B.
'In my opinion, the general objectives of the code adopted by the
National Association of Broadcasters
are very useful and entirely fair,' the
cleric declared.
"This is true even
of the provisions which bar controversial
addresses on
commercial
time.
'After all, radio facilities differ

from newspaper

facilities; the forare necessarily limited, while
the- latter are -practically unlimited.
Therefore the amount of facilities accorded to those individuals or groups
that have the money to pay for them
raises the question of substantial mo-

mer

nopoly.'

NBC FBISCO BOOKINGS
San Francisco, Nov. 14.
clinched new accounts last

On

NEW

Sale at Bookstores:

YORK. BRENTANO'S

PHILADELPHIA, BRENTANO'S"

WASHINGTON, BRENTANO'S
CHICAGO, RANDOLPH BOOK SHOP

HOLLYWOOD, SATYR'S

.

NBC
week

CHARLOTTE,

N.C.

•

50,000

WATTS

as follows:
Briquettes,

Wood

(Prestologs), through Emil Reinhardt Adv.,
Oakland, 50 announcements on KPO.

Beaumont Labs,
Ou-jieJ

and operated

Itfpre9i.'uicd

by' the

Columbiu Bro$do49tiiig Syiiein.

by Radio Sales:

Si. Louis, Cliarlotte,

New

York, CliicagD, Detroit,

N. C, Los Angeles, San Francisco

Inc.

Inc.

(4-Way Cold

Tablets), through N. W. Kastor &
Sons Adv., Chicago, s. t. announce-

ments on KPO.
Pacquin Labs, Inc. (Hand Cream),
through WiUlani Esty & Co., New
York, e. t announcements on KPO.

i.

angle in weather reports put over by WBZ«
manager Gordon Swan is rhyming weatliercasts. Sta-

traffic

tion breaks sometinies carry such

LOS ANGELES, SCHIRMER'S
and
ALL VARIETY OFHCES

November

Wctlneeday,

I.

LONDON CALLING

I

RADIO
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15,

J.

|
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Those Sound Effects

Fox Underwrites

Orson WeUes Runs His Rehearsals

B'dcast

Boston, Nov. 14.

overlapping

Reality

London, Nov. 1.
I. J. Fox Furriers will sponsor the
Lawrence Gilliam producing series 'Night of Stars' benefit for
the United
outlining rise of
o( six broadcasts
Palestine
Appeal from Madison
Starter Nov. 4, a radio
the Nazis.
Square Garden, New York, tonight
reconstruction of the Reichstag Are (Wednesday).
Marathon
charity

fiction

Like Schoolroom; Scores the Pupils

continues a specialty of Orson
Welles. The night he gave 'The

,

trial.

Bruce Sievier, radio writer, has
gone into the Royal Air Force as
pilot officer

show
from

on the balloon barrage.

listeners now staying up at
night to tune in the U. S. shortwave
programs, due to adjustment of na-

New

British

war.

tional lite to the

Saturday at 9:30' comes back Oct.
sched28 after being out when
ules were re-vamped. BBC's theatre

BBC

orchestra

is

employed.

BBC annoyed

at

some

9.45 p.m. to

1

York,

a.m.

Jewish charities.
WHN donates the time and Fox
turns the cash over to the charity.

check-up Indicates very few

BBC

WHN, New

will air over

Show

of the daily

•newspapers criticizing its programs.
War arrangements impossible to
forecast in terms of their work out.
Tolcr.nnce is urged but critics will
be critics, and dull is dull.

benefit.s

Britain's Strangers

New Britain, Conn., Nov. 14.
WNBC is extensively new-faced.
Jack Sullivan, formerly drama crick
of Providence Star-Tribune, is writing continuity and film-chatting! Leo
Keegan, ex-WEAN, Providence, is
doubling between WNBC sales staff
and football prognosticating.
•Announcing additions are Ken
Ash, erstwhile WIBX and WEAK;
Doug Kearns, out of WTHT; and
Howard Fagan, formerly with Chicago and Southern exhalers.
Rebecca Loitzker's been shifted
Helen
from N. B. to Hartford.
Wallack replacing at headquarters.

Hurricane',

house,

the

on Campbell Playeastern

coast

was

lashed by sheets of driving rain,

howling winds and heavy seas.
WEEI, through which the playlet was heard in New England,
was swamped with telephone
calls from listeners wondering
whether last fall's hurricane was
being repeated.

New CFCF

Accounts

Hollywood, Nov.
Innovations being nothing

Conference
Same.

14.

new

to

Orson Welles, the bearded youth, he

week's board were the folMontreal, Nov. 14.
lowing activities over which Welles
St. Lawrence Starch (McConnell, watched with the vigilant eye of a
Eastman Agency) begins new series schoolmaster:
Inattention,
Missed
'Sportcasts'
over
of
CFCF this week Cues, Mes.sy Scripts, Resistance in
Other new commercials on CFCF Anticipating Ad Lib Cues, Acceptare
Canadian
Shredded
Wheat, ance of Engagements Merely for PeHensen Laboratories, cuniary Advancement, Being Bright-,
Christopher
Rolls Razor, and Fruitatives.
er Than Teacher, Continual and UnAnacin (Blackett-Sample & Hum- called for References to One's Self,
Playing With Matches During Script
mert) extended 'Easy Aces.'

During

Snoring

izes himself

KNX

On

and

Associates say that Welles penalas often as the others
and last week teacher led pupils in
demerits.
Just what the ultimate
penalty is for those who chalk up
the most adverse marks has never
been stated but it is understood that
various methods of chastisement are
invoked by the headman, none

has turned his rehearsal hall into a
plant
schoolroom at the old
where he presides as headmaster.
Tacked on a side wall is a blackboard on which are posted grades of
troupe.
his
New qualifications are
posted each week and Welles chalks
up the merits and demerits as the
dramatic drills
for
Sunday
the
broadcast progress.

physical.

Not to overlook the top kick of
the Campbell soup account, Welles
takes second billing on the chart to

last

Ward Wheelock, who

rates as chan-

Reason for the score board,
expounded by Welle.<>, is that it
helps to keep the morale of the cast
at High pitch during the all day re-

cellor.

as

hearsal.

What may sound

like

a

gag

to intimates.

Evelyn Laye ducked the Star Gaz-

program Oct.

ing

owing

20,

to the-

engagements, but will return

atrical

the programs in a few weeks.
Meantime replaced by Binnie Hale.
to

Sidney Liplon, from Grosvenor
House, Arthur Salisbury from the
Savoy, and Harry Roy from the
Cafe .\n.t!lais, are three dance bands
to get first wartime hook-ups over

BBC

web.

5

Twenty

AUSTRALIA

IN

Georire Robey and Nick Lucas are
current vaude attractions spotted by
Australian Broadcasting Commission
on once-weekly span.

Comedy Harmonists,

foreign musioutfit, express desire to remain
Australia and become naturalconcerting
lor the
Currently
ized.
Broadcasting Commission.

cal

in

calls'*^ in 20 major midweatem markets**, the
one independent radio station, showed the impres-

159,299 coincidental telephone
largest survey ever
sive scope of the

made

for

WLW listening

audience.

Next week we will publish the results of a survey in 5 additional key cities, in which
12,092 calls were made between October 22 and October 28, 1939, in

Commercial stations not hit by
any advertising drop owing to the
war.

Do

not anticipate any.

Lux Radio Theatre did 'Little
Women' with Iris Moore, U. S,
player, in

main

role.

TERM

Harry Dearth

produced.

Miami

RICHMOND,

Another
stay.
band will also be added.
Continental will be lost of the
major spots to light up. It's set to
throw the switch about Dec. 27, with
Sammy Walsh slated to handle m.c.
duties and Alex Botkin's orch hold
last

haute; INBIAM

Starts

.Continued from page 1_
repeat

year's

ing the stand.

LANCASTER,

the racetrack, which adjoins, bowing
same day.
Cuba anticipates unusual bullishness this winter because of the war

,

Rio Also Expectant
Rio de Janeiro, Nov. 14.
As do the North American winter
resorts, now that European tourism
is hazardous, this capital expects a
season.

U.

S.

it

arid spending

may kayo

deluxe liners such as the
Normandie, there will be other neu
tral boats coming here, it is hoped
and already a flock of American tal-

why more advertisers are buying more time
more money currently on WLW than at any

20 plus 5 reasons

vacationists this

Even though

OHIO

ELOommwN miAM

in the

boom from

INBIANA

OHIO

Cuba, Too
Ben Mardcn, whose Riviera, Englcwood, N. J., is strictly a sumrner
spot, has taken over the operation
of the Gran Casino Nacional and
Havana
racetrack,
the
Oriental
Talent at the Casino, which is known
as the 'Monte Carlo of the Ameri
cas,' will be a mixture of American
and Cuban performers. Casino debuts for the winter season Dec. 23,

other time in our history.

.French

* noes

FeJeral Hesearch Corporation and Alberta Burke.

ent

is being lined up.
Business currently is slow -both at
the Urea Casino, where Maria Dur
bas, French, and the Nicholas Bros
hold forth, and at the Casino Atlan
lico,
where Jean Sablon, French
and The Rimacs band, Spanish, are
the attractions. The latter sail back
to New York the end of this month
with a new Brazilian repertoire.
Two new casinos are being built in
Sao Paulo, the commercial centre
near here, which will feature U
talent exclusively.

CKAC's RCA, Transmitter
,

New

Montreal, Nov. 14
transmitter pur

5,000-watt

chased by CKAC from RCA.
Transmitter
now In use

bought from Northern

Electric.

was

IndianCharleston, W. Va., Cincinnati, Columbus, Dayton, Fort Wayne, Huntineton,
and Ashland, Ky., Kokomo, Lexington, Lima, Louisville, Marion, Ind., Marion,
O., and ZanesviUe.
O., Muncie, Newark, Portsmouth, Springfield,

Anderson,

apolis, lronlon,'0.

THE NATrON'S
most

Is

taken seriously by Welles, according
(

Merchandise-Able"

STATION
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Latest Appeals Court Decisions
Favor

FCC

Cases Involving 'Economic Injury'
Important Reasoning Laid Down
in

Washington, Nov.

14.
[

Two

existing transmitters

were

re-

Monday

(13) in (litigation by
to stifle competition when the District of Columbia
Court of Appeals, still holding that

buffed

which they sought

—

tually nullified hopes of the Nashville plant for a class I-B rating
ur.der the new classification.
In tossing out the appeal from the
power boost decision, the
that
noted
tribunal
intermediate

WMEX

have the iseconomic damage offers WLAC failed to ask to
cover the possible
grounds for seeking review of FCC sues enlarged to
event it went to maximum
decisions, agreed that no fatal errors effect in
a joint hearwere committed by the regulatory power and did not seek
comparative situations
body in allowing WMEX, Boston, a ing where
discussed.
power boost and in i ng Dorrance could have been
Enconraees FCC
p. Roderick a permit for a new El
Paso outlet.
The opinions in each instance
While the questio.i of what com- were an encouraging victory for the
prises 'economic injury' still is fuzzy, regulators, who. have been slapped
the judges took the position that down repeatedly in recent months
neither WLAC, Nashville, nor KTSM, in the courts. In contrast to what
El Paso, made a valid case in oppos- has happened before, the judges
ing the decisions fro.n which they agreed with FCC counsel that there
demurred. Further litigation is pos- were ample findings of fact, plus a
to justify the
sible, while the U.S. Supreme Court sufficiency of evidence
conclusions.
still may render opinions which upThe opinion in the El Paso case,
set the intermediate court's intercreof the
tations and open the way for addi- which has been in and out
for five
tional arguing in the El Paso and courts and the Commission
potential

,

Nashville cases.
Effect of the D. C. tribunal's opinions this week was to substantiate

the sensational power jump (from
100-25 watts to 5 kw) for
and the decision giving Roderick a
second outlet in £1 Paso.
Point of which both cases were
settled in favor of applicants was
failure of the opponents to make the
most of their opportunities. Indecisions by Chief Justice D. Lawrence
Groner, the appeals body emphasized
that there was insufficient evidence
behind their contentions (economic
injury and electrical interference in
thj case of WLAC and competition,

WMEX

alone, in the case of KTSM) to justify a reversal of the FCC.
Short-comings of attorneys was
spotlighted in the long WLACdecision, which rounded out
the bitter argument in which the
court already has rendered one opinion, disappointing John Shepard, 3rd,
and WAIaB. Laying out a chart for
barristers, the judges declared it is
necessary to register objections at
the outset. Second-guessing will not
did
impress the court. Since
not stress in the early rounds the
possible harm that may result from

WMEX

WLAC

the Boston station's jump if it is permitted to go o 50 kw, this objection
cannot be raised at the last minute,
the opinion said.
By rejecting
WLAC's after-thought, the court vir-

Wednesday, November 15, 1939

»

administrative body an opportunity
to grant oral argument* before the
decision is promulgated, he
final

years, did not confirm the legal doctrine of FCC C;»eneral Counsel William J. Dempsey that there is such
a thing in radio as 'damnum absque
injuria' (no legal loss, even though
the action worked to somebody's
detriment).
While the court repower
fused to upset the
grant, its denial of the request for
reversal was chiefly because
faded to present convincing evidence that the public would suffer
if it loses business through added

WMEX

KTSM

competition.
Justice Groner, rentarking that
the Commish found the prospective
rivalry would not cut KTSM's revenues to the point where service
would deteriorate, said the court is
compelled to dismiss the appeal in
the absence of evidence to the contrary.
Record shows the Commission's conclusion was logical and
substantiated, he explained.

disappointed
to upset a
Commish decision by protesting
their rights were infringed when
they were asleep on the job and did
not even try to assert their rights.
controversy, the
In the
judges agreed there was ample proof
that an increase in power for the
Boston plant would not damage the
Nashville outlet under existing cir-

WMEX

Whether

cumstances.

WMEX

with

5 kw might cut down the service
WLAC with 50 kw was regarded as academic, since WLAC did
not fight the Boston application on

area of

the strength of the fact that it aspired to Class I.-B status, the deConsequently, the discision said.
pute had to be settled on the basis
of the status quo, since it was not
until after the hearing began that
attempted to enlarge the issues, by indirection, to include its
If
pending 50 kw application.
wanted to go to bat on the

t»»»
Station Ideas

Even though argument might
held,
have induced the regulators to reach
a contrary conclusion,
cannot seek
litigants

»>>>>>».

:

Cincinnati.

OuesLs

of

WCKY

Hotel

the

Gibson,

in

offices and studios, are invited to visit the station
profor reception ot any of its

which

has

its

CBS

Bids are extended via red
grams.
cards placed under glass desk tops
in the hotel's J.OOO rooms:
They list times of newscasts and
are a polite substitute for the Gibrent'
for
receivers
'radio
son's
,

notices.

Model House Tie-in
Seattle.

Last April when the Blackstone
Co. began sponsoring KJR's

Lumber

Wonders' program with
Ann Sterling, arrangements were
WLAC
started to build a home to be called
the Ann Sterling home, and according to suggestions made by the proWLAC
gram's listeners. Now the house is
basis of what might happen if both
open and crowds browse through the
stations had additional wattage, it
five-room house so numerously sponcould have done so, Justice Groner
requested those living in Seattle
remarked, but the Nashville outlet, sor
come back later and give the
with complete knowledge of the to
hinterlaiid people a chance to looksituation did not seek a joint hear-

Woman

'A

see.

ing.

Local Celebs Quizzed on Stage
Syracuse.

Cuban Radio
.

A click twist on newscasts is used
by Enoch Squires for WFBL. His
'Newsmakers' is presented under loto share
cal sponsorship from stage of Loew's

Continued from pace 31.

CMBG; CMOX and CMCR

ten channels.
Among the 15 stations with clear
channels there are some now operating at 200 watts that must, within
six months install ekquipment for
5,000 watts, or else share time. No
more licenses for new stations will

be issued.

There

is
one exception, station
200 watter that is the key staRadio Havana-Cuba network. This is the only network on
linked
the
island
by telephone
wires and has stations in Pinar del
Rio, Havana, Matanzas, Santa Clara,
Camagucy, Ciego dc Avila, Santiago
de Cuba and Holquin.
In
previous
decree,
a
Govea
Oral Argument
Another point of considerable Im- ordered the reduction of power ot
portance to every applicant, in all stations in the city proper to 200
watts,
ev.en
though
some had licmany respects jacking up the barenses
for
5
kw.
Result
of
this
risters, was the court's observations
regarding the right to oral argu- measure was a scrambling to obtain
ment.'
It is not legally possible to locations outside the city in order
appeal on the ground that the FCC to continue at 5 kw power. Spme
of
the
stations
because
politiot their
did not hear argument when no
argument was requested. Justice cal piill did not heed the order and
Groner declared. Argument is not were clamped down until the Comautomatic, and it is necessary for mission inspectors certified that the
the contestants, by objecting to pro- power had been reduced.
Spielers' Examination
posed findings of fact, to 'give the
On Nov. 8 all radio announcers
must be examined as to their grammar, voice quality, diction, etc., etc.
and more than 1,000 applications
have been filed with the examing
board comprised by University professors and outstanding writers. The
applicants must be Cuban citizens,
more than 16 years old and have no
criminal record. The large number
of applications is explained because
of
the number of professionals,
medicos, lawyers, veterinarians, engineers, etc. that have requested
same and because all the 'old time
readers' of the tobacco factories filed
applications also.
Another ol the measures of Govea
was the closing of the so called pointto-point shortwave stations, eight of
them and now only the commercial
shortwavers are on the air, COCD,

CMK,

tion to the

'

M

M

««
The limerick readings begin

Hotel Guests Invited In

ro. Sundays.
Each week Squires selects local
persons who have made the hometown headlines during the week and
Guests
interviews them on stage.
receive a gift from the sponsor.

WEW

WWSW's

Backstage R.>mole
Pittsburgh.

WWSW

Indie station
takes a mike
backstage at the Nixon theatre every
Monday night following opening of a
new show for half-hour program
featuring star ot each attraction.
Walt Framcr does the spieling, telling something of the play an-* doing
short, spot interviews with the name
players.

So far since season opened, Gertrude Lawrence, Helen Hayes, Philip
Mcrivale, Whittord Kane, Maurice
Evans, Ethel Barrymorp and Edward
Everett Horton have appeared wilh
Framcr, giving
a local name
line-up second to none of big sta-

WWSW

When

tions here.

new show

a

it's

breaking in at Nixon, producers and
playwrights are also called to the
mike.
Framer, ot course, makes no attempt to review the shows since li«
couldn't knock any in view ot ths
appearances on the air.

stars' gratis

Women's Clubs'

Series

State theatre at 12:45 p.

Town

Program Director Earle Pudney
thus headed -off a lot of squawks
from 'Town Meeting' fans.
Limerick Bait-all
St. Louis.
T. M. Sayman Products Co., a
co-year-old firm here that gros.<;es
more than $750,000 annually, has
taken to the air regularly for the

in

its

history,

and C. P.

Michels, v.p. of the Gardner Advertising Co., has arranged a new type
that will run
of program over

WEW

indefinitely.

Firm's

Your

Town Meeting

ot the Air,' NBC Blue, blocked by
prep grid games sponsored by
Adams-Cates (realty and insurance)
Co., WAGA has been transcribing
hour show in its entirety and presenting it after final whistle blows
on final play ot pigskin contest.

time

only

a

scries

of

weekly programs from V/EEI Nov.
7.
under the title 'Citizen, Know
State.'

Sallonstall gives

first talk.

Atlanta.

first

Bu.slon.

Massachusetts State Federation of

Women's Clubs opens

Governor Lcverelt

Meetln?' on Delayed Disc

Finding 'America's

at 7:43

a.m. and continue through 4:15
p.m
and are designed to capture the attention of femmc dialers.
Michels
•bundled' with Al S. Foster and
Arthur Jones,
execs, and developed this unique skcd and all recordings in a six-hour sesh.

previous

ether advertising was a six weeks'
trial several years ago with an out-

KMOX's

Education Board
St.

Lours.

Supervised by the newly-formed

KMOX

Education Board, a weekly
series of 30 min. broadcasts was inaugurated Sunday (29) over this
local CBS outlet.
The scries 'has

been tagged 'In the Dean's Study'
and the subject for the first broadwas 'This Confused Age.'
Those participating in the informal
powwow were Miss Jessie Chamberlain ot the St. Louis Art Mu.seum;
Lyman Byrson ot the CBS Adult Education Board, New York; E. Lansing
Ray. Jr.; an exec, ot the St. Louis
Globe-Democrat, an a.m. rag, and
Dean Frank M. Debatiii of Washingcast

ton University.

WNOE

High Srhool Jive
New Orleans.
has inaugurated a 30-minule period ot 'Jitterbug and Jive*
music selected especially for tho
high school students. All schools ara
supplied with radios for entertainincnt during the luncheon hour, and
the program was inaugurated after
a committee of students made the request to station officials.

WNOE

of-town station.
Five times daily, seven days a
week, a schedule of one-minute
commercials deals with prize winning limericks sent to the station on
The Sayman Co.
soap wrappers.
doles out $1 for each limerick used.
Students themselves will be .given
Names of winners are announced
and Michels expects word-ot-mouth hand in selecting tunes, and all will
plu.i^ging by winners will boost sales. be strictly 'jitterbug' stuff.

COCO,
COCH, COBZ, COCW,
COBC, COCM, COCX and COCQ
and the commercial license issued
to
that will have its transmitter on the air within six months.
One of the decrees of Govea tends
to stop the piracy ot news and the
broadcasting of commentaries or rumors about the European war. The
decree states that licensed radio stations can not broadcast news whose
origin they can not justify. Govea

i

CMCY

By

tradition the people all through

^TIC's New England have a repu-

IN

lOUTHIRN NIW INOIAND WTIC RATH

being pretty practical,
down-to-earth, folks.
The sort
who can take their French lessons
—or leave them.
tation for

the
received

•

• IN

SHEETS—offered in conjunction
with a new series of French Pronunclatlon Lessons over WTIC.

• IN

first

one week
announcement we

within

requests

for

10,000

after

Such B handsome response

EDUCATIONAL

to

an

FEATURE

SHOWS that our 60,000. Watts
reaches a big audience of consistThe experience of
ent listeners.
cores ef advertisers shows

that

it

reach this audience of
ours—because it's FBIENDLT as
well as bir.

pays

to

Jutt OS Nvagara

force that law.

LESSON

Tet,
'

has called a meeting of the representatives and correspondent ot all
for ncxt.week to en-

news agencies

IN lltTiNEII
IN THI

rOPUlARITV tV 1 TO
HADTPOIID AREA

NUMtll or NITWORK

t'

ADVlRmUt
NUMRIR OP HATIONAl SPOT
ADVIRTISIRS

Meanwhile Govea has assigned an
inspector to investigate the musicians
situation in the Havana radio stations and the final report was out of
the 30 stations, 17 have no orchestra
at all;

programs.

The

that stations

WTl
SO.OOOWflTIS

HART-O^S CONN

Station

report

CMCO

and

80%
also

it

Buffalo's

who want maximum, cover-

of their
state?

CMCQ

age at minimum

em-

ploy non-union musicia^is that get
paid from 10 to 40 cents per program.
Govea intends to put in force his
decree requiring that at Jeast 75%
of the broadcasting be made with
live musicians.
For the first time in radio history
in Cuba, the radio broadcasters are
up in the air, having thus far lost
all the battles against Cuba's new
radio strong man.

WEBR

Best Bet for Advertisers

and only four employ music-

ians or actors in at least

Foils i(

Buffdo'i b«ti attraction, >o

costl

ResuUi That ConnI*
flflo

MEW YORK

•

CHICAGO

•

DETROIT

compflny
•

SAN FRANCISCO

Radio Station Representatives
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and gravy, too, for

. . .

Red Network
Our clients'

booth

is full

of "Contented Customers"— and they, as

something to be thankful for

on

NBC Red mean

>vell

as we, have

Thanksgiving. Because their program ratings

this

users!

a greater nation-wide audience.

MONEY TALKS TURKEYI
1. In 1938, as in every year since net-

"Contented" indeed,

me the clients of the NBC Red!

Because their own sales figures demonstrate
truth of the

tlie

amazing story revealed by a complete

and unbiased circulation survey.

every city of 25,000 and

It

more

cities

where

also niicroscopcd

is

radio owners never before

who have
news

to "reach" for

that throws

ing radio lime.

of the country's

why a

C.

first do^\Ti-to-eaith

radio works the

A. B. rating on

pres-

way

tJie

it

Red

means a greater nation-wide audience for a program
than

same rating on

tlie

It's

how

$31,000,000 on

network

this

— more

surveyed— the

millivolts

more than
money than
medium

was spent in any other single advertising

It is

^

fonyard-looking advertiser can afford to overlook.

advertising began,

ers used the
2.

Red than any

more

advertis-

other network.

Of the 50 leading network advertismore of them have used — and more

ers,

of them have invested more money in-~

Red Network than any

other.

you count the 50 leading advertisers in magazines, newspapers and radio
combined ... or the 100 leaders ... or the
150 leaders — you will find that all three
groups invested the major portion of
3. If

their 1938 radio appropriations in the

NBC

Red Network.

in the world.

You'll understand why, with the majority of lead-

families

network programs!

work

the

anotlier network!

a fascinating story that shows

^

new light on the business of buyNews based on facts that no

—

proves

It

the

how

national advertisers last year invested

news of so complete a study is the discovery ofwhat happens in "The Other Half" of the

Tlie real

51%

it's

seen die results of this

and listening habits are converted into profitable
sales via the Red Network. You'll see why 79

Good Neics for You

national radio audience— tlie

you

entation of tvhy and

— PLUS one out of

every five rural counties in the country!

"The Other Half"

men who have

sur\ ey will tell

does.

This survey did more than penetrate
large stations are situated ...

Advertising

ing programs ever since network broadcasting began, the

Red Network

to all its advertisers.
is

always

full

delivers a circulation bonus

No wonder

our

clients'

4.

And,

in the first ten

more

Network advertising than
other medium.

in

lied

booth

of ''Contented Customers"!

NBC Red NETWORK
the network most people listen to most
NATlOiNAL BROADCASTING

COMPANY

•

months of 1939,

advertisers invested $900,000

A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SERVICE

in

any

RADIO REVIEWS

VARIETY

40

fairly easy and East's style breezy
and likeable, although he will continue to start three-quarters of his

Follow-Up Comment

I

,

Screen Guild Theatre's shift to
the east for three weeks, starting
this Sunday
may serve to
(19),
shal^e this Gulf Refining stanza out
of the lethargy that has marked its
recent career. Despite its weekly
load of film names, the series has frequently ranked low in air entertain
nicnt.
The cause has been a com
binalion of badly selected scripts
and defective production.
A good case in point was last Sun
day's (12) installment which offered
Charles Laughton, Elsa Lanchcster,
Jean Hersholt and Reginald Owen
in excerpts from The Beachcomber.'
The general affect of the performa nee could not have been much
more turgid. The average listener,
who didn't know the story or who
hadn't seen the picture, may have
got the impression that Laughton
was playing the part of a bum and
that Miss Lanchester was trying to
reform him,' but otherwise the proceedings must have caused
the
average listener to wonder what it

sentences with the word 'now,'
An extra added member of the cast

Before the war, the British Broad,
casting Corn, had a regul.ir Saturday night show called 'In Town To
night.' function of which was to na'
rade before the mike interesting
per
•sonalitics currently in and
around
London. 'In the Canteen Tonight' is
the wartime substitute, but fails
to
capture the spirit because its names
are either anonymous or mcanine
less. To give n wartime fiavor,
characters
interviewed were soldiers
from varying regimenk or members

is one Polly, alias Pearl, who keeps
and announces same with were puerile, but they added up to
score
plenty of force. She's Mrs. East and a sane and safe bedtime slory for
this is her first radio chore after all the kiddies.
these years.
The program had a bad stage- wait
Gene Krupa's band from the Sherbetween the first 15 minutes and the.
man Hotel, Chicago, is a surprising
second last Friday (10). This was
package to listeners who
probably due to some stations join- sustaining
haven't heard the .outfit for some
ing or leaving the network at that
Even so, it could have been time. It's changed. It has been welded
time.
done with some finesse instead of into a group that imparts drive
given that kind of 'sustaining' touch. and enthusiasm to its selections and
puts a hop on deliveries that heretoThe dignity attached to being the fore was 'more conspicuous by abDave Brockman's musical support is star of a Broadway legit seems to sence.
Good deal of the new impression
authoritative.
count for much with Milton Berle's
sponsors (Quaker Oats) because 'See Is due to the excellent ivory poimding of a new pianist whose work,
'Another Lancnaec,' as rendered My Lawyer' gets quite a trailer every e\^en in the fastest numbers is clear
for the second half (from New York) Saturday night Undoubtedly this has and sharp.
Too, there's a trumpet
of the Texaco hour, had Lillian Gish interpreted itself in aiding the legit's that stands out often, and a clarinet
and John Beal as 'stars' and Minna b.o. Anyway, the Gag-Busters pro- man steps in for solid licks.
Dupree as 'featured player' heading gram is also building a strong
On the other hand, there were
Be- C.A.B. for itself, with co-gagsters still points for criticism.
a cast of seven or eight in all.
Balance
cause the play itself is so simple and Harry Hershficld and Jay C. Flippen, seemed
unideal.
Krupa's drums
universal, dealing as it does with plus a shifting guestcr, making a
Joe were obviously too close to the
family pressure against individual- good quartet of funnymen.
mikes, his thumps at times overism, it continues to stand up. Radio Laurie, Jr., did the honors this past
shadowing everything else.
Also
watered down the blast against the weekend and, along with Hershfield pickup was light
on saxes.
so cloyingly and Flippen, managed quite handily

—

-

catti-

avail-

that age has not
radio is the great
Jack Benny's dream, while under family entertainment and not really
gas in a dentist's chair was an inter- going to grapple with some of the
lude of fancy-tickling, imaginative phoneys in the sacred ranlcs of the
nonsense Sunday night (12). In his matriarchs just to maintain dramatic
opiate-inflamed stream-of-conscious- integrity. Thus the play ends disness, the dentist crystallized as Dr. appointingly on an inconclusive note.
Fred Allen urging Benny to use Performances and direction and
Ipana toothpaste and then progress- ^th the exception underscored the
ively going to ever-larger instru- writing were all first-rate radio.
ments.
Another delightful Freudian touch had Benny hearing Don
'Name It aad Take li' (Ed East's
Wilson repeatedly announcing "This quiz-with-a-twist) has reappeared on
Is the Jello program starring Phil NBC blue (Fridays, 5 p.m.) as a halfHarris.'
hour for adults. It served for a time
Tbeda Bara spoke up clearly and to peddle Cel-ray, a beverage, and
well in her assignment on the Ken was then directed at kids. 'The latMurray half of the Texaco hour last ter on occasion proved to be brats
Wednesday
(8).
The one-time and quite troublesome in the studio.
empress of cinematic pash took a At least one of the adults last week
facetious tack on her career and on seemed intent upon throwing the
Murray, which summed up as the ringmaster when, on a tonguesmart way to handle such a guest twister, he said something about her
'Who's nervous?'
date. Her confession of having kept being nervous.
housewife crisply;
most of her money gave Murray one snapped back
you're the one that's nervous.' And
of various openings to try to obtain
a co-maker on a bank loan for him. she was hard to get oft the track.
This was the recurring theme and
The program consists, as before, of
payoff of much of the nonsense. And, rhymmed hints of the contents of a
incidentally, no plug for loan sharks. box. A musical quartet, The Norse'A fall guy with a fountain pen' was men, adds a final musical hint. Then
one description of a co-maker.
the contestant has a chance to guess
Script as a whole was very breezy and. if correct, gets the package plus
and easy. Murray is getting more a silver cartwheel. The prizes are
Into character and away from ga.gs. smallish,
hankies,
powder puffs,
That'll wear better, advance him corkscrews, etc.
The jingles are

able deecriptives)

all,

—

tM

of other national services, like
the
women's corp.s. air-raid precautions
and others with which Britishers are
getting rapidly familiar.
Expericn-ie of these oeople and
reference to the traditions of the
various regiments, as brought out in
the mike talks have points of interest, but some of the individuals
had
been under-rehearsed and their delivery was stilted and irritating

Where, however, the program

fell
down was in nn effort to inject humor by introducing three created

-

characters— Scr/Tcant Atkins. Canteen Kate and Private Smithy— who

out ncross labored attempts at wit
designed to lighten the orogram but

point-killers for the Joe-

in being
millers.

Rudy

having the reverse effect
Vallee's

immersion

Artists
takin>! the roIe.<! were mercifully left
namele.<!s.
few old army songs
failed to bring the program to

in coffee

The William Morris agency has a Sunday night (.12) was the signal for
good showcase for its roster -of bands other change on the Chase tt Sanon this Saturday night spot, usually born procram, which, for various
doubling them from current in-town reasons, Vallee high among them,
engagements, such as Teddy Powell, clicked at all points and in all detwice in a row, when he was at the partments as it seldom has in the
Broadway Paramount; I>el Courtney, last couple of semesters. Whether
doubling from Loew's State, N. Y., it was the Vallee delivery or a pursome weeks ago, arid now Bob Zurke, poseful switch of C&S writers, he
also at the Par, doing that stint. How- sounded his old self of the Thursever, save for Zurkc's sock arrange- day
night ycastcake frolics and
ment of 'Honky-Tonk Blues,' the made the coffee show sound that
band just biokc it up between an- way.
Program revealed a better
nouncements and gag sessions.
balance throughout and less utter
reliance on Bergen, who, as alway.s,
Mildred Bailey swung 'Darn That remains one of radio's few creative
Dream' out of 'Swingin' the Dream' comedians..
style,
on
the
Benny
in
great
The show almost staggers with its
Goodman-Camel half-hour Saturday load of talent. For laughs there was,
Goodman's

night.

interest

in

the

in addition to the

A

•ilso
lifp.

Chances arc the orogram won't
and won't be missed.

last

SUNBONNET SOCIAL
l.*;

KWK,
New

.half
hour of
for Lady Esther
after week with

two Bergen char-

by
Method of
sunit

Wood

has

and station doesn't want its
sxvitchboard clogged. Sponsor sends
down,';

tacted by phone.
Becaii.se of oomniercinl dosage, the
singine of only six songs was posduring the period. Miss Lane
and Bu.soh both handle their pipes

sible

Team nl.so seems to be up In
most pops as there was no hesitation
tor any number requested.
well.

Kaluschc. gabber, spiels the long
commorcials. but with soul. Saltu.

Ross, while a Lynn Murray chorus
of eight mixed voices has taken
over the spot previously filled by the
Merry Macs. In Wood the program
has a baritone who is without manon the NBC Red Fridays, the band nerisms or particular style but
comes on just before the nightly jam withal is a pleasant personality that
up of the air with swing crews of follows the music as written and
all types.
And thereby a neat con- sings it plain and plcasurably. Some

smooth
rolls

rhythms

along

week

deft curtseys to current pops, standards, and novelties.
Makes 'em all
listenable.
In the 10-10:30 p.m. slot

alfalfa may stick out of his diction
(with an but his folkslness is of a sort that inover-size trowel) call attention to stead of palling does much to ento hance the intimacy of the occasion.
the
ability
of
the product
Bea Wain, the other vocalist on the
glamorize milady's complexion.

Lane or Busch.
names and num-

Mi.ss

selecting

a loaf of it.<! new '.Sunbonnet' bread
by one of its trucks to those con-

Lanny

replaced

ide4 but

bers is not clarified via the ether as
sponsor fears loss of a customer or
a prospect if there are any turn-

editions of this perennial click, currently on CBS Saturday
nights.

Barry

new

over-burdened with commercials
and procram caught carried exactly
544 words, divided into three periods,
plugging sDonsor's products.
Idea
behind selling campaign is for the
studio 1.0 call housewives either from
n number selected at random from
the phone book or picked from cards
and letters.
Thev are asked what
song they would like played by Andrews, an accomplished pianist, or
is

hot version of Shakespeare's 'Mid- acterizations (see separate review
Night's Dream' is due to on 'Mortimer Snerd'), the bright
forthcoming participation with new comedienne Barbara Jo Allen
Sullivan and Louis Arm- with her 'Vera Vague' (also separstrong, in. the Erik Charell legit pro- ately noted).
The singing division
duction at the Center, N. Y., due to was
three-way
between
Vallee,
open shortly.
This was the first Dorothy Lamour and a until-now
coast-to-coast nitro of the Eddie obscure baritone. Lansing Hatfield,
deLange-Jimmy Van Huesen song. who has the makings.
Others are 'Peace, Brother!', "There's
An incredible ending did not preGotta Be a Weddin' and 'Swingin' a vent Jean Arthur and Allen MarDream.'
shall
from weaving an interestGoodman's jive, with emphasis on holding spell of light romance
his own clarinet. Toots Mondello's around the slender reeds of a plot
reed work in the latter's own orig- bearing
the
pointless
title
'The
inal composition, Lionel Hampton. Artist.'
Fletcher Henderson, Ziggy Elman's
hot trumpeting. 'Mr. Bach Goes to
Lucky Strike Hit Parade's new
Town' (Alec "Templeton's arrangement of Bachiana), and all the rest edition differs litUe from previous

Lombardo

Louis
musica> program has a couple

St.

of song stylists and a

Maxine

for a sizzling 30 minutes.

Mtn<:.— Loral

Dallv, 9:3* a.m.

his

Guy

—

WATEB FREUND BREAD CO

summer

made

CANTEEN TONIGHT*

Saturday.s, 6:30 p.m.

BBC, London

AU

dimmed. After

'

the nailing of a mob of extortionThe plot devices, particularly
that revolving around the accidental
lipofT from a candid camera shot,
to

ists.

further. Irene Ryan copped herself
.some giggles doing a hoke Cleo to
Murray's Marc,
in all, it stacked
up well.
Still bad having a Ken (Murray)
and a Kenny (Baker) on the program to confuse listeners ripeatedly.
Why not be typically radio offer a
grand prize of five gallons of gas for
a new name for one of the guys?
'Not me.' says Ken.
'Not me,' says Kenny, even louder.
Frances Langford continues to
sing with that warm quality and

was all atwut. The characterizations
were for the most part obscure, the gray-haired mother who
comedy fell flat and the picturing of tyrannizes her brood
ith a
the locale came close to the zero ness (to- use the milder of two

mark.
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went on a picnic out in the country 'IN THE
and wound up with a clue which led 30 Mins.

AVAILABLE for SPONSORSHIP

RAYMOND TOMPKINS
Top Might Commenfofor

trast.

Commercials forcefully

tot

loan

r«P«^n;"ol
"''^

A popular program with an enthu>!«
Talent coit: $100

show, sums up as an ingenue edi- ••tic followinK.
tion of Mildred Bailey.
Knack of (net) weekly.
salesmanship shows up in every type
of number she essays.
Powell,
The chorus fits into the proceedJohn Held Jr., and a female expert
on courtesy last week (10). Both as ings neatly and ever-progressive
name and entertainer Powell's con- Mark Warnow as usual provides
tribution was the topper. His fenc- some of the liveliest and freshly ining with Jessel supplied a few terpreted dance music on the air.
laughs, part of it from his repeatedly reminding Jessel that Joan Blondell (Mrs. Powell) had not yet been
paid off for her guest stop on the

Georce

Jessel's session for Vitalis
9:30) had Dick
Sid Silvers, and cartoonist

Tl' and

of

7:30 p. M.— Mon., Wed. A FrU

WFBR

(NBC Red Friday

BALTIMORE, MD.

same program week previous. Method of introducing Powell was also
neatly contrived. Had voices of persons from various stratas of society
commenting on their reasons for going to vie W.Powell at a theatre personal appearance.
He opened up
vocally in 'South of the Border.'
Sid Silvers was largely wasted.

between him and Jessel
lustreless. Also it wasn't clearly
out to the radio audience
Silvers was.
John Held Jr.'s
consisted of a comparison between femmes of yesterday and today, and a courtesy expert demonstrated her method of teaching politeness.
Latter evolved into a burlesque of various telephonic weather,
time telling and other services and
wound up in Jessel's inevitable 'teleCrossfire

pointed

there are great sales mportunih'e* for your
product in the rural areas of the
market is
pretty definitely proven by the fact that farm loan
repayments in the Louisville district of the Federal
Land Bank topped all other districts of the Nation,
that the foreclosure and delinquency record of this
district was the lowest in the Nation and the fact that
the Louisville bank owns LESS farm land than any
ether district bank in the country.

WHAS

~

AND DON'T FORGET

.

,

.

WHAS

also delivers

one of the most important INDUSTRIAL MARKETS
in thetlation ... Buy Power PLUS RECEPTIBILITY:

WHAS
EDWARD RETRY &
On
(tlK

wow did

it

again!

was

T.HAT

50,000 Watts
at

820 on the

Dial

CO., National Representatives

ru'd nnrl

tTourifr-JoiiruiU

Ofirralrd liy

The Lolisville Times

who
bit

phone* vaude

bit.

Commercials pointed out that a
well groomed man without shine to
his hair (Vitalis) just hasn't got
it

thereby proving the institution

—and

of food shoivs can be revived by
successfully

promoted by

WOW

did

it

—by

radio.

Shotvmanship.

Yours very

takes.

'One of the Finest,' Silver Cup
Bread's Thursday evening contribution on a split blue network, still
makes clean, If none too exciting,
cops and robber pabulum.
The
rapid progress made by the hero of
this piece must prove amazing to
even the kid listeners. He may have
been but a rooky of the police force
yesterday, but today he's almost a
buddy of an inspector in the department and intensely engaged in
tracking down some of the toughest gangs you can Imagine.
In last week's (9) episode the hero

The 1939 Omaha

attracted the largest at'

tendance in 34 years of food shoios in
this city,

Merry Macs were

clicko In their department.

what

Food Exposition

WOW
OMAHA, NEBRASKA

truly.

HiBIO STATI(m WOW
Oaaba, Naliraglca
'
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BBUSH CBEEK FOLLIES

-MOBTIMEB SNERD'

LEE GRANT'S ORCHESTRA

With Edgar Bergen

—

CHASE & SANBOBN
Sunday, 8 p.m.
WEAF-NBC, New York

land

Minstrels,

Prairie

Pioneers,

Kit and Kay, Homer Martin's HarWalter Thompson)
monica Band, Eddie Edwards
Mortimer Snerd is Edgar Bergen's
Mins.
new dummy, a completely different SO
characterization than Charley Mc- Sustaining
Saturdays,
10 p.m.
Carthy, the pickled pine urchin who,
KMBC,
Kansas City
out
of
favor
with
is
at the moment,
Top
corn ensemble of the area is
of
ingratitude
reasons
for
master
his
and hooking up with another ven- let loose by KMBC every Saturday
McCarthy was repre- night with a two-hour visual version
triloquist.
sented early in the show as splinter- at the Ivanhoe Temple (25-40c) from
8 till 10. At the latter t-jne an hour's
ing out his heart in remorse with
Bergen a bit uppity. It was Snerd program transcribed from the staged
presentation is aired.
later who. met the girls.
Edition this season includes sevAs a further sample" of Bergen's
showmanship, the new characteriza- eral standbys of the previous two
seasons plus replacements. At one
tion confirms his progressiveness.
Success hasn't made that Norseman time or another during the season
It seems probable the whole all of the station's generous roster of
lazy.
McCarthy vs. Snerd thing may stir rural talent will give out. Names
credited above are the standard pila lot of talk in the grocery stores.
Snerd is i good-natured boob, not lars.
Show itself is fast, yippee and
the sassy chappie Charley is. Land.
Hiram Higsby
frankly blow-jug.
carries the label of m.c, with Don
O'Brien as the straight announcer.
'MASSACHUSETTS ON THE
Regular personages of the company
MARCH'
noncommittal billWith Bakov Orcb, Bob White, Keyes answer to such
ing as Bud and Spud, Santa Fe Slim,
Ferrin
Prairie Pioneers, Kit and Kay. To
Interview, Drama, Maslo
Homer
Martin's troupe of
them
add
Beeional
30 Mins.
barn dancers and harmonica band.
MUTUAL SAVINGS BANK OF
Bonnie King, staff torch singer
MASS.
(J.

M-W-F,

—

Tharsday, 7:30 p.m.
WBZ-WBZA, Boston
(B.B.D.&O.)
'Massachusetts On the March,' one
of Boston's most elaborate dramatic
broadcasts, returned to the air last
Thursday beginning its liew fall
Backed by 192 Mutual Savseries.
ings Banks of Massachusetts, this
show is solid dramatic stuR even
though decidedly conservative, as
are the
First

Back Bay financiers.
show dramatized incidents

from the life of Oliver Wendell
Holmes, late Supreme Court Justice,

humorous anecdotes
concerning early state law and enforcement. Billed as an attempt to
dramatize the history of the- stale
bar, this was really rather weak
since the material was too thin to
give any more than a bemused picture of the oddities of some early

gives the show a pace-change. So.
called
Midland Minstrel.i. instru
mental flvesome, are equipped for
long hair stomping-yodcling, and

Ezra Hawkins and Aunt Fay, newcomers, arc so rural as to be out of
reach of the R. F. D.

Under

direction

Adams

Felix

of

and Jimmie McConnell, the Follies
maintains

its

previously established

Emcee Hicsby adds

pace.

own

his

clowning, with Eddie Edwards as a
barnyard blackface foil.' Harmonica
band is an innovation this year.
Quin.
Count the button shoes.

after a series of

'VERA VAGUE'
(Barbara Jo Allen)
Comedienne

CHASE & SANBORN
Sunday, 8 p.m.

WEAF-NBC, New Tork
(J.

,

Walter Thompson)

laws.

This performance takes shape as
However the six or eight incidcnLs
possibilities
concerning Holmes were
cogent one of the few wham
enough to give a fairly clear though among funny women. There's a high
necessarily brief outline of the man's
character. Dramatic cast of about 10
did the whole business with some
doubling.

Interviews with famous persons
ere conducted by Leonard Ware,
Boston Herald editorial writer. This
closes the show.
Subject for first
was Prot W. Barton Leach of Harvard Law School, a former secretary
to Holmes. Leach handled his prepared interview well, giving intimate
touches about the late Justice.
A rather undistinguished musical
background is provided by Rakov,
studio musical director, with a special 18-piece orchestra.
The plugs
for the banks made by Keyes Perrin,
announcer, are discreet and
open and close program.
A few
skips in timing were noticeable, but
will undoubtedly be ironed out in
future production;;. Bob White, narrator, provides skillful settings for
each scene, neatly giving the show
'

its

continuity.

Jo/tn.

A

tra (8)
5

Mins.

—Regional

HYDRO GAS SYSTEMS
Sunday,

9:15 a.m.

WOAI-TQN, San Antonio

AM)

(Wyatt, Aniol &
This San Antonio regional com
mercial show can measure up in
quality, production and presentation
Written, produced and acted in by
Phil Alexander. First program (29)
was an impressive sample.
Program opened with special song,
by .Alexander apropos homes being
better, happier places if equipocd
with Hydro Gas. A character called
the Old Timer' then urged the radio
audience to spend a few minutes at
Hy-G Ranch. Staff orchestra of
WOAI backs uo sentimental songs
of the range. There was, for example. 'Little Joe, the Wrangler.'
Show is fast moving, full of action,
music and drama, with the commercials also dramatized and easy to
take.
Pat Flaherty carries the
musico-dramatic main dish and deivers the spiels.
Phil Alexander
played Little Joe. and Allen Chapman tripled as Old Timer, a negro
cook and a ranch owner.
Emilio Cacers orchestra Is very
helDful.

Jane Ashman scripted prcem

with a score by Rudolph
Audrey Maple was announcer, Maxine Rystron was nar-

Schramm.

,

rator and there

was

a

tremendous

cast.

The opening chapter, sub-billed
"The Freedoms,' dealt with women's
place in winning and defending libcident.
While unknown to eastern listen- erty of speech, religion and as.semers when he started with WMEX, bly. and. to point the idea, the pertiSafford had done some broadcasting nent sentence from the Bill of Rights
in Kansas.
He has given over 20 was quotfH several times during the
Piece
was episodic in
broadcasts here and the most recent show.
ones have been rebroadcast by form, taking incidents from the time
KAST, Astoria, Oregon; KBND, of the Ma.ssachusetts Bay colony
Bend, Oregon, and KFBK, Sacra- down through the present, and while
continuing to stress the idea of permento.
John.
.tonal
freedom, touched on such
widespread issues as religious persecutions in early New England, aboVAN DOREN
litionist agitation, the women's suf'Music for Young Listeners'
frage st>-ugEle and. in the current
IS Mins.
period, freedom of discussion of govSostaining
ernmental Questions. Concluded with
WJZ-NBC, New York
an immediately-pertinent quotation
Mary Van Doren, music director of from a column by Eleanor RooseToledo Museum of Art and concert velt.
Considerin/; It was a first broadpianist, is playing her part in the
present network emphasis upon edu- cast and that it involved such a large
cast, the initial program was fairly
cational-cultural
Writing was diffuse at
through a 15-minute weekly broad- smooth.
cast from WSPD, Toledo, to the times, failing to compress the cenNBC blue the program is a less tral theme in a cohesive line, but it
pretentious
follow-up on Walter contained several forceful moments
Damrosch's long-time 'Music Ap- and gradually mounted to a reasonpreciation' hour. Guy Frasher Harri- ably moving climax. Performances
son's
half-hours
with Rochester were mixed, with several obvious
Civic Orchestra over WHAM-NBC fluffs of lines, and a few of the players were painfully transparent, but
will also be recalled.
as a whole it was passable.
Miss Van Doren takes up a classical
Some question whether a program
composer on each broadcast, high- of this kind can make headway
lighting life history and pianoing against
the syrupy midaftemoon
characteristic selections or portions dramatic serials surrounding
it, but
thereof. Last week she dealt with at least it's an attempt to put across
Franz Joseph 'Haydn, alias 'Papa' a definite idea in adult terms. SucHaydn. Miss Van Doren mikes in a ceeding stanzas must be improved,
friendly, chatty fashion, avoiding the in which case it may have a chance.
teacherish, solemn approach. Joco.
Hohe.

MARY

programming

.

TUNE TERMITES'
Glenn Hurlburt, Clancy Hayes
Musical

Mins.— Local
Sustaining
Friday, 9 p.m.
15

mcnt

well-trained artist, he projects
a sense of kjiowiag.
Should be
popular.
Land.

SUNDAY AT HY-G RANCH*
With Phil Alexander, Sterling Waters, Pat Flaherty, Allen Chapman,
Emilio Caceres and His Orches-

tion.

show,

of hokum, to which she brings the
light and shade readings of a trouper
LoTid.
deluxe.

quarter-hour musical idea, on

this

that is pronounced.
First in 'The
Riff Song,' then, in a musical canape
with tra-Ia-la lyrics, and finally in
•The Pilgrim's Song,' Hatfield arrived in big time radio.

—

lyhooing .women's .contribution in
'developing the American way of
life.'
WPA is lending an a.ssist.
Shows are produced by Philip
Cohen, 'planned and executed' by
Eva Hansl and directed by William
D. Boutwell, of the Office of Educa-

of prom,
future possibility if the pace
can be maintained.
Zesty style may faintly suggest
Beatrice Lillie, although this is re
mote.
The. strokes are broad and
the timing and vocal inflections all
It would appear both
important
program and performer should do
okay with Vera the lush. And this
dramatic actress rates a large nod
for her creative drive into the field

which

(J. Walter Tho7aps070
Doing his first appearance for the
Sunday night coffee show, this baritone revealed, in three numbers, a
scope that is unusual and an ability

WJZ-NBC, New York
The U. S. Office of Education, unprogram which has attracted der the Dept. of Interior, is teaming
with the Women's Activities Dept. of
NBC to offer this weekly scries bal-

A

talent, in-

ise for

CHASE & SANBORN
Sunday, 8 p.m.

house

came through with plenty

Baritone

WEAF-NBC. New York

WMCA

With Andrey Maple, Maxine Rystroa
30 Mins.
Sustaining
Tuesday, 2 p.m.

cluding the batonship of Lee Grant, considerable interest locally, and is
staff conductor, constitutes a live being rebroadcast on the We.st Coast,
talent interlude in early afternoon is the Military Digest. With an air
during a time of day when the sta- of authenticity uncommon to most
tion is heavy on waxings and drama- local news reviews, this program is
gaining a following. Safford seemtized blurbihgs.
It's an okay quarter hour of rcg\ilation run-of-mill ingly has better channels of information and a richer background
orchestra-and-song stuff.
Agash company sells its cooking than most commentators.
oil with heavy underscoring that the
Many months ago he gave a deoil once used can be drained out of tailed analysis of what the proposed
the kitchen utensils and re-used. neutrality law would do to AmeriThat doesn't sound too appetizing can shipping
and recent events
when described, but may be a con- have proved him right. And he
vincing economy appeal to the 'D' was among the first to foretell the
Lnnd.
and 'E' homes.
results of the Russo-German pact as
shown through the City of Flint in-

bouyancy to Barbara Jo Allen's
Show Is aimed at suburban, farm
loony clubwoman. Vera Vague. Using and ranch homes which are beyond
60% characterization and 40% script the eas mains.
Andy.
to get her effects, the comedienne

KPO, San Francisco
Announced as a sneak preview,

LANSING HATFIELD

Safford

Tuesday, 8 p.m.
WMEX, Boston

(H. C. Morris)

Standard

F.

Sustaining

York

41

'GALLANT AMERICAN WOMEN*

15 Mins.-Lo€al

12:45 p.m.

WMCA, New

VARIETY
•nnLITABY DIGEST'
With CapUIn Wallace
News Analysis

With Hiram Higsby, Ezra Hawkins With Rose Marie, Charles Carlile
and Aunt Fay, Bud and Spud, 15 Mins. Local
Sante Fe Slim, Bonnie King, Mid- ITALIAN COOK OIL (AGASH)

listeners were invited to com
by mail, has one departure

from the familiar singer and piano
act which should result in much
more plu.s mail than minus. It is
fast, perpetual and sustained tempo.
When one song ends there is no stop,
no gap to be filled with announcer's
title gags, which, though they be
new, are still as old as radio. There's
backed by
original patter lyrics
drum and piano rhythm. Only once
did the rhythm halt, and then to
dissolve into a chorus of 'Slay in My
Arms' in dreamy waltz tempo.
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SETTING THE RECORD?

OREGON
UEVADA

—

IDAHO
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••
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:::
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FCC Opens Hearings

NBC-RCA

in Boston;

Wednesday, November 15, 1939

Television

Sustamers CancelleiFand Letters

Wednesday, Nov. IS
2:30— Finesse in photography.
2:45— Film, 'Dr. Irving Langmuir on Surface Chemistry.'
Hidden,
3:15-3:30
Frances

Spearman Protests WAAB Doesn't

To

the Editor Flood Louisville

—

show burlesque.
8:30-9:30— Goddard Neighbor-

style

Know

CrimeMs Charged

Hlfhat

Boston, Nov.
Hoai-ings

opened

14.
,

'

FCC

Lawrence Flynn. Other
are George R. Dunham, of
Cambrid.w. president; John J. Mc-

views.

Caiin, of Lowell, treasurer.

Icc,"

employee,

Round

exi

aminer George Porter presiding, in
Tluis far tlie hearing has centered
the claim ol the Mayflower Broad- around Shepard's political commcncasting Corp. for the facilities of tator, Lcland Bickford, and his radio
John Shcpard's WAAB on the gen- attacks against certain prominent
politicians and praise of others durplea that the latter has not opI

eral

erated ill the public lntere.<:t. This
case is the outgrowth of considerable murky New England politics
• nd the efforts of a former Slicpard

Particularly, it has
ing campaigns.
been claimed that his leanings were
toward the present mayor of Boston,
Maurice J. Tobin, and that he

campaigned

actually

for

him

via tlie

air when supposedly concerning himself with political analysis alone.

Prominent

people

called

the
days of
to

witness stand in the first two
the hearing were former Gov.

TOPS IN

aNTRAL
OHIO

James

M. Curley; former mayor Malcolm
E. Nichols, district attorney William

Tex
inter-

with Danny Malone, Kath-

and

leen O'Regan, Binkie Stuart

Fred Conyngham.
8:30-9:30

I

;

Up,

Thursda>, Nov. 16
2:30-3:30--Film, 'Ro.se of Tra-

olTiccr.<

Fodoial

the

at

bldg. here last week, with

Ball

hood Center Television
Committee meeting and
O'Rourkc's

—

2:30-4:00
Film,
'R a n c h o
Grande.' with Tito Guizar.
8:30-9:30
'A C r
i n a 1
at
Large,' by Edgar Wallace, with
Nance O'Neil, Dennis Hoey,
i

m

Carl Harbord, Frances Rcid.
Saturday, Nov. 18
2:30-3:30— 'Wings
Over
the
Nation.'
9:00-11:00

—

Boxing at the
Ridgewood Grove Athletic Club.

Sam

Taub, announcer.

J. Foley; Francis B. Masterson, former campaign manager for Curley;

former congressman Richard M. Rusand ex-Gov. Charles F. Hurley.
At the opening session. Hurley
testified that threats of reprisal by
radio stations WAAB and WNAC
were made by Bickford to Hurley.

sell,

STATION

IN

RADIO SETS

said

him were

Yankee and Colonial networks would
money if he (Hurley) signed a
bill regulating and limiting dentists'
and dental advertising. When Hurley said he intended signing the bill,
Bickford replied that he had 'political Influence' and that his radio
stations were a 'forceful political
weapon" and if Hurley signed the
bill he would 'hear from me," ac-

cording

to

the ex-governor's

testi-

Subsequently Hurley was
radio
attacked
Bickford
in
by

money.

speeches,

it

was revealed

at the

hear-

ing.

A phonographic record of one of
Bickford's radio talks was introduced. A vituperative and scathing arraignment of three candidates
against Maurice Tobin, now mayor,
it ended with a plea for the election
of Tobin.
Ex-Congressman Russell testified
that Bickford had made a radio
speech for him when he was a candidate for governor, but that he,
Russell, had not written the sF>cech.
He said he could not recall trying
to Interest Washington authorities In
granting a regular license to WAAB,
then operating under a temporary li-

m

THE

SMOOTHIES

make the necessary arrangefrom the Sunday morning lineup.
was from Jefferson County ments for the wirfe connection at
Cincinnati.' Cisler stated that in
his
and preaching was delivered by
Major Ulrey, of the Volunteers of opinion local listeners would prefer
America, assisted by his wife, who to hear the program over a local
outlet, rather than to have to tune
also had a night time 15-minute
In on some distant station that has
sustainer 'Your Favorite Hymn.'
a weak signal or subject to fading
After several letters had appeared
in the newspapers, excoriating the
station for dropping the jail stanza,
Credo Harris, director of the station, replied, stating that the Major
had himself cancelled the stanza,
because his time had been cut from
30 to 15 minutes.
Harris explained
that the Major's time was originally
set at IS minutes, and that when
the extension was made it vyas In
no sense a permanent thing.
Result was that the religious group

on

cancelled out
transferred to

both

WGRC,

spots,

and

Sundays, at

Letters also appeared in the Courier-Journal Sc. Times, concerning
the Toscanini airings over NBC on
cial

TIE-UP
WMCA. New

dealer

the

to

Airing

Owing

Saturday night.

lose

JOHNBLfllRS CO..Representot'ir]

'letters

out in the last

9:30 a.m.

that attacks made against
of a 'personal* and not a
'political' nature.
According to Hurley, Bickford had told him that the

He

of

jail,

Taub, announcer.
Friday, Nov. 17

—
—

rash

a

has broken

will

Wrestling at the

Ridgewood Grove Athletic Club.

Sam

music
In town claimed
h«
had spent $100 In telegrams and long
distance calls. In an elTort to persuade the network to somehow pips
three weeks, anent certain sustain- the program through
to Louisville
ing programs on WHAS and WAVE,
As a gesture to listeners, Steva
Sunday Jail Service, which has CIsler, in a letter to the papers, offered time on WGRC to carry'
ths
been a sustainer on WHAS for about
five years,
was missing recently Toscanini concerts complete 'if NBC
Louisv.llc, Nov. 14.

Quite

editor'

York, has worked

out a tieup with the League of
Metropolitan
Appliance
Ilealers
whereby the station is assured cooperation of about 500 radio stores
in several exploitation angles, in exchange for a half hour of broadcast
time per week.
Dealers have the
7-7.30 p.m. slot Saturday evenings
labelled 'Old Refrains,' using standard pops, semi-classical, etc., funds
from NBC's recorded library. Program plugs member stores.
In exchange the store operators
have pledged to exploit
via

WMCA

window

advertising, etc., and be certain that
tabs are placed on

WMCA

pushbutton tuning sets sold. It is
estimated that 90% of receiving sets
turned out currently are equipped
with pushbutton type of dialing as
well as manual, and in most cases
setting of the buttons are done by
salesmen.
all

commitments

it

to

commer-

was impossible

Interference.

or

m

Toscanini program still
come through Louisville.

W

M

0

R E

Thanki to HARRT MATES
HARRT OOVRVAIN tor thru*
CMMfDl

WMk*

at

Strand,

ih»

>nd
inc-

>°en

York

Opening EARLE
Philadelphia, Nov.

10

Turned Down Regional
Request, Might Have

Sanctioned a Local
Washington, Nov.

14.

/

Champagne

tastes
of a Brown
City, Mich., broadcast company In
the matter of a new station last week
led to a Commish turndown. Thumb
Broadcasting Co., applicant, might
have been successful If it had requested a local frequency instead of
asking for a regional channel, F.C.C.
indicated.
Plea for a days-only
transmitter, with power of 1 kw.
and use of the 880 kc. frequency, was

ash-canned because it failed to fit in
with Commish Ideas on allocation.
Eleven stations already serve poNINE GET
tential listeners of the proposed transmitter. It was pointed out, and tesKCMO, Kansas Clt.v, Okayed tor timony
by applicants failed to 'make
5 kw. Daytime
cense.
out a ease for departure' from the
Immediately after the opening
allocation plan, The 'normal assignWashington, Nov. 14.
Spearman,
hearings, Paul D.
P.
ment* for a station in the Brown
Power boosts for nine transmitters City
counsel for station WAAB, filed obarea would have been a local
jections on the ground that no notice were authorized last week by the frequency.
Commish decreed— adding
of the hearing had been given the Federal Communications Commis- that
'it Is not clear what a full exstation officials until Tuesday of last sion, with 5 kw top limit.
ploration of this possibility would
Daytime increase of from I to S
week. He charged that failure of the
have developed.'
commission to give the station due kw was granted KCMO, Kansas City,
Disappointed candidates had an
notice was 'arbitrary, capricious and Mo., while WSUI, State University
authorized capital of $25,000 and
of Iowa, Iowa City, received juice
inexcusable.'
planned to spend $18,692 for conTrial examiner Porter overruled jump from 500 watt; nights, I kw
struction of the proposed transmitter.
Spearman's objections and also the days, to 1 kw nights, 5 kw days.
Monthly operating expenses wcfe
Following stations received night
attorney's request for particulars of
estimated at $4,654. with a gro.ss Inany charges against his client sta power jumps from 100 to 250 watts:
WNBH, New Bedford, Mass.; WqNC, come of $7,083 a month anticipated.
Hon. 'We do not know,' said Spear
man, 'whether we are charged with Hickory, N. C; WCOU, Lewislon,
murder, arson or treason. We are Me.; WMGA, Moultrie, Ga.; KGLU,
told to

come down and

listen to the

evidence and perhaps then find out
what we are being tried for.'
It was intimated that Mayor Mau
rice
Tobin, of Boston, would be
called by Spearman as witness for

means SuSineU

ut'BcdUmcU.

i\

Ti\Ni\DA'S

RICHEST

MARKET

BOOSTS

Safford,
Calif.,

Ariz.;

KHUB,

Watsonville,

regular procramm* on CFCF will
(Iv* toot prodbooal yonr Mist
tor
art wido publlcltr. Consult
rate* and aTallabU tinia. You'll bo

A

•
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7 Lawyers Register
Washington. Nov.

14.

Seven newcomers to the army of
barristers practicing before the Federal
Communications Commission

By JANE
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Is

the

which every
arate

room

In

connecting

WCKY

station set-

bathroom,

1,000,000

studio and sep-

has.

WDRC's

WXYZ's Ceremonial Event

KAY

Educatibnal Dir.
New

Haven, Nov. 14.
Ralph A. J. delta Selva, formerly
at WBRY and WTIC,
moves to

Detroit, Nov. 14.
Extensive ballyhoo campaign will
precede WXYZ's dedication of Its
WDRC, Hartford, as educational new 5,000-watt transmitter Nov. 23.
program director, only such post on Station recently got permission to
Connecticut radio payrolls at pres- go 5,000 watts daytime and It is now
ent.
seeking a promotion from 1,000
Selva has attracted quite a fol- watts to 5,000 watts nights.
lowing with his 'Hall of Fame,' inBallyhoo will include film tfallers
terviews
with Connecticut name In 28 theatres, bus and streetcar
.residents, and Yale round-table ses- placards, 62 billboards
and page ads
sions.
in the Detroit newspapers.

THOMPSON
and her Rhythm Singers
for
with

ETHYL

ANDRE KOSTELANETZ
TONY MARTIN

and

Cits Kiory .tInndaT. 8-»:»0

r..M.,

K9T

Management

'

Dir.

MGT. ED

In-

Metropolis 1

WCKY Layout

Cincinnati, Nov. 14.
L, B. Wilson's latest wrinkle for
prospective clients is an auditioning
room which affords food and drink
service, if desired, from the Hotel
Gib.son.
WCKY's business and
broadcasting departments were officially relocated In the hospice
over
the week-end, with complete transfer from the station's original
home
Covington. Ky., across the Ohio
River from CIncy.

And how

io

to ndverllna throufb
Voir* el Canada'*
til*
la

City.

family brings you more

Laughter Jears

were approved by the Commish last
week, following their okay by the
Bar Committee. Attorneys hanging
up radio shingles are:
Frederick J. Wilkens and Robert
W. Lishman, New York City; Donald
Macleay and Albert E. Steinem,
Washington; Marion A. Hornbeck,
Los Angeles; John R. Green, St.
Louis, and Clarence Blitz, Atlantic

affreenblj

Radio Clients Food-Drink

and WPID, Petersburg, Va.

WAAB.

Wi O'NEILLS'

L

i\

for the station to carry the maestro.
Several citizens busied themselves writing letters to the papers,
the station, and to NBC direct. One

.

BABS-CHARUE-UTTLE

docs not

WILLIAM

MORRIS AGENCY

—

.
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that the man in the
street wants to own.
With these considerations in mind,
the group went to great detail in
revising present rules and' drawing
up a formula under which stations
can be spotted over the country
with the maximum benefit to the
public.
(Digest of the rules appears

4S

ing out sets

Television Outline

F.C.C.

.Continued from page 2S_

has grown out of the cradle. It is,
the report said, in a 'crucial' stage,
with excessive enthusiasm likely to
result
.back.

ill

a terrible,

maybe

fatal, sct-

The report is a let-down for such
factions as RCA, which had hoped
the Commish would remove practically all restrictions on use of the
geven channels which have been the
most experimentation.
an opportunity to make

«ubject of
Still, there is
expenses, if the Commish agrees with
the committee's recommendations.

necessitates experimentation in the
field
of program-building, it admitted.
Public reaction must be
tested,
talent problems must be
'

solved by experience, and standards
of service must be developed.

Consequently, the committee has
suggested creation of two classifications of transmitters. The first would
be those solely concerned about the
technique, new theories of operation.
Second group— required to keep
abreast of the progress in the laboratoj-y and allowed to pass the cost

Television Policy

m Nutshell
Washington, Nov. M.

Dope Jor prospective licensees of television stations was set lorth
week by the Federal Communications Commission committee as

last

follows:

—

shall be two types of television transmitters both experimental. Class 1 will be known as an "experimental research station'
and Class 11 as an 'experimental program station.'
C2) For a Class I research station: Applicant must have a program
of research and experimentation 'in the. technical phases of television
broadcasting not requiring a service directly to the public' and promising 'substantial' contribution to the art of television.
i3) Licensees of a Class II 'program station' must promise that a service will be rendered to the public not less than five hours a week;

iD There

program material must be available and applicant must install and
operate adequate equipment to render a satisfactory service. Commish
engineering standards must be followed, with respect to fidelity of
transmission, spurious emissions, carrier noise, safety provisions, etc.,
and the applicant must be otherwise qualified financially and legally
to operate the station.
Although the rules declared that charges for television are 'prohibited,' Class II (program) stations will be permitted to broadcast sponsored programs, providing 'sponsorship and the program facilities or
funds' of sponsOi's are used primarily for experimental development
of the service. Solicitation of clients by a transmitter will be barred,

—

however.
Channel assignments for video Class I (research) and Class II (program stations, submitted to the FCC are in three groups, tagged A, B
and C. Stations carrying programs to the public (Class II) will be
given only one channel from groups A and B, under recommended
One or more channels would be assigned to research stations
plan.
(Class I), according to experimental needs.
Three groups are divided by kilocycles, as follows:

Group A

Group

B

Group C

Any

6,000 kc band
above 300,000 kc
excluding band

156,000-162,000 kc
162,000-168,000
180,000-186,000
186,000-192,000

44,000- 50,000 kc
50,000- 56,000
66,600- 72,000
78,000- 84,000
84,000- 90,000
96,000-102,000
102,000-108,000

400,000 to 401,000

kc

204,(100-210,000

210,000-216,000
234,000-240,000
240,000-246,000
258,000-264,000
264,000-270,000
282,000-288,000
288,000-294,000
Aural and visual carriers, with side bands for modulation, will be
authorized but no emission shall result outside the authorized channel.
Assignment of channels in Group
to Class II television broadcast
ctations does not preclude the use of those channels by Class I transmitters although the Class II station has priority for the use of the
ftation for scheduled program service.
Groups B and C may be assigned to television stations to serve auxiliary purposes such as television relay stations and developmental
mobile service, but no mobile or portable station will be licensed for
the purpose of transmitting television programs to the public directly.

A

—

Promoters interested solely in selling along to sponsors— would tackle the
itock or receivers will not be pleased, production and showmanship con
but the companies which have sunk undrums.
NoUilnc Fiscal
money in perfecting methods of operation and reception at last can see
From the engineering and ecO'
the promised land.
nomic standpoints the committee
Because
'barely keeps its fingers crossed. Ncwhere
television
is
emerging from the first or technical in the document is there an opinion
research stage of development,' the
committee feels obliged to keep
urging a cautious policy in pavjng
the
way for more transmitters

end groping toward commercialism.
There has been a good deal of development in the laboratory which

RED

B

L.

mum of three outlets in the biggest
the scheme theoretically and
spots 120 plants on the
seven frequencies already tested out,

L'

L

Sell

cities,

takes advantage of the paper opportunities in various places.
If the scheme is put into operation, some shifts will be necessary

GILMOUR HEADS

n order to avoid collisions. With
mass of applications already pendng, the report outlines a method by
which most can be granted
some
of the applicants are willing to take
ribbon different from that which
they requested. For example, Philco
would be compelled to shift in Philadelphia, while CBS would receive

TELEVISION STATION

—

^^if

what

it is

seeking.

The committee admits that timesharing may help solve the engineering problem, although it frowns on
such a stop-gap. Instead of resorting to this device, some of the candidates could move into the upper regions, the group intimated, trying
out the 12 ribbons in Group B (above
156,000—162,000 kc). Where permitseekers exceed the number of berths,
they should try to reach a compromise by which they would split
time, until more is known about the
electrical characteristics of video impulses,
but 'every encouragement
should be given' to
individuals
willing to test the higher bands. Possibilities of the Group B frequencies
should be considered, it was suggested, before time-sharing is resorted

Schenectady, N. Y., Nov.

14.

John G. Gilmour, a pioneer in the
field of industrial motion pictures
and since 1931 director of General
Electric's m. p. department, has been
appointed program manager of the
company's new television broad-

W. H. West on N.A.B. Board
St LiOuis, Nov. 14.
William H. West, prez. of WTMV,
East St. Louis, has been elected Director for the Ninth District, comprising Illinois and Wisconsin, of
NAB. West was chosen by the

board of directors.
Succeeds George

WGES,

Dyer,

T.

of

Chicago.

likely

.

of the

TELEVISH
Just 'When CBS will regularly go
orr the air, with television is ihdefini:o and instead of te'->casts during
the fall the approximate start is now
set for February.
At the present
time experimental broadcasts are
principally audio.
During certain
periods the wave length or channel
i
tested with a geometric pattern,
the same as used by NBC in its testings.
So far that is the only pic-

.

'.

tialed,

W2XBS

for

NBC

and

itself

a

has kept business

and

Yale Dramas on Air
WICC,

New Haven,
New Haven

Nov.

in fact every

day

Judson La Haye acts for WICC.
Colonial net will carry weekly
plays.

week, a numl>er of listeners walk into our store

!

us about the entertainment and educational

THREE

BTs"

and "Their appreciation

Kort2 Jewelry Company has renewed

gram over

KLZ

for another

Kortz's experience with the
reflects

KLXa

everyday

Den-

this pro-

52 weeks.

THREE

ability to

B's simply

produce the sort

Rocky Mountain area devours
assure the after-effect that nukes renewal of

of entertainment the

cares about the official date of

... to

sponsorship desirable and profitable, year after year.

Thanksgiving Day?
I

Every day

thanksgiving for sponsors

WSYR

who

is

let

increase the sales of their

products.
prenuncjMtion b**
THREE B'l, I combi Hon tpelllni
nd word mtiilhoti, pitnntd lor m dllltrciil if t'oup ttch
wtttt,

pack* KCZ'a main tludio arery Sunday

Jtwttery Company tloie wllh buyers

SYRACUSE

all

.

.

.

filta

Koria

|A» tollowtn6 wetk..

14.

substation,

ties up with Yale University for
another season of 'Listeners' TheaThese are original dramas
tre.'
written and played by Yale students.
Profs. Walter Pritchard Eaton and
Allardyce
Nicoll
and Constance
Welch are in charge for college.

directly reflected in substantial purchases"

ver's

sponsor for the past 104 weeks.

tell

value of the
is

W2XAB

CBS.

for

BEE

« Sunday afternoon KLZ^originatcd,

(or listeners

by CBS.

Fo. television CBS has quarters
high up in the Chrysler building,
NBC sending its telecasts from the
top of the Empire buil<?.ing. Experimental stations are similarly ini-

SPELLING BEE

turns a
into a

its

DATEFORCBS

torial telecasting

to cause operators to be
more interested in soliciting accounts
than in rendering good service and
advancing the art, the group reis

dation that unrestricted sponsorship
should be allowed, the comhiittee
said that 'the claimed advantages of
removing the restrictions against marked. Furthermore, there is the
commercialization of television do danger of 'a scramble for television
not outweigh
the potential dis- channels by unfitted applicants who
advantages.'
Doubt was expressed have no real public service concept,'
that any sponsors would be willing as well as 'financial exploitation of
to invest much money in video ad- the public' by stock salesmen.
vertising.
Report said that 'since
In recommending a more liberal
only a few experimental stations in policy, the committee said that
operation today are rendering broad- sponsorship of programs sent out
cast service to not more than 1,000 from stations engaged in program
receivers, there is no convincing ar- (as distinguished from technical) regument that the removal at this time search should not be forbidden enof the ban on commercialization will tirely. Operators of Class II stations
affect the development of television would be able to spread the financial
in
any positive manner' and too burden on the understanding that
much or too early sponsorship may 'such sponsorship and. the program
boomerang.
facilities or funds contributed by
Fear was voiced that too much sponsors are primarily for the purfreedom might lead to misplaced em- pose of experimental program dephasis.
Removal of the restriction velopment.'

honey of a proeram

NEW

FEBRUARY

Charles R. Brown, of the GE market research section, has been named
Gilmour's successor in the m.p. department. W. T. Cook will be in
charge of scripts for both film and
television programs.

Throwing down RCA's recommen-

buzzing for

paign.

year.

Sponsorship

THREE B's.

One of the big pre-CHirlstmas
spenders last year was the Remington Rand electric shaver. It bought
all kinds of local programs aQ over
the country for an eight-week cam-

W-2XB, scheduled to
go into operation in the Helberburg
Mountains, back of Albany, late this

to.

KLZ

In previous years, this sort of appro.^
priation mounted to appreciable billings. Ad agencies are divided on this
Some figure that
are slow this
time in making their decisions,
while other agencies say that most
of those identified in the past with
such campaigns are now regularly
on the air.
season's wherefore.
accounts interested

casting station,

And because "Every Monday,

Who

little

Los Angeles, Nov, 14.
scattering them among 91 of the 66
Television sets were placed on sale
'metropolitan areas' (Census Bureau in
downtown department stores,
definition) with population of 100,- ranging in price from $195 to $650.
000 or more. The other five cities
KHJ-Don Lee is hopping up its
will be taken care of on an as, if, live shows, with nine hours weekly
and when basis, depending on who now going oUt, additional to films.

audienc* participation program has proved

*

Spot broadcasting has so far heard
about special pre-Christmas
campaigns from national advertisers;

A. Vision Sets

arbitrarily

•

WSYR

To Develop Christmas Plans

With a maxi-

column).

that television is economically feasi
ble, in the same way that sound
broadcasting has developed into a
major branch of the entertainment
and advertising businesses. There
is sliir a lot to be done in giving
the public good pictures and in turn

NBC

570 KC

in adjoining

National Spot Accounts Slow

•

—
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From Boston

Flashes

Shortwave Canadian Link for BBC

Wednestlaj, November 15, 1939

Boston, Nov.

Watching Shortwave Operators

14.

Gilchrest. WBZ, begins
radio gossip show 'Stardust' Tuesdays and Fridays 15 minutes from

Charles

About the Only Air Expenditure

U.S.A. Gives

Likely

Support

Receive

to

Hams

Particular Attention

WEEI had

gram Sunday when the Kuomintang
Orchestra presented folk tuiies in
connection with 'Bowl- of Rice' ac-

F-M Okay

Schenectady, N. Y., Nov. 14.
Mantle Lamp (Aladdin) in sponsoring a news series of transcriptions over WGY, started a' program
which will take it into i3th year on
Schenectady station.
This is be.

WMEX

lieved to be a local record.

Mantle

i

Lamp

has

Such

Empires propaganda divishortwave

a

transmitter,

probably located in the maritime
provinces, would cost about $100,000 a year' to operate.

(F-M) transmission

is

the much-dis-"

Took

.

KDKA

dedication and
to bed with an attack of
chronic appendicitis.
Stan Lee, Bowes talent'scout. here
Jan. 26 to hold auditions for the
Major. Acts selected will go to New
York expenses paid.

Pittsburgh's

the agency.

went

Bernard Macey is prograni direcand Baxter Barkley commercial
manager of brand-new station WISE
tor

in Asheville,

v«««««>««««*'»«»»»»»»»»«»«»»»«»*»»
C. C's

buying

since 1928.
on
five minute periods during
1928-29; since then, quarter hour
blocks, Presba, Fellers Sc Prcsba is

fall-winter time

year.

mental broadcast station, using 43,400
Assistant manager Vincent Callakilocycles.
Frequency - Modulation han of WBZ-WBZA returned from

cussed invention of Major Edwin H.
Armstrong, professor of electrical
Meanwhile, as a wartime economy engineering at Columbia University.
The new type transmission is
measure, drastic radio expansion has
been halted. Plans to build a' huge claimed to be staticless and to have
centre
radio
for
the
Canadian a larger range of reception.
Broadcasting Corp. at a cost of
about $700,000 in the east end of
Montreal has been shelved, Plot of
valuable land had been donated by
F.
the City of Montreal for the proposed radio centre. It was originally planned to move the CBC studios into new quarters in 1940, but

been

WGY

'

for .the

«»>»
N. C.

«««>*«**»**« 4«««»»»»»»«»»»«»«
MAJOR DECISIONS

of the new buildings
started. Outbre.ak of hosWashington, Nov. H.
has also brought about postNew non-comnierclal educallonal station for tlie
llllnotfl:
of large scale construction Moody Bible Inslltuee r.adio Station. Chicago, received turndown when Commlsh entered lis flnal order' denying the
in Toronto for the CBC.
Stopper on the application for a transmitter to
It is now believed that any new application.
be operated on 413p0 Icc with 100 watts was recommended
government expenditure for radio In proposed flndihgs Issued last June 21. Payne did not parwould be primarily for short wave ticipate.
Sllchlgan: Two new Michigan transmitters authorized Inst
purposes.
week when the flnal okay was given to proposals nicd by
Saginaw applicants.
Saginaw Broadcasting Co. win con-

construction

was never
tilities

ponement

'

ABOVE THE TIDES
VBZ

Transmitter Looks Like a Seaside Residence

struct a transmitter to be operated on I'JOO kc with 100 watts
nights, 2:0 watts days, while Gross and Shields will build a
daytime transmitter to be operated on 9S0 kc with SOO watts.
(Payne not participating).

New York: Controversial question of whelher the
New York Broadcasting Corp. (owned by Ardo
wotch-making magnate) would be permitted

Greater
Itulova,

to operate with

the facilities of WPG. Atlantic City. N. J., settled lost week
Boston, Nov. 14
by the Commlsh, with a fln.il order okaying the deal. (Payne
Gov. Leverett Saltonstall officiated not participating).
Involve.' folding ot WPG and WOV
ground breaking ceremonies (which operates on liriO kc with 1 kw) and construction of a
New York station whlcli will operate on 1100 kc with 6 kw,
Thursday for WBZ's new 50,000 watt WPG'a
present assignment.
transmitter at Hull, Mass. Under the
Sooth Carolina: Operotlon of a new station at Spartanwatchful eyes of chorus girls from burg, on 1370 kc with 100 watts nights. 230 wntls days, reLaurence Schwab's latest show 'Nice ceived flnal okay when the Commish (I'nyne not participating) adopted Its proposed flndlngs of last July 13.
Licensee
Goin',' the Governor turned the first
Is the Spartanburg Advertising Co.
spadeful of earth with an old Indian
hoe, while the ceremonies were
broadcast over WBZ-WBZA. He was
DECISIONS
Introduced by John A. Holman, g.m
AInliamu: WBHP, Huntsvllle, present llcen-se further ex-

at the

MINOR

The town

tended on temporary basis only, pending action on renewal
application, for period ending Dec. 1.
AInshn: KFQD, Anchorage, and KGBU. Ketchikan. 11censes further extended on temporary basis to Dec. 1, pending
action on renewal applications.
Arkansas: KLC.V. Charles T.ee T.lntzenlch, Blythevllle, acton designating KLCN s application for lenewaL of license,
skedded to be heard Nov. 3. set aside by Commlsh
and
request granted.

of Hull, where the transmitter will be located, is on a peninsula jutting out into Boston harbor,
and is 10V& miles as the crow flies
southeast of the studios with a di

rect water route to the city.

Because

water and water-laden

soil has a
higher conductivity than dry,
arid land, the antenna towers will he
placed on a swamp. The building
vill have a basement but the main
operating floor will be placed high
enough to allow for the highest re

much

rallfornla:
KFAC. Los Angeles, present license extended
temporarily to Dec. 1. pending action on renewal
request;
Hureau of Education. A. Corenson, owner and
manager, Los
""•op"'* proposed .flndlngs of Sept. 13. denying
re-

°"

rc"w'lth","oo"7ain"da°,"s''^n-;y°"'""^"''- '°

Colorado: P. W. Meyer, Denver, former action denying
request for a new station to. be operated on i:iO kc with
itO watts days. 100 wdtis nights, reconsidered by Commlsh
and matter designated for oral argument to be held Nov. 9.
Delaware: WILM, Wilmington, granted changes In equipment and power boost from 100 to 250 watts.
WOAU, J. K. Patrick & Co., Athens, granted
CieorgIa:
night power Increase from 100 to 2o0 waits.
W3XAA. Chicago Kederatlon of Labor, York
Illinois:
Township. Commlsh adopted proposed flndlngs ot Sept. 13,
denying application for renewal of license and for consent to
voluntary assignment of license to Radio Service Corp., of
Utah, and dismissed application of Itadlo Service Corp., ot
transmitter will oc- Utah, for construction permit to change station's equipment

corded flood tides.
The towers will be equipped with
airplane warnings, including alternate bands of international orange
and white for best daytime visibility,
and flashing red hazard beacons atop
the towers and other lights.
The building will be roughly 112
by 80 feet, designed to look like a

The
cupy one side of the main

residence.

and

floor,

location

and jump Juice

to

kw; WT.MV.

10

Mississippi

Co., Inc.. East St. Louis, granted
ity to transrer control or corporation from Lester E.
William H. West, Jr.

while opposite will be the interna- Valley Broadcasting
short

tional

wave

WBOS. And room

is

transmitter,

being reserved

Iowa;

WBZA

author-

Cox

to

granted extenremain silent to Nov.
DecOrah, and flllng o(
application for Inslallallon of new equipment.
Kentucky: WCKY, Covington, present license temporarily
extended on temporary basis to Dec. 1, pending determination
on renewal application.
I>oulslnna: WS^11), New Orleans, present license extended
to Dec. 1, on a temporary basis only, pending determination
on renewal application.
Maryland: Mc.N'nry & Chambers. Belhesda. granted (Craven not participating) new high frequency' broadcast station
to bo operated on <;c00 kc with 100 watts, special emission.
Minnesota: KATK. Albert Le.i, granted night power In1»,

WBZ

ment under which

KGCA.

Waller^ Greenley,

Decorah,

sion of special tom(>orary authority to

for a second short wave installation.
The control room will be enclosed in
glass in the center of the main floor,
with the transmitters grouped around
it.
Between there will be an aisle
opening to the main floor from which
visitors
can view the workings.
Garage and other facilities will be
provided.
This move of the
transmitter,
located at Millis, Mass., until early
next spring when the new transmitter
will probably be ready for operation,
does not effect the present arrange-

pending settlement with

KWLC,

crease from 100 to 250 watts.
.MIIMlsslppI:
WORM, P. K. Ewing, Grenada, granted night
power boost from 100 to 250 watts.
.Montana: KGCX, Wolf Point, prcseht license extended
tomporarlly to Dec. 1, pending determination on renewal application.

New

Mexlcoi KOn. Albuquerque, granled extension of
field broadcasts in synchronization special temporary authority to operate unlimited time on
1180 kc. with 10 kw, using directional antenna system after
with WBZ.
sunset at Portland, until Nov. 28.
New York: Columbia Uroiidcasting S.vslem. Inc., New
York, granted authority to transmit from Detroit and Dearborn. Mich., through KTSA. San Antonio, Tex., to the following .Mexican stations the I-'ord Kunilay Evening Hour
proof
A. P.
gram fper period ending Jan. 7): XEtJ and XKCJQ, Mexico
Uty; XET and XETT. .Monterrey: XECZ. San I.uls. Potosi:
^^''' Tnmplco: KK]> and XliDD, GuadalnJnra: XEU Vera.
A
1 J T»
u
. -.i-j
Associated Press has Withdrawn Us eruz, and XE.ME, Yucatan (via racllltles or Ihe A T *
T
CompanIa Telefonica y Telcgrnricn Mexicans, s'
bulletin feeding service from WOR, 1°- """l
Newark. In making the service avail""."J"":' '"'^nt """e
^cmnornHu-'ri' iV''"';*^'' """""^
<leter„,lnatlon on reable to broadcasters the AP Stipu- newa'\VTca,"n.*
Nortli Curollnn:
W.\II-'li.
lates that the news of any competiHigh Point, make changes In
tive news collecting agency, must
be used on the same station or
work for sustaining purposes.
makes use of Transradio on both ''^'"^"ng
i.en.iinir nciion
<,,.ii^.. on
,
nppllcaltnnH for renewal
1
,
commercial, and, sustaining spots.
Oregon: krx. l'.„tl.,nd. grnntcl oiVr" l..n
«'l,h unllmlle.l
!''» kc wiih 5 kw. i„ .v«v. is; k.kL kx",
CBS has never accspled AP's 'i'""
n^^^^^^^^^^^^
Brnmed nigiii po«'cr i.oosi from 100 to 25»
.proffer of its service because of ihis
of Spring-

WOR

Out

!

.

And Increase

from 100 to ?50 watts.
ru«rln RJcn: WNEL, San Junn; present llcen'ne extenileil
temporarily to Dec. 1,- pending action on renewal application
WKA<3. llaillo. Corp., of Porto KIco. granted cttcnslon of
special temporary aulliorlty to rebroailcast sustalnlne programs to bo received from Inlornatlonal broadcast station
WC'IIX and WCAB over WKAQ, on a non-cnmmerclal experimental basis only, from Oct. 31 to Nov. 20.

WOR

Soulli

pon-cr-

WCSC,

Curollna:

Charleston,

present

license

ex-

tended on temporary basis only to Dec. 1, pundinc action on
renewal application.
Texas: KRIS, irorpus Chrlstl, present license extended
temporarily, pending determination on Ibe renewal appllcatlon.

SET FOR HEARING
^llfornln: KICV. Cannon Systems. T<ul.. appllcallon for
llcenijo renewal set down for a h«arln; oa lh« followlni;
Issuer:
(1)
to detcrmtno th« nature and rharaoler ot profrram
service rendered; (2) to determine whether tho. station's
program .service has been and Is now In conrornilty ^vlth llie
repres«')ilatlona niado to the ComiulsHlon In euppurt of tho
oriel nn
application for construction permit or llfen;^e. and
all sul)He(|uent applications by licensee;
(.t>
to deifrniiiiti
whether Htatenicnts made to the Commission In linanclnl rcporis submitted by licensee for the calendar ycnrs 19:17 and
VjZ$ nnd various n)>pllcatlona for renewal of lleirnse, with
particular reference to expenditures for pro);rnni service
and talent are true and correct; (4) to determine whether or
nut the Cannon System. Ltd., has been nt all limes nnd Is
now exercliiint; actual control of the operation of KTKV; and
(5) to detcrnflnc whether the Rrantln? of this application anil
continued operation of the atatlun will serve public Interest,
convenience and necessity.' (Temporary license was granted
for tho period Nov 1 to Teb. 1, pendlnjc hearliiR).
Ouoreln: Valley Droadcastlnir Co., Went Point, new station to be operated on 1310 kc with ::50 walls; . Lookout
Mountain Company of Georgia, Lookout Mountain, new matlon
to be operated on 1370 kc with 100 waits nlffhts, iliO watts
da.vs.
I

Tennessee: Joe W. Enecl. Chattanooco. new slallon to be
operated on 1370 kc with 250 watts.
M'lAcoiuIn:
William P. Huflman. Wisconsin Rapids, new
operated on 1310 kc with
waits
ntatlon to be

^

100

nlahis. JOO

NEW APPUCATIONS

-

WIIMA,

Harry M. Ayers, Annlston, make
changes In equlpntent and boost power from XUO to 250 watts.
Arkansus: KAUK, Uttle Rocit, Install new Irnnsmltter
and Jump Juice from 1 to ( kw; KI.RA, Arkansas BroadcastAlnbAmn;

ing Co.. Mttle Rock, Install directional antenna
use and boost night power from 1 to 6 kw.

tor

night

Culllomla: John F. Scrlpps, Ventura, new atailon to be
operated on 1430. kc with 1 kw; KllUfl, .lohn 1". Scrlpps,
VVatsonvllle, Increase night power from 100 to 2S0 watts;
Worcester Broadcasting Corp., San Diego, new station to be
operated on 1420 kc with :C0 watts.
Colorado: KFEU Eugene P. O'Kallon, Inc., Denver, Install new strnnsmltter and Jump Juice from 1 to 6 kw
GeOTKla: WMGA, Frank R. PIdcocIc, Sr., Moultrie. Incrense night power from 100 to !50 watts.
Huwull: KGMD, Honolulu, and KHBC. Hllo, Mnnolulu
Broadcasting Co.. Ltd., change name oC licensee to Hawaiian
Droadnctsing System, I.td.
Iiliiho:
Kl-'XD, Frank E. Hurt, Nampa, boost night power
from 100 to 250 watts.
Illinois:
WGIU Galesburg, ehango hours of operation
from days only to unlimited, with 250 watts.
Knnsaa: KVGH. Helen Townsley, Great Bend, mnke
changes In equipment and Increase power from 100 to 250
watts.

.^Uryluml:

WSXIj. Frank W. Stearns. Salisbury, voluntary assignment of llconse to Eastern Shore Broadcasting

Co., Inc.

Massachusetts

WSIEX,

250 watts.
.Illrlilgan:

Cr.Vnd

'

watts
.Missouri:

Increase night power from. 100 to

Rapids
Broadcasting
Corp..
Orsnd
oP'ratod on 1200 kc with 250

KXOK,

Siar-Tlmos Publishing Co.. St. l.ouls Install jiew directional antenna for night
use, make changes
In
dlrcctloi.nl
nntenna; Install new transmitter, chiinge
frequency from 1250 to 630 kc, boost power
from

and move trnnsmliier

to

new

1

to 5

kw

site.

-Neiv .Meilfo:
KWEW, Vf. E. -Whltmore, IIobLs. change
rroduenc.v, .power and hours of operation from
1600 to i::io
Itc and
100 wotis days to 2S0 watts unlimited and
muke
changes In eiiulpmcnt (contingent on Kl-'tO)
KortU. Dniota: ICFYR, Blsmark, Install directional
anlonna for nr.iht use and boost power from 1 to S kw.
Ohio: WU.NS. Inc.. Columbus, new high freiiucncy
hroadi'n.st stailon to be operated
pn 4J000 kc with 250 watts
lennsyivunln: Pennsylvania Broadcasting Co..
Phl'lndel'""nuency broadcast station to be operated on
13100 kc, with 1 kw. special emission; Anthracite
Uroadcast''•'•'""on, new station to be operiited on l;!;o
JI? wliH
kc
wntls; WKOK, Sunbury Broadcasting Corp..
>.unbury. mak<v changes In equipment and
boost night power
I-»'"'"»<1 >f'"lo Englnecrl,"
o "'l.hMod»i,:i'?
'V'^'"
""O
PO^;'eVV.'"m Too;o'250 VatT,''''"
^Houllt Itnkotn: W.VAX, Yankton, Install directional
anlennn tor night u«c nnd Jump night Juice from
1
rn
Tennessee: WOPI, Bristol. Install now IrunHnilttcrc kw
change
.

.

.

C"„'',''J"'''''"'"""'''

l>nns.vlvanln

:

iVAZL,

Ha-zcUon,

make chances

In

equip

watch on short wave stations is being planned, with more money to be
sought from Congress in January tor
monitoring.
Meanwhile, the Commish is snoop,
ing with limited facilities, paying
particular attention to wire communications and amateurs.
Extraordinary surveillance already is in existence, largely with co-operation of
the commercial telephone, telegraph,
point-to-point and cable Arms, although some have refused to allow
the FCC to ogle the private messages transmitted through their facilities.

cent weeks emphasize the' import-

ance

which

government

the

at-

taches to the problem of making sure
that no unneutral goings-on cause
trouble with other countries.. On two
occasions in the past three weeks.
Chairman James L. Fly has huddled
with President Roosevelt, who said
the purpose of the discussions
to
perfect plans for keeping belligerents from using U. S. transmitters to
transmit secret information. Former
FCC Chairman Frank R. McNinch,
now special Justice Department adviser, sat in on one occasion.
The President confirmed that the
FCC is checking hams to see they
do not lead comfort to warring powers. Part of the extraordinary elTort
to keep the U. S. at peace with
everybody and stave off complaints

wm

about partiality.

More money

will be

needed

to set

up and man stations that eavesdrop,,
as well as ride herd on the tdchnical
operations of all licensed stations.
Kilocycle police would run down
any unauthorized plants and make
sure that code communications of
spies are not sent from regular trans-

The short-wav2 field is
deemed the most important lo obmitter's.

serve carefully.

Schechter

On

Free Speech

Boston, ^fov. 14.
'The United States has more accurate and complete news ot the
European war than any of the countries on the other side of the Atlantic,' declared Abe Schechter. NBC
director of news and special events,
when he addressed the Advertising

Club here

last

week.

He added

in
explanation:
'American
correspondents are able to get beyond
the geographical confines of restrictions and then send the true and
accurate accounts back to the United

States.'

LARRY ROLLER OFF WHK
Appointed Safety Program IJaisoa
For Automobile Clab
Cleveland, Nov. 14.
Larry Roller, educational director
of

twin-sUtions

resiigned

after.

tinuous service.

WHK-WCLE,

has
years of conWill join staff of

19

Cleveland
Club to
Automobile
handle both local arid national radio
activities In safety campaign, spending part of his time in Washington,
D. C.

Offer was an outgrowth of the
traffic survey programs which he
and Merle Allyn, secretary of local
auto club, originated over WHK.

Promoted a national radio script
contest which was okayed by 5.000
schools,
with winning scenarios
being aired by American Auto Association.

Despite his resignation, .Roller will
continue his
radio workshop
for high school students, a Mutual
network show tagged Trail Blazers'
and other programs sponsored here
by C. A. C.

WHK

Jeff Baker Deparis WRVA
Richmond, Va., Nov. 14.
George (Jeff) Baker, WRVA announcer and writer of the 'Salute to

Wnslilngloii: Cascade Drondcasling
Co., -Inc
Everell, now
-lation u.
:<laIlon
lo lie operated on H30 kc with
100 wau"S nlgi,'i' "•'•50
vertical antenna and malt, changes "in

Industry,' leaves that station tomorrow (15). Aside f>r brie' vacation,
has' no immediate future plon^.
Understood he has reccix'cd offer
from station in North.
Parke Simmons slated lo lake his

I

j

stipulation.

is

evident In pfflclal circles, prompting
new fear oi censorship, drastic supervision, and red-tape for all op.
erators. Drive to keep a closer

Aoits nlght.f, 500 watts days lo 1 kw all
Unies
Teins: KGKO. Fort Worth, make changes
In din-ctlonul

.,

.

14.

Mounting concern about the possible misuse of radio waves by participants in the European slugging

Talks at the White House in re-

WASHINGTON DOCKET
xttent

Washington, Nov.

Mantle Lamp's 13th Year

tivities.

sion.

to

Chinese musical pro-

Montreal, Nov. 14.
Charles Phelan, former sales manAsks
There is a movement reported unager of Yankee Network, has hired
der way to put the Canadian govWBZ-WBZA control room engineer
ernment into the business of operaPhiladelphia, Nov. 14.
Dick
Hamons as chief engineer of
ting a powerful shortwave station.
Benedict Gimbel, Jr., president of his new station in Salem, WESX.
Argimienl behind project is that in
John E. Reilly, program head at
the event the war should put the WIP, last week applied to the
will give course of 10 IccEnglish Broadcasting Co. transmit- Federal Communications Commission
ters in England out of commission
^ permit to install a new 1,000- tureis In radio training for the Mass.
the Canadian setup could carr.v on
Third
State University Extension.
watt 'Frequency-Modulation' experi-

WIP

—No Aid

Belligerents Is Sanctioned

10:15.

li

cquUMnlu"'

WEVA post

,;

MUSIC—DANCE BANDS

Wednesday, November 15, 1939

lan s Brother a
Bandmen

Now

In Biz

Wally Downey Returns
To Rio to Rep U. S. Pubs

Pub

Pertonalitiet

has an availability rating of half a
point in the American Society of
Composers, Authors & Publishers.
Tommy Dorsey was interested in acr
quiring the Abrahams catalog at the
time he bought the Milton Weil
catalog and organized the Sun Music
Co. Jsham Jones got back into the
(13)
publishing business Monday
with.'the purchase of the Gem Music
'

from Barney Young.

catalog

own

catalog- to
a couple of year ago.
Among the bandmen

sold his

for Brazil where
agent. Downey Is
merger of the two
societies there, the

Wife ot Bob Chester is currently
ill in a Dallas hospital of a strep*
tococcus infection. She's the former
Edna Torrance, vaude performer.
Pair were married recently while
Chester's band was at the Hotel Van
Cleve, Dayton.
Band is now finishing a four week
stretch at the Adolphus hotel, Dal-

the

las.

PUBS' PICKET

Dorsey ... Sun Music Co.
Mark Warnow ..... .Circle Music

Tommy

.

.

Berlin's

Good

council

conlactitien's

Faith

Ymdicated by Court

On 'Gone With Wind'
by Fred Rose, Ed. G.

Hyman H. Zaret against
Irving Berlin, Inc., in connection
with the tune, 'Gone With the Wind,"
was dismissed by Ju.<itice Samuel I.
Rosenman In the N. Y. supreme
The court ruled
court last week.
that Berlin's failure to publish the
threesome's number with that title
did not Involve any false or fraudulent misrepresentation, and that the
publishing Arm was within its rights
when it shelved the Rose-NelsonZaret work for a number of the same
title submitted later by Herb MagNelson and

Idson and Allle Wrubel.
Justice Rosenman pointed out in
his decision that any tune written
under the 'Wind' title had to be approved by Selznick International,
whose deal with author of the novel,
'Gone With the Wind,' gave it the
exclusive right to make musical versons of the title for interpolation,
exploitation or any other purpose.
Selznick declined to okay the Ro.seNelson-Zaret version, but did give
the nod to the song that Magdison

and Wrubel wrote.

Under such

cir-

Berlin
showed good 'faith thronghout the
transaction, nor did the defendants
conspire to injure or destroy the
value ot the threesome's property, as
charged in the conrplaint. Gilbert &
Gilbert represented Berlin at the
trial, while Simon Goldman appeared
for the three writers.
cumstance.s,

held

the

court,

ASCAP NEBRASKA
DECISION DELAYED
Lincoln. Nov.

14.

Decision in the Anli-ASCAP case
In federal court here has run into a
snag. Heard by a three-judge court,
the trio Munger of Lincoln; Dono-

—

hue

of Omaha; and Gardiner of
Kan.sas City— have been unable to
get off cases at the same time so they

can go over the findings.
Both the slate and ASCAP attorneys filed briefs and findings before Oct. 6, which was the deadline
date set by the court. At the time,
the court said it hoped to get the
ASCAP case settled soon, bccau.sc it
had hung fire too long (since 1937).
Although heard here, it is possible
Ihal the judges will hold their dcr
cision confab In Kiinsas City becau.se
Gardiner is the senior member of
the trio.

m

Music Corp. of America

shifts of

personnel will bring Charlie Miller,
head of the
Chicago branch

MCA

into

New York permanently around

fan.

1.

He'll be on a general .serv^ing a.ssignment. Maury Lipsle and
Russ Facchine will head the Chi

outfit.

Russ Lyons, formerly with Con-

MCA

solidated R^dio Artists, joined
past Monday (14).
No definite assignment for him as yet; he'll alternate between the rond and-N. Y.
office.

97'

is

AT

case.

Publishers at Wednesday's gathering voted to let a special committee
straighten out the picket-line angle
with the union's executive council.
The two groups got together Thursday night (9) and out of this palaver
came the compromise clause. On the
following day each member of the

committee,

excepting

Members of the Music Publishers
Protective Association will be ad-

broadcast purposes when they meet
at
the association's office today
(Wednesday). Also slated for discussion is the proposal that the interpretive artists as represented by
the Naional Association of Performing Artists and the copyright owners pool their interests in collecting
a fee on phonograph records used in
coin-operated machines.
Because of the time required to
consummate a contract with the contactmen's union the MPPA membership has been unable so far to talk
over the phonograph record issue.
MPPA sentiment is overwhelming in
favor of an administrative alliance
with the NAPA on the coin-machine
question but some of the publishers
favor a divvy of a third for the publisher, a third for the writer and a
third for the interpretive artist instead of the 50-50 split asked by the

i.^siie.

.

Petrlllo's An|:le
j

Chicago, Nov. 14.
Question of jurisdiction has arisen

between the (Chicago Federation of
Musicians and the Contact Men's organization, wilh indications at present that James Petrillo and the musicians union board will not permit
members who are also songphiggers, lo join the Contact Men's

:

I

I

!

CFM

Over

I

situation, and
may make an exception to allow this
dual allegiance on thr part of the

to

dl.scu.ss

this

song contact men.

I

of

the

plaintiff's

distinctive

'

Plea was entered last week with

N. Y., and WOR, Newark, on
the ground that a settlement is contemplated and that additional time
was required to work it out. The
request was made by Louis Frohlich,
of general

ASCAP

counsel,

who

is

defending the action for the performing rights society.
The litigation, which has been
hanging fire for over four years, con-'
cerns the broadcast use of 'Yours Is
My Heart Alone' and 'Will You Remember?' from Franz Lehar's 'Maylime.'
ASCAP has certified the
numbers to its users while Witmark

was acting

as the publishing agents
for April Productions, Inc., a Shubert subsidiary. The Shuberts claim
that performing rights did not go
wilh the agency and are asking for
an injunction, accounting of profits
.

and damages.
I

i

KAY KYSER'S BAND

IN

i

BOSTON WITH HIS PIC

|

{

I

Kay

band opens at Keith's,
with the orch's RKO film,
You're Wrong,' on Nov.

Ky.ser's

Boston,

And

29.

There may be .some attempt
book the band and film together

Dance Spot for B'way

to
in

other

houses, although general redate for the entire country
makes this feasible for only a /tw

lea.se

Fiesta Danceteria, combo danceeatery, latter in cafeteria help-your-

week.s.

opens next Tuesday night
on Times Square, New York.
have three bands on two
Teddy Powell's orchestra, Joe
Mar.sala's small unit, and Don Pedro's
.self

American

style,

(21)

Spot

Tobacco.

Ky.ser's

air

sponsor, would like him lo stay in
New York as much as po.s.slble in Ihe
future.
To that end Kyser will not
lake theatre stands
in
suoccssive
weeks, rather alternating 'em. s
week out and a week in town, when
dales do corfie up.

will

floors,

Cuban group. Shep

Fields was origmentioned but won't go In.
Spot will operate daily from 5.30
p.m. to 4 a.m. and run a Saturday;
matinee beginning at 11.30 a.m. Door
tap is to be 60c. per person evening.s,
eat what you will and ux much as
you like, from a layout in smorgasbord style Saturday mats the tap

inally

.

drops to

SAM TABAK WINS
Former 802

!

i

I

Larry Taylor, vocall.sl last .with
Charlie Barnel's orchestra, his wife,

and Buddy Fields, a music man,
were injured last week when Taylor's car crashed into a parked truck
on the road to Patcrson, N.

I

|
'

All
three were cut and brul.sed and the
car was demolished.
Truck was
standing still in the center of the

road and Taylor thought
|

it

J.

was mov-

.

'

I

j

I

;

I

J.

tractor for

NBC.

AFM

ruling con-

stiUites a reversal of a guilty verdiet by the local's trial board.
In-

ternational al.so rescinded the fine of
$1,000 which the local had impfi.>.ed

I

j

a

Grove, N.

Tabak, former official of
Local 802, has been ab.solvcd by the
executive board of the American
Federation of Musicians of charges
that he had had unfair dealings with
H. Leopold Spitalny, musical con-

i

He was on

his way to audition for
vocalist spot with the Johnny
Magee orchestra, currently playing a
brcak-ln stand at Donohue's, Cedar

Gels Reversal

Sam

ing.

;

Oftlclal

By A.F.M. Board

50c. per.

Larry Taylor's Accident
j

and

popular catchword or name.
'Will Rockwell, ex-music publisher
heads Tin- Pan Alley, Inc.

to Complete

'That's Right,

Cafeteria Dine

|

[

Which

WMCA,

'Mammy's'

;

to
as-

the N. Y. federal court for a postponement of trial of the suit of April
Productions, Inc., against NBC, CBS,

seeks $20,000 for the period of April,
1937-May, 1938, and $10,000 from
May, 1938-Dec. 31, 1939, representing 10% ot the orchestra leader's
earnings during that period.
Shaw claims duress, staling thai
Oberstein threatened him with the
lo.ss of his RCA recording contract
it he refused to sign.

Wins Suit

Lift of

been

April (Shubert) Suit

SHAW PARTICULARS

—

'.s

(16)

In

OBERSTEIN MUST GIVE

the tune of 'The Ship That Never
Re'iurned' an old Southern favorlie.
Victor company wa.s equally insistenl that the ballad wa.s concoded by Fred Lewey, a cotton millhand, and Charlie Noell, local mtisiclan, of Danville, Va., who collaboraled In composing and singing
the .song as early as 1904.

song-pluygers originally
Justice
Peter
Supreme
court
started in the business as piano players in the music offices, and as such Schmuck Thursday (9) entered a
are members of the musicians'. union. judgment for Tin Pan Alley, Inc.
But now, according to the rule of the' against Mammy's, Inc., with costs,
new song-pluggers: union they can- but wilh no additional allowances,
not contact band leaders or radio .The judge- found that the plaintiff
stations unless they are members of was not entitled to damages.
Tin
Pan Alley, Inc., operates
the Contact Men's union. It is unChicken Farm on 52d
derstood that most of the.ie are per- Mammy
fectly willing to have membership street, N. Y., and the defendant operales at 50lh street. In his decision,
and pay dues in both unions.
Chicago Federation of Musicians Justice Schmuck held that the deholding a board meeting on Thursday fendant was guilty of intentional u.se

ASCAP

Ask Court for Thne

Apparently

Will Rockwell

of

have

ASCAP.

NAPA.

Lou bring

rights

The ISCC

also agrees to return copyrights to its writer clients
at any time they request them.
Another motive cited for the
ISCC's formation is to divert amateur writers and others from placing their material with Broadcast
Music, Inc., which was recently organized by the National Association
of Broadcasters as part of the latter'i
campaign to develop a bargaining
instrument
when dealing with

WLP.P.A.

vised of a proposition from phonograph record manufacturers covering
the matter of licensing discs for

In previous court squabbles it was
pointed out that George -did not
suit against the Victor people
Diamond, of Famous Music Corp., until 1928, many years after the
copies ot the revamped sobby ballad had become popular in
initialed
clause. Diamond wanted his lawyer the South.
Tune had been brought
to look the clause over and the lat- to the attention of the platter manuter was immediately available. In- facturers from a version composed by
dications are that the union's con- Henry Whitter, local minstrel
of
tract will be printed by the end of Fries. Va. Was turned' over to Victhis week and copies submitted to tor by Vernon Dalhart, hill-billy
publishers for signature.
warbler, in 1923, and sold more than
Among the rnatters that the union 1.200,000 records at a gross revenue
intends to act on as soon as con- of $475,486 and a net
profit
of
tracts are signed are those concern- $130,591.
ing the swapping of plugs between
George, who claimed to have been
band leader-publishers and hlgh- a pump engineer on the Southern
pres.sure contacting by writers who
Railway In 1903, declared that he
are not members of the union and visited the scene of the wreck and
with whom songwrlling is but a .side was In.spired to \yrite the verse to

special

such

signed.

.

CASE

performing rights from

members publishers

Eli
E.
Oberstein,
formerly in
unconvinced by
George's claim that he immortalized charge of artists for RCA. Victor,
in was ordered to furnish a bill of parthe smash-up which occurred
1903, when a crack mail train of the ticulars to Artie Shaw whom OberSouthern Railway jumped the rails stein is suing in N. Y. supreme court
Plainin the Blue Ridge section of Vir- for $30,000, within 10 days.
tiff claims advice to defendant, and
ginia, killing most of its crew.

to be.

for

lected

whom

COURT

tion

14.

NATTERS

UP FOR TALKS

ENDS IN TOP

group.
Several

Chas. Miller to N.Y. Jan. 1

DISC

the latest version of the strike
clause in the proposed pact, the chief
executive ot a firm may not only
cross a picket line but he is free
to carry on his business as he sees
fit; but this waiver does not exempt
him from being penalized by the
union for unfair trade practices.
Question of picket-line passing
was about the only thing that agitated music publishers when they
met last Wednesday (8) to consider
ratification ot the agreement submitted to it by the union. SpokesWashington, Nov. 14.
men for publishing firms controlled
Hopes of David Greves George,
by film companies had expressed the
fear that it they accepted the con- versatile railroad man who claimed
tract as it read the operation of authorship of 'The Wreck of the
their music holdings would be badly Old 97,' were wrecked Monday (13)
stymied in the event of a strike. Be- by the U. S. supreme court when
cause of his membership in the union the highest tribunal denied a writ
the executive head of a firm would of certiorari which George hoped
in such case be barred from enter- would net him half ot the profits
ing his office to function in an ad- collected by Victor Talking Machine
ministrative capacity. As the con- Co. from sale' of the popular teartract clause now stands, the em- jerker.
ploying firm is required to stipulate
Ending an 11-year-old controversy,
by name who this executive excep- the high court refused to review the
to

Suit brought

Albany, Nov.

~

stress came to Broadway.
Brazil, Argentine, Uruguay, Paraguay and Chile have their own performing rights societies, each independent of one another, although the
first two only rate importantly for
U. S. music publishers and writers.

ot the music
union last week compromised on another issue which had
been raised in connection with contract negotiations between the union
and the music industry. According

Executive

'

Jonie Taps' Added Job

Downey will extend his representation to Cuba and Mexico next
year, but first he produces an annual festival filmusical in /Rio. He
made several pictures with Carmen
Miranda before the Brazilian song-

ALLAYED

Pilgrim Music
Guy Lombardo. . .Olman Music
Gem Music Co.
Isham Jones
Nat Shilkret. .Nat ShilkretMusic

their

Assn. of Brazilian

there.

FEARS IN N.Y.

Inc.

Horace Heidt

as

trying to effect a

performing rights

WB

Melo-Art Music

Freddy Rich.

acts

Music Pub Co. Seen

Offset to Broadcast Music, Inc.

'

music publishing business are:
Words & Music
Fred Waring

Teddy Powell Harry Tenney,

Jie

As

.

Jones

in

New Amateur

4S

International Songwriters Clearance Corp. has obtained a charter
Jonie Taps, professional manager from the secretary of state to conAuthors and Composers (comparable of Shapiro, Bernstein & Co., has
duct a music publishing business in
to ASCAP, with some 250 members)
absorbed the contacting needs of New York City.
The project is
and the Society of Brazilian Authors Skidmore
Music Co., a subsid, as capitalized at $10,000.
of Theatres (latter more of a dramapart of his job. Nicky Campbell had
Samuel Moanfeldt is the filing attists group, but also claiming peruntil the past week handled the pro- torney.
formance fees aS" a .'grand' right).
The U. S. music man also acts as fessional work for Skidmore;
It was found that sufficient maGeorge Whiting, song writer and
contact between SADIC (as the songterial couldn't be developed to main- contact man, and Barney Young, who
writers group is called) and ASCAP
tain a separate staff for Skidmore.
has just sold his Gem Music Co. to
in America.
Isham Jones, are partners in this
Downey acts for Robbins, Feist,
enterprise.
It is their plan lo exMiller, Paramount, Famous, Berlin,
ploit the works of amateur songABC, Ager-Yellen, Olman and others.
writers, arrangers and speci: ! maThe Warner Bros, music group
terial turned out by members of
handles itself through
exchanges
dance bands. They propose to give
in Brazil, and Chappell and Shapirothe writer 50% of all money colBernstein maintain their own reps

Mrs. Bob Chester ID

Max Mayer
now

VARIETY

Wally Downey, after six mionths
in his native America, flew back to
Rio de Janeiro over the weekend
with renewed contracts representing
almost every major music publisher

Include Eight Well-Known

Harry Goodman, a brother ot
Benny Goodman, the band leader,
has bought the Maurice Abrahams
It
catalog from the latter's estate.

'

I

'

un Tabak.
AFM board did uphold the loc.-il In
one respect and that was the hitler's
dismissal of Tabak's counter chiirge
against -Spitalny. It had lo-do with
a .salary claim that Tabak had made
against Spitalny.

.

MUSIC—DANCE BANDS

VARIETY

46

ANTHONY TRINI ORCH
who should certainly know how, and Robert Bruce, a
employee, and now with Sigmund Spaeth, operating the
Song-.na-l—a songwriters' service— have authored 'How to Write and Sell
• Song Hit' (Prentice-Hall; $2.50). Spaeth did the foreword and both he
and Bruce deftly slip in a little plug for their Songmart. Book contains
the usual elementals in texts of this nature, a bit more elaborate and above
the standard of some of the similar manuals put out by some of the music
publishers; and again proves that instruction in how to click- in Tin Pan
Alley is best learned the hard way— the school of hard looks (from publishers) and soft words (to plugs and the right contacts).
The captious may look askance at calling Cole Porter an English songwriter (as his photo is captioned); the late Addy Britt called 'Brett'; the incident anent Sam Coslow as a Variety cup reporter, for a brief spell, during World War I, although the anecdote didn't happen exactly that way.
Silver's divers anecdota anent other Tin Pan Alley notables could have
been better. As part of the songshark chapter, Bruce gives his Songmart
the proper buildup. Probably most disappointing is the fact that Silver,
who knows all the answers as a tunesmith, didn't give this the authentic
Abner

much

ghostitis.

Richard Himber orchestra, currently at the Pierre Hotel, New York,
has a unique method of coming on the air for a sustaining inning and
then the band
Announcer begins With 'It could be
fooling listeners.

—

'

goes into theme tunes of Artie Shaw,
in succession, each
Crew finally gets

preceded by

down

Benny Goodman, Glenn

'or it

could

to cases, plays its

—
be

Miller, etc.

'.

own theme and

goes on from

there.

Publishers in the standard field report that arrangers whose services
are much in demand have now got in the habit of asking not only for a
set fee but royalties on sales. That would mean paying a double set of
royalties, one set to the creators of the original manuscript and another to
the arranger. Arrangers of top standing in the popular field during past
years have talked about entering into similar compensation terms with
publishers but the idea never got beyond the wishful stage.

(WteX endlna Nov.

(7)

Bar, Forest Hills, N. T.
For many years, during the early
of

cast for years for Herbert's

and other accounts, but hasn't been
recently. The crew
heard of in

poor advantage

in

an occasional vocal

essays

Trini

with average

Witmark
ChappeU

Arms')

Berlin

...Marks

'Filvitisical.

Network Plugs, 8 A.M.
Following

a totalization of the combined plugs of current tunea on

is

NBC (WEAF and WJZ), and CBS <WABC) computed for the week from
Monday through Sunday (.Nov. 6-12). Totol represents accumulated
performances on the two major networks from 8 a.m.
denotes film song,

New

Yorker, N. Y.
Byrne is the young trombonist
who recently left Jimmy Dorsey's
orchestra and is now presented with
a new band under the tag 'Jimmy

Symbol

Bobbins
Shapiro

Last Night

Feist

Many Dreams Ago

Harms

My

Prayer
What's New
.

in

Goodni(»ht

Hall,

....

Crawford

Arms

Miller
Berlin

.

Circle

..
.

.tScandals
.tStreets of Paris

Be<<utiful.

.

Feist

Tomorrow Night

Berlin

.

Harms

After All
All in Favor Say A.ve
All the Things You Are.

.

.

tVery

Warm

for

.

Spier

.

18
14
14

Sun
Harms
May.. ChappeU

13
13
13
13
13
13
12
12

ABC

Baby Me....

You

Words
Bobbins

Moonlight Serenade
At Least You Could Say Hello

Feist

Must Have One More Kiss

Santly

Melancholv LuUabye
So Many Times
I Thought About You
Make with the Kisses
Ciri Biri Bin
Little Man Who Wasn't There
Man with the Mandolin
Penthouse for Rent
Table in a Corner
Who Told You I Cared?. ..'Kid Nightingale
You're the Greatest Discovery

Paramount

the Upbeat

12
13
11
11
10
10
10
10

BVC

Mercer
Mercer
Paramount
Bobbins

'.

On

,.

Santly

Remick
Crawford

.

I

..
...

Olman

Room

South American Way.
Stop! It's Wonderful. .tMask and Wig Show
Over the Rainbow. .'Wizard of Oz

Bless

.

ChappeU

It

My

..

BVC

Honestly
In an Eighteenth Century Drawing

Help

35
35
33
32

Famous

.

I

48
48
42

....

Witmark
ChappeU
Marks

.

BVC

Orchids

Day In— Day Out...
Good Morning. .'Babes
It's a Hundred to One
My Last Goodbye
Goody Goodbye
Can

.

TOTAL

...
...

Skidmore

I Didn't Know What Time. .tToo Many Girls.
El Rancho Grande
Scatterbrain
Are You Havin' Any Fun. ..tScandals

Blue

New Torh

Palma handles

vocals, doing a neat

when caught on 'Smoke Gets in
Eyes.' Abe Siegel, string bass,

Your

does novelty vocals okay.

Santly
Red Star

Bobbins

Witmark
aemick

ll»

10
.

YESTERDAY'S HIT

Don Orlando band
Club, Chicago,
twice nightly

is

at the

TODAY'S REQUEST

HAD
TO BE
YOU

IT

Colony

being picked up
CBS through

by

WBBM.
i*

BILLING BATTLE

io

annou/nce iA»

Louie

Armstrong
both

of

and

whom

'Swingin* the Dream,' which
to

(Bin)

Basse

and

Fats

Waller

to play Pittsburgh's annual
affair of

Armstrong-Goodman Not In Groove Cinderella Ball, swankiest
Over 'Swine Dream'
400 season, on Nov. 22.
Goodman,

Mr. WILLIAM

Henry
booked

MUSIC PUBLISHERS HOLOiNG CORP.

Benny
are
is

in
set

AS HEAD OF

n% frotured br
PrlsHlla Lane In

Bob Crosby orchestra due back at
Blackhawk cafe on Jan. 4, following Bob Sanders' band.

"The Roaring Twenties"
REMICK MUSIC CORP.
N»w Yorl<
RCA Building

the

preview Nov. 25-27-28, and open

the 29th at the Center, N. Y., are
wrangling over top billing. ArmStrong threatens to pull out if he
doesn't get top name and Goodman

WIEMANN

Joe Vcnuti orchestra to Leon &
N. Y., Nov. 16, succeeding
(Continued on page 61)

Eddie's,

ditto.

S/^cvndarcl

Selucaft07t€t/

and

Bud Freeman's Summa Cum Laude
orchestra,
which recently left a
stand at Nick's, in Greenwich Village, N. Y., has been signed lor the

show and

HARMS

•

WITMARK

•

NOW

Goodman group. Don Voorhees will direct the pit- band.
Goodman will record the show
tunes for Columbia, and Freeman's
bunch and Armstrong will record
them together for Decca, Armstrong
working with the Cum Laudes.

TILL C H R ST M A
I

SANTA GLAUS
LEO

FEIST, INC.

•

1629 Broadway,

alternately with

a small

REMICK

liiiiiii^^^
FROM

work

will

New

S

-

R

0/

/»

IS
York

A SWELL SWEET SONG

HONESTLY
Getting Bigger and Bigger

Day by Day

SANTLY-JOY-SELECT, 1619 Broadway, New York

O 'S MOST PERFORMED HOLIDAY

HIT!

TOWN

COMIN' TO

HARRY

•

GRAND

PUBLISHER

Lilacs in the Rain
South of the Border

stone Hotel, Chicago; 29, Trianon B.,
Cleveland.
Dick Stabile, Dec. 25, Baker Hotel,

Aa^^'^

to 1 a.m.

are pop.

t legit, all otJiers

TITLE
(14)

With Jimmy De Palma

job

A

to 1 A.M.

Lake Park, Canton, Ohio;

8ANTLY-JOY-8ELECT
Broadwar,

Santly
Shapiro
Feist

Glen Miller, Dec IS, Memorial ficient brass. Its style
is somewhat
Columbus, Ohio; 20, Mayer's similar to the old Dorsey Bros, out28, Black- fit and there's an occasional dash of
Dixie tempo. Arrangements, however, are in modern style, every so
Arthur Ravel! succeeds Leon Prima
often bringing up one with the cur- in the Fountain Lounge of the Rooserent leaning toward lead clarinets, velt hotel, New Orleans, this week.
Dallas.
for added smoothness.
Jimmy De-

KISS

TEB8I0N

ILYTBA CH0BVSE9
iei»

.

in

Circle

Maker')

('Star

Gilb.

results.

BOBBT BYRNE ORCHESTRA
Hotel

SkIdmor«
...Santly

Robbini

for the

Good Morning ('Babes
God Bless America
El Rancho Grande

—

work.

Feist

Drawing Room

Teacher
Beer Barrel Polka
Last Night
What's New

on the heels of the swing
Bobbv Day, Eddie DeLange
and Vincent Burns, each of which
was larger and geared to current

ONE MORE
KISS,

Lilacs In the Rain
In,an Eighteenth Century

•An Apple

pecially
crews of

instrumentation
Trini's
tempos.
accordion, drums, sax, trumpet, bass,
the leader at fiddle, and his brother
Mike at piano— sounds un-heo to ears
accumtomed to outfitsof at least four
saxes, three brass, and three rhythm.
Many of the numbers ^which include mostly current faves such as
'South of the Border,' 'Day In— Day
Out,' and "Crazy Moon'— appear to
be faked; in fact, there was no music
on the stand used by the sax-clarinetist,
when caught, although this
player handled much of the lead

Famouf
of Oz')

i

es-

this spot,

SVC

;

Blue Orchids

Over the Rainbow ('Wizard
My Prayer
Man With the Mandolin

radio
here is an abbreviation of his usual
unit of 14 men, which Just ended a
half-year run at the Emerson hotel,
Baltimore.
;
As a dance band, this group shows
to

Shapirs

.'

Scatterbrain

Diamonds

MUST HAVE

DOCBU

South of the Border

commercial radio,
Anthony Trini had one of the better
known bands on the air. He broaddevelopment

RCA-Victor has been Inquiring among New York music publishers as
to whether they could expect the same royalty deal per tune that was
allowed Columbia Recording, if they were to drop their Victor label from
The outfit that
75c. to 50c. Columbia currently has a H4 per side arrangement for its half Dorsey Presents.'
buck pressings. Victor has already dropped the price of its recordings sold Byrne unveiled here as the 'Band of
the Week.' replacing Paul Whiteman
In Canada to 50c.
for one evening, is a musically solid
prominently
Stands out
outfit
that
Two Decca Records directors boosted their holdings in waxed music among the long list of new
bands.
concern in September, the Securities & Exchange Commission disclosed
Also its appearance on the stand,
last week. Harold I. Thorp picked up two batches of 100 shares of common. with Byrne up front, is impressive.
Increasing his holdings to 500 shares, while Milton A. Diamond exercising
Leader is a clean-cut young man
an option, acquired 1,666 shares, sold 400, and gave away 18. His net gain who handled himself and outfit with
of 1,250 raised his interest to 7,221.
He plays
poise for a first outing.
plenty of trombone, solo and with
the group, and got off the few anAstoria Hotel. N. Y
nouncements necessary here with
Band Bookings
Lou Breese, Nov. 23, Hotel Cleve, ingratiating semi-shyness that added
to, rather than detracted from, the
Cleveland.
nice impression. His horn work is
Ina Ray Hutton, Dec. 23-Jan. 24, solid at all times, playing ballad
Cab Calloway, Nov. 30, Municipal
Aud., Kansas City; Jan. 15, New Roseland B., New York.
tempos with sureness and fine tone,
Grands B., Pittsburgh.
Claude Hopkins, Nov. 19, Golden and faster ones with little effort.
This was the band's first public
Al Donahue, Nov. 19, Ritx B., Gate B., New York; 23, New Grands shot.
It has made a couple of sides
B., Pittsburgh.
Bridgeport, Conn.
for Decca which haven't as yet been
Teddy Powell, Nov. 17, WaldortHenry King, Dec. 2, Peabody released. Comprised of four rhythm,
Hotel, Memphis.
four sax, two trumpets and three
Joe Vcnuti, Nov. 30-Dec. 22, Rose- trombones, including the leader's,
group is a smooth working outfit
land B., New York.
Smackl Smackt Smack!
that creates an urge to dance among
Jimmy Dorsey, Nov. 30, Roseland listeners. Two trumpets and three
A TEBBIFIO NOTEIiTT
B., New York; Dec. 22, Czar Club, trombones tip off. the fact that it's
Cleveland.
not designed for driving swing.
Ramona, Dec. 16, Ritz-Carlton Nevertheless, It swings out with an
I
abundance of drive on hot arrangeHotel, Philadelphia.
ments, without, however, making
Mal Hallett, Dec. 3, Rainbow B., listening uncomfortable.
Freemont, Ohio; Dec. 23, Essex
Rhythm section is, as It should be,
a powerful factor, and it's backed
County C. C, West Orange, N. J.
by a smooth sax team and the ef-

KISS,

11, 1939)

Show

Silver,

MPPA

first-hand touch; too

15 Best Sheet Music Sellers

Band Reviews

Inside Stuff-Music

former

Wednesdaj, November 15, I939

LINK, Gen. Prof. Mgr.

BEN GILBERT,

Prof.

Mgr.

H

AUDE-MIGHT CLUBS

^ednesdaf, November 15, 19S9

AGVA s

Question of Reforming

Agcy. License Brought

reial Bctweea •cheater Nahea
BIb Hyp*

Up Before

Inequitable

Supposed

clauses

B.B.B. DOUBLINQ

In

Of Local 802 on Theatre Dates Due

Rochester, N. Y., Nov. 14.

American Guild of Variety Arlicenses to agents was brought
Judflnr Dor Shows and Working
a regular AGVA council meetNItcrlcg ml Same Time
in New York Monday (13) by

bicycle acta to

pep up

Cameo

in cSort to

To Exclusion of Protection Giiuses

Both are nabes.

biz.

City Manager Louis Levitch books
seven local acts and finds them more
of a draw than giveaways and little

CUss N. T. Nitery

be paid agents.
Some of the talent reps who have
already signed the licenses are now
worried about the fact that these
same licenses leave the way open for
to set
affect

may

seri-

business.

As

laws which
their

visiting

ously
pointed out by I. Robert Broder,
lawyer, the license may give
power to allocate territories where
agents may or may not sell talent;
the
commissions; give
fix
decide on all contracts
right to
members,
agents hold with
even if they don't concern strictly
vaude and nitery engagements.
It's reported now that a majority
of AGVA's council is willing to revise the license agreement to make
it as equally favorable to the agents
conas it is to the actors' union.
ference with a representative group
of agents was said to have been suggested by Corelli, but this was put

on his honiymoon, having
been wed about four months to Panon-pro of Hollywood.
On the trip east he was m.c. In
number of cafes, also acting as judge
at dog ihows, being an expert on
canines; especially of the police dog

off

until

such a time

when

AGVA

can lay its rules and regulations before the talent salesmen and work

from there.
All
AGVA-licensed agents last
week received letters from the union
asking 'em to forward copies of their

Berman

judge In a
Westchester sh6«f during the visit
here, with a probable cabaret assignment on the side.
is

Weekend Vaude

Up

in

Midwest;

Atlanta Resumes
Chicago, Nov.

14.

Weekend vaude In the smaller
towns around Chicago, particularly
through Wisconsin, Indiana and Illion the increase, with Charles

nois, is

Hogan now booking

five

out-of-town

spots.

Hogan has week-end vaude In
Green Bay, Kenosha, Elkhart, Ham-

mond and
It is

circuit

Madison.
understood that the Gregory
is readying to return to a

vaude policy in at least three of- its
major towns in Indiana and may set
up a full route for consecutive
bookings for shows and acts.

Rosy, Atlanta, to Reopen
Atlanta, Nov. 14.
Roxy, dark since July, will reopen
tures to any new agreements with Nov. 23, with vaudfilm according to
AGVA members prior to an okay on Robert R. Meyer, Birmingham hotel
the pact from AGVA.
In view of magnate, who owns house, which is

AGVA's present part of the Henry Grady hotel. J.
however, none of the agents, H. (Jimmy) McKoy, theatre operator
has been named
com- of Wilmington, N.
general manager of Roxy, with Jack
H. Hodges, of Miami, ad manager and
James Thigpen as assistant. McKoy
was at one time city manager for
Milw. Niteries Hitting
Paramount in Macon, Ga., and Miami.
Rox.v, formerly the Georgia (Lucas
in Budgets;
&. Jenkins) was reopened last year
after Meyer interests had spent $75,Chicago Agents Scram 000 in remodeling and renovation.
Since it clo.<;ed in July house has
been completely renovated.
Milwaukee, Nov. 14.
Lucas & Jenkins' Capitol, next door
Chicago agents who branched out
Into Milwaukee during the last year to the Roxy, abandoned its stage
have gone back to the Windy City, shows for stmlght pics after the
claiming local night club conditions Roxy went dark in July. This house
unit,
have reached a new low.
Due to managed by Earle Holden, has a
conditions here now, most talent is 'Wake Up and Cheer,' booked for
of local origin and paid unusually three days starting Nov. 23, Management, at this time, is undecided as to
low salaries.

the uncertainty of
license,

C

so far as is known, has thus far
plied with these requests.

New Low

Sam

Pick's

Club Madrid

on the
Tic Top Tap,
which
used
Chicago
acts,
has
trimmed its budget, while the Town
and Country Club and the Miami
is

Club are concentrating on

home

now

fuluie policy,

is

resuming operation.

N. Y. Par s

Garron

arid

AGVA DICKERING WITH
MCA, PALMER HOUSE
Chicago, Nov. 14.
American Guild of Variety Artists

here

Roxy

Shows Break

A group of non-showmen New
Englanders is in New York currently

trying

to

work out

assets of $6,172,

up dati and talent for
a one and two-night vaude-dance
Consolidated Radio Artists has
been approached, but is asking them
to put up a $5,000 cash bond before
it will furnish any talent.
Two CRA
acts sought are the Dead End Kids
and Glenda Farrell.

Petition,

forms,

these

is

rather

than

when dating bands for
now said to be willing

to listen to reason.

filed

Wages

if using 802's form, the
theatre would have no protection
against a band playing an opposition house the week prior.
Such a
protection clause is in all theatre
contracts, usually ranging from 30
to 90 days prior to and after an en-

of $1,064 are

.

owed.

AFA,

Idea is to tour the show, plus a
band, in auditoriums and arenas having stages at $1.10 top. After a tv^ i hour variety performance the seats
would be removed and the customers
permitted to dance. When and if
playing theatres, there naturally
would be no customer-dancing.
Behind the venture is said to be a
C. Kantrowitz, Hartford businessman; Samuel Fears, lawyer, and Moe
iiammer, advertising man.
Promoters state they already have
the 'Little Old New York' unit lined
up. Talent in this is chiefly made up
of acts which appearec. at the concession of that name at the New
York World's Fair. They are Ann
Pennington, Chester Hale line, Barrett and Smith, 'j-Tie Tiny Rosettes
(6) and Walter Powell's band.

State Ins.

gagement.
Local 802's contract also
stipulate that a theatre

Fund Huddling

On

Coin

fails

to

absolved

is

from any responsibility in the event
an 'act of God,' strike, etc., prevents
an engagement.
Another missing
factor is protection to theatres on

Diwy

getting a band's original complement of musicians. Pact, as it now
stands, would permit an orch leader
to hire an entirely new crew before playing a date, without the

The American Federation of Actors is said to be huddling with the
N. Y. State Insurance Fund officials
on ways and means for the former
variety actors' union to divvy up
the coin sequeistered in the AFA's
relief and death benefit funds. Estimates of the amount of money involved range from $12,000 to $18,000.

house having a kickback.
Reported that Paramount, which
plays bands week in and week out
at its Broadway deluxer, has already
huddled with Local 802 officials and
persuaded the union to permit the

theatre to use its own contract
forms. Circuit is said to have told
Ralph Whitehead, AFA's execthe union that it would be glad to
utive secretary, recently tried to
include any riders within reason
gain a charter directly from the
that the union might want, but that
American Federation of Labor to orthe union's own contract forms are
ganize the circus workers, but was
not suitable.
turned down. He's reported now to
Also slated that Warner Bros.,
be willing to dis.solve the organizawhich has a similar policy at the
tion entirely.
the relief
that
and Strand on Broadway, thus far has
It's stated
Plea by Billy Rose for an injunc- death benefit monies will be divided not gotten around to the union's
is still using its own
tion restraining Joseph E. Howard among all AFA members in good contracts.
from working at the Gold Room, standing up until the time that the forms, but will probably take up the
Ambassador hotel, New York, was Associated Actors and Artistes of matter with the union this week.
This is Local 802's first attempt to
denied in N. Y. supreme court last America revoked the AFA's charter
week (7). Howard opened the Am- on
mismanagement get theatres to use its contracts in
charges
of
bassador's room the following night brought against Whitehead.
That booking bands.
(Wednesday).
would date the memt>ers back to
Rose based the injunction plea on mid-July and would involve practhe run-of-lhe-show contract he had tically all performers in the organiwith Howard at the Diamond Horse- zationj' meaning a melon to be dishoe in the Paramount hotel. Court, vided among at least 4,000 members.
JAN. 11
however, decided against the pact
when it was pointed out that it gave
Rose the right to cancel Howard
Sufficient number of dates have
Burke, Acrobat,
with two weeks' notice, but didn't Billy
been obtained by booker Jack Curtis
give the actor-songwriter the same

ROSE RESTRAINT ACTION

'

ON JOE HOWARD

DENe

WB

'

PARSONS UNIT SETS
DATES UNTIL

Howard,

b

Killed

privilege.

however,

is

continuing

to

extend until Jan.

1

the

p.a.

tour

Agent Bendely Injured

him.

Phil Spitaloy, Calloway

Dated for Par,

Auto Crash;

which Louella Parsons begins today
(Wednesday) with a unit of si:; Hollywood fledglings. Columnist preema
Chicago, Nov. 14.
at the Golden Gate, San Francisco,
Billy Burke, of the comedy bar following with
a week at the Earle,
team of Kenny and Burke, was killed
and agent Corinno Bendely serious- Philly, opening Nov. 24; S'ate, Hart-

at the Diamond Horseshoe, doubling
to the Gold Room, pending such
time as Rose gets a replacement for

ford, Dec. 1; Hipp, Baltimore, Dec. B;
State, N. Y., Dec. 21; Capital, Washington, Dec. 29, and ..'alace, Cleveland, Jan. S.

ly Injured in an auto accident early
Friday (10) on highway near Brooks,

Omaha

Ind.

Act was on way to Cincinnati to
Week of Dec. 15 is still open and
play firemen's show when ;.uto skidOmaha, Nov. 14.
tour may be extended beyond Cleveded into transport truck. Bud Kenny
'Hour of Charm'
land if dates arc obtalnej a: no other
escaped injury.
commitments appear in the way to
femme band ha.<; been booked for the
Bendely, formerly a member of
block it at the present time. Miss
newly-opened Paramount the week the Three Theodores, in hospital at
Parsons is getting a $7,500 guarantee
of Nov. 24. Cab Calloway's orch Rensselaer, Ind., in a .serious condi- a
a percentage .split, out of which
tion.
comes in Dec. 10.
she pays the members of the unit.
Spitalny show will be aired from
Those accompanying the scribbler
Neala Divorced
are Jane Wyman,-Jpy Hodges, June
Hotel Fontenelle ballroom for reguPrei.'.ser, Susan Hayward, Anne ShirDetroit. Nov. 14.
lar Sunday night broadcast Nov. 26.
Mrs. Esther Neal, who.se ex-police ley, Ronald Regan and two p.a.s.
John Gillin, WOW g.m., and Hugh
censor husband was convicted of firFrancis, local General Electric execing a shot at her two years auo, was
Al Rosen
utive, are handling arrangements.
the Mend
granted a divorce last week from
Mrs. Neal was
Paramount was recently reopened Edgar C. Neal:
Al Rosen, manager of Loew's
with vaudfilm policy at 55c top. awarded $5 a week for .support of State on Broadway, is nearing comManagement (Tri-Slates Theatres) daughter.
plete recovery and planning to reMr.s. Neal, .singer, was estranged sume at the theatre shortly.
hopes to keep 3,000-seat house open
all winter with stage policy featur- from Neal when he fired the shot
His eyesight, affected after an oping name bands.
at her in a nitery here. Ncal's con- eration some weeks
ago, is now
viction in recorder's court was later virtually restored.
reversed by the Michigan supreme
court because'of remarks. made durStanley, Pitt, Resumes
Phil

Spilalny's

In at Ritz,

Newburgh

!

.

In the future all stage shows
booked for the Paramount, N. Y.,
will be broken in at some nearby
with the Ritz, Newburgh,
point,
N. Y., a Par-Metro theatre, favored
for a single performance before
opening on Broadway.

Newburgh house, operating with
vaudeville many years, is one of
the best-equipped stage-show theatres

between

New

York

and

Albany.

Jack Bertell in Chi
Chicago, Nov.

14.

Jack" Bertell of the Columbia ArtMusic ists office in New York visited in
Palmer Chicago last week to give an o. o. of
Stage Shows Friday
the general radio booking situation
There have been complaints about and confabbed with Al Horde, who
The Stanley, Pittsburgh, resumes
the way performers
at the Palmer is now repping Columbia Artist.^ lostage shows Friday (17) after two
House double from the Empire Room cally.
weeks of straight pictures.
to private
banquets, and also over
In addition to vaude and nitery
the payment of double commissions dates for Columbia Artists in the
Theatre's stage future, however,
by performers booked into the Em- midwest Beilell set r.idio booking is uncertain.
House may take anpire Room through Merriel Abbott, supervision with the Borde office, other straight-picture
vacation in
who has the exclusive on all Pa\- which is figured 'to expand its per- mid-December to last until after
"ler House bookings.
Xmas week, bt least.
sonnel to handle the extra duties.
is

agreeinenls with both the
Corp. of America and the
House.

court.

use

theatres,

'

ent.

has Phil Levant's orch,
Bennett, Tung Pin Soo.

that the

its

tal-

The Chateau Club remains open
weekends and is the only spot to
Import acts from Chicago through
Consolidated Radio Artists office.
Hotel Schroeder returned to floor
shows this week, booked by the
Music Corp. of America. Initial bill

district

ers

their own,

Union's contracts, according to
under Chandler act, offers a plan to
pay creditors 2070 of their claims one major circuit attorney, are ,<;o
over a period of 18 months in four ridiculous as to be 'elementary.'
They contain no clauses giving theinstallments of 5% each.
atres protection on playdates.
In
Club lists liabilities of $16,078 and other words,

N.E.

trying to line

new contracts on
band bookings in theatres have thus
far turned them down. Union, which
at first insisted that the show buycians Locial 802's

Giro's
Club of London, which
Morris Green and Jerome Zerbe,
formerly of El Morocco, N. Y., tried
to put over at Central Park South,
N. Y., has failed to click, and a voluntary petition of bankruptcy was
filed by the nitery in the N, Y, fed-

eral

FOR

All the majcir booking offices in
that have studied musi-

New York

Under the
fI6,078

tour.

to

verge of bankruptcy.

DANCE

act as

to

the organization for
perusual and approval. Agents were
also asked not to affix their signacontracts

-

TOUR PLAN

variety.

AGVA

A

VAUDE

New York

AGVA

AGVA

Chandler Act

tricia Miller, a

commissions

regarding

to

AGVA

Is

minimum
made any

decided upon working and
wage conditions, nor has It
stipulations

B.B.B. (Bobby Berntan)

Flies

—Owes

lip at

ing

BROKE

CIRO'S

more expensive.

lisls'

Alan Corelli, of the council, v/ho'.s
Authority.
also with the Theatre
Corelli stated that he had been approached by several agents who had
already signed the licenses and were
seeking a clarification from the variety actors union.
Discussion of the license took up
much of the council confab, but It
was Anally decided to let the matter
rest as is until the comparatively
new organization gets around to
promulgating a final set of rules and
regulations governing its members.
As yet, the AGVA has not finally

4T

AD Major N.Y. Bookers Nix Pacts

As

aturday night vaude has done so
well at the Madison, Schlnes will

CouncO; Indicate Future Changes
the

VARIETY

ACTS ON BICYCLE

On

ing the trial by the late

ward

J.

Jefleries.

studying music in

Judge EdNeal is now
York.

Roadhouse Burns
Milwaukee, Nov.
•

,

Dallas Casualty
Dallas, Nov. 14.

New

14.

The Outers Club, roauhousc on the
shores of Lake Wissota near Chippewa Falls, was destroyed by fire last

The

25 Klub,

opened

in 1936,

evap-

orated Sunday (12) after three years
of various types of entertainment,
from name bands- to variety act.s,
,

Abe Weinslein, manager, will open
new spot. Ball Bali, the end of the
.

I

week,

month featuring

I

'

It

was operated by

Claire Sweezc.

phere.

grass-.skirt

atmos-

,
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the personal popularity of Tony and
Louie, co-owners, and the comparatively elaborate floor shows offered

COLOSIMO'S, CHI

Night Club Reviews
EMPIRE ROOM,

N. Y.

(WALDORF-ASTORIA)

have another routine with Goodman
backing them up at supper.
Besides the standard hokum
magico; the satire on the passionato
ballroomologists; and their Edgar

The Hartmans, Nat Brandwynne
Bergen-Charlie
and Benny Goodman orchestras.

Benny Goodman, being

up

tied

with rehearsals for 'Swingin' the
Dream,' due at the Center, and besides proving a better supper dance
draw than at dinner, the Empire
Room of the Waldorf has revamped
Nat Brandwynne's
schedule.
its
smooth band now holds forth for the
dinner session and Grace and Paul
Hartman have been added for both
dinner and supper. The Hartmans,
'

their'

•with

satirical

routines,

are

standards in the better grade niteries
w^and hotel rooms and again evidence
that they're the right touch for this
spot.

cockstail dansants. He accomps The
in one set of dances. They

Hartmans

.

Across tlie lobby, in the Waldorf's
Scrt Room, Carmen Miranda with

Mario and Floria. ballroomologists,
forth, latter

due

to

be

Abel.

the DeMarcos.

WHITE ELEPHANT,L.A.
Los Anoelcs, Nov.

LORD&
STEWART
of Today—

Tailors

And Tomorrow
LONDON;

19

Albemarle Street

PICCADILLY, W. 1
660 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK:

Ann Sutter, George and
Max f idler; Orch (6).

it

isn't

N.T.G. was heralded

In
the downstairs Terrace Room.
Latter, built on tiers, has a capacity
An added incentive is tha
of 800.
street-level circular bar, atop which

Snub Mosclcy's six-man band jives
This room can scat a total of 25o!
There's never a cover on either level
Jackie Glcason m.cs with a flock
of stale gags that have no continuily.
arriving
as

When

'

of costume.

BELVEDERE HOTEL
(BALTIMORE)

Ask

Jerry Krueger swings a couple of
Jane Reynolds and Joe Enemic are jitterburgs with a typical

Five

Weeks

of the Theatre for

liRS

playvd In

tlili

JOE DANIELS
ana

Ills

VAUDEVILLE
404

Orphaum Theatre
SK.\TTLE. WASH.

BIdg.

Best Coffee in England

QUALITY INN
Leicester Square

LONDON, WEST-END

QUEENS TERRACE

Whelan, assists with
choruses, and occasional ditties are
assigned various bandmen for good
change of oace.
Rogers has style, looks well and
gives indications of being a thorough
musician. Should be able to fit into

RUTH CRAVEN
KOVr APPEARINO

CLUB ROYALE, DETROIT

Joe

Thank.— PHIL TYRRELL

ona of tha most popular
spots on Long Island, due largely to
Thij

Is

The

the more ambitious metropolitan setUD favorably.
Radio hookup via
NBC red network puts him on air
twice weekly through WFBR here.
Burin.

a Single

who

ORIGINAL EASTERN CIRCgiT

the balance of his instrumentation,
Rogers pitches in with an occasional
fiddle to round it out smoothly. He
also contributes fairish vocal and
(WOODSIDE, N. T.)
piano interludes and handles an
nouncements pleasingly.
Jacfcis Gleason, Temple and Javin,
Irene Janis, band's vocalist, han
Sharon Harvey, Helena Martinez,
Looks good E(ai7ie Jordan, Vincent Burnt (12)
dies her stint easily.
and sells a song well. Another vo and Snub Moseley (6) Orchf.
calist,

Quickest repeat engagement in the History

iiRtor

territory

routine, and Doris Dupont turns in
a neat little tap number.
Joe Kirk, a fugitive from a comedy
trio, is on his own and does comic
impersonations and a running series
oC monolog gags, but has a tough
lime making himself heard in an atmosphere of considerable hilarity

like

dm

vocals,

A guy with a sense of
Baltimore, Nov. 10.
Jack Schwartz deserves a better fate,
Eddy Rogers Orch (10), toi(/i
Calling a night spot the White Elephant and emblazoning it with a Irene Janis and Joe W/iclan,
sizable neon sign is certainly flirtThe swank spot of the town, the
ing with destiny. But Schwartz is
doing just that, and with apparently Belvedere has been a long time coming around to a dine-ahd-dance poldire results.
created by N.T.G. Eddie, Jack and
Some years ago it blossomed forth icy for its main dining room. Off to Betty are a standard rollerskating
as Three Little Pigs, when Walt Dis- a head start late last season with threesome with good stunts, winding
ney's cartoon characters were quite Eddy Rogers' orchestra, public re- up with some comedy in whirling a
popular, ;.nd thrived lor a time. sponse was immediate and a repeat couple of audience -plants.
Then came a succession of changed was in the bag. On the strength of
Jack Prince is a hefty singer with
management and new titles with the his previous builduo and an entirely plenty of tonsil power for ballads.
same results. All laid eggs of vary- Dlcasing and workmanlike combo, Colosimo chorus turns in a set of
Rogers is again drawing them in,
good production numbers to round
with the ropes up almost nightly.
out the performance. Quartell's orFeaturing a well-teamed quartet chestra puts .up with everything and
of saxes as the basis for his arrange- manages to keep in time with the
ments, and utilizing two trumpets performers and dancers.
Gold.
and a three-piece rhythm section for

ONLY

caught he had used one

gag
with a big and glamorous show full al.so employed in
the Burns and
of production and girls, but that's an Allen air show earlier
the same eveover-statement, to. say the least. ning
was using a sequence of
However, more important is the fact items and
unmothballed recently over tha
he's doing a walloping business that
air by Red Skelton.
Much of his
necessitates the use of the tape.
slurt is unnecessarily blue.
N.T.G. hasn't much of a show, but
Four turns, in addition to
he does have entertainment after a comprise the floor show. Glcason,
Sharon
of
couple
fashion.
He brings out a
Harvey (New Acts) opens with neat
gals, gives 'em a thorough ribbing to
dancing on toes, followed by Helena
the customers' delight and calls it a Martinez (New
who goes sugproduction.
Yet it has more nite gestive in two Acts),
stanzas, the first a
club fun and actual boxoffice mag- rhumba
and the second a 'temple'
netism than the over-dressed, overdance.
in double entendre ditties and com- stuffed shows that manage only to
Elaine Jordan (New Acts) is on
edy maneuvers. George and Eloise bore the audience.
next for three pop songs, followed by
go in for formal ballroomology tha;
N.T.G. does little. His routine pat- Temple and Javin,
conventional balloffers nothing new and is plenty ter fits only occasional situations, but
(Continued on page 54)
lacking. George throws in a few audience at this show thought it
great stuff.
imitations, strictly filler.
Chiquita does a cape dance. Sylvia
Max Fidler's crew achieves little
Intimate group trails off McKay also a cape terp and later one
success.
into instrumental solos which doesn't with ii fan, and Yvctte Dare does a
"The hesl booking office on
help any. Fidler strokes and sings parrot routine, with the bird yankthe Pacific Coast,"
ing off a couple of important pieces
Helm.
but it's not big-timey.

7.

Eloise.

humor

BACK AGAIN!!
After

&

mood?"

a light

the n.ime thats
However,
McCarthy routine, killing
oft the trade; rather it's the
they have a new number, a travesty lack of names. Floor show is just
on a bal masque, with domino, run-of-the-mill and atmosphere is
dance-card and all. The Hartmans lacking. On night caught, one of the
possess a rich sense of comedy
best in the year (Election night,
values and a keen eye to proper which means the town was high and
shading, accounting for their con- dry until the polls closed at 7 p.m.)
tinued preeminence in this field.
there were only three tables tenGoodman, with Lionel Hampton, anted around midnight.
Ziggy Elman, Fletcher Henderson,
Ann Sutter runs the show, at least
Gloria "Day. Louise Tobin and Toots what there is of it. Her talents,
Mondello featured, does his stuff tailored for the niteries. are wasted
from 11 p.m. on to a $1 and $1.50 here. Her routine is similar to Nan
and
Saturday
couvert (latter Friday,
Blakstone's and she's plenty active
holiday eves).

hold
Brandwynne was chosen because and Emil Coleman's orchestra
succeeded by

of his strong business in the Peacock
Alley cafe of the Waldorf at the

ing size and now comes Schwartz
to shake the jinx by looking it
straight in the eye as If to say, "I'm
calling it the White Elephant, so
Chicago, Now. 12.
what? 'That's a brave attitude, and
N.T.G.. with Chiquita, Jack Prince,
cos'ly, too, but it's worked with cafe Sylvia McKay, Doris Dupont, Ytiette
owners such as Ptomaine Tommy's Dare, Jerry Krueger, Joe Kirk, Jane
here and The Fly Trap in Frisco, Reynolds & Joe Enemic, Eddie, Jack
(8)
both popular eateries, so why not for
Betty. Colosimo's Chorus
a spot where everything is taken in frankie Quortell Orch.

THEATRE

of the

'

STARS

.

COLONY CLUB, CHI

JACK
DURANT

Chicago. Nov. 11.
<t Dunn, Don Orlando Orch,
Fernanda Conoy Rhumba OrcU.

Cross

Strictly for the wine-poppers, idea
is strictly quality rather than
Sonny Goldstone and Nick
Dean have turned out an elegant
room, in seating (about 300), decor
and polish. It's handled smartly, too,
with absolutely no service during the
running time of the single headline

here

act,

WEEK OF

NEW YORK

a

factor

that's

too

GKNERAL EXECUTIVE OFFICES

LOEW BLDG. ANNEX

frequently

many another spot.
Cross and Dunn hold the entertainment portion in the current show
and do their standard standout job.
have smart
igTiored in

They
and

HEADLINING LOEW'S STATE.

BOOKING AGENCY

quantity.

160 WEST 46'"

.

and

are

con-

remaining njat entertainment no
matter how often heard, particularly

NOV. 16

J

'Two Hamburgers for Madame,*
acknowledged as the Cross and Dunn

MARVIN SCHENCK, SIDNEY PIERMONT,

NAT KALCHEIM, PAUL SMALL

Direction

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

NEW YORK

Traveler*
are standout numbers, nifty entertainment for a smart nitery crowd.
Two bands here, with the No. 1
orchestra being the Don Orlando aggregation,
a fine, up-and-coming
group of instrumentalists, that proves
a winner with dancers. Smooth in
its rendition of popular tunes, orch
has played a number of class spots in
Chi, taking in the Chez Paree, Bon-

•

1

H.

PIERMONT

OOKINO MANAOiR

FAMOUS FOR SHOW

at*

CHEZ PAREE

FAIRBANKS COVKT
AMERICA'S SMARTEST

FROM EUROPE

Doluwara

SI34

WORLD'S GREATEST

LOEWS

STATE.

NEW YORK,

THIS

WEEK (NOV.

16)

CHICAGO

THEATRE RESTAURANT

CON COL.L.EANO
JUST BACK

N

MIKE FRITZEL and JOE JACOBSON'8

Air and Colony Club in immediate
succession.

L U B

.

SIDNEY

USA* and 'AH American

Canay group Is strictly for the
rhumba fans and satisfactory. Gold.

H

.

OiNIRAl MANAOI*

trademark.

Their
'Good
Old
Vaudevillis,'
'Lydia, the "Tattooed Lady,' 'You're
Over the Hill, Boys,' 'Only in the

Thanlcs to

ST.

9-7tO0

material, delivery

showmanship

tinually sharpening their material.
Do the old ones almost entirely by
request, with some of their standards

VARIETY

W^edneeday, November 15, 1939
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AMERICAi LARGEST QUALITY^STACE- SHOW
PRODUCER IS STILL MAJOR BOWES AMATEUR UNITS

STATE

UKE

THEATRE

V^BALABANWKATZ
A BIG

y

n

$14500.00
Otw Joptgrivst Unit
to play

m fhe CUif

of Chicago and
John 3&iaban

W

StkANNIVERSARY

REVUE

19^9 PRIZE WINNERS
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Saranac Lake

Unit Reviews

New

By Happy Benw»y
Saranac Lake, Nov.

keeps the pace of the show

Benny Davis' Stardust
Revue
(LOEWS STATE,

N.. I.)

Beiinv Davis, Denette & Dae, 4
Jlhythm Revelers, Mary Dooley, Fin
Olsen, Marie Austin, Betty Keane,
S Chords, Ginger Manners, Betty
Loxi, Ruby Ztoerling's House OtcH;
•The Women' (M-C).

Benny Davis, per his annual custom, comes up with another array of
specialists for a picture house tour.
Some of them glitter with future
promise, some don't, but in toto its
the type of unit that should please
anywhere and everywhere. It has
major selling points in youth and
new faces, and enough of 'em smack
over to carry their weaker sidekicks.

Either by intent, or by accident,
songwriter Davis has lined up most
of the unit's strength on the distaff
Mary Dooley, featured and
side.

Excellent knockabout turn is Ken
and Roy Paige, with the smaller of
two taking some unbelievably

'

yet failing to crack up.
There's much clowning between the
it's

paced and handled skillit never becomes tire-

fully so that

some.

Winn Twins are a fat man and a
midget who wander in and out of
show for occasional comedy bits.
Murray and Fayne are a man and
woman comedy and singing team.
the

Dolly Bell contributes a fine control

and acrobatic dance specialty and
Green comes through with a
former magical Buddy
series of neat impersonations. Four
stage names as Johnny Dooley and Buster Browns are femmes with
(New
Austin
Marie
Yvette Rugel:
solid aero dance stuff both as a quarare
Lou
Betty
and
Kean
Betty
Acts),
tet and in challenges:
the skirted clickos. This doesn't enThroughout the show are spotted
tirely negate the boys, but the bal- many comedy tricks and bits, with
ance of future promise does lean much audience plant stuff to keep
heavily towards the chickadees.
the action at a fast pace and proving
The No. 1 boy is Fin Olsen, ah ec- splendid comedy novelty. Unit is
centric dancer who Is on rather decidedly, different when compared
progency

briefly,

song.
talent,

such

of

starting

with

a

screwball

He evidences plenty of
but

it

needs

latent

development.

Four Rhythm Revelers (New Acts)
comprise a harmonica quartet of
boys. They're j ust fair musically, and

Same goes
too hard.
double for the Three Chords (New
Acts), boys who simulate musical inwork much
struments.

Miss Dooley is given only two
songs and establishes herself quickly.
Tutored by Aileen Stanley, once a
top story-songster, the Dooley-Rugel
offspring denotes ability for that
type of number, but only her opening, 'Cuban Cabby,' is somewhat along
these lines. She'll go farthest with
material
and should
specialized
work along those lines, although her
delivery of 'Over the Rainbow indicates an aptitude also for straight

song selling. She's cute, pint-sb.ed,
around 18, with a very winning personality.
Miss AMstin is another in
the sock personality class, uncorking
a shouter type of song delivery
mixed with a 10th avenue manner.
She's the type that could spotlight a
band, as well as rate solo spotting in
a nitery. Miss Kean is slightly less
on the whammo side, but still okay
In her eccentric dancing, while Betty
Lou IS a definitely sock somersaulter,
esoecially with her turnovers on a

Ball,

-

falls,

two but

Cannon,

Hazel Smith, Margo Meridithi Patricia Wallace, Bina West
Rogers, Margaret Kinsella, Kitty
Horan, Jean Ryan, Maxine Miller,
Rose Karp, Martha Gill, Carole Hartley, Bede Fiddler, Helen Mann, Dorothy Mieghan, Dorothy Newcomb
Ryan, Helen Arlund. Marie Broom,
Agnes Orr, Earl Bedding, Charles K.
Daley. Karl Kern. William Chase,
Mickey O'Shca, Tudor Cameron,
Ricliaid Moore. Theodore Graff, Herbert Elder, Allan Crane, Hap War9,
Jr., Ben Schaffer, Michael Cojohn,
Sidney Grill, Lee Ringler, Beatrice
Lee, Eddie Vogt, Eddie Dowd, Jack
Edwdrds, Frederick Esslinger, Max
Smallelis, Milton Weeks, Paul Dean,
John Louden, Samuel Putnam, James
Meehan, Eddie McDonald, Russell
Speights, Margaret Newell, Isab^llc
Rook, Miriam Hirsch, Cliff Heather.

Edna

the

tough

Marion

Ann Comerford,

lop.

Topping with Meroff, and the biggest click of the performance, is Rex
Weber, with his dummyless, ventriHe scores powerloquial routine.
fully with his closed-mouth singing
and then tops that with a dynamite
rendition of 'Brother, Can You Spare
specials. Winds
his
of
a Dime?', one
up by using femme partner as live
dummy for ventriloquial warbling
Had to beg off when caught.
finale.

Inell Gillory,

James A McCuUough,
Among the down-

Grace MacDonald.

town

airers are Russ Kelly, Chris
Hagedorn, Harry and Charles Barrett, -Marion Green, Joseph' McCarthy, Ray Ketchem, Catherine Keenan, Arthur Alverez, James Haegney, Alice Carman, Helen O'Reilly.
Local Art and Theatre Guild holding shorthand and knitting classes
with the ordinary run-of-the-mine at the Will Rogers, with a lot of
type which has been offered around takers.
Hap Ward, Jr., is on» year older.
for the past few years, and on this
show's general novelty and laugh Got a pair of skis for a gift, but no
presentation, figures as a genuine can use.
item for entertainment and coin.
Finley Witherspoon, producer of
Business great here at the last
amateur shows of other days, and
Gold.
show Friday (10).
Dovey Smith married.
If you happen to hear these songs
over the air, 'Somewhere i Heaven,'
'There's a Jack for Every Jill' and 'I
(SHUBERT, CINCY)
Want Bells for Christmas,' they were
Cincinnott, Nov. 13.
written by Eddie Dewd, a Will
Fred Sanboni, Emtle Boreo, Har- Rogers successful ozoner, and Bryce
old and Lola, the Brtants. Shyretto
Lavign.
Trio, Corinne, Di Gantanos, George
Con Davis (and McCarthy) is doBruay, Tito Valdez, Vera Nargo,
Xenta, 5haltenbrand. Gertrude Hoff- ing an ozoning bit at Tupper Lake
man Ballet Girls (12) 'Too Busy to Vet sanatorium.
Work' (20fh).
A. B. (Tony) Anderson, manager
of the local Pontiac theatre, narrowStandard of stage fare, far ahead ly escaped serious injuries when his
of that for same period last year,
complete somersault after
sets a
new high presently with car did a
minor cuts.
Clifford C. Fischer's Continental Re- skidding. Received
Harry Welch, the Fopeye of the
vue, which has quantity, quality,
speed, scenic and lighting flash. Run- airwaves, mitting the gang and helloning 70 minutes, it's darmg, yet with ing friends between dates.
a taste that diminishes vulgarity.
"Thanks to Mrs. Jess'ca G. Navin
Production and tableau numbers of Schenectady, for that carload of
stack up with those of many $3.30 books.
musicals.
Same goes for looks of
John F. Grimes, local correspondthe 30 or so femmes; including 12
ent for Syracuse fost-Standard and
Gertrude Hoffman ballet girls.

FOLIES BERGERE

;

'

Shyretto Trio, first specialty act, ex-theatre p.a., became the husband
has two men and a woman, who are of Grace Castle.
topnot'ch at difficult and comedy
Write to those yon know who are
twist somersault withoJt thfe use of bicycle and unicycle work.
Harold IIL
her hands.;.
and Lola register with a snake dance
On the weaker side are Denette and the Di Gantanos go over in balldancing.
Emile
Boreo,
alroom
as
and Day (New Acts), novelty dancers, and Miss Manners, comedy sing- ways is surefire at singing, scoring
with bis familiar
er, who also gets important billing. particularly
She's not new and apparently hasn t Chauve Souris dance specialty and
(From Vahietv)
improved much since last getting into one of his standard specialty tunes.
Liveliest funmaker is Fred Santhe New Act files through an appearance at Leon & Eddie's N. Y. nitery. born, artist of facial makeup and
Jack
Dempsey'a
gross draw at
Her routine is a noisy screwball af- mugging. He's also plenty allright Loew's State, on Broadway, was
fair, but so much so as to be pretty at clowning on a xylophone. Charles
much incoherent She's not doing Lawrence neatly straights, for him. $41,000, eclipsing the former record
Briants.
tramp knockabout set by Eva Tanguay by over $12,000.
exactly right by Harold Rome's The
team, %re still dependable in hold'Sophisticated Lou' song.
ing up their comedy end. They reWalter Hampden's $38,000 advance
Unit's windup Is Davis' standard cently replaced Franklyn D'Amore
in Philadelphia, with 'Cyrano de
•. .and then I wrote* such-and-such a
in the show.
B.ergerac,' was the biggest -to be reBona routine. It's okay for his own
Standees for tonight's (Monday)
spot, but his earlier omnipotence
corded in the Quaker City for a legit
show, a rarity here.
supper
KoU,
during the other performers' spotattraction.
lighting, especially with the Austin
girl, isn't such a good idea.
Refused by the big-time booking
Unit moves pretty fast within 60
Activity Peps Nite
meetings when submitted at $400
minutes.
Biz opening night was
weekly, Cliff (Ukelele Ike) Edwards
good, despite the fact that Metro's
Life in
'Women' had quite a first-run at the
N. B. survived that setback to realize
eventually $38,000 for 38 discs an
deluxe nearby Capitol.
Scho.
nually, $800 weekly at the Parody
St. John, N. B., Nov. 14.
Club, N. Y., and $500 weekly to play
The sudden shift, from peace to with the Astaires in 'Black-Eyed
war has pepped night life in this sea- Susan' on Broadway.

table. She's strictly a specialty, but
of a high order, doing a very difficult trick in her one and a half, full-

.

• 15

YEARS AGO.

.

.

War

SL Job,

HELLZAFIRE

(STATE-LAKE, CHICAGO)

Chicapo, Nov. 11.
Bennv Meroff Orch (12), Rex
Weber, Ken ond Roy Paige, Winn
TtoiTis, Murray and Fayne, Buddy
Green, Dolly Bell, Four Buster
Broions,
Hellsafire
Chorus
(8);
'JVancy Drctu' (WB).

This is a money show from every
angle, full of entertainment for all
audiences. It's one of those goofy setups in which anything can and does
happen, and which permits no sleeping by the customers. Show's title
deportment,
and
however must
stand comparison with the OlsenJohnson 'Hellzapoppin', current at
the N. Y. Winter Garden.
Show is backed by a fine crazyquilt set in which the Meroff band
plays throughout the performance.
Meroff himself is on almost throughout, and besides clowning and leading the orchestra, turns in his own
one-man variety show bit in addition to a couple of quick comedy Impersonations.
Meroff rates as a good billing
his own, through his work
vaude and presentation houses in

name on
in

addition to his radio build-up as a

danc» band.

He works hard and

port community.
With a deluge of soldiers and
sailors being 'rained here for overseas service and home defense, and
recruiting continuing heavily, night
spots and danceries have been getting much better play than usual.

Frank Matthews Bkpt.
Frank Matthews, ex-actor, who operated a ham-and-eggery at 43 West
52d street, N. Y., has filed a voluntary petition of bankruptcy in N. Y.
federal court.
He lists assets of $1,000 (insurance), and liabilities of $10,871.

OZZIE NELSON'S SATES
Ozzie Nelson's orch starts a tour
of Brandt theatres tomorrow (Thursday), prior to four weeks at the

Roosevelt hotel, New Orleans, beginning Dec. 21.
Harriet Hilliard
will work with the band in its theatre dates, but will not go to N. O.
Crew returns from the south to
the Top Hat, Jersey City, where It
has been playing for the past month,
for an indefinite stay.

Ruth Chatterton, in 'The Magnolia
Lady,' Pittsburgh, made her deb'ut

BOB ZURKE

and

ORCH

EVERETT WEST

(14)

Featorlnr Claire Martin
Paramount, N. Y.
Bob Zurke, 'the old tomcat of the
keys,' or, to use an alternate caption;
'and his Delta rhythm,' labors under
a mess of billing, but no matter how
you slice it his is a sock band. Zurke
was formerly the planist-arran".er

Bob Crosby's organization, sparkplugging that combo until deciding
out on his own.
As a pianist-arranger he's among
the outstanders in the business, and
manifests it plenty during his current stay at the Broadway Paramount. The presentation properly

of

.

to step

radium-paint

effect.

The

PBODUCTION

CO.
Columbus, Nov. 14.
Formation of a company under the
name of Roscoe Ails Productions,
Inc., to engage in producing shows,
has been anounced here.
The company has been issued a
charter by the state of Ohio, with
an authorized capital of 250 shares
no par value common stock.

It MIns.

the radio intro he's a clicko tenor
although inclined to overstay his

welcome albeit not
it. However, he does

strictly

forcing

too much. He's
also inclined to affect an awkward
stage presence, one of those feet-

apart stances which isn't exactly a
showmanship nicety although presumably assisting him in hitting
those top tenor notes.

Opens with 'South American Way,'
then
'Goodnight
My Beautiful'
maestro .which he medleys with 'Wonderful
One,'
thence
'Irish
Eyes
Aie

himself cuts up fancifully with his
recorded arrangements such as 'Hobson St. Blues,' 'Honky-Tonk Blues'
and a medley of pops. Latter is
smoother, a smait iaea for contrast,
wherein the stately Claire Martin
steps forth with the vocal.s. notably
'What's New?' and 'That Old Fceli"B.'

Smiling,'
favorite,

announced as a personal
and another encore with a:

medley

of 'Dark Eyes' and 'Two
also heralding both these
Russe traditionals as being personal
favs. That's a wide gamut and an
unusual parlay of tunes for a pop

Giiitars,'

tenor.

Zurke has been developing his
team of 14 (six bni.ss, four reeds and
four rhythm including himself conducting from the ivories), so that
he's
prime now tor stage, air,
recording, etc. He's had all these
already, and on his Broadway show-

On

the credit side, the ledger

is

dominantly in West's favor, ranging
fi;6m personal performances to audience reception.
No denying his
effective voice and his engaging
front nor the fact that they eat up
almost everything he gives them.
casing manifests strong potentialities However, he should cut down a
for theatres, besides the basic dance number or two; minimize the manner
work.
Abet.
of using
his
hands in conceitplatform
gesticulation,
and
aUo
watch that stance.
MARIE AUSTIN
Like the average good singer from
Singint
the
air
these
days
West
seemingly
6 MIns.
can go into presentation houses, caCa
Loew's State, N. Y.
This pint-sized feinnie appears a floors and even the concert staga
Abet.
perfect fit for an up and coming with equal facility.
band or a solo spot in a nitery. She
has an excellent song delivery of the
shouter type, plus a personality.
far she'll

How THREE CHORDS

Imitations
go depends on how she's

handled.
The three songs she does here in
Benny Davis' new unit lit her style
nicely'.
They're 'The Man With the
Mandolin,' 'Comes Love' and 'Exactly Like You.' la'tter as an encore.
She has the knack of giving the tunes
a story angle and a low-down style
that suggests 10th avenue, but the
sunny side of the street.
Was the unit's applause standout
the night caught.
Scho.

JEANNE
GREY

FRANCIS

and

JERRY

Danclns
5 MIns.
Music Hall, N. Y.

10 Mins.
State, N. T.

Loew's

This three-boy combo, which vomimes musical instruments, are
similar to other established acts, but
not quite as good. And what they
have they deliver in too frenzied a
cally

style.

Like their predeces.<;ors. these boyi
do takeoffs on bands whose signatures have become widely known via
radio.
Artie Shaw, Clyde McCoy,
Guy Lombardo are imitated just
enough to give the audience some
reason to applaud. They're better,
however, when they merely act
themselves.
One boy is at a baby
upright but Joins into the vocal
acrobatics with the two who are at

Dance routine of Jeanne Francis the mike.
Audience liked them with soma
and Jerry Grey is distinctly different.
Scho.
It dues not belong in the coal towns, milking by Benny Davis.
beer halls, or on a carnival lot.
Using a surealistic tree setting, the
girl is wound around the trunk. She
yields slothlike to her partner and
then, in a routine along imprc.<;sinnsymbolic lines, clings to his
istic,
body greedily as the dance Is performed. Her work. calls for considerable contortion.
Soma unusual
poses are attained.
Char.
in

SHARON HARVEY
Dances
S Mins.

Queens Terrace, Woodside, N. Y.
A sound knowledge of ballet is put
to good use by this attractive brunet,
who has built two modern routines
on the venerable terp iforni.
Her opener consists of semi-lapping on her toes in black velvet
ELAINE JORDAN
pants and white coat, concluding
Sones
with very fast toe spins.
8 MIns.
Costume change to black chiffon
Queens Terrace, Woodside. N. Y.
gown with gold girdle ushers in exThis torchy blonde sings four cellent
floor,
numbers, in a powerful soprano that followedturns around the dance foot
by pirouettes on one
§uts an end to table conversation, and
fast spin for a solid exit. This
he has good individualized arrange- is ana
unusually highbrow ant for a
ments, but suffers from a tendency
nitery of this type, but Miss Harto let the last note of each phrase
vey delivers with enough class and
trail off in a downward .slur, which
assurance to win audience approval.
detracts from an
otherwise fairly

Cilb.

solid vocal attack.

Initial ditty is 'Comes Love,' followed by a swing version of 'Wan- FOUR RHYTHM REVELERS
dering Minstrel,' which segues into Harmonica
'Little Buttercup.'
'Donkey Sere- 5 Mins.
nade' and 'South American Way' Loew's State, N. Y.
complete the act. She dresses atThere's very little to place the.se
tractively.
Cilb.
boys apart from many other harmonica blowers, except their overempl -isis.
They push themselves
DENETTE AND DAY
much
too hard for a musical quartet
Novelty Dancing
efforts are

4 MIns.

Loew's State, N. Y.
In the old vaude days this would
comedy. Production was have been a nice little acft for the
only mediocre. Other players were family time.
It
doesn't seem to
Ralph Forbes, Skeets Gallagher and measure up for big-time theatres.
Young mixed team tap drumsticks
Minor Watson.
on chairs and floor and dance at the
New York indie exhibs were going same time. Then the boy does 'Tea
for Two' with his fingernails, not too
after Loew's, charging 'freezeou.t' on
good for an audience and probably
product before Federal Trade Comeven rougher oh manicurists. Windmission.
up has the girl holding tom-toms
and wearing a cymbal on her head,
'He Who Gets Slapped' was fine with the boy drumming on them as
screen entertainment, opening at the they dance off into the. wings. Scho.
Capitol. N. Y.
Heading the cast
were Lon Chahey, Norma Shearer HELENA
MARTINEZ
and John Gilbert Victor Seastroth Dances
produced.

Tenor
Faramount, N. Y.
West is heralded as a feature o(
the Al Pearce Gang on the air and
as such seemingly recognized. Sans

spotlights his trademarkcd digits on
a miniature piano keyboard via a

in musical

AILS'

Acts

14.

those at the Will Rogers
that are on the ozoning routine are

Among

at a gal-

7 Mins.
Queens Terrace, Woodside, N. Y.
Small and Latiny, Miss Martinez
frankly puts the. emphasis on sex in
t>oth of her routines.
The initial
stanza is a rhumba, done in the usual
white, many-shirred skirt
Second number is a temple dance,
consisting principally of writhing in
a scanty red veil around a flame in
a copper bowl. After some adulatory
terping, she does a quick strip to a
G-string and net brassiere for some

torrid

bumps.

Gilb.

with the result that their
all
out of proportion with

tlieir

music.
Did two numbers in this show, first
a college medley and then a foreign
tune that could have been either
Russian or gypsy. Not enough originality in their delivery or music lo
indicate much promise In the act's
Scho.
present format.

JACK WILLIAMS
Dancer-M.C.
Paramount, N. Y.
Jack Williams

introduced

by

Bob Zurke, the current band

at-

is

traction at this hoiise, as 'seven feel
of rhythm.' He's almost all of that,
a long, rangy tapster whose height,
however, doesn't make him appear
too awkward.

Working in dinner jacket he does
accepted legmania plus some
wrinkles of his own with fmesse and
showmanship, throwing in a 'Snake
Charmer' dance routine, besides
dipping in and out of the presentathe

tion to officiate as m.c.

He manifests extra values in hanthe introductories well ano
with authority, which should further
assist young Williams for rostrunand cafe floor engagements. Abel.
dling

—
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MUSIC HALL,

N. Y.

mazurka and close with fast
musical comedy number done to

Polish

'Darktown Strutters Ball,' Slick lifts
and spins, plus perfect rhythm and
Robert Landrum, Jeanne Francis grace, enable them to
get away with
and Jerry Grey, Betty Bruce, Hilda touches of the ballet. Because it's not
what they do but the way that they
do it, they top the show. Applause
at
performance
caught
lasted
Rupee; 'Ninotchka' (M-G), reviewed throughout finale, which has 'living
in Vabietv, Oct. 11.
fountain' gal at rear of fullstage and

Eckler, Nicholas Daks, Glee Club, BalCorps, Rockettes, Music Hall
let
Symph Orch under direction of Erno

Leon LeonidofT again

clicks with a

show

bearing the title of
Tempo.' Running only 33 minutes.
CO that extra turn over for 'Ninotchka'
four-part

(M-G) may be

attained, Leonidoft's

acts taking successive bows.

Biz

big.

Cratff.

LYRIC, INDPLS.

rostrum presentation is highly entertaining support for the picture.
IndiaTiapolis, Nov. 10.
Borrah
iWincuiteh's
Harmonica
An impressionistic dance billed as
•Jungle Serenade,' with music by Rascals, Bob Williams and Red Dust,
Debussy, opens the stage display. .Ada Brotun, Masters and Rollins,
Balabanou
Fiue; 'Pack Up Your
Jeanne Francis and Jerry Grey
(20th),
Troubles'
herein
are
Acts)
the
prin(New
.

cipals.

J

With Robert Landrum at

sidestage,

'Rockettes
in
a
Row,'
singing
especially written by Pnul McGrane,
the Rockys do a routine which employs the new light filter here, producing instant changes in the color
of the costumes. Extraordinarily effective lighting by Eugene Braun,
again with' the filter, is used in the
closing scene.
Taking down their hair., the allmale glee club goes collegiate, with
one of the men acting as m.c, the
whole mood of the turn being in a
groove.
Betty Bruce is
lighter
woven Into the number, doing a tap
to vocal collegiate backgironnd, and
scores nicely.
Ravel's 'Bolero' brings the show to
a forceful and pictorial close. Hilda
Eckler and Nicholas Daks, regulars
provide symbolic dancing,
here,
while, the Rockettes and ballet corps
are combined for a line that forms a
big U. The cluster they, form in the
center of the stage at one point attests to the skillful staging. Florence
Rogge set the routine.
Char.

With audience accustomed to bands
on stage, house has added two
pieces to pit orch and moved it behind the footlights to lend weight to
this week's five acts.
Set is nicely,
hung and lighted and all acts work
in full.

STRAND,

vehicles.

N. Y.

Bob Crosby Orch with Kathleen
Lane, Ray Bauduc, Bobby Hdggert
and Jess Stacey; Paul Winchell with Brown, Hugh Herbert Popeye and
Jerry, Sunny Rice, Hudson Wonders, Mussolini, and tops his single with a
Lew Parker
Co.; 'Roaring Twen- drunk characterization worthy of a
ties' (WB) , reviewed in Vabiety, Oct. Garr or Barton.
Vocal acrobatics of the Harrisor.s
25.
June, Joan and Jeri are well moduStrand's show comprises a hodge- lated and prove pleasing entertainment
front of Joe Fecher's house
podge of medium and low-price band. in Trio warbles
'Honeysuckle
turns that provide 54 minutes of Rose,' 'Hawaiian War Chant' and
passable entertainment.
Four acts 'Comes Love.' Femmes are attractive,
vivacious
and well-costumed
added to Bob Crosby orch for this
and should stand up against bettershow give a degree of entertainment known combinations engaged in simUsually associated with a middle- ilar purveying of pop songs.
White and Manning are capable
grade nitery ratlier than a top'
In Hartmanesque dance offerings.
Broadway sho\yh6use.
Burlesque of ballroom terpsing and
Crosby's crew is a lifesaver for the bit of hilarious misfiring magic lifts
jive fans with its mellow swingology
house off its hands.
and nifty instrumentalizing of hot
Diminutive Dave Seed and Amanovelties. Cats out front seemed to
zonian Lillian White mug their way
be in the minority when caught, at through seven minutes of pretty thin
late show opening day (Friday), for
dialog, capitalizing on their differmuch of the topnotch orchestra work ence in size to catch laughs.
went almost entirely unappreciated
Mann, Dupree and Lee open show
Crosby with ballroom dancing, punctuated
so far as handpatter goes.
might be wise to substitute some with several specialties.
standard pop stuff. Instead of the alligator meat, at the evening shows.
He could also brush up his produc-

&

:

1

I

I
'

band.
Latter,
former arrangerpianist for Bob Crosby, thus competes with his ex-associate who is
the current band attraction at the
opposition
bandshow house, the
Strand.
In August 1937, when Variety last
caught Miss Raye at this house she
was cautioned for her talking-to-thejitterbugs as a dangerous hazard: but
it was stated then, and it obtains
now, that she seems one of the few
capable of breaking down the stiffness with the wacky kids out front,

and

ORPHEUM, MEMPHIS
,

fiinale.

side,

Martha Raye and B|ob Zurke split
marquee honors this stanza. It
marks a return for the comedienne
after two years to this stand, and the
Broadway debut for tH«j new Zurke

still keep 'em under control. She
still indulges in ad lib stuff with
them, and yet holds her own.
Tutored the hard way, via picture
houses and in the 52d street bistros.
Miss Raye's Paramount screen prominence is but added lustre for b.o.
values. She has been doing well at
Memphis, Nov.' 10.
the gate across the eountry and will
Lum and Abner (2) Stalak Bros., repeat here. However, she's added
and Pearl (3), Starr and Lee (2), some furbelows that are debatable.
Count and Countess Selandia (2), The fact that she's more 'n' more
Tom O'Neal, Nate Evans, House working like a femme Miltonberle
Orch; 'Mirocles For Sale' (M-G),
may be brushed off [some might crack
that Berle works like too many
Radio's crackerbarrel comics, Lum others, although his crisp asides are
and Abner, have plenty of appeal in his own style]. But the Yiddishisms
person, as revealed on the Orpheum aren't necessary and seem a needstage, the Pine Ridge cutups prov- lessly new thing for Miss Raye. She
ing themselves even more satisfac- reminds of the old days when every
tory on stage than over the ether.
non-kosher act booked for Loew's
Bill as a whole is okay.
Opens Delancey or the Avenue B asked his
with Stalak Bros, and Pearl, a agent /or a couple of surefire Yiddish
couple of guys and a girl in a neat asides, on the theory that would
acrobatic turn. Starr and Lee, deu- cinch him with the regional trade.
cer, are. an able accordionist and a She doesn't need it on Broadway.
blond Kate .Smith, with song and
Stripped of this caiptiousness, Mtss
patter.
Raye is a funny gal, no matter how
Best, supporting
Item
is
the you slice it She sells everything for
dance team of Count and Countess strong values, and some ot it's quite
Selandia, clever duo that goes in familiar by now. 'Waiter With the
for both the waltz beautiful and the Water' opens. "Three Little Fishies,'
comical dansant. Twosome's traip- as her niece might do it permits for
sing is a highlight of show. Tom some more hokum.
'Can't Dance,
O'Neal contributes good job as m.c, Ants in My Pants' was done by her
plays the harmonica occasionally here in '37, but it's good substance
with swell results and keeps the for her hoke Jitterbug takeoff.
show moving nicely.
Thoroughly
and casual,
Lum and Abner show themselves working with Informal
crazy prop hats and
in both makeup and muffi.
One cheap print dresses. Miss Raye Is an
sketch has the boys (Chester Lauck uninhibited comedienne who pleases
and Norris Goff are their real mon- the customers.
ickers) at the Jot-Em-Down Store.
Zurke, whose band features Claire
Chuckles flow rapidly as rustic mer- Martin,
vocalist;
Everett
West
chants refuse to stop checker game singer; and Jack Williams, latter
for commerce. Stuff goes oyer well doubling as tapster-m.c,
are all unbecause characters look as fimny as der New Acts. Which
leaves Senor
they sound.
They come back at Wences with his unique ventriloquial
close of show in civies and imitate comedy
unaccounted for.
He's a
voices of familiar characters from
seasoned trouper, equally at home in
their broadcasts,
such as Squire class niteries as on stage, who uses a
Skimp, Cedric Weehunt Grand- little girl and a soniewhat macabre
pappy Spears and Dick Huddleston. man's head for props.
He
gets away
Troupe is in for four days only. with the latter because of the comeGood opening business.
Mart,
dy business with the prop box which
encases the head.
Weiues works
smoothly, suavely and showmanly.
What's more, his comedy presentation and asides are as much as an as-

A

instrumenial

Martha Raye, Bob Zurke orch (14)
wilh Claire Martin, Wences, Everett
West, Jack Williams; Don Baker organolog
featuring
Siggie
Lan«>j
'Rulers of the Sea' (Par), reviewed

the

•

the

N. Y.

in Vaiuety, Sept. 20, 1939.

—

On

81

PARAMOUNT,

b.o.

unquestioned.
Bright spots on the bill include the
Harrison sisters and Evans, who
doubles with impersonations of Joe

.

for laughs. Masters' imitation of Karloff doing a slow-motion

value of act at

is

Balabanow Five open with accordion, playing and. their 11 minutes
are well broken up with aero dance
by one of the girls and toe tap by
another. Ada Brown follows with tion considerably, particularly, at the
socko selling of songs done in the blowoff, which comes as a letdown.
Harlem manner. Does 'Comes Love,' After a hot one, there's a sudden
'Laziest Gal in Town,' 'Some of These cessation of music while the batoner
Days' and encores with 'Jumpin' gives an unnecessary speech of
thanks for his reception. Then he
Jive,' Forced to make beg-off speech
announces his theme, 'Summertime,'
at show caught.
Masters and Rollins depend on and the orch begins to play it.
horror faces by the male half of the blend here instead of the jerky stops
team and body contortions of the and starts would strengthen the

femme

VARIETY

Name

com-

dance threatens the audience with parisons of Jess Stacey at the piano
nausea. However, act is saved by with Bob Zurke', Crosby's ex, are inevitable.
There's no doubt Zurke's
giggle-getting antics of the girl.
Bob Williams and Red Dust are missed, which is evidenced considone of the best dog acts to play the erably by the comparatively scant
house.
Williams gets the usual opportunity given Stacey to perform.
laughs by refusal of dog to .obey his He's also played down somewhat in
command at first. His approach is his turn with the 'All-Americans,'
different, and his pleasing personal- quartet, consisting of piano, traps,
Dixieity has audience laughing from the bass and sax, giving out in the
midriff.
Dog then relaxes com- land manner.
Bobby Haggert, on the doghouse,
Washington, Nov. 12.
pletely while being tossed around by
Dagenham. Girl Pipers, Lyda Sue, his master. Finishes with some sit- and Ray Bauduc, skins, give their
Bob Ripa, Patricia Norman, Gene ting up, walking and jumping-rope well-known duet of 'Big Noise From
Winetka,' but retagged, for the
Sheldon, Georges and Jalna; 'Eliza- tricks.
Minevitch's Rascals close with us- Stirand audience, 'Big Noise From
beth and Essex" (WB).
It's
a sure bellringer
ual slapstick antics and nice har- Brooklyn.'
Leaving the marquee decoration to monica playing. One of the band with its whistling interludes. Kaththe picture, house is concentrating members takes place of the long leen Lane does a couple vocal
on vaude that balances the pic's absent leader. Dwarf in band still choruses rather poorly.
Co. top the vaude
Parker
&
Lew
heavy drama and still pleases a pre- gets chuckles as he's shoved around.
dominantly class audience.
Setup, Pop tunes form background for the funnymen. He's one of the older style
presented as an 'International Revue,' fooling, with two numbers done seri- funnymen, working with two stooges
Surrepresents most consistently solid ously and excecdling well. 'When on stage and two in boxes.
rounding crew is good for a considacts offered here in months. Al- Day Is Done' and 'Beer Barrel'.
though show begins and ends specAttendance only fair at third show erable number of laughs, although
the whole thing is rather mild and
tacularly, most of it is presented as Friday (10).
Kiley.
Parker's finale vocalizing of a parody
straight
vaude with the house
on Negro classics could certainly be
maestro m.c.ing over pit mike. 'Ineliminated.
ternational' angle is worked In by
K. C.
spotting the supposedly representaPaul Winchell's dummy, Jerry,
tive acts from those nations.
apes Charlie McCarthy in voice and
Dagenheim Girl Pipers, who rated
mannerism even to the crossing of
Kansas City, Nov, 11.
plenty publicity when they were reTex Hall. Horrison ond Carroll, an eye. Blockhead is plenty cute
ceived at the White House by Mrs. Wilde's Bulldogs, Fats Potts, Alta and Winchell's ventro work is techRoosevelt day before opening, lead Lee, Senorita Beatrice, Don Harris, nically sound.
Material is rather
off by- parading from rear lobby JVoDOline
Glamour Girls sad, however. Hudson Wonders are
Payne,
down center aisle, four blowing bag- (house line), Jocfc Wendover's House two femme aero terpers. They do
pipes, two rolling share drums, one Orch; 'Too Busy to Work' (20fh).
such stuff as no-hand backflips with
walloping bass drum and another
a half-twist and other toughies for
twirling baton. Gals blare through
Featured spot going to Tex Hall nice response. Costumes with more
several traditional Scotch airs and
Sunny Rice,
and his Hollywood (iowhands paces oomph would help.
Philadelphia, Nov. 11.
wind up with 'Swanee River' and 'Barnyard Follies,' this week's pro- tapper, gets off some unusual footHal
Kemp's Orch
(13),
The
'Yankee Doodle.' Music is just a lot duction. Fifty minutes of the open- work, much of it without music, a
Smoothies (3), Bob Allen, Jack Leof racket and no attempt is made to ing
Friday (10) showed some fairish turn.
show
Maire, Eddy Kusby, Jean Blanche,
swing it. Their highland fling, done rough spots.
Biz overflowing when caught
Ru/e Davis; 'Cat and Canary' (Par).
Herb.
straight, and military marching, with
Line in gingham gives out with a
emphasis on keeping straight lines peppy starter, followed by dance
Hal Kemp's smooth-swinging crew
and nuts to giving 'em the old smile, team of Bobby Harrison and Joan
also is out of the groove.
continues to be a topnotch attraction
Bright Carroll. Team sets a tall standard in
plaid costumes, trick baton-twirling
here,
being good lor a nicely,
attempting imitations of dance stars,
colo, bass-drum specialty and general
including
Bolger, Eleanor
Ray
rounded
job. The Earle management
novelty of bag-piping, however, get
Newark, N. J., Nov. 13.
Powell. Fred Astaire Ginger Rogers
across what is more of an interesting
Dead End Kids (4) with Sam has added Rufe Davis, hillbilly funand
Bill. Robinson.
They
get the
(Schlepperman) Heam, Steve Evans, ster, and Jean Blanche, a neat dancdemonstration than a smart perform
show off well.
ence.
Harrison Sisters (3), White and ing packages, to
Novaline Payne, house standby,
make up 45 minutes
Lyda Sue, who also is 'Scotland's steps
Dave Seed and Lillian
down from the bandstand to Manning,
contribution,' appears in plaid scarf
White, Mann, Dupree aTid Lee, Joe of stellar entertainment paced nicely
which she quickly doffs, steps out In sing out on the 'Martins and the Fecher Orch (11); 'Smuggled Cargo' by Kemp's first rate m.c.ing.
white chiffon gown and goes into Coys' to set the singing standard for (Rep).
Opener is a fast blues number by
to
show.
keeps
pace
up
the
She
light,
the orch, followed by Mi.ts Blanche's
smooth, rhythmic acrobatic
Novelty niche is filled with
ballef that wins two bowS. Denmark snuff.
Things are humming at the Adams appearance. Gal is a looker and has
Seven hounds
gets the next spot via Bob Ripa, in Wilde's Bulldogs.
easy, gliding style, with last taps.
after slow start opening day
white shirt and pants, who gets 'em reputably show full repertory of dog b.o.
Her effort is good for an encore.
tricks.
(10), but talents ot Dead End Kids,
l>y juggling six sticks, catching rubKemp joins the sax section in the
Gals In overall costumes offer a the headliners, are interred in more
berball tossed from
balcony on
band's second number, 'Star Dust'
mouth-stick, and finishing balancing neat novelty, clicking sandpaper in or less moribund material. Result is followed by 'Dream Walking.' Eddy
two balls and three sticks on head their hands against sandpaper patch
Steve Evans has Kusby docs sortie neat tromboning
while tossing six plates and holding pockets. Don Harris, m.c. warbles letdown after m.c.
in his solo on 'Mood Indigo.'
contribution
'What's.
his
to
New
as
worked hard to build up show.
third ball oh ankle. Agility end enJack LeMaire, banjo player with
thusiasm double already strong re- the show.
Schlepperman, cast as a recruiting the orch, wows them with an imitaHarris calls Tex Hall to do a bit of
ception for his stunts.
mike officer, doesn't do justice to the army tion of a whacky female jitterbug.
Patricia Norman, representing Ire- verbal sparring before the
and his a(tual comic ability. He aids With a sandpaper soprano screech,
land, is introduced as 'girl who made while stage is set for the cowhand
Hall m.c.s from here on. and abets Leo (Spit) Gorcey, Huntz and a waddle. LeMaire is easily the
'Old Man Mose' famous,' but she troupe.
(Dippy) Hall, Gabriel (TB) Dell comic hit of the show. Bob Allen,
steers clear of it, singing instead Pace undergoes sharp revision at this
and Bernard (Milty) Punsley.
Kemp's baritone, clicks with the
medley of 'Good Morning' and 'Hav- point, from that of a zippy vaude
Kids are caching loot from chorus femme pcw-hoIders with 'Crazy
ing Any Fun,' 'South of the Border,' show to the more homey show atOff- Moon.' 'Lullaby of Broadway' and
gal's apartment as skit opens.
range.
mosphere
of
the
done both sweet and hot; 'Rancho
stage sirens and police whistles send 'Mood for Love.'
seven
takes
over
for
Hall's
crew
of
Grande,' half in Spanish and half in
them scurrying to nearby recruiting
A fast swing novelty, 'Tantrum,' is
English, and encoring with 'Alex- 20 minutes, running the gamut of
station to seek refuge in Uncle Sam's next bringing on the Smoothies. Trio
ander's Ragtime Band.' She pleases accepted western acts. At the opener
Schlepperman rules are right in the groove with their
both elements of audience for solid the crew was lagging, with this bit olive drab.
of the show in need of considerable quartet too young to .<:oldier, but in- solid harmonizing of 'Man With the
hand.
Gene Sheldon is introduced as condensation. Five of group instru- forms kids they may enlist in enter- Mandolin,' 'Shade of the Old Apple
Tree' and 'Jumpin' Jive.'
The last
America's offering,' which gets a mentalize, with Alta Lee being fea- tainment division.
Kids then clown through 'We- number is home cookin' to the allihowl when he appears in tramp cos- tured as yodeling cowgirl. Modern
Ain't - Got - the -Money-to-Meet-thc- gators.
tume.
Any insult to the super- songs are left her partner, Senorita Mortgage'
sketch, with 'Spot' built
patriots, however, is overcome when Beatrice. Latter drags 'South of the
Davis goes over with the audience
he goes into his perfect dope panto- Border' too much, but recovers a up with bustle and appropriately- with his back-country mimicking of
placed balloons to play the farmer's a steamboat railroad
miming, his sneaking up on banjo bit on :E1 Rancho Grande.'
train, airplane,
Balloons break when Donald
Miss Lee then offers the pep of daughter.
lying on chair and his sour-note
Duck, etc. Also a click are
banjo solos. Gal stooge, who works this outfit with 'I Want to be a Cow- 'Spit' embraces 'Lover' and dialog his songs, 'Sawing a Woman in Half,'
second half of act, also helps estab- boy's Sweetheart.' There's plenty of deteriorates to such lines as:
wi'.h rib-tickling lyrics, and 'Mama
money,
'What you haven't got the
lish act.
Climax is scwing-flngcrs- fun with Fats Potts, bull-fiddler, and
Don't 'Low No Music'
recitation by Hall to round out the sweetheart?'
logether routine, which smashes.
Show folds .with the Kemps play'No, Lionel, my love, I'm flat
Georges and Jalna, France, get offering.
ing 'Good Night Sweetheart, with a
Troupe has been touring smaller busted.'closing spot with their clever comBordering'on vulgarity unseemly duet by Babs, of the Smoothies, and
promise between ballet and ballroom circuit houses through Iowa and
Allen.
jitterbugging.
Jalna, in white net, turning in longer performances as a in juves, material could either be
SRO at last show Saturday (11 ).
Shortening cleaned up or discarded in favor of
and Georges, In light blue suit, open complete stage show.
Shal.
scenes from kids' stage and film
Quin.
with Viennese waltz, follow with here leaves its imprint

.

.

EARLE, WASH.

TOWER,

EARLE, PHILLY

set as his double-talk.
Also billed are Don Baker with a
14th aniversary organolog presentation, featuring Siggie Lane, but not
shown, at this show opening day, due
to the overlength. Newsreel omitted

also for the

ADAMS, NEWARK

Abet

same reason.

FLATBUSH, B'KLYN

—

Wilt Osborne Orch, Bemice Stone,
Lvnn Burroughs, Dtcic Rogers, James
Copp, 3d, Dick, Don and Dinah; 'Miracles for Sale'

(M-G).

Well-round.ed stageshow without a
sock draw, but okay entertainment
and holds the audience all the way,
with
several
moments of solid
laughs. At last show Friday night
(10) the house was almost capacity.
Opening with the band on .<stage,
Osborne offers a couple of straight
swing numbers,
does
his
then
'Trombones' novelty, which scores.
After that there are various solo
stints by individual band members,
alternating with the regular vaude
acts.
It
provides amusement,
all
particularly as there's enough visual
stuff to season it
Osborne sings a
couple of choruses and winds up the
show with his familiar burlesque of
other noted bands. He's how using
four reeds, six brasses, two pianos,

.

guitar, bull fiddle and drums.
Of the acts, the topper is Dick. Don
and Dinah, knockabout comedy and

acrobatic turn.
It's
standard in
vaude; here spotted in final position,

where

it

whams.

Boys open with a

softshoe routine and the gal does a
brief highkick, after which they get
down to business. The girl generally
hands out the punishment which

they sandwich In between some ef-

I

fective tricks.

!

Some

of their stuff

might be speeded, but much of it is
One bit In which they pyragirl on top, then leave her

,

funny.

i

mid the

clinging to the proscenium,
eye.
spiel

—

drop the
ontl-climactic

Should
it's

is

a bulls-

thank-you

Novelty act James Copp. 3d, Is
announced as having recently been
recruited from college by Osborne;
it

looks it

Offers piano-recitation

(Continued on page 54)

VARIETY

Varietur Oills

Ore

.If-iii

l.ini

Wllli.'iins

lliilnliow

canneetion with bilit below indlcata opaning day of
thow, whather full or split week

Sims
jArk

Bills

Ann Palmer
Jrrne

Jtu'.-i'lHy

Ni-llle

PMI

Martha Kaye
7.urku Ore
Wences

A

Kvrrell Wpftt
Jack Wllllania

Don

CHICAUO
&

Peteh

BUVFAIX>

(17)

Cab Calloway Oro
Huffala (»)
nAVKsrftHT
Dick Vowcll
Capitol (U-M)
Em«»ry .Deutsoh Ore
Phil Spltalny Ore
ifaiVuielfl Broa & H
SlINNKArOLIS
Dal Klin
Orpheana (10)
Su- ICjun Co
Phil Spltalny Ore
C'AH.i Dnidy

Beryl Cooper

Dill's

Billy

J.urr:iliie

Strickland

Harristin

Harry Donnully
Harold Wlllard

SUNNY RICE

Ous AVIcke
Kmlly Stevenson

Now At

Dorothy Wlilln.y

NEW YORK

STRAND,

Cafe Soclfity
Joe Sullivan t>ro

For

MARK

Via:

Ida Cox
Clialeau Muilerao

LEDDY

J.

KlHrsala Ore

.Toe

WEEKS

3

Paul Hass Ore

AuRela

Velf"/.

Geo i:ixon
Andy l\>i)illeton

MKW YARK

(Ifl)

Beale
Vlnje

Ballet

Hapce Syinph

Palare

4

Mary Taft

& WlnK
&
&

Ic

Peterson

DAYTON

Colonial (17)

CaneHtrcllya
(10-16)

Bernlvlcl. Co
(10)
Andrews Sis

CnlleKi'init

Mai Hallett Oro

Horxe

Pan)«y. the

Collins

& Howe

Carroll

av.W YORK CITY

niTSBURUH

Htniad (17)
t'roaby Ore

Stanley

(17)

Co
Hudson Wonders
Sunny Rice
Paul Wlnchell

10 Daffenham Gls
Lyda Sue
(iene Sheldon Co

Karie (17)

FHILAUKLPHIA

Karle (17)
Genrut Hall Ore
Dolly Dawn
Johnny l>owna

Kemp

Jalna

Kmma

Zlggy Blman
Louise Tobin

'

LMrirlp.-^

&

.loan

Gr«'y
Alli»>n Cook
.Sauiira l.ynde
'

Dolly Reckless
HavHim-^ln<lrli1
-Nano ItodrlRO Ore
Roslla Itlos
Sergio Orta
KstclH
I'.'ipo

(16)

JAMAICA

Beriil<-e Stone
Jami'a 'Copp. Jr

Carlton

Ramona Co

IIROOKLYN

6

OrpIieuDi

(One

Ron.* & I, a Pierre
Wally Vernon
Owen Mcfjlveney

BfrnIp & Walker
Versatile Rev
(lli-IS)

&

Mllzl

& Kayden
Cliatenu Hev
HBTHK.HDA
Cliesiier

Belhraila

(IH bnir)

Fayne & Foster

Wallers A Walters
Bell Layton Co

KLI7.AKKTH
Liberty (I7-1B)
RhyilDn'atres

KIllB
Diive feed Co
Kit ti T.nu Miller
(0

Peabody
ConvlUe
Nodoft

Kinttire

(l«-)6)

wood Doubles

& Mark

PATKHHON
Sam Kramer Co
Claude k Corrlne

Carman

(10)

ICIel Helinnnt-Vlaza
Basil Fomeen Oro

iMurc

& Crocks
& Dale

Arnolds
Rosa tc Bennett
DoJdans

Hotel Aslor
Dirk Kuhn Ore

Sonde Williams Ore

lillllan

Majestic .(17-2l»

3

S>'dell

I

Lois

Cannen

BalliM'o

.

Harper

Hotel

Commodore

Sammy Knye

Oro

Hotel Hillmnre

Oeo Olaen Ore
<

Uaehelors'

Tanner

SIrt

-

(Sort

Chocolnle Dropn
I'.ovf^o

&

Mario

Kssex Hniisa
Frankle Maslers O
Marian Frances

(the nut(er.v)

Ranpy Weeks Ore
Paul Remos Co
Antonio DeVcra Or

T..eMalre

Rhunvba O
Hnll

Bull

Lionel Rand Ore
Dolly Arden

f'hkk achios5i

Honey Fam

Irv Dorenfeld

t^ass

Mlckuy Dunn

Kat
Connie McLeon Ore

Kuih Dean
Harrh Ore
iCtir o' MuhIo

Daley
Walter Wahl
K Parsons-A Sweet
Kit
Clab

T.udio T<nnd

Charioteers
T.orsnzo Robcrson

ChesH

I'Mdy l)andera

Btsy Cooper

June Price

La Conga

H.idipy OIs
Cieraldine Robs

Deal Arnaz
Sylvio & Melba
Teresita Osta

Jooy Reardon

Howard Brooks

Hiirllnl(|iie

Art Kassel Ore

Dick Gasparro Ore
Rosa

O

Larue
Eddie Davis Oi'o
Jpssph Smith Ore

Le Coq Rouge
Nickl

Raymond Ore

Don Marton Ore
MurrAy Harmon
TIsdale

3

Ann Franclne
Leon * Eddie's
Ramona Ore
Lou Martin Oro

lllai'klmwk

Johnny Davis
;

I
I

A rlslocrats Oro
Dald Evans
nrevnort Hotfl
(Crystal

Abbott
Paradise

Emery

DeutHcli Ore

Jack Waldron
Helen

Pnmmer

John ElUot

Knom)

Annuitc Kennedy
.Mary

Camp

.Vartlulll

t^ertrirdo

Hob

I.uMarr
Helen du Wayne
Josephine Hino
Art Weiss Ore
Celebrity Club

Manners
Paul Barron

.Terry

Marjorle .Mansell
Cookie Spldell
Bort l.awcreiM'e Ore
T>(tIorr*H Creen
Cull l.ii wrencs

TobIn

nilllngs
tirondintfiil

.Ftydla Ifarrls
Viil Williams
Carlson Gla
Art Weiss Ore

J>oi

Herb Rudolphs Ore
Cave o* WIndff
Bernle Oreen

Beaehcnmhers
]ted

Curley

St

Grant I'a^e
Lucille Wllkino
Leonard RclmI
Harry's New York
Ralph Cook
Jenn Mod*)
Bill Baird

Fonda & St

Clair

Jue FonfT

Paoeho

Villa

Jtiait

KddU

Ore

Abe Lyman Ore
Kiise Dlantf
J5

y.ewla

Tamara
Paul Haakon
Bvana Cls
Ctilniitovvn floWery
BIdna Leonard

(;us Van
Mary Lane

Cu>>*t|fiy

I

Kay Beclwr
Koo Koo KInb
Billv Kent
Sandra Lynn
Helen Hart
Honore
Adair

PcKKy While

DeMako

Krit'/.le

Cherio

Virginia Dovell
riuTi Al

Rulpli Lynn
Sunny GDIam

Alice Reard
Kve Evon
Knipl) Lyndons Or
Club /llnbnni
.

.

Rio & Rita
Hadk- 7-ttortf
llee

Haven

Bernard
Henrle
Bernio Adicr
Allen Colo
PaulU-lte La Plerro
Dave Unell Ore

Horothy Dale
Kdule Uolli Oro
Club Minuet
Marcelle Gardner
Betty Hill

Pa lay Mac
AlvJi-a

Morion

Inex Ooonan
Phylbs Noblo

Bi-y

Bud Barlell
Oliver BtbbH Ore
IJla
JCay Marry
Jean Cook
Torcliy Far.jo
Li'Alglon

Mary

W

KUpalrIck

Kusebio Conejaldl
Spyros StnmoH
Don Quixote Ore

Knnio Boloffninl Or
I. & Is Clob
Eddie Gorman
Bella Aren
Gloria Lea
Manuel Rudy
Palt Nftgar Oro
Hotel La Salle
(nine Front Room)
]«Utle J Little Ore

Kathleen (juinn
Uberftjr Ina
Dot Tillman
Robins & Revell

Roma

Dot Landy
Adi lrnne
J I

DufTloM

CedHr%vnort Cabla
(MnliiKii, N. d.)

l>'orbes

Joey Conrad Oro
Silver Bar
Gorda Younif
Mary O'Kourke
.

Mnrk'e iVNeil

Davis

Howard

Doris Faye

UoHellu

Murry

May

Stelber Ore

Daniels
/alus

Silver Frolka
Harry Harris
Ronia Noblu
Wclner

i*'rcUla

Kenny

Kramer

College Inn

Buba

Tial'our

Km h
(

Knye

GU

& Nedra

Cnrila

Sr.

Louise Hnpen
Sliln»y )jay
Aileen <'nnnlnphani
Ciift Wi'ller

Ore

Nlkke NIkol
Vjrrinia Renault

Kay Keeny
Stephanie Snyder
Dotothy Murphy
Mary

WilllstuB

Trudy Mnvllii
Pedro Blanco Ore
Kvenrrern Cnsino
lola While
Jnngnrd St Alan
(*ook. Jr
Countess Jdonoff
J tie

r.lbby Sumniors
Lucy Lewln
Sonya Bezant

Francis Allen 01*
Pat Shevlln Oro

Walton

Millie

Lorraine Klaakf
Kuthann Mlpeiy

Hansen

Lisa

Pthelind

Teriy
Bu^blea Shelby
Linda Ray

RlhboneKea

d«rniee Berp
Frances I^enoK
Elaine Hlack
I.orene Rhoda
J)oloreB Merrill
KInps of Swinp

Or

Peppy MeCloud
Hotel Ben »anklla
iJurden Terrace

Cummins Or

R'irnle

Walter <'ununlna
Connie Darleau

Jnn Ore
Pops St l^voy
Joe Stevens
Crescent

Ia>s Cabin
(tlluacester
Hshts,

K

Wllflamu Ore

Chli:

Chnii Ray
Billy Irtms

Kdythe King
Kthnl Fray
Henry
Juanita Johnson
Oiruber'e llof rfrau
Johiiy Bauer
.Mann & Videll

Nadine

Monya Alba

J.)

Ada Reynolds
Snnplo

Dawn
Or*:

Hof Brau O

Grnlier

Marie
Harris Tavera

Alabama Corlnne
Bobby IjyOns
Greta I.uMarr
Betly Thomas
lilldebrand'e
Leslie sis

Mailo

^

Thereae

Brill

Billy

'nrncy Sis

Hays

Pete

Lydia Wlilte'
Blossom Gla
A lie Sberr
Maurlca Helmont
Bobby Leo Oro
Hlldcbrand 3
Hotel Adelplila

(Hnwallan Boof)
Aloha

Bob

J.'anole

Lei Nani

Nnula

LttI

Joe A icri'a
Duvo Van Fi>dds
Al Vlerra
Cres(!ent Imm Cabin Chas AhIn

June Eldrldpe
Fanchon & Camllle

Warren Couniiss
Delmonleo's

Jack I.ynch'a _
Walton RooO
Bruce

(II

I

)^»tly

H*tnry

Ynnnpmnn

Vmcent

Dells
Palrloln, Jr

Uobcrtd
Ml.'<fi
Lntour
Kddy Morpan Oro
Ahbic Vn^ro
llobortl

Virginia Proclor

Tripoli 9

.spati^lfi-

Musie Hull GiM
Barbara Joan
Lillian RuHMo
Marie Holiz
June Patterson
Pk-n Fay Ore
Jean Nlles

Tom

Marlon Ropers
Carrie Flnnelle
Valentine

Thompson

Skippy Wllllnma
Rochello Lune
Leonard Mann

Hill Steele

Dacmar

Taylor & Allen
Honti Burns
Joan Wubdi*
Sol I/ake Oro

Ore

Club 15
Marion I>e Von
Evelyn Bradley

Florpdora Gls

Alyse Serf

Ann

Little
Charlie C*aines

& Bnrnuche
June EldrhlpH

TJIa

.

Sue

St

Lynda March
Celia Villa
Alda Alvarez.
Edith Plllsner

Chan McCormick

Mary

)lurns

Campu.H Gls

Jackson

M

Charlie (Vainer

Joe KraCt

Ray Martell

..

lleicy

Carlos

The La Fons

Coil4ji^'-e

Dot Stone
Irene Stokes
Silver Cloud
Walter & LcRay
Vivian Stcwnri

Les Doyle
Fay Wnllnce
Marie Costello
608 Club
Billy Cnrr
Margret Faber
Connie Fanslav
Kay Norre
Carol Lord

JJIIIan Fir^pernld
Harry. Holly.
C
]*en Raymond

Wsrren & Durktn

Evelyn Waters

Hn'/el

Club Blnrm:co

Bobby Lee Ore
CInb Piirrakeet

Harand

J'JIInor

Pet Procelli
NIkkl Nikolai
Hetty Williams
Frankle SuiilutU

Col

SllliuueKe Club

Jessie

Lee

Johnny Pariiith
Ford.Ctane

6

>Ial Pfnff Ore
Tf'ssle Nelson

JiH'l;

Golden Pair
Dick Gordon
Frolics Gls

Millie
Billlo

BIsJiop

Modernetles

Eddie Thomas
Vitx resta
Palmer
Jack Newlon
Klppy Velez
Marcell.i Mareliand
Billy Hayes Oro
Duckeys
threat
Audrey .loyce

l>orla

Kalmus
Mark Fisher Oro
Tli<t

LonUf. Powell

Ore

Kit Kjit 4
A Trace Ore
Hully .'^wamiDii
H<*l<:n .Sumner

Chuck Wilson

Millie

Jarro

June B?ntlev

Kretlnw Gls
Alph.onse Jinx

Pam

Koxy

Bob

Jean Powers
Royal Frolics

Rullt JofTee
Joan* Jiaylor

.

Htupleions^

Roberts Sr White
Carl Mnrx

Stille

Ivanhne

BUmdIe Gls

Oaye

Ireno

)taNc:(ls

Walt Temple Oro

(Pnatber Room)
Connie Halne.<*
tiAoe Krupa Ore
Tommy Wilson

Lariy

Gnrvey
HI Hat
Willie Shore

Jimmy

Kntpire Boys
Jerry Gliddcn

B)ie

Berlon's MlnlM
.Mickey Coz/.ies Ore
Huveler Gls
Ultrkory ln«
S-

rStrafTord)

CadlllHc Tiivera
4

Lindsey Sis
Cafe Alorouer

Steve Stulehmd Or
Sherman Hotel
(Celtic Cafe)

Harry Rose

Peff^y Moore

Tom

Wow

(Dome)
James Hamilloa

West

lliirolil

Jr

Jaros Sis

Carnnd Terrace
Karl HInes Ore
Katherine Perry

Km

Dick Whrtrlon'a Ore
Jacques l.'hl

Km) Gene Kerwln Ore

llouHH

Ivelte Ore

Pi^iichi'.i

Patsy Lorrnlne

Sherwln

HIiirkHtone Hotel
(UiiUnebe Hni)

Ruth Sato

Janli Andre

Cook

'i'.iiiu

Joe

J.uckey

Elahitf

Or:Circ

I K>n
Pedro
nilly Owen
Itcliy Si L

Julie
I

(irnemere Holel
(tilnsa

L^'on

'

Hurirundy

Frank Doiiia
Kliilne Rabey

Sylvia TiicktT
H:irvoy Charles Ore

Jo<i

:i

(Hotel BellevHC-

Betty Saxon

Taree
Bnrlh

fitly

Ethel Brown

Bum

lliiXls

Joo'Vrasetto Oro
Frances Faye
Smart Notes
Jean J .ee
The Playboys
tiary

Horsey Oro

I'ow

Or

,

Tuft Mac*
Paul Floreii/. Gla

Laua

Anita Bn>er
Jack Leonard
Abbott I>nnciM*s
Phil Dooley Oro

Helen Verimfea

Shirley

Joe

Hlkmsrck H(»tel
(Wnlnut Room)

Carlos Molina Ore'
Dloaa Costello

La

Sutler
George S: Klolna
Max FIdlor Ore

Cher, raree

Jif! I<ym.'in
IjiMin

Velma MIddleton

U & H

Hotel KiIImhi

Rotmi)

(l*umi>

H MoCreery Ore
T)on *4 Audrey LeM

.

0.icar ds la
Elvira RIos
Oeorgle Tapps
Marlasa Flores

Ann

CHICAGO

Florla
International Thea

Writ Fern
Ann Duruun

Ted Black Ore

J.ane

AnihHflfndor Hotel

Carmen Miranda

Eddie Davis
Donald Burr

Ilolel

3 Ryans
TiQster
Frederick & Yvonne
Corhrau Ore ]<eona Rice
HnwHliuB rnradla« TopsynetieH
Jan flarber Ore
Kealoha
Victor Hnr**
J*:iu Kealolta
Harry James Ore
Sum ICokl Ore
Willi n Klephnnt
HwuufI Onyx Clnh

Krdman

Nl<-k Lonjc,

NorleuK

M:ib(*l

PnddiKk flub

Bub Neller
L Hoyre Ac Vnnya

Reed
Gnj *JO*a

Allr-la

Benny the
Vn nderbllis
Nina

Swiss Hill Bllllea
HerblA Ore

Tommy

Gloria

.

Hradfuril

Gumpy Cumdirt

Sally Shiirral

Pnlmnr Honse

Bellv Frederivka

Owens

Dun Daniels
Lillian

Old llcldellwrff
Old Heldolberff Co

Murray Octell
Haunl Kan'.roff
Frnnz
Frli/,

(Knipire Knoni)

Jimmy Amrs

Olile Cellar

l^iirralne Pan*
fliKi Hoblen Oro

Ned Bradfont

George DeCosIa
Li^w KInu
Les Deseamps Oro

Ore
VlMnce

Ve
Arline

'1

Kleanor Bower*

Nad.ia

TiM*alt-y

Wlllioh Ore

Dorlss

Janlna l<nBoda
Claudia (V*ralli

Anehuruat)
Ji>Unny GrafT Ore
IV^nneo DIrro

Colleen

Buddy Kirby
Cinlely

j

Flo Pol us

Ttinya

M'liUelinrae Ian

Wloonn ftnrdene
Ken Leslie
June Day

ltn:4S

JuM'j

St

Joe Kisli Ore
Al Wapner
Billy Meyers
Jimmy Callison

PHILADELPHIA

.

MolMo Manner

-

l>en::ler

Yar

Bob Wrays Ore

Milly

ltli:liard

-

Decea

Leonai'd

Oro

Dixie Leo

Three l>eucea

Baby Dodd"

Charles McHride
Darnell Ifnward'
Holllday
Freddie Reed
Lonnie Jo!ir*i«on
Tower Inn
Ine.x (ionan
Idary <.:rai»t

FIrt

Lester Shaw
0759 Club
Earl MoMsman
O'lTrady Twins ,
Doi'othy Dawn

Aeden

DIcii

Sanily Crrli;hton
Bob Dandei':} Jr

Nlfli

Room)

Siori-y

Kay Knrrol

Oro

Itellly

Peter J*lnd Hayes

Fletcher Henderson
Toots Monde!lu
Paul It a Harlman

Pnrker.
.lean BIdir
l*atf<y

PHIT^IDIJI.PHIA
.

I

I

Jack Malrrlch Ore
Patricia Wynn Co

mil

FALL KIVKH

11°

.

Paul

;

(10)

Will S Ritchie
Bedlnl & Lander
Muriel Asche Uls

Ward &
(1

NVlla (iuodplle
l*rtiil Gerrlts

MISNB.APOLI8
Minnesota
Milt Herth 3

Courtney Oro

r>ftl

to nit)

Carter & Holmes
Lawrence Cook

(10-22)

Jnr.'inn Hi Cr.ire

H>-len

Louis Prhna Ore
Hotel Ambn>Mailor

MILWAIKKK
Rlvenlde (lu)
Watercads Rev
Moroy Amsterdam
Andrlnl Bros

S Hi'riiOKa

.

Hickory House

(IH)

Dean Murphy

ll.iLTIMORE
HIiMHiilninM (17-!S2)

KWm

Rita

Constance Bennett
Debonalres

(ilier.xlea

Betty T.ou
Itoxiinnc Stevens

iH»tv

Maelovia Kul:'.
KIha Valladores

Maxellbs.

3IE.1IPHIS

Don Cummlnea
Trf*.-*

(IV)

Eddie Oar

Vlnlhnsh (16)
Or.^!" NelHon Ore
Harriet Hllllara

Vlllaie

'(-HHlao

State (17-2))

Joseph

Tommy

JohH^40^

St Kreddie
Helen Kox

Vanned'^ r:la
Dirk Wjire
c.injfcr Wootls

Jtrandow
Moore & Lewis

.Moore

Jeanne Moore
Sellinu-ji Ore
Gladys >lardin

I'M

Allele

R B

/C:

J-ii-ry

Emll Coleman Oro

Joe Candullik .Ore
lules <Ii s.'iivo Ore
Hilly de Wolfe

Gray Gordon Oro
Jimmy Durante
Will Oxhorne Ore
Dick. Don
Dinah Troy & Lynn
Windsor

Valero

(ireenwlch

HABTVOKn

.MrKcnna

Krni^stlne

Jansleys

lfREKl>ORT

& Alundel

B'rtlnl

MIrnlles

La- tiltanilla

Tteeport (is-il)
William ScottI Co
Geraldlne & Joe
Trent Patterson

Ontnry (13-15)
.
A'^hlmiM
tan Stanley Co.

A

Maria Tiopc^Fninouu i>onr
.Tafk Jenney Ore
Terry Ijawlor

Leon LaFell Co

Paul AhU Ore

Tomack

GrKce Hayps

Hampton
Day

Lionel
Cllorla

Harry Armstrong
Kllxabeth Murray

Dorlta

Pinky Lee Co
l»

Roiten bloom

Ma^ilft

Sid

Li*tiii.artl

MarKie Isee
Leon Darrell Oro
1183 Club
.Tohnny Honnort
Senators Ore
Frnnke'e Casino
Solly Avers

Drt Nove Twins
Marsh MlC urdy

BI1II4

Rocky KIsworih

Murk

t'.rai'P

Inex Gaiublfi
Yvonne & Everett
GerrlH Grey

Backus Oro
Kddle Loon
Laurotla De Boer
Kapiw Oardeaa

Georf^e Slattery
Anita l*an«

P«'K>iy

..

Nnmelesfl

Ann Bolen

>ianiitn)r

'••I'll

Boh

Glhsun
Al Mclntyre
E Bush Quartetto
Slapsy Huxle'a

Sharon
MorrlMHi Hulel
(BtwiHH Oyster
House)
Manrred GoMholf
June St Claire

Kntertiilnere
Mollio Malnup
<

Dirk Conrad

aJ.av."

Nvra Lou

Bob-O-Lyn Gls

.Mel I'eterson
I.lllliin

Novllle FleeaoQ

Astoria

Francis
Lulu Bates

Independent
CITY

GirlM Trio
Hplen ivolden

Maison-

Willie Solar

Snieilad

NKW YORK

Cocn

.lorry

Tftrr;itin Sta

(Empire Room)
Nat Brandwynne O
Benny Goodman Or

Johnson

laicllle

Ki Clileo
Huffo Marlanl Oro

Moxr (17)
Bc.hiiy May
Tt;J*ly Hodrlfcuez

Tnnya

Flureiidno (inrden

George HInes
Smith Howard
Light Brigade
Hotel Waldorf-

ManRcan Tr

Virginia Geni7.el
Eileen Sheene

Ore

Archio Bleyer Ore

Sweet

Kay

C'uoley

Austin Oro
Seven SciiA

Uirwk

Marflhall

Korhelle

il.illy

rriuresit
St

HiTb Kpote
KI nnmiH)

Teiinini;a Si

Clyde Haper

Patricia Normnn
BIsa & Herman
Bob Rlpa

(10)

Hal

&

Georses

rarkyukarkuH

Harrlette Haddon
Bernlece Stewart

(Hnwallim

Claire Sroll
Mari^ol itrander
Frank' LIhtise
Tom Patrlrola
Jiie How.'ird

Kemp Ore
TVASHINGTON

Hal

B & J Ueasley
Marie do Forest

Norah Gale

& Thomas

8»rdl*a

MIsN WalterH

Candy
Ucnt.*

Danny Kaanna

Miller

Iiror St

Oro

Vine Oardeoe
Maria McCieary
CollRtte Se Gale
Anpelo LIpiMcli

(••il'oi

Lucia Garcia

Henderson Ore
Pops St I^urie
Hulterbeans St Sue
C<mnio Harris
CamUl Norntan
Nick Brooks Gls
Thompsoa'a Id Club
Kay Rcvnolds
4 Sharps Oro

Faye Ropers

Lo(»se Srrt* w.H

\\n\y

Somerset llouao
Murray
ette)
Kaloah
B .McU HIphUndera Charle» Hoaty
Elmer Les Oro
A Inn tk Ani^ie
Mavla Mannln
Vreni'h Cnsino
Clara Inter
Prlnce.SH Orella
II iny ]:lti-;lfind
Walklkl Beach Qls Tlney Kpperson
Hobby Kvans
Paul
Parka Oi'C
Leo
Lant
Slump 9l Stumpy
Kihili Wilson
Mapuana BIshaw
Barrlnf;tun Guy
Sport I'lreU
Kenny Edwards
I/lly Padeken
Dan lli;aly
liunnle Weldon
Mary Down
Klo Musk In
Hotel Roosevelt
Dlnmoiia IforHcsliea
Ouy Rennle
Klni?
Roucho
&
Guy Lombardo Ore
SU Silver Ore
Noble SIssle Ore
I'OKuy Dedell
Don Mctlrane Ore
Hotel Taft
Swnnnee Ina
Jack & J O'Neill
Frlt/1 Scbeft
Enoch Light Oro
Arthur Tatum
<>rnre Hutch T.o(1ffe
Bealrlco Kay
Peggy Mann
Charlie Kvans

'i'a(t

)-ew i'arker

IrantbertI

O Thekla Horn

Andri^wu

AInrcuii

H

Muriel Jonepli
Kilna Riley

ICIinor

VlrKlnja Hayes
Harriet Smilh Gli

Mary

Itne Cullls

Jl'uu

Jo Leach

St

Tony

AnneKo

J'lsrl

lOavl

Leii
t=uni

Kay Kaley Ore

O Chuck Henry

Knur Hot Shots
J.ula Monre

La Marr

t'lHh

Wftlior .Dy.Hon
Bo»3 itenoit
tlauc .Inncs
T*aul Kond:rtl
OracL- rnl*iicr

Uric MaHMCy
Ilonry Monet
Holeii Miller

Oro

Boryl Walhice
R'^Rinnld Ornlf

Lucille

O

Red Wilson Oro
Swluslahd

Bobetle Gls

Mnrvlii llanby

I'aul I'oatlior.sloite
r-u'los Kernantl>>-/
Kduurdo C'lmve/. Or
l.llllo

Walk)
Ore

Moderse

Villa

& Frederlcka
(Urios Molinas Oro

<ierard

Jesrry

Whitman

1£arl

Lorraine Sid

Ory

Stem l>unn

NIrsku

.Su:ian

(UcimJi
Bill }»ardo

Naney Dumont
Bert. McDowell
Marffle KInkaid

Parker

fice

Generlevo Val
Palsy DnUrae

Doan Harvey

Beueh

Hotel

('Afo

Diana Cayln
Uun Kohind Ore

&

.Trthnr.y'AVoortfl

Room)

(IrldlaiB

Li.ia

Cliiltoii

Warner
Bob

Chas Baum Oro
Dorothy Lewis

Stepin Fetchit

Peterson

9t

Ines Haryot
Hotel St. Reds

Avl,H

& Mary

Ted

Glen Pope

Cui'iaii

Aii;;ulnrdo

Kiljrewnler

ei3 Club
An<;ela Lee

SHite
liarbonr

I'Axas

Jean Starr

& Walker

IVrry

Donilitlc
M'rtino/
MarfT'rlto
Ken licnryiion

1 Nunrlinlahlii
V.i\

Club (*UHcho
M.-^kula Oro
Gabriel ^: Giralda

LoH Cab'illcros
KtTle Doroe
Cotton Club
Louis Armsironff

Con Bennett Co

B

Merits

St.

Geo CIIITnrd
G Andrews Oro

Mona

ralnce (17)
Folles Bcreere
(10)

Madrlffuera
Knrl Cnrroll
Kon Stcvenn
A Lovely Slfl
Enrii:

Hotel
Cuaftt Httem)

Wayne Klnj; Oro
Pat O'.Malloy
"Wlirrod DuHoln

O

Inn
Hardy (k AVavn^r
I'.uuU Hart
Tmclnda &. Rouita

Hull

Velma Rays

Juan

CLEVELAND

Keith (16-19)
Belllt
Knellah
Vanrt BroH
Bri>\vnAinea
S

&

Ted

(17-22)

Dead Knd Ktda
IIOHTON
Toy

Collins

(10)
Folles Bercere

ALBANY

Km)

rnrln

Oro

Club
C-ors* Vount
Bru£ l<*leLcher
Coc4>»nat GroT«
Morton Downer
nussoH Swan

Eddie Varzos Oro
Gypsy Nina

Leila Gayne.4'
St Boys

Andrews Sis
Mai Hallett Ore

Daks

Rooketiea

Emu

I'lianalor

Hotel

Frankle Hyers

Hhabert (it)

C'>ri>9 <le

IVOrsRy

HhI

Dwisht

Gnj'e )>lxnn

CINCINNATI

NlL'liola:f

Kill

\'v\'\

(Oi»l4

It

Mnk«

Im.

Km)

(TeiictK'k

Joe

(P«trnpellttn
Iryio^; .MarKrafT

A

HarreU

Hnt Km)

(iSlHMif

J)nike

tluannld Cnrier
Cryor
Cee Poo Juhnsoti

>VoUoii U'ltourktt
I'.iSKCll

Hntrl

CunirreM^

Je:<se

<':i!«U«

Gtiurgle Harris

Horton
Paul Draper
Jane Pickens
Hetel Savey-Plaia
Rmlie Petll Ore

Wihna Novtik

Maurice & Maryea
Jack Durant

CITY

NhhIu Hall

.liiiiniy

I'lifo

(*arolyn

Jack Willi's
Pat Hat'rlnKlon
Jane Keynuhls
Ruth Clayton

Betty Bruce
Hllila Kekler

Johnny Uanga Ore

Uudloy l>ir.ki'r.suu
S>no\\ t>n1l
.lolinny

Oro

Nobirt

Gall Oall
Ella Shields

Eddy Duchln Oro

Club 1»

FraiH-l!* (^ray

Whirling Top
Geo Morris Ore

Marie Uryaut

H'llshlr*

INrker
jKinlcU

initmore Boirl
C'ltuolc Foster Oro

Kny

Hotel Plnxa

Ilabrli;!

RKO

llft%itrly

M:irv
Itillv

Jeanne D'Arcy

&
(!larke Dennis
I'lRlo St Jewel
Modernalres
CunKulu &. Mclba
Maurice & Cordoba
Hotel Feaasyleanla Airicilo Itluinihn Bd
Artie Shaw Ore
Onrntliy Urniidun
Ralph Rutgers Ore'
Hotel Piirk Cectral
rt»l»o Kuarftz Ore
(Cocoanut tirove)
l*inu*hMnNat Brusllorc Ore
Don Alphonso Oro
llci ViiH<|Ue'/.
Hotel Pierre
Kirby 1^ fie iioic*
Richard Himber Or l.uls
anuulos
Ethel Levy
Fred Lowery

Charles Kin;;
t.Miarles

Red Situndors Ore

Barbara Johnson
VIckl Lauren

Hotel McAlpla
J Messoer Ore

Hotel New Yorker
Paul Whiteman Or
Joan Edwards

Palmer
(iay M's

8l

Spike

Ulaine & liarry
Loir Valero
Montana Wranjrlcrs

llene Mercede.i
'

Flo

Jsoim

('h.;rl(*y

LOS ANGELES

Hotel UaeolD

•

Dorothy Jeff ere
Dorothy Ulnlne
Corllea

Slln) 'i'.'inneiKill Itaiidolph
I. viuaniia
Kudd

Holt

Jan Savllt Ore

Rd

CAsnade

illlly

Deauvllle

Lake

S«

Meymo

Sylvio Ore

AUf^elu's Kll'mba
Rnlierta Welch

Ted Weeme Ore

Ore
Connie Haines
D.iy

Ilhylhm Wili:«
V;.it dlr <JI

Ray Kinney Oro

UowU

Ht

Rill Herlolutira

ChlcaRO (IT)
Ink Spots

Bi>l>

Katov Ore

(ForcKt Hills)

.Hotel Laxinvlon

I'iiley

Carter

RAPIDS)

raniinoaiit «l-3»)
Spltalny Ore'

ParaDHHfirf (IS)

l*Hdonov

Bobby

Jay Matthews
Buss Dillon

llHrHey fiallanCa
i

CEDAK

.Mlacha
\'ulOili;i

Shew Bar

Paramonnt
YOKK Cn\

Woods Ore

Tlownrd
Laura Kellogg
Jaye Martin
Waller liner

rollakova

.Michel .MIclioii

C Carrlnvton Ore

Yvonne Nova
Thclma Mariln

MlllstoiHS-

Jii(QrbUK!<

Helena
T.'shM Mllchell

J^ahl

H-xl

Lou Reynolds
Stan RUtofT Oro

Cunnlngrham

Jt'airy

AliKiion

Harry Saix Oro

Marlon Aberiialhy
Chippie Hill

Jackie Allen

Adele Fillps

Ana

Wlllla

St

Sum Haas

Frank Cotas

Andy Freeman
Churl; An.hvwa

"Wesley Lonj;
t'l

Kathleen Kny
Joe NlUi Ore
21 (!lub

Kllen Evans
Al Garbell
Peppy Oils
Miirlon Miller
Valerie Mllchell

MoLauiclilln'e

Sum Theard

Land

Ktolso

B^ron

Bob While

Subway

MrGrnwe

Phil t*'»inard
Jaek Tllson

Clob l»eiUa
Dorlse Bradley

Bergere Oro
Ore

Abbott & Coslcllu
Adelaide .MofVcil

Si>enrer
Al Jolinswn

Bob lOvans
Jerry ()*Leary
Kllen Klenur
Ore

i^t:i:i(rull

l*i'iMi:i)tlt't:is

Village llnrn

Nadia Kliruva

Cabaret

Kr.iiik

Wllllnms Oro
Buddy Marino
(Srirr

Ned Santroy
DUlo J)uc

PlIlM'tf
i;pv.ut>
Ariii'it

»\'ct;

K\o

yviMlo J)ar«

I'aiiciilio
.

Karavaelt

Nastia

NEW YORK aiY

NK»V

M

,

Kila

'J'altia

Kathryn lUyAelA

Ore

Uom

JjfU

liiistern

Klrklaiid
Mabel Sroll
VrrsHllIrs

Tllo

.Ni

I

\f*y

Troc
de I'pnn Ore

Tune
Ji>i-ry

KuitHlan' Krelchniu
(I.v

HIUo<i

Siiiicuii

2ft Rhytlim Hockets
Oporge Ueally
nita & Ed Behman
C JuRRllnit Jewels
l>nn Zelaya

l>iir:«nl

Kelioii

Maude

Sydney

1)1-

Hacnii.
£ C'lemeni'

V*allli

HylviR

Sl:iiii'

4Vio>lnio^

lltid.'^on

.r.M»e

lluysratit

Sari a

Wllnon

»|HV|«

Brulliinll

Capltol <11>

(•)

Malli-y

H%\H{iy

John

Toby WlnB

Hmi Wm vm

3

Jo:in
•Suiiy.a

Anil

MiH»ni

Stevens Holel
(Continental Hooni)

l':iv(|iiay

Li'ii

Kernaiiilo Cauay Or
Dun Orlando Ore

Mnrple Dale
Frankle Donta

DInnne
Rudy Carr Oro

Turra Oro

iM*'lba

Dunn

(''ritit.H

I'MIIh lloark
llOHsl
I

I.rUaron Ore

Club

Hawallans
Frank Davis Ore
Towa Club
8

Alh'H Jni'don

Mary Marvell

Ml tie Club
onto nubble

Oro

Fran-/.

Colony

Pa

H. 'n Cull'.-r Ore
Itclly Kandatl

Rita Rio

WASHINtiTON

NKM' YIIHK riTK
StHt*

llnlli'.i

Ik

Dolly Moms

Leo

Ly.maii
Al I.a)iib

Bob O T^t Gla

Ttfi'iy 'I'ei'i-yl

<'aldwell

I.ln%ehfMiae

Van

J'atsy Sny«Iei-

Tony I'llMl or'*
Larrc Mc.Mahuu

tlrlll

Kalnlmw
I'Mdio

I.vVnn

I

It-irry W'iiuon Ore
.M.-irlynn oc illchael

T. I.OtIM
Yot. (II)

Davis

Wt'rtloy

Sa He
Dick HnBh.^i

Georcia T<oKenu
Jhnnile O'Nell
Karl Wiley Ore
Blllle

'J:onimy

l''li>werton

Wallrr.i
KlllnKlon

a'i

.l.

Club NimaUti

Johnny Tucki»r

Sonny Keiuila Ore
Moiichito Ore
The Hedges

durrn Mary

(November 17)
(November 10)

WEEK

THIS
in

Farrell

IJIII

Ore

Fl'irliers

Del Ksies

Mark Club

Costa

l>ft

Ford

.M

Vliughn

Virginia

'J'uhpi't

.

\'liu-i;'it

I

.tin Kills
t'oiisiiclu

NEXT WEEK
NumaraU

Ai-lliiir

I

Wednesdaj, November IS, 1939
*

Michael

Fran'/.

Ki-iii'Nt

An

Vie Christian

Klegtinle

I'litce

\

!

Bowery

(;is

nob Russell
Glaniour Gls (12)

lUrb Dubrow
.Sally I<nmnrr
Helen Heath

Lillian

Paul

Cnrmon
Paul

]«e

French Corselleres

Jimmy Blake

Dutkln'eRalhskeller

Do Andelo &

Frank

l*ontl

Barclays

Matteson
Jewel Ello

VIrpInlft

Irving Braslow Ore
3

Peppers

JiOule Williams.

Darlene Jones

Kmbnea^
Cynthia Hare

Oro

Rlx/.o

Htmey Zeeman

Nell Fontaine Oro
Porter

Jam

Seaslon

Billy Kreshmer
Jlin Thorpe

Hetel White
(Atco,

N'.

O

Waf
J.)

Joe AnnHlronp, m*:
Matlo St Thcrese
Adele Allen
Lee Ropers

-

,

.

Frank Dumont
Uyetery
SanBon^ IIoom
Richard Bach
Joe Douffherty

Johnny Cahlll
puDour & Rene*
frsny Eomee
Josephine Boyl*
jcBnette Idler

Kane

Piiul

Ceo

Al Kilbride

^

Oro

Altmlller

Winter Clab

'

Sheehan

I.ynn

Tommy

>lonioo

Jack Rosa
Buddy Nueent
RendexTODi
(Hotel Senator)
Slim Qalllard
Southland Rhythm
.

Barbara Bradley
Grni-e Devin*
I,ynwood Ilarnej
Joseph Hayee Oro
J^xlncton Catino
Dob While
KranUle nichnrdeon
Mary Navie Bd
Arilo Nelson

E

Si

Doc DouBheny Oro

Dnnuy Montcomery
I.lllien Russell
4 llolden Rate

•

Gls

Johnny Leary
Jamboree Oro

Peter Sis

Wlnton & nlan
Dcrhy Wilson
Ink SiiotH

HuBO- Oro

Mcllin

Inn

>]iiiioi>

Hob nuiley

IJon & Doresce
FriiiiU Cunro Oro
DIannI Koi hplle
Mnrliirle llowcn

Dobs &

CMarlc

It^l^'Sl•ll

lluili

rnlhoiin

Grace Brown'

Jerry Lynn
Billy Lanioht

Stephanie & Craig
SOIh Century
The Vvoneitcs

Kenn
Blni:e Ore
Vivian llollfr
Itusly Bunks

BecK

Jlnuny nonsl
JlarlB ni/.pnlrkk
Paul I.ynrh
Don Anton Ore
.

,

PcBijy .Martin

Jloum

.

&

Barbara

IVco

ft

Flo I.ane

LaBuu

Phyllis

Herman O

rnlombo'a

Dclniar Oro

The Rowlands
Do Mayos

Howard neynold O

(ll<H>k CaHino)
Joe Itln«*!i Ore
Sophte Tucker

Wilson
Joe O'Shea me
A Bnstlan Ore
Harlan Hale

Cone riiiylon

Slonocled Aniba'dor
nuOinnia & Mnlc'ni

Leo Kuhn Ore
Connie I.ynn
Lynn Kirk
Purple Derhy
MnrRlo Mealy
Betiy Mealy

Wary FIIZBerald

Herb Hagenor Ore
Wcher'a Hof Drou
(Cumden)
Rudy Hruder
Jules Flacon Ore

'tr

Herb Pexler
Irene St naire
Jerry McGlnly

J

Gladys Jean

Tom McClownn
Hiilnhnw Terrace
(StmlTurd, I'n.)

Leo Zollo Ore
Mildred Rojrcrs

Ralph Eastwood
Ited I.Inn Inn
Al Ktrelt Ore

Dianne Dunind
PItallndrea

Chas

Bert Phillip's
Ethel

.<<eldel

Don Pedro Ore
Ed<lle South
LorniL Lane

Oro

"noworyeites

fl2')

llcniiy ne^li

Ore

nverelica

ranllnnl. Club
Jay Hurt Ore
Cliateuu Club
Stan Jarobson'Orc
MaKiey Gls
Johnny Peat

Ward

Tlielma

Laurene Novell
Harney Slarr

.Marlon

rompai'slia

\Vm McKInney Ore

"

Armand ^ Juliana
MaA Devlno
Itcnce
Comiiioi1nr« Club
FlorndorJiR f r.)

Homain

C lhorne

&.

Frontrniio

Lee Oro
UrookH

Ceoll

Pcle

Miller

Mai.i Montei-la

Zang ft Todd
Andre & Dctphine
rhei rnree
Wiilly Vnlentine

Ore
Clover Club

JIng Brynd Oro
Fayo UoberlB
MKry Kayo
Cleo

Ituth

ft

2 Coeds
Rick ft Snyder
Club l-'orest
Virginia Grey
Bcrdino Dickson
Helen Kaye
Vera Welsh
Ulckey Goldman
CiDb Mnd'rid
Cookie Harding Or
Ariuro ft Evelyn

Ktina

Knrico

Wagner

Yvonne Broadw.xy
Crlslana Buckner
-

Morton Brown
Leonard Gay Oro
Cornles Ship
Myron .Stewart Ore
Ilalph Lewis
Louis Strectcr

Dunn

Kiyt

La mars
Cli-o

& Ruth

Sally Joyce
i'lub

Sllltriiukeiin

Olio Richter Ore'
Club Sahara
Oordio Bennett Ore
Club Terrls

Gordon Genscli Ore
Henderson
Moiia

Elhiil

Bhil

Dal*

Warren
Kestin

&

Dale

noblson
Vane Darlings i^)
P.lul

Mitin Street Cluli

Frank Sidney Ore
Nebluln'ii

MIchnel

Kilwnrds

Moinv WysonK
Hay Carlln Ore
Inn
.TonMora

Ilrhley
t

-

Ore

Selinieder
Ire ICiHmi)

I'hil

a n

Gordon

Jimmy Hcck

Dick Lone Ore

)»owera-

King

Sz

Al Alexander Ore
Stntlcr Hotel
(Terrnoo Kooni)
.Vavler rugal Ore

& rva

SlrnlTord

(8)

Sariell

Happy

Jleyrs

Whlttler Hotel

llnor

Gordio Bo wen Ore
Madclyn Joyce
l/ounire

Pierre

Sev Olscn Ore

Mnelo

Pa

liar

Trestcr's Ore

Herman Plrchncr

Al

Wehie Ore

Tom

Garron

Bennett

ft

linrl nntscli'M

Wllllo

Keller Ore

Brahn

Iriiia

Lament

Slnjfcr
Juily Black

Ore

"

KecUy

Duke Melvin Ore
Johnny Hudvhis

Iji men's

Roy Meadows Ore
I.aHt Itound

Troy

C«<lnr Counlry Clu.»
Shcrdlna Wallior O
Coil II r Gnrden*!

Blue Room 3
Mildred Seelby
Bernlce Barns
.Marie

Thclnm Todd

l'i>

Fablun

Miirle

Drppe

I^>lfl

MKzl

»t

Splizl

ICKther

Freddie's Cnfe

Tuny

Gmma

Oro

L^^w Stpwnrt
EllsKa Mnrvell
Lorntttir

SiH

Patsy. Sk's (;nmor«'n

Marilyn Fnsler

Alrxvny Club

I/nkolu's

Bobby Sluart
Jutllnnno Desmond
Billy

Avnlon
Ify Barnm Ore
Norman Priest.
Kny Carroll

Ivvans

lleil

Lady

Gulden Glow
Paul f-'imonctti Ore

Mary Lou
Delmar

f;iadys
Coinlllo

Gourmet Cluh

K Robinson OrC
Dun'-R Boys
Jub's do V'urzon

Jack Webb

Hntton's Club
Fr. d

Hf'kell
t'uMlns
I'arher

Rriljhle

Jimmy nnye Oro

Mlllnn Voiini;

Ruth

Ken

Mllzl Mitchell
rimtcaii

Ca)

Chirk rhnlken Ore
r<llllnn MarneH

Oeorre PadTCWsli.
Kny Whiincy

Kecli
.

I.lndy's

flracn Wlcdiier

Gloria Knnlalne
Sylv'ier Stainhaugb
Frani-es Parker
1>0K

(*aliin

nergman Ore
MInml Club
Roberta Baker

Arniandii

Si Li\a
Is

Leu
i Queens
Rn1]ili

Collvire Inn
Brill Ore

Norman

Jean Graycs

men Jameson

llottfl

Hotel

Allfrton

Cleveland

Hnaglnnd
Wait Berk'cn Ore
Kv.erelt

Hotel Sterling

Marty Lake Ore

Purdue

UCLA— SanU

UCLA

Clara

',

12-5
8-5
7-5

Stanford
..Oregon State

game of which they are capable,
should be no contest with Princeby two touchdowns,

9-5
12-5

put a stop to that and trounce the

the

Allen

it

.ton

lUini.

1

Penn

—

—Michigan

The east against the midwest, with
Syracuse Colgate.
This has that old time religion, Penn not having enough reserves to
Red Maddock Ore
with past performances completely stand off the Wolverines.
Dave DeVore.
Syracuse has no passer
Wisconsin Purdue
Terrace Caf«
forgotten.
Big Ten battle that should be fast
Httl Munro Ore
and no desire to play. Colgate's up
Mary Itnth Milan
and coming so it looks like a Maroon and furious. Purdue's talented backs
Stuart Si r*ce
will do enough ball-toting to make
Town Si Country, C year.
Army Penn State
the difference.
Hy Ackcnnnn Ore
Ijave Ackerman
The Soldiers are stilj in the third
U.C.L.A.— Santa Clara
CralK Bulo
line of the trenches and it looks like
Clara's a tough outfit but not a
/epbyr
there for the winter. Penn high-scoring
group.
UCLA has
Bob Warner's O (8) they're
State has finally realized on its ma- enough power and speed to roll up
here,
underdogs
Although
terial.
too -many touchdowns.
they'll upset the applecart and beat

—

—

..

Stanford- Washington State

the Army.

After many miserable Saturdays,
the. Stanford Indians have finally
found somebody they can beat. They
should romp home.

—

Holy Cross Carnegie Tech
Carnegie's a great ground team
with no aerial attack whatsoever.
Cros.s, with a well-balanced game,
must get the edge becau.se of the
trusty, right arm of Mr. Cahill.
Pittsburgh Nebrasica

Week

After Censor Squawks
Boston, Nov.

Jerry Mendelsohn

3-1
8-5
5-8
8-5
8-5
3-1

'.

Notre Dame
Ohio Stale
Michigan

Wisconsin—Purdue
State
Oregon State—California

CLEVELAND

Ann Marc
Margaret Aemmer

Even

President
I

Closed for One

Marie Keene

Oklahoma

SUnford-Washington

Boston Buriey House

diaries Auld Trio

Michigan State

Missouri Oklahoma
Notre Dame ^Northwestern

Penn—Michigan

Burko

Cup Boom)

((Joia

Michigan State^Indiana

4-1
3-1
8-5
7-5
9-5
12-5
6-5
5-8
9-5
8-5
3-1
8-5

..Even

A&M

...Minnesota

Ohio State— Illinois

Pa<^e

Jayno Walton

.

Georgiai Tech
D.uke

Texas

— —

Sheldon Gray
Joy Benneit
Tiny (Jrawford
Sloppy Jw'n

Golden Boys Ore

rreMiiell

tiro

Haul

Alpln« VUlH|r«
Oito Thurh Ore
Miss America, •39

I/cvant Ore

Tung Pin Soo

Carl

Oscar Bellman Ore
Jackie Cornell
Bert & Percy
Dude Kimball

J/»an

Oeo Knvanadh Ore
San Diego
Hunt
T>>fi
t
DnrUne Delmar

^

Ben VounK Ore

O

Ore
Gale
Rick ft Snyder
.Mnmle's Grotto

winehiii

I'ofklall f.irN il)

RtrX

Si

Penn Slate
Cross
Pittsburgh
Boston College
Villanova

—

Cal.

gon

—

(iarrlty

Dorothy May*
Ellen

Joan Hope

Kortlnvoflil

Ciloria

Gus

Vclva Nnlly
)»ort Hole
Weslcv Whiteliouso

Fr.tnltle

.

Hub

riirr

TCllls

Bob

Princeton
Colgate

:.

.... ..Holy

Rice—Texas A&M
Iowa Minnesota

Marion Wllklns
A Murray Dancers
Monte Cuthbert

Gulden's

Zoneiio sis

&

Manno
J

Jftrry

Curtis
(8)

I>oralnc

I'lBhcr Ore
Club Morocco
Harry Jarkey
Enrl namni.-ll Ore
Kvana
Uarton
1*0

Pat Pallon

Murray Dancers

Snkfi

Ualph

(5)

Curly's

Dnnny Demetre Ore
Hob Hall

Maldle & nay
Kurils Marloneltea
Koyal Steppers

'J*oxa« Hoolieii*

B

PAUL

ST.

Betty T^Mar
MnrlRuId
Cfc Hurst's Ore
Minnesota Termee
Lawrence Welk Ore

Te<l Brown
ISdlih Kayo

Jr>an Monii

'i

MD

Sammy Sway Ore
Mndamo Minerva

A.

Ruth Craven

Danny Hrown

Jean Hennrd
June Hurley
Edith Rae
Congo Club
Randolph ft It
Christine Mnyberry

Rddle LaRue

Club Koyule

KUdio Uralton Ore

—Colgate
State
—
—
Temple—Vlllanova
Alabama —Georgia Tech
Duke— North Carolina

Frank Natnle
Mtko Sandretto

Rhythm Boys

Detroit
Cornell

Holy Cross Carnegie Tech.
Pitt— Nebraska
Boston College Boston U

Comnmdor«
I*ont Cafe
Ken Davenport Ore Ted Ryan Ore

Ucdford Inn

Don

Vocnlians

lirnc Si Mirliael
Allpon Marlow
Sifirr & Mjixine
•

(Chiitterlwx)

'

.NYU

Syracuse

TSIchler Ore
L'nion Grill
Art Yafrello

ODDS

.Tulane

..Fordham

Army—Penn

Fran

U'm Penn

Si

Smith Ore
Sky-Vue

Billy

.

.

Manhattan— Detroit
Dartmouth— Cornell
Yale—Princeton

IClvlera

Ore

CollMCum
Jack Kane Ore

Ullllnb'tons

Havlllnnd

Dick

Plbert Oro

B Johnson

Si

'

Eddy Brandt Ore

Gene

l^owtttan

Joan Travers

HarlE Thoin.19 pre
Corktiixvn Tnverp

71

.

St.

Carol Gould

IKowery

Kitty Murray
rian'tlun Dcllea (C)

Sammy

—Tulane
Fordham —
Mary's
NYU —Georgetown
Columbia

Moon

J^ewf'y

WINNER

GAMES

Rlzzo
Plncn Cnf«
Jimmy Peyton Ore
Billy

LaVoe & Do Anne

Hill Nli;l)tInRa1e
Cluirlefl Bristol

Harry Hose

I-nnsfwril

l.lbby

Hayes
Harry Born Oro

Allen

Nelson Maples Ore

Ray Cailzune

Arleiie Gai^o

•

<.;iadiHfi

By DICK FISHELL

Pines

Anfflcsey

(lou Of»uld

Konr Grandfl

llrandhiU

Zasirow ft Wells
.Jack Kayo
Dcvlnes Eiigles
Lou Brecse Ore.
Stephen Swedish

Jay LoiMng
Chuck Miller

MIMEAFOLIS

(6)

(November 18)

Oreluird

Jimmy Gamble Ore

Sclienley

lli>tr!
'

Probable Football Winners
And Proper Odds

><;mlth

Barbarlna

Hotel

riantntlon

Free ins

hnniy Fitzgerald
Oscar
Flash Lane
c;eo Bakoy Ore
Larry Collins
Julian ft Corralne
Vnrht riub
He'en Doyle
Polly Moore
rr.nnc<s Denver

Irina

DUk

Idlers

Amoa Jacobs
Doryco & F Drew
T^oster. Rent
Monnle Drake

Carlisle

Rogcni & MurrlB
nita Delano

Hnrkncsa

Mlldrod Kennedy
Bill DouK)ns
Dean Sayre

Henry

Ken Conroy

D'Ortlfcs

Klein

Fllen \'ftrpo
Relty Nylandor

(Ony OO'K)
Dorothy Nesbitt
Hotel RooMvelt

Tulni iieacli

—

Mcreur

Dell His

PCK Garter
Stanley Kucker

Howdy Bnum

—

—

Old Shny Gardens
Etzt Covato Ore

Ralph Brown
Mndolino Jonrn
Carolyn Williams
Turner Si Ilurnclle
Myrtle Wilson
Dewoy Taylor

Joe Bilotto

Anita

I

Dale

Froshino

Jean Boaz
Buzz Asion

r.a

MTLWAUKEE

BliitK- l^nlm- (inrden

A

Jim Btichnnan
J<..'

Uaricni-.Cntilito
SunKfti Royal Ore

TtruokH Twins

Club. Lhio

Athletic Club
Hal ^fuiiro Ore
Chct ft Mari'in

Boogy-U*oot;y
R^t^^'le Dvttrak

Hornle Lambert
Tubby nivos

Kay

&

I'nima

Nut HouM
Ted Blako Ore

Cork nnd Itottle
Jack Goodman
Entertainers Club
Danny Mason Urc
Kvererren <:nrdenB
Joo Colft Ore
Olnper Cenco
Juno Xeft

Starr Si Maxlne
Lee Fox

Don rablo Ore

Ouardsmen

Hi>l>

An^i'ln Dl

Johnny Duffy

Rnnes.sn
the Hurso

PotcrR Sl8

JJurrett

i.

Ray Gls
WIncholl

Olalr

&

Zcrelle
<'olHnH

WaUf^rs Oic
(llamour 01» (C)
Mnrip
Tomplc

Haihp'r lildoradlans
Keller Sis
Pal Sullivan
Wilson's
Joe Hough. MC

Vlnln KInIss Ore
Doltte .Mnore

T.ou Corslnl Ore
Buddy r-eeter

r.ee

Jack Moss
Svd (golden
KIslo Hart
Ted ft Julia

S

ltnr>

(.tlotor

Eddie Fritz Ore

PeBKy Frame

Billy lIUKliPs

H

—

Ciife

Marlon Rohrkaste
Bankoff St (Gannon
J»oul

NYIT
attack
will
doom the Indiana
Georgetown has plenty of beef on Hoosiers.
the hoof but slow moving and slow
Missouri Oklahoma
thinking. The Violets, will rebound
Missouri on its showing in New
and take to the air to win.
York looked unbeatable but OklaManhattan Detroit
Manhattan lost its best back while homa is too powerful dtifensively to
The
beating West Virginia last Saturday. make them look that good.
Detroit, though losing a couple, has Oklahoma Sooners will grab this cine
shown itself to be a potent offensive by one tally.
Notre Damie Northwestern
machine and should beat Manhattan.
Dartmouth Cornell
Nprthwestcrn's been- iiiconsistcnt
Dartmouth's over - rated, while while the Irish got the defeat that
Cornell, after two letdowns, should was long overdue.
Notre Dame
reach peaks again in taking the bounces back and ruins Northwestern.
measure of the Indians.
Yale Princeton
Ohio Slate— Illinois
This drips with tradition but Yale
Zupke and Illinois have: won their
has no talent and if the 'Tigers play share for the year. Ohio State will

—

'I

Al Marstco Oro
Bob Carter

Curmo
Norman

Nlla

Ilotel

OaelB

AUyn

Anthony,

Room Bernard & Rich

Warlha Perry
Earl Denny Ore

Mxbn

(Sliver <irlll)

I

ShnURhal WlnB

I.eary

riillndrlphliin

Joo Allen
Lee & Llta
Dolly Dee

Pedro Tovaro Ore

June Carmen
Cilnny Hraynard
Jack Campbell Ore

Romero

Itnss

Gene Navarre

Benny Burton Ore
Ida lola
Club CurJlHlo'
Red Mitchell Oro
Club Carlton
Nell Uranl
)1

—Georgetown

Peiin

Lee Barrett Oro

U1II Green's

Lyie Stann Ore

BETBOIT

n'lirwlck Hotel

Chns Arihur
Ross Irwin

r#ewis

Arnold Dupre
Maxlne Beguette
Lee Leighlon

Zunker Gardens

Itook-Ciidllluo Hotel

WngoD Wheel

Fuby Darlh

Tnin .Sheridan

Cappy

Dodo Itaichman Or

I

Ann Heed

.

Holnres Laii'tar.
Nancy O'Bicn
100 Club

Srlnvurtz

Jlnuny NncKra Oro
MIml Stewart
Jerrle* Vance
MInil Stewnrt
While ft While

A

Jay Orb
Maureen Rosay
ItoKan ft 'Mann
WIscon'sIn Roof
Prnn Mcekln Ore
.M .Morj-ymaker Ore

A'altie

Bobby Maynard Or
Cab Horvnlh
Teddy Capp

VlhlDK Cufe
Bubbles Stewart
Sidney * Ames

Lorraine Wiley

(iiirdent

.Ciistejjo.

Ke.tcr

.lai-i(

Vlol.i

ft

New

DiilcooadeR
Phil Cavezza Oro

EddJe Morris

Toy's

Case Laiulls Ore
2UMl « North Club
Kay Crnndcll Ore
Wlrth's Kulurletio
Bill Sehweitzer Ore

Tony Bauer Ore
Genevieve Woods
Oorilon Wallers

Al DlLernln

Dale Soniers Ore

Kaltls
Daisy,

Parker

lial]

Williams

BlnB Burdirk

Ceo MnrchettI Ore
Deinor

May Wencll

Cri^KK

(Continental Bar).
Billy Catlzdne

Harry Martin
Johnny Fritz

Clab redte
Piccolo Pcio Ore
Nell Buckley
Flo Parltcr

Burke
Helen SnvoBe
Jack Farrell
Kve Even

Birr

Jessie

tiarlh

-

.Marvel

Irene

Sealer's

Ilellley

Cross
ft

Lurry Powell

Hal Whlio

Marlon Biomey

Cafe
Eddie Jarvis Oro
Davie Pli'iner
mn^i-r Lynn
Open Donr
Leonard Cooke
ViidB ft Wade
Ethel Mndcr

Johnny

Helen Shower
Kvelyn I'arr

Alni.t

Venice Grille
Florence

Tanya

New leader

JiM-ry

ltcnde'/.vous 12
l.a N'ore .KIs

Ann

Mi'ran Bros

Joe

Harriet
Mnrtlii

Helen Claire
-Jean H>iniilron
Itontona Itriiwnvlll

Hob Shnfcr
Hal Thompson Ore

3 .liiyeltes
Ji-nn O'XelU.

rencock

Silver I^ake Ino

(Clementon)
Mickey Famllant Or
Alice Lucoy
Sunny Jackson
Leo VauBhn
Mutheros
Barburn Joan
Marie II»lz
GcorBe Heed
T<re Laniond

Leslie

Jay Jason
Jane Mathews
Jackie Green
Town and Country
Club
Benny .Skorch Ore.

Rendervous
Bob MalhCsiMi Ore

Helen Brooks

Cafe

Flrmlile

yviiily

Bylvnn-

Sis

Patsy Day

Morton Ore

them. Tulane on sheer power.
Iowa beat Notre Dame so may let
Fordham St. Mary's
down. The Gophers have been proThe Galloping Gaels come east gressing and this is a perfect setup
with their worst record in years. to bump off the conquerors of the
But 'Slip' Madigan always has Irish.
something up his. sleeve. It'll be
Michigan State—Indiana
closer than' expected b'lit the Rams,
Indiana can pass, but can't run,
now. on the march, should be vic- Michigan State sophomores are
now
torious.
tried and true and their versatile

—

Walker

Mitzl

A&M

—

Jat'kle Mayo
Jack Elliott

PITTSBUBGH

Club

b'unset

Ken

By Dick

Fishell
Claude Hoagland O
Ohio Villa
(WHN Sports Commentator)
Freddie. Oarlone Or
Mickey Katz
SoDtliem Tavern
Columbia TuUne
rales as the best aggregation in
Emil VelazeO
Helens Gray
Lou Little's Lions are a fine little the. nation. They should continue
Stanley Club
club, but am afraid the Green wave unbeaten.
George Winter Ore will have too many breakers for
Iowa Slinncsota

Aneliomire.
Hcf^ltlo

Football

Uohaco's Cafe
Valentino ft SIgrld
Elaine Manzl
Barbirlne

Maynard DeanoArllniptou l^ire

Eddie Apple Ore
Tie Tov Tap
Joey Feldstein Ore

li

Lyons

llunky Brown
Buddy Tenter
3 Jokers

Kay KInB

S.-oity ft Traiy
lice DorV'P

Billy

Brown

.

Lament

Blltie

Webb

.Mary

TInnlallon

Miirly Bnhn
Nancy Lee
tirnce O'Hara

RalhuUoller

Jaclile Mine
Thelma Novlna
llnll Boye

Tiow

Stamp's Cat*

Johnny Welsh
Bert Lenilsh Oro

I'rII

sis

Plantation ClubBert Bailey Ore

& DIanne
Jack Hutchinson

Wunlc

Vli'lor

(Hed Room)

Kaye

Sybil

llott

Slrund Annex
Simeon PhlllpoR
Bert Snyder
Elburta Johnson

riuitlclnton linuse

.

Marlow

Ion

Steuben

It'ubertlno

Arlene Illce Ore
Mndsiiy's Sky-Club
Poison Gardner

Al tiulllckson
Clsudine Hayes

Gumln Oro
Kenny Kny
Little Ray

Joan Starr
Louis Armstrong
Henry Patrick Ore

Henry

53

Rita IVhIte
Pearl De Luca

—

Jack A Kddle's
Jeanne Sabeda
Miss Ohio Unit
Freda MacHonald

Belly Lane'
Jenn Jacques
Jack & Jill

Marty

Stntler

Blake

lilorla

Eddie Hubs
Flo Bell

rnrls

Cnlltornia Varsity S

Callahan Sis
Romany Three

Richard Bone Oro
Frank Paris

GordcDS

Elali;

Oayle Gaylord
Jean Lysle
Ilotel Hollenden
Bammy Walklns O

Ilotel

Irene Schrank
Anita' Allen

Joe

Call

Kay Terry

4

Earl nigg Ore

.

Cashle Coslello
l.ldo Venio*

Utile

Snooks Hartman
Old Heidelberg
Eddie ZIpp Ore

Ray Van Day

& MarBo

l«yMn

Casper Reda Oro

Sandra Lynn

Bobble- Bernard

Trio

SiK robit Clab

Patsy KInck

-

Parmenter

Bpa
Davidson Oro

Bill

Tommy ONeol

Bob Flinch

I->nn

Jurtreo

iLilUe

>lnr«'ollo

Grill

Kalherlne Martin
blork Ciob
Betty Mckee
Karl & Frances

Clnmour <51a
Conway Sis
Ciiik-er

Lexington 3
Bubc. Johnny

Clauds

Oails
Bert Bailey Oro

Nonle >lorrl8on
Louis Streoter
Bobble Itae

Bob Wilson

'Wlek

Irene Griggs

Donna I<uPau

Pearl 'Williams
Slim Oalllard Oro

Roman

Ray

Patsy Ralna
Rose Chrlatofsr
Eddie Curry
Helen Everett
Peggy Oeary
Gene Emerald
Johnny Davis Oro

Gale Lee

puth Webb

'

VARIETY

Wednesday, November 15, 1939
Ji^ck'i Grill*

.

14.

Nebraska shot its bolt early in the
Gayety theatre, which reopened as
'campaign. The Panthers have been
a buriey house earlier this season, playing
from
football
consistent
was shuttered Saturday night (11) Saturday to Saturday; should take

Oregon S(ate.^alitornla
is in the doldrums while Orestill Ro.se Bowl-minded.
An
is possible but Oregon State

is

upset

gets the nod.

I

Booms Met's BO

I

one week by order of John J.
Spencer
censor.
city
on a show entitled
in
'Scan-Dolls' on the night of Nov. 3
and reported to the licensing bureau
witnessed 'obscene,
that he had
and indecent lanfjiiage,
la.scivious
gestures and Scenes' in the producIn fact, he figuratively came
tion.
out of the house ga.'^ping, according
for

Spencer,

looked

;

the Cornhuskers.

Boston College

I

I

—Boston

U

continued from page l_
This is the Irish Confetti affair of
the year. "They go at it hammer and former basso of the house. The fanied
tongs but College has too much class. opera house has had no one since
Temple yillahova
Marion-Talley of Miss Durbin's type,
'

.

I

—

Temple's

nobody's

.sloUch

,

but

the pas.sing game, hence Villanova gets the shade.
ha.'in't

;

j

Jan Pccrcc. the Radio City Music

Hall tenor, ,it \? undcr.slood, was audespite the
dit'idhcd
succcs.-fully,
Carolina
Met is well .stocked with
This is even-Steven, Duke only fact the
factor against Pcorce, supgetting the vote because of brilliant tenors. A
to reports.
by
some
of the
posedly
advanced
Attorney for the management climax runners. Victory will decide
Met's now .s^a.^ exponents, s h s port(E. M. Loew) is quoted as having who shares southern supremacy with
lincss, although others point to many
.squawked to Mayor Tobin, following Tennes.see.
Met
warblers
of
limc-honorcd
of .the
Alabama Georgia Tech
the shut-down ultimatum, that the
•Bama's a big, husky squad with a c'Uk-t sfx being wcljilcd personages.
special invcsligation of the show was
emphasize
advocates iil.si
urged by 'others who believe that fine defensive record, but has no I'ccrce'.s
'popular'
rep.w-called
radio and
burlcsciuc is their racket.' This was punch, and Georgia Tech should out- his
utation, akin lo what would obtain
score them.
vehemently denied by. the Mayor.
as and when Ml-.-f Dn-bin joined the
Rice Texas
House reopens Nov. 1!) with burRice Is floundering while Texas company.
lesque and Alms.

Duke

— North

j

'

'

.

—

!

;

—

A&M

,

'

,
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FLATBUSH, B'KLYN

deliver.
Shoulder jumps,
two and three high, without the use
of tceterboards, and other gravitydefying bits are duck soup to them.

quently

KEITH'S,

amusing at

first.

as

Dwight

Fiske.

But

lots to learn.

rhythm

ible

sense.

Rogers, after grabbing the audi-

ence

with

•Irish Eyes,'

barroom anthem,
clowns through a com-

that

position of his own, which he calls
Vulius Caesar,' for no apparent reason. It's a pointless song, but it can
be turned into a rousing rhythm

number, and Rogers embellishes it
with plenty of microphone antics.
Best offering he does is 'Dinah' in
various dialects and styles of delivery, after which he does the oldie
of the differently aged schoolboys
Kobe.
asking a girl to dance.

again for the clo.se with a novelty
of the least exciting shows number that has them waving neonilluminnted prop banjocs'a la Peait opens okay, sags
body. They look nifty, too, in their
middle and closes wi.lh a bang. minstrel costumes, which are sufJack burant in the finale lakes extra ficiently revealing.
Big lower floor well filled at the
bows for his strenuous comedy turn.
opening night performance (Friday).
Offers good impersonations of Clark
Rees.
Gable and Herbert Marshall, some

One

here

this season,

in the

aero
intermiltcnt
and
vocaling
This 'Hour of Charm' is everything dancing. One^gig, about the bowthat the name implies and more. As legged drug clerk, is in poor tpsle,
far as nifty mUsic and other pleas- but otherwi.se the comedy goes over
antries are concerned, band is, of in a big way.
course, among the tops.
Four Collegians, three boys and a
For sheer showmanship, Spitalny
needs take a backseat for no one. girl, start the bill with flashy tum-

Boys are dressed in white
and red shirts, making a Wept" (RKO).
neat appearance.. Pansy the Horse^

deuces,

but

belongs

in

the

trey,

They've got the junipin' jives on
Maxine scores, as usual, with changing places with Carroll and the Colonial stage this week. Not
Having first-show trouble,
vocals.
Violin numbers by Evelyn Howe.
and piano contributions from Rosa- the act did not click as well as usual only that, but Mai Uallett goes a step
showmanly rou- farther and invites the customers to
lind and Lola win deserved applause. here, but it's, still a
join in the jam session. It puts the
For diversification there's a corking tine.
Carroll and Howe mi.ss. out with patrons in a receptive mood for the
novelty dance specialty by Gypsy
Poor timing and rest of the bill and nil in all it figures
Farmer, additional tcrps by an unr their comedy.
programmed young man, the only hackneyed material is the chief i-ea- up to good showmanship and b.o.
handles
the
gags,
The program goes a little overnon-femme, aside from Spitalny, in so.i. Miss Carroll
A challenge board on singing, but it's all exceedthe troupe, and clever impersona- with Howe feeding.
tions of screen and radio personali- aero dance idea at the end is the ingly good. The Andrews Sisters (3),
ties by June Lorraine.
with the blond Patty in constant
The 3 Little biggest click in the act.
Words lend some nice vocaling.
Maurice and Maryea, next-to-close, animation, deliver good and plenty
A near-capacity house at the open- present a very pleasing ballroom opening with the 'Jim Jam Jump'
ing matinee.
they
are
turn. Nice lifts and whirls give the and
including,
before
Rees.
act distinction.

Complementing

through, the 'Beer Barrel Polka' and
'Well, All Right,' plus their newest,

their

are the Three Dots, femme
and Buddy Allen squeezing
out 'Bcguine' on the accordion.
Ina Ray Hutton Orch (15), Bill
Larry Flint house band turns out
floTton, Marcy Bros. & Beatrice. Yolo an interesting overture on 'Memories
Gain, Joe Besscr
Lee Roj/ce, of France,' with a lot of war effects,
Adrian RolUni Trio; 'House Master' tying in with Armistice Day. Po.r.

CARLTON, JAMAICA

turn

vocalists,

'Chico's

(Alliance).

.

EMBASSY,

Oakland, Nov. 10.
Jean Parker, Joe Frisco, Tyler,
Post & Thorn, Six Danilos, Derby &

Rudded, Dean Maddux, Medley
Dupree, Freddie Lamkin's Orch.

Reopened after a

$50,000

&

refur-

bishing job, the Downtown brings
vaudeville back to Oakland.
According to manager Rene LaMarr,
the I'evival is 'for keeps.'
With Dean Maddux, oiie of' the
bay area's best known and best
liked radio personalities as m.c,

somewhat handicapped by a new
public address system not yet in top
working order, show started opening
day with Derby and Ruddell doing
some fancy acrobatics and pole balancing.
Followed by the vet Joe Frisco,
with his perennial softshoe dances
and droll stories. He still has what
it takes and goes over big. Next are
Tyler, Post and Thorn, in a variety
of dances, culminating with a knockout slow-motion routine, as funny as
it is ably executed.

More funny

stuff,

with

Medley

and Dupree doing old-established
routines songs, dances and witticisms in modern manner. The Six
Danilos, fresh from Australia, are
next, with a buildup by Maddux
that promises much and they subsc-

—

—

I

stuff

.

<

LaMarr.

Spotted in the closing niche, he
gives out with fave tunes and isn't
stingy on encores, a failing observed
among other headliners here. Accompanied by his pianist and arranger. Jack Golden. Richman opens
with 'Lady's in Love,' follows with
"Comes Love,' in which he adds .some
blucish lyrics, though it's not ofTehHis third is Old Man Riyer.*
sivc.

Four

encores

wrap up Richman's

'Can't Give Anything But Love,'
'Putlin' On Ritz,' 'Are 'You Havin'

.stint,

Any

Fun?' and the perennial 'Love a
Parade.' He had trouble begging off

show caught.
Show opener is an eye-fllling rouby the Glamour Girls (line),
dressed as the signs of the Zodiac,
with Neil 'Sonny' Fontaine capably
handling fhe vocals on 'Stars Shining So Brightly.' Bob Russell then
takes over the m.c. job, doubling
from his baritone stint, doing t>oth
exceptionally well.
A' newcomer to these parts. Carol
at

tine

King
dancer.

proves a fine ballet-style
A looker with a sweet,

demure manner, she was forced
take

two encores

show Friday
Paul Le

at

the

to

midnight

(10).

Paul, smooth-working
magi, mystifies with his deft handling
of cards, canaries and ribbons. He's
billed as the stand-in to David Niven
in the latter's recent film, 'Eternally

Yours' (UA). DeAngclo and Porter
are a class dance duo who work
equally as well in a graceful ballwaltz, a fast cakewalk and a

room

historically

as the

two

fa.shion clips, sled

Battista in Cuba or some of the
.sports material, of which there is a
lot. A flock o£ football cames are in-

cluded this week, filmed by Par and
News of the Day.

Nothing particularly exciting on
the war has turned up. but Pair's
contribution
on
'somewhere
in
France'
and the comments by
Enaland's Secretary of War, HoreBclisha (Pox), are interesting. The
arms embargo repeal, somewhat old
PS news now so far as passage itself
was concerned, and election scenes,
eight days old, are also on the show.
Char.

Musicals Comics
'

.Continued from paee

Durante and Sid
mentioned.

I

I

.Sally

Opening a week late and still weak
on his pins because of a recent attack of pneumonia, Harry Richman
still has enough punch left to keep
him one of the top ciafc performers
Richman clicks high in
in the biz,
his 20-minute song stint.

Frozen Coin

dogs in New Hampshire, the Kansas
corn-husking meet, Navajos at a
rodeo, the ceremony involving Col.

•

I

Glamour Girls
(12), Neil Fontaine's Orch (12), Vincent Rizzo Trio, Helene Heath, Herb

Dubrow, Mono Rccd,

lures.
a line spectacl'e, dressed in nifty cosThe reels are assassination of King tumes depicting the famous women
Alexander, done by Fox-Movietone of history. In this bit each of the
with commentary by I/Jwell Thomas; gals steps to the mike and rcciles a
the Morro Castle fire, exclusively little indigo limerick about the hisfilmed by Pathe at the time; the torical moll.
Hauptmann trial, with the convicted
Rizzo's trio plays the lull music.
kidnaper shown on the stand (Universal); explosion of the Hinden- Helene Heath and Mona Reed warble
burg, a Paramount shot, and the in the cocktail lounge, while Herb
bombing of Shanghai, photoed by Dubrow and Sally LaMarr continue
News of Day. A notable clip from to piano in the same spot.
The ropes were up at the show
each of the five newsrccl companies
Sfial.
caught.
has been chosen.
Plenty of good room could have
been provided by eliminating such

line,

I

Phtladeljphia, Nov. 10.
Jaclc Golden, Bob
DeAngelo aiid

Harry Rtch7nan,

Russell, Corol'King,,
Porter. Paul LePaul,

.

Snappy music features this show,
which socks across with bang-up
amusement. The house standards.
Jack Malerich's band and the 12-girl

j

LYNCH'S, PHILLY

important news- hot rhumba.
reels ever made. They're worthy b.o.
The Glamour Girls then return for

most

Minneapolis, Nov. 11.
Jark Malerich House Orch. (18),
Patricia W7/nn Dnncer.s (12). Dorothy Crooker, Mirth & Mack, Mi't
Herth Trio. Conville & Dalc; Eddie
Peqbody; 'Covered Trail' (Rep).

turn in their usually good- performances.
Eddie Peabody,
the
headliner.
m.c's and banjos to click results. Jack
Malerich's musicians hit the bull'seye again by playing numbers re'sprains' his wrist.
quested by the audience. Malerich,
Rollini trio send the customers
home warmly disposed toward the per usual, takes a, whirl at .the
Wurlitzer and, for novelty, there's a
entire layout.
Trio has just returned jfrom California and may go bit of .vocalizing by the gal, unbilled,
back into the Piccadilly Hotel, N. Y. who officiates at the theatre's candy
It's
all
put
together
Here they tap and plunk out lively countier.
smoothly.
rhythms on vibraphone, guitar and
The fast-stepping Wynn girls, in
string bass and had to encore to
satisfy a comfortably filled house becoming sequins with long sleeves.
at this catching.
Leader uses a set do a peppy tap for a starter and it
of chimes occasionally, a far more jells nicely.
There's more dancing,
difficult instrument from which to of the eccentric variety, by Mirth
tap an entire tune than the vibes. and Mack,, who wind up with imFor encores plenty of punch is im- prb.ssions of hoofer notables.
All
parted to 'Chinatown' and 'Pavanne.' well done.
Miss Hutton draws the traveller.";
Milt Ilcrlh Trio, maestro at the clccWith her usual swingo vocal arrange- trie ornan ,Tnd the other boys at the
ment of 'Rain, Rain, Go Away.'
piano and drums, swing it plenty hot,

N. Y.

(NEWSREELS)
celebrating its 10th anniversary, the Embassy this week presents what it regards as the five
Still

MINNESOTA, MPLS.

but makes a mistake in teeing off
with a swing version of 'Ciri Biri
Bin.'
'Donkey Serenade' and other
operatic-type numbers she does are
more in her line. She has the advantage of being, as much on the
s.a. side as Miss Hutton.
Next is Joe Besscr and Lee Royce,
who get over solidly. Bright gags
are helped to a solid impression by
Besser's playing of a naive youngster, well straighted by Lee Royce.
Besser flutters all over the stage and
draws strong laughs with various
comical mannerisms. Act Is called
back for several encores, which inr
elude a neat job on 'Ol Man River'
by Royce. Besser gets it aw^y by
leading the band during which he

Song.'.

.

A link in the small chain of Brandt
Son FTonciico, Nov. 9.
combo .houses, the Carlton, Jamaica,
Flo & Bob Robiiwon, Oldfield & L. I., according to the management,
Ware, Lillian Roth, Ritz Bros., Jay has experienced a steadily improvOinaha, Nov. 11.
Brower House Orch, The Golden ing b.o. since the inception of vaude,
A. B. Marcus' 'La Vii Paree,' with
Cote Beauties (12); Three Sons' l>acked by bands. However, with
Roberta Jonay, Flag & Arnold, Rio
the exception of Joe Besser and the
Heading what would still be a RoUini trio, this show gives little Bros., Leon Miller, Ha Cha San,
Harold
Boyd
and
Jigsaws, Janada
good show even without them, the impetus to the policy.
and McAtee; '$1,000 a Touchdown'
wacky Ritz Bros., for a reported
Backed by Ina Ray Hutton's band, (Par).
$7,500, make the Golden Gate stage the layout
uncoils in an hqur backed
offering this week one of the towns
(by an eye-filling setting.
Latter is
better draws.
A. B. Marcus show proves that not
the strongest item as far as Miss
The 55-minute vaude opens with Hutton's
group is concerned. She all the razzle-dazzle is on the footthe Beauties, line, assisted by Jay switched
a while ago from an all- ball field. Ninety minuter bases its
Brower's band, in a song and dance femmc band
to a male outfit. Group appeal on nicely-timed production
routine of 'Clap Hands with m.c.
took over was satisfying. She's
Brower doing a chorus. Next, Flo she
made changes, but not for the numbers and shapely girls in spanand Bob Robinson, redheaded sister- since
gled costumes.
better.
brother tap, jig and reel session,
Art Randall's orch opens and reNow the band is more incidental
solb and together. Bright costumes
to Miss Hutton's s.a. batoning than mains in pit for duration of show.
and youthful exuberance help so-so the
femme bunch. At least then she Line of 16, sock in its getaway,, let
dancing to draw good hand.
the novelty of the femme appeal. customers know they can expect
Next are the girls In 'Jump Ses- had
plenty
of scantiness throughout.
Current setup can't even be labelled
sion,' aided by the band.
It's
a passable. Brass is
Flag and Arnold, well-built lads,
far oS tune most
unique and ably executed routine
show smooth, muscular control. Line
with a double costume effect; one of the time and the saxes don't seem back again to 'You're Simply Wonable to get together on the melody.
fore an(} another aft. This is folthe rhythm is weak. But Miss derful,' changing to a production
lowed by former stage musical and Also,
Hutton can stiU evoke ohs and ahs number with Roberta Jonay, Eleanor
screen singer, tiillian Roth, who's
with her costume changes. Ttots out Roosevelt 'protegee,' in a hit peacock
in a comeback after several years of
four neat form-fitting gowns and dance.
retirement.
Rio Bros., tapsters, mix gags and
Has a powerful, dramatic voice also gets off an acceptable tune now dances for nice hand. Gags throughand does four songs, the best of 'n' then. Bill Barton is band's vocal- out show are plenty blue and need
ist, doing an okay job when caught
which is 'I Married an Angel.'
cutting.
Ben McAtee, m.c. part of
opening
night
(Thursday)
on
'Day
in
Emmett Oldfield and Eddie Ware,
the time, has dandy manner but songs
with burlesque acrobatics and a Day Out.'
First act Is also poor. Marcy Bros, that are too far off color.
very funny routine in which the"y
Leon Miller, tapster, exhibits the
keep tieing themselves in knots, had and Beatrice boot each other all various dances since way back, folthe opening show's full house rock- over the stage and don't succeed in lowed by eight jitterbugs
who get
doing much of anything. Even the'
ing with laughter. Their facial exknockabout isn't very expert. Gal lots of applause with overdone, typipressions alone, without their amazdraws few giggles with struts and cal jittcrbugging.
ing torso-twisting, are good lor
Harold Boyd and Jigsaws, slapposes that twist her body into amusplenty of laughs.
shapes.
Fade is the strongest, happy sailors, pulled laughs from a
Then the Ritzes. Songs, dances, ing
two boys raising and lowering cold house. Ha Clia San. gold paint
funny sayings and plenty of mug- with
the girl between 'em.. On the up- nudie. and Janada, South African
ging, at which they are especially
swing she's bent double and cotning gal who sits on her head, also preadept, plus skads of enthusiasm and
sent smooth acts.
hard work, earn prolonged applause down she brushes the floor. Midway
they
Biz good on.opening day, Afoiite.
reprise the old 'Your motor's
and laughter. A burlesque on a
scene from 'Snow' Whitie' is particu- running' gag,
Yola
Galli's
billed
as
straight
from
larly funny slapstick.
Pot.
N. Y.'s Casa Manana, which, incidentally, has been closed many
months. She unlimbers a -fine voice

Downtown, Oakland

Love

Another singins act is provided by
Jerry Perkins and Madeleine Grey,
two nice youngsters with pleasing
personalities and well-mated voices.
Jerry first sings alone, 'I'll Remember' and 'South of the Border,' and'
then the two combine with 'Memories Tonight' and Two Other People.'
Hallctt's 12 boys swing into the
'Bugle Call Rag' as an opener and
offer 'All Those in Favor' as their
new one, with 'One 6'Clock Jump'
as the windup, with everyone on
stage swinging.
(joUins and Peterson do their
standard insults toward each other,
only this time they divide if up, offering it piece-meal between acts,
since they act as a duo of ma.sters of
ceremonies in Olsen and Johnson
style.
Ted and Mary Taft give a
neat straight dance act, opening with
high-kicking number and concluding
with acrobatic jitterbug stuff. Kanv.

.

PARAMOUNT, OMAHA

•

a couple of ditties.

Vincent Burns' 11-plecc band furnishes strong backing for the acts
and should have its own notch in the
show. Crew segued in here from 28
weeks of Skouras vaude.
Cilb.

"(WALTON HOTEL)
Daiylon, O.. Nov. 11.
Andreu's Sisters (3\ JWal Hnllcff
band (12), Jerry Perkins and Madeleine Grey, Ted and Mary Taft, Collins and Peterson; 'Day the Bookies

bling.
flannels

Staging lighting and costuming also
rate superlatives.
Spitalny 's choice
of numbers is surefire and the arrangements, too, are nifties.

roomers. Then back to Glcason for
his impersonations of Mussolini, Durante, Edward C. Robinson, etc., and

COLONIAL, DAYTON

&

GOLDEN GATE, FRISCO

(Continued from page 48)

QUEENS TERRACE

.

ORPHEUM, MPLS.

Balance of the show includes Bernice Stone, a standard acrobatic terp
turn; Lynn Burroughs, vocalist with
the band, and Dicky 'Stinky' Rogers,
pianist and comedy vocalist with the
orch. Mis.s Stone, who has a brief
and effective offering, opens the
vaude portion of the bill. Remarkably enough, considering her proficiency otherwise, she can't kick with
the left foot. Miss Burroughs, blonde,
passable looking and becomingly
gowned in black, just about gets by.
Has an attractive manner, but her
enunciation isn't particularly clear
and she apparently lacks a combust-

Night Club Reviews

Carroll

Material atre boxoffice opening day with a
is screwball stuff, as indicated by the bottle of bubble water.
She didn't
titles— The Tragedy of Agnes Mouth- do much besides look pretty and talk
wash,' 'The Mystery of the Revolving a little, both of which enable her
Pat.
Treetrunk,' and something about be- to go over.
to
eat
spinand
wanting
goon
ing a
ach. Lad bangs a nasty piano, but he
should tone down his vocal delivery
and facial contortions, which are
without a trace of subtlety, lack variAfinn«apolis, Nov. 11.
ation and expressiveness, and readily
Phil Spitalny Orch .(28), Maxiiie,
become monotonous. With proper
Words, Ro.'ialtiid and Lola,
Copp 3 Little Farmer,.
experience,
handling
and
June
Lorraine;
Gypsy
attraction
might develop into a name
'Daricing Co-Ed' (JVf-C).
lie has
such
fairly

Wednesday, November 15, 1939

particularly reaching the jitterbugs.
Dorothy Crooker, control terper,
goes over on her work and looks.

Show's comedy is well taken care
Boston, Nov. 9.
of by Conville and Dale, man and
Four Collegians, Pansu the Horse, woman funsters. Clowning and pat4 Howe, Jack Duranl, Mau- ter register and the customers t>eg
and
rice & Maryea with Three Dots
They're recently back
for more,
Buddy Allen, Larry Flint House from a tour of the Tivoli circuit,
Orch; 'Golden Boy' (Col).
Australia. The Wyun girls come on

(Continued from page 51)
Heading the bill is Jean Parker,
numbers on the eccentric side, and from Alms, who christened the theit's

BOSTON

Silvers

Silvers

1_

.Continued from page 3^

quota law it given a fair adjustment on the frozen coin lineup.
Feeling with officials in N. Y. is that
there possibly should be a smaller
minimum price requirement per picified

ture and that the quality clause
American
should be eliminated.
producers admittedly are dubious regarding their ability to maintain
quality product under warli.ne conditions.

Some picture executives are agreeable to letting the minimum price
clause remain in the quota law of
Great Britain if allowance is made
for quality discrepancy. Production
heads fail to see how they can turn
out high-quality, expensive pictures
under uncertain war conditions.

are also

B.B. Too Costly

recently returned from
intends to remain
.Continued from page 1.
east permanently.
He is writing
material for 'Grass' and may appear will allow a worthwhile margin of
in that revue, though two or. three profit for the t>roduct.
burlesque comics have been slated
It is believed that stations in genfor it. Booking of name comics ap- eral will be asked to reduce the
pears to be somewhat scrambled, for price of their time packages for the
Durante was also propositioned for General Mills baseball broadcasU
'Crass,' while Haley is a possibility and that because of this economical
for another Aarons mijsical known trend a number of major markets
as 'Lone Ranger'.
may be dropped. General Mills overDurante, who has been on a num- all bill on baseball has been mountber of radio broadcasts, goes to Hart- ing by leaps with each successive
ford, Conn., Thursday (l(i) for a per- season with the result
that the exsonal appearance. He then goes to pense threatens to outbalance the
the Coast until such time he is set potential profit
from a market lhat
for Broadway.
has been pretty well milked.

Hollywood and

'

•

'
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EXODUS CUPS HITS

FAIR'S

Brokers Biz 100% Better Than
Last Yr.; Legit Grosses Also Up,

Equity, League

WENT

VISITORS

New

FOR RON SHOWS

May Yet Agree On

Ticket Code; Outside Board

Expected to Decide on Violations

Reflecting General Upbeat in N. Y.

Month of Expo,
Witnessed Rush of Out-ofT o w n e r s to N. Y., with Slate Marg. Suliavan

October, Last
Business In Broadway ticket agenis lip 1007o over that of last fall

Hedy Lamarr s 'Salome'

cies

at this time, increase being indicated
to apply to the

On

most active ticket

the Long-Established Hits
Among Their 'Musts'

Coast Stage Hobbled

while boxoflices verify the
Los Angeles, Nov. 14.
betterment for even small brokers.
Hedy Lamar has been temporarily
Grosses in general are considerably enjoined by Superior Court Irom approduction,
higher, but hardly comparable to the pearing in the stage
Refor Luther Greene.
premium-sold 'Salone,'
in
Improvement
straining order was. issued on comtickets.
plaint of Loew's, Inc., with hearing
The biz in the agencies reflects the on permanent injunction set for Nov.
general business trend in New York, 20.
Complaint charges that actress enthe index having moved steadily upward in the past three months or so. tered into contract with Metro in
Money is rnoie fluid as shown by September, 1937, and that under pact
the capacity to spend and a reversal which is still in force studio has
of the inclination to limit expendi- right to eliminate all compenation
tures that has been evinced for years. during period of defendant' non-perThe factors that were interpreted formance, and that it. has exercised
as figuring in the upswing of the- this right
Actress and studio have been feudatre patronage at the season's start,
are now more clearly indicated. The ing for several months over lier efwar prevents European travel, the fort to have her weekly stipend
stock market is active, persons of raised from $500 to $5,000.
wealth who lived abroad are being
repatriated and more recently added
to elements favoring general busimarts,

ness building

is

'GIRLS'

embargo, which
be beneficial to amusements, indi-

That the

month
dived

and shows abruptly closed.

The Fair folded at the end of
October, which month saw distinctly
better grosses than were registered
There
the first half of November.
was Jio myth in the stories that
visitors on incoming trains had several 'musts' during the sojourn in

the metropolis, the Fair and several
legit attractions.
That would explain the drop in the last two weeks
of 'Hellzapoppin' and other long-run
shows.
Not that those shows tobogganed stager of 'Horn.'
too much, for 'Hellz' got over $26,000
last week and turned an excellent
profit though it slipped out of the
list leadership, now held by 'Too
Many Girls.' Latter again approximated $30,000. 'Streets of Paris' was
ofT, too, with $24,000; 'Yokel Boy' did

agers in the Leiague of
I

'

'

pired
I

I

today but after a hut joint
(Tuesday) morn-

session yesterday
ing, the factions

I

:

.

agreement and the
tern with

new

came to partial
ticket control sys-

provisions

i
'

may

prob-

extend through the season.
Equity's council extended its participation in the code for another
week.
Equity had offered drastic changes,
aimed for effective enforcement and
suggesting the most stringent penal-,
?.bly

I

New York

Theatres offices twice again, as the
deadline for the pact's continuance
was ncared. Code was to have ex-

ties

.

including suspension, expulsion

and heavy fines. Actors end was
and is willing for the managers to
reshuffle the matter of prnaltics, but
insist

on an impartial board con-

sisting of persons outside show business to decide whei, and if managers or ticket brokers are guilty
or infractions. Managers finally conceded and each side will name three

representatives to draw up the regulation to create the board.
It was that feature that the managers battled over.
They stated
they could not see why they should
put themselves in. the hnnds^ ot any
board, not familiar with show busi''.
ners, and this vital point was argued
pro and con with no settlement un-.
til yesterday's session.
Equity bunch came forward with
another Idea to appease the managerial objection that acceptance of
Managements of two standout at- a 'trial board' would lay the showtractions which flourished at the men open to possible inequitable de>
cisions.
New suggestion is that a
World's Fair have already arranged
sub-committee of those in show
to figure in the same spots when the
alleged
business
first
consider
big show on the Flushing meadows breaches of regulations and if not
opens lor the second season late next sustained, they would not go to the
Such a committee
Billy Rose Is said to have outside board.
May,
would be composed of a manager,
tied up the Aquacade and Michael
an Equityite and a third member to
Todd again gets the Music Hall, he be agreed on, or it might be a group
claims. Aquacade Is credited with of five.
Discipline Difllcult
having netted more than $500,000

RoseJodd Again

about $21,000 and 'Scandals,' $20,000.
The declines are material, but all
are still operating profitably.
'Life with Father' is Broadway's
newest hit.
Laugh show opened'

Carroll Plays

Set for N. Y. Fair;

last midweek at the Empire and
drew rave notices, following with

Aquacades 5Q0G

standee attendance.
It may reach
the $19,000 class, which would be
(Continued on page 57)

Eddie Dowling, currently doing the
and presenting 'The Time of
Life' at the Booth, N. Y., In
association with the Theatre Guild,
lead

Your

has another Saroyan play and a new
Paul Vincent Carroll drama on his
future schedule. Saroyan work, titled
'Love's Old Sweet Song,' will probably be the next to go into production, but the Carroll piece, 'Old Cus-

'

Friars Chib Mulls

New Oabhoase

toms,' is also slated for this season.
In addition, Dowling is mulling
the presentation of a series of Irish

N.Y.;

In

12G Needed

Friars Club, now housed In the
Kdison hotel annex on West 47th
street New York, is mulling plans
for its own clubhouse, to be built on
West 47th street Deal would entail the club leasing the lower floor
to a restaurant and using four upper
fldors as club headquarters.

one-acters, including one by Sean
O'Casey, to be offered at special matHe has already offered the
inees.

when

to

World's Fair

the reverse during the first
of the Fair, when business

NewSaroyaii,

The high level in presenting diverting shows reached by a number
of producers Is largely credited to
Broadway's prosperous pace and the
percentage of flops is abnormally low
to date. There is less shoe-stringing
snd therefore less dross on the list
Agency patrons are not as choosey
as heretofore, with the result that
tickets for out>;tanding new
offerings are not available, tickets
for attractions in less demand are
being disposed of and such shows
are more than breaking even.
In highest favor are laugh shows'
and virtually all the new clicks are
People desire
of that classification.
to forget the gloom of war reports
and the new successes take on morie
Importance in supplying sought-for
surcease.
Hea\'y drama may give
more scope to Broadway's stage fare
and is yet to come, but the edge goes

New York

distinctly helped Broadway, especially during the last month of the
exposition, when there was a rush
by out-of-towners to attend the latIt was just
ter, is quite evident.

rectly at least.

There Is no longer any doubt that
there is more general interest in the
stage than for many seasons, but it
Is also true that there is a limit to
patronage, as shown recently when
attractions
favorite
long-staying
started to slip. Agency experts who
closely observe trends state that
there is at present a wide variety of
shows affording considerable choice
for theatregoers, although the fall
production card has not yet reached
its peak.
Few Flops

Margaret Suliavan Is expected to
appear in the femme lead opposite
Meredith
when
(Buzz)
Burgess
'Young Man With a Horn' is presented by Vinton Freedley and Eddie
Blatt,
show being scheduled for
Broadway presentation early in January. Script was air-mailed to Miss
Suliavan on the Coast last week. She
last appeared on Broadway in 'Stage
Margaret
Door' three seasons ago.
Rawlings was mentioned for the
part, but the producer is understood
to prefer an American actress.
Meredith is partially occupied with
radio appearances in New York. He
planed to Hollywood last week after
the broadcast for retakes on the picture version of 'Of Mice and Men,'
returning in plenty of time for last
Sunday's (12) program rehearsals.
Jed Harris is named as the possible
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Dowling Skeds

the lifting of the
is figured to also

Decision on whether Equity will

continue as a factor in the ticket
control
system brought its code
committee together with the man-

With Horn

For

femme lead to Katharine Hepburn.
Actress would naturally continue in
'The Philadephia Story,' at the Shuiert N. Y., doubling in the oae-act
matinees.
Dowling and the Guild are likewise considering the idea of a Coast

and Is expected to realign the show
somewhat.
Todd, who landed with 'Hot Mikado' after hectic weeks on Broadway
Friars haven't had their own club- and during the early part of the Fair
house since bad times forced them to engagement plans a Frenchy revue
give up the large structure on West with a Parisian male name being
company of 'Time of Your Life,' 48th street, which later was
used by angled for.
He will not attempt
either as their own presentation or
the WPA. That building had hotel another colored cast musical, despite
on a sublet basis to another manage-

Equity side recognized the di iculty of the League disciplining ils
own manager-members. Last season it was a problem to get a quorum at League sessions when it was
known that certain members were
charged with evading or breaching
the rules. Actors said they did not
blame the managers for declining to
'convict' fellow showmen, but de-

new clubhouse will the success with 'Mikado,' figuring
not accommodate overnight guests. that there is a limit to the draw from
(Continued on page 62)
Club is said to have around $0,000 out of towners.
in the treasury. A Friars Frolic will
Despite the claims that 'Mikado'
be staged within the next couple ot. was just getting by when it moved to
REP.
months to amplify the treasury and the Fair, the show quickly climbed
make clubhouse plans feasible. It's out of the red and Todd admits it
figured $12,000 to $15,000 is needed to had a profit of more than $100,000.
STICK IN
somewhat along the lines of 'Grand go ahead.
That means that the Fair engageHotel.'
Milton Berle is the club's new ment was even more successful, since
Other Items still on the Dowling Abbott having been elected a couple
Theatre Guild executives went to
it was in the red for nearly $70,000
Toronto to look over the Barry Jonesschedule are 'Peter Penny Under the of weeks ago, and he is pressing the
after its engagement at the BroadMaurice Colburn repertory company
Dream Tree' and "The Banshee.' The plans for the club's own building.
hurst N. Y., according to the claims
to
from London, with the Idea of a tieCarroll play, 'Old Customs, is not
of the management at that time.
up for Broadway and bookings this
be confused with the same author's
"Mikado' is faring very well out of
side of the border. The troupe, how'Kindred.' which Edward Choate and
town. Marty Forkins, who is inever, will make a trans-continental
Arthur Shields are readying. Saroterested along with Bill Robinson,
lour through Canada and the attracyan, besides polishing 'Love's Old
the show's star, is traveling with the
CHI 'DINNER' CO. outfit. Emmet Callahan being com- tions will not be available until next
Sweet Song,' is also doing the book
March.
for a musical for Bcla Blau and Vinpany manager. Todd will go to the
The rep at present consists of
cent* Minelli, for which Howard
Coast, .seeking a femme name (or an'The
Man
company
of
Chicago
'Geneva* and 'Charles The King,'
Die'a and Arthur Schwartz were
V/ho Came For Dinner' is dated to other show due this winter.
both plays, having attracted considformerly slated to do the lyrics and
open at the Harris. Chicago, Dec^ 21.
erable attention in Dominion circles.
score.
Cast, wliich has not been signatured,
A third play, "Tobias and The Angel,'
Delay 'No Code'
will rehearse in the set at the Music
will be presented on the return trip
Box, N. Y., as did the original. ClifPremiere of 'No Code to Guide from the Coast It was explained to
'Hit and Run'
ton Webb is being considered for Her,' comedy by ^.lark Reed which the American showmen that the
quarters, but the

Idea is to use a cast of picture
for a limited run. Metro has
also has feelers out for the screen
rights to the show, but Saroyan declined to set a price. Understood the
studio has in mind revising the script
and using it as an all-star vehicle,

ment

names

comedy more preponderantly than

ever.

Balance of November will be
rather lively with premieres which
will Include several dramas, at least
two musicals and an assortment of
comedies. If the success percentage
holds up as well as it has so far,
legit activity will set a number of
precedents and encourage the inflow
of outside capital.
There is no reticence In agency

JONES-COLBURN

TO

CANADA

I

!

WEBB MAY HEAD

circles in conceding the jump in
business, while theatre managements
are surprised at the number of tickets sold at more than boxoffice
prices.

I

I
'
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DOROTHY GISH TO TOP
MORNING'S AT SEVEN'

Down

the lead,

de.'ipi'.e

his dissimil.arity to

Alfred de Liagrc is presenting, was Jone.c-Colburn outfit is under the
postponed from. tonight (Wed.) until supervision of the British' consul in
Saturday (18). Additional rehearsal Canada and it is questionable if he
of two leads v;as decided on, as Al- would okay appearances in the U.S.
lot ran afoui the fire
apes.
bert G. Carroll, who came on Iiom
Generally understood that the presThursday night lO) and were preCoast company of the lau^h show, the Coast was only on hand for entations in Canada are pi'imarily
vented from opening their 'Hit and
in
the;
Woollcott
two weeks, while Violet Homing propaganda. Around the company it
Run' revue at the Montmartre the- wliich will have
intended,
will
be
joined
the
last
originally
cast
week,
follo\ying
is e.Npluincd that the tour is designed
atre, a revamp of the old Barn. Fire lead as
to .'ilrcngthcn morale and for goodladdies slapped on the verboten due otherwise c.ist out there. It is due the folding of 'Summer Night'
$aturday debut was set because of will. Piiintcd out that Groat Britain
Dwight Wiman, who's presenlint; •to inadequate protection for per- to open early in FebruSry. Morris
Jacobs, general manager for Sam H. next week's crowded opening .ni^lil h;is .>.pon.sored English companies
the show, originally wanted Miss formers backstage.
will
card.
Understood author is ul.so vvhich played in several foreign land?
Gish for the lead, but the deal fell
Producers are .^hopping around for Harris, producer of 'Dinner,'
making some script revisions.
at limes' when there was no war..
supervise the Coast company.
through.
a downtown house.

Dorothy Gish will go Into the
femme, lead in Paul Osborn's 'Mornreplacing
Foster, beginning with the Saturday
matinee (18) at the Plymouth, Boston.
Play goes to the Forrest, Philadelphia, for more tuning next week
and is slated to open at the Longacre, N. Y., Nov. 30.
ing's

at

Seven,'

Ml. lie Woolley, who has the part in
Hollywood, Nov. 14.
the number one show, and AlexKurt Robit.schck and Andre CharWoollcott, whom the comedy
regulations last ander

Lillian
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Better Shows,

Current Road Shows

Names and Trade

Account for

Cleve.'s Big Legit B. 0.

'Abe Lincoln in nilnob' CBaymond

Masscy)— Forrest,
•Aries

Cleveland, Nov. 14.
Lesifs striking comeback here this
attributed

partly

to

Although

opened

it

was a new play. Ruth
We Dance"
'Tonight
vein by digging

bonanza

$9,000 at $2.50 top for eight performances. Gertrude Lawrence's following 'Skylark' went better with $9,500
'I
in four shows at same scale.

Married an Angel' struck richer pay
dirt by shoveling out $10,400 in three
days at $3.30 top. Nearly the house's
highest Shakespearean figure was hit
by Maurice Evaos as 'Hamlet,' $17,000 in one week at top prices. Katharine Cornell and Frances Lederer
in 'No Time For Comedy,' at $3.30 top
copped smashing $20,000 last week.
Paul Muni's new 'Key Largo,' in four
performances, wound up with near
Neither town nor the Hanna have
seen money and crowds like that
since the palmy days 10 years ago.
While higher quality of road shows
and top flight names are major factors, town's sole legit spot has been
put on its feet by chamber of comIts campaign
merce's backing.
netted 800 subscribers, who coughed
up $125 per head in advance for reserved seats to 20 of this season's
plays, and enough newspaper ballyhoo to make natives drama-minded.
Success of Playgoers* drive, as well
as strong grosses, are now being
mentioned in its circulars by C.oCC.

SNEAK THIEVES BREAK
LOOSE AGAIN ON B'WAY

Playhouse,

Paramount,

at

the Coast,

where

is

still

And Labor Stage

on

he's trying to line

(repertory)— His up leads for his legit play, 'Land of

Majesty's, Montreal.
'Desert Song' Biltmore,

—

the Living.'

Los An- York

about a

ill

Williams,

geles.

He's due back In
in

A

special class ot membership has
been created by the League of Nevr

Florence

week.

recently

New

The

Little

York Theatres whereby the Play-

—

wrights' Co. and Labor Stage
I

—

—

On

—
—

Memphis, Nov. 14.
old-time showboats

Boston.
-Kiss the Boys Goodbye' ^Locust,
Philadelphia.
'Leave It to Me' (Victor Moore,

aren't popular in' the larger south-

William Gaxton, Sophie Tucker)—

Seems

the

any more. Albert Coop- Caiss, Detroit.
'Madam, Will Ton Walkr (George
Queen' tried to show here
week, but was nixed by city M, Cohan) Ford's, Baltimore.
'Mamba's Daughters' (Ethel
fathers as not conforming to municiBoat Waters) Hartman, Columbus.
pal fire laws for theatres.
'Mornings At Seven' Plymouth,
TTichardson's
upriver
at
played
Landing and then headed south for Boston.
'My Dear Children' (John Barrysmaller Mississippi and Arkansas
more) Selwyn, Chicago.
towns.
'No Time for Comedy' (Katharine
Same thing happened four years Cornell)—Harris, Chicago.
age to Capt Bill Menke's 'Holly'Of Mice and Men' (Guy Robertwood.' Menke outwitted opposition,
son) Erlanger, Philadelphia.
however, by moving up Wolf River,
'On Borrowed Time' Grand, Toa Mississippi tributary, just beyond
peka, Kans. (13); Pox, Joplin, Mo.
the city limits. (County has no such
Orpheum, Wichita (15); Fox,
(14)
law.)
Wolf too low now for navi- Hutchinson, Kans. (IG); Paramount,

ern

cities

er's 'Dixie

—

last

—

—

Actors

And

—

;

gation.

Omaha

Reports of similar experience in
several larger cities,. Small towns
still

reported.
Recently during the brief stay at the
Lyceum of The Possessed,' there were
dressing
rooms,
with
forays into the
losses amounting to around $100. As
the stage door is continuously prostrangers,
it
is
betected against
lieved the sneaks entered the house
from fire escapes on the 45th side of
the theatre, where exits are kept
open during performances as required by city regulations. Actors
have often been warned to keep

like

floating

Florence Reed)— Nixon, Pittsburgh.
'Ring Two' (June Walker) Maryland, Baltimore.
Rnth Draper (monologs) ^Play-

—
—

mellerdrammers
'Dixie Queen'

windows locked when overlooking
escapes, but many apparently
forget that precaution.

'fire

'Possessed' wa.s the first regular
presentation by the Chekhov drama
school.
Settings and props were

(17-18).

'Outward Bonnd* (Laurette Taylor,

is

again

house, Wilmington (18).

—

San Carlo Opera Masscy Hall,
Toronto (13-15); His Majesty's.
'Springtime for Henry' (Edward
Everett Horton) Erlanger, Chicago.
Taming ot the Shrew* (Alfred
Lunt, Lynn Fontanne) Curran, San

LOOKS LIKE 'MULAHO'

BAN STANDS

—

IN PHILLY

Philadelphia, Nov. 14.
Judge Curtis Bok yesterday (Monday) clearly indicated be would uphold Mayor George Connell's ban on
the production, 'Mulatto,' skedded to
open at the Walnut St, Monday (20).
Although admitting that he personally favored the showing of the
play. Judge Bok said the Legislature
had taken the power from the courts
in these matters and placed them In
the hands of the mayor. He asked

—

Francisco.

'Tobacco Road' (John Barton)
Tabela Temple, Rockford, 111. (12);
Grand, Davenport (13-14); Orpheum,
Champaign,
III.
(15-16);
Roxy,
Springfield,

hauled back to its headquarters near
counsel for both sides to present
Ridgefield, Conn. Chekhov group is
briefs and said he would make a
dated for a second Broadway try
final ruling within the next few days.
during the winter.
Meyer Kraus, attorney for the theatre, told the court the play was
shown in New 'Vork for a year and
in. other cities in the east and midOldest Negro Rep.
west without any public objection.
Prominent Negroes were called by
Theatre Burns
Assistant City Solicitor James F.
Ryan to testify that the showing of
Cleveland, Nov. 14.
'Mulatto* would cause racial disturbOldest Negro repertory theatre in ances, such as were created 25 years
the counlry, the Kai'amu, was almost ago when The Clansman' was shown
destroyed by fire last week, leaving at the Forrest. Two years ago the
the Gilpin Players homeless after late Mayor S. Davis Wilson also refused to allow the showing of
20 years of active work,
'Mulatto' at the Locust St

'Tonight
ton)

We

Dance' (Ruth Chatter-

— American,

'What a

Life*

St. Louis.

(Jackie

Blue

and

Mordccal Gorelik

a first attempt for both.
Kale Warrlner is working on an

It's

direct.

!

to join if

cussions

to establish a national theatre,

backed proposal.

by the Government, also to revive the
Works Progress Administration regave rise to reports
lief theatre,
along Broadway that such proposals
Any
had been already assured.
number of telephone calls were received by Equity and at WPA headquarters

in

New York

as

to

FIVE DIRECTORS

No

the

proper prccedure for applications.
It was explained that while the
legislators have prepared the measures, none could be introduced at the
recent session of (Congress, which convened for the sole purpose ot lifting
the war embargo, and that the bUls
in question are expected to be considered at the next congressional
huddle dated to begin in February.
By word of mouth, players who had
been in the Federal Theatre Project

HAD

™e of your UFE'
less

than

flv« directors figured

in the staging of

Time

the William Saroyan

of Your Life,'
comedy drama

presented by the Theatre Guild ia
association

with Eddi* Dowling at

Y, currently. This
not the only curiosity connected
with Time,' which drew a generally
after
surprising
press,
favorable
doubtful reports from out ot town.
Author clashed with the directors
adalthough
he
time,
from time to
were told that registration at this mitted that he'd only seen four playa
time was the proper procedure, es in his life, including his own Time.'
pecially by those who can prove un- He protested against a costume paquestioned proj^essional background.
rade during rehearsals and ventured
No such registrations are being ac to say 'there is no such thing.'
cepted, -however, and around WPA
'Time* started oft with fine promthe report merely caused another ise, but
is aided by the (Guild's subheadache.
scription, so there are comparatively
few tickets for sale at the limited
Dowling figures
capacity Booth.
three ways, being co-producer, coDramatists Guild
director and playing the leading
the Booth, N.
is

'

To

Author

part

Hold Open Forum

is

billed as co-director,

while the supervision of the staging

—

olis

of

(16-18).

the

Dramatists Guild has been
Nov. 26
Adelphl theatre, N. Y. Idea

subsequent
First - nighters.
arid
audiences were puzzled over identifying most of the characters, and,
as the play largely consists of bits,
reviewers strove with only partial
success to learn who was who in
those parts. Out of town there was
descriptive matter beside each character name, but all such billing was
when the show was
dropped
brought in.

called for the afternoon of

S>T.

As
;

1

;

Ams

in 2d

Try

Substitute for Duals

Syracuse, Nov. 14.
Second chapter in the Syracuse
experiment with the
substitution of one-act dramas for
second features in flip- houses will be
presented at the Paramount here toLittle Theater's

'Pastoral' Quits

at the

to give the associates, who have no
vote in the Guild, a chance to air
is

their views on possible reforms in
tha organization, particularly toward
assisting unestablished playwrights.
Elmer Rice, new president of the

Guild, decided on the forum discussion after a number of the associate
members brought up the question of
possible
Guild reforms
at
last

week's annual meeting.
Ot the more than 1,000 associate
members, 800 are residents of New
York and a hefty turnout is expected.
Rice will preside and the Guild
council will also be present. Adelphi was apparently picked for the

Third new play casualty of the session because the Playwrights' Co.,
Broadway season was 'Pastoral,' of which Rice is a mcn.ber, has the
which was withdrawn from the theaVre"onTnaTrcntai"basVs fo? the
Miller, Saturday (11), after playing regular presentation of 'Abe Lincoln

adaptation of The Small Dark Man,'
Shovf was
from the novel by Maurice Walsh. less than two weekr.
She previously adapted The Jessamy thumbed-down by press and got litBiackstoners' Encore
Bride,' from Frankfort Moore's book. tle coin after the debut.
She's a legit actress.
Erik Barnonw is working on a new
National Lawyers Guild will rePASTORAL
peat at the Nora Bayes theatre, N. Y., play, 'Evcry-Guy.'
Author is InOpened Nov. 1, 1939. None of
Nov. 25, 'Court Street', comedy- structor of radio writing at Columbia
(he critics saw anything of merit
drama which it presented for three; University.
In the Victor Wolfson comedy.
Lo.;an
performances at the Heckscher last
Clyde
(pseudonym for
Atkinson (Times) opined 'It is
month.
Maida Rcade and Thomas Clyde) are
nothing more than a crop of
Sellout at the Heckscher led to revisint; their, comedy, 'Call From
silliness and ineptitude.' Varif.tv
'hardly
^Ibee)
said
possible..
the plans for the additional perfor- Limbo.' Miss Reade has also written
'Pastoral' can survive.'
mance by the 23 practicing attorneys 'Ruined by Request' under her own
name.
who make up the cast
j

nianagement

was by Theresa Helburn and LawOpen forum meeting of the asso- rence Langner. Robert Lewis, tho
out during
Lafayette, Ind. (18).
ciate members (those, who have not original director, walked
'White Steed*
the try-out when too many diverse
Davidson, Milhad
play
a
produced
on
Broadway)
waukee (13-15); English, Indianapideas were expressed.

Holiday' will be second effort.

Ira

Equity on Latest

Managers replied it was obviously
unfair for those outside the Ijeagu*
to benefit by the work it has dona.
Pointed out they have been receiving the benefit of contracts and
agreements which the League has
worked out and yet have been on tha
Average producer with a -succuff.
cess pays as much as $500 yearly to
the League, at $10 weekly for each
week the show operates, some showmen paying considerably more whenshow and house are under the sama

Relief Theatre Report ceded

Coogan)—

morrow (Wed.) night.
Local ams clicked with their first
effort a month ago and 'Debt Takes a

are working on a drama, 'No Human
Hand.' Blue is a theatrical attorney,
while Gorelik is the scenic designer.

Swamp WPA

Chateau, Rochester, Minn. (13); Palace, Canton (IS); Madison, Mansfield,
O. (16); Colonial, Akron (17); Mars,

Up

Gilpiners were
rehearsing 'It's
Better For To Sing,' a new play by
Dorothy Paxton, Cleveland actressplaywright, when fire swept through
their model plant.
Frederic McConnell, director of Play House, immediately offered thcin uss of his
small Brooke theatre for its prcem
which is coming oft Nov. 29. Mrs.
Rowena Jellifle, who founded the
Karamu, which is being rebuilt, will

(17-18).

111.

Tobacco Road' (Slim Timblin)
State, Paterson, N. J. (13-16); Lyric,
Allentown, Pa. (17-18).
{

on

as the gen-

Playwrights and labor people conthat point and formally agreed
not asked to sit in on diswhere their other interests
Plans ot several U. S. senators to
concerned.
Otherwise, both
were
introduce Federal legislation intended
are entitled to vote on any other

—

—

same footing

eral manager-membership. Heretofore the Playwrights held oft joining
the League on the grounds that they
could hardly participate as members
in activities affecting the Dramatists
Guild, to which they t>clong, such as
negotiating a basic agreement Labor
St4ge said it could' not belong to a
capitalistic group because they are ot
the International Ladies Garinent
Workers union ('Pins and Needles').

.

Ancient Miss. Showboats

may

join the managerial association
virtually the

;

Petty thievery which sporadically at rare intervals.
is

uction

Open Door

For Playwrights

Marc Connelly, having completed
the screenplay of Joseph Conrad's
'Victory* for Anthony Veiller prod-

.

annoys players and house managers doing repertoire as usual.

on Broadway,

—

New

CONNELLY HUNTING
Mgrs.
FOR IIVING' LEADS

'DnBsrry Was a lady' (Ethel Mer- Foxes,' in the only one set for the
show. Connelly has no. other play
bership and male guests, held in man, Bert Lahr) Shubert, Boston.
Eva Ls Galllenne (repertory)^ on his production schedule.
some years. All tickets were sold
Bela Blau, production assoeiaite of
out in advance, although priced at Municipal Auditorium, Little Rock
$10 each. Admission at that rate is (13); Ellis Auditorium, Memphis (14- Connelly, is figuring on a January
explainable by the fact that dinner 15); Auditorium, Jackson, Miss. (16); production of 'Viceroy Sarah,' the
was served after the performance, as State College Auditorium, Columbus, Norman Ginsbury play which was
In the last several Miss. (17); Highschool Auditoriiun, tested last summer at Harrison, Me.
in former times.
Mary Cass Canfield and Ethel
years club entertainments had no Birmingham (18). 'Farm ot Three Echoes' (Ethel Bordon are revising it and Margaret
food adjunct.
National, Washington.
Webster is set to direct. Dame May
Olsen and Johnson were the Col- Barrymore)—
'Golden Boy' (Eric Linden)— High- Whitty and Mady Christians are
lies and framed a laugh show in
Ariz. tentatively set for the leads.
which a number .of the 'Hellzapop- school auditorium. Phoenix,
However, Miss Christians is tourCivic .auditorium, Pasadena
company participated. Show (13)
pin'
Beach (10); ing the Maurice Evans production of
included most of the material to be (15); Auditorium, Long
auditorium, Los An- 'Hamlet' and might elect to stay
used in the public Gambol dated for Philharmonic
geles (17-18).
with that if it resumes the road
Dec. 9 at the Waldorf-Astoria.
'Hamlet' (Maurice Evans) Grand after its Broadway engagement beOpera House, Chicago.
ginning late this month. Show has
'Hot Mikado' (Bill Robinson)— done healthy business on the tour
so far and Evans is reported to be
Opera House, Boston.
Modern Theatre Fire
Married An Angel' (Dennis mulling the possibility of taking it
'I
(12- to the Coast after the first of the
King) Lyceum, Minneapolis
Laws Too Tough
year.
13); Parkway, Madison (17-18).'
'Key Largo' (Paul Muni) Colonial,

capacity $12,100.

.

Soldier'

Hollywood.
Colboorne- Jones

The Lambs held a Gambol in the
pressure boosting by the recently clubhouse Sunday (12), more interformed Playgoers of Cleveland, Inc., est being shown in the affair than for
is painting the Hanna in blaclc ink similar shows, restricted to the mem-

Chatterton's

Philadelphia.

BIsIng'—Shubert,

Is

(16-18).

'Chocolate

Lambs' Big Gambol

high-

for the first time in several years.
To' date, on only its iiiitial six road
shows, Bill Blair's house has grossed
$78,000. That is 75% beter than last
semester's figures, coming within
2.5% ot what this stand grossed on 16
attractions during 1938-39.

of Nov. 13)

(Week

Haven

season,

Wednesday, November IS, 1939

LEGITIMATE

VARIETY

5ft

in Illinois.'

Orlob's 2 Plays

Future Flays
'The Rich Die Langhlng,' comedy
by Hamilton Wight, has been bought
for Broadway production by Francis
Curtis.
Play will be presented folCurtis has been
lowing revisions.
associated with Richard Myers In

^

!

production in the past
A:i::tis.
the
Seventh
Heaven,*
Strong play produced in 1922 at the
Booth, is being revived for a road
Hardie
tour by Aldrich & Myers.
Albright Is driecting Charles Far'^^fL'

rcll

Two

plays for Broadway producfollowing completion of the
lilm on which he is now working,
are hold by Harold Orlob.
One,
which he has optioned, is 'The MadHatters'
by
Pat
Ballard,
radio
writer, who did the script for Orlob's picture, 'Listen LucUa,'
Other play is 'Falling Star,' Holly

leading role.

in the

tion,

wood

story, by Orlob

and Ted Hekt

Jr. Tibbett's
Lawrence Tibbett
the cast ot
Dinner,' at
last

week,

It's

his

Break-In
Jr.,

went

into
to

The Man Who Came
the

in a
first

Music Box, N.

Y.,

small part.

Broadway

appear-

ance, although he's previously played
in summer stock.

LEGITIMATE GROSSES

Wedneedaj, November 15, 1939

Tomedy' Sellout $20,500, Paces Happy
16G in Opening Wk.

Chi; 'Hamlet' Bright
Chicago, Nov, 14.
Business is great, with ell tour
houses riding on a fine crest of

OTWARDBOUND'NIFTY

legit

$16,000 IN

prosperity.

doing caKatharine Cornell
pacity at the Harris with 'No Time
tot Comedy.' In lor three weeks, it
could stay much longer, according to
take. The best bet in years around
this town for the brokers, who are
swamped with requests for tickets
at almost any price.
After a slow start the Maurice
Evans* 'Hamlet' perked at the Grand
and wound up the first of its two
weeks in good fashion. Notices were
excellent and student biz was fine.
Sellout lor 'Comedy' is aiding 'My
Dear Children' plenty. Latter is next
door, at the Selwyn, where, in its
27th week, It continues to roU along
is

WASHINGTON

NOTICES OKAY, TARM'

Fair s

Detroit, Nov.

14.

the Cass, result being a satisfactory
$12,000 for six days.
'Leave It to Me,' with Sophie
Tucker, co-star, getting plenty of
bally on her doubling at Book-Cadillac hotel's Casino, is current at the

in great style.

'ME'

HOT $29,400

Broadway

Howard's

last

one,

IN PITTSBURGH

'Madame, Will

You Walk.'

Estimate for Last Week
'The White
thriee weeks,
'Outward Bound,' National (1.698;
blew out of the Erlanger, the $2.75). ATS subscriptions and swell
American Theatre reviews helped to approximately
the
of
and
conseries,
Society subscription
$16,000.
tinued its midwest tour. Was replaced in the house last night (Mon-

After

Steed,'

first

day) by Edward Everett Horton

in

revival of 'Springtime for Henry.'
On the coming-up list are 'Leave
It to Me,' due on Monday (20) at the

Auditorium;

'Outward
Bound' in the Harris, Nov. 27, and
on Christmas day, in the same house.
will arrive the second company of
Dinner.'
Came
to
Who
'The Man
Following 'Hamlet,' the Grand is
elated to darken until Jan. 8, when
it. relights with Raymond Massey in
'Abe Lincoln in Illinois.'
Estimates for Last Week

4,000-seat

'Hamlet,' Grand

Started

$3.30).

(1st

week)

rather

(1,300;

mildly

but

came back stronc towards

the finish
to snatch bright $16,000. In for two
weeks only.
Ily Dear Children,' Selwyn (26th
•week) (1,000; $2.75). Wound up halfyear mark here in great style at
$11,000.

Ho Time -for Comedy,' Harris (1st
week) (1,000; $3.30). Capacity, which
means dynamite $20,500.
'White

week)

Steed,'

Erlanger

(1,400; $2.75).

Had

three-week stay
finished to okay $9,000.

able

(3d-final
a profit-

here

and

miES' SNARES SMASH
$17,000 IN LOS ANGELES
Los Angeles, Nov.' 14.
Biltmore went dark Saturday (11)
after two weeks of the revived
'Desert Song,' which played to satisfactory grosses but was not rated as
Another opus
big money-maker.
bowing out on Sunday (12), was
Federal Music Project's "Blossom
Time' after three weeks at Holly-

wood Playhouse. Project's 'Chocolate Soldier' replaces tonight (Tuesday).
'Folies Bergere' continues bip at
El (japitan, Hollywood, where it is
now in third stanza.

weeks.

(3d-flnal week) (1,130; $1.10).
$4,300 on last of three
Makes way for Federal
Soldier.'

Music Project's 'Chocolale

Xharles'-'Geneva

Rep.

Nice 18,500 in Toronto

B'way

57

Hits;

Looms as Newest Smash

CoDtlnned from page S5

among the straight-show

road after revisions;

toppers.

opens Friday

(17).

'Yohcl Boy,' Majestic (20th week)
(R-1,107; $3.30). Affected like most
week other
musicals, but goodly profit at
It should make
the ^Plymouth.
better than $21,000 last week.
'Sea Dogs,' one of last
Error'

for

'Margin

around $12,000 in
at

was

quoted

its first full

the grade.

week's entrants, is a doubtful stayer
at the Elliott, drawing a weak press.
'Man Who Came to Dinner' got top
money, among the straight shows,
$21,600 In nine performances (extra

ADDED

'Pins and Needles,' Windsor (102d
week) (R-061; $1.65). Steady moneymaker; intimate revue presented by
labor unionists has been topping $7,000, virtual capacity;

new

matinee Election Day). Added per- numbers inserted helping.
formances did not up the take in^
but 'Skylark' got $20,000

and

skits

some

spots,
in nine times.
nabbed $20,000

'Philadelphia Story'
(eight); 'Ladies and
Gentlemen,' $17,000 (eight).
Next week three premieres are set
for nearly every night: 'The World
Make' C'Of .Day and Night"),
Guild; 'Ring Two,' Miller; 'Aries Is
Rising,' Golden; 'I Know What I
Like,' Hudson; new edition of 'Pins
and Needles.' Windsor, and a cabaret
travesty called, 'She Gave Him All
She Had,' a former cafe on 48th

'Abe' 22G Leads

We

Boston Sizzling;

'Mikado' 26G

'Warm' $21,500

'DUBARRr
NEW HAVEN OPENING

PhaiyiaireyzG
For 'Kiss Boys
.Philadelphia, Nov.

14.

The usual early-week weaknesses
newcomers

affected the three legit

here last week, but they were pretty
well offset by the influx from the
(10) and
football crowds Friday
Saturday (11).
'Abe Lincoln In Illinois' took the
cream in its first semester at the
Forrest Usual story of upstairs being capacity but orchestra lagged.
However, theatre's very big lowers
floor capacity made trade look worse
than it was. Crix raved.
'Kiss the Boys Goodbye,' facing
tough opposition and without any
b.o. name, reported fair coin in its
The Erfirst week at the locust
langer making' its 1939-40 bow with
'Of Mice and Men,! latter's second
visit here, claimed some pickup the
second half of the week.
All three shows hold this week,
with successors coming in Monday
(20). Newcomers will be 'Morning's
at Seven,' at the Forrest for a week;
'The Hot Mikado,' at the Locust two
weeks, and the Mask and Wig's (U.
of Pa.) 'Great Guns' at the Erlanger.
'Tonight

We

Dance,'

previously

announced for the Locust Dec.
been switched to the Forrest

has

4,

Estimates for Last Week
'Abe Lincoln In lUlnob,' Forrest
(1st week) (2,000; $3.42).
isfied with $22,000.

'Kiss
(1st

Well

sat-

the Boys Goodbye,' Locust

week)

(1,500; $2).

Found going

rather tough, but helped by football
crowds at end of week to okay
$9,500.

'Of Mice mnd Men,' Erlanger (1st
Gradual pick'
(1,800; $1.50).
with just over $5,500 reported.
at low scale.

week)
up,

Okay

—

ably revised for the belter. Single
week big $21,500.
'Mornings at Seven,' Plymouth (1st
Getting a
week) (1,480; $2.75).
tightening up before going to New

—

Profitable

Clips

Pittsburgh, Nov. 14.
'Leave It to Me* came through
with top gross of season so far at the
Nixon last week. Clocked better
than $29,400 to top previous high for street, renamed Uncle Sam's Music
year, made by Helen Hayes in Hall, to be the theatre.
'Ladies and Gentlemen,' by more
EsUmates for Last Week
than four grand. Missed capacity by
'Abe Lincoln In Illinois,' Adelphi
a couple of rows first two nites, but
went to SRO with Wednesday mat (57th week) (D,-l,434; $1.10). Going
and stayed that way for remaining off in another week; moved from
Plymouth
some weekis ago and reperformances.
Pittsburgh's always been a great duced scale; did well for a time, then
town for musicals, and star value in slipped; under $7,000.
'Hellzapoppin,'
Garden
Winter
this one, together with fact that it's
the first tune show to play here since (61st week) (R-1,671; $3.30). Slipped
Married an Angel' last winter, more than anticipated; run musical,
'I
made it a pushover. Could have with added Election Day matinee,
grossed
arOuntl
affords
easily stayed another week.
$26,000;
Nixon currently has 'Outward plenty of profit at that level.
Bound,' third show of American
'Ladies and Gentlemen,' Beck (5th
Theatre Society series, and is booked week)
Theatre
(C-1,214;
$3.30).
Boston, Nov. 14.
solidly until Xmas week, when it parties materially helped in early
•Hot Mikado,' in its first road en- will go dark for first time this sea- weeks; business still okay but it has
gagement here last week, wound up son.
eased off to around $17,000.
a smash hit, with the advance sale
Estimate for Last Week
'Life With Father,' Empire
(2d
for the second and final week being
'Lea,ve It To Me,' Nixon (2,100; week) (C-1,096; $3.30). Newest comvery big. 'Very Warm for May,' the
Moore, Gaxton and Tucker edy sock; splendid press and has
new Kern-Hammerstein musical, also $3.30).
surefire b.o? and musical rolled up a drawn over capacity since last middid smash biz.
over week start; figures to approximate
'Mornings at Seven,' new Paul Os- money high for season at
$19,000.
born drama, drew encouraging coin $29,400.
'Man Who Came to Dinner,' Music
after divided press. In its formative
Box (5th week) (C-1,0I2; $3,301.
stage it's anybody's guess as to its
Standout laugh show packed 'em in
potential strength on Broadway.
$12,000 IN
at all performances; extra perform'DuBarry Was a Lady,' new muance (Election Day) sent gross to
sical with Ethel Merman and Bert
new high of $21,500.
Lahr, opened two-week tryout here
'Key Largo.'
last night (Monday).
'Margin for Error,' Plymouth (3d
with Paul Muni, premiered here also
week) (D-1,036; $3.30). Has good
New Haven, Nov. 14.
Tobacco Road" returns
last night.
chance; first full week drew subThe Shubert taxed its rafters last stantial figures held down by parfor two weeks starting Nov. 20, this
lead.
the
'DuBarry
Was
a
Timblin
in
weekend
when
time with Slim
ties at reduced rate; around $12,000;
'Madam, Will You Walk?' Sidney Lady' premiered here. Advance sale will move to another house.
Howard play, opens Nov. 27. 'Three plus glowing notices brisked the b.o.
'No Code to Golde Her,' Playhouse
After Three,' new musical starring to four capacity showj and a hand- (C-878; $3.30).
Presented by AlSimone Simon, is also dated for the some gross.
fred de Liagre, Jr.; written by
27th.
Due" this week (16-18) U the try- Mark Reed; opens Saturday (1-8),
Estimates tor Last Week
out of 'Aries Is Rising,' with Con'Pastoral,' Miller.
Stopped SaturFirst half of next
'Hot Mikado,' Opera House (1st stance Collier.
day (II); played week and four days
week) (2,944; $2.75)— Got raves all week (20-22) brings in 'Kiss the Boys to slim takings; house gets 'Ring
around and socko $26,000. Hub is a Goodbye' and for last two days of Two' next week.
opening
of
(24-25)
is
'
pushover for straight Gilbert-Sulli- same week
'Sea Dogs' Elliot (2d week) (D-929;
van and apparently they like this Three After Three,' musical with $3.30).. After weak press, there was
Simone Simon.
variation.
little business; rated under $2,500.
Estimate for Last Week
'Very Warm for May,' Colonial
'Scandals,' Hollywood (12th week)
capacity
Lady,"
Shubert
Built
to
'DuBarry
Was
a
$3.30)
(1,643;
(R-1,547; $3.30)., After moving from
houses late in the week, with steady (1.600; $3.30). Four sellouts piled up the Alvin, with scale reduced, busiSliow consider- better than $12,000.
biz right through.
ness improved; around $20,000, about

Estimates for Last Week
'Follea Bergere,' El Capilan. Hollywook (2d week) (1,560; $1.10). Fre- York. Meanwhile, it drew satisfacquent sellouts during past week for tory $12,000.
around $17,000, big. Presenting two
hows nightly and three on Sunday.
'Desert Song,' Biltmore (2d week)
Bowed out after two Waters-'Mamba' Nice
(1,656; $1.50).
-weeks of satisfactory biz. Take on
final stanza reached $7,500, okay.
$15,000 in St. Louis
'Blossom Time,' Hollywood Play-

house

'Father

Always a fave here, Ethel Barrymore was. accorded okay notices on
her 'Farm of 3 Echoes' last week at

,

Current is Ethel Barrymore in prestopover of 'Farm of
Monday (20)
3 Echoes,' also ATS.
will see George M. Cohan in Playwright Co.'s production of late Sidney

Exodus

REAPS $12,000, DET.

Cass at $3.30 top.
Washington, Nov. 14.
Estimate for Last Week
Thanks to reviews and interest
'Farm of 3 Echoes,' Cass (1,500;
hanging over from one-night stand $2.75). Satisfactory $12,000 for eight
at last President's Birthday cam- performances.
paign, 'Outward Bound' finished best
week of its road tour on Saturday
(II) at Cap's only legiter, aided by
American Theatre Society subscribers.

VARIETY

St Louis, Nov. 14.
Mamba's Daughters,' with Ethel
in top role, grabbed nice
$15,000 for one week ending Saturday (11) at the American theatre.
In addition to raves by crix, all three
daily rags kicked in with swell
features on Miss Waters, all of which

20%

'Borrowed Time' 5G, K.

erately,

Kan.sas City, Nov.

making

but

some

somewhat under previous
14.

around

profit;
figures;

Hall last
the winter; nine performances last
of four being presented under sub- week, with takings around
$20,000.
by Legitimate Theatre
.scription
'Straw Hat Revae,* Ambassador
Corp.
Gross estimated at $5,000, with (8th week) (R-I,156; $3.30). Doing
60% coming in at the gate at a $2.24 moderately, but may stay for the
holidays;
rated
around
$10,000
last
top and rest from the subscription

week.

list

'Borrowed. Time'

OB

'Streets of Paris,' Broadhurst (22d
(R-1,116; $4.40).
Felt the
offish going like mo.;t others; rated
around $24,000 last week, plenty

week)

Indpls.

Indianapolis,

Nov

.14.

Taylor Holmes in 'On Borrowed okay.
•The Little Foxes,' National (40th
Time,' slated at the English originally for two nights last week (7-8), week) (D-1,163; $3.30). Run drama
and Wednesday matinee, was forced still doing very well although afto drop the afternoon session due to fected in past two weeks with the
field; $12,500 in nine performances.
boxoflice ennui.
The Philadelphia Story,'
Edward Everett Horton, in 'Spring- (34th week) (C-1,367; $3J0). Shubert
Eased
time for Henry' latter half of week, off slightly again but turned in apgarnered nifty $8,000 for three eve- proximately $20,000 without extra
nings and Saturday matinee (11).
matinee (one was played last week
Estimates for Last Week
for Actors Fynd, however).
Thnnder Rock,' Mansfield (1st
•On Borrowed Time,' English

Toronto, Nov. 14.
Held over for five performances,
G. B. Shaw's 'Geneva,' with three
Estimate for Last Week
extra performances of Maurice Col•Mamba's Daughters,'" American
bourne's "Charles, the King,' gave (1,707; $2.50).
Eight performances
the Royal Alexandra a nice $8,500. copped $15,000, swell.
Originally, 'Geneva' was skedded
to hold over for the entire week;
Following recent
(1,500; $2.20).
requests for repeat performances of
showing of pic, play skidded with
'Charles,' however, saw latter pre- Coogan-'Life' Mild
$1,000.
sented Friday night (10) and for
In Mpls. Split, $1,200 •Springtime for Henry,' English
two Saturday (11) performances.
Popularity of Horton
Botli plays currently splitting at
(1,500; $2.75).
Minneapolis, Nov. 14.
Capitol, Ottawa.
lifted gross to nifty $12,200 for three
'What a Life,' first of Legitimate nights and matinee here and four
Theatre Corp.'s four Alvin offerings, performances in Columbus.
'Geneva,' Opera in Montreal
regular
Lyceum,
in opposition to the.
Montreal, Nov. 14.
legit roadshow house here, last week
Two shows are current here, at the labored under handicap of having
Play Opens
Forum and His Majesty's, one being been seen here last season (pre- Chatterton
opera at low prices and. the other a sented by another company) at a
Cincy Season to $12,000
return visit of the Maurice Col- lower scale and also of immediately
bourne and Barry Jones presentation preceding the Lyceum's "I Married
Cincinnati, Nov. 14.
'Geneva.' San Carlo Opera Co. an Angel.'
The Cox, 1,200 .scater, opened legit

MUNI SHOW 20G
INCLEVL,BUFF

$7,000.

'On Borrowed Time,' with Taylor
'Skylark,'
Morosco (5th week)
Holmes heading the cast, played (C-981; $3.30).
Continues at cattiree days (9-11) here in the Music
pacity pace and should run through
week, second in the series

Waters

contributed to healthy biz.
Ruth Chatterton, in 'Tonight We
Dance,' opened week's engagement at
the American last night (Monday).

up.
'See My Lawyer,' Biltmore -(Bth
(C-991; $3.30).
Doing mod-

C. week)

.

Cleveland, Nov. 14.
Maxwell Anderson's 'Key Largo,'
with Paul Muni, did a runaway biz
at every one of its four Hanna
shows fast week, landing $11,000.
The rest of the week was filled out
in Buffalo, where a smash $9,000 was
garnered at the Erlanger.
Muni, in spite of a troublesome
cold, got fine notices, but film audiences drawn by bis rep put on the
season's most embarrassmg performance for coughing and fidgeting at
the preem. Playwrignt flew in to
doctor the draggy second act
Hanna, shuttered this week's reopening Nov. 20 with 'Mamba's
Daughters,' following if with 'White
Steed' for Nov. 27, then Massey's
'Abe Lincoln' Dec. 12.

Lunts Smasb, $24,000

.

offering five operas at 75c to $1.50.
'Geneva' advance sales are said to
be 'not as expected.' Latter .runs

from today (Tuesday) to Saturday
(18) with two mats. Former comes
in Friday (17) and plays through
Sunday (19), with two mats.

Estimate for Last Week
sea.son here last week to a pleasing
•What a Life,' Alvin (1,600; $2.75). $11,000 with Ruth Chatterton in 'ToCoogan's presence un- night We Dance' at $2,50 top.
House dark this week, but reopens
doubtedly attracted .«ome attention,
but only mild $1,200 for the two Sunday (19) for week of "White

week) (D-1,097; $3.30). Presented by
Group Theatre; first called 'Tower
of Light'; written by Robert Ardrey;

on

Steed' at $2.83 top.

its

last

night (Tuesday).

subscription basis.
Forrest

Estimate for Last Week
(310th
Taming of the Shrew,* MetroSlightly
$1.65).
than $4,000, which provides politan (1,429; $3.35). Capacity three
slender profit; road companies, how- nights and matinee. Great $12,500.
ever, making substantial coin.
Liints in Portland Selloot
Too Many Girls,' Imperial f4th
week) (M-1,468; $4.40). New musiPortland, Ore., Nov. 14.
cal leader and also top grosser; held
Lunt and Fontanne in three days
up strongly and again approximated at the Mayfair with 'Taming of the
$30,000.
Shrew,' sold out from start to finish.
'Very Warm for May,' Alvin (l.sl
Estimate for Last Week
week) (M-1,355; $4.40). Presented
'Taming 'of the Shrew,' Mayfair
by Max Gordon; written and composed by Oscar Hammcrstcin and (1,500; $3.30).\Thrce nights, one mat,
Jerome Kern; well regarded on the collected raves and hefty $11,500.

Tobacco Road,'
week) (D-1,107;
better

Jackie

nights and matinee.

In Seattle and Portland

SeatUe, Nov. 14.
Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne, In
Time of Tour Lite,' Booth (4th 'Taming of the Shrew,' played to
week) (CD-704; $3.30). Excellent at- four capacity performances, three
tendance to date; $12,600, capacity nights and matinee, here last week.

opened

I

'

LEGITIMATE

VARIETY

B8

New Monte

Dick Rodgers

Ballet Suite

Carlo

IGROUCHI
Broadway took over the Metropoli('The Russian Toys')
tan Opera house, New York, Sunday
!n one scene by Ali.-hcl Toklne:
night (12) for the preem of Richard
chureoeraiiby.
)lmi»k>--Konakn(t;
mu.tir.
Rodgers' first real attempt at hifih- MIrlirl K.iK-me: ncencry and cosliiinc!*.
conducted
_
(cli.Trova; orcbeslra
brow composition, the American folk \' jt»l:ili«
t;„„z Aiicrs: oit. 30, M.
ballet, "Ghost Town,' by the Ballet
Scattered
Russe de Monte Carlo.
BACCIIANALE
through the lower floor and the celenot
was
Horseshoe'
'Diamond
brated
SiiMinil.i nnJ aconory by Pnlv.-i'lor Dnll,
only the regular first-night, society ba.— mi Ibe •niiccnnRlIu' from "I'mlnhnuRlcbnnl WnRncr; cbiirooeniniusli'.
mob. but also a glittering cross-sec- aci-; I.eonliln
SI.T.HSIne; co-Miimos pxoruti'rt
Besides l,ln-.
tion of the New York theatre.
KnrlnKba from auffseMlIuna by
bv' Mmt.
name actors, dancers, play'S'J.
the
Nov.
_

.1

wrights, directors and coinposei-s,
lookthere wore even a few agents,
ill at ea^c.
iiic; puzzled and vaguely
there was the usual army or
long-haired, white-faced, deep-eyed
and intense balletomanes. In short,
it was an Event.
Broadway is notoriously sentiwas
mental, of course, so the occasion
dramatic
pretty emotional. It was a
moment when the lights dimmed and
Rodgers mounted the conductors
nvld
was
stand in the pit, but that
compared to the excitement when he
Platofl.
joined the dancers and Marc
acthe choreographer, on stage to
knowledge the solid ^aPPlau/e and
Not often
cheering at the finish.

does the old Met \*itness such an
ovation.
As for the ballet Itself, It is the

all-American work ever done
by the Monte Carlo troupe. 'Union
produced several seasons
Pacific,'
ago, had an American theme, but its
score and choreography were by
But 'Ghost Town' not
foreigners.
only has a typical American subject, but its score and libretto are
first

of the most successful Broadway musical comedy composers, the
chorocographer, Platoff, is native
born, as is the scene and costume
designer, Raoul Pene du Bois, who
likewise has a Broadway name.
Rodgers, this time working without
Lorenz Hart, previously composed
the music for the ballets in 'On Your
Toes,' but this was his first try at

by one

straight ballet.

'Ghost Town' doesn't rate an
equal of several other ballets in the
its score is a
light, in the musical comedy
and the choreography is still
not comoletely developed. But its
colorful theme should have wide appeal for U. S. audiences, the dancing
is lively and at times humorous and
offers a vivid spectacle. It also provides a welcome variation from the
too characteristic choreographies of
Leonide Massine, who conceived
nearly all the other Monte Carlo
The score will likely be
routines.
heard occasionally on the .radio.
'Bacchanale,' which the company
preemed the previous Thursday (9),
is an' interesting novelty, chiefly because of the surrealist setting and
costumes designed by Salvador Dali,
who did the 'Dream of Venus'
under-water- ballet at the New York
World's Fair. To the familiar score
from Wagner's Tannhauser,' the
ballet
includes such oddities
as
midgets, dancers wearing fishes' fins
and having plants growing out of
their heads, etc., all of which is perfectly logical, since the story deals
with the hallucinations of a para-

Monte Carlo repretory;
trifle

vein,

Laughlin, 'Swingln' the

Catheryn
Dream.'
Smith,
Louis
Canty,
Marietta
Richard Gregg, William and Nellie
Staplelon, 'Ring Two.'.

•

Inside Stuff-Legit

'

.

GHOST TOWN
American Folk
e|>lloe.

KOUGE ET NpIR
('Bed Slid Black')

he can marry May.

The Federal
away the

arid state tax pgehts take

balance ot
right

TWO

RING

Baltimore. Nov.

Compdy
tlniT,

Jtdni

Itool

at

:

more. cponlmr Nov.

'Uiirlbul;
Cpoi-jco .\bbott miM;

Maryland.

llie

la.

Ilaltlf:^.":!.top.
.Van (.'levs.

'a:';

MaSRlo Uruwii

I'Milli.

Grant

Wllllnm Suellaiut
.Maxine Stuart

Nellie

Mary Carr
Michael

. .

.

Kmma

.'June

.Paul

('air

PeRffV Oarr

Wnlker

MrGrnlli

.Grnft Tierne,v
.Tom Po\vel^
.lletiv Field
P.lchnrd GrcRif

.

Ourward Nealiill
rtosa Homero.
White

..

•

Marietta Canlv

ICmr.y Mirtln

Tamos Cornier
William Ploes
I.nuia Smith

Dopey flark
Julian

The Two Inkanols; William Stnpleton ami
Nellie Slapletan.'

A weekend
attendant

in the country and
complications among so-

phisticates are

it.>t

examined

in

George

productional elTorl.
slightly worn, but
a set of capable performances anil
Abbott's direction help rejuvenate it
in a measure. Disjointed action slows
the pace, but judicious cutting would
Abt>ott'.<!

latest

The major plot

is

probably result in fairish comedy
with
slightly
better-than-avorage
chance for success on Broadway.
Story revolves around the efforts
of Mary Carr, a retired actre.ss
(June 'Walker), to forget her trouping days and wrecked marriage. Into
her rural Connecticut ret 'at comes
a flock of people who soon have the
place resembling the Lincoln Highway.
First arrival is her agent
(Edith van Cleve), who hates the
country and tries to convince her
that it's a place only for cows; She
is followed in quick succession by
the actress' ex-luisband (Paul McGrath), his daughter (Gene Tierney), and a few more skeletons in
the family closet.
The presence of Mary's ex doesn't
help matters. To make them even
worse, her current pash, Durward
Ncsbitt, an actor (Tom Powers), ar.
rives with another gi^l Betty Field),
with whom he's Infatuated. Mary
feels strongly drawn toward Nesbitt
because both had acted together, but
the situation is made more ditflcult
his interest in the child-like Miss
Field. Nesbitt, faced with the young

bv

and uninhibited girl's advances, falters, causing her to thro
him over,
with Mary catching him on the rebound.

A sudden blizzard maroons part of
the household, and the ex-husband
gets lost. .After a hectic search ha
turns up, none the worse for wear,
and Mary has decided, with the help
ot the blizzard, that she still loves
him. And so they are reconciled.
Story abounds in counterploU.

score, hopping cleverly from
to hot numbers and interpolating enough sentimental ditties
to round out a varied lineup.
In William Swctland and Maxine Stuart,
several
instances,
comedy lyrics as belligerent domestics, provide
border on comfort-station poetry, but some okay comedy. The Decemberthey draw laughs, which seems to be May romance between Powers and
the main idea.
That goes particu- Miss Field also garners a generous
Some rather blue
larly for 'It Ain't Etiquette' and 'But share ot laughs.
in the Morning, No!' Shaping up as material revolves around the relashow's two top tunes are 'When Love ionship between the two.
Miss Van Cleve walks off with
Beckoned' and 'Do I Love You?',
both excellent. Miss Merman's 'Katie most of the laughs, her dry delivery
Went to Haiti' is likewise due for imparting considerable substance to
repetition.
Just to make jiure the even ordinary dialog. Miss Walker
better tunes will sink with the audi- turns in a workman-lilte job. as do
^nce, there arc four renrises in the McGrath and Powers. Miss Field, in
second frame.
In addition to the the meatiest femme role, milks every
Setting
principals who sell the vocal end ot possibility from the script.
the show, a male rfiuartct and a b" John Root makes for a pleasant
femme sextet add to the proceedings. background.
Like the lyrics, the book is full of
blue lines.
The introduction of a
Will
DuBarry character into the setup allows for plenty of leeway in that
Baltimore, Nov, 13.
direction. Some of the
remedy In Ihreo arts by Sidney f?owRay Brodcr, who was general manager for Vincent. Youmans' produc- opening . virtually haddialog at the ard; prcnented by The PlaywrlKblfl" t'o.*,
eyebrows
atara (leorRe M. Cohan; features PcK;;y
tions, is back on Broadway after a considerable lap.se, being company shoving toupees
out of place.
Conklln: al.-iced hy Margaret Websler; demanager of 'Margin for Error,' which opened at the Plymouth, N;Y., FriPlot gives a slightly now twist to slRned anil lighted hy Hubert Kdmond
day (3). For several years he was out of legit and was connected with the old one about a lowly character Jones; Ineldentiil iniialr. Kurt Weill; ni
Ford's. Unltlmore, opening Xov. 15, '30;
Associated Talking Pictures, Ltd., in London and that Arm's New York dreaming he's a bigwic of a former ?J.T.S
'op.
Louis Blorc
(Lahr) Ofncer Mallnn
representative.
He then became trustee for a bankrupt candy concern, generation.
Tcun Tully
washroom attendant at the Club Mrs. Brodcrick
...I.uria .Seser
which work consumed 16 months.
Petite, wins $75,000 in a sweepstakes. nrodcrlrk
John f.. ICcarnry
Broder was originally on the staff of the late Charles B. Dillingham. -Play
Christy..
T.loyd GoukIi
opens with an authentic news- Father
Mrs. Panachy
.*NOra AHqoimI
Theron Bamberger is p.a. for 'Error.'
reel shot showing actual sweeps win- Jud.i;c Mosko'wlt?-.
I'Moreux AniP>»
ners being interviewed, then cuts .Miss Aui-hlnrloS.')
Kllen Hull
Itulb Yurke
P. Dodd Ackerman, one of the best known scenic designers In the legit into Louis' comment on how he will Delia
.Mr.
Kceuan Wynu
field, has left New York for aii indefinite stay in Florida.
He was ill spend his sudden wealth. Scene MafyDorkweller
t'oyle
PcBffv Conklln
for some time and doctors advised a change of climate. Artist is residing shifts to stage setting of the club Dr. ItrlRhilrc
Georfe »f. Cohan
where Louis tries to use the coin to Scupper
Arthur Kennrd.r
at Ft. Myers, where he has built a house with quarters for vacationers.
(Kdmund Ilowlanil
win May Daly (Miss Merman), club
Ackerman wos a specialist in stage
interiors and designed most of the
Boys:
KuRene .'irhlel
"
.
»r -iir
j
i.
v
1.1.
.
j .
0 warbler and his secret passion, but Two
Alderman Coyle
Lawrence C. O'lh'len
settings for A. H. Woods attractions when that producer was in stride, he gets
nowhere fast when Alex, her •lallor
I'Vank flownlni:
Ackerman's son, P. Dodd, Jr., is attending
" the U. of Florida,
Teariove, appears on the scene. Louis .Sailor's Girl
Rvelyn Slar.'<
l':Jward Mc.N'amar.i
attempts to waft Alex out of tjie pic- The MaRlslrala
Maurice Mans"ii
Robert Garland is again reviewing shpws, being, on the staff .of the turc via a Mickey Finn but the The Clerk
(
John Pole
(jrcenwich Village Bugle, a weekly that has been published for about four classes get mixed up and he downs Policemen
Charles Chrlstenseu
The attendant
months. Sheet is half the size of a Ubloid and gotten out in.ofTset printing. ^^'^ drink himself.
Sidney Howard's posthumous con^^^'^^
^
Former criUc of the World-Telegram, N.Y., he handled special publicity
and he'^„J''J:'°"^^,,^^''^
finds himself as Louis
and tribution to the Playwrights' list
for the Federal Theatre Project, during the past years ot its existence,
May as DuBarry. Just like in real emerges a rather muddled fanta.s.v
Bugle is edited by Haile- Henilrix. Ads are principally Inserted by curi- life he still gels
nowhere with her, preaching rebellion and emergenctously named gin mills in the Village.
but the dream convinces him it's bad
(Continued on page 59)
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comedy

i

You Walk

Madam,

1

I

1,1.

by Gladys

In tUr.'e aria

and HlaKed by

pre.HiMitcd

-

KIchnrd

Ballet In tour movements and one scene,
to music by Dmitri Shostakovltcli; rlioreoxrtpliy, I.eonlde Mosalne; «cenery snd costumes. Henri Matisse; orchealra comlucted
by Errere Kurtz: Oct. 28, '30.

,

,'

credits:

ballet In one scene. proloK
with score and llbreltii by
RodRers; orchestrated by Hnna
Marc Platoff. setS|il:ilek: choreocraphy.
tlHRM and costumes, Bnoul Pcne Du nols;
orchestra conducted by RodRcrs; pruiuccd
by Ballet Russe de Monte (-nrio; pre'entnd
Opera house,
Mctmpolltan
at
by Sol Ilurok.
N. y., Nov. 12. '30; t3.3U lop.

dop« to try to snare someone who
doesn't love you. When he comes to
his senses, ha gives May and Alex
$10,000 for Alex to buy a divorce so

.

.

its

'

9.

I

Ivan, Bennett Chaltis,
Reming, Jane Wyman, WalLeo G. Carroll, Eda Heineman, Katherine Emmett, John D.
Seymour, 'No Code to Guide Her'

Rosalind

Violet

ter Abel,

0.

i

forthcoming tour, and is
undoubtedly a potent factor in
building the audience for the entire
Ilurok concert subscription list.

and

a Lady

Haven, Nov.

Town

of

the coin and he laniij
back where he started,
Choice of this particular plot is
Hans .spluK'k «Md smart in that it offers a chance to
Sal/.er; orchealrallon'*.
nrranRcutents, blend the pep and dash ot a modern
lioral
Ki'Muctt:
ItusMCll
Huitti .Martin; voiflt urrangooienta, Tony nite spot with the extravagant splenIvonuinu; iiresenlod by Do Syhn; nl tlie dor ot the Louis XV period.
It's
Sluiliert. New tlaven, opening Nov'. V, '30;
done lavishly from both angles, aided
top.
Caat lion T.alir, ntbol Merman. Betty by a line of lookers who stand out
Crablc, riiil ItCKon. Uonny linker, Mabel both in dress and undress.
There's
Todd. lIUBli runioron, Jobnny llarne.H, Kay nothing for Hollywood in 'DuBarrv,'
Sulton. Audvev Palmer. Ilnn>ld Cromer.
except possibly an idea; any film
Tony Uomiini>, Tllo Kiuiuldo, Waller Arinlii.
Doiitrlas Hawkins. IVter Ilnlllday. Ilobert adaptation would require practically
Ut'rrllijr. fiui Nichnlaa. c;eraliiinc Sprerkcla,
a complete rewriting for a Hays ofrtetly Allen. Ann Graham. Janice hremann
fice nod.
Botie.

eigners.'

,

sparkling novelty.
;
Tlie Monte Carlo, which is Invariably a standout boxoflice draw,
is continuing to "pack the commodious Met at every performance, with
never less than a couple of hundred
standees. It can hardly fail to mop

The

Was
New

Martha Scott, Richard Ainley,
Robert Carven, George Beban, Jr.,
Guy de Vestal, George Macready,
Leon Janney, Damian O'Flynn, 'For-

Justice agent, who called on David Belasco. Showmen were steamed up
at the time over the fact that the actor had left his management and went
word-of -mouth.
The choreography to Cohan & Harris.
by Massine is fairly orthodox.
Agent recalls that Belasco said he was rather glad to get rid of Ditrich
'Rouge et Noir,* another produc- stein because the player was difficult to handle, and the same went for
preemed during the Monte Mrs. Ditrichstein, who
tion
passed on his plays and the parts assigned to her
Carlo's current engagement, is an
impressive baUet to Dmitri Shostako- husband, also sitting in at rehearsals and attempting to dictate how the
characters
should be enacted. During the talk with the operative, the
It's rather
vitch's first symphony.
showman
extraordinarily
exclaimed:
has
'Lothario,
Casanova, The Great Lover— tied to his
symbolic, but
striking costurhes designed by Henri- wife's apron strings. Nuts.' The Great Lover' was one of Ditrichstcin's
Matisse and is brilliantly danced, biggest successes.
particularly by Alicia Markova.
'Igrouchkl.' with a score by Rimsky-Korsakofl and choreography by
Ad of Lew Brown's 'Yokel Boy' (Majestic, N. Y.) In Sunday's (12) ediMichel Fokine, is the final new of- tion of the Journal-American Carried the names of Rogers and Hart an4
fering of the engagement. It's short, George Marion, Jr., who were erroneously credited with the show's authorgraphic and rather on the cute side, ship. That trio did 'Too Many Girls,' which George Abbott presents at
with a humorously romantic story. the Imperial. They are so credited in the ad copy of 'Girls,' but inserAle:candra Danilova, who remains
for the Brown musical make no mention of its authorship.
the outstanding virtuoso of the com- tions
Whether the mistake was made, by the agency, or in the publication's
pany, dances and mimes tastefully
m this number. It's hardly a m.ajor composing room, management of 'Boy' will, deduct the item from the
offering,
but shotild serve as a weekly advertising bill.

up on

DuBarry

Krunlrnl camedv lit two nvlt (10 •i:eneH>,
by Herbert Klolda and U. O. I>« Sylva;
staged by De Sylva: stars Kthel Merninn
and Uert I.abr; features Uetly Grable .ntid
l^bll. Ker.nn; music and lyrica, Cule Porter;
ilunccH. llobcrt Alton; cOHtuniea and scenery.
Uaoul Pene Duliol"; book sinRCd by lOdgar
MuctJrcKor; orchrsli-a conducted by Gene

(complete cast).
KeithColin
Franciska
Gaal,
Alexandra Johnson, Cecil Humphreys, JessaSlavenaka.
Mia
ronipany:
NIkI 'I'bPllmle. Alli'la Markovn.
r>'iiil<uv:i,
Woman L'arier, K'lcne lleynoUl.i. MaiKUcrlio Uenlon.
"The
Newcombe,
I.u- mine
Niilbiill*' Kra!*:lovskii,. MurinH Krutu-a.
Elca- Brown.'
K.tidiiiiko. Talianii CrantJovii.
iiDV
.Icannoile
nm-n Marra. Knsolla HiBhtouor.
Buddy De Sylva has a strong conMorton L. Stevens, Lalhrop Mitchl.auiil. .Mlladu Mlndova, K'alle GelczliDVa.
tender for ace musical honors in the
Novlkovn. NoittR ell, Clifford Dunstan, Cledge Rob);t>S!»on. .Mupl
Vh'clnia
making here. OIT toi a fast start,
Wllllaii)!<, TaHana Chainle. Nnllinll* Kcloperts, Edmund Dorey, Victoria Home,
show maintains zip throughout two
i>\*j»l;a. MIIOB. Lai-i-R, Poiirmcl. Vallon. Kor_
,.,
r,
„
A
Evelyn
Barrows. Aileen Poe, Anane
Jhislsa. l-'Kital. r.plHnovn. .Orbiva. Rklllzka,
stanzas, and with contemplated cast
Si-ai-poA'a. I-ow. Kthertjge. Frederic FrankAllen, 'Aries Is Rising:'
changes and revised scenes, should
lin,
rtoland
Cuernrd. Castmir Kokltch,
I'aul
John Beal, Helen Claire, Haila be even belter than as unfolded at
harlea Dli-Uaoii., Slm»n Semcnolt.
Production is well
tliiUk
Ilobcrt Steele. Jatnea Slarburk. Stoddard, Edmund George, William the- premiere.
'I'bonwis
Amour. Michel Katcharoff. In-n
balanced as to book, music and terps
Oll>nntA(t> t^W*tnndcr
OoudovUch. Nlrholiis Hansen, Reynolds Evans, Edward and mounted in eye-popping color.
H»>repo(T.
Marc PlalofT, George Zorltch. Broadley, Hugh
Banks, Doe i)oe Producer is .said to have siink belter
ChrW Volkoff. Andw FKlevsky, Me.<*!>ra.
Green, Virginia Chauvenet. Frank than $100,000 in this' show and it
.Mllfon.. Irwin. VolkotT, Bocchlno. HcljHty.
Brown, "I Know What I Like.'
KaiL'bar«IT. Uodkln, Steele.
Kobe.
certainly looks it.
The Bert Lahr-Ethel Merman
combo is sock from start to linish:
Role of the nite clulS washroom attendant who dreams he is Louis XV,
is a natural for Lahr, and he milks
Has two standout
it
copiously.
scenes, one in the gents' roprn with
Benny Baker, and the other a clownfest, when the royal physician reBaltimore is regarded as a one-week tovn, but it has two legit houses
moves from the king's derriere an
and, not infrequently there are opposed attractions, yet the friendship arrow that^has landed there by misbetween the' two theatre managements hardly makes for actual rivalry. take. Both sketches are good for
Currently the Playwrights' 'Madam Will You Walk,' with George M. howls. Lahr is consistently funny,
Cohan, is at Ford's, which Is booked by the United Booking Office, while even wringing laughs from commonGeorge Abbott's 'Ring Two' is at the Maryland, which books independently. place line.-;. The Merman touch Is
Both new plays premiered Monday (13) night, with the Cohan show draw- just what the doctor ordered for the
ing the critics, but that did not annoy the Abbott outfit, which said they'd flippant, risque tone of the DuBarry
Singer has her every situation
'Welcome somebody from the sports department to review the show. Situa- role.
well in hand, delivers catch-lines
tion is reversed on Broadway, where attempts are made to avoid openwilh a wallop and puts over her
ing night conflicts, particularly in the past two seasons.
songs in standout fashion. She and
Ford's is supposed to get the breaks in bookings, but that does not Lahr also collab in a comedy duet
always prove true. Recently 'Life With Father' played the Maryland and that bowls 'em.
grossed around $11,000, while Thunder Rock,' in the UBO spot, drew small
Of the featured Betty Grable-Phil
money. Maryland is operated by Leonard (Chum) McLaughlin and the Regan pair, the former does the bethouse has always been favored by Abbott for tryouts, even when Ford's ter job, pleasing with looks, dancing
is available.
John Little manages the UBO spot. His brother Con, for- and warmth from acting angle, the
merly in the box office of the Ziegteld theatre when it played legit, is last somewhat of a pleasant i-evelatreasurer. There are three papers in Baltimore and when there are con- tion. Regan is in good voice as to
clarity but lacks the volume to punch
flicting presentations, columnists are usually assigned to second string.
his numbers across, despite having
on his menu one of the show's hit
tunes. Tendency is to play the role
anything
but
humdrum,
especially
when
of
'Golden
Boy'
been
Tour
has
too
stiffly.
Another Hollywooil
Birmingham
New
Orleans
recently.
One
show
was
traveling
from
to
the
expatriate in the cast is Mabel Todd,
fallen
high
docile
members
appears
to
have
for
some
of the cast's most
who fails to go anywhere with a notpower corn liquor and it is reported that he ran amuck during the trip, too-juicy part. Benny Baker comes
with one fellow player slightly injured. It is said, too, that the lad of- in for some laughs in the washroom
fered to take any and all of the company on in combat when the show scene with Lahr and also later as the
Dauphin in the dream sequence.
reached New Orleans.
Comic adds a neat tap routine with
'Boy.' is being trouped by the Legitimate Theatre Corp., playing guarHarold Cromer, pint-sized Negro,
anteed one-nighters, with regular road dates in between contracted stands. who scores twice, hoofing
with
Management inquired of Equity what should be done to discipline, the Baker and to a vocal chorus by Miss
alleged offender and was told that the association is not responsible for Merman.
Johnny Barnes clicks in
the conduct of members outside of the theatre. Equity claims the inci- two
tap
specialties
and Audrey
dent was unimportant, explaining that a letter from the show's deputy Palmer also steps through a couple
For enasked the' association to 'pay no attention to reports from the Southern of nifty dance routines.
sembles there's a colorful dance
front."
'battle'
between the gavotte and
swing, a ballet opening the second
Passing of the widow of Leo Ditrichstein recently recalls an Incident act competing with a trio of typical
when the actor was one of the best known leads on Broadway. In 1918, floor show workouts, all gqpd.
Cole Porter has done a good job on
Ditrichstein, rated an enemy alien, was checked up by a Department of
Uiall;

noiac. But it's all wacky enough to
startle an audience and cause brisk
,.
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Plays on Broadway
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Rehearsal
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LIFE

WITH FATHER

rome<1y \n thr«e acts by Hownrd Llndpny
• nd Riimel Crouse, <trnmatlzed from ntorleu
by CInrence Day; presented by Oncar Serlln;
BrelalKiie
WIndust; sctllnK,
oy
•Uiffcd
Stewart Chflney: Ht the Empire. N, Y.,
oponlns Nuvj 8. '3'J: t3.;lO top,
..'..Dorothy Stichney
Vlnnle
Kntherlne Bnrd
Annie
John Drew Dcvereaux
Cl.nrlince
Richard Slmoo
John
'\Vhl(ne>-.
Raymond Roe
H.lrlnn.
T.orry Robinson
Fiithcr
Howard Lindsay
M:irK4(i'el
Dorothy Bernard

Ruth Hammond
Teresa WriKht

<,'orH

Mary
Rev. Dr. I.luyU
l^elln

Noru
Dr.

Humphreys

Dr. SoinmcrH

MngRle

Richard

.Sterling

Portia Morrow
Nellie Durt
H. Van Dui-en
....John C. KInK
Timothy Kearse

A,

Another click has come to town.
This one originated in the sticks,
having been regarded the leading
Broadway possibility in the rural
showsiiops during the past summer.
It may not be the top grosser of the
new straight plays, but it's a likely
contender.
'Life With Father' has charm and

'Another Language.' Her Vinnie is
vivacious and tender.
John Drew Devereaux neatly plays
the eldest son, Clarence, Jr, Richard
Simon, too, is a fine young actor,
playing the second oldest boy. Dorothy Bernard as the cook; Richard
Sterling,
as
the
pastor;
Teresa
Wright, as young Clarence's heart
interest, were also all well chosen.
Bretaigne Windust has turned in an
adroit directorial job.

Washington:
Helen TTowe

Is

Ibee.

—All

Change

a nequenco of nine mono-

lOKS, prolog and epllof;, written by hcrseir.
'J'erhnlcnl rilrei-tor. Kmelino Clark Hnche.
Prfwnled by Aclor-ManaRers. Inc., at the
Labor S'lARe, N, V., wccii BtarlInK Nov. 13,
•io.
$I.US top.

Helen Howe is a clever monologist
and a clever writer, but even that
combination of delivery and material

her in the rare strata
of women who alone can successfully
keep a theatre audience enthralled
for almost two hours. She makes a
worthy try at the Labor Stage tl^is
woos laughter, two attributes which week and frequently succeeds. Unequently
counterbalance a sometimes lagging fortunately she is just as
performance and the fact that it is tiresome.
Miss Howe's effort departs somean episodic story rather than a play.
Enacted in one faitlifully designed what from the usual monolog. She
interior, the living room of a house chooses to consider her presentation
on Madison avenue in the late a play 'in which the characters, so to
the
1880's.
cast,
with but few speak, appear successively instead of
It's a novel idea,
changes, is the same as seen at simultaneously.'
Skowhegan, Me., in August, when her 10 'characters and caricatures'
weaving n story. Yarn is not tightly'Father' was first tried out.
fails to place

'

.

woven and

the episodic ^ -ogrcssion
doesn't carry suspense, but it serves
ill a more or less minor manner to
the performance together. It also
an
extra
fillip in that the audiadds
ence gets not only its monologs, but
a plot thrown in.
Locale for the tale is Washington and it takes no great imagination to see through her two princinervous at the premiere and mi.<;sed pal characters. Senators Dies and
out on some lines. One scene, in fact, LaFollette may not like it, particuwas inadvertently skipped.
larly as she paints at least one of
CInrence Day, or Clare, as his wife her mythical lawmakers in dark
Vinnie calls him, believes that firm- hues.
ness in business and in the home is
Prolog and epilog present Mi.ss
the cardinal principle for the head Howe as a radio commentator. Osof a family. Time after time he tensibly to neatly tie a bow at bedemonstrates that point and just as ginning and end of the monologs, it's
often does the fluttery Vinnie have much too trite a method to be sue
her way about things, indicating cessful. She fails to avoid the traps
that the feminine rules the male in of unfunny, phoney commercials and
this allegedly man's world. He is other standard gags of this technique.
hard-headed and brusque, but she
Between her story-telling scenes
knows that underneath he is affec- Miss Howe intersperses other char
tionate and generous.
Rcters not vital to the plot. Among
,
Vinnie has been trying to get him them is one of the best, a New Yorkbaptized ever since they were wed er who has gone to Washington to
20 years before, saying he can't get become a liberal lady lawyer. Her
to heaven otherwise. When she has writing, much of it with a message,
a spell of illness that awakens his touches sometimes on brilliance.
Principal shortcoming in the series
consciousness of her importance in
the house. Clare declares he'll go to is too great similarity in at least five
the church and get sprinkled, then of the ten women pictured. Light
later denies ^siich a promise. In the headed, flighty women are no doubt
end he succumbs and all hands are easiest to sketch, but in profusion
off in a carriage for a small church they fail to make the auc'.ience take
away up in Audubon, quite beyond wing with them, unless it be out of
Herb
Harlem, where friends will not be the theatre.
aware that he had not been adopted
in the faith before.
Father beams upon the cook who
•has been with the family lor 15
Legit
years, but scares the serving maids
out of their wits. During the six
weeks span of the play, three differ-

Period or dated comedies rarely
grace the boards successfully, but
nere is the exception. All four boys
in the Day family are redheads; so is
mother and the old man. The display of sorrel wigs is in itself funny,
but there's so much else that is
natural and amusing that the onlooker is readily diverted. Cast was

tie

FoHowup

WHAT A

is one of

ent girls serve tablf, which
the comic developments. He dominates the home without quesUan,
and without him life in the' Bay
home would be commonplace. There
are frequent explosions of temper,
with father invariably exclaiming
'Oh God,' but the expression could
hardly be classed as blasphemous.
His pet comment, otherwise, is refering to matters he does not think
imoortant as 'fol-de-rol.'
Howard Lindsay, who started as
an actor and developed into an
author, collaborating with Russel
Crouse in musicals and straight plays
in recent seasons, returns to the
boards as father and proves himself
as equally first rate a thespian as a
playwright. He appeared in some 28
.<:hows on Broadway, but in none did
he score as he does in 'Father.'
Lindsay is among those rare writers
who can inspire laughter through
stage characters. His most successful
effort until 'Father' arrived was 'She
Loves Me Not.' which he evolved

(Jackie Coopan)

The

a

magazine

serial.

Legitimate

Theatre

Josephine

Know What

W«nt'—T.

I

Edward Hamblcton and Richard
Skinner.
'Foreigners'

— Shuberts,

Arch

•When

We

Are Married'— Rob-

Patrick Crowley'— Hall Shelton.
'Seventh
Heaven'
(revival,
road) Aldrich and Myers.

—

—

'Honeymoon
Croise' Donald
Heyward.
'The World We Make' ('Of
Day and Night,' 'The Outward

Room')— Sidney Kingsley.
'Swinein' The Dream'—Charell
and Rodney.
'Three After Three'— Shuberts.
'Tony Draws a Horse'- William A. Brady.
'Aries Is Rising' Irving and

—

Dolan;

and 'Can't Help Lovin' That Man.'
Miss Morgan was unable to respond
to encores, but remainder of show
made up for this with a fast-moving
revue consisting largely of a series
,

of first-class vaudeville acts strifng
together, with extremely well-done
line numbers by the Dorothy Bynton
Girls.

Show lacks story or plot, but makes
up this with neat stage sets and costumes. Running through entire show
are the zany routines of the Slate
Brothers (3), who are outstanding
with their adagio burley done with
a dummy costumed to look like Bee
Yagle, who works in the act with
them.
Outstanding also is Ada Leonard,
with her version of the high-class
stripteaser. Her t>est is the impressionistic dance, 'Obsession,' done on
a dark stage and also featuring the
work of the chorus. Grisha and
Vrona also go over in interpretive
.

.

-seeing an extravaganza such as this
one, presented by A. B. Marcus and
N. S. Barger for two nights here last
week at the Municipal Auditorium.
Coming from the San Francisco exposition, and on its way to Chicago,

I

I

I

I
•

'

I

far short

—

With Cohan as the reincarnation of
the very devil himself, struggling his
way through a series of talky scenes,
the halting action and involved pur- something on the ball and even
pose of the business sputter bravely draws a pretty flashy curtain for
in transient spots, but fail to take himself in the red flare of hellfire.
hold until the third act, when it's too Next day he brings in clippings from
late to help.
London and Paris newspapers bearMysterious things happen in the ing the story of the unorthodox hapFifth avenue horrie of the late Alder- penings. It sounds screwy, but it's
man Coyle, who wound up a career that kind of a play. Nevertheless,
all; a
as Tammany's overlord a convicted there is a message behind
felon within the confines of Sing preachment for a solution in the
Doors open, curtains are current mix-up of philosophies and
Sing.
drawn and a voice is heard to the ideologies. ^ut it's somewhat of a
family
putting
it over,
tender consternation of the
roundabout means of
Cohan turns in a capable job in the
and legal guardians o^ the alderman's
His
sensitive daughter, Mary. Latter is difficult role of Dr. Brightlee.
due in for a periodic visit from Ire- sense of punch and feel for timing
land, where she spends the bulk of saves many a dull .sequence. And of
her -time in an effort to erase the course he has two short chancing
tragic cloud of her father's disgrace spots. Equally good are Peggy Conkand its morbid effect upon her child- lin, as Mary; Sara Allgood, as her
hood.
aunt, and Arthur Kennedy, as the
Responsible for all t'.ese eerie go- hoofing taxi driver. Sets by Robert
ings-on is Dr. Brightlce, a rebellious, Edmond Jones stand out, particularly
but cheerful, member of the outer the one depicting a portion of the
world, wise in his eternal contact lake in Central Park. Which recalls,
with passing civilizations, who steps too, that Cohan's last Broadway apBe Right,*
into the picture and reshapes Mary's pearance, in 'I'd Rather
subservient thought an'^ fearful liv- was marked by a Central Park scene.
'Madam' will prove a tough nut to
ing. True, he is Satan, unfairly rated
by history, but actually he's doing crack on Broadway. With ambitious
its priup
of
clearing
and
revision
ever
be
his bit by inciting man to
be
restive and recalcitrant. Thus heroes mary message, some value may
exr
are made and the world stirred from salvaged.' There are suffl:ient
handle the surgery,
its tendency to settle itself into a perts on hand to
but it will have to be a major operaslavish rut.
;'.

-

First,

Mary's lukewar.n romance

Burm.

^

tion.

the slave dance of Natach, as well as
the acrobatics of the Belfords, are

reading

also nifties.

Entire show is stolen by Olive, the
midget.
Working with the normal
Buster Shaver as well as her midget
partner, George, she is graceful as a
dancer and a clever mimic. Does an
imitation of Mac West which the
audience here applauded particularly

Andy.

lustily.

these intimate

GOLDEN BOT
(Eric Linden)
Dallas, Nov. 3.
Usual regulars who can be counted
on for every road show about halffilled the Melba, Interstate house,
for the touring 'Golden Boy' at the
opening. Little more could be expected for such a poor production.
Only name in cast is Eric Linden of
films.
Bernice Claire, former musical star, has the lead femme role.

Linden, only fair as the

violinl.st

gone fighter, gets little help. Robert
Leonard, as papa Bonaparte, handles
the

meaty part capably, getting best

mediocre. Miss Claire likewise failing
to register.
Sets are skimpy.
Picture version, which preceded
the play, spoiled boxoffice possibilities of latter to some extent.

SEATTLE

letters alnnit

HELEN
HAYES
^ Through

letters to

Helen Hayes^

daughter, Helen Hayes
of the
mother tells the life story
American Theatre.
First Lady of the
met
the first time she

little

Read about

she

time
George M. Cohan; the
first "grown
played to cowboys; her

up"

part.

plenty of bally. Heading for great
Last week, 'Roaring Twen$7,000.
ties' (WB), $5,900, good.

Paramoont

(Hamrick-Evergreen)

(3,039-27-42)— 'First Love' (U) and
Expect great
'Little Accident' (U).
Last week, 'Disputed Pas$8,000.

(Par) and 'Touchdown' (Par),
$5,100, not bad.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 21-2742)—'Roaring Twenties' (WB),

sage'

with stopovers here and in Houston,
Looks like
to fair biz. It was orig- moved from Palomar.
Last week. 'Full Coninally reviewed as a unit, but it has good $3,500.
(RKO) and 'Kid Night
since taken on a legit revue flavor. fession'
hence a follow up under the present ineale' (WB), fair $2,400.
(Hamrich-EverWInler Garden
heading.
Star is Helen Morgan, singing atop green) (800: 16-32)— 'Golden Boy'
She was suffering from (Col) and 'Wav Down East' (RKO).
a piano
laryngitis when caught. Does songs Headed for $2,300. good. Last week,
'Stole
and
(Par)
Maker'
with which she has been a.^sociated. •Star
including 'Make Believe,' 'My Bill' Million' (U), $2,100, fair.

show played

Despite a fine cast headed by
'Madame, Will
Walk,' as presented here, falls

George M. Cohan,

You

Stan Kavanagh keeps the audience
happy with his juggling. The nonSharon de Vries, the adagio
Jon Zerby and Jewel Layton, antl

Dunn and Frank

NIGHT AT MOULIN BOVGE

mankind bogged down in spiritand cowardly acqules-

ence.

of

down

San Antonio, Nov. 10.
It has been some time since local
theatregoers have had the chance of

for

sen.se of

(Continued from page 10)
week (3-4).
'Jamaica Inn' (Par) arid 'Bright
Coogan, making his first appear Boys' (U), $7,300, good.
ance in legit on his current tour, goes
Liberty (J-vH) (1,650; 21-27-42)—
over in the lead Henry Aldrich role •Mr. Smith' (Col) (2d wk.).
Ancreated originally by Ezra Stone on ticipates great $S,000 and will hold
Broadway, as the awkward adoles- further. Last week, same film, tercent who's continually getting him- rific, $8,600.
self into trouble.
Music Box (Hamrick-Evergreen)
McGlynn does well as the harassed (850; 27-42) 'Babes Arms' (M-G)
high .school principal, and Miss Dunn (4th wk.).
Indicates good $2,600.
as his secretary, also contributes ad- Last week, $3,600. great.
equately. Cyrilla Dorne, as Henry's
(Hamrick-Evergreen)
Orpheum
girl friend, also sparkles, while other (2,600; 27-42). 'Housekeeper's Daughgood performances are turned in by ter' (UA) and 'Badlands' (RKO).
Owen Martin as the deadpan detec- Anticipate big $6,200. Last week,
tive; Henry Lascoe as Mr. Vecchitto, 'Circus'
(M-G) and 'Lost Men'
and Frederlcka Going as Mrs. Aid- (Par), second week, six days, $3,300,
rich. Production has been given fine fair.
staging by Robert Foulk under the
Falomar (Sterling) (1,350; 21-2742)— 'Elizabeth Essex' (WB). Givpersonal supervision of Abbott.
ing Bette Davis and Errol Flynn

Opening

Town

with a musical director is upset in
favor of the more colorful possibilities presented by a taxi driver obsessed with a terrific yen to be a
hoofer. Together they will make the
world happier yes, even bring vaude
back to its hey-day of the Palace and
all.
The doc is forced to perform a
miracle or two to prove that h^ is
on the up and up. He brings a statue
of Mary's father to life for a brief
moment of advice; he convinces a
night court judge that he might have

dancing.

McGlynn, from films, have featured
roles in the comedy, presented at the
Orpheum here for two days this

night saw him over-rouged, but that
has since been corrected. His entrances and exits are comic delights.
Dorothy Stickney, father's wife on
stage and off, is the attractive, loveable Vinnie, a part that is a close
runner-up to Lindsay's. She hasn't
been seen to such advantaee since

59

.Continued from page SS_

Madam, Will You Walk?
less routine

Selwyn.
ert Henderson.
'Herself, Mr.s.

audience response.

ford Goldsmith's Broadway success
of the last season, 'What a Life,' starring Jackie Coogan, is filled with
players who give punch and brightness to the George Abbott production.

'I

—

4.

trail-blazer into the northwest, Clif-

Plays Out of

'John Henry' Sam Byrd.
'The Woman Brown'
Margaret Hewes.

Jay Adler plays
the gunman, Eddie Fuselli, to
good effect, and Suzanne Caubaye is
Corp.'s okay as the sister. But rest of ca.st is

DuluUi, Nov.

'
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newspaper
Face
exec in Brooklyn, N. Y., died Nov. 6.
Announced decision o£ Now York
At his death he was County Clerk
Film Critics Circle against afllliation
of Kings County, N. Y., and served
2.
London,
Nov.
as a body with Newspaper Film
the Brooklyn Eagle in an advisory
.Continued from pate 3_
How a fan publication devoted
Critics of America brouRlit -lifted
Formerly city editor of
capacity.
entirely to radio ceased almost
eyebrows from leaders of the new
the Brooklyn Times, he later became east, Rockefeller is dominant in to make 'And So Goodbye,' with
over night to be a fan paper, and
national i,roup and the assertion that
The mayor is also RKO to distribute, the bank financing
directing head of the Times Union. that company.
differwholly
something
became
Manhattan crix had never been inWhen the Times Union was acquired sounding in certain circles as to why had been obtained from the Commerent, is one small sidelight on the
vited OS a group.
by the Eagle the paper retained Her- the Warners closed its Brooklyn cial National Bank & Trust Co. ot
war.
Kate Cameron, Daily News critic
New York. About three weeks ago
man's services.
plant last year.
Radio Pictorial is now War
and new president of Gotham reEdward StraUon Iloiloway, auMeeting with leading film labor W. T. Taylor, v.p. of the bank, which
.Pictorial.
viewer's, informed NCFA ofncially of
thor, and art director of the J. B. and other union executives twice had subscribed $250,000 in financing
decision through letter to Harry
Lippincott Co., book publishers, with during the. past week. Mayor La- for the Garmes production, teleMartin, amusements editor of the iti
phoned George J. Schaefer, then in
Entire edition was formerly which firm he had been associated
Memphis Commercial Appeal and printed by Reuben H. Donnelly for 46 years, died Nov! 6 in Philadel- Guardia has. asked for another Hollywood, to discuss details as to
huddle for tomorrow (Thurs.).
acting chairman of the national.
cast
phia.
Corp. in Chicago.
The Mayor's second meeting with
Miss Cameron said the New YorkMary Stoyell Slimpson,, 82, retired
Time, published by the same outIn that conversation, it is imder.
ers had. discussed 'the advisability of fit, will continue to have its entire Boston newspaper woman and au- the press was held Monday (13) at stood, Schaefer
indicated to Taylor
our little group qf^critics annexing edition printed by Donnelly, while thor of several books, died Nov, 6. which -time he declared, that since that business with
RKO throughout
Itself to your larger and more com- Fortune is printed in Jersey City.
She xetired 10 the last meeting on Friday (10), an the world due to war, was
in Montclair, N. J.
off 35%
prehensive body' and had 'voted
yeai-s ago after a loiig career as a executive committee of the original and that, thus, only
65% of normal
against joining the national organizaspecial writer for Boston papers. At groups to meet with him had been could be expected on an
Canada Bans Cbughlln Mas
investment.
She added that
committee is composed Result on informed
tion at this time.'
Father Coughlin's weekly mag. her death she was completing a story formed. This
inside, was that
'doesn't mean none of the New York
oldtime Boston.
of Sol Scoppa of the Studio Mechanr Taylor has withdrawn
Social Justice, has been banned from of
Commercial
individually.'
affiliate
will
critics
Stanley Olmsted, 62, author and ics Union, local 52; Florence Mar- National financing
Canada by the Department of Naof $250,000 and
Voting has been almost unanimous, tional Revenue under its war em- former newspaperman, died Nov. 8 ston of SAG; Fred Marshall of Uni- Garmes, then high and
dry, has since
she continued, 'against the affiliation ergency authority.
Formerly on the ted Scenic Artists; and Charles been reinstated on the RKO
in Arlington^ 'Va.
schedule
and in favor of retaining our identity
While no reason was^dvanced for staffs of the N. Y. Tribune and the Downcs of the International Photo- and new financing arranged, apas a separate and distinct .organizaWashington Herald, he later turned graphers union.
parently through, RKO. The Bank ot
the ban, action follows' recent bartion."
authored a number of
ring of radio priest's broadcasts by to fiction and
America, of which Dr. A. H, GianConsiderable
Progress
Martin's reply to Miss Cameron's
novels.
nini is president, has supplanted
Canadian statior^s.
The mayor declared, 'Considerable
letter said apparently there had been
Walter Edward Harris, 71, editor
Three U. S. mags banned from
Commercial for the same $250,000
a misunderstanding among the New Canada have been notified they will and prez of the Petefsburg CVa.) progress has been made since our and the ERPI-controlled
General
York groups and that NFCA had not again be admitted 'into that country Progress-Index, died Nov. 9. Dean last meeting. I do not want to say Service studios on "the Coast
has proexpected to annex the Gotham starting with the new y^. Trio' of 'Virginia daily paper editors, he that all our preliminary work is vided
the same studio credits that
would personally regard comprise Inside Detective. Personal had been in newspaper work 46 completed, but we have made much
group.
'I
were originally obtained from Eastyears. He served for some years as more progress tjrtan I anticipated.
It a grave mistake from your standRomances and Romantic Story.
ern Service at Astoria, amounting to
Washington correspondent for the
point and a serious loss from the
The committee will ineet regular- 30%.
Richmond Times-Dispatch.
scene of motion picture coverage as
We are not only
ly from now on.
Sklrball-Wildberg
New Pubs, Modern Books
Carl G. Claric, 75, founder of the
a whole should the New York organbook-publishing company has Perry (N. Y.) Record in 1894 and its amused, but very much encouraged
New
The Skirball-Wildberg combinaization cease to exist as such,' Marbeen formed by George S. Wise, publisher until two years ago, died by some of the startling information tion, with release obtained from Cotin wrote Miss Cameron. He pointed
have received from the far west
we
Neil
S. Russell and Emil Rosen- Nov. 8.
Surviving is a son. Read
lumbia, obtained financing from the
to an absence of conflict in interest
in the last few days. It is most inberg imder the name of Modern Clark, paper's present publisher.
Irving Trust Co., N. Y., amounting
between the two and suggested that
teresting.
A great many people to
Books. N. Y. firm plans to get out
Harrison Robertson, 83, editor-in$800,000, representing major porscribblers might and should belong
reprints of popular works at first, chief of the Louisville (Ky.) Cour- now have some place where they tion of $1,200,000 budgeted for the
to both a local and a nationar setup.
with the possibility of publishing ier-Journal,' died Nov." 11 after 60 can come and tell the real story back three films.
of some of the' groups in this indusoriginals later.
years' service on the paper. He had
Despite the withdrawal by ElecU. S. News Turns Mae
Modern Books is not to be con- been for years the righthand man try. It might make a good scenario,
Because Time and Newsweek have fused with Modern Age Books. Latand that picture will be made in trical Research Products, Inc., ot the
of the well known Henry Watterson,
307o of the financing, which they
New York City.'
educated readers to accept news in- ter also puts out reprints and origiwhen the latter edited the Courierwere to provide, Wildberg declared
terpretation ii) mag form, the Un.ited nal pieces, but bound in paper. ModIn response to a question as to
Journal, and assumed the top editoyesterday (Tuesday) that Astoria is
States News goes from newspaper to ern Books will be of the regulation
whether he will reveal this informarial spot when Watterson died.
still a prospect, although the Coast ij
mag format on Jan. 1. New size and cloth-bound variety.
necessary,
tion, LaGuardia said, 'If
being thought of seriously.
appearance will approximate that of
some
of
we might tell the public
CHATTER
By working at Erpi's General Serthe two news mags, and will include
Connolly Back On Job
the facts we have discovered. Addicolor.
Louis Adamic, coast ward on a lec- tional statements will be issued iat vice Studios in Hollywood, Skirball
Joseph 'V. Connolly, general manChange in size of the United States ager' of all Hearst publication and ture tour, gets back to New York the end of the week. We've got and Wildberg can continue with the
same
financing that had been arNews has been mulled for the past radio enterprises, has recovered in December.
everything here in New York.'
ranged for them here. This included,,
three years. Reported at one time from a serious illness, and on MonFrederick
Vanner convalescing
Present at the conference were in addition to the
Erpi, 50%
30%
that it would go tab. However, con- day (13) returned to his office for from his recent operation in 'VirThomas J. Lyons, chairman, and by the Irving Trust. by
In the event
tinual upsweep of the two news mags the first time since August.
Exec- ginia, and resuming work oh a novel.
Thomas J. Hamilton has both a James C. Quinn, secretary ot the they decide to continue in New York,
led to the belief that the mag format utive was in the hospital for an opCentral Trades and Labor Council; Erpi's promised financing will have
Is the best.
eration, one of his kidneys having new job, Madrid correspondent for
the N. Y. Times, and a new daugh- Charles Downes, of the Cameramen's to be obtained from private sources.
Editorial
policy
will
be
un- been removed.
Local 644; John Rugge, of Tech- This is entirely possible, Wildberg
changed in the switch to the new
He plans attending the luncheon ter.
Modern Age Books will award nicians Local 702; Fred Marshall, of said.
format, and will continue analysis session of the Banshees today (Wedand interpretation of national news. nesday). Affair is a weekly session $1,000 for the best novel dealing with United Scenic Artists Local 829;
One of the reasons for Skirball
Subtitled 'The Fastest Magazine on in N. Y. attended principally by Ameirican youth submitted before Louis Hollander, of Theatrical Cos- and Wildberg's desire to continue in
tume Workers; Martin T. Lacey, of
next May 1.
National Affairs,' the United States newspaper .people.
New York may tie up with reports
Walter Camp, 3d, who's editor of Teamsters Local 817; W. Burns, of that they liave approached KathNews will go to press on Friday and
College Years Magazine, is a new- Motion Picture Operators Local 306; arine Hepburn to take the lead in
reach subscribers Monday morning.
Naomi Burton in N. T.
Thomas Murtha, of Brooklyn StagePresent claimed circulation of the
Naomi Burton, English gal, who lywed. Bride is the former Char- hands;
'Angela Is 22,' their first picture.
Saul Harrison; of Associaweekly is 85,000.
has served in the London office of lotte Murphy.
Miss Hepburn, it is understood,
Stuart Cloete in New York, and tion of Assistant Directors Local 18,- would double from 'The Philadelphia
the Curtis Brown agency for the
168; Mrs.
Florence Marston and
Parley on Lynn Strike
past five years, has been switched goes to Boston soon to talk over a
Story,' legiter in which she is now
new novel with his publisher, Michael Connolly, of the Screen Ac- appearing. Turning out the film on
New
to
York.
fills the hole left
She
Members of the editorial staff of
tors Guild; George Ackerson, Jr. and
Houghton Mifflin.
the Coast would naturally eliminate
the Lynn (Mass.) Evening Item, on after Monica McCall left to set up
Oscar Levant has done a book on Sol Scoppa, ot the Motion Picture her.
her
own
outfit.
strike since July 12, have returned
musical America which he has Studio Mechanics Local 52; and
Miss Burton will handle all the
to work pending arbitration of deWildberg denied yesterday (Tuesplaced with Doubleday for publica- Jacob Rosenberg, of the Musicians
mands which prompted ttie walkout English and the embryo American tion early in the new year.
day) that Hepburn entered into the
Union.
"The American Newspaper Guild authors on the Brown list.
desire to stay here, but it is definitely
'O. Henry Memorial Award Prize
Ire 'Of
Mayor LaGuardia was
has placed the disputed issues beStories of 1939' appears this week, reported aroused by sudden ac- known that she has been approached
Move
to
Revive
BuH.
Times
New
fore E. W. Lawson, the paper's busiagain edited by Harry Hansen, the tion of Electrical Research Products, on an eastern picture scheme.
The T. & T. Publishing Corp., orness manager.
If not adjusted by
N. Y. World Telegram book crick.
Ben Hecht and George Jesse! hudInc., subsidiary of Western Electric,
Friday (17) to satisfaction of the ganized to revive the defunct Buffalo
Del Frazier is writing a book, in pulling the chain on close to 200 dled with Mayor LaGuardia for halt
Guild, management and Guild will Times, has been incorporated with •White Russian Passport,' dealing
employees at the Eastern Service an hour Monday (13), after which
capital
of
stock
$300,000.
Former
with the Japanese invasion ot China.
submit to the majority decision of
studio, Astoria, L. I., and decision by they announced they would film a
Times
employes,
Marwood
D.
Treble,
Rob
Eden
sold his war novel, 'Girl
an arbitration board composed of a
T. K.
Stevenson, president, that picture in New York, probably at
member named by the Guild, one Fred H. Hambridge and Charles at the Front.' to Bell Syndicate.
Pete Martin, art ed of Satevepost, ERPI wants to concentrate on com- Biograph in the Bronx. Script is
named by the daily and the mayor Schmelzer are directors.
It was
'Before I Die,' by Hecht.
Offices have been established near working on a story of his own. Sold mercials only at that plant
of the town.
said Lee Garmes would do the
'Hell on Wheels,' tale of the truck
the
former
Times
Building.
Sources
in the east are imable to
Twenty-one heeded the strike call
is
this
work,
although
ing industry, to Metro about three reconcile the wholly unexpected ac- camera
July 12, with five later returning to
years ago for $7,500. It was never tion of Stevenson in. declaring against thought unlikely unless he ties up
NEW PERIODICALS
work. Walkout second largest of the
with Hecht-Jessel on a producer
Captain Future and The Ghost, filmed.
feature production at the Astoria
Guild's current ones, being second
Glenn Hutchens and G. P. An plant in favor of Audio Productions, deal, as the former cameraman is
only to that against Hearst in Chi- fiction mags, to be added to the
Thrilling chain of periodicals.
Leo thony have quit Prentice-Hall to commercials-making subsidiary of currently on the Coast making three
cago.
MarguUes editing both.
form their own book-publishing or- ERPI. and believed that Mayor La- films for RKO. He \yas originally
Black ie White, liberal mag piub ganization in association with Mary Guardia will want to know the de- supposed to produce them at Astoria.
Toong's Ma; As Indie
lished on the Coast, and presenting Pinto under the name of Merit Pub- tails.
Harold Orlob, another pictureCoincident with the 25th anni. of liberal
thought there. Wilbur Need- lications,
By his action Stevenson tossed out maker desiring to Work east, has also
Breezy Stories next month, title of
ham is editor, with Byron Citron asFelix To wle and Edward J. Tur
distribin the neighborhood of $3,000,000 in run into difficulties with a
Young's Magazine, which had been sistant
ed. Associate editors include ner, who do Broadway columns for
uting company.
On the verge of
production on which financing had
attached to that of Breezy for the
Donald Ogden Stewart, Philip Dunne a number of Lojig Island papers,
been arranged. This amounts in stu- making a deal with RKO, that appast few years, comes off for the
and Ella Winter.
have formed an organization, which
Dispears
now.
to
entirely
be
cold
dio profit to about 10 times the value
restoration of Young's Magazine as a
Laff, monthly pic mag, issued by they call Working Press, to extend
of independent business on any aver- trib, it is understood, wanted to dicseparate entity.
First Issue of the
a new organization, Volitant Pub- their outlets.
age year, or the total of the gross tate too many terms on how. the film
revived Young's will appeal around
lishing Co.
As the result of the success of his earnings
Goes in for the lighter
balked.
should
be
made
and
Orlob
by Audio on ad-films for 10
Jan. 1.
novel, 'My Son, My Son!', mpstly on
side of the illustrative art.
He Is now contacting other conv
years.
Present
publisher
Breezy
of
Planet Stories, mag of fanciful this side, Howard Spring has quit as
Stories
and
the
to-be-revived tales, which Fiction House
There are two payrolls at the As- panies and is still hopeful of getwill add book reviewer for the London EvenYoung's
is
Phil
Painter.
toria studio, one for Audio and one ting a deal whereby he can follow
Old to its chain of pubs. Malcolm Rciss ing Standard to devote
all his time
his
own production ideas. He is inYoung's which began publication editing.
for Eastern Service Studios. Every-,
to scribbling.
censed at what he terms the maabout 33 years ago. pioneered in
William Nelson, for past three one on latter was given notice dur- jors' refusal
to take advantage in
light fiction and established many
ing the past week, while the Audio
LITERATI OBITS
years D. C. correspondent for Look
eastern
production of the assets 'inscribblers who were subsequently
Simon 'Si' Goodfrlend, 85, former mag, leaves next month to take over group remains undisturbed. Para- digenous
to New York.' He is slated
to gain high writing reps.
newspaperman and theatrical press editorial assignment with Woodward mount, which has title to the Astoria to. work at the Fox-Movietone lot in
Revived mag is to go in fpr realis- agent, died Nov. 6 in New
York Productions, independent maker of plant, leases it to ERPI for $1,500 a Manhattan.
tic tales. Breezy Stories continuing Becoming
month on a yearly basis, with rea baseball writer for the novelty shorts.
Effect of. the Stevenson edict abwith the type of fiction indicated by N. y. Sun shortly after beginning his
Headline Club; organization of newal each January.
juring feature production in the east
its title.
newspaper career, he subsequently Chicago newspapermen, holding a
Other. Producers Set
with .attempt to shift everything to
became a press agent for Richard luncheon at the Hotel Sherman to
Among other producers set to go the Coast, has been to leave Christie
Life's Philiy Split
Mansfield,
Maude Adams, Henry day (Wednesday), with Barclay Ach- into the plant were Al Christie, to in the position
Where refinancing arLarge portion ot the printing job Miller. George Arliss, Otis Skinner eson, associate editor of. Readers Di- make three for Monogram release,
be- rangements will now be necessary.
on Life was transferred to Phila- and Mrs. Patrick Campbell, retiring gest, as principal speaker.
sides Lee Garmes (RKO), and Skir- Deal to make three in the east had
delphia beginning with last week's in 1925.
Tom Collins' 'Maverick University,' ball-Wildberg (Columbia release). been negotiated
by Frank K. Spcidol
Dennis J. flaylon, 71, for 47 years factual tome about dust bowl vic- Financing had been arranged
Approximately one-third of
issue.
on each, of the studio and W. Ray Johnston,
the 2,200,000 copies of the picture with the Pittsfield (Mass.) Evening tims, out this week. He's in charge ERPI's policy always having been to
president of Mono, with- Christie
mag are being turned out there, Eagle, died Nov. 7 in Boston. He of U. S. camps uiider the Farm Se- get 50% of bank financing, 30% from having been
successful in getting a
with the publishers hopeful of step> was the par er's managing editor for curity administration, and serving as the studio and 20% to be provided by financing
commitment ot 20% ot the
ping up that number if Cuneo East- the past 29 years.
technical
advisor on 'Grapes of the producers.
budget through eastern laboratory
John N. Ilarman, 68, for 40 years Wrath' (20th).
ern Press, the printers, can handle
In the case of Garmes, who was Interests.
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Claude Colmotion pic-

hotel,

lins,
fair's
reopen.
Paris
ture division, oHicial host.
Herman Wobber, 20th -Fox general
Death of Sidney Spier, p.a. for
sales, manager, and Moe Levy, S. R.
Bill Ferguson back Irom Atlanta.
Raimu to go in for music-halls this Kent drive leader, here for sales
Billy Rose, a shock to Broadway.
Gail Patrick vacationing in town. It almost cancelled the Eleanor winter.
meeting.
'Bengal Lancers' (Par) banned in
Margie Lang, of Patricia Wynn
Joe Schenck back to the Coast to- Holm-Rose nuptials yesterday and
the supper party given them by the Marseilles.
Dancers (house liiie) at the Minneday (Wed.).
Pic comedian Noel-Noel is a ser- sota, off to join Shipstad and JohnBen Bernies, their best couple. They
Sidney Lanfield, 20th-Fox director, hosted 100 last night (Tues.) at the geant in the air force.
son 'Ice Follies.'
vacationing in town.
Jean Jose Frappa, newspaperman
Hotel Dorset.
Duane Becker promoted by ParaTotal Eclipse is lost, strayed or
and novelist, is dead.
mount to head booker, replacing
Entertainment ads again making Ernie Lund, who resigned to join
•tolen from Cotton Club.
appearance in local press.
Joan Davis returned to the Coast
United ArUsts' sales sUIT.
Latter
Gaston Baty and his Montparnasse succeeded Everett liovelett.
Chicago
after seeing the shows, etc.
theatre troupe touring in Belgium.
Joe Roth (and Shay) back from
Paris-Mondial broadcasting weekly
Europe after some nine years over
Harry Greben to New York to dig radio sketch for American listener^;.
there.
up acts.
Suzanne Rouet and Corporal Ray^
Lyle Andrews managing fllm theMoe Wells is an exhibitor turned mond Girard, both of the Odeon
atre in Valley Stream for Century songwriter.
theatre, married.
.GontlBoed frem pac
Circuit
Actor Jean Sorbier, wounded at
Abe Lyman out of the Chez Paree
the front, resting comfortably in a Wrights'' Co., which also, has backing
Ben Griefer, Paramount theatre show a couple days with a cold.:
Ray Florine to New Orleans, hospital in the Vosges.
from Park avenue.
The Gablemgr., set hitch with Elaine Conheim
Cheered by reopening of many de- Wharton office is stated to act as a
where mother is desperately ill.
in January.
Art (Singing Kid) Loftis still has luxers, American distributors are buffer for Whitney and thereby proSidney Harris back with 'Ring
digging in for busy winter.
that broken flipper in a cast.
Two,' which opened in Baltimore
indiscriminate manSacha
(Sultry off to London for two tect him from
Eastern
in for o.o. of the
bookers
Monday (13).
followed
three- week agerial investments. Plan is for him
Al Borde 'Hellzafire' unit at the weeks,
by
Cross and Dunn shift from the State-Lake.
to take a percentage of shows when
junket in Italy with. his troupe.
Colony, Chi, to the Versailles, N. Y.,
Victor Boucher almost well again and after being okayed by GableLew Beck, chief electrician at
the end of this month.
Palmer House, in St. Joseph's hos' after being taken ill on the Made- Wharton.
leine stage at Sacha Guitry's charity
Jack' Ellis, RKO film salesman, pital with coronary thrombosis.
Also interested in 'Father', is Howshow.
-writes songs on the side and has had
Hungarian composer, Paul Abra- ard S. Cullman, who made a fortune
some of them published.
ham, whose operetta, 'Victoria and in tobacco, was receiver for the Roxy
E. K. O'Shea left yesterday (Tues.)
Hussars,' was tried out in St. theatre and is vice-chairman of the
Her
points
in
his
eastern
district
on
for
Louis last summer, planning U. S. New York Port Authority. Howard
film deals, sales matters; etc,
Continued from page
visit
Lindsay and Russel Crouse, who
Jerry Horwin, co-authnr of 'My
Dear Children,' the .Tohn Barrymore Ramona and her Men of Music. In Fre!;ch*^r\''ss ^cauTshaJesD«r*e''s dramatized the play from the stories
play, vacationing in New York.
a fortnight, Lennie Hayton orchestra ft^lSe^n^'pa^^s^harnlt b'^n'oSvlred of Clarence Day, who wrote about
with sandbags, thereby exposing it his dad and the rest of the household,
Vincent Edward Sardi, Jr., son of follows Venuti.
to damage in the event of air bomb- both have a percentage of the manthe restaurateur and active in' the
ing.
agerial end, joining that group of aubusiness, married last Saturday (11).
Dick Barri« pencilled into Bill
Censor's visa not given in Bor- thors who take a chance with the
Maurice Golden reported figuring Green's Casino, Pittsburgh, next
pic successes producer. Collaborators are to proout alibis for his next bachelor's Monday (20) for indefinite engage- deaux for boxofflce
(;hoc en MedlRappel Immediat
dinner. He's about ripe for a third
juce on their own this winter, havImoeriale,' ._ ;
Route
ment. Replaces the Benny Burton terranee,'
'La
_
T„i«„u v-»o,„i-;„„>try.
t.^e f'gWs to Joseph Kesselnng s
Alerte en Mediterranee,' 'Cheri Bibi,'
outfit.
Barney Balnban turned hitch-hiker
Cessei Le Feu' and 'Les Deux Com- Bodies in the Cellar, described as a
when his car broke down near
horror comedy.' New title is 'Arbinards.'
Brad Hunt band out of Pittsburgh,
Peekskill, but he couldn't thumb a
senic and Old Lace.'
lift.
following stay at Deshler-Wallick
Aiilslne.U«jeeuy-Ml6.sed Oyt
Henry Koster. with Daii Kelley, hotel in Columbus, went into MerryRights to the dramatization of
Baltimore
Univer.sar.<! casting director on the Go-Round Club in Dayton, O., Mon'Father' slipped out of the fingers
Coast, testing a flock of talent while day (13).
By Howard A. Barman
Antoinette
Perry rnd Brock Pemof
east.
berton. 'Former originally suggested
Robert Taylor and Barbara StanBurt«n Lane is organizing his own
Mike Goldstein taking over Miami the stories be woven into play form
wyck remain in New York about a
about three years ago, shown by a
week more seeing shows, football orchestra in Chicago, and is being' Club.
handled by General Amusement.
•Buteh' Gardina Oasis greeter, out
games, etc.
^^
^ ^'^0
,
. „,,u,r»;„
,.
u_ first
a„»
Lillian and Dorothy Gish to Boston Lane previously established in music with serious eye infection.
He
<>' arthritis, is decea.sed.
Ted Routson readying home talent
over the weekend to confer, it is un- business as songwriter.
revue for the Hipp in lieup with ob.ected to having his family on
derstood, on a possible legit appearinformed
the
|the
stage,
when
of
but,
News-Post.
ance for Dorothy.
Hamllt«B Park, Waterbury, unElmer
moving
to amount paid for picture rights, beJohn
Class east side nileries look more
shuttered for one-niters with Tommy new location out of downtown busi- gan to favor the idea.
After his
like the Trocadero and Brown Derby
ness sector.
Woody
Reynolds
band
Sunday
<12).
demise
made
with
the
a
deal
was
these days, with a host of picture
Eddie Sherwood in charge of an- estate, but Miss Perry did not figure
Herman .skedded Nov. 19 and Larry
people now in the east.
nual charity shindig sponsored by
Now the cigar mfrs. are squawking Clinton Nov. 26.
for some reason. Day family belongs
local Variety Club.
that film mobsters, shown characsegment
of
Manhattan
to
the
sedate
Broughton Tall commuting to
teristically with 'a heater in the
Charlie Fcrron orchestra got pit Washington for work on govern- social registerites. Production ackisser,' have hurt the cigar biz.
count for 'Father' was comparatively
job at Lyric, Bridgeport, lit for ihent radio scripts
Harry Benson joined 'The White
Leonard 'Chum' McLaughlin man- modest. There was $25,000 in the
Steed' in Chicago as company man- hurley.
aging Maryland Symph in addition bank for that purpose, but this was
ager, Saul Abraham retuirninfi, to
to regular stint at legit Maryland not
entirely
consumed and the
New York for other assignments.
Bobby Byrne's new band goes into and Auditorium theatres.
show's only week out in Baltimore
AI Margolies, United Artists p.a., the Brooklyn Roseland for four
Cliff Jarett and Helen Leonard, of
leaves for the Coast this week on weeks Nov. 23.
Will have four Hipp front office, teaming up for played to a profit.
aV»»».. the
iu^ incoming shows
o>,.s,„> backed
round-robin junkets being taken by
Among

Hollywood

'

Don English broke

his

arm

in

from

•

in

fall.

Geraldine Fitzgerald
York.

Don Ashbaugh bruised

New

motor

in

crash.

Nat Dyches back from Manhattan
vacash.

Geza Herczeg back

work

to

.after

illness.

Baronova

Irina

'

checked

at

in

Metro.

Joan Fontaine

for ob-

to. hospital

servation.

Legit Backing

Ray Lissner back

work

to

.after

long illness.
Edward ShcUhorn to hospital with
eye trouble.
Charles Skouras on northern inspection tour.

Doris Davenport hurt by

'

fli.eht

I

down

fall

of steps.

Johnny Weissmueller here to resume film work.
Pandro Berman back after thret

i

I

weeks in Oregon.
Fanchon and Marco back from
Manhattan biz trip.
Dorothy. Welsh to the Mayo Clinie

I

{

in Rochester,

Minn.

Cowan

Lester

-

On

61

mount's ace nabe house here, soon to

returned

job

to

after teeth trouble.

the Upbeat

Bernie

Fox

Schermer rejoined

20th-

publicity staff.

Suzanne Morris granted divorce
from Chester Morris.
Dan Mainwaring goes back to RKO
flack department Dec. 1.
John Loder sustained head injur-

'

'

an auto accident.
M. C. levees celebrated their silver wedding anniversary.
on
Greenberg
here
Herman
ASCAP talks with radio bosses.
Samiy:! Goldwyn presented with a
medal by Veterans of Foreign Wars.
Bunty Cutler checked in from
Broadway to make her film debut in
Metro's 'New Moon.'
Frank Whltbeck's elephants putting on makeup to play mastodons
in Hal Roach's '1,000,000 B.C.'
Ruth Gordon sold 'My Film Debut,' the story of her Hollywood
experiences, to Atlantic Monthly.
Kenneth Ma'cKenna back at his
Metro desk after visit to New York
where he picked up armful of stories in

.

'

|

.

;

.

I

,

ies for inspection.

^

|

.

!

WCBM

Pittsborgh

|

'

|

By Hal Cohen
Louise LeForrest, a

Savilt.
Joe Vilella as.sembling bunch of
vaude units for small houses in tri>
stole area.

.

of

weekly network

publicity-exploitation

church choir work on weekends.

shots.

Subscriptions at Pittsburgh Play-

house are already double

'outside'

money

is

Happy Felton here

Roosevelt,

east

on

(16).

.soliciting

away

retti

Tommy

,

Minneapolis

'Yank

Dorsey,

Judy ^Abbott
.spot

a.ssistant d.a.

to

go

By Lcs Rces

,

in charge of the Fritz Kuhn bund
larceny case, also prosecuted Lillian
Saxon
Schrein,
Martin
Beck's
former secretary sent up for theft.
Alex Finn back to the Mayfair,
Boston, and out of the International
Casino, which Chester Canning, New
England gas station owner, who
bankrolled it, now directly oper-

take

will

,

Flatbu.sh
Dec. 7;
Carlton, Dec. 21.

14;

orchestra

Albert!

Jules

tions.

free

of

United Artists

'

branch m..n-

time being it will content itself with
maintaining a check on block tiook-

I

age^, („ hospital for rest
Katharine Cornell In 'No Time for
Comedy' .set for Lyceum Dec. 1.')-.16.

As
is

members
i

Alvin.

—

'.

,

•

I

,

Morgan

;

!

fe'ioup

into

,

are.

nis;ht
vet
club
here, to m.c. Minnesota theaire stage shows.

.'Villagio

William Scully and Peck GommerUniversal v.p. and district man-

I
'

Effect'

'

The

!

;

i

Lanczy-Ninchi

Argentina, presented

'

Co.,
'I

the

at

Married an

Angel.'
C^offredo Alcssandrini planning to

menls from the regularly employed. make long documentary in color on
Big money leaders may even be told Italian colonial life.
that since they must, after reaching
Outdoor cinema showca.se at the
certain brackets, turn over a

large

Ted Shavyn male dancing troupe portion of their earnings to the Gpvpenciled into U. of Minnesota Audi- ernment for taxes it would be practi{gi-ju^ f^r tomorrow (Thursday),
cal for them to dissipate this differ
jj^y sientz, the Gopher manager,
additional men on
ence by
t>y carrying aaciiuonai
anticipating oil well coming through f"ce
though they might
Texas tract, thcr payroll, even
acqiiir
on'hiiTrecently
his^ recently acquired
on
^
,
Tom Martin, of Rialto, named "ily occupy the ."status of standby
manager of rebuilt Uptown, Para-, men.
'

1

.

.

I

.sub-

Quirino, legit showcase, reopened
with Three Masks Co. in 'Cause and

'

'

ager, rcKpcctivcly, in town.

^

Balneare reopening,

stituting opei-a for pix in theatre.

distribution of work, or a rule requiring larger unemployment pay-

.sail.

'

.

its

Outcome of this information may
come a systematic plan for wider

.^^^^^^ ::::['^^^^'l^Z^

.

prevailing

leaders.

.

'orker

|

the

to learn over-a period of

most employed members
but the annual income of all

ing of

'personated here.
dy^e Snyder,

I

paid

and that as many of them as
are employed.
The union

be able

'

au.spices.
,

.

are

Gi'ovcr Whalen's visit played up
biu in local gazettes.
New legit company organized, with
Cesarina Gheraldi as star.
Old American films in English being shown at the Quirinetta.

time not only what the average earn-

.

Auditorium for
one-nightcr under U. of Minnesota
Ru.ss

it

to see that its

.

will

back' from

Barry Wood steps up from VoAbe Lastfogel, g.m. of William
Morris agency, east' this week on his calion to the Coliimtiia label.
annual winter o.o. for a couple of
months. Clifford C. Fischer, whose
Shep Fields picks up Milt Pickunits are routed by Morris, also east man as persona_l_manager Dec. 1.
on biz.
, '.
,
,u
Kimberley and Page finally sail
the
return.'
to
LeonardJ
Jack
today (Wed.) on a Dutch boat after
Dorsey band at Palmer
three false starts. American vaud- Tommy
couple weeks,
ers have private biz interests in Lon- House, Chicago, in
don and anxious to return there de- Differences pa'^ched up;
.
spite war.
New York
Kilgallen,
Benny Bengough, once noted
Dorolhy
catcher for the K. Y. Yankees, now Journal-American
Broadway cola checker for Ro.ss Federal Service. umnist, doing a
ciuinir
o
<:/>ri»«
nr swing
of
series
He was tendered a dinner Monday bands, etc.. for Cosmopolitan mag.
(13) by Newark fans where he
coaches the Bears.
Vincent Lopez band replaces Ca.sa
N. Y. Fair management tossed a
buffet supper for the newsreel edi- Loma crew at Palace hotel, S.F.,
tors and technicians Thursday (9) at Dec. 6, for six weeks.

scale

is

po.'sible

Max

Torodor, Indie nabe exhibitor,
New York business and
pleasure trip.

Rome

for the redistribution angle,

pointed out that the primary in-

terest of the union

George Garrette here ahead of 'On
Borrowed Time,' coming into the
.

M. C. A.

Scully.

practices.

Redistribution

ment.

ating.

and similar

ings

Joseph Rogatnick, from New York
addcd to Universal booking depart-

Bob Crosby booked for
week of
N. Y.,

theatre,

Schlaifer,

^"^ h "workman. M-G
|

,

Windsor, Dec.

to

!

vocalist
or-

new Johnny Williams
now in rehearsal.

with

chestra

determine the profits being earned Kimmelman rushed to ho.spital over
by the large band booking organixa- weekend with stomach disorders.
Sophie Tucker didn't double here
The suspicion prevails that
meet her
the union will in time act to circum- because no nitery could
$1,000 asking price. However, she
scribe these profits, but that for the
did net a key to the city from Mayor

!

:

|

Jack

to New York. Understood he
has no playwritiiig plans.

McCarthy,

with

Lawson also leaving Dorsey
with Bob Cro.sby.

moved

J.

i.

.

from

Florida this season.
After .several years on the Coa.st
and more recently in his native Philadelphia, George Kelly has quietly

Herman

1

'

Zeke Zarchi replacing Andy Fer-

eastern .<;how

them

Share the Wealth

,

Glenn Miller replaces Jimmy Dorsey at Meadowbrook. Cedar Grove,
N. J., tomorrow night (16).

Palm Springs and Coa.st resorts
hopping on the winter tourist bandlure

i

|

cation east.

to

I

Al Kavclin band goes into Texas
hotel; Fort Worth, lor four weeks
Nov. 24.

Alaska where he directed a flock of
library shots in color for Warners,
back to the Coast after a short va-

.and

GICDii. C. Pullcn

i

Slim Gaiilard band held over at
Rendezvous, Philadelphia, for another two weeks.

Sam

(Thursday).
Ira Genet, recently returned from

people

CleTeland

By

Jimmy Dorscy's Sherman Hotel,
Chicago, opening .set back from Dec.
Band had a Friday (17)
27 to 29.
date at Hill School, Poltstown, Pa.,
knocked out by an epidemic.

Goldwyn business, flew to Chicago
Monday (13) for a speech-making
date. Due back probably tomorrow

wagon

j

Starts two weeks
eral Amusement.
at the New York Roseland tomorrow

the Coast.

Jimmy

Dream,' mixed cast musical of
Shakespeare's 'Midsummer Night's
Dream' coming to the Center this
month. Jean Rodney, whose father
is a Wall Streeter, is coproducer with
lived in nearby Ligonier.
Constance Bennett closing vaudc Erik Charell. Miss Rodney is also
Lela Moore, at Earl Carroll's in
in on the revival of 'Outward Bound,' Hollywood for last six months, comtour here.
Chet Zohn, WTAM gabber, start- which played successfully at the ing home for the holidays.
ing vocal school.
Playhouse last season and is on tour.
Jim Alexander a grandpop again,
Jean Soboda, 'Miss Ohio of 1939,' Other pro.spective producers are his daughter, Mrs, Dorothy Bright,
per.sonaling at new Famous Door around with, assured backing, but having given birth to a son.
Club.
George Fox, of 20th-Fox office,
seeking acceptable stage material.
Harry Moskowitz, of Loew's New
and former Marie Friedley back
York office, glimming the State for
from an eastern honeymoon.
improvements.
Jack Downey, junior manager at
No interviews given out by Paul
Wilkinsburg's State, has quit show
Muni during Hanna visit in 'Key
biz for post with steel company.
X^rgo.' A bad cold.
Ex-stock fave here, Hugh Banks,
.ConUnued from paKc I.
Robert Yodice, Stillman's assistHelen
cast with John Beat and
ant
manager,
married
Loretta like engagements be filed with the Claire in 'I Know What I Like.'
Schurger Saturday (11).
Harry Kalmine leading bunch of
union
Coniiimpression in the trade is that di.s- showmen to New York for
i^nrfilj'^r.fnf
^i''°J['/
"'^"'i
tended.
funeral
of t?
fight
on
Friday
(17).
Harry Proppcr
Lesncvich
j^is income information
one time impresario of Mayfair ^^^^^^^^
Fred Silett of Playhouse has been,
precursor to
some new offered minor role in Constance
is- the
Casino.
form of economic redistribution Bennett revival of 'Easy Virtue.'
within the union, and also is a means
Par exchange manager Dave

Terry Shand band signed by Gen-

Eddie Boell, N.Y.U. quarterback,
scored against Missouri on Saturday ,(1I), is son of Eddie Bell,
Paramount's Jersey branch exchange
manager.
Margaret O'Connor, secretary for
John F. Royal, NBC program chief,
is getting along nicely after an appendix removal at French hospital
last week.
Eugene Frenke, director, around
town on a holiday. His wife, Anna
Sten, accidentally broke her arm
while swimming, and is resting on

who

sea-

for a few days'

with his family during a layoff
j,is band.
sally Foster and Joe Rickwal expect to tell it to a preacher some
time next month.
Christina Lind of 'Leave It to Me'
used to be Jean Peterson when she
visit

Swingm' the
|

EtafT.

last

son's figures.
I

|

by

one of
Girls.'

Saxman Ray Tucci has left Al
Donahue's band and will join Jan

[

members

local,

George Abbott's 'Too Many

Moderno turned into skating
Films moved inside.

rink.

Ermcte Zacconi, Italy's No. 1 actor,
making 'I Dialoghi di Plato' ('The
Speeches of Plato') for the screen.

^

;

weekly nublication. Cronache dtlla
cuerra (Chronicle of the War), being publl.shcd under auspices of
I'opular Culture Ministry.

.
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OBITUARIES
1
SIDNEY SPIER
Sidney Spier,

one ol the better

28,

died
known Broadway pre^ afients,
unexpectedly In Mt. Sinal hospiUl,
(TuesNew York, early yesterdayconfined
day) morning after being

Suflenng from
rheumatic fever, an unsuspected
Actual
heart condition proved fatal.
hemcause of death was a cerebral

there for 10 days.

tast* in pictures as the U.
Musical comedies are favorites
S.
with New Zealahders, according to

and rode 'King, the Wonder th« same

Bill,

orse,' in

many

early pictures.

WILLIAM BUREB

shown

She was the

first

to

rent lavish

homes for shooting instead of buildpictures, 'Hypounusually weU with ing sets. Two of her
was on crites' and 'Where Are My Children,"
the newspaper bunch, and it
amy
slate cens6rs many headaches.
that
gave
recommendation
their
>is
all
handle
Rose engaged him to
TTALFORD BODIE
Maney
press interests when Richard
legit.
Dr.' Walford Bodie, 68, so-called
veered away to concentrate on
been on mesmerist, one of the most spectacuSpier, in the years he's
CaroNorth
leaving
lar stage figures In England for
Broadway, since
legits, be- years, died in Blackpool Oct. 19 follina U., handled cafes and
Boss lowing an operation. Although he
ing associated with Dorothy
Y.
N.
the
ol
wife
Boss,
claimed to have studied occultism
(Mrs. George

Details in film

Tix Code
lEquity'Ti

William O. Simpson, 53, vet musiMadison, Wis.,

Clare

cian, died Nov. 9. in
ol a heart attack.

A member

ol the

Association
since 1911, he was its biz agent in
1924, and from 1919 to 1922 served
on the exec board. Survived by
daughter, sister and brother.

Milwaukee

Musicians'

died Nov.
3, at the Will Rogers hospiUl, Saranac Lake, N. Y., after a short illness.
•World-Telegram Broadway column- in Europe ^nd the Far East, and to He had been an accountant with
in
dentist
bureau.
a
as
press
degree
taken
a
general
have
ist) in a
Warners. Survived by parents and
He was unmarried. His mother the N. S., the showman later ad- two sisters.
and a sister survive. Funeral ser- mitted the statements were a flight
vices will be held at Campbells, of fancy.
Allle Foran, former Dallas dancer,
sick
the
and
(Thursday).
cripples
of
Hundreds
toinorrow
Y.,
N.
used to throng music halls where died Nov. 9 in that city ol pneuDuring, vaude's boom she
the 'doctor' appeared, and he sup- monia.
BUDDY DOTLE
in front ol the had been featured at Happy Hour
them
co'cured'
posedly
and
singer
Buddy Doyle, 38,
his 'hypnotic powers.' theatre there.
median, who had appeared in mu- audience with
his native Scotland in
retired
to
days
He
five
until
and
sicals, pictures
returned to the footlights
Enrique J. Tuit, 50, concert pianist
before his death was a member of 1931, but
Diamond the following year and had appeared and composer, died in New Orleans
tlie company of Billy Rose's
He had Nov. 8. He had formerly been head
this season.
Horseshoe, New York nitery, died in Blackpool
agent
In
been
an
also
operation
ol
the Temple Conservatory ol Muappendix
an
after
sic, Philadelphia, lor several years.
_
N. Y., Nov. 9.
EtIENNE GIRARDOT
Survived by widow and three sisters.
His forte was an impersonation ol
the
Understudying
and
stage
Cantor.
Girardot
83,
Etienne
Eddie
Jack Meehan, 63, lather ol Frank
itar in 'Whoopie,' he was abla to screen actor, died Nov. 10 in Hollygarner first-hand observation of wood, after a brief illness. He had Meehan, ol Meehan and Shannon,
Cantor's facial characteristics and recently finished a role in 'Little vaude team, died In Long Island
On one occasion. Cantor be- Accident' and was preparing for 'My City, N. Y.. Nov. 9.
traits.
Favorite Wife' at RKO.
James W. Seeley, 32, died at the
Born in London, Girardot had been
He made his Will Rogers hospital, Saranac Lake,
an actor 66 years.
OF
IN LOVING
American debut in 'Charley's Aunt' N.Y., Nov.7. He had been InLoew's
OUR DEAR DEPARTED
in 1893 and played in it three years. biz department
His film career began with the old
Vitagraph company in Brooklyn,
Alden O'FIynn, 72, former New
where he divided his time between York theatre orchestra leader, died
stage and screen until 1933, when in his North Pelham, N. Y., home
he moved to Hollywood. His most Nov. 12.- important recent role was in The
Whs Died Nov. 20, 1928
Hunchback of Notre Dame.'
Carol Ecklund. five-year-old film
Surviving are his widow and a player, died Nov. 4 from burns when

Henry A. Mokowskl,

30,

MEMORY

MOTHER

SARAH MORETTE

stepson.

Har Two Daughter*

Anna and

Lillian

Morette

her dress caught

Mortimer Shuter, Broadway
legit producer at the turn ol the
ing ill, he flUed his role for a week. century, who had directed 'Trail ol
Hur,'
;While cast in several films, hU big- the Lonesome Pine' and 'Ben
gest part was as Cantor in 'The died after a long Illness in Ann
Arbor, Mich.,' Nov. 10.
Great Ziegfeld.'
in 1905, he
A World War veteran, whose real Coming to Ann Arbor
name was Benjamin Taubenhaus, he staged operas of the University of
was i member of the Friars Club, Michigan until their abandonment in
Equity, Jewish Theatrical Guild and 1928. Among the students who apthe NVA. Surviving are his widow, peared in his productions was N. Y,
parents, brother, Gene Doyle, also District Attorney Thomas E. Dewey,
•n actor, and a sister.

HADJ LLESSIK

MARIE

L.

DAT

(Frank Kisseil)

Mrs. Wilson Day. 84. legit actress
almost 50 years under stage
name of Marie L. Day. died Nov. 7
Irom pneumonia at a private hospital
In Cleveland. Born in Troy, N. Y,

Frank

Kisseil, 74,

a gun Juggler,

known

professionally as Hadj Llessik, died Nov. 6 in Utica, N. Y.
Kisseil started with the old Sig
Sautelle circus, later playing with
her biggest role was that of Aunt a couple of minstrel shows and Bar
Miranda in stage versions of 'Re- num and Bailey, among other cir
becca ol Sunnybrook Farm,' starring cuses. He had been retired lor some
Mabel Taliaferro, Edith Storey and years.
son,
Frank Kisseil. Jr.. ol
Mary Pickford.
She played character roles In Mount demons. Mich., survives,

(or

A

Davld„ Belasco productions and had
supported George Arliss, Rose MeU
ville, Dustin and William Farnum

and Madge Kennedy.

She had

also

ANNA BATES
Anna

Bates, 69, active on the stage
until 1927. died after a

Irom 1890

played in the silent film version ol year's illness in Philadelphia Nov. 8,
'Mother Carey's Chickens.'
A resident ol the Edwin Forrest
She had been married to one ol Home. Germantown. Pa., since 1928,
her leading men, Wilson Day, who she was born in Maysville, Ky., and
died in 1927. Survived by two daugh- trouped with leading thespians of
ters

and

six grandchildren.

HARRT PROFFER

the

past

half

century,

including

Fanny Ward, Laurette Taylor and
the late. May Irwin.

Harry Propper, vet Florida and
Ohio nitery operator, died at the
FREDERICK ULLMAN, SR.
home ol.a sister in Cleveland Nov.
Frederick Ullman, Sr., 75, pioneer
1 from a heart ailment.
Buffalo
picture
theatre
owner,
Propper stai'ted in the cale biz
died. Nov. 11 in the upstate city
In 1920, in Cleveland, where he opafter a few days illness. With Mit'
eratied'the Claremont Tent, in which
chell Mark, he had built the Mark
the late Louis Bleet was his partner.

Strand theatre. N. Y.
Then followed his operation ol the
A son, Frederick Ullman, Jr., gen
Carlton Terrace, Cleveland, in which
eral manager ol Pathe News, surSophie Tucker was interested finan'
vives.
cially; the Tavern, Lake Road Inn,
Airport Tavern and the old Mayfair,
HARRIET CLARK VAN DOREN
His last venture was the Mayfair CaHarriet Clark Van Doren, who
sino, Cleveland, said to have cost
niore than a hall century ago was
about $200,000, which folded a cou
singer
and concert pianist of note,
pie ol seasons ago. In Miami Beach
died
after a two-week illness in East
he ran the Empire Cafe, Polo Bar
Orange, N. J., Nov. 10.
and GrilL
..Widow
of the late Charles L. Van
Besides his widow he is survived
Doren, she is survived by two sons
by a brother and five other sisters,

LOIS

WEBER

Lois Weber, 56, first woman film
director, died Nov. 13 In Los Angeles
after a long illness.
Her career In fllmj started In 1900

fire

at

a party.

RANGER BILL MILLER

Aussie

Boom

^.Continued from pace
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Latter insists that this

is

the only

Virtual monopoly ^Jr U. S. pix in
Zealand was predicted last
week by Nathan D. Golden, chiel ol
the

Commerce Department's M.

P.

division.

War

conditions In Europe expected
bring about a relaxation o.: preset, ratios which now require that at
least 20% of all flhns exhibited must
be British, Golden 'eclarcd. Slump
in English film production which occurred at the start of hostilities Is
making it hard for the mother country to keep up to its quota, according
to

the film chief, and situation makes
'unlikely' that
Zealand authorities will insist on strict enforcement of the established rptios.
Anierican films already dominate
Zealand field. Golden pointth

t'l

it

New

superiors in the flying corps to organize a 'flying theatre.'
Trenet
and his collaborators will fly to many
points ol the Iront to entertain

sincer- soldiers, and from time to time will
give benefits In the cities. The first
ol the latter is slated lor Nov. 26 in
the showmen themselves should be Marseilles.
Fernandel, the pic comedian, has
able to control tickets through conalready performed for his regiment
tacts with tha agencies, it appears
many little sketches.
the managers want Equity's con- and organized
It is here that he launched a new
tinued support on. the code because
war song, 'Francine.' Ray Ventura,
that carries with it the pledge not
dance band leader; Maurice Chevalier
to adopt new rules which might
and many others have also been
make producing more difficult.
very active in the Maginot line and
Somewhat changed situation of elsewhere on the front. Even tha
the ticket matter is the differencje dusky American, Josephine Baker,
in attitude ol producers and those has been to the Iront to entertain
showmen members ol the League the boys.
whose principal interest is the ownThe Siritzkys have also contribership or operation ol theatres. Pro- uted their bit bringing the cinema
ducer's do not regard the plan ol to the French fighting forces. Ownthe 'trial board' with as much appre- ers ol' the biggest chain ol showhension as those who have theatre cases in France, they've equipped
properties.
Tha Shuberts could several autos with projection mar
doubtless be affected more than any chines, and beginning Nov. 8 these
ol the other League members. Lee trucks will go everywhere in tha
Shubert was again in the limelight fighting zone to show the latest
during the conlerences because ol French films.
that, since the Shubert string conRobert Trebor has the Bal Tabsists ol nearly hall ol all available arin doing a roaring biz.
Three
one-lranc
legit houses. The more theatres the hundred
(about
2c)
more chances ol running atoul ol lunches are prepared daily lor actors who have lost their livelihood
the code.
Shubert Objects
as a result ol the war. About 50,000
Shubert again declared that it Irahcs (over $1,000) are needed
.

'

.

'

might be all right if a ticket broker
was punished along the suggested
lines, but that managers should not
be coupled under the same set ol restrictions.
Equity says it Is not so
much concerned about what penalthe League
much as to be
managers really

ties

may mete
assured

out, so
'that the

tickets there, may be on direct
at the box office, the more
chance there is that a larger percentage will reach the hands ol gyps.
They admit, too, that gypping will

more
sale

monthly to support this project, but
it
appears that this sum will ba
easily attained dua to the steady
stream ol donations.
A similar arrangement has been
worked out lor indigent writers,
playwrights and composers at tha
Salons ol the Republican Circle.
Here meals cost two Irancs each.

MARRIAGES
Sims to Hal- Rorke, in Las
Nev., Nov. 4.
He's Coast
publicity director lor CBS.
Mary Eastman to Joe Donahue, in
Las Vegas, Nev., Nov. 7. Bride is a
model; he's Coast radio director lor
Millie

Vegas,

William Esty agency.

probably never be
cause ol the supply
the clicks, but they
find out il there Is

eliminated beHelen Veronica, to Bill Baird, In
and demand lor Chicago, Nov. 3. Bride Is nitery enwant to finally tertainer; he's a magician.
some way that
Mary Nauman to Jerry Smith, In
tha managers will not equivocate Des Moines, Nov. 3. Groom Is The
when ticket abuses are charged Yodeling Cowboy' over WHO.'
against them.
Betty Pritchard to Frank Christie,
In addition to the Impartial board In Seattle, Nov. 11. Bride Is lormer
Idea,
Equity believes that alloting assistant booker lor Hamrlck-Everol tickets is one ol the key points green theatres; he's the circuit's chiel
to the problem. Argued that II there booker.
is
no discrimination, likely when
Dottle Lee to Jimmy Rudge, In
there is a manager-broker tieup, Pittsburgh, Nov. 3. Bride's a singer;
there will be less reason lor tickets he's with Bobby Peters orch.
going from one agency to another
proLaura York ol Station
and the resultant over-charging. gram department, to Gaylord Avery,
General opinion appears to be that announcer at WOW, in Jacksonville,

WOW

11

14.

New

A grand gala will be given Nov.
IS, under the chairmanship ol Premier Daladier, when the French pic,
'Un Homme du Niger' CA' Man
Irom Niger'), is premiered at tha
Olympia.

way the managers can show

the proper allotment ol tickets is
made to those agencies who are
known to have wide distribution
there will be fewer chances lor gyps
ice show in Sydney.
to operate.
With the enlorcement
Tipoft on Improved business Down issue
agreed on, the matter ol allotUnder is indicated by results ments should be
comparatively easy.
achieved in the Sam Morris business
Mayor La Guardia still has the
drive lor Warners in Australia; Re- Spellman
bill on his desl. lor disturns just received show, that book,
posal. Measure would legally fix the
ings secured in the 14-week drive
resale* price ol all tickets at not more
ran 32% higher than in the same pe- than 75c over
the face v?lue. Underriod last year. [Morris since has quit
stood the mayor will decide strictly
Warners.]
according to the law and may follow the precedent ol the U. S. Supreme Court which ruled that a simU. S. Films' Edee In N. Z.
ilar statute was not :onstitutional.

Washington, Nov.

fits.

ity in wanting to clean up the ticket
situation. As to the argument that

Equity conceded the point that the

S.. but a number of the dancers
are in Europe, as is de Basil, and
Outfit is due there
will go direct
Dec. 25 and is booked for a 30- week
Leading dancers going intour.
clude Irina Baranova, Tatiana Ria'
bouchinska, David Lichine and An'
German Sevastianov,
ton Dolin.
husband ol Mile. Baranova, is diThe ballerina, currently on
rector.
the Coast Is slated' to do a picture
there, but will finish it in time to
sail with the company.
Number ol singers from the
D'Oyly Carte Opera Co., from the
Savoy theatre, London, will tour
Australia beginning in February,
with a lew local players in small
parts.
Ian Keith, who recently
closed in a repertory ol 'Libel' and
'I Killed
the Count' has been set
lor 'Dinner at Eight' and 'Elizabeth
the Queen,' at the Minerva, Sydney.
The musical, 'Under Your Hat' is
playing to big biz at His Majesty's,
Melbourne, while ANZT also has an

lormers.
The ABC's premiere on Friday
(27) afternoon also saw its receipts
turned over to the army. Most openings, as a matter of lact are bene-

Trenet's 'Flying Theatre*

ol penalizing those at lault would
not fall on either the League or
Equity.

15

U.

been among the mora notable per-

that by having an Impartial
Charles Trenet the 'Singing Fool,'
board ol virtual arbitrators the onus has been given approval by his

want to better the
ticket situation.
This side believes
that one severe penalty would do
much to help matters.

MORTIMER SHDTER

E.
E.

r«iiHnii»ii

I

Show Biz

.Continued from pace 1S_

Dominion

In the

L

*"^Sp1er' rated

Gallic

the report

All films
William Burke, 25, ol Kenny and
are subject to censorship. Golden
Burke, comedy bar act, was killed In
said, and those containing 'anti-war
auto accident near Brooks, Ind,,
propaganda or strong pacifist sentiafter her marriage to Phillips Smal- Nov. 10.
She
ment' are virtually banned from
ley, celluloid idol of his day.
Details in vaude section.
exhibition. Nine pictures of this type
acted for a short time with him and
were recently disapproved and withthen turned to writing. Among her
GEORGE NICHOLLS, JR.
Irom circulation, government
drawn
plays is 'The Drunkard,' now playing
George Nicholls, Jr., 42, film direc- film expert declared.
A. Under
in its seventh year in
to., was fatally injured Nov. 13 when
her direction such players in silents his auto plunged off a mountain
and
Dove
Billie
Stewart,
Anita
as
point in Hollywood.
Claire Windsor achieved stardom.
section.

Mgr. Held Blameless In

Cinema

Fire, 20 Killed

Mexico City, Nov, 14.
Automobiles blocking exits ol
cinemas or other paid public amuse-

IlL, recently.

Eleanor Ryan to Ron Gamble, In
Dearborn, Mich., Nov. 8. Bride Is
singer at

WJR,

these

establishments
criminals when fire breaks out and
k.ills customers, the federal supreme
court has ruled in quashing a fiveyear sentence imposed upon Manuel
Sosa Herrera, owner-manager of the
cinema at Zacatepec, which was destroyed by. fire last summer with a
loss ol 20 lives,
ol'

Ranger Bill Miller, 61, film cow'
boy ol the early silents, died Nov.
A lower court sentenced Herrera,
12 in Los Angeles.
New
holding he was to blame because
Ha waa the adopted son ol Buffalo ed out with the Antipodes showing Pbtrons' cart cluttered up the exits.

Detroit; he's spieler

on Ford Sunday Evening Hour.
Mildred Powers to Johnny Olson,
In Decorah, la., Nov. 10.
He's announcer at WTMJ, Milwaidcee.
Alma Lloyd to Franklin Gray, In
Hollywood, Nov. 11. Bride is a
daughter ol Frank Lloyd, film director; he's an actor-playwright.
Kathryn (Sugar) Kane to Horace
Boos, Jr., in Los Angeles, Nov. 10.
Bride is film actress.
Betty Harrison to Herman Timberg, Jr., In Chicago, Oct. 21. He's
son ol the vet vauder and a per-

former on his own.
Jean Chatburn to Dick Metz, In
Topeka, Kans., Nov. 9. Bride is film
player;' he's a professional golfer.
Eleanor Holm to Billy Rose, in

New

York, Nov.

14,'

BIRTHS

ment centers does not make the
managers'

Just disclosed.

Mr. and Mrs. Howard Dinsdale,
daughter, in Hollywood, Nov. 8.
Father Is a screen writer.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Durant, daughter,
Is

in

New

Molly

York. Nov.
O'Day, silent

7.

Mother

film

star;

father is vaude and night club performer.- It's their third daughter.
Mr. atid Mrs. Joe Marsala, daugh-

New

ter, in
guitarist

sala's

York, Nov. 8. Mother is
Adela Girard, with Mar-

band.

—
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WHAT THEY THINK
rreducUoB Eut

Fltai

New

bus non

disputandum. est'. . .there's
no disputing about tastes. Most people thought he was the best guest
on the show.
Incidentally, did you ever figure
how much will power it takes for me,
comedy writer appearing on my
own show, to give my guests all the
comedy lines practically,. I sweat
blood restraining myself.
But I believe an interviewer
should not make stooges out of his

York.

Varieiv:
The recent meeting between the
Mayor and the amusement crafts is
one which the motion picture indusclose its eyes to. For
ti y should not
the past few years it has been the
practice of the large picture studios
to curtail all their' production here
hundin the east; they have dumped
reds of people out on the .street
Eflitcr,

Not one
companies offered to place

without any consideration.
cl these

are better

American Airlines
move from Chicago to
The entire force working at the Chicago plant were given
the privilege of moving here with
the company, all moving expenses
taken care of. Not long ago when
the Erie R. R. moved from Jersey
City to Cleveland the same conditions presented themselves and the

Mort Lewis.

the

Recently
decided to
New York.

Erie B. R. paid all expenses.
Thousands of dollars are spent
here in N. Y. for entertainment,
Every successful stage show is
backed by New York money but not
one 6f these stage shows is filmed
here. If they can make pictures in
fogyy London they certainly can

them here

nial<e

>n

New

will

Deems

defense of the
'adaptation' of classics on the N. Y.
Taylor's

Philharmonic prograrn, as a painless
to
the classics only
emphasizes the general (even among
musicians who know better) view
that there is little point in honorable
dealing with thieves.
Never in the maiiy years I have
t>een playing requests has there been
such obvious and widespread thievery, often under the signatures of

introduction

brought before

published by men
whose firms have high ASCAP ratI would simply like to list
ings.
'Blank Blank* (deleted), signed by
three of our most knowing musical
figures, yet still publi.^shed by another
firm as 'Blank Blank.' Billy Rose's
unnba.shed adaptation of a Strauss
waltz as 'Yours For a Song,' and
'South of the Border' from 'La
Golondrina' of course fall in the
category of 'adapting' from the
classics which are in the public
able

men and

.

popular
to
adaptations
credited'
lyrics which have had such a vogue
since Peter DeRose found new gold
of
in Savino's careful arrangement
his vagrant tunes in 'Deep Purple.'
The lack of any internal ethics so

Y

H the New York money is okay
and people can travel to London to
pictures for their quota, there

no reason why they can't make
certain
quota here, especially

The

of the

certain organizations
the smallest factors in
militating against ASCAP.
More in sorrow than in anger.

in
money comes from apparent be
will not

awakening

must

certainly
If not the

!

lake place very soon.
producers may have something else
to work out.
If they can find a soft
job for the President's son they certainly should be able to find some
work for people who have served
in the motion picture industry all

Bi.<:)iop Rulfliid

_

their lives.
Kartx* Witliheld

iJerry Bent).
'De-Loiise Burlesque'

New Belhlehem

Critic

New York.
Variety:
read with, interest your review
of my radio program 'Fun With the
Erti(or.
I

Famous' and I want you to know
that I do agree with a good part
of

'

me

nothing

at

ell

|

sees

decided to cut out the ambitions and
let the anecdotes carry the show.
I
think I'm given more leeway Jn

manner.
Your remarks about Stone

little

Einhty per cent of the stores and
restaurant? are clo-^ed. The George
V has been taken over by the Air
Mini.'itry and many of the other large
al.so of the smaller hotels,
hotels
have been mobilized.
For the first week or so all picture

!

|

|
i

j

!

|

a group
in 1937
stockholders for the purpose of orthis
Ballet
in
Russian
ganizing
country on an artistic_and non-commercial basis, .so as to insure the
continuance of the ballet art in the
United States as a broad cultural

movement. The Ballet Ru.sse de
and the.ilres were closed. To- Monte Carlo, now performing at the
.Metropolitan Opera House in New
da.v a few of the cinema are open
""outgrowth
of this
'
but .showing pictures several years York City, is the

house.s

'

Serecl'mre'^r anicdot'es!

Arms

,

,

t'l

.

'

depend on

i

Up

Memphis By

|

start ofT with.

1

=

,

I

to

Ye!!, you're right... this show does
its guests and the script
...but what interview show doe.s
not?
worked a
Incidentally
I
dramatization of a true experience
of one of our guests into the show
the second week (which I think was
considerably better than the first
week's) and that came over so nicely
I'm going to retain It as. a permanent part of the program.
I liked 'It I Had the Chance' just
as you seemed to have from the
.but
I
write-ups
it,
you gave
couldn't .sell it and that's the im
portant thing. I discovered as time
went on that the ambitions became
j
r
J »v,» -v,«...

•

j

j

that.
especially when you
consider that fully a third of tho.se

gave

.

|

about

guests

'

j

more

Had
much

—

i

!

As a matter of fact, when I listened to the playback, I realized 1
must work more crossfire into the
script.
I could not merely depend
on the .stories given me. However,
I

of

toire.

,

1

I

All picture houses, close at 10 movement.
In line with this policy, American!
All restaurants and bars are
p.m.
and as the- dancers of pioniise were brought
roniiii..rt in ('lose at 11
sfr^'Xare^p^t^h-'d/rk "i nl3,t^here in«fjh_e^ company. ^andJ_oda_y,^the_y
u"no"piace 'to go after 11 except to out-number all other nationalities,
Members of the company are chosen
hed. For once the Parisians are getSo far the le- for their dancing ability and not for
t inc Dlenlv of sleep.
hope that
os have not announced their nationality. It is our
git"ima e t V
reopeninr. This will,' we can continue to offer, to the Amerlwhen thov

I

old.

!

1

|

|

I

j

'

|

,

I

I

Inter-

to expand the number Barnes & Carruthers agency here.
Simultaneously, Ethel Robinson,
American works in pur reperwith B. & C, leaves to go with Music
All tho.se of us who are stock- Corp. of America here, which has
holders in Universal Art have con- been increasing its activities in the
tributed financially to this move- outdoors and fair-booking fields.
ment, but it is not true that«I have
recently given the large sum you
mention. Ballet 'is an expensive arSues Ringling Circus
tistic enterprise, and it requires the
Dallas, Nov. 14.
support of a large number of people
Charging an unruly circus horse
if it is to be' continued.. We are now
completing plans for an organization kicked her as she left the show here
to_this__end__;Which will help us to last Sept. 30, Mrs. Ida Lanford hat
meet the deficits that naturally ac- filed suit against Ringling 'Bros.,
company an artistic" enterpri.se of Barnum and Bailey here for $^1,000.
included
have .nciuue
said to nave
Injuries sam
injuries
this kind and provide funds for fucompound fracture of arm. intern,:
lure pror.ucllons.

encourage us

l

hi.s

is

|

|

I

writing scripts for the
than 350 guests I "had on 'If
the Chance.' I'm not worried

Hollywood

;

i

it.

after

planning to mild state of the war in Europe made
give them jiist that,' he said. 'Movie it his intention to return to produce
fans can anticipate an abundance of the 1940-41 commitment for United
Artists there. Reports, sti-enqthcned
pictures emphasizing the lighter as
by his decision to lengthen his stay
pects of life.'
1934, at the RKO,
on the Coast and miss the stockholdanniversary, to the capacity of that
iers meeting, are that Korda may artheatre throughout the week, turnFix
War
Poison In Pitt
range to work in Hollywood, howing people away even on the last
Pittsburgh, Nov. 14.
even.
Deepening prospects of the
performance of the week. We were
It was a quick runaround here. war becoming serious may also inpraised and complimented by the
fluence his decision.
He has long
management; also written letter of too, for war pix. They're poison at
the b.o. now, having
run their been anxious to move his base to
praise from the district manager and
course, in the first-run spots anyway, this country.
press at our artistic and 'financial
by middle of last month.
Fulton
Print of. 'Lion Has Wings," which
success.
learned that few days ago when it Korda recently completed, arrived on
The close of the vaude season alone stuck 'Road Back' in Thursday (9) the same
plane as the producer. It
prevented immediate engagements. just to cash in on Armistice Day Biz
was viewed by UA execs in New
Was offered time for fall season but and then didn't wait for it. Picture York and shipped
to the Coast Monin
I would not risk a winter season
was yanked after two days and man- day. Korda denied that it is sub'Musical
the
the east, so we put
agement stuck in "First Love' five sidized by the Briti.sh government,
Blacksmiths' in storage so that the days ahead of schedule.
although it is admittedly a propacan
grandchildren of Cass F. Staley
Art Cinema had same experience ganda picture. Present plans are to
and will entertain the next genera- fortnight ago.
Senator had pre- put it in general UA release in the
tion, if there are any decent theatres viously
played
'AH Quiet,' but usual manner after Coast execs have
left by that time.
shortly after outbreak of war, and screened it.
Dick Slaley.
did a swell biz with it, so tiny
(Originator of 'The Musical Black- Liberty avenue hou.se figured it
smiths' and Total Transformation might be good for run there. Died,
however, and expired after week. Downie Bros. Stand
Novelties.)
P. S.— If you study vaudeville his- On strength of Senator showing
Quick Fold
tory, you will find that the Staleys also, Harris outfit put it into their
Memphis, Nov. 14.
of 'Musical Blacksmiths' fame were nabe East Liberty spot, the Liberty,
a great help in making vaudeville a but likewise too late and it lasted
Downie Bros. Circus' sudden foldclean, decent and entertaining form only two days.
A short run and a profitable one eroo last Wednesday night (8) in
of amusement.
Rock disappointed several
for the wartime reissues but the Little
boom's definitely over. Ano.ther one hundred customers who showed up
Huslng's Grid System
to play around was 'Road to Glory,'
at the Mid-South fairgrounds here
New York.
but it never even got started.
for
two showings scheduled on
Editor, Variety:
Thursday («). Had bUled the town
On page 29 la.st week you had the
Welncarten Favored 'Escape'
completely, with ads even appearing
story of Les Quailey (my former
With two other Nazi yarns, repre- in morning dailies here 12 hours afbrain) and his new gridiron marksenting a total outlay of about $75,000 ter decision to close.
ings.
on its shelves, Metro's recent purArt Miller, press agent, sakl cirI can't take anything from Quailey
chase of the novel, 'Escape,' was at cus found suitable winter quarters
(except good advice and informathe insistence of producer Lawrence in North Little Rock and decided to
tion) but in the Orange Bowl -game
Weingarten.
Most
all
other M-G suspend
instead
of
risking
bad
this year we started the new markopposed the purchase because weather.
We painted the 20-yard lines execs
ings.
of the Reich angle, although they
in orange, as well as the 40-yard
liked the story.
lines, and widened the 50-yard line
Already gathering dust in M-G's Wire Performer's
The end zones
three thicknesse.';.
story vault are Phyliss Bottome's
were diamond marked in orange and

'And

on Cass F. Staley
statement about
comeback' it is
week in March,
Rochester, our 50th

Edilor. Varifiy:
FVactured in 40-Ft. Fall
What awful form of bubonic white. The side line markers were 'Mortal .Storm,' a reported $25,000
buy, and an Erich Remarque story
plague has fallen on bvulesque? One also marked in varying colors.
Baltimore, Nov. 14.
for which $50,000 was paid.
whose medical student days in Philly
Practically perfect. Rain couldn't
Joseph Cherbock, of the American
BraiH's War Pic Taba
were enlivened by ."sessions at the old spoil these football field-wide markNotice has been received in N. Y. Eagles wire act, sufTered fractured
Trocadero, 10th and Arch, with Rose
ings.
that the Brazil government has arms, bad lacerations and internal
Sydeirs 'London Belles,' Billy Watto
In Quailey's sy.stem you have
issued a decree further cracking
son's 'Beef Trust.' Blanche Merrill,
peer for such small markings as dia- down on war theme films. It rules injuries in a 40-foot fall during open(he 'tailor-made girl,' Jean Bedini, in
and crosses. GivelErnie Seiler, that no picture shall be approved by ing performance of the Hamid'Bowery Burle.'iquers,' monds
•pu.'Js-Pu.es.'
director of Orange Bowl credit— he the censors which criticizes or slights Morton Circus at the local armory
gpd others worthy of the name, re
(Quailey
accepted our suggestion.
any country actually engaged in war, last week. Handling a bicycle on a
grets the present putrid puddles of
and I worked on this idea in 1930.) their government, or their ideas.
wire while supporting his partner,
pu.=. posing as burlesque.
Ted HusiiiBFritz Huber, on his shoulder^, he
Chanerc Blackont Title
The sketches are something 1o be
Dark,'
Charles dropped to the floor when his top
'London
After
de-lou.sed. fuinigaled and sterilized.
Huber
Laughton's Engli.sh-made taken for mounter lost his balance.
Julius Flcisvhmann's Ballet Aims
Recent inspection of the 'comedy
grabbed the wire to break his fall
material' indicates a drastic purge
New York.
Show, .sponsored by local Shrine,
Send the fairies back to Editor, Varicty:
is in order.
includes Clyde Beatty and his wild
•Peter Pan.' 'Snow White' and 'Oz.'
An article appearing Sept. 27, can public the best in the ballet art animal act.
and get. the queer stuff
the heading, "Flcischmann in the dance, in music, in painting
wo""^ under
man bin-le.«que. Present- stuff °'„J;f:
Donates $250,000 to World Arts, Bal and in choreography— no matter
make a stevedore blush.
Russe Producer,'- continues to from what source it comes.
There let
Plea.se fumiualc burlesque
Our endeavor to encourage ballet
state that I have recently given a
Yonng Joins 6-C
ouphta be « law.
sum under.stood to be $250,000. to in America is seen in the fact that
(Dr.) Hilton A. Wick
\yorld Arts, Inc., producing com-,, this season we are offering in our
Chicago, Nov. 14.
pany for the Monte Carlo Ballet repertoire our first all-American
Not So Gny Parte
Ernie Young, who for years has
Rus.sc." The facts are as follows:— ballet by an American composer, an
Paris.
Universal Art, Inc., of which I am American choreographer, and an had his own fair booking agency, is
We hope the
President, is an American company American painter.
Editor, Variety:
discontinuing his office and joins the
life. organized
of public's reception of this ballet will
by
very
Paris today

hy Request

Author Agrees With

Pa,

UA

clared.

Editor, Variety:

Producers and actors who can
have racing stables, winter and sum domain.
But here's a list of others. .1 could
mer homes, large ranches, etc., will
have to explain why, when hundreds go on for days, but I know you are
of people can't find shelter and pay aware of these piracies and also the
'aca small rent just because someone very bad reaction toward the

N. Y.

.

at the Ritz

—

tres any.

Is

.

Lunch

writers, that all are hacks.

to a profession, only to be turned out
on the street, will not help the thea-

when most

A

Silverstone

Tlie picketing of theatres, boycotting producers and informing thous.
ends of theatre patrons of the raw
deal given the people who have
given the best years of their life

a

Continued from page 2.

boxofficfe lately, ex- release by Paramount, will have its
hibitors are beginning to sell them title changed because it siiggest.s a
All picture production has been from other angles, as iucii horror war blackout. Film is one of. trio
Were the Euro- Par took from Mayflower Producmcllers,
etc.
closed down.
great many of the films,
producers, writers, directors and eX' pean war more in earnest, it is tell tions. It will be released next spring
some quarters, the pictures might and goes into the Rivoli. N. Y„ first
ecutives have been interned as the
the women run under a deal closed for it by
although
better,
doing
Germans and Austrians were most be
pretty sour on John Wright.
active in this industry here. There are believed to be
were several pictures unfinished anything smacking of .militarism.
'Road
to .Glory'
Fox's
Reissue
of
when war was declared. Understood
Pat to Film Polish Grab
inio the
the government will, in the near fu- hit Broadway Thursday (9),
Hollywood, Nov. 14.
Globe, but was pulled after two days,
ture, allow these pictures to be finFilm based on the Polish grab by
grossing
just
$1,000,
ished whereyer possible.
Germany and Russia will be made by
There are very few Americans left
Paramount. Yarn titled 'Polonaise'
Sn Paris, only those who have busiWllk's Opialon
was wiritten by Brian Marlowe and

service.

Because of Dr. Spaeth's Tune DeIn your obituary
tective' radio programs and many
with the untrue
similar debunking acts, the public 'trying to make a
really feels there are no creative true we played a

The recent withdrawal of several
features which were to be made
here, the recent closing of the Warner Bros. Studios in Brooklyn, all
short subject production curtailed
here, has started something.

make

Dearth of Story Material

Decided, after living over here flfI could not very well

tecp. years,

run away at the first sign of danger.
So made up my mind to stay and
try to get in some branch of the poison at the

general.

York.

does not like the climate of N.

63

compels them to stay.
Thomas Marlowe. Joel McCrea and
Minneapolis, Nov. 14.
and generally dinWar stories will be out and the Maria Ouspenskaya draw the leads.
New York.
ner at Maxim's, the only spots where Hollywood trend will Ae toward
Mitchell Leisen directs under prothere is any life. Most everybody comedy, stated Jake Wilk, head of duction aegis of Arthur Hornblow,
Editor, Variety:
With all of your editorials about you see in the cafes already in uni- the Warner Bros, story department, Jr.
ASCAP'S failure on public relations form.
stopping over in Minneapolis. ProIrvin Marks.
with the radio industry you have
ducers feel that the public wishes ah
singularly avoided a far more danescape from the grim war realities
gerous subject of the real public's
something that will take their minds
Musle»l Blacksmiths' Come))ack
reaction to songwriters' problems in
oiBf the European tragedy, Wilk deContinued from page 3
Hollywood.

Furtherstand.
Bill and many other

conditions will be
the next Congress.

VARIETY

idea of not so

ness which

not

more, the Necly

you a pretty good

gay Paris today.

Exposlnf Themselves

With the recent publication of all
the large salaries of the producers,
actors, etc., the cry against labor
salaries

when most of them
known than he is.

guests, especially

in their California studios.

men

these

Just shows you 'de gusti-

ested me.

five

I

Julius Flcischmavn.

injuries

and

lacerations.

.

.
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In
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RADIO PRODUCERS' PEEVE
Rose Netted Over

$1,000,000 in 1939;

Wants No Competition
Probably

a

new show

now

that final figures

Rose claims that
August, or two months betpre the
Fair folded for the season, he paid
capital
stock,
tax to the
a $10,000
U. S. This is a move whereby, in order to obviate excess profit taxes,
corporation's
estimate
a
one may
profits in advance, and pay at the
rate of $1 per $1,000. By paying the
$10,000 tax, it saved Rose an addi-

Radio Alone Among Entertainments in Withholding
Program Credits From Behind-the-Scenes Personnel

—NBC Argues

Friday (17) by Edwina
daughter of Ben, who
works for Glamour mag. To her
question concerning his age, ha
replied very seriously:
'I am only 20, but I wish I
were 30 so my body could catch
last

Hecht,

up

to

my

Up

The Aquacade cost $28,000 a
to operate; it grossed $2,400,000 all
told; and had to pay off a $375,000
basic investment which was cleared
after the first few weeks.

to

At B'way Paradise

memos

Hollywood, Nov. 21.
It might be called 'The Confessions of a Manhattan Spy,' it Joa
McGoIdrick told all he knew. Hollywood is smarting under the knowledge that it nourished a viper un-

Network employes this
that he was giving them a
apiece oft his Dutch
Branch Farm near here.
The memos were specific: This
turkey is for your enjoyment on
Thanksgiving, Nov. 30.'
State

week

der the guise of a visiting fireman.
Joe came out here a month ago,
ostensibly in his official capacity as
Comptroller of Greater New Yorlc
and Mayor LaGuardia's pal.
As
such, Joe was handed a colossal welcome, along with two other visiting

turkey

credits

and advertising

Gold Digger (The

is

Bowl

billing

Use Same Characters

in

effect

at

Metro.

ear to the legend voiced by Henry
Jones, scientific gold digger from San
Francisco.
One General Placido

Similar action

was taken by the Authors League,

CAMPUS TASTE

the Dramatists and the Radio Writers Guild.

warned
also
against laxity in protection of ideas
conferences.
story
submitted
at
Scribes were instructed to jot down
story ideas and register them with
the Guild.
Metro had ordered a new clause in
its story contracts under which the
studio buys the Ciaracters as well as
the yarns, with the right to use them
in sequels. This was the result of
Fannie Hurst's suit against Warners,
demanding more coin because of the
sequels to her novel, , 'Four Daugh-

Members

were

Vega is supposed to ha v« planted
$200,000 there in the good old days,
when Juarez was fighting Maximil•

DUCKS SWING by
Pittsburgh, Nov. 21.
Colleges in the east, according to
student committees who hire 'em for
proms and similar hops, no longer
want outright swing bands on their
Turning their backs on outjobs.
fits that hit a hot groove and stay
there, they now book only bands
that toss off ballad tempos as well.
Which further goes to prove that the
jitterbug era is becoming passe.

ters.'

Metro has Ueen paying separately
'Thin Man' and 'Hardy'

for each
story.

•

FIND RARE RECORDINGS

on Broadway, standard for
bands that play sweet exclusively.
almost a decade, may become a resShift to that extreme is apparent in
urrected Ziegfeld Midnight Frolic.
the record buying activities on many
Realizing the need for a facelift and,
campuses.
a hew format, Nicky Blair, managing
director, is negotiating a deal with
One of the rarest finds in the diskHoward Reinheimer, acting for collecting world, a Sarah Bernhardt
Oscar
Hammerstein 2d, Jerome recording, turned up several weeks Aerial Blackouts on Fix
Kern, Irving Berlin and others who ago in Jack L. Caidin's music shop
Circumvented
Prod.
bought up the old Ziegfeldiana. The in N. Y. The recording was made
Hollywood, Nov. 21.
Shuberts, by arrangement with Billie
in 1897, and is a recitation from
Burke (Mrs. Flo Ziegfeld), only ac- Rostand's 'La Samaritaine/ Caidin
Airlines have agreed to reroute
quired the rights to the 'Ziegfeld is releasing the record commercially aerial travel around outdoor and loFollies' title.
cation shooting after squawks by stuvia re-recording.
Seymour Felix has been signed to
He recently sold a recording of the dios that it's costing them thousands
stage the Midnight Frolics, as the voice of Thomas Edism rnade in the in retakes, due to engine noises.
spot may be labeled if the Ziegfeld early 1890s by the inventor, to Metro,
Nearby studio ranches had been
title deal falls through.
hardest hit.
for a film.

OF BERNHARDT, EDISON

Now

]

|

Hollywood's rumba joints.
They
were not interested in jitterbugs or
popping corks. They wanted to see
picture production in the raw and
learn the facts' of life at first hand.
With customary hospitality, the film
moguls broke down and told all.
They showed the visiting firemen all
over the place, revealing the Innermost secrets of the art of the cinema.
Now they learn that their guests
were putting over a fast one. Joa
(Continued on page S)

1919 Wiflard-Dempsey

Warners.

Jones plans, to find tha treasure
cache with a mechanical doodlebug,
which has nothing to do with a jitterbug. A lot of symphony conductors have dug hunks of gold out of
the Bowl with their batons, but nobody has ever exhumed 200 grand in
one performance.

JIMMY WALKER WRITES
HIS 2D SONG IN 25 YRS.

Swing away from hot stuff is so
in some quarters, it is
New York'i
said, that some colleges will use only Walker, states
pronounced

firemen, Roy Palmer and Ogden
Ross. Nothing was too good for the
emissaries
from Bagdad on tha
North River.
This slick trio passed up a lot of
invitations to kill the fatted calf in

long before they wer* glorified

ian,

defunct Hollywood, pioneered the
big
no-couvert cabaret-restaurant
policies

F.D.R.

Fort Worth, Nov. 21.
Roosevelt announced In
to each of his 127 Texas

again to the fore in radio. The newReal Article) In
the entertainment media
has always Been reluctant to grant
Hollywood
to behind-the-scenes craftsmen on the grounds the public didn't
give a hoot. And so while program
Hollywood,
Nov. 21.
credit has become an integral part of
Search tor buried gold in the Holnearly all contracts signed in films,
legit and almost every other branch lywood Bowl begins next month with
of the amusement business, radio as the signed approval of the Board of
(Continued on page 40)
Supervisors, who have lent a willing

Perpetually

Hollywood, Nov. 21.
Screen Writers Guild has instructUndoubtedly there will be an encore
because the Fair Corp. is spending ed members not to sign studio conconsiderable protecting the expo for tracts carrying a clause by which
winter.
Contracts can't be signed perpetual use of characters goes
with the story sale, such as is now
before Feb. 1 next.

The Paradise, which, with the now

Elliott to

Elliott

est of all

Idea

Fair, Rose
has 40 days, or until Feb. 1, to commit himself to resume his Aquacade.

Midnight Frolic

Ozone

mention for producers and writers

As regards the 1940

Reviving Ziegfeld

Clutters

RECENT CASES
Program

week Authors Balk at M-G's

is
going to insist upon a
adherence to a restrictive
clause that there be no girly show,
musical revue, extravaganza, spec or
other theatrical entertainment on the
Fairgrounds, in an auditorium seating 1,500 or more. This refers to
the 5,000 seat Music Hall where Mike
Todd's 'Hot Mikado'
held forth
(Continued on page 49)

the

it

Says

He Turns Out to Be a Spy

intellect.'

20%.

Rose

Glad Hand;

Modest
Intellectually-bent screen playeast after his initial film role,
was subjected to the first interview of his career at Universal

ill

strict

H wood Gives LaGuardia's Emissary

T

er,

have been audited.

tional

for Next Fair

business

record is tha inore-than-$l,000,000
net profit cleared by Billy Rosa on
his Aquacade in 24 weeks at the N.Y.
World's Fair,

BLUSHING UNSEEN

ex-mayor, Jimmy
write one song
'I
every 25 years, and I'm hoping we'll
all be around 2S years from now
when I write another.' This is in

reference to a new pop, 'In Our Little Part of the Town,' which he and
Jimmy Hanley turned out for the
Night of Stars benefit last Wednesday (15) at Madison Sq. Garden,
N. Y. The last song Walker wrote

was

'Will

You Love Me

in

Decem-

ber as You Did in May?' exactly a
qOarter of a century agO;

Our

Little Part ol the Town'
was turned out as a tolerance message for the occasion. Walker and
•In

George Jessel introducing

it

as

a

vocal duet.

PAUL WHITEMAN

Fifan

Shows the Marked

Changes

in

Ring Rules

Chicago, Nov. 21.
Pictures of the fight between Jess
Willard and Jack Dempsey which
took place at Toledo, July 4, 1919,
heretofore prohibited, will be released shortly with a sound track
dubbed io. Wha~i happened in the
sun-baked ring provides a modern
pictorial account of one of the biggest upsets in boxing. Jack Kofoed
of CBS wrote the material and Ford
Bond of NBC is the commentator.
Most significant aspect of this recently
unearthed film record is
that 'A
Champion Is Born,' as
it's
called,
shows the difference
ence in ring rules then and thereafter.
Up to the time of the second
Tunney-Dempsey fight, famed for the
long count in Chicago, a fighter had
to
protect
himself at all times,
whereas now when a boxer is

knocked down his opponent must reneutral corner.
Dempsey walloped Willard as soon
as his hands were off the canvas, and
from all angles, front and rear, his
performance winning him the sobriquet of the 'Manassa Mauler.'
tire to a

—
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Tallulah Bankhead'i radio walkout

Carr Back to Coast With Another U. S. Tax Expert
Many Significant Political Aspects Government

—

Unsure of

Itself

By BILL HALLIGAN

Washington, Nov. 21.
Further cross-examination of principals in various Hollywood tax and
labor cases is scheduled by the Juslice Department, which is sending
Charles Garr, special assistant to Attorney General Frank Murphy, back
10 the Coast this week, reinforced
with another expert from the Tax

Division.

Determination to thresh out aggressively every bit of available information was announced by Murphy Friday (17) in the wake of reports that Federal authorities doubt
the possibility of gaining convictions
even if the grand jury votes indictSo far, the D. J. has not
ments.
asked for true bills, fearing either
« turn-down or eventual loss which
might be hiighly embarrassing and
politically dangerous.

Goldwyn

Hollywood, Nov.

City, Ariz.

his staff of honorary colonels
and 250 Hollywood cowpunchers.
Dedication accompanied the

lensing of the scenes in 'The
Westerner,' a Goldwyn produc-

you hunger for laughs that's the only
place in town to go, with the accent

William Wyler direct-

on the only.
Violinsky saw some house painters
going into his hotel the other day,
went over to one of .theni, and gave
him a dollar. 'While you are at it,'
he said, 'you might as well go up to

Goldwyn City, Ariz., Nov. 21.
This new metropolis of the
wild west, named in honor of
Samuel Goldwyn, was dedicated
yesterday iMon.) by the Governor of Ari;:ona, surrounded by

.

first

tion with

and Gary Cooper
The new town began
ing

mighty

the department overlooks any important phases, there may be echoes
At the
in next year's campaign.
same time, too aggressive handling,
especially if the department goes to
trial and loses, is equally liable to
bring .cries of 'persecution.'
In sending Carr and another aide
back to Los Angeles, the A. G. is
seeking to demonstrate his good
faith in the efforts to punish what
the Treasury Department insists are
criminal tax dodgers and to end
labor racketeering in the film business.
He realizes he is on a spot,
That's why U. S.
just as Carr is.
district attorney Ben Harrison at Los
Angeles has been directed to take a
hand in the revived proceedings.
With three persons reporting on the
various cases, the department will
be in a stronger position to meet

cine.

tion in
place.

the

original story took

signifi-

cant Especially since Jimmy Roosevelt cannot be overlooked. Rumored
already that the President's son had
interested himseU in the matter,
though such whispers draw indignant denials from official quarters.

starring.
its

matic career aa a stand-in for
Langlry, Texas, where the ac-

,

Political aspects are

UA

Sells

Korda's

Away From

my room

W

from any source.

On

the Griddle
cases were

The Hollywood

dis-

cussed at last week's departmental
ftaff meeting. Murphy disclosed, and
also were the subject of a special
conference with Sam Clark, acting
head of the tax division.
Repeating denials that the principals have tried to make settlements.
Murphy asserted his forces are 'exhausting every lead.' The resumption of grand jury sessions is a move
'to

completely

exhaust every

lead'

that might indicate a violation of the
law,' he explained.
Carr has been in Washington for
approximately a month, after sending on transcripts of testimony and
reputedly reporting that he doubts
whether further moves would be
cuccessful.

He

has

conferred

many

on

points with different Justice
and Treasury executives, said to be
convinced there was some deliberate effort to duck taxes but questioning whether the theories can be
proved with information so far obtained in months of sleuthing.
Fact that another tax expert is going to Los Angeles is interpreted as
strong hint the department agrees
with Carr's pessimism about possibility of making labor racketeering
accusations stick. In some places it
is felt the industry has not cooperated enough and that if the major
companies are unwilling to play
ball there is no reason for the Government to go to extremes, particularly when it may wind up redfaced.

Wings,'

sheets white.'

Alexander

Korda's patriotic film on British air
supremacy, will be booked away
from United Artists franchise hold- boy,' George Rosner observes'.
'I
hear Goldwyn sent a wire to
ers throughout Canada, according to
reports.
Film will go to Famous Hitler to shoot around David Niven
Players-Canadian chain (N. L, Na- as much as possible,' says Charlie
thanson) instead, being currently Williams. 'I'd like to be there to
.

penciled in for the Palace, a Consolidated-F. P.-Can. House.
This is the second Korda production which Nathanson has made an
insistent bid for.
Last UA film to

,
Concert Guild shov/.,,^,.,.
.,
Vnllee may linger on Chase & Sanborn
Wheelock- Welles huddle
Radio reviews: Ben Bemie, 'Goodbye Mr. Chips'
Artie Shaw's walkout
Paul Whiteman on top for 20 years
Agents fight AGVA curbs....

Ix>lly Parsons' act

Joe Cook back on Broadway.......
Leo Carrillo's !Red Bee' play

Willie

Biofs

see the rushes'.
'Why didn't you get that job in the
saloon they were shooting, they
wanted an actor to play a bit at the
piano'.

19
19
19

20
34
39
41
43
45
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Of Monday Bound Over to Friday

Now; Other Studio Labor Matters
The

strike

Hollywood, Nov. 21.
its meeting with Bioff and
threat hovering over negotiating committee:

the picture industry Monday (20)
passeid over to Friday of this week
after Willie Bio/f had set a 2:30 p.m.
deadline for the studios to kick in

10%

raise for certain studio
"The producers issued the
following statement- after Monday's
session:

with a

'Committee of producers and committee representing unions met this
afternoon and discussed problems
affecting the labor situation in the
representing
Committee
studios.
producers have asked for a further
postponement in order to consider
problems affecting the industry.

'Some progress has been made

in

meeting and a date fot- further
negotiations set for 241h.'
this

Producers were represented by
Joseph M. Schenck, E. J. Mannix,
Y. Frank Freeman, attorney Mendel, B. Silberberg and Walter Wanger.
Bioff was flanked by Meyer
Lewis, AFL western director; J. W.

his

AFL

'"The crafts demanded a flat 10%
increase on present base rates ot
The producers presented figpay.
ures showing the effects ot the World
War upon the receipts of the studio.i
and stated it was necessary for the
studios to make substantial retrenchment rather than to give any increases at the present time. The producers offered to show to a committee to be appointed by' the employee groups the accuracy of the
figures presented.
.

.

'The employee groups stated that
they must have an agreement to the'
increase immediately and told the
producers that unless the increa.se
was granted by Nov. 20 at 2:30 p.m.,
The prothey would take action.
ducers stfited that the time given was
altogether out ot reason and asked
for a reasonable length of time both
to consult their principals and present facts to the craft groups.
This
the craft groups refused to give.
They first stated that the request of
the producers for a surrender of the
10% already granted was refused by
the lATSE and that they demanded,
in addition, an increase o/ 10% lor
all other crafts.
'The producers stated that they believe the industry would refuse to
grant this increase but stated the
matter would be submitted to the
New 'York heads ot the companie*
for decision and reply.'

"They wouldn't give it to me,' volto Nathanson was 'Drums' on
which FP claimed production had leys Violinsky. 'I play piano.'
Buzzell, executive secretary of the
'I thought you were going to be in
been started before the tiff with
L. A. Central Labor Council, and
Rains Came,' somebody asks Walter Redmond, international rep
The
led
Schaefer
percentages
George
on
Nathanson to drop the UA franchise. Tom Dugan.
of the Plasters' Union.
my
umbrella,'
says
one
stole
'Some
Noteworthy that both 'Lions' and
Unions, as a gesture ot good faith,
'Drums' are of a flag-waving nature, Tommy.
set no new strike deadline, follow'Where were you,' we asked Charlie ing the postponement of the ultiand that Famous Players is interested from the angle of providing Williams.
matum on the plea by studio spokesBrown
with
Joe
E.
'I've
been
out
men that Schenck, prez of the Assowider exhibition for pictures of this
and Martha Raye on dislocation,' is ciation of Motion Picture Producers,
type as well as from the revenue.
has been out of town and unfamiliar
Though 'Lion Has Wings' would Charlie's conneback
'I see, where $15,000 worth of pediwith the situation.
under normal circumstances go to
HollyLewis, western director of the
Passlnc of Local 37
UA franchise holders. in Canada, it greed dogs were just sold to a
believed that the' all-powerful wood star and his wife,' says Herb AFL, after the three-and-one-halfis
Frank
Almost
simultaneously,
hour meeting declared: The unions Stickling, lA international represenoutlet provided by FP was the de- Ashley.
give
perfectly
willing
to
the
protalk
they
are
'If
the
dogs could
termining
Possible
factor,
that
tative, directed dissolution of Techsome concession may be made by wouldn't speak to either one of ducers sufficient time to go into nicians Local 37, which recently eninvolved.
We
are
everything
studyUA to franchise-holders to offset them,' replies Frisco.
gaged in a long-drawn out legal tilt
The boys used to worry about ing the matter intelligently and it with the International over autonswitch in' the booking.
sticking it out until the Santa Anita looks as though there will not have omy. All but 10 members had been
meeting closed. Now they are won- to be a strike.'
Setting 'Lion Wings'
transferred into other locals ot the
Lewis
cautioned,
however,
that
the
dering if they can stick it out until
Toronto, Nov. 21.
lATSE. Only three members voted
unions have in no way modified their against surrender
Monroe Greenthal, director of Santa Anita opens.
of the charter to
publicity for United Artists, planing
'I'm glad the President moved up demands and will enter into the new New York headquarters of the lA.
parley
on
Friday
on
the
same
basis
back and forth this week to lay out Thanksgiving a week.' opines Al
But in the meantime nine mcmas
they
did
yesterday.
the Canadian campaign for 'Lion Has Klein.
'So do I,' cracks Hanlon.
ber.s, expelled by the lATSE becau.se
11
is
understood, however, that
Wings,' negative ot which Alexander 'Now I don't have to wait so long
of their connection with the United
what transpired during the parley Studio
Korda brought over with him on the for NO turkey'.
have
Technicians
Guild,
was not so tranquil as the statements
Clipper and which will have its
started suit against the I.^TSE. Men
afterwards indicated. Producers, at
North American preem at the Upare demanding an accounting to .show
one' point, are said to have told the
town, Toropto,- tonight (21).
the disposition ot about $147,000 in
KINGSLEY'S
unions to go ahead and strike at
Propaganda pic was privately
funds. Part of this was transferred
once if they chose, and see what
screened Friday (17) for the Prime
to other locals on a per capita basis
PLAY;
Minister and his Cabinet and will
DAVIS happens.
of former members in Local 37. and
Strike threat followed granting ot
also have Ihie endorsement of Lord
several thousand was deducted to
a 10% wage increase several weeks
Tweedsmuir. the Governor-General,
Bette Davis will appear in the ago to 12,000 members of the Inter- pay legal costs.
as one of the nationwide publicity
In the meantime the Writer. Actor
screen version of 'The World We national Alliance of Theatrical Stage
tieups.
and Director Guilds have united to
Make,' which opened on Broadway Employees.
Producers asked them
Monday (20) night. Warners backed to forego the tilt in light of depleted fight any move by Bioff to force them
and purchased film rights to the Sid- film markets abroad. lA refused and into a wage-cutting conference with
ney Kingsley dramatization of Mil- threw up the walkout threat unless the producers. Bioff has demanded
SETS DICK
go

i

I

!

I

:

WB HAS

NEW

FOR BETTE

6LUMBERG

len Brand's novel, 'The Outward a 10% rise was granted also to the
Room.' several months ago under 23,000 members in other AFL-affilinew proposed Dramatists Guild ated studio unions.
agreement.
No announcement of
The Bloft Remedy
Confabs in New York recently be- cast pr plans had been made by WB.
Following presentation of his detween Dick Powell and Nate Blum- however
mands, Biolf and Meyer Lewis,
Miss Davis is al.so slated to appear
t>erg, prez of Universal, are expected
L. A.
N. Y.
American
Federation of Labor orversion
celluloid
of
another
to result in the signing shortly of a in'
Clu'lsllne Ames
ganizer who claims to be representHnrold FreUlman
deal for Powell to appear in twp Broadway play backed by Warners.
I.eon Ames
Helen GaliuKun
ing prexy William Green, stated:
Jufllth Anderson
ElHle Janly
"The Woman Brown.'
This was
films for U for 1940-41 release.
'There is an obvious way for the
Bill IJacher
Sol I.cRBer
Powell and Blumberg worked out purchased at her request after she
Uavlrl BInnkenho
Jim O'Brien
producers
to retrench without at\Vllllam Bowers
Barbara Salixbury
preliminary details while the warbl- saw a tryout during the summer.
tempting to shave or withhold $2 or
Jnine.s Caf^ney
Sammy Stcpt
ing film star was p.a.ing at the ParaMelvyn- UouKlas
Richard Thorp*
$3 a week from the paycheck of the
I>ah Totheruh
Unby R\7.y
mount, N. Y., two weeks ago. He is
little fellows who average less than
•finm Wood
Tom Kl/dqle
At
currently coi'Tfinuing his vaudfilm Prelims
$1,000 a year.
It is up to the protour which is expected to land him
ducers to consider this obvious
for 'American
N. Y. to L. A.
in Hollywood around the beginning
course of retrenchment if the war's
of the year.
Hollywood, Nov. 21.
Jules l^evy
Joan Blondell
effect on overseas film markets is as
Dee T.<owrancfl
T.uulue Campbell
Harry
Goetz
started
preliminary
vital
Ralph
as
they
Morean
claim.'
Jack Cohn
John Shelton JMIce
S. .ChaN. EInfeld
work on 'The American Way' at
The two labor representatives then
Brown's
Legiter
Barbara Stanwyck
Murray
RKO, brushing aside rumors that stu- quoted figures in which they claimed
Robert Taylor
6\<\ Grnnman
Hollywood, Nov. "21.
Kert ThomHon
dio had decided to shelve the stager, 74 producers at one studio received
Dan Kplley
WIere Bros
Henry Koster
Johnny Mack Brown is studying r 'ax Gordon, currently in New York, an average of $3,600 per week, while
Irene Lee
an offer to play "The Virginian' on is expected here in 10 days to get the those at another studio received an
Broadway.
script started.
average of $4,000 per week.
Ma.y take it if Universal gives him
Picture is slated to hii th? cameras
The following statement was issued
leave.
early next year.
Pat Patterson, Charles Boyer.
by the Producer* Association after

POWELL FOR 2 AT U

the

TO

Under

RKO

B'way

ARRIVALS

18

Strike 'Deadline

unions.

'Hear they are changing their
slogan this Xmas to Hi Ho Silver,'
cuts in Bert Hanlon.
A little character actor's name
comes up. 'He just grabbed another
job,' says one of the lads.
'Every time they want an actor to
play a man's part they hire a little

Montreal, Nov. 21.

Has

my

Santa Claus.'

FraDchised

Exhibs to FP.-Canadian

•Lion

and paint

know where

'Orson Buggy' can
get a good job if he dyes that beard
white,' muses Frisco, 'the Salvation
Army is looking for guys to play
'I

It

criticism

21.

The races are over earljf in Hollywood and now that the service wires
are cold the boys hang around the
Bartholdi Inn of the Cinema Center
and rib. The hostelry is only a dog's
bark from Hollywood and Vine
where the Brown Derby and the
Hotel Stakes are more important to
the lads than the Pimlico and Naragansett results.- The male Dorothy
Parlcer pull many a fast one and if

12

....Page 12

Television actor pay....^

Way

Way'

'careful
scrutiny' should be
given to the salaries paid producers
and top actors, writers and directors
before asking the small-paid worker
to take a cut.
Writers' 'Wee Willie Bioff' Crack
The Screen Writers Guild ha.« sent
the following bulletin to its member-

that

ship:

'Plans are being made for th»
in
Inter-Talent
act
Council
to
unison against the threats uttered by
Wee Willie Bioff. The actors, directors and writers are firm in their
decision to keep Mr. BiofT in his ownbackyard.
'It
Guild
is important that each

member understand

preci.sely

what

the situation concerning Bioff is at
the present moment and can be at

another moment. Some weeks a;;o
Mr. BiofT convinced the producers to
give his constituents a 10% raise.
'The producers reconsidered the
matter and decided that this 10%
rai.se had been an III-advi.sed move
on their part. They informed Mv.
(Continued on page 42)
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SELLERS ON THE SPOT

Goldwyn s Self-Financing Headache

WB

DISTRIBS FEAII

Samuel Goldwyn's current maneuvering to release himself from the
United Artists fold is based, to some extent, upon a desire to liquidate
his personal fortune, which is tied up in films that he has made during
the past few years. Goldwyn's film profits must be repeatedly pledged
to banks for new film financing, pyramiding into a great sum which
Goldwyn now wants to cash in, it is said on the inside.
By getting out of UA, it is explained, and tieing up with some other
compiany on a deal, such as Mervyn LeRoy has with Metro, Goldwyn
could rid himself of most of his present worries, which involve the
individual financing of each film, could pay off bank indebtedness from
Income on pix now out and keep the change for himself.

and Chi

Readjust Their Differences Over

PRODS. ON ALIBIS

% Demands; Mpls.-St. Paul Balk

Studios Want Extended and
Preferential Dates on Top
Pix,

As Evidenced in ZaSquawk

Indie Exhibitors

Par Toppers West Soon

nuck's 'Mohawk'

Chicago, Nov. 21.
Exhibitors and 'Varner Bros, have

Likely That

His

Korda

Wfll Establish

UA Production in Hollywood

Possibility of Alexander Korda,
English producing member of United
Artists Corp., transferring his base
to Hollywood for future film-making
is held to be better than a 50%

chance by informed sources. Korda
li now on the Coast and one of the
principal reasons for the trip out
there on which Murray Silverstone,
UA chiefUin, left Saturday (18), is
to discuss with him and other UA
execs the advantages or otherwise
of his setting up at a studio there.
No matter what is decided, however, on either a temporary or per-

manent Hollywood future for the
British film-maker, it is certain that
he will go back to England in about
three weeks. He will remain in New
York only a day or two after his
arrival from .the Coast before taking

'Rip's'

Double Take
Hollywood, Nov.

21.

Monogram
Van Winkle'

rolls its version of 'Rip
Jan. 3 in spite of recent plans by 20th-Fox to make a
Technicolor feature under the same
title.

Picture carries Monogram's
gest budget for 1939-40.

big-

CARL LAEMMLE
ESTATE PUT

a Clipper plane home. If he does
decide to work in the U. S., he will
have to clean up his business abroad.
'Lion Has Wings,' which Korda just
c6mpleted and which came over on
the same plane with him two weeks
Hollywood, Nov. 21.
ago, will be released in the U. S.
It has Its
in two to three weelcs.
The estate of Carl Laemmle Is
world preem tonight (Wednesday) at valued at $3,000,000, over and above
the Uptown, Toronto, and will be existing encumbrances and indebt-

AT $3,000,000

distributed through

Canada at once.

edness, according tq a petition filed
being by executors asking court permission to continue operation of the
C. L. Import Corp. Permission was
granted to pay off $6,000 expended
to prepare 'Skeleton On Horseback,'
foreign-made picture for American
Jas. Rooseyelt
release, and spend another $2,500 to
exploit the film.
Leave Goldwyn
Three other films owned by ImCorp. are 'Fire in the Straw,'
Of Sked; Indie Plans port
•Big Jump* and 'Behind the Wall,'
now being edited for U. S. distribuJames Roosevelt may leave Sam- tion. I.,aemmle invested $33,600 in
uel Goldwyn in less than six weeks. the 'mport outfit.
It is understood, to go ahead with
Executors were also granted perplans for the formation of his own mission to soil certain stocks of
production unit. It is virtually cer- fluctuating value.

A

propagandlstic film,

treated in • sort of
by Dominion execs.

is

it

'official'

manner

May

Ahead

.

sudden hitch develops,
that he will shortly take his leave,
although his termer technically runs
tain, unless a

until January, 1941.

Although Roosevelt is said to be
with both RKO
and
Paramount, there is a possibility he
will stick with United ArtisU, re
leasing through them.
Roosevelt, now in New York, re
turns to the Coast next Monday
dickering

(27).

Tax Take Reflects

U.S.

Sept's B.O. Downbeat

Warner Bros, annual earnings
statement covering ttie fiscal year
ending Aug. 28 last, which is due th's
month, is expected to show net profit
Final
of 70-75C on the common.
quarter evcning-up process, with
provision nade for anticipated decline in foreign returns, is expected
to bring profits sufficiently high to
cover preferred dividend requirements and possibly a few cents on
the common.

in

$138,302 above first threequarters of 1938.
is

VON STROHEm BACK IN U. S.
Erich

von

Hollywood, Nov. 21.
Stroheim returns to
Was an Adprbducing-

acting at 20th-Fox in *I
venturess.'
He's been
directing in France.

down

to

contracts that exist, and the
stubborness of the account, the film
peddlers face the prospect of taking
the rap. They are plenty worried.
The uncomfortable groove the distribution men find themselves in,
fearing the worst, has been brought
about by producer insistence that
extended time be allotted their pictures as a means of taking up the
slack (not great, so far, however)
that has been caused in the foreign
market by the war. Although in
sales quarters it is felt that this
gives the producers plenty of opportunity to pass the buck, there is
nothing that can be done on alibis
if the account will not cooperate to
the fullest degree.
That most of
them won't do. it is freely admitted
the

spring, etc.

They

will

so.

realign,

its

pictures on percentage, to be set for

preferred playing time, which means
a Sunday-Monday-Tuesday run here,
be gone two weeks or but company ran into stiff opposition
from the local exhibitors who have
battled percentage contracts in this
territory for many years, and who

JULES

LEVY'S

have consistently warded
general

acceptance

of

any

off

percentaga

contracts for Chicago.

In the face of this opposition Warners revised its first tentative sales
setup and has put through an alternative deal for exhibitors refusing
the percentage agreement

FIRST AS U

PRODUCER

Flat RenUIs, but

WB

is

now

deals for all

okaying

rental

flat

product, but

its

in-

is

Universal has bought the screen sisting on an upped price for the
four specials which would have been
rights to The Boys from Syracuse'
otherwise designated as percentage
for the first production of Jules
items.
Warners is endeavoring to
Licvy, who recently joined the studio
obtain for these four pictures a price
as producer after years as general
equivalent to what, the exchange besales manager of RKO. Piece will
lieves, it would have gotten if the
star the Ritz Bros. Price paid George
pictures played the 35% bracket.
Abbott for the screen rights is
Rather than guaraiitee this upped
$30,000.
Climax of the situation came when
Hart,
who co- price for these four pictures many
and
Rodgers
Darryl F. Zanuck took Si Fabian authored the musical, will write two indies prefer to signature the perseverely to task for not giving 'Drums new numbers for the film version. centage contracts and let the pictures
Along the Mohawk' (20th) more They'll split two-thirds of the prove themselves at the boxoffice.
than six days in his 'A' house in authors' share (60%) of the pur- However, deals have been set with
Schenectady, N. Y. The case may chase price. As author of the book, such key local independent circuits
be typical and that's what worries George Abbott will get the remain- as Essaness and Schoenstadts on a
the sales forces of the various ma- ing third of the authorship share and, flat rental basis.
Warners'
bid
for
percentages
jors.
as producer, he'll get the entire
marked the first serious try for sharSwitching Dates
managerial share of 40%. Abbott
ing arrangements since Metro won
While Fabian, resenting the re- had also staged the show.
Its battle for percertages here sevlease of Zanuck's letter to the press,
no
are
as
yet
there
Understood
eral years ago. At that time, when
is not making any comment on the
Hollywood feelers for the rights to the exhibitors threatened a boycott
Schenectady booking, it is under- •Too Many Girls,' Abbott's current
against Metro, Loew'
came Into
stood he had the picture bought on Rodgers and Hart musical productown and began buying up lots for
a percentage deal for one house and tion at the Imperial, N. Y. Warners
the building of its own houses. In
fiat-rental in another.
Instead qf financed it, but if they want the
fact, Loew's got as far as building
continuing more than six days for rights, must buy them in the open
one house, the Lamar, in Oak Park,
which he committed himself to the market, as the backing is under the
Chi suburb. However, the exhibitors
Albany 20th - Fox exchange, he regular Dramatists Guild minimum
(Continued on page 42)
shifted It to the flat-rental theatre.
agreement, not under the
basic
Exhibitors discussing this angle say
'Whartonproposed
the
terms of
they might do the same thing since
Wilk plan.'
the distribs want added playing time
on big pictures and won't do anything about the so-called 'pups' that
they, the distribs, insist must be
Trad* Mark RrKlitered
picked up. In trading between exPOUNDED nr 6IMB RILVEIIM.AN
hlb and exchanges, it is also pointed
Publlnhrd tVsrItlj l>jr VAIIIKTV, inc.
out that when a given number of
Sid .*<llverinnn. PrCHidcnt

have been contracted and
must be played, aside from nominal

pictures

164

Hollywood, Nov. 21.
is back in town for
turally
a huddle with his lawyers to decide
overboard.
whether he will return to England
Though average exhib opinion is to resume production of Britishthat time should not be severely held made pictures for Columbia, or pull
down on pictures that are entitled out of the company and take a job
extension of dating over and with another studio.
to
above the contract, the attitude also
Under his original pact, Asher
is that the distribs should be more
provided his own financing, but bewilling to make concessions on the
cause of war conditions he wants
lesser stuff, especially where three
Columbia to assume part of the risk.
or four B's or C's have piled up
privileges, the exhib nawill be careful not to go

exclusion

nine months up to $15,894,129.

which

managers

WB

demands for percentage deals.
Originally Warners had sought four
ing

OF COL. IN BRITAIN

PROFIT FOR WARNERS

October totaled $1,727,931. This was share, rated highly satisfactory, esan encouraging $131,564 better than pecially in view of the 41c for the
the same stanza last year but almost previous fiscal year.
$250,000 behind October, 1937.
Warner Bros, report is due before
Compared with collections in Sep- Nov. 27 while Loew's statement for
tember, treasury's haul was off the fiscal year ended last August
$124,325 but total is second highest probably will not be ready until the
this calendar year and better than first of the year.
most of 1938. Brings Federal slice
tor

division

branch bookers, are on the spot in
the face of producer demand to get
more out of pictures. Right now
they are in the position where they
will be held accountable for any
advantages they permit an exhibitor
to take. Regardless of the situation,

film deals for 1930-1940.

ASHER MAY PULL OUT

SEE $3,000,000 NET

Washington, Nov. 21.
Net profit for the year is expected
Disappointing September recession
checked improvement in theatre to top $3,000,000 according to Wall
Earnings of $3,100.trade, with Government's tax grab Street opinion.
slumping, but still a bit ahead of 000 or slightly over, one recent forecast, would mean 75c per common
1938. Payments
to the treasury

from

regarding

difterences

their

settled

Within a week or so Barney Balaban, Stanton L. Griffis, Neil F. AgEXHIBS' POSITION
new and John Hicks, Jr., plan shoving off for the Coast to huddle \vith
Y. Frank Freeman and others on
The sales forces of the majors, production matters, plans for the

Gross a Rep. Producer
Hollywood, Nov.

Edward Cross checked

in

at

21.

Re-

public to fill the associate producership post left vacant- by Herman

Schlom,
Gross was once associated with
David L. Loew and more recently
with Sol Lesser.

waiting for booking.
In this connection it is pointed out
that the average exhib buys a safe
number of features yearly, so he
won't be left out in" the cold with
blank screens, and ,that there are
just so many days in the year that
he can hand out. Were extended
time over and above the contracts
given to certain features, that time
must be taken away from others.
This is perfectly all right with the
exhibs, it Is noted, if all distribs
will permit the time to be taken
away from the 'dogs' that come

South American

Way

Hollywood, Nov, 21.
is to make a South
American tour after an Hawaiian
vacash, if Metro gives her time off
on completion of 'Broadway Melody.'
Film is just winding up.
Eleanor Powell

of

browbeating the accounts for

all

they will stand, or suffer the conse-

The
quences of producer beefs.
branch bookers are in a particularly
lough spot since, if they don't get
the maximum number of days for
It is added, many
accounts bought a lot of pictures the right pictures, they have to anwhich were shelved and iSaid for swer for that. 'Then there is the
but that now. with conditions being branch manager and over him the
what they are, they can't indulge district and division managers who
okay contracts and deals. If any
this -business luxury.
Against the situation that exists, or all of them do what is regarded
and the toughness of most exhibs. as the wrong thing, they rnay also
the exchanges and other sales per- have to bear the brunt of the
sonnel are faced with the prospect squawks.
along.
In other years,

W»it 4Cth Stnat. New York City

Irving Asher
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Attorney s Wire From the R.F.C. That

No GN

Warners handed writing ticket \fi
John Meehan.
Wally Westmore renewed as makeup head at Paramount.
Milhauser
signed
to
Bertram

Jr.

At

.set

the

a.s

date for the ne.Nt meeting, and Dec.
4 for confirmation of the plan of reorganization.

At the

oiit«et

Earle AV. Hammon.',

pre.'-idonl of the biinkriipl company,
took the .>.-tand and testified that, to

the best of his knowledge, all facts
as presented in the petition were correct.
Almost immediately Joseph
Dannenbcr^, representing a minority

Hammons, charghim with bad faith and concealment of company assets.
Hammons was challenged when on
creditor, attacked

ing

the witness stand, and the incensed
president demanded that the referee
indict him or his accuser for perjury.
Both sides were eventually calmed

down.

i.

Creditors remained behind at the
conclusion of the meeting for the

purpose

of

electing
for the

»

trustee, and
creditors' committee

temporary

election of

composed

a
of

\>

Paramount extended
Stephens-Lang

)

ON THEIR OWN
Hollywood, Nov: 21.
and Oliver Hardy
debut as producers late
in January, by which time they expect to have finished their four-picture deal with Hal Roach. New outfit plans to make two pictures a year,
with the' two comics and their partner, Ben Shipman, providing the fi-

Shipman

ceiving

in

exce.ss

of

$100

is

re-

Metro's

basis for distribution.

At this point a cross-examination
was begun ty Dannenberg. who declared that he will seek to prove that
Jack Skirball. together with Hamnions and relatives of the
president, formed several corporations
which ased the
studio.s and exchanges for their own gain and to
the detriment of creditors.
Skibo
Corp.. formed for $25,000 and sold
eventually to Educational for $142,OOO. was the center of discu.ssion,
with Arcadia Pictures also being
under discussion,
Hammons defended all deals ss
fctinp in the best interests of ^11 con
(Continued on page 17>

GN

on Sunday

new

(19).

film next

addition to their indie efforts.

H wood

RKO,

New

with Hal Lewis

deal gives Selznick

resume the lea.sehold on
the property, as under the old conto

Lewis

is

Sol

Brown

to

negotiating
Le.sser

continue

Frank
Rowland

with

and
the

sub-leases

they hold with Selznick.

R£1S

TO MASTERMIND
'l BIG UNION' PLAN

4A'S

In an effort to reach

plan
lines

'S.&L' Started Cycle
Hollywood, Nov. 21.
Jungle backgrounds have leaped
into popularity since 20th-Fox re-

and Living.ston.'
leased
'Stanley
Practically every major studio has
at least one picture localed in the
tropical wilds.

Paramount has 'Typhoon' and

some

practical

for reorganization along the
of 'one big union,' the A.<!so-

cialed Actors

&

ArtLstes: of
Monday (20) to

board voted
entire matter over

America
turn the

to a single

indi-

the union's accoimtant,
will
be
named to tackle the job. He has, for
several months been looking over the
accounts of the member groups, and
is familiar \yith the problems, officials and legal angles involved.
He
first entered the Four A> picture

'Dr.

when he was called in to examine
the books of the American Federation of Actors last spring.
And it
was his findings which formed a
m;ijor portion Of the evidence upon
which the^AFA charier was revoked
by the Four A's.
Whether or not Reis will be able
to devise a 'one big union' plan that
will be workable and satisfactory to
all the groups involved is a question.
But the Four A's committee
which has been studying the question for the last few months has
made virtually no progress.

almost ready for release,
'Safari' and 'The Road to Singapore'
before the cameras, and 'Moon Over
Burma' soon to shoot. At RKO 'The
Marines Ride High* and 'Swiss Family
Robinson' are in work, and
'Heart of Darkness' and 'African In- Par and Lucas-Jenkins
trigue' are being readied.
Metro is
Set to
Pards
making 'Congo Maisie' end 'Strange
Cargo,' Universal has 'Green Hell'
ready for distribution, Columbia is
Agreement between Paramount
sponsorint! 'I Married Adventure.'
and the Lucas-Jenkins interests in
and Warners is preparing "Torrid
the southeast calls for a purtnership
Zone.'
to cover all theatres in the L-J chain
excepting those in Atlanta.
The
Cyclops'

Renew As

'JONES FAMILY'
$7,500 AS

WANTS

AQ

VAUDE

The entire 'Jones Family' from
20lh-Fox pix is being offered for
personal appearances by Lee
Rosalie Stewart, N. Y. agency.
Asking

&

price

I

is

said

to

be $7,500

Helen

Ericson.
That makes eight
players, but the Stewarts are also
adding Marvin Stevens and Irving
Bacon for any stage dates that may
eventuate.
Stage act would compri.se a sketch,
with a few of the younger players
also stepping out for specialties.

Lamarr

Tiff

May

Give

Hollywood, Nov.

Hedy Lamarr's

directed by

Liebling.

Be

Distributed Nationally
San Antonid, Nov. 21.
Vice-president John Nance Garner
took in his first film in three years
at Uvalde, Texa.s, last week and
listened to the applause of the homefolks when his own face was flashed

on

the screen.
The picture was
'Texas Cavalcade" filmed for the

21.

v.p. called it 'the greatest inter-,
pretation of Texas 1 have ever seen.'
Through the efforts of Interstate
execs this picture will be shown on a
national scale throughout the country.

salary dispute with

Mervyn LeRoy.

Baranova, a Winfleld Shcehan di.«covery, impressed studio execs by
her showing as Mitzi in 'Florian.'

No Penner-RKO Renewal

'Texas Cavalcade' to

The

With his stage experience limited Metro may re.sult in the starring of
Irina Baranova, ballerina, in 'The
to stofk, Price was brought to New
York from the midwest by agent Bill Ziegfeld Girl,' to be produced and

GN

Georgia.
New pact with Albert Lucas and
William K. Jenkins, to replace an old
five-year deal, has been in negotiation for some time but is now ncari'^B the point where papers will be
signed.

Texas World's Fair Commission to
chronicle the growth of this state.

Baranova Her Topline

in

Capitol. Fox and Paiamount there
figure under an operating deal. Circuit numbers 45
theatres, all in

weekly

against a percentage.
'Jones Family' consist's of Jed
Prouty, Spring Byingion, Ken Howell,
George Ernest, June Cartson,
Florence Roberts, Billy Mahan and

Screen Actors Guild, which ha;; already begun licensing of agents on
the Coast, will start extending ihe
program in the east within the next
few weeks. Since most of Ihe laige
talent agencies operating in the picture field In the east do the major
part of their activity in Hollywood
they will nearly all attend to the
licensing there. Deadline for apply,
ing for the franchises is Dec. 1. When
the licensing situation is all cleared
up on the Coast, the Guild will then
notify the agents centering in New

York

tract.

Capra,

'

Beats Jungle

For Pic Background;

Stocli

He starts work
Monday i27).

the operation and leasing of the studio reveits to

distribution vidual. Idea will be for him to draft
and Universal. a cornplete program, which the board
and the various affilialps will then
Under the new setup, Laurel and
consider for possible adoption.
Hardy plan to play outside roles in
Under.stbod that Bernard J. Reis,

John Shelton Price, 25-year-old
juvenile, was inked by Al Altman.
Metro talent hunter, in New York
last week and shipped to the Coast
a

Selznick - International
closed
a
deal to continue production at. the
plant in Culver City, but

RKO

Jure, 25;

From Midwestern

weekly.

Verbal agreements have been made
with several producers, whom the
ON president did not name, to turn
over .several films on a commi.«sion

New

21,

talking

is

deals both with

May

pany went into bankruptcy, but it Day.
The report in inner circles is that
had subsequently been placed before
the RFC again, and the N. Y. office both sides are agreeable to fxnlher
of that organization had assured him efforts to settle the differences existit would go through.
In return for ing over terms rather than take
the loan the RFC will receive a first chances on arbitration. A fifth neulien on all GN properly, and will be tral member was recently appointed
piiid off at the rate of $1,700 weekly by the courts to serve with C. C.
for the first 13 weeks, $3,400 weekly Moskowitz, Major Leslie E. Thompfor the next i;i, $5,000 weekly for the son, Joseph D. Basson and Bert Popnext 26 weeks, and then $8,000 until kin.
it is all paid back.
Original demands by Local 306
Hammons also testified that he had was for a 25% increase but believed
received no salary fronn GN for nine that this was arbitrarily placed high
months. The company is now run- and that a boost much less than
ning at a $2,000-$.3,000 deficit weekly. that might be acceptable.
The last two weeks have seen drastic

their

nancing.

On Lower

declared

Laurel

Stan

Culver City

Hollywood, Nov.

PaUy Lee RKO-Pathe

LAURE, HARDY

make

m

S-I Stays

in charge.

-

Ops

personnel,

contract

AGMA s New Agreements

In the East

an option

the inuch-delayed
RFC loan coming through, reveals that the Government cancelled a $600,000 application on
Nov. 6 and there is not even an
application for renewal now before it.
RFC letter, signed by secretary George Cooksey and dated
Nov. 20, reads: 'Permit me to
acknowledge receipt of your letter of Nov. 17 re'garding Grand
National, Inc., and Educational
Studios.
The Corporation cancelled its commitment to make a
loan in this connection on Nov. 6,
1939. As stated in your letter as
to the future, the Corporation,
of course, would consider an application from these companies
just as it would from any other
concern under the Reconstruction Finance Corp. act.'

BACK TO THE COAST

in

its

of

po.<:$ibility

MORGAN AND THOMSON

Hammons, and no employee

lifted

Parsons' moppet option:
Irving Rapper renewed as dialog
director at Warners.

three representatives from the varying groups.
Challenged from the start regard5ng the disposition of various leases,
Hammons declared that the company i.s working on these now, to
determine which are the most important for retention. He told the representative o£ the New York landRalph
Morgan, Screen
Actors
lord that it, was a certainty that the
N. Y. office would be retained.
It Guild president, and Kenneth Thomwas stated that the money for the son, executive-secretary, who planed
carrying out of the plan would come east last week on various organizafrom the Reconstruction Finance tional matters, have both returned to
Corporation, in the sum of $450,000; the Coast. Morgan flew back Sunday
immediately after the
Electrical Re.seai-ch Products, Inc., night (19)
$100,000; National City Bank, $15,000; first of the three Gulf-Screen Guild
De Luxe Laboratories. $10,000; and radio shows to be aired from New
the balance of $25,000 would be York. Thomson planed out last night
secured from the old GN trustee, (Tuesday)
Lloyd Wright, who was to have reMorgan's only activity in New
ceived $50,000. but will take $25,000 York was to be on hand for the
in ca.sh, and $25,000 will be partici- radio show, but Thomson attended
pation in the plan. This will leave to a number of things pertaining to
$100,000 in the treasury after pay- the Associated Actors & Artistes of
ment in full to secured creditors, America and its affiliates. He's vicewage and lax claims, and the first president of the Four A's. During
25% installment to unsecured cred his stay in New York he attended
iters.
two meetings of the parent union's
Hammons and the RFC
international board and appeared beThe RFC, declared Hammons, will fore the boards of the American
not put up any money until .30 days Federation of Radio Artists, the
after approval of the plan. This can American Guild of Variety Artists.
be circumvented by having a third
party put up the money in escrow
and Chains
during the interim, reverting to the N. Y.
donor if the plan is not approved.
Ham.mons' statements were immediSettle
Basis
ately
challenged by Dannenberg,
who read a telegram from Sam H.
There may be a settlement beHusband of the RFC, dated Nov. 6,
saying that Educational's application tween Local 306, N. Y. operators,
and the major circuit as well as
for a loan had been cancelled.
downtown de luxe houses without
It was at this moment that Hammons heatedly refuted the statement an award by the arbitration board
by saying that the loan application that was set up to decide on a new
had been withdrawn, when the com- contract retroactive to last Labor

reductions

Warners.

riter pact at

with Muriel Angelus.

yesterday

from the Reconstruction
Finance Corp. by Joseph Dannenberg and Sidney Abramson.
attorneys named by creditors
Friday iI7) to determine the

conclU.sioii of a hectic .^cs.sion,

today (Wednesday)

Application

received

Letter
(Tuc.s.

Hollywood, Nov. 21,
River inked new scripting
Paramount.

W. L.
ticket at

Bums Up Earle Hammons on Stand
held in N. Y. federal court Friday
<17) before referee Peter B, Olney,

SAG Extendii^ licensing to Agents

Studio Contracts

GNs Loan Application Was Refused

The first rneetinj? of oodilor? of
Grand National PicUires, Inc.. 'was

Wednesday, November 22, 1939

Del Ruth's

WB

to apply for licenses iit this
end. Virtually identical regulations
will apply in both localities.
Agreement between the American
Guild of Musical Artists, SAG affiliate, the Columbia Concerts Coip.
and NBC Artists Service, will become effective within the next lew
days.
The pact was signed some
months ago but has been hold in
escrow pending granting of SAG licenses to the two agencies.
Only
formality still to be observed is the
official exchange of okay letters be-

AGMA

tween

AGMA

mally in

One

and SAG.

regulations

Then

the

governing

the

be

for-

managements

concert

will

effect.

of the toughest knots compli-

cating the AGMA-concert biireau
problem has apparently been ironed
out as a result of an informal agreement between the union and Jo.^eph
N. Weber, president of the American
Federation o( Musicians.
That is
the matter of jgrisdiction over solo
instrumentalists. Question had been
in

the air for some time, with both
and the
claiming rep-

'AGMA

AFM

resentation, but Weber has at last
the situation by writing a
letter to AGMA, setting up. a working solution.
According
to
the
agreement,
is conceded the right lo bargain for solo instrumentalists in

cleared

AGMA

dealings with concert managements,
but the
retains jurisdiction in
dealings with employer;;. - In other
words, members of an orchestra,
such as the New York Philharmonic,
would be represented by the AFM.

AFM

But Jascha Heifetz, in his dealings
with a concert management, would
be represented by AGMA. However,
if a member of the Philharmonic
were to attempt a solo concert appearance and were handled by one

the

of

concert

AGMA

bureaus,

would represent him. And
cally, if Heifetz were lo

theortti-

join

Ihe

Philharmonic, hi.<s activities therein
would be under the AFM jurisdiction.

HDLER, McCALL GET

THE PARSONS

P.A.

BUG

Holl.vwood, Nov.

Jl.

Jimmie Fidler and George MtCall
are studying

routes

for

personal.'.

Both would frame an act with

names

similar

to

Louella

film

P<u>ojis'

tour.

McCall

may do

a series of onenighters, while Fidler is holding «iit
for full weeks.

Sheilah Graham, NANAs Hollycolumnist, recently returned

wood

from a speaking

Review
page

45.

Frisco

was

tour.

of Lolly Par.^ons" act on
Opening week's luke in'
$16,500;

show

costs $5,000.

SECOND CROSSING
'One

Way

Passage' Encores

»1

WB

With Oberon-Brtnl
Hollywood, Nov.
'One Way Passage' gels a remake
al Warners with leads to be Merit
Obcron, George Brent and Geraldine
21.

Fitzgerald.

Studio first made it eight years
ago .with William Powell and K«y
Francis.

Re-do's

Grad Sears' Sales Swing
Hollywood, Nov.

Roy Del Ruth was

called

21.

in to
Grad Scars left yesterday iTue-'.'
high-budget on a swing through the southern
'Everything territory for Warner Bro.s. to di.'-ciifs
Replates 'Deacon'
Hollywood, Nov. 21.
Happens At Night' and 'He Married sales problemis,
plans, etc., with disJoe Penner washes up his deal
Hollywood, Nov. 21.
His Wife.'
trict as weir as branch managerJ.
with RKO at the completion of
Richard Wallac.e was assigned to
New footage on •Night' got imder
He will contact Atlanta, New Or'Glamor Boy No. 2,' which rolled direct 'Alias the Deacon,' slated to way yesterday
(Monday). Work on leans, Dallas, Memphis and SI. Lcm.'.
yesterirtay (Mon.).
roll at Universal Jan. 7.
Wife' awaits the re'.inn of Joel Mc- making stops also
at Cincinnati '"y
Comic and siudio could not agree
(Did stage play was first filmed by Crea, currently
bu.sy in RKO'» "Prim- Cleveland on the way back.
Trip
on financial term* of a new pact.
Universal in 1627.
rose Path.'
will take about two weeks.

U

•

I

j

direct retakes on two
pictures at 20th-Fox,

';

Wednesday, November

;

.
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RELEASE DATING WORRY
LaGuardia Huddles With Bankers
On Monday

(20)

Mayor La Guardia met again with some

Important Financing for LaGuardia s

PROD. FAR IHEID

Campaign

10 persons

Interested in eastern production, among whom were banking executives, plus Al Christie and George Jessel, prospective producers.
It was disclosed that the mayor is talking to the Empire Trust Co.,
the Chase National Bank of New York, Irving Trust Co., the Rockefeller interests, and J. P. Morgan & Co.
Other banks are also interested and have been in conference with La Guardia, but their names

BUT FEWPIX SET

East Seen:

Theatres Don't Know Their
Schedules a Month From
Now Even December's
Lineup Uncertain Only 3

have not been

disclosed.
It is understood that a proposition has been submitted by these financial interests to the mayor, which will provide money for eastern production on one of two bases. The banks will put up 70% of the moneys
required against 30% by the producer. Or the banks will put up 50%
against 30% by the producer and 20% by the studio.
The producers' money must be placed in escrow in advance as a sign
of good faith. No one picture deals will be accepted.
producer
iriust be prepared to make three Alms or more.
Since labor troubles in Hollywood have scared N. Y. financial circles,
another requisite on the part of the banks will be a guarantee that
will
be
no
labor
disputes.
The
there
last factor is that the banks desire
control and veto power over salaries. The mayor has been told that
Hollywood salaries to producers, executives, and stars, have been exorbitant, and no desire for repetition is wanted here.
The mayor will hold a meeting with labor executives late this week.
Early next week he is expected to meet some of the executive heads
of major film companies.
One of the prize headaches so far in the deal is the excessive number
of crackpots who have been seeking to see La Guardia for the purpose
of making films. The mayor's assistants have been continually busy

—

Ahoy

—

Companies Set

-

!

Landlubbers

Probability
will

January

-

tain just

how many

Harold Orlob Stymied

On

His Plans to

the

pursestringa

expressed in circles close to Mayor
F. H. La Guardia's vigorous campaign in this direction. It is hinted
at the same "time that banking and
financial pressure may be forthcoming to force some production from
Also reported on inside
California.
that certain heads of majors might
be willing to. heed La Guardia's appeal. In view of labor and other

the artificial billows of Stage 21.
The first, a 145-footer, Is being
constructed
for
Errol
('Sea
Hawk') Flynn, .and the second,
measuring 150 -feet, for James
('John Paul Jones') Cagney.

pictures will be

that

be greatly loosened for eastern

with important money
interests claimed indicating willingness to encourage the acquisition of
more film-making for New York, in

miles from the ocean,
where the Warners are building
two windjammers, the Falcon
and the Madre de Dios, to sail

Despite the fact that some companies are much further ahead on
1939-40 product than they were last
year at this time, the distributors,
with a couple exceptions, are away
behind on the setting of release
dates. Result is that theatre operators don't know exactly what they're
going to get beyond a month from
now. Moreover, they are not cer-

Making

production,

Valley,

FILM LINEUP

-

Mayor s Many Confabs

Hollywood, Nov. 21.
Busiest shipyard on the Pacific
Coast is in the San Fernando

Into

A

keeping them away.

to Bring Film

concessions.

Sources close to Mayor LaGuardia
have revealed that the big push
back of the mayor's plan for eastern

Make

production is the banks. It was de'Luella' In the East clared that most of these Institutions
which have been financing films in
Determined to scrap his plans for Hollywood and advancing money to
personages and comcon- film production rather than be forced motion picture
panies desire to keep a closer watch

It is still
available for December.
more doubtful what's going to be
placed on release during January,
less than six weeks hence.

Us Eastern Story Ed Expounds On

This Is causing corisiderable
cern, with delay in assignment of to make his scheduled picture on the
on production. Members of several
releasing dates to pictures making it
banking
Coast, Harold Orlob may have to large
and
Investment
dubious just when certain films will
first approached the mayor
be obtainable. This makes it more postpone 'Listen Luella' until next houses
according to
difficult to lay plans in advance and
He is unable to obtain a and asked for his aid,
inside.
the
in some cases may brmg an account distribution deal from any major
With La Guardia and associates
within weeks of the engagement a company if he produces in New York
sifting the whole situation thoroughpicture is to play, holdmg up ad- gnd hesitates to go ahead without
laying various plans, it 13
vance publicity, tieups possibly, too. s^jh assurance in light of present ly and
producer - distributor
understood
While such companies as Para- conditions of the world market,
heads will be invited to discuss the
mount, Warner Bros, and 20th-Fox|
Since breaking off negotiations, question of giving N. Y. a break of
are far ahead on production, the which were almost consummated at least 10% of the production now
total number of films, when all the with RKO, Orlob has been offered centered on the Coast.
S. H. Kent,
majors are taken as a group. Is quite a deal by Nate Blumberg, prez of Nicholas M. Schenck and George J.
Usually Universal, but only on condition that Schaefer are the first names mensmall as far as dates go.
every distributor has release dates he. work on the Coast. He turned it tioned in this connection.
i

Why He Dislikes H wood-B'way Deal
Done

Contending that the Dramatists
Guild agreement to bring Hollywood
coin into legit production

is still

one-sided in favor or the
despite

recent

alterations,.

too

•

in Oil

I

Hollywood, Nov. 21.
Frank Morgan, Ralph Bellamy and J. Reginald Owen are
suing for return of $12B,500 iit-

writers,

Larney

Goodkind, Universal's eastern story
editor, sees no reason for film companies backing plays, with or without the new agreement. He stresses

vested in

oil stock.

Charge that the gent who sold
them certificates didn't have a

.

license to operate.

tliat this is his own opinion, and does
not necessarily represent that of
Universal.
He sat in on producers'

two months or more in advance. down.
Sometimes the dates stay, while in
Orlob maintains that his difficul
other cases they are changed and ties have resulted not only from a
occasionally a fllm is pulled off the lack of faith by major distrlbs In
schedule entirely.
New York production, but from their
HIS PICTURE
As of Monday (20) only three com- desire to dictate on production techpanies have any dates set for Jan- que and casting. Orlob's position is
Hollywood, Nov. 21.
uary, while among the seven others that pictures made in New York
Bing Crosby doubles as star and some are in the thin column so far should take advantage of the assets
in
his
next Universal as even December is concerned. indigenous to Broadway.
financier
Distrlbs
picture, 'If I Had My Way,' sched- Paramount, 20th and Universal are have refused to accede to fhi': view,
uled to start some time in Decem- sot through January; none of the however, and won't allow him to use
Crooner is to supply half the others go beyond Christmas week.
ber.
stage
talent,
demanding
screen
$850,000 bankroll. He is still collectPar is farther ahead than any names. They have also been afraid
ing from investment in his last U other major though dates are subject of his original story.
picture, 'East Side of Heaven,' simi- to change, as always. This company
Orlob filmed 'One-third of a Nalarly financed.
goes through February, while Fox tion' in New York last year. It cost
Currently Crosby is working in and U go up to Feb. 1,
about $250,000, and he just broke
"The Road to Singapore' at ParaWarner Bros, has a lot of product even on it. It was released by Parmount, and reports back to: the home
amount.
in the cans for release beyond the
lot as soon as he completes deal
first of the year but so far no dates
at U.
beyond December have been assigned mj A |v|iDDiftT nn
CAD
and an exhibitor now desirous of l\\J UUKdIII rlLIll
knowing what will be delivered to
him after New Year's will be in the
Legit Vs. Fix Repeat
set

|

AT U

ON

film company acquiring screen rights
to a play it backs ar-; unfair.
In

ing.

Can Run Into Fabulous Coin
Alternate method, prescribed in a
re(:ently-adoptcd amendment to the
basic agreement, allows the flim company to purchase rights in advance
of legit production, but the price is
determined by the gross from the
legit run.
Goodkind points out that
the sky is the limit on this type of
buy and, on an exceptional hit a
company might bo forced to pay as
high as $300,000 or more.
It is the Universal editor's opinion that there has never been a play
written which is worth that kind of
coin for films.
It makes it almost
impossible for the company to get
its money out of rentals.
Further-

j

i

I

,

dark until the dating is set.
While the majority of the distributors have their December schedules
filled,
Columbia, Rep and United
Artists so far have several open
weeks. Whether they will be filled
or not cannot be said now. UA has
only two releases set for December
and that was decided upon only durThis is 'Send
iiig the past week.
Coffin,"
Dec.
and
Another
22,
'Rebecca' which has been assigned

Battles In Akron, 0.

Legit,

fought

it

Akron, Nov. 21.
amateurs and film houses
out for business with the

same fare here over the weekend.
Jackie

roadshow

Coogan's

came

'What
the

into

Life'

a

Colonial

more, Goodkind contends, it has Friday night (17), while Loew's,
never been proved that stage suc- down the street, had Jackie Cooper
cess insures fllm success, thus mak- in 'What a Life' (Par) as part of its the date of Dec. 29. The company
ing it unfair to force producers to double-feature bill starting Thurs- delivers nothing during November,
Columbia has only three pictures so
day (16).
put such sums into a film story.
Then, with the Coogan stage show far promised for December, one of
As for Hollywood's bjipking of
plays in any form, Goodkind holds out of the way, the Colonial Monday them a western.
This is about the way the com'Elizabeth
Davis
in
Bette
offered
(20)
it is pointless.
two
reaThere are
sons for Hollywood coin on Broad- and Essex' (WB) as its screen fare, panics stack up, listed in alphabetical
way, he states, first being merely as while the Wcathcrvane Players, order, together with pictures and
an investment with a chance of turn- Akron amateur group that runs its dates:
COLUMBIA
ing a profit, and second to test out offerings two weeks at a stretch,
'Amazing Mr. Williams/ Nov. 24:
a story's possibilities and give it a opened in 'Elizabeth the Queen.'
'Cafe Hostess,' Dec.
Large' and 'Taming
Dec. 8;

buildup.

Balanchme

Interpretation

placed on

It

that

it

1;

of

Balanchine

has

!

'

;

j

j

:

j

.

understood

the

planned for Astoria following the
controlling the
statement that
plant, would concentrate on commerThe miayor Is
cials there In future.
said to have been burned over that
During the past week the mayor
discussed with labor heads and
others the question of setting up a
special financing corporation in New
York to provide backing for producers who wanted to use the east
Mayor was quoted saying he would
like to work out the setup of such a
corporation within two weeks.
C. J. Ryan, Jr., In Charee
Because of the time he has been
devoting to the bring-back-fllmingto-New York campaign, the mayor
has appointed Clendennin J. Ryan,
Ryan is
Jr., in charge of the details.
expected to do most of the huddling
from now on with the union comCharles Boyer, who arrives in mittee, financial sources, producers,
New York from France aboard the etc. Formerly secretary to the mayor,
(Wednesday), will Ryan was subsequently appointed a
Clipper today
not go into the next Deanna Durbin deputy commissioner of sanitation
pic as mentioned. Inasmuch as the and is said to have fine financial
film, 'it's a Date,' is already being connections.
cast, Boyer will be used in another
While no scale has been mentioned,
story. The French player, who has the unions have agreed to a five-year
been serving as a private in the contract during which there will be
French army, is going on a short no difTlculty. This action was taken
(propaganda) tour of the at a regular semi-monthly meeting of
lecture
U. S. before starling another film.
the Central Trades & Labor Council
Joe Pasternak, producer of the when a resolution was passed insurDurbin pix for U, has been forced ing peace under any circumstances
to delay a slated vacash cast because for five years.
of casting on the new film. He is
Although the same scale as now
'Destry
Bides existing with the studio crafts may
cutting
currently
Again' and may be forced to cancel obtain, in union quarters it is said
the hegira altogether.
that it wouldn't be less. It is added
that should the producers claim that
some of the N. Y. locals are now
getting a higher scale per man than
on the Coast, it can be proved that
the labor cost will still be less since
.Continued from page 1_
fewer men would be required on the

M

-

fUK

.

'

I

LaGuardia

'Fugitive at
the West,'

,

'

J"^,
i

j

j
I

'

'j'^

'°

a" ^^f^

.

'<="°"'„
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^^''l
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job.

In

^?"V°

about the
mysteries of A and B productions.
including
westerns,
oomphs and;
whatnot. So what does Fiorello do'.'
He threatens to pick Hollywood up

that
addition to possibility
filming may be expected

some major

in ;the east shortly.

liOned,' since

the

Par being men-

mayor

started his

campaign to get filming for New
York, two indie units have been set
MONOGRAM
by the seat of its slacks and
ilj up.
One Is headed by John Butler,
ment.
?Roll,
Wagon, Roll,' Nov. 24: into the Borough of Queens
formerly with Par at the Astoria
He admits that a Broadway run
from
Arizona'
and
'Gentleman
Every time the studio execs lliink .studio, and Gil Boag, who are unbj a play does glw- a film a certain
'Yukon Flight, 'Dec. 1; 'Lucky Texan." of Joe McGoldrick they dcvplnp big! derstood to have obtained financing
buildup, but maintains that it is not
(Continued on page 42)
'red ears.
(Continued on page 6)
commensurate with the cost.
•Balalaika,' Dec. 29.

j

ha: no bearing on the original judg-

i

to.-;.-:

:

is

BOYER; lECTURE' TOUR

METRO

been
Secret of Dr. Kildarc,' Nov. 24; 'A
signed to stage the ballets for ZorCall
on the President.' Dec. 1:
ina's next 20th-Fox picture.
•He.irv Goes Arizona,' Dec. 8; 'Nick
Zorina in private life is Mrs. Bal
Carter,
Master Detective.' Dec. J-.
anchine.
'JudgT Hardy and Son,' Dec. 22-

Georges

|

Broadway show may be taken to
Hollywood and have .luch a difrereiit

to 20th

it

action of Stevenson in the upset of
numerous features that had been

j

1

the first method it must go out and
compete in the open market for the
rights, despite the fact its coin made
the production possible and increased
the value of the play for the author.
In other words, Goodkind maintains,
the more tlic filmers spend to make
a play a success, the more it is going to cost them to buy it for screen-

Taking reason No. 1. Goodkind
points to plays backed by Hollywood
In the past. They very frequently
los. money,, which makes the hope of
a prodt seem a long chance on a
whole if numerous shows are backed.
As for the second reason, he maintains that a good story editor can
recognize a screen possibility \viti>out seeing It enacted. Furthermore,
he declares, there is so much of the
director in a play or film that a

Meantime,

for T. K. Stevenson, president of Electrical Research
Products, Inc., to discuss the recent

mayor has asked

BING CUTS HIMSELF IN

end during negotiations.
Goodkind feels that both methods
prescribed by the agreement for a

|

j

.

|
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Works Both

SPREADING INSURANCE PLAN

VS.

TUMS'

POT OF GOLD; OTHER ANH-RADIO MOVES
—

Week by Circuits to Get 'Em in Tuesdays
Koster, KeUey Back West
Thursday and Sunday Belong to Radio ITOA of
Henry Koster, Universal director,
N. Y. in New Move Against Radio Stars on Air who has been in New York for three

$1 a

—

weeks

Bob Livingston, Capitol manager
here, is again betting $1,000 against
the Turns, radio broadcast, 'Pot of
Gold,' landing in Lincoln tonight (21)
ns a means of luring patronage from
the loudspeaker. The $1,000 insurence is no longer a gag and has been
put on a

test basis.

week, he has averaged his Tuesday
bin, and will do the same for an
equal period during- the life of his
advertised personal pot. If it speeds

broadcasts which are inimical to the
best interests of this industry; nor
should theatre owners be expected
to purchase pictures made by stars
who destroy the value of their own

the take at the wicket, he will
step into the second phase of the
plan.
lip

pictures.

In the light of the foregoing, the
undersigned would appreciate a
declaration of intention by you as to
whether or not you intend to compete with your motion picture standing by continuing radio appear-

Livingston figures then to intere.st
the circuits— Par, Loew's and RKO.
His idea is this: Each house on the
circuits will be assessed $1 per week,
which will make a weekly pot of
ances.'
more than $2,000. By combing the
system for this money, and allowing
every house along the route to get
protection at small cost, by the same
1,000
rule, every house can advertise to
match any and all radio giveaways
IN SEPT.
which involve stay-at-home and earglued- to-loudspeaker
requirements.
If any house happens to be enterWashington, Nov. 21.
taining a radio winner, the payoff
Purchase of 1,000 shares of 20th
can come from the nationally gath- Century-Fox common stock during
ered shekels and nobody will be hurt September was credited to the ac'

j

i

ZANUCK ADDED
FOX SHARES

much.

count of Darryl F. Zanuck in an of'Film biz has already given radio ficial report of the Securities & Exnights,' said change Commission released tonight.
Livingston, 'and the producers think
Transaction,
which leaves the
It's okay, I guess.
They scream lot Hollywood film magnate with 125,extra playing time «n one hand, then 130 shares of 20th common, and 21,give the stars away in opposish on 946 shares of $1.50 cumulative prethe other. Since the exhib can't get ferred, was held for correction by
any help from them, we'll have to SEC—either pending a check on i'^s
line up the exhib end and build up accuracy or an amendment of an unwar chest of our own.'
published report which required cor-

Sunday and Thursday

Capitol

Is

shows,

interviewing

U

Since the 'Pot of Gold' started, and
prior to Livingston's $1,000 offer last

The

seeing

potential talent and reading stories,
constitute an evil threatening the in- planes back to the. Coast today
dustry.
(Wednesday). His wife joined him
'The theatre owners of this country in New York last week, and returns
have a great investment in this busi- with him.
ness and it has been through their
casting director,
Dan Kelley,
picture
stars
have
cITorls that motion
east with Koster, left for
been built up into the great person- who came
Hollywood Saturday (18), slopping
alities that they are, by advertising,
off in Buffalo to see his family, and
publicity and exploitation. The thearriving on the Coast on Monday.
atre owners cannot stand by and
watch their investments slip into
nothing because stars make radio

Lincoln, Nov. 21.

a second-run house,

rection.

and started the test with a dual,
Tfoung Lincoln' (20th) and 'Say It
In French' (Par).
Considering its
pace on other days of the run, Livingston said the patronage on Tuesday (14) night was up a little. He
believes the thing will catch on a
bit more, once the idea is estab-

Wikner-Yincent's 24tli And
25tli;

More New BIdg

Hart Again Wins

Bill

In His Blockbooking

Beef Vs. UA; $278,209
The N.

Y. appellate division has

upheld a jury award made Nov. 4,
1038, to William S. and Mary Hart,
and granted them $'278,209 against
United Artists Corp. in their suit for
block-booking Hart's picture, 'Tumbleweeds,' witli 'Wild Justice,' a 'B'
The decision was
starring a dog.
made on a 3-2 count, no opinion being submitted by the judges who upheld the award.'

The

dissenting opinion,

by

&

Vincent dedicated

its

Already Ralph Goldberg, Omaha 24th theatre, the new 6S0-seater Macircuit owner, has asked Livingston jestic, in Mt. Penn, adjoining this
for permission to use it at his houses, city. James Moyer, formerly of W-V
which has been given to further the Embassy, Reading, is house man-

verdict seems to have been calculated on the theory that the defendant in every case block-booked
Hart's picture, and that had this not
been done, the. quota would have
been realized. The plaintiff has only
been able to establish block-booking
in a few instances, and within a limited territory. The judge closed the
opinion by declaring that in his
judgment a fraction of the award

Expects

AFFH^IATE IN

CANADA

Ban

Air
cording to information this week in
Pennsy Hohscb
Expectation within the trade is
New York. Organization in Canada
Philadelphia, Nov. 21,
that the Motion Picture Theatre
is operated through funds received
Construction of new 500-scater
Owners of America and probably
from major company subsidiaries;
started
In
Woodstown,
N.
J., under
Allied States, together with lesser
operating
companies
in
Canada
direction
Harold
of
Vineof
Thvpe,
exhibitor organizationB, will get behandling major product; and from
land.
been
Woodstown
has
without
hind the move started by the Inexhibitors. Hays association docs not
dependent Theatre Owners Assn. of a theatre since last May when fire pay the bills.
New York to break up the appear- de-stroyed the Opera House.
Shuttering would be an economy
Ground broken last week for new
ance of film stars on the air.
move. One or more companies has
Last week Harry Brandt In- house at Watsontown, Pa., to be op resigned or reported considering
augurated what is promised will be a erated by R. J. Thompson, of Cur resignation shortly, and \\ is doubtful
wensville. Will seat 500.
countrywide campaign against stars
The Rio, Chester, reopened this if operations could be maintained
competing with themselves on the
with the backing of only a few comradio by sending letters to film week after extensive alterations.
panies.
talent, plus producers and exhib
John Cooper is In charge of the
leaders.
New H'wood Honsc
Toronto headquarters. The office itGroup of stars and featured playHollywood, Nov. 21.
self would be closed if present plans
ers Brandt selected for his initial
Plans for a new ultra-modern are carried out.
broadside were Clark Gable, Olivia theatre on Hollywood blvd. ande Havilland, Judy Garland, Nan nounced by Albert Galston and Jay
Gray, Walter Connolly, Merle Sutton, to be known as the Hawaii,
Oberon,
John Garfield, Edward Will contain a children's nursery Chi Police Coininis.sioner
Arnold, Loretta Young, Irene Dunne, and other improvements. Building
Ban»^ 'Beasts Berlin'
David Niven, Madeleine Carroll, will include two stores and a num,
Chicago, Nov. 21.
Fred MacMurray, Miriam Hopkins, ber of offices in addition to the theJoan Bennett, Claudette Colbert, atre.
Police Commissioner here banned
Jean Arthur, Nigel Bruce, George
Joe Leo and John Ludwig opened showing of the indie flicker, 'Eeasts
Raft. Basil Rathbone and Paiilette their new 900-5eat Melvan.
of Berlin,' on grounds that it is
.

Coddard,

.

.

.

,

you appeared on

Rappolds' Ideal

the

.

•

I
I

Another Loew's minority itock^
holder action was started last week
by the service of a summons and
complaint on Leopold Friedman of
the film company. Defendants, be-

American Tel-

&

Telegraph Co., Western
Research ProdChase National
Bank, Halsey Stuart Co;, Clarence
Dillon, as president of Dillon, Read.

ephone

Electric, Electrical
ucts, Weco Corp.,

.Plaintiffs

are

Norman

Wolf, holder

of 100 shares of Loew's common,
and Mannes Fuld, holding 65 shares.
Suit is an outgrowth of the action
which was dismissed in N. Y. federal court several months ago be-

The $25,000,000 stockholder action
blast from independent owners.
of Millie Simm and Annie Kopple,
Indies
claim
Hoblitzelle's
plan
would put free shows in six p;irks minority stockholders of 20th Century-Fox, was discontinued in N. Y.
bordering the principal indie houses
supreme court 'Thursday (10), their
but nowhere near chain's outlets.
They demanded city give more con- attorney declaring that the action, as
sideration to plan of
Film Co. originally filed, had too many dewhereby free films would be put in batable issues, and he is preparing to
nearly every park, with only tost to bring a new action within a fortnight.
Every principal officer of Fox will
city being that of electricity.
'We feci that free park films are be named as well as American TeleTelegraph, Inc., Chase Nacoming,' indies stated, "but we want phone
them in all parks, not just in i^ix that tional Bank of .N. Y., Amerex Holding Corp.. Halsey, Stuart
Co., and
win hurt us.'
the S. G. Z. Corp.
(Joe Schenck,

Home

&

&

Goctz and Darryl Zanuck).
'Mldnlrbl' Claim
Robert L. Buckner must submit a
bill of particulars to Paramount and
Charles Beahan, plus a copy of his
play 'Dearly Beloved,' In accordance
with an order of Judge William
Bondy in N. Y. Friday (17). Paramount is then given 10 days to answer the complaint..
Buckner claims the plagiarism of
Bill

Vogel Succeeds Judge
Frey on Loew's Board

Joseph R. Vogel, in charge of
Loew's out-of-town theatre operations for years, was named a director
of Loew's, Inc. last week. His appointment fills the vacancy on the
board caused by the recent death of
Judge Isador Frey. Vogel recently his play in Par's 'Midnight'
He
was made a v.p. and a director of seeks an injunction and accounting
Loew's Tlieatre Realty Co., Inc., a of profits against the picture. It
'

'Four Just Men' and 'Pioneer
Dec. 15; 'Westbound Stage,'
Dec. 22.
Dec.

8;

Days,'

PARAMOUNT

j.<:

alleged that the play was submitted
to Paramount for consideration, but

turned down.

Examine Par Sales Execs
Agnew, v.p. of Paramo

Neil F.

need not submit to examination
fore trial, but Joseph Unger, eastern district sales manager; Milton
Ku.<;el, sales
manager, and Myron
Satlcr, manager of the New York
exchange, must be examined, «ccording to a decision of N. Y. «upreme court Justice Aaron J. Levy.
Monday (20). The examination will
take place Nov. 27.
This ruling is In connection with

a
$250,000 damage action against
•Our Neighbor."!,' Nov. 24; 'Night Paramount by Benjamin Roman,
of Nights,' Dec. 1; "The Llano Kid,' who claims breach of a year's conDec. 8; 'All Women Have Secret.',' tract
made in November, 1938,
Dec. 15; 'Gulliver's Travels,' Dec. 22; whereby he was granted exclusive
•Great Victor Herbert,' Dec. 29; reissue rights to 'The Spoilers' and
'Emergency Squad,' Jan. 5; 'Geroni- 'Morocco' for New York and New
mo' and 'Santa Fe Marshal,' Jan. Jersey.
12; 'Seventeen,' Jan. 19; 'Remember
the Night' and 'London After Dark,'
Jan. 26; 'Farmer's Daughter,' Feb. 2;
'Light That Failed,' Feb. 9: 'Knights
of the Range,' Feb. 16; 'Untamed,'
Feb. 23.

PROD. TAPERS OFF AT

M-G FOR YULE STANZA

RKO
That's Right, Youre Wrong,' Nov.
'Reno,' Dec. 1; 'Two Thoroughbred.":.' Jan. 8; 'Married and in Love,'
Jan. 22; 'Hunchback of Notre Dame'
and 'Legion of the Lawless,' Dec.
24;

20.

REPUBLIC
'Cowboys from Texas,' Nov.

28;
of the Border,' Dec. 20;
to Burn,' Dec. 22; 'Man
Dared,' Dec. 27 and 'Days of Jesse

'South

Who

'Money

James,' Dec. 20.

'Day-Time Wife,' Nov. 24; 'City
in Darkncs.s' and 'Inspector Hdrnleigh on Holiday,' Dec. 1; 'Barricade,'
Dec. 8; 'The Honeymoon's
Over,' Dec. 15; 'Cisco Kid and the
Lady,', 'Oec. 29; 'Swanee River, Jan.
5; 'The City,' Jan. 12; 'He Married
His Wife," Jan.-

19;

'High

Hollywood, Nov.

21.

'Edison the Man,' slated to roll this

week with Spencer Tracy

starring. Is

the only picture to be launched on
the Metro lot until Jan. 2.
Currently there are eight films In
production at the Culver City studio
but only one or two will be in work
during the Christmas holidays. The

other possibility

is

'Arouse and Be-

ware,' which rolled last week.

The

be completed by Dec. 20.
Dolores Del Rio, absent from the
screen more than two years, signed
a one-picture, deal with M-G
femme lead in 'Arouse and Beware.'
Wallace Beery starrer, which Leslie
rest will

20TH-FOX

SchooT,'

propaganda against the German Jan. 26.
government.
UA
Office stated that the showing of
'Send Another Coffin,' Dec. 22;
Columbus, Nov. 21.
program. You are acquainted
.
John and George Rappold opened brutalities and cruelties of a nation 'Rebecca,' Dec. 29.
with the fact that for sometime the their Ideal here, seating 500. Rap- with which the United States is at
UNIVERSAL
theatre owners of America have polds built the Innis theatre
'Big Guy" and 'Chip of Flying U,'
18 years peace could b^e classified as an unbeen protesting against ranking moT ago and have personally
managed it neutral act, and as s>i9h the flicker Nov. 24; 'Laugh It Off,' Dec. 1; 'Man
lion picture stars dissipating their ever since.
from Montreal,' Dec.' 8; .'Mi.csing
They will divide their was prohibited.
boxoffice value by appearing con- time now between the Innis
Evidence,' Dec. 15; 'Charlie Mcand
stantly over the air. Through our their newest.
Carthy, Detective,' Dec. 22; 'Destry
surveys and those of other exhibitor
Rides Again,' Dec. 29; 'Framed,' Jan.
StolofF Takes 'Marines'
organizations representing over 5,000
5; 'Invisible Man Return^,' Jan. 12;
Metro's Roxy, Shangbai
Hollywood, Nov. 21.
theatres in America, it has been
'West of Car.con City,' Jan. 19; 'Giecn
Shanghai, Oct. 20.
Ben Stolon took over direction of Hel),' Jan. 26.
definitely determined that the cumuMetro, has become associated with 'The Marines Fly High' at RKO, follative appearances, of our picture
WB
stars on the radio have a deterrent Chinese interests in building the lowing death of George Nicholls, Jr.,
'We Are Not Alone,' Nov. 2f>\ 'Reeffect at the boxoffice and are a blow Roxy theatre, to open lale next who started the picture.
turn of Dr. X,' Dec. 2; 'Private De'Marines' had been before
to their own audience appeal. These month, and will have first booking
the tective,' Dec. 9; 'The Mad Emprci.s'
cameras a week.
appearances are so numerous as to privileges.
Ccc. 16; 'Four' Wives,' Dec. 25.
Brandt's letter follows:

'On

MINORITY SinT

had nearly completed dicker with cau.'je of diversity of citizenship.
This action centers around the
Karl Hoblitzelle, head of Interstate,
whereby he would supply the pic- revenue received by the Telephone
Co. and its subsidiaries, from lipepstures and equipment for shows in six
ing Loew's to use sound equipment.
parks, with the city putting up
benches and electricity, brought loud Approximately $5,000,000 Is sought.

.Continued from page S_

MAY SHUT HAYS OFFICE

Movement is under way to halt
open their 25th house, the
new 750-seat Penn, West Reading, on operations pf the Motion Picture Association of Canada, described as an
or about Nov. 23.
affiliate of the Hays organization, ac-

MPTOA,

Back Up

DALLAS PARKS

Dating Worry

W&V

ITOA

PIX IN

Dallas, Nov. 21.
Terrific behind-the-scenes sqimbble
going on here between Interstate
(Circuit and .indies on que.';tion of
free park movies for this city.
Announcement last week that city

would have been sufficient.
subsidiary.
In view of the dissenting opinion.
Vogel has been with Loew's for .10
United Artists is expected to carry years, starting as an usher at a Yorkthe case to the Court of Appeals in ville theatre. He was the yoimgest
Albany.
manager on the circuit for several
Hart had sued for $500,000, and the years and became first manager of
jury before Justice Bernard L. Loew's State, N.Y., in 1921.
Shientag awarded him $190,484 plus
The distribution
$86,450 interest.
contract with UA was made April

ager.

test.

PROTEST FREE

Justice

Irwin Untcrmyer, declares that the

ANOTHER LOEW

sides Loew's, are the

INDIES

26, 1925.

Wilmer

Allied to

San Diego, Nov. 21.
New combination of single and
double bills is bcing tried out by
Lou Mbtzger, operator of the
Spreckles, flrst-run theatre here,
Important pictures ere billed
solo the first week and as part of
a double bijl the second. So far
the pictures have been doing
practically the same
business
both weeks.

Reading, Fa., Nov. 21.

lished.

Ways

»

Fenton

directs.

Metro Buzzes Berkeley
Hollywood, Nov. 21.
Metro picked up Busby Berkeley's
directorial

Mothers,'

option, with '40 Little
comedy,
Eddie Cantor
next job.
'into production next

.slated as his

Picture goes

month.

NO LIKE,

I GO
Hollywood, Nov.

21.

with her roles, France.*:
obtained a relea.se from
her Universal contract, and checks
oir the lot Dec. 28.
She has played small parts In «
nijijorily of studio's pictures for two
years and a half.
Di.<;sati.sfied

Robin.ton

PICTURE GROSSES

Wedncsdaj, November 22, 1939

Hrst Runs on Broadway

Cab CaUoway H^-d^hos

Chi Spotty;

(Subject to Change)

MtoSock$19MMarxesllG
Ted WeemsUps ^Rulers

to

OK 31G

Week

B way Okay; Garbo s 2d Week Smasho

of Nov. SI

Astor— 'Mill

on

At

Floss*

tlie

(Standard) (2d wk.).
Capitol—'Another Thin Man'
(M-G).
Reviewed In Varieiv, Nov. IS)

Criterion—Return

(WB)

VARIETY

Dr.

o£

$100,000,

Gagney-Crosby s

U 42G,

te; Big $liOOO/Floss Good 12G

X'

(22).

B e a s t s of Berlin'
(2d wk.).
(Reutetued in Current Issue)
Music
Hall—'
i n o t c h k a
(M-G) (3d wk.).
Paramount
'Cat
and
tha
Globes'

Chicaco. Nov.

21.

scattered currently,
Is
Bii.siness
shosving lips and downs in the loop.
There is itothing to excite the local
populace since the mighty 'Smith
Oijes to Washington'

begun

its

Elizabeth

Essex'

(WB),

$8,100,

whameroo.

Maico Palace (Lightman) t2,200;
'Drums Mohawk' (20th).
Looking toward possible $8,000, big.
second Last week, 'Cat Canary' (Par), $4,300,

v-cek after a smashing initial session

•xcept the plenty solid trade in the

10-30-40)

—

better than expected.

Orplieum

iCullins-Evans)

(2,800;

where the 14-40-55)— 'Woman Judge' (Col) and
with Constance Bennett on stage.
all-colorcd show headed by Cab CalCombination got pleasing
in
loway is garnering business. The two days only. Last week, $3,200
'Miracles
United Artists looks okay with. 'Day
for Sale' (M-G) and Lum and Abner
at the Circus.' Oriental is also going
on
stage, $8,000 in four days, terrific.
along in good fashion with standard
Strand (Lightman) (1,000; 10-20bringing
neat
profit.
a
vaudfilm
30)
'Rains Came' (20th), second run,
Palace looks extremely flabby cur- and 'Full Confession' (RKO), split.
the State-Lake,

ofrint' for

—

with a double

bill o£ 'Alle- Getting
$1,800 for okay week. Last
and 'Little Acci- week, 'U-Boal 29' (Col) and 'Hidden
dent,' neitlicr of which indicates any Power' ICoU, split, $1,700, fair.
popular appeal and which means
Blrictly a single week for the com-

rently

(PDC)

N

—

Canary' (Par) (221.
(Reviewed In Variety, Nov. 1)
Rialto
Deuces*
Fl y ng

—

(RKO).

bination.

Chicago

awaiting word-of-moiith

is

up its 'Rulers of the Sea,'
vhicli got away slowly. It's regarded
Bs pretty poor bait for the femme
patronage ofi which the Chicago priniarilv depends.
•Bali' moved over to the Girricl;
aftor a pretty sad session at the Chi-

OMAHA PARADE

cago last week.
Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 35-55-65-75)
—•Mr. Smith' (Col) (2d week). Great
pace and a cinch (or continued trade
lor niany more weeks, heading for
$14,000 after walloping $16,100 last
week.
Chicago (BScK) (4,000; 35-55-75)—
•Rulers' (Par) and stage show. Ted
Wecnis band onstage accounting for
considerable portion of business.
Gross un from last week's brutal
take to okay $31,000. Last week 'Bali'
< Pur) faded to miserable $23,300.
Garrick (B&K) (900; 35-55-65-75)
Moved here from
—'Bali' (Par).
Chicago and looks for fair $3,500
Last week 'Twenties' (WB) finished
three weeks in loop to all right
$4,000.

Oriental

(.Tones)

(3,200;

25-40)—

Good
•Stranger' (20th) and vaudc.
•ession in the offing and to solid
profits at $14,000. Last week 'Blackjnair (M-G) and 'For Each Other'
(RKO) all right at $14,300.
PalacB (RKO) (2,500; 35-55-65-75)
'AlIeKheny' (RKO) and 'Accident'
(U). Double feature item not going
tnvwhere and slumps the take Into
the low territory at $8,000, poor.

—

Last week 'First Love' (U) and 'Full
(RKO) finished good
Confession'

PEPSMARXES
TO

$8,000

(U)

(3d

Wk.).

Roxy— 'Day-Time
Reviewed

Wife' (20th).
in VAniETV, Nov. 15)

Strand—Roaring
(WB)

Twenties'

(3d wk.).

Week

Nov. 30

of

Astor— 'Mill

on

the

Floss'

Standard) (3d wk.).
Capitol 'Another Thin

—

(M-G)

Man'

(2d wk.).

Criterion— 'Reno' (U) (29).
Globe 'B easts of Berlin'

—

(PDC)

'

H)

(Reuieuied in Variety, Oct.

Rivoll— 'First Love'

gheny Unrising'

to build

1

'

(3d

wk

).

Hall— 'Wa

Music

Ara

Alone' (WB).
(Reviewed (7i Varitty, Nov.

Paramount—'Cat

Not
13)

and th*

Canary' (Par) (2d wk.).
Rivoll-'Destry Rides
(U) (29).

Again*

—

Roxy 'Housekeeper's. Daugh(UA) (1).

in

was droopy along the whole street,
an appreciable lift is expected tonight (Wed.) and tomorrow (Thanksgiving).

Undisputed buck-snatchcr Is the
Garbo picture at the Music Hall.
going to hit $100,000 or within
whistling distance of that and starts
(Thurs.).
its third week tomorrow
Cagney's draught at the Strand
should mean $42,000 or near- for
'Twenties' on its second week with
It is

Omaha, Nov. 21..
Nebraska attorney-general's ruling
the state 'must observe two
Thanksgiving holidays' is expected
to hypo amusement biz generally.
Ruling results in no legal business
for NOV. 23 and means closing of
banks, brokerage houses, exchanges.
All federal agencies and postoffices
also closed on earlier date, which
that

FINE

IN BUFF.

—

4)

Buffalo,

Opposish Clips

will help b.o.s.
Although exhibs are advertising
both Thursdays as Thanksgiving,
L'ville;
holiday prices will be in effect only
on Nov. 30;
Many ofTices may be closed both
days, although schools and stores
will shutter only the second ThursGovernor Cochran declared
day.
'there will be only ona holiday,
Nov. 30.'
Overseating, due to opening Of
Louisville, Nov. 21.
Paramount and Stat* last week, is
New product Is doing right well
being felt all around.
Manager Don Allen, of Omaha, currently, 'Drums Along Mohawk,'
H. o.'s
pulled dandy pet par, de gag with dualled at Rialto, leading.
Brown,
and 'Elizabeth
'First
Love,'
at
Circus'
and
local paper for 'Day at
likegot plenty of free space. 'Circus' is and Essex,' at Mary Anderson,
'Road to
getting best coin of a mediocre week wise ratini{ good play.

'Co-Ed'

N.G. at $6,200

.

Glory,' reissuB at Strand, getting
two-weeker to $10,000.
Estimates (or This Week
some attention on strength of war
'Itoo.seveIt (BS.-K) (1,500: 35-55-65
Avenue - Dundee - Military (Gold- interest.
(Par). Will make it
(800-600-950; 10-25)— 'Golden
Pic grosses hurt somewhat over
a fortnight, going to $8,000, fairish berg)
Girls' weekend by 1940 Pageant of Swing
'Clamour
and
(Col)
Boy'
after a so-so getaway last week to
dual, split with 'Man Could at Jefferson County Armory. Open(M-G),
$11,200.
Allen Case' ing night Thursday (16) drew 4,000
Stat«-L3he (BtK) (2.700; 25-40)— Hang' (Col) and 'Grace
Last to watch the Jive artists, with town
Fairish $1,600.
(Par), dual.
•Cavell' (kKO) and Cab Calloway
Mask' (UA) and 'Hotel flooded with service charge passes.
band unit on stage. Flesh Is bring- week, 'Iron(20th),
with Local hillbilly acts are filling In and
split
dual,
ing in the coin and upping the gross Women'
•Clouds Europe' (Col). 'Angels Wash Jamboree has town plenty het up.
to smash *19,000. Last week 'StairDollar
'Million
and
(FN)
Faces'
Jitterbugs will be followed by Roller
case' (WB) pounded up to smash
Legs' (Par), tripler, $1,600.
Derby, which has already plastered
$18,800 with 'Hellzaflre* unit on sUge
BrandeLs (Singer-RKO) (1.250; 10- town with 24-sheets.
United Artlstii (B«:K-M-G) (1.700
'Allegheny Uprising'
25-35 -40)
Football games also putting crimp
85-53-65-75)— 'Circus* (M-G). Marx
(RKO) and 'On Toes' (FN), dual. In weekend biz, with weather conBros, picture looks for satisfying
Frontier picture at opposition house tinuing warm and localities finding
Initial session at $11,000. Last week
Fairish their entertainment out-of-doors.
last week hurting badly.
'Glorv' (UA) fell away sharply to
Baby'
Last week, 'Blondie
Estimates (or This Week
wind up a meek fortnight to flabby $4,000.
(Col) and 'Coast Guard" (Col), dual
$6,100.
Brown (Loew's-Fourth Avenue)
.$3,500. n.g.
Omaha (Blank) (2.000: 10-25-40)— (1,000; 15-30-40)—'First Love' (U)
(M-G) and '20,000 Men' and 'Call Messenger' (U). Deanna
'Circus'
Last week, Durbin still packing some b.o. punch
Nice $8,000.
(20th).
Uncertain
for okay
P.ncing
second of 'Babes Arms' (M-G) and on moveover.
'Drew Staircase' (WB), $5,500, below $2,100. Last wpek. 'Mr. Smith' (Col)
and 'Grey Walls' (Col), marked up
Thanksgiving and B.O.S
average.
10-25-40) fair $1,800 on continued run.
(Blank)
(3,000;
Orpheum
Kentuckv (Switow) (900: 15-25)—
—'First Love' (U) and 'Stranger'
Fall Off on Split Dates (20lh). dual. Nice $8,500. Last week. 'Ro.se Marie' (M-G) (reissue) and
'Drums Mohawk" (20th) and 'Bright Coast Guard' (Col). Headinff for
Last week. 'Name
alright $1,500.
Bovs' (U), $11,000, soeko.
Memphis, Nov. 21
Paramount (Blank) (3,000; 10-25 Onlv' (RKO) and 'S'-'erlock Holmes'
'Drum,<! Along the Mohawk' is beat- 35)— 'AH Quief (U) (reissue) and
(20th), split with 'Clouds Europe'
ing a mighty tattoo at the Malco 'Hero Day' (U), dual. Five-day bill (Col) and 'Slove Ship' (201h) (rePalace this week. Bad weather, a for $3,500. n.s.h. Last week, Touchr issue), fair S1.400.
sudden outcropping of church-spon down" (Par) with A. B; Marcus unit,
Loew's State (Locw'sl (3.100: 15sored bingo games around town, and opening bill and poorish $11,500.
30-40)— 'Co-Ed' (M-C^ and 'Beware
the football lure via radio and on
Pulling .some of
(Col).
State (Goldberg) (900; 10-20-25-35) Spooks'
the playing field, seem to have hi'
'Zenobia' (UA) and 'Chan Reno' younger crowd, but onlv lirht $6,200
tils balance of the film houses a (20th).
Last week, 'Eternally
Mediocre $1,500. Last week, in view.
heavy blow, but 'Drums' will do 'Germany Surrendered' (Cap) and •yours' (UA) and 'Fa.st Furious'
plenty okay.
good.
(M-G), didn't turn out to be very
'Love Money' (U), $1,800.
Thanksgiving playdate uncertainty
Town (Goldberg) (1.250: 10-20-25) potent, winding un with light SO.OOO.
has certainly been a factor in the —'Cowboy Quarterback' (WB), 'HusMarv Anderson (Libson) (1000:
situation. First-run houses have been bands Work' (Rep), first-runs, and 15-30-40)
'Elizabeth Essex* (WB^
sidling \\p to a Roosevelt Turkey JSrand* J«rv SecretS" (Par),- triplcrj (2d \lrk).
B6tte Davis and Errol
Day (23) opening, necessitating a split with 'Crashing Through' (Mon), Flvnn continuinir to pull 'em in for
shift in schedules and calling for first-run, 'Million Dollar Legs' (Par) this oo.stumer and h.o. stanza should
split weeks, thus bringing in the less and
'Golden Boy' (Col), tripler. be well on the profit side at .«3 400.
'Unmarattractive product and causing the Good $1,200.
Last week.
Lost week, same nic. bumper S6.200.
crosses to dwindle somewhat.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3 000; 15ried' (Par), 'Badlands' "(RKO), firstConstance Bennett's two-day per runs, 'Angels Wash Faces' (WB), ?n-40)— 'Drum.s Mohawk' (20th) and
•onal appearance at the Orpheum tripler, split with 'Port Hate' (Cap), 'Busy Work' (20th). Pulling town's
drew nicely with 'A Woman Is the first-run, 'Hotel Women' (20lh) and onlv re.ll biz. Almmi' pt SlO.onn.
Judge' on screen.
'Iron Mask' (UA), $1,100, fairish.
swpU. T.nst week. 'Fir"* Lovii' /U)
and 'Call Messenger' (U), best In
Estimates for This Week

—

On

—

—

'

Nov.

21.

.

split, $4,200, fairish.

Warner's

40)— 'Kid

(Warner)

Nightingale'

(2.300;

(WB).

10-30

Took

satisfying $2,000 In three-day stand,
•with 'Elizabeth Essex* (WB) likely
to get about the same for return
date second half of week. Last week,

—

'HANG'-AMS. BRIGHT

TORONTO

$10,000

Imperial (FP-Can) (3,373; 25-3550)— 'Firat Love' (U). Very good
Last week, 'Oh Toes' (WB)
$7,500.

and 'Espionage. Agent'

(WB), good

$6,500.

Loew's (Loew) (2,611; 25^35-50)'Thunder Afloat' (M-G) and 'GlaVery good
mour Girls' (M-G).
Last week, 'Real Glory' and
'Blondie Vacation' (Col), good $9,000.
Shea's (FP-Can) (2.663; 25-40)—
'Man Could Hang' /Col) and vaude.
Major Bowes' fifth anniversary reSplendid $10,000. Last week,
vue.
to'>'n at $7,500.
Strand (Fourth Avenuci (1.400: 'Touchdown' (Par) and vaude, BevMakes Turkeys Official 15-30-40)—
('perly Roberts headlining, extra-spe'Po,-d Glorv' (20th)
(U).
cial $11,000.
Evidence'
Issue) and 'Mi.ssing
Tlvoll
(FP-Can) (1,433; 25-40)
Barrvmnreold
in
21.
war
Interest
Nov.
Some
Hollywood,
but nlentv of 'Dust Destiny' (WB) and 'Fifth Girl'
California theatres are observing March-Baxter onus,
onnosish In town will hold rfo"-n (RKO). Good enough $3,800. Last
Thanksgiving the 23rd in conform- take. Pacini? for medium $2,400. week, 'On Toes' (WB) and 'Espionproclamaance with Gov. Olscn's
List week. 'Cat Cmarv' (PpD and age Agent' (WB), good $4,200.
Uptown (FP-Can) (2,701: 25-35tion.
'Full Confession* (RKO). built liice
Regular house seal* applies Nov. word-of-mouth and corallcd profit- .50)- 'Mr. Smith' (Col) (2d wk).
$10,000.

—

30.

able $3,000.

'Sabotage' a wreck at the Criterion
on week of only $3,500 ending last
night (Tues.) and 'Missing Eviflence'
means business Is missing at the
Rialto,
around $5,500.
Latter is
opening 'Flying Deuces* on a late
show tonight (Wed.).

—

.

000 Men' (20th). Doing fair and may
get $4,500. Last week, 'Fast Furious"
(M-G) and 'Eternally Yours' (UA)

the

Downtown spots are showing
Estimates (or This T/eek
plenty of action this week, with three
Astor (1,012: 25-40-55-65)—'Mill on
houses in top brackets. Dick Powell. Floss' (Stand).
English-made finEmery Deutsch's band plus IDay at ished Its first week Monday night
the Circus,' at Buffalo, are hitting an (20) at $12,400, good, and Is In for
excellent pace.
Shep Fields with three more weeks. Considerable in
'Dr. Christian" will probably top all advertising Is being spent on th«
recent takings at the Century.
pix.
Twinner of 'Disputed Passage* and
Capitol (4.520; 25-35-55-85-$1.25)—
Honeymoon's Over,' at the Lakes, is 'At Circus' (M-G). While it may top
continuing the fine run of biz which $30,000 for o.k. profit, Marxes a little
the house has had this month.
disappointing: no holdover, 'Another
Tjiin Man' (M-G) succeeding tomorEstimates for This Week
Last week 'Co-Ed'
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 30-35-55)- row (Thurs.).
'Circus' (M-G), Dick Powell, Emery (M-G) bad, around $13,000.
Criicrlon (1.662; 25-40-55)— 'SaboDeutsch orch on stage. Plenty to see
tage'
(Rep). Fini.shed a week's run
in this show, with Indications for
swell $22,000. Last week 'Elizabeth, last night (Tues.) at only $3,500,
.scraping bottom. In ahead. 'Main St.
Essex' (WB) and vaude, developed
something of a lull and failed to get Lawyer' (Reo), under $5,500, slow.
Globe (1.700: 25-35-55)— 'Beasts of
better than $13,500.
Getting excellent
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 30-50) Berlin' (PDC).
and play and *14,000 or a little over will
(Par)
Passage'
—'Disputed
'Honeymoon's Over' (20th). Continu- be big. Holds. Last week 'Fugitive
at
Large' (Col), $6,000, fair.
for
ing in the velvet and looks good
Palace (1.700: 25-35-55)—'Dress Paover $10,000. Last week 'Drums Mohawk* (20th) and 'Jones Family' rade* (WB) (2d run) and 'Money
Ring* (WB) (1st run), doubled. Go(20th), grabbed plenty coin and ending muddy, only about $7,000. L,ast
ed up with fancy $14,000.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 25-35)— 'Drums week 'Allegheny Uprising' (RKO) on
Mohawk' (20th) and 'Jones Family' single bill, $11,000. good.
Paramount (3,664; 25-35-55-88-99)
Should see okay
(20th) (2d run).
—'Cat
and Canary* (Par) and Tony
(Par)
Canary'
$7,000. Last week 'Cat,
and 'Torpedoed" (FA), tapered off at Martin. Jan Savitt, others, open to'Rulers of Sea' (Par)
the end, but got good enough $7,000. day (Wed.).
Lafayette (Hayman) (3,300; 25-35) and in-person bill of Martha Raye
—'Grey Walls' (Col) and 'Beware and Bob Zurke not so hot, but nuite
Spooks' (Col). Feeling the pinch of profitable just the same at $69,000 on
the
14
days;
$39,000 first week, $30,strong competition. Probably tame
Last week 'Rio' (U) and 000 second.
$6,000.
Radio City Muole Hall (5,980; 40'Witness Vanishes' (U), $6,500.
'Ninotchka' (M-G)
20th Century (Dipson-Bssil) (3,000: 60-84-99-$1.65 )
25-40)— 'Dr. Christian' (RKO) and and,€tage show (2d week). Big bUEiShe<) Fields on stage (6 days). Get- ness-getter, indications pointing to
ting powerful play, over $13,000, bril- $100,000 or near on holdover, after
liant.
Last week 'Allegheny Upris- first seven day.s' nab of $106,000. Goes
ing"
(RKO) and 'Flying Deuces' a third week starting tomorrow
(Thurs.). Theatre has negotiated for
(RKO) (2d wk) (35c), slim $4,000.
another from Metro, 'Balalaika,' for
opening somewhere around Dec. 15.
Rialto
25-40-55)
(750;
'Missing
Evidence' (U). Washes up tonight
(Wed.) at around $5,500 weakv. In
ahead. 'Call Messenger' (U), $7,000,
IN
o.k.
'Flying Deuces' (RKO), Boris
Morros' first production, gets a special opening late night (Wed.).
Toronto, Nov. 22.
Rivoli
25-55-75-85-99)—
(2.092:
General bo.o. perk-up here, with
'First Love' (U) (3d-flnal week). BeLocw'.s leading on 'Thunder Afloat'
for
and Durbin's 'First gins concluding stanza today (Wed.).
$10,000,
Second week, ending last night
Love' also getting nice play at
(Tues.) was $23,000, nice pace, after
$7,500.
edging over the $31,000 first seven days, good. John
first-runs
All
average, with current war-newsreel Wright has closed for 'Light Th.-vt
coverage still a definite audience Failed' (Par), but no decision yet
when it will play house, 'Destry
lure.
Rides Again' (U) due in WednesEstimaUs for This Week

'

I.oew's (Loew's) (2,600; 10-30-40)
—'Intermezzo' (UA), split with '20.-

at

$22,000

(1).

(Reviewed in Variety, Oct.

somewhat disappointing

POmL-'ClRCUS'

(Reviewed <n Variety, Sept. 13)
Strand 'Elizabeth and Essex'

(WB)

is

Capitbl and doesn't hold.
'Beasts
is a sock for the Globe,
having been banned by the censors
when first viewed. Aided by that
publicity and its title, its $14,000 is
big biz. Holds over.
'Mill on the Floss,' on which mora
than the average is being spent in
advertising for a foreign-made, got
$12,400 on its first week at the Astor,
ending Monday night (20), good, and
is scheduled to go three additional
weeks. 'Gone With the Wind' is to
follow here on a reserved seat basis
day-and-date with the Capitol, opening date in both houses being Dec. 21.
of Berlin"

Bob Crosby on stage, excellent. 'MoParamount last night
(Tues.)
hawk' is okay on a chance for $30,000 wound up two weeks with 'Rulers
on six days this week (3d) at the of Sea' and Martha Raye, Bob Zurke,
Roxy, with 'Day-Time Wife' in a day others, on stage. While taking out a
busiahead for tomorrow's holiday
satisfactory profit, far from smash
ness.
at $30,000 the second week, $39,000
The new Marx Bros. 'Circus' pic the first. 'Cat and Canary,' with
Tony Martin and Jan Savitt band on
staee, prcems today (Wed.).
'First Love' starts its final (3d)
semester today (Wed.) at the Rivoli,
with 'Destry Rides Again' slated to
open Nov. 29. Durbin picture got
$31,000 the first seven days and $23,000 the second week ending last
night
(Tues.).
okay.
House has
bought 'Light That Failed' from Par
but no date set for opening.

ter

75)— '.Jamaica'

Memphis

On the Broadway beat biz is a
bumpj; in some houses but good
others, including for two holdovers,
'Ninotchka'
and
'Roaring
Although Monday (20)
Twenties.'
little

Poor $5,000 after

fair $8,000.

day

(29).

Roxy

25-40-55-75)— 'Mo-

(5,836;

hawk'

(20th) and stage show (3d
Heavy coin-getter, looking
$30,000 or near this week (3d) for
six days.
'Day-Time Wife' (20th)
opens tomorrow (Thurs.). The second week of 'Drums' was near to
$45,000, excellent.

week).

SUte

(3.450;

35-55-75)— 'Thunder

(M-G) (2d run) and on
vaude show Sims and Bailey, Con
Not
Colleano and Jack Durant.
Afloat'

;

much pull ^lere this week, either*by
screen or from stage, and probably
no more than $18,000, slumpish.
(M-G) (2d
Last week, 'Women'
run ). Bcnnv Davis revUe, around
'

$28,000. excellent.

Strand

(2,767;

25-50-55-75-85-09)—

'Twenties' (WB) and Bob Crosby
band (2d week). .Continuing strong
pace for $42,000 or close and begins a third week Friday (24). The
first

seven days was $50,000,

big.

—
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$10 Tee-Off

By John

%dV

Atlanta, Nov. 21.
Ducats for regular run of Selznickfilmization

of

Mnr

Although the point at issue between Darryl F.
Zanuck, head of 20th-Fox production, and Si Fabian,
operator of Proctor's, Schenectady, N. Y., is slightly
biased in the absence of any rejoinder from Fabian to
Zanuck's open letter of protest against pulling 'Drums
of the Mohawk' while it was doing profitable business,
the controversy, despite its present lopsided status, is
subject of conversation among exchange men and exhibitors.

.

.

Zanuck clearly states his case of dissatisfaction with
'Gone With the
prevailing exhibition policy which, in his opinion, does
which opens here Dec. 16
not encourage extended engagements of outstanding
nfter gala premiere here night be
He quotes boxoffice figures on 'Drums' which
films.
This
fore, went on sale Saturday (18) at in six days in the Fabian house grossed $6,812.
special boxoffice in lobby of Loew's exceeded by $317 the seven-day cash returns on 'Alexander's Ragtime Band.' He states:
Grand, where pic will be seen. Paste*
'It is incredible to think any exhibitor could be so
fiaret

Mitchell's

Wind,*

boards are staled at 75c to $1.10 for
afternoon performance, $1.10 to $1.50
Reservations are
for night show.
being taken two weeks in advance.
Atlanta Community (Chest) Fund
will be in complete charge of distribution of tickets for premiere and
Scats, at $10
will get proceeds.
apiece, will be available only by application to fund through heads of
various civic, cultural, historical and
garden clubs. No ducats to preem
will be available before Dec. 3. Indication of just how anxious Atlantans in particular and southerners
in general are to be present for first
showing of 'Wind' is .spotlighted by
fact that 60,000 applications have
been received for the 2,000 seats
available.
Metro exploitation staff has moved
Into suite at Georgian Terrace hotel
here with E. B. Coleman, of Dallas,
Metro's Southern Division public relations chief, in charge.
He's assisted by Bill Kebert, of New Yoirk,
and Todd Ferguson, out of Memphis.

Clark Gable, Vivien Leigh, Laura
Hope Crews, Evelyn Koyes (Atlanta
gal), Ann Rutherford and Ona MunEon, stars and players in 'Wind,' will
head Hollywood contingent here for
preem.
They're skedded to plane
into Atlanta day before pic opens
and will take part in costume br.'.I being sponsored by Junior League at
6,000-seat City Auditorium night before preem. Music for ball will be
furnished by Kay Kyser's orch.

Kyser will also act as m.c. on this
occasion. NBC Red net is skedded to
carry 30 minutes of this affair, with
WSB, Atlanta Journal station, feeding.

Mayor William B. Hartsfleld plans
to proclaim Dec. 14 to 16 as dates for
•Gone With the Wind" Festival, in
which civic organizations and business firms will participate. Atlanta
hotels are being flooded with reservation requests and city will be
decorated in its best bib and tucker
for occasion.
Meanwhile, Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur G.
Kurtz, Sr., Atlantans engaged as
technical directors in filming of
'Wind,' have been kept on Coast to
aid in preparation of trailer and display advertising for pic. Couple were
forced to cancel string of speaking

engagements after having been retained by Metro to supervise art
work for ad campaign. They are expected here about Dec. 1.

STEAM VS. SAILS SETS
UP HULER SEAS' BALLY
Detroit,

Nov.

21.

Miles from the ocean, this spot still
caught a canny piece of exploitation
cn 'Ruler of the Seas' (Par). Though
Inland, Detroit

heaviest

still

has the world's

riveir traffic

hundreds

of

sailors

flowing past

making

it,

their

winter homes hert and its own fleets
of Great Lakes ships.
Paramount's pic about the conquest of steam over sails was socked
right into the nautical consciousness
.

of this setting for the

Speed Trophy

races,

C. Flinn

Quiz of Aossie Patrons

in Atlanta

Spot Seating Only 2,000

International's

Wednesdaj, November 22, 1939

SHOWMANSHIP

FILM
60,000 Bids for

—

Harmsworth
numerous

its

yacht clubs and moonlight cruisers
when the local Admiralty was
brought down to a special screening
of the film.
Dressed in their shiniest buttons
end blues, such local maritime figures as Capt.' Lee De Nike, of the
Greater Buffalo; Capt. Donald MacCrea, of the Eastern States; Capt.
John Hyatt, of the Greater Detroit;
Capt. A. J. Palmer, of the City of
Detroit III; Capt. L. C. Mantel, of
the Western States; James McMillan,
assistant general manager of the
Detroit
Cleveland Navigation Co.,

&

and Capf- James Watts, retired, were
photographed by the dailies at the
special showing to tie the picture up
with the vast riverfront following.

shortsighted as to pull out a big picture when it is still
making excellent money, thereby depriving his own
theatres of additional revenue and consequently cutting
the fair return to Hollywood.'
Leaving respondent Fabian to make out his own case
in his own way, which he is perfectly capable of doing,
the Zanuck letter notwithstanding has stimulated much
debate on the question of extended runs for 'big' pictures.
It also has brought to discussion the question
of no runs at all for some pictures. Zanuck concludes
his letter

by

—

stating:

*I am writing you this open letter in the hope that
it will awaken response from exhibitors so that moving
pictures worthy of extended engagements will be given
same and so that they will be permitted to earn for
you and for us every dollar that they can in your
territoi-y so that a proper share of that money can be
returned to Hollywood to make other pictures just as
fine and fitting as 'Drums Along the Mohawk:'

AS OLD FBOBLEH
Thus does Zanuck kick

into the

open the entire pro-

ducer-exhibitor relationship which, in various forms,
has kept the film industry in a dither lo, these' many
He builds up a strong case for the unusual,
popular picture the type of merchandise which merits
special handling, not only in length of engagement, but
in exploitation and advertising.
He buttresses his argument with a review of current production problems,
stressing the obstacles of higher and mounting costs in
the face of diminishing foreign income. 'We have lost
in Europe almost one-third of our year's gross,' Zanuck
declares, and he states further that production cost 'is
double what it was 18 months ago.' Also, he asks the
question, 'Do you realize that labor today receives a
higher percentage of payment on each individual production than do the stars themselves, and that the cost
of building material and equipment makes it impossible for us to produce a big picture-subject at a reasonable price?'
In all frankness, Zanuck's quarrel is hot with any
single exhibitor.
His squawk really is against the
prevailing system of film showmanship, which puts a
premium on quantity production, block selling and
routine double-billing of all pictures, good, bad and
indifferent.
Once tossed into the hopper of the distribution and exhibition machinery, the individual picture, with rare exceptions, leaves all hope behind. For
a few weeks during the period of first run showings,
it pokes its head above the run-of-the-mill competition
then it too is forgotten in the trade and side-tracked
by the public, whose interest wanes and wavers as the
early exploitation efforts languish and disappear as
soon as the film has been shown in a few key spots.
What Zanuck envisions is an industry keyed and
tuned to the opportunities of shaking the last boxoffice
years.

—

—

Strong Radio Plug For

Dead End

dollar from a public that Is willing and able to pay
Surprises Hoyts; Duals
chance to select its entertainment
provided It has
within reasonable limits. Only occasionally does the
system unbend itself for th« unusual and outstanding
Preferred; Vaude N.G.
film. 'Snow White,' 'Mr. Chips,' 'The Old Maid,' 'Alexander's Ragtime Band,' 'Jesse Jnmes' and « few others
Sydney, Oct, 28.
were sufficiently strong in their appeal to break
Hoyts, controllers of major city
through the routine and demand distributor and exhibitor attention.
In the past year there have been and nabe chain, just concluded a perat least 10 other films of equal entertainment and
sonal patrons' quiz. Idea was to seshowmanship quality which were entitled to better cure a close contact with likes
and
rating than the routine handling provided.
dislikes of the average Aussie payee.
NOT EAST TO BREAK UP
To execs, the results have been asIt is not so easy to break away from the conventional tonishing.
despite the fact that show business thrives on novelty.
Patrons heavily favored dual bills.
First run exhibition generally is controlled by one of Suggested that, if shorts must be
the producer-distributor majors, with all essentiail the- played, they should be spotted at the
end of all programs.
atre policies carried out from central headquarters.
Ncwsreels,
Double-billing, which prevails throughout the coun- however U. S., British and local
try with the exception of a portion of the south and were always welcome. Quiz revealed
southeast, has been a pressure on studios and film ex- that 100% were against the introducchanges to hustle the films into theatres as quickly tion of stage acts. Such acts, patrons
Scores of films repre- declared, were both an irritation and
as possible after completion.
senting substantial costs in millions, progress directly a waste of time. Adults nixed the
from laboratory to theatre screen without so much as policy of playing serials night.\
a sign of salutation from branch exchange managers stressing that this type of fare should
and first-run theatre managers. When it is too late, be exclusive to kiddie mats.
In a separate quiz, parents stated
usually as initial engagements draw to a close, the
merit of the film, unsung and unknown, impresses it- that they would permit children to
self on the public through word-of-mputh ballyhoo. At visit film theatres at night, providing
the moment when new customers are seeking the box- the finale was set at no latei: than 11
For younger children, paroffice, the engagement is over, two new features are p. m.
already being shown, and the buyers' choice has de- ents suggested that care should be
parted, not to return to the community until 30 or 00 given to the choice of fare provided
days have lapsed. By that time the urge to see it has at all mats. Smoking in theatres was
been dissipated by a thousand and one distractions, tabooed by patrons, and it was also
including a European war, the coming of Thanksgiving, clearly indicated that candy butchers
should not be allowed to operate.
the football pools and other good films.
The National Anthem was desired at
THE EXHIBITOB'S SIDE
the end of each show.
There is something to be said on the side of the theNewspaper critics had been rugatre operator. Under the 'system' he has a minimum gesting that Aussie filmgoers would
range of choice of subjects to be played, or the time highly favor single-feature bills In
within which to play them. He may, if he wishes, place of duals and that shorts should
juggle his availabilities from the various exchanges in be given a more prominent spotting
a manner best suited to his local situation, but under on every program.
his film contracts most decisions with regard to his
Quiz proves that the average Ansbookings are not made by him, but by the film sieite prefers both quantity and
exchange.
quality on all marquees. Execs agree
He is 'sold' to the limit of his playing time by the that a general bid for a single feature
various majors. An extended engagement is discour- policy, plus shorts, would not meet
aged by the film exchanges. Failure on the part of with general success throughout
the exhibitor to play, films as they become available Australia. The nixing of stage acts
for his run disturbs the booking routine, delays sub- comes as a great surprise.
It's assequent bookings and breaks the chain of operations. sumed, however, that high-grade
Of even greater importance to the theatre operator i» imported acts would be welcomed
the risk entailed when he changes his exhibition policy, occasionally in ace city houses, but
switches opening dates or attempts to boost boxoffice so-so home talent Is not popular.
He learns from exU. S. product, carrying names of
prices for a special attraction.
perience that his audiences prefer to go along on the marquee value, remain the main.May
in boxoffice appeal, although fopline of least resistance.
American film business was not built to its present grade British pix are in favor in the
Hundreds of city spots. The war has made very
stature by routine methods, however.
theatres, at present chain operated and producer little difference.
As before, payees
owned, formerly were in the hands of independent go for the strong ones and leave the
operators, men who had started as exhibitors in small weakies to fall by the wayside.

.

and expanded their enterprises in direct
proportion to their own hustle and showmanship.
There was keen competition. Distributors sold ideas
for exploiting product. There was excitement and a
growing public interest in films which gave impetus
situations

Albany, N.

WABY

Mary

HOW COMM'L

Y.,

Nov.

PLUGS

ANNOY LOCAL EXHIBS

to originality.

While virtually alj exhibs are annoyed by commercial advertising
which sometimes creeps Into feat\ire
films, certain forms of these plugs,
they claim, actually go beyond the
SafTord, Arizona, once a rip-roar- personal annoyance stage and wreak
ing frontier town and scen« of many real harm on a theatre. This is prinof the depradalions of the Apache cipally true in smaller communities,
raider, Geronimo, will regain some- rather than large cities.
Type of mention which exhibs
thing of its old time flavor, Nov. 25.
Arrangements were completed today maintain results in the strongest
between Paramount and the Long backfire is that of well-known but

'Geronimo' to Preem
21.

Fabian's Harmanus Bleecker Hall
has launched a Tuesday 'Book Lovers' Night' promotion, with a Funk
(Shlepperman) staged a strong bal- & Wagnalls Encyclopedia set offered
lyhoo for their six-day p.a. at Fa- on a one-volume-a-week basis for
bian's Palace, Albany, through a 15- 25 weeks, each book to cost the paminute
studio broadcast the tron 10c. for. a regular, or 20c. for a
night (17) they opened. Tip Corn- de luxe edition. This covers haning interviewed the sextet (Leo Gor- dling charges.
cey's wife also miked) in one of the
most effective pieces of showcasing
recently done in Albany.
Gorcey,
Martin P.a.ing
Bernard Punsley, Gabriel Dell and
Huntz Hall
alternated
between
moods of professional toughness and
With 'Victor Herhert'
intimate revelations of their experiences, hobbies and aspirations. Hearn
Dallas, Nov. 21.
stepped out of character to register
Mary Martin ('My Heart Belongs
surprisingly well as a serious individual.
to Daddy'), who put Weatherford,
Radio date was arranged by Lou Texas,
on the map, so to speak, Is
Golding, Fabian division manager;
Alex Sayles, Palace manager, and bringing that town a world premiere
Frank Waldecker, handler of the —that of her first film, JThe Great
She will p.a. at
youngsters since he was stage direc- Victor Herbert.'
tor of original 'Dead End' legit pro- Princess and Palace there Dec. 17.
Willard Sadler, owner of these
duction.
houses, is old chum of Miss Martin
and aided her when she was- struggling along as a dancing teacher in
Sports Quiz
the town. She may also appear here
and in Forth Worth.
Lexington, Neb., Nov. 21.
R. E. Palkinburg, manager of the
Fersonal'ing With Film
Majestic, ties up weekly with the
Mary Martin arid Allan Jones, who
highschool's football program for are in 'Great Victor
Herbert' for
promoting interest in his theatre. He Paramount, will appear on
the stage
prints up guessing-scorccards, with a with the
picture when' it plays the
film he wishes to bear down on Broadway
Par, starting Dec. 6. Title
ballyhooed on same.
of the film had to be changed from
Prize each week is a $5 book of 'Gay Days of'
Victor Herbert' betickets.
Plans to do the same thing cause the composer's estate
objected.
with basketball. It's a town of 2,000
N. Y. Par has booked the Johnny
people, but he sometimes has more Green band with
Miss Martin and
entries than that
Jones.

Albany, Nov. 21.

Dead End Kids and Sam Hearn

.

•

Book Giveaways

Kids' P.A.

.

In Indian Territory

Hats are
theatre, of the little Arizona town, exclusively-sold products.
to add Safford to Phoenix and the fave example. A certain millinTucson as cities which will simul- er's output is handled by retailers
taneou-sly
world premiere Para- throughout the country under an arrangement whereby only one or two
mount's 'Geronimo* that day.
Chief Thunder Cloud, Indian actor stores in a town can carry them. As
Who portrays the title role in the result, every time a certain chapeau
film, will go to Safford for a personal brand is mentioned, it actually beappearance at the opening. Town is comes a trailer for that store in town.
located on Arizona's Apache Indian Inasmuch as stores advcrti.-^e that
reservation and many descendants of they are exclusive outlets for speGeronlmo's warriors will be in the cific chapeaux, femme fllmgoers have
no difficulty in tieing up the celluaudience.
In addition to the Long in Saf- loid plug with the right shop. Smart
ford, 'Geronimo' will b« shown si- milliners, in fact, make sure they
multaneously at the Orpheum and take' extra large space when a pic-,
Rnlto theatres, in Phoenix, and the ture is in town giving their items •
State, Tucson.
The quadruple pre- break.
miere will be followed by preSquawks descend on exhibs, of
release showings of the picture on course, from all the other shopkeepDec. 1 in Albuquerque, Denver and ers in town whose particular product
Salt Lake City,. and Dec; 7 In Colo- or brand is not mentioned. That they
rado Springs, Pueblo,' Boise, Ogden, have a legitimate beef was proved in
Spokane, Reno and Sacramento.
a survey by C. Nelson Schrader, af.sociated with the research outfit of
C. E. Hooper, Inc.
Results of this
Par's Special Bally
survey, published in Variety last
Staff on 'Gulliver' week, showed that tKese film mentions have a real effect on sales. So
Paramount

this week starts a total
of nine special exploitation men on
the road in advance of 'Gulliver's

which will be released during the holidays and is expected to
go into between 40 and 50 first-run
dates for Christmas.
Bob Gillham
has put six men on the picture from
New York and three out of the
Travels,'

studio.

a plug for a certain headpiece actually takes money out of the pouches
of some stores and redirects it into
others.

By the same token, "mention of
widely distributed products reiulls
very little reaction on exhiby. In-

in

asmuch as virtually every .store irr
town will carry such a pioiluil,
there's no harm done retailers.

Wedneadaj, November 22, 1939

Philly in flie

PICTURE GROSSES

VARIETr

V Forte jn ,000

(^Tlr. S0'B^

Toppmg Rosy Denver
$22,000,

Dr. X'-Vaude Good $21,000

Philadelphia, Nov. 21.
Belated opening of Mr. Smith Goes
to Washington' is easily the b.o.
this week.
With reams
written, about Capra's 'expose' of
Washington politics, Philly fans were
on the anxious seat impatiently

Key

Broadway, and
maica Inn' and

City Grosses

standout

its unveiling here.
Although none of the others are
breaking any records, there is solid
strength reported up and down the
'Jamaica Inn,' 'Elizabeth
Rialto,
film
and Essex' and vaudfilm combo of
•Belurn of Dr. X' and George Hall's

awaiting

orch, all
age gates.
in

this region is still cutting

on weekends, but
counteracted by influx of out-

into theatre b.o.'s
this

is

N. Y.)
Total Gross Samo
Last Year.

(Based on 26

K.C;S

$1,528,500
176 theatres)

BIZ OFF;

of-townrfrs.

Estimates for This Week
Aldins (WB) (1,303; 32-42-57-68)—
•Housekeeper's Daughter' (UA) (2d
week). Looks lika profitable $9,200
for its second turn after turning iu
heat $13,500 for opener.
Boyd (WB) (2,350: 32-42-57-68)—
'Elizabeth Essex' (WB) (3d wk).
Third round still finds Queen Bess
plenty potent, with neat $10,800 in
view. Last week, hefty $16,600 for
sesh.
'Ninotchka'
second
(M-G)
opens here tomorrow (Wed.).
Earle (WB) (2,758; 32-42-57-68)—
'Dr. X' (WB) and vaude, including
-

Parkyakarkus, Johnny Downs, Hoot
Gibson and George Hall's orch.
Looks good for about $21,000. Last
week, 'Cat Canary' (Par) and Hal
Kemp's orch, brought $22,000, good.
Fox (WB) (2,423; 32-42-57-68)—
'Jamaica Inn' (Par). Laughton's late.st release looks like neat $15,000.
Last week, 'First Love' (U), a mite
stronger with $19,700.
Karllon (WB) (1,066; 32-42-57-68)

—'Drun\s

Mohawk'

Sounding

of!

with

(20th) (2d run).
fine $5,100.

Last

week, 'Roaring Twenties' (WB) also
in blue chips with $5,100.
Keith's (WB) (1,870; 32-42-57-68)

—

'First Love' (U) (2d run).
On the
black side of the ledger with neat
$5,300. Last week, healthy $3,900 for
second week of second-run showing
o( 'Babes Arms' (M-G).
SUnley (WB) (2,916; 32-42-57-68)—
"Mr. Smith* (Col).
Stepping on to
high $22,000 and will probably roll
along for at least three weeks. Last
week, fair $11,700 for second ride for

week

of 'Jastart of' 'Cat and
Canary,' doing very well.
'First
Love,' however, is the town's topper.
Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1.400; 25-40)
'Drums Mohawk' (20th), after week
split

Denver. Fine $4,S00. Last week,
'Mr. Smith' (Col), after week at
Denver, strong $5,000.
Broadway (Fox) (1,040; 25-40)
'Mr. Smith' (Col), day and date with
Rialto after week at each the Denver and Aladdin. Big $3,500. Last
week, 'Circus' (M-G) and 'Full Confession' (RKO), after week at Orpheum, good $3,000.

TOES' FAIR

(Cockrill) (1,750; 25-3540) 'Jamaica Inn' (Pari, four days
on second week, and 'Cat and
Canary' (Par), three days.
Big
$8,400.
Last week, 'Jamaica' fine
$8,500.
(2,525; 25-35-40)

Love'
(U).
Getting
Last week, 'Drums
hawk' (20th), good $12,000.

them

direct

from K.C.. with all their entertainment money for the week being
spent out of town.
Business in general reported at a
slackened pace, and showing up in
theatres, especially in rural spots.

GOOD
IN

CINCY

Chinese (Grauman-F-WC) (2,024;
30-40-55-75)— 'Daytime Wife' (20th)
'City in Darkness' (20th), dual.
$7,100. Last week. 'Drums Mohawk' (20th) and 'Busy Work' (20lh),
very good $11,300.

and

Weak

Klalto

(2,200;

—

(Fox) (878; .25-40)
day and date

'Mr.

'Mr. Smith.'

Next best

this

week

Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-40-5565)— 'Elizabeth Essex" (WB). Not so
good

at $7,500.
Last week. 'Roaring
(WB) and 'Bluegrass*
(WB), good $7,000^ on second stanza.
Four Star (F-WC-UA)—'Intermezzo' (UA) (2d wk).
Not holding up
on second stanza as anticipated, so
will have to be satisfied with $4,400.
First seven days okay $7,000.
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 30-40-5565)— 'Elizabeth and Essex' (WB). So-

is

with First Love' for an okay Palace mark.
Broadway, and after week at each
Holding on for a fifth downtown
the Denver and Aladdin, and 'Ship- week, 'Mr. Smith' is registering
yard Sally' (20th).
Drawing fine above-par trade for the Lyric, the
Last week, 'Roaring Twen- third house for its main-stem run.
$2,500.
ties' (WB), after a week at each the Vaudfilm Shubcrt is down under this
Denver and Aladdin, and 'Scandal week with 'Pack Up Your Troubles'
Sheet' (Col), good $2,500.
and the Andrews Sisters, following
last week's record-breaker for the
season with the 'Folies Bergere' unit
as the magnet.

Twenties'

((jol),

IR. SMITH' HUB

SOCK AT
aooo

so $8,500. Last week, second stanza
•Roaring Twenties' (WB) and 'Bluegrass' (WB), n.g. $5,500.
Estimates for This Week
Orpheum (Bdwy) (2.280; 30-40-55)
(RKO) (3,300; 35-42)
Albee
—'Panama Lady'
and 'Konga'
'Drums Mohawk' (20th). Very good (Col), dual, and (RKO)
vaude. Two firstLast week, 'Disputed Pas- runs currently, but
$14,000.
just ordinary $6,sage' (Par), n.s.h. $9,500.
500. Last week, second run features.
35-42)—
Capitol (RKO)
(2,000;
Pantages (Pan) (2.812; 30-40-55)—
'Elizabeth Essex' (WB). Transferred 'Mr. Smith' (Col) (4th wk) and 'Sued
from Palace for second week. Slow Liber (RKO), dual.
Final stanza
$4,000. Last week, 'Mr. Smith' (Col) dipping to $7,400, still okay.
Third
(2d run) (3d wk). excellent $5,000.
full week grossed $9,700. big.
Family (RKO) (1,000; 15-25)—
Paramount (Par) (3,595; 30-40-55)
'Hero Day' (U) and 'Konga' (Col), —'Cat Canary' (Par) and stage show.
split with 'Tropical Fury' (U) and Mystery picture
and Texaco Air
'Money Ring' (WB). Okay $2,100. show on stage hitting for very big
Same last week on 'Television Spy' $24,000. Last week, 'Neighbors Car(Par) and 'Witness Vanishes' (U), ters' (Par) and condensed 'Mikado—
split with 'DesDcrate Trails' (U) and In Swing' on stage, fair $13.500,. lit'Staircase' (WB).
tle below what was expected.
Keith's (Libson) (1.500; 35-42)—
RKO (2,872; 30-40-55 )—'Mr. Smith'
Pleasing (Col) (4th wk) and 'Everything Ice'
Parade'
(WB).
'Dress
Laiit week. 'On Toes' (WB), (RKO), dual.
$4,500.
Wound up. fourth

—

Midland (Loew's) (3,573; 10-25-40)
—'Co-ed'
(M-G) and 'Beware
Boston, Nov. 21.
Spooks' (Col). Artie Shaw name is
SUnlon (WB) (1,457; 32-42-57)— forging to front here and $8,500 only
•Mr. Smith Goes to Washington,' at
•Real Glory' (UA) (2d run). Third fair
by comparison with other Loew houses, is going to town this
week downtown for Cooper's blood- weeks, is not bad imder circunj'First Love' is still potent
and
week,
and-lhuMder drama is bringing good slances.
'Eternally
week,
Last
and Canary'
$5,600.
Last week, 'Dress Parade' Yours" (UA) and 'Fast Furious' on the holdover. 'Cat
is okay at the Par and Fenway, but
(WB), flne $7,100.
(M-G), $9,700, okay.
'Disputed Passage' is slightly pallid
yewman (Paramount) (1,900; 10- at. the Met.
six days, $2,500, poorest for many
25-40)— 'Cat
(Par)
and
Canary'
months.
Estimates for This Week
house back
Lyrlo (RKO) (1,400; 35-42)— 'Mr.
IN D.C. 'Touchdown' (Par) takesingles.
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 25-30-35-40)
Okay
to duals aftef line of
'Hidden Power' (Col) and 'Sued Smith' (Col) (3d run). Great $4,500
Last week. 'Roaring Twen^
$6,300.
on its fifth downtown
Libel' (RKO), dual, with stage show for this pic
$18,000 ties' (WB) (2d wk), $5,500, good.
Twenheaded by Wally Brown, four days; week. Last week. 'Roaring
Orpheum (RKO) (1,500; 10-25-40) and 'Mutiny Blackhawk' (U) and ties' (WB) (2d run). $4,000. all right.
Palace (RKO) (2.600: 35-42)— 'First
'Espionage
(WB)
and
Toes'
—'On
double,
Tonjg'
(Imp),
'Daughter
Washington, Nov. 21,
Agent' (FN), plus March of Time three days, flirting with good $8,500. Love' (U). Okay $12,500. Last week,
'Babes In Arms,' riding on sock Getting fair $6,200. Last week, 'Al(WB), $10,500, unLast week, 'Golden Boy' (Col) (2d Elizabeth Essex*
reviews, is leading town easily at
legheny Uprising' (RKO) and 'Full run) and 'First War' (20th) (reis- der expectations.
Palace. With holdover of 'Elizabeth
Shubert (RKO) (2,150: 40-60)—
Confession' (RKO), mild $5,700.
sue), dual, with vaude, four days;
and Essex' and vaude bill at Earle,
Pack Troubles' (20th) and Andrews
Tower (Joffee) (2,050; 10-25)— and 'Man News' (Par) and 'Girl Rio' Sisters
Capitol is second to Marx Bros, and
Disappointvaude.
heading
(Mono), double, three days, $8,600.
'Little Accident' (U) screen with Pat
the only new stage show.
inc $12,500. La.st week, 'Busy Work'
Fenway (M8tP) (1,332; 25-35-40- (20th) and 'Folies Bergere' revue,
'Allegheny
Uprising'
Is
disap- Rooncy, Jr. and Herman Timberg,
pointing at Keith's.
Most interest- Jr.. heading 'Broadway Ballyhoo' 55)— 'Cat Canary' (Par) and 'Heaven season's tops at $18,200.
Last
unit.
Stepping
up
at
$6,600.
Barbed Wire' (20th). Okay for about
ing from trade angle still is 'Mr.
Work'. (20th) and $6,500. Last week. 'Torpedoed' /Al"Busy
Smith,' now in fifth consecutive week.
downtown week and holding to aver- 'Barnyard Follies' on stage, average liance) and 'Pack Up Troubles'
'BABES,' $21,000,
$C,000.
age first week figure at Met,
(20th), double, $5,300, fairish.
repeat spot.
First indication that
Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,907; 25money is tightening up as prelude
35-40-55)— 'First Love' (U) (2nd wk)
FILMS
B'KLYN;
to Christmas lull Is fact that nearly
and 'Dr. Christian' (RKO) (1st wk).
all spots dropped sharply Monday
Good $12,500. Last week, with 'Rio'
and Tuesday and shot back up
Brooklyn, Nov. 21.
(U), big $18,800.

'Drums Mohawk'

(20th).

Um A

HONEY
WITH NEAT

Week

Carthay Circle (Fox) (1,518; 30-4055-75)— 'Hollywood Cavalcade' (20th)
(8th wk) and 'Escape' (20th) (2d wk).
dual.
Dropped on second week to
around $1,500. First week on moveover good $2,200.

25-40)—
Cincinnati, Nov. 21.
'Espionage Agent' (WB) and .'Blue'Drums Along the Mohawk,' at the
grass'
Nice $4,000.
(WB).
Last Albee, is the loude.st noise on main
week, 'Stranger' (20th) and 'Little street currently. It's the merriest
Peppers' (Col), nice $4,000.
clamor since the opening Week of

Faramount (Fox)

Opening week was

Fair

Holdover, 'Intermezzo' at Four
Star and 'Hollywood Cavalcade' at
Carthay Circle doing just fair. 'Mr.
Smith' (Col) wound up four weeks
at the Pantages and RKO, adding
another $15,000 to already lucrative
Estimates for This

$12,500

Sons' (RKO).
Nice $9,400.
Last
week, 'Allegheny Uprising' (RKO)
and 'Dancing Co-Ed' (M-G), fair

Smith'

H.O^

take.

—
flne

Mo-

$7,300.

Esiimales for This Week
Esquire and Vptowa (Fox Midwest) (820 and 1,200; 10-25-40)—
'Drums Mohawk' (20th) (2d wk).
Holdover will be cut to six days,
as house will return to Thursday
opening. Short session likely to see
$3,000, favorable..
solid at $9,000.

$336,300
tlieatres;

'1ST LOVE'

(RKO) (2,600; 25-35-40)
—Orpheum
'Remember' (M-G) and 'Three

Kansas City, Nov. 21.
Films are near the average mark
currently, but nothing of outstanding box office power. Biggest names
are not to be found among new' atthough those of Artie
tractions,
Shaw, Bob Hope and Zorina are doing fairly well on the marquees.
Taxicab strike has been in existence a week and is having some efRain
biz around town.
fect on
dropped Friday and Saturday. Missouri-Oklahoma football scrap at
Columbia Saturday drew 26,000 cus-

Same Week

(Based on 12

Denham
—

Denver (Fox)

tomers, a large part of

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$354,400
(Based on 12 tlieafresj
Total Gross
Last Year

$16,000,

L A;

Los Angeles, Nov. 21.
Paramount, with 'Cat and Canary'
on screen and Texaco ether show
headed by Kenny Baker, Frances
Langford and Ken Murray on stage,
mopping up currently with sweet
$24,000 in sight. 'Elizabeth and Essex'
getting weak $16,000 at Warner daydaters.
State-Chinese, with 'DayTime Wife' and 'City in Darkness'
also lucky to pass $16,000 mark.

at

'First
$ir,000.

$6J0

Weak

Bette

—

—

Week

cities,

showing better-than-aver-

Laige number of college football

games

Estimated Total Grosi
This Week
$1,148,400
(Based on 26 cities, 178 theatres, chiefly first runs, including

'Canary' to Big $24,000 in

Denver, Nov. 21.
All first-runs are above average,
with 'Mr. Smith Goes to Washington,' day and date "at Rialto and

profitable stanza (20) to satisfactory
$7,600.
cellent.

—

State
in

and 'City
Quite a

weak

drop, as

little

$9,300 indicates.

Busy Work' (20th), dual. Okay on
moveover for around $4,400. Last
week, 'Hollywood Cavalcade' (20th),
on moveover from Four Star, good
$4,100.

Wllshire (F-WC) (2.296: 30-40-5565)— 'Drums Mohawk' (20th) and
'Busy Work" (20th).
Good $5,600,

and

Last week. 'Eternally
(UA) and 'Pack Troubles'
on moveover, slim $4,500.

h.o.'s.

Yours'

OK

ALL

(2.414; 30-40-55-

(20th)

Darkness' (20th), dual.

Last week. 'Drums Mohawk' (20th)
and 'Busy Work' (20th), so-so $15,700,
below expectations.
United Artists (F-WC) (2.100; 3040-55)— 'Drums Mohawk' (20th) and

TOPS

WB

Previous week, $9,600, ex-

(Loew-Fox)

75)— 'Daytime Wife'

(20lh),

TAST'-WALLY VERNON

BALTO

FAIR

Wednesday, government pay day.
$12,000,
Metropolitan (M&P) (4,367: 25-35Idea seems to be that they'll still buy
40-55)— 'Disputed Passage' (Par) and
shows, but they haven't much loose
Disappointing,
Day'
(U).
'Hero
Baltimore, Nov. 21.
change to toss away.
around $12,000. Last week, 'Drums
most
downtowners here Mohawk' (20th) and 'Busy Work'
With
Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3.434: 25-35-40- marking time with h.o.'s, b.o. pace is (20th), $16,000, good.
8«»— 'At Circus' (M-G) and vaude. moderate. Only new entries, 'DancOrphenm (Loew) (2,900; 25-35-40Holdover of entire bill at only op- ing Co-Ed' at Loew's Century and 55)— 'Mr. Smith' (Col) and 'Five
posish vauder helping Marx Bros, 'Fast and Furious' at the combo Peppers' (Col), very strong evening
and ballyed revue, 'Swell Hotel.' as- Hipp, are fairish. Latter, tied to biz, pointing to $19,000. Last week.
sembled by soot's productionists to stage layout featuring p.a. of Wally 'Real Glory' (UA) and 'Scandal
the
doings,
but
at
is
leading
oke $16,000. Last week 'Remember' Vernon,
Sheet' (Col), good $16,000.
unexciting figure.
(M-G)
slipped
slightly

to

Two

standouts

this

stanza

—

„Met (WB) (1,600: 25-40)— 'Mr.
good.
Keith's (Schanbcrger) (2,406; 15- $11,000,
Smith' (Col) (2d run). Third week
of repeat after two big stanzas at 25-35-40)— 'First Love' (U) (2d wk).
Earle heading into good $5,500. Last Stretching out to make room for hol- total of $11,700 in two previous
iday booking of 'Tower of London' weeks.
week saiTie nic got big $7,300.
Stanley (WB) (3,800: 15-25-35-40Palace
(Loew)
35-55)— (U). Will add steady $6,000 to okay
(2,242:
55) 'Jamaica Inn' (Par) (2d wk).
Babes Arms' (M-G), Sock reviews first session at $10,300.
and Rooney-Garland popularity after
New (Mechanic) (1.581: 15-25-35- Pleasing trade holding up nicely,
(20th)
recent p.a. leading town with big 55)— 'Drums Mohawk'
(3d with fairish $61000 a possibility. Last
time
and
only
mild
at
week,
Marking
good $10,700, thanks to strong
$18,000.
wk).
Last week 'Real Glory'
(UA) bad $11,000.
possible $3,500 after building up okay start on opening weekend.

—

Albee

(3,274;

gheny Uprising' (RKO) and
pius

(U)

Accident'

$9,000,

'Alle'Little

'Information

Please' short. Slightly upward, fair
Last week 'Rio' (U) and
$15,500.
'20,000 Men' (20th), $15,000, fair.

(M-G), good

—

000 first week.
Princess (CT) (2,300; 25-34-50)—
'Cat Canary' (Par) and 'Touchdown*
(Par). Pacing for fair $4,500. Last
week. 'On Toe.s' (WB) and 'Blue
Grass' (WB). fair $3,500.
Orpheum (Ind) (1.100: 25-40-50)—
'Intermezzo' (UA) and 'Chan Island'

$24,000.

Met (3,618; 25-35-50)— 'Babes Arms'
(M-G) and 'Main Lawyer' (Rep).
First ate $21,000. Last week 'Thun(M-G) and 'Hero Day'

der Afloat'

(U), n.g. $12,500.
(4,126;

2!:>-35-50)

—

(20th).

T.ulcrs Sea' (Par) and 'Kid Nightin-

Strand

Cinema

de Paris (France-Film)
25-50)— 'L'Orage" (2d wk). May
get $2,200 after good S3.000 first week.
(600:

25-35-40)— 'Torture
and 'Sabotage' (Rep).

(2,870;

(Indie)

Open today (Tuesday).

Last week
'Dead

$3,500 in sight.

$1,800.

$14,000.

Ship'

Good enough

Last week, third. 'Real Glory'' (UA),

(WB).
Good $17,500. Last
week, 'Disputed Passage' (Par) and
'On Toes' (WB) (21 wk), good

gale'

'Calling Marines' (Rep) and
Man' (Foreign;, okay $5,500.

$6,000.

Loew's (Crr) (2,800; .30-40-60)—
'Smith', (Col) (2d wk). Pointing to
very good $7,000 after excellent $11,-

'Jamaica
Fox (4,089; 25-35-50)
Inn' (Par) and 'Dress Parade' (WB)
(2d wk). .Going likp blazes. Excellent $18,000. Last week, magniflcent

Paramount

21.

fair.

Estimates tor'Thls Week
Palace
(CT) (2,700; 25-45-55)—
'Ninotchka'
(M-G).
Sighting for
good.
Last week, 'Disputed
Passage' (Par), good enough $6,000.
Capitol (CT) (2.700: 25-45-55)— 'UBoat 29' (Col). Gamble on straight
war pic looks like only fair $5,500.
Last week, repeat 'Babes in Arms'

Week

—

$9,000

'Ninotchka,' at Palace, is getting
top coin currently, repeat of 'Mr.
Smith.' at Loew's. easy second. Rest

no better than

RKO

25-35-50)

1,

Montreal, Nov.

fair biz.

Estimates for This

Monf

In

bian Paramount al.so in chips with
'Rulers ot Sea' and 'Kid Nightingale.'
Albee and Strand are getting

fair

Paramount (M&P) (1.797; 25-35Underlines all around announcing
$15,000.
40-55)— 'Cat Canary'
(Par)
and
Columlila (Loew) (1,234; 25-40)— .shift of opening da.ys to Thanksgiv'Heaven Barbed Wire' (20th j. Good,
•Cavalcade' (20th) (2d run).
Back ing, official, here this week (Thurs.). around $8,500.
Last week. 'TorpeEstimates for This Week
On nrainstem after bad stanza at
doed' (Alliance) and 'Pack Troubles'
Palace and may see solid $5,000.
Century (Loew's-UA) (3.000; 15-25- (20th), $7,000, fairish.
Last week 'Beau Geste' (Par) (2d 40)— 'Dancing Co-Ed' (M-G). Rather
Seellay (M&P) (2,538; 23-35-40run), oke $4,800.
unexciting at possible $7,000. Last
Earle (WB) (2.216: 25-35-40-66)— week. 'Circus' (M-G), attracted fa- 50)— 'Jamaica Inn' (Par) and 'Pack
'Elizabeth E.ssex' (WB) and vaude vorable press and some biz at $8,800. Troubles' (20th) (both 2d run). Fair
Last week, 'Hollywood Cav(2d wk).
Holdover of entire bill
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,205; $5,500.
alcade' (20th) (3d run) and 'Saboshould see good $13,500
Last week 15-25-35-40-55-66)
Furious'
'Fast
tage' (Rep), (1st run). $6,500, good.
combo got stro'ng $19,000.
(M-G). plus vaude headed by Wally
Keith's (RKO) (1.830: 35-55)—'AlSUte
(Loew') (3,600; 25-.15-40-55)
Last
fairish
$12,000.
Vernon. Getting
legheny' (RKO). Disappointing with
week, second of 'Mr, Smith' (Col) —'Mr. Smith' (Col) and 'Five Pepfair $8,000.
Last week 'First Love'
added rather uneventful pers' (Col). Will take about $12,000,
(U) (2d wk) slipped sharply to pas- and v.iude,
Last week. 'Real Glory'
$10,!:00 to sockO' opening round of very good.
sable $6,800.
(UA) and 'Scandal Sheet' (Col),
$16,300.

Garbo Setting Pace

are

Loew's Metropolitan with 'Babes in
Arms' and 'Main Street Lawyer,' and
Fabian Fox, holding 'Jamaica Inn'
and 'Dress Parade' .second week. Fa-

j

|

I

St. nenis (France-Film) (2:300: 25.14)- 'Gibmltar' and 'Oncle de Normandie.' Maintaining good pace at

around
Etoile'

$5,500.
Last. week. 'Belle
and 'Fort Dolores', nice $5,000.

PICTURE GROSSES

VARIETY
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'Drums Mohawk'

Grid

Moves Out of Mpls. and Socks

(20th) and 'HoneyOver' (20th), swell $10,000.

moon

(Loew) (3,200; 25-35-50)—
(M-G) and 'Bad Angel' (MPaced for fair $12,500: Last
'Mr. Smith' (Col) and 'Smug-

SUte

week

B.O..

gled Cargo' (Rep), strong $16,500.
Strand (Indie) (2,000; 25-35-50)—
'Spawn North' (Par) and 'Paris
Honeymoon' (Par) (revivals). Replaced 'Blondie Baby' (Col) end
Television Spy' (Par) Sunday (19).

But Durbin Pulls Neat

with 'Mickey, Kid' (Rep) and 'Wong
Minneapolis, Nov. 21.
$700. Paced at hopeful $3,000 for four-day
The season's biggest football exo- Chinatown'' (Mono).Men'So-so
(Rep) and showing.
'Blondie' garnered weak
dus over the weekend took 6,000 po- Last week, 'Missing
(Colony), split with $1,500. Last week 'Cat Canary' (Par)
theatre customers out of 'Flaming Lead'
tential
'Danger Flight' (Mono) and 'Tar- and 'Sabotage' (Rep), swell $7,500,
rialto circulation to Iowa City, 300
fair $800.
(RKO),
Angel'
nished
miles away, to see the MinncsotaLiberty (NTI - Noble - Federer)
lowa football game, and did damage
Real Glory' (UA).
10-25-30)—'

(1,000;

to grosses already crippled as the
result of unfavorable business conThe partial depopulation
ditions.
will leave a sizable dent In the
week's showhouse takings.
Temporarily, at least, the stage
«how splurge is over and the single
vaude offering, aside from the Gayety's roadshow burlestiue, holds forth
at the Minnesota, where vaudnim's
the regular policy. Absence of any-

Moveover from

Varsity. Light $1,000.

Last week, 'Golden Boy' (Col), also
m.o., slim $1,000.
Lincoln (LTC-Cooper) (1,600; 10and
20-25)— "Dark Rapture'
(U)

Look' (20th), split with 'Little
Accident' (U) and 'Big Town Czar'
Fair both sides, $2,000. Last
(U).
week, 'Television Spy' (Par) and
'Heritage Desert' (Par), split with
'Busy Work' (20th) and 'Danger
thing resembling a name headliner Island' (20th), $2,000.
plus screen weakness tends to. make
Nebraska (LTC-Cooper) (1.236; 10the layout a minor competitive' fac- 25-40)— 'First Love' (U>.
Durbin
tor on this occasion.
stint will neighbor $4,200, very fine.
After a fairly good week at the Last week, 'Drums Mohawk' (20th),
25c Gopher, "The Under-Pup' has b.o. honey, $4,200.
moved into the 40-55c sure-seater
Stuart (LTC-Cooper) (1.900; 10-25World for an extension of its loop 35)— 'Rulers Sea' (Par). Just fair.
first run, which seems a strange and
Last week, 'Cat, Canary'
$3,000.
hazardous procedure. Results at this (Par), okay $3,600.
outset are none too promising.
Varsity (NTI - Noble - Federer)
'Mr. Smith Goes to Washington,'
'Dast Destiny'
10-25-35)
(1,100;
fter coming through In great box- (WB). Will surprise if getting more
offlce style the initial fortnight, con- than
$2,300, so-so. Last week, 'Real
tinues a third week at the Century. Glory' (UA), got okay $2,600 and exTwo particularly outstanding new- tra week at Liberty.
comers. 'Drums Along the Mohawk'

—

are suflfering from
depression handicap, but will
finish with respectable totals.
Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par-Singer) (900 15-25)—
'Bright Boys' (U) and 'Kid Nightingale '(WB), dual first-runs. Mild $1,200 Indicated. Last week, 'Mesa City'
(RKO) and 'Bookies Wept' (RKO),
$1,400, mild.
Century (Par-Singer) (1.600; 2535-40)— 'Mr. Smith' (Col) (3d wk).
Heaps of word-of-mouth boosting for
this one and helping to keep it going.
Stretching toward profitable $5,000
after big $10,000 first Orpheum week
and healthy $6,000 canto here last

and

'First Love,'

the

week.
Esquire (Gillnvan) (290; 25-4t))—
"Love Affair' (RKO) (2d run). Meaning no more to house, apparently,
than the- foreign language pictures.
Light $700.
Last week, 'Champs
Elysees' (French). $700, light.
Gopher (Par-Singer) (998: 25)—
'

TuU
names

Confession' (RKO).
No cast
that mean anything to local

boxo'ffices. Title, however, some help.
Mild $1,800 on five days. Last week,
•Under-Pup* (U), $3,600, good, but
con.<:iderabIy under expectations.
Minnesota (Mpls. Co.) (4.000; 20-

FOLIES' HYPES

Indpls. B.O. N.G.;

TO

PIC

'Stop,

.

19G

Durbin's

love'

Average $7,500

INCLEVE.
Cleveland, Nov. 21.
Everybody Is getting a juicy cut of
with 'Folies Bergere' unit and
'Pack Up Your Troubles' stealing
the biggest piece for the Palace.
Loew and Warner deluxers advancing openings to Thanksgiving Day
(23), but both 'Disputed Passage' and
'Drums', on five day h.o.s, are going
over ordinary mark.
Estimates (or This Week
pie,

Indianapolis, Nov. 21.

sage' (Par), $5,000 for six days, light
(1.100;

Alhambra

—

(Printz)

(1,120;

Lyric

25-35)—

considerable

(Lyric)

(RKO)

$8,600.

(1,900;,

(Hamrick-Evergreen)
27-42)— 'First Love' (U) and
Accident' (U) t2d wk). Anticipate good $4,000. Last week great
$8,100.

Boosevelt (Sterling) (800; 21-27-42)
—'Elizabeth Essex' (WB). Moveover
from Palomar looking for only fair
Last week 'Roaring 20's'
$2,500.

VERY QUIET;

'CIRCUS' FAIR $12,500

uncer-

vivals after three-day run.
E'sUmates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,300; 25-35-50)—
'Allegheny Uprising'
(RKO) and
'Hero Day' (U). Nothing to get excited about. Fair $6,000. Last week
'First Love' (U) and 'Girl Gambler'

Top Lincoln

Lincoln, Nov. 21.

(RKO)

Deanna

(2d wk), nice $5,500.

the

of

21.

Fair three
all

Kood.

from

it

going higher is unusually late spoil
of fine Indian summer weather, to
which may be- attributed this week's
slight falling off over last.
Louella Parsons and half-dozen

young Hollywood

stars

on

stage at

the Golden Gate, coupled with 'Meet
Dr. Christian' screen, not getting
anywhere, despite the big ballyhoo,
indicating only $16,500.
Fo:c, with
'Elizabeth and Essex,' looks okay.
Estimates tor This Week

Fox (F-WC)

(5,000;

30-40)— 'Eliza-

beth Essex* (WB). Headed for what
looks to be pretty good $15,000.
is no second feature, which is
the best recbmniendatioh a' top
screen attraction can have in the<:*
parts.
Last week, plenty sweet,
with 'Drums Mohawk' 20th beating
out solid $18,000.

Kemp, Rufe Davis

HypoTarade To
Big 26G in Pitt

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850: 35-5.'!)
—'Dr. Christian* (RKO) plus Louella
Parsons and her 'Hollywood Stars of
topping vaude. Poor $16,500
best in view.
Last week, 'Three
Sons' (RKO) and Ritz Bros, on stage
1940'

big $22,000.

Orpheum (F&M)

(2,440;

35-55)—

Mr. Smith* (Col) (4th wk) and.
'Witness Vanishes' (U) (2nd wk-mnts
only).
Shows little signs of weakening; looks for $10,000, acers for
fourth session.
Last week, exceptionally strong $12,200.
Paramount (F-WC) (2,740: 30-40)
'Drums Mohawk* (20th) and 'Busy
Work' (20th). Following smash week
at Fox, this bill is a moveover and
looks to do fair $9,000. Last werk,
'Remember* (M-G) and 'Bad Angel'
(M-G), fair

$10,500.

St. Francis (F-WC) (1,470: 30-40)
'Babes Arms' (M-G) and 'Televi.>:ion
Spy' (Par). After grand four-week
run at Warfleld, moved" here for
fifth week in town and what should
get good $5,000. Last week. 'Roaring
Twenties* (WB) and 'No Place Go*
(WB), $5,000, hefty for second (tint

will

fourth week at Senator, still pulling
mightily and sticks foi: a fifth, while
'Drums Along the Mohawk' is keep- of moveover bill.
ing Alvin satisfied in second session.
United Artiste (Cohen) (1.200; 35At the Penn. 'Elizabeth and Essex' 55-75)— 'Eternally
Your.s* (UA) (?d
isn't setting things on fire by any
means and will come out after six Wk). Set for okay $7,500 in ceconcl

imdere.stimated,
Constance
Bennett and 'Nurse Cavell' (RKO)
growing after a poor get-off to $15,-

gross

500.

which was smart.

stay

a'

third;

'Mr.

Smith,'

in

week. Got $10,000 last week, gooq
days and move to Warner for
Thanksgiving getaway. Warner cur- but under expectations.
Warfleld (F-WC) (2.680: SO-40)-.
rently hitting rock-bottom with 'On
Canary* (Par) and 'What Life*
your Toes' and 'Full Confession,' 'Cat
twin weakles from money stand- (Par) looks for aweet $12,000. Laft
week, 'Babes Arms* (M-G) Mi
point.
'Television Spy* (Par)
(4th wk),
Estimates for This Week
strong $8,000.
Alvin (Harris) (1.8.50; 25-35-50)—
'Drums Mohawk* (20th) .(2d wk).
Getting by, although a plenty sharp
drop from opening take. Looks like
$6,500, or better, off by half, but
that figure won't hurt anybody.
'Tower of London' (U) gets holiday
opening. Last week, fine $12,000.
Fulton (Shea-Hyde) (1.750; 25-40)
'First Love (U) (2d wk).
Looks
like thia top Durbin yet for coin.
Opening day second week set a new
Detroit, Nov. S).
record here for h.o. pix and in curBpell of Indiiin summer ove»
rent
session,
with
Thanksgiving weekend must have compensated
coming in, should have no trouble for the shortage of cash in thi.s town,
clocking $8,500, which is great. where 60.000 Chrysler workers have
Opening .stanza ran up a new house been off payrolls for six week.^, lor
record for Fulton, bettering spec- downtown biz took some surprising
tacular $12,500, breaking m.-iik pre- flareups.
c
viously held by 'Thin Ice." ManageWhile spotty, money .<!tarted to
ment looks for at least four-week flow in. with bulk of customers civrun from 'Love.'
ing the play to 'Drums Along ths
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-35- Mohawk, in second week at Fox.
50)— 'Elizabeth E-ssex' (WB). Mixed and 'Another Thin Man' at United
notices for this one and public rather Artists.
lukewarm to the Davis-Flynn hisThanksgiving is expected to giv«
torical spectacle.
In lor six days additional boost this week to biz.
only, moving to Warner for holiday Palms-State, which has been t.iking
getaway.
In abbreviated session, over first-runs after week in other
will hardly claim more lhan $12,- houses, this week brought iis prices
500, which is below the great expec- up to 30-40-55 in keeping with other
tations.
Last week, 'Jamaica Inn' major theatres.
(Par), another in-and-ouler at $13,Estimates for This Week
500.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700: .10-401—
Senator (Harris) (1.750: 2.')-35-50) 'Mr. Smith' (Col) (2d wk)-2d run)
-'Mr. Smith' (Col) (2d wk). Still plus 'Behind Prison Gates' iCol.''.
batting out spectacular grosses after Should get good $4,500. 'Mr. Smith.*
two previous weeks at Alvin. Will teamed with 'Miracle Street' (Col)
stick again for its fifth downtown. during first week of 2d run, after
Heading currently for $5,000, which 'Smith' had two previous weeks tt
is more than double house's regular Fox, got nice $5,000.
average. Last week's gross was $6,Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5.000; 30-40-

LOY-POWELLOK

'Remember'
Last week.
Name-plugging may hike
(M-G).
Last week.
it to worthwhile $4,500.
'Jamaica Inn' (Par), Just ambled

$12,000.

along, $3,500.

Plenty H.O.S in Seattle;

Durbin's 2d Good $4,000

third nift.v stanza at Liberty, while
Love' running into second at
Paramount. Effort to revive 'Sweethearl.s,'
for about the third time,
."seems futile at Blue Mouse.
'Test
Pilot' is on same bill to help it along.
Estimates for This Week

Rlue

.Moii<ie

(Hamrick-Evergreen)

(850:

27)— 'Sweethearts' (M-G) and

Test

Pilot'

(M-G)

(revivals).

Very

Last week 'Jamaica Inn'
(Par) and 'Bright Boys' (U), $2,300,
mild.

poor $900.

Coliseum
(Hamrick - Evergreen)
21-32)— 'Beau Geste* (Par)
(1.900:
and -Sherlock Holmes* (20lh) (2d
run). Indicate only $2,600, fair. Last
week 'Tropics' (M-G) and 'Hotel
Women' i20th) (2d run) okay $3,000.
Fifth
Avenue
(Hamrick-Evergreen) (2.349; 27-42)— 'Drums Mohawk' (20th); Good $7 000, but more
had been expected. Last week 'Intermezzo' (UA) and 'Busy Work' (20th),
poor $4,100.
Liberty (J-vH) (1.650; 21-27-42)—
'Mr. Smith' (Col) (3d wk). Hitting
around $5,000. big. Last week, same
film, good $5,800.
.Music Box (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(850; 27-42)— 'Housekeeper's Daughter' (UA).
Moreover from Orpheum,
gettinc good $2,800. Last week 'Babes
Arms' (M-G), fourth week, $2,400,

.

;

I

IN DET.

$11,000

(Loew's) (3.450; 30-35-42-55) —
—SUte
'DisDUted Passage' (Par). Pleasant

Durbin's
latest.
'Fir,st
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 25-35Love,' is currently the town's toast. 50)— 'Mr.
Smith' (Col) and 'Smuggled
Film stepped away from the barrier Cargo' (Rep) (2d run). Hefty $5,in front and appears unlikely to be 500 promised.
Last week 'Roaring
headed.
Tossup for .second place Twenties'
(WB)
and
'Hawaiian
money Is between 'Rulers of the Nights' (U) (2d run), nice $5,200.
Sea' (Stuart) and 'Dust Be My DesFay's (Indie) (2.000; 25-35r40)—
tiny' (Varsity).
'Drums Mohawk' (20th) (2d run) and good.
Lincoln is .still dual-.splitting. but vaude. Stepping along to nice $6,000.
Orpheum (Hamrick-Evergreen)
rumors are that it will shutter in Last week 'Wong Chinatown' (Mono) (2,600; 27-42)—
'Cat, Canary' (Par)
December for some remodeling,
and 'vaude. so-so $5,000.
and 'Fast Furious' (M-G). Looks like
Estimates for This Week
Majestic (Fay) (2,20b; 25-35-50)— big $7,100. La.'it week 'Housekeeper's
Colonfal (NTI - Noble - Monroe) ''Tower London' (U) and 'Busy Work' Daughter'
(UA) and 'Badlands'
(20th).
Not too busy, but good
(750; 10-15)— 'Panama Lady' (RKO)
RKO), $6,400, good.
and 'Overland Mail' (Mono) split enough for nice $7,000. Last' week
Falomar (.Sterling) (1,350; 21-27l

closing

Only thinn that has kept

—

'First

IS

San Francisco, Nov.
Since

weeks ago business at nearly

downtown houses has been

$2,000, fine.

25-30-40)—

.

PROY.

Durbin Croons Sweet
to

Paramount

(3,000;

Seattle, Nov. 21.
(20th) and Horace
Eiz Is Into the fall swing, but not
Helped by night prices
effective all day long. Heading for at any terrific pace.
Rainy season
terrific S18,500.
Last week, 'Pack seems at hand.
'Mr. Smith' is getting along for
Troubles (20th) and vaude, fairish

1

$4,200

and

Pittsburgh. Nov. 21.
like harvest time pretty
this week. Couple of spots
are only doing so-so. but the others
30-35-42-55)— are more than offsetting slack with
Well liked plenty healthy grb.<!ses. Outstanding
'Dr. Christian' (RKO).
little family yarn, $3,500;
Last week, is Stanley, where Hal Kemp's band
'Roaring Twenties' (WB), landed and Rufe Davis are shooting 'On
good $4,000 on second round.
Dress Parade' for house's best take
Circle (Marmorstein) (1,900; 15-35) since Eddie Cantor resumed stage
—'Real Glory' (UA)
(2d
run). shows there in September.
Clicked iso sweetly on first shot,
Holdovers are also clicking big.
$3,200. that house is keeping it for 'First Love' at Fulton is falling off
another full session that looks like only slightl.y in second week and

Allen

Heidt orch.

Providence, Nov. 21.
Strength of 'Mr. Smith' and 'Drums
tainty.
Praises being simg for .filmon every hand, but boxoffice strcnglh Along the Mohawk' warranted downisn't putting in appearance.
A good town holdovers, with former going
spot for this type of offering, but to Carlton, and latter to ordinarily
poor $900 seems about ton.s, Last first-run Fay's vaude house. Strand
week. 'Road to Glory* (20th) (re- found 'Blondie Brings Up Baby' a
weak sister and switched to 'Spawn
issue), $1,200, light.
of North' and 'Paris Honeymoon' re-

with

(20lh)

Essex' (WB), $4,800,

(3,039;
'Little

10-20-

House reopened 'Heaven Fence'

after complete rebuilding job following fire, and now is one of city's
most modern and beautiful theatres.
For first time offers free parking
facilities and, taking a leaf from St.
Louis Park theatre, permits smoking in balcony. First nabe showing
for strong picture.
Big $3,500 in
prosoect.
World (Steffes) (350: 25-35-40-55)
—'Under-Pup' (U) (2d wk). Experiment of bringing picture over from
25c Gopher at higher admissions

frausht

week 'EUzabeth
slow.

35) 'Jeepers Creepers' (Rep) and
Man Could Hang' (Col) (2d run).
Average $900 for three filler days.
Last week, 'Golden Boy' (Col) and
'Blondie Vacation' (Col), both secLook.s
onds, earned neat $1,400 in four generally

1

(Par)

42)— 'Chicken Family'

Blackstone, magician, on stage. Latter accounting for great $7,000. Last

.There

i

(M-G).

Plus 'Dr. Chrisdan' Poor $16,500

(WB), $3,500. good.
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800;
16-32)— 'Name Only' (RKO) and 'Espionage Agent' (WB) (2d run). Expect good $2,700. Last week 'Golden
Boy' (Col) and 'Way Down East*
(RKO), $2,300, okay.

Even the hope of Thanksgiving
Hipp (Warner) (3,700; 30-35-42-55)
tagged on the closing day isn't bring'Drums Mohawk' (20th). To get
ing smiles to faces of most theatre a Thanksgiving brealc for 'Elizabeth
managers. Marx Bros, in 'At the and Essex' (WB), this one is holdCircus,' which Loew's had antici- ing exti-a five days for sure $0,000,
pated as big winner, is disappoint- okay. Last week, very satisfactory
'First Love' at the Circle is $15,500.
ing.
pulling an average week. 'Rulers of
Lake (Warner) (800; 15-25)— 'Three
Sea,' at Indiana, dualled with 'Our
Sons' (RKO) and 'Kid Nightingale'
Neighbors,' has crepe on the door.
(WB). Getting fair $2,100.
Last
Moveover of 'Drums Along the week, 'Beware Spooks'
(Co\) and
Mohawk,' at Apollo, is just keeping
'Gray Walls' (Col), $2,800, nice.
some of the seats dusted ott.
Palace (RKO) (3,200; 30-35-42-55)
Estimates for This Week
—'Pack Troubles' (20th) plus 'Folies
Apollo (Katz-Dolle) (1,100; 25-30- Bergere' on stage.
Frenchy girl40)— 'Drums Mohawk' (20th). Move- show is the socker, giving celliUoid
over froifi Indiana just so-.so at swell support and grand weekend
Last week, 'Elizabeth Essex' trade that should build to better
$3,000.
(WB), also m.o. from Indiana, poor than $19,000 elegant.
Last week's

—

Uptown

Has B. 0.; LoHy Parsons

days..

30-40)— 'Panama Patrol' (GN) and
stage show.
Stage portion minus
name draws and tough sledding in
sight. Will be lucky to exceed mild
$5,500. Last week, 'Covered Trailer' $1,600.
(Rep) and stage show, including Milt
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,600: 25-30Herth Trio and Eddie Peabody, $7,- 40)— 'First Love' (U) and 'Missing
200. not profitable.
Evidence' (U). Average $7,500. Last
Orpheum (Par-Singer) (2,800: 25- week. 'Jamaica Inn' (Par) and 'Little
35-40)— 'First Love' (U).
Deanna Accident' (U), very poor $4,300.
Durbin still a magnet, and picture
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,100; 25-30very well liked. Big $9,000 indicat- 40)— 'Rulers Seat' (Par) and 'Our
ed. Last week, 'Co-Ed' (M-G) and Neighbors' (Par). Poor $4,500. Last
Phil Spitalny and his 'Hour of week, 'Drums Mohawk' (20th) and
Charm' on stage, $13,500. good.
'Busy Work' (20th), slid after big
State (Par-Singer) (2.300; 25-35-40) opening to okay $8,800.
'Drums Mohawk' (20th). Under
Loew's (Loew's) (2,400; 25-30-40)—
normal circumstances this fine pic- •Circus' (M-G) and 'Gray Walls'
ture undoubtedly would goal 'em (Col). Under expectations with fair
Now it's just 5""."^*
hitting a moderately
$7,500. Last week, 'Mr. Smith' (Col)
"^^Z
good '"J""
pace and- stretch mg toward
.j^an Could Hang* (Col) niftv
Last week. 'Disputed Pas- IJo jool
$8,000.

•Women'

Frisco

'Circus'

G).

700,

new

SUnley

record for house.

(WB)

(3.600;

55)— 'Drums

Mohawk'

(20lh)

(2d

25-40-60)— wk) and 'Little Accident' (U) ilst
Kemp wk). Latter picture replaced 'Pack
that's Troubles' (20th).
'Drums' rolled up
swell $27,500 during first week and
is headed for fine $16,000 currently.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
30-40-55)— 'Rulers Sea' (Par) and
'Touchdown' (Par). Former picture
caught some nice tieups with water-

'Dress Parade' (WB) and Hal
orch-Rufe Davis.
It's stage

drawing,

and it's drawing plenty.
Shows resumed after fortnight of
straight pix and management en
couraged anew at big biz.
Kemp
beating his la.st figure here by a
wide margin and, with his closing
day falling on Thanksgiving, should
not be very far from great $20,000
when finishes up. Last week, 'Bali'
(Par), n.s.h. at $9,000, despite favor
able notices and reaction.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-40)— 'Full
Confession' (RKO) arid 'On Toes'
(WB). Warner's the lone outcast
this week.
Twinner hasn't anything
Ihey want and public's passing it up
in droves.
Figured Zorina niight
mean something following her legit
click here last season in 'I Married
.

An

front here.

Headed

for

nejil

$12.-

000.
Last week, okay $12.01)0 for
'Roaring Twenties' (WB) and 'Our
Neighbors' (Par).
Palms-State (United Detroit) (3.30-40-55)— 'Roaring Twenties'
000:
(WB) and 'Remember' (M-G). 'Former shifted over from Michigan,

'Remember' moved over from UA;
result fine $9,500.
Last week, only
fair $6,000 with 'Jamaica Inn' (Par)
(2d run) and 'At Circus" (M-G) (2d

run).

Angel,' but 'taint so. Maybe $2,United Artists (United Detroit)
600, in the doghouse.
Last week, (2,000;
Thin
30-40-55)
'Another
'Allegheny Uprising' (RKO). moved Man' (M-G).
Headed for plenty
here after week at Penn, pretty good good $11,000. Last week, just fair
at $4,900,
$8,000 with 'Remember' (M-G).

—
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Await

Blapk Restores Cuts
To 'Little DOS' Cast

61.

U.S. Cos.

British Frozen Coin

London, Nov.

Decision; Huddles
Expecting for the last two days
a decision on frozen currency policy
in Britain, American picture companies still were up in the air late
yesterday (Tuesday) afternoon because a verdict still was not forth-

On

in Australia

SAILING SNAG RETARDS

FOREIGN PIC SHIPMENTS
American

coming from London.

distributors report print

Expectation is that formal ruling Shipments to certain foreign counTviU be made this week.
tries slowing down although no. acPredictions are that about 32'A7o tual transportation had been halted,
of rental money will be okayed for
except temporarily. Most of the difUnder this arrange•withdrawal.
be allowed dis- ficulty has been caused by the short-

ment, 35%

would

tributors for operating costs on the
British Isle.?, with companies permitted to ship halt of the remaining
65% to the U. S.

Parleys in Aossle

Sydney, Nov.

21.

Representatives of American distributors have been invited to a government conference in Canberra on
the question of remitting coin to the
U. S. Understood here that the government would suggest distributors
leave around 20% of their rental collections in Australia.
Any refusal by U. S. distributors
to do this may mean tighter restrictions and regulations through local
banks covering remittances overseas.
The Motion Picture Distributors
Assn. of Australia is huddling on the
proposition.

V. S. Cos. Expect Cnrbs

.

The U.

S. film

industry currently

anticipates moves to establish ex-,
change control, possibly with certain
restrictions, in British dominions as
Eoon as Great Britain adopts a permanent policy on frozen currency.
Indications are that the coin curbs
In Australia and possibly other British possessions will be patterned
after the setup established by England.
New Zealand adopted currency restrictions over a year ago whereby
fUm'companies are allowed to ship

75%

of

their

money

the U. S.

chandise.
Film executives in the U. S. see

no excuse for Canada adopting a
frozen-coin policy, particularly in
view of the comparatively free passage of coin between the two countries in the past

Scandinavia and Spain

Shape Up as Best

New

U.

seem

features

to

move by
new fields

inside track in the

S. arty theatres to test

of

foreign-language product more,
thoroughly because of the disorgan-

ized state of foreign film imports.

other new source
strongly is Spain.

'

most

Typical situation arise last week
Java began clamoring for
pictures. Delay in getting shipments
out of Amsterdam is reported back
of this anxiety, since printing and
superimposing of titles currently is
being done in the Dutch metropolis.
Formerly, films for this market went
directly

and

which

looms

In Retrenchment

WAR CURBS NORSE

PIC

IMPORTS, BUT U.S. UP

.

Have Wings'

(Col) fared poorly at

TAX SQUABBLE

when

the

there are Indications th.' multipleselling system, In vogue f jr years In
Argentina, Is gradually growing In
disfavor to a point that

Its

level

impossible

but the unstable conditions in Great
Britain

make

risking

a large outKino Palaet. Biggest b.o. suclay for feature production extremecess, of all is Danish-made 'Children
ly hazardous and unfair to comof Divorce' (Nordisk Film), made by
panies,
putting
money.
up
They
the Hollywood old-timer, Benjamin
have indicated a desire to cooperate
Christensen.
It's in its 12th week
the

-

to plug

become so disorganized,

has

field

With decision on realignment of
Great Britain's quota law expected
this week, speculation among American
major companies centered
around whether the quality requirement would be lifted and if the
minimum, requiring approximately
$60,000 ($75,000 under the old rate
of exchange) outlay per feature,
will be lowered.
It the quality
clause is removed and the minimum
is dropped near the old
level of
about $15,000 per picture, American
companies would revive considerable 'quickie' production in England, as under the old Quota Act
that ended in 1938.
Under wartime conditions, American distributors contend, not only is

Copenhagen, Nov. 6,
The war has curbed Imports of
German, British and French films,
and so consequently the demand foi
American pictures is on the increasf
throughout the Norse countries.
Big successes in Copenhagen are
'Four Feathers' (UA), which broke
the World cinema's record for the
first week; 'Wuthering Heights' (UA ),
at the Dagmar Bio; 'Stanley and
Livingstone' (20th), Palladium, and
'Mr. Chips' (M-G), doing fine at
second-run houses after five weeks
the same quality
'Only Angels
at W6rld Cinema.

at the Paladsteatret and doing exceptionally well in the provinces.

particularly at this time,

lift

Of Brirish Quota; Verdict Due This Wk.

in

maintaining production,

biit

with

concessions.

One present stipulation -Is that not
than 75% of labor costs must be

less

every leak in the foreign market,

NEW ARGENTINA

paid to British subjects for quota
pictures, another wrinkle that will
have to be adjusted. Right now,
American companies do not feel like
going ahead on a big production
without assurances as to when the
picture will be fcompleted, a factor
predicated on the disrupted state
of British production.
Presently, under the second-year
are Increase
distributor
for
quotas,
-

SEVERAL

MEL

PROD. IN SPAIN

elimina-

an economy. At least
and there may
Several
major companies
New thorn In the sides of American distributors has developed in be more— have about made up their mulling' deals which would see their American distribs must make 20%
to
multiple-selling to re-entry into Spain on a mild scale. of their total pictures distributed
minds,
dissolve
Argentina. It Is the new 1940 budget
that
subsequent-run
cinemas
in
Universal
and RKO are those annually in Great Britain. Thus, the
Metro,
for that country, which includes a
retroactive feature pertaining to in- country since it not only cuts into mentioned as likely to first r'lrt major firm distributing 40 features
come taxes levied on U. S. distrib- their revenue, but also is a deter- distribution and possibly production in Britain during a year must make
under the new eight single-credit quota pictures.
In
territory
rent
the
office.
that
at
box
utors.
executives
While willing to turn out this
department
Multiple selling varies from ordi- setup.
Foreign
Big catch, under the Franco many features, American companies
huddled at the Hay? office Monday nary deals in that the distributor
(20) rnorning to map a plan of com- gives the exhibitor four to eight ad- regime thus far. Is that he will not contend they should not be forced
bating the liew statute.
ditional' playdates for a feature after' permit money to leave the country. to spend as: much per picture as in
Tax question, which dates ,back the initial run. For example, the dis- Only out to unfreeze part of this the past, especially when a $75,000
film might eiasily cost $150,000 to
to 1934, has been fought in the Ar- trib gets $150 for this setup Instead money is via production.
If a sufficiently strong market can $200,000
Mean- of the expected $100 he might be exunder existing circumgentina courts ever since.
time, payment of the tariff has been pected to receive for a single regular be found for films made in Spain, stances, with additional credit pix
this setup would serve a double costing proportionately more.
held up, the full coin allotment booking.
distribs.
It
shipped to the U. S. and taxes paid
Allowing this right to rebook for purpose for American
on the totals in this country. Con- a additional $50 is the start of wor- would put to use the coin frozen
sequently, American companies have ries and expenditures for the distri- in Spain and enable them (if propno desire to pay Argentine taxation bt'tion company. Latter must keep erly handled, some believe) to se- Danes Go Native On
that goes back five years, and are a print of that particular film avail- cure certain revenue from other
countries on these Spanish
Talent, Winch Means
lining up to combat the new retro- able for possible additional showings, Latin
productions. Viewed from the longactive clause.
maintain a full bookkeeping system
Tax calls for 5% of all remittances and then must 'figure in the cost of range standpoint, too, some U. S.
Stranding Foreigners
conApanies believe it might mean the
to this country to be paid to Argen- servicing, shipping, etc.
freeing
of
the
entire
Spaneventual
tine government. Estimated that this
Instead of having so many pictures
Copenhagen, Nov. 6.
would run as high as $240,000 per on call under this system, American ish market, one of the best of the
lesser
European
marts.
.Although many foreign acts were
year, making about $1,200,000 presdistribs have for some tim'i seen the
able to -leave the country despite
ently due as a result of taxation over
logic of the standard method of
tion

is

listed as

three major distribs

the last five years.

—

mVET' OK IN LONDON;

m; TONEY' FALTER
London, Nov.

21.

Despite appetite of entertainmentthe three shows which opened here
last week appear to have limited
chances of success. Third is a click.

'Corn' played in
son.

By

London

last sea-

Transferred

Paris, Nov. 21.
Chataigneau, head of the cinsection of the Information Bureau, has been transferred to a diplomatic post here.

If

war

SHEREK PLANS REVIVAL
OF TORESr

IN

LONDON

William Hlllman, for a number of
years the chief Hearst representa
and who is now with ColIs doing a series of weekly
broadcasts to America.
tlve here,

liers,

obstacles, there are

still

many

others stranded here without sufficient funds for their return to nnConsequently, artive countries.
rangements are under way for a

monster

benefit, proceeds of

which

would permit them passage.
London, Nov. 21.
The inclination for locals to preHenry Sherek Is looking ahead serve native coin and employment
rather optimistically. Producer plans
during times of stress has naturally
a West End production of Robert
had a proportional effect on show
Sherwood's "The Petrified Forest,' biz here,
where theatres are only
which Gilbert Miller presented on
London, Nov. 11.
Danish performers,
Violet Loraine, one of the most Broadway several seasons ago with
though there are Isolated cases where
popular musical stars during the last Leslie Howard in the lead role.
royalties must be paid for foreign
war, talks of coming back from her
Another of the Playwright Co.'s plays currently on view here.
married retirement to entertain the members, Elmer Rice, is having his

War-Time London

employing

'Black
musical,
Velvet,'
which
'Judgment Day,' done also on Broadpreemed Tuesday (14) at the Hippo- troops.
way some seasons ago, given a West
drome,
was enthusiastically reMichael Balcon to make a picture, End revival.
ceived and looks set for a lengthy
'Convoy,' dramatizing modern warrun on present two-a-riight iwlicy.
'Saloon Bar,' which unveiled at fare. He is seeking official coopera-

To

tion.

the exhibitor had to shop
around for a reissue, it's anticipated
he would more likely get a stronger
feature if the present situation were
changed.

booking.

starved Britons for legit fare, two of

.

Official

Of Multiple Sales

With distributors anxious

Being

Film

Eye Exit

from Paris, where printing
were handled.

able success at the Fifth Avenue Wyndham's the following night (15)
Playhouse, N. Y.
is a mildly amusing comedy, but its
Aside from this product, arty the- poor plot militates against its chances,
atre operators believe an avid man. Even less hope is held out for 'Market may develop for Spanish-lan- ried' for Money,' a farce, which teed
guage features, not only becEuse of off at the Aldwych on Friday (17).
U, S. attempt to build a good-neighbor policy in the Latin-Americas,
but because Dictator Franco is exert'Corn'
Returned
l:>g pressure to re-establish production in Spain. Film-making in MaI^ondon
Williams
drid, too, may be given impetus by
Emlyn 'Williams, currently touring
the proposed plans of several American majors to do some producing the English provinces in his own
play. The Corn Is Green,' is due to
there.
Besides product already in their revive the show at the Piccadilly, in
bands or ready for shipment to this London's West End, Dec. 11 for a
country, foreign distr' s in N. Y. regular run.
h ve assurances of additional French
According to a letter from the acfilms during the next few months. tor-author, received Monday (20) in
Currently, about 12 features are in New York, the tour has been highly
work or are about to go Into produc- profitable,

J.

Distribs

iitling

An-

Evidence of. this new trend was
seen in the newly established policy
at the 48th Street Cinema, New
York, where only Scandinavian pro
ductions are being tried. In recent
weeks, Danish, Norwegian and Swe.
dish pictures have been used, with
Swedish-made rated the best chance
for sustained draw. Latter also are
being used freely and with consider'

ema

policy.

U.

when

on

US. Piclndusfiy

9.

Prior to reopening the London PalLittle
Dog
"The
with
ladium
Laughed,' producer George Black
told the principals it would only be
possible to do so if they agreed to
take a 40% cut. To this they agreed.
After a run of a fortnight, Black
called the principals together and
told them business was surprisingly
good, with the outlook safe, so he
decided to put them on full salaries,
and also reimbursed them for the
slash of the previous fortnight.
Show is now playing to capacity,
averaging about $37,500 per week for
15'. performances.
This despite house
having no library (agency) deal,
which has always been Palladium

.

Foreign Film Sources
Scandinavian

Oiily the fact that

far enough,
S. companies are
ahead on their supply to meet release dates has prevented actual
hardship with foreign accounts.

TABIETT, U>NI)«I«

Telephone Temple Bar M41-M4ie

'

to

Only way that the remaining 25%
can be removed is via some barter
eystem, such as purchase of mer-

have the

age of boats.

9M» AMrmi

only spot In London

Ritz hotel

which turned
restaurant.

Relations Halts 'Geste'

its

It's

air raid shelter into

packing 'em

in.

Copenhagen, Nov. 6.
natural apprehenr

Vs.M.P. Export Due Soon
Trial

of the

Scandinavia's

Lipton

AsHas trachan against the Motion Picture sion of encroaching on Soviet sen-,
thc.ie
suit

of

swanky moniker of L'Abri, Export Corp., for breach of conIs French for shelter.
tract, goes to trial Jan, 5 next jn
~
N. Y.
Plaintiff claims he was. engaged
United Artists, RKO, British Lion
and General Films' executives and May 6, 1936, for three years at $10,400 a year to be the general mansales forces have taken a 10%. cut
ager of the Far East office of the,
for the duration of the war.'
defendant. He was discharged June
29, 1937, and the company went out
Government has t-"..en over the of business in August, 1937. The sued
premises of the Gate theatre club, for .amount Is $22,400.
and Norman Marshal^ who has been
conducting the theatre, expects moBRITISH
mentarily to be called up.
London, Nov. 11.
Britain has a new weekly IllusTeddie Gerard, w.k. revue player
trated niag devoted exclusively to
o' the last war, has returned from
the war.
It's called The War Ilher home in Capri, determined to
lustrated and reports and interprets
sing, or run concerts, for the troops.
the confiict in pictures and prose.
Publishers see a good market for
The Queen attended one of the it in the U. S, and are arranging
lunch-hour concerts at the National for a number of key distribution
Gallery, run cteily at ?5c.
Artists points over here for testing purposes.
give their services free, and money Will sell here for about a dime.
goes to Musicians' Benevolent Fund. Over there it's priced at 6c.
the

Strained Rnss-Scandia

Lipton Astrachan's Suit

tion.

which

particularly during
times of strained relations between
them, has resulted in Denmark's
holding off censorial passage of
sitivities,

Paramount's 'Beau Geste.'
Brian Donlevy's characterization
of the brutal Russian sergeant is the
fly In

the ointment.

Reva Reyes* Leg Broken
In Auto Crash in France

WAR MAG

taris, Nov. 11.
.

Reva Reyes, Mexican

songstresu','

suffered a broken leg and lesser injuries In auto wreck this week while
returning from a performance given
for troups near the western front.
Motor car in which she and her
mother were riding crashed into a
tree near
Rhelms.
Miss Reyes'
mother received severe bruLses.
Singer will be in the American
hospital, Neuilly, for more than a

month.
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Lobby Hold-Out With

Lines Block Long Outside!

("In the smash division at$i 10,000. Holds

3

Over^-VARIETY)

WEEK!

Crowds storm Radio City Music Hall

as
gets BIGGER day by day!
The Yearns Comedy Sensation is sure-fire for
Hold-Overs (An M-G-M Custom!) Be readyl

"NINOTCHKA"
!
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Knowledge radio programs, Is aimed
to attract Kyser's air and stage following. If he can do that, picture
will do more than normal biz in

FOUR WIVES
Hollywood, Nov. 20.
Wnrner release of Hal B. Wo1ll» proKucilon. .Stni'K Lane .Sisters and Gnle TiiRe:
features Claude Itnlns, .TeRrey Lynn, l^cUlle
Albert, John Carllcld. Directed by Mlehncl
Sciecnitlay. Julius J. and I'hltlp
CurtlK,
G. Epstein and Maurice Hanlinc: sUBKCsted
hv the book. '.'^Istor .\ct.' by Fannie Hur.'it;
c-nmera, Sol PolMo; music.' Mai .Stclncr.
Hollywood.
Previewed Nov. 20. 'Sll. at
nunnInK tlme^'IlO .MINS.

direct proportion to his popularity in
each locality. Strictly as a picture
attraction, for regular film audiences,
it's a moderate entertainment which
will satisfy as

a'

bill-topper.

Story is a most glib one on which
launch Kyser's try in films.
Claude halns Signed, on his radio rep, to make a
Jertrey Lynn
in Hollywood, he gets the
...John GarHcl.l picture
Put wise to
on story.
.Frank .McHuKti shuffle
producer Adolphe
....May Robson maneuvers
of

"Tfell.t Dollz
Ml.^key llordcn.
lien Crowley

Aunt Ktla
Knini.i Lcnip

Dr. Clinton Forrest, Jr
\l'r-

to

dale r.iKe
Dirk Foran
eddlc Albert

.'

Krne.<<t

^'Zon r°"Z: SJ::::::;HeS;7ors-em

,Mr«.

I

Ver.i Lc>vi3

RidReneid

Ann Leinp..
Kny Ijemp

1

i.ini>

.I'risoiiia

.Itoscm.Try j.:ine
.Lola i.nne

Thea Lemp...

Mcnjou to have Kyscr cancel his
contract and let the studio out of the
coin commitment, band leader turns
the tables and winds up with the
Menjou without a picture.
There are few pretenses to offer
Kyser as a film actor, but at that he
grooves acceptably into the role of
playing himself. He is not averse to
personally pointing out along the
way that he is far from the screenHowever, the maestro
able type.
displays comedy ability far above
the ordinary for screen newcomers
sequences. First
in two good laugh
,
, , ^ ^ ,
his- Komco and Juliet balcony
is
scene over a Venetian canal hazard,
His other
in the screen test scene.
routine and getup for the press garden party is neatly put together for
several laughs,
The five songs in the picture are
all sung by various members of the
Kyscr troupe. Most certain .to hit
top pop rating is 'Chatterbox' (by
Jerome Brainin and Allan Roberts)

„j

^

Direct sequel to 'Four Daughters,'
this one contains all the sentimental
hiimanness and family wholesomeDecidedly
ness of its predecessor.
interesting as a whole, despite overlength and slow stretches that break
it down on unwinding, 'Four Wives'
will ride along on the momentum and
interest of the first in the series to
excellent boxofflce.
Story picks, up the characters of,
the daughters a few months after the
climax of the latter film. There's
the music master, Claude Rains, father of the girls; Aunt May Robfon
continuing to mother the family;

|

1

I

.

Dick Foran and Frank McHugh, re
spective husbands of Gale Page and
Lola Lane, gossipy Vera Lewis, and

widowed Priscilla Lane .-.nd which Ginny Simms and Harry
Jeffrey Babbitt handle in good rhythm and
Rosemary Lane.
Lynn is still around, persistently swing. Second best tune is The
courting Priscilla and Eddie Albert Answer to Love' (Sam Stept and
•

eligible

group as a young Charles Newman) and the other
medic who eventually marches to the numbers include 'The Little Red Fox'
altar with Rosemary.
(by James V. Kern, Lew. Porter,
joins the family

Story's chief motivation Is actuated Johnny Lange and Hy Heath).; 'Fit
by the girls' interest in maternal To Be Tied' (Walter Donaldson) ; and
problem?. After Miss Page figures Happy Birthday to Love'
(Dave
she is that way, an obstetrician de- Franklin). The songs are all above
clares she can have no children. Sis- par, put over in shownianship style
ter Priscilla turns' up as a prospective by Kyser and his gang.

mother fwith the deceased John Gar-

Story unwinds slowly at the start
'Four Daughters' the father). but, after it gains momeintum, prosufficient interest and entertainment factors to carry it through
to the final sequence
radio broadEarly
cast of Kyser's program.
passages are handicapped in trying
to develop story factors, rather than
smacking audiences most of whom
will be Kyser fans with band and
entertainment specialties, in the foresection of the picture. As it shapes
up, musical numbers and specialties
6f Kyser are mostly in the last half.
But when he goes into the final
sequence presenting a radio broad-

Having accepted a proposal by Lynn, vides
she tries to call it oft, to accept the
eventual suggestion from Dr. Albert
that she marry and forget the past.
After Lola adopts a baby she, too,
eventually becomes a mother, delivPriscilla elopes with
ering twins.
Lynn; her premature baby is saved
via a blood transfusion by Lynn before he starts on his successful concert tour. Rosemary snags Albert for
the finish, to find the four girls happily married.
Picture is replete with intimate
family episodes, marital problems
and maternal discussions. It's good,
wholesome adult fare, although the
references to and discussions on obstetrics and babies along broad lines,
make it unsuitable for the younger
generation and kid trade.
Portrayals of characters In the
family group are excellent all along
the line, and each measures up to the
high standard set in the previous

—

—
—

Blfht

—You're

Wrong'

(RKO). First picture for Kay
Kyser and band. Likely entertainment for regular runs.
'Geronimo' (Par). Lusty and
thrilling western of top calibre,
set in Indian campaigns of the
'80s.

'Secret of Dr. Klldare* (M-G).
in Kildare series, top-

Third

.

the

field of

lent b.o.
'Thai's

WB

Ailam-Lcmp

Miniature Reviews
'Four Wives* (WB). Sequel to
Tour Daughters,' v/ith substantially the same cast, excel-

flight

programcr with substan-

ment

.

wood

tial

entertainment factors.
the Nlgbt ot the

On

Fire'

(GFD). Diana Wynyard-Ralph
Richardson melodrama a click
o.'s; okay U. S. fare.
•Tower of London* (U). Spinetingling horror picture. .»A top

for British b.

dualer, exploitation helping.
'City

Darkness*

in

(20th).

Charlie Chan mystery meller
below par for the series.
'All

(Par).

Women

Have

An under

average dualer.

Secrets'

'Beasts ot Berlin' ('HitlerBeast of Berlin') (PDC). Low-

budget shocker aimed to cash
in on topical appeal has B.o.

'Smashing the 'Money Ring*
(WB). A Secret Service meller
for the double

bills.

'Kid Nightingale* (WB),

Tale

of a warbling prizefighter that is
bottom
so silly it's passable.

A

dualer.

Cook

—

'

GERONIMO

'

.

atnu-

E<Ullc I'rinz,
14,

'30.

Grandma

Previewed at rnnlngea,
time, 91 .MINS.
,...Kay Kyser
Adolnhe .Menjnu
May Robson

Running

NIacey Delmore

Sandra .Sand

Chuck Deems

Tom

VIllaKc
Mai .Stamp
J. D, l^orbes

Lucille Hall

Dennis CKeefo
Edward Everett Horton

Roscoo Karns
Moroni Olsen
Ilobart CavannuKli

Dwight Cook
GInny
Harry

Glnny SImma
Harry babbitt
.

Sully
Ish

'.

.Sully

Mason

tdi Kablbble

Miss Cosgrnve

Dorothy Lnvett

by Paul H. Sloane.
John Link;

editor,

Camera. Henry Sharp;
director, George
asst.

Tenipleton.
Previewed at Paramount, Los
Angeles, .Nov, IS, '30.
Bunnlng time, tID

Capt Starrett
Alice Hamilton
.Sneezer
Gillespie
Lieut, Steele

General
Col.

Frcaton Faster
i..;.,
,

.'

.Steele....'

White

Mrs. Steele

Daisy Devlne
Frederick Allison

Ueronlmo
Interpreter
President Grant

Ellen Drew
.\ndy Devlne

Gene

Locklmrt
William Henry
Ralph Morgan
Pierre

Watkin

.Marjorle Gatesen
Kitty Kelly
Addison Richards

Chief Thunder Cloud
Monte Blue
Joseph Crehan

that is decidedly pleasing to the eye.
In several closeup and near shotSc
semblance ot a third dimensional
effect is noted. This is first time that
any studio has used fine grain post
five through various steps of sound'
tracik and picture, beyond the origi
nal negative-recording stage,
to
bring improvements direct to thea^
tre screens. Paramount plans to use
the fine grain stock for at least one
future release following results ob
tained here.
.

Production's elaborate mounting Is
super-western in all technical deFrank
partments. Process background work
Kay Kyser's first picture, 'That's
by Farclot Edouart, and photography
Right— 'You're Wrong,* 'based on the
Here is a lusty and actionful melo- by Henry Sharp, accentuate pro
Elogan of bis KoUege of Musical drama, based on campaigns of the duction qualities of the picture.
MI.1S

nrlKhton

Thomas

Lillian

West

Denla Tankard

Cherrycow
McNeil

Hank

Bell
Cordell

Lionel liarrynioro
Lionel Atwlll
Helen Gilbert

Wayman

Nat

.Sara

.Mrs.

Kmma Dunn

Martha Kildare
Carow

Waller KInRsforil
Grant Mitchell

3. J,

John Archley
Molly Byrd

Haden

:>amuel S. Hinds

Dr. Stephen J^lldare

Dr.

,

Alma

Krufrer
Hubert Kent

Charles llerron..

.....Marie Illak^

.Sally

Mrs. Robcrls
Nosey" ..
Cr.novcr

.Marllm O'Drlscoll
Neir I'ralir

GeorKC Reed
nk Orth

Mike.

Young

Doc

Jolo.

TOWER OF LONDON

l^endletoii

Lnralne Day

Mary Lament
Norn

Maire O'Neill.

Kildare, LProfnising

young

Hollywood, Nov.
Universal

of nowlantl

Olendalo, Nov. IC, MO.
llunnlnv
"
time. OJ .MINS.
Richard. Duke ot Gloucester,, nasll Rnihbone
Boris Knrlntf
arhara O'Nell
Ian Hunter
Duko t'C Clarence.
Vincent l'rl<«
.

. i

lionl

Nan Crcy
Ornest Cosiart
..John .Sulmn

Hastings

(Lionel Barry more) in the latest of King >lenry, VI
Story is a de- Ue.ieon
the Kildare series.
cidedly
interesting
and compact Anne Neville
lloy King Kdward
piece ot drama, li.!;htencd through- Young
I'clnco lllehard
out by sprightly and humorous sit- Henry Tudor
uations and lines supplied by Barry- Ouehess Isobcl
more. Competent performances by Wales
Lord DeVere
Ayres;
meraVicrs
a.nd all

Lec pr^

V.'

nndei*,

Mord
Queen Blyzahcth.
King Edward IV

interne, continues under the Ijidy Alice Harlon
expert guidance and training of the Tom Clink
shrewd and efficient medical genius John Wynlt

Barrymore

16.

release
duetlun.
Stnrs Basil Ralhbone; fenturre
HorlH Karlofr. Barbara O'Neill. Lin Hunter, Vincent Price. Nan Gre.v. Krnest Cof.h.
Directed h.v Rowland V. Lee. Orlglan.
n.Tl Biiernplny liy Tobert N. Lee: c.imeru
(IcorKO Robinson; editor. Kd Curtlss; assl!
director. Freil Fi-ank,
Previewed at Alexl

.Ix'o G. Carroll

Miles Mander
Lionel Ilclmore

Rose Hohnrl
..Rnnnlil 5tlne1nlr
,

. .

John Herbert-llnnd
Ralph Forbes
Frances Robinson
O.

I*.

Hilnlley

John Rodinn

I'hlmney .Sweep....

W.Tlier Tetley

of the supporting cast coupled with IJahy Prlnt-e
Donnle Dunagan
the smooth direction by Harold Bucqiiet, picture shapes up as strong
Setting the 15th century torture
program fare that will increase the devices
in the London Tower amid
popularity of the scries.
Rates to
(he court intrigue of (hat period,
catch moderate share of key runs,
'Tower of London' emerges as a
but will generate b.o. strength in
spine-chiller with accent on gruethe subsequents and nabes.
Barrymore, breakin.:; under the somcness of the several deaths
depicted along the line. As a horror
strain of overwork, is determined to
picture, it's one ot the most broadly
delve into research on pneumonia
etched, but still so strong ;that it
with his assistant. Ayres. But when
may provide disturbing nightmares
a millionaire asks for help in diagnosing ill health of his daughter, as aftermath. For biz, it will give
a good account of itself in runs
Barrymore turns the

.

Wrong

ln(f,

Leonard .Glllcaple
MeKsengcr

l*iiul

.

,

Kay

Dr.

Nancy Messcnser

Diana Wynyard, as his wife. Lending grace and beauty to the role, she
doesn't look like the wife of a 'tiippeny' barber, and doesn't act like
one. Henry Oscar, as the victim, is
believable, while other important
players
supporting
are
Romncy
Brent, Mary Clare, Sara AUgood and

case over to'
where pictures of the type attract.
his
assistant to
investigate.
InScript provides a more than psSstrigued by the eirl's condition, and
alarmed at a collapse of Barrymore, able interest in the court pageantry
Ac.'Television Spy' (Par).
Ayres resigns as latter's assistant to and continual intrigue of the period,
devote his time to the case, feeling neatly dovetailed with display of the
tion dualer for the juve and
various
instruments of torture in
withdrawal of his aid will force
masculine trade primarily.
Barrymore to Vest. Move accom- vogue at the time. In some spol.s
•MUsIng Evidence* (U). Gplishes both purposes— he diagnoses picture seems to jump and leave
man meller that will get by.
the case, and Barrymore is revived characters hanging in the air, obon a fishing trip.
Prestoii Foster and Irene HerReconciliation viously due to editing of excess footfinds the oldster and youngster ready age.
vey paired.
Reminiscence ot the Frankenstein
to launch the research on pneuseries is present here, with Karlofl
monia as originally planned.
In between, there's continuance ot a clubfooted and misshapen giant
U. S. Army against the warring
southwest, the romance of Ayres with nurse who is chief executioner and torturer
the
of
chief
Indian
the conniving Basil Rathbone.
for
Laraine
Day;
visit
of
Ayres'
parents
Geronimo. Elemental in its display
chases, and to the city for the father to get a As in the Frankenstein picture.-:,
Indian - fighting,
of
~
from Karloff' is a weird and ghoul i.<;h
suspense, picture is geared to hit diagnosis of his condition
popular appeal. Good boxoffice for Barrymore; and a number of hu- character, with makeup accentuating
the chill aspects.
the first runs, it will show greater morous situations in the hospital
Story, based on historical fact,
strength in the subsequent runs and routines.
Although Ayres capably carries delves into the continual court inaction houses.
trigues during the reign ot King EdAlthough the cavalry-Indian chase the burden of the title spot as the ward IV. Everyone seems to be inmelodrama is sketched on broad serious interne and medical student,

'Tbe Mill on the Floss' (Stan).
English-made that should do
okay in America for an import.

Cavanaugh) 80s, is assigned to duty with the
(Horton and
might be Towne and Baker. Writers Sixth Cavalry at an Arizona outpost
of various syndicated columns drop His father, Ralph Morgan, is comn for the Hollywood garden party manding officer and a stern dispicture of this, series.
The Lane sisters and Gale Page. to accept introductions and be shown ciplinarian. Mixed in with the
Sheila Graham Indian forays is a father-son conflict
Rains. Lynn, Albert, Robson, McHugh to film audiences.
and Foran are a most capable and (NEA), Erskine Johnson (INS), (similar to incident in 'Lives of a
well-balanc^ cast, each effective Fred Othman (UP), Hedda Hopper Bengal Lancer') until the boy shows
(Jones Syndicate)
Jimmy Starr his mettle under fire with eventual
here. Priscilla Lane carries the burden of the motivation with sympa' (INS) and Feg Murray are around capture of Geronimo. There's a dash
for sufficient footage to be recog- of romance provided by Ellen Drew
thetic interest.
There are plenty of family intima' nized.
as Henry's fiancee which is not too
In providing the musical entertain- important to disturb the rousing adcles and humor developed in the
script and direction. The symphonic ment, Kyser confines the respon- venture ot the yarn.
overture, Mickey Borden's (Garfield) sibilitles to members of his own agPaul Sloane, who concocted the
theme, comes near the close and runs gregation, with no outside assistance. original screenplay In fictional form,
nearly five minutes. It's a fine .sym- The numbers and byplay presenta- basing it on actual facts of the
phony number, by Max Rabinowitch, tions are topnotch highlights to the Geronimo campaign, also directed
but cuts in to slow up the story oace picture. 'Little Red Fox' develops He provides a generally fast-moving
considerably.
Reminder of John into a narrative production number tale of lusty Indian fighting that will
in front of the band, many of 'em amply supply the appetites
Garfield, aside, from the many refer
of the
ences in the dialor. is brought back stepping down to take part in the action-minded.
by two brief double-exposure shots, fun. Staging is credited to Eddie
Most prominent In the cast is
Prinz,
during the footage.
Preston
Foster,
captain
of
the
post
Although Tour. Wives' will click
The final sequence, recreating a
merrily at boxofflce,' there are times broadcast of his weekly' show, has who takes newcomer under his wing.
when it looks like everyone was^try- four contestants in front of the mike Foster's is a vigorous rough-andIng too hard to top the spontaneity for Kyser's quiz contest. It's par' ready character which highlights the
of its predecessor, consuming t'jo ticularly interesting stuff to radio story. Andy Devine, as a cartoon
much footage in' the attempt. Pic- listeners. Incidentally Kyser guessed sketching Indian scout, provides
ture is provided with well-rounded one wrong himself during the quiz much comedy with an above par
production values in all departments, by agreeing the tune 'Sonny Boy' characterizc^tion provided with
the photography particularly top was originally in The Jazz Singer,' plenty of meat In the script Itself.
Gene Lockhart is a sniveling Indian
notch
but Kyser's patter is so fast few will trader who supplies
guns and amr
catch the error.
munition to the warriors; Ellen
Menjou, co-starred with Kyser, Drew is in for minor footage
as ro
That'« Right
You're carries the burden of the film pro- mantic interest;
and Marjorie Gate
ducer role in a breezy fashion. son is shown briefly
as Henry's
Others support for the. Hollywood mother. Ralph Morgan
Is
handi.
dressing include May Robson, Lucille capped by poor
makeup and photog.
(WITH SONGS)
Ball, Dennis O'Keefe Horton, Roscoe raphy in
several spots as the post
Hollywood, Nov. 14.
RKO release of David Butler pro<luvtlon. Karns, Moroni Olsen end Hobart commandant, and stresses his draStars Kny Kyaer nnd .\dolphe Menjou; fen- Cavanaugh, all competent.
matics too sharply for conviction.
tiires May
Robson, Lucille Ball, K. K.
Chief Thunder Cloud, as Geronimo,
Horton. Directed liy David Duller. Screennoteworthy
is
as
the
w^'''''"^
play by William Conselman and James V.
Kern; story by Butler nnd William ConApache.
splmnn; camera, Ru.ssell Mettv; special
Picture contains many sweeping
ortecls, Vernon U Walker': editor.
Hollywood, Nov. IS;
Irene
panoramas of the western country.
Morra; asst. director, Fred A. Fleck; sonRs
Paramount production and release. Fea- Using fine grain positive for most
by James V. Kern. LcW Porter. Johnny tures
of
Preston Foster, Ellen Drew, Andy
IJinKe, Hy Heath. Walter Donaldson. Sam
Devlne, Gene Lockhnrt, William Henry, the release prints shipped to domestic
.Slept,
Charles Newman. Dave Franklin, Ralph Morgan.
Direction and screenplay exchanges, picture has an ivory tone
Jerome Ilralnin, Alinn Roberts; eonir
Nov.

Features Lew Ayrcs, Lionel Harrymore.
Directed by Harold S. Rucquet.
Screenplay by 'n*lllla Goldbcck nnd Harry
JtusUln. based on story by Max Brand;
camera. Alfred Gllka; editor. Frank Hull.
Previewed at Wealwood VlllnRe, Nov. 17,
'.-lU.
RunnlnK time, 8S MINId.
Dr. James Kildare
Lew Ayres

. .

and snappy entertainof high calibre.
Script pokes much fun at Hollypersonalities and inside situa*
tions, most of it lost on the average lines for continual suspenseful effect,
auditor.
For example, the screw- story is of familiar pattern. William
ball writing team of Village and Henry, graduate of West Point in the
cast, it's fast

Secret of Dr. Kildare
Hollywood, Nov.. 17.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production and re-

lease.

Barrymore

dominates throughout
with a characterization that has become accepted as his own. Laraine
Day steps up several notches with a
splendid performance as the nurse,
while Helen Gilbert demonstrates
her first role in a 'Hardy* picture
was not a flash, by providing a sincere and effective portrayal of the

stricken rich girl.
In support, several capable players
of former 'Kildare' pictures are in
again for continuance of their established characterizations.
Group
includes Nat Pendleton. Samuel S.
Hinds, Emma Dunn, Walter Kingsford,

Alma Kruger, Marie Blake and

dulging in undercover manipulations except the king, with latter's
brother, Richard, Duke ot Gloucester
< Rathbone)
the mainspring ot n
long-range plot to eventually become

One by one, he disposes ot
the heirs who stand in his way. His
disposals are always via brutal or
torturous killings, vividly impressed
in the unfolding.
After Rathbone
becomes Richard III, the king's
treasure Is stolen to provide funds
for the exiled Henry 'Tudor to make
a sufccssful campaign in seizing tho
throne.
Rathbone. provides a most vivid
portrayal of the ambitious Duke

ruler.

who schemes and murders

to achieve
Karloff is familiar as a
body-twisted giant dedicated to executing Rathbone's cruelties.
Vincent Price is excellent as the weakly
Duke ot Clarence
Nan Grey
Night of
Fire and Barbara O'Neillwhile
are in for romantic touches that get lost in the
(BRITISH-MADE)
f?eneral overall.
London, Nov. 9.
John Sutton has
Gener.-il Film Distributors release ot G. A
the most sympathetic role as opS.
Film.
stars Diana Wynyard, Balpli ponent to Rathbone
within the court
Ulchardson.
Directed by Brian Desmond
.?.e«norlo by Blan Desmond Hust. circles, and provides conviction to

Nell

Craig.

Lionel

Atwill,

Sara

Haden and Grant Mitchell provide

his ends.

further support.

On The

The

Patrick KIrwan, Terence Toung, from novel
by Frederick Lawrence Green; camera,

Guenther Krampt. At New Gallery, London,
Running time,
MlNS,
""'l"" Richardson
S^,'."
Kit Kobllng...
Diana Wynyard
.Ilmsey Jones
Ilomney Hrent
L zzle Crane
Mary Clare
Plllcgcr...
Henry Oscar
Jim bmlth.
.Dave Crowley
Dora Smith;
Gertrude .Musgrove
'"'Pcctor
,V,""«n

(.harwoman

difficult part.

Rowland Lee has directed deftly,
neatly mixing his dramatic ingredients for suspenseful values.
Production has many elaborate sets of
the Tower' and medieval London,
and provides two battle sequences of
hand-to-hand fighting.

...Frederick Leister

Ivan Urandt
;..Sara Allgood
Olynls Johns

CITY IN DARKNESS

Hollywood, Nov. 18.
20th-Fo)t release of John Stono produeCast,
production, direction and llon. Features
Sidney Toler. Directed by
drawing power of the sUrs should Herbert I. Leeds.
.Screenplay by Hobtrl
put this picture over in a big way in Kills and Helen I.,<>gan: besed on pln.v. I.y
England. It's absorbingly entertain- Glna Kaus nnd Ladlslnus Fodor; based (in
created by ICarl Derr. BlKger.s;
ing and b.o. should profit consider- charaetcr
comera, Virgil Miller; editor, Harry Reyably by word of mouth.
MO. Run*
Suitably nolds. At Chinese, week Nov.
boomed in the U. S., it may go over ning time. SO MINK.
niaille Chan
Toler
l.'i,

equally well there, too.
With a straightforward story, it's
the kind of film either liked very
much, or very little. Intensely fascinating is the plot progression in the'
unravelling of a murder mystery.
Picture, adapted from a novel, includes some circumstantial pictorial
sequences cleverly substituted for
descriptive writing.
Ralph Richardson's performance as
the harassed criminal is outstanding.
He portrays the role of a barbershop proprietor who, while passing
an open window, sees the payroll of
a business office on the desk. With
no one in the rOom, he steals the
money arid with It pays a large debt,
contracted by his wife, due a local
tradesman.
They are new banknotes which are traced to the grovelInj^ shopkeeper, who demands blackmail. In a. struggle, the barber kills
hi.s persecutor.
Co-starred with Richardson Is

Sidney

Marie Duhon

Lynn Hurl

Tony .Madero

Richard Clarke
Harold Hubir
I'edro de Cordoba
Dorothy Tree
...r. Henry Cordon
Douglas Dumbrllle

Marcel
Antolne
Charlotte Ronnell
Prelect ot Police
I'etrofr

Belescu
I.iOuls

.Sanlelle

Pierre.

Max
.<lex-

Lola

Landlady.,
Captain

NoelMadlson
Leo Carroll
i^n Chancy. Jr.
Ix>uls Mercler

(;eorge Davis

Darbara Leonard
Adrlenne d'.^mbrlcourt
Frederik Vogcding

Charlie Chan gets tangled in a
murder mystery in Paris during the
Munich crisis, unravels a spy ring,

shipment of contraband,
rounds up numerous' suspects, and
finally solves the crime with intuitive deductions, 'City in Darkness

blocks

is decidedly weak In story factors,
and slow in proceeding through to
the eventual finish. It s one of the
(Continued on page 16)
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attacks on th6
Nazi regime merely scratch the surface, without ever even hinting at
the fundamental evils of Hitlerism.
arguments are
its
Furthermore,
repetitious and, In any case, they've
all been advanced more eloquently
before, for instance in the Sovietmade 'Piof. Mamlock.' So the film
tic

Film Reviews
.

Contiiuu'd Iron page 14-

club singing job the wife has managed. She appears briefly in a nitery
sequence singing a lullabj; of old as
well as a pop number, wjth an unbilled pianist throwing in a swing
Story is threadbare of elemental ariangement of the lullaby,
In addition to being slow, partly
crama generally concocted for the
routine details assoW
Chan pictures, and struggles through
le.-is uninwithout simicient interest for a mur- ciatcd wi h the more oi

CITY IN DARKNESS

weiikCKt in the 'Chan' series.
erale supporting programer

A mod

!

,

icrcsting lives of the studes, the pic-

I

"

a^j;Sying

^X^^I"t
Hayes

book passage out

to
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Peter

of France, is catapulted into the center of a murder mystery. Proceeding to untangle the mess, hampiercd

"l3i!S^
^'V!^
better
worthy of

is

for

failure,

its

has nothing new .or significant to
say and it is framed in stupidly undramatic form. There are doubtless
powerful pictures to be made on the
anti-Nazi theme, but this isn't one.
Purporting to toll the story of the
underground plotting against the National Socialist regime in t.hc Reich,
the film skips through a few bits
about the meetings of the conspirators, the printing and distribution of
handbills, etc., and then touches
briefly on the predicament of a

than he has to do here. This
of Betty Moran and John
A sourpuss professor is
?^n^^rS,ii!JrS?'^sJJ^^?^; -n^nycd by Lawrence Gro^ith democratic spy in tlie Storm Trooper
ranks. That takes up about a third
in addition to other enemies of the
government.
of the picture and the rest deals
Direction is inadequate, further
with the inhuman brutality of the
hampered by poor story material.
concentration camps, ending
IIITLER— BEAST OF BERLIN') Nazi
Attempts to provide Huber with
with the incredibly easy escape of
Distrlbiuinjr Corp. production
I'l-nilufi
comedy as a jittery police novice arc ;ind i>'Iea.''i\ l<'ealui-cs Itoblnd Ol-ew, Stefll the hero to Switzerland.
The audience is never h:,;nn. (.Iii-lu Urjind.-'lfdl. Albin Li»,ld.
ineffectual.
propaganda,
it may have some
As
presented with sufficient interest in •i-n PrivnI. IXrertcd by .*ihorn»an Scolt.
since it's all easily understood
thin^'.":

is .niso triie

Arlcdgc;

|

BEASTS OF BERLIN

(

I-.-*

I-'roni .*^hei):ivd

tery

JU.st

unwinds, without

much

al

:

.11 «ir
U
Women Have
AH

I

of

rolPlsc

\<iv.

tpchiilc.'il

T.

|

.

.

un<lorlli

l'"!'""

li.

-.

Uodll HosInK
'I'WHrdowski
Willie Kaiirman

Kohler.
•

|

•

Huns von

• • •

Uerr Koliler

i

Hans Joby

J-i:!!"-!!

P"'nnier

,

,

.Fretlerlck

Glcrmonn

Kny

i;ien Wllenchick
.....Henry von Zynda
John VolKht

Vn'!,'

Jean ClRni-y

,

Jr""".-

Brutality,

such,

as

new

isn't
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.
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,

original
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TELEVISION SPY

T.ea

....Walter Catlitt

MIko Jordan

Ilrophy

K.l

Charles D. Hrown
Max lloffman
John Hldgely

even confined to the Nazis, It has Charles Paxlon...:
FUt.M
:
occurred and does occur in more or Whitey
less degree all over the world. Cer- .Stl-nngler Colombo]

tainly it's no secret tliat police in the
U.S. practice all sorts of ingenious
cruelties on suspect criminals to make
T^:. P^'^r::^'John P^Jlers them
regardless of the
confess,
Peter Hnycs '^'"Kfr
Sini...
Hans von Morhnrt
...Delly' ^fornn Hraun.-.
Susie
that a man is innocent until
theory
Walter Stabl
Colonel He."s
Jnp
.-.John Arlrdire
That, as well as misJosef Forte' proved guilty.
Ucrkley,.'
I^u wrence Gro«.smi
Piof esjjor He vv
Francisco Moran treatment of convicts, lynching of
Mm y
Una O'Connor Jimvel
c^^a \f^\un^^^
labor
>^'''^^^
Zt;«n:::::::::::::::::::^^icu''^S Negroes and the terrorism of
~,
HU(h(l)i-in
..A. Palnsthy warfare, are well known.
,
;..
,
^
,
story of college life and student xaimeit
waiter Thieic
But in America those are evils that
Paul Panzer
marriages,' "All Women Have Secrets' Kr.iiiui
lurk in the dark.
know they
willlwour
is one in the *B' division that
^e" Dlno'viuh exist, but we know it with a sense
have trouble getting anywhere. It is n„n,i,„rii'.;::::
.Bob Stevenson of national shame.
In Germany,
very weak and appears destined fur;Deriha
..Anna usa however, they are the official, conminimum dating, mostly as the No. 2
sidered policy of the Government
Title, apparently
From a monetary standpoint, this that is the
flat buy dualer.
significance. And that is
designed as b.o, bait, may attract to picture should be a' spectacular sue- the real weakness,
unforgivable
the
some extent, but that's about as far cess. Its subject matter has an im- immorality
of the Nazi doctrine. It
Bs it goes. Connection seems to be mediate draw, for one thing. And
is based on a policy of outright barthat one of the scholastic wives. its treatment is precisely the sort
knowing she's going to become a calculated to inflame mob passions barism, because it is officially and
frankly opposed to all the things that
mother, holds 'out on hubby until during a period of growing hysteria.
great men through the ages have
the bitter end
'Also, in the case of showings in New
Most of the players are deserving York State, the film will profit by lived and died for human liberty,
proof better opportunities, notably Jean the fact that it was first banned by freedom of thought and religion,
Cagney anii Joseph Allen,
the censors. It is now released un- tection for the weak against the
strong,
racial eq[uality, freedom of
Action Is entirely in and around a der the title, 'Beasts of Berlin,' inthe arts and cultivation of the art of
college. For the purposes of plot, no stead of the regular one, 'Hitler
less
than three married campus Beast of Berlin'. Under either one living. The brutality of Hitleri.sm is
couples are woven into the yarn. 'Top it would clean up, particularly since only an incidental it is the philosopair Is Allen and Miss Cagney, whose it was obviously made under a mini- phy behind that that is mankind's
disgrace.
struggle for existence as married
budget.
89 .MIS-S.

'

by
Katv,; camera, .-\rthur KdcDnna Reich government. It isn't the bru- son: editor.
Fi-cilcrlck
Ulrhards:
song,
tality of the Nazis that is their real George Whiting anil Port nelsfeUI. .M Paramount. Urooklyn. week Nov. l.S, ,10;iy. ItunI.uclen I'rival evil.
It's what's behind that bru- nlng time. 00 .MINS.
'•
*
Vernon Dent tality, the reason for it, that makes .Steve N'el.son
J<,bn Payne
John Kills
Judy Craig
June Wyn)an
.Oeorcc Rosener compassionate people shudder.
'

j

;

KID NIGHTINGALE

Features .John

Directed by George Amy.
Screenplay by
Charles Relden an-l Raymond .Si'hrnck, from

'

.s. iiiil/..

W

ready hatreds.

if that were the most potent argument against Nazism thiere would
be little logic in the contempt which
civilized people have for the present

sietn

>x

I

effect
likely to appeal to

and
But

..Greta t?ran.stedt
Allan I.ad.l

Sudw

T.owp

dlrectAr,

MINS,

lt<,

;<"'iT'.V.'.'.'.V

EtIw.Trd

Fenluros Jpnn C.icncy. Jnsi-ph
Allen. Vlrflnhi Diile, Teier Hayes, iifii.v
Sforun, John .\rlcileo. I^wrence Cro.«.»mHh.
Hole
.''tor>'.
Dlreeled by Kurl NVunmn.
EiinFon; nilniilollon. .\cneH Christine Johntlon; e.lllor. Arthur PchmUlt onnier.i. Theorrojoctloii
Itevloweil
In
dor Spnrliiihl.
Room. N. v., Nov. 20, '30. Running time,
protucthm.

'floose Step';

Uobcit .Crnniimi

editoiH,

N. Y.,
.\t Globe.
lliinnInK i\inei H7
-..IlolninI Drew

t_'-ll;iiift
C
oecrets

(WITH SONGS)
P:irninuiint

'I'raubc's stor.v.

<-inivln..w;

'I'ixUl;
i:itu\' llnlbmnk
liiei'innnn.
I'rrilerli'k

tention.

incredulous events and familiar de- 'Mill on Floss' story and John Drinkwater did the dialog. Latter do^s
velopments.
That artifice of having a detective not appear to have much sparkle in
Story itself moves
go io prison in the guise of a con- this instance.
victed criminal to wangle info from a little slower than most through
a suspected gang leader (counter- most of half of the 19th century,
feiter in. this case) is used again for photography on the whole is below
major portion of the plot. It's been standard except for some good storm
employed too often in the last couple miniatures, and the performances are
far from brilliant though okay.
of years.
Reagan is about the same as in
Action concerns the feuding beprevious vehicles in this group, Foy, tween two families, one of which
Jr., comes close to thefting the film loses the mill when unable to meet
through his ingratiating comedy, al- a mortgage.' Some of the juvenile
secondary
role
though relegated to
players are good, some bad. Philip
Margot Front, playing the romantic lead as a
as the sleuth's assistant.
Stevenson, the sole femnie character, boy, overacts badly. This is the role
makes her initial screen appear- Lawton plays as a grown-up. Lawance in this production as the ex- ton gives a steady, albeit uninspired,
gambler's daughter. She looks like performance. Miss FitzgeraW overChief villain role is shadows him and others, Victoria
a picture bet.
capably handled by Joe Downing as Hopper, Fay Compton, James Mason,
Dice Matthews while John Hamilton, Griffith Jones and Sam Livesey are
Sidne.y
Bracy,
Charles
Wilson, among those supporting, best being
Charles D. Brown and Elliott Sulli- Livesey as an old man.
Jones, a
van head the supporting cast. Speedy light hen\'y here, is excellent and
tempo is nicely maintained by direc- looks like a type who should prove
tor Terry Morse.
Wear.
better in romantic assignments.
Picture is longish, running 82 minutes.
It could be edited down for
that
although
still
comoactncss,
wouldn't put it in the smash di(WITH SONGS)
Chnr.
Warner Pros, production and release. vision.

Rudolfo TerrassI

J

Kocky
Mnrgo

,

Mrs. Reynolds

Announcer

TTnrry nurns
William llando
Helen Troy
Winifred Harris
iT.ce Phelps
Frankic Van

Trainer

ParamouiU
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tainly

its

turned out *Kid
producer must cer-

have had

his tongue-in-cheek.

It's a combination in one film of
every form of pap.hokurr) and comedy business that Hollywood has used
since Mack Sennett's Keystone Kops,
It is so absolutely silly it's almost
good.

and

Feat-

release.

.tllNti.

Douglas Cameron
t;wen l,aw.>^n)

Jame9

William Henr.v

,

norls
lleni

llarrett

Jtidllh

William t.'olller, Sr
Richard Denning.
John Eldredge
Dorothv Tree

l^lewcllyn

Dick Itnndolph
Vonii'h

Forbes

t^ulnn

,^nlhl)fly

Ihirlon

When Warners
Nightingale,'

pro*luctlon

ures William llenr.v, Judith llarn'tt. William Collier, itr., Richard Denning, John
Directed by KdKIdredgo. Dorothy Tree.
ward Dmyliyk; screenplay. Homce McCoy,
William U. LItiman. Ijlllle Hayward; slory.
Kndre lloliem; sound. .Gene Merrltt; eilltor,
Anne Baiichens; camera. Hari-y Fl.^chberk.
At T.lnroin. Lincoln, dual. Itnnnlng time,

I.awKuri

Watson

Carl Veriner

.Minor
'.Mtu'gan

William .Sheldiiii
Hariy Payne

..Byron Foulger
Chester Olute

Frome
Wagner

Conway

Wolfgang Zllzer
olat Hylten

Amelia Sheldon

Hilda I'lowrlght

Caroline .Sheldo
Police .Sergeant

Otiola

Neamlth

Wade

Jim Winton

llotcler

Archie 'rwllcholl

clem Wllenchick
Monte Vandegrlft

Jnio'ey
wfrnlon

Charles L. I.ane
...Kric Wilton

^•>'f"''

• ....>
Story concerns a handsome young
J. r,e .Saint
Senator..;
iv.in Ml||,r
singing waiter whom smart promo- Tommy.
Kugeno Jackson
ters build into a heavyweight title I.lfc-of.party
Major Mcllrlde
contender with a series of phony
Pal West
Gloria Willlama
bouts. They attract femme trade to
the fights by having a band play as
Prom the point of view of the
he knocks out each' opponent, followed by a solo by the warbling science bugs, 'Television Spy' offers
fighter.
He goes into the ring only an interesting subject wrapped iti
on condition that the promoters pro- fair adventure dealt out through
vide voice training for him at the medium of conflict between radio
same time and they tog up a wrestler engineers and agents for foreign govas a professor to do the vocal coach- ernments. Essentially, its best field
will be male audiences, predomiing. Fighter's gal finds out about the
nantly the younger lads, because gaddeception arid gets him out of the
gets, electrons and megacycles, etc,
mum
ring for instruction by a real teacher
folks while continuing at college is
But if it's a boxoffice success, the
Of course a picture on the broader just as he and the champ knock each are useless as ingredients for femme
entertainment. For the duals.
climaxed by pregnancy and loss of a picture Is just as obviously an artis- theme would be much more difficult
other out in the big battle,
Television's chief trouble to date
to make— certainly it would be an
John Payne on both appearance
enormous task to state in dramatic and voice is okay as the chirping has been the inability of senders to
and articulate form. But if there pugilist, while Jane Wyman suf- kick the images out more than fifty
miles, or so.
is a film to be made on the subject of
On this premise, the
fices
as
an attractive vis-a-vis. story starts.
anti-Nazism, it should explore and
William Henry, as a
Walter Catlett, as one of Payne's
express the fundamentals of the managers, contrives to steal prac- young engineer, has been commissioned by William Collier, Sr., to
subject, not merely skim the most,
tically every scene, although some of
ferret out the secret puncturing the
obvious points.
his mugging is too obtrusive. Harry
limits of television sending.
'Hitler— Beast
Berlin'
(or
of
Kid
Burns does a double role as the shows up with it,
'Beasts of Berlin') has been drasphony singing teacher and the real works. It becomestries it out and it
tically scissored on its way to New
immediately apHe's
moderately
funny, parent that
one.
the possession of this
York screens. One scene in particu- especially as instructor in face-maksecret would be a vital factor in a
lar, in which the Storm Troopers are
ing and grimacing in a school for nation's defense
system, so enemy
shown drinking with several girls, pro
rasslers, although the scene is agents
become interested.
is the most palpable instance, but
obviously inserted for no reason and
Cast is divided,
with
there are numerous other gaps that
Collier,
very bumpy.
Henry, Minor Watson, Richard Denreveal the consor's hand. Such deleSong material used by Payne and nin,!? and Judith Barrett
working
tions may have hurt the picture from
Miss Wyman is mostly old standard against Dorothy Tree,
John Eldrcdge,
a boxoffice standpoint, but they can
is
Told
!

!

.

,

'

!

I

—

'
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New

THERE'S

York Theatres

A BETTER SHOW AT THE

have had

effect

little

on

stuff.

its artistic

or dramatic merit.
The acting is
generally reticent and convincing,
while the direction avoids overstating the case. Photography is aver-

Smashing the Money Ring
Warner

Bros,

release

of

National

First

(Bryan Foy> production. FoHtures Ronald
Heagnn. MarKOt Stevenson, Bddle Foy, Jr.
Directed by Terry Morne. Orlfilnnt screenplay by Anthony Coldewey and Ramond
Schrock from an Ideu by Jonathan Finn;
editor. Frank .MaKee; OIhIok director. Arthur Ripley: i-aineru, .lamo.s Van Trees. At
Palace, N. Y., week .Nov. JO, '30, dual.
Running time, 67 .MIN!>.

Ronald Reagan
Margut IStevenson

'Brass' -Bancroft

Peggy

Gabby

Kddle Foy. .Ir.
Joe Downing
Charles D. Drown

Dice Matthews
I'arker

I>anny

Ulllott

^^axby
Ivllrane

Warden Denby
.N'Ight

Captain

Pop
Prison
N'Ight

-.

Uunner
Guard

Joe

J.^'"

MUSIC
HALL
HELD OVER

"NINOTCHKA"

"FffiST

MVOU

tenant while

irAfrsi.

MIDNITE IHOW*

"THE CAT AND
THE CANARY"
Fanlette

GODDARO
P

A

Paramnont Picture

IN PERSON

TONY
HABTDf
JAN
SAVITT

AND BAND

PARAMOUNT

his

first

does

assistant.

film doesn't pretend to be other
than a program picture, names and
production values measuring up to
classification.

Makes

satisfac-

tory dual support because of highly
21,

'Night of Jan. 16* is slated to start
Jan. 8 at Paramount with Mitchell
Leisen directing.

Morgan Conway, who played the
sta;'e lead, replaces Fred MacMurray, originally slated, but tied up
with outside commitments.

as

Jr.,

The
this

BAD TIMING THERE
Hollywood, Nov.

handsomely

Eddie Foy,

lieu-

melodramatic content.'

when

it becomes a factor in
its own secret from being
and the wireless romancing

tested,

keeping
of

standard IMclures release of John Clein
Stars Geraldlne FIt/gerald and

production.

Krank J.awton;^ features, Victoria Hopper,

Fay Complon. "Directed by Tim Whelan,

From

novel by George Kllot; adaptation,
Gurnett Weston, Austin .Melford and Tim
Whelan; dialog, .lohn Drlnkwaler: editor,
John Dntlowe: photography, John Stumar,
At Astor, N. Y.. week Nov. M, '3D. Running time, 82 MINij,

Maggie Tulllver,,.... .Geraldlne Fitzgerald
Philip Wakem
...,.l''rank -J.awton
I.ucy Denne
Victoria Udpper
Mru. Tulllver
Fay Complon
'I'om Tulllver
lames Mason
.Stephen Guest
Grltrith Jones
Mr. Tulllver
..Sam I.lvcsey
Maggie

(child)

Mrs. Moss
Mrs. Pullet
.Mrs, Glegg
Mr. Glegg

I'aullne de

Pullet

Bob Jakin
Boh JakIn

Athene Seylcr
Marlta Hunt

James Roberts
(.hlld)

Wakem

Mr,
Mr.

Ohalua

Mary Clare
:.

Wakcni
Mrs, Deane
Philip

....Philip Front

Amy

Vcnesa

Felix Aylmer
Kllot Wakeham

William Devlin
(child)

Stelllng

.

Ronald Reagan as the sleuth

Spectacular 8tag* Prcductiont

BOB HOPE

Sullivan

Joe King
Charles Wilson
William Davidson
Jdin Hamilton
Sidney Bracy
Jack Wise
Jack Mower
Don Turner

Anthony Quinn and MorganrCon-

way, latter being the spy group. Sequences when television is being
stolen

(BRITISH-MADE)

'Smashing the Money Ring' is an- Mr. Mobs
other in Warners' series about the Tom (child)..
U. S. Secret Service. It again has

WITH

DEANNA DURBIN
Ooori Optn t:30 A,M.

Lone original
'Who
Cared?', ballad duet. Herb.

MILL ON THE FLOSS

D.

LOVE"

I

Hobe.

age.

I.t.

You

A.

of interest.
Under Edward Dmytryk's directhe
screenplay may
move
slowly, but it avoids the absurdity
that goes along with the average film
crack at television, such as is seen
in the serials and actioners.
The
story does lack punch, however.
Collier, doing the crochety old
man of much money. Is a neat ray in
the run of mill performance by all
hands. Miss Tree's characterization
of the agent for any government
with money and assistants Eldredge,
tion,

Quinn and Conway are all capable
enough.
Henry never gets closer to Miss
Barrett than 3,000 miles in fact, although she's on the television screen
in front of him at the fade.
That
rales as a new one in closeups, even
for Hollywood.
Bfirii.

Wlllliim Ilolloway
Ivor Barnard

Bldm

worked

on

MISSING EVIDENCE

Gorsl

good story, George Eliot's classic
of early 19th century England becomes routine material as produced
by John Clein but may do okay over
here anyhow. Made in London, its
prime b.o. chances lie in the importance of the novel on which
it's based and in the cast, headed by
Geraldine
Fitzgerald
and Frank
Lawton. Both are now in Hollywood, former having gotten a good
lift in 'Wuthering Heights."
For the
U. S. market that might help the
scrlpters

key points

W. Payne

A

It was inevitable that the gambling
ships on the Pacific near Los Angeles would figure prorninently in a
screen scenario. Introduced only in
the forepart, after that it becomes,
an admixture of cop-robbers meller
and old-fashioned prison escape
pyrotechnics.
Picture is weighted picture.
down with more than its share of
Three

Henry with Judith Barrett are

Unlveisal release of 1*11 Rosen proiluctlon
Features Preston Foster, Irene Hervey. Chick Chandler, Inez Courtney, Noel
Madison,
Directed by Phil Hosen,
.Story,
Dorrell and .Stuart K. McGownn; adaptation, Arthur T. Hormnn; editor, 'fed Kent;
photography. .Milton Krnsner.
At HIallo,
N.

Y.,

week

.Nov.

6* MINS,
BUI Collins
Linda Parker
Nellie

(!onrad

Howard
Duncan

Jerry

Marty Peters
'Pop'

J6.'

HI).

Running time,
Poster
Irene Ilervey

Preston

,

>

Inez Courtney
Chick chandler
.s'nel

Andrews

O.s'ar

Allen Jennings

O'Shea

Tom Dugun

'HInky' Cullen

McBrldc

Madison

Joseph Downing

,

,nay Walker
cliff

Clark

Racketeering in the .sale of phony
sweepstakes tickets forms the basis
(Continued on page 17)
the
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Wedaeadaj,. NoTember 22, 1939

Rubin

Sells

Out

VARIETY

other speakers Include U. S.
Senator Burton K. Wheeler, Gilbert

Bolte Buys House,'

Hammons Burns

Seldes, Lowell Thomas and former
Gov. Harold G. Hoffman of New
A three-hour show will be ___ConUnued from pace <
headed by George Jessel. Proceeds
of the event will go to the Phila- cerned.
The referee granted perdelphia Infantile Paralysis Fund. mission to Dannenberg to employ a
Tickets are $12 a head.
set of accountants to examine the
books of GN to discover the alleged
Bead* Rellnqnishes City, N. T.
of tests, which so
Walter Reade has stepped out of fraud the attorney charged perdisclose anything. the City, N. Y., old William Fox petrated.
house, which he has been operating
The meeting closed with a submis-

Plttsburggh, Nov. 21.

undergoing series
far have failed to

Gab« Rubin, who operated the
Cinema several years, has

tiny Art

BolU Bays Hoas*

Just disposed of hlf Interest in the

Penn Square

News

Denver, Nov. 21.
Henry Bolte bought the Lyons,
Lyons, Colo., reopening same.
J. J. Goodstein has leased the
Bideawee, Denver, nabe, for 10
years, and after improvements, will
reopen about Christmas. This is the
theatre where Harry Huffman, then
a druggist, now city manager for

theatre, Cleveland for-

eign film spot which opened couple
Rubin sold out to
o( months ago.
his Cleveland partners, claiming that
although house was showing a profit
he didn't have time to shuttle between the two cities.

William Moss, son of the owner, Fox theatres, got his start. HuiTman
John P. Moss, has just been made bought the house as a stimulus for
manager of the Melrose, Brentwood, his drug store next door, but soon
quit the pharmacy and went into the
succeeding Elbert Smith.
theatre business in earnest.
Joseph P. Leflco resigned from
Kemper, army post booker,
RKO sales force here; also George hasTedsliced
army film commitments
Wheeler from Columbia, latter re. for this area about half. Most of
placed by Sidney Goldberg, from the troops have gone south for
Washington, wher* he has repre- maneuvers.
Managers in the Fox Intermounaentated state right pix for some
tain division presented Bob Gartime.
land, district manager, with a wafer
Dave Kimmelman, Par exchange thin pocket watch and a $100
order
manager, was rushed to Montefiore on his favorite clothing store. Garhospital several days ago after suffering series of fainting spells, believed induced by stomach disorders.
He's been bedded there ever since

land has been in the hospital for
weeks because of an auto accident,
which it was necessary
amputate his left arm. He is much
improved and expects to be back at
work by the first of the year. The
as result of
to

division

Netr

to M.C.
Philadelphia, Nov. 21.

Former

boomeranee ana coatumes. In
Tork call Dickens <-3891 or

write lloi to. Variety,

New

i

He had been

New York Mayor James

for Dec. 10 at the Bellevue-Stratford.

for rent, for food

in the

3 STAHL HOUSES COLD

—he

But something happened

lost his

job

His Family waited for him to get toork—^

—

But nothing happened

—he

borrow from friends

But found no friends
Except

was

expenses

during

the

past

Cash on hand as of Nov. 2,
and a bank loan,

$20,266,

.

'

The Andover, at Andover, N. Y.,
shuttered indet.
Republic's new sales quarters
opened with elaborate ceremonies
for which J. R. Grainger and other
executives flew her* from New York.

The Capitol,
Kallett circuit.

Rome, reopened by

Open New

L. A. Hoase
Los Angeles, Nov. 21.
George Bromley and Alex Mounce
open their new Campus, Thursday
L.

W. Gray took over managment

Fox Belmont, Long Beach, replacing Fred A. McSpadden, on leave of
absence because of illness.

of

MISSING EVIDENCE

Motion Picture Associates*
Helping

of

month.

authorized by the referee, of $17,000,
was secured from the National City
Bank. Total amount of monies re$50,000 Theatre Fire
ceived was $34,501. Of this amount'
Gloucester, O., Nov. 21.
Firemen battled more than 18 $12,661 was collected from exhibi- which will bring some income into
hours Thursday (16) to control a tors. Expenses for the month were the remainder of its 29 branches. It
fire which destroyed the Crawford $15,202.
Cash on hand as of Nov. is with J. T. Cosnian, of Producers
theatre building here, owned, by 15 was $39,565.
Laboratories, Inc., N. Y., for distriJohn Crawford of Gloucester. Loss
bution of a series of films owned by
GN Folds 'Three Exchanges
placed by the owner at $50,000.
Grand National on Saturday (18) Cosman. They are said to have been
The two-story brick building was
the second largest in town. Included shuttered three of its exchanges, made in recent months on the Coast
in the loss were 500 theatre seats, consolidating their work into other and purchased by him. GN will sell
two projection machines, and all branches and dismissing and shuf- and service them through its exfurnishings. Only the walls remain. fling numerous employees. Cities af- changes on a commission basis.
Crawford had only $7,000 insurance fected were Albany, New Haven
on the building. He is undecided if and Portland, Ore.
GN Folds Albany Exchange
the theatre will be replaced.
Work of the Albany branch was
Albany, Nov. 21.
taken over by Buffalo. Paul RichGrand National closed the Albany
Big Fire Damage
rath, Albany manager, becomes boss exchange,
shifting
manager Paul
Charlotte, N. C, Nov. 21.
of the Buffalo office next Monday Richrath and booker Bill Murray to
The Ritz, Union, S. C, which sevreplacing Bert Freese, who is Buffalo. Latter office will serve both
eral months ago was leased from (27);
Nicholson Investment Co. and ex- out as of Saturday (25). William territories. GN had no local salesRichrath had
tensively remodeled, suffered fire Murray, Albany booker, takes over men for past year.
damage estimated at $60,000. The similar post in Buffalo, Al Tesch- been here since last July, when ha
entire buildinj; was gutted and the maker being released.
succeeded Artie Newman, present
new equipment destroyed. House
New Haven territory will In the Republic branch manager.
was ooerated bv All-States Theatres, future be handled by Boston, and
of Talladega, Ala.
Judell on GN Lot
Portland by Seattle. AH employees
Hollywood, Nov. 21.
of both closed branches were reNew Ithaca Nabe
Ben Judell, head of Producers Picleased, no shifts being made.
Also
Buffalo, Nov. 21.
slated to be discontinued in a few tures, closed a deal to produce exBerinstein Bros, have acquired a
days
are Milwaukee, Omaha and Salt clusively on the Grand National lot
site at Ithaca for a new second-run
First under the new agreement Ij
Lake City.
theatre.
Deal has been completed by .GN 'Mercy Plane,' starring James Dunn,
Jack Berkowitz, former Republic
franchise holder, has changed his
name officially to Berkson, the same
moniker adopted by his brother
Harry Berkson, manager of Mono-

(23).

tried to

sion

Deal by which Fabian circuit wat
over three houses in New
Jersey operated by Murray Stahl.
has fizzled. Theatres were the Rivoli,
Rutherford; Rex, East Rutherford,
and Regent, Kearney. Stahl was believed set to accept a post with the
Fabians upon completion of the deal.
It is understood that several of the
film companies from whom he buys
product came to the aid of Stahl,
who is a former film salesman.
to take

gram.

motion picture indus-

try for years

Desperate

J.

Walker will be toastmaster of the
annual Variety Club dinner skedded

York,

He had no money

had a Bob Garland

Jimmy Walker

Lari;a quantity of 18* projectors. 14"
spot llKhti. >" projector*, 6" ipot
llRhta,

also

week.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

for several years for the corporation
in control. Lionel Cantwell is taking care of the actual operation and
negotiating the film contracts for the
house.

(Continued from page 16)
a program meller in 'Missing
Evidence' that will serve satisfactorily for secondary booking. It is
routine G-man stuff but has been
produced with more than the usual
care and consistency by Phil Rosen,
for

Hand

Willingly outstretched to aid

MEMO
Fromt

Helen Hayes^ Mother

who

also directed.
Cut to its meat, the picture progresses at a good clip through the
customary plot situations with romantic flavor on the .side for relief.

There

Is

a

little

Helen Hayes^Daughter

comedy, but very

the general tenor being that of
serious business in tracking down a
particularly insidious breed of mobsters who control the counterfeiting
and marketing of sweeps ducats.
After a fashion, the action offers a
the
against
strong
preachment
.sweepstakes lottery and points up
the heavy odds that alone exist in
getting a ticket that is genuine. The
opening is in the form of a newsreel
attacking lotteries, with a couple
little,

Annual Dinner and Dance

CHARITY FUND
Motion Picture Associates

HOTEL ASTOR
November

25th, 1939

• ONLY SOURCE OF INCOME FOR CHARITY
FUND IS SOUVENIR JOURNAL ISSUED ON

ABOVE DATE.
• MAY WE COUNT ON YOUR SUPPORT AND
PATRONAGE FOR THIS WORTHY CAUSE?

winners rung in to tell what they'll
do with their ill-gotten gains. There
was swell opportunity here for a
couple laughs that was muffed.
itself provides the
desired action, the dialog is ordinary.
Preston Foster plays the G-man
who falls for a girl at the same time
he is getting the goods on her in
disposing of sweeps tickets. When
she and an ally, in on the racket,
learn that they are counterfeit, both
turn on the mobsters and aid the

While the story

Government under

ticklish

circum-

stances in getting the required evidence to convict the higher-ups.
A cut-to-order auto chase, resulting in capture of the top racketeer,
played with the customary menace
by Noel Madison, ends the film on
the anticipated note.
Foster has
Irene Hervey opposite him, while
support includes Chick Chandler,
Inez Courtney, Oscar O'Shea and
others, all in typed performanres.

Chor.

STORY BUYS
Please

to

MOTION PICTUHE ASSOCIATES
JACK ELLIS. RKO RADIO PICTURES
New York City
Ninth Avenue

c/o

630

Make Checks Payable

•

FABIAN'S DICKER FOR

Jersey.

Other Theatre and Exchai^e

IT

Hollywood, Nov. 21.
Metro purchased screen rights to
'Countess

Maritza,'

operetta

pro-

duced by the Shuberts in 1926.
Twentieth-Fox bought 'For Wo-

men

Only,'

by Hilda Stone.

A. J. Cronin sold his unfinished
'The Doctor of Lennox,' to
Columbia.
Mary Pickford lold screen rights
novel,

to 'Kikl' to

RKO.

Subject:

Helen Hayes
^ Read

about
the fascinating letters

week's Post.
Helen Hayes in this
cured a
Read about how she
secret reSouthern accent; her

Gillette; her
hearsals with William
and Clarence.
tours with Dear Brutus
intheatrical biography of

A unique

terest to everybody in

show business.

^

A/auruc
THE S/ITUHPAY
EVENING POST
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BLUE MILK

DOWN BY

STATIONS TURNED

ON

A.F.M.

DECENTRALIZING NEGOTIATIONS FOR 1940
IRNA May

Call N. Y. Conference on 50'

Demanded by Musicians Union

—

c;

Epigram

Increase

Spencer Bentley, radio player,

Monday and

the greater part of

ranged

!

will the IRNA committee make an
to convince the stations that
is to their best interests and the
interests of the broadcasting indus-

effort
it

try

renesv

to

the

national plan

it should be the union's policy
co-operate continuously in furthering the prosperity of the radio

yesterday

afternoon

Irked by Seattle

And

LOCAL

PAaS

IRNA committee opened the session with the AFM by voicing a
long siring of grievances over the
way that the present asrecment has
been working out. Quite a number
American Federation of Radio
of hardships and causes of alleged Artists last week signed contracts
unfairness were cited. There was an
IRNA meeting at the Ambassador covering the staff artists at WMCA,
hotel, N. Y.; Friday (17) at which New York, and KSD, St. Ix>uis.
the strategy of dealing with the Emily Holt, national executive-secreAFM's latest demands on musician tary, signed the KSD pact Friday
employment expenditures were gone (17) during a quick hop to St. Louis
over. Among those at this gather- for that purpose. George Heller, asing were Mark Etheridge, WHAS, sociate executive-secretary, signed
Louisville; T. C. Streibert. Mutu.-*!- the
deal the previous day in
WOR, Newark; Samuel R. Rosen- New York. In addition to setting
.

Seattle,

Nov.

21.

of the International BrotherWorkers, last
of Electrical
Friday (17) announced that he was
prepared to call a strike of the radio
Kelly wants the other
technicians.
outlets to accept the basic wage that

lon,

WFEL. Denver;
WTIC,

Paul W. Mo-

and

Hartford;

Ed

Craney, KGIR, Butte.
Indications are that following the

present

series

tween the

of

AFM

ers' negotiating

conferences

be-

and the broadcastgroup IRNA mem-

bers will be called to a special convention in New York, with this possibly taking place the middle part of
December. The AFM is asking the
radio industry to increase its present expenditure for musicians by
S0% during 1940. The current accumulative payroll for musicians is

mercial programs.

these points.
Kelly claims to have signed up
KVI, KXA,
the
technicians
at

KOMO, KJR, KIRO
the

and

KOL

and

membership has authorized hhn

to call a strike.

Roosevelt Sicns

Up

WMCA

shows.

Network originating stations would, according to the new
request, have to increase their
individual payrolls from $60,000 to
$120,000 a year.

contract with the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers.
Union representatives won the pay

a

Meanwhile,
Henry
Jaffe,
the
unions' attorney, has been negotiating with NBC for contracts to cover
KYW, Philadelphia, and WGY,
Schenectady, and those pacts are all
set as to terms, but merely await the
formality of signing. Both are along
the same lines as the
and
KSD agreements, in that they set
minimums for staff artists and require extra pay for commercial

boost after intensive collective bargaining with the president of the
web.
They also secured a 100%
union shop, two-week vacations with
pay and other concessions.
.

Hueh

WCCO,
KMOX,

Aspinwali,
of
formerly
Minneapolis,
has joined
St. Louis, as gabber.

$3,000,000.

of

Bill

Complaint

Band

Leaderis

The reply to the AFM's demand
was in the form of a letter addressed to the AFM board. The let-

Find

A

music as

a sideline.

the

slated

If

new

letter,

plan

there

Is

to

of

AFM

.

AFM

by
locals. Also
give some assurance that the 'supply
transcriptions
of recordings and
will not be impeded, by the AFIW
by arbitrary price changes in the cost
of manufacturing the same.'
lations imposed

The
only
tion

letter

AFM

the
to adjust
if

further

stated that
shows m disposi-

these

shortcomings

Always

stances

Jimmy Dorsey

only recently

turned down a bid to Join the 'Fibber McGee ahd Molly' show, which,
incidentally, is the third highest rating program for half-hours on the
air.

'

The engagement would have

required that Dorsey and his band
settle down in Los Angeles. Though
the program guaranteed
him 30

weeks Dorsey was afraid ol becoming buried, as happened a lew years
ago when he joined up with Bing
Crosby on the Kraft show. Restricted
to this single weekly outlet and a
very narrow periphery of possible
would like.
one-nighter bookings, Jimmy DorIt was a
common credo among sey found in due time.. that his progdance aggregations not fo long ago ress was being badly stymie(l, as to
that a band couldn't reach the popu- both popularity and income.
Until
larity heights unless it was tied up he landed on the Kraft show Jimmy
with a commercial program.
The was keeping pace with his brother,
succe.ss of Glenn Miller has done Tommy.
A curious co-incidence
much toward refuting this view- about the two commercials is that
point. A consistent sustaining pick- the
dale
Jimmy Dorsey joined
up plus phonograph records has suf- Crosby is the same, with the exficed to do the uplifting job lor Mil- ception of
he year, that had been
ler.
He goes on CBS lor Chester- stipulated lor his joining 'Fibber
field Jan. 3, but with no little mis- McGee and Molly,' namely, Dec. 5.
givings as to what effect it will have
on his one-nightcr income.
Another Angle.
Forced Cuts Bad
There's some managerial feeling in
There's another angle that makes
band leaders now leery about throw- hotel, cafe and band booking circles
ing their lot with a network ac- about maestros who 'worry too much
count.
A commercial rates as a about the radio and neglect the jobs
steady engagement. If together with they're working,' as one puts it With
this the band has a hotel spot, an eye to the air buildup too much
the leader of neces.sity raises the attention is detoured from the basic
salary of his men to $150, or belter, job in hand, that of purveying good
a week. If the band loses the com- dansapation.
mercial the leader, also of necesThere are many instances of late,
sity,
reduces these salaries.
The in rooms from the topflight cateaverage musician expects his income gory right down the line, where the
to go up the longer he is with a customers walk out grumbling that
unit and when the cut occurs he be- 'the dance music isn't co
hot.'
comes disgruntled and before long Brought in by radio Ihie customers
he's with another' band, even if his
guaranteed salary is no more than come to dine-and-dance and then
wonder what dragged them in, in the
what he got on his previous job.
Because of some of these circum- first place.
I

settlement it
shou'd be for not less than five
years. Included in the discharge of
station's
the
financial
obligation
chould be the services of all
members, allow for arbitration of all
disputes, take a station's fluctuating
income into account, eliminate the
obstacles imposed by locals on the
commercial resale of staff orchestras,
permit greater flexibility for such
performing units, assure in some
manner a more reasonable quality of
talent and protect the affiliates from
the 'many petty and arbitrary regua

Don't

Help Their Careers

i

be

Blessing?

Commercials

ter charged that the 1937 National
Dance bands that have come into
Plan of Settlement, which expires
Jan. 17, has proved unsatisfactory top popularity are beginning to doubt
to the stations concerned, and stated whether connection with a network
that the affiliates are unanimous in commercial is e.s.senlial to their conthe conclusion that the. economic tinued success. Some of these upperlasis of the plan has turned out to rankers think that they would be
be 'vicious and wrong in principle,' better off financially it they kept
in that the stations have had to pay free of such alliances and confined
for services for which they have their radio relations to sustaining
commercial series, they
no need or obtain little if any re- pickups.
have founds has its serious drawturn.
backs since it narrows their travel'In many cases.' the letter said,
ing radius with the result that they
'the quality of the music was judge<l
by the average lis'^eners to be so can't play as many of the potential
big-paying one-night spots as they
dull that the .stations would have

preferred to pay the money and not
have the men play, and. in some instances, we are
informed this is
actually being done.' Many of the
musicians employed through the
plan, it was pointed out, were not
men who were out of work but who
were engaged in other work with

No

Radio Sponsorship

AFM

St. Louis Dairy Co. dropped
'Through A Woman's Eyes,' a
daily IS minut«s of news dissertation over KMOX with Jo.sephine
Halpin at the mike. The Pevely Co.

'

it's

late

yesterday

after,

noon (Tuesday) signatured an
agreement with Transcontinental
whereby it becomes th exclu-

sive release for the proposed
new network as of Jan. 1.
Mutual was reported on verge
of closing with Blackelt-Samplethree IS mins. daily live
Hummert on a block booking
to one.
talent programs over
deal which would include WGN,
When Allen Franklin, program
Chicago, and WOR, Newark.
to join
director, recently left
a Chicago advertising agency he took
Proposed Transcontinental Broadalong his 'Cozy Corner' programs,
casting System is pretty much \^'here
IS mins. daily and bankrolled by
Only, marked
The bank- it was last week.
the Quality Dairy Co.
change since Vaiuety's previous story
roller has now switched to four one
was the passing of the title of presiits

WEW

KXOK

continues at

KMOX

dent from Jack Adams to Elliott
Roosevent. The latter was in New
York yesterday (Tuesday) after .sev-

.iponsor,
fustainiiig.

eral days of beehiving in

.

Chicago.

Fred Weber, Mutual general manawas still in Chicago yesterday
working on a lineup of stations lur
some Blackett - Sample - Hummert

TELEVISION

is already in effect at KRSC, while
the broadca.sters say this might be
okay with them if the contract allows lor part time employment and
Kelly
has
rejected
aibitration.

WMCA
San Antonio, Nov. 21.
Radio operators of the Texas State
baum, WFIL. Philadelphia; Lenox wages minimums and working re- Network m Fort Worth will have an
L. Lohr and Mark Wood, NBC; quirements, both contracts call for increase of $11 a week in their pay
Edward Klauber, CBS: Gene O'Fal- the payment of extra fees iof com- checks. Elliott Roosevelt has signed
rency.

WMCA

KMOX, KXOK

WEW.

hood

(Tues-

day).

COCOON

to spot announcemenl.s. The
dairies involved are the Pevely, St.
Louis and Quality and the stations
and
affected are

Having failed to come to an agreement with local stations, excepting
min. announcements daily.
KRSC, after several weeks of disMiss Halpin, without a
cussion, W. A. Kelly, Pacific Coast
rep

AFRA SIGNS

Loui.<:,

.

Threatens a Strike

to

industry.

SmiNTHE

Nov. 21.
Increased cost of products of the
three leading dairies in St. Louis
resulted lust week in one cancelling
its radio contract, another reducing
its time by 66 2-3 per cent and the
third switching from a live talent
St.

slashed

that

for

board

Organizer

of

AFM was also told that
the AFM's attempt to impose an undue burden on the industry might
react badly for its membership and

ar-

tomorrow morning (Thursday).
Spokesmen for NBC, CBS and Mutual met on their own with the AFM

IBEW Union

scltlemenL

get-together

another

for

tried flying for first t=me. Wired
his friends on arrival in Chicago:
•Flying is like a nudist canip
—both boring after 15 minutes.'

^

Executive board of the. AmeriMn
Federation of Musicians rejected
Monday <20) the proposal of the Independent Radio Network AfTiliates'
executive committee that any future
contracts for muficians be between
the stations and local unions only
and that the international witlidraw
as a master party to such agreeDespite the turndown the
ments.
IRNA group continued its discussions
with the AFM board on the subject
of a new industry contract during

ROOSEVET WEB

Loai* Dairy Firniii Clip Radio
Adverticlnr Ao Coala Mount

program

Cites Broadj

Grievances

casters'

St.

ger,

business.
Weber's activities precipilated- a
circular telegram from .:oosebelt last
Friday (17) in which he stat-:d that
regardless of Weber's block booking

ACTOR PAY

moves in B-S-H's behalf he had been
assured by Hill Blackett that he h.id
not committed himself tc Mutual and
that Transcontinental's order for 20
hours of business per week, as i.cNew rules and working conditions sued by the agency's New York office
for actors appearing in television are a couple weeks ago, was a fi. m and
expected to be agreed on shortly by binding order. Roosevelt's wire al:*
a joint committee of Associated Ac- sai
that he was happ.v to .>i|:ite (hat
tors and Artistes of America affili- over 100 stations had indicated their
ates, although Equity members are acceptance of the TBS contract and
principally concerned in such broad- that details about more btL-^incss
Equity leaders declare that would.be relayed them in a lew
casts.
the association maintains sole super- days.
vision of television and the commitRoosevelt claims '.hat he's Kclting
tee now conferring on framing new the Good Will Hour (Ironized Yeast)
contracts for such engagements was now on Mutual, but RuthianfT fi
prin(:ipally formed for consultation Ryan, agency on the accoiini. depurposes. Stated that the contracts clined to comment. From the Ro<>.>^will be used lor a six months' ex- velt camp also came the info that
perimental period after which revi- he would place an order for lines
sions are anticipated.
with the American Telephone &
Plan to adopt a fixed scale for sal- Telegraph Co. this week. One staaries appears to have been shelved tion, WGRC, New Albany-Loui.sville,
although there will be increases of last week circularized the trade with
pay over the present levels. Com- a letter declaring that it had rejei-led
mittee is considering adoption of a the Transcontinental proposition and
rate per hour instead of a minimuin that it would remain a regular, fullfor performances. If players are to lime Mutual outlet.
be paid for each hour they are xi.sed
either for rehearsals or telecasts,
there should be a tendency by direc- Reveal Qniet
Of
tors not to Hcep casts in the studio
any longer than necessary. The per
^35

MULLED

End

Uproar Over Opera

would really mean
that the actors would be paid for

hour plan,

too,

Auditions for Sherwin Co.
rehearsals, as is true in legit after
the first five days. There is no present intention to have a similar proTwo suits by the National Broadbationary period for television.
casting Co. and Cecil Warwick
Present maximum of $50 for leads Cecil, Inc., against Charles Henry
per performance is regarded as en- Freeman, Jr., have been scllled out
tirely too low for the time consumed of the N. Y. federal court by the payin preparing telecasts but RCA-NBC ment by the two plain(iir.<; of $100 to
contend that television costs are the defendant The actions Uilaled
necessarily kept down because, the $78,891.
art is experimental and brings in no
Suits were begun in 1035. with the
revenue vvhatsoever.
agency and NBC claiming that
Freeman, through threats of an idea
piracy suit and advertisinf^ of his
A.
Martin Promoted;
alleged grievances had threatened to
cause the Sherwin Williams Co. of

&

L

Program

Radio

Aided

Wmien's Home Comp'ion

I

I

I

A. L. Martin, who left Geyer, CorNewell several years ago to
exploit the 'Jean Abby' and 'Carolyn
programs lor the Women's
nell

&

Pryce'

Home Companion,

has been

named

the magazine's director of advertising.

The radio promotion

idea

worked

put so well that he in due time became the WHC's promotion manager.
On Oct. 1 of this year he was promoted to a.^sistant advertising manager and the top job was handed

him

last

week.

BOB CROSBY INTO
O'KEEFE VACANCY
Camel has arranged to move the
Bob Crosby unit into the 8:30-9 period on CBS Tuesday nights after
the Walter O'Keefe show Washes up
for Lifebuoy Dec. 19.
Crosby will
compete with 'Information, Please'
and 'Pot o' Gold' instead of "Fibber

McGee and

Molly.'
Combination of the ratings of 'Information' and 'Pot o' Gold' is con*iderably above that of 'McCee.'

Cleveland to abandon its proposed
.-sponsorship of a program entitled
'Metropolitan Auditions of the Air."
NBC claimed they would have received $62,308 and the agency $I6..'>83.
Actual settlement of the action
took place 10 m<>nths ago as the result of an agreement reached in February, when the plaintiffs paid $100
to Freeman. This was in accordance
with an order of Judge Samuel Man-

delbaum last December. No stipulation of discontinuance was entered,
and the dropping of the action was
discovered through a letter to the
court asking a clearance of records.

Rubey Cowan Back

to

NBC
NBC

Rubey Cowan rejoins the
Artists Service Dec. 1, alter a twoyear stay with Paramounl's Hollywood' studios as radio contact. He
will specialize in vaudeville, film and
television bookings.
A. Frank Jones on the same day
takes the title of assistant to the
bureau's head, George Engles, while
Alexander Haas becomes manajjer of
the San Francisco branch.
Bean Quits
Randy Bean has
Bowles,

New

Hammond,
rector,

York.

B.

A

n.

left

Went

Indiana, as

over weekend.

Benlon
to

&

WHIP.

program

di-

;

; '1
,,;
'
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CONCET GIED SHOW NEAR
Tues. Next to Thurs.

Now As Top

Tallulah Bankhead First Walkout

Weekday on Radio: Sun. Still No. 1
lished

night
to

itseU as a

than

bigger

to capturing the

weekday audience honors
Thursday night has held
years.

This

shift.

listening totals

is

In

six

concentrated

largely due to the

popularity strides taken by such pro- who is laying oiT all work because
grams as 'Information, Please,' 'Pot of a bad stomach, will be in shape
of Gold,' 'Fibber McGee and Molly' to resume before January.
and Bob Hope. Sunday night still
There is also the question of
rates No. 1 in listening pull and by a Amcche's next option being picked
wide margin.
This' option lifts his Sunday
up.
Last year Wednesday ranked as night salary to $3,500, and the resecond biggest tube-burning cent policy on the program has been
the
night of the weekday stretch, while to keep the payroll down.
Monday was third and Tuesday,
fourth. There, is only one weekday
period that can claim more ear- 'Sure' (Breath Purifier)
benders than those on tap during
the Tuesday night period which has
Ordered to Discontinue
'Information,' 'Pot of Gold' and Litebuoy's Walter O'Keefe show in direct
Its Advertising Line
competition at the same 8:30-9 groove
on the three networks. The other
session is Thursday night which has
Washington, Nov. 21.
Major Bowes and Maxwell House
Sensitive
knob - twiddlers who
Coffee's 'Good News' pitted against
worry about unpleasant breath, and
each other.
other intimate alllictions now being
Friday night has been slow in
brought to their attention by magaemerging from its status as a sort
zine and radio advertisements, were
of stagewalt on the week's radio
warned last week by the Federal
The big perkup Trade Commission to think twice becalendar, or bill.
has occurred in the 8 to 9 period fore investing in a 'breath purifier'
where General Food has made Kate called 'Sure.' Huffing and puffing
Smith available (CBS). After that while feeling one's self safe from of
about where It was last
it's Just
fending the girl friend, or tipping off
year.
the wife to a recent trip to the bar
room, will do no good, Commish im^
plied.
And salesmen, working under 'normal conditions' cannot hope
to make a $300-a-week profit in
peddling the product— radio ballyH. K.
hoo to the contrary.
In a warning to Fannie P. Fox,
trading as Sure Laboratories, of ChiSanta Fe, N. M., Nov; 21.
Dorothy Barstow, producer of the cago, F.T.C. took issue with her
Jean Hcrsholt radio program. 'Dr. claims that putting a drop of 'Sure'
Christian'
(Chesebrough), vaseline on the tongue would instantly banand Harry K. McCann, president of ish 'every trace of offensive breath.*
the McCann-Erickson agency, were Other radio and newspaper blarney
declaring that 'one man has avermarried here last Friday (17).
They left after the ceremony for aged over $300 profit weekly for the
last GO days' in selling the product
New York.
was said to be equally questionable.
'The complaint alleges that the
H. K. McCann controls around 90%
neutralize
will
not
preparation
of the McC-E stock. Mrs. McCann,
and that Its effect is
who joined the agency over 15 years breath odors,
limited
to masking such odors to a
ago, got into the radio end of the
less degree, and that
greater
or
McCann-Erickson business in the
salesmen, under ordinary conditions
early days and for years held the
cannot earn $300 per week or sums
She's had
title of radio director.
which could be characterized as repthe producing assignment on 'Dr.
resenting large earnings,' Commish
Christian' since the series' inception,
revealed.
with Hollywood as the base of opFannie P. Fox was given 20 days
erations.
to think up an answer as why a
cease and desist order should not be

BUYS

11

P.M.

ON

WLW

tc

I

I

!

purchaser, although Pittsburgh Plate
Glass is also said to b: still interested. CBS is agenting the stanza.
Plan of the show is for a musical
lineup with guest names from the
concert and opera field. Among the
solo
singers
and instrumentalists

broadcast, the first of three to bo!
aired from New York. She first ob-:
jectcd to her material last Thurs-;
day (IG) and thereafter events wore,
a growing mixup.
As the script;
was revised several times, the ac-

Energine Coming Back;

.

Opposite George Jessel

And

who would appear would be Law-

First Nighter

Shows

agreed to go on, but each^
lime
subsequently
changed
her
mind.
After pleas and objections
back and forth nearly all night Sat-i
urday (IB) the actress finally wired!
Ralph Morgan, SAG president who"
had .flown east to iron out any pos-f
sible wrinkles, about 9 a. m. Sunday/
refusing to go on and stating she;:
couldn't be reached for further ar-:

tress twice

rence Tibbett, Jascha Heifetz, Grace
Moore, Lily Pons, Kirsten Flagstad,

Energine, a Cummer product, is
are active leaders returning to the air around the midof AGMA.
Figured on the basis of dle of January. It's contracted for
those namesi, either as' listener draw a half hour on the NBC blue netor entertainn^ent value, the series work, Friday 9:30-10 p.m; That will
would compare favorably with the put it opposite The First Nighter"
Gulf-Screen Guild show, which also and Vitalis' Georgie Jessel show.
Talent and program format for
costs $10,000 for talent.' In the case
of the
program, most of the Energine has not been set. Stackcoin would go to the union treasury, Goble is the agency.
with a minor share used for relief
purposes.
etc., ail of

whom

:

AGMA

BUSINESS

has a radio program idea in the
works, but is not believed to have a
sponsor anywhere near the verge of
biting.
League's show would be a
dramatic series, with scripts by big
name authors in the fiction, dramatic, film and radio fields and probably using a well-known personality
as fixture master of ceremonies.

Rainey, 12 Yrs. with

gument.

;

Morgan had previously offered to;
let her choose her own material or!:
even repeat a Dorothy Parker skctcl^
she recently did on the Kate Smith;
program. He also explained to iierl
that failure of any advertised starji
to appear gave the sponsor the right!
to refuse to pay for that broadcast;.'
and, with the option for renewal)Business Week is trying its wings coming
up Jan. 1, any upset might;'
in radio under a tentative lcts-<;e:'- end the series, which pays the char-:
how-it-works deal put through by ily fund $10,000 a week.
Actors Criticize Star
Tom Sabin, Local tie-ins with merf;
chants and business Interests in the
Those among her fellow-profes-various communities is the purpose. sionals criticizing. Miss Bankhead,:
Each issue of the publication is pointed out that Allen and Bench-|i
reduced to a synopsis and the re- ley had offered no objection to their:.'
sultant script mailed to the stations material and, in fact, hadn't evenjnow carrying the program. These seen it until rehearsals Sunday after-}
presently include WFIL, Philadel- noon.
At that time, with Missf'
phia; WTNJ, Trenton; KDYL, Salt Bankhead
longer
available,!:
no

Authors League of America also

WEEK MAG

TESTING RADIO PLUGS

I

i

I

ii!

'

NBC,

I

Joins Transamerk in N.Y.

Wilfred S. Roberts has replaced
William S. Rainey as manager of
NBC's N. Y. reproduction division.
Rainey, who Joined the network 12 Lake City.
years ago, has quit to go with the
Local announcers read the scripts
Transamerican Broadcasting & Tele- as a 15-minut« program in every
vision Corp.
case.
Roberts came to NBC In 1936, but
in September, 1938, he got a six
months' leave of absence to do work
Reginald Nash hai joined Dow Sc
for
Paramount Pictures. He re- Peterson Agency, Burlington, 'Vt., to
turned to New York Nov. 1.
handle the radio division.

applied.

Law also reached out Thursday
(IC) to muzzle radio advertising of
'Old Mission Tablets'— an alleged
cure-all for stomach troubles. Cease
and desist order was slapped on E.
W. Knowlton, proprietor of the Old

Hamilton, O., Nov. 21.
Green Lantern, small but popular
night spot few miles south of here,
was destroyed by Are last week (15),
with loss estimated at $4,500.
More than 15 years ago this was
the site of one of the flrst radio
broadcasting stations in Ohio, operated by Doron Bros., with call let-

Bankhead

WLW

Deal for sponsorship of an American Guild of Musical Artists radio
program is reported on the Verge of
Consideration involved is
signing.
reported as $10,000 for a weekly 30minute show of operatic-type singing. Socony is mentioned as a likely

McCANN

Pioneer O. Radio Station,
Since a Nitery, Burns

Failure of Tallulah

appear as scheduled on the GulfJoe Holmes ot T & R Made Swin;- Screen Guild program Sunday nighi
around For Fels Soap
(19) in New York stirred bittei
criticism
among Screen Actors'
Joe Holmes, spot time buyer for Guild officials. Young & Rubican;
Young 8c Rubicam, returns this week representatives and others oh the
from the special promotion tour he show. It was the first instance ol
has been making in behalf of Fcls a star refusing to guest on the se-.
Soap.
While on the road Holmes rics, which is for the benefit of the
placed an order with
for the Motioii Picture Relief Fund.
Per11-11:15 p.m. (EST) across the board formers appearing on the stanza do'
with Sal Hepatica as the under- so gratis. Announcement that Mis;
writer..
Bankhead' 'was 'indisposed^ drew
It makes the first time that Bristol- audible snickers and a few scattered.'
Myers has bought a late evening hisses from the studio audience.
With Fred Allen and Robert
news strip.
Bcnchley, Miss Bankhead was advertised to' guest on last Sunday's

CBS AGENTING

DOT BARSTOW NOW
MRS.

Draws Snicken

$3,500

—

which
for

Illness' Alibi

Proposed Program May Go
to Socony Although Pittsburgh Glass Not Entirely
Rudy Vallee, though contracted for
Cold ^Topflight Names of
four weeks, may remain on the
Chase &. Sanborn coffee show (NBC)
Concert and Opera World
for the rerhainder of this year.
It
Would Donate Services
is
doubted whether Don Ameche,

listening

Wednesday and seems Also There's Don Amcche's
Option Coming Up

be on the way

Screen Guild, Embarrasses Filmers;

VALLEE MAY STAY LONGER

Tuesday night has already estab-

On

Battle of Rival Blurb Theories
Young

&

&

Rubicam

Ryan Over

Versus Ruthrauff
Mission 'Tablet Co., Pasadena, Calif.;
cut off radio, newspaper and
to
Best to
Chainbreaks
magazine claims that his product Is
identical with a preparation used by
one of the greatest stomach and kidInteresting behind-the-scenes rib- tire audience, and that Is the dayney specialists in the U. S.
ters WHK.
'O-M Tablets' are not one of the bing is the one now going on be- time.
Philosophy
largest selling or most favored prod- tween Young Si Rubican and RuthY&R predicates Its preference for
ucts in the country for treatment of
rauft & Ryan in connection with one daytime chainbreaks on the belief
constipation and other stomach ail01 Streamline
ments, Commish declared, and cer- of the Lever Bros, products, namely, that housewives have already been
The needling involves conditioned by daytjme programs
tainly cannot be considered effective Lipton Tea.
absorb long commercials without
in curing '.'ongeslive stomach, sore- chain-break announcements, some- to
Los Angeles, Nov. 21.
any antagonistic reaction and that
Improvements stated to cost near ness, sick headaches, backaches, thing against which YiR conducted the announcement interpolated
bestomach ul$100,000 will be made at KMPC by dizzy spells, or gastric
a vigorous campaign some, years tween two programs will fall on
owner G. A. Richards following ap- cers.'
equally
fallow ground.
Another
Knowlton was told to quit making ago.
proval of full time for the station by
Ruthrauff & Ryan has made it a advantage the agency sees in daygeneral
Federal Communications Commis- misrepresentations to the
of his product. practice of buying spots between time spotting involves the mood of
sion.
Studio will be enlarged and public as to the value
major night-time network commer- the woman listener. The razzlenew towers erected. Station, which
cials for Spry on the theory that dazzle created by a major evening
has been getting CBS slough susGeo. Faulkner Resting
such occasions provided top audi- network commercial militates against
t;)iners, goes on the Columbia rate
plug. the right kind of mental reception
George Faulkner has on doctor's ences for the shortening's
card as an alternate spot, givins time
as- Young is Rubicam has taken the po- for a blurb stuck in between two
buyers option of either KN'X or order retired from the writing
viewpoint is not so [such shows.
signment on CBS" Sunday sustain- sition that this
KMPC or both.
Y&R along with RuthraulT Si Ryan
It prefers the breaks that
sound.
Leo Tyson, manager, recently er, 'Pursuit of Happiness.' He's godaytime and William Esty is bidding for the
fall between major-raiin?
rest.
contracted lor NBC's Thesaurus. ing to Uke a protracted
campaign which is to accompany
Faulkner was for years on the network commercials on the ground
Transmitter operates on. 1,000 waits
Walter Thomp- that not only does it cost much less Lever Bros.' introduction of its new
at night and 5,000 daytime. Petition scripting stall of J.
but that a food product is some- soap brand. Swan, described in the
for full time has been hanging (Ire son.
thing that can be ballyhooed most trade as a likely compelilior to
for Ave years, transmitter presently
announcement Procter & Gamble's Ivory. Y&R al.si)
W. A. Roberts promoted from effectively by the who
silenced: from sunset to 9:30 p.m.
do the food handles Fels, but the two aren't excommercial route when women,
KMPC shares frequency with WOR. salesman to assistant
buying, compose practically the en- pected to conflict.
KRLD, Dallas.

How

Use

KMPC

-

frantic

efforts

were made by

the!'

Guild to line up a substitute namej.':
actress, but no suitable one couldj.

be reached. So Allen and Benchleyf
went into a huddle and cooked upi
enough material to fill out the pro-i
gram.
John Charles Thomas, who re-'
i

moted on the show from Chicago,;
was not advertised nor even an-?nounced in the papers as doing so.:
Although he is not generally identi-j^^
ficd with pictures, he agreed to do;
the gratia stint as a personal ges-j
ture more than a week in advance:
and, according to SAG execs, they};
notified the agency at that time.l
However, it was stated that twoii
weeks' notice was required to plant^
the name in the ads and newspaper
billing.
Thomas offered no com-t
plaint, either before or after thar
broadcast, over his failure to receive
If^

billing.

Motion Picture Relief Fund al-j
ways presents parchment scrolls ofi
thanks to all artists who guest oni
the
program.
Miss
Bankhead'si
scroll was printed several days in
advance, so SAG officials on Sunday night were mulling the idea of
inserting the word 'not' in handwriting before the word 'appearing'
and sending the parchment to the
actress as a sarcastic gesture.
i

\

j

i

j
i

I

j

HaMd-Half

Hears

!

j

'Crime Club' Audition

I

Young

&

Rubicam, as agency for

I

.

I

!

Newark.

manager

of

I

I

Hnlf-and-Half

an
to
Club.'

tobacco,

last

week

audition of 'The
Account currently
supports the Ben Bernic-Lew Lehr
show on CBS Sunday afternoons.
'Crime Club' was on the payroll
of Kno Salts for several years.
listened

Crime
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THE SALT HELPS
SALT LAKE CITY: GRUNWALD
By

Salt

Lake

EDGAR

A.

directly aimed to have a Mormon angle. The
the Variett 1937 plaque as best 'prestige subsidiary.' KSL is currently in the process of dishing out $150,000 for a remodeled transmitter house and a new radiator,
and expects to follow this program up shortly with another
calling for new studios.
J. Reuben Clark, Jr., once U, S. ambassador to Mexico, is
technically the head of the station in the capacity of presiEarl J. Glade is executive v.p.-:-a niche which indent.
cludes front-office, facade work. Actual station operation is
in the hands of Ivor Sharp, here about a year following 18
years with the AT&T, chiefly in the 'long lines' division.
Commercial manager and auditor is D. H. Vincent, a KSL
member since 1928 (previously a railroad man). Lennox

ming which
station won

City, Nov. 21.
that theirs is the

Station managers In Salt Lake City brag
perfect radio city. Without being spectacular about It, the
Mormon capital does come mighty close to this selfesteemed rating. That this reputation, however, is chiefly
confined to local boasting Instead of being a catchword natlonally with advertising agencies, is due to the same reason
that a fullback from Notre Dame has a better chance of being
named an AU-American than a fullback from Siwash. In
other words, Salt Lake City lacks population, barely being
able to account for 150,000. Nor is the state of Utah so
bulging with people that it needs lebensraiim.

is

There is also one other fly in the ointment Aside from
the wide open spaces and mountain ranges, Salt Lake City
Murdoch is sales manager, while Glenn Shaw (cx-KLO)
has three newspapers, each of which is sniping not only at
And if a fourth handles programming and Tommy Axelsen takes care of pubits colleagues, but also at the radio stations.
licity and merchandising.
station is put into the town— as rumor from time to time
staFour
paradise.
in
trouble
has it— then there will be
IS
tions and three papers slugging it out in a ring much smaller
murder.
plain
than regulation size is
~
But granting that the city is no' >few York aiiicrihar"t1«
policies,
KSL maintains a local, a reway
of
station
By
Lake
newspapers start their uppercuts from the floor. Salt
gional, and a national rate, and is very tough on the kind of
City nonetheless is just about as good a radio town as there
business it accepts. Alcoholic beverages (and that includes
For one thing, somewhere between
js anywhere in sight.
3.2 in this state) are not accepted; neither is
beer,
limited
to
permuch
higher
and
a
40% and 50% of the urban dwellers,
Merchandising is
tot>acco advertising spotted on Sundays.
centage of farmers, are Mormons. To appreciate this fact in
carried on actively with lobby displays, retail display coits most unique (and pertinent) light, it must be rememoperation, mail, and survey work. Publicity is sent to some
bered that the much-persecuted Mormons virtually held their
and
publications.
120
papers
leaving
which—
showmanship
of
church together by a system
Like most network stations, KSL is so topheavy with bu.siaside religious angles— included community dancing, theatriness that local production is wilting under the load. But
In short, the Mor;cal presentations, art appreciation, etc.
three kinds of ideas are fostered: good musical and dramatic
mons are trained to imbibe entertainment, and that makes
fare; strong tie-ins with civic and government agencies; and
them good radio listeners. Parenthetically, it should be
some farm service stuff. There are also a few transcribed
added, however, that poor radio shows or cuckoo free offers
features, but news and sports (announced by 'Wally Sandack)
iflop here resoundingly for the same reason that substantial
are not played up. The house band, 12 members batoned
radio fare succeeds.
by Albert Southwick playing Reid Tanner's arrangements,
gets a pretty good workout and has the confidence to tackle,
for example, Schubert's 'Unfinished Symphony.'
Standard
station features include the KSL Players, a dramatic group
(Mondays, 10:30-11 p.m.); the 'Sunny Vale Farm Reporter'
territory
out
carve
this
Second, since the Mormons had to
(7:15 a.m.) with Parley Baer emceefng; a mah-on-the-street
Noan
industrious
lot
are
jof deserts and mountains, they
conducted by Glenn Shaw and 'Wally Sandack and produced
Hence, radio
J body is a Rockefeller, but none are starving.
by Tommy Axelsen; Nancy Finch's home economics; and
i ownership is very high. Some 91% of the urban families and
'Peggy, and Her Pals,' a novelty musicale on Tuesday eve89% of the farm families own radios.
nings. Among the more pretentious stanzas are a 'Story TellThird, radio has few entertainment competitors. There are
ing Time' strip (5 p.m.) in which Parley Baer produces a
'Alms, some sports, a couple of mild night clubs, and the
series of dramatized fairy tales for kids with plenty of showchurch doings, but there is nothing which emphatically demanship; and the 'KSL Studio Party' on Thursdays (10:30
tracts from radio listening.
p.m.) which showcases. house orchestra, Roy Drushall, emcee,
and Patty Ryan, a pop singer being accorded a buildup. The
Fourth, the division between the city's three stations is
station has eight announcers, of whom half do dramatic
perfect KiSL has 50,000 watts; KDYL has a regional setup;
work. KSL also feeds CBS the organ-choir stanza from
] and KUTA has a local channel and chiefly local aspirations.
the Tabernacle on Sunday mornings, and does a lot of
three stations are network-affiliated.
i And all
f
saluting to little towns (a practical idea because of the many
Finally, Utah geography is'most kind to the station manintermarriages in this region).
agers. On the one hand, soil conductivity salty ground with
I
KDYL, 5,000-1,000 watt NBC Red affiliate, started in 1922,
water only a few inches under it is a great booster of signal
j
but its present life began when Sid Fox bought it in 1925
strength. On the other hand. Salt Lake City is so situated
from the Telegram. Far less conservative than KSL,
with respect to network hookups that it gets shows on the
does everything with a kind of blissful scrappiness.
Eastern links and shows on the Coast links.
I
'\
The station once put on 84 special events in two weeks,
Management, always important in station operation, is also
to
held a television demonstration which drew 100,000 in 13
iof the alert type here. Only recently KSL and
days, and regularly has around 70 persons on the payroll.
cite a typical example decided that spot announcements and
Like
cbainbreaks were too crudely written to suit the audience.
KSL,
maintains a regional, a local, and a naKSL resultantly is trying to pretty-up this type of gab by tional rate, but merchandising is somewhat soft-pedalled
drastic rewrite work, while KDYL is sticking the chatter
and each case is treated separately. The station has a new
into participation shows where production values, will detransmitter, adequate studios, hires a playhouse seating 350,
louse the palaver. To overcome the drawback of no station
shoots out quite a bit of publicity (some of it a trade-out
logs in the newspapers, the stations buy space to print them
deal with small papers), and has a yen for keeping photo(a good idea, except that all three stations for some reason
graphic records of anything and everything.
or another forget to identify their places on the dial),
Aside from Sid Fox, the No. 1 man, the staff includes:
KSL, affiliated with CBS, is the town's oldest and most
Walter E. Wagstaff, commercial manager for the past nine
powerful station. It is vitally connected with the Church of
years after a stretch with Fairbanks-Morse; Myron Fox,
the Latter-Day Saints via stock-ownership (which also
newly-appointed program director, but a staff member since
crosses over into the Salt Lake Tribune) and via program1931; George Snell, continuity chief; George Provol, pro-

3.2 BEER
OUT ON KSL;
SMOKE ADS BANNED ON SUNDAY

EVEN
'

'

:

-

MORMONS GOOD RADIO LISTENERS
AND ALSO AN INDUSTRIOUS FOLK

.

'

'

manager; and Dave Simmons, publicity director
(previously KSOO and KLZ).
ingenuity, however, is best demonstrated In lis

duction
since

1.931

KDYL's

programming which includes an abnormally high number
of participating programs. As noted before, this trick was
concocted to cut down the odium of spot announcements.
There's musical clock, between 8:30 and 9, conducted by
Phil MacMurray and Carl Christopher, which, while not
exactly participating, does usher in the general Idea, From
9-9:15 a. m. is a morning health club wherein Prof. Ed
Burdick builds muscle to music and gags. This show is
Jerry Lane (Helen
participating and a hot mail-puller.

home economics from 10-10:15 a, m., also
In the afternoon at 2:45, Nelson Mclninch
and Douglas Gourlay run an inquiring reporter stanza,
seven years old, and also participating.
KDYL has a 12-piece houseband under By Woodbury, which
leaves an opening for the pun 'Music By Woodbury.' This
aggregation is fed to the network twice weekly. Early in
the morning Happy Hall works out his hillbillies, and on
Frank)

spiels
participating.

evenin.ij (9:30-10) there's a 'Hillbilly Follies' from
the playhouse with extra talent added; Also along musical
lines is the Community Sing on Saturday nights in the
playhouse during winter, and from a park in summer. Bob
Reese is featured singer with the houseband. News is liberally aired via five quarter-hours daily, but sports are
not a major item.
KUTA, NBC Blue, is the newcomer, just about one year
old.
Curently operating with 100 watts, it will soon go
to 250 wails straight on 1500 kc (while meantime applyingfor 1,000 watts on 570 kc). Run by virtual youngsters (most
of the .staff is under 30), this station really started in colIt is owned
lege, where the quartet of owners planned it
by Frank Carman, who operates it and also owns a piece
of KEUB, Price, Utah; Grant Wratliall, consulting engineer,
and Jack Powers and David Smith, local business men.
KUTA has two rnte.s a national and a local and does most
Incidentally, the
of its ledger entries from the local side.
station is more thsn paying its way.
KUTA i.s chiefly identified from the programming end
along the lines of sport.s, news, and music (NBC sustainers
transcriptions).
There
seven
news
periods per day.
and
are
And in the sports field, the station carries all Utah University out-of-town pigskin games, high school football,
boxing, wrestling, Softball, and league baseball for Wheaties.
Bill Sears (.ex-KFBK, Sacramento) gabs the sports with
Bob Hanson. Sears also handles programming.
Merchandising, surprisingly enough, is a pretty steady
item here. Mailings to dealers and di.stributors are the
big specialty.

Thursday
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THE CUSTOMERS
National spot customers in Salt Lake City include:
Blow*

Bulttva

(^hanilierlnln

Allwrt Kln-hir
lohn H. Dunhnn^*
UrondcnsilnK*

Ixjlluii

iapot

('ai-ter'8

D'Arcy

Cocn-Oolu.
K.T-Ijix

KnU'
»ty*
Mol'Kiin
BnD&d*

}i<s.

Keonamlnl

AVni.

KaymonO

FolK**r CntXtt
(;»lnbl« Stores

MUlu (Sumy)

Or.nei-al

Oenonil Mills

(WliMlk^)

lntcr:ilute Tr.in!*lt
Ii-onlzcil Tcaat
J>ll>lon Te.a
National llnillo Jlevlvul

&

Proctor

Dlreit

FrankUn Bru<-k
Kmll Brolacher*
RuthrauR & Byan

(Dauhl

RC.\
Spry n.€ver Bros.)

Dlr«<:t

Kuthruutt

.Sludokakcr

Standard
.Slilnncr

WesU-o
W«(r<v
Holimon*

RuthraiifT ite Byan
Ic Kublrairi*

Younff

Conrty
Gonil>l«

A

k'llttinont

North AmerlCiin Act-Ulfnt Jnx
I'ctcr I'.ml

Union
Union

Knty*

Win.

Kyt

Candl<I

Wosfy*

ISrwrn.

Diirbrinol
>l;iUtn0 'DenRiit

Jtortrc

Wllllnina

& Byan*

* CunnynKhnm

McCann-Erlckson*

Oil

Mfs

Paclflc

RFI

I'aclllc

.Stauts

Ferry-Hanlt-y
CaplCK*

BeHUniont

United DrUK

ft

Street

While KIntf Suai
White King Soav

Hohnian*
Finney

&

Uaymond Moritan
Itoyinond Uorsan*

!

i

DEPT. STORE
SURRENDERS

STATION
New

Keeps

DIFFERENT

Portland, Me., Nov. 21.
Traditional Yankee reserve
(or
what, then?) is being exhibited by

WCSH,

TO WCAE

IS

Stndios A Secret And
AIm Locked

NBC

local
diffuser, in its attitude toward its new stutiio layout.
In a radio' era where senders in less
inhibited areas use anything from a

new drinking-fountain
Pittsburgh, Nov. 21.

WCAE has finally cracked the big
department store field here with a
commercial show aside from the
news stuff and spot announcements.

ment
in

to a replace-

of mikes as

an excuise to call
the governor and demand a salute

from- web headquarters, the local
plastic-surgery convalescent seemingly intends to keep the bandages
on forever. The new facilities have
been in use for weeks now, but up
Gimbel's is ihe first to give in, tak- until a few days iago the only noning over half-hour musical program employees who knew of the fact was
called 'The Enchanted Hour' for air- a resident troupe of singing cowhands.
ing every Friday evening at 7:30.
Reinforcing the hush-hush air preTalent is to include Howard Price, valent about the premises is the
tenor, and house strings under sta- policy oT keeping
all doors locked,
tion's musical director. Earl Truxell. with the attendant
circumstance that
Gimbel's is seconr' local half-hour every bona-flde employee
must carry
recent^. Other was a ring of keys weighing
closed by
upwards of
Braun Baking Co., which bankrolls five ounces. But for minute differ'Show of Week.'
ences in tooling, each key is like

XMAS TREE UGHTS
TRY WCAU AND WMCA

trial-and-error.

The new studios are not underground; they occupy nearly the enlire top floor of the Congress Sqtiare

Milwaukee, Nov, 21.
Hotel.
Ray-Lite Co., manufacturers of
Christmas tree lights, has started
Lou Holtz' Maxwell Dates
Lou Holtz has been signed for two
daily one-minule spots' on WMCA-.
New York, and WCAU, Philly, and Maxwell House shows on succeedplans to e.Npnnd the campaign to ing Thursdays, tee-off being Nov. 30.
Holtz, currently on the (^oast, gels
other stations later.
Cramcr-Kra.ssclt Co. handles the another shot on the Kraft Music
Hall tomorrow night (Thursday).
account

with an aeteriek unt time aeRmento of lees than

WHEEOCK-WELLES IN jwR- keyes goes to town
Russell Seeds Acency Grabs Piece el
SOUP DRAMA HUDDLE
Raleigh Clfaret Acct.
Hollywood, Nov.

Chicago, Nov.

21.

SPOT CURVES

SHARPLY

21.

Ward Wheelock came to town last
Freeman Keyes, whose Russell M.
week and got down to cases with his Seeds agency has acquired the great
bearded friend, Orson Welles. It's bulk of the Brown & Williamson tobacco account, has now sniped off a
piece of Raleigh cigarets and will
shoot a program over the NBC red
for the heaters starting Nov. 26.
Program will be tagged 'Home
Wheelock agrees with liim up to a Town, Unincorporated' and ride over
for
Welles
that
it's
great
but
point
24 stations covering every territory
it doesn't necessarily .sell soup.
but the west coast Time will be 9:30
Welles may have some sny.so about CST for 30 minutes and show will
the material before Wheelock hikes originate in Chicago.

no secret that the actor has been dissatisfied with Whcelock's selection of
yarns for his Campbell Playhouse.
Welles insists on the heavy dramatic
tales where he can really pour it on.

back

On show

to Philly.

will

be

'Virginia Verrill,

Welles drew first blood when Wayne 'Van Dyne, Marlin Hurt with
Whcelock's choice for 'Huck Finn' his Col. Marlin and Beulah routine,
for Nov. 26 broadcast was over- and the Bob Trendcr orchestra.
ruled in favor of 'Dodsworlh.' F<>y
Bainter guests as the femme lead.

A

Show

was

reached

in

October

by

KDKA. Manager Sherman

D. Gregory reports 30-day period for time
talent contracts for future hit

and

$102,469, an increase of $63,487 over
last Octolier. Rise has been general,
with first 10 months of 1939 show-

will go in for the lighter class-

ing an increase of 33% over same
and quiet comedy.
period last year.
With this portion of Raleigh cigaOne of outstanding gains at KDKA
Keyes has appropriations for was revealed in national 'spot' biz,
every B&W product with the single which went up 40% from Januaryexception of Kools.
October this year over 1938. Steady
climb in billings running parallel
rets

Philadelphia, Nov. 21.

Strawbridge & Clothier departstore has tied itself in on 'The
Metropolitan Auditions of the Air'
(IJBC) through WFIL.
Local tryouts who get the nod on
the S & C programs over WFIL will

with industrial revival locally.

ment

get' a
Paints'

Pittsburgh, Nov. 21.

A

new nil-time high in gross billings since station opened 19 years
ago

ics

Chance at a Chance

WCAE

every other, and an announcer dashing to call a chain-break in Studio
C has to allow himself at lea.<it three
minutes to find the correct tool via

*.^ccnunt.^ marked
five jnlniite^.

HUDSON COAL BACK
WITH LANDT TRIO

chance to sing on Shevwin
network show.

WISN

Quarter

Up 107%

Milwaukee, Nov.

21.

WISN, Hearst

radio .station here,
has reported a 107% rise for the
quarter. Of this 60% is in CBS net-

Schenectady, Nov. 21.
(D. & H. Anthra- work biz.
cite) will return to the air with a
New p.ograms include 'Gimbie and
half hour Musical Quiz featuring the Ellie,' new juve Santa
.show, sponLandl Trio over WGY, Schenectady, sored by Gimbel's dept. store, six
Nov. 28. Show will run 26 weeks, days a week; St. Charles Boys' Home,
Leighton & Nelson being the agency. "The Crime Fighter,' a dramatic
Coal company last sponsored a show.

Hudson Coal Co,

EON JENKIMS TO WJNO
Charlotte, N, C, Nov. 21.
Ron Jenkins, announcer for WSOC,
Charlotte, for the last two years, has
joined
in West Palm Beach,

WJNO

as program director.
Jenkins live talcnler in 1937-3B. when Landi
was previously with WQAM, Miami. Trio and Jim llealey, WGY commentA>uis Reed, merchandising manGlenn Adams of Cincinnati, is suc- tator, worked on a Sunday afiornoon ager of WWL, New Orleans, proceeding Jenkins at WSOC.
block over NBC red from New York. moled to commercial manager.
Fla.,

I
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With compliments to the Dean of

Orchestra Leaders, Paul

who

White man,

exploited the possibilities of

first

a form of popular music which
tially

Is

essen-

American.

JOE

N. WEBER. President,

American Federation of Musicians

Congratulations,

PAUL WHITEMAN
We
IN

THE ORCHESTRA BUSINESS

no one

has more consistently or more splendidly played
a leading role than Paul Whiteman.

Upon

hope thai when we reach

we

respected and honored
sic

the

standards of excellence he set and maintained,

only

our 20th milestone

in

publishing

will
in

be

as

the mu-

business as you are

the field of American music.

an entire industry has been founded, and as a
part of that industry I wish to publicly express
to

Paul

has

my

made

Lester Santly

appreciation of the contributions he

George Joy

Santly- Joy-Select, Inc.

to the

cause of popular music.
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PAUL WHITEMAN
A J
And

LI"

His

Orchestra
Concert Orchestra
Swing Wing and Modernaires
Bouncing Brass

Sax Soctette
owinging otrings

Woodwinds
Joan Edwards
Clarke Dennis

Greetings

Roy Bargy

Pop
Exclusively on

DECCA RECORDS

BINC

/

\
Tostal TcUgvapb
Mackay Radio

All 'America Cables

Commercial Cables

Canadian Pacific Telegraphs
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King, Paul Whiteman has greater popularity

ever before in his brilliant history!
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20tk cmauwsmg,
thanks, IPaul
j'Or your invaluable

cooperation

through the years

^or

inspiring

the

publication

the greatest catalog of

of

modern

My Old

'to

American music

Friend

PAUL

j'Or your friendship, counsel and

THE KING

advice

em ALL

of

Sincerely.

GENE BUCK"

THE MAN OF THE HOUR—
THE BAND LEADER OF A GENERATION

We K n o w

Hi

m

As a Great Man
And a Swell Boss

ARTISTS MANAGEMENT,
17 East 45th Street,

HI

DE

HO

Inc.

New York
JEAN COHEN

NORMAN CAMPBELL
MOLLY KORNBLUM
LESLIE LIEBER
FRANK BURKE

CAB

CONGRATULATIONS

CALLOWAY

TO

PAUL WHITEMAN

CONGRATULATIONS POPS
You're

Still

PHIL

the Tops

COHAN

PRODUCER

HARMS • WITMARK • REMICK

WHITEMAN-CHESTERFIELD PROGRAM

Always

Happy

Anniversary Paul

"THE KING'S JESTERS"

BEST WISHES

CHARLES

E.

GREEN

Our

Best Wishes

Best Wishes

PAUL

GLEN MILLER

JACK MILLS

mVING MILLS

To

You

of

Dean

o/

trail

my

Modern American

and

I gratefully

Mtislc

acknowledge the

compositions in your pioneerino.

BERT SHEFTER

President

CONSOUDATED RADIO
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WORTH

TJiOKt
*'*

Joins the na-

tlon in pnylnr Jost tribnte

Wblleman.

to Paul

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY "POPS"

It rccof-

nlzes him as the Dean of
Modern American Music, the

who

pioneer

blazed the

trail,

orchestra

onlsUndinr

the

leader of this eeneratlon. But

while admlrlne bim for

Dean

Modern American Music

for his

generous recognition of all

other

of

pioneers

this recognition In the

broDght

Worth

Fort

field

of

music.

loves

him

for his rreat

his

generous nature, his lovable

man whose

hat size hasn't been changed by

twenty years of national ac-

And

His Orchestra

who had

and

claim

DUKE ELLINGTON

his baton over the best of or-

a man, who

summers among
lasting

who came
Exclusive

Correctly at Dotrl

New Yorker

llrowlrnktlnic for Chesterlleld,
1>ccca Kecorde.

Featured on

Wed., CDS.

one

every

know him.

Exclusive

Direction

of

ARTISTS MANAGEMENT,
St., New York

Inc.,

17 East 45th

Management

William Morris Agency,

to

With Sincere Appreciation For All You've
Done For JUs

two

In

made a

us,

of

friend

FOUR
MODERNAIRES

rather

swing his feet from the top
rail of a corral than to swing

chestras;

rniXK COLDSTRIX, WJf. COSWAT (Anunrtr).
RALPH 'BREWSTER, IIAROI.D DICKENSON

human

beart,

bir

qualities—his

personalily. He's a

in jazz.

the

achievements that have

line

With sincere gratitude to the

Paul Whltcman

Inc.

ed

citizen of

Fort Worth
of

him

congratulates

has done.
tinues

Fort Worth and
Is

It

for

proud

Just a«

as his native

adopted

his

an adopt-

Is

Denver or

New

Tork.

It

him on what he

hopes that he contwenty

another

Congratulations,

years to give to the nation as

much
past,
all,

and when he

tires of it

he will come back to the

city that loves

his

"Pops"...

pleasure as he has In the

him

to

make

Tack

Bregman

Rocco Vocco

home.

Chester

Conn

FOET WORTH FRIENDS
OF

Congratulai-Ions, Paul

PAUL WHITEMAN

And

ti^^and t^t4^/C«t«^t^...£xtenJ<

thanks

tQ

His Royal Maje.tif

PAUL WHITEMAN

for

KING OF JAZZ
Congratulations

all

Sincere gooj viilies on
TCign

m

tlic lictrt*

tlie

completion of twenty years'

of RiUfie lovcrj all over tke worlj,

the

MARTIN BAND INSTRUMENT COMPANY
swell

FERDE GROFE

Elkkart, I.J

things

you've

done

Congratulations

for

me.

JACK TEAGAHDEN
And His Orchestra
Congratulations

Morton

Matty Malneck

GOULD

WITH VERY

BEST

WISHES

MAURICE SEYMOUR
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this,

We

your 20th anmTer-

—

return to

dance maestro, and

That you are

best

wishes for conare yours

New

Hotel

hearti-

success

tinued

from the entire

staff of

||Q@©i

honored in having been the ones who induced you to
a New York hotel restaurant ^your first in five years.
still the potent entertainment force you hove
always been is evidenced by the fact that on the evening of
November 4th you broke all records for both attendance and
revenue in our popular Terrace Room. No one could ask for
more conclusive proof that New York is glad to have you back.
feel

sary, as America's foremost
est

29

the

Yorker."

Sincerely yours.

President.

NEW YORKER

Hotel

34th Street at Eighth

THANKS, POPS

In

Avenue,

New

York

—

acknowledgment of your splendid

^

Congratulations

cooperation for the past twenty years.

LOUIS BERNSTEIN

JOHNNY
MERCER

SHAPIRO. BERNSTEIN & CO.. INC.
JONIE TAPS, Gen. Mgr.

HI,

POPS!

ALL THE BEST

JULIAN

ABELES

T.

TO PAUL WHITEMAN
Oup conaratulationi ond oratitud*
being

asiociatad

with

you on

IRVING

thia

for

the

privileg*

of

memorabia oceaaion.

7„JOAN EDWABDS"

SZATHMARY

NATHAN VAN CLEAVE

WhiUman
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the Production Centers

NEW YORK

.
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CBS SEEKS LIGHT Wonld-Be Carbons of 'Pot 0 Gold'
E'

Blue exploiteer changed elevator floor signal lights in RCA Bldg. to red
George Coombs, news comand blue to conform with web designation
picked up Adam Hat sponsorship Saturday and Sunmentator on
.Halsey
days to All his sked to seven days. United Fruit backs other five.
to
in similar sales promotion capaV. Barrett skipped from
Hal Halperin (not Vabiety's Chicago boy) doing news bit daily on
city
WNYC. .. .Leonard H. Nason now analyzing- military end of European
WOR to broadcast football both
war movements on WOR-Mutual
Thanksgivings. Take Oregon- Washington from KOL, Seattle, tomorrow
and Kentucky-Tennessee from WLAP, Lexington, Nov. 30....
(23),
Mutual's 'Show of the Week' band lineup, has Sammy Kaye, Nov. 26, Henry
Busse, Dec. 3, Gene Krupa, Dec. 10.... Paul Whiteman guested on 'Author
Author' show on same net Monday (21)
Lou Ruppel, head of CBS Press
Bureau, upped working hours from 9:30 to 5 to 9:30-6:30.
John Graham, recently with the NBC press dept., this week joined Time
magazine in New York as reporter; .Another ex-NBCer, John Kucera, of
lales traffic, is now with Young & Rubicam.
Earl Harper, sportscaster, started new 'Hot Stove League' program on
last night (Tuesday)
Tom Wolf joined WOR press dept. as
night man.... Red Barber to do narration for Nat'l Football League short.
Did same chore for Nat'l Baseball League film now circulating. .. .Arthur
Godfrey to be sponsored on Mutual by Carnation Milk after first of year
....Harold Stokes of WGN, Chicago, goes to Wheeling, W. Va., Sunday
(26) to guest conduct 'Musical Steelmakers' and takes Dorothy Ann Crowe
and Ardenne White of program back to Chi for week of guest shots....
WMCA dropped pro hockey airings from transcription. .. .Molly Picon goes
Sunday (26) with series titled 'I Give You Your Life'....
back on
Howard Merrill, actor and author, joined Pedlar & Ryan radio dept.
Only Ezra Stone and Katherine Racht, playing his mother, went to
Hollywood for the 'Aldrich Family' continuation out there. .. .Felix Mills
has the music, Don Wilison the spieling end. .. .Charles K. Field (Cheerio)
due back in N. Y. Nov. 19..'. .NBC's ?Horse and Buggy Days' has Gladys
Rice in place of Alice Remsen
Same show has the Four Showmen and
the Horsemen combined into an octet. ...G. W. (Johnny) Johnstone was
with
five years on Sunday (19). . .-..George Faulkner being credited
with bringing CBS's 'Pursuit of Happiness' forward as commercial possibility after show got away slow some w.eeks ago.
.Pat O'Malley now regular with Alec Templeton program for Alka-Seltzer.

Research Man Brought in to
Canvass Ways and Means
of Charting Program and
Personality Elements So
Important to Sponsorship

WHN

.

WOR

.

WNEW

.

.

WNEW

WMCA

WOR

. .

ADMEN'S VIEWS
The Columbia Broadcasting System has. turned its research attention to finding out what are the pro;
gram qualities which inspire a sense
of gratitude among listeners and to
learn it possible which type of loyalty as a rule transmutes itself Into

purchases of the product The network has begun these studies in a
small way with a college psychologist brought in for the assignment,
first feeling his way around the subject before attempting to lay down
any definite lines of procedure.

What the network is particularly
interested in finding out is just what
are the characteristics of a mike personality or an integrated program
listener
into
that stimulates the
wanting to do something in return
for the pleasure derived from the
personality or program. Also why
certain personalities and programs,
regardless of their C. A. B. ratings,
make better salesmen for the prodIf this lone psyuct than others.
chologist gets on the trail of some
really tangible motives, the staff will
be augmented so that the subject
with
full force and
can be pursued
.

IN

HOLLYWOOD

Amos

.

.

Andy

. .

KNX

.

.

. .

. .

. .

KNX

IN

CHICAGO

.

Way

UtUity Program Adopts
'Looking Back' Format

But

An Ambolance

San Antonio, Nov. 21.
After 390 broadcasts the San Antonio Public Service Co.

Windsor, Ont, Nov.

21.

In recognition of 'public service
by CKLVr: James R. Clegg,
of Toledo, presented a Heney ambulance to the Canadian Red Cross last
week at special ceremonies on Ambassador bridge, linking Windsor
v/ith Detroit Special order-in-council,
signed by Canada's governorgeneral, permitted car to cross bridge
without usual formality of paying
duty.
Clegg, who made his offer several

rendered

No

Tasting

Owneri

of television sets in
area get
lesson in
proper method of carving a Turkey on the eve of Thanksgiving
tonight (Wed.).
Hotel Bossert chef will demolish the programs props for

New York

the sky-camera.

Click response that 'Pot o' Gold*
has received on NBC is responsible
for a flood of similar lottery or guess-

now going the rounds of
the' ad agencies.
The devices include auto license numbers, social
security numbers, auto engine numbers, operator's license numbers and
ing ideas

sound

effects. Last game is labeled
'Sound-0.'
few agencies are seriously considering programs of this

A

type.

doubtful whether another program of the 'Pot o' Gold' classification will get oh the major networks.
NBC accepted 'Pot' as a sort of experiment and Is chary about permitting another program of Its kind
on the network's schedule. Columbia's taboo policy on the subject reIt is

SHEPARD CASE
REBUHALTHIS

WEEK

mains unchanged.
Another radio program with the
power of
$1,000 handout

pulling

and 10 $100 consolation prizes la
being offered for sponsorship by orchestra leader George Olsen.
It
Bolton, Nov. 21.
was submitted last week to Texaco.
Boston's 'radio 'war' picked lip Instead of being based on telephone
numbers
week
hearings
momentum last
to select the winner, as Is
the
Turns-Horace
Heidt program,
continued at the Federal bldg., with
FCC examiner George Porter pre- Olsen's Idea uses Social Security
card numbers.
siding, on the application of the
Mayflower Broadcasting Corp. for a
license to operate on the wave length
now used by John Shepard's WAAB.
So far examiner Porter has heard
only the charges brought against
station
by Mayflower
Shepard's
counsel James W. Gum for not 'operating in the best Interests of the
Chicago, Nov. 21.
public' while this week, Paul D. P.
Jimmy Petrlllo whistled for the
Spearman, attorney for WAAB, will
agency boys last week and the
begin his defense.
"There was a slight let-up this agency boys came a-running to hear
politi- the Chicago Federation of
week on emphasis on
Musical commentator Leland Bickford's cians give 'em a long-winded
haactivities In local politics. Lawrence rangue
about recordings and reJ. Flynn, clerk of the Mayflower
cording machines, but nobody yet
Corporation who expects to manage
seems to have found out just what
the new station should it succeed in
taking over WAAB's facilities, testi- Petrillo was driving at
Petrlllo loosed a general blast
fied on the stand that he quit John
Shepard's service during the 1937 about recordings, asked a couple of
He said that agency men if they had AFM limayoralty campaign.
he resigned after a long conversa- censes, again yelped that recordings
concerning
extion' with Shepard
must not be used except according
mayor Frederick W. Mansfield's pro- to rules and regulations laid down
test that radio time alloted to him
by the union, and held a special
had been given to ex gov. James M.
Curley without Mansfield's know- heart-to-heart Ulk with the Black•

PETRniO WARNS
ADMEN ON MSCS

WAAB

Flynn further testified over elt-Sample-Hummert rep, which evipoint
objections by
Spearman: 'Leland dently ended In sweet accord since
Among the programs listed by Bickford's speeches over the air B-S-H explained that they used their
own recording machines stricUy for
agencies as notably having what it made it hard to get business for the
station. He said the legislators could scripts and used no music whatever
takes to inspire paydirt loyalty are
be bought for a pound of tea.' He on these discs despite the reports
'Fibljer McGee
and Molly'; Jack continued, assuring the commission
that the agency was dubbing musio
Benny, 'One Man's Family'; Major that no racially-prejudiced or unin on these platters.

Edward Bowes; 'Amos

'n'
Andy'; fair programs would be broadcn.st
Burns and Allen; Bing Crosby-Bob by Mayflower if they could eet the
Burns; Easy Aces; Kate Smith; Fred license. He .said there would be no
Spearman here
Allen; Bob Hope; 'We the People'; radio editorials.
'Information, Please' and Lux Radio again objected to 'Improper and unwarranted innuendo.'
Theatre.
The 'pound of tea' speech charRanked as a model of personal-

(to the listener) salesmenship
the handling of the plug on the

ized
is

Lux show.

Of Expressing Esteem;
Gi?es

Columbia

in

.

'Anne Thomas, Career Wife' has added Sidney Ellstrom, Betty Arnold,
Laurette Fillbrandt, Lester Damon, Michael Romano, Clill Soubier
Ransom Sherman and Gary Morflt, alternate on 'Club Matinee' (NBC), as
emcee
Tenor Wayne Van Dyne is off show.... The Escorts and Betty
replace the Vagabonds
Patti Willis and Frank Pacelli into 'Story of
Mary Marlin'
Cast additions to 'The Woman In White' include Leo
Curley, George Neise, Fred Sullivan, Bill Green. New serial parts written
Into 'Right to Happiness' enlisting Carl Kroenke, Bernadine Flynn, Carlton Kadell, Nancy Douglas, Lucy Gilman, Pat Murphy.

Listener's Unnsnal

NBC and

Strictly Allergic to Coin Bait

contributed a week's salary, said to be around $7,000, to
.Bob Garred doing his triple-sponsored newscasts from
the Red Cross.
on move down from Frisco. .Hedda Hopper's Sunkist sponsors giving away cash prizes and trips to Hollywood to get mail response to program. .Riibey Cowan east on a radio deal. .Les Atlas due in this week comprehensively.
from Chicago for talk with Jesse Lasky on 'Gateway to Hollywood'
Reconciling to Sales
Jean Hersholt will do his 'Dr. Christian' program from New York through
Random queries made in the past
December. .. .Jerry Lester, night club emcee, waxed by Lord & Thomas,
by advertising agency researchers
to head new variety show under consideration by American Tobacco
Jack Runyon champ nimrod of radio. Didn't go far or stay long to bag have disclosed that a program can
his quota of ducks.
.Orson Wells called in Joseph Mankiewicz to help him be a big-audience puller without
paying off in product sales. Major
on his air scripts. Picture work taking up too much of his time, sezze
depart- attractions ''to sponsors of many of
Joseph H. McGillvra junketing for biz along the Coast
ment heads proving quite prolific at forensics. No less than 21 of the the daytime serials is that their
Columbians have mounted the speakers' platform. .. .Hec Chevigny's 'Lost characters or themes have a tendEmpire' now airing in Australia and New Zealand. He authored the book ency to build the sort of trademark
and then adapted it for radio serialization
Gogo Delys (Mrs. Bob Redd) loyalty that materializes across the
In this particular
Al store counter.
singing on NBC's 'Hall of Fun,' her first air job in over a year
field The Goldbergs' and 'Hill Top
Pearce's sponsors signed up for another year.
House' have been rated by agency
men as favorable outstanding cases ledge.
'n'

on

Unlikely

.

Benny Friedman, coach of C C. N. Y. football, has started a sports program on WMCA. .. .Wythe Williams replacing Eugene Lyons on news commentator program while Lyons out on lecture tour. .. .Ben Pratt, NBC

ing format of

its

straight soloists

and

is

program.

chang-

From

classical music,

new program known

as 'That Year,'
will have continuity and songs starting with 1908.
Program is written by D.wight
Bourn; Carruth Palmer sings and
Emilio Caseres' house orchestra

backgrounds.
Andre.

Announced by Hoyt

AT

KWK

SEON CRADDOCE
weeks aeo to Val Clare, news editor
St Louis, Nov. 21.
at CKLW, presented the ambulance
to Mrs. W. R. Campbell, national
Deon Craddock, songstress, who left
convener of Women's Work in the KWK in 1933 to do a beer program
Dominion, during a broadcast over in Chicago, is back at her old digCKLW. Following presentation, am- gins for the same reason. Warbler
bulance
paraded through town's was drafted by CBS for spot on
streets and got its baptism when an Schlitz' 'Program of the Week,' and
sponsored by
onlooker fainted and nurses, accom- is now back on
panying the ambulance, revived her. Columbia Brewing Co. for five a
week with Al Sarli's orch plugging
Alpen Brau suds.
Carey Salt Co, has new quarterWhen Miss Craddock entered radio
hour program on WHO, Des Moines, in Tulsa she' was tagged the 'St.
With Songfellows quartet.
Ferry- Louis Blues Girl.' Now in St Louis
Hanley of Kansas City is agency.
the tag is 'The Girl From the South.'

KWK

It

is

made an

integral

acterizing Mas.sachu.setts legislators
as grafters was made by Leland
Bicltford, m.e. of the Yankee. Network News Service, before a Worcester woman's club, Flynn t-^ld trinl
"xaminer Porter.
Accordini; to
Flynn, Bickford charged that 'legis-

part of the proceedings in a way
that the average listener becomes
convinced that if the contents of the
soap blurb as voiced were so the lators on Beacon 'Hill can be bought
personality, namely, Cecil B. De- for a pound of tea or $100.'
Spearman drew the admi.sslon from
Mille, wouldn't be riskmg his repuFlynn, former
advertising
tation or standing.
salesman, that the talk in que.stlon
was not broadcast, but Flynn countered that all Bickford's speeches

WAAB

were aoproved in advance by ShepEarl Godwin on Blue
ard.
Flynn claimed that Bickford's
speeches made enemies for the .staWashington, Nov. 21.
tion. Then he described a fl<:t fight
Two new live talent shows orig- in which Bickford and one Edward
inating in NBC's Washington studios Bacigalupo were allegedly involved
will be routed over the blue network at the state house.
According to
'Dreams Come True' Flynn it was incidents like these
this week.
program which has been aired over that lost WAAB much advertising
NBC's Southeastern hook-up and bu.slnes.s.
locally to
be a- regular
hear(|
On Monday of last week, John J.
Thursday night feature, starting this McCann of Lowell, treasurer of May'Washington Calling,', head- flower testified that he had borrowed
week.
lining Earl Godwin, president of the $50,000 on a demand note to finance
White House Correspondents Asso- his purchase of stock In the Corciation, will start next Tuesday (28). Doration. He said he bought his own
Both fiesh shows will be weeklies 350 .shares for $35,000 and with the
—'Dreams' getting the 6:45 to 7 p.m. rest took the responsibility for the
and 'Washington Calling' holdings of Lawrence J. Flvnn.
berth,
tagged for 6 to 6:30 p.m. New addi- When asked if payments on the $50,tions bring the WRC-WMAL score 000 had been called, he said they had
up to four live talent shows aired not. but he expected to pay it off
from the capital over the network's by selling or borrowing on an Invenblue ribbon.
tion of his design to Improve the

—

—

Lutheran Show Now On
Over 100 Radio Stations
San Antonio, Nov. 21.
The local Lutheran Men's club and
the local branch of the Lutheran
Laymen's league are helping to sponsor broadcasts of the national Lutheran hour over .eight Texas Sta-

KABC

tions including
here.
First local broadcast of the six-

program

year-old

Sunday

was presented
Addition of the eight

(12).

Texas stations brings the

total

of

stations carrying the broadcasts

to

more than

100.

chorus and

The Lutheran Hour

Louis Capella
choir add music to the program.
the

St.

process of wool manufacture. Spearcounsel
to get a description

man here blocked opposing
Gum's attempt

of the invention into the. records,
but finally consented to a general
description of the invention and

McCann's hope for

It.

McCann also denied on the stand
that he represented any foreign government declaring' 'I represent -only
myself. He continued to describe
the new Corporation's setup with
George R. Dunham as president
himself as treasurer and Flynn as
clerk whom he said Is slated as manager of the new station.
McCann
said that the station would probably
be located in the vicinty of Park
square.
Further testimony during the week
was confined to attacks against Leland Bickford by local politicians.
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NBC-RCA

'ECONOMIC INJURY' TO SUPREME COURT;

FINANCING OF PUBLIC INTEREST

AN

Wrong

ISSUE

Television

KTUIWIREKLO

Wednesdsy, Nov. 22
2:30— 'The
Right
and
of

it,'

with

th«
Elizabeth

Watts, fashion expert.
2:45— Film, 'Gold Diggers

Praised by FCC

ot

194r>.'

3:05— Film, 'Touchdown.'

PRIVATE EXPLANATION

Impoverished Ability to Serve Public, If Small Advertising Pie Has Another Mouth to Feed, Comes

Up

in

I

the lower court in
conferred on licensees 'the
cfTecl
Question
existing bioadcasters— whether they legal ri,;;ht to object to the construcare entitled to oppose newcomers or tion of a competitive station on the
must .sit back and take the punish- .around that competition will lead to
before the U. S. Supreme linal loss and lo compel the ComMioiit—
Court for review. With the District mi.<.<ion to sjrant or deny applications
of Cohimbia Court of Appeals on for bioadca,<t licenses according to
both sides of the fence, barristers are the economic effects the competition
anxious about the order in appeal of of the proposed station would have
the FCC in the Sanders Bros. (Du- upon cxi.s'i.ing licensees.' Under the
buque, 111.) case which centers di- Communications Act, according to
rectly on the right of licensees to the Solicitor General's concept, the
chief objective of the law is to give
complain about more competition.
Because so many cases have been the public the most and best service,
f()u;,'ht
on the ground that more not to protect the investment of anyrivalry would cause financial suffer- one in the business.

Covcriimenl

|

|

[

|

;

—

undermine lithereby
ing
and
consecs' ability to serve 'public interesf— the Dubuque case may be
another of those vital rows that will

]

'The deci.sion below would seem to
that a succeiViful broadcast stadrawing business from its compg^itors, should be denied a renewal
license,' the Supreme Court was advised. 'The decision of the court below that an existing licensee could
tion,

j

a

;

effect

!

I

I

|

fare of existing stations.
The FCC
position was that the public need
for more and better service transcended the ability of current operators to stay in business.
In the petition for review, filed by
Solicitor General Robert Jackson,
the government maintains that the
lower court had no right to entertain an appeal from the Commission's findings, erred in holding that
the FCC must issue 'formal findings
of fact,' and in calling for further
consideration by the administrative
body of the Telegraph-Herald request. The questions which the highest bench is asked to answer are:
1.

WKBB

Is

person

'aggrieved

whose interests are adversely affected' as set forth in the appeals
section of the Communications Act?
2.

Was

it

compulsory for the Com-

to make a finding on matter of
financial effect of a new transmitter
a going station?

mish
on

case dates back for many
After asking permission to
stripe, the Teleto hearing in a

The
years.

occupy the 1340 kc.
graph-Herald went

double-baVrelled proceeding.
Other
issue was the stalion's request for
consent to move from East Dubuque,
III.,
acro.is
the Mississippi to the
Iowa bank. Evidence showed

WKBB

had been running at a loss. Conten
tion was that this fact demonstrated
public interest would suffer If competition from the Telegraph-Herald
should be permitted. Examiner's re
port favored WKBB, but the Com.
mish granted both applications, without making any finding on the ques
tion of monetary situation of the
present licensee. The Court of Appeals issued a stay order, preventing
the deci.sion from becoming effective
and early this year reversed the
Commish, remanding the case for
more mature deliberation.
In

asking for review, the Federal
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Toronto, Nov. 21.
Blaring bands whic(> cut into Britstatesmen's trans-Atlantic broad-

ish

casts,

and

which

flood of letters inlo

have brought a
Canadian Broad-

casting Corp. headquarters, all protesting
operation,
inefficient CBC
are explained by D. C. McArlhur,
CBC public relations rep, as an attempt by German stations to drown
out reception. That was MacArthur'.s
private explanation lo a luncheon
engineers this
.i^roup of electrical

week.
Strange

is
the fact that this explanation has not publicly been made
as a news release, particularly in

view ot the protests on the part
Canada's radio listeners.

of

mean

tremendous dollars-and-cents
on the trade. No other important question is involved in this
assert its economic interest in freetiff, in which WKBB, East Dubuque,
dom from competition assumes a
III., is seeking to keep the Dubuque
(la.) Telegraph-Herald from going; properly interest in the license which
is contradicted by the statutory deon the air.
It Is plain
After the Commish granted the lineation of its nature.
rag'.5 plea, for the right to build a enough that the statute contemplates
transmitter using 1340 kc. with 500 a privilege which is neither excluwatts, WKBB went to court and won sive nor absolute.'
in a case where the Commish maintained vigorously that it is not compelled to consider the economic welhave

I

.said

i.-;

Hear But Public Doesn't

What Jams CBC Pick-Up

Dubuque Appeal

Wasliiiiglon. Nov. 21.
ot 'economic injui-y' to

I
'

3:15-3:30— Madge Tucker's RaChildren.
8:30-9:30— A prevue of 'Swinging the Dream'; Rene Chapuaque.
Hotel
Bo.ssert
chef,
in
Carving the Thank.sgiving Tin-kcy; Bob Kent's 'Visi Quick;'
and a review of 'A Treasury ot
Art Masterpieces," with Mabel
Cobb, Virginia Hare.
Thursday, Nov, 23
12:30-1:30— Macy's
15th
an-

ForGet-Togelher

dio

F.tieinrers

FAMOUS AVIATORS'
STORIES DRAMATIZED
Wonder Bread (ContinenUl Bakgoes aviation-minded Dec. 9
with a half-hour program on CBS.
It's the Saturday 7:30-8 p.m. .spot and
'Air Show of the Air' is the tag.
Series will dramatize exploits in the
careers of noted aviators.
Benton & Bowles is the agency.
ing)

nual Thanksgiving Day Parade.
8:30-9:45- Film feature, 'Stolen
Sweets,' with Sally Blane and
Charles Starrett.
Friday, Nov. 24
2:30— Film, 'Take It Easy.'
2:40— Film,
'Spanish
Symphony.'
2:50— Film, 'William Tell Overture.'

3:00— Film. 'March of

Time-

Dixie U. 3. A.
3:20-3:30- Film, 'Streamlines.'
8:30-9:30— "Three Men On A
Horse,'

by

Cecil

Holm

and

George Abbott, with Jack Sheehan, Ross Hertz, Joyce Arline,
Lorelta Sayers and Frank Camp,
Reginald Hammerstein, direcSaturday, Nov, Z5
2:30-3:30— 'Wings Over the Naa series
tion and air travel.
9:00-11:00
Boxing
firth

in

—

on aviaat

th«

Ridgewood Grove Athletic Club.

Sam

WIRE,

Indianapolis, and

KLO,

Ogden,

Utah, was publicly recognized last week when the Federal

Communications

Commission

described their cooperative efforts as
an example of public benefit resultant from broadcast stations working
out mutual problems of power allocation.'

—

Station.s
which were each opcratint with 5 kw days and 1 kw nights
together in a joint desire to increase night power to 5 kw. This

— got

not be done independently
without interfering with one an-

couldt"

other, Commish explained, so a huddle was held in which technical de>
tails involving the use of directional
antenna were worked out.
'The case is typical ot mutual effort ot other broadcasters, who, by

using rnodern .enginceringjnelhods,
are able to improve broadcast quality and coverage,' Commish crowed.
,

VIC OEORGE'S SIDELINE

tor.

tion,'

Washington, Nov. 21.
Patty-caking on the part of KTUL,
Ti'ilsa;

Taub. annoyincor.

Montreal, Nov. 21,
Vic George, ot All-Canada Radii>
is organizing broadcasting

Facilities,

activities-on behalf" of the'Caria'dian
Red Cross.

He's chairman ot sub-commilte«
charge of radio broadcasting.

la
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FCC WANTS MORE RIVALRY
CREDO

m

tors have given a hint with the force
of a mule's kick that where all stations in a city have network nfflliation there will be a predisposition by
the FCC to assume such a town in
need of a local non-affiliated station.

IN

Not the Only One
Advertising agency press agent making the rounds of the country not
long ago in behalf of a show which was about to return to the network
for its seventh consecutive season, happened to call on a station not far
from New York. He asked the station's p.a. whether they couldn't get
together on some local publicity for his program and was amazed when
the local publicist inquired, 'Is that program on our station?'
Upon inquiry later the agency man learned that the station spacegrabber had been hired for an altogether different purpose. His boss

This carries one step further the already clarified point that the FCC,

Network Reps Feel the Chill
in Washington as New

as now constituted, is substantially
indifferent to the plea that newcomers will visit 'economic injury'
on existing licensees.

Precedent-suggesting opinion was
in connection with a
had made his pile in radio and was now politically ambitious, and the
Invita- favorable action on the application
Principle of
p.a.'s main job was to get the boss personal publicity.
of manager of KLZ, Denver, for a
Discerned
If
a
tion Is
new local outlet in the Colorado meTown's Stations Are All tropolis. Commish held he is en- that even if applicants do not show view-point taken in the rather longtitled to papers simply because Den- there
'need,'
permits will be winded discussion which led up to
is
Affiliated a 'Need' Is Pre- ver lacks "local service.' Turning forthcoming whenever the Commish the order granting Myer's plea, any
point in the case was the affiliation thinks it is desirable to have an- individual with ample cash, technisupposed
of the town's present transmitters other transmitter. More of the theory cal knowledge and legal qualificawith national networks.
that the highest degree of competi- tions stands a chance of receiving
Decision in the case has national tion is best for the public.
consent for a local transmitter in

Open

handed down

—

!

i

',

ver's dependence on network affiliates for radio service, but in effect
they amended the book withovit the
formality of a hearing on ba.^io
policy or officially altering the regulations.

While lawyers speculated what
will happen ii Myer ever seeks
network tie or more wattage, the
new philosophy foreshadowed an
era of expansion regardless of the
economics of the business. For the
Commish virtually decreed that only
when existing operators present incontrovertible evidence that another
plant cannot keep going will pleai
for local transmitters in competition
with web outlets be denied. Since
the FCC now refuses to allow intervention simply through fear of economic injury and is flint-hearted

I

j

4-TO-3

DIVVY

i

Washington, Nov.

Cold

chills

this

seems to clearly reEyebrows of radio barristers here
flect the economic and legal philoswere lifted because of the fact that
ophy of the new Commish chairman the Commish previously had decided
and the element now in the FCC
that 'public interest' would- not be
driver's seat. Two regulators, Comserved by approving Myer's plans to
missioners Norman S. Case and T.
construct a low-power plant using
A. M. Craven, refused to subscribe
1310 kc.
The somersault occurred
to the logic, while one absentee,
after a second formal argument, folCommissioner Thad H. Brown, was lowing submission
of a petition lor
known to have registered objections reconsideration. Suspicion was voiced
significance.

21.

week are going

It

j

I

network representatives at
what seems to be the meaning of a
c\or

new

policy-defining decision written

difference, for the FCC is seemingly
convinced that the 'need' automatically exists in such circumstances.

I

\

Communications
the Federal
Commission. Laying down the prinbefore the final vote.
that obscure political wires had been
ciple that the FCC is free to go outCompetition
yanked to bring about the desired
Bide the record and arbitrarily inThe four kilocycle cops who com- result.
ject Its own views of the radio needs
If the Commish adheres to the
of any given community the regula- prised the majority said in substance

by

!

j

I

toward licensees who may

lose ac-

counts, the prospects are that

many

such applications will be rubberany town now dependent solely upon .•itamped.
network affiliates.
Wlictlier there
Under time - tested distribution
is a showing of 'need' will make no
principles, metropolitan areas are

Anti-Web Sentiment
The anti-web sentiment which has

become increasingly obvious in the
past year was sharply reflected in
the Myer case opinion.
Regulators
conceded that their past principles
were partially responsible lor Den-

'appropriate locations for regional
the Commish agreed, but

stations,'

whenever all plants in one community have network connections
this policy is to be modified.
Additional stations rendering 'local' service such as Myer proposed 'will not
from the goal regarding
large centers and their suburbs as
'a population
unit,' the regulator!

detract'

commented.
'It has been argued also that no
public need is shown for additional
broadcast facilities In Denver,' the
declared.
'All of the station*
operating full time in that city are
affiliated with the national chains.
Thus the hours during which these
stations
may reach the greatest
number of listeners are not available for local broadcasting.
Local
governmental,
educational,
civic,
charitable, and community organizations thus lack an effective means
of reaching the radio public of the

FCC

vicinity.

Were there an absence of subneed, the argument for
denial would not be wholly convincing.
It should be noted that
nothing in the Communications
Act, our rules and regulations, or
our policy requires a finding of a
definite need to support the grant
stantial

of an application.
Cases where such a finding ol
need is not made are, however,
to be distinguished from situations in which a real lack of

January
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is.
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nihbrr band of

broadcast service Is made clear. In
the latter class of cases, the Commission will give due con.sidcration to this fact.
'The 'public Interest, convenience
necessity' which the statute provides as the basis for a
grant cannot be construed as a
mandate that actual necessity for
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Mutual

meet your radio
p'rec i>e]y

your ptirposos."
llu'

Mutual Sysloui was put

the

particular

facilities

Neither

the

must be

disjunctive

form nor the public convenience
as an independent factor i.s to be
entirely
Indeed,
ignored.
the
words 'public necessity' in the Act

are not to be construed narrowly,
but rather as calling for the moF.t
widespread and effective broadcast service possible.'

^peeta^uIar proof wlien Gillelto broadcast

oier

to

llu-

rubber baud aud Mutual are always

you want iheni

In Oetobor,
to

insofar as

>\w of

shown.

needs. For both
a> bif; as

well to s\niboliz« tbr

single

uolew(>rtb>

network hookup

that

<-ven

for lime alou(>. in a

while

llio

^orld Series

in radio history.

llii^

elieul

week, two other

was spending
asliito

UlUIJ

mi

Mutual

advertisers wore invostinp their regular weekly expen<litures of

S'^.OOO* and .S900** for Mutual
\^e rei)eat. ''Radio an«l
that use

it

faeililies.

Mutual ran be

and the budgots that buy

as flexible as the

minds

StatixyyiA.

ilethoit

it."
•Ii;i>l]k. ••Di'lr.il., (-...rp
1.

In

Listener Interest,

2. Advertising Preference,
3i

THE MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM

In

Community

Service.

UlUIJ
America's Pioneer Station
Geo.

P.

Hollingbery Co.
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told a

FolloW'Up Comment
Ben Bernle hnd a bright and

'PLATMAKERS LAB'

With Fegey Bcckmark, James Gard> Drama
ner, John Goldsworthy
One Hoar

air.

Frazes SIsiers tossed oA a brace
of songs very fetchingly Monday eve
and in general smoothed out contro- (20), for Sensation cigarels, with
versial wrinkles. He is adept at this
Larry Clinton's music backing up.

di-

Wednesdaj, November 22, 1939

gag heard pretty often on the 'TENA and TIM'
Transcription
IS MIns.

—Local

Sustaining

CAMPBELL CEREAL

Every Second Thursday

WWL, New

CO.

KTSA, San Antonio

Run

the

Orleans
orb over

that list of
(H. W. KastOT)
actors remembering that this Is New
This is a transcribed comedy series Orleans and one
guess that its an
woven around the antics of a Swed- ambitious Little Theatre.
Correct
ish maid and an Irish janitor in the
And emphasize 'ambitious' for tha
and the ole maestro's own, by no
Hutchinson
Program, hour drama wns quite
household.
Vox Pop on CBS quizzed an alan undertak
means negligible bright small-talk leijed 'old-lime jewel thief (not Mummy
produced in Chicago, is written by, ing even with the
station's
and general funstering. Clark's namcd> who afler 23 years in prisons
There was a strangely mi.ss-l\t in- Peggy Bcckmark (nom de Radio?),' editor, Beverly Brown, conlinuitJ
keepinir
'South of the Border," despite ils of United Slates and England now terpolated bit on the piogiain called who also plays the role of Tcna the supervisory tabs
on the production
heavy plugging of late, was a tiptop writes stories and radio scripts as 'The Story of the Week.' It opened Swedish maid and cook.
James About 80 persons figure
in various
vocal job; ditto Miss Small's 'Last well as doing 'occasional' radio act- with a news flash of a prisoner meat- Gardner plays Tim, Tcna's devoted ways in getting the
program on th»
Night' solo. Lehr was also in good ing. Unusual character, identifying cleaving another ),'cnt, whose face, friend and admirer. Episode caught air. It was original
all the ways in
to
over-familiarity,
fettle and Bernie's opening crossfire himself as 'just plain Bill,' displayed due
had be- lacked punch and listening appeal eluding the script, 'The
The mental pic- and centered around a plot by Tim by Helen Pitkin Schertz Royal Oak*
anent his Miami farm teed up the much poise, command of English and come boresome.
and Evelyn
and members of the Hutchinson's Soule
show to a brisk and bright pnce.
voice. Listeners had to take the ture was pretty gore-splashed for
Ford. On the whole it ranif
to frighten Tena.
Anent 'Border,' the Major Bowcs- biography on faith.
Interviewer 'comedy.'
the bell, not the gong, and showed
Tena had sought a career as a that if they'll
The next take was in a reslaurant,
Capitol Family's 17th anniversary Parks Johnson refrained from all
lake the trouble local
show the same morning featured the digging into man's present literary with a waitress releasing her sup- singer in a night club and when the stations can turn in some
homeMexican foxtrot ballad and, without and radio activities. 'Bill,' on straight pressed desires by .letting a com- manager of the club said that she made drama of merit.
including the songwriters thereof, and narrow for past seven years, plaining customer, who said the eggs should stick to her housework Tcna
Story dealt with the sad fate of
Waldo Mayo's violin interlude of 'La mentioned Massachusetts Slate Prison were cold, have them in the face. was offended and cau.sed a bit of the Duke of Brunswick'.^ lli-year-old
Golondrina' ('The Dove') clearly in- at Charleston as one of which he had Clinging fast to the conviction that damage in the club. Tim and the dau.?hler, Charlotte, as bride
of
dicated the melody source of the ap- been a 'guest' and Vanzetti as a all this was worthy of network ra- others sought to scare Tena into be- Alexis, son of the Czar of
Russia
pealing foxtrot ballad.
walking companion in its yard. He dio, A.D. 1939, there was a further lieving that she would have to pay Script depicl.^ her troubled life with
episode illustrating the same idea in several thousands of dollars damages
reeled o(T names of prisons 'played'
Alexis, a royal rat.
Finally her
a barber chair.
It was apparent a and
be imprisoned for a certain
like an actor might detail important
dealh and ceremonial funeral at St
mile off that the lonsorialist would length of time. That she should hide
Donald D. Davis, president of Gen- theatre engagements.
Petersburg following a beating adNew York go
berserk, and berserk he went with in the.garret atop the house and not

versified halt hour Sunday attcrnoon
his usual stock company of

sort of thing.

Willi

Clinton, too, was fresh and colorful
in his several swingcroo arrangements, notably the odd dish down
on the menu as 'Scarf Dance for a
with Flat Feet.'

comedy and vocal aides includine
Lew Lehr, Mary Small, Buddy Clark

eral Mills, registered impressively in
a recent round table on 'The War and
the Farmer' via Columbia's People's
Platform. The educational originated,
on this occasion, at WCCO, Minneapolis. General Mills head spoke in
a deep, resonant voice which a character actor might envy, though it
may have kept control room engineer on edge. His command of English was excellent, knowledge of
subject on the fire obviously great,
and viewpoint apparently unbiased.
Davis impressed as industrialist who
could be an effective spokesman for
business, outside its own ranks.
The farmer participant in the discussion, a clear-headed, well-spoken

ministered
by Alexis.
But the
authoresses go beyond history. They
had Charlotte feign death and allowed her to be smuggled out of tha
country.
She then came to New
Orleans for re-union with a former
otncer in her father's court who had

Police Department's athletic league
for borderline boys is the most important single movemant to deter

ghoulish glee and screams from the to si>eak or see any one.
Comedy
customer and a sense of unreality angle was in Tena's effort to raise
and disbelief from the listeners. Ihe money for the line.
Strange humor, and worst of all, not
Program as a whole drassed.
same program. funny.
listening
Left
the
listener
for
something after the buildup in the
opening announcement, but afler a
Freda Gibson'ii warmish style of
Billy Gould climaxed his guestor delivery was a happy added starter few moments the let down is pronounced.
Anay.
on 'Horse and Buggy Days' sustainer-)4a-the— Quaker— Oats-Tommy Riggs
over NBC blue with a zippy warb soiree Monday (20). Her's is an apling of 'Alexander's Ragtime Band,' pealing tonal value, faintly throaty, LEONARD H. NASON
just as he did the number at Ham- slightly inflammable.
Extra points, Military Analyst
15 MlDM.
merstein's Victoria before the war. too, for swell diction.
Like most of the old entertainers
Riggs tallied a consistently re- Sustaining
heard on the air, Gould's enunciation spectable string on giggles with his Monday, 9:15 p.m.
diverting Betty Lou. This show is WOR-MBS, New Tork
of lyircs was exceptionally clear.
Nason is best known as a fiction
Speech of these oldtimers is some- now even-keeled, dependable and an
writer for the Saturday Evening
chap, was miles removed from the how different from present day. agreeable flufferoo.
Post.
With his title of 'major' (reoft-sketched 'hayseed' type. Lyman mikers, being more precise. Voices,
serve) brought into play, he appears
program, even speaking, are often on a higher
conductor
Bryson,
of
'I Love a Mystery' was sold in- on Mutual as a military analyst, poszest
worked
with
Gould,
who
asked sharp, clarifying questions pitch.
dubitably on the strength of Carle- sibly in answer to Columbia's Major
ton Morse's reputation as the author George Fielding Eliot. As a profesof 'One Man's Family' and, accord- sional dealer in words, Nason knows
ing to one trade whisper, the script how to make his quarter hour encame out of the author's trunk, a grossing, and what he had to say
plausible explanation for the imma- particularly about the Reichwehr
ture craftsmanship and the silly was timely and informative.
Rover Boy type of characterization.
Nason is widely acquainted soIt is hard to reconcile 'Family' (one cially in New York and this
of the best) with 'Mystery.' one of connection
is
reported to have
the worst.
It sounds as if it was eventuated through the Macy end.
written long ago, when radio and The maj knows his stuff, talks with
Morse were both a lot younger.
a he-man delivery, and should click.
Script serves the sales purposes
of Fleischmann's high-vitamm yeast, EMELIA HATMEN
and the 'dull and haggard feeling,' Sincinc Accordionist
of which the commercial speaks so Snstalnlnr
extensively, could hardly top the 15 Mins.
session of solid, meandering gab be- Monday, 8 p.m.
tween "The Three Comrades' (as CFCF. Montreal
they are called) while riding in a
Singularly talented singing accortransport plane bound for Los An- dionist is one of the brightest figures
geles.
The title is taking listeners in local radio. She's a femme Street
under false pretenses, as there is no Singer with vocal charm, especially
mystery.
Just gab.
Nor are the when handling pop melodies. Accharacters sharply drawn, plausible cordion solos not so forte, but when
or likeable.
combined with song its solid.
The program ts an oddly lethargic
Program should be limited to sinframework for advertising that sells gle accordion solo, with girl doing
'glowing energy* and promises 'more the combo for balance of quartervitality, more pep.'
Heard In the hour stanza.
9» evening, so it must be for adults,
Handles melodies in plaintive torch
opined.
John Beale on the

crime,

'Bill'

.

—

new world when he saw
he could do nothing to aid Charlolts
after her marriage to Alexis.
fled to the

Title

comes from fact that Char-

lolte's first

lover built his cabin un-

der an ancient, majestic oak Uee far
removed from other settlers so that
he could dream of his love.
Mary Alyce Buist (staff of StoneStevens - Howcott - Hal.sley agency)
played lead as Charlotte adequately
in latter scenes, but sounded too
mature for flrst scenes when she was
supposed to be 16 years old. H.
Waller
Fowler
also
adequately
handled the role of Alexis, the Russian Crown Prince.
Cast also ineluded' such local personages as Edward Gschwind, a New Orleans poet
and James J. A. Fortier, Louisiana

WOR

historian,
torian.

and at least okay as a hisDonn.

Norman H. Brinslcy,
WHIP, Hammond, Ind.,
on the Street for

formerly of
Is

new Man

WKBB,

Dubuque.

Encore, WBT,

VA mittion times!

style

which

is strictly

major league.

MoH.

'GOODBYE, MR. CHIPS'
With Laurence
James Hilton

Olivier,

Edna

Best,

66 MlDS.

LUX
Monday, 9 p.m.

WABC-CBS, New York

WBT

broadcasts the oldest community service series on tht

air every

Thursday evening

And when

at

10 :45— the SCEA programs.

WBT builds good-will, it's built solidly! Sine*
WBT listeners in 42 states have said

the series began,

"Encore!" more than a million and a half timet, by asking
for that

many copies

What's the
ciation,

SCEA?

WBT's

It's

listeners

SCEA talks!

the South Carolina

Economic Asso-

partner in making the slate's 547

nities as familiar to

Today, after

of

50.3

WBl"s

listeners as their

commu-

own names.

consecutive weekly broadcasts,

know almost

as

much about South

WBT

Carolina's

Due

West (pop. 620) or Dixiaiia (pop. 35) as they do about
its

big cities like Columbia, Greenville or Spartanburg.

WBT

builds such good-will for products, too. For every-

thing from Norge's S484.00 refrigerators to Wrigley's 5^

chewing gum.
Carolinas,

If

you want "encores"

WBT's

audience

is

50,000

WATTS

•

for

your sales in the

the place to go for them.

And WBT is your vehicle. Write

us, or

Radio Sales.

CHARLOTTE,

N.C.

I

(J. Walter Thompson)
Something of that strange, hauntcharm of the story and
film of 'Goodbye, Mr. Chips'

ing, nostalgic

the

came through the loudspeaker in the
constricted and not-altogelher-satisfactory radio version that needed to
pause for soap to have ils innings.
Any literary piece that has so deeply

touched people in other media must
necessarily suffer from the bruising
and cramping of radio adaption.
Fondly remembered
scenes
are
skipped over, whole sequences are
omitted, things are talked about
rather than shown.
It seems certain that a vast army of Mr. Chips'
partisans will have varyingly re
acted to the radio version, many of
them grumblingly.
Considered solely as a story to be
spread out over, or rather reduced
to, a specified number of air minutes, the radio script in what it chose
to emphasize and chose to omit was
perhaps neither better nor worse
than the average for radio scripts.
A somewhat inscrutable comment,
yet all that can be said in praise.
The radio version was a feeble
shadow of the careful, detailed,
gentle unfoldihent on the screen.
Seldom has the artistic immaturity
of broadcasting at this period of its
development suffered so painfully.
It may be unfair to make the invidious comparison, but it will
inevitably .be made,
and invites
comparison. And there it is.
It was not the playing.
Laurence
Olivier's reading of the part was
professionally versatile, shaded and
plausible. Edna Best's capsule Kathie
was passable. It was the script, the
illusion, that fell short. Only toward
very end did the heart-tug
tighten up. The greatest muff was
the bashful courtship.

Offldrii It
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To make Rtdio—and WSAI—at personal to Retailers at their
own voicei, and to cause them to •xp«r/«nc« the sellinj impact
of WSAI'i sponsored shows, "tincinnati'i
tuted "Mercnanls Quizz Bizz.'-

Own

Station"

insti-

aired every Tuesdays
9:30 to 10:00 P. M. Every week a different sponsor's P'o^
gram and product are emphasized to the all-dealer contestants;
And to the million consumers in
territory . : : Then;
durinj the next day, next week, next month, since some o|
This program of fact, fun,

and fancy

is

WSAI

the conversation which their show stimulated is directed
themselves, 12 more Retailers learn how people listen

Buy.

By

Because of

by thus enthusing them,
programs "dealer backing."

thus convincing dealers,

has built for

its

Ana

WSAI,

WSAI

the

Owjied and operated by the Columbia Broadcasting System.

The Lux program
slick

Re])resentcd by Radio Sales:
St. Louis, Charlotte,

New

York, Chicago, Detroit

N. C, Los Angeles, San Francisco

merchandising.

itself

continues
the

Among

trimmings Monday night (20) was
Mr. Chips' creator, James Hilton,
who spoke intelligently, pleasantly,
and like an Englishman.
Land.

THE

NEW

WSAI

RsprtiMlsd ty

lnr«rnah'aiHi(

Xodia Salti

Cincinnati's
•

H»w

York

•

Chicago

•

Own
Son

Station

Fronciico

•

La$

Anl^
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MARRIAGE CLUB,

'SATUSDAT SEBENADE'

INC.

VARIETY

'MARCH OF GAMES'

With Ken Slsson arch, Four Ink- With Arthur Ross

With Haven MacQuarrle

Gertrode Lutzl, Eddie Man- Children's QdIb
guso, Art Steffan, Meyer Balsam, 30 MIns.
Buffalonians
Sustaining
Sunday, 10:30 a.m.
SatDrday, 7:30 p.m.
WABC-CBS, New York
WHEN, BufTalo, N. Y.
'March
of
Games,'
Columbia
During the half dozen years of its sustaiter fusing a children's quiz
presentation, this musical series has with minor divertissement,
now rolls
become one of the most popular lo- on a 30-minute Sunday morning spot,
cal shows and an elTective plug for instead of two
quarter-hour late
Weekly routine calls afternoon periods in which it once
the theatre.
for airing the orchestra overture moved. Current listening audience
and name acts or bands that may be may be larger. An attempt is made,
playing the house, pick-ups origi- probably with some success, to corral
nating from the theatre mezzanine. parents. Program is not only deKen Sisson, the incumbent ma- scribed as 'for big and small' but
estro, led the seasoned Buffalo out- fathers and mothers are invited to
fit
through a striking medley of accompany youngsters to a broadAlthough perhaps east, if living in metropolitan area.
'Star' numbers.
over-long, it clicked because of ex- Arthur Ross, 'youngest emcee in
cellent vocal and instrumental solo radio,' (he's 14) is a junior Prof.
and group work by members of the Quiz. A pleasant speaking girl (name
ensemble. Eddie Manguso and Art sounds like Sybil Trent) helps at
Steffan hold the vocal spots, the lat- various points. Natalie Praeger is
ter especially in 'Stars on Alabam' tagged as originating feature, and
and 'Star Out of Heaven,' in duet Nila Mack as producing it. Trio of
with Gertrude Lutzi. Meyer Balsam, studio musicians do their part.
Program is shrewdly planned and
of the violins, offers a bass vocal.
Miss Lutzi continues to negotiate smoothly staged at small cost ($5
The first and $3 second prize make up the
difficult soprano assignments.
Buffalonians (four men) are sure- awards along with book grants for
questionis' and jingles used).
voiced, as usual.
BasicThe Four Inkspots had two num- ally, it's educational, testing knowlbers, the first a fast double-talk item edge, alertness and responsiveness of
which was lost in the shuffle, but five contestants. Even small studio
they scored with 'Address Unknown.' audience is brought in. Whole thing
It proved, if anything, that the boys is dressed up as entertainment.
Ross lad handles himself well, but
should slick to balladry, where their
distinctive instrumental and vocal shows traces of a tendency to bebackgrounds and recitative passages come professionally blase, smarty,
wisecraeky. And at 14 that isn't
are best.
Burt.
pretty.
Joco.
spots,

Sostaloln?

Wednesday, 9 p.m.
KECA, Los AnEcIes
Haven MacQuarrie in his first time
on the air since 'Do You Want to Be
an Actor?' hews along the line of a

dozen others similarly patterned
nuiz shows. Main idea is to bring
husband and wife to the mike and
put domestic questions to them. If
Uieir answers aren't funny, MacQuarrie interjects a few quips of his
own. The llrst batch of contestants
weren't funny.
NBC kicks in with a few bucks to
help along the showcasing. One buck
goes to question sendcr-inners, two
^ice round silver dollars' to contestants. Couple that rates the most
applause draws down an extra $10,
and the best question mailed in
bonuses its author with a five-spot.
Some of the questions on the
opener had to do with naming babies,
mothers-in-law, kissing the wife,
bearing a sulk, the frau dyeing her
hair and other little things that kick
up big fusses at home. It's a subject
close to most folks and their experience, and therein lies it.<i salvation
Best
for commercial consideration.
laugh was gent's dcsu;nation of his
trade
as
carpentering
a
'wood
butiher.' It was only mildly divertway.
rest
of
the
ing
With a better array of subjects for
Interrogating and a line of questioning more conducive to laughs MacQuarrie may have something.
He
handles the entire show much in the
same, manner, of his 'Actor.' Helm,

To a listener wholly unfamiliar
with the newspaper cartoon strip
antecdents of this new NBC serial,
the opening installment was 90%

^

BESS JOHNSON

fog.
Where it was all taking
who the strange creatures
were, and whether the tale classified as drama, fantasy, slapstick or
folklore, were matters never quite

deep

place,

By Adelaide Morston
itory of

women of America.
woman who must

A.M.

E.S.T.

78 Stations Coast-to-Coast

BENTON & BOWLES, Inc.
RKO BUILDING, New

Management ED WOLF,

NBC blue, on simplest
radio question: meaning of DX. It
was another in a long series of instances where the brainy boys failed
show elemental knowledge of the
medium in which they work for
pay.
gram over

You

will find the Capeliart in turrctcd palaces of

and

King.s

it

was whimsy. Land

LOOKINC FOR A

PARTICIPATION

PROGRAM
IN BALTIMORE?
H*rm an four "ACES"t
"MORNING IN MARYLAND"
Conducted by RALPH POWERS
—6:30

to 9 A. M.
Full of pep
and personalities
commercials
delivered -with real "oomph." Class

—

D

rates apply. On non-cancellable
contracts as low as f5 per 76

word

homes of other music

and authors

They

lovers.

.

.

.

—

—

are people

Maharajas

who demand

the very finest in musical reproduction.

few products that

is

not built to

meet a

price.

is

one of the

Rather,

it is

built

to give the ultimate in tonal quality. Reproducing the entire

audible range of both fundamentals and harmonics, Capehart

tone

is

an exacting

replica of the original.

The De

Luxe Capehart is the only instrument that will give
attention, a musical program of your own selection
lasting more than three hours. Its exclusive automatic recordchanger plays 20 records continuously. Playing both sides of
each record in succession, it reproduces entire symphonies,

you, without

operas and other musical compositions in their recorded sequence, without your having to go near the instrument. The

—

Capehart, of course, includes a superb radio unit equipped and
ready for television sound.
To hear the Capehart for the first time is one of life's great
thrills. Visit your Capehart dealer. Or write for illustrated
brochure. The Capehart Division, Farnsworth Television &

Radio Corporation, Fort Wayne, Indiana.

THE CAPEHART- PANAHUSE ... A LOWER-PRICED INSTRUMENT
The Capehart-Panamuse is a new

automatic phonograph-radio, designed

by Capehart sound-engineers to Capehart ideals. Its siutomalic recordchangcr plays ten la-inch or t\vclve lo-inch rccords— providing nearly
an hour of the music of your own choice
Capehart-Panamuse prices range from Si59-50* to tsgg.^o.* They
may be purchased with a small down payment and terms to suit you.

e
THE FINEST

• The

CHIPPENDALE, $1145.* Da Luxe
Capeharts in other authentic period designs— $595" to $2500.*.

THE DE LUXE CAPEHARTS MAY BE PURCHASED WITH A MODEST INITIAL PAYMENT
AND TERMS TO SUIT YOUR CONVENIENCE
»fKlCES SLIGHTLY HIGHER. ON TUB WEST COAST

PS
IN

H^

KlUSICAL

actors,

and

afternoon "Studio Party" permitting display of products— ?2B per
participation.
EVENINGi

"DINNER RHYTR^IS"
Conducted by George Van Dorn
and his 14-piece NBC network
orchestra.
(The only Baltimore
orchestra performing regularly on
network.) At the peak listening
period of 6:30 to 7 P. M. 60 word
participation $25; 6 times weekly
$100.

"THE NIGHT WATCHMAN"
Saturday night only. 11:30 P. M.
to 1 A, M. Class D rates prevail
for announcements or spot
programs.

WFBR
BALTIMORE
National Rapraiantatlvaa

EDWARD PETRY t COMPANY

ON THE NIC REP NET W O

and in hundreds of

The Capehart Automatic Phonograph-Radio

plays,

spot.

the estates of America's industrial leaders,

distinguished musicians

legit,

music, ljut not radio, cracked two
weeks ago: 'I don't listen to the air
Incidentally, Levant,
any more.'
Classic example some months ago author of many caustic capsule offwas inability to identify 'two famous hand criticisms during 'Information
comedians who feud on the radio.' Please,' was guilty of professional
Surprising as it must be for listeners discourtesy to Eddy Duchin.
But
to
hear the know-all-the-answers both being pianists, maybe there's a
crowd foozle radio questions, even reason.

Conducted by Martha Ross Temple
spotlighting' "beauty, food and
family." Three IB minute morning broadcasts. Rates as low as
$12.50 per participation subject
to frequency discount. 30 minute

Probably

pictures,

—

pointless.
But presently the guess
justified by the evidence of
dialect and continuous references to
a 'cabin' that this was in the far
country, that water was rising and
that a pixilated hillbilly grandma.

Esquire .style, refused to admit the
flood until it climbed to her chin
and put out the fire in her corncob

York

Versatile Oscar Levant, with his
background
business
and
demonstrated knowledge -of motion

show

to

"EVERYWOMAN'S HOUR"

pipe.

... on

ture, history

For a long lime there was happenings
seemingly
isolated
and

seemed

Direction

made more so must it be to note out>
spokenness with which they indicate,
and several other sub- sometimes almost boast, they do not
listen to broadcasts.
Showmanship
jects last week for Canada Dry, but
of such a revealed attitude seems
were blacked out at outset of pro- dubious to many.
a brilliant showing on poetry, litera-

clarified.

chooce between leva and the career
of raising other women's children.

WABC-CBS— 10:30-10:45

About Radio, and Proud of Ignorance

EARLY MORNINCI

Sustainiiiir

Daily, S:45 p.m.

WEAF-NBC, New York

The

Experts Muff Questions

'Information Please' experts

'L'lL ABNER'
Serial
IS MIns.

PALMOUVE'S

Dedicated to the

¥km

SHEA'S BUFFALO THEATRE

DON'T MISS

»

Info

89

It

T

REPRODUCTION
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!

:
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Hitler Jokes

Mast Be

Wednesday, November 22, 1939

»»»»» »»^

CBS Can Be Sued

WASHINGTON DOCKET

C. C's

F.

Funny, Not Just Slurs,

;

BBC Producer Decides

Suit
Rivers. Vnlilosta, new nUMon to b« A|>prAC<>a uii \r^(S ko will) 100 wattH nlf;l)tH,
wuu;i duys: ]^ixi«
I'.ro:((l<a»Mnf; ('on'., OainiivMle. new station to be 0]>ertttea Oii
l:in hr wllli SiO wAila.
(:i«i>r|*l(i:

MAJOR DECISIONS

London, Nov.n21.
Biilish Broadcasting Corp., Which
okaj-ed almost any anti-Nazi gag immediately on outbreak of war, has
now decided that wisecracks directed against Hitler, Ribbentrop, GoerIng, et al., must be funny, not just

Thin

patriotic.

used

material

by

many comics

to try to force a crack
by mere use of one of these Nazi
names started to pall.

recently riddled with
are often broadcast
now without a single quip. Rule was
introduced by John Watt, variety

Programs

political

jests

director.

KIRO Continues on 710
Seattle, Nov. 21.
Federal Communication Commission has granted KIRO, local CBS
outlet, permission to continue operating on its frequency of 710 kilocycles on which it has been for the
past four years on a. temporary per-

mit.

The air police also granted the Columbia outlet a power increase from
250 watts limited time, to one kilowatt, unlimited time.

WFAA, Dallas, has added Dan Riss
and Elmer Baughman to announcing
staff.

\VashInfflon. Nov. 21.
Cimnrrl lrn(-lVnnsyIviiDlu : Night Julre-Jumi»s for \VN i;*'
.V,'w Uriiaiu. ;tnd KW^'. IMttshurgh. IndlCHted In n" pn»pi»:^i^d
nnillM;; of fiirL by the Commlsh, nlihough con.Hldernbl'*. 1ncri'as<i lo Connect lent sl.illnn's night lime llmltiitlon will reHiilt rroni iho chnrge.
Pact that \VN BC's .porvlce will ho ext<-nde<I to r,).OOU ImllvldualH. notwithsinnding new rcslrli'tions
wns taken Inlo conoid era Ion In the propOH.'d
f loni
K«,>^',
g!-.Tnt. while gain of r-*2.006 li»tener.s for the Tltlsliurgh irani*t

mfttor wwa deemed sumclent cxciine to uj) KQ\"*s power.
uas repre.'<enled by (Jeorgo O. Sulion and Arthur U.

Hen

S.*hroeiler.

S.

l-'lsher,

Waylpnd and

Chnrle.t V.

.Tohn
licensee

appeared for State Broadcasting Corp.,

Ki'iiit.iM

WNHC.

W.
of

E.

Inwii:

M

chnnK*

corporate

n;iine

lo

lad.

Ol niiuw.i. nt^w stntlon (o
wlih 100 wntiH ni»;lit!«, 2.*.n waits dnys;
DronMcQslInf; Co., Sioux City. IncronHO
iils'ht pow.'i- fimn TOO lo 2110 wiuta; KMA. Alny IV<mI & Nur8f ry. Ci>,, Shounnrloah, Install dlrppclouiil Biucuiia for night
Usp. Jniiip nlRlit. Juico from 1 to G kw.
T,

Se

I.uulflliin:t;

Itt-onttonntliic Co..

u\\ r.'lO l;c

Sioux

JCTi;i.

(.'iiy

W.\'(.>12,

WUXO. Inc., Now
WNOK.

Orleaiiri,

clmuffe

nnnip from U'ltNO. Inc. to

Inc.
.^liiSMirliUHetN:
\VJJ('<S.
Wosll nKbous* TSIortrlc
<'o.. MillJa. rlmUKO frcdurncy rroni yr>TO

frirluiiiiK'

to

liHO.

I

WKBQ

—

APPLICATIONS

Nov. 21.
In a four to one opinion tlie
.Stats
supreme court last week ruled that
the Columbia Broadcasting System
is

dealing

dllyottHeedmCeHiralOhio

5000 wiins PAY
1000 WATTS NIGHT
John Bloir&Co^Repftt<rfQU<li

»

Tlie

CHAIRMAN
Toronto, Nov. 21.
Brlg.-General Victor Odium, a
of the Board of Governors
1936, will be appointed Canadian Broadcasting Co. chairman to
fill the vacancy resulting from the

member
since

Th» Ancient Greek hears Users speak. ..and

this is

what they say:

DRTHACO\/STIC
is

the truest recorded sound we've ever heard I"
"a distinct improvement in quality"

vince you that Orthacouatic is the

"absolutely

truest recorded sound you've ever

no

distortion"

"considerably above anything

heard! Look at these comments

we

have ever heard before"

made!
Get

in

touch with us today! It will

"as good as local studio pickup"

be your first move toward transaibed

"complete absence ofsutifacenoise"

programs with a Live Talent touch

"clarity exceptionally

While any ofTicial announcement
to date, been withheld, BrigGcneral Odium has been in constant
conference with CBC and Government officials for the past few days
and his appointment is understood to
be awaiting only formal approval.
He was formerly publisher of the
Vancouver Star and is now engaged
in the brokerage busineiis in that
has,

A demonstration will quickly con-

users have

resignation of Leonard W. Brockington K. C, who ducked the headache job on the plea that he wishes
to devote all his time to his Winnipeg corporation law business.

good"

RCA-NBC

"another major improvement in

city.

WWSW

Orthacouttic Tranicrlpttani

First

giva you lhai* odvantag«s

NBCTHESAURUS library service"

1.

"improved quality with

2. Eli

New higli

fidelity

ROUND THE CLOCK

PlUsburcb Station to Reiular]y
Operate 21-Hour Sked-

reproduction quality,

PitUburgh, Nov.
less sur-

Inition

3. Elimination

fece noise"

"ORTHACOUSnCrecotds greatly increase the quality, brilliance

and naturalness of tone"

ground

of distortion.

of needle scratch and back-

noise.

4. Entirely natural reproduction

of speech,

5. Greater tone fideLty in reproduction

of

music

21.

WWSW, PitUburgh's only indie
station, last week went on a regular
24-hour broadcasting schedule,
adding a new show called the 1500
(kilocycles) Club from midnight to
9 a.m. for the stay-uppers.
Started last week wi.h two sponsors, increased to four after first
and next week will hit six,

six days

ORTHACOV/5TIC TRANSCRIPTIONS
—thai

rdl

•
NATIONAL BROADCASTINS COMPANY
ELECTRICAl TRANSCRIPTION SERVICf
A Radio Corporation of America Serrict
Mtrthandli* Mart, Chicago • Suntel t Vint, Hollywood

CA BIdg,, Radio City, N. Y. •

which manager Frank Smith has set
as limit. Club idea an actual thing,
radio' listeners getting membership
cards and other marks of identification.

First time any station in Pittsburgh
ha- ever gone on a 24-hour schedule
except in case of emergencies.

damage

action

Ij

'

that

who wrote the
CBS was suable

opinion
in

the

through KIRO, while the disjustice contended that the
network was not subject to the
process of state courts and added
that the most that the plaintiff corporation could expect at the end of
a long trial
a void judgment.
state

senting

i.";

The Birdies'
Show By Purv Pullen

'Guess

Akron, Nov. 21.
Purv PiiUcn, bird imitator formerly with Ben Bernie's band and
recently on Cleveland radio siationiwith his 'Trailer 'Tim' program, hai
joined WHBC; Canton. He's dubbed
his new scries 'Uncle Goody."
It's bird-guessing game for kids.

PAUL SULLIVAN THENIWS
CBS Notv.orIi-39 SUtlon.E.S.T.
Xl-ll:»
E*.ry night but SA,
for

HALEICH CIGARETTES

UHCIE WAITER'S DOB

HDUStI

.t.tlon.
NBC R.d N.tw.rl.-«S
E.S.T.
Tuoiday nl.hl.-10 JO-11
for

TOBACCO
SIR WALTER RALEIGH

AVALON TIME
HBCR.-H.tw.rk-71.t.tl«'»
Wodntsdar Bmit»-»:3<»-»
ClOARETTES
for AVALOW

PLANTATION PARTY

21.

District convention of National Association of Broadcasters has been
called by Donald Thornburgh for
Jan. 8.
Station owners from
Southern
California, Arizona and New Mexico
will attend.

hospital's

Justice:

held

Coast Sesh Jan. 8
Hollywood, Nov.

SEEN AS CBC

coniitierce

based on an alleged dofamatoiy lef.
erence made in an installment of
Ihe 'Inside Story' scrie.<; which Ralston formerly sponsored.

:

VICTOR ODLUM

iiiteistate

that it did not come within
the
jurisdiction of the stale's tribunals.

mO

NAB

in

and can be sued in this slnie. Columbia had sought release fi-om
a
suit brousht by tlie local
Waldo
General Hospital in the superior
court against tiie network and it3
local attiliatc, KIRO, on the ground

.

COLUMBUS

Useless

Seattle,

.

Mfinu-

A-

kc

O.'.TO.
.'.-.'lO
antl
10 Kc,
sliaring with WTIT on all four
IIIInoN-^lU^ourl: Tiff belween Orvllle W. T.yerla. appllf li^M Ui^llfiOS.
cint for H n.»w station at llerrln. III., and AVljng. Hnrrlrthurg.
Mh'lilsiiii:
T.eotmrd A. Versluls, Crnnil nnnUN, nfw ntatlon
111., and KI''\'S. Capo Olrardenu. Mo., was ended In favor of
to ho o'.ieraii'il on 1^10 Uc with 2^0 wiittfi: ^V^;LU Kmiuirerthe nowi-oiiier when the Commlsh reinstated n previous deelIlarrlsUurg
Ne WM Co., Uitt tlo Creole, voluntary assign men t of lleeu^te lo
yloM Kivlnjr I.yeria the rcquosledl a».^lgnment.
l'*e»U'r.niPtl I'ublliMtionH, Inc.
nn.l C.ipR CIr.irdeau stallnns objected to an August grant of
was
.>ll>iHiH>tl|»|il:
W'Sr.T, Slandn rd TJTe Tnsur.tnrn Co.. of tlic
T.yorl:i'.M
ro'ine.n. pelliloning for a reargnment which
South, voluntary Aii.slgnnicni of license to Sinutlurd I.lfe
hPHid l.ile last month. The request for a new tran.'*mliier
liri)a<li'us(iug Co.
n::iO 1;<-. jno watts nlghls. 250 watts days) w;is re-npproved.
and KFV.9 were 'denied
Nf br:i<ika: AV.r AG. The Norfolk Dnily NVUs. Norfolk,
however, iiiid the pleas of
change rr<*t|uonoy from lOCO lo 770 kf. time from unllmilotl
without pre.ludlrc to their right lo ninke further application
i.i
WrAI,, Halilmore. and WTIC, Kariford. lo wniiM.
to us^> the frequency 1370 kc or other appropriate avalluble
Chlo.tf^o. aiifl
make chnngca In anicnuu. bystem (rcjueiits
Wavelength*.
facMIUrH KF'AU. Mncoln),
llarriRburg transmitter asked a switch from Its present
KFVS requested
New Vork: Conununlty Ilroadcasllnff Corp.. >f Iddlelown,
freMtif^niy of 1:110 kc to the 1310 kc ribbon.
new Htaiion to he operated on 1310 kc with 'I'^^i watts;
unlimKeil operation on 1210 kc Instead of sharing with WKIiQ
\V2X11T. Nallonal llro.vlrastinir Co.. Inc.,. New YorU. rhaii;;o
under the present arrangement.
froiuom-y from 1)200') and 17S0OO-lUn0OO kc to lOG.UOO-lilL'OOO
TexiM: (1) Frequency awllch for KURT. Sherman, and
kc; \\'MC.\. Kntokfrhockcr Broatlcaatln^ Co..
Increase In hours oT operation and power received the ofTlcluls
New York.
liirttHll new traiiHinltier. mako clian^cft In dlrecllonnl anli'iiun.
okay l:\sl week. Expansion of service proposed by the Red
IiK-rra^o power from 1 to & kw and move transmlller to
River Valley Broadcasting Corp., llcenflce, warrants a change
KiMrney, N. J.
fron» dnyiline to unlimited operation and a boost In power
ojiO^fre^
the-CommlaU—
from 200 watts lo 1 kw, according to
NorHi Ciirolliui: WSOC^ Clmrlolte, Install new transmitter
quen^y assignment will be changed from 1310 lo 6S0 kc. No
direcdouul antenna for nlffht use, change frequeni'v from
Intcrterence would be caused lo outside tranamllters. although
IL'IO to 610 kc, Increase power from 100 walls nlsbts. 250
appli^-ant would be limited lo Its 4.6 millivolt per meter conwatts days, to 1 kw all times, move transmltier locally
totir during night operation.
WllKT. Catawha Valley Urondcastlnr: Co., Inc., tllckory,
Total assets of the applicant, as of last January were reliK'reuHa nlRlit power from 100 to 200 watt.s.
corded at $39,674. Capital BtocK will be Increased from $10.Ohio: WTOL, Toleilo, equipment chanpcs and power InCost of proposed
000 to $:'2.:;00. if application Is granted.
Ini-reases from 100 to 250 watta; WRPM. lladlo Air Serycle
changes was estimated at 118.098. Including removal of the
Corp.. (.'leveland. voluntary a3sli;nment of rousiruciton perNet Income of KRUV, from Nov. 1,
station lo a new site.
mit lo United Broadcasting Co.; WFMJ, WilUaiii
Mnag. Jr..
Tentative adver- _YounK.Htow.n, cliiinfrcs In eriuliunent and increase In power
10:;7.- to Oft 1. 1038, was listed at $4,115.
tising contracts offered as testimony "Stnrw an— ei»tlmMedfrom 100 to 250 watts; WPAT. Vee lice Corp., l*ortsinoutU.
average Increase In monthly recelpta of the station of nearly
Ruthoiliy lo transfer control of corporation fioin Cliester A.
Applicant was represented by Paul D. P. Spearman,
$1,000.
Thompson to the Brush-Moore Newspapers. Inc., IJo eharcs
Frank Ro^orson and Frank U. Fletcher.
common
stock.
Application of the Brown County Broadcasting Co..
(2)
OklAliomit: KHBG, Okmulgee, make chan»;es In enulpment
Brownwood. for a daytime atatlon to be operated on the clear
and boont i)owcr from 100 to 250 walls and hours of operachannel JOO .>vc frequency turned down by Commlsh as contion from dHys to unlimited.
No showing as to 'the
trary lo Commlsh allocation plan.
fennfiylvunla: Weailnghouse
Electric
& Manufacturing
propriety or need' for operation on a channel reserved for
Co., I'hilad,elphla, new high frequency station to be operated
ClasB I stations. Commlsh decided, and some question of
on -C^COO kc, with 1 kw, special emission and new high frenighttime Inlerfcrenee with the present secondary service of
quency station (to be located at Allison Park) to be operated
WBZ, Now York. Nixing was adinlnlatercd in the form of a
on same assignment.
denial without prejudice.
Toxm:
KDNT,
ICarwell
V.
Shepard,
Denton,
change hours
James B. Hanley appeared on behalf of applicant.
of operation from days to unlimited; KFDA, Ainarillu, authorliy to transfer control of corporation from C. S. Cooch to J.
I^.
Nuiin, 10,200 shares common stock; Kl'^YO, IMalns Radio
Broadcasting Co.. Lubbock, Instiill now (ransmltler and
vtfrllcal antenna, change frequency from
to 1«S0 kc.
KTRB. Thomas R. McTammany »ni) William
Callfornlai
boost power from 100 watta nights, 2o0 watts days, to 1 kw,
H. Bates, Jr., Modealo. cliane* hours of operation from d.i.ve
move transmitter locally: KLUK, KLUK Uroadcaslinc Co..
to limlied to WSB, Atlanta, uslnj 250 walls; Tho May DeInc.. Install new transmitter, change f reqneiu-y from ] 370
partment Stores, Co., Los Angelea, now high frequency broadi:i60
to
kc.
Increase
power
from
2&0
watts
to
600
walls
nights,
cast slatlon to be operated on 4S000 kc with 1 kw, apeclal
1 kw days: KOFI. Eaffle Broadcasting Co.. Inc., Brownsville,
•miiwfon for frequency modulation.
boost nlffht power from 100 to 250 watts; %VDAH, Trl-State
ronoectlcat: WTIC, Hartford, modincatlon of special exBroadcast Ing Co.. Inc.. El Paso, night power Increase from
perimental authority to operate almullaneously wlih Kur^D,
100
to
2^(i
watts;
KP1>N. R. C. Uolles, Pampa. change hours
Dallas, on 1040 kc, usinff directional antenna.
of operation from days to unlimited, using 100 watte.
I1orld»t
WMFJ, W. Wrlffht Esch, Daytona Beach, Install
t't*h: KOVO. Provo. Cltlzena Voice 8c. Air Show. Provo,
new transmitter and boost power from 100 to 250 walls;
Increase night power from 100 to 2S0 waits.
WSITN. St. Petersburg Chamber of Commerce. St. Petersburg,
Went Virglntai West Virginia Newspaper Publishing Co.,
Increase night power from 1 to 9 kw; WFTM, Fort Myers
Morgantown. new atatlon to be operated on 1200 kv with
Broadcasting Co., Fort Myers, Increase night power from 100
2S0 waits.
to 250 watts.

NEW

Hints

Would Be

n.

Iliiwiill:
Kl-;i'/.,
Honolulu,
II:i\N;iliau ni-o.lilriiydnK SyHtuill,
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Via
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Thinks

Engineer's

WHA, Madison, Can't Get

Gannett Idea

Too
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Alfred Sioan Foundation Grant

Duluth, Minn., Nov. 21.

Pony Up

Clubwoman

frantically

phoned

Gil Fawcett, KDAL's program
director, the other day. She wa>
preparing for a broadcast and
she swore to Fawcett she'd been
to every music store in town,
called on all her friends, but
couldn't lay hands on 'Up and
Down and Fade Under.'
He allowed her to pick another
'theme' and she was happy and
never knew the difference.

WMAQ Wave

Milwaukee, Nov. 21.
Because of th« failure of the stale
legislature to provide an appropriation, the- plan of WHA, Madison, to

Fmances Denver Educational Radio

WHA
WMAQ

WHA

,;<:

WMAQ

,

eady
naintenonce of the N.A.B..
Gannett.";
This is the reaction to
seekinK
of
intention
innounccd
Act
hangcs in the Communications
inTegi-'^lative action giving the
ind

and more
government regulastability

gicctcr

,„ctry

from

recdom
ion.

,
Although Gannett is a member of
headquarters athe Association, the
was not very enthusiastic to.

.

ilude

ward

hi.<!

was

Feeling

movement.

to Uphat the National Committee
Government
Constitutional
hold

(Ganrcit

is

chairman and chief pro-

in
moter) is not so much interested
protecting the radio industry as it i.";
in

IT

John

E. Otterson has given

connection with Radio Wire
vision Corp. of America.
Managerial control is now
W. Plelman, v.p.

up

all

"Tele-

with

made a modest grant
versity of

be put on the air before February.
Prof. A. D. H. Kaplan, head of the
university's government management
department, is in charge of the experiments. Chief among his aides is

Larry HoH, Walter Brester and
production man- Leonard have been assigned to the
Denver. Included in staff by Clyde Hunt, chiet engineer
by Sloan is a ot WJSV Washington station.

Roscoe

Stockton,

ager, ot

KOA.

the types suggested

A.

impartial, accurate research authorities—Ross Federal Research
Corporation and Alberta Burke

TAKES LISTENERS

TO MAKE COVERAGE
First, coincidental surveys of
listening habits were conducted by

executive

with

ideas

WLW's

Snance a campaign to make certain
lhat radio is 'free and independent.'
fop men all felt they can sincerely
ipplaud the declarations that 'the
Ihreat of cancellable license.s' is an
nvasiorj of 'the constitutional rights
jnenaces 'properly
jf listeners' and

Plan to form a super brain-trust of
lights 'who know the history
ind background of radio* also caused
comment. Remembering the
little
way the Liberty League's unofTicial
supreme court' flopped, most iniustry people were inclined to smile
ierisively at the thought of rounding
ip barristers to help the radio busisafeguard its Constitutional
less
lights.

The attack on the code by former
Congressman Sam Pettengill, one of
jannett's mouthpieces, did not draw
my N.A.B. fire. Attitude at head-

was that

answers

'it

response to

agrecmeni
charge
that the
imounts to 'invisible government.'
Father Edward Lodge
Curran,
resident of the International Cath)lic Truth Society, director of radio
ictivitics in Brooklyn diocese, freluent defender of Father Charles E.
'Oughlin and sometime speaker on
atter's network, delivered a frontal
ittack not only on
code, but
m the trade association itself, in
itth of the Sunday afternoon series
lis

NAB

over CBS. Father George W.
lohnson, of Catholic University, will
ater present another Catholic viewlolnt on code.
Sharp-voiced Father
i^urian, who mixed sarcasm, ridicule
ind irony with direct, partly-inside>Uiff argument,
insisted NAB was
lot opposed to radio censorship, bu;
inly to it when exercised by anyone
lired

As proof, he

never

—^WLW
—

ther

ing audience.

more

cities

—

WLW's

clearly

result

dominance.

NOW —-just

—12,092

more

calls

Fi VE more

ca

No. R8-11
fKIOHfl, tWt

^
^

reasons ivhy more advertisers are buying
more time and SPENDING MORE MONEY currently

I

on

CERTIFIED.

WLW than

at

any other time in our history.

All FIGURES

pnrj RErORTED AS

RD5S

o
EC

WLW

RDERAIRV>X

WEEKLY AVERAGE OF

cited a.^sociation'f
to FCC ruling
on international

summer

enforced)

LISTENING AUDIENCE

31.7^

T£RR£ HAUTE, im
Sxm.

Sla.

Sla.

Sin.

Sla.

Sta.

All

Don't

A

It

C

D

E

F

Otfacro

Kdow

«.9%

7.4%

4.0%

2.8%

2.1%

7.6%

14.2%

73.4%

itselC

the previous explanations and

iefenses are a sufficient

opposition last

shown

completed a furcoincidental study of fiye

primary

legal

!lse.

—

—

same

key markets in
effective sales area
140,803 calls in all showing the
listenimpressive scope of
in thirteen

rights.'

ind

Second, seven additional important marketing centers were stud^18,496 more calls
^with the

ied

dia-

opposed to President
metrically
Hooscvclfs.
There wa.s no official N.A.B. comrnent on Gannett's letter to station
donations to
for
a.<:king
jwners

luarters

a competent choice unless he understands all the facts involved.

White House a na-

putting in Uie

lional

ing disposition of the bill in the
legislature which called for an appropriation of $9,800 to prosecute the
application, $106,500 for constructing
a 50 kw. plant, $79,000 lo cover cost
ot flrst year's operation and $126,000

round-table program with dramatized
Denver, Nov. 21,
Sioan Founc:ai:on has interpolations. Sloan would have the
program stress matters relating to
to the Unitaxes and public finance. For those
Denver to develop educa- who want to delve deeper into the
tional programs that have a chance subject the foundation will make
of competing for major listening in- available booklets.
terest with network commercials.
Sloan states that the programs
Harold S. Sloan, director of the foun- won't be framed to influence politidation, is of the opinion that most of cal views.
Only the b.sic facts esthe so-called educational ^programs sential lo intelligent discussion, he
are tuned out because ot defective says, will be given. As the problem
presentation and it's his idea to have of government becomes complicated,
Ihe local university experiment with holds Sloan, it becomes increasingly
some patterns. None of the formu- difficult for the voter lo know the
las worked out at the university will facts, and lhat the voter cannot make

Alfred P.

«eek the facilities of WMAQ. Chicago, has been dropped, at least temWashington, Nov. 21.
porarily.
more than a year
Gannett, chain newspaper
If Frank
applied for 50,000 watts on 670
ago
broadcaster who is
iHblifher and
assignment, in lieu of
kc, the
virile foes ot the
ne of the most
present
its
5,000
watt daytime as- annually thereafter. The application
to help the radio
few Deal, wants
The Federal was to have been pressed on the plea
the signment on 940 kc.
licenses,
that Wisconsin had no high-power
ndustry get longer
support, Communications Commission on Oct.
JAB is grateful for suchfeels that 27 granted the
petition to clear channel outlet, and the plan
organization
jilt the trade
application
withdraw
the
without contemplated elimination of WLBL,
unfair and
attack on the code is
Stevens Point, also state-owned, if
prejudice,
although
it
been
set
had
audibly wondermg
facilitie.- were procured.
the
nisfiuidcd,
will fork for hearing Nov. 10.
uhelher station owners
Scheduled for hearing several
contributions toward
,ver additional
they al- times, the hearings were always deDOlitical crusade when
John
Otterson Out
for ferred on requests of applicant pendare being tapped hea-vily
.
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iroadcasfs.

Yanell on Shortwave
L. P.

[rom

Yandell has been transferred

RCA, where he was an execu-

NBC

•ve,

to
itiortwave

to direct the network's

commercial activities. The
assignment is temporary.

NBC

lational

recently sold its first Intershortwave account, namely,

United Fruit.

51.1%

BIOOMINGTON, IND
Sla.

Sla.
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Sta.
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All

Don't
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AHJignres quoled tire, tceehly Uxleiiing aiidlcvce averoget.
These Jice slwlies uill be available shortly on request.

THE

SMOOTHIES
BABS-CHARLIE-LinLE
This

Week

STANLEY THEATRE
Pittsburgh, Penna.
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work, know

police

Watch Radio

Justice Dept. Will

Weduesdaj, November 22, 1939

the

corruption

spawned out of these activities.' He
termed transmission of pay-olT fig-

Radio Daffodils

ures 'just a racket.'

Whose Racetrack

Stations

Some talks with the FCC have
been held, the A. G. revealed, although not particularly in relation to

Stuff

May Be Useful to GamUing Setup
Washingon, Nov. 21;
Question of broadening tlie dnve
against interstate gambling to include radio stations is under study
by the Justice Department, with AtMurphy
Frank
General
torney
strongly implying last, week that

cided to quit the business of

i

flasli-

angle.

radio

the

The Commish

is

anxious to avoid being dragged Into
the argument as to whether speedy
flashing of results

is

a violation of

public interest, but has been appealed to by some state authorities
trying to move against the wire comMurphy said his departpanies.
ment's conferences with the FCC
centered chiefly about the request of
Pennsylvania officials for aid in
breaking up the business.

winners and pay-olTs. Murphy ad'mittcd the department is interested
in the few broadcasters who devote
the bulk of their nftcrnoou time to
giving the results and odds, and imMurphy was skeptical whether
plied that his aides are watching to Annenberg's withdrawal will solve
broadcasters whose race reports are see if any use is made of short-wave the department's problem of crimpbeen rumored possible ing large-scale betting. Remarking
useful to the betting fraternity may radio, as has
With col- in some areas.
he is 'hot sure the action is going to
feel the Federal whip.
The Annenberg withdrawal was end all of the activities,' he declared
lapse of the Annenberg-controlled
Nation-wide News Service, Murphy complete. Murphy said. Revealing it the D. J. will endeavor to 'follow a
said he did not 'know of any par- had been discussed with the Philly logical and consistent policy' by atattorneys. Murphy said tacking any other agency that seeks
ticular plans' to carry the crusade publisher's
further but assured the nation the he has been promised that the for- to serve the bookies and betting
Justice Department will 'take ap- mer wire service proprietor would parlors.
propriate steps without delay to 'do everything in his power' to see
end any effort to create substitutes that no effort is made to resort to
Cancels Race Results
Positive promise was
for that which has been destroyed.' subterfuges.
New Orleans, Nov. 21.
The. Federal prosecutor declined to given that Nation-wide, which has
Local repercussions to Justice Demake any statement as to what will been used by some stations, will not
partment cutting race horse bookie
be done about 'particular cases,' ex- be revived with a false face.
I

I

I

WWL

plaining that 'the whole ..subject

under

Is

study.'

Remarks from the D. J. top man
directly conflicted with earlier statements from underlings, who said the
whole objective of the drive was
reached when Moe Annenberg de-

I

.

I

n

iii

>»i-.K.i-mimig-j.UJjij>n.i [.tu

Spawns Corruption
wires from Chicago forced cancellaMurphy's determination to put an tion of a nice fat commercial conend to distribution of info which en- tract by.WWL. Station had already
courages betting was obvious.
He signed to broadcast daily from the
commented that 'those of us who Fair Grounds in New Orleans with
have been identified with municipal the Louisiana Jockey Club bankand state governments, with local rolling series.

1.1.T1.U

commercial manager of

un

;

WCAU

has

'

New York City—'Hobby

Lobby* presenting Jlggs, 140-pound
"
playing 'The Bee' on a harmonica.

i

orancutar,
buian.

WCCO

St. Paul.—
has a new 654-foot vertical radiator. Claims followi
fan letter received from Hewitt (iWinn.), 150 miles away: 'I am
a lilti
deaf, and from the reception on my radio this moi-nlng, I coiicluded
m
""^
hearing had returned.'

AKRON UNION STAYS OFF

RADIO OLD-TIMER

I

1

—

—

I

—

Philadelphia Bob Street,
started taking piano lessons.

Declines to Complela Contract Expiring in February

Akron, Nov.

HAS BROKEN BACK

21.

Schenectady, N.

Y., Nov. 21
who was with WGY
Players when radio's (Irst
drama
not to return its 'Voice of Labor'
"The Wolf was broadcast in 1922
is'
program to the air over station
recovering at his Schenectady
home
despite an ofter by the stafrom a broken back suffered in an
tion to carry out the remainder of
automobile accident at Auburn, N Y
its contract which expires in FebMiller miraculously escaped 'deatii
ruary.
H. R. Lloyd, chairman of
when a truck trailer skidded twice
the council, declared it was the conr
and smashed his car. Taken to a
.sensus of union delegates that the
hospital, he was placed in a body
'Voice' program. If renewed, would
cast and eventually brought home
run into the same obstacle that
Frank Oliver, another of the origimarred the last weeks of its presennal
Players, recently died
tation over the station.
Edward H. Smith, another of
The program, which had run on in the initial performance, the Ave
passed
for more than a year anJ away at Cleveland more
than a year
previously had been on WADC, was ago.
pulled when station manager Edythe
Miller faces a long stretch of con
Fern Melrose ordered a cancellation flne'ment.
in conformity with the new code of
the National Association of Broadcasters. Later Mrs. Melrose otTcrcd
Revise
Music Staff
to continue the program Until contract expiration, declaring she had
subsequently found this was possible
Cleveland, Nov. 21.
under the code.
Change at WHK-WCLE last

Akron Industrial Union councilcomposed of CIO unions has voted

Hank

—

Miller,

WJW

WGY

WJW

'

WHK

WNAX

j

week
Union officials claimed that dur- resulted In Louie Rich moving up to
few weeks the program position of music supervisor of twin
had been 'harassed' with censorship stations, turning over staff orchesand forced deletions by the station. tra's baton to Willard Potls.
Mrs. Melrose held that there had
Potts, who has a hotel dance band
been no censorship and that what of his own, and formerly played in
deletions were ordered in the script George Olsen's outfit, is reorganwere only 'in good taste.'
izing air orchestra of 13 pieces as
first move.
Bill Tiebcr, sax, Is first
ing the last

becomes

Sioux City*s Columbia Station

and

opens

Grenadiers Sponsored?

Sioux City Studios

its

Montreal, Nov. 21.
Grenadier Guards military band
sold for commercial radio.
ia that band, under
direction of Dr. J. J. Gagnier, will
do half hour program for Robin

addition. Starting in mid-December,
Potts and new ensemble will assume
network and local programs for
WHK-WCLE, with exception of Sunday scries which Rich will continue
to

conduct.

may be

Understanding

^10

Hood

OlAl.

19

novr the

and Denver—

WNAX

is

audience.

FIRST amon;;
Its

billion dollars

With a frequency of 570
of

50,000

all

CBS

stations in daytime rural

primary area enjoys
per year.

— WNAX

kc.

retail sales

watts that

do the work

strong signal over this ex-

major Columbia programs carried on WNAX
noiv, with many of the country's most popular daytime
shows spotted on WNAX regardless of network origination

—
—now,
way

all

that

.

WNAX

has studios in Sioux City, natural gate-

to this great five-state prairie

empire

looms larger than ever before as a "must"
Can't

we

give you

profitably use

— NOW,

Montreal, Nov. 21.
sponsoring Allan

Is

Kansas

KCKN

City, Nov. 21.

across the river in Kansas,

made soma

staff revisions.

Ben

Allmayer joins to handle continuity
on some special accounts. He was
with the station previously, but recently with David Mlndlin Agency.

John Drake

tensive area.

Now, with

Staff Shifts at

KCKN,
has

— 5000

delivers a

of almost a

OH

steps

from

sales

to

W0AL

head a new department of special
productions. Including the station's
long-running qulzzer court and some
special promotional programs. Eula

Pfunder takes charge of

statistical

at

work.

WNAX

station.

more information about how you can

WNAX ?
I

WIS.

I

Vj

MINNEAPOLIS

^

Here

Vm

it is

Thanksgiving

— and

particularly T h ankful

JACK KAPP,

President of Decca

Records, and one of the grandest

A Cowles Station
5000 Watts L. S.
1000 Watts Niqht

to

|

I

fel-

IOWA

lows

iouK City

CBS

I

know, for the ivonderful breaks

DES

MOINES

Represented by
The Kata Agency

mriON

he's given

me.

FRANK LVtHER

WNAX

Studios-WNAX BuiMing, Yankton

-

570 on the

Orpheum

dmi

Building, Sioux City

begin-

ning Nov. 22. Vic George (All-Canada Radio Facilities), buying tima
and arranging hookups for Imperial.
Using stations in Montreal, Quebec,
Edrhonton, Trail, B. C, and possibly
Calgary.

ONLY

Columbia Station between Minneap^between Omaha and the Canadian border.

Imperial

Cup Amateur Hockey games

Vocal group (3) to accompany.

WNAX
olis

Flour.

Imperial Sponsors Hockey

MUSIC—DANCE BANDS

Wednesday, November 22, 1939

EDa fitzgeraM

Phonograph-Radio Combo Sets

Fitzgerald

Ella

May SeU

Int. Play
signed

is

Ij^

VARIETY

Phonograph KsC

Rjyj|ty

for

"Young Man with a Horn,' legit dramatization of the life of Bix Beiderbecke, which goes into rehearsal in

650,000 in U. S. During 1939

39

May Be

Forced by Songwriters

New York

Albany, Nov.

state o( the

Lowest

'America's greatest bands' specifically advertised by the New
Castle Ballroom as ones to which
patrons may dance nightly, 7 to
An asterisk at
12, for 10 cents.
the bottom of newspaper copy

phono indus-

CONTACTMEN'S

phonograph sales
1919, during which
people bought machines.

UNION

Peak was 1919 with 2.100,000 sales,
followed by a slump to 200,000 in
1925, prior to

the introduction of the

REALITY

combinations.

Sheet Music Sales

Up

AH terms of the agreement between music publishers and the contactmen's union have been agreed to
and copies are now in the hands of
The
the employers for signature.
signatured documents will be turned
into the Music Publishers Protective

Music sales, taking in sheet and
phonograph records, is 60% over
what it. was a year ago, according to
the reports which syndicate stores
distributed among their units last
Pickup in' sheet music, as
week.
gleaned from these reports, is even
stronger than it has been for discs.
Increase has been due not only to
belter business conditions but to the
circumstances the best seller sheet
large
an unusually
contains
list
number of high-powered tunes. In
others words, the leader, 'South of
the Border,' has anything b,ut the

tirety.
2.

Is

Four Feminine Notes,

in-

strumental and vocal trio replaced
Blue Barron at the Edison for the
evening past Monday <20).
Hotel management says they can
expect a certain amount o( biz on
Monday night whether thty have a
big band or not and that there was
no percentage in having to pay off

May Leave

a

full

size

War

Chicago, Nov.

.

may

!

band for an ordinarily

'Is

staff in 1897,

Paris While

have discovered that radio and other

that is,
Lasts; to Switzerland programs have been stolen,
records made of same without the
i

American Society of Composers.

&

Authors

Members of Local 47 are cautioned to watch radio programs as
as possible, and if they determine that records are played consisting of stolen music, to immediately advise headquarters of the

Publishers has received

(hat (he Confederation of Authors and Composers Societies may
move from Paris to Geneva, Switzerland, for the duration of the war.
Move would involve the Confederation's five groups which includes the

word

Federation

of
Societies.
the latter setup.

Performing

ASCAP

is

a

much

of

Joe Sullivan Retains

did

the score,' for

Contact Men's Union if they are al- 'My Little Chickadee' and 'Charlie
ready members of the Chicago Fed- McCarthy, Deleclive,' both Universal
eration of Musicians. Such wns (he productions. Milton Drake wrote the
decision of the CFM board presided lyrics for the first, and Sam Lerner
over by James Petrillo last week. the lyrics for 'McCarthy.'
However, i( they are members of the
musicians union and act only as contact men without actually playing
the piano, they may join the Contact Men's organization.
This means that most of the pianoplaying songpluggers will be able (o
continue working as song pluggers
since membership in the Contact

Causes $39,908 Suit

agreement

GUS EDWARDS LEAVES HOSP
Hollywood, Nov. 21.
Universal bought two more songs
Gus Edwards is back home after a
tor 'Charlie McCarthy, Detective."
Ditties are the title song, by Eddie brief stay al Cedars of Lebanon hosCherkose, Jacques Press' and Hal pital.
Block, and 'Almost,' by Ben Oakland
His condition has .^^hown a slight
and Sam I^erner.
improvement.
I

I

its

first

public school vice-principal.

cept one of his
men and replaced them with a mixed white and
colored bunch.
Mur.ohy Steinberg,
trumpeter, is the lone holdover from
the old group.

is

Ren Oakland

not join the

made

New

the paid officer of the performing rights federation.

Giraldi

it

globe.

Rights

member

when

appearance in the issue, of Sept. 21,
has been given a musical selling by
Rosario Bourdon and the fantasy recorded as a two-part Xmas release
by Jessica Dragonette with male
choir, batoned by Bourdon. The edilorial has since been reprinted every
Xmas time by the Sun, and has been
translated into many languages and
published in every corner of the
Vii-ginia
Incidentally,
O'Hanlon,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Philip F.
O'Hanlon, who was eight year.' old
in 1897, when she wrote the Sun lo
inquire 'Is There a Santa Clans'.'', is
now Mrs. Edward M. Doiiela.<;, a N.Y.

AFM.

The Confederation was lo hold iU;
Steinberg, Others
1940 convention in New York but on
Joe Sullivan, who recently opened
the outbreak of Ihe war this plan
at the Cafe Society, N. Y., with a
was called off. Rene Jeanne heads
new small band, has relea.sed all exIhe Confederation's .staff, while Hugo
original

21.

Suit for $39,908 against N. Y.
World's Fair 1939 Inc., and John Fer- Men's group is a prerequisite for any
band
contacting
rone was filed Saturday (18) in N. Y. person
actually
supreme court by Tipaal, Inc. Action leaders and radio stations for songs.
seeks damages of $12,408 against the
It is also believed (hat the one or
Fair, and $27,500 against Ferrone.
two men who still must play the
Tipaal claims to have paid the piano as well as contact will shortly
Fair $2,408 in April 1939 for a con- be given authorization lo belong to
cession to open a 'Tin Pan Alley.' both unions.
Several men have
Ferrone promised to invest $17,500 been members of the Federation of
in tlje venture for a 50'',i interest. Musicians for many years and have
U is charged that Ferrone backed continued to pay dues in order lo
out -of the agreement, and persuaded have the protection of (he sick and
the Fair officials that the plaintiff death benefit.";, and do not want to
was not financially re.spon.'ible, and relinquish these benefits at this time.
not to go through with the concession

The now famed N. Y. Sun editorial,
There a Santa Claus?', first authored by Francis P. Church of the

Weber has communicated with
Harry Baldwin, secretary of Los
Angeles Musicians Protective A.ssocialion, Local 47, informing him that
(Webit will be necessary for his
er's) office lo be advised of all in.slances where locals or members

Replacements

are

Danny

PARIS REED-MAKER

TRANSFERS TO
!

Polo,

Saxophone

and

clarinet

N. Y.
tooler.<

can breathe easier now Ihxl ihe
source of reeds for their inslrument-s has been taken out of ri.ich

tenor .sax; Ed Hull, clarinet; Henry of European sparring.
The reed
Turner, string bass; Johnny Wells, 'maker for Jimmy Dor.<:ey, Arlie
drums, beside Sullivan on piano. Shaw,
Benny Goodman, et
I.
Hall, Turner and Well.': are colored. opened
in
New York la.sl w« I:.
moving from Paris where he- w;:.';
•unable to gel reed makings because of shipping restrictions.
This particular manufacturer is In
I

:

,

'

'

Artie Shaw, Heedless of Fame, Coin,

N.Y. Fair's 'Tin Pan Alley'

,

TO MUSIC

stop (o the practice.

;

:

slow evening.

Show

EDITORIAL SET

Musicians will endeavor lo con-,
vince Congress that a general evil
exists and that only drastic legislation will be effective in putting a

Song pluggers who play the piano
for their livelihood

CLASSIC 'SUN'

reached Weber's office that
records are being made of radio music and other programs, without the
knowledge of the musicians playing
same, and these records are afterwards sold for commercial and other
purposes.

|

'

The new contract had already
been signatured by the Warner Bros,
music group, the Max^Dreyfus group
and Mercer tc Morris.

players consent.

I

I

21.

have

sta-

Performance Societies

Lincoln and Edison Hotels, both
under the .eame management in New band leaders' 'command performYork, have dropped policy of sub- ances' or special nights, unless the
stitute bands on the night the regu- consent of the union has been oblarly listed crews are off. as per mu- tained.
This provision will be ensician's union rule calling for six forced by a serie.s of stiff penalties,
days a week. Tossing x>»t sub out- starting with $500 for the first infits
knifes almost in infancy the fraction and stipulating a fine of
growing tendency toward booking in $1,000 for every violation therenew bands fpr tryout dates on the after.
one free evening, for these two spots
An executive or employer exanyway. The New Yorker Hotel still
pelled from the union can continue
uses 'em.
to do contact work, but the latter
Tito's Swingtette will replace Jan will continue to be subject to the
Savitt at the Lincoln for the next rules of the union. The only differthree weeks while Savitt plays the ence will be in the penally applied
New York Paramount. Latter will to his firm. It will be twice the usual
come in each evening after finish- fine.
ing the Par show, foregoing shuttling
back and forth for hotel's dinner
rclrlllo's Distinction
session.

participation in the licensing

Victor has proposed a threesplit as far as income from
stations is concerned, with the manufacturer, the copyright owner and
the interpretive artist as participants.
3. Whether they wish to consummate a contract with the interpretive
artists whereby the two factions will
become the co-administers of coin
machine rights and with the licensing income split equally between
them.

new

of all provisions in
standard writers' contract

and the agreement is currently being,
printed for examination by the pub.'
and signatures. Abeles was delegated by the pubs several weeks ago
lo get together with Schulman on
smoothing out several provisions in
the agreement which they didn't like,
with the understanding that the
document that Abeles okayed would
be acceptable to them.

American Federation of Musicians,

way equal

The unfair practice'clause not only
bars publishers from giving or offering any form of 'gratuity or reward
for a plug, including cut-ins, or the
making of special arrangements or
extractions but prevents them from
having their employees attending

View of N. Y. Hotels

the

through Joe N. Weber, president, is
formulafing plans to ask the forthcoming Congress to enact a law prolegal position they want to hibiting the stealing of music from
the subject of copyright the air. More and more complaints

phonograph records for radio

the

on the wording

PIRATES

tions.

arising from contact work done by
In other words, any grievthem.'
ances that they may have as writers
will not be considered by the union.

Swingtette Good

on

owner

.

Enough for Monday Nite

What

take
of

for

as counhave agreed

for the publishers,

scl

I

1.
Whether they want to .go on
record as opposing or supporting the
Shotwell copyright bill in its en-

mediately and run for two years.
One pertinent provision written
into the contract concerns songwriters who also do contacting. The
contract states that the union will
field to itself, even though its sell- only
members those
as
accept
Other big writers also engaged in contact work
ing in huge quantities.
the crest are 'Scatter- and (hat as far as such writer-conriders on
'Blue tactmen are concerned the unionand
Prayer'
brain,'
'My
Orchids.'
will limit itself 'to those matters

Fill-ln

John Schulman, coun.sel
SPA, and Julian T. Abeles,
I

•

Association for wholesale delivery to
the union ior counter-signaturing.
All contracts become effective im-

on

law. Publishers have been
charging iy4C on 35c records, V,ic on
50c recordings and 2c on 75c brands.

DRIVE ON
Hollywood, Nov.

divi.sion

right

AM EXTENDS

for the publishers to discuss three
matters:

action

disc royalties as specified in the proposed new standard writers' contract
be based on a minimum fee of 2r,
which is provided for in the compulsory clause <1E) of the U.S. copy-

There will be another MPPA
meeting the latter part of this week

.

a

phonograph

taken by the executive council of
Songwriters Protective Asociation.
Latter has passed a ro.<:ulution

three best sellers.

first

faced

charging

ot

the

hotel,

N. Y., yesterday afternoon (Tuesday). Edwin H. (Buddy) Morris as
president reported on the' association's activities during 1939, with
these including the movement to protect the copyright owner on the commercializecl use of phonograph records, the campaign against bootleg
songsheets and the experiment on
increasing sheet sales through a distributing tieup with the International Circulation Co.

NOW A

the

lish

may be

demanding that the .50%

Bernstein figured that 'Scatterwas a natural and since

of the Music PublishProtective Association held its

annual meeting at the Astor

netessily

2c royalty for

records as the result ol an

brain'

Membership
ers

i

the

minimum

he had two numbers, 'South of
the Border' and 'My Prayer,'
moving toward, the top, Bernstein harbored the wish to pub-

Jimmy Strope's orchestra inpersons Saturday and Sunday.

publishers

Mu.sic

j

man, Vocco & Conn $25,000 for
the complete rights to 'Scalierbrain.'
The bid was turned
down.

MEETINN.Y.
'

on Hit Parade

with

ANNUAL MPPA

specifies 'recordings.'

High point in
was from 1909 to
15,000,000

1-2-3

Before the tune became a hit,
of
Shapiro,
Louis
Bernstein,
Bernstein & Co., offered Breg-

and Glenn Miller are three of

try

.

21.

Benny Goodman, Bob Crosby

$100.

was hit in about 1931, when only
It
about 100,000 units were sold.
didn't pick up much until late in
1937. In 1938 more than 370,000 combos were purchased and more than
40,000,000 records, one for every family In the United States.

Dec. 12. Miss Fitzgerald's
part calls for speaking lines as well
as singing.
She's currently out on a one-night
tour with her band, the former Chick
Vebb crew.

Has the Best

Apropos rejuvenation of the phonograph industry, it is estimated that
650,000 radio-phono combos will be
sold in the United States during 1939.
That's something of a record lor recent years, but far from cracking any
sll-time marks. More than 2,080,000
of the combinations were sold in
1927, the year they were introduced.
And the average price was $750 a
set Average this year will be about

I
I

:

Own

Walks Out on His

America on a temporary vi.sa. He'll
Cuba next week and rcenltr

ship for

properly

Orchestra

apply

lo

for

citizenship

papers.

No one knows why but Jimmy
christened the N. Y. joint
by bouncing a bottle of champagne
over one ot the shop's machines.
Dor.sey

j

'

Carrying out a move he ha.s of-the-moment one and, according to
threatened for some lime, Artie Shaw those dose to him, was helped along
parted company with his orchestra by
several
recent
developments,
last week, sans announcement, and capped by the current lawsuil of Eli
stated that he will never return lo Oberstein.
Only a week or so ago
i

the

music

come

in (o

Hotel,

Shaw didn't
business.
al (he Pennsylvania

work

New

York, Wednesday

j

when Buddy

drummer,

Rich, Shaw's

'

go with 'Tommy Dor.scy in
Chicago he tried to gel Rich lo slay

il5)

evening.

left

lo

and

finished

by

telling

him

if

he

given out that he was- found
he wasn't satisfied with the
while his lawyerj Andrew Wein- change to come back.
berger, and his managers General
Too, there's Ihe furor created by
Amusement Corp. allempled to talk
interview
which got him in bad
an
him into changing hi.s mind and reMeanwhile with youngsters, who were his
turning.
It was no go.
major support, through calling 'all
the band contiaued at the hotel, and,
in
jitterbugs
morons.'
It resulted
though listed in Ihe dailies for schedvoluntarily resigning from his
uled sustaining pickups, has pulled his

Word was

ill

ASCAP Meets

Nov. 28

Board of directors of f-e Americiin
Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers

will

hold

its

rcguliir

monthly meeting Tiicsday (28) instead of the customary final Thursday.
The committee designated lo

,

off all

Old Gold radio program
was deluged with

such shots with no explana-

tion other than 'program scheduled
for this time will not be heard.'

Shaw's move was evidently a spur-

.cpon.sor

braiding him for his £tand.

after the
tellers upIt'* b(;en

i

•
|

Continued on page 55)

explore the basis of a new contract
for broadcasting will make a preliminary report al this gathering.
Thf indications are that the Solicensing
ciety will not make n •

agreement available to the radio industry until the resei voir project of
the National A.ssociation of BroadBroadcast Music, Inc., has
ca.ster.<;.
been

clarified.
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date and with whom Miss Wain will
sing Is her old boss, Larry Clln{on.

the Upbeat

15 Best Sheet Music Seflers

DaT* Tongb, drummer, has again
out

pulled

Jack Leoiurd wiU return to th* Dec. 29.
Artl* Shavr
Tommy Dorsey orchestra at the Usted.
Palmer House, Chicago, in couple o{
weeks. Allen De Witt, who replaced
Benny Geodman'a shift
him, may shitt to the Bob Chester coast late In January
crew at the Nicollet hotel, Minne- keep him there till late
apolis.

Pete Brown'i small combo replaced
the Jimmy Mundi band at the Onyx
Club, N. Y., last week.

Jack

of

Teagarden's

to the

west

will likely
spring, returning via the southwest, territory
he hasn't covered in three or four
years.

Wanda and Her
outfit

for a

Escorts, flve-plece

out of Pittsburgh, checked" In
run at the Ritz-Carlton hotel

in Atlantic City after a stay at the

WOR

YESTERDAY'S HIT

Red Bone

signed as arranger for

Al Donahue. Stewy McKay added
on tenor sax to Donahue's crew.
Local 802 medicine fund benefit at

Madison

Square

Garden .Monday

bands promised.
Martin Block emcees again.
(27) lists almost 60

I

Want

Goodman

Al
to

You For

Wm.

orchestra

now

tied

Morris contract

dition

for

Johnny

Magee,

Shapiro

BVC

Scatterbrain

My

Prayer
Blue Orchids
•Over the Rainbow ('Wizard of Oz")
Lilacs in the Rain
•Good Morning ('Babes in Arms')
El Rancho Grande..
Beer Barrel Polka
In an {;ighteenth Century Drawing Room
Last Night
Man With the Mandolin
What's New
Oh, Johnny

Baby

f

Skidmore

Famous
Feist

Robbins
Chappell

Marks
Shapiro
Circle
Feist

Santly

WItmark
Forster

Me

ABC

ilmusical.

Radio Producers^ Peeve
.

Continued from page

1

an industry has remained steadfastly sue ride for a midweek conference
indifferent.
as proposed by the NBC officials,
Only a handful of radio writers
NBC came in for a similar kickhave ever been credited, although back a week ago Tuesday (14) when
there is less opposition to mention- it struck out the credit line given
ing the writer than there is to credit Martin Gosch as producer in Robthe program producer. Direction in- ert Benchley's final program for Old
volves trade politics.
Advertising CrOld. Humorist in his valedictory
agencies often wish to take an or- talk passed the posies around to vaganizational bow and not to permit rious persons who had been assoany individual to seem important. ciated with him in the series. NBC
With the networks
themselves pro- let the names of the writers, Al
ducing units, the organizational as- Lewis and Hank Garson, remain in
pect has also been considered, al- the continuity but stood pat on Its
though CBS Is now fairly liberal in refusal to have Gosch mentioned.
air mentions.
Apparently NBC, the chief opGlenn Gray orchestra into L. A. ponent of air credit, fears that every
HitI
Paramount theatre for one week Tom, Dick and Harry will, if encouraged,
demand billing that would
opening Dec. 7, and then shift to
HEART
clutter up the ozone.- All of them,
the New York Paramount
BEAT FOR
7
NBC figures, could argue with the
•
Jan Garber's stay at Topsy's, Los same plausibility that air credit was
QRAND
T«rrae«
From
th*
R«T«t
a
vital
need
of
professional
standAngeles, has been extended to Jan.
ing
prestige.
and
Sound
effect
men
14.
BABY,
ELSE
might next demand credit. Even
CAN I
Skinnay Ennis band plays Nov. among actors, where the interest of
24-25 at Sacramento, and Dec. 22-23 the public is admitted, the credits
•
are invariably confined to the two
at Burlingame, Calif.
Tw* NovcKIm t
or three names of stars.

A

DOES YOUR

ME

WHAT

DO?
ME AND COLUMBUS
'

Larry Taylor, hurt last week In a
auto crash while driving to an au-

Christmas

Jlov. 18, 1939)

South of the Border

Jimmy
Elllncton
added
Blanton on string bass. Now has
two.
Doke

Coleman Hawkins will eventually Warwick in Philadelphia.
enlarge to a full size 14-piece band.
Herman Middleman band goes
Hank De'mico, clarinetist with Went into Arcadia Ballroom, N. Y.,
Richard Himber, may soon form a Saturday, for two weeks. Savoy Sul- back to Show Boat, Pittsburgh, when
tans replacing in the interim at that spot reopens in couple of weeks.
band of his own.
Kelly's Stables.
Spot will have a new name, the
Yacht Club.
Johnny Maeee switches from
Robbins Music set to publish reto
NBC wires from Donohue's,
Mountain View, N. J. He added cently acquired theme tunes of
Val Olman current at the Hotel
Allen Girard and Muriel Baker as Sammy Kaye, Ranny Weeks, Eddie Stuyvesant, Buffalo.
Duchin, Will Bradley, Spud Murvocalists last week.
phy, Teddy Powell.
Bob Chester, at Hotel Adolphus,
Inkspots opening at the Famous
Will Osborne goes to Shubert the- Dallas, bowing out with Ray Herl>eck
Door, N. Y., deferred until Dec. 12.
following. After Herbeck will come
atre, Newark, tomorrow
(23) InWoody Herman goes In Tuesday stead of scheduled week at Carlton Lawrence Welk on Nov. 30.
(28).
Understood hotel's Century Room
theatre, Jamaica, L. I.
will remain Columbia network outErsklne Hawkins band to play for
Bobby Day shifts to new Pool let, permitting booking of top bands.
RCA-Victor dealers' New Year's Club, Jamaica, L. I., Friday (24)
Eve hop at Park Central hotel, N. Y. after 26 weeks at the Show Bar.
Henry Kliip replacing Joe ReichForest Hills.
Jerry Brainin re- man at Baker Hotel, Dallas.
Larry Clinton Is scheduled for places at Show Bar.
Chase BIckle's orchestra In at
four weeks at the Sherman hotel,
Chicago, beginning April 5 as part _Toppers, instrumental quartet, open White Rock Showboat, Dallas.
of the deal sold the hotel by Gen- at Chanticleer, Baltimore, Friday
Anson Weeks' orchestra to play
Glenn Miller's (25).
eral Amusement.
Des Moines Junior League's annual
part of it. Jimmy I>5rsey goes in
Merry Macs stay with Decca an- charity ball at Hotel Ft. Des Moines
Dec. 2.
other year.

TODAY'S REQUEST

(Week endinp

had been band.

joins

Rudy

Vallee followed Harry James

Into the Victor

Hugo, Beverly

Hills.

Alwaya Dream

(I

NBC's refusal to allow the 'What's
Name?' program to give air

Victor Young directing 53-piece orchestra to record score of 'Gulliver's
Travels' at Paramount.

producer, Ed Byron,
has resulted in legal repercussions.
to Taylor also.
Byron, who threatened to walk out
of the show because of the network's
INC.
Harry
Owens
and
his
orchestra
Bea Wain guests at New York U
taboo, has retained counsel to press
prom at Waldorf-Astoria hotel, N. Y., stay at Blossom Room of Hollywood the issue, and the Utter is slated
Building
New York
Friday (25) and will sing one num- Roosevelt for 10 more weeks.
to discuss the situation with Niles
ber by request Band hired for the
Trammel, NBC executive v.p., and
John F. Royal, v.p. in charge of programs, today (Wednesday).
Under the coniract which CTeneral
Amusement Corp., agent for 'What's
My Name?' made with BlackettCharles Henderson doing the musi- Sample-Hummert, agency on this
HO. 1
cal direction, background and score Procter 8c Gamble show. It is reof the Paramount picture, 'Buck quired that Byron receive credit as
No. I on 1.ucky Sici)ca Hit Paiado"
the producer Nnd Joe Cross as the
Benny Rides Again.'
writer.
At Byron's threat to drop
Snn Music is openinr Chicago out of the program a week ago Satoffices.
Max Lutz has been placed urday (ID NBC modified Its stand
in charge for Chi and midwest con- to the extent of allowing the credit
By Johnny' M«ic«t and Rub* Bloom
line, 'Edited and Produced by Joe
tacts.
Cross snd Ed Byron.' Just before
*
Ben Gilbert was installed as pro- last Saturday's (18) program went
fessional manager of Leo Feist, Inc. on there was another squabble over
Positively a Sensational Sweepf
with a limcheon by Robbins Music the deletion of the credit line and
NBC compromised, making the billcombined execs last week.
ing read, 'Written by Joe Cross and
tf Johnny Biuke. Kaene-Bean and Fionkia Hasten
Mitchell Parrlsh and Vernon Duke Ed Byron.'
Byron had meanwhile retained
have a new ditty titled 'Until We
Bernard L. Miller as his lawyer In
Kiss Again.' Robbins publishing.
the matter.
Byron's Idea was to
start
injunction proceedings against
Murray WIzell, formerly with Famous Music, now assistant to Char- the network immediately but at
two outstanding hits
Miller's
suggestion
he agreed to acley Warren at Mercer & Morris Mucept the revised billing for last
sic.
week's broadcast and to let the IsBy Dave Franklin
Peter Tinturin clefTed three songs
for The Days of Jesse James' at
Republic. Ditties ars 'I'm a Son of
IS
a Cowboy,' 'Saddle Your Dreams'
and
By Charles
H. Slept
and 'Echo Mountain.'
billing

to

(The Tailor Song)

its

A

•
CIsmI*

t

PAVANNE

HARMS,

RCA

of Bill)

UTT DA ZAY

My

Tommy

Reynolds' band at State B.,
Boston, as vocalist. Judy Ellington,
formerly with Charley Barnet, goes

BILLY

Recent Instances

Bj Morton Oonld
T.jrrln

br Gladyi Shelley

MEMORY REMINDERS

Music Notes

SURRENDER DEAR
MUST BE TRUE

I

IT

SOMO Of TH£ COUMntYt

7HW

MiLis Music Inc

"DAY-IN DAY-OUT"

PERSONAL

PERSONAL MANAGER FOR PAST
KIOHT YKARS OF ONK OF AMKRLKADINO ORCHESTRAS DB-

ICA'S

.

Newman

FIELD.

EXECUTIVE

CALIBRE.

Box

LOVE"^
Som

From
KAY KYSER'S

Eddie Cherkose and Jacques Press
their song, 'How Was I
to tjniversal for use
'Charlie McCarthy, Detective.'

sold

Know?'

RKO-Radio Picture

THATS RIGHT—YOU'RE WRONG

to
in

Moe Jerome

and Jack Scholl
their song, 'The American
Way,' in the Warner short, 'Royal

spotted

Jimmy Dorsey's New

"SO

MANY

Hit

Rodeo.'

TIMES"

l: Wolfe Gilbert and Lew Pollack
cleffed the title song for Edward
Small's picture, 'My Son, My Son,'

By Don DeVito and Jimmy Dorsey
*

DON'T MAKE
EDWARD

B.

MARKS

FRANK MENNIGS,

ME LAUGH

?o^%"

RADIO CITY

?o%^

General ProlcssionnI M^r.

A Superb Fox-Trot Ballad

*TWnJGHT INTERLUDE"

Phoney Amateur Wins $25

By Peter Tinturin and Al Jacobs

BREGMAN, VOCGO & CONN,
1619 Broadway

Inc.

New York

Allen Williams, WMCA, New York,
announcer, entered the amateur
contest at the Fox theatre, Brooklyn, which airs over his outlet last
week (15) and walked off with first
prize.
He sang *or Man River' to
grab the top $25 payoff, $10 of which
he gave to a colored boy runner-up.
Used the name Allen Barnes.

.

.

NOT STOOGE. (NAME tVITUUELD
FOR onviors reasons.)
WIRE or WRITE
209, Varletr, IM W. 40tli St., N.T.

"HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO LOVE"

ANSWER

.

.

STATE AND FF.DERAT. TAX I.AWB
PERTAINING TO ORCHESTRAS...
HANK KXPERIENCE AS PAY-ROLL
TELLER AND ACCOUNTANT
COMTLETE KNOWXEDGE OF A.
F. OF M. RF.GVI.ATIONS. _
IS RATED AS PCBLIC REI.ATIONS
EXPERT: ANL HAS EVOIXEERKD
SOSIE OF THE >IOST FAMOliS
STUNTS IN THE PCOUCITV

"SCATTER-BRAIN"

•THE

_

SIRES NEW CONNECTION.
THOROVCiHI.T EXPERIENCED IN
TRANSPORTATION PROIILBMS

A SWELL SWEET SONG

HONESTLY
Getting Bigger and Bigger Day by Day
SANTLY^OY-SELECT, 1619 Broadway, New York
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HITZ' JAZZ CHINA

Wbiteman On Top For 20 Years
whose passage

celebrated In this Issue of Variety,
Paul Whiteman has initiated many changes and survived many. Try to
think of another orchestra leader of 1919 who is still active, much less
is.
It
wasn't because he had the flne-st
Whiteman
that
topper
the
still
wardrobe in the biz. It wasn't the way he brushed his hair. It wasn't
the parties he gave or the parties he went to. Personally, he was and
characters
of his time and his profession,
'picturesque
the
of
one
is
But others were that and more.
In the 20 years,

is

And who remembers?
year careers in the big money. Ten years
in the high brackets of fame, income
and deference looks in vain for duplication among the ja-zzmen of
Perhaps some of the present kiddies will, two decades
yesteryear.
hence, still be in there striking 'em out. The odds are long. It will
be 1959.
Whiteman had and has class.. Some things he would not do. One
of them was rest on his laurels. Some things he always made a point
One of them was improving his orchestra. Ever quick
of doing.
to recognize talent he had, among many others, Bing Crosby In his
lot of five

There are a

Is

But 20 years

a little rarer.

Ba« teth AnnI Dishes Glazed For
Whiteman
This being Paul Whiteman's 20th
anniversary week, Ralph Hitz is joining In the festivities with an invitation supper party at his Hotel New

tomorrow

Yorker

(.Thanksgiving)

The invites were uniquely distributed by special messenger, in the
form of a dinner plate, with the inPlates
vitation Inscribed thereon.
the
trademarked
decorated
by
Whiteman head.

it

In Booidngs
1,

1924)
Pittsburgh, Nov.

THE FUTURE OF DANCE MUSIC
By PAUL

21,

The Music Corporation of America
has finally broken the William Penn
book in

hotel's consistent refusal to

WHITEMAN

ahy band which previously had
played Pittsburgh at Bill Green's Ca-

on the outskirts. First to get
(Written IS-years ago the /ollotoino orttcle makes arrcstinp reading in the nod is Johnny Long, who opens
connection with the present observance of the 20th Anniversary of Paul Saturday (25) for an indefinite enWhiteman's leodership in the dance orchestro business. The 1924 ai;licle gagement, replacing the Eddy Brandt
discussed tendencies and evils of its day and correclly foresaw the growing outfit. Long has done two stretches
i?nportnnce of college bands as well as the •mtisicinn-singer. Notabl]/ White- at Green's, last time in the Spring.
man had confidence, then as now, that regardless of passing fancies the
William Penn stood fast on policy
orchestra that represented solid musiciatiship and shownuinship would clicJc
claiming Casino date
for
years,
and keep on cltclcino.)
would remove edge from any band
The human race has always branch out professionally, as witness that had played there first. Hotel
There is the Ted Weems, Fred Waring, Jan has stuck to that despite fact that
.dsriced and always will.
including Sammy
nothing to worry about 'the future Garber and other college organiza- several bands,
To dance they must tions.
Kaye's, have gone from Green's to
of dance music'
have dance music, and a good orA practice I decry Is having some become nationally famous.
chestra will always be preferred. recording company make up a band's
Musicianship counts, showmanship salary difference in order to keep it
sino

Dream'

merit remains.

general viewpoint of the mushould concern Itself with
maintaining a certain standard, not
only in musiclal quality, but in gen.

conditions.
By that I mean the profession
ihould not be 'killed.' There seems
lo be some tendency to short-sighted
competition. It will not do the profession any good in the long run for
one band to sign for a show or
iral

.

To

,

—

Friday

last

left

ordained

Local

(17).

'

to Savitt will be
around $2,000 weekly. His Par salary
Sydney Catlett will double from is $5,500 weekly,
which means pracLouis Armstrong's band at the Cot- tically no profit
on
the booking.
ton Club, N. Y., to play drums with
Consolidated Radio Artists set the
Freeman's bunch, in 'Dream.' Armstrong himself will be doubling, too, booking in the belief that no stand'
bys would be required, inasmuch as
as he's a principal
the nine-month tenure in N. Y. required by 802 would have been fulfilled by the maestro at the Lincoln

gin to conflict.

hotel (N. Y.) prior to the start of Par
engagement. This fell last Friday,
but the union stuck by its technicality and put in the standby order.
CRA, as a result, is reported waiving
its commissions on the booking.

Dance Space and

Coin -Machines
Taxed

Charley Teagarden,
Ziggy Elman, trumpets; Jack Tea-

Roy

Eldredge,

Tommy

garden,

Glenn

Dorsey,

Count

Miller, trombones;

Basie,

Bob

There's some expectation that the
N. Y. Par, If biz is big, may grant
Savitt some sort of a bonus to make
up for the standby charges. Show,
however, includes Tony Martin,
whose salary is said to bo $4,500

in Wis.

9 to

.

.

bandleader,

stretch

orchestra.

W/s

$400 a week. The disk company of
course figures this as 'exploitation,'
vaudeville as a 'doubling' adjunct to but unwittingly it, too, is helping
Us regular hotel or cafe engagement 'kill' the band business.
(or something on that order) at a
The ambition of some 'name' ortgure which would not ordinarily chestra leaders to send forth countmake H worth the orchestra's while less orchestras as units bearing the
It
the show or vaudeville engage- famed musician's name is also preatment were entered Into as a single ing
some
disturbance.
Where
proposition.
The 'doubling* makes usually booked, the hinterland pubpossible a reduction in the contract lic is led into believing the original
figure and is accepted by some orwill appear. Naturally the unit canchestra
leaders for exploitation's not par the original, with the result
take, but it doesn't help the profesa loss in prestige results.
lion.
I know I cannot send out a Paul
Educating Managers
Whiteman orchestra any more because of some of the various manIt educates the different managers
agers' local practice to overstress and
Into a practice that is unhealthy.
misrepresent the Whiteman name,
The orchestra leader who goes in
somclimeSi I regret to state, purfor this sort of cut-rating is best
posely. Melville Morris, my booking
aware that he could never hold his
manager, has been forced to insist
band together did he not have anon a specific understanding on conother 'regular' job which paid him
nection with this false billing.
the full salary.
Whiteman on Concert Work
A cafe or hotel is not averse to
al.so
to write
I've been asked
having its trade name brought besomething about my concert tour. It's
fore a new vaudeville or musical
too new to gauge for one thing.
comedy public and often encourages
What we've played I notice we genIts
orchestras to go in for the
excepting,
well
erally are supported
'doubling' to the extent of furnishsmall towns that
in
of course,
ing its own relief orchestra during
couldn't turn out sufficient numbers
the regular attraction's absence in
because of the population.
the theatre.
There seems lo be a demand for
The latter in turn, in a cohimendthis concert tour according to our
«ble desire to cooperate in the exastute manager, F. C. Coppicus,
ploitation of his 'regular' employer's
whose concert experience in hand-,
establishment, thoughtlessly agrees
ling real attractions like the late
to accept a second salary at a greatly
Caruso, Chaliapin, et al, is of no
reduced price (I've been told even
small consequence.
•t a loss!), not realizing or taking
I find that the further ev/ay we
Into consideration the general effect
from New York the bigger the
get
en the business and hence eventually
draws, whether accounted for by our
on himself.
Victor recordings or something else,
Competition Keen
I don't know.
Competition is keen. The college
Wy type of band is not the least to
Be considered
in this respect They're
Usually likable youngsters, making Plane Crash Fails
*n excellent appearance, eager for
success with the irresistible enthuStymie Rogers
siasm and eagerness of youth as a
result of
which they are willing
'
Atlanta, Nov. 21.
Workers.
And just for the oppornow on' tour with
Rogers
Buddy
lunity to impress
their salary demands are usually interesting to any his band, opened return engagement
Hotel- Ansley's
in
(18)
Saturday
wmmercial manager.
Generally,
all in one piece after
Roof
Rainbow
lads possess fine voices
!!k?'u"^*
chartered airplane, in which he was
•jnlch qualify them
as singing orin cotton field
cracked
up
passenger,
,"\'stras
and give them another
near Pell City, Ala., Friday (17).
^ge' on the regular musicians.
Both Rogers and pilot Charles
These organlMtions 'sterrMa'lark
but plane
unmjured,
escaped
their undergraduate
undereraduate days,
l!>
davs. but
u>». Thrun,
,,
"ley serve the
purpose of taking the was damaged
Places of many
left Pell City in time to
Rogers
- professional orches^as during the summer season at re- reach Lanett, Ala., where he and
^Jfts. hotels,
etc., and in time they his crew appeared Friday night.

part, does

Band

Lincoln

802's

that the Paramount date had been
is for
booked prior to his acquisition of 802
two months, arrangement calling for membership and Insists that he pay
'em to play there from midnight, for standbys;
after finishing in the show, till 4 a.m.
Major burnup for, Savitt is the
Eddie Condon, guitarist with the fact -that he had hired two extra
muband, is also set for 'Young Man sicians for the
Paramount date, augWith a Horn' legit dramatization of. menting his regular 15-piece
band to
Bix Beiderbecke's life. He'll be re- 1" but the union
also insisted that
placed with the Cum Laude's by a he pay
standby salaries even for the
bass player wheri the two shows be- extras.
Total cost

New

Zurke, piano; Joe Mooney, accordion;
Joe Venuti, Stutt Smith, Eddie South,

in a certain territory for exploitation
Mythical Ail Stars
P.
their records. The band
therefore accepts an engagement at a
choice location at a figure under its
Paul Whiteman issued his second
actual worth (of which the manageannual selection of an all-star band
ment of that certain hotel or ballroom or cafe is probably fully last week, with the help of the
aware) with the understanding its country's radio editors. It consists
income will be swollen by a regular of Carl Kress, guitar; Jimmy Dorsey,
remittance from the recording com- Benny Carter, alto sax; Chu Berry,
pany, sometimes reaching $300 and Eddie Miler, tenor sax; Harry James,

The future of dance music from purposes of

sician

which they take

public preview.

Madison, Wis., Nov. 21.
Effective this week, all public
danceries within the city limits will
have to pay a license fee, based on
the amount of square feet available
Spots with floors up
for dancing.
to 250 square feet will pay $10 per
month, fee graduated so that places
with more than 400 square feet will
pay $25 per month. Special licenses
for a single dance, good for only 24
hours, are available for $5 per dance.
New ordinance provides that license be secured for dancing though
such dancing may be only incidental
to the biz. It also hits spots using
automatic music machines, ordinance
calling for a $10 annual license fee
for operation of each phono. Ordinance further bars danceries to persons under 16 and sets 1 a.m. for the
closing hour.

'

the

in

first

Hotel

the

to the Musicians Union Local
ruling that he must pay for
17 standby musicians, despite the
fact that he became an 802 member

orchestra rieturn to Nick's on Friday
(25) same evening that 'Swingin' the

—

counts, fads pass,

Savilt's two->veek dale at the
Broadway Paramount starting today (Wed.), will not be so profitable

.

Drops Bias

ends.

(Reprinted from Variety, Oct.

Cum Laudes
At Nick's After 'Dream'

Salary to 0

Jan

for
Bud Freeman's Summa Cum Laude due

there last week.

He survived the years and the changes and, in the fullness of time,
he became a household word in a sense none of the pre.sent bandmen,
even those currently at. full pressure, can boast. In another field and
in different terms the career of Spusa might seem somewhat comparBut' there

B way Par

Freeman's

Its

Pitt Hotel

Standby Salaries

Savitt's 17

Kayoes His

night.

retinue.

able.

Jan

weekly, Joe and Jane McKenna, Bon
Bon, Top Hat Trio, Fleet and Doreen
Tryon, bringing the stage show cost
up to around $11,000, precluding the
possibility of very much profit. Picture is 'Cat and the Canary' (Par).

LUNCEFORD'S $7,100
WK. ON CRAZY PAYOFF
As evidence of the crazy payoff
arrangements between theatres and
bands is a recent date played by
Jimmy Lunceford at the Earle, Philadelphia. Band was in thusly: first
$12,500 to the theatre, next $3,500
to the band, and a 50-50 split over
those combined figures.

Lunceford walked out with $7,100
as his share, about twice what he
Matty Malneck, violins; Benny Goodnormally rtceives.
man, Artie Sha-w, clarinets; Lionel
Johnny arecn orctiestra to play
Hampton, vibraphone; Bobby Hag- at birthday party for Doris Duke
gart, string bass, and Gene Krupa, Cromwell at latter's New York home
SHELVE KIDDING DISC
Ray Beauduc, drums.
Date begins
tonight (Wednesday).
Seven of the above named are re- at 2 a.m. and ending at five tomor- Charlie Barnet's Josh on Sweet
Meyer Davis plays
placements for last year's mythical row morning.
Bands Held Back by Victor
2.

Charlie Barnet recently made a
recording for RCA-Victor while out
on the coast that Victor's New York
and won't allow relea.sed. It's tagged
on one side "The Right Way' and on
the reverse 'The Wrong Way.'
Former side is a hot driving swing
Follou-inc; is a (o((ili:ntion of the combined plugs of current tunes on arrangement of an original tune;
NBC (WEAF and WJZ), and CBS (WABC) computed for the week from reverse a sharp burlesque of the
various
sweet crews with comical
To(«l represents accumulated
Monday through Sunday (Nov. 13-19).
vocals and identifying instrumenta•

Network Plugs, 8

performances on the
denotes film song,

t

Al.

major networks from

tiuo

Icgif, nil

to 1 A.M.

8 a.m. to

1 o.7n.

Symbol

tion.

ofUers are pop.

GRAND
PUBLISHER

TITLE
Lilacs in the Rain.

Robbins

My Prayer
South of the Bor
Can I Help It
Last Night

Skidmore

I

Didn't

Shapiro

Remick
Feist

Know What

Time.

.

.

fToo

Many

Girls.

.

.

Berlin

Scatterbrain
El Rancho Grande
Are You Havin' Any Fun?. .tScandal.s,.
At Least You Could Say Hello

BVC
Marks
Crawford

.

...Feist

Olman

Goody Goodbye
Honestly
Melancholy Lullabye
What's New?
Good Morning. .'Babes
.

•

Man

My

Arms.

i

BVC

ABC

Century Drawing Room
Told You I Cared?... 'Kid Nightingale
Moonlight Serenade
In an Eighteenth

Who

You

Goodnight My Beautiful ...
Speaking of Heaven
Faithful Forever.

.

.'Gulliver's Travels

.

.

4

Circle

Witmark
Robbins

Words
Crawford
...Miller

Famous

Santly
Must Have One More Ki.sF......
Shapiro
Beer Barrel Polka
Feist
Over the Rainbow ... "Wizard of Oz
Remick
Piggy Wlggy Woo
BVC
So Many Times.
AU the Things You Are. ..tVery Warm lor May.. Chappell
....Leeds ..
Chico's Love Song
Mercer
I Thought About You
Harms
Pans
.+Streets
of
Way.
American
South
Witmark
You're a Lucky Guy .tCotton Club Revue.
I

.

15
15

Mercer

with the Kis.ses,

Baby Me..

Hymns

Jazzing the

45
36
36
Second
annual
'Spirituals
to
32 Swing' music program
will be put
30
on at Carnegie Hall, New York,
29
27 Dec. 24. First took place last year
Benny
27 at about the same time.
26 Goodman will play with the Count
25 Basie orchestra this date which is
24 sponsored by the 'Theatre Arts Com23 mittee.
Goodman's own band will
21
not take part.
20
Rest of the bill includes, Ida Cox,
20.
20, Joe Turner and the Boogie Woogie
[7 pianists, now at the Cafe Society,
[7 Greenwich Village, N. Y.; Sanford
17.
Terry on harmonica, and Big Bill
16'
Broonzy, guitarist and blues singer.
16
|

Harms
Berlm

Goodbye
Day In— Day Out.

Bless

Santly

Chappell

It's Wonderful... *Mask and Wig Show.... Spier
.Santly
with the Mandolin

La.st

Make

•

Paramount
Witmark
in

Many Dreams Ago
Stop!

Chappell

Famous

Blue Orchids.

Tomorrow Night

TOTAL

..:

14
14
14
3
13
13
12
12
II

11
11
11

10
10
10
10
10

Band Bookings
Cab Calloway,
B.,

.Tan.

13,

X

Roseland

Brooklyn.

Jimmy
Virginia,

Dor.sey, Dec.

8,

U. of Wef^t

Morganstown,

Charlestown, W. Va.
Johnny Hamp, Nov.
week.«, Roosevelt Hotel,

Va.;
23,

New

9,

four

Or-

Ienn.<:.

Ramona, Dec.

11,

New

Bradford

theatre. Bradford, Pa.; 12, Cathedral
theatre, New Ca.stle, Pa.; 13, Capitol
theatre, Wheeling.

VAUDE-NIGHT CLUBS

VARIETY

42

WB and Indies

Backstage Payoffs, Other Gyps Back

Wedoesdajt November 22, I939

Whiteman-Berigan-Vaude Click In Sua

.Continued from pace 3_

With Increase of Vaude Bookings
Chiseling

by

some

indie

vaude

bookers and tlieatres is cropping up
again in New York now tliat there's

a

more playing

little

time.

One of the former favorite gyps,
the backstage payoffs by the bookers themselves^ is back. This entails
the theatre paying the booker a lump
for shows, with tlie booker then

sum

off the acts, usually

paying

with pea-

Contracts are signed by the
nuts.
bookers and not the theatres, which
means that the show-buyer, rather
than the actual employer, is rcsponJ)le— if he can be caught.

An example

of one indie's chiseling came to light last week, when a
team played a Pennsylvania town
and received only $50 for two days.
After paying for transportation to
and from, team found itself in the
red.

Greenhut, Coscia, Torney,

Ex-Consolidated,

All

Form New Talent Firm
Group
dio

of former Consolidated

Ra-

men have banded

to-

Artists

form

to

gettier

a

talent

International

labelled

agency

Attractions

HILDEGARDE, GALI GALI
SET FOR COLONY, CHI

dates.

Saranac, Nov. 21,
Things that help ozoners in makU. S. Senator James
M. Mead, of Buffalo, taking time out
to mitt and hello the ailing gang of
this colony; the ever-welcome greetings and many books sent by Mrs.
"Tootsie' Holmes, of New York; the inquiry from Sophie Tucker for a list
of all ailing performers in the
colony so that they will all be remembered during the coming holicharitable

the

work

of

Dr.

George Wilson and Rudy Plank; the
open-door
and make-yourself-athome welcome given to the gang

by A. B.

Anderson and E.
G. Dodds, managers of local theatres;

('Tony')

the

continuous

flow of

gifts

from Jerry Vogel and Jack Hirsch;
the interest taken by Hon. Thomas
Ward, Bryce Lavign, Dick Willis,
Ray English, Tom McVeely, George
LaPan and Rev. Father Blais; the
direct aid from Leonard Grotte; the
greetings and gifts from Bobby GraVaughey,
ham,
Joseph
Tommy
Navin, Thomas Nally,
William Headley and Ella Perry,
showfolks; the kindness of Mrs: William Morris.
Viclcs, Jessica

Ruth Stewart, who did the trick
up here, no^^' doing well and adding
poundage at her Westchester home.
Harold ('Rogers Fund') Rodner
here for a look-see and mitting the
£an's gang.
Cliff

Heather mastered the nerve
op.
Ditto
for
Helen

('Phrenic')

Mann.

When a patient gives up a rest period time to aid other inmates that's
rare. Actors Colony news, therefore
a mass of bows to Hazel Coleman,
Kitty Horan, Hazel Smith, Alice Carman and Eddie Vogt for helping
many who can't help themselves.
Benny Ressler, who years ago
played with Mrs. Gene Hughes and
Co., doing big things with the comeback and writes a column for a local
weekly

Two

postmasters

and

their fraus met and dined here, and
Top menVisited the institutions.
tion was given to the Will Rogers.

Write to those you know who are
lU.

it's

demanding

four percentage pictures on 1939-40
contracts. Twin City indies are dead
any percentage deals
set against
and, although individuals deny any
boycott, few, it any, of the Twin
City independents has bought the

new-season

WB

product to date.

In the case of Metro, the Twin
City exhibs make an exception and
stand for four percentage pictures,
on the theory it represents 'an established policy.' If they give in to
exhibs say, it will
plead to be taken in and do what- Warners now, the
companies
ever Mr. Bioff suggests that they do. set a precedent and other
will insist on percentage deals. That
'It is important that we understand
'complete ruin,' they
these motives and it is important will mean their
that we retain in our minds the picture of Mr. Bioff, his record, his
background and his methods.'
Bioff and his leaders have been
working overtime in an effort to
bring the Screen Publicists Guild into

the

lATSE

fold.

Several of the

.

SPG

By BERNIE WOODS
Sunday

afternoon and evening
bands and vaudeville at the
County Center, White Plains, New

York, got
ing click

underway with a resound,
Sunday night (19). Initial

session,

with

Chesterfield

Paul

Whitempn's

Bunny

unit.

Berigan's

orchestra,

J. C. Flippen as
m.c,
Variety Gambols, Walter Dare Wahl!

Hollywood Jitterbugs, Buck and
Bubbles, and Saul Graumann and
Co. pulled almost capacity business
into this hall, which had a seating
arrangement for 5,000. At $1.10 for

reserved box seats, 85c behind the
boxes and down the center aisle

and 55c for the rest of
the house, the evening performance
downstairs,

grossed $3,750.
Though scheduled to play a matinee scaled from 40c to 75c, it was
figured that on the opening day it
would be best to do only a night
show, with mat sessions to be picked
up next week (20). Hal Kemp and
Charlie Barnet bands and seven unnamed acts are pencilled in for that
,

day.

The building is an immense
structure used for travelling legit,
name band one-nighters, and sundry
attractions.

For

this

show, seating

covered

the lower floor, and a
balcony, which circles three quarters
around, has a seating capacity almost
equal to the lower floor. Staging
facilities
are excellent, with p.a.

system as efficient and maybe more

so than many theatres using vaude.
Jack Skirball and John Wildberg
Too, the stage grotto acts as a natural
are set to confab with LaGuardia
sound
board,
militating
against
this week on obtaining financing for
Whiteman and Berigan's bands ocproduction in the east. They are
seeking about $350,000 to replace the casionally at this showing, particumoney withdrawn by Electrical Re- larly with Berigan's jamming. Bank
search Products, Inc., when it decid- of lights above the front orchestra
to give up plans for encouraging
production at its Astoria studios.

ed

If LaGuardia
able to work
is
out the financing for Skirball and
Wildberg, they will probably switch
present plans to do 'Angela Is 22' as
the first film on their program of
three for Columbia release, and
make their second projected film,
For All of Our Lives,' by Ursula

pews

is

augmented by

floods

from

the wings and large spots from the
side balconies.
Settings are also

okay.

Shows have no opposition to speak
nabe film houses, one of
which plays some sort of stage show
one night duriffg the week. Central
location of White Plains affords it
of except

plenty of Westchester territory to
long
Parrott, in its place.
Wildberg Is draw from and it isn't a very
upper Bronx.
producing 'Lives' as a legit on Broad- jaunt by car from the
sprinkway, and plans to double the cast At this opening there were a
ling of white ties.
into the, film version.
Difficulty is
Show ran in two sections, Berigan
enough' by Twin City independent being experienced in getting a femmc
and all the vaude turns in the first
exhibitors for its product and all lead for 'Angela,' so, if anything can
which intermissioned at 10
half,
that's being asked now is a fair re- be worked out on 'Lives,' Skirball(starting at 8:30), and Whiteman and
turn and square deal. On top bracket Wildberg would be more than willhis group finishing. All got solid refeels it is entitled to ing to switch. W.-S. were originally
pictures,
catching
their
three
at Astoria, sponse. Buck and Bubbles
set
to
make
the
gross,
he
of
percentage
'fair'
a
the biggest share.
points out. Because of a disappoint- with ERPI subscribing 30% of the
ing previous season, the company cost. ERPI decided to back out, howfoiind itself in the position of 1938- ever, at the last minute, although
aver.

C. K. Olson, Warner branch manhere, declares his company
hasn't been paid 'anywhere nearly

ager

were impressed by the lA
but the membership is said to
be opposed to any affiliation, taking
the position they do not oppose the
lATSE, but that they do not want
any part of Bioff.
The SPG has renewed its demand 39' of 'delivering a consistently good offering W, St S. the same deal if
that producers immediately execute flow of product at figures not in they worked at General Service,
ths agreement they have already ap- keeping with the film's theatre earn- ERPI's west coast plant.
Al Christie, who made a deal with
proved with the flacks. The pro- ing power,' according to Olson.
Monogram to produce three pictures,
ducers have offered to put into effect
may still turn them out in the east.
immediately the minium wage scale,
WB's T. Se D., Jr. Deal
Boris Morros Is another who is said
90-10 Guild shop and severance pay
Warner Bros, has wound up on its to be interested in heeding the
clauses, but state they would like to
discuss other details of the contract. circuit deals following closing of the mayor's call.
Hearing is set for tomorrow T. Si. D., Jr. string of 34 houses in
Jessel-Hecht at Bio
(Wed.) on the application of Ed California-Nevada, and the Crescent
George Jessel and Ben Hecht folHeim for a temporary injunction to circuit, comprising G4 situations in
force the Screen Actors Guild to give Georgia, Tennessee and North Caro- lowed their conversation with Mayor
lina.
Buys in both cases are 100% LaGuardia on Monday (20). in reClass B members full voting privi
gard to producing films in New
lege with the Seniors or Class A ^or entire 1939-40 output.
with a confab yesterday
members. Heim. a member of the
Carl I«serman, assistant to Grad York
SAG Council, claims the constitu- Sears, sewed up the T. & D. deal, (Tuesday) afternoon with officers of
tional rights of extras are being while Ben Kalmenson, southern di-: Empire Trust Co. on leasing of the
abridged when they are required to vision sales manager, negotiated the Biograph Studios in the Bronx.
Jack Cohn, v.p. of Columbia, was
pay dues but are not permitted to Crescent contract.
revealed at the same time as bevote.
UA All Set
hind the Jessel-Hecht production
Extras Not Klcklnr
Following months of negotiation
moves. Release via Col.
Superior Judge John Beardsley
and bickering, Balaban & Katz has
overruled demurrer of the SAG to
Biograph, it is expected, will be
signed up for the 1939-40 United
the complaint. Laurence W. BcilenArtists product.
It's
a one-year the scene of J-H film-making, as the
son, SAG counsel, stated the mawhich owns the studios
deal, negotiated by John Balaban bank,
jority of extras were opposed to any
through
Actinograph Corp., a subfor B&K and by L. J. Schlaifer in
change in the present setup, believ- behalf
of UA. Prior to settling on sid, is willing to go to considerable
ing the protection of the stars was
extremes
to aid production here and
the deal, B&K picked up and dated
their best guarantee against any unget
its
taxpayer
into use.
Jessel
several UA '39-40 pictures.
friendly moves by the producing
and Hecht proposed yesterday to
companies.
Kmpire execs the leasing of the stuScully Sees Biz Upbeat
Judge Beardsley based his action
dio for a year, with options.
In overruling the demurrer on a
Milwaukee, Nov. 21.
Sam. H. Harris, head of the adNew jersey Supreme Court decision
Theatre attendance in the midwest visory board of New York Pictures
in a case involving the International is showing marked improvement as Corp.,
the J-H:firm, has- more than
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em- result
of
better
biz
conditions an advisory interest. He, too, may
ployees. In that case the court held throughout the area, William A. do some producing on
his own.
that junior members of an lATSE Scully,
Univcrsal's general
sales
local were entlllcd to full voting manager, said on his return to New
privileges.
York from a biz trip to Milwaukee,
Signs Gambarelli
American Guild Variety Artists Chicago and Minneapolis.
has announced that former members
Maria Gambarelli returns to the
Scully conferred with Warner cirof the American Federation of Ac> cuil-. officials in Chicago and Mil- Metropolitan Opera as the premier
tors will be accepted to roombership waukee for the completion of unit danseuse
for the 1939-4(5 season,
without the payment of Initiation deals involving about 50 theatres. which gets under way Nov. 26.
fees if they file their application by Product contract with
houses
This will be Miss Gambarelli's
Nov. 23.
had been previously closed.
second straight year with the Met,

officers

Co. Centre

CIVIC name

-

Warner Bros, because

WB

offer,

:

B&K—

-

Met

sheet.

hundred

AT THE MAINE

Eastern Prod.

.

ing the grade:

SMITH VICE STROCKER

Own

attitude of the talent Guilds.
Mr. Bioff then supposes that the
Guilds, harassed and embarrassed,
will come flocking to the lA and

Saranac Lake

Show At Big Westchester

Bioff

selfish

By Happy Benway

days;

pictures on percentage and Loew relinquished its property options and
turned the Oak Park house over to
Essaness.
On the other hand, Warners has a
circuit in Chicago already, but is
confined to the southside on an ap-

parent tacit agreement with other
Local exhibitors
Chicago circuits.
Portland, Me., Nov. 21.
Hildegarde, Gali Gali and Estelle are convinced that Warners would
Club,
not try any such invasion as was
and LeRoy go into the Colony
Shakeup in management of Maine
bestint
threatened by Loew's under a similar Civic theatra here just prior to its
Chicago, for a four-week
situation.
ginning Dec. 11.
opening Mpnday (20)' resulted in
Al Borde, midwest rep for CBS
Harry A. Smith replacing Norman
Artists Bureau, set the deal.
Distribs in Mpls.-St. Paul T. Stocker as managing director.
Concurrently the Chamber of ComStage Revolt of Their
merce governing committee issued a
Minneapolis, Nov. 21.
statement insisting that the switch
.Continued from page 2_
Taking their cue from the exwas a normal development, and that
hibitors, distributors here now are
conditions
they
Bioff that because of
Stocker had been hired merely to
own.
Claimrevolt
of
their
starling
a
through
were not in a position to go
with their agreement. Mr. Bioff said ing that blind checks of some of the handle the Initial ballyhoo.
accept
Smith, the new manager, managed
that he would, be willing to
Twin City independent situations rethis new decision provided, however,
the old Keith house during a decade
veal that they're not getting proper
that the talent groups accept a cut
when it sheltered the only moneyinstances
numerous
compensation
in
under
the
along with the workers
making stock ever presented in this
lATSE.
for their ace pictures, several of the
area, later managing the Strand, a
Chides 'Weeping Willie'
exchanges are striking for higher film house.
'It is important for us all to rerentals.
Policy of the theatre wtU remain
member that we at no time entered
distributor
one
point,
in
As
a
case
the same as previously outlined, a
these discussions between Mr. Bioff
and the producers and that we are is calling attention to the $30 de- 43-week conglomeration of vaudevery anxious to keep this matter rived by him in rental for one of his ville, touring legit and stock ha'fing
been arranged for by the C. of C,
localized as it rightfully should be,
which grossed $350, accordbetween Weeping Willie and the pro- pictures
committee.
ducers. We have stated our position ing to his blind check, at an Indepublicly and privately to the trade pendent neighborhood house. Inpapers^ to the producers and to Mr. stead of being an isolated instance,
Bioff.
he avers, this is typical. Whereas
'There are those among us who he's entitled to 25-35% of the gross
.Continued from page 5_
surmise, that Mr. Bioff's plan in- for his end on outstanding pictures,
volves a little more than this 10% he claims, the return is usually only for the first picture they plan, a
musical with a Broadway backquibbling.
There are those among around 10%.
ground,
us who believe that it is Mr. Bioff's
Present wrath' of Twin City exOther UnlU
plan to refuse to accept this '10% hibitors is directed now against

John
with offices in New York.
Greenhut, bands, Phil Coscia, vaude,and Kirk Torney, who recently
shifted from CRA's Chicago office to
cut' on the basis that since the talent
New York, are the ex-CRA men in- Guilds have not been willing to take
volved, augmented by Alfred Free- a cut, why should he and his memman, formerly with Eric Sempr bers.
agency in N. Y. and a Hank Daniels
'The producers, faced with such a
who will assist Greenhut.
statement, will probably insist that
Greenhut is president of the out- Mr. Bioff do as lie is told. Mr. Bioff
fit.
He and Torney will handle the will then call a strike and there will
band end, Phil Coscia vaude, and be loud and ranting proclamations
Freeman will handle club bookings saying that the strike is due to the
and nitery

came around and bough, four Metro

WB

15

YEARS AGO<
(From Variety)

Mascagnt, the composer, was of-

vaude

fered for

No

$4,500

at

weekly.

takers.

Nungesser, French war

ace,

was

to star in 'The Great Air Mail Robbery,' Associated. Exhibitors film. He
was the only foreigner in the cast.

Bernard Shaw's 'St. Joan' had a
successful premiere at the Deutsches
Max Reinhardt
theatre,
Berlin.
staged
and
starred in the

Elisabeth
title

Bergner

role.

Billy Sunday was worrying B:nghamton, N. Y., theatre operators because of the evangelist's impending
Sunday, they
visit to that city.
figured, was a pretty good showman
as far as

drawing the

shekels.

(N. Y.) Sana$50,000 at a
luncheon given in honor of Dr. Edgar L. Mayer, founder of the non-

The Saranac Lake
torium was pledged

sectarian

home

for

show

people.

Speakers were E. F. Albee, William
Morris, Senator James J. Walker,
Dr. Mayer and Col. Walter Scott.
Gertie Vanderbilt was reported
becoming the hostess of a new cabaret shortly opening on Broadway
get
and 64th street. She was to
$1,000 weekly.

'Betty Lee,* the Rufus LcMair*
musical opening in Syracuse, lookea
like a hit.
William Gaxton was
surefire as the Yale cheer-leader,
playing opposite Gloria Foy. Joe
Brown was also in the cast.

—

'
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AGENTS HGHT AGYA CURBS
Inti Casino, After

To Make

Month s

Added

The Radio City Music Hall influence at the International Casino, on
Broadway, when it reopens around
Xmas, will be manifested via a 10%
service charge and the elimination
of any take-'em tactics via headwait.

Boston nitery, acted for him,
but Finn returned to the Hub three
fair,

j

into the
Jnternational when it first opened
two years ago, as personal reps for
Pierre Sandrini and Jacques Charles,
the Paris impresarios who put on
the debut revue, will produce the
show. Nat Karson will dp the decor;
Gene Snyder, stager of the Rockettes'
routines at Radio City Music Hall,
will put on the dances.
Idea will be to bring down the
overhead considerably and also create a more popularly appealing scale
for the customers who, heretofore,

check

.

MUSICIANS TAKE
PTIT

CURFEW

TO COURT

Leases Stymie Razing

a.

Reviye Cabaret down

also closed a number of outside jobs
for them. Big source of revenue used
to be playing for Sunday weddings
in downtown hotels or clubs, but

Car-

theatre building. New York,
will keep the Casa Manana, nee the
French Casino, nee the Carroll theatre open for quite a spell. Because
of office lease commitments, Shapiro
Blumenthal can't raze the building into a taxpaper, as originally
planned, and the fully equipped
cabaret-theatre is due for another
whirl.
S-B want to operate the venture
roll

that's' out now, which
insist is ridiculous.

pensing stopped two hours earlier,
but clash year ago between owners
of spots within city, where closing
hours were locally regulated, and
roadhouses ,where state rules held,
brought about general order by

at this spot.

MAKES HOTELMEN
PAY 30 CHORUS GIRLS

T.A.

board.

last

week

(16)

i

;

i

'

show
It

was not

though

a

TA-okayed

the- association

benefit,

that

stated

the net profits were to go to 'indigent hotel-keepers.' Other acts in
the show appeared gratis, but the
chorines were each given $5.
Corelli likewise refused to sanction
a gratis show for a testimonial dinner to Edward Zeltner. N. Y. Mirror's
Brooklyn columnist, at the Bossert
hotel, Brooklyn, Mondav night f20).
Corelli warned all performers that
the dinner was not a benefit, but
mer'ly a testimonial from friends
••
to the
first anni of Zcltner's 'Over
the River' stint for the tab. and that
it should pay for talent

:

NEW

CONN.

.

•

Hamper

AGVA

Chicago, Nov. 21.

stage revue, 'Club Gaucho,' stood
for a bit of ribbing by Clayton
Pruelt, manager of the
Franklin. Manager spoke about
giving away 10 turkeys to patrons
for
Thanksgiving and,
when learning that the show
was booked in for last night
(Tuesday), cracked:
'And that will make 11.'

RKO

AIM FOR PROTECTION

encompassing principally those selling talent for vaudeville and night
clubs, were taken Monday afternoon
(20) by a group of personal reps.
Initial meeting was held in the offices of I. Robert Broder, formerly of
counsel for RKO, and a temporary
steering committee was set up prior
to a mass meeting' to be called for
the middle of next week at one of

American Guild of Variety Artists
has begun to take steps in this territory to restrict even private club
dates to its own members and
through only AGVA-licensed agents.
general order, which took effect

A

today

(Tues.),

from

Leo

Curley,

AGVA's midwest

rei.resentative, forbids the union's members to accept
club or private entertainmen.. bookings unless all of the talent is 100%
and set through licensed
agents and bookers.
The ruling encompasses organiza-

AGVA

and shows in hotels,
and entertainments in private homes.
does not stipulate, penalties for

It

found violating the union's or-

acts
der.

NO. OF VAUDE
_

SHOWS

it
hasn't as yet been
Prompting the get-together is the brought up officially in council, sevserious situation claimed to be facing
eral actor members of the board of
agents through 'stringent' regulations on their biz by the talent the American Guild of Variety ArtAmerican ists are agitating for the union to
unions; especially
the
Latter's promulgate legislation that would
Guild of Variety Artists.
including
licensing
plan,
agents
restrict theatres to three stage shows
clauses which the agents hold may
seriously hamper them in the future, per weekday, and four on Saturday
was the spark that touched off this and Sunday.
AGVA's board at
new attempt of the personal reps to present is about 50% divided beband together.
tween variety performers and reps
Moss' 1st License Try
from the other Associated Actors
Last agents' organization of any and Artistes of America (Four A's)

consequence was around five years affiliates.
ago, when License Commissioner
Multiple-show policy dates back
Paul Moss of N. Y. first attempted to many years and got a big play from
license the agents as employment Loew's when Keith-Albee was still
agencies. The organization got up a almost entirely a two and three-awar chest of $1,000, which was paid day circuit Loew's originated the
to the late Maurice Goodman, for- five-act and picture shows.
mer chief counsel of Keith-Albee, to
Probable that the proponents of
defend a test case involving agent the threc-a-day idea will bring it iip
Goodman won in council within next few weeks.
Charles H. Allen.
that case and then the agents drifted
apart, with the result that Moss was

estimated that around 90% of
the agents and bookers in this territory have already been licensed by
AGVA. The license stipulates that
the reps must only sell and engage
performers who are members of the
union.
SeUinr Up Nitery Scales
has begun a study of the
nitery field in this territory prior to
It's

AGVA

setting up minimum wage and working conditions.
The actors union
will
grade the nocturnal haunts
along the same lines as the musicians

union.
'

To be taken into consideration are
(1) the number of shows performers are required to work; (2) the
seating capacity both at tables and
bars; (3) the price scale of the nitery
in regards to liquor and food.
The defunct American Federation
of

Actors

partially

scaled

the

niteries.

Mrs. Ghezzi's Death,
Miss

Milliard's

Cold,

Jazzed Flatbash Plenty

Friday at
It was really Black
Flatbush (Brooklyn), last
week, day following the Thursday
opening of tfie show. Wife of Paul
N.Y.
$91,000
Ghezzi (Ghezzi Bros.) was buried.
Thirty years old, she had died the
RKO and Loew's franchise-holders,
previous Tuesday of pneumonia. The
'Night
of
Stars'
benefit
show,
but these have long been nonGhezzis skipped the first two shows
which
was
staged
in
Madison
Square
existent.
Friday (17), but were in for the
First purpose of the new body will Garden, New York, Wednesday (15)
late pair.
turnaway
to
attendance
in
the
aid
of
(Continued on page 44)
Harriet Hilliard, who developed facombined Jewish charities, is credneuralgia from a cold that beited with reaching a new peak in cial
net receipts, around $91,000. Gross gan when playing the Lyric, Inwas around $78,000, scale being $10 dianapolis, a month before, made her
first appearance again with hubby,
top, while the net profit on the program was $28,000. Estimated that Ozzie Nelson's band, at the Brandt
break-in Thursday. Against the docthe net proceeds on the gate were
tor's orders she was determined to
close to $63,000 after rental, adwork again on Friday,, inasmuch as
vertising and operating costs were
the Ghezzis would be out of the
deducted.
s^hoyf, and was about to go on for the
Theatre Authority's share was
early turn when the morphine, given
take
for
$3,140,
stage
charities
beChicago, Nov. 21.
her the previous night to relieve the
ing based on a flat scale for major
Theatre Authority is keeping a
neuralgia pain, reacted and she bebenefits of this kind.
promise made last year to Mayor
came violently ill. That finished her
'Stars'
show was directed by
Edward Kelly and the Chicago
for the rest of the week.
Marvin
Schenck
Loew's,
of
and
Ben
branches of the various theatrical
Show was filled out by a quick
Boyar.
of
transpo.sition
of arrangements
unions that eventually a certain sum
Miss Hilliard's tunes to the key of
of money would be established as a
Rose Ann Stevens, who also chirps
special fund lor Chicago disbursewith the band. She was doing five
ment to indigent members of the Ed Warren, Ex-Actor,
numbers in later shows. Jim Curry,
various performers' unions.
Alan Corelli, executive secretary
Mayor of Cheyenne trombonist in the crew, who had
never before done a stage specialty,
of the TA,. last week notified Max
was also pressed into service, doing
midwest representative,
Halperin,
Cheyenne, Wyo., Nov. 21.
three comic novelty songs.
that this money was now available
Ed Warren, the new mayor of
for disbursement to needy members
on authorization from the executives Cheyenne, recently elected, is an exeventually able to license many of
'em, although he had been beaten
in every case that went to court.
There have also been, individual
agents' organizations, involving the

mHT OF STARS' NETS
AT

Brandt's

GARDEN

TA SETS ASIDE
CHI

REUEF COIN

Now

here of the actor unions. Latter are actor. He retired from show biz in
Sets Shows
Leo Curlcy, American Guild of Va 1926. He had been elected a city
Warren's two
riety Artists; Ray Jones, of Ameri- commissioner in 1936.
can Federation of Radio Artists; and sisters, who were In an act with him
Charlotte, N. C, Nov. 21.
when he made his first appearance at
T. D. Kemp, Jr., manager of SouthHappy Felton, whose orch is cur- Frank Dare, of Equity.
Elitch's Gardens in Denver, reside in ern Attractions,
Inc., Charlotte, has
rently at Loew's State, N, Y., will
this section.
They are Mrs. Emma announced the booking of Ralph
postpone for two weeks his tour of
Appel, of Cheyenne, and Frances Byrd (Dick Tracy of screen) for a
Cooney's Sudden Fold
Brandt circuit in New York,
Templin.
Chugwater.
("Toots')
of
string of southern dates in Wilbyoriginally scheduled to start tomorWarren
and Frances were with Kincey houses, beginning Nov. 20 in
row (Thursday). He'll hop down
Chicago, Nov. 21.
Jake Sternad's Nappanees (school Goldsboro, N. C. Lum and Abner,
to Atlanta, instead, to follow Buddy
Dennis Cooney has suddenly closed
act) a couple of seasons. Later War- radio comics, opened (17) a limited
Rogers at the Rainbow Roof of the his Royale Frolics Cafie and other
ren and various partners were in southern tour in Birmingham at the
Hotel Ansley.
holdings here, with the shuttering
musicals.
Shubert
Lyric theatre.
Felton will fill the three-week understood to be due to advice from
Mildred Harris Chaplin, Charlie'a
Brandt engagement on his return the Government.
Dorothy Baxter has joined Ben ex, is currently touring southern
that a- number of
It's reported
from the south, Ramona and her
orch, Minevitch's Harmonica Rascals prominent nitery owners here are Yost's '12 New Yorkers.' Act opens houses with her 'Hollywood Starlets
and Eddie Garr are starting the under investigation by Federal agen- Thanksgiving at the Hippodrome, Revue.' The seven-week tour will
wind up Dec. 9 in Richmond, Va.
Baltimore, for a week.
cies.
Brandt round 'this week.

Kemp

.

Brandt Circut Start

•

'

SEEK TO CURB

Though

_ 17<„14.»»*«
Delayed
Fclton S rt<>1nirA<1
Happy
xr

VAUDE SPOT

.

JuJ^Tt

I

-

The Strand, Stamford, operated by
Eddie Peskay, resumes vaudeville
Friday r24) as a two-day stand.
It's on Arthur Fisher's book, who
also buys the shows for the Brandt
houses in New York.

Local 60 had rather expected an
by a violator before this so
test case could have been
rmde. but there have been none, all
°f the operators hewmg the line,
Clair Meeder Pres'dent of union
here, has pointed out that musicians
paychecks have been drastically reas result of ruling and unem""'^^
Ployn^e"*.
While nitery owners themselves
haven't felt the Saturday midnight
°rder yet, because of heavy
influx over weekends during football
,
»
x .
.v
season. They expect t
P'-Jch.
however, by the end of month, when
end year ends.
arrest
'hat a

I

Theatre Authority

officials

hotels particularly sticking by strict
letter of law in fear of losing their
Local 60's attorneys have
licenses.
prepared bundle of briefs aimed to
keep Liquor Board's authority entirely within hours of booze sales.
Previously clubs were permitted to
remain open until 2 a. m. Sunday
morning, despite fact that liquor-dis-

themselves and George White is
talking about staging a show there.
Earl Carroll has also been interested
off and on in the idea of returning

forced the Hotelkeepers Assn. to pay
$150 for use of the chorus line from
the International Casino at a benefit
in the Astor hotel. N. Y. Girls had
previously been set to appear gralis.
but Alan Corelll. TA rep, forced the
payment upon learning about the

union

Private patties in hotels on Sundays have also been eliminated, with

&

Broadway

m. Monday morning.

Local 60 claims this is working a
hardship not only on nitery owners,
but also musicians, since it's cut
their hours of employment and

N.Y.Casa;S-B, While

to

May

the hotels.

service charge, the
Pittsburgh, Nov. 21.
usher-guides, a la the picture houses,
With the blessings of restaurant,
show you to your pre-booked
'to
tables, etc., are part of the scheme cafe, night club and hotel owners.
attendmass
stimulate
things
to
of
Musicians Union, Local 60, will go
The International closes toance.
court this week in an effort to
night (Wed.) to prepare for the new to
policy, reopening Dec. 21 as the In- prove Pennsylvania State Liquor
ternational Theatre Restaurant. Russ Control Board has no right to conMorgan's band is tentatively set as trol hours of entertainment and
Under ruling by booze
the spot's first musical crew with the dancing.
board, which went into effect Sept.
new operating policy.
1, there can be no music of any kind
in any spot holding an alcohol permit from midnight Saturday to 7

in the Earl

Regulations,
Hold That Licensing Plan
Seriously
Agents in the Future r
Parley on Equitable Permit Sought

Lee Posner, who has a Cuban

tional banquets

minimum.
The strict 10%

Tenant holdouts

Stringent

First steps toward the formation
of a New York agents' association,

a $4 per average
an advertised $2.50

May

Group, Because of Possible

they'll stay all day.'

to

despite

To Members Set by Union-OK'd Agents
2 Days Early

Will Osborne went into
the Flatbush theatre, Brooklyn,
last week he was well prepared
to
much-publicized
fool
the
younger patronage of that house,
which stays two or three shows
and beats performei's to punchlines after one hearing. He had
several different sets of gags,
expecting to stymie snapbacks
with new ones each show.
'No,'
yelped Bruce Levine,
house manager, 'If you do that

and captains. At least that's the
scheme of things now, with Bill Canning, Ne\y England gas-station operator, actively on the scene. Heretofore, Alex Finn, owner of the May-

FOR UNION DEAL

Chi AGVA Moves to Restrict Gub Dates

Bait

When

ers

were geared

N.Y. REPS UNITE

For The Customer

It Easier

weeks ago.
Rene Racover, who came

Closing,

.
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Wecliiesdaj,

finishing with 'Au Revolr, should b* abla to hold their own in
Lea Barbari; fast company.
Not Goodbye'.
Featured too, also on the hoofing
Rita Shaw; Arthur Behim, tin pan
alley man, who is good aide to end, is Margie Noble, cute blonde

alcade,

but

Oldtimers Nitery Renaissance Gets

in the general m.c.ing; Rudy who steps out of line tj do an acroMadison, a juvenile with a fine voice batic routine that should te a passwho has been at Gay 90's. and who port out of the chorus before very
will one day bo 'discovered' as a long. Kid's got plen'y of stulT, ."sells
personable vocalist; the vet Will J. it well and makes the split-stunting
Ward at the ivories; Mary Olcott, look graceful. It's usually a sacriDave fice to s.a. in turns like this, but
and
Chauncey's daughter,
Kanui's Hawaiian combo make for Noble gal kcc|>s hers and still manAbel.
ages to make the act stani up.
a strong setup.
Ray Girls (6), by the way, are
pla.ving a quick return, here, and not
without reason.
They can dance,
look good, and have worked together
long
enough to keep them from
HOTEL,
FKISCO)
(PALACE
seeming like hoofing strangcis. Kids
have
three
numbers,
a Mexican
Son Froncisco, Nov. 15.
Glen Gray Orch.. (IC), with Pee dance in native costunio. a modcniistic jungle routine and flnall." a
Wee Htiiit niid Kenny Sargent.
mixture of the current modes, ineluding some peckin. shim-shammiit
Of all the Frisco hotel spots the and jitterbuggin.'. It's a good finale
Rose Room Bowl is the oldest and flash and sends them o/t solidly.
one of the most hospitable, but for a
Acts divide their routines, and
long time it has been doing mediocre since show runs 45 minutes, it makes
business because of so-so l>ookings. the floor seem more populous.
Al
All that changes with Glen Gray's Marsico's band continues, a first-rate
orchestra moved in to play its first crew that plays a show in top form
Coast hotel date. In fact, it's been and stays that way, too, for dansayears since business has been as good pation. Marsico picks up the fiddle
as now.
only occasionally but when he does,
The Casa Loma outfit (16) is solid, the ringsiders know it's there.
versatile and distinguished, dependBiz still healthy. Tony Conforti's
ing solely on its musicianship to get had 'em coming for last two seasons
This and his regulars are legion.
by. which it does a-plenty.
Spot
week is its 10th year of existence, gets practically all the transient
and during that decade there have trade there is in town, too. Cofieii.
been but six personnel changes. This
undoubtedly accounts for the band's

Agents ' Org.
.Continued from pace 43.

Howard

New Recruits; Howard s

Gold

Room

NostalRic showmanship seems to et al. Irene Franklin, due in for the
be enjoying some sort ot a new cycle premiere, sufTered a leg injury and
For a remains west. Elsie Janis may join
in New York's night U£e.
couple of years Bill Hardy's Gay the show later, meantime filling
Versailles where she opened
90s on East 54th street, N. Y., had a in at the
seeming monopoly on community last night (.Tuesday).
The Radio Franks, under Sherman
singing and hark-back-to-yesterycar
sponsorship,
Billingsley's
Along came Billy Rose's Dia- (Stork)
stuff.

mond

mem-

Horseshoe, resurrecting

took

away some

Gay

ot the

90's tal-

of Rector's, Shanley's, Chuck ent for the East 55th street spot, and
Connors and the Ziegfeld Midnight have been clicking. Still another,
52d street's swinFrolic, and that's proved this year's the newest, amidst
Brown DerNo. 1 profit-maker, with its veteran geroo, has opened as the
Steel, Eddie
talent such as Joe E. Howard, Fritzi by, headed by John
Yvette Rugel, Nellie DurSchefl, Emma Francis, Willie Solar, Leonard,
Eddie FurSmith,
and
Tucker
kin.
-Ola and the like.
the 4 BarGreen
and
Slyvan
man,
a
seen
The past two weeks has
no-couvert
further influx of the same sort of ber Shop Chords, on a
table d'hote.
thing. Joe Howard decided to step basis, and to a $1,50
Further up 52d street, Evelyn Nesoiit on his own, under Billy JackWakefield, new
son's management, and took over the bit holds forth at tlie
basement grill of the swank Ambas- spot.
Jimmie Dwyer's Sawdust Trail is
sador Hotel on Park avenue, irenamThis past
ing it the Gold Room, with such vet another in that idiom.
Jessel's Old New
talent as Ella Shields, Ruby Norton, summer, George
Arthur Behim, Will J. Ward, Mary York village at the N. Y. Fair furcycle.
nostalgic
keynoted
the
ther
youngster,
harking
(a
but
Olcott
Joe Howard's Spot
back to her famed father, Chauncey),
At the Ambassador's Gold Ruom,
Howard is on a bicycle between the
Horseshoe and his own nitery. On
the night caught, Billy Rose had precision.
There are two band
served Howard with an injunction

LORD&

order

phoned to 'forget it', since,
ingly. Gene Buck and E. C.
communicated
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'

j
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Another meeting is scheduled to
be held in Broder's office Friday
afternoon (24), but this will be held
to the steering committee. The mass
meeting will probably be called for
next Wednesday (29).

Nod.

members

Most

of

the

steering

committee have already signed the
AGVA licenses, but all stated that
they had ignored AGVA's requests
for copies of the agents' licenses and

ST. L.

lists

17.

of the acts they represent.

L U B

H.

too KINO

arrangement of 'Lover
Charles H. Allen, Nicholas T. Agneta, Evans Sc Lee, Solly Shaw.
Sim Kerner, Herman Citron, John
J. O'Connor, George Wood, C. R. A.
comes Judy Janis, a looker, who Artists, Ltd., Fred Robbins and Robt.
warbles 'Baby Me* and 'My Last H. Calvert, Jr. (The Roth Agency),
Goodbye' o.k.
Jerry Shelton. ac- James Dealy, Denis DuFor, Roger E.
cordionist
formerly
with
Blue Murrel, Kenneth Later, Gillmaii
Steel's orch, and who directs for
Veloz and Yolanda, plays 'Stormy Artists, Al Ochs, Taps Agency, RoxWeather' and a medley of pops that anne, Maurice L. Greenwald, Harry
Lee, Harry Kilby, Lundy-Levitan,
warm up the mob plenty.
its

nifty

Come Back to Me,' with Millar doing
some neat ivory ticklin". Next is
Dale Hunter, tenor, who scores with
'Last Night' and '100 to One.' Then

'

Ethel Golden, Dan J. Harrington,
Izzy Grove, Jack Hirsch, Harry Dell,
Milton Price, George DuPree, Mika
Hammer, Leontine Rice, A. & B.
Dow, Billie Dauscha, Olga Lee,
Ralph Jordan, George A. Godfrey,
Jack Linder, Harry Stone, Milton
Morison, Max Golforb, Ted Crane,
Philips-Roberts.

Indie Century,

I

N

mistake seems to have been buokmg
DeQuincey and Givens on the same

Not that latter, aren't all right
in their field but, being ballrcora
caricaturists, they satirize exactly
the numbers Nitza and Rivcl feature.
DeQuincey and Givena still
have lots to learn but the makings
are there, and with a little mere

RKO

Orcanlies

It

for

Going

novelty

on

the

comic

side,

they

RKO

One-Day

Swing Over Chain

opening tomorrow (Thursday), with
Paul Sabin as guest-conductor for
the date.
Cracraft's date

with perhaps

business from

pictures as an added attraction.

Show includes Bobby Carbone,
Conti and Little, Angelina, Anthony
and Raymo, Jimmy Gerardo and the
Neopolitan Serenaders.

ALWAYS WORKING

WHITEY" ROBERTS
NOW AT LOU WALTER'S

DALLAS NITERIES MERGE

AT LEADING HOTILS, RESTAURANTS AND RARS

f.AXr.N

clubs and shuttering of a few oldies,
has resulted now in the combining of
25

Policy is all-colored shows, featuring Uncle Willy and Patsy, backed
Percell's band and five other

BLENDED SCOTCH WHISKY
Caiuula

Drr Oinatr

Al«, Inc.,

New

Tork, N. Y.. Sol« Inporten

INN

Leicester Square

by Don

Johnnie Walker

IM).STON

Beat Coffee in England

QUAUTY

Club of Abe Weinstein.

with

QUARTKR CAFK.

Dallas, Nov. 21.
Current upheaval in the nitery biz
here, which has seen several new

Pappy Dolson's 66 Club and the

It*s sensible to stick

Berigan's crew

Pix In Nitery

Flushing, L. I., is set for Tuesday
(28) but other dates may meantime
be figured out as well as those to
follow Flushing, if experiment works
out satisfactorily.

Broadway

Hollywood Boulevard!

for three days,

San Diego, Nov. 21.
James Kennedy's New Paris Inn
has installed sound equipment.
First nightspot locally to attempt

Unit opened yesterday (Tuesday)
Orpheum, Brooklyn. Keith's,

Black Label plays to capacity

is

Bunny

following.

at the

own Johnnie ^^alker

Bands

has organized an all-Italian

unit for a series of one-day stands on
the circuit, going into theatres, under
plans, that have not had anything on
their stages in many years. It is the
idea of Charles McDonald, division
manager of
Greater New York
'A' houses.

RKO

to

Y.,

in for

Indie Century, on Second avenua
in New York's east side, is going in
for a band policy to replace its
triple split-week vaude.
First orch
in is the Cracraft all-electric crew,

bill.

PIERMONT
MANAOCR

Scotland's

N.

'

•ENERAl MANAOIR

SIDNEY

able to work out an agreement a
couple of weeks ago with the Screen
Actors Guild that was fair to both
sides.

dancing show almost exclusively, which is practically perfect
All of this is a swell build-up for
for the Nixon crowd. Talking turn
seldom has a chance at this spot, the toppers, who did. six routines
where nearly everything must be when caught Starting with 'Gypsy,'
team, with Miss Yolanda wearing a
visual, so the layout is a pushover to
shimmering white gown dotted with
click, as it did, and heavily, when
caught.
Only regular missing was sequins, hold the mob spellbound
Angelo Di Palma, operatic tenor with their grace. Then they dash
who's been here almost four years. into their 'Darktown Strutter's Ball,'
but win their best hand with 'VeHe was laid up with a heavy cold, so londa.'
Routine gives Veloz a chance
Bob Carter, m.c, and vocalist with
some zany stuff, and the mob eats
Al Marsico band, took over the sing- for
it up.
Their novelty d-nce, 'Merry
ing. He replaced Di Palma not only
Go
Round,' is. another sock.
in the show but also in ringsiders'
Millar keeps his tooters toned
affections, being forced to do halfdown,
dozen numbers before he could get suited band's soft melody being well
for dansapation.
Snhu.
away. His best was 'Donkey Serenade' and 'Poured Heart Into Song.'
Hits of show are Nitza and Ravel
ALL-ITALIAN UNIT
(New Acts), high-powered and
classy ballroom dance team.
Only

BOOKING AtENCY

.

I

I

Pitfsburgli,

H

AGVA

j

of

Al Marsico'i Orch (9), Witza and
Ravel, DeQuincey and Gtvens, MarNoble, Bob Carter, Angelo Di
Palma, Clair Ray Girls (6)

.

actors'

(HOTEL CHASE)
St. Louis,

office,

the agents present expressed themselves as in complete sympathy willi
unions, but said that the
license was drawn up by a
'person, or persons, unfamiliar with
vaudeville in general and the agency
business
in
particular.
It
was
pointed out that the Coast agents had
a 14-month battle until they were
I

I

with musicians it's hard to pick standouts,
but noticeable, however, is the trum-

gie

J

CHASE CLUB,

Pee

Hunt,

NIXON CAFE, PITT

Bt^atii

!

i

i

who swings, and Kenny
seem- Sargent, who warbles sweetly. Both
From among the Grade A
Mills, good.
later

decided not to
bicycles between
are technically

latter

Howard

bother.

And Tomorrow

The

AGVA

and ideas on commissions.
Squawk on License
At the meeting in Broder's

Veloz and Yolandn. Jerry Shelton,
67 Acents Licensed
Dale Hunter, Judy Janis, Bob Miliar
Up to Nov. 13, 67 agents had been
Sonny Dunham; the Orch (10),
facility with which Murray
licensed by AGVA. Licensees are:
both spots, which
McEachern works with Ave different
Local preem of Veloz and Yolanda
William Morris Agency, Murray
competitive.
instruments,
and
the
tromboning
of
came on heels ot a terrific bally Phillips, Jack Mandel, Fran Duncan,
Ella Shields, one of the greatest
male impersonators, is back in the Billy Rauch. Gray, six feet, four campaign that brought out the cafe Al Grossman, Max Hart, Sid Hall,
business, still looking dapper in her inches, is personable and lends a mob in droves to this swank west Ben B. Lipset, Carlin & Lloyd, Col.
And the ballroomers F. Maybohm, Roehm
white tie and tails, and registering good front. This hostelry wants the end spot
Sc
Boone,
with 'Pal o" Mine' and her famed band for six weeks beyond its pacted didn't disappoint.
On opening night, when caught, Harry Pearl, Al Davis, Bert Jonas,
'Burlington Bertie.
Rubjf Norton date, but it can't be done because of
does her standard 'Evening Star', bookings in Los Angeles and New they had to beg otT. Sid X. Hart- Robert Cronin, Joe Williams, Billy
Lillian Russell, and an old-song cavr York. Bowl holds 400, but heavy man, manager of the club for the H. Cloonan, Fred Nerrett & Al Tyler,
overflow is handled in adjoining last two years, who is bowing out Sidney Rheingold & Bob Irwin, Max
Palm Court. Vincent Lopez follows Saturday (25) has inked team for Richard, Pauline Cooke, Tom Kentwo weeks.
Dec. 6.
Pat.
nedy, Mark J. Leddy, Mary L.
Bob Millar's band opens the show Shank, Artists Corp. of
of the
America,

had
Rose and the

tailors of

IS

but

ASCAP

STEWART
Today—

LONDON;

to

cause,

much protection as the actor is
Present license, it's claimed,
is strictly favorable to
members, besides failing to be clear on
the union's rules and regulations,
given.

ROSE ROOM BOWL

ories

show

AGVA on an
equitable licensing deal that would
encompass all problems of the
agency business and give the reps as
be to convene with

LONDON, WEST-END

acts.

FAMOUS FOR SHOW
MIKE FRITZEL

and

JOE JACOBSON'S

CHEZ PARSE

FAIBIIANKa COt'HT

-

Delawan

S4«4

CUICAflO

AMERICA'S SMARTEST THEATRE RESTAURANT

—

VARIETY HOUSE REVIEWS

Wednesday, November 22, 1939

Lolly Parsons Big

H wood Sendoff Via

Fdm Trailer But S.F. Reception So-So
By FAT KELLT
Son Francisco, Nov. 18.
Louella Parsons, Susan Hayward,
Jane Wyman, Ronald fieaoan, Joy
Hodges, Arleen Whelan, June Preis'Hollvtoood
ser, Mecca Graham
Stars of 1940*; Bamev Grant, Heller
Six Joraans, Glorified
Riley,
and Jay Brotoer's
(12)
Beauties
house band; 'Meet Doctor Christian'

m

&

(RKO).

ability

orch's

N. Y.

Happv Felton Orch (18), Louise
Dunne, Lois Lee, Bill Nealy, Billy
Galbratth, Con Colleano, Lee Sinis
and Ilomav Bailev, Jack Durant;
•Thunder Afloat (M-G).

few

VARIETY
Herb

specialties.

pianist leads band with a polished
'Honky Tonk Train Blues' for good
Dorothy Jean Urschel,

Washington, Nov. 17.
am product of Monday opporJames Brown, Five Jewels, Rita and
tunity night gets an inning here. Ed Oehmans, Don Zelaya, Kay MayAlthough she's capable, her hula field, George Beatty, 20 Rhythm
classes as a superfluity on this bill. Rockets; 'At the Circus' (M-G).
Harris then breaks his string of pop
songs to baritone 'Song of the Vagaresponse.

juve

.

The State puts oh a compact and bond.' It's much more his type.
Gate several months ago. The Six neatly entertaining hour unit this
Rooney-Timberg team take over
Jordans tumble all over the stage, week.
Happy Felton's orchestra from here with their dancing.
and themselves, and have to repeat plus solo and group entertainers, Rooney opens with eccentric bit, folseveral of their routines before they ring the bell often with various lows with some natter with Timberg,
jelled.
They seemed a bit nervous. straight and whacky bits, while Jack who winds first half with another
There's a Ime of 12, the 'Glorified Durant helps himself to solid re- terp. They add a few gags and close
Beauties,' and Jay Brower's house sponse in one of the quickest rebook- with the clog made familiar by
band.
ings in the history of the theatre. He Rooney, Sr., to 'Rosie O'Grady.' Line
was in just five weeks ago. Lee Sims folds show with a precision routine.
with Ilomay Bailey and Con ColQuinn.
Itinerary
leano round out the bill.
Louella Parsons tad her unit fly
Colleano opens on the wire. While
east in a chartered plane, opening
he's exceptionally capable on the
(.4) at the Earle, Philadelphia. Otherstrand, he could slice his running
full-week engagemen i to follow are
eliminating portions of the
Stanley,
Pittsburgh;
Hippodrome, time by
Outside
of two tricks,
Buffalo, Nov. 19.
Baltimore: Loew's State, N. Y., znd dancing.
Shep Fields Orch (14) with Hal
Loew's, Washington. Either Brook- that's what the turn consists of. Best
is a forward flip described by a Derwin.
Jerry Stewart, Sol Gio,
lyn or Chicago will be played Dec.
blonde
assistant as most difficult due Claire Wunn, Seilcr Bros., Ruth and
15, and tour winds up Jan. S in Chito his being unable to see the Billj/ Ambro.<!e. The Nelsons; 'Dr.
cago or Cleveland, when players restrand as he comes down. Missed Christion' (RKO).
turn to their studios.

in a name, regardless of
or perform,
to entertain

Parsons opened to a fat
much-heralded
her
with
house
•Hollywood Stars of 1940 on Parade.'
Though hers is the name on which
the whole act is hung, she is smart
Two broadcasts are being arranged
enough to keep herself pretty much for the Parsons troupe in the east.
in the background and let her supLouella

.

porting starlets shine brightly. The
act is long— too long and being preceded by three other spot^ on the
70-minute stage presentation, it is
somewhat of an anti-climax when
at last the great Louella is ushered
in, furs, pearls and all, to gurgle in
the best high school elocution class

—

APOLLO,

N. Y.

-

Cotton

Mush

&

Parish,

Tramp

Club

Band

(8),

Suoar, Frances Brock, Bob

Sandy Burn*, John

Afason,

George Wiltshire, Vivian Horris, Two
manner: 'Hello, am I late?'
Giants
Rhythm, House Line,
H^r act opens with girls of house Blanche of
Calloway's Orch (12); 'Bullchorui;, as newsboys, singing special
dog Drummond's Bride' (Par).
lyric buildup to 'Oh Susanna.' Payoil line to each chorus runs:
'Oh Louella, tuon'f you mention me?
A name band, boxoffice forte at
For a movie star in Hollywood, that's this colored vauder, is making its
what I want to be.'
absence felt here this week in a big
This is followed by a screen short way. Orch this sesh is that of a
(not short enough) of Louella being Calloway, but the difference lies in
given the old sendofT, good wishes, the given name, Blanche failing to
and 'thanks for what you've done possess anywhere near the draught,
or musicianship of
for rhe* stuff by Deanna Ourbin, showmanship
Errol Flynn, Sonja Henie, Tyrone brother Cab.
Power, Eleanor Powell, -Fred Astaire
The Apollo Is' depending more
and the girls who play 'Four Daugh- than usual on variety during the
ters.' Mickey Rooney plays his latest
current runoff and the result is some
song for her and she promises to spotty entertainment over the 85plug it for him on her tour, which minute route. Staging isn't all that
che subsequently does.
it could be, but it must be considered
Actual stage presentation, which that frequently changing faces in the
follows screen sendolT intro, is well house line haven't tended to enhance
thought out, nicely paced, and offers the production pieces around which
as original a manner of introducing much of the show is built each week.
six performers of this calibre as At that, the girls are only fair terpcould be found. Setting is supposed ers, their turns at times being even
to be Miss Parsons' office. She punc- downright poor, but this is comparatuates the performances by reading tively unimportant to the usual type
flashes from a prop Postal printer, of customer at this house. The noisy,
giving bits of gossip about the name frolicsonie show is expected, and
answering
questions given.
stars,
and
dropped in lobby box. She also
Opening production piece has a
stages fake phone conversations with campus background, with the girls
such pals as Chaplin and Claudette and chorus boys dre.ssed appropriateColbert.
ly.
Ducting are Bob Parish and
Ronald Reagan, very personable, Frances Brock, both of whom have
deft and obviously at home on a fine voices, albeit the latter's is somestage, is in and out. of the act what untrained.
throughout, talking with Lolly, kidFollowing is the Intro by Parish
ding with the girls, and doing brief (New Acts), who m.c.s the show, of
comedy sketches with Jane Wyman the Cotton Club Tramp Band, octet
end Susan Hayward.
of assorted instrumentalists. They're
Also in and out of the act Is dressed appropriately and at times
Mecca Graham, combination secre- actually get some effective jive out
tary and stooge for Miss Parsons. of their conglomerate setup.
At
He has a poor stage personality, no best, however, it's only fair enterdramatic or comic ability, and adds tainment, though the boys work
nothing to the act. Others in the plenty hard. Mush and Sugar are a
offering are Joy Hodges, who ably couple of mixed hoofers, who, along
demonstrates her good voice and with the Two Giants of Rhythm, are
Eong-selling ability with 'Day In
reviewed also under New Acts. The
Day Out'; Arleen Whelan, a looker, latter, males, conflict with Mush and
who sings 'South American Way' in Sugar in the dancing department,
rhythm with mild undulations of her along with the rest of the bill, which
trim torso: and little June (ex- and has too much terping to permit
Cherry) Preisser, who has, or at simple, digestion.
least demonstrates, more talent than
Sandy Burns, George Wiltshire
all the others with her song and
and John Mason, with slight assistdance routine. From the standpoint ance from another house standard,
of audience approval she is the
brightest of the stars. The salvo she
gets is prolonged, spontaneous and
deserved; whereas the applause for
some of the others is but the conventional polite acknowledgment tendered all celebs and visiting firemen
by generous San Francisco audiences.

How the act will be received In
entertainment centers which are
more exacting and less courteous
and where there may be no Hearst
paper to gush glowingly remains to
be seen. The pull of the Hollywood
names,
entertainment
plus
fair

—

may be enough to insure good
Then, too,
it goes.
act may smooth out and speed up
after a week or two.
It may even
reach the point where Miss Parsons
will be able to speak her lines without
muffing,
and/or
spluttering
stumbling. One thing in her favor,
she doesn't try to. be anything but
Value,

houses wherever

Louella Parsons and makes no attempt to hide or disguise her stage
limitations'.
All in all, the act is
novel, the six starlets are young, attractive, enthusiastic and more than
a little talented. It may go big. but
as it looked at its opening stand, it's
nothing to stand in line for and

—

nobody did.
Other acts on the too-long 70-minUte stage presentation include Heller
and Riley in songs and gags. Helene
Heller's singing is plenty o.k,, but
some of Georjge Riley's gags fell with
a dull thud. Some were also a little
too much on the indigo side, even
for Frisco sophisticates who can take
anything. Barney Grant, young hillbilly, has an act that's still funny,
even though it hasn't changed one
iota since last time he played the

Rest consists

here.

twice

of

the

terps.

Current
engagement of Shep
Ilomay Bailey's vocalizing and Lee
Sims' clear and keen pianologing are Fields is the first for a stage band at
next She uses a fine clear voice of this house in 10 years. It comes durimpressive range and smooth de- ing a week of heavy comoetition
livery to advantage in a medley of (Dick Powell and Emery Deutch's
Jerome Kern hits for a starter, then orch at Shea's), also giving the town
does 'South of the Border.' Finish is two stage shows in one stanza for the
an excellent sung 'Boleio' done, ac- first time in a decade.
Fields' offering sizes up as routine.
cording to Sims, with her own lyrics.
Begins on a low note and gradually It's held down by Its obviousness and
ascends to a rousing finish. Appre- its reflection of similar presentations.
Outside of contributions by members
ciation isn't stilted.
Durant goes over with practically of the crew, only three outside acts
the same material he used on his re- are offered, though the billing calls it
cent date. His comical indictment of a 'big revue.' Musically, the outfit
crooners and various film stars is delivers smoothly, but here, too, it
well done, and takeoffs on the latter, seems short of novelty. Orchestrawith the exception of Gable, are tions lean toward the brass, regisclear. Gag material is strong. Eases tering strongly for this type of house.
off with a terp bit to good response. Staging could be Improved, the setAt the head of an 18-people unit up giving the aggregation too much
including the band from which of a cramped effect while the house
numerous turns are drawn, Happy public address system, long in disFelton smoothly carries off an m.c. use, is also an unfavorable factor.
assignment that calls for versatility. Staging by the house, however, is
Begins by burlesking various band nothing that can't be ironed out in
styles, devoting several minutes to due time.
Opening 'Apple for Teacher' by the
Kay Kyser's musical class, and running through Lombardo, 'Vallee, Cal- ensemble clicks solidly, with 'My
loway, Wayne King (particularly Prayer,' in Fields' 'rippling rhythm'
devastating, with the band falling style, registering a high for the proClosing 'Ragtime Cavalasleep while playing King's theme), ceedings.
cade' is also well delivered. IndividGoodman and Whiteman.
Unit covers all phases of entertain- ual numbers from band members inment which is recognized lyrically by clude Sol Gio's snappy 'Gayety'
Danny Gay at the mike
piano
solo,
Felton at the fade. Everything but
a juggler, he says, and presto; a guy with a vocal and trumpet bit and
Stewart's neat singing of
floats from the wings with a mechan- Jerry
ical juggling device. Leader does an 'Prayer' and 'Over the Rainbow' and
occasional tune himself, including Claire Nunn's pianologs and vocals.
The 'revue' includes The Nelsons,
leading a choral arrangement of
marionet stint that's okay except for
'Ragtime Cowboy Joe.'
Billy Galbraith is an Irish tenor slow pace. Turn could be shortened
who gets over with a medley. Billed effectively. Ruth and Billy Ambrose,
as a recent addition from Texas, in ballroom dances, do them straight
Lois Lee belies the amateur infer- and adequately. Seller Bros, top the
ence with a fair voice, plenty of show in laurels with their eccentric
poise and likeable delivery of 'Oh, dances, topped by a ski jumper's
Johnny.'
Bill Nealy is a crooner nightmare bit jierformed on skiis
who' works on 'What's New,' accom- bent into slim circles.
Business strong.
Burton.
panying himself on an accordion.
'Vocal
from 'Rigoletto' is Louise
Dunne's fare. Her lilts are pleasing
and well handled.
°

SHUBERT, CINCY

Band gets little chance to get off
its own, but near the finale Felton tells it to get going' so the cats
in the joint won't think we're an
Uses an original, 'I
icky bunch.'
Hear You Knockin' But You Can't
Come in.' Not bad.
Biz fair.
on

TOWER,
Kansas

Nov. 18.
Pat
'Broaduinv Ballyhoo' with
Rooneu, Jr., and Herman Timber^,
Jr., George Lyons, Pedro and Luis,
'Vivian Harris, are nebulous in a Novaline Payne, Don Harris, Clamusual Apollo sketch built around one our Girls (house line), Dorothy Jean
of hurley's standbys. It's much too Anschcl, Jack
Wendover's House
prolonged, and since the bill ran Orch.; 'Little Accident' (20th).
overlong at the opening night show
(Friday), the cutting might very
'Broadway Ballyhoo' classes as a
well be right here,
top notch stage show. Show swings
.Miss Brock comes on for a couple along at a fast pace through its 50
of duets throughout the layout with minutes, with headliners Rooney, Jr.,
Parish, and also has a solo spot just and Timberg, Jr., raising the quality
before another sketch that again in- of acts usually seen here. Remainder
cludes Wiltshire, Burns and Mason. of bill rises to the occasion.
'Smoke Gets in 'Your Eyes' is the
Mary Graham Minor leads her
number, and she gets off a neat so- line in first of three routines, a strut
prano that's' discredited by her lack to
open.
Done to 'Broadway
of stage presence, unflattering gown Rhythm,' it sets mood of the show,
and lack of vocal schooling.
Don Harris, m.c, brings on Georgie
Following the second sketch comes Lyons, harpist who confines himself
Miss Calloway, who feigns no mod- to oops of the day and old standbys.
in easing the question that
in the audience's mind as
to the possible relation between she

esty

might be

and Cab.

Her

first

number

is

'my

brother Cab's 'Jumpm* Jive."
There's little distinction to her
batoning of the band, which leaned
'

entirely towards swing in its briefie
No s.a., bounce or
at this catching.
other credits that are depended upon

mostly by other femme bandleaders.
Here she was gowned at first in a
rather unflattering white evening attire that suggested a lack of grace;
ishe returned later in a blue gown
that was better.
There's little showmanship to the
presentation of the orch itself; no
attempt to gain an intimacy between

audience and bandsmen through featured soloists, the common idea these
days among the top orchs, relegating
the unit, to strictly anti-climactic
proportions. Miss Calloway warbles
displaying
fair
a
intermittently,
voice.

Cincinnati, Now. 18.
i4ndretus Sisters (3), Mai Hatlett

Orch

(12),

Ted and Mary

Taft,

Bob

Bromley, Collins and Peferson, Jerry
Perkins and Madeline Grey; 'Pack

Your Trouble!^

(20th).

Too much filler and not near
enough meat let this week's menu
drop far below the season's standard

K. C.
City,

45

CAPITOL, WASH.

Six,

20TH-CENTURY. BUFF.

Serving to prove again that there's

magic

STATE,

here.

Andrews Sisters turn in an excellent account of themselves, however.
They're artists from the word go,
both vocally and in showmanship.
From a b.o. angle, though, the popularity they have enjoyed through
records is not enough for sock the-

House productionist Gene Ford
little extra time on this one,
working it into something half way
between a musical comedy and a
revue under the title 'Swell Hotel.'
Use of original title song, with words
and music by Ford, and patter sequences written by Ford and m.c.
George Beatty, localize doings cleverly, especially the ditty which kids
spent a

the Capitol's hostelries.
Except for running chatter between telephone operator and desk
clerk, and fact that acts perform in
'hotel lobby' set it's handled as a
straight revue.
Clever swing overture, arranged
and conducted by Moe Baer, local
NBC music chief, starts the layout
although it's not tied into the show
proper. Curtains open on full stage,
with switchboard and long hotel
desk diagonally across left side and
staircase at right rear with piano at
its foot.
Kay Mayfield, at switchboard, starts it off a la Grand hotel,
chattering 'Good morning; Swell hotel.
rates? $10 up
an actor- ... $5
down.' Beatty enters as desk clerk
and they go into succession of gags,
some good and some punk. Beatty's
call for bellhops brings on the 20
Rockets, dolled up in the bra'ss buttons and cans, to sine and hoof title
.

begoff in
catching.

the closing spot

Bob Bromley,

In tails,

class variety novelty,

A

.at

has a

this
flrst-

. ;

tune. As gals melt off, James Brown
enters for chatter about getting a
room, including fact that he has a
dog, so would like wliidow 'overlooking a tree.'
Appearance of Five Jewels, 'who
want to practice In the lobby,' starts
the production of specialties off
strongly, dames getting smart hands
throughout for their multiple Indianclub tossing, especially the bit done
in dark with electric bulbs inside
transparent clubs and the routine in
which one gal stands off four others
whipping clubs at her.
Rita and Ed Oehmans, who dress
and look like cute adolescents, follow with eight minutes of song and
dance that Is brleht and well-timed.
Pair, new to Washington, start off
with tan. boy then takes it for strenu-

Gal returns to warble
with exaggerated brogue
and a baby-talk rendition of "Three

ous

solo.
'Irish Eyes'

Little Fishes' that's a big hand-getter.
They join to finish sock with

'Freddie the Freshman.'
More patter between Beatty and
Mayfield, Including discussion

Mis.s

of the guest who 'could steal your
bridgework without interrupting your
conversation,' and Beatty brings on
the Rockets again. Gals In green and
brown Robin Hood garb go through
standard formation and fencing rou-

Don Zelaya, also a 'hotel guest,'
marches in for bit of chatter that
leads him to piano for his tirade
against jitterbugging and explanation of 'seven tones In the body.'
Latter, done as usual with the chart
of the human body, was a little raw
at show caught, but combined with
straight playing of Tschaikowsky
.symphony and sock arran«'ement of
'Moon Love,' It scored solidly.
Patter then gets Miss Mayfield from
switchboard, which she has been
working in evening gown, to cpnter
mike where she scores with 'Dark
Eyes,' done straight and then hot
Beatty. donning his felt hat takes
the mike next for his specialty, warbling 'Sweet Mystery of Life,* with
nut radio advertising plugs between
lines, and finishes strong with drunken .sailor impersonation, including
Line re'Tattooed Woman' ditty.
turns In print dresses and white
parasols for reprisal of theme song
as nets filter on to take bow.<.
Craig.
Biz light,
tine.

EARLE, PHILLY

atre in this sector.
Stunningly attired In blue dres.ses
and red jackets of coq feathers, the

threesome let go with both barrels
on 'Oh, Johnny.' 'Beer Barrel,' 'Well,
All Right' and 'Jumpin' Jive.' Smartly routined it for two encores and a

.

.

Philadelphia, Nov. 17.

Georcre

Hall's Orch (13), Dolly
Carroll, Johnny Downs,
Hoot Gibson, Billy

Dawn, Bob

Parkyakarkus,

Hammond,
der's

Four. Fronks,

House Orch

Doctor X' (WB).

Lou Schra-

(19); 'Return of

-

puppeteer,

There's a little bit of everything
in the Earle's bill this week, music,'
dancing, shooting, roping and clowna Negro hoofer, a concert
Only ing, but it didn't add up quite right
nianist and a Sonja Henie.
at show
caught (Friday night).
tinoff of the canned sound effects is
He's a distinctive musical novelty.
when he holds the ivory-spanking George Hall, as m.c, retards the bill
Highly specialized acrobatic work dummy away from the keyboard for somewhat, with Dolly Dawn's lively
vocals, spotted at the finale, coming
is presented by Pedro and Luis, their a second while the offstage turnhandstands and flips being smooth. table is working. I>oes a legit en- too late to liven up the band's end
They climax with a head-to-head core, using a Henie ice-skating bit of the layout At that, the band
lacks novelty, too.
balancing Ijit that registers heavily. the figure florescent.
Parkyakarkus is easily standout
Later in the show, Pedro ascends a
Ted and Mary Talt, well groomed,
rope stretched to the gallery, and re- flit through aero terps, a graceful Dialectician provides plenty of bellyturns in a long swift slide to the waltz and a zippy jitterbug to heavy laughs with a wealth of gags and
comedy songs during his 10 minutes,
and
daring
for
theatres
stage. Act is
applause. Jerry Jenkins and MadeJohnny
Downs' Singing is just so-so.
and
neat
appeara cinch gasp-drawer.
Grey,
youthful
line
'Somebody Loves Me' is contribu- ing, chirp okay in the opening turn Trouble Is his choice of numbers;
of
Novaline Payne, house and later for a chorus of 'Dear Little limited to tunes from his films and
tion
they're mediocre. As a hoofer, he's
She's promoted to the Ro;;e' with the .stage band,
standard.
plenty smooth, filling in with a line
status of a full act, with entrance
Collins and Peterson, men. do typand exit via the wings, in contrast ical oldtime burlesque crossfire, even of Hollywood patter that's clicko.
Hoot Gibson's act with his horse
to her heretofore prop-like seat on to most of the gag.s, which they sell
make it
Jack Wendover is effectively. One of them chimes in needs a little more color to cowboy
the bandstand.
click in the big cities. Film
sweet-to-swing
credited with a neat
with so-so trumpet playing and a
comes on with a spie] about a 'cowarrangement to background Miss trv at stenology.
best friend—his cayuse.* Then
Payne's acceptable singing. Line is
Mai Hallett tackles the m.c, .stint boy's
demonstrates how the pinto drags
back to work out a novelty idea of to mediocre returns. Band's waltz he
him off 'when he's found on the lone
swing.'
called
specialty session

he blends recorded accompaniment
with string manipulation of an opera
prima,

,

Mi.ss

Minor's

'ballet vs.

-Pedro's slide for life is inserted
which bandstand is
here,
after
to front stage for one ot

moved

and
yawn.

Is

a 14-minute

Light hou.se at Saturday (18) sup
per show, usually a holdout. Koll.

Pony then bumps Gibson's
This is
Billy Hammond.
(Continued on page 48)

prairie.'

pardner,

'
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Dleneman

Oiieen

Jon

Mtlry

WEEK

THIS

White
Wilson La lit;.

Carole

Numerals

Itiiinhow

(November 24)
(November 17)

connection with bills below indicate opening day
show, whether full or split week

in

of

pal

True

rr><iilllrs

1
j
'

i:iia

(;> j.s>

BerKere Ore
rauchito Ore

VOUK riTV

M-;\V

i

niiriicy

I

•

llhylhm

2f»

Rtn"ki*t9

IriMii'

IMTTSIHK<;ll

ICvpretl MarsIiHll
Rcitnn <'a

(il)
Oii;

nciiiit .1- r.mriisii
Toil l.cslcr

H

Riiliiiiniiii

Sliiiilcy
I'Icltl.t

Slii-i'

u

r:il<-y

Ray Kinney Ora

i;<iw[«

Mcymo

Don Syivio On:
Ud

An;;cli)':< itlt'inba

Kdh.-rl.i \Vrl* h
llllly f.i.irnl"
HiM-yl CtMt|'i-i'

Dorothy
Dorothy

Paramount

(.Jurlli'M

Dick VowcM

V\TX

T'luy Miiviin
Tryiin S!a

OMAHA

CM)

<-||lriiEi»

Mtll\

l*:ilnier

ll:trrls(iii

',

\Vlll:ua

WUUo

Diiroihy WUUn.'y
Kiltl)^ ParkiM-

Slephon lslt*.H
Chf« S<M'l*'ly
Jot Snltlvan Ore
Ida Cox

Modfrno

Clnitftiu.

YOKK

XKU*

<'ITV

CoUlna

Erno

AndrcwH Sl»
Mai HallcU Ore
Collins

UOSTON

iv

Peterson

(17)
Folles Dersere

t':i>(ln<>

Lum & Abner

CINCIXXATI
Sliiih^rt

:i

3

Juan Makula Oro

riTXSKCKOIl

>J

Stnnley

Hal Kemi> Ore

Wondera

U'N'Hi

ItE.\DlN(i
AHtor (33-35)
Gautler Co
Virginians

Suttny Rice

I'Hir^^DlilLPHIA
Karlf* (34)
T.oui>lla I'arsunfl

(2

Wyman

Jan4

KoaK^n

Koiiald

to All)

W.%SHIN(fTON
l-:ar]«

(33-30)

Eddie LoBarron Or
Shea & Baymond

Jun** PrelaaiM*

Arln^n

(17)

Whelnn

Hiiyward
Joy HodKex
SuHAii

10 Dairenham Gla
Lyda Sue
Gene Sheldon Co

(17^

Johnny Downs
Georfje Hall Ore

& Jalna
Norman
& Herman

Georffes
Patricia

Dawn

Dolly

Elsa

Ph I'kyHhHrkufl
Hi»ui Glbnon

.

Smith Howard
Llrht Brigade
Hotel Wnldorf-

Patrlcola

Johnson

TSlS^y

Knim:i Ktancis

FKeport

Varloly Slneers
Ga* FoHler (Jls

State (34-31)
Al Donahue Ore
Boss & LaPIerre
3 Arnolds

3

Moan

ffnniiny

JAMAICA

JnhnniHi Kpni
HnwHi-ft & Ross
Ph^iilonts

WIndMtr
Ozzlt;

Cnrlton (33)

Win Osborne Ore
Dick,

(33)

MILWAl'KKR

RIversliU (]?)

UROOKLYN

Bob Dupont
Toeman Broji

(33)

MlniiPvMch Co
GerHldtne & Joe

Bob

1IALTIM0KR
nipixMlnime (3^-30)
9l Wlnic
Bflfi Yost Co
Jack Diirant
Milt Herlh 3
(36)

Cl^'in

Beinht;s Co

(One

In-

Tt^vas

2

Tommy

Jack Mnlorlch Ore
Patricia Wvnn Co

PATKRSON

l''|cnda

HKTHKSIkA

Troy & Lynn
Paul Klrklnnd

May

HRUXiKrOKT
t\A\
SItl

Marlln
Marlon
* Tracey

(2 to nil)

KI.I'/ABKTH
LIhrrty (33-30)
Joi» DorlH Co
T>«>nioH Ctrcus
C:irr JJros
Vi'd/.y Peoi>la
K«*iit Sr

Kay

KALL niVKU
Kniiiire (21-3If)
'Hryiint. Ithclnu &
I Smart Glu
JiM-ry ConiHjr

MHriun
Mechluol Tr
flld

Nora Williams
Joe Termini Co
Kcene 2
(23-25)

& Gay Clem
Fred

Y.Hlce

Shaw

3

DrlK'O

Dick.

T^elllne's
Crnl»r. Jr

Don Jt.Dlmth
S: Cclpctc C

Charlea

Fny'rt

(33)

Bmcrnlrt Sis

Kddle Pea body
ShAvo Sherman
CrUardnmen
Pinkce Lee Co
8

IC LonerfTAn GIs

Darlone Junes
Renne D'Orsny

8TA3IFORD

8(ran<1

(34-20)

Y Frank Condoa
Yorke 8t Tracey
OlnKof Hewlo
Sid Marlon
Raftone Sis & Gay

Hadtelors

Tanner
J'utsy

Sin

Parker
fllalr

Ami

DuTiion

J^'ern

KftMex

Tommy

R B

Lewis

ncllly Ore
Somerset Houho

Charles Hoaly
Lois

Hirry Kln^lnnd
Lou Sailee Ore
S[M>rt ClrcU

.

(Pump IConm)

H

McCreery Ore
& Audrey LeW
(The Buttery)
LeMalre Rhumba O
Ball

:

Hnll

Chick SchloHs
Irv DorenCeld
Mickey J^unn
Ludh; Tiiind

Caspar Reardon
Leon & Eddie's

Huth Dean
Harris Ore

Joe Venutl Ore
J<ou Martin Ore
Eddie Davis

Jof^

Pnmdlse

llnlel

Doit

TIndale 3

Ann Franclne
lyO Roban Bleu
Nan Blftkstone

Itnr n*

Mnslo

Tjyinan

Chess
1-MHy Danders
J utie Prh c
HlHniarck llnlel
(Walnut Room)
Jieon

Hail icy GIs

Emery Deutsch Ore Gcrildinc Ross
Jack Waldron
Janla Andre

Helen Pammer
John Billot
PIncfl Elegnnle
Ernest Franz
Arthur Tubert
Farrell

Pool Club
.

Jamftlcrt

O Bobby Day Ore
Connie Halnea

Charlie I'^vans

Topsy's
3
3

WInioits
RyaM:<

Joey Keardon
Howard Uruohs
Art Kas^^el Ore

HIacklmwk
Johnny Davis Or:D.»n

Pedro Ore

Hilly Owen
lletty Si L

Cook

Talla

ShcrwIn
HlHcksione Hofel

Julie.

(tinllnrbe

Rm)

Aristocrats Oro

r«'Kj;y
Mai'git*

Frederick
Kt

l*aulette

Jan Garbcr Ore
VIclnr Hugo
Rudy Vallee Ore
White Klephnnt
Ann Sul lei-

Goorgo

Max

Sr-

Elolse-

FIdler Ore

Dale Evans
Brevoorl ll'ttel
(CryMnl Itnom)
Annette Kennedy

Mary Camp
Joe

.N'nrtluUl

Gertrttde TobIn
Giob Itll'ingH

Uroniimunt

Old Heldell»erf
Old Heidelberg Co

Hettv Fredericks

Wayne
Kino

Art Weiss Ore
Celebrlly Club

Jerry Mn imers
Paul Bnri'on
Marjorle Mnnsell
Cookie Seidell
Hert Lawerenee Ore
Dolores tJi-ecu

9n's

Heachcomhcrs
Bed & Curley
Grant Page
Lucille Wllklns
liConard Reed
lfnrry*H New York
Ralph Cook
Jean Modo
.

Balrd
St Clslr

I'Vmg

Peggy Moore
Helen Veronii-K
Berton's Birds
Mickey Co:'//,las Ore
Ilovcler GIs

Hickory Inn
Paitcho Villa Ore
Joan' £• Kddle

Tom Garvey

UI Hilt
Willie Shore

..

Gus Van

Cu^'sUly

Ore

IvnnhoB
4

Tra4-c Ore
J^olly Swaiiaon
I

Chez Puree
Aba Lynian Ore
Hose Diane
Joe E Lewis

Kay l?ecker
Koo Koo KInb

Staptetons

Billy

Helen Sumner

Kent

Palmer House
(Empire Rnnm)
Tommy Dorsey Ore
Neltcr

L Hoyce Sc Vanya
Nick Long, Jr
Anita Hoycr
Jack Leonard.
Abbott Dlilicers
Phil Dooley Ore

Elaine Uabi>y
SirtVA Sluleland Or
Sherman Hotel
(Celtic Cnfe)
Gene ICerwln Oro

Jaros Sis

(Dome)
James Hamilton
Empire Boys
Jerry Glldden

Room)

(Panllier

Connie Haines
Krupa Ore
Wilson

(iene

Tummy

Dave

Irene

RoberlH

Si

While

Carl

Marx
Boxy

Bob

Jaffo

Jesn Powers
Koynl Frolics
Harry Rosa

Bee

ICalihus

Mark Fisher Oro
'J*he

Dufflns

Golden Pair
Dick (lOrdoa
Frolics GIs
Sllhouelle Club
Lariy Forbes
Sulle Ilarand
Huth JofCea
T,ou!«.e

Alphonse. Jierg

A

Kini:

Lcs Dcsnimps Oro

Joan Baylor
June Honiley

I^anft

Kivtlow (Ms

Kit Kat

Lew

Pow Wow

Harvey (.thnrles Ore
Graemcre ifolel
((lass House Km)

Jimmy

J>ane

Frank Donia

Joe Ivetle Ore
Hnrold West
Granil Terrace
Earl Hlnes Ore
Katherlne Perry
Nortons

Hloiidle

St

Betty Saxon

Sylvia Tucker

Gall Lawrence
Peaches

GIs.

Jr Or

<Jny Puree
Allria Harih
El Itel Drown

Mary

Erdman

Boh

Vanhelte GIs
Dick Ware
Ginger Woods

Si

Heiineii Dlcm
Wanda Warren

-Po»ell

Joey Conrad Ore
Silver Hnr
Gorda Younif
Mary O'llourka
Marge O'Nell
Millie
Blllle

Davis

Hownr'

Evelyn "Wa
Doris Faye
Dot StoiiM
Irene Stokes

^-

Di- iiie

Yar
Wiltlch Oro

Dorlf*s

Ye Olde Cellar
Owens

Arllne

L.>rrHine I'arr
I'hei Itohles Oro
Ditn Daniels
Itnss BNhop
1

.ua

l.!umi>y Citinrort

Heniiy the Hum
Jerry Heigea
'

Oi-cy

Hilly

Jiia Frasclto Oro
)''raitces J'"ayi'

Smart Noies

',i

Lee
The Playboys
(Jary Leon
Tuft Macf
Paul FHircnr. GIs
1^*1111

Hurgundv

ICiii

(Hotel Hell^vueStrafTord)
ciirr Hall
Gloria Vanderhllt
Cnrilllac

Tavern

Rascals

4

Marcella Miirchnnd
Billy Hayes Oro
Great Kackeys
Audrey Joyce

Indsey Sis

Cafe Moroney

Hal Pfaff Ore
Tcnale Nelson

Cedarwood Cabto
(Malaga, N.

tl.)

Proeelll

I

Nlkkl

Nlliolal

Williams
Frankle Seiiluth

Ttetty

Walt Temple Oro
Club Morocco
Lillian Flt7gcrald
Harry Holly.
C

Pen Raymond
The La Fons

M

CharllR Crjimer

Msry

Galn»s Ore
Club i^
Sukl
Eileen Marline

&

Doris 'J'homjtsim

Waller Walters
Frances Claire
TiOonard.Mann
Jack Simitgler

Bobby I^ee Ore
Club Parrnkeet

Col

Kenny

Murgan Oro

Eildy

I.lowery t»ls

French Cursetleres
Dutkln'flltalhNkeller

Frank Ponll
Barclays
J4onniu Stewart
Jewel Kilo
Irving Hraslow Ore
3

J*ei>pery

Louis Wllliante
Darienu Junes
Kntbiissy

Cynthia- Haro
Johnny Parrish
K<M-d t'raiie

Hetty

Kramer

MuHle Hall GIs
Hnrhara J<ian
TJllian RusHo
Murle Holt/.
Jano Patterson
Pen Fay Ore
Jean Nlles
College Inn

Sue

A-

t'arlos «V Carita
Lyiidu March
Celia Villa

Alda Alvarez
I'illsner

Louise Hagen
Slilney J>ay
Alleen Ciinnlngham
Wcller Oro
XlUke NIkol
r.'urt

\'lrglnla

Renault

Kay Keeny
Stephanie Snyder
DoioLhy Murphy

Mary Wllllama
Trudy Mavlln
Pedro Blsneo Ore
Kvergreen Cnslne
While
Irmgard & Alan
lola

Jne Cook, Jr
Countess Monoff
Tilbby Siinimcrs
l«u<-y Lewln
Sonya Jl^'-va nt
Model nettea

Vee Antes <;is
Pat Slievlln OrO
Millie Walton
Lorralno Klaskr
Ruthann Mlgely
Hsa Hansett
1.^33

LIlllA

Ch'ii'lirt

Klnu

>'atriola. Jr
Uoherll Kohcrls
Mi^s Laloitr

Ttifil-

Kdlth

Pot Landy
H St AdrlfUne
Eddlo Thomas

Palmer Si Foiresta
Ncwlnn
KIppy Velev.

Ja'-k

P."

Florodora GIs

Abbie Pa^e

Nick FraKeitl

George DeCosla

'

Ore

Gloria Kced

Fonda

Swiss mil Hlllles
Herb.is Ore
Paddock Club
Mllly

Gnlely Village

Jiie

Herb Itudolph.s Ore
Cave o' Winds
Bcrnle Green
Shirley Luckey
lOlalne La Marr

Sally Sharrat

Colleen
Mollle Manner
Nad J a

Jimmy Ames

Dixie Leo

Janliia LalJoda
Clamh:i CorHlll

Lillian

i.'^vM

.

PHILADELPHIA
Anchorage
.lithiiny .Gr.'ift Ore

(Jcletl

Raunl Kan:vow
Franz Ac J''rllK

Aeden

Buddy Kirby

VhI Williams
DoL Cnrl.von GIs
Art Weiss Ore.

Murray

Flo Polus

Tonya

Bill

Sharps

4

T.ant>

Bob Wrnys Oro

Helen J''ox
Adcle Dlen
Kay Karrol

Tiydla Harris

Jlelcn ilti
Joseithlne

Anita

Ayers

Dick Conrad

Id Club
Hovnold.ot

>lay

(teorge Slatlery

.

& Yvonne Bob Danders

Cleo Gold
TopKynctlt^n

Paul

O'Urady Twins
Dorothy Dawn
Rocky Elsworth
Ann Bolen

Hetty Storey
Kay S: Freddie

Gay

Shaw

9750 Club
Karl MnsHinfin

Leonard

Ti'islt-y

Sellini:^

tfUsler

8K5 Chill
Jolinny Honiiert
Senators Ore
Fninke'^ Casino

Bob

I'M

(iladys

Loon Darrell Oro

Solly

Moore
Oro
Hardin

Jeiinna

GIs

Sjindy Crelgltton

CHICAGO
Amhnssndor

Tj« Coq Rouge
Raymond Ore
Don Marlon Ore
Murray Harmon

Bill

House

Frankle Masters
Marian Frances

Onyx Club

Choeulate Drops

Nlckl

Vincent De Cusia

llofel KdNiin
Blue Harruti Ore

Hold

IIwimm!

Eddie Davis Ore
Joseph Smith Ore

Helmonl-VIaxa
Basil Komeen Oro
Donald Burr
Idlllan Carman
Ruth Sato
Mni-r Balleru
H & If Abbott
T,ols Harper
NIto Wits
Hotel Commodore
Snnituy Kaye Oro
Hotel Itlllmnre
Gen OIkpo Ore

S:

Luana Woods
Pan Konlolia
Sam Kukl Oro

lAroe

H'tt>l

Jean
Vera

Patsy Moran
Ifnwnllnn Paradise

Pat

Elvira X'JoB
Georgia Tapps
Marlssa Floras

Oro

GerrllA

Nineties

Marguerlta I'edula

Deal Arna?!
Sylvio & Melb^
Tereslta Osta
La Mnrilnfntt^

I'apo

Paul Sydellllnlel AKior
Diet; Kuhn Urc
Sando WlUlnniH Ore

4

Guy

Ore

Caits Bros

Ore

Dick Gasparro Ore
Oscar de la Rosa O

Maclovla Riilx
KIba Valladores
UitH KI/iL
Hickory House'
Louis Prima Ore
Hotel AntbuMsador
Del Courtney Oro
Nella Goudello
Kiederlco ^ Rnnkln

Coehrnn

Nick

Dlosa Cnstello

Havanii-Miidrld
NoTTio RortriBO
Ito^Ma Itlos
ik.

Si

Hayes
Sif.ltli

l>um|in

Lee Roehellp
Sain Sw cct
Loose S{*rews
Boli-O-l.yn Gts
Kiilerlalners
Molllc Mnlone

Arthur Tattitn

Hayes

Jeffrey Gill

Carlos Molina Ore

Ore
Jules ill Salvo Ore
Hilly de Wolfe
Joan Givy
C:indiill'>

Oria

(ii'Ki-e

Parrlflh

La Conra

Greenwleli Vlllaflre
Cnbino

Eslehi

RoHenbloom

Hrandow

Svrnnnee Inn

Fleeson

Jeriy Lester
Peter Llnd Hayes

Jones Boys

Bob

Ida James
Bessie Dudley

Mary OlcoU
Dave Kanin Oro

Serjjto

Nivllle

Velma Mlddleton

>(adlson

Ward

Marlon Kobcr^e

Jof*

UnndolDh
Weldon

Kvereil Abu
3 Hruvvn Flashes

Pearl Balnea
Flash & Dash

Arthur Behan

Rudy

llunnle

Maile's

Slapsy

Maxle

Sid Toniack

Jerry

I

Rnrbarl

nila

Lllllnn

Kam

I«tlllan Cihsnn
Al Mclntyre
E Biifih Quartette

Moore

Klinor John.>4nn

Footo

KI

Thompson's

Gail

Jean Mocov
Fayu Uoner.H

Cecil MantiliiK
Grjice .Ma<'k

JarK & J O'Neill
Henny Youngman
Kddlo Wilsons Oro Mary Down
Guy Rennle
Gaye Sla
Kit Kat Club
SI
.<!llver Ore
Connie McT^an Ore (irnce Hayes Lo4lge

Klla Shields

1'iiul

rillLADELrilf A
Carman (37-SD)
Cartler Sis

(30)

Rnflon'* Sis

GIs

a
fair
(2 to nin

BclliPHiln (:i3-3(^)

Want & KIne
I..»V:in ^ Holies
I,yrlr

Mulcahys

ReddlnRtons
Glyde Snyder

3

Clifford Urlnitwell

Mnjpstle (31-27)

Paul Mall

Danrp

MlnnesotH (17)
Terry Howard Co
3 Randall Sis

ini)

(2rE-26)

Honey

Jennings & Murray
Pat JU'sne
B M<:D Highlanders
French Casino
Tlney Epperson
Arthur Twyne

Cass Daley
Ray Heatherton
Gaudsmlth Bros

Huby Norton

William;*

MINVRAPOLW

RoIlc-Rh-es

3

Gitanilla

Terry l«:iwlor
Gold Room
(AmbasHadnr Hu(el)
Joe Howard

Will

Oro

Burf|uin

1-tolen

Emil Coleman Oro
Carmen Miranda
De Marcos
International Then.
Ranny Weeks Ore
Paul Remos Co
Dolly Arden

Rusty Wright
PrinresH Cooley
Candy & Coea
Genu Austin Ore

Eddio Leon
Lauretta >6 Doer
Nappo Gardens

An Itel to

Ore

Ory risci
Marvin Hnnliv
Karl Ki Jo Lesch
H*.Tb

Cantlll Norman
.Nick Brooks GIs

Culllson

J>a^'

Niimele.Ms

Karl Backus Ore
J

Walk)

Mary Marshall

Siirdl'N

.

IIOUMC)

Bobeitti GIs

Virginia
Harriet

Erie M'fMHey

llmry Monet
llHlon Miller

llnlel

Oyster

(Iloslnii

Lorraine Sis

Chuck Henry Oro

Seven Sen*

Tanya

/fe

At-ehie Blcyer

M'rllne-/

Si

lleMi'.vsoii

Danny Kaanna

HeKinald Craig
iKor

Ken

Hawk' ^l.avv
Mel Peter.>»on

MondeMo
l-'lumillne Garden
Paul tc O Hartman Sieelmnn Sis
(Sert Boom)
Girls Trio

Maria Lopez
r'aniuuH Ooor
Jack J«*iiiicy Ore

T^ea

nibertl

'J'oots
'

Alh-rn Cook
Mirth & Mack
Kay, Katcha & Kay Sandra Lynde
.Dolly ReuUICHS
Red Dust

Rainona Co
Rildle Gat:

51tAte

Dinah

Orplieum VM)
Ted Lewis Oii-

GhexzlM
Roicnnne Stevens
Belly liOU

O'Connor

Si

MEMPHIS

H:irrleL llllllard
D>Hi Ctimnitngs

Toy

Don

Bornlce Stone
James Copp, .Tr

Nelsim Ore

MnthoHh

Playboys
Rhythmalres

3

HARTFORD

Paul Anh Ore
Centary (30-32>
Fri^nhsuO

(33-34)

Barbaras Circus
Cat Martin
Trent & Patterson

O

Nirska

Louisa Tohln
rMetcher Henderson

Lulu BatOH

Harry AnuHironff
EllxatKlli Murray

FREEPORT

CITY

(24)

DuniliiM-

Johnny Woods
Four >lot Shots
I«ela Moorn
Susan Miller
Beryl Wallace

Hampton
Day
Elman

Lionel
Gloria

'J'r

MorrUnn

Manfred GotMteU
Juno Si Clatru

Dean Harvey

lintel

(lleach
Bill )lardn

Hond'>r.'<on
Sc Luritt

Jean Starr

Terry & Walker
Kdgcwitler Uencli

Wurmr

Swingland
Oro

H

Pops

Duiierbeans St Sue
Connie Harris

Sha rOK

Oro

ICinj;

Tat O'Mall.'y
Avilficd J)ulJois

inn

I'iirls

Ifarily S.l.k>uU H'lrt
]*U4-inda &, Rosita

Kd Angnlardo Oro

Astorla

(Empire Boom)
Xat IJrandwynne O
Benny Goodman Or

Clyde JlaKcr

La

Mxy

Daly
Kay Kaley Ore
Alarni**

MarK'riic

Enrle Madriguera
Karl Cnrroil
Ken Stevens
3 Lovely Sis
3 Nunehalaiils

Hotel Taft
(leorce Hlnes

Drake Hold
Room)

(Gold Const

AVnyne

Grai-e I'al'iier

Maxe

Sinrr

Coeniinut Grove

Enoch LIpht Oio
PeKpy Mann

Kl Chico

NKW YORK

Banutilos

Ual Chanslor Ore
Club Hull
George Vounc
Bruz Fletcher

Harrlette Haddon
Bernleee Stewart

Soh'dnd Mirall^B
Dorita Sl Valero

& Jalna
DavhlHon & Korglo
J.ii»
Tobin
GaudRinlth Bros

J Heasley

Marie de Forest

b't iizl SehelT
DeHlvlcp Kay
Claire Sooit
Mtirifot Jtiandor
Kiatik LlhuHe

Luellle

(Peacock Itm)
Joe Vera

Hess Henolt
Juno Joni s
Paul K^'nilall

de Gage

Kirhy

.Fudy

Huso MarianI Ore

O^oi^i^n

LiiIh

Nina
Cnfe

Willie Solnr

Bob Rlpa

LEDDV

I'nAay DuBrae
Rao Cullls

Kvra Lou

Meyers

Winnnn tiRrdeac
Ken l.esli«
June

Let»

'J'»»Xas

I

Hilly

Jimmy

Jerry Gera'rd
Red Wilson Oro

Muriel Joseph
Kdtta Rllf*y

(Pompeliun Km)
MavKniff

Hotel St. Rejrls
(Iridium Koum)

«Vr.

M'.iUK'^an

J.

Mlt.h"ll
C'otas

Suxie Ml'

Flo Whitmati
c.encvlexc Vul

Irvlo;;

Martltn

B &

i>iumpy
BarrhiRion Guy
Dhiniond Hurseshoe
N'nble sftsle Ore
I>on .Mct;ra'ne Ore

Tom

MARK

Idlers

Vina Gnrdrne
T^farlo MeCleavy
ColleKe Sr Gale
Angtilo Llppech
Uh'hard Detiv.ler
Jue KIsh Ore
Wlillchnrse Inn
A Wagner

Oil.-*

Hal pa*'h(iur
Yvonne Noxa
Thehna Mavlin

Mlllslones

,

Lucia Garcia*

Marion Miller
Vnlci-ie

Frederick*
Mollnas Oro

«^

Carlo^i

Tony Cahof Oro

Adeirt FIli|ts
>11kiioti
AtiII l>a1tl
Harry Sal.t Ore

Meljiuglilln'a

Ore

Vllln Aluderne

Evans

Peppy

McDowell

.Margie Kinkald

t;.arl»i-ll

Frank

Ciihiartl

Tips

NaiK-y J*umont
lUt't

Parker

Subtvny
Al

I<ou Ucynolds
Stan Kltioff Oro

llnlel

•

2J3 Club
An^.--la

Marino

Itudtly
l-:ilen

Dixie J>ce

Tltea nl

liill

HeliMia

Willlaina Ore

Kert Snnlrey.

Jlilerbu;:.^

Ctmgress

T.-ssle Mlichell
C 'Crtt'rlnglun Oro

(Coiitincntui KiMtni)

Jack Tllson

(Ginss Hat Rni)
Johnny IJauKa Oro

Via

Su Ho
nick HughcM

Dlanne

Andy Fi'eeiiian
Chuck Aii.li'i-ws

Club DelUn
Bradley

Sam

Jackie Allen
n
Fairy Cunningham

Itudy i'arr On;
Siemens Holel

]*liil

Ore
Club

21

Sam Haas

^SrifT

Itob l-Ivans

Doi'iuc

Allen

Melba Pnvquay
Lea Spencer

Jerry O'l.eary
Kllen Klencr

Ore

i;i;«

l'sit>ll( GI::
Itcd Snunders

CHICAGO

Hole! Roosevelt
Morion Downey
Guy Lombavdo Ore HuMxell Swa n

l'rlnre.H.«i Ori-Ma
)3obUy JOvans

Stuniii

Heviio

Proiiapli

Willis

St

Jn;n> W.M.d.Sol Lake Ore
Tripoli ::

McCirnua

Ithyihm Will:
Ch;; rlf'.*' IsdiM

opkning nov. 34th
kim;k\vater bkach hotkl

Lucille La Marr
Thekla Horn
Norah Gale

Anl.xp

»>i

PAUL GERRITS

Chas Baum Oro
Dorothy Lewis

AnuHl ronff O

Alan

Franks

4

NTt.;

Vvi'tio Jtare
l-'rank (^oattcll

.t

Hurn^

Marv' MmVvvH

Al Jolins;>n

Kve Ardcn

Chlt>pic

Pope

<;ien

,Vvis Andrews
ChlUon ^: Thotnas
Kuloah

Mntnil (34)
Boh Crusby Ore
I.f*w Parker <'o

J'rlnce

ron

Jutf Nitll

Allci* JordfMi

t'lub

Land

.

Kathleen Key
B.\

Hnh White

.

\'alc)iilni'

Ollle, Huf;hle

Orlanilu Ore
Culoslniua*

Velma Ra J e

n

Stppin Kelehlt

XKU' YOKK <:ITY

Dun
Jack

Ann

Nedra

•J'erry 'J'cri vl

<»fc

l.llllc

Or*;

C

Kiri- Dor-'rt
Marie, del I'jirmt'n
Cottnn Cliib
J.ouiH

Leo Frnnv:

O'Nell

ToflTs

Dolly .MoHH

Colony Chib
Cruss t^- Ituitn
Ftrriiando Cniiay Or

Marion Aberiiathy
Wesley J.i>ng.

Gypsy Nina

Hoys

Si
'iin

Geo Clifford
G Andrews Ore

Van

l'^liil:«e

I'locior
S:

l*'itinelle

Taylor

rimehiMisn

Wesley DavLn
I'atsy Snyder

Carrie
.Horn s

Wiley t.»ro
Caldwell

i;arl
Blllle

Margin Daln
Frankle Donia

DaKmar

Georgia LeReau
Jlhimltt

Frank Davis Ore
Town CIhH

!

Aly.Mc Serf

Uoma

IMiyll'y Noblo
Art Fischers Oro
Del l> tes
Club Spiinlsli

Tohtiny Tucker

.

Kr.'inkl** livers
IiCil:t G:t yiM'H

.Mvlra Morton
(iuonan

GIs

I-'an^lav

L<trit

A'lrglnla
Jack.><on

}fawalians

1

l'*al>er

Tower Inu
Gouan

Mat-y tirant

Decca
Lnminvd
Dub O Let GIs
Fill

Marlou Rogers

Iflberly inn
Dol TlJlman
Hoblns Si Kevell

-Inex

In.^3'.

nilly C'lrr
I'lfiiitlf*'

•

Jolinson

l.ontiie

Frelda Wciner
Les Doyle
j-'ay Wallace
Mnrle Cosiello
600 4'lub

Mmv-et

^leJtrlde

Dirnell Hnwaul
Hollldny
Freddie Reed

Kay Norre

Fronl Room)

(lllue

Chiirlea
Blllle

Nohli*

.

Carol

Little J Little Ore
Kathleen (Ouinn

Hetty Hill
Palsy Mac

Eddy Duchin Ore
Carolyn Horlon
Pan! Draper
Jane Pickens
Hotel Snvoy-rinna
Emile Petti Ore
Dwiffht Klske
Hotel St. Morllc
Eddie Varzos Ore

Club llf
Jack While
Pat lJ:irrlii^rton
Jane >toyOi)lils
J^uih CInylon
Wilina No\ ;ik
Gaye Dixon

t

MerredcH
MarUara Johnson

VlcUl, l.aui-eu

ANGELES

.

Gardner

Ella Shields
GeorRle Harris
Hotel riazn

Club Cuuclio

(17)

Bernlvlcl Co
French Follies

(34)

roiidl>>loQ

Vlii

(34)

Colonial

Andy

3I<:;\1>*

DAYTON

Aliourn

f;

&

Ted & Mary Taft

l.iMinv-

Df^l

Valace (34)

Syinph

KH(1i(:::(-36)
Stntlcrs

J

W

«

CLEVELAND

do UallPt

A I. HA NY

Vnlitre (17-33)
Kiwi Klfis

De>tit

Kixon

(*Ao

PeterHnn
Mary Taft

Montana Wranglers
Whirling Tup
Goo .Morris Or*'

.

'

t:iihi')'>l

&

Bob Bromley

R<irk<*ii<*a
(*r>i-]>H

t

Tcrt

Pakii

N'U'IimIh!*

Paul IIUHM Ore
Ani;»>l:i Veloz

(17)

Andrews Sis
Mai Hnllcit Ore

Fr.-^niMs (iriiy
B.>Hy llriH-'
Hil.li KtKler

j>avi' Cnell Orj
i>niothv Dale
Kd'ile Kolh Oro
Club .Minuet

Mar<-(:llc

.

OU^s

l.(irr:i liiu

tilflUt!

ye

Uoriy
Klalne
Lou Valero

Ijovee l.aite
lleverly AVIUhlre
Whiteman Or
Mario Dr> uiit
Marv Parker
Joaii Edwards
hudley Dleher.-ion
Itilly Daniels
Clarke Dennis
Snowball .t Ji»hniiy
Uay Noble Ore
Modernalres
Juannid Carler
Maurice & Cordoba
Hill more Howl
Jes^se Cryor
Hotel Pennsylvania Ctiuek Foster Ore
Cee Pee Juhnsun O
Artie Shaw Ore
Jimmy castle
It Cnfe
Jlalph Uotfers OreCasjtfll it Barrett
Diana Gayle
Hotel rurk Central Plant Si Jewel
)>un Uolaiid Ore
Consulo & Melbn
(Coconnut Orove)
3 D'H
Nat Brusiloft Ore
I.ti I'ohgii
Don Alphohso Ore Alfredo Khumba Bd
Patil Fcalhersione
Dniuihy Uiandon
Hotel Plerro
Carlos. Fornande/. ^'
Ciife CrtUonte
Richard Hlmber Or
Kduardo Chavez. Or
Ethel Levy
Pepe Suai'ez Ore
I.illle Cluh
Fred I>owery
Panehlla
Gall Call
Waller Dyson
1 1(01
Manuel

Ithiittt*

4*ay

Ch:uios Kins
Iloruia
(Jus

ranimoiinl (34)
Phil Spitalny Ore

LOS^

ICelloKtf

Martin
Waiter Uarr

Ja

Delia Arcn
tHorla Lea
Manuel Jtndy
Patt Nngar Ore
Hotel Ln Snlle

Plerro

f.a

Kllfmirick

Kusehio Concinldi
S)>yros St am OH

Knnlo Holngnlitl Or
I.
it L Club
Eddlo Gorman

lleitrlo

X*

l'a\.lht(e

lleiie

Sonny

Yorker

Ke«r

Holrl
Paul

.IrlT.T.'*

I'C-

Hilt's

rasH Daley
SamuelH Hros S: H
GoodrU'U & XeUuit

l*»riimniinl

OnSlork Club
K end Is Ore

l»oe

Hotel AlcAlpln
J Mcasner Ore
Jeunntt U'Ari-y

Luroliii

NKW YORK

Jim S.tvlU Ore

Holt

Hotel I.larnlii
Jan SavlU Ore

Iterlolnlll'i

Hill

I'sdunov
ICatov Ore
Shfiw itnr
(Forest IHIIs)
Jerry rtralnln Ore
Andy Attderdon
ischa

Volotllu

L^xInKlon

-Jlolel

Jl.-irrl-ty

Nflli.'
(.'tii'ici'

Laura

M ichon

M

.\l

Uiirn

Howard Woods Ore

I'oliakova

N-i:<H;»
it-hel

Dillon

Itn.is

r:iliiiiM'

Hnrrlol Hocior
MRrllil

Natlri

CITY

Jay Matthews

liiillikiit's
I

Ann

{i'i)

Cniiltiil

sicca

\-

.<

i

NEW YORK

Wyiin

m'asi|in«;t<>n

AdltT

1,-ti-i'v

i:,.in

A

,t

Hob ])npont

Ore

ll;i>(nii

Ink Ppnls

4

n

SiHlf* (-!»)
I. -"mill'

Hernard

Hernle Adicr
Allen Cole

.Itiiils

VllliiKe

l\ai*a\ aelT
>ili'ova

Jtoinii

Don Quixote Ore

Rita

Sadie i'l'iltfe
Dee lluvcn

M

V'.lsie

'I'a Ilia

SiiiMM*))

W

Mary
Or

AlnhHiii

Cltil*

Throe Deucea

Bahy ]^odd^

<

>ro

I/Alg1(iii

Ucard

Kvir Kvitn
l.yi.dens
Italidi
Itio

tlcrord
KusHi:*n KVetchmn

Bills

Toreliy Fai

<:is

Ray Stelber Oro
Kllnor Daniels
llaxi-l ^alu
Silver Frolics
Ifarry Harris

Ma I'cy

Kii V

JeiiM Cticik

Grey

(jerrie

I>rt Nove Twins
Marsh MtCurdy

Murry

Llla

Barlell
Oliver Hlbh'< Oro
Llla

Lorraine

I'lilxx

Alice

Huncan

Campus

Bud

Italpit Lynn
Sunny Glllam

Mabel Seoll

Anne

Cabaret

i

Viola PaUlMoii

Dixie

January
N'aldl

eon Ore

I.

tU'o MeKenii
Jane Wn> ne

Dell Cutler t>ie
Itetiy itandull

Kurd

de

Tne^ Gamble
Yvonne * Everett

LeKay

te

Jessie Rosi^lla
Jtay Marlell

Cherle

Club Al

llo-isi

.Pepe

Kddlr U'llaron Ore
I.oIh

Ha ye
Se«!i(«ir

I<ennaril
Millie DeMaUo
*hitck Wilson
Vlrciiila Dovell
(

MeMaluMi

l.arry

(irill

Silver Cloud

Walter

Vivian Stewart

Adair.

Peggy >Vhl
J->Jt/.le Bey

Kdna

CliattCll*!
.\rsrtella Cl.iire

Room

Pam

Clilniiluwn Jlowery

Tony rHslar*s

llt.ry Winloit Ore
Mailyiin .M: Mlrliael

Italiihow

Evans GIs

Lamb

Al

Haakoa

Patil

Tonimy L> m:»n

Ore
.('onsiicid Flowerton
l.ou Williams
Kills

Sandra Lynoi
Helen Hart
Honure

I'amara

Hedges

I'lie

Mnil-ilyn

NEXT WEEK

Wednesday, November 22, 1939

Monchiti> Ore

Kanilolidt

Hill

l;ay

FHtellnd
Hu:ible*<

J/ocosfc

Tori>
Shelby

Ray

LindA
t;

Rlhbonetltfs

Ht i-nli-rt
Fraitces

Herg
LenoK

Elaine Black
J<nreno

Rhoda

Dolores Merrill

Kings of Swing Or
Peggy McCloud
Hofel Ben Franklin
Garden Terrnce
Red Norvo Oro

KlUy

liune

Gny 00*a
Chas McCormlck
Chh: Winiams Ore
Chas Itay

Babe ImToiir

Blanche Sauhdere
KthelenA
Ethel Fray

pottlo Wlnlcrs
t.'oUege )nn Ore

Juanlta Johnson
Gruber'a Hot «lra«

Sydney St Ames
Penn Ruyiiiiind

Pops

&

T<<M*oy

lleiiry

Jou Stevens
CrnHeent Inig Cabin

Johny Bauer

(GloticeHlcr lights,
N. J.)

Mrnya, Alba

Ada Reynolds

Mann &

Vidifll

Nadlite
(>ruhcr Htif Brau
.Marie

Saiiglo

Harris Tavern
Da wit
Alabama Corlnne
Joo Kraft Ore
Hobby Lyons
Burns S: Bnrnuche
Greta LaMarr
June F.ldrldge
Betty Thomas
Davo Van Fi"*lds
IlllOvbrnntrs
Crescent Tak i^abln
Lcalle Sis
June Eldrldge
J*a

Fons.

Mary

F#ller,

.Ma I to

Hiriy

Si

Thei ese

Hrlll

TiOg Cabin Sw'gsters

Pole llayn

Delinunico's
Dells
Bill Steele •

A'be Slierr

I.ydla While
Blossom GIs

Maurice Belmont

O

e

Wedneeday, November 22, 1939
I.ce

Pi.bl.y

llllilcbrand

Oro

Ocity Mealy

S

Mary Kltzgerald
Hilly Xughes

Hotrl Ad«rplils
(llnnnllun Hoof)
>1 Vlerra Ore

Rnlnbow Terrace
(Strairotd, !*,)

jijiiy Bruc«
To*
Tip, Tap

Uarney Zteman

Ralph Eaatwood

Frank Dumont
Myatery
Siinsom Hons*
Richard Bach
Joe Dougherty

fieaalnn

Thorp*

Hotel Wbit* Way
(Atro, N. J.)
Joe Armatronrt.
llatto ft ThercB*
Allele Allen

jack'* Grill*

Stork CInb
Corday & Triano
Judy .CtunmingH

Arile Nel"on-

Danny Montgomery
I.llllan Ruasell
4 Golden Gate

CI*

Johnny Leary
Jpntbnrec Ore
(larland Sis
RathHfcellcr.
Mill*
llnll

Boy*

Peter Sis
"W'Inlon & T)lnn
Phyllis Merrill
4 Ink Spots

Hugo Oro

Victor

Mclba

MnnoA Inn
Bob Ridley
Edyth Sallade
Frank Cunoo Oro

Alice

KeiT I.ea(Ier Cnte

Eddie

Jarvlfl

Oro

Ethel Mnder

Beck

Billy

Jimmy

not>Fl

Rudy

Marie KltzimtrlRk
Pnul Lynch

ti

;t

Olympics

Ciirdens

Irene

O

.lerry

Fylvnn Herinnn

Ann Reed

St Clnlre

McGInly

Jack

M051S
(^<i1den'

.*^vil

ralainbo'a

Hart

KiKle

Kathleen May*

A

'IVd

Ucck

Blllle

d Rich

llernnrd

Peggy Martin
I'cavoch

Oro
Ambnssndnrs

•lules l-'l.tcco

Pon Anton Ore

Julia

Klduradlans

lt;ifhs'r

Ross Irwin

Keller

Jerry Dclinnr Oro

Pat Sullivan

The Rowlands
He Mayos

H»)ward Ileynold

Johnny Le;\ry
riillndeliihluii

.^l»

O

Room

Joe Hough, MC
H OUiirdsmcn
Marion

Hob Flinch
c^nrlluns

ticne Clnyion

Harry .lulnison Ore
lico nakny

•

Bella

Belmont

A

Gslln

T.onle

Vnclit Club

HeVn

J>ovIe

I'otty ^loore

Krandhlll

llul>

iwrt riiinip'B
Ethel So(4lel

Arnold'

Clfii

ICllicI

Thphna Ward
Alftta

Montcila

ZanjT

A

ToU«1

Andre St Doiphlne
Chei Turr©
^'«Uy Vnlentin*
Oro
Clover Club
JlnK

Brynd Oro
fnye Hobcria

•Mary Kny«
CIpo Si Kuth
2 Coeds
JilcU

& Snyder
Club I'orcht

VIrRlnlft

Orev

Dcrdlne DlcUBon
Ilelnn

Knvo

Wra Welsh
ailcUoy

Goldman

Club Mailrld
^oftkle
Artiiro

Hnrdlnp O*

A

Kvclyn

EUna Enrico

Young

Mitchell

Chateau
rhlck Chnlkon Ore
Itoberta Roberts
Itniph Lewis
lOrma Mursh
Line
Groy
Del
Collego Inn
Norin:in Brill Oro
Joan Grnyce
Mario Keene

Evanu

Club Saliani
Gordio Bennett Ore
Club Tcrrla

Cam

I

Wnrren

Ifnurmet Club
E Rnbinsiin Oro
Dunoa lloyn
do Vurzon
Jack Webb

Jnno

Jno Suily

&

liowery

It

May berry

i;hrlHtliio

Irina AVa^ner

Y\ oiine

Itrondwny

Ct'I.Hlann Ilurknur
Mtirton llroun

Leonard- Gay Oro
*

Myron
Kalph

StAplion S\vedl.<)h
tub Ctarrlty Ore
Ul.'lt

A

Giile

Snyder

Miimlp'fi

Omito

Oua Urhley Oro

T.llile

SlH
Sii/.nkl

iCoi'fjl«w

reril

i^k:

I

Benny

Itcfh

Blue I.anfern
r.fe Walt'r't
<:i:imiiur tMn

Tetnitle
l.a

St

Of
(C)

-Maile

('tiniparsica

Ki-rnimdo

»t

Fair

Mne Dbvlne
O JlCIU'O
Comnmdore Club
Chl'k Kennedy
Fnur GrandR
LIbby Lani;ford

7-5

I

I

Northwestern Iowa
Iowa's been playing inspired football and has gotten every possible
break. They're battered and bruised
and injury-riddled, so Northwestern
should finally wake up and give the
Hawk-eyes a trimming.
'

Notre

Temple.

—Villanova

Dame—V.

S. C.

Don't wake me up— let me dream,
Villanova is a tremendous favor- because Notre Dame is finally ^n
Southern Cal. a 9 to 5
ite because of the accurate passing underdog.
of Nick Basca. Here's the three-star favorite goes Into South Bend in an

Manhattan

optimistic mood.
Nobody rates a
favorite over the Irish, because their
talent equals any in the country.

special upset, as the clever Manhattan offense will upset Villanova.

—

Carnegie Tech Duquesne
is undefeated while Carnegie ha.s" been set back regularly.
Duquesne is over-rated and in this
grudge battle Carnegie Tech will
break the Duquesne victory march.

Duquesne

Texas Christian, with
ord

bag

in

Rice

so

Starts

in

the Ijesnevitch
pot into boxing

Billy

.

I

Notre Dame has been pointing to this
one and I believe they'll up.sct the
applecart and beat Southern Cal.
Stanford

shot

—California

—

not in shape.

its

wor.'jt

in

Oregon

rec-

performed

'

more potent and have

home a winner.

S.M.U.— Baylor
past performance S.M.U. r.ites
but these Southwest
affairs
are strictly a
tos.sup.
Despite their beating by
Arkansa.s, Southern Methodi.st has
enough to take the Baylor Bears.
the

U.C.L.A.— Oregon State

favorite,

are two good teams and
scoring should be done.
look for the colored boys of U.C.L.A.
to. hand State a whitewashing.

Here

Conference

stride,

is

a psychological advantage, therefore,
in a close affair, they should come

with a

On

match.

like a
off mo.^t of his

all

is

years, should fini.sh
flourish in downing Rice.

.^tuff.

ma.stcr.
He picked
opponent's blows in mid-air, which

We

much
i

|

boxer who knows his
stuff.
Yet the Pitt.'sburgher can take
a punch, one of the reasons that
flRht fans have gone for him in a big
way.
There are some doubters about
Conn's ability to sock, but when the'
handsome Iri.sh lad went to town in
the 13th-rotmd. it was something to
be in on. Billy poked, slashed, walloped and leaned on so many .socks
Is

the

to.<:t

of a

i

I

!

Hraliun Ore

Fronteniio

Lre Oro

j
i

2

|

Club

Mdo

that

/^oneiio Sis
Ellin
itfiralno

what

Tt \as Hn'-kciM

that

other fellow didn't know
wn.e all about.
The bloodfor a knockout, but

yelled

in

the cards, for sturdy

Conn has bcc-n touted to be the
next m.'in to tote the heavyweight
crown, but the chances are less

Opens

i.s'

much

like

Tommy

Louyhran

in

that he cannpt climb into the heft
Similarly, too. he
of the heavies.
has a great left hand, but he hits

There

i

I

I

likely than heretofore.
The boy
Det. Burley Spot
came in at 171 '2 pounds, which indiDetroit, Nov. 21,
cates that he may nut put on the
weight that, a
extra
contender
Burley shows three tirnes daily,
against Joe Louis should have.
He- with new shows every Friday, is the

harder than could Loughrun.
I

off his pins.

llcnniKtn

Ore

it

was not

Lesnevitch has never been punched

Dune IinriiiiiCH fC)
London Chop llounr
Jolly Friars

the

^hir.^ty

Ralph Flfthcr Ore
Club Mororco
Harry Jark^y
KnrI Itamnicll Ore
Elsie

I

Michigan State'^

there were
first several se.'ssions
cracks to thort-cnders that they

was

Uaiin^ Brtwn-

Ore

8-5

—

wind up their seaglory by thumping

son in a blaze of

Even

A

U. C. L.

—

of.

were

When he

Kay

Hroiikfl

nrlislo

A.—Oregon SUte

i

lM>t|

rialdwin
Ihisiul
Itlia
Elton
Joiinny King

Northwestern
Notre Dame
California

will

2-1
9-5
8-5
8-5
7-5
5-9

Ohio SUte
Purdue
.Oklahoma

Michigan State Temple
Temple is a good team. But they
don't have the all around attack the

Slowly, But
his Garden aippearall
ances has started' slowly and that

Orlando
T- d

lie

—
—
— Oregon

Spartans boast

8-5
9-5
8-5
8-5

M. U.

K'..lsslsslppl

Minnesota

4 «t

'

—

Conn
Conn in

Hark Thom;i.i Ore
Cnrbtnwn Taxern
Karen Sloffiiny

bd

T.f wifl

I.onia Siro^^Ler

A Hen Dunn
Zaxirow &. W'cUn
Detlnrn F<nelra
Tlob Martin
fjlorta

Ann

Clina

Slow.nrl Ore

Armstr'g

however,

Ellen

.

Oregon

Sophomores

3-1
O-S
1-3

Even

—

KnI/'

Walfih

llumiton St, Harden
Lytle Sia
Soullirrn Tavern
Kmll Vrtnzco
IJelcne C.\ny

Jn' k Torry
ni<*k llavlllnnd

Howcrjrlies' (121

Slilp

<*onilrii

H

Eddie Kriiz Ore

Club

('oni;o

iro

Anlh»>;>y. Ail>n Si
.(^Molnr Ilur)

llurloy

Cdilh Jino

Randolph

1

. .

the Navy, because the Sailors are
worrying about the Army.

title

3-1

in Conn's fistic division.
There
were
phoney
Penn Slate Pittsburgh
Two mediocre elevens, with Stanreports
around that Billy looked bad in his
Penn State is powerful, but care- ford having nothing on the ball and
training workouts and therefore Gus less. Pittsburgh will have many of dissension in the ranks.
California
was a good thing for those who try their invalids back in action, there- gets one of its few victories in turnIt is true fore Pitt must gf t the eOf.e.
ing back Stanford,
10 out-gue.'s the gamblers.
that he did not look so good in the
Texas Christian Rice
Washington Oregon
and
and

Jpniiito Sicwart
Claude Hoa;;iHnd O
Ohio Villa
Freddie Cartone Or

&

S.
.

Notre Dame V, S. C
Stanford California
U. C. L.

•

Miclvcy

.

Slate

Washington

—

Z-1

Even
. .,

ManhalUn

U.—Rice

—
—

ODDS

.',

Carnegie Tech
Pittsburgh
T. C. U.

Michigan—Ohio StaU
Indiana Purdue
-Nebraska Oklahoma
Northwestern Iowa

By JACK PULASKI

DETROIT
(llmik <'iihlno)

Unla
Jriin Uenard

.

.

Michigan SUle

M. U.—Baylor

—Mississippi
Minnesota—Wisconsin

CONN-WRONG AGAIN

retain the

,

Mississippi

l<*

Shnyne

Cornell
Princeton

T. C.

(8)

A mugc walked into Madison
Square Garden and asked the odds
on Friday's (17) light-heavyweight
fight.
Told tliat it was one to three
that Pittsburgh's Billy Conn would

Knnioun Poor
Jcnnnn Sobnda
MiiM Ohio Unit

Uoob-Ciidlllnr lintel

&

I>;ila

Zephyr

against Jersey's Gus
Lesnevitch, he helped himself to a
llolel Sterling
piece of the short end. At the end
Marty Lake Oro
Gnylo tiaylord
of the seventh round he offered to
Deane Sis
give the wager away for free. After
Hotel llollenden
12th round it was almost any
Sammy Waiklna O the
price that Billy would cop.
l!nri Wyto
Noll & Nolan
Yet there were plenty of fans who
Cnppy Bwrra Boys thought the contest
was close, inItomany Three
cluding a mob that came across the
ilutcl Slntler
river to root for Gus. That lad won
nii>hard Bone Ore
rax ion
only four rounds, according to imJoe. Betty Lee
partial observers, and he gained that
I-'rnncoH Ernst
Sfini Oostcllo
measure of credit early in the going.
Jnclt & Kddlf'ff
He has been around for some time,
Freda MacRonaid
but recently earned the right to
Henry Uuberl'no
challenge
Conn on the grounds of a
Arlcne Rice Oi'c
fa.st
kayo of one Dave Clark,
I.lndBny's Sky-Club
But judged from Friday's exhibition,,
Poluon Gnrdncr
P.ita Whico
l^esnevitch can hardly qualify as a
Pearl De Luca

Sammy

JuU'fl

IvcaMii

I'lill

Craig Buie

Bob Warner's O

Harvard
Colombia

Penn

.

Dave Ackermaa

.trnrlgold

Harvard Yale
Columbia Coleale

....

contender

lie

nor<l<in GoMRch Ore
Aionn Ih'ndpr.ioD

VS.

.Muduco'h Cufo
Wallor, Joan Brown

Cufo
Oro

Golden Clutr

Jol.r.ny l>oat

{;aurcn6 XevcJl
Barney Sinrr

Spllzl

Town & Country C
Hy Aekerman Ore

MUGG TAK£S SHORT END

Walt Bergen Oro

Alrwnj CInb
Tro:P Singer Oro
Judy Black
Cednr Country CIu.i
Sherdina Walker O
Cediir Gnrdene
Duke Metvln Oro
Johnny Iludgins
Knbian Si Morle
l^ls Doppn

Paul Slnioncttl Ore

MIlwiinkfRD
Olio niuhter Oro

Don Cronin
Stuart ft Lee

McKny

.

Hotel Cleveland
Kverett Iloaglaiid

Mury Lou
Gladys Delniar

Club.

Cordle JQowen Ore
Madelyn Joy<o
Flying Reuters

—
—
—Cornell
Princeton— Navy
Michigan State—Temple
Manliattan — Villanova
Carnegie Tech — Duquesne
Penn State— Pittsburgh

.

Billy

WINNER

GAMES

S.

Hotol Allerton

I'ctT }IIgKlna
& SpKt
Mildred S: MaurU-c
Si Christine

Sit-in

Harry Howard

Larry Roberts Ore

George PadcrewskI
Kay Whitney

i:UKiin

& Wally

K'.ny

Geo King Ore,
Hud Dowling

Happy Hour

Zonker Gardens

Carmen Jameson

Beciy Day
Thetma Sloan

Terrace Caf«

Jean Sartell
Gulden B»>ys Ore

.

By DICK FISUELL

Dave DcVore

Percy

Sev Olr.en Ore

Lee, Leighton

,

Arnlon
Hy Bnrron Oro
Normiin PrleRt
Margin White

ft

(November 25)

Tray

Oscnr Bellman Ore
Sloppy Jne*s
Red Maddoek Oro

Lyle Stonn Oro

Ifntton'e Club
Fred llelkell.
,
Robbie Collins
Ruth Parker-

SpOi'lC
Jltiih

St

Sally Jo>ro
Wiilly .Tohl

Ore
ninfi rnim CiiuUn
Edflie South Ore
I^rna Lane
Cnnllnnl Club
,
Jay Hurt Ore
Clinteao iluh
SUn Jarobson Ore
l»<ilro

W'llllamfl

Kmnm

Silver

Drake ft Marche
lounge Pierre

Sheriilon

Allen

Sheldon Gray
Joy Bennett
Tiny Crawford

Ctolden'ft

Cappy Lewis
Arnold Dupre
Maxine Beguette

Helen Claire
Jean Hamilton
Roninnn Drownvlll
Hal While

Tuny

Knye

Ellen

Don

UuHty Bnnka

l-'rcddle'a

Oi'C

MILWAUKEE
Adilrllo CiDb
Hal Munro Oro
Chct &. Marria

Tom

Tom

A. Murrtiy Dancers
CorKv'*

I^ren McNabb Ore

Bert

Probable Football Winners
And Proper Odds

President

Shirley
Bruce P.itlerson
Jimmy llegg
Jackie Cornell

Fran Meekin Ore
M Merrymaker Ore

Blake Oro

Vivian riotter

I.ndy Ksther
Jerry Mciigtlsohn

Denver

l''r;inceB

'

Wehte Oro

Al

Thelma

WlHConaln Roof

Reno

lied

Pt»IC Hoye«
Harry I'.ovn

Case Landlfl Oro
2eth A North CInb
Kay Crandell Ore
\Vlrth*s FotarUtIo
Bill Schweitzer Ore
JarU Fexer
Vallie Jay Oro
Maureen Rosay

Rogan & Mann

Lamont

Lillinn

Marilin Perry
Karl licnny Oro

Monncled Aniha'dor
Daryl & Dnne
Lee Kuhn tiro
Kntheiino Smith
I-ynn Kirk
6 Graces
I'urple Derbj

Bob Mntheson Ore
Brown

Rcndezvoun 12
I. a Nore SIfl
Helen Shower
Evelyn Parr
Jerry Lynn

Mlt7.1

M'llflun'*

Navy has no offense and they're a that'll be nobody's push-over. Oklasucker for a forward pass.
The homa Is the better team and they
Tigers will take to the air and sink should bounce back to top Nebraska.

Monte Cuthbert
Post Cafe
Ted Ryan Oro

Ken Davenport Ore

Toy's

Orai'e

S:

—

Straffot-d

Jayne Walton

,CoDini04lore

nay Wencll

Jokera

Mli/I

—

Jerry Burke

Edith Kaye

Gail Parker

Herman Pirehner

Ilruder

& De Anne

CnllMunn
Jack Kane Ore

Eve Even

6

Ro<)Hlllnnu8

(Camden)

Manno ft
Bob Pace

Ted Brown

Burke

Helen Savarre

MnrEaret Aemm*'r

M'nrn'lck Ilulrl
ITcrb Hagenor Ore
Wvlier's Hot Driiu

Leonard Cook*

Wade A Wnd*

PAUL

ST.

Laurence Welk Ore

(G)

Bowery

CLEVELAin)

I

B

—

of-

MliuwKota Terrace

Anglcttey

Jacic Karrell

Alpine VlUnge
Oito Thurn Oro
Paul & Potlit

Peggy Frame

Open Uoor

HIMEAFOUS AND

.

n'lieel

Lorraine Wiley
A Wilson
.loe OtShca mo
Al Basi:»n Oro
"nrlan Hale

Plan'tlon Belles (6)

Jim Deland
Harry Jenkins
Byron Richards

Eddie LaRue
Arlene Gage

Club
Benny Skorch Ore
Lurry Powell
Irene

Kitzgerald

Wngon

.Davte ytcln#*r
GIngor Lynn

Room)
6ts

Jean Van

Irnm I^^nn

O'N'elll

rinnklnton llooeo

Anna

Slat*-

eyes can do.
They'll
out-score
it out.
Michigan 3 to 1.
Fenn Cornell
Indiana Pardue
Penn's always dangerous because
Indiana has no running game,
Frank Regan and his pitching
arm. Cornell at the top of the heap while Purdue has three all-around
must have a terrific letdown in or- backs that should have a field day.
der to wind up on the short end of The boilermakers of Purdue grab
the score. They won't, though, and the decision.
it's a Cornell day.
Nebraska— Oklahoma.
Princeton ^Navy
This is a knock-em-down affair

.

Whlttler Hotel
(Gold Cup Room)

Sammy Swny Ore
Marion Wilklna
Madame Minerva
A Murray Dancere
Town and XoDntry Gene
ft Pat Patton

Ann GreRR

:i

—Mississippi

Mississippi

The Harvards, un-

week.

to

will eke

Les Hunt
Healy ft Clirrord
Golden Gate 3

Guy Welch

NIghtlngnle
Charles Bristol
Kitty Murray

Mathews

—Yale

pathetic all
The battle of the south, with pa.«.t
improvement from records thrown out the
window. Ole
Miss, has the better material and ii
der the able tutoring of Dick Har- better coached,
and should win,
Wesley Whitehouae low, have learned their lessons well
Tocktall Glrla.(6)
Mlnnesot&^WisconsIn
Geo Kavanagh Ore and are now clicking. Harvard will
The Gophers have been inconsistout-maneuver and out-score the
San Diego
ent, while the Badgers hiive been
Yale Bulldogs.
GIngerettea (4)
consistently poor. Minnesota winds
Dean ft Thomas
.Colambia—Coleatc
Geo PresneU
up its season by trouncing WisconAl Alexander Oro
Columbia took their worst beating sin.
Statlvr liotel
of the year from Tulane.
Colgate
<Terraoe Room)
MichlKan—Ohio State
w.as knocked oft by Syracuse.
CoXavler Cugat Ore
Michigan has Harmon, but that's
Raul ft Eva. Reyes
lumbia will find Colgate duck soup
Verne's
It Penn could score as easily
after facing that vaunted Green all.
Harvey Stone
wave. The Iron men of Columbia as they did, imagine what the BuckPbnna Reece

— showing no

week

Bill

LaVoe

Harvard

The Yales have been

year

Jaclfle Greeri

Kenny Kay
Ray

BilT

t;iadisf«

Cross

Freder'ka

Mnrna

Wm

MeKlnney Ore
Geo Gould

Martin A Marvel
Jny Ja'non

Little

Billy

M

(C)

Plantntlon

Lealle'

Jane.

&.

Denverettes

Lamont

Harriot

RendetTona

Viking Cafe
CHIT Conrnd
Gaylorda
Jcrrle V.-inc*'

Ken

Parle
Joe Gumln Oro

S

Jimmy Naegra Ore
Ktcphanle & Craig

Jiiyettca

Jean

Tomnvy OXeal
Pot!<y Mnck
Sandra Lynn
Ra^iVan Day

2

Amos Jacobs
Monnle Drake

Tie Top Tap
Joey Feldstein Ore

Mury Webb

LaRue

Shreiner

.

ft

Saks

.

Don Pablo Ore

I

SoDnet Ciub
Eddie Apple Oro

Brown & T<yonfl
Hunky Brown
Buddy Tenler

Rita Del Rio
Oionne & Laurinn
Hal Thompson .Ore
Venice Grille
.^handor & Margo
T:inya Garth
Joe Itellley
T^on.a Barclay
Ceo Mnrchetil Ore
rinrbnra A l-'lo Lane

Flo Bell

Betty Lane
Jean Jauuuea
Jack & JtU

Fishell

SpoTls CommentdtOT)

.

Barrett

Brookq Twins
Ken Conroy
Palm Ueneb
Lenore Martin
Buck Se Campbell

Eddio Kube

Blllie.

Donna LuPau

Le«-ter

& Maxine

Fox

Lee'

Steuben Inn

Plantation Club
Bert Bailey Oro

Ellla

('lariiia

Kay

Marty HofT

Nonfe MorrlFon
LouIa Srreeter
Hobble Rne

PIriniailon

Oafila

Starr

State Gardens
Earl Itlgg Oro
Irene Schrank
Anita Allen

Parker

H'wood Coeda
Kurtia Marionettes
Royale Steppers (.8)
Wlnehill
Velva Nally

Monroe

Buddy

(WHN

Royale

Danny Demelre Ore
Steve Evana

Cliff

Lou Corslni Oro

Caaper Keda Oro

Strand Annes
Simeon PhlllpolT
Bert Snyder
niburta Johnaon

(Retl

The Yvonettea
Hob Shnfer

Helene Carol

Om»\m
Bert Bailey Oro

Marlow

I.ucey

Lee Vaughn
Mntheros
Barbara Joan
Marie Holz
George Rerd
Lee Lamond
Stephanie & Craig
20tli Century

Clyde-

A UulHckHOn
Claud Ine Hayes

SnooUs HArtman
Old Heidelberg
Eddie ZIpp Oro

T.emaux

ft

fipa

Gene Emerald
Johnny Davia Ore

ileorglanna Lee

Lillian

Andy Russell
Buck Calhoun
5

Henry Vatrick Ore
Alan Gale
Stamp'* Cat*
Grac* Edw Gl*
Bert Lemlsh Oro
Morty Bnhn
Nancy" Loe
Grace O'llara
A Mqpre.
Derby Wilson
Jack & Johnny
Silver Lake Inn

Phyllis

Dlannl Rochelle
Mnrjorle Bowen:
Dobs & Clark
Miller & Millard
Dee Dnree
»n' Flrcklile CaC«

'

.lean Starr
l.oula Armstrong

(Clcnienton)
.Mickey Kamilant Or

I.eilngton 3

Rube. Johnny A E
Doo Douglteriy Oi-c
Caahl* Coetello
Lido Venice

Dixon

Roger*
Bobbie Bornnrd
Margie Smith

I'eolila

,

Marcello Trio

Utile

'

I

RIamour CI*
Conway Sis
tiinger Lynn
MIk* Jaffrea

iiayo

I'atsy Halns
RoHo Chrlstofor
Eddie Curry
Helen Kverett
PeKsy Gcury

Grill

ICatherlne Martin

Geo Altmlller Ore
Latimer riub
Lynn Sheeban
Tommy Monroe
Barbara Bradler
Rrai'e Devlne
I.ynwood Darnea
Joseph Hayea Oro
Lexington CtvlBO
Bob Whit*
rranhle Rlchardaon
nurna A Burnachl

Cabin

Ravaye Si Margo
Kay Carlln Ore
Northwood Inn
Frank le Connors
Jack Campbell <>rc
Modie

Six rotiii Club

Bergman Ore
MlAml Club
Roberta Baker

Bob Wilson

Josephine Ooyl*
Jeanotte Idler
Paul Kane

Bin DavldnoD Oro

Carl

.

Roman

Hutu Webb
Johnny Cahlll
Dullour & Rene*
reigy Eame*

Ray Meadowe Ore
JLAftt Roond L'p

Gloria .Fontaine
Sylv'ler KtanitaHUgb
Krances Parlter

Club

-

Parmenter

By Dick

Miller

Voealiana

Nchloln'e

Onega

Irene.

Bedford Inn

Don

<;ollin8 St

.

Football

Bllllngtons

Barry Norton
Anita

Bobby Maynard Or
fab Horvath
Teddy Capp

.TImmy Uaye Oro

I'OV

.Mary Roberts

Cofltello

Bchtrarts

Frances Parker

Williams
Slim fialllard Oro
l-enri

Lee Rogcra

Mnin Street Club
Frank Sidney Ore

Lindy'a

RentlexTou*
(llolel Senator)
Slim Galllard
.Southland Rhythm

Lew FIdler Oro
Harry Rose
Jean Travers

Larry Vin'*ent

Joann Maylf-n

Roma

Dolores Lamar
Nancy O'Blen
;06 Club
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Town ton

Genevieve Woode
Gordon Walters

Jessie & Viola
Blnff Uurdick

Dodo Ratchman Or
Kay Wick

Ken Keck

Jack Robs
Buddy Nugent

Huverno 4
Pura Reyes

Bcaler'e

Tony Bauer Oro

Claude

Kilbride

Al

O

Hilly Kreshnier

3

Mildred Seelby
Bernlce Barns
Marie Kecky
Larteo's

Krankle Dumoht
Lee
(;ale

Jimmy nialie
Fontaine Oro
Herman Hyde

J.-I>;l(le

Blue Room

Al Rtrelt Ore

Kitty Smith

^•ell

Lamont

Billy

Red Lion Inn

(ilnmour Cla (12)

Helen Heath
I.llllan CQrineB
Marie Hollla

Mualc

Bobby Stuart
Julllanne Uesmond

.Mildred Rogers

)lob HuBsrll

llfrb Dubrow
Sally Lamiirr

JIni

lakota'a

ZoUo Oro

l.eo

&

Vincent Rliio Oro

Jam

(Empire H4H>id)
Phil X^vant Oro
Tunir Pin Soo
Garron & Bennett
Karl R«rt»ch'a
Willie Keller Ore
Inna Brnhn

Norton Bros
Margie Mealy

nichman

Jtarry

VARIETY

Hotel Bcbroeder

Viola Klais.7 Or*
Dottle Moore

Walton Koot)

(II

..

',
1
,

[

j

a ton of coin for Billy
for he puts on a good
for tlie Garden is
dated for Dec. 1. when Henry Armstrong and Lew Ambers araue it out
again.
Mike Jacobs is going in for
action bouts and lhal'.<: the right
is

regardless,

•shov/.

idea.

Next card

change of policy
tional.

Na-

installed at the

Opened Friday

and Models,'
LaRose, stripper, Al
club comic making
Billy Ainsley; tramp
'Artists

il7;

with

featuring Rose

Schcnrk, night
burley

Ocbiit,

comic; Murray

Briscoe, Ed DeVelde, Carl Addi.son,
Jean Carter, Reggie Duvan and

chorus

(16).

House becomes
Hirst Circuit

Detroit

now covering

unit
12

on

cilif.s.

;

VARIETY HOUSE REVIEWS

VARIETY
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EARLE, PHILLY

and doesn't receive the response it
should.
Don Cunimings' rope twisting and

STATE,

HARTFORD

gagging goes over fairly well, alHartford, Nov. 19.
(Continued from page 45)
fuppo:>ed to show how a horse brings though a couple of his tales are very
Cray Gordon Orch, with Shirley
nonte a cowboy drunk from town on passe, so much so that the audience Lane, Rita Rhcy, Helene Fay, Troy
a Saturday night. Last bit by Gib- shouts, the tagline back at him be- and Lynn, Jimmy Durante, Ray
son is his best, a demonstration of fore he gets a chance to tell it. The Barrett, Sam Kaplan House Orch;
Hammond Ghczzis' work in lifting each other 'Tropic Fury' (U).
roping on horseback.
line,
also does some fancy trick shooting and balancing is tops along this
They also register
clicking big.
with rifle and pistol.
The State has Jimmy Durante
The Four Franks, playing a re- nicely with their standard finale of
their and Gray Gordon for the marquee,
turn, are still good entertainment jittcrbugging upside down on
though they hayen't changed their hands.
and from weekend indications they're
The Flalbush's public address sys- giving the b.o. a nice little nest egg.
routine since their last appearance
Working at top speed,, they tem, since inception of vaude at the
liere.
shosv, running an approxiplay a couple of sax selections; do house this season, has needed expert It's a fast
several tap turns and then their neat attention to remove the shrillness, mate 70 minutes with an additional
Garbo-Barrymore in especially from the voices of the
takeon
on
on for femme audiThere's no reason
feinnie singers.
'Grand Hotel.*
Bob Carroll, from the band. Is fair why the condition should harm per-,
New,
vocaling 'What's New' and 'South Of formers week after week.
Crew really gets some rather plain drops and drapes on the
tlia Border.'
quite an improvement,
life just before closing when Miss stage are
Dawn comes on stage for 'Jumpin' fmally lifting the Flatbush into the
Herb.
this
score..
the Beguine' and a big-lcaguc class on
Jive,' 'Begin
.

arrangement

swing

of

'Donkey

Lou Schrader's house
Serenade.'
orch plays the overture from the pit.
Biz at last show Friday (17) was

Orpheum, Portland, Ore.

Shal.

just fair.

KEITH'S,

BOSTON

Portland, Ore., Nov. 17.
Sally Ravd, Al Carney, Harger and
Mickey King, Caprino Sis-

Maye,

English Brothers,
,

next-to-close

spot.

Brown

brings

charmer, Annette Ames,
a line, a song and a
dance.
Brown's own material is
partly new and partly repeat, but he
whams 'em all the way. He seems
overdue for the revue-musical field.
However, he, along with other
comedians playing the house, might
note that the gag about the room
with a sponge has been running here
threa weeks.
Toy and Wing, Oriental ballroom
dancers with modern routines, open
with peppy, diversified terps: 'Toy
Is good on splits and Miss Wing
scores with a fast toe solo.
English Bros, and Marion Belett
deuce with their familiar and lusty
rough-house turn, all of which goes
over. Vass Family (5) (New Acts),
from radio, fill the trey okay.
Canestrelly Troupe (5), mixed,
closes the show with a bang. Basically, they're a ladder-balancing act,
but hoop-juggling and a brief bit on
the trapeze and horizontal bar by a

back a

little

who can

boy and

sell

give it a. circus flavor
that's all to the good.
Two trained dogs also have an
Inning climbing up the ladders and
on
the
heads of the two
Cerching
girl

alancers.

with some

cisco Fair and packaged carelessly
for vaudeville has done a Margaret
Nudist Sally Rand does
Mitchell.
the expected artistically, staging a
bubble dance in practically the altogether in the ncxt-to-closing spot,
but producer Sally Rand also does a

bang-up job, turning out a colorful,
fast and well staged revue with few
dull spots in an hour's entertainment.
Al Carney, m.c. is clever, smooth
and unhurried in his capture of audience sentiment and has some clever
impersonations also:
Only other
man in the show Is Harger, of
Harger and Maye, specialty dancers
who add a fillip to the dancing line
of 16 girls. Terp numbers are picture settings, the bubble-fountain
idea being particularly clever. Music
well scored, and it any criticism is
to be leveled, it lay not in the show,
but in the inability of the house pit
band to do justice to the score.
is

Mickey King is a hit with her rope
gymnastics and earns every echo of
The harmony of the

a big reception.
Caprino Sisters

is

HIPP,

appealing.

Jim.

BALTO

interpolates
stick and ball juggling:

Fox.

19.

Good variety lineup that's cut to
the entertainment satisfaction of the
customers, evidenced by the way a
capacity audieiice ate up the offering
at the last show Friday (17).
Heading the bill is tlie Lottie
Mayer water ballet turn, standard in
show business for years. There has
been little change in the act's setup,
which consists primarily of some
diving routines by the various girls,
piano, accordion, banjo and three with the punch being their changing
saxes.
It still
of costumes in the water.
Maestro has a surplus of vocalists. must be rated a novelty act for
Two of the boys from the band step vaude.
up to the mike, as do two femmes,
Comedy click is the vocal team of
one announced as the winner of a Ross and Edwards, who do remarkseries of auditions.
None is stand- ably well with their routine of
out, Shirley Lane, a package for the burlesqued word pi'onunciations. This
eyes, does a couple of acceptable is old-jishioned hokum, but full of
pops, later reprising herself on 'Alex- entertainment for this mob.
They
ander's Ragtime Band.' This gives also have a comedy blast at femmes
the band a good opportunity to im- which is always good for laughs. Had
personate styles of other orchs do- to beg off when caught. Other twoing the same number.
act is Miller and Reading, who
Rita Rhey Is band's other femme specialize in comedy falls and acrothrush, the audition finalist, who batics, but who also try various
does 'Breeze' nicely. Band's arrange- novelty comedy bits and some talk.
ment of 'Darktown Strutters' Ball' is Open the show and manage to stir up
excellent.
audience attention to get the show
First turn out is Lyim and Troy, going.
ballroom team. Femme is a looker,
Ray Vaughn Is a novelty xyloand utilizes every opportunity to phonist who is playable on almost
show off her shapely gams. Team any bill. Winds up playing some
gets by nicely with slick precision, songs
on bottles. From the amateur
grace and rhythm. Next specialty is contest comes Bebe Lorraine, who
Helene Fay, fiddler, who does an ex- puts over her singing and dancing
cellent Job with three classical num- with plenty
of exuberance, conbers.
Encores with a pop, 'My fidence and ability.
Gold.
Prayer.' She's okay, but her type of
music and style are mon f U I for
concert than for this type of house,
L. A.
which dentands a fast pace.
At late show caught. Saturday
night (18). Ray Barrett, head mikeLos Angeles, Nov. 18.
man at
took
the
.

non, Felice lula

.

footwork and a face and figure to
match.
Finishes with a boogeywoogey time tap that's in the groove.
'Mood Indigo' brings on Eddie Kusby
for his

trombone trickery and

he's

followed by -Jackie LeMaire, guitarist, who steps down from the stand
for an impression of a jitterbug going berserk that's a howl. Fact is he
was satirizing the mob in the upperreaches at this show, but they wera
unaware of it, judging from their enthusiasm.

Pace changes with appearance of
Allen, featured singer with
who comes on for 'Day In, Day

Bob

band,

Out,' 'South of Border,' 'Lullaby of

Broadway' and 'Dale .With An Angel.'
Has a sweet, serviceable tenor,
but could develop a bit more warmth
and salesmanship. As it is, emotionless face and delivery cut in on his

effectiveness.
An original number
called 'Tantrum' is next, but Kemp's
arranger gives his drummer one of

those gyrating workouts. Then tha
Smoothies take over to slap themselves into a solid hit. Mixed trio
to do six numbers, their best being impressions of Shcp Fields and
Guy Lombardo trios to 'Shade of
Old Apple Tree.' Crowd wouldn't
let 'em go until they ran themselves

had

down.
Next-to-closing brings on Rufa
Davis, the one-man hillbilly sound
lika
department.
Davis,
Kemp, is likewise standard hert and
can do no wrong despite the fact
that he's selling the same merchandise he's sold here for years. Only
thing new is a comedy whistle that
effects

'Fast

Talented layout this, with stand
ard acts coming through for strong
effect.
Typical vaude, presented
and routined in the pattern employed in its hey-day, show supplies
Show is rather standard, portion sock and versatility. No four-figure
provided by the Ozzie Nelson outfit names, no line, orch on stage or
and Don Cummings l>etng virtually m.c; nothing but straightforward
the same they did during their date, firesenlation of diversified showmanentertainment.
Stubholders ate
together at the Strand, on Broadway, ity
up at show caught.
early in September.
Only differThe Herzogs, quintet of femme
ences are the absence, because of illtrapeze
workers,
open
in
fast,
ness, of Harriet Hilliard and the subpunchy style. Gals go through the
stitution of trombonist Jim Curry
perches and catches, supplywith some specialty numbers. Ghezzi usual
ing an unusual and highly elTective
Bros., (2), handbalancers, also recomedy
twist that warrants better
cently at the Broadway house, are
spoiling of the act.
Interrupted in
vaude vels.
their stint by femme stooge in auNelson's 12-man crew is strong in
dience, who proceeds to go through
the musical department and is aided
a routine of funny business on the
in getting over handily by the maesswinging trap, act takes on considtro's :* humorous,
but
inoffensive, erable stature.
Fully clothed and
m.c.ing, plus general gagging by the
of a sure sense for laughs,
men on the stand. Nelson warbles possessed
femme ties up matters solidly with
the ditty on the tribulations of a. a
thrilling
Turn could be
band leader, which he has been do- built into a finale.
funny
revue bit.
ing for several years. Never outRoss and' La Pierre are in the
standing, it could use a replacement
deuce, Mixed team punches out fast
at this late date.
potpourri of musical imitations, voNewcomer to the vocal side of the cals and flip
gagging for solid eftroupe is Curry, who stepped down
Take off of Popeye is standfrom the stand starting on the second fect.
out. They set a nice niche for Owen
day of the current week (Friday) to McGivney's
standard quick-change,
fill part of the gap left by Miss Hilpresentation of his 'Bill Sykes' draliard. It's his first novelty work and
matization. Vaude standby is made
he shows plenty promise of thus be- more effective
by his exposing the
coming a permanent asset. Comedy rapid costume changes.
material could be perked plenty,
Wally Vernon closes.
Given a
mainly missing. In that it's not defi- buildup via
recent film labors in
nite enough burlesque and is liable Hollywood,
comic -^ags swiftly and
to suffer by being taken too seriknowingly In addition to doing an
ously. He does an operatic version effective
buck.
Brings on elderly
of 'Well, All Right,' then a short bit' gent introduced
as bis dad for apcalled 'No More Honey for Me' and pealing interlude
of oldtime hoofery,
finally 'Night aind Day' in swingy and closes
with' a funny takeoff of
style.
a burlcy strip tease queen giving
Other members of the troupe the boys out front the works. On
Include chirper Rose Ann Stevens day caught, he proved his showmanand aero dancer Betty Lou. Miss ship by eliminating this latter bit
Stevens, on Friday, took over some on an earlier show sold to local
of Miss Hilliard's arrangements and kiddie club, substituting instead a
did very creditably, being pushed to series of comedy dances. Generally,
sing five numbers, finally begging o(T the few weeks of vaude have
with the excuse she didn't know any sharpened his act; when he first
more. Betty Lou's aero work on ^ broke in lie seemed to be suffering
table is sock for its difficulty, but. as from ennui.
Biz okay.
at the Strand, it is not sold properly
Burm.
Ozzie Nelson Orch with Rose Ann
Stevens, Jim Curry and Betty Lou;
Ghezzi Bros. (2), Don Cummings;
'Mutiny on the Blackhawk' (U).

with
forced
mitt-pounding,
but
the situation well in hand
and layout ran over by only five
minutes.
Uses the usual medley for a getaway, including 'Apple for Teachei','
'Lucky Star' and 'Rancho Grande,'
and then brings on Jeanne Blanche,
hoofer-looker who reveals some neat

Kemp had

WDRC,
bver for
The Herzogs (5), Ross and Ld
Kenny Baker, Frances Lang ford.
Ouien McGiwnev, Wally Ver- auditioning of a handful of vocal Ken Murray, Milton Charleston,
House Orch (11); aspirants. Barrett, a local favorite Jacques Retiard Orch; The Fanon the ether, did some fairish patter
starts low and assumes whirlwind
and Furious (M-G).
and gags before introing the young c/ionettcj; 'Cat and the Canary' proportions, finally knocking the cap
(Par).

Pierre,

FLATBUSH, B'KLYN

JVoi>. 17.

ORIENTAL, CHI

'

Baltimore, Nov.

Pittsburgh,
,

PARAMOUNT,

Head man

STANLEY, PITT

Hal Kemp's Orch (14), Rufe Davis
They deliver dandy arrangements of
'Carolina,' 'Jumping Jive' and 'When Smoothies (3) Jeanne Blajiche, Jacfc
Pa Was Courtin' Ma,' the last being Leflfaire, Bob Allen, Eddie Kusbu
Max Adkins' House Orch; 'On Dresi
good for some comedy.
"
The principal fun burden is en- Parade' (WB).
trusted to
little
Terry Howard,
whose impression of a small girl
WB deluxer is back to flesh after
wearing too tight panties and too fortnight of straight pix, but for how
slioi't
a dress spreads merriment long nobody knows, not even the
thickly. Jack Talley stooges for her management.
Looks like a pretty
and joins in the comedy dancing and safe bet for a few weeks of it durvocalizing which enable both to go ing this stretch, at any rate. Ifs tha
over.
Hal Kemp band that relights tha
Again
in abbreviated attire, the stage and Kemp's standard in Pitts10 more tagged
Wynn dancers, assisted cffcctivclyby burgh. He's been around at least
tions that have been conducted by
Gordon in order to secure a vocalist. Snyder, engage in a hot 'swing re- once a year for five or six of them,
vival' that spices the finale.
iand house can practically put up a
Easily running off witii top honors
B.O. light at the opening day's salisfaction-guarantecd
sign
now
The comedian utilizes
is Durante.
Recs.
along with his booking.
two stooges, one at the drums and n matinee.
Over the annums, lanky, likeable
mountainous fellow who mixes wilh
southerner has developed a smooth
the aud. When he isn't gagging with
style, based on reed-brass combinathem he indulges in some by-play
tions.
with Gordon and the ushers, continBand. sounds as good as ever,
ually accusing the latter of picketing
which is plenty good, and its
him or of getting lost in the aisles.
batonecr is an even better showman.
Chicago, Nov. 18.
He accuses;, in fact, practically everyLottie
Mayer Watcrcade (12), He demonstrated that today (Friday)
one on the bill of trying to cra.sh in Miller and Reading, Ross and Ed- at the first show by the way he hanContinually switches utards, Ray Vnnghn, Bcbe Lorraine, dled a tough crowd of kid hecklers.
on his act.
tactics, throwing sheet music, hats, Veriie Buck House Orch; 'Here I Am Ordinarily, gatig like this at the
etc., about.
Stanley runs a show way Overbo.ird
a Stranger (20£h).

Line (16); 'Jtfr. Mo(o Takes
Vncottoii' (20lli).
The audience, as a result, isn't
Boston, Nov. 16.
given- a quiet moment, and he has
Toy and Wing, Marion Belett and
Sally Rand brought her new girl them all holding their mid.sections
The Voss Family
continually. Most of his time is spent
(5) WaKy Brovm and Annette Ames, revue to a somewhat jittery Orat
either the mike or a piano, from
The Five Canestrellys, Larry Flint pheum this week, whose managewhere he gives forth with several
House Orch; 'Hidden Power' (Col)
ment was frankly worried over the screwy songs, finally winding up
aiid 'Sued for Libel' (RKO), duol.
guarantee, with ducats selling at the with his standard 'Ink a Dink a Doo.'
Gordon's crew does a nice job
New and old faces blend into an regular pic rate of 40c. top. After
hour of good entertainment this the first night, however, the house batoned by the personable leader.
On stage throughout, it produces a
stopped worrying. Biz was in the series of appealing novelty numbers.
week.
show.
groove
and
so
was
the
Most familiar fac« is Wally
Any notion that this was some- Aggregation consists of one clarinet,
Brown's, stopping the show in the thing left over fi-om the San Fran- three trumpets, traps, base violin,
ters,
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local radio talent contest, performs
well on the violin. The three Randall Sisters are warbler lookers who
harmonize pop;; in a fashion that sets
them ace higli with the customers.

sters.

Eck.

MINNESOTA, MPLS.
IVfitineajiolts,

Nov.

18.

Jack Malerich's House Orch (IS),
Patricia Wynn Dancers (12), Clyde
Snyder, Reddingtons (.?), Cliflord
Bringtoell, Randall Sislers (3>, M«lcnhys (2) Terry HotDord
Co. (2)
'Panamo Patrol' (CN).
,

&

Texaco Star Theatre, from the air
doubling this week at the
Paramount, Kenny Baker, Frances
Langford and Ken Murry, with Millines, is

off his head.
Seein' as how Davis
still goes over, however, and big, it
probably isn't reasonable to expect
him to drop his staple goods for
something a little less dated. For an
encore, he does novelty song called
'Sawing a Woman in Half,' which he

ton Charleston, topping the stage did for Par's
last 'Big Broadcast,' but
Former Texaco program which hit the culting-room floor beshow.
band, Jacques Renard's, Is also in the fore release.
For his overture this week. Max
lineup, making it pretty much of an
ether program before a pay audi- Adkins symphonizes couple of jazz
classics.

ence.

Biz at opening big, with rope up at

Current show lacks a name headliner, but makes up for this short-

Baker and Miss Langford, latter the break.
making her initial appearance at the
Par, were tendered tremendous ovations by opening-day mob (ThursIt has plenty of good talent, no little
day) and Murray, functioning as
production and fast tempo.
The m.c. and adding comedy throughout
standard
house- - units—Malerich's the show, also came in for hefty apcoming

in all-around entertainment.

C^olien.

ADAMS, NEWARK

band, the new m.c, Clyde Snyder, probation.
Show runs heavily to warbling,
and the line of girls— all contribute
Miss Langford doing three
to the big money's worth at 40c. top. with
Malerich gives a number of his straight numbers and winding up
boys a chance for solos during the with a comedy bit with Murray, good
spirited overture, 'Allah's Holiday.' for a lot of laffs. Her powerful pipes
Later, at the console, he plays, as never functioned better. Baker folusual, selections requested by the lows later on the program, doing
audience. His work, also per usual, four numbers niftily.
is above reproach.
Renard's orch is on view a little
Snyder, long a night club favorite too much, and its contribution to the
here, proves a highly capable m.c. proceedings can be cut down maThis week marks debut at the thea- terially. His violin solo, while showtre.
He introduces the acts nicely, ing technique, is a bit draggy.
keeps the show moving swiftly, fans
Murray is in his usually good
customer enthusiasm properly and form, prone to drag in
a lot of 'hells,'
sings and dances commendably. AS but otherwise his
material is clean.
producer, he also helps the show.
His bit with Charleston draws hearty
The line's numbers smack of bet- laffs, and latter's Russian dance
ter than usual production.
The 12 scores, too.
Wynn girls, in cHarti-euse green
House linegirls, the Fanchoncttes,
abbreviated attire, are seen first on a
do couple of routines, first a preraised stage behind a gold-colored,
cellophane curtain where they start cision number, with gals garbed in
their prancing. The number winds male attire, and closing show in a
ballet number as accompaniment to
up with some hot swing in which the
vocal duet by Miss Langford /and
m:c. participates.
I
A man and two women comprise Baker.
Former scores in her solo /vork
the Reddingtons, whose trampoline
work include enought laugl)s and with 'Day In, Day Out,' JSouth
thrills to win plenty of applause. The American Way,' 'Night and Day' and
Mulcahys, man and woman, draw her dialog number with Murray.
considerable good music out of their Baker offers 'Over the Rainbow,'
harmonicas.
Their 'Rhapsody in 'South of the Border,' 'I Hear You
Blue' and 'Carnival of Venice' duets Calling Me,' and for well-deserved
hit high levels, and for an encore encore, 'Love Walked In.'
they get hot with "Tiger Rag.'
Opening performance did capacity
Clifford Bringwell, winner of • biz.
Edwa.
'

•

JVeioarfc,

N.

J.,

Nov.

19.

'Folies Parisienne,' toilh Dcllo CorJeanne Rochelle, Frank Paris,
YDonne and St. Clair, Kent and Kay,
Gaylene Sisters (2), Chorus (24),
shotogtrls (8), Ted Eddy with Joe
roll,

Fecher's House Orch
Street Latoyer' (Rep).

The Adams stage

(ID,

this

'Main

week haa

plenty entertainment, getting belly
laughs with Kent and Kay and gasps
of amazement from novelties
Delia Carroll, Jeanne Rochelle

Yvonne and

of

ana

St. Clair.

Gilbert has put together
well-knit 70 minutes of gals, gags

Allen

and specialties, and with Ted Eddy
wieldmg guest baton over Joa
Fecher's house orch. the result li
fast-moving presentation of fun ana
more scantiness than Newark audiences have oglied in months.
Biz is best since A. A. Adan
opened house for vaudfilm four
weeks ago. S.R.O. sign came out
opening night (17) and stayed up
throughout weekend.
Line and showgirls are attired a
bit on the hurley side, but what little there is in raiment has been
turned out tastefully, giving the impression that time and money hai
been spent on production.
Miss Carroll, who was with N.T.G.
at the N. Y. World's Fair, offers her
'Rose Dance' in a slightly Jess toirid interpretation than on Flushin.'!
(Continued on page 49)
.
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VARIETY

manipulated by Paris, their maker.
Accompanied in each case by apropos tunes, Zorina, Dopey, Mickey
Hooney, a jitterburg and Sonja
Henie are flashed through seven
minutes of surefire entertainment,
Yvonne and St. Clair give to the
which it will be compared, and in its last degree in a macabre dance KAMONA AND BAND (12)
present form, unfavorably.
Solo shudder; the gir], in filmy costume, With Billy Miles
numbers need to be built up, too, in- the prey of a mishapen monster who Carlton, Jamaica, L. I.
stead of coming on cold after a loud- could .give Frankenstein cards and
This is the Ramona orch's first
speaker announcement as they do spades. St, Clair's makeup (he em- theatre date, though not the fcmme
now in the manner of the old vaude ploys no mask) is blood-curdling maestro's. When under contract to
bills.
When caught, O'Brien unit and the audience at this show re- Paul Whiteman, she toured for a time
had only played a few performances, coiled as he advanced on the gal.
coupled with Jack Fulton; later on
which may have accounted for' a
Kent and Kay have two spots for her own and as a single after a court
lethargic pace.
their rapid-fire dialog; the first, in fight with Whiteman over her conIndividual numbers are almost all which Kent on stage is heckled from tract.
socko, with few exceptions, talent it- the aisles by his colleague masThe band idea is about a year old
self stacking up favorably with any querading as a candy butcher, is the and was kept out in the sticks on a
collection on ice.
Miss Dworshak, better.
tour of one-nighters, niteries. etc.,
The Gaylene sisters, bloiid and until a few weeks ago, when it got
who was in the 'Folljes' for a couple
of seasons, is the rhythmic looker graceful, open the show with pleas- its first New York showcasing at
who does a virtual jitterbug on ice, ing acrobatic dancing and appear Leon & Eddie's, 52nd street nitery.
but it's a mistake to bring her out in later in a hula bit.
It was okay in the latter spot and
the Sylvia ballet as an ordinary
delivers fair enough on a theatre
chorine. That's no way to respect a
stage.
star and despite sioneness of cosRoutine followed is rather cUim.sy,
tumes, lot of people recognized her.
with Ramona bounding up from the
Then there's hardly a daintier or
piano at every song to deliver the
Rai)iono and orch (14) with Billu choruses. Only occasionally does she
more skillful skater on ice than Miss
Miles;
Jane
Fraser,
Eddie
Garr,
Hulten, and that includes Henie. Gal
do any stick-swishing, which might
has everything, grace, charm and a Maxellos (5); 'Just Like a Woman' make audiences wonder v;hy batonremarkable sense of balance and (Alliance).
wavers are necessary at any time.
rhythm. Does a regular Pavlowa to
In view of the fact that she's carry'Claire d' Lune' and comes back in
The valor of the noblest Roman ing a male pianist, it might make a
second half to do a Swedish mazurka
better arid smoother picture if she
that's a cinch to stop any show. was nothing in comparison with this remained standing most of the time.
Situated Only exception could be her songVanities' also introduces an English Brandt vaudfllm attempt
team, Dench and Stewart, that would in a suburban residential nabe, with pianolog medley of hits she sang with
rate tops on any man's rink. They're
She holds
sprinking of used car lots and the Whiteman band.
the ice equivalent to Veloz and
plenty of emphasis in her appearYolanda.
A bolero they do is cheap stores, the house is fighting for ance and introes nicely.
biz against all odds, not the least of
breathtaking.
Arrangement are practically all in
Comedy is well taken care of by which is its indie and quickie film swing idiom and the brass is too
Douglas Duffy and Alf Trenkler. product. Practically all the biz comes forte at times, but Romona evidently
Former does a 'Donald Duck' and a
has a good set of musicians in the
at night the matinees are brutal.
circus clown, both tops, particularly
reed, four brass and four rhythm
And this week's stage show isn't four
the latter, for flock of thrill laughs
(including her own piano) sections.
while Duffy's old ragdoll-partner destined for much help either, The Standouts are the arrangements of
number can still reach any audience. marquee lure just isn't there. Com- two old tune-s, 'Sheik of Araby' and
Ramona's
bination
of
male
band
Best of male skaters, of a legitimate
'Pagan Love Song'.
Eddie Garr,
Maxel-

New

Unit Reviews
COMEDIE FRANCAISE
DAnON)

(COLONIAL,

Dayton, O., Nov.

18.

Count Berni Vici, with Billy Farand Lucy Boots, Larue and
Ted Waldman and Susie,

fell

Carol,

Carlton Emmy and His Dogs, Yvette
Dare, ' Girl Band (12) Line (16)
Mickey Bros., and Alice; "Fast and
Furious," (M-G).

More eye-filling, than on his previous visits is the 'Comedie Franeaise'
production that Count Berni Vici
brings here with a girl band of 12,
line chorus of 10, six showgirls and
various specialty acts. The all-girl
band opens in the pit, and after
bringing on the troupe, hastens on
stage for the rest of the show,
Opener is a whiz for atmosphere,
showing the Normandie steaming
Into the harbor, well contrived considering the limitations of such a
show, whereupon the chorines line
up for a French song and dance and
bit of disrobing.

Billy Farrell

a

^
and Lucy Boots hold
,

gabfe.st that sees the king's English

knocked completely cold. Best part
of the act, however, is Farrell's dancing, in -which he exhibits plenty of
tricks, including a round of fancy
tnps in simulation of shadow boxing,
bag punching and jitterbug steps.
He even stands on his hands and taps
,

against the wall.

The first production number introduces Bcrni Vici in a brief violin
solo against a

background showing

the N. Y. World's Fair perisphere

and trylon, from which emerge the
line doing a mechanical number with

stood motionless all this time, come
to life and do a brief adagio. Later,
they appear in a similar number that
gives .full play to the athletic
prowess of the superbly muscled
male and his lithe feminine partner.
Most elaborate of the production
numbers introduces Yvette Dare and
her 'sacred parrot,' to which nothing
appears sacred as he plucks off one
garment after another during her
dance, leaving Miss Dare with only
what a liberal law allows. Other
production numbers include a rain
number, given over to the gloriflca
tion of cellophane, and a southern
scene, with Billy Taylor singing
George Gershwin's 'Summertime'
and the chorus in a trick basket arrangement.
Carlton Emmy still stands ace high
In training canines, presenting a
dozen dogs in routines that are nothing less than amazing. Hickey Bros,

and

Alice,

announced as

late

of

CARLTON, JAMAICA

—

ICE VANITIES
PITT)

Pittsburgh, Nov. 16.
Bill O'firien presents first edition
of 'Ice Vonities,' starring Viwi-Anne
Hulten,
Vera Hruba and Lois
Dworshak: featuring Douglas Duffy,
Ronnie Roberts, Alfred Trenkler,
Guy Owen, Jerry Farley, Dench ond
Stewart, Theslef and Taylor, Line
(24); Orch under direction of San
ford Gold.

Latest skate show to make a bid
some of the coin 'Ice Follies' and

tor
.

Sonja Henie have been grabbing on
tour last few seasons is 'Ice Vanities,' which Bill O'Brien is bankrolling.
It has possibilities.
Situations
where "Vanities' gets in ahead of
"Follies' and Miss Henie, show won't
do badly, but it's going to have a
tough time following them.
O'Brien has corralled a flock of
tried

and

production

proven
that

in
talent.
It's
falls down.

show

Tfanities' has given such superlative skaters' as Vivi-Anne Hulten,
•

Vera Hruba and Lois Dworshali
the atmosphere they need to make
their
different
appearance
here
than it's been in the past, when
they've done exhibitions between
periods of a hockey game. They
plight almost be doing the same
thing, for O'Brien has merely tossed
together a ftodc of corking specialists
without building a real show around

them.

(New

Acts)

the

,

WATER

los

FOLLIES

EMBASSY,

planning, report they will travel
north, then east and are booked
solidly through Feb. 25.
Plot of 'Flashes and Splashes' was

hatched

last

summer when Raynell

contests,

mardi

fashion shows,
jects.

son
will

hoo

gras

etc.,

celebrations,

as newsreel subfootball sea-

Maybe when the

is concluded the press agents
be able to get all their old ballyback into the reels, but for

gestures that supplement his lyricof
choice
Discriminating
izing.
numbers is indicated by his tunes,
'South of the Border' and 'Blue
encoi;fs
followed
by
Orchids,'
'Donkey Serenade' and 'Kid Named
Joe.'

stuff

the present, at least, various kinds
of action subjects crowd all the filler
material off the screen. It's a break

Piano and Songs

for the newsreel addict

Show

HOWARD GUT

—

.ContJniicil

from page 4«_

ADAMS, NEWARK
Meadow."!, but the terping is effective, nevertheless.
Another fugitive from the 'World
of Tomorrow' is Jeanne Rochellc,
currently plugging a variation of
her 'Bride of Frankenstein' dance illusion which over-awed the out
landers in N,T,G.'s tent expo. Miss
Rochelle has dubbed this the 'Dance
of the Lovers,' and, costumed as half
man, half woman, her convolutions
build up to a terrific climax.
Both fcmmes were visited by a
city policeman alter initial matinee
and received a verbal order which
resulted in visible toning down of
both turns at next performance. No

the doomed vessel sinking in the distance, a burial at sea and glimpses
of many of the rescued. Latter portions of the sound track, made by
the photographer himself, are dramatized too much, but on this whole it's
the best reel of its kind to come out
of the war so far. Most of the other
war clips, while interesting, lack action and are loo obviously approved
by the censors.
As usual, the reels have copped
the cream of the week's scoring
plays on the intercollegiate gridirons,
but they still extract only a fraction
of the potential thrills. Not only on
the theory that .close followers of
football would appreciate a better
look at .<fpcctacular plays, but also because it would alTord an excellent
chance for ncoohytcs to learn what
makes a play click, there should be
slow-motion views of at least a few
plays. Also, it would help if an expert commentary could explain the
fine points an the action unreels.
The football stuff in the nev;sreels is
.

and
Dancing

RAVEL

12 Mins.

Nixon Cafe, rittsbargh
Couple
of
comparative
newcomers to the ballroom lerp field
should be right up there among the
top-notchers before very long. They
everything

have practically

it takes,
looks, charm, grace and, above nil,
talent, which is still the pay-ofl.
fellow's .a sleek Latin type, and
a first-rate dancer,, while the girl,
Nitza, has all the sex-appeal this
sort of turn needs. She's the Spanish type, dark and hair pulled down

The

from the middle, and resembles Yolanda (Veloz and).
They're doing six numbers here,
dividing them into two parts and
clicking all th« way. ITiey look
class at their entrance and then proceed to prove that there's class in
their footwork, too. Start with a
flashy,
typically ballroom routine
they divide into a waltz. and a rumba;
go into a Bolero thing done to American music, including a swell, fiddle-

arrangement of 'I've Got You
Skin,' then a neat tango
a novel Spanish dance

.solocd,

My

Under
and

finally

that Navel himself announces as a
dance-story about a flirtation between two gypsies. It's cute, and

they

make

it

more

so.

Team wears clothes well and Is
nicely groomed, which puts everything in its favor.
Cohen.

TEX GENTRY
Accordionist
1« Mins.
Show Bar, Forest Hills, N. Y.

Miss Gentry

Is a tall, pleasantwho tries hard to deliver
Unfortuneeds to finish the rest of
her accordion course, the inclination
being to hit too many inharmonic
chords, and there is a total lack of

looking gal

pop tunes instrumentally.
nately, she

virtuosity.

She does 'Over the Rainbow,' 'If I
Didn't Care.' 'Wishing,' 'South of the
Border' and a couple more without
expression or individuality. There's
a deadpannishness here that Indicates a serious lack of showmanship,
probably due to inexperience.
Gilb.

ANN HUDSON
Dances
6 MiDs.

Show

A

Bar, Forest Hills, N. Y.

youthful brunet neatly encased

in a blue leotard, combines acrobatics and ballet for .a satisfactory flller
act.
Her first number is a taps-on-

routine done to 'Lullaby in
During this opener, Miss
Hudson manages to sell her pleasing
toe

Rhythm.'

personality.-

Change of garb to rose-lace pajamas and juliette cap to match
brings on the second stanza an
acrobatic stint featuring two effec-

—

tive steps, the

first,

a high-kick fol-

lowed by forward two-hand somersaults;

the second, cartwheels 'which

splits.
The closing is a
floor-wiping series of circular .splits,
followed by several control somersaults, which elicit a nice salvo.

seque into

MUSH

Bar, Forest Hills, N, Y.

V

House Reviews

MTZA

Gilb.

9 Mins.

and Golden found themselves felThis Is the familiar vocalist with
Extent to which war and football
low troupers in the caravan of the are monopolizing the reels is indi- self-accompaniment at the piano .set
which cated in the current bill. Of the 43 up, but it doesn't jell. The pianistics
American
Shows,
Royal
Pensacola,
in
closed
its
season
clips (not including special short aren't bad but the voice is windy and
Raynell ond Golden say their features), 20 are more or less direct- completely ineffectual in a nitery of
Fla.
efforts have cost them $40,000.
concerned with the international this type.
A corps of gal divers, all lookers, ly
situation, while six deal with footAlthough the tunes are changed
and Cortez's swing band, are major ball and two are about aviation: The in various stanzas between dance
units in the setup.
rest cover a wide field, but include sets of the house band, a typical rou
Cast also includes Fred Beatty, not a single baby parade, beauty tine included 'Can't Give You Anydiving clown; LaBIan and DuChan, contest or fashion show and only a thing But Love, Baby,' 'Love For
dancers';
Ray couple are such obvious publicity Sale,' 'I've Got You Under My Skin,'
'dream
.surrealist
Goodie, tightwire worker; Turko, bits as hog-calling contests, pig 'Let's Fall in Love' and others— all
juggler; gymnastics and slapstick by shows, cornerstone-layings and Red done in the same .slow tempo and in
the Mandell Bros., and a whirlwind Cro.ss drive openings.
a voice which simply isn't.
SisVimar
the
exhibition
by
skating
Choice clip of the lot is ParaWith nothing to indicate thalGuy'.s
ters (2)' on rollers.
one, taken by a extreme vibrato, and other vocal,
In toto, a pleasing combo for the mount's lengthy
passenger on the rescue ship, of the faults might be corrected, the best
vaudfilmers outside the keys.
sav^ig of the crew and passengers of bet .seems to be for this entertainer
It
Mandalay.
to slick to the keyboard and vary his
the torpedoed City of
Gilb.
includes some remarkable shots of material.

Chonis of 24, led by May Judels, is
and routines devised for
bne by Gustave Lussi are pretty
ordinary with one exception. That's
the Sylvia ballet, featuring Miss
Judels first and then Miss Hruba,
which comes right after intermission.
Its a sock ensemble, exquisitely trouble since.
costumed and virtually the only proFor showmanship and a touch of
duction hifihlight.
the unique, Frank Paris grabs lop
alieady brlllinnlly handled, but it
That's what 'Vanities' needs mcst honors with his three-foot mario
of all— production— to shnpe up an nettcs, modeled in the likeness of could be improved cnormou.'ily with
competition for the 'Follies,' with stage and screen headliners and a little extra intelligent effort.

Just so-so

Billy

Band also carries vocalist
and specialty hoofer Jane Fraser
givpresent a fair enough enterttinment, Miles. He does only one tune,
treatbut up in lights they are hardly ing the lyrics a Shakespearian
strong enough to overcome celluloid ment that's much too corny. Scho.
that keeps customers away in droves.
of the Tollies.'
Band, in its first theatre date, is
Cohen.
worked most of the time, set neatly BOB PARISH
on the stage, with Ramona vocalizing Sones
the chorus of every other tune. Garr Apollo, N. T.
Bob Parish, late of the all-colored
m.c.'s and clicks in his own next-toclosing
spot
with his standard 'The Hot Mikado,' in which he had
(CITY AUD., MONTGOMERY)
routine of comedy and imitations, a lead role, that of Nanki-Poo, is a
best of the latter being his takeoff on fine bet for colored vaude, niteries
JWontflomery, Ala., Nov. 18.
singers. He's also in for a hoke ses- or musicals. Light-skinned and softFred Beatty, LaBIan and DuChan, sion with the Maxellos, three men spoken, he has a fine tenor that's
Ray Goodie, Turko, Afandell Bros., and two girls, one of the best foot given full scope through his use of
Vinwr Sisters, Cortez Band.
juggling groups in the business. a mike here. Singing without amThey're plenty punchy in their plification in the Michael Todd musical didn't permit the range that's his
What impresarios Raynell and straight tricks, too.
Jane Frazer is a nice hoofing presently.
George Golden say Is headed for specialty, doing four minutes of ecHe's m.c.ing here also and dueling
Broadway, departed from Mobile centric rhythm dancing.
Scho.
with Frances Brock in a couple of
Monday (16) afternoon as Raynell's
spots, but actually it's in his solo
spot, towards the finale of this bill,
Water Follies' in 'Flashes and
At
that he really takes hold fast.
N. Y.
Splashes of 1940.' It is, in fact, a
the last show Friday night (17) he
concentrated version of Billy Rose's
(NEWSREEL)
had to beg oft.
Aquacade, which recently closed an
but
personality,
easy
has
an
He
engagement at the New York World's
There's one thing to be said for the one fault is his posturing, a factoi
Fair, coupled with some satisfactory
vaude standards.
war, anyway. That is, it's put a wel- that's a usual reaction to selfportable tank, 12 feet in diam- come crimp in baby parades, beauty confidence. He could relax on those

'Hellzapoppin,' are crazy enough in
A
their antics to belong to that outfit,
bQt most of their material is out- eter and six feet high, just compact
enough to fit the stage of the averdated and needs revamping.
The finale pays tribute to John age theatre, is carried with other
Philip' Sousa, with the band playing stage property in three' truck-andhis 'Stars and Stripes Forever' and trailer outfits. Cast of 40 is travel-,
the girls doing a sailor number. ing in busses.
Promoters of the show, built in
Band, by the way, includes an elecMobile after less than a month's
tric organ and novachord.
Kany.

(DUQVESNE GARDEN,

Acts

.

cymbals and the showgirls parading variety, is Guy Owen,
whose romp
In varied finery.
ing gaucho rings the bell. He also
Another production number pre- teams with Miss
Dworshak in her
sents the girls, in flery red, doing the first
number, which leads into an
'Dance of Moloch," at the end of ensemble 'Ten
Step,' the original
have
which, LaRue and Carol, who
first-act finale

49

THE VASS FAMILY

and
Dancing

SUGAR

7 Mins.

Apollo, N. Y.

Mixed team, he

in

white

tail.s,

she

In white scanties, feature taps «n
elevated, circular platforms that are

mediocre.

They work hard, with
showing more

-ability

Otherwise, the act

is

the girl
than th« male.
of the standard

whirlwind variety, okay for the colored vauders and niteries.

TWO GIANTS OF RHYTHM
Dancing
6 Mins.
Apollo, N. T.
Team is aptly named.
heftie.s,

taps, in

Elongated
garbed in tails, -do standard
duo and challenges.

They're okay on the standards, but
lack of novelty doesn't warrant consideration for higher brackets;

(5)

Singing
12 Mins.

Boston
Four girls and a man- from radio
turn out good rhythm vocaLs, but do
not qualify yet as a big-time troupe.
Keith's,

Rose's $1,000,000

.Continued from page ]_
but succesiifully, quite near
to the Aquathe comedy inserts are pale, very
much like the hillbilly stuff heard cade.
When Rose squawked this season,
on daytime radio shows.
Girls look and dress like college Grover Whalen. told him to 'forget
freshmen, and the man appears to it' as a personal favor, apart from
be an older brother or a young the fact that Todd and/or the. Fair
father.
One of the gals twangs a Corp. could contest Rose's complaint
guitar and does a laudable impersonation
Hepburn in their closing by .slating 'Hot Mikado' was merely

show considerable

Arrangements

all

manipulation

and imagination,

•

.

of

and best number, 'Cowboy and the a Gilbert and Sullivan revival, hence
Lady.'
Other numbers are 'Apple not to construed as modern theaAccording to
for Teacher,' 'Collegiate Love' and trical competition.
'Doin' the Quiz' (with an imper- Rose's deal, the Hall henceforth
sonation of Kay Kyser by the man). could be restricted only to something
They're a clean-cut quintet that dramatic or cinematic.
might easily go a long, way with
Rose's Diamond Horseshoe nitery
more experience and the savoir
have netted $150,000 thus
faire that will result from more is said to
playing.

Fox.

far this season.

,

—
——

.

LEGITIMATE

VARIETY
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Wednesday, November 22, 1939

Bohon, LipscoU, Levy

Inside Stuff-Legit

•

Prolific This

Plays on Broadway

Season

VERY WARM FOR MAY

Shuberts are preparing to follow
A iinal fisjiiie of $115,803 has been submitted to Federal Judge William
Eoiidv bv altoiiieys for Edward Sheldon and Margaret Ayer Barnes and their new musical. 'Three After
to the Three.' which opens In New Haven
attorneys for Loew's and its subsidiaries as the amount to be paid
in Metros Friday (24). with a straight play,
plainlifTs for llie plagiarism of the play, 'Dishonored Lady,'
profits on
Man in Dress Clothes.' Same crew
•Lettv Lynton.' The figure represents one-fifth of the toUl net
Appeals decree.
who did book and writing for
llie lihn. in conformity with the Circuit Court of
The parent company and its subsidiaries will be assessed as follows: Tijree,' it is understood, will work
Metro on the now show. They are Guy
Metro Pictures Corp.. net profits. $252.091.. to be assessed $50,143;
net
Loews,
Bolton, Alan Lipscott and Parke
Distributing Corp.. net profits $68,603. to be asse.ssed $13,720;
Export, net profits Levy.
profits $107,542, to be assessed $21,508, and Culver
Attorney fees including interest from
Bolton is also said to be mulling a
$150 788 to be assessed $30,157.
bring the final figure up musical for Ed Wynn. for which he
Jan. 7 of this year are $34,595, and costs of $2,632,
has independent backing, and in
to $153,030.
'profile' of them which Wynn has shown considerLee and J. J. Shubert are reported to be burning at the
Lipscott and Levy
installments, ap- able interest.
currently appearing in the New Yorker. First of three
but it was written would also be in on the writing of
pearing last week, didn't exactly skin the brothers alive,
of what it termed the this.
in a faintly ironic style and related a few foibles
began gatherboys from Syracuse.' A. J. Liebling. who wrote the piece,
summer, but
ing material nearly a year ago and finally completed it last
regular theatre
the mag withheld publication for checking and to await the
Current
The Shuberts refused to be interviewed for t^e series, but perseason
(Week 61 Nov. 20)
Since they
mitted thoir press department to supply photographs of them.
proofs
hadn't been questioned direct, they weren't given a look at advance
Abe Lincoln In Illinois' (Raymond
of the yarn.
Massey)
Ni.xon, Pittsburgh.
which
dialogs
comedy
the
Bright reading and good amateur stuff are
Playhouse,
'Chocolate Soldier*
Milton Berle has assembled under 'Laughingly Yours" (Samuel French;
might have seen Hollywood.
51). edited by S. Sylvan Simon, the Metro director, who
weren't
least
or
at
themselves,
overlap
(repertory)
Colboiirne-Jones
to it that some of Berle's quips didn't
edited
a
has
Simon
skits.
successive
Ont.
(20-22);
repeated one after the other In two
Hamilton,
Savoy,
number of play anthologies for French, Inc.. which caters to little theatre Grand, London. Ont. (23-25).

Miuc Cordon proOiicllon of two-act muslcuiiioJy (11 uccDtis) by .Imoiuo Kurn
il
nj Osi-ar Haminer»lcln 2il; sinned nnd dPVlcn'cnlc Mlnelll dnnoer AliiZuc-A .by
bert Ina Rnnch nnd Hnrry I.onco: book dlre(;tcd by H:itninor.<«teln
mualonl condui'tor^
Hobfpt ICmmett Doinn; arrati^onicnts, Tluanoll IJennclt.
Opened Nov^ 17, '.'ID, nl Atvln,
:

N. y., to $0.00 top; rcfiuliir ac.ile. 5I.-I0.
XWb Ardcii. fllram
(7n.1t: .Inrk WhltlnR.
Sborntnn, Gnu'O Mcl>nn:ild, KVnncoa .MorDonfild Urian, Ulrbnrd Qulne, Don
nnd Miixliic Barr.il, Hollac* Sli"^\'.
tny Mnyer. Kvelyn Thuwl. Mntty Mal-

(.oper

.

—

—

and kindred groups.

Was a

'Da Barry

Lady'

ny.

Merman, Bert Lahr)— Shubert, Bos-

Because of a cold, Marcy Wescott, femme lead in 'Too Many Girls.' at
the Imperial, N. Y., was forced out of the cast at the last Wednesday (15)
afternoon and evening performances. She was replaced by Leila Ernst,
understudy, who normally plays the small part of Tallulah Lou. She's a

San

Boston society

can, St. Louis.
'Herself, Mrs. Patrick

(repertory)
Auditorium, Montevallo. Ala. (20);
Highschool auditorium, Montgomery,
Ala. (21); Auditorium. Tallahasse,

Auditorium,

Three

of

New

Orleans

Echoes'

(Ethel

Barrymore)— Ford's. Baltimore.

—

'Folles Bergcre' 'El Capitan, Hollywood.
'Golden Boy' (Eric Linden) State,

—

Jose, Cal. (20);

McDonald. Eu-

gene, Ore. (22); Mayfair, Portland,
Ore. (24-25).

girl.

Hamlet' (Maurice Evans

—Ameri-

Crowley'

Playhouse, Wilmington (25).
'Hot Mikado' (Bill Robinson)— Lo

Italian

Shows

Opera Singers

in

Rehearsal

cust, Philadelphia.

Married an Angel' (Dennis King)
Orpheum, Davenport (20); Iowa,
Cedar Rapids (21); Shrine auditorium, Des Moines (22); Orpheum
Sioux City (2'3); Technical high'I

Ganging

Up On Yolpi In

'Swlngin' the

Dream'—Charell,

Rodney.

Piqne Over Met Stymie

"The

More

trouble with personnel looms

for the Metropolitan

disquieting

reports

Opera
from

Co., with

Italy

to

the effect that the 10 Italian artists,

who were
ment

to

forced

their govern-

by

forego lucrativ* American

engagements, are up In arms over
the engagement by the Metropolitan
of Giacomo Lauri-Volpi, who is in
Spain. These artists are reported to
be using their influence and pressure
on officials to force the cancellation
of Volpi's contract, as they have no
desire to see him secure anything
they cannot get.
Volpi, wht) was a member of the
1923-1933, and who left
after a salary dispute with the for^
mer management, is one of the highest paid tenors in the world, and
generally considered to rank among
the greatest of th« world. He was

Met from

a much
needed hole in the dramatic tenor
reiiertoire. as the veteran Martinelli
Is the only other singer of heroic
roles with boxoffice drawing ability
on the rostc.-. Volpi. an Italian
citizen, is vacationing in Spain and
reported seeking a Spanish passport.

being counted

on

to

fill

doubtful, however, that he will
the ire of the Italian government by coming here, should he be
ordered to stay at home.
It is

risk

— Shuberts, Arch
Woman Brown'—Marga-

'Foreigners'

Selwyn.
ret

Hewes.

'John Henry'— Sam Byrd.
•Herseir, Mrs. Patrick Crowley'
Hall Shelton.

—

Donald
'Honeymoon Cruise'
Heyward.
Heaven'
(road)-^
'Seventh
Aldrich

tt

Myers.

—

school,

Omaha

'Key Largo'
nial,

(24-25).

(Paul

Boys Goodbye'

—Shubert

New Haven

(20-22); Bushnell audi
torium, Hartford (23); Masonic auditorium, Rochester, N. Y. (24-25).
'Leava It to Me'— (Victor Moore,

William Gaxton, Sophie Tucker)—
Auditorium, Chicago.
Madam, Will You Walk 7' (George
M. Cohan) National, Washington.
'Mamba's Danghters' (Ethel Waters)
Hanna, Cleveland..
'Mornings at Seven'
(Dorothy

—

COOK'S 'BUGGY RIDE'

FOR B'WAY COMEBACK

Gish)— Forrest,
Itly

Philadelphia.

Dear Children' (John Barry-

—

is'

directing.

Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne
playing four California towns
week, prior to coming into Bilt-

more

theatre for

Dec. 4 with

two weeks

Taming

starting
of the iShrew.'

at Oakland last night
(Mon.) and shows in Sacramento tonight. Two-day engagement has been
booked at Fresno for WednesdayThursday of this week, and final two
daj-s (1-2) will be at the Savoy,
San Diego.

Opus played

the

Shrew'

(Alfred

drama Lunt, Lynn Fontanne )^Curran, San

calls for a large cast.

are

this

of

Stevens Ea%\ For Stager

Francisco.

—

age to establish just what makes for
the difference between

Hollywood. Nov.

21.

eclipses

it

Of the song;;, 'In Other Words,
Seventecii' is a deft lyric reprise.

Hiram Sherman and Frances Mercer,

summertime

ated.

For

once,

their

setting

is

bv the supplementary production and histrionii; .embellishments. Heretofore. It's been the reverse; usually the groundwork was
so sturdy it merely required proper
studding with people and scenes to
Abel.
round things out
eclipsed

THE WORLD WE MAKE

and the Broadway article. The script also con
veys that the winter theatre in New
Drama In thrfe ncl" nnd nroinf preji'nlta
York has much to be thankful for .It the Guild. N. T.. Nov. ai. '30. hy Sidney
who nflaplcd It from Mlllen
KIncPlffy.
to the summer endeavors.
Bmnd'n novfl. Tlx Oulwnrd noom." and
But It's all such a confused nl.io dlrocled; •elllnia by Harry Horner:
jumble, particularly that surrealistic t,1.30 top.
theatrical fol-dc-rol

script

which burdens Hiram Sher'

man and with which he
valiantly.
fluence in

struggles so

The Salvador Dali

in'

'Tobacco Road' (Slim Timblin)
Plymouth, Boston.
'Tobacco Road' (John Barton)—
Orpheum, Hannibal, Mo. (20); Broad
way. Cape Girardeua. Mo. (21)
Armory, Jackson, Tenn. (22); Ry

man

auditorium,
Nashville
(23)
Comiriunity, Hot Springs (24-25)
'Tonlfht We Dance' (Ruth Chatter
ton) English, Indianapolis (19-22)

—

Hartman, Columbus (23-25).
'What a Life' (Jackie Coogan)
Highschool auditorium, Kalamazoo

Dr.

Rudolph Forster

Si-hlll<!r

I.ouls« Huntlnitlon

Head Nurse

Diitmar Hamof

Nurse Reels
Virginia MrKay

Marco

Vincente Minnelli's de Mrs. McKay..
cor, showing a forest with chande
Mr. McK.iy
liers. and things like that, against First Tnirl;mr>n
Trurltmin
which Whiting and Frances Mercer .<!arond
Third Truckman
do a sophisticated Stork Club-El Mo<le»lo

Morocco

lyric,

In

'All

Fun,'

would

be okay as an interlude. But it's
interminably,
and
dragged
out
through both acts.
The lavish production moves from
Great Neck to a New England
strawhat group. Eve Arden, as the
patroness, is a facile comedienne,
cast as the charming young mother

Trank Rldiard"
Erwln EJwarda
Jerome Tlior
Nick

DennU

Solen Biirry

Morrla

Bonnie Ilnbcrta
.Tojonh Pevney

Cora
Jim Kolilor
John Kohler

.Herbert Rudify
Harold O.iry

I.OUIS.
rioss

Sulh

Talni.x

7,olya,

Cirroll Aahuurn

AllK-rt
..-

.Rulh

Vco<

.Sherrlll

..nulla Haywooil

Ro.-icbud

Kalherlna

PenrI

Murphy

Tllo Vuoln

Rocco
Daffa

jfary
M.Tvy ZnbrlKkl
Mr. Zubrlakl..

Hammond

Kasia Orzazcwal;!
Itarold Stone
Thelnia flchne*
Hunllnitlon

Anna

I.oulse

NclEhbor
ncnllnit Agent

I.''*

I'""'*

..Eve March

.q:,IIv

Buddy flwan

Danny
.T.Tnch
f.\

'•^rlc

Rolwrla

JiimM

O'Ri-.ir

tlanilolpli PrMlon
Ncl^bbiir
I.aundrv Work^i < -f'lorrnce Hedd. RIolae
Danmar
Ti uppo.
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Hamph.

Ntw drama was on the verge of
production for some time, with Sidney Kingijley, who adapted it from
the novel. 'The Outward Room.' now
making the presentation himself,
Chances of
backed by Warners.
making tlie grade are affected by a
strain of morbidity that will likely

Its draw.
There are, however, some tense
and the play is leavened by
comic Interludes provided by dialect
types.
That most of. the story unand Ray (Evans and) Mayer, also a folds in a dingy tenement is not in
Hollywood returner, in a mild dumb the show's favor. Prolog, which is
cluck part that doesn't avail itself played in the office of a sanitarium

of his fullest talents.

Three After Three'
(Simone
Obviously there's been much cut'
ting biit not enou.^h, especially to
Simon. Mary Brian. Mitzi Green)
prune the tedious libretto sequences
Shubert, New Haven (24-25).

(20): Grand-Palace. Evansville (21)
Auditorium, Lexington, Ky. (22)
Memorial
auditorium.
J!,ouisvIlle
(2S); Keith- Albee. Huntington, W.
Va. (24): Auditorium, Charleston
W. Va. (25).
Currently she is playing in the
When We Are Married'—Royal
Universal pictiire, 'Honeymoon De- Alexandra, Toronti.
ferred.'
•While Steed'—0 ix, Cincinnati,
.

Julie Stevens leaves Saturday (25)
for New York to take the femme
lead in the Broadway production of
the stage play. 'The Male Animal.'

sight,

—

Stock companies could have beer a
sort of hayloft 'Torchbearers' with
music. But never well developed.
Jack Whiting, as the successful
musical comedv
aulhor-produceractor, has Hashes of brilliant word-

—

Taming

into

—

'

—

—

'Uriel Acosia,* i9th century

gets

DcLugg. whoso natural, comedy

with Hollace Shaw and Ralph Sluait
handle 'All the Tilings You Are'; and
Whiting, Frances Mercer and Mi.-ss
Shaw, terped by Evel.vn Thawl. Sally
with an uncertain score, a dubious Craven and Kate Friodlich. feature
question whether 'Very Warm for Heaven in My Arms.'
May' is such a hot Broadway entry.
'Lucky Fellow' in the second act,
Us chances appear limited.
well done by Robert Shackleton,
Granting that Kern's scores are newcomer, and a promising juvenile,
renowned as 'sleepers.' in that is another good tune; 'In the Heart
the
veteran composer's melodies of the Dark', (Mevcer) and 'AH in
wear well with age, and granting Fun* (Whiting-Mcrcer) are the other
also
that musical comedy books standouts.
aren't to be regarded too seriously,
A novelty staging is the hokum
there's something about 'May' that gavotte, the girls and boys in very
isn't wholly satisfying. Especially at abbreviated Jantr.ens: and later Don
Loper, Maxine Barrat and Waller
a $4.40 scale.
Long
In a surrealistic ballet conHammerstein's libretto idea was a
dandy, but like Eve Ardcn's read- cept.
Considering what Kern and Haming of the librettist's nifty something to the effect that Broadway merstein have represented in the
musical comedies are so opulent in past with their 'Sunny.' 'Show Boat.'
Sweet Adeline' and 'Music in the
their dullness, or words to that effect that seems to be the curious Air'; and individually with 'Cat and
conclusion of what Hammerstein has the Fiddle.' 'Roberta.' 'Rose-Marie.'
evolved here.
Kidding the straw- Wildflower.' 'New Moon.' etc.. the
disappointment
is the more exaggerhats and their dilletante barnyard

—

by Carl Gutzkow, will follow the in'
cumbent 'Clinton Street' on the
schedule of the Artef Players. Play
is
an old classic translated into
Hollywood, Nov. 21.
Yiddish.
Artef will use the David
Leo Carrillo will b.e starred in new Hoffsfein version, and Benno Schneilegit. *Hed Bumble-Bee,' by Robert
der is slated as director. Opening is
Craig, to be produced by Luther contemplated
shortly
after
New
Greene and James Struthers. Play Year's.
opens Dec. 4 at the Curran, San
'And They're Off,' a melodrama of
Francisco, with Los Angeles and the track, is due
for presentation
New York to follow. Tamara Geva soon by Philip Dunning, who wrote
will play opposite Carrillo. Clifford the piece. Play
is multi-scened and

Brooke

all

Joe Cook may return to Broadway more) Selwyn, Chicago.
of the other Spofford children. She
'No Tima (or Comedy' (Katharine does much to lighten the entire proIn a revue shortly after the first of
ce>:dings. Grace McDonald, sans her
the year. He Is currently seeking Cornell) Harris, Chicago.
Of Mice and Men' (Guy Robert- brother Ray, almost walks away
coin to produce it himself. Musical
with individual honors as the stage
Wilmington (20
is tagged 'Buggy Ride,' rewritten Into son)—Playhouse.
struck ingenue whom her theatrical
revue from a comedy by Don Herold 21); Rex,, Rutherford, N. J. (22); Me- family
would keep at home.
Brown and morial auditorium. "Trenton (24-25)
and Forman Brown.
Whiting is her brother, the sue
Will Irwin did the score.
On Borrowed Time'- Shrine audi- cessful showman. Donald Brian^ he
torium,
Des
Moines
Paramount,
(19);
of yesteryear's 'Chocolate Soldier'
'Buggy Ride,' in its legit guise,
Cedar
Rapids
Cecil,
Mason
and
'Merry
Widow' juvenility, is a
(20);
was optioned several times last year,
but each time allowed to drop. City (21); Wisconsin jnion, Madison slightly paunchy and bc-grayed but
Lewis Gensler held it last. Cook's (22); Paramount. Waterloo. la. (23) still handsome parent. Sherman is
the hayloft author-stager; Frances
Claire,
Wii.
Or
State,
Eau
(24);
last appearance in New York was in
Mercer (Sid Mercer's daughter) the
'Off to Buffalo,' which closed after pheum, Duluth (25).
femme lead; Richard Quinc, cast as
'Outward Bound' (Laurette Tay
one weekend last season. It's been
her brother smitten with Miss Mc
about five years since he has been lor, Florence Reed) 'Cass, Detroit, Donald: Don Lopcr and Maxine Bar
Rhapsody In Black'
Howard rat. socko with their impressionistic
seen in a musical, 'Hold Your
Washington.
adagio terps; Matty Malneck, res
•Horses,' fairly successful.
San Carlo Opera Opera House, urrected from Hollywood, a standout with an unique swing combo.
Boston (23-25).
'Springtime (or Henry' (Edward HoUace Shaw, from radio, debuting
Future Plays
Everett Horton) Erianger, Chicago. in musical comedy, a worthy thrush:

—

CARRDIO'S 'RED BEE'
BREAKS IN ON COAST

ton

.

Muni)—Colo-

Boston.

'Kiss the

^luvvuller.

and Oscar Hammerstein 2d with

Eva Le Gallienne

'Farm

band

everything in that department.
Malneck has an accordionist. Mil-

Voi'ii

the lavish investiture and lush auspices that any authors could want.
But they haven't done as well by
their entrepreneur.
Particularly on
ts plot structure, their new musical
is confusing, involved and. coupled

ton.

Fla. (22);
(24-25).

I<ont;.
Roliert
\VIIII:\ni Tor.

well-

Monro. Scldnn fJonnott. nnu-e
KUon. l-'rank l-!nnn. Kmc

I#cn

'vims.

(Ethel

George Abbott's opening of his third play this season, 'Ring Two," toniglit
(Wednesday)., falls. on Thanksgiving eve. the same night two of his past
preemed. 'Boy Meets Girl' unveiled the night before
Thanksgiving in 1935 and 'Boys from Syracuse' on Thanksgiving eve last
year. All Abbott shows open on Wednesdays, incidentally, another wink
at Lady Luck.
The Gay Blades, New York ice rink operated by Louis J. Brecker, ballroom and nitery entrepreneur, has arranged to donate theatrical midnight
skating party proceeds to the Stege Relief Fund. It's a stunt worked out
by Billy Reed, ex-performer, now handling the rink's exploitation, where
by the show bunch, relaxing after their regular working hours, "would be
helping the Stage Fund via the post-theatre attendance.

Avon

is

merited and batoncer Robert Einmett Dolan. conducting the production, gets plenty out of 'em.
But
sdmehow when the clown Malneck

riodllolt. Potor Chaniljorfi. Vlrplnia Card,
iCay IMcmro.' Wale or Lonff, Ualpli ^^tuiirl.
Qnevll,
l*nmol:i
Randcll.
Marie- LoiiIho

—

successes

(N),

the orchestral arrangements

pan is a personal click. The unique
octet, comprises Malneck. as a stuttering violinist-maestro DeLugg, accordion; Charles Marlowe, trumpet;
Marshal Fisher, guitar; Ralph HanHelen DItH9.
sell, drums: Joseph Quintile, harp;
Jean Pluinmcr, piano; and Russ Morhoff, bass.
It's a unit that'll prob'Very
Max Gordon's production of
Warm for May' has endowed the ably land a nitery berth doubling
Broadway return of Jerome Kern with the show.
Mux

Imcklolon,

:

Road Shows

orcliPMtrn

iii'cky

fraught with many potentialities
which,
as
time
usually
does,
should assert themselves. His program curtsy to Russell Bennett for

and bolster the comedy.

limit

scenes,

has

well-designed

for neurotics,
a
but the interior of a laundry
is one of the most realistic examples
of scene designing since Kingsleys
'Dead End.' Latter set Is used for
one scene only.
...
Story has to do principally witn
Virginia McKay, daughter of wellto-do-people, who is a patient In,*"*
an
had
She
asylum at the opening.
unhappy home because of neglect by
squabbling parents, but the real reason for her unbalance Is grief oyer
the loss of a brother, whose passmg
she blames on the parents.
Girl escapes and wanders Into a
laundry for a job. work entirely unsuited to her. She is befriended by
setting,

Albcrtina
Rasch, called in to collaborate with
Harry Losee on the dances, did
some unusual and highly imagina
live work in the surrealistic so
quences. Minnelli's production, stag
ing and design is also topflight.
This paradox of everything being
ultra, but not the composite whole,
evolves back to the b^k, as this
play-within-a-play unfolds.
Where
Whiting (in the plot) seemingly
does a cHck job of bolstering the
strawhat amateurs' creaky production, somebody failed to do likewise John Kohler. young worker there,
for the real Max Gordon produc' and, being penniless, she accepts nis
tion.
poor hospitality In unkempt rooms.
Whiting. IncidenUlly. who is still That Virginia could adopt herself to
one of the best musical comedy the sordid surroundings and the irn.iuvenlles extant. Is lost In the shuffle migrant characters Is something thai
for scenes on end.
ActuoUy Sher' audiences will or will not accept.
It Is romance that saves her, howman and Miss McDonald, along with
Miss Arden, are most consistently ever. Virginia cleans up the pjac"
and takes care of the house. Bot.'to the fore.
(Continued on page 52)
Kern's scort U graceful and
.
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Hold Your Hats. But B'way s
Biz Drop Is

Now

Brondwny

la

wondering what has

many seasons that when- the stock
market sags the volume of theatre
patronage declines in a proportion
that is almost mathematical, although
there have been exceptions to the
rule. November usually sees a steady
rise in theatre-going, so the offish
going is puzzling to showmen, even
though business in the ticket agencies is away ahead of recent, seasons.
Those who watch trends closely
call attention to press reports that
the metropolis has far fewer visitors
than ordinary. The estimates are that
a number of leading hotels are running about 51% of capacity, which
discounts the expectation that New
York will be a mecca for AmericaKs
since they cannot go abroad because
of the. war.
Whole floors are reported being closed off in hotels and
the dearth of out-of-towncrs is directly reflected in the grosses.
Theatre attendance is not off
alarmingly and last week saw most
of the attractions regaining part of
the October pace. The new hits are
getting the gravy, and it is figured
that since their arrival there is a
decreased demand for run' shows.
Latter division of the list are better
known to visitors, while New York-

Tsychologicaf;

Sachs Also Bidding

Rep/ Permits

To Ease Agcy. Problem
A new

solution to the legit casting

agency situation is bein,i considered
and has to do with the use of 'personal representative' permits, which

were discontinued.

Under

this type
may collect

Equity,

referred

to

to Give Ticket

Teeth'; Agcys. Say

shows rather than Thanksgiving provender.
an epicure and makpay, principally by radio

it

SI

League In Virtual Accord

On Changes

so-

so

ing

It

Code

Won't Work

is

He was formerly

The managers and Equity virtually
agreed on Monday (20) on the
changes expected to make the ticket
code more effective on Broadway at

Ziegfeld Girls to Play

a

*Woraen'—For Charity

partner of the Selwyns.

a session held in the offices of the

Joseph L. Sachs, London producer,
has also entered the bidding for the
English rights to 'Margin lor Error,'
Clare Boothe's anti-Nazi comedy.
Sachs is negotiating through Charles
H. Allen, N. Y. agent, with Aldrlch
tt Myers, producers.
George Black last week put in a
bid through agent Herman Citron.

EQUITY TO HOLD

ONTO FAIR

Members of the
made up of former

Ticket Code Keeping

Actors'

femme

and

girls

Ziegfeld

Club,

'Follies'

show-

principals,

League of New York Theatres.
While the new regulations are supposed to have 'teeth' so that viola-

are

tions of the rules will actually mean
slated to appear in a performance of
penalties in ticket agency circles
The Women' to aid the organiza- there
is skepticism over the effectivetion's charity fund.
Event is slated
ness of the code.
Diuring negotiato replace the annual dinner dance
tions between the showmen and ac-

Wage Boost

Idea in Cold Storage

and

floor show.
Norma Terris is listed to play the tors, it was reported that chargof high prices for the new hits
lead.
Max Gordon, who ing
has
been
rampant among the
produced the Clare Boothe comedy,
still in committee, but has not been has okayed the 'Women' idea and smaller brokers.
Yesterday (Tues.) Equity's council
made a live issue because of the as- promised to aid the club in the
was supposed to decide yes or no
sociation's activities with the man- presentation.
on the code. It was merely anagers on the ticket code. It is felt
nounced that it had been extended
another week.
that if the boost is furthered at this
At Equity's suggestion, the brokers
time the issues might be confused,
will be called in and the new regusince the code deal carries with it a
lations thoroughly gone over. Purbasic pact that Equity will not
pose of this procedure is to elimichange rules and policies. It is asnate possible protests from the
sumed that the code \yjll be extended
ticket people that they had not been
and that would prevent any move
Informed of the changes. From
to change the minimum for at least
Equity's viewpoint the brokers have
another year.
the right to be consulted, since they
Proponents of the increase, howare part of show business.
However, believe that they have a valid
ever, when the agency people are
argument for such a move. They
summoned,' they are likely to show
point out that every other departhow the code had holes punched
ment in the theatre front and back
Pre-premiere disaffection of three into it and also to say that it will
is accompanied by higher pay than
Stagehands in productions constitute major disap- be done again. After the brokers
former minimums.
have their inning the revised code is
particular are getting more money, pointments of the new season, but, at
expected to begin functioning.
so do press agents, managers and the same time, the withdrawals lessNew regulations will provide for
Principal aim is
boxoflice people.
en the chances of a Broadway house a system of making allotments of
for the actor to get his share of the
Two of the shows, tickets, which, if It works, will force
proceeds and it is felt that some shortage.
managers are not coming to scratch. 'Madam, Will You Walk,' which goes some of the agencies out of business.
Allotments are expected to be made
Contended, too, that few worth- oft in Washington Saturday (25)
on the basis of sales made by the
while actors are engaged at $40 exafter a two-week try-put, and 'Nice agencies.
When informed of the
cept by alleged shoe-string showmen and it is figured if the $75 level Goin,' ' which was brought back from plan, leading brokers were critical.
They declared that their offices have
is set it would hardly binder the Boston about two weeks ago, are
volume of production.
Further scheduled for presentation a bit not obtained the correct proportion
of tickets that they can dispose of,
claimed that the increase probably la'.er, but 'No Code to Guide Her,'
would keep out the short bankroll slated for debut at the Playhouse particularly this season. Contended
that if allottments are made on the
boys, which would be for the betterlast Saturday (18), has apparently records,
the plan would be inment of show business generally.
been abandoned.
equitable.
Withdrawal of 'Madam,' written by
Overoomc Managers' Objcctlcns
the late Sidney Howard was occaDuring the code discussions most
the
decision
George
M.
sioned
by
of
of
the
objections
by managers were
Broadway Will See
Cohan to leave the cast. Star does overcome. One leading theatre op-

Proposal

minimum

that

Equity

the

raise

salary from $40 to $75

principal

is

DROPOUTS EASE

SHOWS

B'WAY HOUSE

Equity will again maintain jurisdiction over some attractions at the
N. Y. WoHd's Fair when It relights
Association had rules for
in May,
three shows of a major kind during
the first season, although there continues to be a difterence of opinion
in the membership whether Equity
should figure at the exposition because there is little similarity be-

tween shows there and oh the

legit

stage.

The Aquacade, which

virtually

is

set for a

extras. The exhibit buildings of the associated t. r.
lines is said to have cost $5,000,000,

while the show

'Personal

but

appearances.

For London 'Margin'

hundred actors and

MuUs Reviving

know,'

Gaige

second season, although the
contract has not l>een signatured, is
not among the shows under Equity
rules.
Principal show having such
jurisdiction was 'Railroads on Parade,' which is reported being set
ers principally make up the audi- for the second season. 'Mikado' and
the Shakespearean tab at Merrie
ences for the new successes.
Agency people have a new con- England were the other Equity atThere were some comception of what Is partly the matter tractions.
with business.
They contend that plaints that the rules made it too
the growth of theatre parties has be- dlfTicult to operate the tab successcome a pernicious practice. Managers fully, but It is doubtful if that was
have favored such block ticket sales, the main reason the show flopped.
Like the Aquacade, 'Ballroads'
(Continued on page 52)
played 26 weeks, employing several

Equity

VARIETY

Partner

When Arch Selwyn heard that
Crosby Gaige gave • speech at
th« store of Lewis & Conger,
New York, on 'how to dress turkeys,' he piped: 'He surely should

Spotty Ticker Tape Also Hurting
been the matter with business during the first halt of November and
any number of reasons have been
advanced, one deterrent generally
accepted being the suspension of the
Observers further
World's Fair.
surveying the situation express other
theories and one novel opinion is
that 'boom psychology' during October has waned.
Perhaps more pertinent Is the fact
that Wall Street has been acting
rather badly. It has been known for

A

Carving

was estimated
Though the
$300,000.
itself

to have cost
spectacle operated successfully during the last half of the engagement,
it never was expected to earn back
the productiou outlay.
While Equity rules applied to
'Railroads,' the players were not all
members of the association. It was
supposed that 90% would be Equityites, but it developed that the rule

SHORTAGE

not believe the devil-like part as-

Two-a-Night Policy

erator took

the

position

that

he

signed him is quite to his liking, al- would not be dictated to as to which
though the Playwrights,' who pro- agencies he must do business with,
duced 'Madam,' expressed their sat- although conceding the regulation
isfaction of his performance. Cohan which prohibits the League members
is expected to turn to 'Musical Comfrom dealing with certain brokers
Broadway will see a two-a-nighl
the musical in which he who have either remained outside
legit policy when the 'Folies Ber- edy Man,'
gere* comes in around Xmas, if pres- was slated to appear this season and
(Continued on page 52)
back
because
castwhich
was
set
of
ent negotiations between Clifford C.

Via Tolies Bergere'

Fischer,

impresario

ing problems.

of that revue,

Re-casting is also said to be the
and the Shuberts are consummated.
The house will probably be the principal factor in bringing 'Goln"
Broadway (formerly B. S. Moss' Col- to the boards. This musical, which
is based on 'Sailor, Beware,' did fairony), which the Shuberts just took

Clara L'pman, Broke,

Looking for Any Stage

ly well in try-out dates. As for 'No
Code,' It was decided to revise the

over.

was not enforced and only 35% were
Idea is a 7:30 and 9:20 revue, at $1
Job to FoU the Wolf
members. Because of contracts, it top, and under which policy Fischer script on the date the show was
was agreed that all replacements be is currently grossing $17,000 weekly originally slated to open. Understood
Equity people and towards the end at the El Capltan, Hollywood. Only that much rewriting will be necesAt the approximate age of 66,
or pay. Suggested that such permits the percentage of Equityites was
the
is ready, if
before
comedy
sary
Clara
LIpman, favorite comedienne
matinee would be Saturday, which
be issued for a trial period of 90 considerably iippcd.
and when. Management proposed a of the musical comedy
means three shows that day.
.e during
days, during which time the casters
series of previews while the changes another generation. Is financially
It was announced last week that IS
emcould demonstrate their value to the leading exhibitors had again signed
were made, but that idea was barrassed to such an extent that she
actors.
shelved.
to participate in the Fair next seawas forced to offer her home Monof franchise,

an agent

J0% commission

for the run of the

play, provided the actor is guaranteed 20 weeks work seasonally, play

In addition to the permit assuring son,
Several additional exhibitors
the actor 20 weeks, there is another were invited to attend a session for
type which allows a 10% commission that purpose, but were not on hand.
if the caster acts in a managerial caFair's business is being principally
Pf.clty, but there is a limit to the
Fair's business is principally connumber of weeks commissions are ducted in Empire State quarters.
payable. It is for average engagements that some Equityites favor
boosting the present 5'^. on the
grounds that the rule is not being
obeyed, leaving the way open for
2
di.scrimination by agents In casting.
Committee In charge of the agency
matter meets regularly, but faces the
Expectations are that 'Abe Lindiverse opinions of the membership coln in Illinois' will tour for two
end officers. Some still hold out seasons and arrangements for such
for stiffening the rules and providing a term have been tentatively entered
'or severe penalties for violation of into between the presenting Playthe 5% limit. Others aic for a grad- wrights' Co. and Raymond Massey.
uated commission fee dependent on Excellent business has attended the
the amount of salary obtained, while showings out of town and it is figa third group favors a straight boost ured that the strength of the star'.s
to 10%, the rate usual for engagedraw, plus the performance, will
ments other than legit, such as overcome the possible eflect of the
vaudeville, radio and pictures.
picture vesrslon.
Film version of 'Lincoln' (RKO)
has a release date for Feb. 1 in all
ChappelFs 'Scarecrow'
stands except Chicago. Number two
Delos Chappell has optionc 1 'The stage 'Lincoln,' which is winding up
Sainted Scarecrow," by Edmund Ful- at the AdelphI, N. Y., this week, will
ler and Guy Andrews, and hopes to not go on the road as first planned.
put it into production in a short Management explained that, the show
time If certain minor revisions are Is hooked up too costly to operate in
satisfactory.
the lesser stands, and it is figured
It will
be his ftr.<;t ptesentntlon that the number one company will
.<;lnce 'Father Malachy's Miracle' two
cover the .south, which territory had
seasons ago.
been pencilled in for No, 2 outfit.

KEEPING IINCOLN'

ON ROAD

YEARS

Social

Ex-Lawyer Leaving

Playwrights intend to resume with day (20) at auction and it Is under'Madam' with a new lead, probably stood she had but a small equity. She
recruited from Hollywood. Usually is the widow of Louis Mann.
De-

Films for Legit Stage
Broadway
from
John

will

socialite

when

L. Lodge, formerly an attorney,

who

is

First taste

Lodge was

have

Norm

Hollywood for a picture
engagement and there he, too, was
his wife to

picture, production of which was
hailed bccau.ie of a scene relative to
war. Her brother, Sliario, in al.so
th
a profe.s.iional, currently appearing

with

John

The .socialite Jane Wyatt w,is to
hjve headed the ca.st of "No Code to
Guide Her," which was to have
opened at the Iflayhouse Saturday
(18), but which was abandoned by
Alfred de Llagic, Jr., al.«o of Park
avenue. Reported that Ml?.'; Wyatt

may

take over the play.

Bel Oeddes' Play

been obtained.
She retired
15 years ago after appearing in such .successes as 'The TeleGirl,' 'Julie Bon Bon,' 'Mile.
FIfi,' 'The Girl From Paris' and. 'AH
on Account of Eliza.' About 10 years
ago she essayed a comeback in a
stroijiht play, but it did not fare
well.
Mi.ss Lipman collaborated in the
writing of a number of plays, usually

more than

By

phone

Yale Prof.; for Ilka Chase

spotted before the cameras.- Miss
Braggiotli recently returned from
Paris, where she was working In a

'Our Dear Children'
Barrymorc in Chicago.

still

I

for

He accompanied

in

her situation. Miss LIpman

I

show business

In films.

spite

i

In picture.";.

of

Equity rules

clo.<!es

.

In 'We The Living,' which
George Abbott will present. Melodrama by Ayn Rand will also have
Eugenie Leontovlch and Arthur Pierson in the cast. Lodge, whose brother Is a senator from Massachusetts,
Is the husband of Francesca Brag-

appears

gloltl,

new show

a

require a lapse of eight weeks be- po.sscsses a sense of humor and .seeks
fore resumption, but v/hen a star a chance to return to the footlights
withdraws of. his own volition there so that she can earn 'the groceries.'
is n} time stipulation for resumption.
Explaining that she doesn't seek
Likely, therefore, that 'Madam' will lead parts, the actress-author crisply
b? among the December premieres. declared: 'I can play old crones and
Closing of the show solves a prob- drunken hags. I can do bit parts and
lem In the booking of 'Margin for I'll even take walk-on.s.' Her elaboError,' which Is expected to remain rate home at Montrose, N. Y., had
at the Plymouth, since 'Madam's' been maintained by Miss Lipman
contract for that .spot will be auto- for many years and she declined to
matically cancelled.
sell it when an excellent price could

have a new recruit

ranks this winter when

Normal Bel Geddes,
year
will
|
.

I

|

|

;

.

layoff

from

return to

after a two-

legit

production,

Broadway about the

end of December with

a

play by

Thomas

Job, Instructor at the Yale
University School of Drama. Opus
Is lagged 'Rue With a DlfTcrcncc,' but
the title will be changed.
Ilka Chase owns the option on
'Rut' and will play the lead In It.
She did the purl during the past
summer in a tryout at Locust ValIcy, l:

i

'

I.

with the lale Samuel Shipman. They
met when he was In college and
through her a.sslstance he developed
into one ot the most prolific of
Broadway dramati.sts. It was suppo.scd thai Miss Lipman's share of
royalties would amply provide for

I

Gcdrlcs'
|

I

la.<:t

try at

Broadway was

with 'Siese' by Irwin Shaw.
for six performances.

It

but the plays are rarely used,
wh,"t with the decline in slock companies.
her,

ran
]
I
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Number two 'Abe Lincoln

When We Are

Married

Toronto, Nov. 20.
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Henry llrmonroyd
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B. Priestley's latest opus is a
top laugh-sKow, and indicates it will
be well up in the popularilv poll
once it gets into New Yo-k after its
"hinterlands break-in.
J.

back

Skipworth,

Alison

after a decade in films,

in

legit

box

the

is

at hand in Washington by
masquerading her as a page boy in
the senate. Harris sees a chance to
crash Mattie Kate, who has taken
her mother's maiden narhe for the

close

draw, but 'Skippy' fans will
in the comparatively
First-act
minor role she plays.
premise suggests that 'married' is
built around her charwoman part
and, as a riesult, audience continually
waits throughout to see this promise
office

mouth comment.'
Fact Is there are no star parts in
this coinedy. Even minor roles have
standout importance, this enhanced
by admirable casting. It's straight

comedy throughout with only

<?ne

emotional scene,'and that brief, but
poignant, as turned in by Estelle

Winwood.
Minor plot deals with discovery
by three stodgy, respectable Yorkon trip celebrating
shire
their 25th wedding anniversary, that
they have never been legally marcouples,

ried because the young divinity-student substitute rector of 25 years before had not at the time been authorized to perform the marriage
service. From then on, it's top comedy on the hush-hush theme, with

the three solid-citizen husbands anxious to keep the matter dark, with
the plan being upset when the wives
decide they don t particularly want
the bond to be made legal and are
anxious to make up for 25 years of
unexciting domestic duties, fact that
the secret is known to the bibulous
charwoman (Skipworth) and to the
equally laibulous newspaper photographer (J. C. Nugent) complicate
matters and makes for a steady
stream of laugh clicks.
Dialog is first-rate and the Ed

wardian setting and costuming add
nostalgii?, or comic, notes, depend
ing upon the age of the onlooker.

IS RISING
New Haven, Nov. 16.

ARIES

Comedy In three ocla by Eurl niackwell
t:arolln6 North: presented by ILiiiy
R. IrvlnR and Michael Uolnn: si.iged by
Robert llosa; eettlnKs, Nicholas Yellenil;
at the Shubert theaire. New Huvcn: open'
Ing Nov. 10, "30: $3.30 top.

and

Man

Madame

nernnrdl

Frances Smith
Arthur West
Constance Collier
Blanche Sweet
.Inhn Craven

Martha Wood Bnush
Roland Harris
Mattle Knte Dnugh
Gladys Gay
Bruce Prince

E-lmund
Evelyn

Maxlne

Horne
Barrows

.\riane Allen
Charles T.n Toi r
Allcen Poe
Carolina canaino
L'ledce Hoberta
Tredorlck Howard

Denlae
Nick MIkalos
Mrs. Baxter
Shirley Baxter

Ted
Cask

Istll

Dor.'^ay

...Victoria

Miss Prltchord

Gua

I.atbrop

Snm

T\'nlter

Jerry Walker

(.'oitite

JCIbcrtoii

P.uth Holden
Clirrord Dunstan

Jnhe
Hon. Emery Howletl

Morton L.Sievens

good example
of the authors having taken the
wrong slant on what could be
"Aries Is Rising'

is

a

As is, show is neither
hay nor straw, trying to play as
straight, genteel comedy a theme
that suggests it could go to town as

laughfest plot.

a

farce.

Plot

concerns

the (reat hamanla bell ringer.'

of
.

.

Make

are deeply in love, but she refuses
marriage and finally expresses, the
fear that sho may mentally lapse
again. It Is only after John suddenly
loses, his brother that Virginia realizes she has become normal.
Scenes which provide some laughter in what is often a very quiet performance are peopled by neighbors
who live in the tenement. Most successful in that department is Tito
He is
.Vuolo, of the Italian stage.
profane but funny as the friend of
John and Virginia, most ot the time
having his flea-bitten mutt with him.

Harold Stone and Kasia Orzazcwski
play Polak neighbors, who believe
the Nazis will be beaten by their
mother country. There is war talk
written into the script for the purpose ot pointing out the misery of
countless others.
,

Acting honors easily fall to Margo,
who came from the Coast, but is better known here.
Her Virginia - is
.appealing, even though the character
is sotnewhat baffling. She is on stage
most of the time, which heightens
the importance of her playing. Love

poos

astrology

and numerology, and authors have
attempted to unfold it in a moire or
less serious vein, passing up a golden
opportunity to click by kidding the
pants off these subjects. As is, it
has little chance of clicking in its

pace and

falls to gather cumulative
In addition, the players an

force.

pear to have difficulty playing on
Mordecal Gorelik's raked stage, whlla
the imperfect sound effects distract
attention from the play,
The individual performances are in
extreme contrast, Luther Adler has
a certain vitality and brings the
proper bitterness to the part ot the
newspaperman,
but
he
sccnu
strained, over-deliberate and ire.
quently gives the impression of not
paying attention to the other characters.
He's also apparently hampered by the extra tall lifts he
wears.
Morris Carnovsky gives a brilliant
performance as the ghostly captainkeenly imagined and skillfully timedl
Lee J. Cobb is also enormously impressive as the doctor, while Art
Smith is superb as the weasel-like
consumptive, a prospective father
Ruth Nelson is persuasively direct as
the aggressive feminist and Myron
McCormick plays with ingratiallnj
ease and warmth as the adventurous
aviator.

Roman Bohnen portrays the lighthouse service inspector as if he saw.
it only as a character part, not as a
real character. He snarls and hurries through the lines, without particular expression or conviction. And

Frances Farmer flounders, painfully
as the pioneer girl out ot the past
noisy opening-night
audience,
didn't help
'Thunder Rock' and

A

neither

did

the

usually

Group.

reliable

Hobe.

_

College

New

Others who
formances better than their roles are
the Misses Sweet, and Mason, Bernadine Hayes, as a trouper who has
been around; George Carleton and
Charles La Torre, as film exec, and
Ruth Holden, as a Hollywood femme
Craven is so-so as a newsflack.
hound and Fred Howard and Cledge
Roberts grab several of the play's
few laughs as fellow reporters.
Carmina Cansino and Morton L.
Stevens register in bits.
Direction is adequate considering
the material; sets, indicating a close
avail.

budget,

include

Hollywood

one

good

one,

Bone.

villa.

night
last
(This play opened
(Tuesday) on Broadway at the
Golden.)

Byway's Biz Drop
Continued from page 51
either for previews or to ensure attendance early in the engagements,
and while such deals do mean assured amounts to the boxoflice, ticket
brokers believe such activities to be

wrong economics.

Bad Word

ot

Month

They point out that many parties,
all being ostensibly for charity, are
so arranged that persons who buy
such tickets pay considerably more
than the regular boxoffice price.
Tickets for some parties are actually
sold for $10 each and there are instances where a higher rate Is
charged.
If the show is mediocre,
party audiences are dissatisfied and
the show is panned by word of
mouth no matter what the press
opinions may be. That is why the
agency people say the party practice
is all

of

wrong.

number
new productions, seven have had

Out

of the season's limited

Broadway debut next week.
When the house is taken
parties.
Action is laid in a New York the- over the normal patronage is shut
rooming house and in HoUy- oft and sometimes there is an inUp to this week
flated demand.

atrical

there have been 31 theatre parties
at the new shows, it being estimated
that 1,000 tickets for each have been
taken out of the boxoffices and supposedly out of the agencies.
Stated, however, that some tickets
for almost every party aVe eventually

dumped by

Two

On

Christmas nifiht. Northern troupe
goes to New York after two weeks
stand at the Geary.
Carroll shutters his nitery here for
one week prior to the Yule opening
to renovate the spot and prepare for
the new show. Irving Parker handles
the advance on all three engagements.

ChanK

lloberl

-nssldy

I'hii

I.cwia

Brown

Robert Ardrey has been on the
verge of a Broadway click for several seasons, without being quite
able to crash through. He tlr.<!t drew
attention with 'Star Spangled' in the
spring of 1936 and just mi-ssed with

'How

to

Get Tough About

It'

and
With

'Casey Jones' more recently.
'Thunder Rock,' which is the Group
Theatre's first production of its
ninth season, he comes closer to success than ever, but still doesn't quite
bring it off.
However, the play has something
.Continued from page SI.
pertinent and vital to say and once
the code, or who are found to have more it demonstrates Ardrey's imbreached the rules. Attitude to- aginative depth, pungent writing' and
wards accredited agencies is ex- flair for vivid characterization. In
pected to result in more effective en fact, despite some .obvious flaws.
'Thunder Rock' has so many fine
forcement.
When the code was qualities
that it would have needed
adopted last season the agency peo- only a shade more in the writing or
ple were not consulted and were told performance, better production and
to sign, or else
more penetrating direction to make
Conferences between the showmen it not only a boxoffice click, but also
play of genuine distinction. As it
and actors' committee developed a
is, the show is a slim prospect for
changed ideas on enforcement, al- Broadway, but has adaptation
possithough the principal idea is re- bilities for pictures.
tained. Instead ot an outside board,
The play centers around a news-

Tix Code Teeth

which will rule on whether violawere made, such a committee ot
three will consist of one manager or
a League istppointee, one actor or
member of any Four A's actorartist union, and a third member
to be chosen by them.
Third man
will virtually be an arbitrator and
may be selected from the American

paperman who,

in disgust at mankind's apparent determination to destroy civilization, has turned his back
on the world by taking a job as lighthouse keeper on Thunder Rock, a
pinpoint island in Lake Michigan. To
straighten out his troubled thoughts
by seeing himself through their eyes.
he imagines that the captain and pas
sengers of a ship wreckcti there 90
years before have come back.
Arbitration Society panel,
At
first his cynicism is only strengthBefore the board of three re- ened
as he realizes that they were
ceives cases of alleged violations, likewise worried
about the progress
charges are to be first sifted by an of civilization in their day, for, as
enforcement committee of four, two he says, it proves despair is eternal.
representing the managers and the
But then they persuade him of the
others acting for Equity. It is up to reality and worth of his ideals and
this committee to sift the charges, show him that he has in his own imagination and courage the qualities
either dismissing or handing the
of leadership he looks for in others.
case up to the higher board for a
So he determines to go back to his
yes or no decision, after which pen- fellow-men, not to fight, because
alties would be mandatory if charges that's not the answer, but to work
are upheld.
Understood, however, for the things he believes in, to help
that cases involving brokers and hold up to the warring nations the
employees, including boxoffice peo- example ot a peaceful America.
Starting slowly and quietly through
ple, will be handled by the enforcement -committee, from which there the first act, the play mounts to a
rousing pitch late in the second act
shall be no appeal to the higher
and then slopes gradually (livough
board. Idea of that regulation is to the third.
Some of it is brilspeed up the hearing of all charges. liantly conceived and grips the inStated that if 75% of present vio- terest of the playgoer. Button the
lations are eliminated the Equity other hand it rarely succeeds in
igniting the imagination and emoside will be well salisned. League's
tions.
committee in the negotiations inThe writing doesn't quite fuse Into
cluded Lee Shubcrl, Martin Beck compelling drama and the performand Brock Pemberlon, with Marcus ance never really takes fire. The
Heiman, James F. Reilly and Milton script could stand some cutting, parWciiiberger, attorney for the league, ticularly through the first and second
The character ot the doctor's
in an advisory cspacily. Eqitityiles; acts.
wife could be entirely eliminated,
Pnul Dullzell, J.nck Blimkall,tions

organizations into the
agencies with requests that they be
sold.
The recently opened 'Margin
for Error,' Plymouth, has had nine
parties, largest number of all: 'Skylark,' Morosco, has had six; 'Life
With Father,' Empire, and 'Ladies
and Gentlemen,' Beck, five each: 'See
My Lawyer," Billmorc, four; 'Time
Winiof Your Life,' Booth, and 'Too Many tied Lenihan and Paul Tiinier, atGirls,' Imperial, one each.
|,torney tor Equity and the Four' A's.

|

|

!

1

fault'" see^V'tn

which

f<X

liV

i^'Vh.. 'ViT."nMiJ,'n
in°o s'illed form.;," lacks

Show

GREAT GUNS

THUNDER ROCK

Breaks

Mitchell

...Kilmotid l.o

Charlie

.

We

A

Mary Mason
Bernadlne Hayes
HcorBe Carlcion

Sammy

history
tarlan

.Continued from page 50

The World

'Sea Dogs' was withdrawn from scenes with Herbert Rudley, who
stage, into pictures by getting a raft the Elliott last Saturday (18) after plays
John, seem like the real
of free publicity in disclosing her as two weeks.
Drew thumbs down at McCoy. Rudley gets his best chance
the mysterious page boy-girl.
the debut and small pickings there- to date, and turns in a fine showing.
mixup resulting from the similarity
Rudolph Forster, who hails from
after.
of names has the daughter and her
Austria, does not have a long part,
mother signing contracts with rival
but is convincing as a psychiatrist.
film companies and they all set out
SEA
Joseph Pevney, as John's ailing
for the Coast, with Madame Bernardi
brother, Jim; Solen Burry, Jerome
Opened Nov. 6*, '39. Wilson
in tow as voice trainer.
Thor, Thelma Schnee and Eva March
girl
the
shows
starbuck's melodrama was unaniSubsequent film test
are among others who show up well.
mously drubbed by all the
to be a foulball but her mother .'the
Because of the prolog and the laungreatest find since Billie Burke.'
.critics.
Brown (Post) described
dry scenes, there are a number- of
Meanwhile, the madame has become
it as 'an ordeal In three resoplayers who are used for short bits.
famous by giving one of the newslutely bad acts.' Variety (Ibee)
ibee.
hounds who interviewed the Baughs
wrote 'too quiet to hold the avin N. Y. a lucky number that won
erage
playgoer.*
$12,000 for him, and she rides the
crest of the wave, with film villagers
Drama
In three acts by Robert .'^rdrey.
The
door.
beating a oath to her
StaBCd by Elln Kazan; arltlnir. Mordwol
Senator pops up and threatens suit,
Gorellk; IlKhtlPK,
Michael Gordon; c.iaIn
tiinies, Paul Morrison; jii-caenicd by (^rouji
but the madame solves everything Carroll
Theatre at the Manslleld. N. If., opcnlns
by inducing him to sign a film conNov. U, '30; J.n.30 top.
tract to star with Mattie Kates
Slreeter
"Vanities'
Coast
^fyron .MiCorlnlcl;
Nonny
mother in 'The Senator and the Page
Hurry Br.Htsbur{;
In-spector Flannlntr
...Roinnn Kohncn
Boy.'
Charleston
I.uihor .\iller
Constance Collier heads the cast
Hollywood, Nov. 21.
Copt. Joahua
Morris (::irni>vsl<y
Vet
as the broken-down actress.
"rlKKS
Alt Smith
new
edidtions
of
Earl
CarTwo
but
Dr. .Sletan Kurtz
player gives the part all it has,
I.ec .1. Cobb
I'Vuncca Kaniier
meat can't be drawn from a cream- roll's 'Vanities' will be unveiled Melnnic
Miss KIrby
kuiIi .N'cl!!:)n
putT, so her efforts are of little simultaneously here and in Frisco Anno Marie
M;ny Towler
turn in per-

iulAUed. But it's not, and may militate against 'Married' on word-of-

Aunt Lou

Plays on Broadway
Illi-

'

be disappointed

Delivery

In

nois' will close at the Adelphi, N. Y.,
woodj and with these two spots full Saturday (25), original company beas they arc of show biz people who
ing on tour. Attraction was moved
take their star-juggling prcdcstinafrom the Plymouth some weeks ago
ion pretty seriously, there's a grand
chance for some tonguc-in-chcek and the scale reduced from $3.30 to
materialize.
$1.10, an experiment which was satstuff that just doesn't
In proper hands and with enough isfactory for a time, attendance apEngagement,
capacity.
time to do it, this script could go proaching
As it is, while definitely which drew great grosses last seaplaces.
weak for Broadway, it shows, a ray son, had been continuous despite
Also
of hope as picture material.
change
in cast. The total run Was 58
could garner laughs as book for a
weeks.
musical.
Play opens with a 'Kiss the Boys
Goodbye' angle by having a demure,
ABE LINCOLN IN ILLINOIS
Baugh
Kate
Mattie
miss,
.southern
Opened Oct. 15, '38. Robert
(Mary Mason), coming north to conSherwood's drama of the Great
quer the world via histrionics. She
EmanclpatDr was praised by all
and her mother, Martha Wood Baugh
Blanche Sweet), land in a roomreviewers with the exception of
shelters
also
which
house
ng
Brown (Post). WInchell (MirMadame Bernardi (Constance Colror) saw 'a distinct addition to
lier), a has-been thesp now living
the dramatic season.' Atkinson
on her wits as an astrologer. Roland
(Times) heralded It as 'a drama
Mat-thas
is
Craven)
Harris (John
of great pith and moment. Vahometown sweetheart, now a N/ Y.
riety (Ibee) said, fit's the theareporter who has unearthed a story
tre's Illustrious addition to the
about a senator keeping his sweetie
•

oiK-iilm;
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Purkor

Clnra Popnllt
Lotllo firo.ly
Jtcv. Olr-mont Mercer
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(Mask and Wig Club)
(UNIV. OF PA.
Trenton, N.

Nov.

J.,

17.

S2d annual production of th« Mjfk aiid
Ik Club of the U. of reimsylvanio; booh,
l.ouls Dev. Day, Jr.: music. Cl;iy .\. lioInnJ; lyrics. S. Ulckley Kclchner; danwa
directed by Walter V. Keunan, Jr.: prsaonted at Memorial UtilldlnK. Trenton. Nov.

«

17,

•;iO.

I'olly

Whitehead

lluKh William (.'lose, Jr.,
Conkle
Frederick Itlchurd Urimtim,
rhilander Whitehead

'ii

Debbie

'-12

Itubcrt ^jcllinld Jones, 'ft
Claudotte Bloditett
Louis l^eV. Day. Jj.. 'H
John Volllns I'arry, 'n
KihKO mil
Unvla Ikurd Siiillli, 'tV
Vly
Lull* kil liuckley
Itobcrt t'lotcher Uawaim '41
Sidney Wortlnier. Jr '12
Mnx Lester

Krlc Lamour
A. I.eConIo Moure. .Ir..
Thomas Ldiwlon T> l«l',
Maid...'
Secrclury... Andrew Matthew Mdrone.
First Cameramen
William KalrlelKh tunshi, Jr..

Second Cameraman

• •

.

•

Charles Aloyalus Del.ono. Jr..
John Sewoll 1;Oh-.
Auatln W. Mllana.

Board Man
Make-up Man

JO
'-11

'ill

41

•','• ...

II
>>>

41

the show has— fortunately, plots are always a secondary consideration in these rah-rahrah contributions— revolves around
a
the advent to a western ranch ot
enfilm producer, the casting of the
ranch force in a Hollywood pro-

What

plot

tire

duction and the subsequent happy
return of all to the range and fireside.

The routines are

colorful, polished

the
a pleasing escape from
numbers mio
strenuous
which a uniformly husky chorus is
usually tempted by the director.
the
Best of them is one in which

and

tricky,

dancers are dressed to appear to oa
standing on their hands. Walter r.
Keenan, director, also produces
some lavishly-costumed routines mcombinations ol
volving various

cowboys and cowgirls.

Somewhat lacking in sustained
humor and at times antiquated, the

lines are put over with sheer force
or
of acting, particularly on part
Louis Dev. Day. Jr., as an aging, but

amatory, spinster, and Frederick
R. Griffith, as a debutante pas' '?f^
heydey. Day is also credited wiin
the book.
in
Politics takes its usual beating
the script, but for the most paf' B^'B^
are a sorry lot Cowboy local lends
still

diversiItself to many colorful and
scenery and costummg,
and both are done ample justice. E.^
tcrior of a ranch house, with corral,
log porch and distant mountainous
backdroo. is used to good eftcct lu
fied effects in

several scenes.

Others

in

stellar

roles

include

Hugh W. Close, Jr., as a somewhat
brawny heroine, husky both m arms
and voice; John C. Parry, as the villain and Sidney Wertimer, Jr., as the
film director, who was inclined lo
overplay his part when caught.
Among Bolend's other contribu-a
tions are 'Go West, Young Man.
noisy, facile song; 'Swing, Mr. Cowboy,' which has quite a lilt; Stoj).
best,
It's Beautiful,' one of Bolands

and 'Great Guns.'
The whole thing went off here
with few of the hitches whic
usually add to the fun of opcnint
night
'Great Guns' opens week's, encaseat Erlanger. Philadelphia, Mon-wide
(20) and begins a country
New York, Dec. 1 and 2.
Bos*.

ment
day

tour in

—

'
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'Steed'

Chi Best in Years; 'Hamlet/ Cornefl

Slows to $2,500

Canter in 4 Indpls. Shows
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Nov. Continues Under Oct. B way Biz,

Indianapolis. Nov. 21.

Tops at 21G, Horton- Henry' Neat 15G

'While Steed.' here at the Engli.sh
for three night performances and

New Entrants Weak, Tather

Saturday matinee last week, starting
Thursday (16), played to lightweight
Local cricks seemed to be confused over the message of the play,
and' as a result, reviews were hazy,
which didn't help the take.

$18,500,

biz.

Chicago, Nov. 2J.
Business is great. It's the biggest
legit season this town has seen in
many a year, and there is no indication of any reversal ot form.
On 'last weeli' notice, the Maurice
Evans 'Hamlet' show zoomed to capacity trade at the Grand. 'No Time
for Comedy' also did sellout biz.
With Edward Everett Horton toprevival of 'Springtime for.
ping,
Henry' came through with an excellent talce on its initial stanza and
indicates a lively stay at the Er-

Outward' Disappoints

With

$8,500, Pittsburgh

Tops Agency Call, 'Girls Leads, 30G

Ruth Chatterton, in 'Tonight We
Dance,' is playing currently with
three nights and Wednesday matinee,

Pittsburgh, Nov. 21.
Revival of 'Outward Bound,' deAmerican Theatre Society
spite
backing and. rave notices from crix,

'King Two,' Miller (Kst week) (CNovember continues to run
distinctly under October as to the 944; $3.30).
Presented by George
(Monday).
merit of productions, and partially Abbott; written by Gladys Hurlbut;
Estimate for Last Week
so in grosses. During the first half comedy debuted in Baltimore Inst
•White
Steed,'
English
1.500: of the month only one standout sue- week; opens tonight (Wednesday),
the Nixon.
Show drew probably
.gta Dogs,' EUiot. Withdrawn Satbest notices of season but came at $2.75). Failed to rally after good ad cess arrived; the first fiock of presurday (18) after playing two slim
a bad time, right after $30,000 done campaign. Finished with poor $2,500. entotions was unsually effective.
Last week's premieres were dis- weeks,
by 'Leave It to Me' and right before
appointing
'Very Warm for May.'
'Abe Lincoln in Illinois,' which is
'Scandals,' Hollywood (13th week)
Alvin,
at
the
opened
Friday
(17)
judging
from
shooting
for
big
stanza
(R.1,547; $3.30).
Janger.
Somewhat beller
„, «
and drew generally weak notices, ^ince moving here from Alvin and
John Barrymore show. My Dear terrific advance.
However, the newest musical com- lowering the top; around $20,000,
Nixon now booked solidly to dark
Children,' continues at the Selwyn
w,
t
edy may surprise Broadway despite okav
and grinding 'out a consistent proAt, Xmas week, with 'Abe' current and
its $4.40 top.
'Thunder Rock,' at the
.t
,
,
with the turnaway trade in the rival then 'Tonight We Dance,' "Mamba's
^ee
My
Lawyer,'
B|ltmpre .9lh
Mansfield, did not prove impressive
houses adding considerably to the Daughter' and 'Kiss the Boys Goodweej'> (C-991; $3.30).
Making
the
drama.
Slated
to
go
off
last
nicht
bye.'
'Children' gross.
(Tuesday), it was announced that grade moderately; laugh show came
Estimate for Last Week
Legit took over the mammoth Au
80t press break; around
weekend business developed and -so L" ^^^^
Ontward Bound,' Nixon (2,100;
ditorium last night (Monday) for
'^^t week.
the
engagement continues.
"No
•Leave It to Me,' which will sticlc $2.75). Florence Reed-Laurette TayCode to Guide Her.' listed for Ihc
'Skylark,' Morosco (6th week) (COn Sunday (26), lor starrer wound up to dullish $8,for three weeks.
Playhouse, was postponed and then 961; $3.30). Draw of star (Gertrude
the Grand will get 'Night at the 500. Of that, almost $5,000 was from
cancelled. This week there arc four Lawrence) main factor; another early
Moulin Rouge/ revue presented by subscriptions.
openings and another quartet ar- arrival that got cordial reception;
A. B. Marcus and N. S. Barger. Folrives next week.
rated around $16,000, capacity.
lowing night 'Outward Bound' comes
'Straw Hat Revue,' Ambas.";.ndor
Philadelphia, Nov. 21.
'Life with Father' has jumped in
into the Harris for three weelts.
upward
swing
Steady
of 'Abe Lin- favor and around the agencies it has (9th week) (R-1,156; $3.30). ModerEstimaUs for Last Week
coln in Illinois' featured last week's first ticket call. Initial week's gross ate grosser probably bettered even
'HamleC Grand (2d-flnal week)
Opening,- while nothing was $18,500, which is all the Empire break, but not figured to be stayer;
legit here.
Smashed through
$3.30).
(1 300;
to be sneezed at, was disappointing. could gross, inclusive of standees. $10,000 estimated.
for mighty $21,000.
Second week was very big from the 'The Man Who Came to Dinner,' the
'Streets of Paris,' Broadhurst (23d
•My Dear Children,' Selwyn (27th
start, with hundreds of turnaways at first laugh-show winner of the sea- week)
(R-1,U6; $4.40).
Has eased
Cantered
$2.75).
week)
(1,000;
the last three performances.
'Abe' son, packed 'em in, too, and got off during month, but making coin
through its 200th performance here
was fifth straight hit for the Forrest, $19,5()0, which also means standee at- and should stay into the winter; rated
'Skylark' was also ca- around $22,000.
Jast week and continues along in fine
which hasn't had a poor week to date tendance.
pacity at $18,000, while 'Time, of
shape. Grossing nearly $11,000 last
out of eight.
The LItUe Foxes,' National (41st
Baltimore, Nov. 21.
The Locust, with 'Kiss the Boys Your Life,' too, fared excellently: at week) (D-1,163; $3.30). Considering
Ethel Barrymore, in 'Farm of 3 Goodbye,' tilted over first week's fig- $12,500 it virtually sold out.
•No' Time t«T Comedy,' Harris (2d
'Mar- length
run, business here still reweek) (1,000; $3.30). Capacity again, Echoes,' currently at Fords this ure and was probably profit. Final gin for Error' was satisfactory at garded of as
strong; off
somewhat
week, is supplying the second of six week for 'Of Mice and Men' was $12,000.
$21,000. One more week.
last week to $11,000.
Ameriin
the
productions
Erlanger
promised
Henry,'
for
'Too Many Girls' was the musical
•SprlncUme
better than it looks, since show was
Guild
Society-Theatre
•The
PhiladelphU
Story,' Shubert
Revival
Theatre
can
$2.75).
leader,
again
with
(1,400;
credited
$30,000;
week)
in
(1st
at a $1.50 top,
jnapped off highly satisfying $15,000, sub.scription season here this seaThree newcomers in town this 'Hellzapoppin' was runner-up, but (35th week) (C-1,367; $3.30). Holding
*
son.
week. 'Morning's at 7,' with Dorothy still strong, with the others off. great pace, a little under capacity,
Two pre-Broadway efforts last Gish now in cast, is at the Forrest There were no further declines last with gross again around $20,000.
week, 'Madam, Will You Walk," at for six days; the Mask and Wig week, and with this week's new
•The World We Make,' Guild (1st
Ford's, and 'Ring Two,' at the indie- Club's 'Great Guns' is at the Erlanger Thanksgiving Day being celebrated, week) (D-914; $3J0). Presented by
booked Maryland; chalked up mod- for a similar period, while 'Hot Mi- attendance should jump.
Sidney Kingsley; adapted by latter
erate takes after rather lukewarm kado' is playing the Locust for what
Due next week: 'Key Largo,' from Millen Brand's noyel, 'The Outreceptions from local crix. Calendar is advertised as a two-week stay, but Barrymore; 'Swingin' the Dream,' ward Room'; opened Monday (20).
of coming attractions list 'Herself, which may be extended.
Center; 'Farm of 3 Echoes.' Cort,
•Thunder Rock,' Mansfield
(2d
Mrs. Patrick Crowley,' a new one by
On Monday (27), 'DuBarry Was a and 'Morning's at 7,' LonSacre. No. week) (D-1,097; $3.30). So-so noDoran Hurley, produced by Hall Lady' opens at the Forrest, while 2 'Abe Lincoln' closes at the Adclphi tices; was slated to stop but manageShelton, is set for Ford's, Nov. 27; the Erlanger has the film, 'Hitler
this week; 'Sea Dogs' stopped at the ment decided to continue after okay
house
at
same
due
Hot Mikado' is
Saturday business.
Beast of Berlin.' Both are limited to Elliott Saturday (18).
Los Angeles, Nov. 21
Dec. 4.
'Time ot Yonr Life,' Booth (Sth
Estimates for Last Week
single week.';. On Dec. 4 Ruth ChatWith the Biltmore temporarily
Estimates for Last Week
terton's
Tonight We Dance' is
•Abe Lincoln in Illinois,' Adelphi week) (CD-704; $3.30). Selling out;
dark, and only legit in downtown
'Madam. Will You Walk,' Ford's skedded for the Forrest, and the J. B. (58 week) (D-1,434; $1.10). Final party or two at cut rates last week
area being stock at the Belasco, acPlaywrights
Priestley
Latest
play,
'When
We
Are
Mar$2.78).
week; was standout drama last sea- kept down gross somewhat, but total
tivities current week are confined (1,900;
around
$12,500.
HowSidney
late
ried,'
is
due
Erlanger.
All
the
at
the
by
effort,
Ber
Co.
'Folies
son; second company moved here at
wholly to Hollywood.
•Tobacco Road,' Forrest
(311(h
M. Cohan starred, three local legiters seem pretty well $1.10 'top and drew well for time;
gere' continues to play to turnaway ard, with George
lukewarm critical attention. taken care of up to week before goes off instead of touring; around week) (C-1,107; $1.66). Celebrated
biz at El Capitan, while 'Chocolate received
new record run despite claims that
Drew fair $11,000 strictly on strength Christmas. Shuberts' 'Three After $6,000.
reported building
is
Soldier'
the mark had been passed some
of Cohan, who's slated to withdraw Three' comes to the Forrest Xmas
•Aries
Is
Rising,'
(1st
Golden
Hollywood Pl.iyhouse, where
months
slim
profit
ago;
at little more
day.
from cast next week.
week) (C-700-$3.30). Presented by
opened week ago.
$4,000.
Estimates for Last Week
•Bine Two,' Maryland (1,520; $2.22).
Harry R. Irving and Michael Dolan; than
EstimaUs for Last Week
•Too Many Girls,' Imperial t51h
New George Abbott production by
'Abe Lincoln in Illinois,' Forrest written by Earl Blackwell and Car'Foltes Bergere,' El Capilan, Hoi
Gladys Hurlbut, with June Walker, (2d-final week) (1,800; $3.42). Soeko oline North; opened last night week) (M-1,468; $4.40). Top money
getter; although business has been
lywood (3d week) (1,560; $1.10) Betty Field and Tom Powers head- $29,000, with many turned away last (Tue.sday).
Hitting pace equal to last week for ing cast, mildly received by press and three performances. 'Morning's at 7'
'Hellzapoppin,'
Garden offish, new musical again approxiWinter
mated $30,000.
public, with $5,000 the reported take. this week only.
around $17,000, very good.
Al(52d week) (R-1,671; $3.30).
•Very Warm for May,' Alvin (2d
•Chocolate Soldier,' Hollywood
'Ki.ss (he Boys Goodbve,' Locust though somewhat off from previous
week) (M-1,355 $4.40). Opened late
Playhouse (1st week) (1,130; $1.10).
(2d-final week) (1,500; $2). A trifle form it's still getting fine grosses;
enas
Started slowly biit building
up with $9,200. Profitable for inex- slightly better last week, with tak- last week (Friday) drew mixed no'ME'
tices better line on chances this
week
Initial
advances.
gagement
pensive show.
'Hot Mikado' this ings topping $26,000.
week.
satisfactory.
for
$2,500,
good
week.
•I Know Whmt I Like,' Hud.son (1st
'Yokel Boy,' Majestic (21st week)
$26,700 IN
•or Mice and Men,' Erlanger (2d- week) (C-1,094; $3.30).
Presented
own
flnal week)
Eased by T. Edward Hambleton and Rich- (R-1,107; $3.30). About heldholdover
(1,800; $1.50).
along at $5,500, okay for pop scale. ard Skinner; written by Justin last week, but, like other
Detroit, Nov. 21.
musicals, business has been affected
Mask and Wig's •Great (Suns' this Sturm; opens Friday (24).
'Leave It to Me," with co-star
downward this month; about $20,000.
•Ladies and Gentleman,' Beck (6th
$24,000 Sophie Tucker getting added bally week.
IN
ADDED
week) (C-1,214; $3.30).
In
the
through her doubling at Bookmoney; business variable but plenty
'Pins and Needles,' Windsor il03d
Cadillac hotel's Casino, got a smash
for straight show; somewhat up last week) (R-961: $1.65). Fresh material
San Francisco, Nov. 21
$26,700 at the Cass last week. AdNifty $15,000
week; around $18,000.
inserted right along credited with
In their first week the Lunts,
ditional puffs were gained, too, since
(3rd
•Life
With
Father,'
Empire
improved
business;
over $7,000, okiiy
Curran
Taming of the Shrew' at the
Mildred Fenton, who took over Mary
Jumped to lor labor unionists' revue.
(C-1,096; $3.30).
In D.
did near-capacity biz last week with Martin's role, was lifted to Miss
Despite Crix week)
lead in demand at agencies; new
finished disappointingly last
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Martins spot from local night spot,
In second and final week currently the Powatan.
Washington, Nov. 21.
'Outward Bound,' with Laurette
De.<:pite only one really good notice
Taylor and Florence Reed, is cur- out of four, Ethel Barrymore's rep
San Carlo Opera Off
rent.
and American Theatre Society subEstimate for Last Week
scribers backed all performances to
•Leave It to Me,' Cass (1,500; $3.30). Rive 'Farm of 3 Echoes' neat b.o. last
In Mont'l With $10,00
SmaiJh $26,700 for nine perform- week.
ances.
Current is George M. Cohan in
Montreal, Nov. 21.
.second pre-Broadway stanza of SidBargain-price opera at the Forum
ney Howard's 'Madame, Will You
by San Carlo Co. was not « success
Walk.'
Neat 12^G
here last week in three nights and Chatterton

$24,000.

Estimate for Last

two matinees
'Geneva,'

(17-10).
at His MajeKty'.s,

tmder expectations with
Estimates for Last

al.*:©

(4,800;

of poor acoustics and
inbrought
sealing

Combo

inadequate

Week

Week

San Carlo Opera, Forum
$1.50).

For

in St.

Louis

$8,000.

sufficient $10,000.
(1.600;
His Maje.'ily's
Five nights and two mats
Maurice Colboui'ne and
good
presentation
Barry
Jones
enough $8,000, though under what

'Geneva,'

$2.50).
(14-18).

was expected.

'Tonight

Chattenon

St

We

Louis,

Nov

Maurice Evans in 'Hamlet' began
weeks run last night (Monday).

EslinuU
'Tonight

for Last

We

$2.50).

grabbed nice

pullfed

at the

profitable

Hartman.

Legit

week)

(D-1,036; $3.30). Parties sold
rales tended to hold
down pace, which was again satisfactory at a bit over $12,000.
No Cod«'"t; ciJl'de Hir/Phiyhou.se

Week

'Farm of 3 Echoes,' National (1.608;
.,„,i«r,«.i temporarily.
»
,.,,.ii„
Approximately $15,000. okay. Abandoned

'

Week

$12,500.

Minneapolis, Nov. 21.
slumping here
after
made by Lunt and Fon'Taming of Shrew.' and

is

.'Strong start

reduced

tanne,
I

I
,

$2.75).

in

'Tobacco Road.'

On

the heels of the

'What » Life' brody at the Alvin.
Married an Angel' also went into

'I

boxoffice
nosedive last week,
despite the fact that it's the fir.'-t
musical to hit the town in many
a moon and it got the critics' raves.
Explanation offered is thai football
a

Merman-Lahr-'DuBarry' Hot 24G, Hub;

games

locally and previous road.^'how
left the bulk of theatregoers financially stripped.

spending has

likado'

$26,500, Muni-'Largo'

OK 1%

Estimate tor Last Week
'I Married an Angel,' Lyceum i2.Four nights and a m<itinee pulled poor $7,500.

200; $3.30).

Weather far

Boston, Nov. 21.

i

final

week)

(2,944; $2.75).

J;:^r^y^^^^6^^^^^X^r^r'\:^
second
did satisfactorily.

Bettered

i

r2.[L'rot\' Aries' $3,000, Falters

stanza.

'Key Largo turned in a
strong tally and 'Morning's at Seven'

Mikado.

•Key Largo,' Colonial

'

Memphis, Nov. 21.
'Tobacco Road came In last night
Eve Le Gallienne garnered fair (Monday) for return engagement at
Got tepid b.o. reception
slowly, increased to s.r.o. on week- $3,000 in a two-day Ibsen whirl here $1.65 top.
end. Flattering reviews and special last week as second of four Legiti- last year.
Did
shows.
Corp.
Theatre
build.
it
mate
features in dailies helped
Estimates tor Last Week
'Tonight We Dance,' with Ruth 'Hedda Gabler' one night and second'DuBarry Was a Lady,' Shubert
Chatterton, is next for three days, day matinee; 'Master Builder' second l£t week)
SpIIouI
(1,500; $3.30).
Critics went overboard for
night.
opening Thanksgiving.
from the opening gun, with excellent
Miss Le Gallienne, but were divided
EsUmate for Last Week
welcoming Merman - Lahr
press
as lo quality of her support.
IWamba's Daughters,' Hartman
more
One
$24,000.
Socko
combo.
'Goklen
here.
First LTC show
Eight performances
654;
$2.83).
week.
grabbed slightly better than $12,000, Boy,' got barely $2,000, .scndip". local
'Hot Miliadfl,' Opera House (2dnlc€.
ipoi sors into the red.

week

over $19,500.
•Margin tor Error,' Plymouth (4th
at

POOR $7,500
SHOWS

IN 5 MPLS.

Dance,' American
Eight performances

from ideal.
*Mamba' Nice $12,000
In Week at Columbus Le Gallienne-Ibscn Team
Columbus, Nov. 21.
For Fair 3G in Memphis
Ethel Waters, in 'Mamba's Daughters,'

'ANGEL'

•Man Who Came to Dinner.' Music Box (6th week) (C-1.012: $3.30).
Smash laugh provider getting ci<pacity and also standees at all times;

21.

Dance,', with Ruth
in top role, fcolleclcd fine

$12,500 for week's startd at American theatre, ending Saturday 1)8).

(1.707;

laugh show got all house will hold,
with gross very close to $18,500;
standees all performances.

(1st

In

week)

'

I
;

New Haven

Debut

(1.643; $3.30). Paul Muni's big filmNew Haven, Nov. 2i.
following meant topheavy houses,
Tryout of 'Aries Is Rising' Itist
with carriage trade giving the edge
drew small coin here following
to musicals this week.
Advance for week
press reception.
.second week promising.
Very good tepid
House has full week currently,
Moves with
$19,000 for opening week.
'Kiss the Boys Goodbye' in for
out Saturday (25),
'*''st half and break-in of Selwyn
•M^.nin.'.' mt
'
ShiihPPf
mlisipal "Three
'Thro.. After
Aftor Three,'
Thr^^
,.,^"^5" ,
, f
Shubert musical,
,oj
flL .^J?*v
Word-of- for Friday-Saturday (24-25).
(2d week) (1,480; $2.75).
mouth ext!reme in both directions on
Estimate tor Last Week
Lillian Foster ,>:upplanted
this one.
Aries' IH RIsinc.' Shubert (1.600;
by Dorothy _Gish in Philadelphia
"
Second and final fr'iimc $2.20). Slightly less than $3,000 on
(his week.
four shows.
adequate $10,500.
.

$12,000 last
started

Week

'

.
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Literati

A

book which has

peared

how

tells

to

just

OBITUARIES

ap-

make money

by writing as a profession.

Book is gotten out by a 'vanity'
Newhouse Takeover In 5 Years copies ot 'Tiffany Thayer's Three
GEORGE GRAHAM
publisher, one who does the pubTakeover by S. I. Newhouse ot the Musketeers' reported going in two
George Graham, 64, vet of 41 years
lishing partially, or wholly, at
Newark Star-Eagle's name, goodwill weeks, the author is already at work
in the theatre, whose last role was
the expense Of the author.
and circulation lists from Paul Block on 'Tiffany Thayer's Hamlet,"
that of Polonius in the Maurice
marks the fifth daily to come under
Evans unabridged version of 'Hamhi} banner In the last half dozen
Hersey Mar Try Snaeced
New York Newspaper let' died ot cirrhosis of the liver
the
of
years.
Comeback of Harold Hersey, one- Women's Club, died Nov. 19 in Nov.
16 at his hotel in Chicago,
Si-A years ago he gained control of time prominent mag piublisher, as
Waterbury, Conn. At the time of where the company was appearing at
thj Long Island Press, Jamaica, N. the nominal publisher of a couple her death she was on leave from the
Two N. Y. Sun, to which she contribbed the Grand Opera House. Graham
Y.; following with his acquisition of of pulps, has been snagged.
withdrew from the cast the Saturday
the Newark Ledger, the Long Island pubs. Fact Detective Stories and women's page features and also did
(11) previous to his death, when he
(N.Y.) Star and more recently gain- Fact Spy Stories, which were to
a beauty column under the byline of suffered an unusually severe attack.
1. g a financial interest in the Syrahave been the nucleus of a long list Victorine Howard. She began her
Raymond Johnson, his understudy,
Sth

'

cuse Herald-Journal, tt i attorney, of 'Fact' periodicals, have halted
who hasn't practiced in years, New- publication after a couple of issues.
house entered newspaper publishing Rest of the contemplated mags are
aLout 14 years ago when he acquired off.
th. Staten Island (N. Y.) Advance.
Understood that vhe Hersey comePhilip Hochstein is Newhouse's exec back publishing effort was backed
editor.
by Harry Donnenfeld, the mag pubDonnenfeld
Just as soon «s it bi'ame known lisher and distributor.
l^iat Newhouse was negotiating for acquired a number of the old Hersey
purchase of the Star-Eagle, it mags some years ago.
th
V &s charged by the American NewsHersey reported going to the Macpaper Guild that the publisher fadden mags in an editorial capacity.
planned to halt the paper, ending
editorial department's contract
j
Time Marches On
with the ANG, and resume the StarCouple of years ago a British pubEagle as the Evening Ledger. ANG lisher brought, out a story by Paul
has reputedly served notice that in Beaujon about a Christmas in Lonth.: event Newhouse resumes publidon spent entirely underground becation of the Star-Eagl as the eve- cause of the danger of air raids. Tale
ning edition of his Ledge it will re- was deemed too fanciful, and got litgard its pact with th'! suspended tle notice.
paper as stiU In force, and act 'acIt's to be republished now as excordingly.'
tremely timely and realistic, with
Folding of the Star-Eagle leaves Dodd, Mead taking the U. S. rights.
p.m. field open to the Newar'.t Eve- Story is to be titled 'Peace Under
ning News, largest newspaper in Earth' over here.
New Jersey. Ledger changed from
six-column tab to eight-column, full-

newspaper career on the old N. Y.
-World, and later did pieces for the
N. Y. Herald Tribune drama section.

NEW PEBIODICALS

Tomorrow, mag for serious-minded
house announced it would continue uves, with which the Suttonhouse
publication as an a.m. only. Original Publishing Co., N. Y. book-publishcalled for 'around-the-clock'
publication, with seven editions, but
Newhouse said evening publication
Idea was abandoned because 'an attitude of militancy by the Newspaper

plans

Guild was communicated to us.'
Besides Newhouse, a- group of the
paper's execs had also put in a bid
for the daily and sought to raise the
money for the purchase, but Block
.

to Newhouse
when the employes failed to get the
necessary finances.
Block has already placed some of
tha Star-Eagle's employes with his
three other papers, the Pittsburgh

was obliged

to

ing firm, will enter the periodical
field. Barbara Spalding to edit
Films, quarterly devoted to the
discussion and analysis of pix, which
Kamin Publishers is to begin publication shortly in N. Y.
Mag will

be administered by an editorial
board containing Jay Leyda, Lincoln
Kirstein, Lee Strasberg, Mary Losey
and Robert Stebbins.

sel'

LITEBATI OBITS
Oscar Graeve, 56, fiction editor of
Liberty mag, died unexpectedly Nov.
20 in the Macfadden Publications office. New York, following a collapse.

Post-Gazette, Toledo Blade and the Former editor-in-chief of The DeliToledo-Times, and Is trying to find neator, now defunct women's fashion
positions for still others. Star-Eagle, mag, had also been with McGrawwhich began publication 108 years Hill Publishing Co. and Harper's
•gj as the Newark Daily Advertiser, Bazaar in promotion capacities, and
had around 350 employees. Sever- in 1921 was promotion manager of
ance pay averaged $500, with the Collier's Weekly. Also frequently
emaUest amount $250 and the largest contributed short stories to the outstanding mags.
(2,500.
_DaTld E, Blanton, 72, member ot a
well known Missouri family of newsFnrore Over Added Book Tax
Battle is currently on between paper editors and publishers, died
book publishers and booksellers in recently at his home in Paris, Mo.,
England as to who is' to' pay war risk after an illness ot several weeks.
Insurance on books. Dealers want Blanton and his brother, H. J. Blanthe publishers to add 1% to the price ton, had been associated in publishof all books to cover this cost, which ing the Monroe County Appeal. The
the pubs refuse to do on the basis paper was founded in 1870 by Blanthat pushing up charges at this time ton's father. Blanton is survived by
two brothers and a sister.
would discourage sales.
Cyrenns Cole, 76, Iowa editor
English bookstalls are finding one
exception to the general demand for and publisher, and former Republight 'escape' literatue on one hand lican member of the House ot Rep
and heavy economic stuff, much of it resentatlves, died Nov. 14 in Washington,
He began his newspaper
dealing with the Reich, on the other,
Interloper is 'How Green Is My Val career on the Des Moines (la.) Reglater buying an Interest in
ley,' by Richard Llewellyn.
It's a ister,
the
Cedar
Rapids Republican. Substory about Wales and around third
sequently he founded the Cedar
on most best-seller lists.
'

Rapids Evening Times.
Michael J. Madl^an, 73, editor of
New Show Biz Books Dae
Bernard Sobel's 'Theatre Handbook The Catholic News, and former New
and Digest of Plays'. (Crown; $3) is York newspaperman, died Nov. 14
due shortly off the presses. It's a at his home in Rockville Center,
comprehensive anthology on all L. I. He served on the N. Y. Sun
branches of show biz, with articles and old N. Y. Herald before assuming
editorship
ot
The Catholic
contributed by 28 prominents in the the
News,
theatre, ranging from Tallulah Bank'
Frederick A. Stokes, 83, head ot
head to Stuart Walker.
George Jean Nathan's 'Encyclo the book-publishing firm bearing his
pedia of the Theatre' (Knopf), due name, died at his home in New York
Nov. 15. He founded the company
after the first of the year, doesn'
conflict with Sobel's work.
Latter in 1881, entering the publishing biz
has been conceived with assistance of through writing a book shortly after
the public library systems as an his graduation from college In 1879.
authoritative guide on the contem' The publisher had been active in the
firm up to the onset ot his fatal illporary theatre.
ness about two months ago.
Pattllo
H. McGowan, 67, vet
Do Gibbons' Lite Story
Louis (N. Y. Journal- American) Washington newspaper corresponSobol and Quentin (Collier's) Rey' dent, died: Nov. 16 in LaCirens, S. C,
nolds are doing the official life-story his hometown, to which he had reon Floyd Gibbons, with the estate' turned a tew days before for a visit.
He represented a number ot southapproval. In book form.
ern newspapers at the national capIt may be serialized first
itol,
and previously served on a
number of papers in South CaroThayer Extending Classics
Success of his claimed sequel to lina.
Richard Hoffman, 38, short story
The Three Musketeers' has decided
Tiffany Thayer to extend various writer, died Nov. 16 in Stockbridge,
literary classics beyond where their Mass., of accidental carbon monoxide
poisoning,
resident of New York,
creators left off.
Extension of the Dumas novel Is Hoffman had had short stories pub'Tiffany Thayer's lished in many mags.
titled
officially
Marjorle Mears Hyde, New York
Three Musketeers,' to 'distinguish- It
from the original. With fome 14,000 newspaper woman and former prez
'

A

•

-

FLORENCE REID RIX
Florence Reld Rlx, 50, former acwho debuted in 'Gay Hussars'
30 years ago on Broadway and retired six years later to wed Alfred
J. Rlx, of Buffalo, died Nov. 17 In
that city. Aside from a few excursions into stock in Buffalo and Niagara Falls,vshe had been inactive
since her 'retirement'
Surviving, besides her husband, ara
two daughters and a son.

tress,

Graham, a vibrant wit, whose enthusiasm tor sports became almost
managing boyish at times, was born in EngDaily Eagle, land and eschewed a barrister's caeditor of
Pittsfleld, Mass., for 29 years, died reer for that of an actor.
Educated
last week in a Boston hospital from at prep school and Cambridge Unicomplications following an opera- versity, Graham's first excursion Into
tion,
legit was that of a walk-on in "The
JACQUES BOUSCQUET
Manrlce Renand, writer of mystery Black Tulip,' which starred Cyril
Jacques Bouscquet, 56, French
stories, who had also authored nu- Maude at London's Haymarket theamerous scientific and philosophical tre in 1899. Playing in repertory with dramatist and playwright, died after
novels, died in Paris Nov. 20.
Maude for several years, he took the a lingering illness in Paris Nov. 18.
A World War veteran, he was
part ot Rosencrantz in 'Hamlet* at

-

sized sheet Monday (20). It's now
known as the Star-Ledger. New-

replaced him.

Saxe Bros.' Amus. Corp, Milwaukee.
In later years he managed an outdoor show In Coney Island, N. Y,
and has been with the Johnny Jones,
Rubin St Cherry and Sheesley shows.
Survived by widow and two sons.

Haylon,
Berkshire

Dennis

J.

71,

CHATTER

the St. James, London, in 1904, his

Waldo Frank has begun a novel ot
N. Y.
Archives Publishing Co. formed by
Walter Frese in N. Y.
Bonhall Publishing Co. formed by
Earle E. Bonn in N. Y.
John Michael Desch publishing his
'Midnight Revels' himself.
Frank Gruber sold his serial, 'Missouri,' to Adventure mag.
John Graham has joined Tide
Magazine as associate editor.
Philip Guedalla in N. Y. from
London by way of South America.
Vincent Sheean back in N. Y.
from a swing around the country.
Steve Fisher signed to write ficton
exclusively for Cosmopolitan mag.
Alexander Kendrick the new book
crick for the Philadelphia Inquirer.
Robert T. Frederick has joined the
Miami Daily News as news editor.
Henry L. Mencken has written a
book-length account of his childhood.
Arthur Sampson, the Boston Herald sports writer, has had a book
published by Houghton Mifflin, 'The
Two Quarterbacks.'
Woman's Press Club ot New York
will mark Press Day Saturday (25)
with a special program at the Hotel
Pennsylvania, N. Y.
Pocket Books bringing out Lytton
Strachey's 'Elizabeth and Essex' to
tie up with Warners' 'The Private
Lives ot Elizabeth and Essex.'
Latest addition to the new bookpublishing firm ot Duell, Sloan &
Pearce is John D. Hurdon. Joins the
organization in an exec capacity on
Dec. 1.
Jerome B. Harrison, advertising
manager ot the New York edition ot
Parents' mag, has resigned from that
post to sell time tor Columbia Broad.

casting,

Alliance Book Corp. gagged its
anniversary celebration by circulating miniature birthday cakes,
with a single candle, among the lit-

first

cited four times for valor In action.

Shakespearean role, and later He was responsible for the books
Parisian revues, including
seen in Clyde Fitch's 'The of many
the click comedies 'Le Danseur de
Madame' and 'Comedienne,' on which
subsequently appearing with such he collaborated with P. Armont
first

was

Climbers,' also in London.
He came to the U. S. in about 1905,

John Drew, George Arliss,
Arthur Byron and Bertha Knlich.

stars as

comedy roles,
In
cast
parts in 'The Taming of

Usually

Graham had
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JOHN

B.

ECKEB, SR.

John B. Ecker, Sr., 72, retired
minstrel man, a singer for years
with the Al G. Fields Minstrels,
and later with other road shows,
died Nov. 13 in a Canton, O., sanltorlum.
Two sons, John B. Ecker, Jr.; and
Jerome W, Ecker, both musicians,
and a daughter, Charlotte Rausch,

formerly o( the stage, survive.
the Shrew,' "The Apple Cart," The
Silent Witness,' 'The Party's Over'
FREDERICK
the No.' 1 road company of
Tovarlch.'
Frederick A. Zimmermann, 58,
Graham, whose wife died two composer and singer ot Swiss folk
years ago, had relatives In Scotland, songs, died Nov. 15 in Los Angeles.
and it Is believed burial will take Surviving is his widow, the former
place there.
Mile. Grandville, singer, with whom
he had made several concert tours

ZIMMERMAN

and

AUGUST

L.

of

JANSSEN

August L. Janssen, 72, New York
whose Hot brau House
was a Gotham institution for more

restavirateur,

Europe and America.

MORRIS KATZ

,

than 40 years, died Nov. 16, after
several weeks' Illness. His 'Janssen
wants to see you' slogan was long
familiar.

One of the founders of the Broadway Association, he had many
theatrical patrons, Including the late
Enrico Caruso. At one time he replaced Oliver Morosco as head of
the Morsco Holding Co., a theatre
realty firm, until its dissolution in
1923.

Morris Katz,

70,

oldtime Chicago

exhibitor, and father ot Sam and
Harry Katz, well known in film production and exhibition, died In Chl-

caco Nov. 17.
Widow and two daughters also survive.
Burial in Chicago.
Mrs. Ernest Pascal, 31, wife 6t tha
screen writer, died In Hollywood
Nov. 14, after a brief Illness. Surviving also, are a daughter, sister

and her father, George Herrlman,
creator ot the come strip, 'Krazy
Surviving are his widow, two Kat'
daughters and two sons, August L.,
Jr., and Werner, the symphony conFather ot Herman Starr, head ot
ductor and music composer, whose the Warner Bros, music group, died
wite Is Ann Harding, screen act- Nov. 21 in Brooklyn, N. Y. Survivress.

ing are widow, six sons and a daughter.

CLAUDE DEARDORFF

John (Gus) Bernower, 79, pioneer
Claude Deardorff, 44, manager of northwestern Ohio theatre builder,
Richard Lockridge, drama crick of
Detroit's
Broadway - Capitol, died died Nov. 14 at his home In Glenthe N. Y. Sun, and his wife, Frances
who do "The Norths' pieces for the Nov. 11 In Detroit despite blood dale, Cal. His widow and a son surot fellow managers ot vive.
New Yorker, have written a novel- transfusions
the United Theatres chain. He had
length whodunit with the same char,
been operated on for an appendecBob Pender, 68, old muslchall peracters.
former, died In a Southend, England,
Book based on letters from radio tomy two weeks before.
With Detroit theatrical enterprises hospital on Nov. 7. He retired from
listeners has been completed by Victor H. Lindlahr, radio commentator since 1927, he was born In Kendall- show business 14 years ago.
and author of diet tomes. Book, ville, Ind., and with his parents
Dr. Frnnklyn McClure, 61, father
'Eat and Reduce,' will be published managed two theatres there, before
coming to Detroit 12 years ago as of Mrs. James Melton, wife of tha
by Prentice-Hall.
an a.iient first of the Kunsky-Trendle singer, died Nov. 13 In Stamford,
theatres and later with Klatt En- Conn.
terprises. Since 1936 he was with
United Detroit at the Regent, RivMother, 70, of Harry Squires, of
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Feist, iera and Broadway-Capitol.
General Amus. Corp., died Nov. 14
daughter, Nov. 14, in New York
Surviving are his widow, daugh- in Philadelphia.
He's v.p. of Century Music Pubter and mother.
lishing Co., and son ot the late Leo
W. Moslneer, Metro's manager fn
Feist; Mrs. Feist is a painter, Mary
Sofia, Bulgaria, died Nov. 15 in Sofia.
Rcgensburg.
SAMUEL E, HINES
Mr. and }Hts. Howard M. Lang,
Samuel E. Hines, 58, screen and
son, in Hollywood, Nov. 17. Father
legit player, who came to HollyU v.p. ot Stephens-Lang Produc wood
to appear in Hal Roach cometions.
Wendy Bishop to Art Ilardl, In
dies, died at a sanatorium in Los
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Mass, son, in
Pittsburgh, several weeks ago, but
Angeles, Nov. 17.
Los Angeles, Nov. 11. Father Is NBC
just announced. They're both with
Prior to working In films he ap- Lang
sales traffic manager in L. A.
Thompson's band.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Chatterton peared In the David Belasco BroadBetty Jane Balsly to Ted Chapin,
'daughter,
Nov.
In
Glendale way production of 'Shore Leave' and in Hollywood, Nov. 11.
15,
Bride Is
'Calif.
Father is announcer at KNX, in 1927 was seen in 'Where's Your daughter
of Lee D. Balsly, for years
Mr.
and Mrs.; Wayne Welch, Husband?' ' He was prominently cast in charge of 20th-Fox ad sales and
daughter, in Des Moines, Nov. ID in Warners' one reeler. The Road now
with Allison circuit
Fathfer is promotion manager for Is Open,' produced in 1933 to aid
Mary Lou Hassell to Frank Sennes,
in publicizing the NRA.
KSO-KRNT, Des Moines.
Bride 1«
in Cleveland, Nov. 21.
Mr.
Mrs. Harry
twin
erati

and

critical fraternity.

BIRTHS

.

MARRIAGES

'

and

A

Zeidell,

brother, Johnny Hines, star of
the sllents, survives.

dancer; he's a nitery booker.
Ada Card to Ernie Winstanley. In
Detroit Nov. 18. He's sound technician at WXYZ, Detroit
daughter, In New York, Nov. 13.
Joseph. F. McDonald, 56, vet showDorothy Arnold to Joe DI Magglo,
Mother Is Audrey Christie, legit man, died Nov. 15 In ati East Liver- In San Francisco, Nov. 19. Bride is
comedienne and dancer; father's a pool, O., hospital of a heart ailment screen actress; he's the New York
legit player.
He was formerly identified v^th the Yankees' baseball player.

Nov.

daughters.

In

Father

manager of Fox Alpha

is

Bell,

Cal.,

12.

theatre there.

Mr.

and

Mrs.

Guy

Robertson,

JOSEPH

F.

MCDONALD

-

Wrdneiidajt

CHATTER

November 22, 1930
Ed Gardner; producer

Broadway

of th«

VARIETY

Texaco

it

London

show.

Biophy

is

warbling at

commuting

this

week between

Manny New York and New Haven, where
Three After Three,* new Shubert

Leslie

Howard

laid

-

from illness.
Joe Coyne still seriously

ing

thop.
Willie

itely.

ill in a
sanatorium in Surrey.
yliifV
Chicago
Mrs. Charles Cochran advertising
Fiilher.'
some old masters for sale.
Charles Martin, Coast writer. In
Harry
Santlcy.
former
vaude
agent,
Diana Ward has been presented
New York peddling plays he has now with the Filmack Trailer
Co. with chicken farm by her ma-in-law.
written.
here;
Vera Lynn, Ambrose's vocalist,
Monte MacLevy, formerly with
Glen Burt no\v on the exec staff of signed for two more years with
20th-Fox, now president of MacLevy

Harris added to boxofTice
at Empire' which has 'Life with

Slenderizing.

,

the Planters hotel.

'

,

ably back to Coast.

Barney Gerard, with Metro for
make his first Broad-

years, due to

way

Shaw

Artie

mount's

Harry Hoehle, band
covering from a serious

home

h.nndling national magazines.

At a meeting Monday night (20)
Milton Lazanis, back from the Tony Pastor was elected to lead the
Coast, tells of a former Broadway
band, which has become cooperative.
p..-i. living in a palm tree out there.
Eddie Parks, the former actor, has It will be known as Tony Pastor
quit the American Guild of Variety with Artie Shaw's Orchestra.
It
Artists, where he was an organizer.
stays at the Penn indefinitely. Shaw
Charlie Einfeld leaves Friday (24)
for the Coast. He's been east setting madt them a present of the band's
campaigns on forthcoming WB pic- library, worth about $13,000.
tures.
Pastor admitted two weeks ago
Leon Ames, back from the Co,ast,
may do 'The Male Animal' on that he was to have his own band,
Broadway, in which he appeared on but according lo him it was to be an
the Coast.
entirely new one. This and the Rich
Gene Boyd, News of Day staff thing indicate how suddenly Shaw
man, heads committee of newsreel- made up his mind.
ers framing annual frolic for the five
Shaw has often made known what
reel outfits.
Lois January doubling from 'Yokel he thought of the music business and
Bov' to the Rainbow Room starting has reiterated time and again that
tonight (22); supper show only, due the financial end holds little attracto the legit.
His statements were
tion for him.
Izzy Dreyfus, w.k. around show usually in the same vein— that he
business and uncle of Ben Hecht, has had enough to support him comfortbought an interest in the Breakers, ably and didn't need anything else.
Miami Beach.
Few on the receiving end of such
Sam Wood, just arrived, being cracks thought he was being on the
lunched today (Wednesday) by UA level, but he was apparently always
(Goldwyn), for whom be just com- in earnest.
.

pleted 'Raffles.'

Robert Benchley resumes drama

the New Yorker beginning with this week's edition.
Wolcott Gibbs has been subbing.
Sonny (MCA) Werblin, who has
been in and out of hospitals with one
thing or another the past coiipla
criticism for

now laid up with pneumonia.
Marlynn and Michael, ballroom
team in their second year at the
Grill, have opened a private
dancing studio in the Delmonico

years,

Rainbow

hotel, N. Y.

Y. Frank Freeman, Jr., son of the
head of the Paramount studio, is in
Georgia as a production executive
on fllming of location shots for 'The.
Biscuit Eater.'

Charlie Adler and George Kelly
are united as the Two Yacht Club
Boys.
Billy Mann is heading his.
own band, and Jimmy Kern now
writing at RKO.

Shaw

first

oame

to attention

with

officer.

Alter two years. Jack Jackson has
renewed with His Master's Voice for
six recordings.
George Foster's life story published
in book form.
Titled 'The Spice of
Life,' it's selling at $2.50.

Palm Springs

for

to hospital

for ob-

Bess Lunergan laid up with an injured knee.
Richard Greene back at 20th-Fox

leader,

re-

after illness.

,

Gaumoht-British, is now in same
capacity wiih Bernsiein circuit
'Young England,' which made a
foriune for its- author, revived twice
nightly at the Holborn Empire.
Sam Smith, who goes to work at
Beaconsfleld studios on a bicycle,
skidded recently, and so to bed.
After a protracted absence owing
to ill health, Donald Calthrop is cast
for a part in a Gainsboirough film.
The Isidor Ostrers back from Aix
Les Bains, w'nere Mrs. Ostrer had
been staying to recuperate from seri-

deskv Duquesne U. drama tion.
an operation.
Joseph M. Schenck back at his
Clara West cast for original Ethel desk after visiting Mexico and New
Barrymore role in Playhouse's next, York.
'Ghost of Yankee Doodle.'
Harlan Thompson back from his
Jean Wald came on from Spring- parents' golden wedding celebration
field, O., where her band's playing, in Missouri.
for annual Warner Club party.
Lionel Barrymore recovered suffious illness.
Bassist Eddie Safranski has quit 'ciently from his hip injury to walk
John Greenhill, until recently manager of the Adelphi, succeeds Nor- Wanda and Her Escorts and will re- short distances.
Berg-Allenberg appointed Hollyman J. Norman as manager of the join Herman Middleman's orcb.
Forest Crosman in ahead of 'To- wood rep for Mary Pritchett-AdVaudeville.
Major Norman Loring, play pro- night We Dance' and Fred Spooner rienne MorrLson agency of New
ducer and son of Dame Marie Tem- here drum-beating 'Mamba's Daugh- York.

dean's

-

school, after

pest, is a superintendent in the Po- ters.'
Raymond
asse y
breakfastlice War Reserve.
(Tuesday) with
S. Van Lier, besides being head guested yesterday
of Keith, Prowse Music Co., is also Women's City Club and femme Press
partner with his brother in concern Club.
Joe Cappo and his wife, Ruth
selling medical instruments.
Carlton theatre is applying for a Hazen, cleared Europe okay and are
stage
license.
House originally now working in a Rio de Janeiro
opened as such, but for years has club.
Elmer Kenyon home again, having
been run by Paramount as a cinema.
Captain Richard Norton now fully left Maurice Evans' 'Hamlet,' which
recovered from car accident, but he had been agentihg for two
has been left with stiff finger, which months.
Tom Kenyon has resigned as
is proving hindrance and may have
American Theatre Society subto be severed.
Latest member of the Lupino fam- scription secretary, Dorothy O'Conily to break in for the stage is An- nor replacing him.
Sol Heller, Jackie's older brother,
toinette, daughter of Barry Lupino,
who is in the new Saville show, will be associated with Nick Ando-

M

the type of band he had been leading
at the Pennsylvania, while on a location date at the Stale Ballroom, BosHis 'Runaway Love.'
ton, in the «arly part of 1938.
Francis Laidler's pantomime proair shots from there and various recduction of 'Cinderella,' which was to
Such numbers as have been the Christmas attraction
ords made him.
his arrangement of 'Begin the Be- at Covent Gairden Opera House, will
guine' (one of the most important go to the Coliseum instead.
Hippodrome, Willesden, and Grand
items in his ri.se) 'Indian Love Call*
and several others were the means Clapham, two spots owned by Charles
of catapulting him into the spot- Gulliver and A. E. Abrams (Loughboro Trust, Ltd.), back to vaudeville,
light and big money.
with Archie Parnell as booker.
His rise was fast and in less than
Ann Todd married to Flight Lieut.
a year he had become the No. 1 Nigel Tangye in London. Couple met
band of the nation in drawing power. when he was aeronautical adviser to
Alexander Korda for his film,
Always Scorned Swing
'Things to Come,' in which she appeared.
Shaw, ever since reaching the top,
Alexander Korda's picture, 'The
has jjiven expression of his contempt Lion Has Wings,' made in conjuncfor the musical context of swing and tion with the government, is playing
remarked that his work as a band to $3,000 dally at Leicester Square
leader wasn't conducive to a full, Theatre, which is deemed good coin
Shaw's main bent since these days.
rich life.

Jack Coles, the Rainbow Room
dancer, okay now. The leg infection
not as serious as expected; one pub- boyhood has been toward study and
lished report, erroneous, was that
experiment, and when not practicing
amputation was feared.
on the clarinet, or In front of his
Sid Grauman's bid for the Adolph band, ho has beei. absorbed in
Zukor estate at New City, for a new
reading books on philosophy, science
realty subdivision, looks cold, due to
since his illness
poor railroad commutation, an essen- and economics. Ever
of several months ago he has been in
tial in a project of this nature.
an acute state of mental depression
for
chief
Irene Lee. Coast story
WB. leaves for Hollywood this after- and at frequent intervals he pleaded
noon (Wed.), after a two-week with his manager, Thomas J. Rockgander at plays and .stories in N.Y. well, head of General Amusement, to
Stops over in Pittsburgh oh the re- let him out of his contract so that he
turn to visit family.
could go off £.nd live the sort of life
Deal on for Blumenthal Sc Shapiro ha really craved. Rockwell only reto reopen the French Casino (latterly ce. tly offered him a personal guarthe Casa Manana) and not raze it antee of $100,000 a year, if he would
after all; but put in a nitery revue
promise to stay in business..
on their own.
George White has
.The last time that Shaw .spoke to
been approached also.

lo

Blumenthal back from Maij-

illness.
Joe E. Brown back from six-week
The Ben Steermans expect their eastern tour.
Vincent Sherman and Lee Katz lo
second visit from the stork in couple
Mexico City.
of months.
Smiley Burnette east on six-week
"Y" Playhou.se's second- show of the
year will be Irwin Shaw's 'The personal tour.
lb
Melchior joined Henry Rogers
Gentle People.'
publicity .staff.
Eddie Hess coming around all
Erie
Hampton rejoined Metro
right after an emergency operation publicity staff.
for appendicitis.
Richard Carlson recovering from
Vera Dunn, of 'Leave It to Me,' appendectomy.
and George O'Connor to wed in New
Guy Fowler joined Metro's exYork next month.
ploitation staff,
Leon Lconidoff checked in at RKO
Martin J. Fallon named director
of 'Veronica's Veil,' annual Pitts- ioc dai ce director job.
Jiiscph
M. Schenck lo l-'alm
burgh Passion Play.
Reggie Dvorak has wound up Springs to thaw out a cold.
Scolty Brown back in hospital lor
seven-month stay at Nut House to
IrnatTntnt of an old injury.
join a skating revue.
Frederick Brisson joined EdinglonAngelo Di Palma back in Nixon Vincent agency as associate.
Cafe's show after being bedded for
Joan Davis called home from per10 days' with laryngitis.
sonal tour by daughter's illness.
Nixon gets its second musical of
Robert Montgomery soaking up
season Jan. 15 when Shuberts send desert sunlight for two weeks.
Three After Three' here.
Ed ward. T. Lowe reported back to
Madeleine Skelly Foust back at Paramount after Mississippi vaca-

.Continued from pace 39_

Gardner Wilson and Frank Braden of Ringling outfit in town. Lat- said he was fired
ter is imder the weather.
technically that's
Gregory Dickson, now wi.h ParaBand'f Fotara
office publicity stafi,

Eddie Cantor

servation.

Pittsbargh

Arthur l}ent's two sons have joined
the army.
One is in the air force
from' the show, but and the other in the artillery.
Fred Marlow; formerly, booker for
not triie.

visit in five years.

tan.

a rest.

A. C.
hu'Jan.

By Hal Cohen

Martinus Poulsen again dickering
with Jack Harris' band lor the Cafe
de Paris.
Dr. Royal Raceford returning to
show biz after retirement some 18
years ago.
The Earl of Jersey, hu.sband of
Virginia Cherrill, has become an

army

Harold Lloyd to Frisco on biz.
Levy back from Mayo Clinic.
Zorina checked in from Manhat-

Jules

Joan Fontaine

Dccca.

Morrle

Leonard, of the Exhibitors
Channing Pollock has only sevin Assn.,
handling committee for theaopen dates on his lecture tour that tres' annual Xnias Basket shows.
extends into May.
Abe
Lyman
back at the baton after
copped
sudden
Lesser
a
Irving
a siege of streptococci tonsils. Orch's
sneak from the Roxy for a two-week
at the Chez Paree.
Florida vacation.
Fred Bartow back in Chi after a
Gail Mcrrin, secretary to Fortune
Coast sojourn.
Gnllo, was wed to Dr. William ZerA?ron Jones, Sr., and wife readynit Saturday (18).
ing for annual trek to Florida.
Louise Campbell to her Chicago
home.- after visit east, and then prob-

Hollywood

My

They've scripted $2,500.
this musical, preems.
W. B. Yeats, poet and playwright,
the legit and also write the Ben
Bernie radio turn, which explains left $40,000.
of Nate Leipzig now conthe shuttling.
Vet comedian Lew Lake recoverwith Wairendorff's flower

55

Titled

house, Lupino Lane and Jack Eggar
got together and decided to play
afternoon and evening shows in.stcad
of second show- starting early in
afternoon. Result has proved profitable, and is now slaying on indeHn-

illusionist, left

Ruth Morris out of the hosp

Widow

West-End.

up with grippe. notice

Horace Goldin, the

week following an operation.
nected

the

to

'Me and
Girl' was scheduled to
close at the Victoria Palace, but after
went up, management of

Writers Parke Levy and Alan Lipscott
Jeff

Wolf's eatery,

comes

"Laugh, Town, Laugh.'

in management of Show Boat
that spot reopens. Jackie, incidentally, is home to spend a week
with his folks.
lina

when

SL Louis
By Sam X. Hurst
First

By Les R«es
Nettie Goldle to Chicago for night
club talent.
Minnesota Amus. Co. reopened rebuilt

Uptown

Yehudi

theatre.

Menuhin

Symph

neapolis

here

at

soloist.'

Louis

appearance

of

(17) at th«

Johnson, exhibited 'Jungles Calling'
film during two-day visit
Orchs of Don Bestoi- and Pinky
Tomlin appeared in a 'battle', at the
.

Tune Town ballroom last week.
Sam Magin, manager of Brooklyn

Club, east side nitery, back from
Chicago, where he booked forthcoming attractions.
Variety Club threw, dance and entertainment on the showboat Gold-,
enrod, anchored In the Mississippi

Sammy White

here.

Minneapolis

St.

and Yolanda began Friday
Chase Club.
Osa Johnson, widow of Martin

Veloz

m.c.d.

Margaret S. Smith, Ibcalite, won
$50 offered by Newton H. Wil.son for
an original one-act play written by
Washington U. students.. Her "Death
House' capped the ca.sh.
Margit Bokor, Hungarian singer,
American debut with role
Municipal AuditorSt. Louis Grand

clicked in

in 'Pagliacci' at
ium last week.

Min- Opera Assn. sponsored.
Ruth Chatterton, star of Tonight
We Dance,' at American theatre, last
week,
was guest of honor at
luncheon given by Playgoers of St.
Eddie Louis, Inc.. which is conducting

Littlefield Ballet did one-nighter
at Municipal Auditorium.

.

Fred Finnegan replacing
McErleen on RKO booking staff.
drive to obtain 1,000 more memSol Torador, indie nabe exhib, bers.
Bert Montague running seven pan- back from New York pleasure trip.
Robert Wallsten, who has role in
tomimes this year. Biggest is one
Sam Shapin, of Warners home 'Tonight We Dance,' was winner of
starring Sandy Powell, at $1,600 per, office maintenance, department, in $250 ca.sh prize offered by Little
which opens at Hippodrome, Coven- town.
Theatre in 1934 for his dramatization
try, for six weeks, and then tours the
of
the English novel, 'Tpm Jones.'
Martin Lebedeff, indie nabe exhibitor, taking whirl at -distributing Play was nrc-sented 10 times, but
Wallstein did not apnear in the cast.
game.
Di.scord between Dr. Ernest Lert,
Granada, Duluth, broke hou.se
record with "Mr. Smith Goes lo .stage director for the St. Louis
Grand Opera A.ssn.. and Laszlo
Washington.'
W. ri. Workman, Metro branch Hala.sz. musical director, resulted in
manager, recovered in health and the former chucking hi.s job last
week on the eve of the combo
returning to job.
Hugh Herbert opening at the Min- presentation of 'Pacliaccl' and 'Amenesota Friday
with A. B. lia Goes to the Ball' in the Munici(24),
pal Auditorium.
Marcus unit to follow.
Because 'all the proflts. were being
eaten up,' Sol Lebcdoff di.sconlihued
his ko.sher cornbeef sandwich giveHaven
away at the Homewood, nabe house.
Ry Harold M. Bone

Stoll circuit.

Rosle Lloyd, sister of Marie and
who brouyht suit
Lloyd,
Alice
against her hairdresser, claiming .she
suffered facial dermatitis following
bleaching treatment, lost the ca.se

and had

to

pay

costs.

Cyril Smith, in George Black's revue, 'Black Velvet,' at. London Hippodrome, had previously played for
Black in 1912, In pantomime at the
Theatre Royal, Blyth, Sunderland.
His salary then was $10 per week.
A.ssociated British has clo.sed its
forcigri sales department N. Hubrich
and F. Alven in charge since formawas
last Friday tion of company, are out along with
which
Rockwell,
Lenore Cohrone, known to operthat he "want- Arthur F. Greenspan, general sales
atic fans as Leonora Corona, dra- night (17), Shaw said
with the
matic soprano of the Met from 1925- ed to go away and meditate' and manager, who had been
1933, filed voluntary petition in bank- added that his destination would firm 14 years.
Charles Tucker behind 'Young
ruptcy yesterday (Tues.), listing as- probably be Mexico, or even the
England' revival at Holborn Empire.
sets of $700 and liabilities of $4,676. South Sea Islands.
have
a George
Spot was originally to
David Blum, secretary of Metro's
starring
Tommy
revue,
He has already given his mother, Black
foreign department, sold Sardi's 36
lives in Connecticut, a major Trinder, Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon,
turkeys for Thanksgiving, averaging who
of his earnings so but Trinder Is bu.>:y making picture
residue
the
of
part
20-2,5 PQunds.
Gobblers raised _on
for Lew Jackson.
the
$16,000
maintain
could
she
that
his chicken ranch in Jersey, the nlm
'Let's Face It,' an intimate revue
home he recently bought her. Al- .starring
man marketing 200 birds this fall.
Dorothy Hy.son and Charles
bank
Monte
Beachcomber though he had $80,000 in the
Proser's
Heslop, opened at the tiny Chantinitcuy, counterpart of the Hollywood last week almost two-thirds of this cleer theatre, Kensington, recently,
spot of that name, primed for the will have to go for Government and and showed <tself to be amateurish.
winter Garden building
(second state taxes and outstanding debts. He
London Palladium has ral.sed price
floor), will have Lee Shubert, Harry has arranged lo dispose of his pre- of top seats from $2 to $2.50.
Kaufman
Bachelor tentious limousine for a low-priced
Walter
and
Harry Foster has joined Tom
financing him.
activities.
production
Arnold
in
roadster to take him to Mexico.
Their first show jointly is musical by
Shirley Booth will withdraw from
Also involved in Shaw's walkout Is Stanley Lupino in which he's starred
the cast of 'Philadelphia Story* when
the Philip Barry comedy goes on his co'.^lract with RCA Victor which with Florence Desmond and Sally
with
lour next February.
Opens Blackpool at Xmas,
Gray.
Intends to go guarantees him $50,000 a year,
to the Coast to join her husband, a year and five months yet to go.
and will tour four weeks, after which
.

New

Australia
By

'Ice Vanities of 1940' at

week

Eric Gorrick

War has slopped Tom

Eslick from
in Brls-

opening an amu.sement park
bane.
I

;

,

.

Dan MIchaelove, Charles Munro
and Dan Carroll feted by the 47 Advertising Club.
'Juarez' (WB) n.g. at b.o. in Sydney for Hoyts. 'Wuthcring Heights'
(UA) a click yet
Edgely and Dawe plan a return to
Australia to present a series of London revues. They were here some
years ago.
.Salici's

Puppets and Bobby Morris

signed by Tlvoll Theatres for a sea.son

in

Melbourne.

Recently

com-

pleted a New Zealand tour for Sir
Fuller
with
'Funzapoppin,'
which hit the skids.

Ben

'

Arena

this

(21-25).

Yale Dramat did 'Rope's End' for
annual fall production.
Locals trekking to Bridgeport to
catch stale's only hurley at the
Lyric
.Seipe Koussevitsky batons Boston
Symphy in Woolsey Hall concert to-,
ni'iht (Wednesday).
Simonc Simon, Mary Brian, Mitzi
Green open 'Three After Three' at
Shubert this weekend (24-25).
Larry Hart Vinton Freedley, Burgess Meredith, Jimmy Durante in
for premiere of 'Aries Is Rising' at
the Shubert last week.
Jimmy Dorsey resumed one-day
vaude at the Arena, Saturday (18);
formerly
spot
operated
Sundpy
vaude but this had been rcplaord +)v
.

hockey.
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...and of course as ever— my appreciation

LUCKY STRIKE and LORD and THOMAS

to

for

their continued confidence in tlie '^COLLEGE of

MUSICAL KNOWLEDGE"

...and the same to COLUMBIA RECORDS
for their cooperation and loyal support

KAY KYSER
and
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Management
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FILMS FOR 1940-41
Report M-G and UA Not Toucidng Their ONLY 300 PIGTS.

Canadian Coin for Duration of the War
Montreal, Nov. 28.
Reported here that at least two of
the major American dlstribs (Metro

and 'United Artists) are leaving a

major portion
Canada for the

As

of

rentals

their

in

diiration of the war.

far as can be ascertained this is
to any currency restrictions,

rot due

since industry

is still

being furnished

with adequate American currency
for normal requirements. Report is
thaf distribs are not willing to absorb the 10% drop in Canadian rentals, due to the difference in exchange valuations and plan to invest
coin, here until Canadian funds re-

And

It

singer,

had

The Injun Sign
10 Distribs Have Promised
538 for 1939-40, But Probably Won't Delivery-Sales
Organizations Protest Not
Enough Returns Realized
at the First-Runs

now
'oeen

Benny the
plugging the

at

wacky tune for a fare-thee-well.
The tray-carriers at the ^ spot
ganged up on her:

When

she

started to sing it Friday night
(24) every waiter in the joint
dashed up witti a tray filled with

CITE COMPLICATIONS

aqua and almost drowned Miss

A campaign to carry home the importance of extending the first runs
of films is likely to be launched im-

Faye.

turn, to par. It so, this move parallels attitude of American distributors

during

the

Np

war,

last

were invested

in

when funds Artie

Canadian

difficulties in securing

funds

U. S. Cause for Alarm

Abroad Discounted In

War CaUed

is

giving the U. S. film business

• kick down the

because of
wrong, ac-

stairs

cut foreign receipts is all
cording to Italian reasoning. Conversely, sentiment here believes the

Yanks

have

everything

to

As

String

Dance Band

Artie Shaw, who got himself In
dutch with the jitterbugs by calling
'em 'morons,' will mark his comebacl.

into

the

business

eventually

with a string dance combo, backed
by a hot clarinet (meaning himself).
The symphonic string idea for dansapation is a complete switch for one

—

gain.

Iteason is this:
The four major producing countries
In Europe are England, France, Germany and Italy. Last year 609 films

of the country's topflight out-of-this
world, swingologists.
No secret that Shaw isn't serious
about retiring professior.ally despite
hiL walkout on his band at the Hotel

Pennsylvania, N. Y., last week, which
incidentally is continuing under tenor sax George Auld's leadership as a cooperative group. Tony
Pastor will go through with his original plans for a band of his own,
leaving soon.
Shaw is en route by motor from
Florida to Mexico (where all good
(Continued on page 30)

'40 S.F. FAIR

DEPENDS

ON BANKS, CREDITORS

(Continued on page 2)

San Francisco, Nov. 28.
Prospect ot a resumption of the
! e at war, estimates here place the
Golden Gate International Exposition
coming year's productio at 170, or, on Treasure Island in '40 is now
<

tries

tha

no money can be exported, or
the Americans have withdrawn

from the market, as in the case of
Italy.
It i:j argued, however, that
Kjllywood got its foot well inside
thj European door during the last
v^ar and the countries ovci here
have not been able to shut them out
during the last 20 years. They believe this war will prove to be a repeater for Hollywood in getting another grip on the markets over here.
.

more

J.

Wy-

who

will

or less up to Burton

man, referee

in

bankruptcy,

26,600 Women's Clubs

To Boycott Her Film

hear the reports of bankers, contractors, and other creditors tomorrow (Wednesday).
Banking creditors have already
gone over the subscriptions raised
by the 1940 Exposition, Inc., committee,

and found them short of the

Hollywood,

$1,050,000.

Nov.

23.

Joan Bennett, titTin.t; with Hal
Roach over the United Artists ad
campaign for 'Housekeeper's Daugh-

re-

is
just going into rehas written to 2G,C00 women's
clubs asking them to boycott the pic-

ter,'

The

contractor
creditors, who stand lo get about 10c
:i
paso 32)
(Contiiiucd

quired

I

central

Goes to $1 Gate On

Tree Bingo' Dodge
Rochester, N, Y., Nov. 28.
G. Carroll, Strand, is defying the district attorney's ban on
bingo by running 'free bingo' during intermission ot a special $1 reserved seat vaudfilm show Friday
nights with $600 in prizes.
House

Howard

vvhich

exchange

is

practically black.

of Turns.

sor.s

seats 1,500.

$5,000 Due
Prez Ball

TA

on 1939

May

Halt '40

Celebration in Capital
President's Birthday Ball celebraWashington may get the red
on free talent this January,
unless the committee straightens out
its position with the Theatre Authority.
Latter claims that around
$5,000 is due from last January's
tion in
li';ht

balls, parties, etc.

Alan CorcUi, TA's New York rep,
Washington Monday (27) to

flew to

confer with the President's Birthday
Ball committee for the District of
Columbia.
This includes Hardie
Mcakin, of RKO, Carter Barron,
Loew's; Nelson Bell, of the Washington Post, and James Hagen, District Commissioner of Washington.
Last January's President's Birthday
Ball celebration included one bene-

NEGRO COUNTERPARTS

A

Louisville, Nov. 28
to telephone official:!
it isn't necessary to

coincidental

This means that telephone calls being placed during that time are
practically nil, and most of the subscribers are taking no chances on
making a phone call, thus keeping
their line busy, during the period
when the call is being put through
for the prize winner.
Whether the odds are 11,000.000-toono or more of winning, impression
gathered is that stay-at-homes are
running no risks of making or receiving a phone call, in the hope of
being on the receiving end of tha
all-important message from the spon-

15-20c Vandfilmer

™DY FAMILY' PIX

OF

Joan Bennett Writes

town,

surveys, or
house-to-house canvas to determine
whether, listeners are tuned to the
Turns radio broadcast or not. While
no figures are available, 'phone men
think they can gauge quite accurately
the reaction locally to the 'Pot of
Gold', show, as they have observed
hat during the last 10 minutes ot
the program the switch board in the

many inquiries for bingo, and busiattained on any one season.
ness so bad after dropping it, that
It is also believed in some circles,
decision was made to blow the
including among buyers, that the
come anywhere near works, trusting to the technicality
delivering the 538 films promised and to avoid trouble. House's usual adJustification for a mission is 15-20Ci
sold for '39-40.
bigger 'failure' on deliveries, when
the season is over, would be felt in
most quarters, it is opined, due to
the eflort toward extended runs and

this

make any

distribs will not

were produced in all Europe. But
as England, France and Germany

at best, 190 films.
Italians in the know point out that
there are 37,000 cinemas in Europe,
and with the production of the throe
warring nations drastically cut, the
foreign market is absolutely open to
the Yank.<.
They admit that such reasoning
does not take into full consideration
the fact that in many of these coun-

According
in

Phoenix, Nov. 28.
Arizona Indians are blaming
Adolf Hitler lor the sudden drop
in the sale of Navajo blankets.
Ancient tribal symbol looks so
much like the Nazi swastika that
tourists refuse to buy.
Redskin chiefs, gathered for
the premiere of Paramount's
'Geronimo,' declared they adopted the swastika centuries before
Hitler became a paperhanger.

Local Legion post got away with
'free bingo' in connection with $1
dance tickets, the district attorney
holding this was legal under a court
ing' his dates very far; based' on what
ruling on a test case involving 'bank
he alread.y has bought, may result
nights.' Some lew persons hanging
in the reduction of features for 1940around who don't buy dance tickets
41 to around 300 features, it is beare given cards and chance at prizes
lieved.
For the current (1939-40)
without paying anything, just to
semester, the 10 nationally-organized
carry out the 'free' idea.
distributors have promised 538 picStrand management reported so
tures, one of the highest figures ever

Aid combo

Rome, Nov. 28.
Hollywood's cry of alarm that the
•war

mediately and plans tor smaller outputs next season (1940-41) by all major distributors will probably result.
The exhibitors may demand this if they are to make an
honest effort to lengthen all runs that
merit such efforts. They have told
the distributors this has to be done
and they would welcome a move severely cutting down the number of
pictures made each year, so that they
will be able to find more time for
each film that is bought or at least
the top ones.
The desire for greater time on an
average per picture, and the difficulty facing the exhibitor in extend-

Jivist,

Wid Do Comeback

to

12.1

Italy;

Shaw,

securities.

rieet payments for American product have yet been encountered here,
and for the present there is no talk
of freezing film rentals. But Canadian war effort is only beginning,
and future policy, in regard to export of currency, will be determined
by extent that Canada has to shoulder the war burden.
lOlher foreign coin stories on page

—

Came

Water' from her routine.

Hot

Business for 10 Minutes in Louisville

BUT LONGER RUNS

Philadelphia, Nov. 28.
Frances Faye last week cut 'I
Want the Waiter With the

Bum's,

Radio Bank Nite Paralyzes Phone

colored

version
ot
Metro's
series, labeled 'The
Family,* is being turned out
with an all-Negro cast by Harry M.
Popkin's Million Dollar Productions,
Inc.
First film in the scries, 'One
Dark Night,' is currently in its
world preem at the Apollo, In Harlem.
'Two more will follow in the
MDP program ot eight all-Negro
films it has scheduled for 1939-40.
Star-billing in the initial pic is
given to Mantan Moreland, who
plays the father. He was for many
years a member of the vaude team

'Hardy Family'

fit

Brown

that
to

performance of 'Outward Bound,'
revival's cast

making the

Washington from New York.
Washington situation does not

fect the status of

other

cities'

trip
af-

Birth-

day Ball celebrations, as each town
has its individual committees which
settle with the TA.

Show

Biz Munitions
New Y<jfk

Cost of demolishing the

Hippodrome, the site <ff which becomes an automobile parking space,
Mantan and Miller,
of
Mickey was $Ii2,50p. Of this, $35,000 was salture.
Rooney
counterpart
vaged in the sale of scrap iron and
is
handled
by
Actress contends the material Ls
Lad has only a| :;tccl girders.
Buyer of scrap, it is
too suggestive and has instructed her Robert Simmons.
attorneys to file suit unless the ad minor role in current release, but reported, is a British dealer, who ha*
part
will
be
built
up
future.
shipped
in
the metal to England.
matter is changed. She is said al.so
Other
members
of
the
'family'
are
Steel
sheetings which once comto have rebelled against her part in
through Betty Tread ville, the mother; Arthur Iji iscd the walls of the dressing room
picture,
went
but
the

lease,

j

DeMille's Next Spec
Hollywood, Nov. 28.
Cecil B. DeMille will make 'Queen
of Queens' for Paramount on a scale
comparable with his other Biblical
Story is written around
subjects.
the

|

\

|

.

Madonna.

Camei.i start set for spring.

|
'

,

>

with

it.

'"Both studio
current battle

Grayson,
Ray,
the grandmother, and Josephine Pearson,
grandfather;

and actress insi.st
is no publicity stunt.

sister.

Jessie

!

'

'

Toto, the clown, converted into
sea mines and air bombs, is • tipofT
idea for short-story writers.
of
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Execs Seeking the B.O. Gimmick

Fewer Films

Thurman Arnold on Labor Unions

.Continued from pafc 1_

Show

Hits the

Biz Significantly;

the inability of the exhib to go as
far in that direction as the distribs

want him

Dorothy Thompson Encores Blast
Assistant Attorney-General
Thurman Arnold's interpretation o(
the Sherman anti-trust law, in reEiird to labor unions, may have farreaching implications to show business, in the opinion o( theatrical
attorneys.
The Arnold views, expiessed in a letter to the secretary
o£ the Central Labor Council of Indianapolis, were made public by the
Department of Justice in Washington recently.
attorney - general
assistant
The

U.

S.

listed

speciflc

five

ways

in

which

labor union activity may violate the
Sherman Act, three of them being
regarded as bearing directly on the-

Although
union practices.
the Department of Justice is investigating the situation and Arnold
predicted prosecution of labor violations ol the Act, that is viewed as
being a more or less remote prospect as far as show business is concerned.
According to the letter, it is illegal
lor a union to impose 'unreasonable
restraints designed to prevent the
use of cheaper material, improved
atrical

Billy Conn's

U

Film

Dicker; Corbett Yarn?
Pittsburgh, Nov. 28.
light
Pittsburgh's
Conn,
heavyweight boxing champion,
pullod out for Hollywood yesterday,
partly on a vacation but also to discu.ss a possible film deal with UniZeppo Marx agency hanversal.
Accompanying
dling him for pix.
Conn were his manager, Johnny
Ray, his brother, Jackie Conn, also
fighter, and Milton Jaffe, local
sportsman who owns a piece of
champ.
Report was circulated In New
York following Conn's defeat of Gus
Lesnevich that title-holder had already been signed for a film but that
Story got under way
wasn't so.
when U commissioned Bill Corum,
sports writer, to turn out a yarn on
Life of James J. Corbett' and Corum
suggested to studio that Conn would
be an ideal choice for title role.
No contracts, however, were
signed, but Marx is arranging screen
test for Conn at U as soon as he arrives on the coast. He'll do no fighting in Hollywood but his younger
brother probably will.
Billy

.

e<iuipment or more efficient method.':.'
It would also be a violation
ol the law to use 'unreasonable restraints
designed to compel the
hiring of useless and. unnecessary
labor .
Such unreasonable restraints must be distinguished from
reasonable requirements that a minimum amount of labor be hired in
the interests of safety and health or
avoidance of undue speeding of
work.'
Finally, he cited "unreasonable restraints designed to destroy an established and legitimate system of
collective bargaining. Jurisdictional
disputes have been condemned by
the AFL itself. Their purpose is to
make war on another union by attacking employers who deal with
that union. There is no way the victim of such an attack may avoid it
except by exposing himself to the
same attack by the other union.'
.

.

ED GRAINGER
STALKS IDEAS
Eddie Grainger, son of J. R. Grainger, sales head of Republic Pictures,
is in New York setting an independent releasing deal. He has wound
up at Universal, with which Grainger, Sr., was formerly associated also.
The younger Grainger made some SO
films for U during his six years on

Union Hurdles
In regard to the first point, legal
opinion is that- theatrical unions frequently refuse to handle equipment
made by non-union labor and occasionally prevent the use of 'im
proved equipment or more efficient
methods."
Concerning the second

the

lot.

He has financing and everything
including the distribution setup,
save for the formal signaturing. He's
ogling talent and story properties
Release will be via a
while east.
major outfit, and nothing to do with
Republic.

set,

point, it is common practice for cer
lain .show biz unions to specify the
number of employees a producer or
manager must hire, in many cases
the 'extra' men simply sitting around
without any actual work to do. That
i.e
especially familiar in the case of

to go.

Cash In on Adv.
of word-of-mouth, and
the contention that this means box-

The value

office for pictures many times when
they are being pulled from one run
to go into another, is being stressed
The proin the distribution field.
ducer theory is that films are often
being allowed to get out of the way
just when they are getting ripe for
extra coin. Even where there is virtually no advertising on pictures,

have
word-of-mouth
may
reached the point where there would
be a distinct difference at the ticket
windows if this form of support
would be. given a chance, it is obthe

HOWARD HUGHES

Jas. Roosevelt Denies Columnists'

Cracks Anent F.D.R. Go-Betweening

served.

The fact that word-of-jnouth is of
more importance than generally regarded, it attested to by the strength
of many releases in subsequent runs
as compared with their opening en-

gagements. The circuits have discovered this to be true in most
cases and are criticized in major
quarters because they do not get
as well

more out of the first runs,
more out of the subs.

as

Distributors are fighting for extended runs, not only on the ground
of quality where pictures, are of topbracket value but also under the
contention that patron comment,
spreading a good word for the picture, now has most of its effects in
the second, third and fourth runs.
The sales field is aggrieved at this
state of affairs because the rental
returns diminishes with the runs, although the reverse can and sometimes is the case so far as the theatre
return is concerned.
Jazzed Campaigns
One of the troubles noted by exhibitors, who claim they are somewhat in a spot, is that if they commit themselves to extend a film's run
they have got to make a decision on
a holdover several days before that
engagement is up. Advertising and
other plans must be laid but sometimes too late to switch. If the ads
are already out, plus window cards
and other accessories, the exhibitor
runs up against the chance that he
will have patron trouble on his hands
because he isn't opening a picture

From Columbos

to

James Roosevelt on Monday

FDR,

Hollywood, Nov.

in

W6

Justa Two-Reeler to

28.

First historical feature on Warners 1940-41 program is 'The American Cavalcade,' tracing progress
from the days of Coliunbus to the
present.
T\*o-reeler will be made in Technicolor under supervision of Gordon

Roosevelt Is extending his New
stay,
'on private
business,'
until Friday.
At the N. Y. offices
of Samuel Goldwyn, Inc., of which
he is v.p., he declared the story, by
Drew Pearson and Robert S. Allen,
Washington
columnists,
'utterly

York

HoUingshead.

MORE MUSICALS

false.'

In addition to the charges of 'interference' in Government litigation,
which were leveled against the'
President's son, a postscript in the
column declared that Washington
sources have information to the effect that Roosevelt's $50.000-a-year
salary is not coming entirely from
Goldwyn, but from a whole coterie
of film industry interests who are

BY METRO, W6

.

involved in pending

Fred Storm, Goldwyn press and
exploitation representative, it is understood, will go with Roosevelt if
the latter quits Goldwyn and organizes his own company. Storm is
also in N. Y. now, having preceded
Jimmy east by a few days. Roo.'sebeen
velt and Storm have long
friends.
Storm, former Washington coronly
United
Pre.'s,
respondent for the
recently Joined the Goldwyn staff.
He is currently arranging publicity
'RafTles,'
which
and exploitation on
will
be released In New York
shortly.

OFF PROD. TILL APRIL
di-

FOWLER AND McCAREY'S
CRITICAL AUTO CRASH

PROD. AGAIN SHORTLY

Hollywood, Nov.

1

writer,
rector,

I

summer was

Nugent Passes Up legit

a striking instance,

I

of

interpretation

by.

the

L. A.

courts,

ones

involving

wages,

hours,

safety, health, undue speeding up or
the right of collective bargaining.
Since none of the 'unreasonable'

restraints referred to by Arnold involves labor disputes, in the legal
cense, the courts would apparently
be empowered to grant Injunctions
to prevent union violation of the
Sherman Act,
In any ea.se, the

courts would have considerable latitude in deciding .what constituted a
labor dispute or when 'unreasonable'
restraint

was being

practiced.

M

Arthur Freed

John

Harry M. GoetK
Jean Ht^rBludt

SIk

Allan Jones

Danny Winkler

Saunders

.SchUfrer

Rarry Trivern

Animal' on Broadway.
Bob Hope and Paulette Goddard
head the cast in 'Ghost.'

BACK TO SCHOOL
Hollywood, Nov. 28

Jimmy Lydon

the title role
in 'Tom Brown's School Days,' Gene
Towne-Graham Baker picture at

RKO.
He

recently

Broadway

appeared

on

Pertaining to Pictures

as v.p., will be in
a skeleton staff during
Selznick's vacation.

charge of

from a skull fracture, body injuries,
burns and a badly mangled arm.
Fowler suffered injuries to his back,
knee, chest and body burns, but is
expected to recover.

Driver of the auto which cvashed
staff de- into Fowler and McCarey ei^caped
He said the
shutdown .slated to with slight injuries.
begin next week and continue for cars collided on a turn.

retain all of its
spite the studio

New York

possibly as long as three months.
S-I Coast help has been given two
weeks' notice which becomes effective

Tuesday

Ilona

Massey 3d M-Gite

,

(5).

Selznick's N. Y. story editor,

To Go Concert Touring

Kay

Brown, will be the only one east affected by the siesta. She will limit
Hollywood, Nov, 28.
the her work to a maximum of two days
Ilona Massey steps out on a concert
each week, but will keep up with all
new books and has been instructed tour in January, following the footto option, as before, potential picture steps of her Metro colleagues, Jeanmaterial.
She'll use her vacation elte MacDonald and Nelson Eddy.
'Balalaika,' in which Miss Masfey
period .to attend Brooklyn Law
School In the evenings for a course co-starred with Eddy, is in ..the Culver City cutting room.

in copyright.
Italy seen aiding

American picture imports

-..Page 12

50% net frozen income
Ameche back.
Goodman oft Camels; 'Blondie' renewed..:
.

.

;

Hersholt swjLtch to N.

Connolly
Thanksgiving no help to Broadway
Ruth Gordon's play
Laurence Schwab must rest indefinitely
topping B'way legit

WB

Page
Page
Page
Page
Page

Y

is

Dorothy Thompson, wife of SinLewis and special editorialist on
the N. Y. Herald Tribune, who comments on politics, world affairs and

New

Page

12

.Page 20

.

Dorothy Thompson
Rakes Stage Unions

economics, severely criticized
(Continued on page 44)

gets

stage.

Lasky's 'Gateway' layoff
Radio's union fight
Radio reviews: Fay Bainter-Nan Sunderland,
Fredric March, Paul Whiteman, George

the

Henry Ginsberg

28.

I

News

Other

Texaco as

clair

are in a critical condition
from auto crash injuries sustained
Monday night (27) near Azusa,
about 40 miles east of Los Angeles;.
McCarey is reported near death

Elliott Nugent signed to direct
N. Y. End UnafTecUd
'The Ghost Breaker' at Paramount
With two pictures to be released
and dropped his plans to appear in
the stage production of 'The Male shortly, Selznick-International will

N. Y.

to

which would naturally h^ve great W^-ndy
Aikin
ROHemary Lane
leeway in its rulings. Under the T.uiir.ehc« Rellenpon Herbert MatHhall
Osa MaMen
law, injunctions may not be granted Jniin Henn<r(t
RIchnrd Arlen
Archie Mayo
In the case of labor disputes and the JlOMeiiiary UeCamp
Ruby Mercer
Robert Hosflon
courts have ruled that labor disputes Ken Dolan
are

Hollywood, Nov.

28.

Gene Fowler, author and screen
and Leo McCarey, film di-

|

N. Y. to L. A.
but less costly examples are frequently seen on the Coast and were Nell P. Affneiv
Edmund Joseph
Ben Kalmtinifon
one of the headaches at the recent lliirnoy B;ilaban
.ruiiu bryan
.lack Kapn
New York World's Fair.
Jerome Kern
It is pointed out by attorneys that J Intiny I>urHnl«
Kred Meyera
i:i
(Jcnt't
nny Milland
Arnold's letter invariably referred to Alex Cnttlleb
Gftll Patrirk
'unreasonable' restraints. Explained Stiiiitun I.. Grirrin
NVIlllant SaroyAn
that any labor union is a restraint of John VV. Hlfkn; Jr. l-tarbara Pi anwyrk
UiiHftoll Holiiian
Robert 'I'liylor
trade, but becomes illegal when it I*oit Irwin
If 'unreasonable.'
Matter is thjis one

Governmental

cases.

vision also voice the angle that when
a first run holds a film too far, it is
Hollywood, Nov. 28.
being drained of much of the busiMost of David O. Selznick's emness to which the second or third
the musicians' union, with its stand
run theatre is entitled. That com- ployees were handed two weeks' noby requirements, etc., and the stageHollywood. Nov. 28.
plaint has existed for sometime in tice of layoff until April, when pro-hands' union, which sets an arbi
Howard Hughes is believed pre- many keys because certain pictures duction will be resumed on the Cultrary number of men that must be
paring for an early return to picture are held a long time at first run
carried by all shows.
ver City lot. Only current activity
As regards jurisdictional disputes, production. He's been testing many stage show houses because of the at the studio is the editing of 'Reunknowns.
draught of the in-person entertain- becca,' final Selznick production for
show business is one of the worstHe's been variously reported with ment
tangled industries in the U. S.
1939.
groups
sundry
and execs, including a
The narrowly-averted jurisdictional
Daniel T' O'Shea, who succeeds
possible United Artists release.
strike of the actors and stagehands
last

(27),

York, denied allegations in

column last
week that he had interfered in Government tax-evasion cases in Hollywood and in a suit pending against
the Giannini banking clan. Report
was that his activity had aroused
considerable Ire by his father and
other New Deal execs.

WILL KNOCK

and what is. done.
Accounts in the subsequent run

New

a syndicated Washington

Hollywood, Nov. 28.
Robert Z. Leonard was handed two
more musical production assignments
at Metro in addition to his current
Both are rechore, 'New Moon.'
makes.
'The Giiardsman' was shot in 1931
as straight comedy-drama, and 'Smilin' Through' was made twice, in 1922
and 1932, without music.
he had advertised until later. Also,
Warners signed Eddie Albert, Jane
that same picture may be dated Bryan and Claude Rains for toplines
elsewhere and switches thus become In the college musical, 'For the Rich
necessary behind the first run if They Sing.'
deciding to hold onto the film furJerry Wald and Richard Macaulay
ther.
The second-run exhib, ja'<.zed are doing the screenplay.
up on his bookings through not getting a film on schedule, also feels
he has a squawk. In other cases it
may make no appreciable difference, SELZNICK
everything depending on the situation

SEE

Although general business Indices are 10-22% above a year ago, the
motion picture boxoffice is rated as only about 6% better than this
time in 1938. This industry headache has the top executives trying to
ferret out the principal cause or the several contributing whyforcs.
Picture officials believe something Is basically out of kilter, or the
industry would be keeping pace with other Industries with mass
appeal.
Film players on radio programs have come In for a full share of
criticism. This continues to be a particularly bitter source of complaint
on the part of certain Independent exhibitors. Failure to exploit product also Is blamed by certain distributors, but exhibitors beef that there
is no sufficient variety of screen fere to effectively exploit.
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Although the length of the studio
shutdown hasn't been decided yet,
reopening

may

as Feb.

it

1,

is

take place as early
understood, S-I has

two more pix promised for United
Artists release after 'Gone With the
Wind' (Metro) and 'Rebecca' to UA.
Miss Brown left on Friday (24) for
Atlanta, where she'll remain until
today
(Wednesday)
representing
Selznick
in
Metro's
exploitation
plans for the 'Wind' preem. Dowell
Calvert, Selznick ea.stern rep, attended the sales policy meeting on
'Wind' held by Metro over the weekend in Chicago.

SAILINGS
Nov.
fonpein

30,

Lawrence Azard KlipAngeles to Honolulu).
(London to New York)

(l!,os

Nov. 25

Gilbert Miller^ David Rose (Name of
boat censored).
Nov, 30 (New York to Lisbon) Joseph Friedman, Jack Segal (Atlantic
Clipper).

ARRIVALS
(At the Port of New York)
George Baker, Olive Groves Rene
Hubert, Joseph Friedman.
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AGAIN

'CEILING'

FLOCK OF N.Y. KEEP IT RESTRICTED TO H'WOOD
Wage
HLM EXECS
ON COAST
Hollywood, Nov. 28.
Looks like a new gold rush to California tliese days, with caravans of

home

office

biggies

hastening

to

Hollywood to look over the various
problems of labor and production
schedules for 1940-1941.
Vanguard of the transcontinental
trek consisted of Murray Silverstone of United Artists, Jack Cohn
of Columbia and Herbert Yates of
Republic, followed by the Paramount contingent, consisting of
Barney Balaban, Stanton Griffis,
Neil Agnew and John Hicks, Jr.
Next came Universal's Nate Blunvberg and J. Cheever Cowdin, who
arrived yesterday (Mon.)
Expected in the next few days
ere Sidney R. Kent and Herman
Wobber of 20th-Fox, George J.
Schaefer, RKO's proxy, Nicholas M.
Schenck of Metro. Gradwell Sears
of Warners, W. Ray Johnston of

Monogram and James R. Grainger
of Republic.
General idea is to get the 1940-41
features away to an early start, with
some of them slated to get under
way before the end of January.
Blumberg's Bosy 3 Weeks
Nate Blumberg, Universal prez,
be west for at least three weeks.

differences between the Hollywood
studios and craft unions have been temporaily
settled. Producers have granted the demanded
10% wage increases, retroactive to Oct. 10, and
continuing until Feb. 15, 1940, when the question will be reopened and conferees will examine the slate of the industry at that date.
Arbitration will be resorted to in an effort to
reach a new settlement, provided representatives of each side cannot come to an agree-

ment.

Truce prevails

at the

moment, and a

threat-

ened strike of employees, which would have
stopped production and, perhaps, exhibition,
was called off by union leaders last Saturday
(23).

That the situation remains acute there can
little doubt in view of the statement issued
by union leaders as to their position on Felj.
be

It

15.

follows:

'The position of the unions on Feb. 15 will
be as it is now and has been consistently; that
is, that before any readjustment is allowed to
diminish the earning power of the studio workmen, the salaries of those receiving $2,000 a
week and upward should be carefully scrutin-

of principal points of discussion with studio chiefs will be readjustments of picture budgets in

-

start.

through every agency at their disposal, and inthat the issues of Hollywood's union

sist

troubles be confined to the area of the studios,
and not be permitted to embroil theatre workers.
To this end, public sentiment in support
of the theatres' position, can be marshalled

'If retrenchment is absolutely necessary on
Feb. 15, then it should begin in the higher
brackets, not among the employees whose
average (annual) wage is around $900.'

view of war conditions abroad. With
from Europe increasing
reports
somewhat in optimism, and 50%' of
currency being allowed out of England, Blumberg is understood prepared to relax somewhat the tightening of the reins which was ordered

immediately after

always,

in

and made

$1,043,190

FOR

hostilities

yere declared.
Decision on

stories for at least
half a dozen players whom
has
either under termers or option also
require his attention.
vehicle
must be selected for Charles Boyer,
who was originally slated for the
next Dcanna Durbin, 'It's a Date,'
but has been replaced because 6f his
delay in arriving from France. New
etory must be selected by Feb. 15.
There must be a decision also on
stories for Irene Dunne. She has two
to make.
Robert Montgomery and

U

RKOTOMAKE

LeBaron's 'Miami* For
Mary Martin Buildup

Rushing Through Life
Hollywood, Nov. 28.
Generations suceed each other
with amazing speed at the Warner studio, where the 'Four
Daughters' are about to become
'Four Mothers' after a brief experience as 'Four Wives.'
Original quartet of gals, Lola,
Priscilla

FEARS EXHIBS
lUSTPAY'FOR

COASTUBOR

and Rosemary Lane and

Gale Page, are approaching film

A

Robert Young are also under agreement to appear in one film apiece
for U as part of the deaL by which
Metro acquired 'Madame Curie' biog,
while Margaret SuUavan and George
Murphy are under option, Blumberg's
word being awaited on their future.
Parltes' Party
Paramount group, including Barney Balaban. Stanton L. Griffls, Neil
F. Agnew. John W. Hicks. Jr., and
Russell Holman, will spend two
weeks or more on the Coast conferring with Y. Frank Freeman, William
LeBaron and others on production
plans, current operating problems,
1940-41 program, etc.
Balaban and
Gritfls pulled out for Chicago in time
to spend Thanksgiving there, balance
of party leaving Friday night (24),
hooking up with others in Chicago
tor trip west Saturday (25).
Under last plans. Hicks will not
join Zukor on latter's trip through
Central and South America. Zukor,
accompanied by Mrs. Zukor, stopped
oft in Tucson middle of last week en
route to Miami on way to Havana..
From Havana they go to Mexico City,
dropping down from there Into South
America.

effective.

Steps in a program of this protective nature
should be taken immediately.

disputes of this character,

COSTING

'ABE'

OFFSEHOREIGN

—

ized.

As

DOMESTIC DRIVE;

there are innocent victims of controversial
forces wJio have no opportunity to voice sentiment or change the course. of events. In this
instance, the interests of thousands of theatre
owners and operators throughout the United
States are in jeopardy as result of tlie clash Hope for 60-75c Taxation
between studios and workers in Hollywood.
Start
Even a 5c Tilt
Reliable sources report tiiere are about 5,000
Spread Over 10,000
out of 13,000 American theatres that employ
Houses Would Help All
I. A. T. S. E. film operators, who would be subAround
ject to sympathetic strike call if the studio
crafts walk out of their jobs.
As nearly all
important key theatres employ lA operators it
BALLY ITS BENEFITS
would be a matter of only a short time before
the whole, structure of distribution and exhibiSearching out some logical means
tion would be at a standstill. AH other theatre workers would be off the payrolls, through of boosting the domestic income of
distributors, the industry is presentno will of their own, and the consequent dis- ly mulling the
possibilities of antress would be widespread.
other drive against the present 40c
'ceiling' on theatre admissions. MoveIndependent theatre operators; therefore, ment, now in the preliminary stages,
would seek a revision upwards of
have a distinct interest in the progress of the
present 10% war tax on admis"events in Hollywood.
sion tickets which begin at scales
over 40c. This would see a campaign
Local and national theatre owners' associa- looking to establishment of 60-75c as
the point where the taxation should
tions should exert their influence immediately,

will

One

Hollywood, Nov. 28.
Papers were filed yesterday (Monday) in the County Clerk's office,
covering a loan of^J756,865 by the
Bank of America, revealed that Max
Gordon's film version of 'Abe Lin-

motherhood with the same

in

Idle Insurance

RKO

$2,000,000.

distribution deal, the
studio charges 20% of the actual
production cost to cover general
overhead for use of st.udio's facili-

Under RKO's

Hollywood, Nov.

New

provision

unemployment

in

the

mands' by the labor unions.

28.

California

insurance

act

will

save more than $2,000,000 annually
for studios, execs

ties.

are paid

LABOR UNREST HOLDS
UP PAIR AT 20TH-F0X

the

1

$3,000

a year.

the state will tax only

first $3,000.

Under

the original statute the

em-

His

Fewer B's for Par
Hollywood, Nov.

Wood stated, 'Inasmuch as the exhibitor must pay for any concessions
granted the unions, I would s^y that
the problems of the producers automatically become those of the theatre owners.'

Films will carry

minimum budgets

(Continued on page 47)

Trad* Mark ReKlatered

FOUNDED BY SIME SILVERHAN
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Slrt Silverman, Prealriant
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MARCH, GARSON DUO

FOR METRO'S

^AN'

ployee paid 1% of his yearly salary,
no matter how big, and the employer

SUBSCRIPTION
Annual
|io
Slncle Copies

Vol. 136

Farelgo

a^^^"

of $10 weekly, as against
the former scale which ran from $7
to $15.
Hollywood gets a break,
since it pays and recelveis about 40%
of the state's large salaries.

"The American Way.'

15 Years Ago
Film Booking Chart
Film Reviews
Film Showmanship
House Reviews

Langton Back West

Eugene Zukox rolled 'The Way of
All Flesh,' his second picture as associate producer at Paramount.

under the
Picture gets under way after first
recent provision, go up from $15 to
of year, with March completing the
$18 weekly as a maximum, with a film before reporting to RKO for
benefits,

minimum

Gene Zukor's 2d

at

Par

Hollywood, Nov.

After Scouting Scribs

Hollywood, Nov. 28.
of $200,000 as against some as low as
Francis D. Langton, chief of ParaNext link in the buildup chain for $130,000 on the current season's calMary Martin is 'Miami,' to be pro- endar.
mount's writers, trained west Saturduced and directed by Andrew
day (25) after two weeks in New
Stone ahead of 'Kiss the Boys GoodYork interviewing possible additions
Greenwood's Comeback to his Coast staff.
bye,' recently bought by Paramount
as a starrer for Miss Martin.
No one was inked by Langton but
Hollywood, Nov. 28.
Story of 'Miami' was written some
unknowns
comparatively
Charlotte Greenwood makes her several
years ago by William LeBaron, now retu.-n to films after' eight years in have been instructed to aWait a call
Paramount's production chief, and 20th-r''ox 'Twinkle, Twinkle, Little from the Coast as soon as it is deterthe late Victor JacobI, who did the Star.'
mined on what basis Par will go
score.
ahead with its 1940-41 program.
Linda Darnell does the twinkling.

28.-

Akim Tamiroff has the top role,
played in the original version by
Emil Jannings.

Another

Lift for

Jane

Hollywood, Nov. 28.
Jane Withers had her option lifted
by 20th-Fox and started her sixth
year on the lot.
Currently she

Gene

co-starring with
Autry in 'Shootin' High.'
is

Centa

No. IJ

38-39

Dance Bands..

Unemployment

Ill

2i

INDEX
Bills

Chatter

duces.

28.

Paramount execs, in session at the
studio yesterday (Monday), decided
to trim the number of B pix on the
1940-41 slate.

is

against efTorts to raise the nation's
admission price level
Exhibitors
contend they are shackled by this
40 . barrier which Is the line of de-

suggestion was prompted by the
current labor disputes on the west

Hollywood, Nov. 28.
Metro will bracket Fredric March
remitted 2.71% of the payroll. Under
Greer Garson in the leads of
Hollywood, Nov. 28.
the old law some execs and lop ac- and
Unsettled labor situation caused tors have paid as high as $5,000 a 'Susan and God,' originally intended
20th-Fox to postpone start of two year for the right to collect $15 a for Norma Shearer. George Cukor
directs and' Hunt Stromberg proproductions from Nov. 27 to Dec. 18. week when out of work.
Pictures are 'The Cisco Kid. in
Chicago' and an untitled sequel to
'Hotel For Women,' both in Sol
Wurtzel's unit.

creased revenue all down the lina
in the industry will mean higher tax
revenue, compensating for losses sustained by raising the point where the
taxation shall start.

coast.

and employees who

more than

After Jan.

motion picture indus-

try unite in combating 'unfair de-

Over $2,000,000 Yr.

ligerents.

Main Ulking point, aside from the
fact that improved domestic revenue
is essential to healthy theatre business, profitable operations for producer and distributor and maintenance of high salaries, is that in-

widely known In the trade
Columbus, Nov. 29.
that the sUrt of theatre Uxes at
Wood, secretary of the Ohio 40c auto^iatically forms
a barrier

has advanced the suggestion

that the entire

Act

Revise Saves H'wood

Illinois'

The problem of eliminating this
40c ceiling on the picture theatre's
boxofTice has been up before.
But
this is the first time that all branches
of the picture business have been
in such agreement that something
must be done to lift the admission
price level throughout the nation.
New campaign would be predicated
on the theory that this is the most
logical and certain method of overcoming losses in the foreign field,
caused by the war, either through
declines at the- boxoflices abroad or
through freezing of currency by bel-

It

P. J.

ITO,

cost $1,043,190 to
release.
produce for
Total cost includes half of $225,000
paid to Robert Sherwood for the
picture rights, the author to draw
an additional 10% of gross over

coln

di-

Michael Curtiz.

rector,

S
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Judge to Set U.

Coast Studios' Labor Mess Seen

Suit's Trial

Further Helping LaGuardia s Drive

Trial date of the

j

I

I

Union

on the Coast which,
past weelt, had the whole

strife

during the

ments,

reportiedly encouraging
quarters to go along on

etc., is

producing

Mayor F. H. LaGuardia's campaign
to move some film-making east. In
circles close: to the situation, it is
believed that the LaGuardi:^ battle
to get film production for New York
is of such timeliness at present that
even more than the lOCi asked for

I

I

Hollywood, Nov. 28.
Allan Jones' deal with Paramount

more ham-and-eggs move-

was renewed

for three

•

more pictures,

beginning with 'The Coimt of. Luxembourg,' scheduled to roll late In
January,
Singing actor leaves tomorrow
(Wed.) for two weeks at the Paramount, New York. He recently completed 'The Great Victor Herbert.'
Film will be concurrent at the Par.

in the east, as against Hollywood,
because they wouldn't require the
same number of men per produc-

TTJRRErFROMGOLDWYN
I

j

Eastern Unions to Co-op
feeling is that the producers,

with -LaGuardia and banking intermay be inclined,
in view of labor conditions out west,

ests prodding them,

closer
of
coast.
Atlantic
Union officials in the studio crafts
point up the fact that there has
never: been any trouble with labor
on the eastern end. and there is no.
likelihtiod of it in the future under
what is termed a more or less

to

test

possibility

the

harmony

on

the

.

'handshake agreement' policy.
Resolution concerning ^ace for
five years, it producers wanted to
talk turkey to the New York unions,
goes far beyond the studio crafts
themselves and, having been passed
before the Central Trades & Labor
Council, would mean the a.isurance
of all labor, including the A.F.L., in
that connection. Thus, no one union
ox. for that matter, all of the studio
crafts, could be expected to kick
over the traces and go back on such

an agreement.
Studio unions In the east are exceedingly strong for the proposal to
build a Cinema City for as many

producers as want to participate.
is warm for « productioncenter development and understood

The mayor

that the matter of financing it is simply a detail following numerous conferences that have been held with

money men. Under plans drawn,
would cost upward ot $10,000,000,

it
it

George J. Schaeter, the mayor may
huddle today (Wednesday) with the
studio union committee, consisting of
Sol J. Scoppa of Studio .Mechanics,
Local 52, who had been very active
oh the campaign from the beginning;

Florence Marston of SAG; Fred
Marshall, United Scenic Artists and
Charles Downes of the cameramen's
union.
Schaefer's conference with the
mayor,, at which the president of
RKO stated he would be glad to cowithout
operate,
defining
what
moves might be made by that major,
was held Friday (24). Nelson Rockefeller, with whom the mayor has discussed the. N. Y. film-making campaign several times, talked to the
city's
chief exec the same day.
LaGuardia has al.so gone over the
matter with John D Rockefeller Jr.,
and understood the Rocketeller.s,
who are deeply in RKO and operate
the Music Hall, are very much in
accord with the mayors oftcnsive.

Another angle,

so,

far as

RKO

Odium.

Other Actions
Chicago, Nov. 28.

completed.

Creditors to

Ask Permanent R'cVr

For Grand National Today (Wed.)

Or That Earle Hannnons Step Out

decide.

Answers

the cameras.

attorney for a cicdilor,
continued his attack on the comp.my
and told the court that after an innenberig,

Twentieth Century-Fox last week it is expected Hammons will be
answer to Fannie Brice's suit forced to relinquish control. Only
for $750,000 damages for alleged de- thing that could possibly give him'
famation of character in the pic- reprieve would be proof positive that
ture, 'Rose of Washington Square,' he has obtained a loan from the Redenying that the film had any con- construction Finance Corp., for which
nection with her and that all the he has long been dickering.
Inas-

Old Bio Studio Lease

claims; Hap Hadley, roprrsenling
himself, with $730 in claims; Richard
F. Walsh, v.p. of the lATSE, irpresenling \yage claims; Henry Waldman, representing William Boin. of
Cincinnati, a landlord, holding $1,159
in claims; Allen E. Freedman. of DeLuxe Laboratories, representing $19.000 in claims; and Samuel Sedran,

characters were fictional.
much as the creditors have a1.«o had
Also set forth that the story, of communications from the RFC that
j-g^^jg g^ice and Nick Arnstein was this is unlikely, they fljel it is time
completely public, and finally, that for them to step in.
Referee last
sel and Ben Hecht may be comMiss Brice continues to earn consid- week said he would acquiesce to
pleted with the owners, Empire erable money
as a performer, so that their desires on this.
Trust Co., tomorrow (Thursday). the picture couldn't have harmed
The moment the bankruptcy is
Numerous talks have been held with her earning capacity.
complete, however, a combine ot
bank execs and all det:.ils have been
bankers, production and distribution
worked out except the actual amount
men Is ready "to step in and buy the
LaVarrt's
Appeal
of coin to be paid for use of the
assets, which they consider princistudios.
Albany, N. Y., Nov. 28.
pally to be the exchange setup.
Empire, as its part of the deal, will
William LaVarre's suit to collect They are prepared to establish a
furnish the Biograph location to Jes$50,000 from Warner Bros. Pictures, company of their own and will facilsel and Hecht fully equipped for
Inc., for story material which, he itate this by buying up
it it can
lensing. It is now vacant and equip- claims, was used in two films, 'Bedbe accomplished without getting
ment will be purchased as soon as side' and 'Gambling Lady' was themselves involved in litigation. Infinal papers are signed.
J&H will argued in the Court of Appeals, cluded In the new propo.<:als are sevrent the studios on a daily basis, but highest tribunal.
LaVarre appealed eral important creditors of GN, who
their agreement gives them first op- from
a dismissal of the action in naturally don't want to. take over
tion rights for its use for production
N. Y. supreme court and affirmed until bankruptcy purges its present
of the three films which they have
by the Appellate Division. He claims debts.
slated.
the producers engaged him to write
Hammons' Plea for a Week
a scenario, featuring Warren WilIn an attempt to stay the appointliam, to be called 'The Bedside
ment ot a permanent receiver, HamSues Rep.
Manner.* The work was rejected, acmons on Monday (27) sent out a
cording to appellant, but plot later
For
Serial was employed in 'Bedside.' Similar- mimeographed letter to all creditors
asking their indulgence for another
ly, scenario material turned out for
week and promising he'll have the
The Lone Ranger, Inc., filed suit a Barbara Stanwyck starrer sub- RFC money. Creditors are
in no
appeared in 'Gambling
in N. Y. federal court yesterday sequently
mood to wait, however, as the result
(Tuesday) against Republic Produc- Lady.' LaVerre alleges he received of an event
of last Friday (24), and
tions, Inc., seeking $10,000 damages no compensation in either case. The
some may take further legal action
plus an injunction to restrain fur- Bedside Manner' story was, writer
against Hammons individually. Many
says, the beginning of a cycle of
ther production ot the serial.
serious allegations were made beAlso sought is permission to ex- popular, lucrative motion pictures
fore Referee OIney.
amine the defendant s books as, un- dramatizing the medical profession.
big burnup was the refusal of
der a contract, the plaintiff was to
Company contends both films were Hammons to allow Thomas J. Shanareceive 107i of the gross of the se- produced
from
original
stories han,
chairman of the
creditons'
rial after $390,000 was reached,
written by other authors and gen- committee, to attend a confab,
as per
<
erally denies LaVarre's allegations. Olney's orders,
among Hammons,
It credits authorship of the first picT. K. Stevenson, prez of Electrical
ture to Manuel Sett and Harvey Research Products,
Inc., which was
Hollywood, Nov. 28.
Threw; the second to Doris Malloy supposed to have advanced
$100,000
George O'Brien rescues the same
and Ralph Block.
for GN's reorganization, and Thomas
gal for the third succcs-sive time in
J. Ahearn, N. Y. rep of the RFC.
his untitled western which rolls toChaplin No Pirate
When Shanahan was informed that
morrow (Wed.) for RKO.
the meeting was to be at a private
Los Angeles, Nov. 28.
Femme lead is Virginia Vail.
luncheon by Steveniion, who told
Charges of plagiarism against
I

„

,

....

,

,
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Deal tor u.se of the old B.ograph
studios in the Bronx by George Jes'

representing small creditors, $366.

There were two nominations for
trustee, Harry Frombcrp,
320
Broadway,
being
He must post a bond of

tentative
attorney,

.

elected.
$20,000.

Dannenberg then explained to Ihe
court what he meant when he sitid
the company was hopelessly insolvent.
He pointed out that trademarks and reissue rights are rurried on the books as the main n.<:.set,
and supposedly worth $1,060,922. This
is a jump from a figure of $12,166,
which was the amount first listed, the
attorney claimed.
He accu.scd the
company of selecting an arbitrary
figure, and putting it on the books
so that a.sfets overbalanced liabilities.

WB

GN

.

The referee agreed that $1,000,000
was more than could be expected In
a sale for the rights to trndemaik.s,

Lone Ranger

biit

it

was pointed out by Rogers

that the

$10,000 on

RFC

loan could not be se-

if GN were out of busine.s.'^. in
which case the company might just
as well fold now.

cured

Hammons declared that the RFC
would not loan the moiiey if it felt
that the company would fold immediately thereafter. As to the leases,
they are being left in a status quo
position, as the referee pointed out it
the plan goes through the company
will need them, and if it fiiils they

!

|

i

A

;

'

vestigation of the books of the comoany by A. Jesse Goldstein, his sr.
countant, he was convinced Ihiit the
company was hopelessly insolvent
last Friday (24) named Joseph Dan- and was losing not the $2,000 weekly
nenberg their counsel, are set to ask as testified to by Earle Hammon.s
that a permanent receiver be ap- president, but over $4,000 weekly. In
pointed to liquidate the firm or thai this statement he was backed up by
Earle W. Hanvmons. GN prcz, be Goldstein who informed the court
forced to put up a $50,000 bond to that taking amortization and deprecover any future losses if he desires ciation into consideration the .vum
to continue operation of the business. would be $8,000 weekly.
Inasmuch as the bond Idea was
Creditors committee, representing
suggested by the referee, and cred- diversified interests was chosen. They
itors believe that Hammons will l>c are Thomas J. Shanahan. a banker,
unable to furnish such a sum in view representing Jerome D. M.iguiie, a
ot the company's present prospects, secured creditor holding $22,000 in

filed

'

Jessel-Hecht Setting

!

will not.

!

:

What, Again?

Safier Drafts

I

I

Charlie Chaplin, involving the picture 'Modern Times," was to.^sed out
of superior court.
Michael Kustuff,
Ru.<:sian author, claimed the actor

Studio Contracts

had pirated his
Hollywood. Nov.

Paramount

hoisted

Wanda

Mc-

.

j

actor ticket.
Phyllis Brooks
pact at RKO.

|

I

,

I

i

script.

28.

Kay's player option.
Universal handed John Sutton nev(
I

drew new player

•

London Court Reverses
Eliz, Allan's 17G Award
London, Nov, J6.
Court of Appeals has granted ap
peal by Metro (British) against an

him

For

I

I

Deal

Los Angeles, Nov.

New

28.

distribution arrangement's

he

wasn't invited, Shanahan
called OIney. OIney was away and
another referee instructed Shanahan
to attend and pay for his own lunch.
Stevenson continued to maintain

fo'r

company's

western

district

5;.les

chief.

In Portland and Seattle GN product will be distributed by former
exchange workers on a percentage
deal, and in Salt Lake City former
•

that he didn't have to invite anyone
he didn't want, to his luncheon.
Meeting of the creditors' committee was held later in the afternoon, with Hammons invited to
attend and report what progress he
had made at the earlier confab with
.

company employes have been

pliictd

on a new salary arrangement

to hct

as distributors.

Los Angeles exchange emplo.ve.s
were given wage checks lor .week
ending (25) upon return ol Siilier
and have been paid in full to d.'ile
with exception, of two weeks w;n;fcs
waived, one in July and other in
October.
Claims for both Ihf.'^e
weeks have. been filed and employes,

Stevenson and Ahearn. He phoned
to say he had nothing to report.
Shanahan reported he had talked
with Stevenson a few minutes beMetro
fore, who told him Erpr had no
william Brent drew a writer ticket
Miss Allan sued for breach of con- $100,000 commitment to GN.
20th-Fox
^amaces, alleging the comas preferred creditors, will prob.ibly
Allege $4,600 Weekly Loss
Metro signed John Wray to two- '"'^
pany engaged her to play Christine
A second meeting of creditors of be reimbursed when financial dclii'Is
picture player deal.
<'iilin 'The Citadel.' The Mjsler of the Grand National Pictures,
Inc. was of company finally are worked
Metro hoisted George Murphy'B
Rolls
(Appeals
judge)
refu.sed
perheld Wednesday (22) before referee
option.
W. C.Riter, for the past two yt»>s
Leslie Fenton inked new director mis.sion to appeal to the House of Peter B. OIney Jr. in N. Y. federal manager of GN exchange hert, nLord;,
pact with Metro.
court. At this meeting, Joseph Dan- sighed,
20th-Fox

option
uajj^s

lifted

June Gale's player

award

j^^gj

g^^j^^

of $17,000 to Elizabeth Allan,
film actre.ss.
lower court decision
hac been in favoi.ot Miss Allan.

A

^

i

i

New

GN Western 'Changes-

Grand National product ha.s been
worked out for Salt Lake City. Portland and Seattle by Morris Safier,

i

is

(Continued on page 18)

to

Fannie Brice;

the screenplay.
Sale indicates that
will halt studio activities
for several months with the completion of 'The Westerner,' now before

He

.......

Judge Knox

Goldwyn

is

the attitude of Floyd
favors production in the
east; it is declared, and is of the
.
opinion that pictures carj be made as
good in New York as in California

concerned,

to

'

',

has been estimated.
Schacfer Sees M-iyor
Meeting with producers and others
during the past week, including

between $30,000 pnd $40,o6o each.

the ."services of Jon Hall, top-billed,
and Niven Busch, who is working on

tion.

The

clean up the questions of inlerrogntories.

20th

Unusual deal is the second made
by 20th-Fox in recent weeks. The
other was the purchase of 'The
Great Commandment' from Cathedral Films after the picture had been

Eh?

It,

series of satirical shorts in Technicolnr.
One is understood to come from
is attributed to a double protest.
Samuel Coldwyn, Vtrho considered himself caricatured by the linguistic
boners affected by Fritz Feld in the role of a foreign dictator. Producer is said to have threatened to withdraw his picture from Warners

theatres unless the comedies were dropped. Second protest is declared
to have come from the Motion Fictiire Producers Assn. fearing that
the public might g^t the idea that all film execs were screwballs.
Two pictures, written and directed by Crane Wilbur, were titled
'Out Where the Stars Begin' and 'Swingtime in the Movies.' They cofl

promise

Hollywood. Nov. 28.
Twentieth-Fox
Samuel
bought
Goldwyh's entire investment in 'The
Sweetheart of Turret One,' cur-

Can t Take
Sudden stoppage of Warners

Since ."several months ago he indicated that he felt the issues should
be tried at the earliest convenience
Finale for Grand National is exfor all, it is likely that a trial before pected to take place this afternoon
summer will be assured.
(Wednesday), when creditors of the
company, which has filed a voluntary
bankruptcy petition, meet once again
with referee Peter B. OIney, Jr., in
N. Y. federal court. Creditors, who

20TH-FOX TAKES OVER

rently in preparation, for a price understood to be $50,000. Deal includes

anti-

It is expected that the U. S. will
seek a date of trial in March, 1040,
claiming that three months are
sulTicient to enable air defendants to
prepare answers. The Government
expects to be able to answer the film
which
interrogatories,
companies'
Friday,
will be served on them
within that period. It is expected
opposition
with
that this will meet
from the defendants who will seek a
six-month delay, leaving any com-

may

be shifted from the Pacific.
Producers are declared in the
mood to do anything to wriggle out
of the clutches of the Coast union
setup and, in labor quarters in New
York, leaders are high on the prospects of an about-face by the film
companies in view of Ihe troubles
that are constantly cropping up in
Hollywood.
Union higher-ups point with optimism to the action taken by the
Central Trades & Labor Council at
a recent regular bi-monthly meeting
when a resolution Avas passed assuring producers that there would
be no trouble with studio crafts for
an uninterrupted period of five years
if they would set up shop in the east.
It is pointed out that perhaps the
time is getting ripe for the producers
to go for that kind of a deal and
hinted that if a five-year agreement
could be negotiated, it might even be
at the same scale as now. If an increase were negotiated, it is then
added that the producers would save

Government

I

Par Ties Jones for Three

industry jittery, together with the
ever-present dariger ot increased
taxation,

S. Trust

Date on FrL

trust action against the major film
companies will be set Friday (Dec.
1) by Judge John C. Knox In N. Y.
The companies will
federal court.
confer today (Wednesday) with Paul
Williams and William Farnsworth to

;

To Bring Some Production East

Wednesday, November 29, 1939

I
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$200,000

Wage Uppage

Trying to Lens the Right Answerer

Hollywood, Nov. 28.
Studio wage hike effected by Willie Bioff will cost the fllm producer!
a total o{ about $200,000 per annum, with an additional $50,000 If production is at peak. The $3,000,000 figure mentioned as the upped overhead is a theoretical one ii the entire 23,000 employes coming under
the new agreement were working at the same time, which Is unheard
of.
It is figured that only about 2,170 employes will share in the pay tilt.
Including 1,070 laborers not affiliated with the lATSE; 350 plasterers,
400 machinists, 250 building ser\'ice employes and 100 welders, molderi,
blacksmiths and allied crafts.
One-third of the laborers work occasionally at Indies, hence are not
affected in the tilt, which is restricted to majors. Of the total number
of employes, most are part-time workers. Some now receive 62 ^e. an
hour, some 75c. and a few 91c. Pay of all is to be equalized at 91e.

IF

League of N. Y. Theatres Again

Theatres

will vote Friday (1) on the proposed
;^7harton-Wilk plan for the return
of Hollywood financing to legit pro-

Plan, which

duction.

is

in the

Tours Draws Music
Job on Producers Pix
Producers

form Tours

Hollywood, Nov. 28.
Corp. signed Frank

to supervise
pictures.
First is

music for all Its
'Kingdom Come,'
Guild minimum basic agreement a musical starring John Charles
Thomas.
with the managers, was adopted sevCurrently Tours Is preparing the
eral weeks ago by the Guild mem- score for the Lee Garmes producbership and now awaits approval by tion, 'And So Goodbye,' at RKO.
before it becomes elthe producers

amendment

of an

to the Dramatists

ective.

The League, which includes many
Broadway managers,
bad been expected to vote on the

of the leading

amendment

at

meeting yesterday,.

its

ing

15, 1940,

Back

to

M-G

Tiff,

at

$500

(Tuesday) but consideration of the
theatre ticket code took up all the
Wk.;Garrield-WBAccord
time of the meeting. After the
League gets around to voting on the
Hollywood, Nov. 28.
fllm financing plan the Guild will
Hedy Lamarr settled her contract
call a meeting of the signatory man- feud with
Metro and returned to
agers who are not members of the the payroll at her
old salary, $500 a
League. Expected that proxies will week.
She had been holding out
be taken from the managers who seven weeks for a weekly boost of
vote in the League balloting, so they $4,500.
will not have to attend both meetStar's return resulted in an order
ings. Figured that the League may
for extensive retakes and added
•eek by its vote to 'recommend' the scenes for the
unfinished picture, 'I
action of the non-member managers. Take This
Woman,' in which she coMeanwhile, despite reports that starred with Spencer
Tracy. W. S.
y^arner Bros, has acquired the fllm Van Dyke
was taken off his director
rights to Sidney Kingsley's 'The chore on
'New Moon' and assigned
World We Make,' at the Guild, N. Y., to 'Woman,' which has been
rewritno actual deal has taken place. War- ten since it was laid on the shelf last
ners back the production, but did so June.
under the existing minimum basic
John Garfield returned to the Waragreement, so the screen rights are ners payroll to take the
top spot in
till in the open market. It had been 'My Son' after
a three-week layoff.
announced that Warners would use Actor had been suspended for rethe piece as a vehicle for Bette Davis, fusal to play in 'And It All
Came
and, since the studio financed the True.'
legit production, it is presumably interested in obtaining the screen
rights.
But no outright bids'' are

known

was

tion of the film industry

opened here

dissipated Sat-

Veteran

Following

letter

was

.sent to Bioff,

as chairman of the Conference, by a

producer committee composed of
Joseph M. Schenck, Y. Frank Freeman, E. J. Mannix, Walter Wanger
and M. B. Silberbcrg:
'In order to avert a strike in the
mot.on picture industry, we make
the following proposal in response
to your demand for a 10% increase

who's been In the business 20 years,
of it as a newsrecl lenser,
terms it the screwiest job he has
ever tackled.
'Even in a newsreel,' he explained,
'you know which way the horses
are going to run.'
Short was 'Information Please,'
celluloid version of the radio show.
It is probably the most unique job
in recent motion picture history, like
its three predecessors in the past
few months, being entirely ad libbed
and shot without a script. It was

much

filmed at Fox-Movietone studios in
Manhattan.

Board of experts is the same as
that on the air—John Kieran, N. Y.
Times sports writer; Oscar Levant,
musician-composer, and Franklin P.
Mgrs. for Rowdyism Adams, New York Post columnist
Guest was Deems Taylor. Previous
guests have been Rex Stout, Gene
Chicago, Nov. 28.
Tunney and Clarence Budington
Theatre managers are held to Kelland. Clifton Fadiman, of course,

New School Of

blame by Tom Gorman, division serves as interlocutor.
Hogan, who is assistant to Ray
manager for RKO in Chicago, for uncontrolled audience behavior in New Foster, chief cameraman, admittedly
York houses. Gorman was one-time has the toughest job on the set. Ke
manager of Keith's Jefferson, in New operates a movable camera and when
York's East 14th street, where he Fadiman asks the questions he haj
gained quite a reputation for his per- to guess who will know the answer
suasive measures in keeping order in and get the lens on him before he
replies.
He's pretty good at it. ala house once noted for its disorder.
though there seemed no explainable
'When I see the behavior that is reason
why he selected Levant when
allowed in New York theatres,' GorFadiman wanted to know what a
man observes, 'particularly in the divan is. Taylor knew.
so-called first runs, it makes me
Just in case Hogan misses his
sick.
Only bad management is re- guess, a long-shot
camera operates
sponsible for a condition that can
simultaneously to get in the whole
exist to bring forth stories like
quartet of answerers, so no reply U
concernVaiiictt published recently
ing Jack Haley.
'I think many of the so-called new
school of Broadway managers cer-

completely missed.
Shooting is quite an event at the
RKO, which distributes the
invited about SO exhibitors,
who brought their ' friends, who
brought their friends. Board of expe:': also has a few friends in and
there are usually a number of in-

studio.
shorts,

know little about handling
t inly
theatres because, if thv;y knew their
business, such conditions would hot
exist.'

wage rate of the crafts
represented by you.
'We herewith agree to a 10% infor Bette Davis
crease effective as of Oct. 10, 1939.
'We have endeavored to point out
Hollywood, Nov. '23.
to you that the conditions confronting this industry are such as to
Bette Davis* next starrer at Warmake it impractical to grant any ners is 'The Villa On the Hill,' which
wage increase at the present time. James Hilton is scripting.
We particularly pointed out to you Camera work starts early in January.
(Continued on page. 18)

STAND
ON BACKING LEGITERS

and

all

of

RivO's publicity department. Which
means that at one time or another
during the day there are more than
300 spectators to trip over cables,
cough and tumble off of chairs on
which they balance the better to
view the proceedings.
Shooting begins at 8 a.m., with the
entire morning consumed in taking
Fadiman asking the questions. Afternoon is spent with the experts, Fadiman not being pictured, although he
continues to ask questions.
He's
dubbed in later. Evening is taken
up with shooting of professional
players acting out skits which are
part of questions, bringing in pictures, performing chemical experiments and numerous other devices
used in the process of stumping the
•

I

;

COL. CLARIFIES

newspapermen

vited

in the basic

have been made.

to

wiU run less than 10 minThe cameraman, Tom Hogan,

utes.

re-

Tom Gorman

Blames

A

lated.

was

week, with the

eering.

urday (25) when the producers
okayed a 10% pay hike for 23,000
studio workers. Those affected in-

Bioff's demand for an increase for certain American, Federation of Labor crafts outside the
International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employes. But when Bioff and
his AFL Studio Conference threatened a general strike unless the
demands were granted within 24
hours, the producers quickly capitu-

this

short that

return
from Washington of
Charles Carr, special assistant
U. S. attorney-general. It is said
that Carr has instructions to present all of his evidence to the
jury and let them either vote indictments or return true bills.
Carr's orders are to investigate
Income tax matters, restraint of
trade and asserted labor racket-

PARLEYS

clude machinists, plasterers, laborers,
building service employes, welders
and molders.
proviso was tacked on the wage
grant that all pay increases since
Aug. 15, 1939 will be relinquished if
the film companies, by Feb. 15, 1940,
can show the industry is not able
to stand the extra drain.
This condition was interpreted by leaders of
the talent groups as another move
by the producers and William Bioff
to bring the actors, writers and directors into a wage-cutting parley.
The companies first turned thumbs

Pathe last Wednesday (22) shot
12,000 feet of fllm between 8 a.m.
8:30 p.m. to make an 850-foot

and

Hollywood, Nov. 28.
Federal Grand Jury investiga-

Rap

down on

Hedy Loses Coin

Reopen U.S. Quiz

Hollywood, Nov. 28.
Threat of a general strike in the

Defers Vote on Film Financing
New York

Makes Info' Shorts Proi a Screwy Job

—

picture Industry

of

SLUMPS

BIZ

Producer Grant of Raise to
Crafts Seen as Move for
Talent Salary Pruning
Bioff Gives Up on Pander-

FEB.

League

S

CLAUSE CURBS STRIKE

'IF'
Means

VARIETY

i

The Show Window

of

Show Business

I

.

experts.

Columbia's position on backing of
productions was clarified Mon(27) by D. A. Doran, who came

legit

day

east last week as special representative of Harry Cohn, Col prcz, and
Who will represent the company in

i

3 4th Anniversary Number

itiy play

production it undertakes.
Doran declared that he has been
sent to N. Y. to purchase properties
of all types which Columbia can an-

nounce

in

March

as

on

its

of

1940-41

schedule.

If plays can be bought
without producing them on the legit

stage

first,

that

is

'^RIETY

preferred, he said.

However, if the company comes
across any plays which authors will

Columbia

is

To

ready to do busi-

Whether Doran acts as producer
of any legiter undertaken will depend on circumstances,, he said. If
the play is not optioned by an established producer and Doran feels
it is the type of thing he could do;
he will handle the producer reins.
It, however, the play is owned by a
producer or Doran hesitates to
undertake it himself, the company
will back an established entrepre-

he published late in December

Warner

arrangements with George
This
said.

is

the

Bros,
Abbott.

preferred plan, Doran

gapers,
.

bites

his

fingernr.ils,

and

bawls out Fadiman's femme secretary for upsetting the navigator
with something she says to hirii between takes. Quizzes arc chosen for
visiial appeal instead of oral clarity,
as on the ether.
Best answerer among the experts,
who sit at a long desk with a question mark shaped microjjhone in
front of each is Kieran, as on the
air, although Levant docs the most

Knowledge

that

what

he .says can be kept trom posterity
by leaving him in the cutting room
trashcan encourages him to try
many awful puns. That's one of the
reasons v.'hy 11,150 feet of celluloid

were wasted.

Deems Taylor seemingly knows a
terrifying lot about primitive lethal

-

neur, similar to the

Questions are selected by Dan
Golenpaul, producer of the radio
version, who sits in the first row of

chattering.

not se^, without having them baptized
on Broadway before being
filmed,
ness.

,

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL
MAY BE SENT TO ANY VARIETY OFHCE

ADVERTISniG COPY

weapons but
ga.

,

is otherwise generally
while F.P.A. looks very glum

and wears socks that make producer
Fred UUman, Jr., sorry film isn't in
Technicolor.

NEW YORK
154

West 46th

St.

HOLLYWOOD
1708 No. Vine

St.

LONDON

CHICAGO
54

W. Randolph

St.

8 St. Martins PI.

All in iill if.'! a lovely day. even for
the experts, who cry at great length

about
lights,

the h?rd work under the
although they are understood
about 200 tearS apiece for
lachrymose labors.

to collect

their

•

PICTURES

VARIETY

.

All Shot

Unique Anti-Trust Charges In Suit

By PhiUy

Indie Vs.

Warner Bros.

'

Philadelphia, Nov. 28.

The Lansdowne has filed a suit for district court on Dec. 11. Fried filed
damages against War- his complaint Sept, 28, 1938, charging
ner Bros, circuit and the major dis- the Warner chain and the majors of
discrimination, especially in the mat4,ik..f„..
tributors charging tw^^
them with „:„iviolaclearance.
tion of the Federal anti-trust laws in
Warners operates theatres in Ardelleged discrimination against the more and Bryn Mawr in competition
theatre in the matter of film clear- to the Fried houses in those borance. Complaint was filed in U. S. oughs.
district court here by the Lansdowne
Amus. Co.. and Harrison Bros. & Co.,
StarfS
Inc., owners of the theatre property.

Wcilnesday, November

Fortune on

Kernville, Cal., Nov. 28.
Main street, scene of a thousand cowboy battles, is about to

-

snow melts

in spring.

I

i

,

|

WBDeferstoTwin

|

|

|

:

Nabc

I

City Indies

on %\

the

first suit

Anti-Trust Action

of this type filed

in this territory and believed to be
the second in the country. (A similar suit was filed recently in Boston
district court in behalf of an Olcla-

homa

independent).
The plaihtiffs claimed

they had
been damaged in a sum of $70,000,
loss in revenue and loss in depreciation in value of the building, and
under the Sherman and Clayton
anti-trust acts, treble damages are

.

'

,

I

j

I

The Lansdowne asked

the court to
grant a preUminary injunction restraining the defendants from carrying out existing contracts, which it
claimed were "attempts to monopolize the industry' and 'combinations
and conspiracies in restraint of in-

I

|

I

'

terstate trade.'

The Lansdowne's petition charged
that the distributor defendants had
territories
between
'divided
the
them' and each enjoys an 'unchallenged monopoly in preferred exhibitions of motion pictures.'

'

for
Lansdowne
Counsel
the
charged that the defendants entered
Into a 'combination and conspiracy'

during the time Warners operated
the Lansdowne by changing its run
right before Warners' lease expired
order to depreciate the value and
the productive possibilities of the
theatre by preventing it from exhibiting pictures until they had lost
'in

Century rejected.

and much of their
box office value.'
(Warners had a lease on the
Lansdowne from February, 1926, un-

May

See Fewer

'40

31. 1937.)

Switched Runs

Legislative

Woes For Pix

I

'

-

on equal terms.'
The Lansdowne. which has
leats.

claimed

it

York

1,633

suffered 'great loss

ard damage' in that:
1. The value of the
greatly depreciated.

had

tion

many

N*.

T. Deals

the

Warner Bros, profit for the fiscal
year ending last Aug. 26 totalled $3.102,687 before provision for Federal
income taxes and $674,780 charge
made for adjustment of film inventory because of threat to foreign
income. Operating pi-oflt, after provision for Federal taxes and deducting all other charges including
the writeoff to reflect changes occasioned by the European war. was
$1,740,907 as against $1,929,721 in the
preceding fiscal year. This is equal
to 36c per common share as compared with 41c in the 1937-38 fiscal
year, after providing for the year's

dividends on the preferred.
Company showed 70c per common In the
39

weeks ending May

27 last.

In

Beaumont

Aug.

26.

But

it

was pointed out

that because film rental income has
declined in European countries since

Sept. 1 and foreign exchange is off
western Texas,
in the dollar equivalent, the compartners of Paramount, is In New
York on product deals, plus personal pany has made revisions to provide
in its amortization table

this year RCA showed Just
under 12c per share.
Corporation also declared dividends on both classes of preferred
slock, covering the Oct. 1 to Dec. 11
period. Both are payable Dec. 21 to
holders on record, Dec. 4. Th. dis*

months

on the first preferred is th.
regular 87'/4c quarterly divvy whil.
the 'B' preferred distribution Is $1.29,
the amount which has been declared
each quarter for some time. Only a
minor number of shares still ar. oul^
standing on the Preferred B, vtrt
majority of shareholders exchanginr
this class of stock for the new first
preferred several years *sotribulion

6 Philly Nabes

Dual 20

Later;

for antici-

interests.

the film inventory.
Warners' gross incdme was $102,083,131 or only $22,780 less than in
the previous fiscal year. Despite a
saving of nearly $1,000,000 in operating and general expenses, amortization of film costs held nearly as
high as a year ago.
Thus amortization was figured at $30,148,148 for
the fiscal 'year just passed and $30,278,971 in the preceding 12-month
during the past week:
period, although the company had
M. A. Shea, numbering 38 houses noted a year ago that higher costs
in New England, Ohio and Pennsyl- had
boosted amortization charges
vania; F. H. Durkee chain of 17 in that year.
year,
the Baltimore territory; Wometco

Indies Panicked

circuit.

The Basil circuit in the Buffalo
territory has contracted for the full
lineup of Republic pictures for the
1939-40 season.
Numbers 18 theatres. Deal closed locally with Nick
Basil by Jack Bellman, Rep's branch
manager at Buffalo.
has closed for Its 1939-40
product with the following circuits

RKO

Limited dura

also stems from the fact that
'must' laws were enacted this

stock to shareholders on record Dec,
8, payable next Jan. 16.
This Is thi
initial
payment on the common
shares this year and covers the .n>
tire 12 months ending next Dec. 31.
Divvy on the common Indicate!
that the company looks for lubstantial earnings in the final quarter thli
year because for the first nln«

pated decline in foreign Income.
Since his father, Sol Gordon, presiThis also shows up In $674,780
dent of Beaumont, took ill, he has
writeoff allowed for adjustment of
taken over the principal duties of tlic

Bd:K's

Balaban

RKO Buy

Katz and the Great
The patronage of the public
States Circuit in Illinois and Indiana,
had been greatly reduced.
Film business ajso is viewing the
which B&K controls, has signed with
forthcoming session of Congress in
3. The ability of the theatre's opRKO^for
the 1939-40 season under
erators to 'profitably bargain for film Washington with considerable opti- negotiations which
were closed in
The belief is growing that Chicago.
in a free and untrammeled market mism.
not too much new legislation will
has b^en denied.'
Ned E. Dcpinet, A. W. Smith, Jr.
be taken up because most congressand RKO's midwest district manager,
The defendants in the suit are
men will want to get back to their Walter Bran.<;on,
Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., Warner
sat in on the deal'
constituents and start their camwith John Balaban and others repreBros. Circuit Management Corp..
paigns rolling.
senting the circuits.
Stanley Co. of America, Vitagraph.
Pressing railroad problem may
Inc, Paramount, RKO-Radio, Ix)ew's.
20th-Fox, Columbia, Universal and' take the pressure off the impending drive to push the Neely bill Lou Smith Succeeds
United Artists Corp.
Geo.
through the house, according to reHeartened by the decision in Fedcent advices.
Brown at Columbia Pics
eral court two weeks ago. when the
Landis was. granted a preliminary inJackson, Tenn., on Sunday Pix
junction against the same defendants,
Hollywood, Nov. 28.
other independents in this area are
Memphis, Nov. 28.
Lou Smith has been appointed
readying similar suits against the
Jackson, 40,000 pop., largest mu- publicity head at Columbia, sucmajors.
nicipality in west Tennessee outside ceeding George Brown, in charge on
Another WB Suit at Bat
Memphis, will ballot Dec. 8 on Sun- this end for more than two years,
previously having been publicity-ad
fjims.
While local exhibitors were awaitOnly city of its size in state' with- head at the h.o. in New York.
ing the appeal of the 13 major disSmith was among .several under
tributors and exhibitors against the out Sabbath flickers, town defeated
Landis theatre decision skedded to bo proposal two years ago in referen- consideration during the past week
argued in the U. S. Circuit Court of dum bitterly contested by ministerial by Harry Cohn. For many years
with Publix Theatres and Paramount
Appeals next week, another indie organization.
at the h.o.. Smith shifted to Hollywas getting ready to go to bat against
wood in 193C to join Frank Lloyd as
Sundays OK
the Warner chain and the distribuassociate producer.
He was with
tors in Federal court here.'
Middlcbury, Vt., Nov. 28.
Lloyd in that capacity on two picHarry Fried, operator of three
Middlebury approved Sunday films tures. A contract he signtd with
Indie houses in the swank Main Line yesterday (Monday) by a two-to-one Edward Small last summer
was resection, will argue his case in the vole.
cently settled.
year.

Profit for Year, $3,102,687;

circuit in

legislature next
with rnaximum of 70 days anticipated.
This is relatively a short circuit of Miami, and the Haynes
term session as compared with re^ chain, operating in Mississippi, Tennessee, Arkansas and Kentucky.
cent Albany
stale

huddles.

b- ilding

Jnllus Gord.D'gr
Julius Gordon of

Amusement

Vs. Radio

More Co. Earnings and Dividends

to

When Warners first took over the
house, the plaintiff avers, its run was
only seven days after the 69th St.
theatre, also operated by Warners,
ard in some cases, day and date with
the 69th St. Toward the end of their
lease, it is charged, Warners changed
the run at the Lansdowne so that
Picture industry does not expect
it followed not only the 69th St., but
three other Warner houses in the state legislature sessions next year
area.
One of them, the Parker, to prove as big a headache as in 1939.
charges a lower admission price than Already inklings have come
from
the Lansdowne, the plaintiffs convarious parts of the country that no
tended.
prolonged sessions or too much new
Ill most cases the Lansdowne plays
legislation are in prospect.
It's all
pictures three weeks to a month
predicated on the fact that it is a
later then the 69th St., it was
Presidential year and many solons
claimed.
will want to stay home looking after
In spite of the fact, they said, that their own political
fences.
they had offered to pay as much or
Film leaders already have been
more for the films than Warners, the
advised that a comparatively brief
defendants have 'uniformly denied
session is in prospect for the New
th plaintiff the right to exhibit them
|

Warner

addition to operating profit, a
net credit to earned surplus amounting to. $198,437 was made and capisingly, but at a price as high as the
particular theatre ever has paid for tal surplus increased by $107,096.
Warner Bros, statement stres.<;ed
any picture.
However, there's no
squawk from the indies, the attitude the foreign situation by citing that
being that when company offers a the accounts have been adjusted to
big-drawing film separately it's en- reflect certain changes caused by the
of
the European war.
titled to more than would be called outbreak
Statement covers only business up
for as part of a complete deal.

their freshness

til

Other Film Deals

Mobeel Enterprises, Inc., operators
of the Glenwood, Brooklyn nabe, has
filed suit in N. Y. federal court
against Century Circuit, Inc.. I^oew's,
Minneapolis, Nov. 23.
Inc., Warners, 20th-Fox, RKO-Radio,
Receding from its percentage deParamount, United Artists, Vita- mand and giving the independent
graph, Inc., Universal, Big U Ex- Twin City subsequent-run exhibitors
change, Columbia, Monogram and the alternative privilege of buying
Republic seeking triple damages for flat, Warner Bros, now is completing
violation of the Sherman anti-trust 1939-40 product deals at
a normal
act, with $75,000 the amount sought.
pace. Thirty such deals are pending.
The plaintilT claims to have purMinneapolis and St. Paul indies rechased the lease of the theatre in sisted the percentage demand and
December, 1937. Third run pictures staged an individual boycott. They
were being exhibited, with the Cen- claimed that if they acceded it
tury's College playing behind the would
establish a precedent and
Glenwood. In July, 1938, the Cen- Ihere'd be similar demands from
tury started its anti-trust violations other companies; and percentages
in conjunction with the other de- are objectionable to these nabe exfendants, the complaint alleges, and hibitors.
was granted concessions in price,
Warners, however, is claiming that
long terms of credit, priority, exclu- where flat deals are, being made now
sive playing time, right of selection, the prices being paid for the four
cancellation and rejection. The only pictures usually sold on percentage
films the plainlilT could secure, it is are equivalent to what the perclaimed, were those pictiires not centages normally would yield.
wanted by the Century. In order to
Paramount will sell 'Gulliver's
make sure of this the Century over- Travels' to the indies here sepabought on product, taking all films rately, with indications that a 40%
of every defendant. As. a result the adjustable contract will prevail, inGlenwood, which had operated at a stead of the 50% split usually reprofit in 1937, showed a loss in 1938, quired.
and was only able to keep open by
Columbia also is offering 'Mr.
playing old films, or ones which the Smith' to the local indie
trade

Fdms

poll declare the que.<;tion is unfair to films because it does not differentiate between films and radio entertainment, but includes all
radio programs of which news broadcasts, market reports and religious programs supply a distinct demand untouched by films.
Also '
they say, juvenile vote would lift the standing of films.

|

It is

1939

As part of the national industrial survey conducted by Fortun.
Magazine and published in the December issue, section 7' Is devoted to
The Movies, Most favorite actor and actress ll.<;t. In order of selection
Js, men: Spencer Tracy, Clark Gable. Tyrone Power, Wallace
Beery
Uonel Barrymore, Paul Muni, Robert Taylor, Gary Cooper, William
Powell and Nelson Eddy; women, Bette Davis, Myrna Loy. Jeanettt
MacDonald, Irene Dunne, Norma Shearer, Shirley Temple, Janet Gaynor. Ginger Rogers, Claudette Colbert and Joan Crawford. Year
ago
Gable led the men in a similar survey, and Shirley Temple topped th«
actresses.
Recap shows that 29.1 of all persons interrogated had no
preferences, and 21.8 said they never go to films.
In reply to the question, 'If you had to give up either going to th.
movies or listening to the radio, which one would you give up?' th.
poll shows 79.3 would give up films, aiid 13.9 would forego radio. Th«
don't knows were 6.8% of all interviewed.
Certain theatremen who discussed the 'which would you give up?'

have its face lifted. Cameramen
complain that the old western
thoroughfare, built especially for
pictures, is growing too familiar
and needs a few new wrinkles.
Renovation starts when th.

(

(210,000 triple

2%

Up

.

&.

20th-Fox Directors Meet

Thursday on Final Divvy

Philadelphia, Nov.

Embarking of the Warner

28.

Broa.

on a double-feature policy In
nine nabes here, and th. Indication
circuit

that many others in the chain will
follow the practice in the near fuhas piled up woes tor th. In-

ture,
dies.

Along Vine
exhibs are

street the lone wolf
complaining that one.

more they've been caught holding
the bag. All their commitments for
product have been on the basis of
showing them in single-feature territory, thus being forced to make

deals at higher prices than if they
Directors of 20th-Fox are sched- h.nd been playing duals.
uled to meet tomorrow (Thursday),
Nov/ with Warners on the twinregarding final dividends of the year. bill <:lundard, the indies will have to
While the preferred stock payment double-iip to meet competition and,
seems certain, action on the common needing < \Ta product, will have to
will depend on the current rate of pay
prices out of proportion to
earnings.
Company will show fa- what's normally paid in doublevorable income in the .final quarter feature territory.
of the present year, judged on expeNow that the dual.<! are set in nine
rience in the last two years, and this Warner nabes, it is reported that
rnight make possible a common slock at least a score more will be in line
distribution. The common divvy was by the middle of next month.
It.
passed the last quarter because of was pointed put that patrons will
disturbed conditions abroad.
wait until pictures reach the twinTwerrtieth-Fox already has paid $1 bill houses, to see two films .for th.
per share on the common this year price of one. For this reason virand has_ maintained its preferred tually every nabe will be on the
payments.' Company will benefit double-standard before New Years,

from usual melon cutting. from National Theatres in the final quarter,

exhibitors believe.

year.

From all indication.s. the Philly
territory, once almost entirely •
single feature area, will become on.
of the largest users of duals in th.

Folding of vaude in five Warner
which generally bolstei-s the income key nabes is also expected to hasten
showing for this last period of the the institution of duals.

Paramount Pays Off
Paramount maintained its

u.sual

dividend rates on both classe*s of preferred stock last week when distributions were declared on the first and

second preferred

Divvy of
clared

on

issues.

$1.50 per share

the

first

was depreferred and

15% a share on the second, both
being usual quarterly disbursements.
Dividends will be paid Dec. 26 to
stock on record Dec. 8.

country.
It is not believed, however, that
any of the central-city hou.<!es will

show twin

bills.

'MEET AGAIN' ROLLS

Hollywood, Nov. 28.
Warners gave the gun to 'W.- Shall
Meet Again,' starring Merle Oberon.
Radio Corp. of America la.sl week George Brent and Pat O'Brien.
declared a 20c dividend on common
Edmund Goulding is director.

1

PICTURE GROSSES

Wednesday* November 29, 1939

(Subject fo Change)

Props mnBG/Mikado' Helps

Current week

28.

brilliant at sev-

is

eral stands, with the public jamming
Into th* loop sector to All up pews

20G

(Par) and 'Neighbors' (Par), jerked
after six days and poor $3,800.
Loew's (Loew's) (2,400; 25-30-40)—
'Thin Man' (M-G) and 'Bad Angel'

(M-G).

Headed

for terrific $13,500

and h.o. Last week, 'Circus' (M-G)
which haven't been dusted In weeks. and
'Gray Walls' (Col), below averStag* show spots are particularly age $7 200
"Lyric (Lyric) (1900; 25-30-40)—
Strong and the L-ustomers are react'Main St. Lawyer' (Rep) with Jack
ing to the dynamite offerings.
Chicago has 'cm lined up with Haley, Mary Carlisle and Jack TeaDick Powell on the stage, ditto the garden orch on stage. Okay $11,000.
'Mikado
in
repeat
of
Oriental with
Last week, 'Heaven Fence' (20th)

Swing' show. State-Lake is riding and Horace Heidt orch, socko $17,500.
to a new high mark with an all-girl
show on the stage, while the Palace
is packing 'em with the Kay Kyscr
picture, 'That's Right, You're .Wrong.'
Both the State-Lake and Oriental
are using slough Alms to tag along
with their stage shows, with only
th« Chicago adding any picture

MUNI-LeBARON

'Drums Along the
via
strength
Mohawk.'
At the straight film houses, the
best

mark continues

to

be turned

(B&K)

to belter than $11,500 currently alter

mammoth

Chicago

(BiK)

?14,100 last
(4.000;

week

35-55-75)—

•Drums Mohawk' (20th) and stage
show. Dick Powell on stage and a
real coin magnet. Building the take
Last week,
to excellent $50,000.
•Rulers' (Par) and vaude, satislactory
$32,200.

Garrick (B&K) (900; 35-55-05-75)
—'Jamaica* (Par). Moved here for
tlilrd loop week after fairish fortIs okay
right in the Roosevelt.
however, at $5,000. Last week. 'Bali'
(Par) was meagre for second loop

week

at $3,000.
Oriental (Jones) (3,200; 25-40)—
•Legion Flyers' (U) and 'Mikado in
Swing' unit on stage. Second date
(or all-colored Gill>ert 5: Sullivan
here and third date in loop,
but still a draw. Upping lake to
Last
biggest in months nt $16,500.
•week, 'Stranger' (20th) and vaude,

how
okay

$13,800.

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 35-55-75)—
That's Wrong' (RKO) and 'Call MesDouble feature item
senger' (U).
riding high on Kay Ky.^er picture
and shootmg to bright $20,000, biggest
tak« under new policy. Last week

wai brutal with 'Allegheny' (RKO)
and 'Accident' (U).

$6,000.

Boosavell (B&K) (1.500; 35-55-057J)—'Disputed Passage' (Par). Going
to fair $11,000.

(Par)

Last week, 'Jamaica'

wound up mild

fortnight

to

$7,100.

State-Lake (B&K) (2.700; 25-40)—
•Grey Walls' (Col) and stage show.
All-girl unit on stage, with Rita Rio
o.rch, Toby Wing, Marie Wilson and
accounting for big
Faith Bacon
Last week, 'Cavell' (RKO)
$19,000.
and Cab Calloway band unit, was another sock at $19,200.
United Artists (B&K-M-G)) (1,700;

— 'Circus'

85-55-65-75)

(M-G)

(2d

Word-of-mouth not too hot for
this one, but holding to $7,500 after
snagging fair-to-middling $10,200 for
'Ninotchka' (M-G) set to
first week.
wk).

replace.

INDPLS. B.O. PICKS UP;

TON MAN'

FAT $13,500

Indianapolis, Nov. 28.
It looks

like

Xmas

started early in the

shopping has

downtown

sector,

with the turnstiles really spinning
for th«. first time In several weeks.
iStrong attractions arc the answer.
Loew's is topping the town with
•Another Thin Man' dualled with
'Bad Little Angel,' with second pic
slowing down the take rather than
helping.
Indiana is nicely in the
black playing That's Right, You^re
Wrong*^ and ^Meet Doctor Ch' .stia.i'
lor eight days. Circle and Lyric vie
for stage mazuma, former only fair
with Martha Raye, but latter doing
proQtable week with Jack Haley,
Mary Carlisle and Jack Teagarden
orch, Apollo Is healthy with moveovsr of 'First Love' from Circle.
Estimates for This Week
Apollo (Katz-Dollc) (1,100; 25-30^
40)—'First Love' (U^ Second week
after ur5t showing' at Circle, good
$330. Last week, 'Drums Mohawk"
(20th), moveover from Indiana, okay
$3,200.

^Circle (Katz-DoUe)

(2.600;

40)—'Dress
Parade'
(WB)
Martha Raye topping vaude.
Mir

iWASH.

25-30-

and
Only

Last week, 'First Love'
}y) and 'Missing Evidence' (U), sat$12,000.

isfactory $8,300.

Indiana (KaU-Dolle) (3,100; 25-3040)---'That's Right'

(RKO) and

'Dr.

Christian' (RKO). eight days. Profttable $9,000. Last week, 'Rulers Sea'

on

the

No B way Torb Tiiis Week; 'Canary'

Floss'

Witii

Hall— 'We

Are

Not

Alone' (WBl.
(Reviewed in Varicty, Nov. 15)
Paramount— 'Cat and Canary*
(Par) (2d wk.).
Bialto— 'Flying Deuces' (RKO)
(2d wk.).
Rlvoll 'Destry

—
Rides
Boxy— 'Housekeeper's

(U)

(29).

ter'

(UA)

Again*

Daugh-

(1).

(Reviewed in

VAniEiic, Sept. 13)

Strand— 'Elizabeth and Essex'

(WB)

(1).

(Reviewed in VARieir, Oct.

Week

of

December

Astor— 'Mill

4)

7

on

the
Floss
(Standard) (4th wk,).
Capitol—'Secret of Dr. Kildare' (M-G).

Hall— 'We

Jan Savitt-Martin

Are

Not

(WB) (2d wk.).
Paramount-'The Great

Vic-

Alone'

tor Herbert' (Par) (0).
(Reviewed in Current Issue)
Rial(«— 'Tower of London* (U).
(Reviewed in Varicty. Nov. 22)

Thin Man' Healthy 42G. Deuces' 12G
Not a whimper is to be heard from
any quarter along New York's firstrun front. Even the smaller houses
are doing well. Thanksgiving day
(23) was big everywhere, and Friday

precedent by getting more the
third (current) week than on either
of the prior two. Thanksgiving day
boosts this week's take to around
$108,000, compared with $08,000 last
week (2d) and $106,000 first seven
days, tremendous profit. Can't hold
all

(24) , with the kids out of school that

due to booking commitments and
day also, went over normal. The Xmas holiday plans. 'We Are Not
weekend, as well, was excellent, Alone'
(WB> opens tomorrow
(Thurs.).
Bialto

Saturday's take in particular being
heavy.
'Cat
and Canary,' with Tony
Martin and the Jan Savitt band at
the Paramount finished its first week
last night (Tuesday) at $56,000, sockful, and
l>egins the second today
(Wednesday). Theatre put on an ef-

edy packing 'em
better.

BivoU

hawk'

State

Back
run).
downtown after oke week at Earle
and should see average $5,000 for
eight days. Last week, 'Mr. Smith*
mainstem
fifth
(Col) (2d run) in
week, got good $4,500 for six days.
(2d

'Day-time

early,

fair $7,500 for eight days.

Last

Mohawk'

May

h.o,

for. 'Drums
(20th), got nice $5,000 for

week,

second

six days.

(1,002; 25-40-55)— 'Dr. X'
(WB). Doing exceptionally well at
over $10,000 for 7%' days ending tonight (Wed.) at 6 p.m. Last week
'Sabotage' (Rep), bad, under $4,000.

Midland (Loew'i) (3,573; 10-25-40)
35-55)— —'Another Thin Man* (M-G). Break- 'That's Right' (RKO) open tonight
(2,242;
Palace (Loew)
'Babes Arms* (M-G) (2d wk). Point- ing long precedent here as solo fea- (Wed.).
Globe (1.700; 25-35-55)—'Beasts of
ing toward swell $15,000 for eight ture. Very pleasant at $13,000. Last
Berlin' (PDC) (2d week).
Getting
days. Last week, big $16,500.
week, 'Dancing Co-ed' (M-G) and plenty of coin at probable $9,000 this
'Beware Spooks' (Col), $8,500, fair, week (2d), picture wi'.' be held a
Newman (Paramount) (1,900: 10- third. First seven days a rollicking

HNE

'CANARY'-NIESEN
$10,000 IN

TORONTO

—

(WB). $13,000.
Essex'
'Elizabeth
Making good stand and $7,200 good
Palace (1.700; 25-35-55)
'Three
enough to mean h.o. Last week, 'Cat Sons' (RKO) and 'Little Accident'
'Touchdown' (U), both 1st run, doubled. Never
and
(Par)
Canary'
expectabettering
(Par), nice $6,800,
before has this house coupled two

25-40)

—

tions.

Toronto, Nov. 28.
Orpheum (RKO) (1.500; 10-25-40)
Entirely diverse in audience ap- —'You're Wrong' (RKO) and 'Money
Has Wings' and 'Babes in Ring' (WB). Kay Kyser name is
Arms' are neck-and-neck for a $14,- draw hnre and doing big at $10,000,
000 foto-flnish.
may hold. Last week, 'On Toes'
Rest are healthy, with Shea's vaude (WB) and 'Espionage Agent' (WB),
doing nicely, with Gertrude Niesen average $6,000.
peal, 'Lion

10-25)—
(2,050;
(U) screen and 'Gobs of
with Sammy
Imperial (FP-Can) (3,373: 25-35-50)
par at
Under
Disap—'First Love' (U) (2d wk).
week, 'Little Accident'
pointing $4,500 on second stanza after $6,000. Last
(U) and 'Broadway Ballyhoo' stage
first's very good $7,000.
Jr.,
Loew's (Loew) (2,GU; 25-35-50)— production featuring Pal Rooney,
Timbcrg, Jr., got $7,100,
'Bribes \Tms' (M-G). Excellent $14,- and Herman
000, and will hold over. Last week, okay.

headlining.
Estimates for This

-

Week

Tower

'Laugh

(Joffe6)

Oft'

unit on stage,
White as headliner.

Joy'

business
Last week 'Dress Parade'
run) and 'Money Ring'
first

runs;

o.k.

»t

$7,200.

(WB)
(WB)

(2d
(1st

run), $7,900.

Paramount (3,664 25-35-55-88-99)
—'Cat and Canary' (Par) and. In
person, Tony Martin and Jan Savitt
;

was

(2d)

day

under

days

$40,000, excellent.

'Eliza-

(WB) opens

HUB, $15,1

IN

Boston, N'>v. 28.
'Mr. Smith Goes to Washington' Is
still going to town at the b.o. and
again leaids the Hub film parade in
its holdover week at two Loew*s
houses. 'We Are Not Alone' and
'Allegheny Uprising' are about even.
'Alone* opened Thursday (23) at
the Met, while -Paul Muni was playing in person at $3.30 top in 'Key
Largo* at the Colonial.

Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 25-30-35-40)
'Escape- (20th) and 'Danger Flight*
'no), dual, with vaude, four days,

I

'

.:.!<.

'Full

;V
/

Confession'

days. Aiming at okay
help of football crowd
the weekend. Kay

*-'.o
'

.sin-i^.

(RKO) and

Wept* (RKO) (both 2d run),

- ;

•i,.:

i.r:'.-yi,'.

.

Kyt

lUll

.IS

week on

stage to-

rnori- -.
(VreJnesday)
with
his
'That's Right You're Wrong' (RKO)
on the screen. Last v. '^ek, 'Hidden
Power'
(Col)
and 'Sued Libel'
(RKO), dual, with va-.de .'our days,
and 'Mutin
Black! :>,)-.' !.V) and
"Daughter Toni -i.:.'-. (•'', three
•

.

days, $8,800.

.

Fenway (Mil')
'.viz; 25-35-4055)— 'Drums MohawK' (20th) aiul
•,

'Busy Work'

(20th) (both 2d run).
Fairly strong, $5,500. Last week, 'C-

(Par) and 'Heaven F"n
(20th), $6,200, good.

Canary'

Keith Memorial (RKO)
'Allegheny

—

okay $12,500.
MetropeliUn (M&P)

dual,

40-55)

—

'Not

Alone*

(4.367; 25-35-

(WB)

Over' (20th). Satisfactory, but indicated $15,000 not up
to usual Muni draw.
Last week,
'Disputed Passage' (Par) and 'Hero
Day' (U), dual, pallid $12,000.

Orpheum (Loew)

(2,900; 25-35-40-

55)— 'Mr. Smith' (Col) and 'Five
Peppers' (Col) (2d wk). Very strong
at $17,000. First ,week, socko $20,000.
Paramonnt (M&P) (1,797; 25-3540-55)— 'Drums Mohawk' (20th) and
'Busy Work' (26th) (both 2d run).

On the strong side,' around $8,000.
Last week. 'Cat Canary' (Par) and
'Heaven Fence' .(20th), dandy $8,500.
Scollay.

(M&P)

(2,538; 25-35-40-50)

$5,500.

$30,000,

okay,

(,S,9R0;

40-

and

'Honeymoon's

Zurke

combination,

?*

(2,907; 2 r

Uprising'
(RKO) and 'Little Accident' (U). On
way to satisfactory $15,000. Last
week, holdover of 'First Love' (U)
and 'Dr. Christian' (HKO) (1st wk),
35-40-55)

—'Roaring Twenties'
(WB)
'Have Music' (UA) (both 2d
for about $0,000. Last
'Jamaica
Inn'
(Par)
and
Troubles'
(20th)
(both 2d

60-84-$l.C5)— 'Ninotchka* (M-G) and
stage show (3d-final week). Upsets

Fri-

(1).

(2d-nnal week).
Inaugurates holdover today (Wed.) after smashing
through to fancy $56,000 first seven
days. Last week, second for 'Rulers
of Sea' (Par) and Martha Raye-Bob

though light,
Radio City Music Hall

in,

MUNI SATlSnES

'.'

appointing.
and getting
Criterion

six

35-55-75)—'Babes

beth and Essex*

IN K. C.

Wife'

Wednesday, day

(3.450;

Strand (2,767; 25-50-55-75-85-99)—
'Roaring Twenties' (WB) and Bob
Crosby orchestra (3d-final week).
V/inds up highly profitable run at
approximately $28,000. Last week

'

(WB)

on

(20th),
$28,000, o.k.

'

Twenties'

—

Arms' (M-G) (2d-run) and Lennie
Hayton orchestra, Beverly Roberts
on vaude show. Film pulling strongly,
$30,000 or around that
Last
week, 'Thunder Afloat' (M-G) (2drun) and Sims and Bailey, Con Colleano and Jack Durant, under $17,000, weak.

LOY-POWELLOK

'

25-55-75-85-99)

(2,092;

'Destry Rides' (U). Opens here today (Wed.), following three weeks of
'First Love.'
Final week for latter,
ending last night (Tues.), $13,000,
while second week was $22,000, very
satisfactory although not the tops.
Boxy (5,836; 25-40-55-75 )—'DayTime Wife' (20th) and stage show.
Goes eight days to get house back to
regular Friday opening; doing well
at $40,000 for that T>eriod, but won't
be held. Last- week, third for 'Mo-

The Roxy brought in 'Day-Time
Wife* a day ahead of schedule in
order to cash in on the holiday. It
goes eight days to around $40,000,
good, but will not be retained a second week. 'Housekeeper's Daughter' moves in Fviday (1).
'Flying Deuces,' also brought In
for Thanlcsgiving, is taking Laurel
and Hardy to a prettv $12,000 or bit
better at the small-seater Rialto
where it is doing a capacity trade
to get this coin. It holds.

"

—

'Flying
(750; 25-40-55)
Laurel-Hardy corhin here, $12,000 or
Holds. Last week, 'Missing
Evidence' (U), only $5,500, mild.

Deuces' (RKO).

fective campaign. Teeing off Thanksgiving to a mighty gate, another picture that is getting its share of the
business is 'Thin Man' at the Capitol.
It will hit around $42,000 and
also holds.

Washington, Nov. 28.
BlvoH—'Destry Rides Again
With Thanksgiving filling the tills
(U) (2d wk.).
nicely Thursday night (23) and holiStrand— 'Elizabeth and Essex'
day spirit carrying pretty wall over
(WB).
the weekend, total b.o. looks to be
'Daytime Wife,' plus
o.k. this week.
•Thunder Afloat' (M-G) and 'Glamour
Everett Marshall-Harriet Hoctor re- Girls' (M-G), fair enough
'Mill on the Floss ended its sec$7,500.
vue, is leading town at the Capitol
Shea's (FP-Can) (2,663; 25-40)— ond week at the Astor Monday
with 'We Are Not Alone' and Eddie 'Cat and Canary' (Par) and vaude. aight (27) at $14,000, an increase
Thanksgiving,
Very
$10,000. Last week, 'Man over the first week.
LeBaron Orch a close second at Couldgood
Hang' (Col), with Bowes' ams, olus a remarkably good play from
Earle.
the kids, provided the lift. 'Mill' resatisfactory $8,500.
Tlvoli (FP-Can) (1,433; 25-40)— mains here a fourth week, after
Second week of 'Babes In Arms' at
the Palace is still tops among the 'Rains Came' (20th) and 'Blue Grass' which it will be moved to another
Okay $3,400. Last week, house, not yet set. It has to vacate
straight pic spots, with 'That's Right (WB).
You're Wrong,' at Keith's, doing sur- 'Dust Destiny' (WB), satisfactory $3,- the Astor so that Metro may ready
the house for the twice-daily $2 too
prisingly well for flicker which all 200.
Uptown (FP-Can) (2.761; 25-35-40) oifening of 'Gone With Wind' Dec. 19.
critics stamped as solely for pop
The Criterion is away over avereven
can't
which
town,
—'Lion
Wings'
in
(UA). Patently propfans
music
support one big-time band at a nitery aganda film of Britain's air force and age for a change with 'Return of
reconstructed raid on Kiel canal Dr. X,' first Warner booking it has
or hotel.
in a long time. House continues
Loew jamming them in for smash $14,000. had
three
about
Hullabaloo
with picture up to 6 o'clock today
houses switching from Friday to I.ast week, 'Mr. Smith' (Col), just (Wed.), its eighth day. for
a gross of
Thursday openings as a regular pol- fair $5,500 on second week after good over $10,000, and at 7:30 opens 'That's
first.
icy has fizzled out after three tries, $7,500 on
Richt. You're Wrong,' from RKO.
entire trio reverting to traditional
'First
Love* last night (Tues.)
Friday debuts starting this week.
wound
up
three
weeks
at the Rivoli,
Everybody launched current attracwhere it turned a nice little profit,
tions on Thursday to snag Thanksfinal stanza being $13,500. Two other
giving interest, which accounts for
holdovers, both of them on third
most estimates being for eight days.
(final) weeks, are 'Ninotchka at the
Estimates for This Week
Hall and 'Roaring Twenties,* Strand
attraction. Very good profit-makers,
Capitol (Loew) (3.434; 25-35-40-68)
the Garbo picture will end at around
vaude.
and
(20th)
Wife'
—'Daytime
$108,000, the holiday push putting it
Tyrone Power fandom plus draw of
over both the first and second weeks
Everett Marshall-Harriet Hoctor rein gross.
Cannot be held l>?causc
vue leading town with good $19,000
theatre is getting jammer! -.m n-.oduct
Kansas City, Nov. 28.
for eight days. Last week, 'Circus*
1( --,e'
Houses concentrated on heavy at- it has booked. 'We Art(M-G) and much-ballied original
.,'.;<'.'
<lmusical revue, 'Swell Hotel,* got oke tractions for heavy play on Franks- opens tomorrow (Thurt.
ney
film,
with
Bob Cros'n' '"i
giving holiday in this Democratic
$16,000.
will take the Strand to "i^ Yi)
Columbia (Loew) (1,234; 25-40)— town. Magnetic power strongly upped thereabouts on
concU
the
l: l-ri
last
biz
is
improving
over
week
and
Back
'Real Glory* (UA) (2d run).
lap. good.
proportionately.
Weather
turkey
on
Palweek
at
poor
on mainstem after
'Babes in Arm--..* second-run z: It
ace and heading for solid $5,200 for day ideal and theatres made most of State, is Dulling 'cm in bunches
Last week, 'Cavalcade it. State of Kansas celebrates Thankseight days.
a week of $30,000, fine. Lennic Ha;(20th) (2d ruii). slipped to average giving Thursday (30).
'Another Thin Man' is getting one ton orchestra and Beverly Roberts
$4,500.
are
on the stage.
liarle (WB) (2,210: 25-35-40-66)— of very infrequent solo bookings at
Estimates for This Week
'We Not Alone' (WB) and vaude. the Midland for generous response.
Astor (1,012; 25^50-55-65)- 'Mill on
Muni rep and hefty applause for Holdovers seem certain for 'Elizabeth
and
E.ssex,'
at
Newman,
wow,
'Day- Floss' (Stan) (3d week).
Good lift
Jane Bryan as new dramatic
aided on pop side by Eddie LeBaron time Wife,' day and dated at Uptown from kids and Thanksgiving day for
orch on stage, getting good $17,000 and Esquire, and 'That's Right You're a second weck'.i gross of $14,000, endfor eight days. Last week, 'Elizabeth Wrong,' at Orpheum. All are single ing Monday night (27). First week
was $12,400. Picture remains here
Essex' (WB) (2d' wk) and vaude, features, except Orpheum.
Traditional pigskin classic between for four weeks, with Metro ringing
fair $11,300 for six days.
Keith's
(RKO) (1,830; 35-55)— Missouri and Kansas U., at Lawrence, in 'Wind' Dec. 19 on a two-a-day
Getting only Kans., drew large delegation from basis at a top of $2, day-date with
'That's Right' (RKO).
ICay Kyscr admirers In town that K. C. over weekend but football the Cap.
Capitol (4,520: 25-35-55-85-$1.25)—
in
a
band
wound up- on that.
can't even support a name
'Thin Man' (M-G). Getting a brisk
Will see average $9,500 for
hotel.
Estimates for This Week
Last week. 'Allegheny
eight days.
Esquire and Uptown (Fox Mid play; $42,000 or around that, and
holds over. Last week 'At Circus'
Uprising' (RKO). passable $7,000.
west) (820 and 1,200; 10-25-40)—
Met (WB) (1.600; 25-40)— 'Roaring
Opened (M-G), under $28,000, profit, but dis(20lh).

$13,000

56a

Ciiirpy

Man*

(2d wk.).

Criterion—' That's
Right—
You're Wrong (RKO) (29).
(Rcuteiped in Variety, Nov. 22)
Globe—' Beasts of Berlin*
(PDC) (3d wk.).

Music

7

of Nov. 30

(Standard) (3d wk.).
Capitol— 'Another Thin

Music

(1,200; 35-55-G.<i-7S)

—'Mr. Smith' (Col) (3d wk). Pracand smashing through

tically a riot

getting
T2d).

$17,000

in

'Mr. Smith Goes to Washington.'
at the small Apollo. It's now 'in its
third week.
Estimates for This Week

by

Apollo

IK OK

Week
Astor— 'Mill
(M-G)

'Flyers; $16,500, Kyser Big
Chicaeo, Nov.

Runs on Broadway

First

Chi Vaude Pays Off; AH-Girl Unit

VARIETY

Okay

and
run).

week,
'Pack
run),

State (Loew) (3,600; 25-35-40-55)
—'Mr. Smith' (Col) and 'Five Peppers' (Col) (2d wk). Around $11,000,

good. First week, big $14,000.

-

—

—

EXPLOITATION

VARIETY

il

'

SHOWMANSHIP

FILM

By John
Linda Ware's Pop

Commercial Sponsor

50G May Appease Him
Nov.

28.

Claiming that he is the victim of
tlanderous publicity,
George W.
Stillwagon, father of 14-year-old pic
songbird Linda Ware, has filed suit
In Circuit Court here for $50,000
damages against Paramount Pictures,
Inc., Arthur and Anna Stillwagon,
uncle and aunt of the girl, and Jack
Sherrill, business manager for the
kid actress, all named as defendants.
What burned Stillwagon is the pub-

that

licity

abandoned

He

age.

he
Linda

had
in

said
that
the child's

assertedly

an

orphan-

after

the

death of
mother he
had given her temporarily to her
aunt and uncle and that Paramount
provided the funds to finance the
legal battles wherein the uncle and
aunt were declared Linda's guardians.

He

cited as particularly obnoxious

stunt of

the publicity

company
them

to

the

picture

rounding up orphans in
the Country and taking

in

all parts of

Hollywood for preem of

her picture 'The Star Maker.' Earlier picture had been scheduled for

making

bow

in Detroit biit stayed
out because company said it wanted
to duck any legal suits by bringing
Linda here for preem. He said that
pub. stunt gave public idea kid came
out of an orphanage not in accord
with the facts. It also made a heel
of him, he felt, by indicating that he
had no interest in his daughter.
.

its

In his suit, Stillwagon claimed that
after Linda became famous, her
brother, George W. Stillwagon, Jr.,
19, hitch-hiked to California to see
his sister but was prevented by the
uncle and aunt from visiting her
except under supervision.

brought a suit
In the Probate Court here to have
In
the guardianship proceedings
California set aside. However, Probate Judge Patrick H. O'Brien upEarlier, Stillwagon

held the California ruling.

^MIUNG GARBO KEYS
mTCHKA' BALLY
Atlanta, Nov. 28.

By what

of showmanship reasoning the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer organization evolved its plans
for the premiere exhibition of the Selz.iick-International production, 'Gone with the Wind,' is a film mystery for the moment. The scheme of kicko/T is some-,
thing morie than a violation of precedent; it k a theatreman's nightmare. It is also the riskiest piece of showinanship in memory, with little to win, and much to

process

lose.

Month in, month out, there isn't a smarter group of
practical film operators than the head men at 1540
Broadway. From the Loew organization springs the
wells of production ideas which are translated into
consistently money-making pictures, filmed at Culver
City, Calif. Tentacles of the Loew distributing system
span continents and oceans. The theatre organization
rates among the best. Experience of years is depended
upon to guide management and booking of houses,
most of them important first runs, flagships in their respective territories.
With the announcement some weeks ago that Metro
would handle the distribution of David O. Selznick's
screen version of the Margaret Mitchell best seller,
opinion prevailed that the attraction could not have
It is common
fallen into better showmanship hands.
knowledge that the production investment is tremendous, even in a business where tremendous still
means enormous. Subject material, advance buildup,
star names and public anticipation are in combination
to make 'Wind' a tornado attraction, for the edification
of the patrons and the consequent financial profit in
prospect for something better than 10,00*' theatres in
America alone.
As the date for its initial showings approaches, however, the trade glimpses the unique problem which the
film has created for itself as a piece of commercial
property because of its length. Showing time will require three hours and 40 minutes. Airplanes take as
long as that to fiy between New York and Chicago.
'Gone with the Wind' is an extraordinary film, even
before it unreels itself on theatre screens, strictly from
footage viewpoint.
It will require more sitting
through than the longest double bill progran^, with
news, cartoon, travelog and screeno combined. From
the posterior angle it is a miniature six-day bike race.
'Gotterdammerung' is lengthier, but Wagner cut it
into five acts with four intermissions. 'Wind' is in two
stanzas.
O'NEILL'S

TmS-OUT FOB DINNEB

There are other instances of long shows.
Eugene O'Neill's 'Strange Interlude' permitted audiences to take time out for dinner between the second

and third

acts.

that "The Big Parade' and 'Ben Ilur* each grossed more
Rents
Houses to Give
than $1,500,000 before they were released in fllm tlica,
tres at popular prices.
Others voted for continuous
screenings, In large capacity houses, with admission
12,000 Kids a Pic Party
prices jacked up to the $1.50 scale, first come, first
served. Another group argued for day-and-date exReading, Pa., Nov. 28.
hibitions, in two or more theatres in the same city.
The biggest free show in local his*
When all the briefs were in and filed, the referee's decision was to try everything suggested, evidently with tory, requiring six theatres, was
the assurance that the public in any event had the
staged by the Kaufmann Furniture

6

final say.

showing will be held In Atlanta, Dec. 15, with
the ballyhoo trimmings of official welcomes to the
and producer. After the premiere the
shown three times daily, advanced prices,
no reserved seats. Atlanta gets the first pitch as the
locale of the story Is laid in the Southern city.
Broadway opening is set for Dec. 19, with simultaneous showings at the Astor and Capitol. In the first
named there will be two showings daily, all seats reserved, at prices scaled from $2, while at the Capitol
there will be three performances daily, prices scaled
from $1:50, and no seats reserved except in the loge
First

A. GIVES SELF

Sexing

AWAY

FOR DEAR OLD COLUMBIA

—

New Orleans, Nov. 28.
Journal assigned roving photogWhen Gar Moore, Orpheum thearapher to mingle with shoppers in tre blurbist, and Don Prince, Columstores with orders to snap mugs of
bia exploitation, man here, announced
milers.
Persons whose pictures
were used in paper's columns were in the local newspapers that a man
invited to call at Grand boxofTice' the Amazing Mr. Williams would
and claim pair of guest tickets to be given away on the opening night

sections.

OTHER SATES
In Boston (21) day-and-date showings will be given
at the State and Orpheum, twice daily, matinees unreserved, nights reserved. On the same day openings
are set for the Capitol, Cincinnati, three times daily,
no seats reserved; the Colonial, Reading, twice daily,
reserved seats, and Loew's, Harrisburg, three unreclings, seats not reserved. In all three cities the scale of
admissions will be boosted.
To complete the record, but not necessarily to clarify
the plan, there will be twin showings in Los Angeles
(28), twice daily at the Carthay Circle, all seats reserved, and three dally at the United Artists' theatre,

unreserved.
It all sums up to one of the most fantastic showmanship projects yet devised, to be compared only with
the young man who jumped on his horse and rode
away in all directions at once. The plan scarcely qualifies as a spectacular stunt, considering that 'Gone with
the Wind,' as an attraction, does not require revolutionary handling In order to interest the public. Because of the exceptional length of the feature some
experimenting on the two-a-day, reserved seat policy
vs. the continuous run might be justified by trying out
one policy in. one city, and the other in some far re-

—

'Ninotchka.'

Daily stories, plus still shots, gave
picture neat exploitation and was inexpensive.

Selznick, Seven Players,

Go With

*Wind' to Atlanta
Hollywood, Nov.

28,

of the film of the same name (Col),
But sevit was just a publicity gag.
eral score girls registered for the
prize and an actual drawing had to
Thursday
in
the Orheld
(24)
be
pheum lobby, the winner getting
Prince, the p.a.
Girl was taken on nitery tour,
given orchids, etc., at theatre's expense.
Gag netted considerable
.

Seven name players in 'Gone With space in the Tribune, morning tab
the Wind' accompany David O. Selz- loid, and "The Item, afternoon sheet,
nick to the world premiere in At although Prince's connection with
Columbia office was not mentioned.
lanta Dec. 15.
Ace sleuths of the local police deList comprises Clark Gable, Vivien
Leigh, Olivia De Havilland, Ona partment were guests of manager
Munson, Laura Hope Crews, Evelyn Rodney D. Toups at showing of 'Another Thin Man* (M-G) at Loew's
Keyes and Ann Rutherford.
State, and grabbed
.space as result.

Dixie Hospitality StnfT
Atlanta, Nov. 28.
Clark Gable won't want for food

when he comes

to Atlanta Dec. 15
for world preem of 'Gone With the
Wind' at Loew's Grand.
Up to
Saturday (25) 'Wind' publicity
had received many invitations for
star to dine with various Atlantans
and organizations promising everything from champagne to fried

GHQ

—

chicken, Southern style, and hot bisThis doesn't include invites
sent to him direct in Hollywood or
extended through other sources.
cuits.

Meanwhile word from Coast stated
Metro wa^ chUting schedules for
'Strange CorKo,' tjable's next starrer,
to allow for bly Jvo-dar absence for
aDd back by special

trip.tQ
plane.

at

sion.

P. T. Barnum handled a bigger show than 'Gone with
the Wind,' and he needed multiple rings in which to
exhibit his acrobats and animal acts, but he retained
a single boxofTice scale. There was only one way to
get in, and that was through the Main Entrance.
Perhaps it's just a gag to stir up some interest in the
premieres and the Loew organization will change its
mind before the opening dates and 'Gone with the
Wind' will find its right groove, on a continuous policy,
no reserved seats, mats. 50c., eves $1.
If it can do that, and pack 'em in, it will have accomplished all that its sponsors can hope for It

It

Up

7RADE AT HOME' DRIVE

United

Artists

newspaper ads for

•The Private Lives of Elizabeth
and Essex' ran: 'Robin Hood
Meets the 'Old Maid' and What
Happens?'

Bemidji, Minn.,

Can't

Remember

theatre's publicity gag for 'On

Your

last meeting.

(Signed) Zorina.'
Resident in question sent letter in

reply: 'Dear Zorina: Received
today. Say, where did I

UNDER WAY ON COAST

'

by the store, the
company renting the theatres for the
free tickets issued

morning.

m

lOLDARE' THROWS
PARTY FOR ORPHANS
Albany, N.

An

Y.,

Nov.

28.

exploitation stunt keyed to the

kindly physician's role which Lionel

see the film.

Kiddy Kwiz Kontest

Packs 'Em In at Mats.
Philadelphia.

Vawety:

Editor,

We Inaugurated a Kiddy Kwia
Kontest for our children patrons
every Saturday matinee. We culled
the field of adult quiz programs and
from these fashioned a contest along
the kiddies' line entirely.

We started two weeks in advance
with trailer copy, lobby announceand application cards for
children to sign.
Along with the
quiz contest, we incorporated a
prize contest to kiddies submitting a
list of ten answers and questions,
to be delivered or mailed to the theatre. You'd be surprised at the ex-

Los Angeles, Nov. 28.
home' campaign, tieing
theatres, newspapers
and merchants, is being worked out
by Robert H. Poole, executive secretary of the Pacific Coast Conference ceptional intelligence of these questions.
of Motion Picture Theatre Owners,

Trade

in small

at

town

your
meet

Poole's plan
tion

between

for closer co-operatheatres, local mer-

is

chants and newspapers In building
up goodwill and mutual advantages
for all concerned.
As part of the
campaign, local service clubs will be
lined up with a view to routing
speakers to all meetings.

Newspaper Tieup On

vance.
'The reaction to a child receiving a
postal card notifying him to appear,
was excellent and has built up good
will.
The manner in which we developed this contest is so constituted,
that there can be no losers, everyone

wins a cash award. We have bbnus
prizes for harder questions, but if a
contestant stumbles on a question,
they return to the end of the line
and get as many chances as neces-

Of course, when we see this
coming up for the second time,
give him the simplest question
have.
Our presentation Is as professional

sary.
child

thild's^World Preem we

Surprised you kept me in
Kansas City, Nov. 28.
mind. Tell me a little about it and
World preem of 'Child Is Born,'
it
will probably bring the whole
Sorry I'm not living In Warner release, has been set for the
Bemidji any more. I had to move Newman theatre here for Dec. 5.
to Crookston. Write to me soon. I'm
Jerry Zigmond, house manager, has
anxious to connect with you. You
Rochester, N. Y., Nov. 28.
set picture for early evening showDemands for special attractions to know I have so many lady friends ing,
with
and I cah't keep track of all of them.
presentation
program
get people into the theatre leads Well, it's late and
I must roll in. But around 9 p.m. between nicht shows.
manager Charlie Freeman, Century, do write me now. Reg&rds.'
Contest is under way by lOinsas City
to try Jitterbug School.
Freddie
Star to select prize baby who will
Woolston's band plays 15-minute
be filmed for Universal Newsreel's
BOEIS HOBBOS SUED
program from stage over WSAY, and
special New Year's Eve issue. Evethen gets hot for contest of half a
Los Angeles, Nov. 28.
ning program will be centered around
dozen jitrebugging couples on the
George Disbrow, 14, filed suit for the babe, with several other stunts
stage..
Theatre offers $15 In prizes $25,200 against Boris Morros Pro- to be climaxed at same time.
and expects 45-minute show to be ductions and the Metropolitan AirJimmy Winn, g.m. of the local
real attraction, especially among the port.
Warner exchange, has Ben Cohn In
Ice cream soda generation.
Plaintiff claims he was burned by a from
Coast, and Monroe RuWSAY co-ops with lots of free powder explosion during the filming blnger,the
of his own staff, working out
plugs.
of 'The Flying Deuces' «t air field.
details with Zigmond.
thing back.

Loew's Colonial; Warner's Astor, and
the Rajah Theatre Co.'s Park and
Rajah. Children were admitted on

ments

California area.

Zorina

Toes'— a post card reading. Dear So
and So: I'll be at the Chief theatre
next week and I'd like to see you
again.
I have never forgotten our

you?

Jiving the B. 0.

Around 12,000 children were accommodated at a two-hour screen
show in each house, including Wilmer & Vincent's Embassy and State;

We selected for the quiz contest
with movement already gaining cona group of 10 boys and 10 girls, who
siderable Impetus in the Southern had sent in their applications in ad-

Romeo

Minneapolis, Nov. 28.
Crookston, Minn., resident took
seriously the Bemidji, Minn., Chief

up some news card
•

the

furniture company.

Barrymore plays in 'Secret of Dr.
Kildare,' was a party the Grand theatre, the Times Union and the Ten
Eyck hotel gave Saturday (25) for
100 orphan children of St. Vincent's
and La Salle schools. A luncheon
was served at the hotel, with entertainment by winners of Amateur
Night contests staged under Manager
moved spot. To attempt two showings under different Larry Grand's direction, and with a
Public Weltime and price scales ^yithin competitive areas is to talk by Commissioner of
fare Leo Doody.
invite public confusion as to where the film is playing,
Kids also went to the theatre to
when it goes on, aiid how much is the

here.
line in

(25).
It commorning presentation of

nual 'Santa Claus Arrives' parade
over the city's business district and
to the six theatres rented by the

Detroit, Nov. 28.

Gag

Saturday

films after the furniture store's an-

Maxwell Anderson would raise
his eyebrows if he saw how the
picture made from his play was
ballyed

a

prised

film will be

'Ninotchka'.

Contest was aimed at Christmas
hoppers and urged early buying
and smiling against getting caught
In crush later on — and grouching.

Co. here

all

stars, director

cost of admis-

Maurice Evans is touring the midwest in an uncut
version of 'Hamlet,' running four hours, which has
given many theatregoers the thrill of acquaintance with
the morning milkman.
To cope with this problem of length, which necessarily limits the number of daily showings of the film,
it is apparent that many conflicting Ideas were advanced within the Loew organization. One school of
thought held tenaciously to the plan of two-a-day, reserved seat policy, with a long period of subsequent
run protection. Such was the manner in which the
roadshows of former days were handled, and the Loew
books testify to the- success of the plan, remembering

Garbo can smile why can't we
all?' Avas theme of 'contest' planted
in Atlanta Journal by Eddie Pentecost, manager of liOew's Grand theatre, in connection with run of Me- P.
'If

tro's

C. Flinn

No

Like Par's Publicity But

Detroit,

Wednesday, November 29, 1939

we

as possible, I work with two assistants; en usher who guides the chil-

dren

to.

the microphone \ised for con-

testants,

and a young

girl

who works

on

the. opposite side to ring up the
cash register showing the amount of
the award and also handing the
children thei» silver.
The sight of the twenty children,
our employees and myself and the
visible equipment with a large Wel-

come
gives

sign, all arising to stage level

the kiddie audience a

great

While we have gone to elabpreparations to prepare this
contest, the labor has been worth
the fine results we are obtaining; for
thrill.

orate

proof

we have

over

five-hundred

contestants' applications filed.

Martin Goldenberg,

Warner Bros.

State.

^Tediiesdaj,

Kyser,

November

PICTURE GROSSES

29, 1939

and '20,000 Men' (20th). Headed for
good $6,200. Last week, 'Drums Mohawk' (20th), $7,200, very good.
Liberty (J-vH) (1,650; 21-27-42)—
'Mr. Smith' (Col) (4th wk). Looks
like $6,500, big.
Last week, same
film, marvelous $8,000.
Music Box (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(850; 27-42)— 'Cat Canary' (Par) and
'Fast Furious' (M-G).
Moved from
Orph, Anticipates good $3,000 in six
days.
Last week, 'Housekeeper's
Daughter' (UA), moveover, okay $2,-

$18M Laughing Garbo,
$17M Neck n' Neck in Frisco

San Francisco, Nov.

28.

Thanksgiving Day helped pull
up this week at most hou.ses.

Key

City Grosses

luisiiicss

Holdovei-s at Orpheum and United
are doing okay.

Ariist^i

Kay Kyser and Greta Garbo

pull-

ing plenty, with That's Right, You're
WronR' al Golden Gate and 'NinKyser has
alchka' at Paramount.

and should do sweet $18,is about a grand more
than laughing Garbo will gather.
Eiitlmales for This Week
slight edge
000, which

Fox (F-WC)

(5,000;

30-40)—'RulBlue Grass'

(Par) and
Give indication' ot $16,000,
okay. Last week, 'Elizabeth Es.sex' (WB), fell dow.n to $13,Sea'

iis

is

000. fair.

Goldeu Gale (RKO)

Orpheum
and 'Stranger'

Total Cross Same Week
Last Tear.....
$1,«23,7«»
(Based on 24 cities, 165 theatres)

Palomac (Sterling) (1,350; 21-27r
37-42)— 'We Not Alone' (WB), plus
vaude.

(2,440;

KYSER'SmONG'
RIGHT

$15,000

INCINCY

30-40)—

Cincinnati, Nov. 28.

Goes
'Mr. Smith' (Col) (5th wk).
on and on to business that holds
up unusually well considering the
'Witness 'Vanlength of the run.
mats only).
(U) (3rd
ishes'
Nifty $9,000 this week. Last v/eck,
plenty nice $10,200.

—

(F-WC)

Francis

(1,470; 30-40)

and

Last week,

Cor nifty $6,000.

.set

Arms' (M-G) and

'Television
Spy' (Par>, good $5,000 after previous hefty four-week session at the
Wartield.
•BabtJ.s

at Keith's.

Vaudfilm Shubert is just fair with
Accident' and Ted Weems'
band. From Dec. 1 through Dec. 28
this theatre will be straight pix, allowing for a pre-Xmas stage recess
before resuming combo policy.
Next week, beginning Friday (1),
the Albee will have Eddie (;antor
and his stage show linked with film
'Little

—

Mohawk'

OMAHA

Theatre biz here continues on the
downcurve, e.'ipecially evident the
two weeks. Trend represents
general situation here and exhibs are
about ready to get out the red ink.

pa.<!t

Compctish
cluding

legit,

heavy on all sides inprize fights, ice hockey

is

and pro football.
Estimates for This Week
Avenue - Dundee - Military (Goldberg)
'Rains
(800-600-950; 10-25)

—

Came' (20th) and

'Fifth

Avenue

Girl'

(RKO\ dual, split with 'Unexpected
(U), 'I.sle Lost Men' (Par)
and "Chicken Wagon Family' (20th),
So-so $1,600. Last week,
'Golden Boy' (Col) and 'Glamour
Giil.s' (M-G), dual, split with 'Man

Father'
triplet'.

Couldn't Hang' (Col) and 'Gracie
Allen
Case'
(Par),
dual,
$1,600,
fairish.

Brandeis (Singer-RKO) (1,250; 10'Not Alone' (WB) and
Paul

25-35-40)

—

'Beware Spooks' (Col), dual.

Muni

not

$4,000.
rising'
$3,500.

n.g.

up to expectations at
Last week, 'AlleKhcny Up-

(RKO) and 'On

Toes'

(FN),

Keith's (Libson)
'Secret Dr. Kildare'

Last

$5,000.

(WB)

week,

Good

(M-G).

Parade'

'Dress

(WB okay $4,800.
35-42)—
(1.400;
Lvric
(RKO)
'Drums Mohawk' (20th). Moveover
from Albee for second week. All
I.

Last week, 'Mr. Smith'
I3d rim), great $4,500.

right,

$4..')00.

(CoU

(RKO)

Palace
'That"s

35-42)—

(2,600;

Wrong' (RKO). Socko

week,

Last

Love'

'First

Shuberl

(RKO)

(2,150;

(U)

."Lccidcnf

'Little

$15,000.

(U),

$12,500.

and

good

40-60)—
vaude

topped bv Ted Weems orch. Fair
Last week, 'Pack Troubles'
(20th) and-Andrews Sisters heading
stage show, mild $12,500.
$13,000.

MUNI-VAUDE, $6,500,

(20th). $7,500, alright.

GOOD

Orpheum (Blank) (3,000; 10-25-40)
-^'Disputed Passage' (Par) and 'Pack
(20th).
Mediocre $8,000.
'First Love' (U) and
'Stranger' (20th), $8,500, good.
Paramount (Blank) (3,000; 15-3555)— 'Busy Work' (20th) plus Phil

week.

IN

Thi.s

state

had

OK SEAHLE
Seattle, Nciv. 28.
legal Thanks-

its

giving Thursday (23). and for some
houses the holiday figures in this
As biz was big on
on week's gro.<!ses. makes a difference.
day, it
of turkey
game drew

Spitalny and all-femrne band
slage. Spitalny responsible for all
Oregon-Washington
$13,500. Last week, 'All Quiet' (U) The
at the Stadium in the after(rcis.sue) and 'Hero Day' (U), $3,000, 25,000
noon, which hurt matinees, but night
fairish, for five days.
biz was great.
(Goldberg) (900; 10-20-25^ Stale
Summery weather is aUernaling
35j— 'Old Maid' (WB) and 'Old Chiwith rainy days, making a b.o. comcago'
.

Look'

Came'

(20th), dual, split with 'Stop,
(Col), first-run, and .'Rains
(20lh), dual. Fairish $1,300.

Last week, 'Zenobia' (UA) and 'Chan
Reno" (20th), $1,200, n.s.h.

Town (Goldberg) (1,250; 10-20-25)
(Col),
'Woman Judge'
(Col) and 'Kansas Terrors' (Rep),
Orst-run Iripler, split with 'Calling
Marines' (Rep), 'Desperate Trails'
•Rep), first-runs, and 'Fifth Avenue

—|Konga'
Giri:

(RKO),

So-so $1,100.
Last week, 'Cowboy Quarterback'
(WB), "Husbands Work' (Rep), firstruns,
and 'Grand Jury Secrets'
•Par), tripler, split with "Crashing
through" (Mono), first-run, 'Million
polKir Legs' (Par) and 'Golden Boy'
•JN), tripler, $1,200, good.
tripler.

Spirit

Holiday

Helps B.O.;

OK

LOY-POWEL

BIG

$22,000 IN 8

bination.
Esliniiiles for

This

Week

Mohawk

(20th). Moveover Fifth indicates big
Last week
$3,600 in nine days.
(27c), Swcelhenrls' (M-G). and Test
(M-G) (revivals), six days,

Pilot'

.

houses.

Estimates fur This.

Carthay Circle (Fox)
55-75)— Daytime Wife'

Week

(1,518: 30-40-

(20th)

and

'City Darkness" (20lh), dual. Mild on
$2,100 in sight.

moveover with around
Last
Cleveland, Nov.

28.

week,

(20th) and 'Escape' (20th), on

30-40-55-75)

openings.
Biggest beneficiary

dual.
$13,000.

is

State,

where

Cavalcade'

movc-

ovcr— second week, so-so $1,500.
Chinese (Grauman-F-WC) (2,024;

Community Fund drive, football
and warmish nightf for once are hot
hitting theatres, many ot which got
the benefit of smaih Thanksgiving
'Another Thin Man' is pulling theheaviest attendance figure, in last
two years. 'On Dress Parade' isn't
an asset for Palace, but okay vaude
is helping house hit moderately good
pace.
'Elizabeth and Essex' opened
slowly at Hipp, not clicking as em-

'Hollywood

—

'Another Thin Man'

(M-G) and 'Heaven Fence'

(20th),
Holiday biz helping for neat

Last week, 'Day-time Wife'
'City Darkness' (20th),

and

(20Hi)

dismal $6,700.

Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-40-5565)— 'Elizabeth Essex' (WB) (2d
wk). Doing nicely on holdover and
should add another $7,300. Last

Garbo Hot $9,000

.

made sweet music on

in .evidence.

Hipp (Warner)

h.o.. $2,900.
(3,700: 30-35-42-55)

—'Elizabeth Essex'

(WB).

A

little

'First Love' (U) and 'Three Sons)
(RKO), dual.
Durbin good for
around $13,600 on first stanza, very

Last week, 'Mr. Smith' (Col)

good.

wk) and 'Sued

(4th

very good

Libel'

(RKO),

$7,500.

(Par) (3,595; 30-40-55)
— Paramount
'Rulers Sea' (Par) and stage show.

Topped

on opening day
too
much heavy pageantry for (Thanksgiving) and
should have no
Davis-Flynn fans. Maybe satisfactrouble getting good $18,500 on the
tory $13,500, it it builds. Last week,
Last week, 'Cat Canary' (Par),
'Drums Mohawk' (20th), on only week.
with Texaco air leads on stage, finfive-day h.o., got good $7,300, after
ished to lucrative $23,000.
clocking profitable $15,500 on first
RKO (2,872; 30-40-55)— 'First Love'
stanza.
(U) and 'Three Sons' (RKO), dual.
Lake (Warner) (800; 15-25)
Hitting fast clip for likely $13,000
'Bookies Wept' (RKO) plus 'Money
flrst seven days, and good for
on
Wife,' at Rialto, is also well up at the Ring' (WB). Holiday hypoing it to
holdover.
Last week, 'Mr. Smith'
Other houses have no com- $2,400, oke. Last week, 'Kid Night- (Col) (4th wk) and 'Everything
b.o.
ingale'
(WB) and 'Three Sons'
plaints.
(RKO), neat $7,600.
(RKO), slumped completely, just Ice'
Estimates for This Week
Slate (Loew-Fox) (2,414; 30-40-55about $1,000.
75)—
'Another Thin Man' (M-G) and
Brown (Loew's-Fourth Avenue)
Palace (RKO) (3.200; 30-35-42-55)
15-30-40)— 'Drums Mohawk'
'Heaven Fence' (20th), dual. Should
(1,000;
'Ores."!
Parade' (WB) with Anand .'Busy Work' (20th). drews Sisters and Mai Hallett's orch have no trouble hitting $17,000,
(20th)
Continuing in the groove, after on stage. Missed gobbler-day trade which is not to be sniffed at. Last
moveover from Rialto, and should by sticking to regular Friday open- week, 'Day-time Wife' (20th) and
'Cilv Darkness' (20th), very weak
Last week, 'First ing. Will be fortunate
see okay $2,000.
if anything
Love' (U) and 'Call Messenger' (U), over fair $15,000 floats in, since $9,100.
United ArllsU (F-WC) (2,100; 30snared good $2,100.
there's too much competisli.
Last
Kentucky (Switow) (900; 15-25)— week, 'Pack Troubles' (20th) with 40-55)— 'Day-time Wife' (20th) and
Darkncw' (20th), dual. 'Very
'Star Midnight' (RKOj and 'Lost 'Folies Bergere' unit, got tremen- 'City
lame on moveover for around $2,100.
Patrol' (RKO). Picking up some ex- dous $22,000.
week. 'Drums' (20th) and 'Busy
Last
and
downtown
crowds
tra biz from
Stole (Loew's) (3450; 30-35-42-55)
Work' (20th). okay $4,300.
Last —'Another Thin Man' (M-(i).
doing fairly well at $1,600.
A Wilshire (F-WC) (2.298; 30-40-55week, 'Rose Marie' (M-G) (reissue) killer-diller, bagging 14,300 customand 'Coast Guard' (Col), fair $1,500. ers on Thanksgiving and coming R5) 'Drums Mohawk' (20th and
'Busy Work' (20th), dual (2d wk).
Loew's SUte (3.100; .15-30-40)— within $50 of oiie-day record set by Holdover justifled with additional
(M-G) and 'Blondie 'Rosalie' (M-G) in January, 1938. $5,200 in sight. First week, without
'Ninotchka'
Baby' (Col). Received raves from No doubt in the least of grabbing holiday, brought satisfactory $5,500.
Last
critics and proving that Carbo still great $22,000 in eight days.
'Disputed
Passage'
(Par),
packs a potent b.o. punch. Aiming week,
Last week, 'Co-Ed' pleasant $12,500.
at solid $9,000.
Stiliman (Loew's) (1.972; 30-35-42- up well for. sure $6,000. Last week,
(M-G) and 'Beware Spooks' (Col),
$4,900

—

—

-

—

.

mild

$6,000.

55)— 'Disputed

Passage' (Par). Shift-

'Intermezzo'

(UA)

split

with '20,000

over taking advantage of home- Men' (20lh). $3,000, poor.
(1,000;
Warner (Warner) (2.300; 10-30-40)
Gen- towner John Howard in film. Good
Started
Last week, —'We Not Alone' (WB).
on the main stem, with $5,000 for five days.
'Dancing
Co-Ed'
(M-G),
$3,800, weak, but building steadily via rave
crowds lured by Xmas parade and fairish.
notices and word of mouth to maybe

Mary Anderson (Libson)
15-30-40)— 'Not Alone' (WB).

eral perking
.street

this

decoration.s. helping to bring
Last week,
fair $3,200.

Last
$5,000. big.
ingale' (WB) split

one

(WB), on h.o.
'Elizabeth Es.sex'
stanza, profitable $3,400.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000; 1530-40)- 'Day^Timc Wife' (20th) and
Plenty of
'City Darkness' (20lh).
fcmmcs going for this one, particu-

Tyrone Power's name on
Heavy coin-getter and
should easily cop $0,500. Last week.
'Drums Mohawk' (20lh) and 'Busy
Work" (20th), easily, topped town
for hefty $10,000 and moveover.
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1.400:
15-30-40 is- 'Allegheny Uprising'
(RKO) *and 'Sued Libel (RKO).
With uppcd newspaper linage and
general upswing in b.o. activity, this
pair should be good for satisfying
the marquee.

poor $900.
„
(Hamrick - Evergreen)
Coliseum
(20th)
(1 900- 21-321— "Rains Came
and 'Night Work' (Par) (2d run).
Looking for good $3,500. Last week,
Last week, 'Road Glory'
'Beau Cesle" (Par) and Sherlock $3,000.
(20th) (reissue) and 'Missing Evi$2,500,
run),
(2d.
(20lhl
Holmes'
dence (U), felt the opposish and
slow
chalk up much better than
Fifth Avenue (Hamrick-Evergreen) couldn't'
(20th) $2,400, weak.
(2,349; 27-42)— "Daytime Wile
,

same

.

larly with

Blue Mou.se (Hamrick-Evergreen)
27-421— 'Drums

(8.50-

28.

Pre-Chrislmas season got away to
good start with early Thanksgiving
Day observance helping boost biz for
most of the first runs. 'Rulers of the
Sea'. and vaude piling up good $18,500
at the Paramount, but town hbnor.s
are .being claimed by 'Another Thin
Man,' which may pass $30,000 at combined Slate-Chinese.
Pantages - RKO have the new
Deanna Durbin pic, 'First Love,' with
initial week garnering over $26,000
and holdover is a.ssured. Combined
take ot .'Love' is ahead ot Durbin's
'Three Smart Girls' on initial week
in

CLEVE.DAYS

Nov.

week, big $11,500.
phatically as stay-overs of 'Disputed
Four Star (F-WC-UA)— 'IntermezPassage' and 'Drums' at Stiliman zo' (UA) (3d wk). Looks like okay
and Allen, respectively.
$3,400 on current week, aided by
Thanksgiving. Second week finished
Estimates for This Week
profitable $4,100.
Alhambra (Printz) (1,120; 10-20- with
Hollywood (WB) (2.756: 30-40-5535)— 'U-Boat 29' (Col) (2d run) and 65)—
'Elizabeth Essex' (WB) (2d wk).
"Lost Fliers' (U).
Nice thrill duo
Good $7,400 on holdover after infor this spot, nice enough for three
Ixiuisville, Nov. 28,
itial seven days piled up very big
Nice lineup ot pics on view cur- extra days, and about $2,900 for full $12,000.
sesh.
Last week, 'Jeepers Creepers'
Orpheum XBdwy.) (2,280; 30-40rently, and all set to cop some good (Rep) plus 'Man Could Hang' (Col)
55)— 'Chicken Family' (20th) and
coin.
All films had nice openings (2d run) landed mild $900 on three
'Law Pampas' (Par), dual, and
Thursday (23), which date, incident- days.
vaude'.
Major Bowes' unit on stage,
Allen (RKO) (3,000: 30-35-42-55)
ally, was not observed as Thanksgiv—'Drums' (20th). Third round for aided by holiday, helping for okay
ing in this state. Nov. 30 was set as this one from Hipp and still going $9,000. Last week, second-runs.
PanUges (Pan) (2,812: 30-40-55)—
fine, $4,500.
Last week, 'Dr. Chris.the official day in Kentucky by Gov

Opening of Xmas shopping season
Family (RKO) (1,000; 15-25)— Friday (24) brought out thousands
'Roving of people to witness a Xmas parade,
and
(Rep)
'Sabotage*
with with floats, bands, etc. So, with a
split
(Rep),
Tumbleweeds'
week,
'Playing Dynamite' (WB) and 'Rio' holiday-like crowd to begin the
official Thanksgiving
(U). Okay $2,100. Ditto last week on and Kentucky's
Hero Day' (U) and 'Konga' (Col), Day still to come, downtown houses
seem to be sitting pretty.
split with 'Tropical Fury' (U) and.
Best money looks to go to Loew's
"Money Ring" (WB). /
'Day-Time
Slate with 'Ninotchka.'
(1..500; 35-42)—

Trouble.s'

Last

Same Week

Last Year,...
$309,6(l«
(Based on 12 theatres;

—

Omaha

(Blank) (2.000; 10-25-40)—
'Roaring Twenties' (WB) and 'Night
Work' iPar). Fair $7,000. Last week,
'Circus"
(M-G) and '20,000 Men'

Total Gross

last

(2d run), sad $3,500.

28.

Estimated Total Gross
This Week ........... .$37«,2«»
(Based on 12 theatres)

(20th).

week, "Elizabeth Essex'

La.<t

Omaha, Nov.

Also

Los. Angeles,

week on 'Drums 'Happy' Chandler before he was ap- tian' (RKO), very poor $1,300.
Circle (Marmorstein) (1,900; 15However, .35)
pointed to the Senate.
Music' (UA) (2d run).
Capitol
(RKO) (2,000; 35-42)— banks and public offices were closed Swell 'Have
$3,400. better than its first.
'First Love' (U). Transferred from
Last week, 'Real Glory' (UA), also
atmosphere
was
semi-holiday
and
a
Palace for second week. Nice $5,000.

Same

$14,000.

$7,000 IN N.G.

$30,000; H.0.'$

Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(3,039; 27-42)—'Another Thin Man'
(M-G). and 'Bad Angel'
(M-G).
Pointing for $12,000, marvelous, and
top gross here in months. Last week,
'First Love '(U) and 'Little Accident'
(U), second week, nifty $4,100.'
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 21-32.—
'Angels Wash Faces' (WB) and 'Bali'
(Par), (2d run).
Anticipated good
(21-27-42)—
$2,600.
Last
week
Elizabeth and Essex' (WB), second
week, $3,000,' big,

L'ville's

United Artists (Cohen) (1.200; 3555-75 )_-Elernally Yours' (UA) (3d
wk). Should do nice $5,500. Last at 42-65C scale. RKO is making the
week. «ood $7,500.
one-week vaudfilm change from the
Warfleld (F-WC) (2,680; 30-40)— Shubert because the Albee has 1,150
•Day-Time Wife' (20th) and 'Pack more seats. Shubert's admish has
Troubles' (20th). Set for good $12,- been 40-60c.
Last week. 'Cat Canary' (Par)
500.
Eslimates for This Week
What Life' (Par), gladsome
and
Albee
(RKO) (3,300; 35-42)
$14,000.
Very good
(M-G).
'Ninotchka'

'ROARING' 20'y QUIET

Man'

big.

.

.St.

.

Indicate big $6,500, thanks to

Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; 1632)— 'Nurse Cavell' (RKO) and 'Borrowed Time' (M-G) (2d run), only
$2,000, slow. Last week, 'Name Only"'
(RKO) and 'Espionage Agent' (WB)
(2d run), okay $2,700.

Takes ot major houses are on an
upswing currently in face of early
holiday shopping proiided by adwk—
celebration.
vanced
Thanksgiving
Biggest trade-puller is 'That's Right
Paramount (F-WC) (2,740; 30-40) You're Wrong' for socko Palace
'Niuolchka' (M-G) and 'Kid Nightfigure. Not far behind is 'Ninotchka,'
and
Laughing
Garbo
ingale' (WB).
smooth Melvyn Douglas drawing which is hanging up very good biz
heavy $17,000. Last week, 'Drums for the Albee. 'Secret of Dr. KilMohawk" (20th) and 'Busy 'Work' dare' is giving good account of itself
(20th ). not so hot $9,000.

—'Cat Canary' (Par) and 'What Lite'
IWovcd over -from 'Warneld
(Par).

1st Love', Sweet

Broadway Grosses

Muni. Last week, 'Chicken Wagon
Family' (20th) and vaude. Blackstone, headlining, got $7,100, very

as expected.

Orpheum (F&M)

LA;
'Thin

with Bang

(Hamrick-Evergreen)

Sea' (Par)
(2,600;
(20th). Expect excellent $6,500 in eight days. Last week,
'Cat Canary' (Par) and 'Fast Furious'
(M-G), $7,300, great.

(2,850; 35-55)
pl'Us vaude.

Looking for good $18,000. Picture
gettin;?' good air plugs because ot
Air program, in
Ky.-icr's NBC show.
till 11, plugged by Gate screen trailLast week, 'Dr. Christian'
eis.
(RKO J and Louella Parsons and Her
'Hollywood Stars of 1940,' chalked
U|) $18,000, which was not as good

In

27-42)— 'Riilers

(RKO)

—'Thai's 'Wrong'

Away

Pre-Yule Trade

600.

Estimated Total Grosi
This Week
$l,89S,8«t
(Based on 27 cities, 186 theatres, chie/ly /1rs£ run*, (ncludino
N. Y.)

(.\yB>.

which

VARIETY

MUNI GETTING CLASSY
$5,000 IN

MEMPHIS

week, 'Kid Nightwith return show-

ing of 'Elizabeth Essex' (WB), $4,000,

very good.
MaIco Palace (Lightman) (2.200:
10-30-40)— 'Rulers Sea' (Par). Will
get
average $4,800.
Last week,

'Drums Mohawk'
(20th),
$7,200,
socko.
Memphis, Nov. 28.
Orpheum (Cullins-Evans) (2.800:
Ted Lewis' band unit zoomed the
'All Come Out' (M-G)
Orpheum biz for its four-day run 15-40-.55)
Nabbed
this week,*" with the .straight film with Ted Lewis on i^ge.
houses all drawing satisfactory trade. plenty sweet $6,500 for four days.
Paul Muni's 'We Are Not Alone' Last week, 'Woman Judge' (Col)
and Constance Bennett in person,
is getting the Warner the cla.« trade,
while 'Bulers of the Sea' is taper- two days only, $3,200, swell.
Strand (Lightman) (1.000; 10-20ing off from last week's big 'Drums
30)
'Mr. Smith' (Col) for three
of the Mohawk' biz at the Maico
days,
'Beware Spooky' (Col) and
Palace,
'Day-Time Wife' shows
Tyrone Power is hot here in any 'Coast Guard' (Col), two days each.
Former pulled heavily on return
kind of a vehicle.
dale and may push week to $2,200.
Estimates for This Week
Last week, 'Rains Came* (20th) (2d
Loew's (Loew's) (2.600; 10-30-40) run) and 'Full Confession (RKO),
—'Day-time Wife' (20lh). Holding $1,800, good.

—

—

.

)

PICTURE GROSSES

VARIETY

10

week,

Hugh Herbert-lave' Big

Love* (U), spiffy

Stuart (LTC-Cooper) (1,900; 10-25
Not e<
Inn' (Par).
and yanked after five days,

good,

in Mpls.

Varsity

Minneapolis, Nov.

28.

lent $13,000 in sight. Last week's repeat of 'Mr. Smith' (Col) faded to so-

Big Minnesota theatr« is having its so $5,000.
day currently. With only mild opPrincess (CT)

Paces'

(WB).

$2,600.

Last

(WB), about

office rush.

There's still plenty of stage fare
current, or on the horizon. 'On Boris at the Alvin for three
Clyde McCoy heads a
show opening at the
Orpheum Thursday (30) as opposition to the Minnesota's offering, A.
B. Marcus' 'La Vie Pares' unit. However, the Harry Hirsch Gayety winds
up the first half of its burlesque
roadshow season Thursday, as per its
regular schedule.
Weekend trade was somewhat
stimulated by an inflow of visitors
attracted by the Minnesota-Wiscon-

rowed Time'

performances.

pretentious

sin football,

game which drew

40)— 'Drums Mohawk'

Still clicking satisfactorily

and looks

like

Last week,

$4,000.

'Mr. Smith' (Col) (3d wk), got fine
$4,200, following $10,000 first Or$6,000 second session at this house.

pheum week and

(Gillman)

Esqnlre

—

1

e

-

(RKO)
Affair*
run), $700, poor.

(subsequent

Gopher

(Par-Singer)

(998;

25)—

'On Toes' (WB). Presence in cast of
Eddie Albert, localite, and widely
heralded 'Zorina bringing in some
customers. Light $2,500. Last week,
,

(RKO),
'Full
Concession'
after five poor days, $1,500.

yanked

Minnesota (Mpls. Co.) (4,000; 20(Rep)
and
30-40)— Tidal Wave'
vaude headlining Hugh Herbert.
Latter is the draw and house is en
route to big S10,000.
Last -week,
'Panama Patrol' (GN) and stage
show, $5,200,

light.

Orpheum (Par-Singer)

(2,800; 25-

35-40)—'First Love' (U) (2d wk).
Holding over an additional six days
because

of

sponse.

Good

swell

week

initial

$4,500 indicated.

re-

I^st

$8,800, big.

State (Par-Singer) (2.300: 25-35Essex'
(WB).
No
great guns as a trade puller here,
but highly praised. Bette Davis attracting some customers. Headed for
week,
only
light.
Last
$5,000,
'Drums Mohawk' (20th), $7,500, good.
Uptown (Par) (1,100; 25-35)— 'Old

40)—'Elizabeth

First
Maid' (FN),
neighborhood
showing. Practically new house still
on initial momentum and good $3,000
seems possible. Last week, 'Women'
(M-G). $3,500, big.

World (StefTes) (350; 25-3S-40r55)
'Two Hearts In ^altz Time' (For-

eign) (revival). No better than imMay
mediate predecessors here.
reach $1,000. li?ht. Last week, 'Under-Pup' (U) (2d wk), $700, poor,

Dr. Kildare'-Parsons

B^ $28,

Federer)

'Angels

Wash

Doing nicely, maybe
week, 'Dust Destiny'
right

$2,500, all

DET. IMPROVES,

DURBIN FINE

Essex' (WB), major dl.<iappointment,
getting only $11,500 In six days.
(Harris)

Philadelphia, Nov. 28.
The biggest Thanksgiving in years,
Senator
(1,750; 25-40)—
Berlin' (Indie).
A quick plus the usual weekend celebration
booking, opening Sunday (26), be- after
the
Penn-Cornell
football
cause house was afraid to keep 'Mr.
classic, making theatre b.o.'s
zoom
Smith' (Col) any longer, due to fact
that nabes are now getting it too. to pre-recesslon levels this week.
Propaganda picture hasn't much
Leading the cash register parade
chance of bettering $2,200, which is is the Earle theatre,
singing Its swan
pretty sluggish.
In three days of
song to the tune of $28,000 for the
fifth week, 'Mr. Smith' had plenty of
combination of 'Secret of Dr. Kiistuff left, getting socko $2,500. 'Beasts

•

SUnley (WB) (3.600; 25-40-60)— dare* and Louella Parsons and
her
'Edith
Caveir (RKO) and Shep 'Star
of 1940' stage troupe. Including
Felds-Inkspots.
Raves for flicker
helping, but Fields and Inkspots are six young Hollywood hopefuls. Parproving the popular b.o. draft and sons gang is setting a new high in
recent
months
for a non-band show
accounting for what will be
deluxer's second mop-up in a row. at the Earle, which shutters Thurs
Should have no trouble swingin' night (30) due to the squabble with
Detroit, Nov. 28.
home with around $24,000, excellent. the musicians* union over a newStrong pic bills are holding up Last week, Hal Kemp, Rufe Davis contract.
downtown biz. Hit earlier by long and 'Dress Parade' (WB), big $25,700.
Also very much In the blue chips
Chrysler strike, which for seven
Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-35-50)— is Mr. Smith's* second week. 'Niweeks now has kept 60,000 workers 'Elizabeth Essex* (WB).
Brought notchka's* opening week at the Boyd
off payrolls, theatres find that good here from Penn.
Doing just fair at and 'Allegheny Uprising' at the
films still pull 'em in.
$5,000. Last week, "Full Confession' Stanton,
Bulk of the customers are spend' (RKO) and 'On Toes' (WB), in dogEstimates for This Week
ing their money on 'Elizabeth and house at $2,900.
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 32-42-57-68)
Essex' and 'First Love,' but others
'Housekeeper's Daiighter' (UA)
are holding up to a good average.
(3d wk). Neat $7,500 after surprisBall started rolling here when
ing
$11,500 In second week.
Thanksgiving (23) hypoed the b.o.
Holida]^ seemed to start the crowds
Boyd (WB) (2.350; 32-42-57-68)—
in motion and good bills are keep
ing them coming after some bad
with $22,000. Looks like at least two
weeks.
more weeks at this pace. Last week
'Elizabeth Essex' (WB), got okay
Estimates for This Week
$9,000 for third round.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 30-40)—
Earle (WB) (2,758; 32-42-57-68)—
'Drums Mohawk' (20th) (2d run)
•Secret Dr. Kildare' (M-G) and stage
plus 'Stop, Look' (20th). Should get
show, headed Louella Parsons' starneat $7,000. Last week, 'Mr. Smith'
let revue.
(Col) and 'Prison Gates' (Col), got
Packed houses is sending
the vaudfllm combo up to $28 000
good $4,500 in second week of seC'
plenty in the gravy.
ond-run.
House folds
Friday (1 ). Last week.' good $20,000
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 30-40
Baltimore,
for
Nov.
28.
Dr.
X*
(WB), George Halls
55)— 'First Love' (U) and '20,000
Oft to a rolicking holiday start and orch, Parkyakarkus.
Men* (20th). Should glean big $24,holding a bullish pace thereafter,
Fox (WB) (2,423; 32-42-.S7-68)
000. Last week, 'Drums' (20th) with
downtown theatres here are chalk- 'Day-time Wife* (20th).
'Little Accident' (U), $17,000, good.
Only dis.
ing up some rosy figures.
appomter in the lot with bare $12 Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
"Another Thin Man,' at Loew's
Last week. 'Ja.
30-40-55)
'Elizabeth Essex' (WB) Century, is giving that hoii-se a new 000 for semester.
and 'Bad Angel' (M-G). Headed for high for recent activity, and 'Eliza "laica Inn* (Par), did lot better with
nifty $14,000.
Last week got okay beth and Essex,' at the amply seated $15,300.
KarKon (WB) (1,066: 32-42-57-68)
$13,000. with 'Rulers Sea' (Par) and Stanley, is keeping the
turnstiles
'Touchdown' (Par).
Essex* (WB) (2d run).
clicking.
Combo Hipp, with 'That's —•Elizabeth
Moveover from Boyd not hurting
Palms-SUte (United Detroit) Right You're Wrong,' plus vaude,
is
any and nifty $5,900 in .xight. Last
.000; 30-40-55)— 'Rulers Sea' (Par)
also garnering a bullish figure.
week.. •Drums Mohawk* (20th), okay
(l3t wk) and 'Remember' (M-G) (2d
EslimaUs for This Week

WB

—

BALTOHEALTHY

$20,000

BErre FORTE

Buffalo, Nov. 28.

Downtown

boxoffice

is

on the up-

side again this week, with four out
of five of the turnstiles moving up
for sharp peaks, and even the Hipp,
which has been lagging, going into
upper brackets.
'Another Thin Man,' at Buffalo, is

showing great tugging power, Durbin's 'First Love' is overheating the
wickets at Lafayette, while 'Roaring

Twenties,'

at

powerful draw.

Lakes, is proving
Tall takings are in

Estimates for Tbls

film debut

Week

Buffalo (Shea) (3,S00; 30-35-55)—
Another Thin Man' (M-G). Spurt'

^

$14,000

—

—

ing, along at dandy, gait and should
get around $20,000, sweet.
.Last/
week, 'Circus' (M-G), Dick Powell vik).

at UA two
Century (Loew's-UA) (3.000; 15- $5,600.moves over after 25-40)— 'Another Thin Man' (M-G)
Kelth*s (WB) (1.870; 32-42-57-68)
Look for good Attracting one of biggest grosses
First Love* (U) (2d run) (2d wk).
Last week, 'Roaring Twen- here in moons, with
$15,500 in sight. Doing better here than at Fox deties'
tWBi. with 'Remember' got Last week, 'Dancing Co-Ed' (M-G), luxer, with neat $3,800 for second
pretty $9:500.
turn.
First week, $5,700, plenty
unexciting $6,300.
United Artists (United Detroit)
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2.205; solid.
30-40-55)
(2,000;
'Another Thin 15-25-35-40-55-66 )
"That's
Stanley (WB) (2,916; 32-42-57-68)
Wrong
Man" (M-G) (2d wk). Will sUy up (RKO) and vaude.
Clicking In solid
'Mr. Smith* (Col) (2d wk).
Still
there this week with $7,000, after style, with
$17,000 indicated for stepping high with potent $15,000
taking plenly good $11,000 last week. eight-day
stretch.
La.st week. 'Fast and good for at least one more ride.
Furious* (M-G) and vaude headed by Opener, smashing $22,700.
Wally Vernon, fairish $10,800 for six
Stanton (WB) (1,457; 32-42-57)—
days.
Allegheny Uprising' (RKO). PullKeith's (Schanberger) (2.406; 15- ing
stanza, tame $5,300.
a sleeper with hefty $6,500 in
25-35-40)— 'Tower London' (U). Get- till. Last
Lafayette (Hayman) (3,300; 25-,
week, 'Real Glory* (UA),
ting some action at steady $8,000. fair
35)—'First Love' (U) and 'Hero
$4,800 for second-run showing.
Last week, second of "First Love'
Day' (U). Running great guns and
(U). added good $6,400 to initial take
should see over $14,000, brilliant.
of
$10,300.
Last week, 'Grey Walls' (Col) and
New (Mechanic) (1,581: 15-25-35
SMITH'
'Beware Spooks' (Col), poor $5,000.
55)— 'Day-Time Wife' (20th). Not up
Twentieth-Century (Dipson-Basil)
to expectations, with $5,000 the most
(3,000; 25-35)—'That's Wrong' (RKO)
looked for.
IN PORT., $9,000
Last week, third of
and 'Sued Libel' (RKO).
Looks
Drums Mohawk' i20th), mild $3,600
okay for snug $10,000. Last week,
added to okay previous total of
'Dr. Christian'
(RKO) and Shcp
Portland, Ore., Nov. 28.
$11,700.
Fields orch on stage (25-40), got
Holiday
biz
Stanley
put all spots in town
(WB) (3,280: 15-25-35-40
under $12,000, fair.
55)— 'Elizabeth Essex' (WB). Utiliz. over with bang. 'Mr. Smith,* at
Pittsburg, Nov. 28.
Weekend following Thanksgiving ing ample capacity of this deluxer to Paramount is a terrific winner,
has always been big around here, whack but okay $14,000. Last week, nearly doubling the normal gro.ss at
Grid Boosts Lincoln;
and this year was no exception. Got second of 'Jamaica Inn' (Par), held that house. 'Secret of Dr. Kildare.*
everything away to flying start, and up moderately at $6,200 after pleas- at Broadway, and 'Ninotchka' h.o. at
Parker's UA, are two other good
most of the spots can now coast in to ing initial round to $10,700.
Loud
ducat sellers.
first-rate grosses.
Biz started dropThe Orpheum Is scoring heavily
ping a bit yesterday (Monday), a
again this week, but chiefly on the
natural reaction, but not enough to
Lincoln, Nov. 28.
$17,000,
merits of repeat of Sally Rands
Crucial Oklahoma-Nebraska foot- cut in Very severely.
unit
ball game, plus the 'Franksgiving'
Leader by wide margin Is Penn,
IN
PROY.
Estimates for This Week
celebration,
both bringing extra with 'Another Thin Man' going to
people to town, helped get the pres. town despite mixed notices and set
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 30-35ent celluloid crop away in good to move to Warner for h.o. after
40)— 'Secret Dr. Kildare' (M-G) and
Providence, Nov. 28.
shape. 'Babes in Arms' is the hefty first key engagement
At Stanley,
Nothing to rave about along the Co-Ed' (M-G). Big winner at $6.winner.
Shep Fields and Inkspots are paired main stem,
Last week, 'Eternally Yours'
exception of 'Nin- 300.
Town is looking forward to with 'Nurse Edith Cavell,' and com- otchka,' at with
Loew's SUte, which is (UA) and 'Espionage Agent' (WB),
Howard Federer's three-day vaude bo, which didn't open until day fol- dragging in all the biz.
okay $5,500 and moved to Mayfair,
booking for the Liberty (4-6), which lowing holiday, is having healthy are simply marking time.Other stands
Liberty (Hamrlck-Evergreen) (2.may decide whether or not stage engagement while Fulton's still
'Mr. Smith,' playing third down- 000:
30-35-40)
Wrong*
That's
holding firm with Tirst Love,* in town week at
shows get a place in local scheme.
Carlton, is still going (RKO) and Thr^e Sons* (RKO).
third week and probably fourth com- strong.
About average for this house at
Estimates for This Week
ing up. While no standout. Tower
$4,000.
Estimates for This Week
Last week, 'Stranger' (20th)
Colonial (NTI-Noble-Monroe)) of London'
is doing satisfactorily at
Albee (RKO) (2,300; 25-35-50)—
'^^'^^ Troubles' (20th), okay $4,(750; 10-15)— 'Made Spy' (RKO) and Alvin; 'Beasts
o> Berlin* got away Stranger* (20th) and 'Rio* (U). At- 400
'Honor West* (U), split with 'Son Is fair at Senator.
tractmg only so-so notice lor fairish
Mayfalr (Parker - Evergreen ) (1,Criminal' (Col) and 'Should Marry'
Estimates tor This Week
$5,000.
Last week, 'Allegheny Up- 500;
30-35-40)
'Eternally
Yours'
(Mono). All right $900. Last week,
Alvin (Harris) (1,850; 25-35-50)—
'Panama Lady' (RKO) and 'Over- •Tower London' (U). Historical hor- rising* (RKO) and 'Hero Day' (U), (UA) and 'Espionage Agent' (WB).
okay $6,000.
Getting nice $3,000 following first
land Mail' (Mono), solit with 'Mickey ror drama got only a fair grade
from , Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 25-35- strong week at Broadway.
Last
Kid* (Rep) and 'Wong Chinatown' crix, but will do around
.$7,700, 50)— 'Mr. Smith' (Col) and
week,
'Elizabeth
Essex* (WB), moved
'Smug(Mono), so-so $700.
which isn't bad. Last week, second gled Cargo' (Rep)
(3d wk).
Main- from UA, about $2,600.
Liberty
(.NTI -Noble- Federer
of 'Drums Mohawk' (20th), dropped taining steady
pace for nice $4,000.
Orpheum (Orpheum Co.) (1.800;
10-25-30)
(1,000;
'Dust Destiny' sharply to $5,700 after $12,000 opener.
Garnered swell $5,500 last week.
20-30-40)- 'Main St. Lawyer' (Rep)
(WB). Moveover from Varsity may
Fulton (Shea-Hyde) (1,700; 25-40)
Fay's (Indie) (2,000; 25-35-40)— (1st wk), with Sally Rand's stage
get only $800, light. Last week, 'Real —'First Love*
(U) (3d wk). Durbin 'Mutiny House* (Mono) and vaude unit
(2d wk).
Latter chiefly reGlory'. (UA), also moveover, $900, hit
still
showing
considerable Fair $5,500. Last week, 'Drums Mo- sponsible
for big $7,500. Last week,
fair.
strength. Paced for around $4,200 on hawk' (20th)
(2d run) and vaude, 'Moto Vacation* (20th) with Sally
Lincoln (LTC-Cooper) (1,600; 10- current session, which
may
possibly hefty $7,000.
Rand unit terrific $11,000.
20-25)
'City Darkness' (20th) and mean another h.o. Last
week, with
MaJesUc
(Fay)
)—
(2,200:
25-35-50
Paramount
'Spirit of Culver' (U), split with the holiday, grabbed
(Hamrick - Evergreen)
fine $8,000.
Not Alone* (WB) and 'Kid Nightin- (3.000: 30-35-40)— 'Mr. Smith' (Col)
'Bad Angel' <M-G) and 'Heaven
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-35- gale* (WB). Muni usually
strong bet and 'Television Spy* (Par).
Greiit
Fence' (20th), Fair, $2,000.
Last 50)— 'Another Thin Man' (M-G). Biz at this stand,
but only fair $7,000 this $9,000. Last week, 'Drums Mohawk'
week, 'Dark Rapture' (U) and 'Stop, proves there's still
plenty magic in time.
X^st week, 'Tower London' (20th) and 'Busy Work' (20th), okay
Look' (20th), split with 'Little Acci- the title and also in Loy
and Powell (U) and 'Busy Work* (20th), disap- $5,000.
dent' (U)- and 'Big Czar' (U), okay as a team. Should
pull great $23,500. pointing $5,500.
United Artists (Parker) (1.000: 30$2,100,
That's for eight days, since flicker's
State (Loew) (3,200; 25-35-50)— 35-40)—
Nebraska (LTC-Cooper) (1,236; 10- sticking to put house back
'Ninotchka' (M-G) and 'Li'.le
on Friday 'Ninotchka' (M-G)- and 'Fast Furious' Accident'
25-40)— 'Babes Arms* (M-G). Week's opening schedule,
(U) (2d wk). Good -<.r.
and it'll move to (M-G).
„
Big money winner this $5,300. First
„»
„
V u,
topper;
probably
week over the top fur
$4,200, swell. Last Warner then.
Last week, 'Elizabeth <
(Continued on page 16)
great $6,000.

25-40)— and Emery Deutsch orch on

(290;

•Secret Stamboul' (Indie). Meaning
nothing at b.o. Just a filler preceding highly ballyhooed 'Ballerina.'
Last week,
Light $600 indicated.

'Love

IN BUFFALO,

for the Kay Kyser
Moved order
at the 20th Century.

(20th).

here from State for extension of loop
first-run.

THIN MAN' TOPS

45,000,

concluding the gridiron season.
Estimates for Tbls Week
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 15-25)—
'Beware Spooks' (RKO) and 'Three
Sons' (RKO), dual first-runs, split
with 'Flying Deuces' (RKO) and
Tropic Fury' (U), dual first-runs.
Good $1,800 in prospect. Last week,
•Bright Boys' (U) and 'Kid Nightin(WB), dual first-runs, split
gale'
(U) and
•with 'Witness Vanishes'
'Heaven Fence' (20th), dual firstruns, $1,500. okay.
Centnry (Par-Singer) (1.600; 25-35-

—

Nob

(NTI

10-25-35)

25-34-50)—

(2,300;

—

week.

(1,100:

Hugh

Herbert, its vaudfllm 'Dancing Co-Ed' (M-G) and 'AH
headliner, stands out like the Cornell Come Out' (M-G). Pacing for good
'Last week, "Cat Ca$4,500.
football team. Making hay while the enough
nary' (Par) and 'Touchdown' (Par),
tun shines with its current top mag good $4,000.
net, the house is well out in front in
Orpheum (Ind) (1,100: 25-40-50)—
'Intermezzo' (UA) and 'Chan Island'
the boxoffice race.
There are two holdovers— 'First (20th) (2d wk.). N.g. $2,200 after
Love,' continuing for a second canto good $3,800 first week,
Cinema de Paris (France-Film)
at the Orpheum, and "Drums Along
the Mohawk,' moving over from the (600; 25-50)— 'L'Orage' (3d wk). Fair
State to the Century for seven more $1,400 in prospect Last week, good
days— and both are getting by satis- $1,900.
factorily.
Only new films of conse
St Denis (France-Film) (2.300; 25quence are 'Elizabeth and Essex' and 34 ) 'Capitaine. Benoit' and 'Chanson
'On Your Toes,' holding forth at the de L'Adieu.' Sighting average $5,500.
State and Gopher, respectively. They Last week, 'Gibraltar' and 'Oncle de
are not producing any great box- Normandie,' good $5,800.

PhillyRO. Looks Like Old Times:

with 'Day-time Wife' (20th) subbed
to make 11-day stretch in all Total
will be fair $5,000, thanks to 'Wife.'
Last week, 'Rulers Sea' (Par), weak
$3,000.

position,
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$4,100.

35)— 'Jamaica

$10,000,

But 'Essex Only Light $5,000

'First

stage,'

plenty potent $22,000.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 30-50)
—'Roaring Twenties' (WB) and 'Kid
Nightingale' (WB). Romping along
for around fancy $11,000. Last week.
Disputed Passage' (Par) and 'Honeymoon's Over' (20th), same.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 25-35)— Tack
Troubles' (20th) and '20,000 Men'
(20th).
Business showing decided
bulge for probably dandy $8,000.
Last week, 'Drums Mohawk* (20th)
and 'Jones Family' (20th), second

'Remember' was

eeks ago: 'Rulers'
at Michigan.

—

w^Bk

$8,000.

—

—

taveff-Fields,

m

Inkspots Nifty

mes'

GOING OYER

TOP

$24,000 in Pitt

$4^00

ONLY GARBO,

HOT

COLD

—

Montreal Low, Bnt
Bette High

^13,000

Montreal, Nov. 28.
Loew's is the only first-runner hittine on all six currently with 'Elizabeth and Essex.' It will probably
h.o.
Nothing special for the other
houses.
Estimates for This Week
His MaJest.v.(CT) (1,600; 75c-$2.50
plus tax)— 'When We Are Married'
(Legit).
Five nights, two mats,
starting

Tuesday

(28).

Advance

sale

fair.

Palace (CT) (2,700; 25-40-55)—
•Ninotchka' (M-G) (2d wk). Good
$6,500 after very good $11,000 first
week.
Capitol (CT) (2.700; 25-45-55)— 'U
Boat 29* (Col) (2d wk). Sighting
fair $4,500 following good $7,500 last
week.
Loew's (CT) (2,800; 30-40-60)—
•Elizabeth and Essex' (WB). Town
crowding into this one, with excel-

—

—

—

.

VARIETY
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DON'T GET CAUGHT

OUT ON A
while the

M-G-M

Enjoy the most amazing
year of successes in all
film history. And just
think, it's only November!

Oh, boyi

Hit

LIMBParade passes by!

12

•VARIETY'S'
•
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Friedman^s Cohiinbia

French Picture Industry Back in Rut

Home-Office Confab

As Propaganda Bureau Gets Blame;
GiraudouxPrincipalTargetfor Abuse
Paris, Nov. 14.

After spurting to what resembled
the beginning of a long, steady upbeat, the French pic industry is
back ire the doldrums. The Bureau
of Information, headed by scrivener
Jean Giraudoux," is the principal
He is
target blamed for the ills.
charged with lacking initiative, authority and organizing ability. The
bureau itself is accused of being a
hothouse Of unkept promises.
In September, with the nation

posed as those Inside. Yet, no provision has been made for them.'

He added
hinged on

Chhl« AddrcMt

INTERNATIONAL

LOXnON OFFICR

Martin'* Flacc, TrufHlsHr tkiuara

that the entire industry
returns, and that if

b.o.

restrictions continued to be placed
limiting income, every phase of the
trade would remain paralyzed. He

said that the industry was permeated
with a feeling of demoralization.

Joseph Friedman, general manager
Columbia in Great Britain, has
arrived in New York for confabs
with h.o. execs.
Future course on selling in Eng-.
land, in view of currency freezing,
will be decided at the conferences,
which are expected to last several
weeks. He returns via Clipper today (Wednesday).
Friedman said yesterday (Tuesday) he will determine whether the
government will extend
British
facilities for production in England.
for

If,

so,

he declared, Columbia will

send Irving Asher back there to continue work. Asher made three for

Tclfpiione

Wfo Frozen Income,

Ruling of the British government,
announced last Wednesday (22) in
London, freezing 65% of the gross
or 50% of the net income of seven
American distributing companies in
London, Nov, 28..
Odeon circuit signatured a 3S-year Great Britain, was in line with exIccse of seven Paramount cinemas pectations.
Because it represents a
here on Nov. 23.
maximum of $17,500,000, which the
Carlton and Plaza and seven seven companies can take out
of the
others remain under Par control.
British Isles annually

ODEON'S 35-YEAR DEAL

FOR PAR'S 7

IN

LONDON

Seen As

Aiding U.S. Pix

On

New

—

^
W

As

•where the recovery was rapid and

where

government

collaboration
helped the industry get back on its
feet in short order.'

Paris

m Wartime

'The exhibitors are irritated with
the government for the measures it
has failed to take, and the rhythm
of the entire trade depends on the
exhibitors,' he told Variettt.
'The military authorities have

been far too

intransigeant,'

he con-

tinued.
'it is hard to understand why they
should limit the audiences in motion
picture houses and yet pi; ce no restrictions in cafes, sport stadiums
and churches. The dangers are just
as great for one as for the other.
If such precautions are taken for audiences inside the theatre, what
about the people in queues waiting
outside for admission? In the event
of an air raid they are just as ex-

David E. Rose

Is

due

in W. Y.

from

London within the next week. No
announcement of any addition to his
staff will

Dr. Pierre Blancheville, head of
the French Distributors Syndicate
of the new Intersyndical group, best expresses the viewpoint of the trade.

and president

be made until he arrives

in N. Y.

Niger' premiere, postponed to Nov.
Paris; Nov. 14.
Lucienne Boyer, Corinne Luchaire, 22, to be followed by benefit for the
Claude May, Louise Carletti, Gene- air ministry at same showcase with
vieve Callix, Helene Robert, Miche- British pic, "Lions Have Wings.'
line Presles and Jane Sourza, latest
femme film stars to adopt familyless
Free matinees' given to soldiers at
soldiers for duration of war.
the Comedie Francaise, Opera Comique and Odeon with 'Madame Sans
Shades of pr^-war days at Max- Gene,' 'Carmen' and 'L'Arlcsienne,'
im's Friday nile (10), with following respe;ctively, on Armistice Day.
picked out at random:
Grover
Whalen, Duke and Duchess of WindWar correspondents say that Josesor,
Pierre Laval with daughter phine
Baker,
with
'J'ai
Deux
Duchess de Chambrun, Kitty Gal- Amours,' and Maurice Chevalier,
lien, Germaine Aussey. Irving Marks with new
war song, 'Et Cas Fait
with Arian Borg.
d'Excellents Francais' ('And That
Makes Excellent Frenchmen'), are
Grade Fields aired in from Lon- pulling down house whenever they
don and dashed off to the front to go 'somewhere in France.' Following
sing for the Tommies.
Chevalier and Miss Baker to the
front will be Lucienne Bbyer, GiThe Olympia's grand film gala for sele Casadesus, Pierre Dac and Denis
army benefit with 'L'Homme du d'Ines.
.

Fme

Quafity of Made-in-England Prods.

Cabinet

Shifts

or $17,500,000,

Left in Britain, Seen Assuring

year.
'There is little likelihood that the Col. in England last
Jack Segal, manager of foreign exproducers will receive financial aid,'
operations, will accompany
he concluded. 'An intersyndical com- change
Europe
on the Clipper.
Friedman
to
mittee headed by Deputy Henri
Leasing agreement, whereby
for Paris, from where
Clerec has been formed, however. He is heading
of Parabusily getting on a war footing, those
he will survey the Continental ex- Odeon would operate seven
It will examine unfinished and promount's theatres in England, .was
in the trade remained quietly and
setup.
change
will recommend aid
okayed by Paramount previously
patiently in the shade awaiting the jected films and
the subjects are
and only remained for Odeon. board
expected reaction to the industry's in individual cases if
to approve the lease.
With October came the first interesting and timely.' He hinted
halt.
that the aid might be i:i the form of
Deal was under way some time
signs of renewed activity. Authorinotes discounted by the Bank of
before the European war started and
ties gave the impression they would
and which would not be colis not regarded as a war'ime econloosen up considerably in showcase France,
lected until the end of the war.
omy move on the part of Paramount.
restrictions.
A local pic magazine is loudly deNegotiations were broken off shortly
False Hopes
manding a film dictator and recomafter war was declarec both parties
Banking on these promises, ex- mends Louis Jouvet, Rene Clair,
awaiting business conditions under
hibitors announced the unshuttering julien Duvivier, Marcel Achard or
wartime regulations before proceedof many houses and the release of Marcel Pagnol for the post. Its wish
Stanton
ing with final details.
Heartened by may be granted because there have
new productions.
Griffis, chairman of Par's executive
these peans of joy, French and beer, recurring rumors of a shakeup
committee, went .o London and perAmerican distributors set to work and the transformation of the inforsonally supervised negoliallons late
to supply the demands. Producers mation bureau into a ministry with
Rome. Nov. 26.'
iLSt summer.
were encouraged to complete unfin- cinema, radio, press and culture subItaly's cabinet shakeup is expected
ished pix and go ahead on new pro- divided into sub-ministries.
to bring a more definite change in
ductions. With bonanza days in the
Giraudoux is reportedly unhappy fascism's viewpoint toward the imdirecoffing, producers called back
about his inability to get things done. portation of foreign films, it is stated, U. S. Film Cos/ Protest
tors and asked for actors to be de- Hi<; complaint is said to be that all
in well-informed circles here.
mobilized in order to finish 15 films his wishes and requests have been
Jap 'Discrimination'
While no revolutionary measures
in various stages of completion.
sidetracked by the military clique. that would permit the Yanks to come
November brought the bursting He is said to have fought for actors' back into the Italian distributing
Pact Drive
Opens
of the bubble. Producers depended releases and asked for less severe field oh the same basis previously
on distributors and the latter on ex- s' owcace restrictions. But for the enjoyed is envisaged in the immehibitors to start the ball rolling. The most part he has been rebuffed. In diate future, these quarters state
Protest In Tokyo Monday (27) by
mountain petered out to a molehill. this connection, Le Jour, .-'aris daily, some sort of move that would make six U. S. major film companies over
Military authorities are reported to writes: 'If men are temporarily demo- business possible here is in the cards. alleged Japanese discriminatory tachave crossed Giraudoux somewhere bilized to take in the harvest why (Ed. note: This marks the first admis- tics against them marks the initial
along the line. Although they ex- shouldn't a very few men be released sion from Rome sources that the gov- gun in
a renewed campaign to obtended the closing time for show- to complete pics?'
ernment is trying to win back the U. tain a new coin-picture pact with
Another paper points out there are S. distribs).
cases to 11 p.m., they were much
Distributor
reps for six
Japan.
tougher about increasing the audi- sufficient unmobilized and demoMain reason for such a belief major companies sought the help of
ence size at any given performance. bilized men to keep .he industry go- is stated to be the appointment of
Joseph C. Grew, American ambasAlso, they were charged with gum- ing. It says that there are 28 direc- Raftaello Riccardi as new Minister
sador to Japan, in freeing rental
ming up production by refusing to tors, 50 cameramen and assistants, of Foreign Exchange. Unlike his money frozen there and in securing
release temporarily the required ac- about 50 decorators and makers of predecessor, Felice Guarneri, Ricpermits for additional pictures to
tors.
sets, at least half dozen complete cardi is known to take a longer view
enter the: country.
Nevertheless, officials at Girau- sound crews, hundreds of technicians on the subject of foreign trade exAmerican distribs will have exdoux' office are charged with hav- arid all the actresses required as well changes.
hausted their supply of about 200
ing gone ahead painting everything as some available actors.
Guarneri, for example, would not pictures in Japan by the end of 1939.
in rose tints. They flatly announced
allow the country to buy foreign Hence, a new deal, allowing some
that work had started on various
luxuries, as he was a strict econo- 1,200,000 yen
(about $275,000) to
lots when the contrary was true.
mizer who believed that the only leave Japan and to permit new U.
War-Fime London
way to make the country self-suffi- S. product into the country, shortly
Of 353 showcases in Paris, 243
cient was to prevent her from buying will be sought
are again open for biz, but this gives
London, Nov. 14.
more than she sold. The present
U. S. distribs made- a pact late in
a false picture of the situation. All
Harry Lauder entertaining the banning of coffee, gasoline and 1938 with Japan whereby 3,000,000
could be doing a roaring trade if the
American films Is generally ascribed yeiOabout $700,000) was transferred
long queues of spectators waiting Scottish troops.
to him.
on the sidewalks were permitted to
to tnii San Francisco branch of the
Small groups of from three to five
It is not believed that Minister of Yokohoma Specie bank, to be held
enter and occupy the empty seats.
The other 100 houses most of them professionals are providing enter- Popular Culture Pavolini, who re- in escrow for three years, this covlarge,
modern deluxers— are still tainment for soldiers, travelling in cently replaced Dino Alfleri, would ering rental money over an 18be opposed to the adoption of a pol- month period ending last Decemboarded up. Only three French and automobiles.
icy that would permit a more free ber. Other feature of this deal was
five American pictures have been reJohn Atwill has received his doc- importation of foreign films. In any that 200 features were allowed to
leased to date.
tor's degree, and- is now a captain in case, it was not the ministry of propenter Japan (exchange is at the cur3 or 4 Unfinished Fix
the Royal Army Medical Corps. He's aganda that was responsible for the
rent rate, considerably lower than
The IS unfinished films announced the son of Lionel Atwill.
institution of the monopoly, but the when 1938 pact was made).
as being on the lot dwindled to three
former Minister of Foreign Exor four. These few were completed
Jack Doyle has rejoined the Irish change, Guarneri. Alfleri v.as known
but in every case they were only two Guards.
to be against the moi opoly, although Report Griffith Mulled
-\ or three days away from the cutting
he admitted that American films cost
room and required little outside
Jack McGrath, former general lUly 20,000,000 lire ($1,052,620) in
Rose's Foreign Aide
help. There are about 45 other pix manager of Theatre Royal, Dublin,
gold that was going abroad.
London, Nov. 28.
r
ready for release, but are being with- has joined his regiment, the Royal
Possible selection of David Grifheld by the distributors because the Artillery, as a major.
U. S. Cos. Optimistic
fith, formerly First National sales
percentage grossed would only cover
Swing away from Nazi influence
part of the production expenses.
Desmond Tester, who played the in Italy is envisioned by U. S. pic- chief in Great Britain before WarExhibitors, distributors, producers, drummer boy with Sabu in 'Drums,' ture officials as indicating a move ner Bros, combined FN with Waractors, directors and technicians, bul- has objected to military service. He towards bettering business between ners, as assistant to David E, Rose,
warked by. an irritated press, are was granted exemption on condition the two countries, relations with the is reported under consideration here.
Rose is managing director for ParaYank film business being favored.
unanimous in deploring the situa- he undertook agricultur?! work.
mount in Great Britain.
tion.
They point to Great Britain,

Italy's

TARIEn, MNDOli

Temple Bar C041-B042

Soldiers' Cabaret
Paris, Nov. 14.

New

cabaret to do biz on Champs
Elysee as the 'Madelon Cabaret' is
announced for early opening. It
will be directed by war-wounded
pic actors.
Feature is that certain percentage
of the tables will be set aside for the
wounded and soldiers on leave, to

whom

drinks will be served gratis.

KEW

MEX. 7,000-SEATER
Mexico

City, Nov. 28.

Mexico City will soon have one of
th biggest cinemas in the Americas,
th^ Cine Colonial, under construction by Oscar and Samuel Granat,
local circuit operators,
House is to seat 7,000 and is being
readied for opening in February.

(Universal has
a separate deal because of its British interests), the 50% of net release
of coin was not rated as disappointing as many feared. Especially in
view of threat to freeze 80%.

However, the decision to allow the
quota law in Englard to operate as
is until the end of next March w.ns
not greeted so enthusiastically. For
major companies who have fulfilled
all quota pictures obligations for the
six-month period from Oct. 1 last to
April 1, 1940, there is no worry about
such production in the offing until
spring.
But others are confronted with taking a -gamble on expensive production or trying (o rush

:next

through

minimum

cost

features

which would have little chance in
the world market.
The monetary policy of the British government which is to run until late
in 1940, as announced by
Oliver Stanley, head of the BrKlfh
Board of Trade, puts a maximum
ceiling of about $17,500,000 on the
of coin that can be removed
frorA Great Britain durin,<' the next
12 months. This applies to the seven
majors, excluding Universal, me.nnIng that each company would aver-

amount

age

$2,.SOO,000 in remitlr..ices

though,

of course, the sum will be divided up
according to the earnings of each in-

dividual company.

How

It

Figures

This total is arrived at by figuring
the seven U. S. distributors as havan average annual gross of $50,000. 000 over the last three years
(government edict specifles the maxir'um is to be reached by taking a
3-year average). Operating expenses
are figured at 30%, according to foreign department executives in New
York, which would leave $35,000,000
net income to be divided, with 50'.o
of this net remaining in Great Briing'

tain.

The $17,500,000 allowed to leave
the country thus represents 35% of
the maximum gross. If the net inin the forthcoming 12-monlh
period reaches only $30,000,000, the
seven majors would receive only
$15,000,000. In any case, the amount
allowable for export cannot exceed
$ ,500,000. Separate deals p.nlterned
aiong the same lines are being

come

worked out by American independent distributors while Universal's arrangement is more complicated beCcuse of the active participation of
General Films Distributors in

U

management.
average amount— $2,500,000
which is left frozen in
Great Britain doubtlessly will be put
to work in carrying out quota pro-

The

per company

—

duction. Paramount claims it has all
quota credit flims out of the way
for the six months ending next April
1. Understood that Warner Bro.s. al.«o
is fairly well set and that 20th-Fox
will have little producing to do in
order to measure up to requirements
o'. the Quota Act.
Metro, Columbia,

RKO

and several others may have
do further quota production work.
Victor Saville, who made 'Goodbye
Mr. Chips,' probably will supervise
any additional producing to be done
by Metro.

to

With three triple-credit quota features figuring to cost $1,000,000 to,
$1,500,000, much of the frozen coin
re.naining in Great Britain would be
put to active use. Not only that but
quality films are regarded as having
a fine chance of showing a profit in
th- world market
This would enable American companies to luifreeze part of the coin.

Reisman on

RKO

O.O.

Phil Reisman, head of RKO's foreign department, is leaving New

York

this

for Mexico City, and
inspection tour of Cuba

week

possibly an
and Mexico.
Reisman has been planning the

for the last 10 days, but the
press of developments in Europe
forced several postponements.

trip

Wcancsday, November 29, 1939

,
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claim, Cisco steps in to thwart the
plans and save the mine for the
orphaned baby. Yarn develops in
.series of checkmate moves between
the two men, until Cisco finally sees
Barrat killed and the mine and baby
safely in the care of the schoolmarm
and her sweetheart. Cisco falls in
love with the teacher, but gives her
up when he finds she has another

^he Great Victor Herbert
I'V:iPnraniount projuctlon anil release.
Allan Jonea, Miiry Marlln, Waller
Lee Uowtnnn, Judith B;irrett,
Susanna Foster. Directed by Andrew
SitHie.
.^^crcenplay by RuascI C^ronfc and

lures

<'<inno1ly,

Lively,

ft4iliert

from atory by '^Jvcly

iind

Stone; camera, Victor Mllnor: danre«, l.eHoy l^rlnss. Previewed In rrojecllon llDiiin
Ilunning llinc,
v.).
Nov. 27, '30.
(N.
.MI.NS.

Vtl

Jolin

.Mary Martin
..Waller Oonnolly
Lee liovvinan
..Su.^anna Fosler
.

Herbert
Di-. Richard ^loorc
J'l-k-By (M)
TMiitIo Clark
tor

Warner Bryant....
Allien Martin
Michiiel

Rrown

<:euit;c Fuller
Ki<ibef>
Mi.i. Victor Herbert

Juniea KInl;iyi*f»n

Field

From the almost inexhaustible
library of Victor Herbert operettas,
Paramount has selected a melodious
background for a biographical film

excellently staged and, ala highlight of the

brief,

picture.

THE BIG GUY
Hollywood, Nov.

ba;ed on the career of the American
elaborately prois
composer.
It
duced, visually effective, and serves
lo introduce to film audiences Mary
Martin, youthful singer who last season had Broadway talking about her

is

though

22.
Kelly producJaekle ('itoi)er.
Screenplay by

rnlver}j;il release of Burt
:iinis Vli-tor MoLaKlen,

li.in.

IHrei-ied i.y ..\r'thur Lpbln.
i.e.-ier Cole.
Hnsed on story

by Wallace

itnd Richard K. Pollmer; camera.
PreKIwiK.rt llredell; editor, Philip Cnhn.
Alexander. Glendiile, ^<ov. 1*2,

Stilllviin

viewed nt

Daddy' num- •M. Hunnlng time, 78 MINS.
Warden Wblllock
Victor McLaRlen
ber in 'Leave It to Me." There is .iltiiiny
Ituiehlns
Jackie Cooper
going to be more conversation about Olppy
Edward Brophy
Miss Martin over wider areas when Joan I.aw.«nn
^Pei^gy Moran

'My Heart Belongs

to

moves into general dis- MHiy Whiilock
T,Hwsnn
and it is going to be en- .lai-k
T.»ni;

the picture

tribution,
tirely complimentary.
As for the vehicle itself, audience.<i
will learn from it very little about

Victor Herbert, except that he composed a long list of musical stage
hits, and In his spare time concerned
himself with the domestic joys and
sorrows of actors who played and
sang in his shows. Effort to capture
for the screen, with some realism, the
'

Ona Munson

'

Ulcks
Jonathan Hale
Russell

Edward Pawley

chtick iiiirkharl
Kuv.i .Miller
'

George

McKay

Here is an actionful and suspensemelodrama

ful

that ranks as a top

programmer with strong entertainment factors for picture of its type.
'The Big Guy,' with Victor McLaglen and Jackie Cooper for marquees,
will provide good support for the
York key duals, and rates as bill topper

and manners of New
around the turn of the century

life

is

The screenscript is a
quite futile.
synthetic piece of work, employing
characters and situations suggested
by half a dozen backstage stories. It
is a laborious hour and naif, brightened only by reprises of Herbert
numbers and appearances of the appealing Miss Martin.
Walter Connelly gives a life-like
characteri2ation of the composer,
bearing a striking resemblance to
Herbert, who was a popular and
familiar figure on Broadway for
many years. In the story, which was

in the subsequent and action houses.
Although story has a partial prison
background, it neatly sidesteps utili-

zation of too

much

penitentiary foot-

age and concentrates on the human
drama of a youth who innocently becomes enmeshed in a prison break
and subsequent murder. Convicted
as an accomplice, and sentenced to
die. the boy proclaims his innocence
while the prison warden struggles
with his conscience to disclose facts

Herbert'

Vicior

melodious.
'Cisco Kid and (he Lady' (20th).
Cesar Romero as the Cisco. Kid
handicapped by weak story. Ac-

I

li

Great

'The

(Par). Appealing to the musicEye-filling and
ally inclined.

j

i."!

i

Lighter

l..:iinp

Mbiatore Reviews

tioner for dual support.

'The Blp Guy' (U). Strong action melodrama for key dualers.
McLaglen and Jackie
Victor.
Cooper starred.

,

Harris....

Itnrney

1

love, and then switches to a comely
dance hall gal, who eventually saves
him from capture.
Supporting cast does well with ma
...Judith Banelt tei'ial provided. Chris-Pin Martin is
...Jemmo t,*owan Romero "s roly-poly sidekick; Marjorie
John Garrirk Weaver is the teacher; Barrat a
...Pierre Wai:<ln
niehard 'I'ui-kcr standard villian, and Virginia Field
Hal K. Dawsnn the dance hall gal. Baby Gloria Ann
Kinineit Vn^;iti While
caught in several cute shots.
r
.Mary (iii
Tango dance by Romero and Miss
Allan .Tones

,

Hall

j.oiiisc

Mi

,

,

Ramsey

fUgbt of Mehls' (Par).
Backstage drama lightened by
direction and cast performances.
Nominal supporter for key duals.
'Return of Dr. X' (WB). Humphrey Bogart as the bogeyman
in a 'bring-'em-back-from-thegrave' theme.
'Torture Ship' (PDC).
Supposed to be a scarer, but misses
the mark.
Limited appeal for
action houses only.
'Flehting Grineo' (RKO). Good
George O'Brien western.
'Outpost of (he Mountles' (Col).
Saga of the northland strictly for
the western nabcs.
'Sky Patrol' (Mono). 'Tailspin
Tommy' series maintains even
'The

Jackie Coogan

keel in this one.

now added

to

cast

'Sons of (he Sea' (GN). Leslie
Banks starrer, British made.
dealing with espionage,
Good
for British programmers.
'Hell's

Cargo' (AB).

Exciting

sea yarn, good for native Britain
and American duals.

rather

unwieldy

cumbersome

and

in its unfolding.

Olympe Bradna

is

charming and
O'Brien

personable as the daughter.

overdraws his characterization for
most of the footage. Young provides light moments as O'Brien's pal,
and Murray Alper is prominent as a
chauffeur provided with laugh lines

would clear the kid. Secretly and situations. Reginald Gardiner
holding loot of the dead gangsters, is excellent as the pro in the Lambs
with idea of future security for his Club men's room who becomes a big
whipped up by Robert Lively and wife and self, the warden finally Broadway producer, while George
Andrew L. Stone, who also directed, signs a confession but at the hour, E. Stone handles role of latter's asHerbert is given a part of secondary the youth and a trusty makes a sistant in competent style.
The warden
importance. Plot is framed around break for freedom.
Picture is the first directorial efthe marriage of a tenor and soprano, eventually dies in a pitched battle fort for Lewis Milestone in nearly
two years.
and the inevitable domestic clash with the beserk trusty.
McLaglen is vigorous as the guard
when their careers move in opposite
Composer is the peace- captain who gets permanent appointdirections.
maker who brings about harmony ment of warden after apprehending
and happiness before the final fade- the escaping convicts. Cooper is exWarner Bros, production and release.
cellent as the youth Involved with
out.
Wayne Morris. >Iumphrey Bogart.
Although Miss Martin's voice is thr prison break plot through his en- Stars
Rosemary Lane; features Dennis Morgan.
limited in its range, care was used thusiasm to secure funds to continue John Llttel, Lya Lys.
Directed by VinHer schooling. Cooper's dramatic scenes cent Sherman. Adapted by Lee Katz from
in the selection of her songs.
trouping stamps her immediately as are highlighted with conviction, es- story by William J. Makln; camera, Sid
Hlckox.
At Criterion, .V. Y., week Nov.
secially one in which
accuses
capable
MINS.
Running
that

—

RETURN OF DOCTOR X

Mc-

he

film artist.

a

As the young husband, Allan Jones
makes a personable appearance and
sings his numbers with spirit. Other
featured players are Lee Bowman,
Judith Barrett and Susanna Foster,

Laglen of stealing the
of the prisoners.

money cache

Edward Brophy capably
comedy thread as the orison

carries
trusty,

with Jonathan Hale a suave fixer for
Peggy Moran supplies
a child coloratura who takes 'Kiss the break.
minor romantic interest for Cooper;
Me Again' to a new high.
Production is a series of lavish Ona Munson is McLaglen's wife; and
extensive groupings and Russell Hicks the boy's attorney.
settings,
Picture unwinds at a fast clip,
Some of
elaborate scenic buildup.
the musical numbers employ the Le- neatly building dramatic punch unRoy Prlnz ballet and a well trained der expert piloting by Arthur Lubin.
chorus. Victor Mllner's photography Production values are adequate for a
top programmer.
is outstanding, and the musical arrangements are excellent.
With the advantages of Victor Her-

THE NIGHT OF NIGHTS

superlative score, the film
should please the musically inclined.

bert's

Hollywood, Nov.

Flin.

CISCO KID
2flih-Fox

releaae

of

O'Hrlen. Roland Young. Directed by Lewis
Milestone.
Original screenplay by Donald
i>Kden Stewart; camera. Leo Tovar; editor,
Unone Harrison; asst.
director.
Holly
Morse.
Previewed at Westwood Village
.Nov. 21. '.111.
Running time, H5 MINS.
I>an O'Farrell
Pat O'Brien
Marie Alyce O'Farrell
Olympe Bradna

AND LADY

Hollywood, Nov.
Jo«in

Stone

21.

Pnrsmonnl release of George M. Arthur
prnduetlon.
Stars Olympe Bradna, Pat

24.

prodiic-

Stars Cenar Romero; features Mar*
Weaver, Chrls-Pln Martin, Oeork'C Hsrry Trimble
Roland Toung
VlrKlnla
Barrat,
Montgomery,
Robert
.Mkhiiel Fordkin
Reginald Gardiner
Directed by Herbert
Field, Harry Green,
Sammy Kajne
George K. Stone
Leeds.
Screenplay by Frances Hylanrt; Muggins
I.
Murray Alper
cirlf;lnal
by Stanley Rauh. suKgente.l by
eharncter. 'Cisco Kid' by William Sidney
rorter (O. Henry): camera. Barney Me'Night of Nights' starU out with
"N. GUI; editor. Xlck Do Magi;lo.
Previewed a premise that indicates healthy
en'
\ at Fox Wllshlre. Beverly Hills, Nov. m.
tertainment for a general program
'80.
Running time, 13 MIN.S.
picture but drops into the obvious
Cisco Kid
Cesar Romero
Julie Lawson
Marjorie Weaver half way through, and winds up as
Gordlto
Chrls-Pln .Martin familiar Pagliacci drama of backTommy Bates
....George MontKomery stage life. Lacking'marquee strength,
Jim Harbison
Robert Barrat picture will
suffice as a- supporting
Blllle Graham
Virginia Field
'I'eacdale
Harry Green attraction in the duals and subseBaby
Gloria Ann White quents, of better-than-average proStevens.
John Beach gram material.
Walton;
Ward Bond
Picture is geared at a most leisDrake
J. Anthony Hiii;hes
Poi> Rauti
James llurke urely pace, Lewis Milestone's direcSheriff
Harry Hnyden tion and the cast performances as.Sergeant
James Flnvln sisting materially to overcome shortMa Saunders
Ruth Warren
comings of the script It contains
some sparkling and interesting pasCesar Romero takes over the role sages, spiced with dramatic moof the Cisco Kid in 20th-Fox's plan ments, and then again swings into
to continue the series. What Romero dull passages that handicap in relacks in the physical build of Warner taining audience attention.
Baxter, who first, did the Kid, he
Pat O'Brien, topflight Broadway
adequately makes up in suavity, author-actor, goes on a binge with
craftiness and greater romantic ap- Roland Young prior to opening of
peal. Handicapped by a lightweight his show.
Pair blow up premiere,
story, parading familiar material, with O'Brien's wife, in the lead, de'Cisco Kid and the Lady' will satisfy serting him. O'Brien lives in a haze,
as a dual supporter where outdoor until years later his daughter apsituations
required.
Obvious
action is
pears
from a Quebec convent.
are conveniently inserted, tied to- Youngster is a vivid reminder of his
gether loosely .without much regard wife, and finally persuades him to
for a sock dramatic climax. Series again revive his play, the father and
needs much stronger story material daughter playing the leads. Openproper ing night is a success for both, and
releases
to
give
future
momentum for audience popularity. O'Brien succumbs to a heart attack
Story gives Cisco a chance to do for the tragic finale.
Story theme is basically laughanother good deed as a border Robin
..^
murders
clown-laugh,
used
c^v. innumerably
u.„^.o>^.j be'
Hood. When Robert Barrat
wy^c
a prospector to jump latter's rich fore, but in this case the story gets
ilun.
]inle

,

I
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As

who

the ex-medic

gets a
life and becomes a
mass-killer in his effort to retain it
Humphrey Bogart exudes plenty of
menace and pitches a makeup that
should give Boris Karloff a hot run
for honors. John Litel carves out a
crack characterization as the labora
tory genius touched with madness.
Dennis Morgan meets the requirements as the young doctor who helps
Morris solve the mystery, while
dunit.

second taste of

Outpost of the Mounties

Rosemary Lane has little to do but
look cute and act terror-stricken at
Odec.
the right moments.

Columbia production and release.
Slarn
Charles starrett; features Iris Meredith and
of the Pioneers.
Directed by o. C.
Jr.
Coleman,
Original
screenplay
l<y
Charles Francis Royal; camera. George
.Xffehan; editor, Charles Nelson: songs. Ri.b
Xoinn ami Tim Spencer. At Central. N. 1'.,
dunl. week Nov. 18, 1030.
Running time,
63 .MINS.
Sgt. Neiil Crawford
Charles Stnrreit
Norma Daniels
Iris Meredith
Ijtrry Daniels
Stanley Brown
II. A. KIrby
Kenneth .MiicDonalil
Durke..
Kdmiind Cobb

Hotel Manager

Rodgera

Crelglilon

John

Corp.

Features Lyie
Jacqueline Wells,

release.
I'ichcl.

Evans

week

.Vov.

Running

inso.

18,

time,

fi7

.MINS.

Mary Slavish
Harry
RItter.
r.zra

.

.

f.yle Talbot
Irving I'lehel
Jacqueline Wells
.Sliclla Bromley
Anthony Averlll
Gddle Holden
nussell Hopton
Wheeler Onkman
Lcander dc Cor<lovn

Dirk
Olc Olson
.'.
. ;

Murano....'

Dmitri Alexis
.Skelton

Jea<;e

Krnntz

Knnggs

Adin Kuziielzoff
Stanley Hlyslonc

RrlKgs
Paul

-

Julian Madison
William Chiipmnn
Fred Walton

mil
Fred

Quickie action thriller that misses
the way on its possibilities,
'Torture Ship' will find screen space
only at the foot of twin bills in twogun palaces patronized by trade
that's not too fussy about its fare as
long as it holds 'hope of a thrill.
Couple of names are included in the
cast but they'll hardly mean much
at the b.o. Lyle Talbot, who handles what love interest there is, gets
top billing over Irving Pichel, although it is the latter who really
holds the prime role. Jacqueline
Wells is "Talbot's heart interest.
Actually, whatever selling is done
on this— and it does offer' possibilities
must be based on the name of Jack
London, whose story, 'A Thousand
Deciths,' suggested 'Torture Ship."
Tale is of a doctor, Pichel, who Is
convinced that glandular troubles
are at the seat of all criminality.
all

fire

—

Unable to experiment on land, he
charters a yacht Ats it up with an
operating room, helps eight killers
to escape jail and takes them on a
sea voyage. Assorted lot of toughies
resent being made guinea pigs and
the doctor is killed in one of the
continuous scuffles to take over the

which

ship,

is

Editor

'.

Joe Crehnn

Addicts of the gory and the macabre should get a kick out of this
chip ofl the Frankenstein block.
Even though the course of the plot
can easily be anticipated and the general pacing isn't so strong, the film
packs enough dramatic sock to sustain the interest Hardly any device
of the shocker school is overlooked.
There's a succession of blood transfusion scenes, lots of laboratory abadaba, a couple startling samples of
the wilking-dead and the usual anticlimax where the ingenue is saved in
the nick of time from the morbid
surgery of the scientific fiend. Average drama femme customer won't
cotton to the theme, but the film
should pass muster in those spots
where they prefer to take their horror straight.
The doctor that brings 'em back
from dead in this fable is a specialist
in hemotology. It's his ilream to develop in the laboratory a chemical
substitute for blood and the excitement centers around the murders
that follow when a human experiment of his, an electrocuted doctor,
seeks to keep himself alive by sapping from the veins of others the
same type of blood that once coursed
through his own system. The hemotologist in order to keep his original resurrection quiet, is compelled
to become the after-accessory of this
zombie's crimes,
"The Return of Doctor X' moves
through the first couple reels through
a fairly well-balanced structure of
mystery and comedy. Latter element
is deftly woven into the proceedings,
but the picture could stand a lot

more

of

it.

The cast should have its affects on
the marquee and it also plays well.
Wayne Morris gives a likeable account of himself as the cub reporter
who accidentally stumbled into the
maze of crime and who. even though
fired for what his.- editor at first
thinks a pipe, proceeds in his own
to unravel the who-

semi-dumb way

Jlai

,

Witlnwrlght
Pat
The Sons of the Pioneers

Insp.

O'Ham

Bromley.

Stiella

.\nthony Averlll.
Directed by Victor HalScreenplay by George Payre. suggested by 'A Thousand Deaths' by Jack
l.nndon; camera. Jack Grccniiaigh; editor,
llolbrook Todd.
At Central. N. V.. dunl.
l»erln.

Lieut. Bob Bennett
Dr. Herbert Stander
Joan Mnrtcl

nick Curtis
Albert Moriii
Taliaferro

t-arue

production and
Talbot.
Irving

commandeii

bv

Miss Wells is a suspected
but turns out innocent which
Talbot knew all the time, when the
glandular operation makes her former boss. Sheila Bromley, repent

More than the usual

story value
for a wide-open-spacer is containecl
in this further' epic of the guys who
never fail to get the villain, but
bad acting and worse direction ruin

whatever chance

it

has.

It

will

fit

nowhere but as fodder in strictly
boots 'n' saddle houses.
Despite the quality of the story as
it stands, great opportunity is lo.st
to 'make more of it
It has a good
basis for a mystery story, but is led
along the path of least resistance by
revealing the bad men to the audience at the start and leaving only
the poor Mounties to be puzzled by
the perpetrator of the heinous murder.

Charles Starrett, as sergeant of the

Canadian coppers, hoofs into town to
find hand-to- hand combat ensuing
between Stanley Brown, a' miner,
and Dick Curtis, one of the owners
of a trading company which has reduced the countryside to poverty by
its

high prices.

Curtis

is

later killed

by his partners, Kenneth MacDonald and Edmund Cobb, who
want to make off with a sate full of
gold dust, and the blame is naturally
put on Brown.
Starrett who has
fallen for Brown's sister, Iris Meredith, solves the crime, gets the kid
out of the jug and Miss Meredith for
a mate.
Story is tight In its general outlines, but comically weak in plot
detail.
Characters are made to do
such unreasonable things, the au-

dience laughs and jeers.
And the
casting isn't designed to help that
Starrett is too much the
brave Mountie; Miss Meredith

angle any.
big,

is just too plainly play-acting; and
Brown is hardly the rugged type
for the role he's handed.
Sons of the Pioneers' singing Is
excellent and they are given some
fair
timberland tunes, but they
chirp
innumerable
choruses
of
each, bogging down the action.

Talbot.

Herb.

killer,

and

tell

Anthony Averill

all.

Is

Pichel's assistant.

TIale

Rldgely

Hob Nolan
Lane i.lmndler

Cooi>er

Dlstrlb

time, «0

'30.

Bob

Beaumont..

TORTURE SHIP
Producei-s

There can be no quarrel with the
acting of the principals, it being of
Marshall Quesne
Humiihrey Bogart a rather superior grade than the
Joan Vance. ........... ...Rosemary Lane story. Yarn has so many unreasonWalter Barnelt
....Wayne Morris able and unexplainable points that
Michael Rhodes
Dennis Morgan
John Lltel it will annoy even the most juveDr. I-"rancla' Flegg
Lya Lys minded. Production is fair, not reAngela Merrova
Pinky
Hunlz Hall vealing the film's cheapie nature.
Detective Hay Klncsid
Charles Wilson It's rather slow
in getting started,
Miss Sweetman
Vera r.ewls
Chairman
Howard Hickman however, and the minor members of
Undertaker
Olln
Itowland the cast are going to win no Apollo
Guide
Arthur Aylesworth contests or femme trade.
Herb.
Detective Sergeant Moran
Jack Mower
22.

(WITH SONGS)
.Sana

The Fighting Gringo
RKO
Stars
loviir,

release

of

Bert Giliov

prodiicHon.

George CRrlen; fealiires
Lunita
Luclo VUlegas. William llnvle. DlHoward. Story and adap.

reeled by David
tatlon,

Oliver
Drake;
Knudt.Hon: photography,
Central.

N. Y..

Itunning time, SO .MINS.
Barton

Wade
Don

editor,

Frederic

Hnrrv Wild.
dual, week Nov. LM.

Allso

Ben Wallace.
Ranee Potter
"only
John Courtney
Sandra Courtney

At
'3ti.

Information, Please
RKO

RKO Pnthe shnrls
on the radio program of the

Radio release of

series based

same name; produced by Frederick I'llmun. Jr.; supervised by Frank Donoviini
program director, Dan Golenpaul.
First
of tho series: Clifton FAdlman. m.c.: Onnr
Levant, Franklin P. Adams. John Kleiail
and Rex Stout. At
Palace. N. Y,.
week Nov. 16, '80. Running time, 10 .MINS.

RKO

This being an unusual short
auguring much for the series. Variety
deviates from its usual policy of not
reviewing short subjects. If briefies
maintain^cl the same .standard of
novelty and comedy that this one
does, it might have a more than
casual bearing on film programs in
general.
Too much has been masterminded in the past about worthy
shorts offsetting the double-feature
.

'evil,* etc., and just how little mo.<;t
of this talk means Is further attested
by the fact this short still finds itself on a dual bill at the Palace on

Broadway.
George O'Brien
Luiilta Tovar
Liicio Vlllegns

William Royle
Strange

r;lenn

Slim Whitlnker

As a cinematic entry, however,
'Information Please' holds plenty for
the boxoffice.
For one thing, il
rides the crest of the popularity
achieved on the radio. For another,

r,e Roy .Miison
Mary Field it's dandy entertainment
Regular stock company on Infor'The Fighting Gringo' is a well- mation Please maintains a good batmade western in the George O'Brien ting average for the camera. Clifton
looks the affable interseries, based on a story that has a Fadiman
lot of meat plenty of action and bet- locutor, in person; Oscar Levant dister than average dialog.
Picture is ports himself before the lens with
compact has been carefully edited the same young-squirt freshness
down to 59 minutes and will fit that characterizes him in the abnicely on double bills for proper .<;tract over the air; John Kieran" and
Franklin P. Adams (FPA) have the
turnover.
O'Brien Is cast as a gun-fighter .same personal charm in their droll
who has his own band of scrappers. humor and statistical knowledge faTheir business being to look for miliar to thousands over the air.
Rex Stout, as their first guester.
trouble and try to solve it, the group
walks into a murder for which a was a happy and distinguished
Spanish
rancher stands accused. choice, being allegedly fooled by a
Manner in which they clear it up, character, out of one of his own deamidst much fighting and intrigue, tective novels.
Most impressive is the fact that
makes for plot material that holds
the camera and production caught
the interest all the distance.
The love interest is capably what appears to be spontaneous and
handled and Lupita Tovar, with her unrehearsed pacing. That this has
Hispanic accent is somewhat of a been the general keynote of the
relief from the cut-and-dricd cow- show is attested to by RKO Radio's
country heroines. She may be going back-of-the-lens production wrinkles,
on to better things, properly cast. such, as inviting newspapermen to
Mary Field also turns in a good per- watch the making of these shorts nt
formance as a ranch-owner who is the Fox Movietone studios, where
they are usually shot This Is supbeing bamboozled.
Men in support of O'Brien con- Dosedly evidence of the fact that the
stitute a competent group, headed by Info experts aren't tipped off in adLucio Villegas, William Royle, Glenn vance on the Questions. This, their
Strange and Slim Whittaker. Last- flr.<:t short evidences that.
For camera values, the program
mentioned, a desert rat type, might
have been pointed for more laughs. deviates only in minor aspects. InThe comic relief is slight but not stead of the half hour with its comparticularly needed in view of the mercials, etc.. it's all boiled down to
tightness of the action, fast pace a compact 10 minutes.
Also, for
maintained and the plot situations benefit of sight values, there are certain visual stunts, such as the one
involved.
Technically, wester: Is well up to where usherettes, In tights, bring in
standard.
(Continued on page 18)
Char.
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FILM B OOKING CHART

Poor French Pix

Theatre Shifts

—

Filmarle, N.Y., shuttered Sunday
(26) because of management's claim

was not suflticiently strong
French product to continue successful operations. Dearth of strong pix
also haT forced the Little Carnegie
on nearby 57th street into showing
that there

|

;

i

V. D. Switches
Detroit. Nov. 28.
Death of Claude Deardorff. manager of Detroit's Broadway-Capitol,
on Nov. 11 has set in motion whole
series of managerial staff changes in
United Detroit chain.
Dow Thompson, of the Riviera,
takes over managerial post at Broad-

10/13/39

10/20/39

way-Cap; Frank Upton moves from
Cinderella to fill Thompson's old job;
Clark Field switches from mgr. at

Don

Upton's "spot;

dale.

also have affected
switches in the assistant managerial
Grand Hawkins, asst. at
staffs.
Fisher, goes to United Artists to take
over Smith's old post; Earl Cutter,
asst. at Broadway-Capitol, goes to

Same changes

the Fisher; Nathan AUor goes from
Cinderella to Broadway-Capitol as

9/20
9/29
10/18
9/6
11/8
10/4
9/13
10/18
12/14
9/20
5/31
10/4
10/4
10/25
11/11
10/18
11/22
11/1

Dunni another mgr, goes from Alger
to Ramona; James Easson continues
switching mgrs. by going from Rose- 10/27/39
dale to Alger, while Cassius Smith
is one to leap into upward bracket.
From assistant manager at United
Artists he becomes manager at Rose-

11/3/39

Howard Will.<;, another asst.,
moves from Vogue to Cinderella,
while stepping upward are Clinton
Wells, second assistant at United
Artists, to asst. at the Vogue, and
Clifford Brown, third string at Michigan, to new second at United Artists.
Resignation of Charles Perry, tor
five years manager of downtown

11/1
11/22
10/18
10/18
10/25
9/13
11/1
10/25
11/1

11/8

10/11

Adams, has been handed in. Rethat BalAban management 11/10/39

resignation because Perry
owned a piece of the Madison, which
operates as second-run house, right
across Grand Circus Park from
Adams. Latter is a first-run which
also takes over major pics from Fox
for extended downtown runs.
When resigning, Perry added that

11/8
11/1
11/8
11/8
11/8
11/8

'

felt he could not do justice to
both interests. He has been con

10/25

11/1
11/18
11/22

ported
forced

he

11/22

10/11
11/22

asst.;

11/8
10/4

11/17/39

tinuing to act as manager of Adams,
waiting for the appointment of his

11/15
11/15

9/20
11/22
11/15
10/18
11/1
11/1

relief.

Madison, formerly operated by
United Detroit and which had been
dark for neatly a year, reopened
re
this fall with double-feature
vivals.

11/24/39
Reopenine 2 In Milwaukee
Milwaukee, Nov. 28.
The Alhambra here, long dark
alter an unsuccessful comeback venture, may reopen within few months.
The Garden, dark after unsuccessful foreign policy, to reopen shortly
as grind newsreeler. Ground broken
12/1/39
at

11/22
11/8
11/22
11/15
11/29
11/15

for 800-seat theatre to be erected

by Smith Bros. &
I Menominee, Completed
next March,
Wis.,

Associates.

according to present plans.
Edward M. Starkey, operator of
theatres in Berlin and Wisconsin
Rapids, has taken over the 500 -seat

11/29

Chilton, in Chilton, Wij., from John
Steenport. Steenport and his wife,
in theatre biz there for

engaged

nearly 16 years, plan vacation to the
West Coa.st. E. H. Nitzke will manage the Chilton for Starkey.

who
as

12/8/39

a

named

manager

12/15/39

played banjo in Stanley
has managed Harris
houses in iSt Marys, Reynoldsville
and DuBois. Albert Giddings appointed to assistant's post.
Morris Lefko has joined RKO
sales staff here, filling vacancy left
by resignation of Joe Lefko (no re- 12/22/3f
lation); Lefko, ^ brother of George
RKO exchange chief in
Lefko.
Cleveland, at one time was office
manager of branch here and for a
number of years has been with com(Continued on page 47)

formerly

ork.

ETERNALLY YOURS
HERO FOR A DAY
PRIDE OF BLUE GRASS
FLIGHT TO FAME
BABES IN ARMS
JAMAICA INN
THREE SONS
HOLLYWOOD CAVALCADE
ON YOUR TOES
SAUTH GO.'S TO WASH.
AT THE CIRCUS
TELEVISION SPY

SHIPYARD SALLY
PACK UP YOUR TROUBLES
OKLAHOMA FRONTIER
SMASHING MONEY RING
BEWARE SPOOKS

.

11/22

11/22

KID NIGHTINGALE

REMEMBER?
HEROES IN BLUE
CAT AND CANARY
MAIN STREET LAWYER
ALLEGHENY UPRISING
DRUMS ALONG MOHAWK
FIRST LOVE
ONE HOUR TO LIVE
ELIZABETH AND ESSEX
ANOTHER THIN MAN
THE PHANTOM STRIKES
RAIDERS OVER ENGLAND
RULERS OF THE SEA
TOWER OF LONDON
THE COVERED TRAILER
MEET DR. CHRISTIAN
TOO BUSY TO WORK
ON DRESS PARADE
AMAZING MR. WILLIAMS
!

SECRET OF DR. KILDARE

20th

CI)

M-G

IJ

WB_
RKO

CD

Col

Par

W

WB

C
D
D
D
D
D
D
C

Col

M-G
Mono
Mono
Par

RKO
zath
UA

Col
Col

M-G
Mono
Mono

RKO
RKO
sath

u
u

C

WB
Mom

D
D
D

M

jp_

D

M

D
D

M
C
D
C

M
C
D

M-G
Par

Rep

RKO
zath
V
V

tVB

M-G

Mono
Mono
Par

U
Rep

RKO
zath

WB
Col

M-G

RKO

CD

RENO

CD
D

INSP.

HORNLEIGH ON HOLID'Y M
IT OFF
C

LAUGH

Par
zath

u

WB
M-G
Col

Mono
Mono
Rep
Par

M

RKO

M

WB

M
W
W
W

CD

D

CD

zath
zath

V

Col
Col

CHARLIE McCarthy, detect, m
D
FOUR WIVES

V. Weldlcr-G. Rcynolds-R. Owen
C. Bickford-B. MacLane
J. Trent-M. Rcynolds-M. Stone

77
84
61

Lamonr-Tamiroff-Howard
K. Tkylor-L. Haycs-R. Lane

Kyser Loadest Noise

Denver

In

8»

J Cagney-H.

Weaver

Bros.-R. Raters

'Drums

111
.57

.

65
61
61
63
64
58

Mohawk'
(20th).
week at Denver.

(Fox) (1,040: 25-35-40)
—Broadway
'Remember' (M-G) and 'Three

(RKO),

Sons'

and Aladdin, strong

$3,500.
(Cockrill) (1,750:

Denham

40)— 'Cat Canary* (Par)
Nice

Denver

(Fox)

'Day-time

Wife'

Wayne-C. Trevor-C. Sandera

98
103
84
61
laa

Furious' (M-G).

M. Loy-W. Powcll-C.
W. Lawson-S. Hale

101
58

'Rio'

(U)

Okay

$4,000.

Dead End Kids-J.
J.

Lilel

_

Day

83

F. Balnter-F. Craven-E. Lowe.
K.Kyser-A. Menjou-c!. E. Horton
T. Power-L. Darnell W. William
V. McLaglen-J. Cooper
P. Muni-J. Bryan-F. Robson

A. Sothern-W. Gargan-L. Stone
C. Grant-R. Russell-R. Bellamy
C. Reynolds-J. kincJ. Newill-L. Stanley-D. O'Brien
R.Liv'irton-R.Halton-D.Renaldo
P. O'Brlen-O. Bradna-R. Younr
R. Dix-G. Patrick-A. Louise
S. Toler-L. Bari-B. Clarke
G. Harker-A. Sim-L. Travcra
J.

Downs-C. Moore

H. Bogart-J. Litoi-R. Lane
J.

T. Gulza'r-A.

25-35-40)—

Heading

(20th).

Last week, •Firft

ditto.

Kyser the big noise
here this week and heading for very
good $14,000. Last week, 'Remtmber' (M-G) and 'Three Sons' iRKO),
nice $9,400.

and

(2,200;

'Bright

25-40)—
(U).

Boy.-:'

Last week. "Espionace

(WB) and

'Blue Gr;iss' iWB),

nice $4,000.
Rialto (Fox) (878; 25-40)— 'Dnimp
Mohawk' (20th), after week a1 each

Denver and Aladdin, and
Work' (20th). Good enough

'Biisv
$2,000:

Last week, 'Mr. Smith' iCol), &,iy
and date with Broadway after week
at each Denver and Aladdin, rnd
'Shioyard
Sally'
(20lh),
strong
$2,500.

91
71

Providence

78
112

-Continued from

week and hefty
85
73
72
90

_«0_

Hoit-P. Ellia

John Wayne

83

2.'>-35-

wk.1.
strong

Orpheum (RKO) (2.600; 25-35-40)
—'You're Wrong' (RKO) and "Fast

Paramount (Fox)

BIOndell-M. Douglaa

L. Ayres-L. Barrymore-L.
Tex RIttor

(2.525:

for nice $11,000.

Agent'
96
»2
63
63
64

(2d

week,

Last

$7,100.

$9,300.

C. Celbert-H. Fonda-E. M. Oliver
D. Durbin-R. Stack
D. Nobn-C. Bickford-J. Litol
B. Davls-E.FIynn
A. Smith

Orweek.

at

La.st

$2,500.

'Mr. Smith' (Col), day and date with
Rialto after week at each Denver

Love' (U),

Cast
D. Fairbanks, Jr.-M. LockwoodB. Rathbone-B. Karloff
J. Gleason-L. Gleason-T. Ryan
J. Hersholt-D. Lovett-P. Lec
J. Preuty-S. Bvlngton-K. Howell

week

after

Good

pheum.

82
72
72

ylrong

$4,500 after

R. Taylor-G. Garaon-L. Ayera
D. Pnreell-B. Hayes
B. Hope-Plelto Geddard-J. Beal
E. Ellis- A. LoulM-R. Baldwin

No

is

6.1

67

Jack Randall
Newill-S. Blane
Lanrel-O. Hardy-J. Parker
Georga O'Brien
J.Boeers-R.Waiburn-M.Rambeaa
B. Arlen-A. Nagei-A. Devine
B. Halop-H.Hall-M. Carlisle
J. Payne-J. Wyman

28.

Wron;;'

6S
83
SO

106
69

P. Singleton-A. Lake-L. Simi
C. Starretl-L. Gray-D. Curtis
G. Garba-M. Douclas-I. Claire

J.

$14,000

"You're
Kyser's a

proving Kay
draw here
and sending Orpheum into tdp
money. Film may h.o.
All first runs are at least nveriit:e,
if not above.
Estimates for This Week
25-40 >—
Aladdin (Fox)
(1,400;
'First Loye'
(U), after week at
Denven Nice $4,000. L,i.<:t week.

6.1

Boicarl-P. I.,ane

J.
S.

at

Right,

'That's

Bennetl-A.McnJou-W. Gartan

Bill ElliaU
F. Morgan- V. Weldler-G.

pH|;e >C_

$12J900

in

oflinp.

Last week, 'Circus' (M-G) and 'Bad
Angel' (M-G), fair $12,500.
Strand (Indie) (2,000; 25-35-.')fl)—
'Our Neighbors' (Par) and 'Law of

Pampas' (Par). Not much more 1b;in
weak $4,500 looked for. Last week,
'Spawn North' (Par) and 'P;iris
Honeymoon' (Par) (revivals), garnered so-so $2,000 in four-day run.

66

A LITTLE SHORT THERE

KIbbee

Dunn-A. Mowbray

69

Los Angeles, Nov. 28.
income tax liens on
radio and stage earnings were
here by collector of inUrntil

Additional

RKO

J.

20th

film,

U

A. Faye-W. Baxter- A. Treacher
R. Arlen-A. Devine

M-G

J. Wyman-D. Foran
W. Pidgcon-R. Johnson-H. Hull

revenue.
Named in the actions are Ntd
Sparks, $8,082; Max Reinhardt, $1,577;
Al Pcarce, $1,343; Jules Furthman.

^

CD
CD

at Largfe' (Col).

Denver, Nov.

JS1_

M-G

D

PRIVATE DETECTIVE
_
NICK CARTER, DETECTIVE
M
FOUR JUST MEN
D
PIONEER DAYS
W
ALL WOMEN HAVE SECRETS CD
SOUTH OF THE BORDER
W
THE HONEYMOON'S OVER
D
MISSING EVIDENCE
M
THE MAD EMPRESS
_D_
JUDGE HARDY AND SON
"CD
WESTBOUND STAGE
W
CD
GULLIVER'S TRAVELS

Strand (2,870; 25-35-40)— 'Torlure
Ship' (Indie) and 'Sabotage' (Rtpi.
Will get good $6,500 for eight-day
run, opening Tiiursday (30) with
'Beware Spooks' (Col) and 'Futiilive

Witbers-Ritz Bros.

Mono
Par

000.

58

H. Herbert-B. Sani<y-F. Rice
.

—

Fo:^
25-35-50)
(4,089;
'Roaring
Twenties' (WB) and 'No Place to
Go' (WB).
Strong $24,000.
Last
week, 'Jamaica Inn' (Par) and 'Dress
Parade' (WB) (2d wk), fine $18,-

126

M. Brown-B. Dakcr-F. Knlfbt
B. Bcagan-M. Steveniion
J. E. Brown-M. Carlisle

J.

WB
Rep

•9
7a
9a
93

B. Seott-P. Fostor-M. Lindsay

u

D
D

M
M

WE ARE NOT ALONE
D
A CALL ON THE PRESIDENT CD
CAFE HOSTESS
CD
GENTLEMAN FROM ARIZONA W
YUKON FLIGHT
D
COWBOYS FROM TEXAS
W
NIGHT OF NIGHTS

J.
3.

u

M

96

Marx Bros.-k. Baker-F. Rire
W. Henry-J. BarreU-W.ColllerSr.
G. Fields-S. Howard

Par
2eth
2ath

Mono

OUR NEIGHBORS

J. Stcwart-J.. Arlhur-CRalna

M-G

C
C

67

Garland-M. Rooncy-G. KIbbee
C. Laorhton-M. O'Hara
E. Ellis- V. Vale-W. Garian
A. Faye-D. Amecbe-S. Erwin
Zorina-E. Albert

20 th

C

_65_

J.

WB

D

75
8Z
57
65
5«
iia
65

C. Farrell-J. Wells

Col

M
D
MU
MU

Cooper-B. Field

Newill-W. Hull-M. Stone
Three Mesqultccric
L Dare-E. Ellis-V. Vala
K. Ricbmond-A, Duff
L. Yennic-D. Niven
A. Loolse-D. Faran
E. Fellows-J. McCaillon

UA

W

ROLL, ^TAGONS, ROLL

J.
J.

RKO

CD
CD
CD
CD

THAT'S RIGHT, YOU'RE WR'NG MU
DAY-TIME WIFE
CD
BIG GUY
D

MONEY TO BURN
MARRIED AND IN LOVE

11/22

Par

Mono
Rep

BAD LITTLE ANGEL
MUTINY IN BIG HOUSE
DANGER FLIGHT
DISPUTED PASSAGE
SUED FOR LIBEL
2«,0M MEN A YEAR
HOUSEKEEPER'S DAUGHTER
LITTLE ACCIDENT
CD
THE ROARING TWENTIES
D
JEEPEBS CREEPERS
CD
BLONDIE BRINGS UP BABT
C
STRANGER FROM TEXAS
W
NINOTCHKA
D
OVERLAND MAIL
W
FIGHTING MEN
D
THE FLYING DEUCES
C
MARSHALL OF MESA CITY
W
HEAVEN BARBED WIRE FENCE CD
LEGION OF LOST FLYERS
M
CALL A MESSENGER
M

RETURN OF DR. X
FUGinVE AT LARGE
TAMING OF THE WEST
HENRY GOES ARIZONA
LUCKY TEXAN
THE LLANO KID
TWO THOROUGHBREDS
BARRICADE
MAN FROM MONTREAL

11/15

WB

C
D

W

C
D

CITY IN DARKNESS

Stitt,

for several years,
to pilot circuit's new Manos,
Since 1936, Stitt, who

_

LIFE

EVERYTHING'S ON ICE
THE ESCAPE

11/29

Shifts

Jeann^tte, Pa.

WHAT A

CRASHING THRU
THE KANSAS TERRORS

11/22
10/25

Pittsburgh, Nov. 28.
former theatre musician
has been with Harris Amiis. Co.

theatre

—

W

Many

Don

—

WB

28.

leaves only three downtown houses
No announcement
in the string.
made relative to Erie Wrishi, managing the house.

Zone

—

—

M

RKO-Schine houses, announces. This

Pitt

—

—

n

RKO iSlrand, reopened late in
August after a threemonth clo.sedown, goes dark again Nov. 29. Gus
Lampe, local managing director o£ 10/6/39

into

CAGNEY FORTE $24,000

H

second-run U.S. films.
Understood that operators can secure plenty of French and British
pictures/which they have been accustomed to showing, but none is
rated sufficiently sturdy to prove
mccessful at the boxolVice.

Ramona

ALL B'KLYN PIX GOOD;

Brooklyn, Nov. 28.
(For inSormation of theatre and film exchange bookers Variety presetiti a complete chart of fealvre releasti of
All houses in the downtown area
Dote of
all the American distribiUing companies for the curre>it quarterly period.
are packing 'em in with socko pictures.
reuieu's as given in Variety and the running time of prints are included.)
Standout fs Fabian Paramount
ALL BICII'I'S BBSBBVKU
C<)PyHI(;ilT, l»;ll>. DV V.»HIKT¥. 'IXC.
with 'Mr. Smith Goes to Washington'
Peppers.'
Fabian
Key to Typo AlibreTlatloni
Reviewed In VHrlcly
It. T.
Il«T. In Var.
Runnlnr Tlin* and 'Five Little
Fox is good with 'Roaring Twenties'
M— Melodrama: C—Comrily; C'i*- r<iro<-djfl>rMniH; U' Wrktern; It Draniii; MU MiimiiHlle Dranui; Mt' .Uaiilral
and 'No Place to Go,' and Loew's
Metropolitan is doing fine with secWEEK
ond week of 'Babes in Arms' and
B. T.
OF
TITLE
TYPE
"Main St Lawryer.' RKO Albce ,nlso
TALEN'T
C«:
RELEASE
strong with 'Drums Along Mcihiiwk'
and 'Escape.'
THOSE
HIGH, GREY WALLS
D
Estimates for This Week
W.
Connolly-L Meredith
Col
19
9/22/39
TIIUNUEK AFLOAT
D
W. Beery-C. Morriit-V. Grey
M-G
25-35-50)— 'Drums
Albee
(3.274;
»4
$1,000 A TOUCHDOWN
C
J. E. Brown-M. Rayc-E. Blora
Par
Mohawk' (20th) and 'Escape' »20lh).
FIFTH AVENUE GIRL
CD
G< Rocers-W. Cennolly-E. Ellison
RKO
Jumping to fine $22,000. Last week,
STOP, LOOK AND LOVE
C
J. Borera-W. Frawley
20lh
'Allegheny Uprising'
(RKO) and
S7
INTERMEZZO. LOVE STORT
CD
L. Howard-I. Bercman
UA
'Little Accident' (U) plus "Informa70
RIO
CD
S. Gurle-B. Rathbone-V. McLarlen
V
tion Please* short, fairish $15,500.
NO PLACE TO GO
CD
G. DIckson-D. Morran-F. Stone
Met (3,618; 25 - 35 - 50 )
Biibes
Arms' (M-G) and 'Main Lawyer'
SCANDAL SHEET
D
Col
O. Kruger-O. Mnnaon
9/29/39
(Rep) (2d wk).
Still going great
10/18
FAST AND FURIOUS
It
M-G
A Sotbern-F. Tone-V. Grey
guns.
Due for swell $18,000. Lii.^t
S/13
HONEYMOON IN BALI
C
9.1
Par
MacMurray-Carroll-Jone.il
week,
excellent $21,000.
9/27
CALLING ALL MARINES
M
SS
Rep
D. Barry-II. Mack-W. Hymcr
Paramount (4,126; 25-35-50)— Mr.
10/4
THE ARIZONA KiD
Rep
B. Roeers-G. Ilayes-S. March
Smith Goes to Washington' (Col)
HERE I AM, A STRANGER
9/27
l>
zath
R. Greenc-R. Dix-B. Joyce
81
and 'Five Little Peppers' iCol).
10/25
THE WITNESS VANISHES
M
u
D. Durbin-E. Paliette-L. Howard
66
Peachy $30,000. La.st week, 'Rulers
NURSE
EDITH
8/23
CAVELL
I)
RKO NeaKle-OllTcr-Sanderi
»7
Sea' (Par) and 'Kid Nightingale'
9 27
ESPIONAGE AGENT
J. McCrea-B. Marshall
_74_ (WB), okay $17,500.

Folds N.Y. House;

strand, Syracuse, Darkens
Syracuse, Nov.

Wetlnrsday, November 29, 1939

WB
Mono
Mono
Par

Rep
ZOlh

U

_WB_
M-G
Mono
Par
.

Rep

RKO
U

WB

F.

Lydon-J. Kerrigan

filed

Lawton-H. Sinclair-A. Lec

Jack Randall
J. Allen, Jr.-J.

Cagney-V. Dale
G. Antry-S. Burnellc-J. Storey

59

Erwin-M. Weavcr-P. Knowlcs
Hervey
M. Novara-L. Atwill-C. Nagel
L. Stone-M. Rooney-C. Parker
Tex RlUcr
Cartoon

69
64

S.

P. Fos(er-I.

_

f.ml

$2,018,

DIRECTORS SWITCH PIX
Hollywood, Nov.

28.

Kurt Neuman and Edward Dmytryk traded director asignmcnt.«

Paramount.

Gleason-L. Glcason-T. Ryan
A. Marsh..ll-B. Read H. Vinson

J.

E. Bergen-R. Cummings
Lane Slslcrk-G. Page-E. Albert

M. S. Temple,
Monroe Neuman, $2,999.

$2,008;

nt Earl
Gloves.'

110

Former

;rt

pilots 'A NiKf'i
Carroll's' and latter 'Gold'

Both pictures

roll this

week.

.

,

,

PICTURES

VARIETY

18

.

November

We«]n«6<laj,

29, 1939

Victimized

Clause Curbs Strike
.CoiKlnDcd from
the losses and curtailment ot our
business occasioned by the war in
Europe. We have asked for an opportunity to show you that a wage
increase at this time was impractical and that retrenchment was neccessary.

'On or about Feb. 15, 1940, you
will give us an opportunity to show

you that the conditions

of this in-

New

tions opened,
police on a

Bioff

surrendered to

warrant
from Chicago. The message asked
that he be picked up and held for
Chicago to finish
to
extradition
serving a six month sentence imposed after he was convicted in 1922
telegraphic

Vaurtain, talked the management
of the Liberty here into run-

ning a trailer for them, to instill army enthusiasm into the-

on a charge of pandering. It was
claimed that Bioft served only six
filed a
day.<:, being released after he
motion to appeal his conviction to

atre patrons.

was very

readjust our business so as to
make it possible to continue without recalling these wage increases.
to

The

'IC

Surrender Clause

'If we convince you that the conditions are such that the wage increase should be surrendered by you,
you agree to surrender such wage
increases and to secure the surincreases
the
wage
render
of
granted to AFL crafts subsequent to

Aug.

15, 1938.

'If
we have been unable to so
convince you and there is a difference
of opinion between us on this matter,
the question of the surrender of
these wage increases shall be put

to arbitration.

'The arbitration shall be held at
beginning immediately
after either party declares there is
a disagreement.

Hollywood

Friday (24) two members of
the theatre staff enlisted. They
are Robert L. Berns, usher, and
Jacob Berry, doorman, of the
They'ir go to BardsLiberty,
dale field in Shreveport.
p. S.: The theatre isn't running the trailer any more.

bitrator
selected

from

Illinois.

Emmett

LaGuardia

Chi Pandcrer's VackgrouBd
Chicago, Nov. 28.

tor of the State's Attorney's office,

son, president of Erpi who sought to
shift around $2,500,000 in eastern
production
commitments to the
Mayor asked to see him and

Coast

reported Stevenson denied Erpi was
discriminating against the east, adding that his company would be glad
to make films on the Atlantic coast

without realizing any profit on it
LaGuardia also had Walter S. Gif-

York Theatres

ford,

president

of

the

American

Telephone and Telegraph, to see him.
A, T. It T.- controls Erpi, which in
turns has the lease on the Eastern
service

studio,

Astoria,

and

the

General Service studio, Hollywood.
Jack Skirball and John J. Wild-

BETTSi SHOPT AT THE

berg, who were set to make three at
the Astoria studio, then were shifting west may still turn out the films
in the east Al Christie is planning
to do the same on the three pictures
which he contracted to do for Monogram. He is working out a deal with
the Empire Trust Co. on that now.
Meantime, John Butler and Gil
Boag are going ahead on plans to tee
off with a musical. They state they
are not yet set on the picture. Still

THERTRES

another
venture
is
headed by
Ge<wge Jesse! and Ben Hecht. Addi-

FBI.,

BCTTE

DEC. 1ST
ERROL

FlYNN

DAVIS
"Ttie

rrirate

Mven

ef

tional eastern production

Destry Rides i^aiB"

by

47Ui

with

ftfans.
They will probably be
at the Biograph plant

MARLENE DIETRICH
JAMES STEWART
Hivou W^rsi
AHTI8T8
Ootn OKU

A.«

9:30

MIONITC

Electrical Research Products, Inc.,
has not given up on eastern produc'

aod btby In Ihelr

m

HALL

mw

abd fcrr funny

|
i

flln-

"ANOTHER THIN MAN"
I

C«nlii«

mm:

Rtbt. Tiytor,

"flEMEHatH

TIMItl

lAJm

Spectacular Stag* Pro4ueti«n«

*o
Itit

Tlmt

I.c«Ble .ira.Tlen

Held Over
IN raRMtN

BOe HOPE

"THE CAT AMD
THE CAMARY"
raalctte

GODDARD
ParitHMont PIrture

TONY
HAATDI
SAU
9AVITT

AND BAND

PARAMOUNT

aad Orck.

\

Tbarsdiiy
Chaa. Ijiucli(«n]

Today

'Babea la Armii"
In Person

A

Myrna LOV

Paui Mani in

ARE NOT

made

Stevenson of Erpi in N.Y.
Clarifies Eastern Prod.

tMWt

<G<IM«
-

Il«v«rly Roberta

,

anO -Or«b.
Othero

tion and is willing to give respon'
sible producers the same break as
accorded similar producers on the
Coast This is the gist of the state
ment made by T. K. Stevenson,
president of Erpi, this week in giving his summation of feature production in the east
Stevenson empha
sizes that Erpi will go just as far in
extending studio credits as in Holly

wood,

"J.tMAICA IKK"
la Peraen
Frankle >la>4*Tk

hwin
Mnson

nyuo

lohmiy

Oobby

Dlckl« JonCK

IMiy

The Tailspin Tommy series progresses along at even keel with 'Sky
Patrol.' The toppers in the cast remain and perform the same. For
value it may
Coogan's moniker is

marquee

whatever

Jackie

have,

semi-symsemi-cowardly role, which
won't do him much good with, .the

added

the

to

a

in

cast,

pathy,
kids

who

see

Tailspin pics.

ttie

Pinning itself partially to the
Government's idea of training
•

youthful

flyers,

by

farther

making

step
boixlcr

going

but

a

a

test

all

other

conditions

being

equal.
J

'We have to consider a producer's
financial backing,' he said, 'the same
as a bank. If we estimate that the
producer has the sort of picture
which has a reasonable chance ol
going over, is in the right price
range, and has distribution insured,

'

however.
Photography is above averane for

relief,

Clinr.

forcign-mades.

V"lm

loliii

patrol manned by the c a d e t
schooled by John Trent ('Tailspin').
the Norman S. Parker-Joseph West
screen play provides a fair share of

Smugglers are the focal point in
border patrol's interest, the
sneakers being headed by Leroy
Mason, and dealing in amunition.
Coogan, son of the colonel under

whose command is the patrol, is
learning flying, but can't overcome
his dread fear of guns, ultimately
resulting in his being shot down
Search finally
disappearing.
gets a clue to his absence in the
flight of a mystery amphibian plane,
which leads to the smuggler's ship,
where Coogan is being held pris-

and

SONS OF THE SEA
(In Color)

(BRITISH-MADE)
London, Nov.
Crand NallonnI

rellcrt^v of
I'rMliicllrih.
Stiir.H
by >l;iuri<:e l-'lvi\v.

sJilldiittril

J.>Iiei-tctl

ISIiutr.

i:»*i-al»l

l-'ric

(^-os-s.

nliit:.

16.

Con-

Itilliiih

Dnnk;*.
.Screenplay,

I.t;.<<Ila

.Maurir^ Klvify;

»<»'cn;nlo,

1>.

<^^o»nf. Ilarrniiil; cninpra,
Kun-At ^'anilirlOse. l.omlon.

Woolf.

William

llnir. 8': .UIN'.>S.

riipc.

Hyilo

.Wwlon

Kav ^Val^h
.Simon J.acic

>lyde
rnii-mnnder
.Mal'Kurr.t Hulls
l.leut.

Parker

<'epll

Kllen Pollock
retrr 8baw
NlRrl Stork

John Strete

KuOd
Polnm'ander-ln-Chlef
I*ix)fes6«r

AVaril

.Mat-tM-uzlo

IluIlH

Devar

AllKon

Unnka

I.e.'^Ile

I'liillp

Devar

EntMl

Chiirlpii

Jleevea

Kyna.'^lon

. .•

A

panoramic film of life at the
Royal Naval College, Diutinouth, are
British institution for training naval
the Sea' also coninternational spying versus
in
which
British Secret Service,
Ensland triumphs over espionage.

officers, *Sons of

cerns

It's

well

produced,

with

propa-

ganda motif that will entertain loyal
subjects and should prove interesting to American audiences who liko
spy stuff and travelogs.
Starring Leslie Banks, cast has
Direction
been carefully selected.
adequate.

Jolo.

HELL'S

oner.

CARGO

Coogan's regi.stry of emotion in(BSITISH-MADE)
cludes only one thing, a cloudy pout,
London, Nov. 16.
and there his histrionic supply is exAn.-^oclatcd
British pioilut-tlnii and rehausted. Far as 'Sky' Patrol* is con- lease. Featurea Robert Newton. Directed
cerned, it's just another step back- by Harold llutb. Si reenpluy. llnilley I<e»ward, on his much publicized 'come- lle. from atory by Leo Jonnnon; camera,
back'

Tannura.
At rninbrldce, London.
RunnlnR time, 70 .MINS.

Philip

trail.

John Trent and Stone work to> Commandant Le«tnllleur
Waller Bllla
gether well, and Marjorie Reynolds, Commander Falcon
Kim I'eacock
Robert XeT\'ton
uniformed as a stewardess but who CommRnder TomaJiov
Annette Leetallleur.i'enclopp Duilliiey Ward
seldom flies, fills the decoration re- Pierre
Gcoftny Alklna
lyestalllcur
quirements as the only woman in Captain Dukea
Iloliert Adam
cliarleo Victor
the cast. Young Dickie Jones, juve Mr. Martin
Martin Walker
aid in the search, is okay, and will Dr. ijiurenca.-.
Henry Oscar
Caplain
be found valuable to the kid in- r.lnar
Henry M.orrf)!
Kalher RIanc
terest.
Louise tUmploa
A.K.r. Warden..
Sure of pretty fair reception generally, with excellent chances in kid
'Hell's Cargo' is a kaleidoscopic
action spots.
Barn.
story fuU of adventures at sea, with
its characterizations admirably portrayed. A commendable production
level for a vivid tale that spells
success both here and in American
(BRITISH MAD7)

JUST LIKE A
Alltanco

production

WOMAN

nnd

relemie.

Etam

*

duals.

It's a story of three men meeting
Gertrude
Michael,
John Ixxlie, Doylil
Burns: featureg Jeanne de Caaalln. Hin-tley under trying circumstances and conPower. .Arthur Wontlier. FelUi Aylraer. \>\- ducting themselves with the dignity
rected by Waller C. Mycroft.
Rtory, Paul
Hervey Fox: ndaputlon, Alen Copell: edi- of their respective countries' traditions. One is Engli.'ih, the second
tor. Flora New.lon: canipra, CiRuda FrlcneGreene. Al Waldorf, N. Y., <liial, two rtHvi. French and the other Russian. Yarn
Nov. 12-1.1. '39. nunnlnx time, 71 MrNS. is built more specifically around a
Ann Hfstno
Gertruile Michael
cargo of mysterious aniline dye
Tony Walsli
John r.«d«e
r«dio
when contacted with sea
DoTid Burna which,

I'oppy Jiliiync
^}

.leiiiine

rniwlla

Arlhiir Wontiior
tvii, avImht
Ilcnrv Hcwill
Ilii loh Tnimnii

Hummi-I

ha M.ih;i ajn li
Sir Chn^l^Jt Devoir
I

<le

Ilarlloy I'owrr

hjwubar

.•!
r r.obcrt
•*''"'P»on
i

Fr<Ml

noderlQue

Less

St.

Wm. POWELL
BAIHO
cm
MUSIC

planned

Productions, including
both Yiddish and English-language

ALDoJlAHUE
and OrcliMtra

is

Acredo

IJNITKI>

Elizabeth and Essex"

Co-iRiin

Uoyd
J.ri.iy

Milch
Jackfon

the

is scheduled to make the jaunt to
the Coast to bring Bioff back to Chicago on the remanding order.
Bioff, in February, 1922, was senshort time before the negotia- tenced to six months in the Bride-

STARTS

Mllburn .Mone
lackle

action.

_C0BtiiHic4 from page 4_

Bloft Snrrcndera

A

arjorle Ucynpl<1»

JaHon nobnr*ts
Hryunt Wnshlnnii

Colonel

.

THERE'S

S. Parker; l)nii»il on Hnl
cartoon atrlu: camera. Fwl Jack-

Norman

West.

jnd probably at less ca<!t. He Is
Willie Bioff, western rep of the In- said
to have gone to New York banks
ternational Alliance of Theatrical recently
and offered to match
posal, Bioff said:
The position of Stage Employes, last week gave him- $3,500,000 for a producing venture in
the union on Feb. 15 will be as it is self up to the police in Los Angeles the east on- his own. This move was
now, and has been consistently; that following a wire from the State's At- made followin;; the making of 'Onetorney's office here asking that Bioff third of a Nation' and 'Backdoor
is, that before any readjustment is
to
allowed to diminish earning power be apprehended and held for extradi- Heaven' last year, which Odium
of studio working' men, salaries of tion on a charge of pandering, for financed for Paramount release.
those receiving $2,000 a week and which he was convicted in Chicago
Otbcr
Execii
in 1922.
up shall be carefully scrutinized.
During the past week the mayor
Lieut Charles Egan, assistant 1«
'It retrenchment is absolutely necCapt. Dan Gilbert, special investiga- also had a confab with T. K. Steven-

New

MonOKl'^m relmise ot Paul Malwrn prob'taluru Jiilin Tnnt. Mllliutn
Oudluii.
UlrecKnl by
Marjorle RtynolOn.
Slone,
Josciih
SiTe€ni>l«y.
Mnward Dietherton.

A( <*«litfined $350 plus costs when man. .Tr.; <rdllor. *.'nrl Vl<r<nn.
iiliil. r.lncoln, (l»ul. HuiinliiK time. <il .MINK.
on charges of pandering. Tallspln
John Xrrol

Wilson
Since March, 1923,. when the stay
Superior
has refused to issue a temporary was allowed to Bioff, no action had
injunction requiring Screen Actors been taken on the case which someprivileges
voting
how
got lost in the shuffle though
full
extend
Guild to
The applica- it was the duty of the State's Attorto Class B members.
tion of Ed Heim, member of the SAG ney's office to keep track of all such
Council, will go to trial on its merits cases and make request for a manDec. 20. Judge Wilson stated there date to bring Bioff back into custody.
As soon jis possible, now, the newas no need for a temporary restraining order since no election or cessary papers will be drawn up
and a requisititon issued to the govnegotiations were pending.
Cowboy members of the SAG arc ernor of California for the extradicirculating petitions asking the Guild tion of Bioff to Illinois to serve the
to request extension of the 300-mile remainder of that six months' senGuild shop zone. Riders claim they tence for receiving inoney from an
have lost 8,000 jobs this year through inmate of a disorderly house.

Judge

Abel.

SKY PATROL

court.

Workers immediately announced
wage grant had
been accepted by unanimous vote.
In accepting the producer pro-

A

Frederick Ullman, Jr., and Frank
Donovan have done a good celluloid
transition job.

1^

is unlikely to gain more than
cursory notice on U. S. duals. Romantic leads in a game of bide-nndseek that concerns a string of black
pearls are Gertrude Michael and
John Lodge, both Yanks.
Although the plot involving the
pearls is amateurish, film moves at
a pretty merry clip, ending, as anticipated from the start, in the ultimate clinch. Miss Michael snatches
the pearls from underneath the liose
of an English buyer and attempts
Lodge, in
to negotiate their sale.
hot pursuit all the way,, eventually
gets the baubles, but learns that she
\k the daughter of the jeweler broker
for whom he works.
In production and direction the
film leaves much to be desired, but
performances by Lodge and Miss Michael iare satisfactory. Lessers, including David Burns, Jeanne de Casalis, Hartley Power, Arthur Wontner and Felix Aylmer, offer nothAylmer
ing out of the ordinary.
could have played for more comic

and

really Jim Farley hiding behind a
beard and a luxurious Hcpner, et al.
In the main, however, it follows Ihe
radio formula as produced by the
show's radio impresario, Dan Golenpaul, creator of the show.

Forr<sl

weH and
convicted

Contlnord from ^ce

the disguised photographs on easels,
and the experts try to discern if it's

However, Bioff served only seven Botly IX)U
days of that sentence and was re- .<li«tl<r.„
Cnrter
leased on an appeal which was sup- Smith
posed to go to the Illinois supreme Itnlnlii'ldg«

that the conditional

essary on Feb. 15, then it should
begin in the higher brackets and not
among employees whose average annual wage is $900.'

.

Information, Please

Appellate Court.
Bioff characterized his arrest as a
frameup. He said he was only 22
when the offense occurred; that he
was not guilty but took the rap tor
an older man. Bioff was released in
$1,000 bail or». a habeas corpus writ.
Hearing on the writ was set for Dec.
12 in Superior Court. In the meantime attorneys for Bioff filed a request with Governor Olson lor a
hearing on any extradition request

'For the purpose of such arbitraeach group shall select one arand the two arbitrators so
In
shall select a third.
the event the two arbitrators are unable to choose such third arbitrator, the employment of natives at favorthen he shall be selected by the ite location spots outside the 300American Arbitration Society. Each mile limit.
party agrees to abide by the result
of the arbitration.'
tion,

nice,

The management
and put the trailer

on the screen.

make a continuation of the
wage increase impractical and fur- the State supreme court. The apperfected, although
ther to show you that wc have taken peal never was
by the
every possible step within our power the conviction was affirmed
dustry

Film Reviews

Orleans, Nov. 28.

Co). Charles L. Clifford, officer
in charge of recruiting here for
the ai-my, knows what it's like
to bite the Ivand that feeds him.
The CoL and his sergeant, Paul

pai;e S_

British

Emiicv

Anlhorv

Ireland

most

films

than

made

in England, 'Just Like a Woman' is an import that compares unfavorably with the domestic article

wait 'or our money on any reasonable production propo.<;al which we
deem has a fair chance of paving
out'

Stevenson pointed out that approximately $100,000 had been ex-

pended

in

equipment

salaries

and

encourage eastern production during the last nine months but
that not a single camera had turned
on a feature production since the
first
of 1939.
Consequently, the
Eastern Service studio chief was
told to concentrate on
industrial
effort to

picture-making about a month ago,
according to Stevenson.

'We have a number of industrial
film projects already signatured,' he
said.

believe the Westinghoiise
TrU6«a4es' D«o
production, turned out by our faciliDcs Moines, Nov. 28.
ties, is the start of higher quality and
Tri-States here opened the Es- there is no reason why such a pro- technique in commercial film proquire, Davenport, and the Rocket, ducer should not receive an okay to ducing.
In addition, we arc going
Rock Island, 111. Richaird Stoddard, go ahead at our plant You realize ahead at Eastern Service with our
manager of Esquire; Henry Plude, we can't extend studio creidits indis- 24 educational pictures per year
manager of Rocket.
criminately but we are willing to made by Erpi Classroom Films.'
'I

water, generates a deadly poison .gas.
The doctor of this ve.isel is a
drunkard who, in an international
port starts spilling the beans to one
of the girls. The heavy, (iwner of
the cargo, .stabs him in the back
during a fight among .sailors of the
three commanders, and when their
respective lads are arraigned before
their superiors, all deny any serious
conflict and certainly not murder.
When the guilt is pinned down to
the owner of the illegal cargo, they
.set out to capture his vessel.
The
bandit refuses to 'heave to' and
dumps his cargo Into the ocean,
which immediately becomes a sea of
poisonous gas that will travel for
hundreds of miles and annihilate
anything human it envelops. The
necessity for passing through the gas
area in order to save the lives of
people on an innocent passenger
boat carries conviction by the intimate knowledge of technical detail
of naval operations, and makes for
an exciting picture.
Robert
Newton
the
portrays

Russian with simplicity; Walter

Rilla,

French commander and

Kim

as the

Peacock, representing Britain, are
also fine along with Loui.se Hampton
In a bit. Other support is adequate.
Direction by Harold Huth is admirable, displaying a good eye particularly for character. Originally a
legit actor, he bas spent the past 10
years in almost every branch of the
film industry.
slight condensation

A

opening
atmospheric
of

scenes,
detail,

improvement

designed

for
for
Jolo.

would make

.
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CHRISTMAS COMES THREE DAYS EARLIER

THIS YEAR

...

For those
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KSD-AFRA SET

Pepsodent s Dental Endorsement

St Louis Dally Wins Its Cblm Parity
With KMOX Unfair

Copy Brings Angry Beef From

NBCs

Kolynos, and
NBC

caught in the middle of a bitter fight between Blackfintis itself

&

ett-Sample-Hummert and Lord

incorpoPepsodent.

Thomas over a statement
rated

plug

the

in

on

B-S-H has already reacted drastically
to the situation by cancelling Kolynos' 'Orphans of Divorce' serial on
the blue link, while L fit T refuses

to budge from its contention that
the disputed statement is justified by
L fit T threatens
facts of the case.
to pull all the Pepsodent business
off NBC if the network interferes
with the plug as phrased, whereas
NBC is confident that some compro-

mise can

still

be worked

Ben

in Middle

Pratt Off

St. Louis,

Nov.

28.

After huddles extending over 10
weeks. KSD iSt. Louis Post-Dispatch) last week inked a pact with
the American Federation of Radio
Artists whereby a new minimum
scale was establislied and increases
of 10% and 15% were granted to four

NBC;

soloists receive $8 for a 15-min. pro-

Peon,

New

York, Colonial

out.

gram and

actors $6

for

a

15-min.

stint.

in the , Pepsodent
commercial that stirred BlackettSample-Hummert to protest was as
follows: 'AH three Pepsodent dentifrices' have been given the Seal of

Regionals In Line For

Kay Kyser Programs
Lucky Strike

is

considering the ex-

.When the confab opened Vic Connors from San Francisco, acting as
national representative of AFRA and
Nellie Booth, exec, sec. of the St.
Louis Chapter huddled with George
M. Burbach, Ed Hamlin and George

of its Thursday night re- Chambers, execs of the newspaper
wanted the stabroadcast of the Kay Kyser series to and station.
three regional links. These are the tion placed on the same parity with
where a minimum of $50 per
Penn State, New York State and
Colonial networks.
Source of the week was established months ago
Ihe
regional
cases when a new wage contract was
broadcast in
refused to grant such
would be the sanie as prevails for signed.
WOR, Newark, currently, namely. a parity on the grounds that it shares
Miller tape versions of the programs time with KFUO, doesn't originate
hookup any network programs and doesn't
as cleared over an
realize the revenue that the 50,000
Wednesday nights.
This was the
has been airing the recorded CBS watter does.
version since last summer. Arrange- point that delayed the final pact.

tension

AFRA

KMOX

KSD

NBC
among the leaders.
NBC
sought in several lengthy conferences last week to induce L fit T to
modify the statement, but the agency
WOR
stood pat, claiming that it had the
support of the ADA for the state-: ment would be okay with NBC beNegotiations stopped twice when
ment as worded. Anyway, it added, cause the transcribing would be done Connors was called out of town and
Kolynos' seal wasn't official since the at the program's origination point.
two weeks ago Emily Holt, national
announcement has not been as yet
exec sec of AFRA planed from New
published in the dental association's
York to continue the huddles with
Journal.
Nellie. Booth, aiding and abetting.
Seconds of Silence
Trade Inside
The new contract runs to Feb., 1941.
Miss Booth said that new wage
As for the mathematics of the
pacts will not be sought with
claim, L fit T doesn't rate Kolynos
St. Louis, Nov. 28.
as 'among the leading dentifrices'
St.
Louis stations which have and KXOK, the letter owned and opbecause it is eighth on Nielsen's list of Joined in Mayor Bernard F. Dick- erated by the St. I.ouis Star-Times.
best sellers and, according to the mann's safety campaign thit was
same checking source, sold le:;s than inaugurated because of an increasing
half of what Dr. Lyons toothpower, number of automobile fatalities obLanny Ross to Remote
another B-S-H account, tallied for served 60 seconds of silence Thanksthe year ending Aug. 31. The Niel- giving Day as a memorial to victims
Miami Dec.
son figures were compiled exclusive- of traffic accidents.
Total sales
Promptly at 2:45 p.m. every station
ly among drug stores.
rated

60

WEW

From

to Kolynos was $523,000,
whereas the turnover for the first
four brands were Ipana, $2,024,000;

credited

Pepsodent, $1,425,000, and Dr. Lyons', $1,236,000.
Squibbs, which is fifth with $885,000,
also holds the ADA seal.
Colgate,

$1,515,000;

KWK

went dead,

and

WIL

inter-

rupting football broadcasts.

Why

Wouldn't They?

Martin Block and WNEW, New
York, on which he conducts his
- Believe - Ballroom
recorded
program three hours daily, renewed

Jean Hersholt will originate his
Chesbrough Vaseline program (McCann-Erickson) from WABC, New
York, from Dec. 6 to Jan. 10 In'
rlusive.
Playlets will be cast and
o
""d in New York as only the
s Wife Is accompanying him
Hollywood.
-rsholts try to spend Christmas
year with Lauritz Melchior,
,1
•.

will originate one of
his three-a-week 11 a.m. sessions for

Spaghetti
from
Miami,
Florida. This occurs Dec. 18 in connection with the ballyhoo for Paramount's feature-length cartoon, 'GulTravels,'
which
liver's
in
Ross' voice
Is

used.

Sponsor will send Ross, producer
John Gordin and spieler Jean King
'Ballroom' is currently supported to Florida by plane. WQAM will
by 19 sponsors. Contract assures a handle the pick-up, which Is to Include Jessica Dragonette.
guarantee and share of profits.
ties

ToN.Y.for6Weeks
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Lanny Ross

Franco

Make

Hershoh to Switch

Cigaret

Company Keeps

'Blondie'

—Drops

'Casey/

Retains 'Opry' Local Shows

Furguson & Walker,
Niew Sales Rep Firm

Benny Goodman washes up for
Camel cigarets Dec. 30 after a run
of three and a half years.

His cur-

Gene Furgason fit Co. and Wythe rent spot on the NBC red Saturemployees receiving more than the
Walker fit Co. have merged their
Publicist for Dewey new minimum. Two employees re- station rep lists and the new setup day nights will be taken over the
following week (Jan. 6) by Bob
ceive a 10% raise and two others,
Ben Pratt is leaving the NBC press Sterling Harkins, who doubles as will operate as Furgason fit Walker, Crosby. The revised Crosby proInc.
dept. in New York this week to begram will have Johnny Mercer and
gabber and production director, and
occupied by
Offices previously
come publicity chief for the presi- Clair Callihan, a combo gabber, conHelen Ward missing and Mildred
will be used In New York
Furgason
dential campaign of District AttorBailey, currently on the Goodman
tinuity writer and production asChicago, while branches arc
ney Thomas Dewey. First chore is a
show, holding down the femme vocal
were upped 15% in the and
sistant,
arranged for in St Louis, Detrip to Minneapolis where Dewey
assignment.
Harry Holcombe will
They received more being
dough line.
will make an important speech.
troit and on the west coast.
continue as the Crosby stanza's anthan the new minimum, $45, which
L. Furgason, who was with
R.
Bill Kostka filled Pratt's niche at
was raised from $35. The scale for Walker, and Arch Kerr, who was nouncer.
NBC with Art Donegan.
Camel has also renewed for the
free lance warblers and actors will
with Furgason, stay with new firm.
'Blondie' serial on CBS, and it will
be the same as at KMOX where

The statement

Acceptance of the American Dental
Association, and Pepsodent is the
only dentifrice among leading dentifrices that, won this approval.' BS-H, as agency for Kolynos, charged
that this statement was not in accordance with the facts since the
ADA has also given the seal to Kolynos and that the latter toothpaste

Benny Goodman Off Camels Dec. 30

Monday

(27).

continue to underwrite the plug
which precedes CBS' 'The Day In
Europe' with Ted Pearson as announcer, and maintain 'The Grand
Bergen Retires Second Old Opry House,' which originates
from WSM, Nashville. The 'Casey
the Bat* series on the Yankee
Too Tough at
Network will be dropped.
Dick Marvin, Esty radio director,
Don Ameche returns to the Chase left yesterday .(Tuesday) for Hollywood to look in on the agency's
fit Sanborn Coffee hour Dec. 17, with
the result that Rudy Vallee holds shows originating from that point
over but one week from his original On the way back he'll stop at Nashfour-week booking. Ameche with- ville.
drew in October because of a
troublesome stomach.
Mortimer Snerd character has
Licensee Is
been put back into the trunk by Edgar Bergen as far as radio is conis
cerned.
Bergen's explanation
About Ready in Del;
that he can't conveniently work two
dummies from a script. One thing
hstallations Set
that Bergen did find out after he
had the Snerd character on the air
Detroit, Nov. 28.
a couple weeks was that the listener
With
retail
outlets
comprising
interest in Charlie McCarthy figment
about half the total, Michigan Music
hasn't yet reached the waning point.
Corp. (Muzak licensee) has contracts
for installation of wired music in 23
establishments here. Station WJBK
Quits
officials, who own 66% of the MichiKansas City, Nov. 28.
gan corporation. In the past month
Bert Buhrman, musical director,
have signed up Fort Shelby hotel.
pulls out of KCMO Dec. 5. Kenneth
Hotel Detroiter, Fisher Building,

Ameche Returns

to

C&S;

Dummy,

Muzak

23

Buhrman

Heady becomes

KCMO

assistant to

Jimmy

Coy, program director. Heady also
carries the tag of production manager, and continues same work on
the announcing staff. Lyda Mae Coy
moves out of program department to
take charge of transcription pro-

new department.
Station is buying a Collins fivekilowatt transmitter. Recently was
granted uppage by the FCC for daygrams, a

time.

Clara Boothe Luce has accepted
bid from Ralph della Selva, celebrity-Interview on 'Connecticut Hall
of Fame' at WDRC, Hartford, to
take the stand next Sunday (3). Mrs.
Luce lives In Stamford, • 75-mile

jump.

Further Revision of FCC Procedure
Might End Present Secret Memoranda

Jewelry Store, and numerother stores and liquor dispensaries.
Efforts are being centered on outlets in Detroit's loop and General
Motors-Fisher building areas, according to James F. Hopkins, general manager of
and one of
chief owners of the Michigan corporation. Station has installed triple
turntables and pipes sweet music to
outlets 15 hours daily, from 11 a.m.
to 2 a.m. By concentrating on downtown areas. It's figured line charges
can be held to minimum and will
Miller's

ous

WJBK

keep out opposlsh which would have
to sign
tricts,

up

outlets In outlying dis-

thereby running Into big lln*

charges.

While musicians* union here has
held several conferences with him,
Hopkins doesn't believe he'll run
Into trouble with union inasmuch as
MMC's contracts specifically states
that wired music must 'not supplant
live musicians.' Thus far no Muzak
outlet has harbored a band previously.

WJBK

Is

constantly during

plugging

its

Muzak

regular broad-

casting.

•

They are

of the Metropolitan opera.

fellow Danes.

Washington, Nov. 28.
More sweeping administrative
changes within the Federal Communications Commission were reported in the offing this week, following another ruling that further
menaces individuals who seek } proApparently
their
interests.
tect
.

KDYL's

!

nas Campaign

I

'

Lake

Nov. 28.
with the scared by moves to gain judicial remmerce, view of the new FCC policy preJunior
Chamber of
started the Christmas shou'iihg sea- venting licensees from intervening
son with a mammoth children's pa- on the ground of possible economic
rade the day after Thanksgiving, damage, various members of the FCC
which will be closely followed by and key department heads are talkstreet lighting broadcasts and home ing seriously about a new procedure
decoration contests.
Co-operating that would cut down the volume of
with the Salt Lake Tribune-Tele- litigation by returning in part to the
gram, KDYL will send Woodbury's old 'examiner system* and the pracband to the Children's Hospital.
tice of functioning through panels
Other Christmas promotions on or sul 'divisions. Overhauling of the
Salt

KDYL,

in

City,

conjunction

'

this station include the Elk's Merry
Christmas Club which is broadcast
three times weekly, in the interests
of distributing toys, clothing and
food to the needy. KDYL tops It
off with a huge Christmas party for
underprivileged children, with the
co-operation of the Visiting Nurse's

Association.

By Woodbury's
Lake

'First'

rule also is probable,
although iiothing has come to a head

interverl'on

yet
So

far,

nothing more than very

suggestive hints have indicated that
the Commish is In a mood to renovate its administrative machinery for
the third time within a two-year period. But the signs are encouraging
to
industry
representatives,
who

have been growing more and more
irate over the way the 'stream-lined'

reports with proposed decisions is graph matters, some kind of panels
not likely, but end seems certain for may be employed to both distribute
the existing custom of having a the burden and meet complaints
member of the law department pre- about too much partiality. Steps have
side at public sessions and then sub- been taken In this direction with the
Atlanta. Nov. 28.
mit a sub rose report that becomes designation of individual CommisRevamping of WSB's 17-pieca
in effect the proposed findings of the sioners to sit in several acrimonious
house band, Georgia Ambassadors,
Commish.
controveries and with creation' of

Revamp WSB-WAGA Music

moved Perry Bechtel and Earl L«nSince the examining system was committees to study television and
dis into associate director spots to
uprooted by former Chairman Frank war problems.
Director Marcus BartR. McNinch a year ago, the FCC has
While some reforms are believed assist Musical
lett, who also serves as station's footfollowed a course without a com- certain, the industry front remains
ball spieler.
'plete parallel in any government indignant over restriction of hearings
quasi-judicial agency. Parties are required to make 'proposed findings of
fact' which are taken into consldeation by the Commission which enters, in turn, its 'proposed findings
of fact.* Any applicant or respondent dissatisfied with the tentative decision has the right of oral argument
before the final action is taken.
Idea now being discussed is to have
not only the parties but the various
Commission branches
engineering,
legal and accounting departments
also
submit 'proposed
findings,'
which would be part of the public
record,
rather
than
confidential
memoranda as at present The argument then would involve all of the
conflicting conclusions and interpretations, after which the Commish
would weigh the issues in dispute.
Another potential reform under
consideration consists of more frequent use of committees to hear pol-

—

-

apparatus has operated.
Talk has been heard of setting up
a staff of referees or umpires to preside
over hearings and of ending the
musical
d[gave Woodbury, KDYL
practice
b f which FCC lawyers, acrector, right to be first to give entire
musical score to the nation over the countants end engineers secretly in- icy cases. While it is improbable the
web.
fluence
tt<e kilocycle cops in their Commish will go so far as to revive
air.
Program fed to NBC Red
Famous has recently published decisions. A complete return to the the 'divisions* which formerly hansystem of having examiners make dled broadcu.st, telephone and teleWoodbury's own 'By the By/
Salt

City,

Nov.

28.

Famous Music, publishers ot muslcal score for 'Gulliver's Travels,'

Bechtel, a guitarist acts as maesvirtually to the applicant.
Barristro
on WSB's 'Welcome South,
ters found another reason for boiling
Brother,' programs, five liights per
last week when the Commish, throwweek.
Landis, a newcomer, to staing back a protest against more comtion, used to direct Georgia, Parapetition, ordered a new hearing on
the request of a potential broadcaster mount and old Loew's Grand pit orchestras.
already Issued a construction permit.
Policy changes in connection with
Latest sore spot Is the 'show cause'
order served on Kentucky Broadcast- Ambassadors, it was stated, would
ing. Corp., which has been handed pa- stress musical classicism with softpedaling
of swing.
pers covering a low-power outlet at
WAGA, litUe brother of WSB, has
Louisville, using 1210. kc. The Commish directed this candidate to also taken on new group of musicians.
Staff,
formerly consisted ot
demonstrate again its financial fitness
after denying its petition for leave to string trio, but new band is made up
flght a grant of additional tline to of Joan Norman, violinist and director;
Dozler
Lee, pianist and vibraWGRG. New Albany, Ind. When the
Louisville recruit claimed additional harplst; J. V. Johnson, sax^and clarcompetition from across the river inet, and Louise Basset 'guitarist
Program
Director
Earle Pudney
'would result in such severe loss of
operating revenue to petitioner's pro- helps out at the piano.
posed station as to impair the servSpielers,
Join
Writer
ice which it could render,' the Commish declared 'at the most such alSalt Lake City, Nov. 28.
legations cast serious doubts upon
has two new staff grabbers.
the petitioner's financial qualifica- Nelson Mclnlnch and Tom Caflerty.
tions to construct and operate Its
Mildred Baker, a continuity writer,
proposed station.'
has also been added.

KTDL

KDYL

'
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TOO MUCH MATINEE MUSH
PUBLIC

because if you feel the same way
we do about it, our joint efforts
might bring about a new and de-

HI)

KOIN

S[[MS SATISFIED

W, Myer

Contest

of

KOIN, Portland,

is not a critic of daytime serials.
To the contrary he feels they
alTectionally regarded by the
public. He wires Vahietv; 'Audience

are

By BOB

LANDRY

must have been sormething

'!(

ett;

I

— Old proverb.

surveys tell the story and we have
no complaints from listeners although KOIN has more serials than

any other. local
Jim Shouse

Stalion managers around the countiy are inclined to suspect that they
have been oVer-fed; on daytime
serials.
But they hesitate to be too
S|>ecitic

in

naming

names.

Their

diagnosticians is
undermined by the failure of the Cooperation Analysis of Broadcasting
to flie a clinical report bearing out
the hunch; So far C.A.B. remains
inscrutable with scarcely a hint that
the patient is on the verge of breaking out with dramatic colic.
as

Carefully brought up never to regard private judgment as having any
standing or importance unless accompanied by a research project
confirming it. the broadcasters are
slow 16 condemn daytime serials
merely because they're too numerous, too silly or too anything. It the
C.A.B. doesn't quiver the broadcasters will discreetly hold their peace

station.'

of

WLW,

Cincinnati,

the

school that holds 'the
opinions of station managers, including myself, should count for absolutely nothing in evaluating the acceptance of. daytime serials on the
part of the public' Shouse thought
there was no need for the industry
to be unduly concerned and referred
to
175,000
telephone calls made
throughout the
area in support of this feeling.
He believes,
moreover, that daytime radio Is
much better than it was, say, six
years ago.
Barron Howard of WRVA, Richmond reports his station's 'confusing' experience.
'We still feel that
of

is

self-confidence

Newscaster s Un-Cut 'Hamlet'

sirable trend.'
C.
Ore.,

many

serials

fellow-broadcasters.
The comof some of the latter is also
offered to the present discussion of
a subject which seems to have rather
abruptly gathered a certain amount
of momentum.
Grunwald, who has

dicate a listener desire. It was
enforced for nine or ten months
and then surveys did not indicate any rush of listeners to tune
our station for the non-.serial
programs. In fact our audience

ment

just interviewed 300-odd persons in
the radio industry as part of a two
months' trip from New York to the
Pacific coast and now returning:
sums up some of the reasons given
for the attitude expressed by important stations with regard to the
growing load of network strips. He

(all),

WSAI OKAYED

peaked
during
serials
and
dropped during other entertainment, with competition peaking
competition carried serials. We
accordingly
abandoned
the
policy."

'At any rate,'

sums up this execu'we do speak from experience

50,000-watt

WLW.

In line with the increased signal
strength,
understood
that
it
is
WSAI's transmitter will be relocated
and something like $35,000 will be
invested in new equipment.

enue,

a China Shop

the facilities of

cordingly,

calling

We

attention

Double, So Takes Cut
Texaco has renewed
day night program on
weeks,

other

13

There

will not

its

CBS

cftective

Wednesfor an-

Jan.

3.

Inserted

'Pass this suggestion on to

you

in

rev-

hurts— that

a. There are too many daytime seP. it G. and Sterling Products
to buy so many, say
the managers, but P.
G. and Sterling will douse them overnight if
C.A.B. ratings burn out— and then
what for the stations?
Meantime smaller stations are
shoving music and sports opposite
their big competitors' serials, which
leaves the little fellows with a permanent form of local programming
and the serial stations with soap.
b. The load of daytime business is
causing the big stations' production
departments to grow rusty. As things
stand now, the continuity staff in
many instances is playing cards and
the house band is shooting craps to
pass the time away.
One western
station killed 33 daytime local shows

a

rials.

—

may be smart

&

be any change

Stanco Continues Serials
Via McCann-Erickson
Stanco business, which consists of
the recorded 'Meet Miss Julia' and
'Alice Blair' series, will be renewed
fo another year. Present contracts
C- .I't expire until January.

this fall to accommodate the network
Products involved are Daggett & load.
In short, managers believe
Ramsdell cream, Mistol, Mydoland that expensive investments are
rustFlit. McCann-Erickson is the agency.
ing, while— quite the opposite— the

smaller stations are oiling up their
Gilbert Ralston, who used to be production programming
departwith NBC's transcription department, ments
as never before.
a program
ton agency.
is

manager

in the

Comp-

Sneaking In

NBC

stations additionally report
that the
system of blocking off
certain portions of the day under
option and leaving the rest of the
time at the stations' complete disposal is this year failing to function.

NBC

of

Show

Advertisers have caught on to the
gimmick that if they demand time
outside the option period (in other
words, in the stations' own time)

Business
i

j-

3 4th Anniversary Number

I

:

;

j

I
'

they will be playing to less web competition.
Therefore an increasing
number of sponsors do not want to
buy tho.se periods reserved for web
broadcasting, but want to elbow into
station time.
Since stations hate to
say no to big customers, many nave
given up all their free time in this
manner at less revenue, of course,
than if they had local shows in those

—

spots.

CBS

I
I

,

To

be published late in December

I

all of whose time is
under no option to CBS, are also
squawking.
What the upshot will be, or when
it will
cpme, is problematical. But
most managers agree that either one
of two alternatives must be em-

station.s,

ployed. Either the stations must get
radically more money for their daytime.
Or else the networks must
limit daytime broadcasting to certain periods at very high rates, and
the rest go free to the stations.

let

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL
ADVERTISING COPY MAY BE SENT TO ANY VARIETY OFHCE

to

licity efforts.

loss

discussion:

Waring

of ads in the N. Y. Time.s,
reading
'Wanted Rent one high
grade bull for day's work .in china
shop. Write Waring, 1697 Broadway,
N. Y.'
The ads were originally
marked for the 'help wanted male'
column but the Times relegated
them to the 'business opportunities'
section on the ground that it couldn't
be facetious with the unemployed.
series

:

are, ac-

daytime musical programs with
more than the usual number of
program announcements and getting behind them with limijted
local
merchandising and pub-

really

going into the colters of

When the new radio season started this fall, the spot business took a
swing upward and hit an all-time
high.
But simultaneously the networks let go a huge barrage of serials which, in frequent instances,
prevented key stations. from accepting
all of the spot or local business they
the air about his talent as a picker could have, placed.
Since network
of winning football teams.
Waring business generally pays far less
said that he could do better blind- money than local' or national spot
folded and the upshot was a bet that business, the managers irately bewhoever 'lo.st would have to take a lieve that they are operating on a
bull through a china shop and pay 'paper lo.ss' of revenue.
for the resulting damage. The payCoupled to this money-matter are
off is due when
Douglas returns several other points which are innext week from a short vacation in creasingly becoming the subject of
Meanwhile

Is;

Frances Langford Can

The Show Window

Columbia and of

locally.

tremendous

is

Rated as one of the wackiest
stunts pulled on a network commercial in some time is the bet in which
Fred Waring.^nd Paul Douglas, announcer, have involved themselves
on the Chesterfield program (NBC).
Wager eventuated from some kidding Waring handed Douglas over

be broadcasting from our station
is Lanny Ro.ss for Franco Spa-

our stations

a

and— this

revenue

Florida.

Texaco Show As

WGR

ghetti.
But other CBS stations
are also broadcasting smiling Ed
McConnell for Purity Bakeries.
'We believe it would be to the
inlerc.<;t
of the J°adio industry
and to our stations if a larger
percentage of daytime advertisers would use vocal and instrumental musical programs, variety and comedy entertainment.
That these need not be expensive
is shown by the fact that the two
programs 1 have mentioned have
only one 'name' artist and a
small accompanying group.
*I
should like to suggest to
you that you call attention to any
such musical programs a little
more frequently than you do to
the. other programs. 1 have heard
from some advertisers using
serial stories that they get better
results from these programs than
from musical programs. Surely,
it Is to our advantage to help in
any way we can to keep musical
programs on during the daytime
and to encourage, if possible,
more daytime advertisers to use

(such as is being issued this
revolt is in store for them.

.

in the
reports that the matter is even if we don't know what to say.
setup of either the eastern or the
I. R. Lounsberry of Buffalo has a
much in the table talk of broadcaster.> this fall.
Patt's letter bears that slant based on his own particular re- western half of the hour. Only tontract
concerns
Francis
Langchange
lationship to it. He writes:
out.
'As we divide the network pro- ford, The account figured that there
Patt'.-? letter to stations last week
grams on Stations
and WKBW, wasn't enough for her to do on the
read as follows:
this problem is not so serious to m. show to justify the $1,500 a week,
The programs undoubtedly have a and in return for being permitted
'For some time I have been
very high audience rating.
concerned, as I imagine, perhaps
How- to take another network commercial
ever, in spite of this, if all of these she has accepted a salary cut.
you have been, that daytime
programs were placed on one staOthers continuing with the Hollycommercial radio has become a
tion as is done in many other cities, wood half-hour are Ken Murray,
matter of one continued serial
I
personally, would consider the Kenny
Baker,
David Broekman,
story program after the other.
situation alarming and would recom- Jimmy Wallington and Ed Gardiner,
This year this is more true than
mend as a remedy, that the sched- director. Transamerican Broadcastever before with Columbia and
NBC liaving more than 15 day- ule be split so as to provide for good ing & Television Corp. retains the
music
programs
between some of the production assignment on the show's
time hours of these programs,
serial stories.'
second half hour.
most of them continuous^
'I
am delighted that at least
one or two daytime advertisers
have seen At to put on a program of musical entertainment.
The only one that we happen to

further

GRUNWALD

lesser stations.

if

tive,

a

stations

Into

A.

The managers' attitude is based on
numerous factors, but the principal
one is simply this: The load of network daytime business is causing big

For a Bull to Lead

F0R5KWNITES

is

ed a firm policy of allowing only
two continuous serials. We required non-dramatic entertainment every third quarter hour.
This policy was adopted pursuant
to surveys which seemed to In-

EDGAR

By

BE RIGHT

Fond du Lac, Wis., Nov. 28.
There is considerable talk among
managers of basic network stations
that, unless the networks in the future can devise some system of keeping down the load of daytime progrants

Cincannti, Nov. 28.
Permission for WSAI to boost its
bad programming
but can't seem to prove it.' Howard night signal from 1,000 to 5,000
explains:
watts, the same as its day power,
'We have long been cognizant
was granted Monday (27) by the
of the unbalancing effect of so
FCC.
Station is owned by the
many .serials and last year adoptCrosley Corp., which also operates
so

T

Fred Waring Advertises

WLW

and their noses.
The remarks of Vafiety's Ed
Grunw.ald (see adjoining column)
coincide with a letter John Patt of
WGAR. Cleveland, has recently sent
to

Newscaster with a national hookup has developed into one of the
prize prima donnas of the industry. People associated with him on
the program find him particularly tough to get along with because of
his insistence that they listen intently to every word he pours into the
mike. It's uncut 'Hamlet' so far as the ex-announcer is concerned.
Recently he noticed that a panelman let his interest stray elsewhere
and the engineer had to be taken off the program. The commentator
contended that it the engineer wasn't interested in everything the
broadcaster had to say he didn't belong.
The same commentator also has an obse.ssion about meticulous rhetoric and enunciation, and the impression gathered by those around
him is that the right phrasing and pronunciation is more important
than the serise or news value of what he says.

I

NEW YORK

HOLLYWOOD

West 46th

1708 No. Vine St

154

St.

LONDON

CHICAGO
54

W. Randolph

St.

8 St. Martins PI.

Against nighttime radio there are
no .squawks whatsoever.
Stations
evening broadcasts are
prcsli.','e-gctters and that without them radio would be a dud. But
the daytime shows are regarded as
such trivial fare that not one program director queried in any basic
ncfwork city could roughly recite
the plot of any three serials.
Many
slate that they never listen to them
they just can't take It.
feel that the

'real

.
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Money (Noisy Kind)

Michael Blair Seeks U.S. Passport

To Make News

NAB.

Membership

Bulletins Its

Drowns Ont Discord
At

Discs in Europe

Hillbilly

On

Rodeo

Louis, Nov. 28.
Larry Sunbrock, president of the
news programs on the general out- so-called National Fiddlers Assn., is
line of newsreels. Is being produced $3,000 in the clear on his National
and sold by Ayers-Prescott. No New Hillbilly Jamboree, which was held
York outlet has been obtained, but here. It was raining and
the agency claims nearly 150 stations was not cooperating, but nevertheless
throughout the country are carrying 16,490 customers planked down 55
the series.
cents each to hear the guitar and
Shows use feature yarns rather blow-jug gentry get hot.
copped four of the five firsts.
than spot news and always have' the
Roy Schaflfer's string band took
people involved appear in person.
Names who have guested so far in- the warbling contest; Al Boullcault,
Jack billed as 'Al, the Accordion King,'
Dorothy
Thompson,
clude
Dempsey, Martha Raye, etc. Erich was head of the squeeze box division;
Don Pan is producer of the series. Charles Smith, tagged as 'Smoky,'

Victor Disc Royalty Fees

St.

Michael Blair, former Hollywood
announcer, wants to .take a recording unit over to Europe to cut
iranscriptlons
which
would
be
chipped back to this country for distribution among the stations subscribing to his International Radio

NewsreeL

His

equipment

would

of a mobile unit with a
couple turntables, a portable shortwave sending set and a portable
turnable. Also a small plane.
consist

Blair has been in New York for
the past several months covering
special or spot events and interviewing celebs for his disc 'newsreel.'
Blair expects to get the necessary
crossing papers despite the rule of
the U. S. Department of State that
passports may be issued only to acnetwork
newspapermen,
credited

employees and
lished newsreel

staff

men

for estab-

companies.

Wilfred Thomas' Experience
Wilfred Thomas, a radio entertainer from London, recently endeavored to interest Canadian or
American broadcasters in discs of
'Life in England' as made overseas
by the production agents of Radio
Luxembourg. Those on this side reacted adversely fearing the stigma of
foreign propaganda.'
Thomas Is
in New York.

ow

Joseph Johnston, continuity writer outdfifldled all; 'Tex Waterburg (who
for Pathe newsreel, is scripter, while is under Sunbrock's management)
James Rend, formerly with Para- copped the so-called 'Singing" conmount newsreel, is assignment editor. test. Excise Commissioner Lawrence
McDaniel was the contest umpire,
and the applause of the customers
winners.
Ed. Arnold
Prez decided therefused
to permit Pappy
Hollywood, Nov. 28.
Cheshire's hillbilly group, winners
Presidency of L, A. chapter of of most of last year's contests, to parAmerican Federation of Radio Ar- ticipate because of a financial rumRather than wreck
tists passed to Edward Arnold last pus last year.
permitted
week when Frederick Shields with- last year's show
drew from the elective office due to Cheshire's band to participate, but
forbade them accepting any dough.
pressure of other business.
obtain
to
atten^jted
Arnold also is third vice-prez of Sunbrock
'Skeets' Yaney for the yodeling conScreen Actors Guild.
test last week, but the deal fell
local
every
called
through.
LaVell Waltman, formerly with station carying spot announcements
WSAU, Wausau, Wis., has been for the show, and told them not to
not
did
named program director of KROC, use Yaney's name.
Rochester, Mina
Dwight Merriam broadcast the announcements,
Lum and Abner, on a p.a. tour,
has been placed in charge of the staparticipated
department were delayed by fog, but
tions' new continuity
in both performances.
there.

AFRA

Albany, Nov.

28.

re-

corded series of 15-minute feature

torio.

of broadcasters.'

_

The Seventh Annual Radio

SHOWMANSHIP SURVEY

With its usual indirectness, the
N.A.B. failed to advise members to
follow any particular course but the
resume contained a clear suggestion
that the payments should not be
made and stations should avoid
use of RCA-Victor recordings pending final determination of the various controversies.
Refusal of RCA to postpone further its licencing program was made
known by N.A.B.
Although the
multiplicity of appeals 'clearly in-

VICTOR WARNS;
DECCA LESS

KMOX

KMOX

Amirlcan Badio Newsreel
American Radio Newsreel, a

Earl Robinson, former Federal MuProject attache In Washington,
whose 'Ballad for Americans' got
unusual attention on the 'Pursuit for
Happiness' (NBC) program a fortnight ago. Is having his work published by Bobbins Music. John LaTouche, the poet, did the lyrics.
Paul Robeson Introduced the ora-

Published

sic

KMOX

KMOX

SPECinC
Unlike RCA Victor, Decca Records
doesn't propose, at least for the immediate future, to let a deadline as
to when radio users of Its product
must obtain licenses, or else, Decca
has taken the position that stations
have been properly nolifled of the
company's attitude and that the responsibility is theirs should they con-

i

Nov.

28.

with only the wording of the conrow holding up settlement belocal radio stations and the

tracts

tween

Hale OHkr

IkWritt PHKM^iTt

trical

are that further talk of itrike will
not be heard. W. A. Kelly, rep of
the union on the coast, is now huddling with the radio ownership committee and the station tops willing
to

:NI$SINGFitOt.

VITAL

called attention to the

Station owners must keep in mind
the dispute with the AFM,
affect the use of records,
the industry
and the unions
go on strike, the rnemo reminded.
Furthermore, there is a possibility
that when present agreements between the
and record cutters
expire, the union may be able 'to
exact certain terms regarding the
ownership of property rights, if any,
that exist in the records', tlie

also

which may

particularly in case
rebuffs the musicians

AFM

NAB

warned.
apparent that the rights
'It
is
claimed by RCA are challenged at
every turn,' trade was advised.
'It Is understood that NAPA and
the music publishers each wish half

any royalties collected from
of
broadcasters by the record manufacturers, so that no revenue would
meet him halfway on a settlement. remain for the record manufacturer.
Scales and working conditions are NAPA wants to own whatever prop-

not holding contract up. It is un- erty rights there are for the benefit
derstood that new scale will be of their band-leader members.- AFM
above present rate of pay and there does not sanction NAPA's ownership
Is no split In the committee on salibecause It does not take into account
ent parts of the contract. It is ex- the work of the individual members
pected the matter will be closed by of the orchestra and vests all rights
Wednesday or Thursday (29-30) of in band leaders through NAPA.
this week.
AFM therefore wants to control

DP-TaDATE'

mn

Brotherhood of ElecWorkers, Local 77, indications

International

Be''(WaMj wilk S

The review

.

Seattle,

12 Djfcrot Cii«iries

tion.'

following angles:
Federation of Musicians has
1.
threatened to oust any member who
weekend Victor advised broadcasters signs over property rights in discs
that the Immunity It has permitted to the recording companies.
2.
National Association of Perthem expires Friday (1) and that any
airingof Victor records alter that forming Artists does not recognize
date without the license which the RCA's right to collect royalties on
company has made available would behalf of Its members and still Insubject the source to damages and an sists on its claim for direct compenaccounting of the profits. The let- sation.
Music Publishers Protective
3.
ter also stated that In the event the
court ruled against Victor in the Association has disowned the record
Paul Whiteman case, now before the companies' campaign.

SEAHLE EXPECTS PACT
THIS WEEK WITH IBEW

showmanshiemward:

dicated that none of the parties was
fully satisfied', Neville Miller was
told that RCA will not grant more
time for clarification of the matter.
Consequently, the N.A.B. issued Its
recapitulation so that the industry
can 'be informed of a number of additional facts bearing on the situa-

tinue to broadcast Decca platters.
In a circular letter sent out last

U. S. circuit court of appeals, all
license jnoney would be promptly
refunded to the stations.
5

28.

Subtle warning to broadcasters
not to yield to RCA-Victor demands
for royalty payments on recordings
went to National Assn. of Broadcasters members last week in the
form of a long semi-legal discussion
detailing the host of controversies
about performing rights. The trade
body indicated it will employ every
legal weapon to upset the findings of
the trial court in the RCA-WNEW
case and said 'until the whole issue
is settled, the N.A.B. will continue
its efforts to protect the interests

CBS Show

KMOX

WEW

Washngton, Nov.

Song Made Famons By

k^liiAilliudis

rjntMiHUiTEie

these rights.

'The music publishers contend that
Union Bans Ray Noble
RCA does not have the right to liDate on CBS Band Show cense phonograph records for broad-

Attempt
orchestra

casting. NAPA through Whiteman'*
to pick up Ray Noble's
appeal contests the Injunction obfrom Hollywood for Co tained
by RCA against Whiteman

lumbia
Records
radio
program, and the station.
The station con'Young Man with a Band,' on CBS
tests the injunctions obtained by
was nixed by the Los Angeles mU' both RCA and Whiteman. RCA consician's union.
tests the injunction
obtained by
Location job at Beverly Wil.shire
Whiteman against the station and
hotel and weekly bit on the Burns
objects to the Court failing to find
and Allen radio show was sufficient
a property right in RCA by virtue of
work for one band in that territory, its manufacturing skill.
decreed the local.
'In other words, no one Is satis'

.t^j»i"->i«»pS!i

fled.'

LASKY'S 'GATEWAY' OFF
Wrlgley

WILL BE PUBLISHED IN THE NEXT (DEC. 6TH) ISSUE OF

Will

SubsCitule

Aholber

Hollywood, Nov.

llETY
At which time announcement will be
receiving special recognition for

made

showmanly

of the stations

activities

during

1939.

1^

Stations will be awarded special plaques similar to the reproduction
obove. which is less than one-fifth actual size. The plaques are engraved bv
special process on solid t-opper and mounted on walnuL

a

FTC Retards Hetardo'

Hollywood Show

Washington, Nov.

28.

Jesse Lasky's 'Gateway to Hollywood' winds up 39 weeks for Wrigley Dec, 31 and gives way to a new
show being framed.
Leslie Atlass, CBS Chicago boss,
came here with the chicle maker's
decision and announced the replacement would likely originate
here.
Wrigleys is reported near closing
on successor show. A western idea
with celluloid cowhand. Gene Autry,
is under consideration, among others
Jesse Lasky, who was tied up
with the 'Gateway' shows has gone
to Detroit and
Chicago on new
sponsorship deals.

28.

Barrage of objections was fired by
the Federal Trade Commission Saturday (25) at the radio and published copy, of American Clinical
Laboratories, Official Research Bu-

New York, Federal Research
and Shellevy Braverman, promoters of a reducing com-

reau of

Corporation,

pound.
Cease and desist order called for

I
I

numerous changes in claims for 'Retardo,' which is reported to have
been certified by the research outfits, owned, according to the Commish, by iraverman, who also is the
owner, of American Clinical Labora
tories, Inc.

^

/
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OMAHA: RAZZLE-DAZZLE RADIO
By
Omaha, Nov.

28.

Everything that need be said about Omaha economically
said a couple of weeks ago in a discussion of Oklahoma
Except that Omaha (260,000 counting in Council
Bluffs) is bigger, the two towns wear the same socks. That
also goes for the radio stations inasmuch as the top wattage

was

other angle to dramatize to the time-buyer. Whereas OklaCity picked ra2zl'e-dazzle promotion, Omaha picked
razzle-dazzle management.

homa

There are, of course; maiiy cities where station managers
are in the blue ribbon class. But Omaha is one of those
rare instances where the managers are not separated by a
lot of wattage, and still get over the hill in high gear, "to

make

the test-tube attractiveness of

Omaha

in this respect

even more complete, the three pilots— Johnny Gillin (WOW),
Don Searle (KOIL), and Bing Smith (KOWH)— are all oldtimers in the industry. This is no kids' scrap, though the
managers (in actual age) aren't ready for chin-whiskers yet.
They've still got sex appeal,
To appreciate the nuances of Omaha station management,
It must be borne in mind that station management today is
not the factor in spot time-buying which^ it is sate to sayAgency men are still largely buying by
it will someday be.
the hatpin, or alibi, method. That is, they buy wattage. For
a second thing, it must be remembered that, barring few ex-

—

ception;, station management is stylized to the point of boilerplate. The 50,000-watters (if not sound asleep) specialize in
smoothie management; the regional stations harp on alertness; and the smaller outlets usually go in for straight slugging. Omaha, against this background, is of grade-A interest because the managers here have thrown stylization to the
winds and have invented their own kind of unorthodoxy.

THE KIND OF MANAGE1\IENT THAT
NEEDS AN IRON CONSTITUTION
Taking up the three managers analytically, and not from
any personal angle, it can be said of Johnny Gillin that he
runs his plant as if It packed 50,000 instead of 5,000 watts.
In short, Gillin's showmanship is of the smoothie sort. But

whereas most of the

50,000 watters which Gillin so religiously
emulates operate with a two-man front office, Gillin is running the show all by himself.
Getting a little deeper into a front office discussion, it is
safe to say that the two-man type is most usually found because it saves wear and tear on the manager. Such teams
as Credo Fitch Harris-Lee Coulson (WHAS), Merle JonesArt Casey (KMOX), etc., were formed so that the manager,
to save his nerves, could forward-pass any obstreperous reformer, time-chiseler, or plain nut to his helper for a softening process. And anyhow, a two-man front office looks
hoity-toity.
But Gillin (and perhaps Martin Campbell like him) does
Gillin additionally shoulders cotnmercial
It the hard way.
duties. For this unique kind of operation this much can be
said: it's impressive because it's unexpected. Providing that
the manager. has a good personality (and an iron constitution), the station reflects that personality all the more
strongly.
The kind of personality which comes in most
handy is of the velvet-glove type. It dovetails neatly into
sales-service operations, and the way things stand today,
sales service is not only becoming more and more necessary,

but it is. absolutely mandatory. Parenthetically, it should be
added that one-man operation needs the backing of a twoflsted, alert staff.
Gillin has such.
Don Searle (KOIL) meantime has Invented a system of
operation that's close to unique.
(Recently switched from
NBC to CBS). He has taken a flight into the realm of
mathematics. His pet policy—a merchandising scheme of
vast dimensions has been- oiled up to the point where it is
hard to -tell when the merchandising stops and sales-service
begins. All of which requires a bookkeeping machine bigger than most stations would care to tackle. Searle additionally has instituted checks on programming, sales conferences, and who knows what on a scale that would swamp the
ordinary manager. The whole thing, of course, is from its

—

—

City of

from Gillin's.
Vernon H. (Bing) Smith

Camden May
Its

Station

FCC WiU

If

Alter Stand

Texas'

the fellow

who

by

should,

Searle simply told the boys not to show up on the grounds
that there weren't enough to make a decent orchestra anyhow. (The union thereupon assigned the musicians to play
in hospitals).
In addition to Searle, who runs the station and keeps a
weather eye on everything, Frank Pellegrin specializes in
commercial chores. He's been here about a year after doing
radio and prbinotion work at Creighton University. Bruce
Wallace, here three years after a stretch with newspapers,
handles the merchandizing.

all

—

WOW, NBC Red

WHETHER YOU ASK FOR IT OR
NOT YOU GET SERVICE AT KOIL

affiliate,

is

WOW

fices, worthy of Darryl Zanuck.
keeps one eye cocked
on Omaha, and the other on the farmer. It has a terrific
load of eommercial business, and its operations arc framed

the insurance company)

William Ruess (of
is nominal
head of the station, but Gillin does all the day-to-day work
Howard Peterson, here since 1935,
as general manager.
handles promotion and merchandising. Harry Burke, once
with WJAG and now an eight-year veteran here, is program
director. Production is taken care of by Lyle de Moss, exKFAB. Publicity, certain writing duties, and photography
are steered by Bill Wiseman, longtime newspaperman.
in 1937 won the VAnierT prestige-subsidiary plaque,
and the station's current efforts in the same direction are
consistent. News is specially written for ether consumption
according to a house style-sheet. The local food show is another station pet, and largely through WOW's efforts the
grocers not only stage a big splurge but also put about $8,000
into the kitty. To publicize station programs and products,
a 'Radio News Tower' is issued monthly. Some 10,000 listeners buy it for half a buck a year, and around 5,000 agencies,

WOW

Another attention-getter is
it for nothing.
an annual tour to the hinterland with a cast of 37 station
members. Labeled 'Good Will Tour,' this carnival ties in
with local American Legion posts, etc., puts on a free show,
personally in contact with the
and in general brings
plow jockeys. Last year 25,000 persons saw it.
Programming is aimed at both city and farm folk on the
theory that the two are nearly identical out here. Production stuff and special events (handled by Foster May) are
the two big items, being used actively to offset the heavy
chain schedule. There's a 12-piece houseband batoned by
Fred Ebener; a 14 voice chorus; the Sophisticated Rangers
(western music); Ray Olson, Don Shaw and Lyle de Moss,
singers; Ralph Wagner, sports editor; and again Foster May,
clients, etc., get

WOW

doubling in newscasting.
Leaving aside the more routine (and pretty well sold-out)
programs, WOW's current schedule includes: an 'Aunt. Sally'
show for shut-ins which has a huge following, but is not for
sale; a 'Homemakers' Club' (10:30-11 a.m.) run by Martha
Bohlson and numbering 400,000 members; a man-on-thestreet (12:45-1 p.m.); a 'Junior Roundtable' (3:15 p.m.) in
which five high school kids settle the affairs of the world;
and a 'Little Man' kid-next-door skit (alternating with JunThe last-named
ior Roundtable) scripted by Milton Rieck.
Civic and state tie-ins
is being groomed for potential sale.
are heavy.
the CBS outlet. It is owned by the Central States
Broadcasting Co. which also owns KFAB and KFOR in Lincoln. Searle, who manages the whole works, meantime owns
a piece of KMMJ, Grand Island, and KANS, WichiU. KOIL
hasn't a hillbilly on it, nor bothers about farm market reThat whol& end is handled by
ports and similar fare.
KF'AB. The Omaha station is entirely urban, and if anybody wants both urban and farm stuff, the idea is to sell him
KOIL and KFAB as a combo. Parenthetically, it might be
added that KOIL is one of the few CBS stations also carrying a Mutual franchise. It is additionally one of the few stations which pays the union for musicians without using them.
is

Hulbert Taft,

—Creates

WKRC

new

as

FCC Okays

A

show was bought from the Bee-News when It folded, and
Belle West now runs the stanza as a participation program.
There's a Homemakcr's Club at 10 a.m. Later comes a quiz
show for kids in which they are paid off in pennies (instead
of the dollars adults usually get). Two more audience-type
shows are the 'Cornhuskcr Roundtable' and 'Answer, Please.'
The former is a football rehash between University of Nebraska rooters and opponents; and the 'Answer, Please' series
is a stump-the-experts affair.
KOIL runs a fair, number of
transcriptions, but balances them up via continuity written
by a staff of three.

KOWH

is

the independent station.

ald.

WREN

ment

to

safety

patrols

cards, letters, etc.

S.

C, Nov.

WDAF

'

interference
technical
was two month's countered
from the newspaper presses. A new
in arrears.
think selling the station will be plan of floating the studio in a room

Mack

Sales Co.,

'I

good business lor the
said.

city',

Brunner

eliminated the difficulty and
.dios will be thus suspended.

h;i<;

st

all

William B. Sears has taken over
duties of assistant manager In charge
of personnel at KUTA, Salt Lake's

here.

NBC

ell,

Blue outlet.
He's from KFBK, Sacramento.

Kenneth Curto from WLLH, LowMass., has replaced Al Hiorns at

WPRO,

Station's Charity

To Use

28.

S.
station to

Cincinnati, Nov. 28.
Camden, N. J., Nov. 28.
studio will be dedicated Sunday, Dec.
ownership transfer of
Official
Station WCAM, owned and oper- 19, at 2:30 p.m. with a statewide
the .Times-Star charge on WOLS for network or naated by the City of Camden, N. J., broadcast, it was announced here WKRC by CBS to
became effective Monday (27) mid- tional spot accounts buying WIS.
last week.
on Friday (24) was placed on the
hours after receipt of
WIS has installed a two-day wire
Speakers will include Homer P. night, eight
auction block by Mayor George E.
sanction. Station for the exchange of programs beFCC's
word
of
the
Pittener,
eduBrunner, when an audit revealed it Rainey, prexy; B. F.
It
is 5 kw day and 1 kw at night.
was nearly $4,000 in the red for cation dean, and T. S. Shelby, ex- became a basic outlet for Mutual, tween itself and WOLS. Move was
rhade
to improve the night-time .serdean.
the current year. Offers by private tension
with time change in September, when
purchasers to buy the station last
WOAI, San Antonio, will origi- CBS tied in with L. B. Wilson's vice of WIS programs. WOLS opyear were turned down by the for- nate Texas Quality Network's show, WCKY, which jumped from. 10 to 50 erates at 250 watts night and day on
k,c.
1,200
mer City Commissioners when the while KNOW will carry for Texas kw.
station had been turned over to an State Network, KTBC, Austin, also
Now known as the Times-Star staoperating firm and was paying the lined up.
tion. WKRC is managed by Hulbert
city $1,500 annually. But this year
Structure will house all college Taft, Jr., son of the paper's editor
the Federal Communications Cornradio activities.
and a newcomer in radio. During
mission refused to approve the lease
the past several years young Taft did
IN CHI
CBS
and ruled that the city would have
editorial work on the Times-Star.
to operate the station as a municipal
Bill Schudt, Jr., general manager
Overcomes Noise
project and pay salaries.
Chicago, Nov. 28.
of WKRC tor the past 18 months,
A contract was. entered into with
Of K.C. Star Presses will stick on for a fortnight to groom Nan Elliott, former booker for Balthe Mack Sales (jompany, whereby
After that Schudt aban & Katz and Pantagcs, has been
his successor.
Kansas City. Nov. 28.
the latter would sell time and pay
Dean Fitzer, g.m. of WDAF, ex- goes into CBS headquarters in NYC. named manager of the newly opened
tha city $1,666 monthly. The city
Taft's office will be in the Hotel Columbia Artists office here.
Will
station's new studios will be
pects
agreed to pay salaries and other
Suite will com- Alms, where WKRC has its business move into Wrigley building imme1.
Feb.
about
ready
expenses. Recently the station payThe diately because CBS is starting a
studios, and audition and broadcasting departments.
roll has beeii' $800 a- month— the prise three
a central con- station's news room, however, is be-- drive to become a key factor in the
around
built
all
room
heaviest in WCAM's 12-year history.
ing transferred to the Times-Star radio artists' bureau business in the
An audit made by the City Treas- tr booth, and offices for execs and building, downtown.
midwest.
urer showed that the city has paid staff.
Miss Elliott was previously at KHJ.
Studios are located in the buildout $17,315 since the first of the
Los Angeles, for Don Lee network
W. B. Sears to KUTA
year and had received but $13,333 in in of the Kansas City Star, owning
and with the William Morris agency
Salt Lake City, Nov. 28.
station enpreviously
and
company,
return.
the
Mayor Brunner said

payment

Blue Laws Force Windsor

Detroit

Show
House

Florence,

NAN ELLIOn HEADS
BUREAU

.

(sustaining).

members

C, has beWIS, Columcome a bonus
bia, which recently became affiliated
with NBC. There will be no extra

radio

schools

local

4c

10:15-10:30

the

Columbia,

WOLS,

the

in

Minor' (Minor Clite^ and Fred Eckerson) fill the
a.m. spot.
This piano-accordion team (one of
is blind) is a big mall puller.
County agents
and grain market reports get a big play throughout the day.
At 2:30-3 p.m. Kermit Hansen distinguishes himself by being
one of the few males to put on a home economics program
for women (his stuff is ghosted by a gal). Helen Corey and
Jackie Lee are the two billed pop singers. Along audience
participation lines is a 'Goodwill Industries' stanza (8' a.m.)
in which down-and-outers ask questions of prominent business men anent getting back on their feet. It, too, pulls lots
of mail. Transcribed music is used fairly steadily,
KOWH's merchandising policies are along standard lines
'Major

Florence
Added for Buyers of
Columbia, S. C, Slalion on NBC

And Schndt Moves Ont

operates daytime

It

and was purchased not so long ago by the World HerAt that time Bing Smith— who still is president of
in Lawrence, Kansas—came over to manage it. The
station operates on a single rate, has a nifty studio layout,
and is beginning to more than meet expenses.
Smith is carrying a total payroll of 28, which is pretty big.
Clem Young, seven years with the paper, is sales manager.
Chet Gowan handles special events, which are plugged hard,
and Orville Weimer gets billing as newscaster. Ronnie Ashburn is the sports man.
By way of programming, KOWH harps on news, sports,
and some Bohemian and Norwegian-Swedish music. The
day opens with a 'Sunrise Music Hour' variously filled by 17
Bohemian orchestras. It's a participation show. From 7:45
to 8 a.m. there's a 'Safety Patrol' issued by the police departonly,

WIS CARRIES A BONUS

Jr., Pilots

—

—

accordingly.

KOIL

As indicated before, merchandising at KOIL is down to a
Any advertiser who buys 13 or more half hours
automatically gets: a week's showing in 50 display, windows;
space in a dealer flash; at least one four-inch ad in 29 papers;
mention in dealer bulletins: letters; pre-announcements; and
some re-broadcasts to hit listeners at other times. If the
advertiser is a good custorrier, he may get more. But and
this is where lhc sales-service comes in
he gets the routine
treatment whether he asks tor it or not. And the station hits
as hard the last week as it hits the first week. To prove it,
each advertiser'.? merchandising schedule is kept on an
elaborate chart which is later sent to the client so he can
check for himself.' And during the whole interim, the customer is besieged with mail showing him how the campaign
is getting on, plus samples of h>s posters, etc.
The station
hires an artist, Harry Walsh, to get the whole thing dolled
up properly, and always pushes the radio program far
heavier than the product. It's the heftiest and most elaborate merchandising-sales service stunt seen on this trip.
KOIL is carrying a heavy CBS schedule. Rest of the programming is along typical urban lines.
musical clock is
unraveled from 7-7:30 a.m. From 9:45-10 a.m. comes the
'Polly, the Shopper' home economics stuff. The title to this
fine point.

the oldest station in Omaha.
It's owned by the Woodman of the World Life Insurance
Society, and since 1935 has been housed in resplendent of-

Remodeled at a cost of $20,000
from the 45-year-old Littlefleld barn,
of

is

—

Remodels a Barn
Badio Centre

University

GRUNWALD

ordinary standards, be the rip-snortiiig fighter with a glib
lingo and six kinds of rate cards. Instead, Smith is a polite
but serious student of station operation. He looks before
he leaps, and his policies are often checked via mail or
traveling with the best policies in existence elsewhere. This
seems like the millenium when it corncs to small station management.
While this trio of managers gets along pretty well socially,
the radio situation from the sheer business side is hotter
than a waffle iron. That's a good feature. For without highwattage, and nothing to make up for it, Omaha might otherwise fall asleep in the midst of the cornstalks and not be
heard from again.

NEW COLLEGE STUDIO
Texas

Sell

A.

tions

City.

In Omaha— as in Oklahoma City— is 5,000. And to make the
parallel even finer, Omaha is doing a whale of a radio business because, failing high-wattage, the stations, picked soma

EDGAR

—

angle showmanship.
And it's especially well-conceived because it completely differentiates Searle's opera-

finest

Providence.

Windsor, Ont., Nov.

28.

This Canadian city, where blue
laws keep theatres closed on Suntrekked across the Detroit
River Sunday night (26) to witness

days,

a stage

CKLW

show put on by Windsor's
Broadway-

talent at
the
Capitol theatre, Detroit.

With Joe Gentile as m.c, Windsor
station furnished the following talent for a Red Cross benefit show:
Harry Steele's hillbillies. Bob LaRue,
Bill Lewis, Wally Townsend, Gordon Fleming, Rev. J. A. Davies.
Windsor rnusicians' union also fur-

nished a band.

Several artists from. Detroit also
took part, including Xavier Cugat,
Arnos Jacobs.
.

KENTUCKY-TENNESSEE GAME
Louisville,

Two

Nov.

national radio networks,

28.

CBS

Mutual, as well as WHAS,
Louisville, will carry pJay-by-play
accounts of University of KentuckyUniversity
Tennessee football
of

and

games from the Kentucky stadium
in Lexington on this week's Thanksgiving

Day

(30).

George Walsh, sports announcer,
game for WHAS, and
the newsreels are giving The game

will cover the
all

full staff

coverage.

!

,
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ANALYSIS OF PREMIERE PUBLICITY

MILLER STARTS
HIS MUSIC

Columbia Broadcasting System's sales promotion department, in con- promotional departments tie-in. It tends to suggest, superficially perhaps,
jimclion with the Phil Lord office, New York, has recently conducted an some of the things stations will readily do and the opposite.
A separate transcription mentioning each station call letters in the body
experiment in national-local coordination of a exploitation campaign in
the disc was shipped out. This got a big playing with the station apconnection with a new afternoon program. The show was the series called of
parently liking the local mention touch. It is notable that 'tie-ups with
'By Kathleen Norris' sponsored by General Mills. (5 p.m., EST.)
book stores' was pretty much of a stumper although the series was sold
Preceding the program's debut on the CBS network a press book a Ja on a basis'of the following of a best-selling novelist.
On the whole it appears that this is a very useful preliminary venture
films was prepared setting forth a variety of tie-ups and other steps which
Neville Miller, prez of N.A.B., bein a field of cooperative showmanship not much developed, especially as
local stations were asked to carry through. All stations got a copy.
Most important part is the detailed check-up made by CBS of just what regards afternoon programs. The data that follows is CBS' own. It is gan his series of regional rallies on
and
an actual worksheet
Dress
from
was done. This represents a clinical study of how home town
behalf of Broadcast Music, Inc., with

TOUR

I

I

'By

KATHLEEN NORRIS'

Flayed
Tran- Checked
Sent
City and Station

Telcfrani

X
X
X
X

WOKO. Albany
WCAO, Baltimore....
WEEI, Boston
•WBBM, Chicago

WGAR,

Cleveland....

KRNT, Des Moines...
WJR, Detroit

KMBC, Kansas

City.

KLZ, Denver
KSL, Salt Lake

KARM,

X

X

Fresno
Angeles....

KNX, Los

KOIN, Portland, Ore.
KSFO, San Francisco,
KIRO, Seattle

KFPY, Spokane
KVI, Tacoma
*
t

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
3

X
X
X

X

Ads

House Show
Movie
Organ Windows Trailers

Extras

X

X

X

X
X
3
X

X
X

Y.

meeting

An

at

intensive

apolis, Richmond, Nashville, Dallas,
and thence to the Pacific slope.
About 30 broadcasters from some
20 stations were at the N. Y. meeting,

X
X

X

X
X

which mulled various problems now
before radio, but dealt mainly with
Meeting enthe ASCAP issue.
dorsed the new music pool, and several said they would subscribe. As
rules required a check for 10% and
a pledge of 50% of the 1937 ASCAP
payments none of the promises are
binding until signatures and checks

3
5

X

X

X

X

X

.'.

X

'.

Stoerr,

'.

Hedges

Bill

and

Harold

Smith. John Kennedy was present
also, although not belonging to this
N.A.B. district.

X

X

in.

Among those present were Bill
Fay, Robert Soule, Clarence Wheeler,
Edgar Twamley, Cecil Mastin, Julius
Seebach, John Hogan, Kolin Hager,
Richard O'Dea, Don Flamm, Sid
Kaye, Harry Wilder, E. K. Johnson,
Sam Geller, Ike Lounsberry, E. M.

•

X

X

X

".

come

X

X
X

X

X
X

22

X
X

N..

sked takes him to Daytjn, South
Bend, Omaha, Denver, Tulsa, Minne-

6

10

X

,.

X
X

4
6

X
X
X
X

City..

ments

Store
Dealer
Tie-Ups TIe-Ups

6

X
X
X

X

nounce- paper

X

X
3
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

Philadelphia..

WJ.\S, Pittsburgh
WPRO, Providence...
KMOX, St. Louis
WJSV, Washington...
WCCO, Minneapolis..

the RiLz Tower,

An-

X
X

(Tuesday)

yesterday's

Station

Frogram Feature paper
Listings Boxes Publicity

X
X
X

.

KOIL, Omaha

WCAU,

scription

Special interviews with prominent Civic Club leaders, and letters to secre'.aries of local Civic clubs.
Interviewed public librarians, contacted chur ch grou ps, and sent notic es fc Headquarter Bulletins of Grocery Chains.

Washington Buzz
|

M I G HTY
oaks from WBT'« aeonts grow

Transcontinental as of This

Week

«»»><««««<4«««

;

ii

Small agencies reported last week ball game in the Orange Bowl,
that Blackett-Sample-Hummert was Miami.
raiding their accounts in behalf of
Meanwhile Mutual continue.*! to
the proposed new network, the pound its own deal locally and Fred

Whether another

'unethical practice' case will plague the legal fraternity and the FCC is latest topic of
speculation following the Commission's steps to crack down on applicants who do not tell the whola
truth.
One barrister with a substantial practice is said to have engaged in conduct that borders on
perjury in putting through an application for a 'client' who recently

Transcontinental Broadcasting Sys- Weber, Mutual general manager, has
tem. One of the accounts cited was been in almost constant contact with
Fred Fleer & Co., maker of Double the
Blackett - Sample - Hummert
has been discovered only an emBubble
Gum.
Blackett-Sample(Continued on page 35)
ployee, not owner, of his station.
Hummert is quoted as telling advertisers solicited
that it is giving
Transcontinental 22 hours a week.
Elliott Roosevelt, it is said, hopes
to get the broadcast rights to the
Cotton Bowl game New Year's Day
for his inaugural schedule.

Ralpli Atlass Signs

You'd have thought those acorns were nuggets. The
rush came not only from the Carolinas, hut from as

im away

as VRsconsin

Darlington, S.

and Iowa. The Mayor of

C, speaking on a WBT farm broad-

mentioned that he had some thousand

cast, casually

acorns lying in his orchards and
to nurse a live Carolina oak,
.

if

anybody cared

WBT would be glad to

send the means whereby. Unaware he had started an
avalanche,he went on to the main subject of his talk,

Chicago, Nov.

28.

Ralph Atlass last week signatured
two local stations to the El-

for his

Roosevelt-Transcontinental web
and both the Atlass WIND and
WJJD stations will serve as Chicago
outlets and origination points for the
network. Likely that WJJD will be
used for the daytime hours while
WIND will carry the evening shows.
As the set-up now stands, the key
stations for the Roosevelt chain will
be
in Boston;
in
New York; KQV, Pittsburgh; WINDWJJD, Chicago; KXOK, St. Louis";
WDGY, Minneapolis - St. Paul;
liott

WMEX

Kansas City; KYA, San
KFWB, Los Angeles, the
Northwest network and the Texas
State network.
Francisco;

WBT's live oaks grow all over the country now. And
in Canada, too.
letter

A

week after the broadcast,

came a

postmarked Saskatchewan (1,830 miles from

WBT).

Its

Plans

the

means of bringing

In such broadcasts WBT serves its listeners. It serves

by planting the seed of

their sales

messages in minds made willing by just such brilliant

WBT creates each day. Sales grow, on WBT.

Any Radio

entertainment

have suddenly broken out
rash.

over from

St.

operated by tbe Columbia Broadcasting System.

Serenade,' with Cal Karnstedt doubling as m.c.-producer.
It's fed to
the Minnesota Network.
Performers include Eva Greenwood, the Rodik Twins, Pete Angell

Represented by Radio -Sales:
St. Louis, Cliarlotte,

New

York, Chicago, Detroit,

N. C, Los Angeles,

Sail Francisco

and

his

don,

Herb Wilson and Boris

Mountaineers, John MaxeRatoff.

the

the

Middle

maximum

power

YOUR product
to the buyers of this territory
through the station whose signal
permeates the market with the
greatest

power and

clarity

.

.

*

WHAS

Paul, Nov. 28.

KSTP has gone hillbilly for its
daily 6 to 7 a.m. stretch, except Sundays.
Program is tagged 'Sunrise

50.000

of

broadcasts

tail outlets. Sell

Paul Breaks Out

WATTS

•

one
it

WHAS

Louisville, Satur-

WSM, Nashville, along with Roy
Acuff and the Smoky Mountain Boys,
while the Jefferson Armory has a
Sunday evening hillbilly jamboree of
its own.
Clayton McMichen's Georgia Wildcats and other WAVE, Louisville,
talent, compose the armory's bill.
St.

Owned and

spots

into a hill-

The National has 'em

WHAS,

Sales office will help your sales too.

CHARLOTTE, N.C.

reaches

because

(50,000 watts) on a wavelength (820 kilocycles) which
insures clear reception. Within
the primary ^rea "served by
there are 5.039.828
people, who spent, last year, a
total of $1,296,831,000 in re-

Louisville, Nov. 28.

day nights, the Savoy is playing the
Golden West Cowboy troupe from

acorns was completely exhausted.

its clients, too,

with

HillbUIy Epidemic

Louisville's

WBT

REGEPTI6ILITY

largest audiences in the

billy

radio as

WHAS

it

her trees-to-be, the Mayor's supply of

plus

West

real Carolina live-

oaks to her door— for nothing! By the time
off

POWER

still

writer said that where she lived there

radio much, she wrote, but she never dreamed

rushed

THE DIAL

are to start the Transcontinental pumping on Jan. 1, with
an exclusive broadcast of the foot-

wasn't an oak tree for miles around. She owed her

would be

820 ON

WAHS

WMCA

KCMO,

the delightful town of Darlington.

50,000

BASIC CBS OUTLET

Represented

Nationally

By Edward Petry

Owned and Operated By The
and The

Louisville

&

Company

Courier-Journal

Times
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RADIO MAPS UNION FIGHT
musicians be taken out of the hands able sentiment in favor of forcing
and left to the local the issue has reached N.A.B. headunions.
quarters, but the trade association is
In his letter to the IHNA commit- hesitant about taking a hand at the
tee Joseph N. Weber, AFM prez, moment.
stated that 'if IRNA or any other
detailed report as to what went
organization of radio affiliates de- on between AFM and Independent
sire the services of members of the Radio Network Affiliates during sevfederation after the expiration of eral meetings was sent out last
the present agreement, it is neces- week through N.A.B., but it was
sary that they make to the fiederation proposals as to the conditions
under which they will employ its
members.
If
such proposals are
satisfactory to the federation, members will continue to render servIn the event
vices otherwise not.
no such proposals are made by
IRNA or other organizations of
broadcasters, the federation will assume that they no longer desire the
services of its members.'

of the federation

A

E
New

Strategy

by

Broad-

casters Hits 'Unnecessary

—

Meantime
Angle
N.A.B. Has a BrainfuU of

Men'

Worries

SOCIAL ASPECTS

nothing more than a concise summary of the stand taken by the warring factions and offered no advice
to individual station owners.

inevitable.
Assurances from both
groups that they mean to go through
with their negative responses to the
Joseph M. Weber unionists have not
given
complete peace of mind.
The N.A.B. is in the middle, seSome disagreement about strategy
cretly hoping that both the chains
and IRNA will stand firm and per- from this point on. There is a consist in nixing the AFM demands but siderable feeling that the industry
alarmed that one or the other will must bring about a decisive test of
(Continued on page 27)
weaken, making complete surrender

I

—

IRNA Dues

Sla«k

With negotiations for a renewal of
Letter on the AFM situation which
employment agreement between the the IRNA committee addressed to
American Federation of Musicians the affiliates last week declared that
and the Independeent Radio Network it felt that it 'haS now left the matAffiliates having come to an abrupt ter apparently in the shape in which
IRNA vill
halt, intimations are being made in most affiliates want it.
employer circles that there is a therefore do nothing further and
good chance of the whole contro- withdraws from participation in
versy being tossed into the laps of AFM negotiations. The next move,
IRNA is at
the U.S. Department of Justice. Such if any, is up to you.
action would be based on a state- your services if you wish, but its
ment recently made by Assistant At- resources are quite limited as, to
torney-General Thurman Arnold in date, only about 70 stations have
which he held that unions which paid the modest dues authorized at
make a practice of forcing the em- the Chicago convention.'
ployment of unnecessary help could
Before the IRNA committee subbe held liable under the anti-trust mitted its counter-demands to the
Counsel for some organizations AFM's executive board it was as
act.
within the industry have already sured by network officials that the
drawn up briefs on the subject for affiliates could depend on the webs
submission to their clients.
to stick by them in a showdown,
These lawyers contend that the
intent and practice of the agreement
prevailing between the industry
and the AFM comes within the purview of Arnold's statement. They
argue that the union has every right
and designate
to increase wages
under what conditions members will

now

work but

cannot, as pointed
out by Arnold, try to impede technological progress by declaring that
in order to get the services of its
members the employer must hire so
many extra men.
that

it

even

situation

al-

owned

and managed by them.
Weber's letter of withdrawal to
the IRNA' committee charged that
the latter's answer to the AFM pro
'not
allegations
contained
based on facts,' and that they were
reality forced misrepresentations
arguments against the said
agreement, all for the purpose of
preventing a renewal of same under

posal
'in

"Music is a brutal business/

and

which the federation

conditions to
will agree.'

plan of contract renewal. The IRNA
committee has advised the affiliated
stations that the AFM had withdrawn its plan of Nov. 2 and tossed
the onus of submitting a substitute
proposal back at the affilales. The
committee had asked that all future
negotiations for the employment of

AFM

States Fosillon

,

AFM

position as stated yesterday
(Tuesday) was that it had no Inten
tion of dealing with individual em^
ployers and that any agreement af'
to
its members would have
made with the broadcasting in

fecting

be

dustry.

There

is

no power,

it

was

added, that could make AFM mem
bers work if they didn't want to
and the federation can't believe that
anything could prevent the AFM's
members from acting as a collective

THE

SMOOTHIES

ARIIE SHAW

unit.

NAB

BABS-CHARLlE-UnLE
BMorillnir for

The networks have

payrolls for stations

sicians

is

Bluebird anil

the controversy led to a gen-

ready informed the AFM that they
won't agree to any increase in mu-

back where it was
Nov. 1, the day before IRNA's executive committee received the AFM's

The

if

eral strike.

Hesitates on Stand

Washington, Nov. 28
Concern about maintaining a solid

Victor

front and uncertainty whether
showdown now is desirable were
sud
radio industry reactions to the
den blow-up of negotiations between
network outlets and the American

Listen to "Myrtle"
on Bluebird and

"The

Little Red Fox"
on Victor with Hal Kemp

Musicians over new
contracts beyond Jan. 17. Consider
Federation

of

Why

did Artie

Shaw

week?

quit last

"Politics, cor-

ruption and a system of patronage aren't the only
things a musician has to fight," says the King of the
Clarinet. "What's worse are one-night stands

and long,

brutal jumps that wreck a man's health." Here's his
fantastic rags-to-riches climb

MORE w""' «ieft
do

Because e^**

J^^sed

.

.

.

agQ to $6,000 an afternoon, and

from 470 cash a year

what

it

did to him!

over

'

[
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MIGHT
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FolloW'Up Comment

Production Note

Show Sponsored

Local 'Educational'

Boston, Nov. 28.
program for

In setting up the

Fay Balnter and Nan Sunderland
guested on the. Campbell's soup pro(26), repeating
their original stage roles in 'Dodsworth,' from the Sidney Howard
adaptation ot Sinclair Lewis' novel.
and placements for the best reOrson Welles played the title part
sults.
created on Broadway by Walter HusAt the end of long seige they
ton.
Although the yarn suffered
discovered that the best pickup
somewhat from the necessary teleresulted from putting a single
scoping, it held up .strongly via the
mike in the flue of the chimney
air, just as it was previously transabove the studio fireplace.
feree successfully from the novel to
the stage and then to the screen.
Miss Bainter's playing of Fran
•YESTERDAY'S CHILDREN'
Dodsworth again provided the mainWith Dorothy Gordon, James Rob- spring of the story. It's a cream
erts, Ronald Liss, Jack Manning, part, with lots ot shading, plenty ot
Robert
Walker, Tom Gorman, emotional range and possibilities for
Ilu^h James
characterization. And while it isn't
30 Mins.
a sympathetic part, it's an enorSustaining
mously showy one aiid it must be
Friday, 7:30 p.m.
convincing for the drama to stand
'

But Lacks That Showmanship
Albany, Nov.

WOKO

broadcasting

McMannus &

Station

AGENT

'NED JORDAN, SECRET
Dramas

28.

is

(under clothing store,
Riley
sponsorship)

Flair

30 Mins.
Sustaining
program Thursday, 10:30 p.m.
a
which brings in students of public WOR-Mutual, New York
and parochial schools to compete as
Ned Jordan's undercover agent
orators on matters ot current inter- activities are the result of the imagest.
cup goes to the school win- ination of the same writer that turns
ning the most points as the series un- out the 'Green Hornet.' Latter program recently shifted from Mutual
folds.
after a. long sustaining
to
While the programs are at present stretch on the former. 'Jordan' is
missing many opportunities from a a replacement for the 'Hornet,' also
critical showmanship point of view emanating from WXYZ, Detroit.
it docs appear that basically the idea
As unfolded this catching, Joris an excellent and practical formuKn
dan's activities in behalf of law and
for uniting sponsorship and the local order was well written and produced
school .'sy.'item. The audience of rela- piece that told its tale in one episode.
was somewhat along the
tives, fellow-students, etc., is fairly Theme
'Gangbusters,' being
large to start with. Given more zest lines of the
written in flashback form, several
and spontaneity and with teacher characters explaining the action to
caution partly removed the program others, then fading while it was
might have the necessary inherent worked out or proceeding from
appeal to engross wider circles.
where the narrator left off. PerThe program is called 'Youth formances were okay and the variSpeaks,' but its main impression is ous moves and countermoves of Jorthat youth may be speaking, but dan and his criminal opposition
clearly told.
adults are telling them what to say.
Story concerned unraveling of a
There Is obvious voice coaching
plot to steal airplane plans. One of

A

NBC

also.

thugs impersonated an innocent

man

Boy announcers and the boy and to throw suspicion off themselves
would be of more gen- while planning to steal the drawings, and Jordan's side also imperif it were plausible that
they were under their own steam sonated the same guy to round 'em
end not parrots for adults. A cheer- up. For awhile that portion was a
girl speakers

eral appeal

bit confusing but it straightened iting squad of students to react in
self out.
youthful partisanship would give life
Finale line was the usual "you
to the program.
Jaco.
can't win' moral with a novel twist.

Announcer

called

Leavenworth.'

•NEW VOICES'
With Jean MerTlll
IS Mlns.; Local
Sustaining
Sunday, 9:45 p.m.

'NEW TUNES'
With Patricia Rhein, Bob
Orchestra

WOR, New York

ing.

Selections were 'Beautiful Lady,'
the Years,' and for a current touch, 'Day in-Day Out.'

Through

Sostainine

Sunday, 7:45 pjn.

WOB, New York

Tunejs* professes to be directing its efforts toward unearthing worthy melodies that somehow
have escaped attention. This program didn't use much of anything in
that
groove except the opener
'Where Was I?' Rest, especially 'I
Must Have One More Kiss, Kiss
Kiss' which is being heavily plugged,
are played often.

With Bob Stanley's able arrangeJames Mueford, program director, ments and the voice of Patricia
and Richard Pattison, announcer, Rhein, WOR program takes on the
have resigned from WSPA, Spartan- status of a sustaining band pickup.
burg, S. C.

MARATHON OF MUSIC
HOTEL MUEHLEBACH
'KAY'S

30 Mins.-Local

Mon day, 10:30 p.m.
WDAF, Kansas City

Every dance band nowadays wants
a production twist for

Now

its

radio in-

comes Herbie Kay with

the idea that 30 tunes in 30 minutes

would be something. The old B. A.
Rolfe-Geo. Washington Hill gallop.
Vocals, special arrangements and
novelties were used as usual, but it
was a steady half hour gale for the
orchestra.
Plugs were cut to their
pith by John Gaunt, assigned to the
station-hotel broadcasts.
actually only scored 25

Orchestra
tunes but
probably could reach 30 if choruses
only played.
Qiiin.

Z>l^u.ctoM:

The chief difference helween a "bigtime" radio alalion and a "small-time'^

M this:

—sells listeners

The

—

sells potential

lUtle fellow sella billboards,

atvaySf

offers

an

inviting

Shure

ignites the ozone with colorful selections vividly played.

John Wummer and Edward Vito
up. While the actress was naturally respectively flutist and harpist with
NBC Symphony orchestra
'Where are yesterday's children? more limited than on the stage or the
teamed last Friday night (24) for
IS minutes of unusual tooting and
plunking over NBC red (WEAF).
Agreeable in a quiet sort of contrast
to the lineup of dance music just
children.
Each week a prominent Sam Dodsworth. Few lads would beginning at that late hour. SelecAmerican's^ favorite childhood book have the nerve to attempt to play a tions were inclined to be melodic
will be mentioned, after which the part in which an actor of Walter and fairly simple, and not loo long.
Session should be an attentionpiece will be dramatized for the lis- Huston's stature and reputation had
Idea is obviously to draw scored his greatest success. And only, cirHer to the following nighl's symteners.
the juve dialers to the mike for a a lad with the Welles sense of show- phony program.
pre-bedtime story hour. And just manship could get away with such
Orrln Tucker on a coast-to-coast
as obviously the series is aimed to an obviously commonplace performcompete with the cliff-hanger brand ance in that part. But ot course, Mutual hookup from Frisco gave out
of moppet shows.
the Welles 'curtain' speeches are per- with forthright dansapation. Standout
was Bonnie Baker's baby-voiced
Will today's children remember formances in themselves.
rendition of -'Oh, Johnny,' revival of
these as their favorite programs
when they're the men and women
Miss Baker's
Helen Hayes and Fredric March a yesteryear pop.
A period of weeks teamed Sunday night (26) on the somewhat fragile voice reminds ot
of tomorrow?
will help give the answer. Show is Gulf-Screen Guild show from New Helen Kane of yore, but more curi-

WJZ-NBC, New York

Frank Dodge is producer and Gordon Nugent wrote the Initial dramatization. Piece had the meat for

York, playing the leads in a 30- ous is the tune's association with the
It's now
seemingly
minute edition of Pinero's 'En- Tucker band.
chanted Cottage.' Piece about how a must request on every program but
love's magic spell makes everything some ot the listeners will still be
beautiful oft'ered expansive dramatic puzzled whether Miss Baker has
style
or
uncertainty.
The
inclinascope, but even tight scripting didn't
succeed in dissolving the old-fash- tion is towards the latter conclusion,
ioned sentimentality ot the original. but for some reason it's well attuned
the
'Oh,
Johnny'
doggerel;
Stars turned in smooth perform- to
ances, heightening the emotional ap- especially for the somewhat naughty
peal without tugging at the tear, inHection she gives it.
stops.

Miss Hayes' speech about

even a plain woman
beauty was touching.

how

dreams

of

Similarly the band's Vocalion recording of the tune has stepped out
as a best seller.

Joe E. Howard gives CBS' 'Gay
Pan! Whiteman's sponsor. Chesteron Saturday evenings a
field, joined the maestro last Wed- Nineties*
a gripping yarn, but retained too neday (22) in celebrating his 20th llavor of nostalgic
showmanship.
much of the goody-goody character- year in the band business and the Howard is presently doubling (in his

istic of the original.
'Yesterday's Children' will have to
pull up its socks to capture today's.

rich in the mufare that has over the years
become associated with Whiteman.
Chesterfield's verbal tribute was de-

program (CBS) was
sical

seventies) betweeg two N. Y. niteries
ot similar character, Billy Rose'j

Diamond Horseshoe and Howard's
own Gold Room in the Ambassador
through the program's an- hotel. Air program holds swell apMOLLY PICON
nouncer, Paul Douglas.
Said the peal for youth and adult alike', and
With Abe Ellstein, Seymour Ecks- latter: 'A young man 20 years ago especially for those who remember
days in the
zeldt, Barrett Sisters, Allen Wil- started off with a band, During that the horse-and-buggy
liams
time he has discovered more careers theatre.
Beatrice Kay wins one ot the show's
Comedy, Songs, Orchestra
for people than any other man in
30 Mins.
the btisiness. Congratulations, Pops, standouts, her delivery ot 'I Don't
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE
you have always been and will be Care,' one of Eva Tanguay's standbys, and a comedy version ot 'After
Sunday, 6 p.m.
the tops.'
WMCA, New York
Whiteman chose the occasion to the Ball* being very forte. Howard
(Benton & Botules)
plant for the first time in this com- also sang and Mme. Ray did a swi.ss
Molly Picon Is back singing the mercial series a short version ot bell-ringing routine on 'When Irish
virtues of the Maxwell House brew, 'The Rhapsody in Blue.' Heretofore, Eyes Are Smiling.' Genevieve Howe's
and even though there's consider- he had confined himself to the com- soprano was excellent, was the sing-,
ably more English than Yiddish used position's
opening strains
as
a ing .of the male quartet, the Four
this sprightly session should do as themer.
Other high spots in the Clubmen.
effective a selling job as ever with evening's repertoire was the band's
the racial element of java buyer for mixed arrangement of "Dark Eyes,'
which it's primed.
Miss Picon's Joan Edwards' uniquely ingratiating
for SPONSORSHIP
vibrant, sparkling personality regis- treatment ot 'My Fantasy' and the
lively
projection of
ters as big as ever and there's a Modernaire's
snap, lustiness and hominess about •The Hot Gavotte.'
the show which should make the
Top ffighr CMnimnrarer
spot a weekly habit:
George Jessel program was a
The comedy, whether in Yiddish solidly entertaining 30 minutes of
or in English, fits snugly into Miss comedy-variety last Friday night
Mon., Wed. FrI.
Picon's pert mannerism.
The gags (24) for Vitalis, with Walter Con- 7:30 P.
are neatly turned for the primary nolly, Joan Edwards, Countess Ilya
popular program wStli an enthniN
trade, while the songs are ingratiat- Tolstoy and Teddy Bergman clicking
Stic
following. Talent cot: $tOO
ingly listenable regardless of the on various guest assignments. With
language on which they're hung. a way of making his nonsense sound (not) weekly.
The customary routine on this pro- extemporaneous Jessel managed to
gram is to encore its set ot Yiddish extract much fun out ot his material
lyrics with the English version. The and whoever writes the stuff conlittle comedienne from Avenue A trives to catch the characteristics of
gets highly pleasant support in the the various visitors. All deftly done.
singing department from Seymour
Bergman contributed another of
BALTIMORE,
Echszeidt, tenor; and the Barrett his goofy tangle-talk bits. Countess
Sisters, rhythm team.
A five-minute slot has been set
aside on the new series for a bit ot
Hobe.

livered

miLABLE

RAYMOND TOMPKINS

.

'

M.—

&

A

—

sells

everything

throw

Picon's following.
When not parrying gas with Miss

EXCEPT

RADIO.

WOW and you buy more listeners.
Yours very

WOW
OMAHA, NEBRASKA

MD.

buyers.

counter cards, direct mail, news-

paper apace

Buy

Leonard Share

session of piano classics from 5 to
5:30
p.m. alternate Fridays over
WQXR, New York. It's particularly
pleasant stuff amid the surrounding
oceans of daytime serials. Even bad
music would be acceptable then, but

of to- screen, she whammed the bell withday.' That's the springboard for this out trouble.
Miss Sunderland made
stanza, which then asks what the the sympathetic 'other woman' warm,
men and women of today were read- but by contrast somewhat colorless.
ing when they were yesterday's
Welles strolled through the part of

and heart tugging. The dramatic passage is the dialog version
of a supposedly true anecdote submitted by some listener bidding for
a free case of Maxwell House coffee.
The sample dramatization was
right up the emotional alley of Miss

the "big-timer" selU radio

tear

SETTING THE RECORD I

Picon announcer Allen Williams re
cites in English the rote about Joel
Cheek, radiant roast and the special
blend, and toward the end of the
program a Yiddish announcer ex
patiates
length.

on

the

same

theme

at

Odec,

VINCENT CARL'S ORCHESTRA
Saturdays, 8 p.m.

truly.

WGY,

Schenectady
Carl's band, airing 8-8:30 p.m. Sat'
urdays from Jlewman's Lake House,
Saratoga, is small unit. Emphasizing
rather than screening this, the unit
plays a halt hoiur without, a single
vocal.
Few straight dance orchestras attempt such a feat in radio;
Carl's does not seem to be one that
should.

SUT

in

a ludicrous situation for the final
punch.
Ben Grauer put lots of persuasion
into the commercials.

WFBR

2^:^
ttalion

Tolstoy offered a few chuckles

her Christmas shopping pointers and
Miss Edwards whammed two songs
the topper being "Go Fly a Kite'
Walter Connolly Injected sincerity
and a couple ot sly laughs into a
dramatic skit with Jessel, setting ub

They are the men and women

for

'New

nings.

gram Sunday night

/

15 Mins.; Local

Similar to station's 'New Tunes'
Erogram, this stanza is dedicated to
ringing singers to attention, ^oan
Merrill was the first, using up the
full 15 minutes with unbilled house
band accompaniment. Soprano vocalling was dear and exhibited nice
range, but her delivery leaned
toward the mechanical, lacking feel-

elec-

opposite 'Lone Ranger.' It was impressive (as publicity) to start with
President Roosevelt's favorite, 'Swiss
actually
Family
Robinson,'
but
wasn't an ideal script
Dorothy
Gordon,
who's
wellkno^n for her song and story activities for the youngsters and is now
NBC's director of children's proStanley grams. Is the backbone of the show.
She intros it, does the interpolative
comment and plays a leading part in
/
the dramatization. She is a clever
person, no doubt ot that.

aboard

'All

WBZ's morning Hammond

tric
organ concerts by Doris
Tirrcll, engineers tried all manner ot microphone combinations

Band leans to hot. Produces a
pretty fair brand of music, tmder
limitation. Individual instrumentalists do rather well.
However, the
period is too long, particularly on a
choice Saturday night spot, for present setup.
Jaco,

,

WHN
TRANSCRIPTION
SERVICE
1940 IIIOAOWAT, N.
BRyant

9>7M0

T. C.

...»

mtit^'it^
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Radio Maps Fight Fraudulent Television Stock Charge
Contlnaed from page IS

strength with groups demanding a
at McGill Prof. Scorches Poland, constantly-increasing share of its
Sensation in
growing revenues. At the same time,
Policies
Chamberlain's Premore cautious leaders wonder if
radio can win public support by' defying the musicians and possibly
28.
Montreal, Nov.
precipitating a strike. Idea has been
Susan'
Local government station stepped
expressed that, with careful handling
week
trouble last
Into « heap of
of the public relations angles, radio
prof's speech
Lever Bros. 'Life and Loves of can win general listener sympathy,
•when a McGill College
Rotary Club was Dr. Susan' serial folds on CBS Dec. but there is nothing like unanimous
,t the Montreal
carried without the usual prelimi- 29 after 46 consecutive weeks.
accord on this point.
of
Program plugs Lux and Is pronary investigation as to nature
Reason for alarm lies In the fact
proposed talk. Expecting the type duced by the J. Walter Thompson
that numerous individuals who have
material common to agency.
of innocuous
been heaving political rocks at
professorial addresses, CBC asked no
broadcasting
for several years would
questions. Instead of playing straight
seize upon flat turn-down of the
Sp'field, to
man. Prof. Adair turned in a bellAFM as another opportunity to make
denunciation of Poland's
ringing
WROK,
Springfield, 111., joins Mu- capital out of the alleged 'greed' of
treatment of minorities combined tual net Dec. 1. Operates on 1,000
the 'radio trust'
Chamberlain's
at
crack
a
with
watts day, SOO night on 1,410 kiloWhat the FCC might do is another
policy
which
pre-war
'stupid'
cycles.
While the Commish
conundrum.
brought a flock of complaints from
Outlet is affiliated with Rockford
strictly has no concern over labor rethe dailies and listeners.
Morning Star and Register Republations of licensees, there is some apTo top it off the regular Berlin lican.
prehension that the hard-boiled eleihort-wave broadcasters hastened to
ment on the regulatory body would
capitalize on Adair's speech, quoting
raise the question whether the inportions Of it in English. The Berlin
Staff Scroll to Bill Fay
dustry is serving 'public interest' by
short-wave broadcast further infuriRochester, N. Y., Nov. 28.
staff gave surprise party taking a position which may lead to
ated local listeners and more critifor Manager William Fay on 10th curtailment, if not cessation, of servcism of original speech followed.
CBC has passed a law of some anniversary of his regime. Gave ice. This is deemed far-fetched, but,
in view of the crack-down proclivikind about it and, for good measure. him a parchment scroll.
Guests included E. A. Hanover, v. ties of certain New Deal appointees,
Is enforcing a regulation that permission for all talks for charitable p. of Stromberg-Carlson which owns not beyond possibility.
Danger in trying to call the
or Red Cross funds must first be. ob- the station.
tained from the Government.

To Be Tried

'

Canada

New York

In

Dec. 27

War

Takes Powder

Dr.

WROK,

MBS

lies

In the

chance that at the

State of New York versus the Gold
Star Radio & Television
Corp.,
Charles Henry Davis, Jr., David E.
Forsyth, William L, Shelton, and
Arthur E. King, goes to trial Dec. 27.
N. Y. supreme court justice Ferdinand Pecora will preside.

last

moment some

bloc would lose heart
and capitulate. Then the rest would
have no alternative but to sign up on
Weber's terms.

Doing a Custer

Feeling is obvious that radio must
Action claims misrepresentation in
do a Custer pretty soon. With sevthe sale of stock, and seeks to reeral groups wanting a bigger slice,

strain the sale. The corporation was
formed in April, 1937, for the purpose of building one or more radio
and television broadcasting stations.
Two classes of stock were to be issued, Class A in 100,000 shares at $5
par per share, and 10,000 shares of
Class B, no par value voting stock.

notably American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers and the
musicians, with American Federation
of Radio Artists apparently marking
time before using the ultimatum
method, and with the transcription
wing counting on the courts to assure Royalty payments for platters,
there must be an end sometime. Particularly if broadcasters are to pay a
huge share of the bill for developing

It is alleged that shortly thereafter,
Davis, the president^ was given all
the Class B for virtually no consideration, and the public was sold
the Class A at $6.25 a share. Numerous misleading statements are also
charged to the defendants.

television and international service,
besides losing income via the

NAB

code

restrictions.

,

WHAM

AFM

The important question mark

is

hitched to strategy. It will be better
to surrender and wait for a better
time for the tug-of-war, In the minds
of several leaders, than to take a
gamble and Jose in the present dangerous situation.

George T. Case has joined WTMV,
St. Louis, as program director.
comes from WING, Dayton,
where he was program director and

East

He

production manager.

DETROIT STATIONS

A

STAND OFF RAP
Detroit, Nov. 28.
Radio biz here hasn't been materially affected by the long Chrygler-CIO strike as yet, but pinch will
be on from here in as stores hold off
or trim Christmas advertising budStrike, which has kept 150,000
gets.
Idle directly or indirectly, is

now

STATEMENT
OF POLICY

in

eighth week.
Settlement of the dispute soon is
expected to release plenty of pent-up
coin for ozone bally but annual holiday season outlay isn't likely to approach previous years for the simple
reason that local stores, doing a large
share of their- cash and instalment
biz with auto workers, can't hope to
rake in anything near normal with
millions of dollars in payrolls going
by the boards weekly. Booming biz
In other plants here can't offset the
loss to Chrysler workers, corporation's dealer outlets, et al.
National spot biz hasn't shown any
appreciable decline since the Chrysler 'slow-down' started first week of
October and isn't lexpectcd to do so
unless the dispute runs longer than
expected.
Ditto on network sales.
Moreover, locally-placed biz has held
up much better than anticipated
through the first seven weeks of the
strike, the small proportion of accounts lost being made up for by
time bought by the disputants in a
Its

in

Y

battle of 'who's demanding
whom.' Bulk of the CIO biz

WMBC

and

WJBK,

indie

what
went

WLW

averag* waelily llitMilnfl
audience In 85 uiban markeb—
Cincinnati,

Ohio

Chaileston,

W. Va

Columbus, Ohio

Dayton, Ohio

Wayne,

Fort

to

in the past few weeks have
carried half-hour programs six days
• week.
Effort made by local stations to
keep sales on even keel during the

which

WJBK

strike la typified by
promotional activities, which resulted in •

record volume during October. Station tent out 1,500 telegrams over
period of 13 days to 98 advertising
agency account execs and key men
In all department stores. Telegrams
dealt with programs available and
general sales talk.

Ind

Indianapolis, Ind.

Kokomo,

:

Ind

Ky

Lexington,

Lima, Ohio

of

stations

We

have now completed our

first

urban

analysis.

Louisville,

Muncle,

Ky

Ind. :.

Newark; Ohio.::
SpringField,

Andenon,

Huntington,
Ironton,

Ohio

Ind

O.,

W. Va
& Ashland, Ky..54.1%

Marion, Ind
Marion, Ohio
Portsmouth,

Ohio

Zanesville, Ohio.

. : :

Richmond, Ind
Gloominglon, Ind.

:::

Mansfield, Ohio.:

Ohio

55.0%
4t.t%
47.6%
45.1%

We

believe that the Industry will agree that the sample of

separate coincidental surveys

made

In cities

boding zone population of 6^765^079*

We expect to
Ing hobib in

We

Is

continue at regular Intervals

WLW-lond

feel that the

using these

some

25

with on aggregat*

adequate.

a

re-auditing of listetw

cities

as a base.

degree to which we con Improve our service

Increases with the exactness of the

knowledge we are accumulat-

ing through these studies.

We

do not

think of

WLW

only In terms of

Its

huge number of

...31.7%

Tene Haute, Ind

Lancaster,

51.S%
36.«%
39.6%
49.9%
34.7%
33.t%
53.3%
47.3%
53.0%
11.3%
69.4%
69.1%
63.9%
70.6%
50.1%

73.4%
51.1%
54.1%
56.4%

ttrictly-urbon listeners, but. In these test cities alone,

41.9%

*ABC Trading Zone Arc«* ai lilted In Standard Rate and Data

we

definitely

know what we are doing among 6,765,079* people.

AVERAGE FOR
S5

MARKETS

THE NATION'S
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—
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Several Different

Ways

NBC Wins
Dallas, Nov. 28.
Radio helped a college get a
student last week.
Situation came about when
WFAA broadcast a story appear-

Hudson Coal Show Loaded With Money Appeal
Audience

to
Nov.

Scheiifectady, N. Y.,

28.

.

WGY

!

^

whistle selection.
A third seclion of broadcasts will bring the
Laiidts into action for attempts to
stump audience. Volunteers must be
able lo name approximate year a
or

;

,

i

may

Dialers also

remembering

for

slogans of sponsor, this lo be done on
coming to studio the following week,
They will be able to win $15 for recalling three, $10 for two and $5
0"^. Coal company is not to be
Scotch on number of awards, making the questions easy enough lo
produce winners aplenty.

wrRr;
Giu
WGKC s cm

Chamber

!

This

Louisville,

Nov.

FCC

28.

'Turkey

naiional bird, sponsors reward lucky
with silverware, jewelry,
and many other items of
merchandise. On the Treasure Chest'
program, prizes are hams, choice of
g £j,.ess_ shoes, watches, electric toast-

through such

A
C.

stated:

It

due

OecrnilitT

now

IsHiie

niiiUcd to

beliifc

In the Italtltnure nr^it,

rrtiilhT!f

:».Mni)

IN THIS ISSUEEUGENE G. GRACE—
pretlileiit

r^tmrtH

at

30%

iiliove

.

r,ir

prospfclfl

Rnd HV«*niKe

nirnl

^«4

tiiconie

MAPS BY NBC

be Kreatesi Clirlslmsa

tion with

CAMPAIGNS—
Local and national spot advertisers
place mora programt on WBAL

Chan on the two other major Baltistations

combined

BECAUSE
THEY

KNOW—

means AuJiimU

Step would involve installation of
directional antennae,
now
having only one in use of the group.
Associated stations are agreed upon

KCMO

this step

.

It's

for

By JANE

IN

radio's

WEST

most popular
more

Laughter Jears

ill

Presented by ivorv Soap -99"

.re"

;

,

brain

in

child

of

Milt Samuel, KGO-KPO publicity
manager. Al Dinsdale was director,
Cyril Miller animation and sound
engineer, and Laurie Hollings pro-

tion.

Step has been under way for sevweeks and application is lo ba
promptly. KGCX, Wolf Point,

filed

m

Mont., and WSAR, Fall River, Mass.,
have indicated no desires in the matter.

duction manager

M M
«

«

.

MONTREAL

l|CTCiJTWICE DAILY
Red Network, 12:19

to 12:30 9.

M.

EST

COAST TO COAST
COMFTON ADVKRTISINO AAKNCT

WOLF— RKO

BLDG.,

NEW YORK

CITY

XANADAS
RICHEST

.

,

.
C'ttiutdA'tt

.

HOLLYWOOD

.

.

doing week of broadcasting for Langendorf Pictorial in Frisco.
.. .Charlie
Vanda back at KNX after three weeks' cruise down Panama way
Orson Welles tackling 'Lost Horizon' Dec. 3 with Sigrid Gurie femming
the lead.... Lewis AUen Weiss general chairman of this year's
Institute
of Radio at University of Southern California, ., .Bill Morrow
oo the receiving end of a divorce action
Knox Manning got a fan letter from
Mark Hellinger. .Don Oilman hosting Loring Thurston .of KGU, Honolulu, sailing back home after four months' tour of the
mainland
.

.

MOST IJSTRNKD - TO

CHICAGO

Shield, NBC central music director, off on an Arkansas duck hunt
Elenor Yorke, ether performer, has turned poet, and some of her
rhymes will be used by Tony Wons on his Hall Printing show. .Bertha
Curran of the NBC educational department and O. W. Neuwcrth, production director for the Radio Council of the Chicago Board
of Education set
for wedding late in Dec
Sid Strotz, NBC central chieftain, arranged to
give Women's Advertising Club of Chicago demonstration
of how a radio
show IS sold.... Otto Ward, of the Hoosier Hot Shots, recouping
after appendectomy. .. .June Travis has joined the cast of 'Arnold
Grimm's
Daughter.'
Cadets quartet replace Morin Sisters on Breakfast Club for
NBC
Mondays.... Dinning Sisters replace Vagabortds bh same
stanza's Saturday
frolic... That s David Dole doing the animals on Harold
Betts' Doggy Dan
romp for Red Heart. .. .'Home Town, Unincorporated' has Virginia
Verrill.
Wayne VanDyne, George Barnes, Bob Ballantine, Marlin Hurt and conductor Bob Trendler.
.Charles Gussman is authoring *Lil Abner' for NBC
Hodiak, Hazel Dopeide, Clarence Hartzell Lau•;;^^^f" '""^'"^^
rette FiUbrandt, Allen Franklin. ,. .Betty Arnold
into 'Guiding Light'

IN

^

f

.

It was option lifting time last week for C.
B. DeMille and Lou Silvers
(Lux) and John Scott Trotter (Kraft). ,. .National Lead Co.
bought Tom
Breneman's quizzer, Answer Auction, for airing on KNX....Rush
Hughes

Dure

KCMO

furnishing the nece.'jsaiy Informa-

MARKET

.

1

[-(eart-throbs

Sigmon,

engineer, is already working
with engineers of the other stations

Roy

Penn Tobacco and over

family brings you

C.

chief

the Production Centres

NEW YORK

and L.

.

CBS.

MGT. «D

\

j

.

Meteor.

NBC

Bob

the

in-

per-

increase to 5,000 watU
daytime and with other stations on
its wavelength will ask that this be
extended to night time.
WGAR,
Cleveland, and WHOM, Jersey City]
are already in agreement on the plan'
WAGA, Atlanta, Ga., and KTBsj
Shreveport, La., are considering, but
are faced with technical difficulties.

W W W TT ¥

Wally Butterworth and Parks
Johnson will get out of town Dec. 7.
One-timer for Vox Pop will be from
the Union station in Washington,
D. C, as a stunt aboard the Silver
,

Dir.

Pittsburgh, replacing

is

was recently granted
to

on podium
cancels a Norman Cloutier shot.
Dave Elman trained west to guest at hobby exhibits in Des Moines today (Wednesday) and Milwaukee tomorrow
George White guests on
Benay Venuta's first program on WOR Friday night (1). Formerly on
Sundays
Ted Steel's Novachord started weekly sponsored bit for
Regents Cigar on WOR Friday (24) 10:45-11 p.m
Zeke Manners to
Coast- Friday (24) for visit home
Jerry Danzig of WOR back from f
Coast.
.Kate Smith reveals her annual all-collegiate football team seRnlertnliiment
rrogruinmlDr
.
lected with the help of the nation's coaches on her program Dec. 8.
news Kitd sporllDff eventw IIivho
Home of tli« reasoim why CFCF !•

Vox Pop on Choo-Choo

IN..

The miniature broadcast, exact
detail,

KCMO
mission

eral

success.

staff

power

crieases.

still

blue networks.

now

announcing

to

cooperative agreements to the Federal board in a request tor

.

NBC is furnishing its affiliated stanew sets of maps showing
what the network consider! as the
individual outlet's coverage. Copies
o; these maps aro also being distributed among the network's salesmen, but with the understanding that
they will not be left with advertisers
or agencies.
NBC wants to avoid
being placed in the tickhsh position
of having to take sides in any coverage- dispute between two of its affiliates in the same town.
Tl
issuance of these local maps
usually precedes the release by NBC
to agencies and advertisers of composite coverage maps for the red and

Ituylnir M'lisnn In 10 yeare,

of pnici'niii nnil nnnouncement ndver(l,ffr<4 rtre piiblk'tzed In tills ls<jue.

more

has added

WCAE,

IN

NEW COVERAGE

inio.

thin nlll

i

eftectively

talent,

City, Nov. 28.

KLO

Katharine Seymour and Laurence Hammond collaborating on scripting
assignments for Transamcrican. .Ranald R. MacDougall scripting 60-minute dramatic show, tentatively titled. 'The Man Who Was Christmas," for
sustainer airing Dec. 24. over NBC blue.
Dick Porter, v.p. of Stack-Goble"s New York office, is traveling- with the
Horace Heidt band for its 'Pot o' Gold' broadcasts from St. Louis and Los
Angeles. While on the Coast Porter will also give the o.o. to the 'Sherlock
Holmes' series which his agency has on the air for Bromo-Quinine. .
Benson Inge, who did feature writing for the N. Y. World-Telegram and
the Herald Trib, has joined Benton & Bowles' publicity staff.
Elwyn J. Rowell, of the U. S. Agricultural Marketing Service, in New
York to arrange a phase of the Farm and Home program
Nate Tufts,
Mac BenhofT, Sid Zalinka now supplementing Gene Conrad and Jerry
Devine as writers for Tommy Riggs-Quaker Oats program
Lucy Monroe made the hurdles for the Chicago Civic Opera in an audition of le.ss than five minutes
Jason Whitney listened
Phil Lord's
Bernard L. Schubert marries next week and goes to Florida. .. .Budd
Hulick (Stoopnagle and Budd) played a lead on 'Mr; District Attorney'
last Sunday (26), his dramatic debut
William Lewis, CBS program
director, to Coast for about two weeks biz
Charley Kemper option picked up for Tommy Riggs' show
Earl Glade,
of KSL, Salt Lake City, in N. Y
Gus Haenschen, radio pioneer, ticks
off 15th year in biz this weekend.
Now on Pet Milk, which has 54 CBS
stations, but not WABC
Frank Hummert's health improved.
Nelson Case succeeded Kelvin Kecch as spieler in 'Hilda Hope, M. D.'
U. S. Marine Band back on the NBC blue Thursday with Taylor Branson

BALTIMORE RETAILERS—
lirpillt't

of

and

Kansas

Following the FCC's recognition of
stations KTUL, WIRE and
in
their get-together on power allotment. Jack Stewart of KCMO, Kansas City, stated that several stations
on 1450 kilocycles will offer similar

.

1S2S.

of

'

From

HARTLEY R.JENKINS—
rtihilyz^ii

:

that

McKee.

of Itcthlehem Steel Corp.
einploymeot of more (liRii

22,00(1 iu<>n In Itnlllniore

niik'rH

Boxtops

Procter Sc Gamble is now directing its sales appeal through the
churches. The manufacturer is offering Vic each for boxtops turned
in collectively by the members of a
church, with the understanding that
the money goes strictly for church
purposes.
The program on which
this drive is being made is 'The
Goldbergs' and the campaign is for
Christmas.

BALTIMORE

thousands to
pubthe piece
may also serve to bring Frisco departmcnt stores and radio closer toaether.
Broadcasters
hereabouts
attempting to establish
'^^^^
for years that radio is a good me
dium for stores, but with almost no
tens

NBC

Sumner Granby, from WCOP, Bos-

Ca.sh for

Drawing

store's doorway,
licizing local

every

to inability

to.i,

Business In

dc.id to all enterprise.
.

'

I

with the co-operalion of Brenau, Riverside (colleges
in Gainesville), the high school, the
mills, and other organizations assured, programs of outstanding importance will be rendered."
felt

is

BEGINS

win-

miniature broadcast, with aniNBC personalpresenting a ten-minute 'proSomething of a technical
gram.'
masterr^iece that took three months
to build at the O'Dee Studios here
the display shows KGO-KPO personalities (in rubber-faced miniatures)
that speak, sing, stand and sit, mouth
and gesticulate according to their
The
respective parts in the show.
action and lip movement of the costurned performers is coordinated by
sound stimulus as well as mechanical devices.
From a record, prcviously cut by the performers represented in the display, the program is
heard and the action controlled
a

Those who saw the mechanical
marvel before it went into the Emporium window for Ave-week run
voted it a cinch breaker-downer of
almost any department store unless

|

current bulletin issued by C. of

pei colator.s. etc.

lost,

I

There were

a station.

22 replies indicating interest in investment and 37 stating they would
buy time, Estes reported.

Half hour stanza, twice weekly, for
Pepsi-Cola, averaged 286 winners,
each of whom received two cartons
of the beverage. Program requires
10 phones to receive the calls, and
phone company reported that around

¥icG

!

investing in a local station, locally
owned, and interested In advertising

listeners
clothing,

g^j.

'

Action followed questionnaire sent
out by civic body asking membership if they would be interested in

called
cparticipation),
a Day,' in addition to the

show

:

'

8,624)

Mine

BY STATIONS

ities

Gainesville, Ga., Nov. 28.

north Georgia burg
(pop.
has filed application before
for permit to operate station.
Chamber of Commerce Is behind
move.
Henry H. Estes, prez of
chamber, signed application in behalf of group seeking permit.

MORE SELF-REG

mated caricatures of

Comm. Bids

of

Aloof

biggest, has installed in a store

dow

For Gainesville Station

WCRC is preoccupied presently
with giveaways including almost
everything short of a grand piano,
for example, one 30-minute morning

800 calls were
to handle.

the Press!

shoot at prizes
brief advertising

'

;

Just off

song was published, author's i\ame,
theme use on radio, elc. Winners
here will receive $5.

the

in

~a Smll« From
Establishment

San Francisco, Nov. 28.
Although San Francisco department stores have never been corEmporium, town's
radio.
dial
to

Dallas News that
North Texas State Teachers College had 2,999 students eruollod,
wished it had another.
Geraldine Camp's father wired
her tuition, sent her olT to school.
ing

Musical Memories,' half-hour with
Lrridl, Trio & Mahr, sponsored by
Hudson Coal will, on hitting the air
vl
Dec. 5, carry biggest cash
giveaways of any program yet staged
All phases of contest
iti
this zone.
are based on skill or memory. Any
(an submitting a popular song of past
30 years which Landt Trio fails, to
complete satisfaction of judges and
studio audience, to sing, hum, whistie or play, will be paid $10.
Another portion of program, on
wi.ich a hitch is reported because of
NBCs doubt whether it can be done
without the possibility of running!
into some music rights violations,
calls for spontaneous submission by
visuals of song titles. If the experts
c;in"l do the number, the suggestee is
lo receive $5, with the (an having
cliancc lo earn an additional five spot
by going lo the mike to chirp, hum
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RCA-NBC

John Shepard Fights for Privacy Of

VARIETY

Television

29

Inside Stuff-Radio

Wednesday, Nov. 29
2:30-2:45— Louise
building exercises.

Payroll at Boston Investigation

Irwin,

body

New

2:45—Film, 'Ski Trails of
France.'

Boston, Nov. 28.
giggest development last week in
so-called 'radio war," be-

Boston's

2:55

Hashes From Boston

3:05— Film, 'The West Indies.'
3:15-3:30— Facts and Fancies,
with Alice Maslin.
8:30-9:30— Fashion

Prevue of
the Television Ball by Milgrim;
McClelland Barclay, artist, and
Betty Goodwin; Rodeo Ramblers,

WBZ

WAAB

Long stated that he had withdrawn

Terry Harris.
Thursday, Nov. 30
2:30— Film, 'A New Adven-

interesting.

ture.'

Bob Freeman, cx-WEEI announcer
who resigned to give full time to his
band,

3:15-3:30— Film, 'Atlantic Holiday.'
8:30-10

returns to the air with the

band playing over that station Satmoney. They didn't have any propThey had nothing of value.' urday nights from the Brown Derby.
erty.
WBZ sportsca.ster Bob Evans gets
to execs of
Notificaion was sent
no Florida vacation this year because
secreMayflower Co. as well as to
he will broadcast all Bruins hockey
tary of state Frederick W. Cook.
games.
of
the
end
Long's decision came at
ShepJohn McNamara received a huge
the week during which John
Yankee and carton of throat lozengers, together
ard, 3d. head of the
Colonial regional webs, had been with an imsigned letter suggesting
cross-examinathat he pass them on to WBZ ansubjected to lengthy
Saturday
nouncers.
It was followed on
tion.
by attorney general Paul A. Dever,
Muriel Daniels, lyric soprano, joins
moving in State Supreme Court the staff of the Yankee Network and
of the May- makes
to have the revocation
her debut on 'Tone Tapes-

Charles

— Film, 'Mayerling,' with
Boyer,

2:30-3:30— Film, 'Harlem Rides
the Range,' with Herbert Jeffrey,
Artie
Young and Clarence
Brooks.
8:30-0:45

— 'Roosty,'

Harold

WAAB

by Martin

Berkeley, with Russell Hardie,
Andy Donnelly, Anthony Ross,
Kate Warriner and Helen Ray.

John T. Vorpe Quits
Cleveland, Nov. 28.

Tobin.

So

&.

Rubicam currently has three men handling

its

spot broadcast-

spot to close the deal.
C. E. Hooper survey of the week of Nov. 8-15 shows Jack Benny running
ahead of the Chase 4: Sanborn coffee hour for the first time. Rating this
checkup got Benny was 34.4%. whereas the C & S stanza drew 34.2%.
Same checkup shows the NBC-red responsible for eight out of the first
10 leading programs, with Columbia and the blue splitting the other two
between them. Lux Theatre (No. 3) is the lone CBS stanza and Walter

Winchell (No. 6)

is

the blue representative.

way of Broadcast Music, Inc., stock salesmen was
knocked down Wednesday (22) when the Securities & Exchange Commission made effective the resgistration statement filed by the N. A. B. publishing enterprise.
Final consent to seeking funds for the venture camie
within 48 hours after the N. A. B. submitted minor amendments to the
original papers.
Final barrier in the

KVOR does MORE than ^^cover"
...it PENETRATES its market!

and Frederick W. Mansfield were obtained by the Shepard stores under
the administration of Mayor Maurice
ident of the.

Young

ing accounts, namely, Ralph Starr Butler, Jr., Joe Holmes and Russell
Young, with the trio coming under the supervision of Carlos Franco, head
of station relations for the agency. Under the new arrangement Holmes
spends most of his time out in the field contacting stations on local programs and other matters. If he hears something worth while Holmes
shoots a transcription of it into the agency and if it's' okayed he's on the

John T., Vorpe resigned last week
WGY, Schenectady, which has been winner or runnerup for several
from WHK-WCLE, for which he was
advertising and publicity director for years among NBC-operated stations with the lowest lost-time mark, was
silenced for 13 minutes and 40 seconds at supper hour Nov. 25. 'Dead'
about seven years.
Formerly head of twin-stations' con- period was caused by short circuiting of a high-voltage rectifier transmitter.
tinuity and program departments.

Earlier in the week, It was revealed that tax abatements which
were denied under the administrations of mayors James M. Curley

J.

WOR's latest work of promotional art, 'Hand to Mouth,' deals with the
findings of a survey it angeled among grocers and supermarkets in New
York City and the outer New York trading area last March. It covered
322 grocers. The book states that over 50% of the grocers questionnaired
had sets in their stores and that their first and second choice of media
gave radio 60% and newspapers 14% on an established product and 61%
for radio and 25% newspapers for the introduction of a new product. On
the point of station preferences for a food plug the grocers' choices were
as foUows: WABC, 17%; WOR, 15%; WEAF, 6%, and WJZ, 4%.
The
Grocery Laboratory, sales checking organization, did the job.

Dar-

Friday, Dec. 1

tries.'

court

E. Fellowes, WEEI manwere adjourned over week-end after ager, spoke before the Junior Advertrial examiner George P. Porter, of
tising Club Thursday.
motion
the FCC, denied a
Henry
W.
Lundquist joins WEEI
ended
albe
that the proceedings
Porter had also refused staff this week as script writer, untcgether.
der Lloyd G. Del Castillo.
to allow the Mayflower company to
Richard
M.
Rusmayor
cnll former
sell, of Cambridge, as a witness in
regard to the attorney general's supreme court procedure.

Danielle

rieux.

-

flower certificate ordered.
FCC hearings at federal

Sym-

'Russian

phony.'

Maurice

tween John Shepard and the
Boston, Nov. 28.
Flynn camp, was tax commissioner
Having read in Variety examples
William X. Long's withdrawal of his of the rhymed jingles
traffic
approval of the incorporation of the manager (Gordon Swan used
to showMayflower Broadcasting Co. which manize his weathercasts, commercial
Shepard's station
is battling
manager
Kingslcy
Horton
WEEI
of
before the FCC examiner for al- wrote Swan a letter of congratulalotment of the Colonial network tions for making a prosaic subject
station's wave band.
the new company
his approval of
because of 'misrepresentation.' He
didn't have any
said- 'I find they

— Film,

former presclosed department

testified

now

^

Coverage, says Webster, is the portion of a group or of a
community reached by a particular advertising medium.
KVOR offers more than coverage for KVOR does more than
reach or extend out to the cities in its listening area. A better
word is penetration, for surely KVOR enjoys the faculty for

•tore.

the abatements
Total
was piaced at $105,000 by attorney
James Gum, counsel for the Mayr

amount

of

Then yesflower Broadcasting Co.
terday (Monday) pttorney Paul D.

entering or piercing its market area.
Reduced to people and dollars, KVOR's market is 219,007
people who spend nearly $54,000,000 a year in its retail stores.
People in Castle Rock, in Canon City, in Walsenburg, in Pueblo
enjoy KVOR's entertainment, respond to KVtJR's product exploitation with an enthusiasm equal to that in KVOR's home
town, Colorado Springs.
Giddings, Inc, Colorado Springs department store, for instance, after three years on KVOR, writes:
"It is not uncommon for us to complete many orders from Cripple Creek,
Canon City, Pueblo and many other cities as a direct resiilt of
advertising."
And Waymire Clothing Company
our
testifies:
"We have used daily advertisements over
the
past two and a half years and have been advised of its farreaching effects by customers who come from outlying territories and nearby towns as well as from customers in our own
city who have heard our advertisements."
Evidence is abundant on all sides that
is the home
station of Southern Colorado. The way into the homes of this
Pikes Peak region is through its home station.

WAAB,

P. Spearman, counsel for
called Mayor Tob'm to the stand in
When questioned, Tobin
rebuttal.

that he had never talked
over
these
tax abatements with
Shepard and that the whole matter
had rested in the hands of the Board

testified

He said that there
of Assessors.
were many such cases pending, some
since 1932, and the city had decided
The city tried
to get rid of them.

KVOR

(Continued on pace 35)

Pillsbury

KVOR

Uses Polish
Detroit, Nov. 28.

Pillsbury Flour Is reaching DePolish market through series

KVOR

troit's

of 15-minute daily skits over

WJBK,

Seventy-eight episodes are being
and presented In Polish by
dramatic group at station, while
window streamers In 844 Detroit
Deal
groceries are ballying shows.
«et by Hutchinson, Minneapolis.
Ethel Berman, formerly of WTOL,
Toledo, has Joined WJBK's staff as
continuity writer aad publicity diwritten

rector.

Peterson Knrtzcr's Job
Chicago, Nov.

28.

Peterson Kurtzer joins the International Radio Sales office here on
special selling
assignments under
Ralph Well.

Kurtzer was previously with the
Blackett-Sample-Hummert and Kastor agencies.

MAKE A NOTE

TO USE

I

am

dtptndint on

ini the public.

and

KVOR it

KVOR M

«
—Johnie Foust,
Dr. Pepper Bottling Company.
credit
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KVOR

program to comirxe the public ol our niperior tertice
We tMught
it has worked. In the lace ol price cult, which we did not meet,
nothing hat lortilied ut to well; nothing has carried the letter and tpirit of
our message to completely as KVOR. Orvil Poitt, Ideal Cleaners,

—and

—
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Band Reviews
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AJH.

1

a totnIi:a£ioii of the combined plupj o/ current tunes
What Abe Olman, now general manager for Robbins Music Corp., calls
NBC (WEAF and WJZ), and CBS (WABC) computed lor the uiccl: from
a 'bedroom rendition' o£ his 1917 song hit, 'Oh Johnny, Oh Johnny, How
Tofol represents ncciniiulated
Ihrovgh Siindau (Nov. 20-26).
of theatre dates, this outdt of- 'Monday
You Can Love,' is an unexpected windfall for Fred Forster, the Chicago year
fers a pleasiMR mixture of music and per/ommnces on the two major networks from 8 a.m. to 1 a.m. Symbol •
music publisher, himself and for the estate of Ed Rose, his late collaborator entertainment.
Occasionally these denotes (TIrii song, t legit, all others are pop.
on the tune. Bonnie Baker, vocalist with Orrin Tucker's band, now in San solid jivisls blast due. perhaps, to
<ilt.1Nj)
Francisco, is credited solely for the unexpected revival which may hit their well-developed stase style comPUBLISHER
TITLE
TOTAL
250,000 copy sales. Their Vocalion waxing is already a best seller in the bined with the propcllinc acoustics Scatterbrain
Bregman
42
Shapiro-Bernstein
same surprise category as 'Old Man Mose." Sales to date have hit 100,000. of the quarter-shell in which they South of the Border
38
work
here.
Lilacs in the Rain
Robbins
.-)4
Another Forster song hit of yesteryear, 'Missouri Waltz,' is likewise enfour saxes, four brass Are You Ha vin' Any Fun. ..t
are
There
Crawford..
3.^
Joying a revival, and there are many others. Olman cites his own 17-year- and three rhythm, with Burns at My Prayer.
Shapiro
S2
old daughter with the case of 'What Can I Say After I Say I'm Sorry' baton. T\te snx section is well-syn- I Didn't Know What Time.
tToo Many Girls.
Crawford
31
(Feist) and 'I Cried for You' (Miller), both companies aftiliated with Rob- chronized and has good intonation. At Least You Could S.ty Hello
Feist
30
bins, and both of which songs have been recently revived. To the Olman The two trumpets and two trom- Can I Help It
Remicli
3a
Harms
Man.v Dreams Aro.....
lass, representing a new generation, these ballads were both brand new. bones have n solid attack.
24
Most vocals are taken by trumpet SDcalvine of Heaven
Miller
That's the explanation for 'Oh Johnny,' according to Olman, plus the fact
24
ride man Dick Shcbc. with tlivee What's Now.
Witmark
24
that the rendition is rather .unique.
trombones (a saxist doubling) blcnd- Goody Goodbye
Olman
23
Incidentally it was 1917 that Olman and his present boss, Jack Robbms,
iii>; well for sorne effective shadings.
Famous
Blue Orchids
22
but then an apprentice plugger under Olman, traveled from coast to coast Their 'Poor Butterfly' arranscment
Marks
El
Rancho
Grande
22
exploiting 'Johnny into a 1,000,000-copy hit (a Woolworth special at a features four' clarinets in colorful r.ast Night
...Feist
22
dime in those days, however).
effect.
Berlin
Tomorrow Night
Alton Dean (Al) Landers III de- All the Things You Are. .tVerv Warm for May.. Chappell
21
tenor Faithful Forever. .Gulliver's Travels
Famous
21
Accurate Reporting Service has returned to its system of not including livers nlent.v of virtuosit.v on
sax and in seal suns chorusos. deni- Stop! It's Wonderful. .tMask and Wie Show. .. Spier
21
a tune in Us plug- resume unless a full choi-us of the number had been
onstraline both talents on 'Basin St.
..Famous
13
broadcast Checking outfit recently departed from this strict line of de- Blues.' Two good choral numbers Melancholy Lullabye....
Santly
Honestly
17
marcation and allowed numbers that had all but a line or two played to get bv the entire ensemble nrn 'Girl of Moonlisht Serenade
Il9bbins
17
into the count until several professional men started to clamor about being My Dreams' and 'Sheik of Arabv.' Good Morning. .'Babes in
Chappell
la
omitted even though the number in question had but half a chorus, tacked the latter foaturing some precise Make with the Kisses
Mercer
111
Forster
on to the end of a sustaining band pickup. It was decided to resume the brass pyramids.
Oh Johnny. Oh Johnnv. Oh
IS
Witmark
Arraiieemenls are by oianist Don Who Told You I Cared?. .'Kid Nitshtingale
16
old counting method rather thin encounter any more arguments of this
Starr, who writes in frequent solo It's a Hap-Hap Happy Day .. ."Gulliver'sTravels.. Famous
15
type.
_
Travcrs.
trumneter
Freddie
..ABC
spots for
Babv Me
,
trombonist Phil Kuller. drummer Bless You
Words
14
The Italian Book Co., Inc., and Edward B. Marks Music Corp. have George Maronct. and sax-clarinctist Ciri Biri Bin
Paramount
14
Witmark
settled their differences out of the N.Y. federal court, and the Italian como'-nard Woltson.
14
Indian Summer
Santly
Toned down a little, Vincent Burns I Must Have One More Kiss
13
pany's action for an injunction and an accounting was dropped yesterday
Bregman
13
Action claimed the unauthorized publication of a song of the and his boys should be in for n lon.q So Many Times
(Tues.).
Harms
C'K).
12
stay.
All in Favor Say Aye
plaintiffs entitled, 'Tango delle Rose.'
Bregman
12
Day In— Day Out
The plaintiff claimed to have published the song in a book entitled, 'ColRcmick
12
You're the Greatest Discovery
lection of Italian and Neapolitan Songs for Mandolin' in 1928. The disputed DON ORLANDO ORCHESTRA (8)
Sun
It
After All
Colony Club, Cbicatre
publication was done in 1932, in French, Italian, Spanish and English.
Shapiro
n
newer musical a.e?re- Little Street in Singapore

FoUowitta

Queens Terrace, WoodsWe, N. V.
Booked into this spot nfter a half

is

I

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

One of the
gations. and one that looks to

George M. Cohan

Wortb

chairman of the event, and a host of show

is

Shapiro

have Cherokee

'Boy Meets Horn,' novelty trumpet number featured by the Duke El- possibilities. Orlando orchestra has
Rex Stewart, was written by both of them over a year ago played too gathering places in this
Benny Goodman recently recorded it for Columbia, the only recording vicinity, Chez Paree. Bon Air and
auick succession.
outside of Ellington s. Stewart has used it in stage shows with the EUing now the Colony in
Has found a place for itself among
ton band continually since its inception, getting the unusual notes he plays "iscriminating patronage.
via a 'half-cocked valve.' Chris Griffin trumpeted for Goodman's version
It is a smooth and sweet aggregaBix
Biederbecke,
The coming 'Young Man With a Horn' play, saga of
tion, and with only eight pieces pro
li causing Mills Music to give the Ellington-Stewart 'Horn' a current plug.
duces dansanation that fills anv
room and makes for dancing as well
Topping the arranpe^
as listening.
It was in the choir loft of a little college chapel that in 1911, F. Dudleigh ment"! is the accordion as nlaycd by
Vernor, Detroit organist, composed the still popular 'Sweetheart of Sigma Orlando himself. Gives the entire
Chi.' Sentimental tune got a sentimental tieup this week. A new organ orchestra a novelty flavor that is rich
console went into Michigan's Albion College remodeled chapel. The old and a cinch for popular appeal.
Could easily be built tn st.indard
organ on which tune was written was moved down the street into house
2 or more pieces for the bulkier
of Alljion chapel of Sigma Chi Fraternity.
ballrooms
especiall.v
for
rooms,
where volume is an important
Gold.
'The Silver Jubilee of the Blues' has been set for celebration next March requisite.
2-9.
Edward Laska, himself a songwriter, is handling the stunt to honor
the 25th anniversary of W. C. Handy's 'St. Louis Blues' and tie It in with
• memorial tribute to George Gershwin.
Bands In, Out of Ft.
honorary
lington band's

I

Thou-!ht About

Had

Man

to

Room

Be You...

perhaps best ...oinlcd by the fact on
the very Wednesday nigh (22) that
Shaw scrammed the Pennsy he had
working on a book dealing with the
a back-page advertisement in Varccontemporaneous music scene if not ETV of the same date ballyhooing
too thinly disguised form which, like himself and his show biz achievenate for a

will hiber-

He's supposedly

spell.

his other iconoclastic actions since
h.tting the public eye, is said to be
quite frank.

Basic inside on Shaw, apart from
the sundry theories about his 'intellectual

artistry,'

that

is

he seems

Walter Buick

A

Naw. Powerful

by Harold Adamson

A

BAND BOOKERS INCORPORATE
Albany, Nov.

IN

28.

International Attractions, Inc., has

Rapidly Rising To Hiidom Heights!

by Sam Coslow

Kate Smith's Request Song Folio
by Robbins, who also
has issued a Teddy Wilson piano

t>eing published

been chartered to conduct a bond
and orchestra business in New York.
Directors, who have equal allotments of stock in the 100 shares authorized, are:
Walter Reade, Jr.,
Leonard Obler, John N. Grecnhul

Man With The Mandolin"

A CORNER

of

Music by Dana Suaue

New York
Harry

City.

Berman

was

filing

at

torney.

MURRAY BAKER> Gen.

Prof.

Mgr.

LEO TALENT,

Ave.,
Prof.

New York
Mgr.

Greenhut

was

formerly a band
booker with Consolidated Radio Artists.
Reade, Jr., is son of the show-

man.

of

Song Today

Is

TOMORROW NIGHT
Announcing

FOR EARLY RELEASE

tha greateat songs

of a decade in the greatest motion pictura of all time

DISNEY'S "PINOCCHIO"

WHEN YOU WISH UPON A STAR
TURN ON THE OLD MUSIC BOX
GIVE A LITTLE WHISTLE
I'VE GOT NO STRINGS
LITTLE WOODEN HEAD
THREE CHEERS FOR ANYTHING
HI -DIDDLE. DEE -DEE
(An Actor's

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION, 799 Seventh

Dynamite Song Hit of 1940

CARELESS

WALT

DOWN IN THE ALLEY
AND OVER THE FENCE

Lyric

First

Tha Moat Talked

solo folio.

Thii Year't SayeifTiirry Songl

A TADLE

(iiaLm«iLfLfgirM

Jimmy McHush and Frank Loes-

Travels' at Paramount.

Music by Walter Donaldson

by the writers of "The

Shaw wouldn't advise anyoiva
emulating him 'because I learned
during my illness on the Coast that
while a quarter of a million will buy
a lot of things, it won't buy tha
energy you blew making it. Irregur
lar hours, no recreation, food on tha
run, and nervous tension will get
you sooner or later.'

in

Max Terr took over direction of
chorus of 110 voices -to dub into the
musical background of 'Gulliver's

Fatl-Moving Rhythm H!»l

by Johnny Mercer

Astaire

be sung

by Dana Suana

SMARTY PANTS
Lyric

Fred

to

ser turned in four songs for Paramount's 'Buck Benny Rides Again.'
Ditties are 'Drums in the Night,' 'Say
It Over Again,' 'My Kind oC Country' and 'My, My.*

WORLD
Music,

Tioiinc

Time For Love

The
RoM

BalladI

THIS GHANfiING
Lyric

More Good SEP

In
the Satcvepost story Shaw
cracks, 'I'll be out of the band bu.siness before it gets another chance to
lay me low. because the musician in
America hasn't only a financial and
artistic problem with which to contend, but he must fight politics, corruption and a system of patronage.*
Interview is somewhat along tha
lines of his recent daily paper interview but is not quite as scathinj
anent jitterbugs. Says the latter ara
"no respectors of royalty.'

Metro's 'Broadway Melody of 1940.'

Music by Petar Da

MitchttI Parish

and

cleffed 'There's' No
Like the Present,*

LILACS IN THE RAIN
by

ments.

Music Notes

TOP SONGS ENDORSED BY TOP LEADERS

Lyric

10
10

.Continued from pace 1.

highbrows go) where he

'

Radie'i Biggest- Song Succeul

10

Romick

Artie Shawns Comeback

best attuned to a situation while he's
on the upgrade, and as soon as he
Ft. Worth, Nov. 28.
Al Kavelin played Assembly Ball, click: he gets bored.
A couple of Memphis boys have beaten Tin Pan Alley to the punch annual debutante affaii', in Crystal Shaw has a piece out today
with a war song in reverse called 'Stay Home,' martial in tempo but nat- Ballroom of Hotel Texas, last Friday, (Wednesday)
the
Satevepost,
in
ural in lyrics. Written by Hugh Mooney, one-time Broadwayite, now ex
and began a two-week engagement 'Music Is a Business,' in collaboraperting on income tax matters here, and Jack Morgan, of local radio row. at Hotel Texas' Den the night after. tion with Bob Maxwell, which also is
Hasn't been placed yet, Mooney and Morgan angling for a local radio Gene Beechcr left Den for Washing- plenty lowdown on the trade.
Introduction first
ton-Youree hotel at Shreveoort, but
Shaw's scram-out from the Pennsy
will be back at Den for Christmas was perhaps the biggest band maAbner Silver's new book on 'How to Write and Sell a Popular Song' has holiday season, beginning Dec. 11.
estro story in years.
It made the
quite a few inside laughs for the trade. He's grouped them under the
Lake Worth Casino, its dance pa- nation's front pages on the elemencaptions of 'How amateurs drive professionals crazy'; 'How publishers vilion warmed by new heating sys- tary aspect alone that here was a
drive writers crazy" and 'How bandleaders drive publishers crazy.'
tem, has brought tn Chan Chandler public jive favorite who deserted his
to span both Thanksgiving week- band at the peak of his career, just
ends.
Bands for Christmas season as he was in the be. c position to
(Dec. 15 to Jan. 2) not set yet
really cash in.
The suddenness of his departure is

TUNES OF THE TIMES

10

Circle

Santly

with the Mandolin...

names head sundry committees.

biz and music

10

Mercer

You

In an Eighteenth Century DrawiiiR
It

Life For

Me)
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15 Best Sheet
(Week

Musk

Sellers

Prayer
Blue Orchids
Oh, Johnny
Lilacs in the Rain
In an Eighteenth Century Drawing Room
•Over the Rainbow ('Wizard ol Oz')

,

.

Robbins

cording, etc.

Famous
,

bportant

Marlis
Berlin
Shapiro
Santly

Beer Barrel Polka
Man With the Mandolin
What's New

your contact man will call my
oftice and leave word what is the
most convenient night for him,
and also his next most convenient
night, I will arrange a schedule
and notify him.
Looking forward to seeing you,
and as always with very best
wishes, I am.
Yours very sincerely,
If

Ben Coder's

Witmark

('Babes in Arms')

Tophat Ideas

Chappell

Last NJRht

.FSist.

Disguise

Cutler, who used to be a halfis now the maestro
the Rockefeller nitery atop the
RCA building (N. Y.), has tophat
ideas about songpluggers' behaviorism at the Rainbow Room, according
to the following letter circularized
among the music publishers. While
at the same time inviting trade for
the Radio City nitery, where Cutler
holds forth, he would deny the music

Ben

back at Yale and

For Phig Payola, Says
Executive

council

Conlaclmen's

Union

a

In

circular

letter

of

has

Music

the

suggested

that the

New Union

Koester Idles in U.

S.

A.

pub-

D. Koester, co-head of the Metro
lishing
Music Co. of Amsterdam, Holland,
jDiiking gilts to plug sources dur- who was en route to the Dutch East
The letter Indies, is idling in Hollywood for a
ing (he holiday season.

use

industry

discretion

in

I

I

at

men

A

I

802 BENEFIT

their nicotine.

number

of publishers

were

that

it

was hoped that the

spell

damage

suit

for

$200,000,

alleging

AT

WLS.G.;NOCOUNTUPYET

in

-

good will which accompanies Christmas won't be perverted
by publishers and their employees
using it for plug payoffs and as a
means of getting around stipulated
Tules on exploitation practices.
said the letter, it was found
If,
that random advantages have been
ipirit

be filed against the disc
manufacturer by the Mctro-Robbins
group and Mills Music, Inc., within
the next 10 days. The ARC suffered
its first sharp setback in Dreyfus'
issue will

Cutler.

accorcf' about the formality of the
until the European situation room, but wondered if other types
Because of the wide distribution
adjusts itself.
He has visited the of customers were also instructed not of blocks of tickets, the treasurer's
U. S., Central and South America on to smoke. The letter follows:
oftice of the New York Musicians
combined business and pleasure.
Union,
Local
wasn't
802,
able
Gentlemen:
Koester's partner advises from
yesterday (Tuesday) to estimate even
The intention of this letter is what thelgross reached on the benefit
Holland that music business, conto set up an arrangement wheretinues pretty fair although military
show staged Monday (27) in Madiby two things may be accomsong.s, of local flavor, have displaced
son Square Garden. The beneficiary
plished—one, that the Rainbow
a part of the usual foreign (meanis the local's own medical fund.
Room may benefit from the busiing chiefly American) pops.
Event was a combination of symness which the music publishing
phonic concert and swing session,
the
season,
holiday
the
taken of
firms
are
accustomed
to
diswith the attendance at one point
into
necessary
it
find
might
union
tribute, and two, to arrange suitfiguring
around
persons.
10,000
within
coming
gifts
as
such
terpret
able means of discussing music
Mayor Fiorello LaGuardia was prewith your representative.
the taboo list of the unfair practices
sented with an Local 802 honorary
clause of the union-publisher conI should be delighted
to have
membership,
the only other one beto
want
doesn't
union
The
tract.
the
opportunity
of
welcoming ing held by Arturo Toscanini, the
Impose any hard and fast rules on
of the music firms to the
audience greeting the mayor with the
New officers of the Music Pub- heads
the subject but it will regard the
Rainbow Room whenever they words, 'Okay, Butch.' The jitterbugs
gift of a mink coat, for instance, as lishers' Protective Association will be
are entertaining friends or busialso got into vocal action
while
having considerably more signifi- elected at a meeting of the board of
ness associates.
Emanual Feuermann, concert cellist,
cance than the gift of a bottle of directors which will be held either
Regarding your contact man, his
was playing. They called on FeuerTuesday (5) or Wednesday of next
perfume.
mann to 'get hot.'
week. These directors compose the relation to me and the Rainbow

flated

As the result of a technical ruling
by Justice Ferdinand Pecora of the
N. Y. supreme court last week in th»
case of the Dreyfus publishing group
against the American Record Co., additional cases bearing on the same

Mario See Affront
George Mario, president

For Pl^gers

Gaus Whiskers No

Tilt

fraudulent royalty accountings and
payments, when Justice Pecora rejected its plea that Dreyfus be required to file a separate cause of
of the
contactmen's union, assailed Cutler's action for every one of the 498 liletter as an insult to the profession censes involved in the litigation. The
and said that the union's executive Dreyfus firms are Chappell & Co.,
council might at its next meeting Crawford Music Corp., Mario Music
vote to put the Rainbow Room on its Co. and T. B. Harms Co.
Complaints which Melro-Robbins
taboo list. In that event all persons
holding cards in the union would be and Mills propose to file against the
barred from having any business re- ARC will be similar to that drawn
up by Dreyfus' counsel, Wattenberg
lations with Cutler.
& Wattenberg, As in the case of the
Dreyfus matter the litigation of the
other two publishers will concern
themselves with occurrences which
BIG
preceded the takeover of the American Record Co. interests by the Columbia Broadcasting System. The

Ben

•Ftlnuisicol.

Santa

81

to Royalty Audit Claims

but I believe you will understand without my explaining my
reason for saying this.
it,

Circle
Feist

Rancho Grande
God Bless America
£1

Good Morning

.Shapiro

VARIETY

Old American Record lorn Legal

Forster

Shapiro

..BVC

Scatterbrain

My

Yen

Stuart Allen, long No. 1 vocalist
with Richard Hiraber, now has the
maestro idea himself. He leaves the
Hotel Pierre (N. Y.) maestro in two
weeks.
Himber meantime has added Babs
Beckwith (Mrs. Winnie Gardner),
socialite, to chirp with the band, but
will add a permanent singer for re-

endinf/ Nov. 25, 1939;

South of the Border

'

Stuart Alkn's Solo

of

alleged defective accountings, royalty
shortages and various irregularities
extended over a period of five years
prior to January, 1939.
The actual
under payments cited in the complaint are $72,959 against Brunswick,
$26,626 against American Record and
$2,676 against the Columbia label.
Dreyfus suit was the outgrowth of
an audit made of the ARC books byHarry Fox, agent and trustee for
publishers.

NEW MPPA BOARD

I
'

TO ELECT OFFICERS

Tavern Keepers
Grimace,

ASCAP

'

Bands Prefer Own

group that got the usual nod at the
annual meeting of the association
last week.
The MPPA board now consists of

Herman
Buddy

Novelties to

OM

Popular Tunes
Dance bands seem to be leaning
from the practice of Etudding

Starr,

Warner

Bros.' group;

Morris, Mercer & Morris
Jack Mills, Mills Music, Inc.: Max
Dreyfus, Chappell Si Co.; T. B
Harms Co. and Crawford Music
Corp.;
Jack Bregmani Bregman,
Vocco & Conn; johnny O'Connor,

Words

Music, Inc.; Lester Santly,
Santly-Joy-Select, Inc.; Louis Bernstein, Shapiro, Bernstein & Co.; and
Saul Bornstein, Irving Berlin, Inc.,
ABC Music Corp.
Si

way

Room,

it

is

my

purpose to meet
men each night
11
p.m., and

five or six contact

between

10:00

may

I

bow

Room

A flock of the name dance
binations performed.

Surely
for

if

each

a

Milwaukee, Nov.

$15,000

in
formal clothes.
definite time is set

man's

meet me, he can

convenience to
easily plan to

have his dress clothes at the ofthat day and slip into them
in order to maintain the correct
standard in keeping with the
fice

Rainbow

Rooms

policy.

Also,

although it may sound perhaps
unusual for me to speak of it,
I would appreciate it if the contact man would not smoke cigars
in and out of the RainlMw Room.
As I write the above, I am laughing to myself at even mentioning

Suit Vs. Tarns

with revival tunes.

Instead of slipping in a

modern

ar-

ly

Eddie Ward handling the music
scores for 'Young Tom Edison' and
'Edison the Man' at Metro.

Associated Theatres Properties of
(Shuberts) started a
N. Y. supreme court action against
Tarns Witmark Music Library, Inc.,
seeking $15,000 damages for alleged
unauthorized retention of orchestrations and scripts of six English plays.
Action was revealed by the filing of a
bond for costs on the part of the

London, Ltd.

plaintiff.

No further information as to the
exact nature of the action is avail-

having lyrics but may carry
If the
flip or screwy title.
thing clicks, then somebody writes
a lyric to the melody and the title.
So far the more important publish-

chambeau Club in Milwaukee and
the Manitowoc Rapids ballroom in
Manitowoc Rapids, Wis.

out

Jng firms have sidestepped putting
out these olT-the-clbow novelties on
the ground that they ciin mean little

eommercially.

They say that as a

rule these compositions arc not for
the home piano trade, and as far
Bs the lyrics are concerned they're
K) much gibberish.
About the only

The Show Window

of

Show

Business

3 4th Anniversary Number

number of this type that received
any appreciable attention across the
music
counter
was 'Flat Foot
Music men are of the opinion that
the bands in' veering around from
the standards are merely reacting to
the public's loss of interest in these

To be

They have been played so
much that their welcome, even
though they have been freshened up
with swing arrangements, has been
worn out. Some of the pop standards
Of this classification are 'Sweet Sue,'
Time on My Hands,' *Way Down
Yonder in New Orleans,' 'Crazy
Rhythm,' 'Loui.<:iana Hayride' and

published late in December

Larry Spier, the publisher,. formera songwriter, has fashioned 'Now
You Know,' one of the few tunes he's

'''oes

(his

week on her program.

sin organization.

Newman Hopping
Hollywood, Nov. 28.
is Alfred

Busiest musician in town

Newman, who is winding up three
freelance scoring jobs before taking
over his new contract as musical
director at 20th-Fox.
Currently he is working on scores
for 'The Bluebird' on the Westwood
lbT,"~'Bf0a4way Melddy "of 1940' fit
Metro, and The Hunchback of Notre
'

NEW YORK

Written

in recent years (collabora™rs are Henri Woode and Charles
Carpenter), which Kate Smith In-

lecting through its Chicago office^
thereby obviating the necessity cf
actually doing business as a Wiscon-

Keeinng

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL
ADVERTISING COPY MAY BE SENT TO ANY VARIETY OITICE

in Indiana.'

]y

Zien has interfees in this state.
ested local and state authorities in
questioning ASCAP's authority to
operate in. Wisconsin without a
license. Ruling on this point is now
being awaited from Attorney-General John E. Martin, althou^^h he has
that
doubts
already
stated
he
whether he can take any lawful ac-

ASCAP

levivals.

Honw

Sol Zien, secretary of the recently
organized Tavern Music Protective
Association, is trying to line up the
hotel men and various bartenders and
waiters' union to join his outfit in
fighting ASfcAP's efforts to collect

tion against ASCAP.
Because of the" years of controversy with music users in this state
has been doing its local col-

.Floogey.'

'Back

Publishers and Wisconsin tavern
operators took a new turn last week
when local ASCAP reps seized «
spot's furnishings to satisfy a court
judgment The Cardinal Club In
suburban West Allis, against which
ASCAP had obtained a $500 judgment in the federal court on an Jo-^
fringement complaint, was the scene
of the seizure, with U. S. marshals
acting on the writs.
Counsel for the Cardinal Club has
meanwhile started an action for the
return of the seized property, claiming that it was mortgaged and
therefore seized illegally. The case
has been set for Dec. 11. ASCAP's
legal reps in Wisconsin have also
filed similar suits against the Ro-

able.

percentage of the orchestras are

making ui^e of original manuscripts
whipped up by slafT arrangers or
boys in the band.
In most cases
such numbers get to the racks withlome

28.

Licensing feud between the American Society of Composers, Authors

&

,

their repertoires

tangement of a pop standard between their current melodies, a good-

Plasters Ciob

com-

and

request specifically that
the contact man come to the Rain-

154

West

46th St.

CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD
1708.

No. Vine St

54

W. Randolph St

LONDON
8 St Martins -PL

'

Dame'

at

RKO.

"
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Lincoln, N. Y., replacing Jan Savitt
Savitt exits Jan. 10 or II.

On

Upbeat

the

Henry Basse

starts four,

weeks

Inside Stuff-Bands

at

the Netherland Plaza Hotel, Cincin-

Herbie Kay band playing a fortnight of one-night€rs in tl>e midwest
before going into the Ansley hotel,
Atlanta, Dec. 8.

George IlamiUon

at

Rainbow Ter-

race atop St. Anthony
Antonio.

San

Hotel,

spot aired on NBC, with
ing the pickups.

WGY

opening

nati,

mak-

Dec.

Gets

4.

NBC

wires.

Count Basle jumps from Vocalion
orchestra into the to the new 50c Columbia label when
Edgewood, near Rensselaer, N. Y.
his next eight sides are released Dec.
Records were made on the
IG.
Chet Jones' B'ostonians are playing Const.
at Crooked Lake Hotel, near Troy,
Jack Jenney plays Fiesta, danceN. Y.
ealery in New York for two weeks

Howard Becker's

'

I

Kate Bratton, formerly with Ted
Fio Rito, now vocalist at the Gleam
Nite Club, San Antonio.

I

Wally Williams' Swing Foursom 'opening Dec.
back at the Hotel Utah Rendevouz,

is

14.

Jimmy Dorsey recording of 'My Prayer' has drawn many queries as (o
how the organ and other effects are obtained. In early spinnings unusual

instrumentation is obtained by Dorsey and Charlie Frazler on sax and
flul»
playing so perfectly together that it sounds like one Instrument of an
unidentifiable type. Remanded such close imison work that the two
stood
it was cut so each could feel, by close
contact
the other's breatliing, etc.

shoulder to shoulder when

'

Organ effect was gained with three trombones, three trumpets and
a
string bass playing in what's known as 'cante' style and consists of slraicht
pure notes without vibratto. String bass is played with a bow. It's standard with symphony bands. Actually sounds like a church organ. Arrange!
ment is Toots Caniarata's.

Bob Mayhew, brother of bandLake City. Besides Williams,
Clay Bryson, orchestra leader working out of Dallas, leaped to front
Er- leader Nye Mayhew, playing with
Billy Lewis and band have started includes Warde Johnson, Gayle
page space last week when it developed that new secretary Tommy ManBarrus. Also return- Terry Shand's band as trumpeter.
ville was trying to hire from New York was none other than Mrs.
their third year at Johnny. Eagan's vine and Brent
Bryson'
ing is- Margie Billingslcy, songstress.
Manville phoned Dallas police, asking them to locate a 'Miss' Bryson, who
Grill, Schenectady, N. Y.
Dancing each night, also Saturday
Ella Fitzgerald and band go into had formerly been in his employ.
Newspapers finally discovered' Mrs
afternoons.
Savoy Ballroom, N. Y., for six weeks Bryson had been playboy's secretary for a brief period.
Ben Pollack's band extended to
Mrs. Bryson said emphatically that she would not leave her husband to
Dec. 14. Get NBC wires.
Jan. 21 at Sherman Cafe, San Diego.
Clift Leemans, drummer who was
go to New York. Bryson was playing a date in Shreveport, La., during
the excitement.
Chick Foster renewed at the Bilt- replaced with Tommy Dorsey by
At Both lending arrangements
more Bowl, Los Angeles, until Feb. 9. Buddy Rich, goes to Charlie Bar- from his band to dance outnt at U. S.
net's band.
New Friends of Rhythm group (7)— not to be confused with the more
Naval Academy at Annapolis, Md.,
Larry Clinton pulled out of Hamstaid New Friends of Music concert group— is set to make more swiiigo
for hop in December.
Mary Ann McCall shifts from the
ilton Park,' Waterbury, Sunday (26),
disks for RCA Victor. With the exception of Laura Newell, staff member
following money disagreement. Dean Woody Herman band to Charlie Barof WOR, the harpisle, the other six men are NBC musicians, three in the
Joe Sandersf half of old Coon- symphony (Alan and Sylvan Shulman and Louis
net replacing Judy Ellington. Latter
Hudson band substituted.
Kievmann) and three
goes to Tommy Reynolds. None set Sanders band, airing over WOR dance men (Zelly Smirnoff, Tony Colucci and Harry
Patent). Alan ShulLarry Funk one-nite Thanksgiv- for Herman, who went into Famous from Blackhawk Cafe, Chicago.
man makes all the arrangements.
Salt

ing (30) at Ritz Ballroom, BridgeSpot repeats Clecil Golly Dec.
3 and has set Count Basie Dec. 10.

Door, N. Y.,

last

night (Tuesday).

port.

Babs Johnson leaving Hal Kemp's
Stays
Smoothies to get married.
Enrie Madrlpuera opens Dec. 16 at with trio until replacement can be

Mural Room, Baker Hotel,

Dallas.

Cos Arnhelm'a orchestra

new Winter

to
Plantation, Dallas.

open

Aleo Templeton to give Dallas reDec. 20.

Hal Kemp does eight days at the
Paramount, theatre,
Springfield,
Mass., opening Dec. 7.

Benny Goodman to limit his
stretch with 'Swingin' the Dream' to
three weeks.

midnight broadcasts over CBS via
WOKO. Previously bands at this

may

Charlie Barnet

go into Hotel

with more

state police

than 5,000 bootleg song sheets in his
possession, Dominic Mancini of New

York City was arrested

last

week

at

Stafford Springs on complaint of the

ago, faces federal charges in
Jersey.
Will be taken before a federal

New

grand jury in this state sometime
next month for indictment for violation of the copyright laws in Con-

a Sensational SweepI

Positively

"SCATTER-BRAIN"

necticut.

By Johnny Burke, Keene-Bean and Frankie Masters

Arrest of Mancini marked the
time that state police have beinterested in song bootleggers.
Arrest was made on the complaint
of the Spear brothers who are now
ffrst

Two

come

Outstanding Hits from

Kay Kyser's RKO- Radio Picture
That's Right-You'ro Wrong

"HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO LOVE"

ANSWER

IS

facing a

demand

payment

of

MPPA

of the

for
sale of tlje

damages for

illegal sheets.

MPPA is conducting a drive
through Attorney Charles N. Segal

By Oava Franklin

"THE

use.

—

It's

about 750.

»»»»»

I

—

Band Bookings

Spear brothers, stationers. Mancini,
Cab Calloway, Jan. 16, Coliseum
a former associate of John San- B., Greensburg, Pa.
tangelo of Derby, known as the
Al Donahue, Dec. 28, Nazareth
'king' of song pirates before his ar- Club, Rochester, N. Y.
rest and indictment by federal auJimmy Dorsey, Dec. 3, Roscland B.,
thorities
in
New Jersey several New York; Dec. 8, week, Stanley

months

.

room

Jamaica Swimming

Hartford, Nov. 28.

Caught by

dancery

in Jamaica, L. I., called the Pool Club is a made over
of a public swimming pool In the summer It's part of tha
Pool.. This is the first time It has been put to such
the only public dancery in that territory.
Spot has been under way about a month with a 40c. top. Capacity is

locker

Rap

Bootleg Lyric

secured.

cital

Emery Deutsch's orchestra, at New
Kenmore Hotel, Albany, is doing two

On

»
New

Arrest Dominic Mancini

YESTERDAY'S HIT

TODAY'S REQUEST
Victor Herbert's

A KISS
IN THE

theatre, Pittsburgh.

Claude Hopkins, Dec.

31,

Cod Club,

Bradford, Pa.

Glenn Miller, Dec. 17, Mayer's
Lake Park, Canton, Ohio.
Ramona, Dec. 9, Sunnybrook Park,
Pottstown, Pa.
Carl Schreiber, Dec. 13. Morrison
hotel, Chicago; 27, Oak Park Club,
Chicago; 28, Blackslone hotel, Chicago; Dec. 14 to Jan. 7, Persian
Room, Chicago.
Jack Jenney, Dec. 7, week, Loew's
State tlieatrc. N. Y.; Dec. 29. week,
Flatbush theatre, N. Y.; Jan. 6. week.
Windsor theatre. N. Y.; Jan. 13,
Carlton theatre, Jamaica.

DARK

Fmturril In the forllicomliiK rarsiiiount Film, "Tli» Orrat VIrlor
Ilorberl."

M.

RCA

WITMARK & SONS
Building

New York

of Hartford.

LOVE"

By Charles Newman and Sam H. Stept

PIANIST-TURNED-PUBLICIST

Another

Bab Miley

SWINGIN'

A DREAM

Pittsburgh, Nov. 28.

Bub

Opening
Center Theatre

—

New York

"THERE'S GOTTA BE A WEDDIN'
"SWINGIN' A DHEAM"
"PEACE. BROTHER I"
Lyrics by

Music by

JIMMY VAN HEUSEN

limmy Dorsey's Ballad

"SO

MANY

Hit

TIMES"

Grand Novelty Christmas Song

"HELLO. MISTER KRINGLE"

agerial.

BroadwaY

ft

•

Here

CONN,

Ine.

New

Toifc

'40

S, F.

by the

Is

That Song!

By Mack Cordon and Henry Nemo

Now

—

Ready: The Song Hits from the Picture
"Music in My Heart," Featuring Tony Martin

PUNCHINELLO
OH. WHAT A LOVELY DREAM
I'VE

Fair

Maestro"

Magidsoh and Wrubel

SOMEBODY TOLD ME

IT'S

By Dave Franklin

BREGMJIN, VOGCO

"Music

writers,

WHITE LIES AND RED ROSES

MCA

press relations department,
hired special- Pittsburgh exploitation
man, Milton Karle, to handle the
opening.
Gregory Pearce has replaced MUey
at the keyboard with the ork.
Trade's best known pianist turned
publicist is G. W. (Johnny) Johnstone of WOR, New York.
Art
Thorsen of Horace Hcidt has also
given up musician status for manof

By Don DeVito and Jimmy Dorsey

A

Miley, long-time pianist with

Johnny Long, has quit his active
duties with orchestra to become personal manager for the Long outfit.
Band's biggest break came here last
week when MCA pencilled Long
into William Penn hotel's Chatterbox, where he opened indefinite engagement Saturday night (25). To
get him off to good start. Jack Lear,

"DARN THAT DHEAM"

EDDIE DE LANGt

same

of Lons Orch. Does a
Johnny Johnstone Switch

Four Great Songs from

A BLUE WORLD
GOT MUSIC IN MY HEART

NO OTHER LOVE

-Continued from page 1_

on the dollar

if the Fair doesn't reopen, have argued for one more try.
Meanwhile, Billy Ros: reported offer to put up the $1,650,000 and take
over the Fair as a personal enterprise has not as yet been acted upon.

eTrANCHO GRANDE

N. Y. Fair's Great White Way
Big move at the 1940 New York
World's Fair will be to make the
Great White Way, new title for the

amusement

New

zone,

more appealing

B.

MARKS

?o'I'p'

FRANK HENNIGS. Gcncraf

RADIO CITY

Professional Mer.

?oS^

vast drawing population during the
past year.
Consequently, steps already are being taken to land attractions with a. view t-> catch_more
localites
ally,

DAVE BERNIE,

Prof.

Ms""-

AI Frledmaii, Clilcoeo
Kanj Paul, Donlon

A SWELL SWEET SONG

to

figures it failed
to get a just percentage of N. Y.'s

EDWARD

Now York

rbll JulluD, t'Icveliiod

Yorkers.

The management

DONT MAKE ME LAUGH

ABC MUSIC CORP.
799 Seventh Avenue,

than during 1939.

Gener-

though, the expo won't be

different

from

this year's.

much

HONESTLY
Getting Bigger and Bigger Day by Day
SANTLY-JOY-SELECT, 1619 Broadway, New York

'

1
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N. Y.

Agent Group

Calls

Mass Meeting

AGVA't

American Guild
tists

To Discuss Union Bargaining Front
mass meeting of all New York
agents has been called for tomorrow

A

Cantor Resuming Tear

(Thursday) afternoon by those talOf Vauders in Cincy
forent representatives behind the
mation of an agents' organization, to
present a united front in bargaining
Eddie Cantor is resuming his tour
Meeting is of the picture houses Friday (1) at
with the talent unions.
scheduled for the Edison hotel hall, the RKO Albee, Cincinnati, with his
at

four o'clock.

second meeting of the tempo-

A

committee

steering

jary

of

the

agents' organization was held Friday (24) in the offices of attorney
-

original troupe.
RKO's stage show
policy in Cincy is usually confined to
the Shubert, but is being switched
for the week to the much larger-

capacity Albee.
Cincy date is on the

Assa

sentatives

Until an election of officers is held,
probably at a second mass meeting
be called for next week, the
'to
steering committee is temporarily
'holding the new association's reins
and will preside at 'Thursday's gettogether, with Broder as chairman.

Agents and agency reps who'll be
on the dias will include Nat Lefkowitz, William Morris office; Charles
Consolidated Radio ArJ'. Freeman,

Warren Pearl, General

being lined up to follow this booking.
Suddenness of Cantor's return is
evident by the fact that Bert (Mad
Russian) Gordon was all set to do
an act on his own with Milt Douglas
as straightman. A booking for the
Hipp, Baltimore, had been set, but
cancelled to permit Gordon to work
again with Cantor.

Agent Licensing

Amu.<;.

(.Tommy Rockwell); Jesse
jFanchon & Marco; Mark
Leddy, Joe Flaum. Herman Citron,
Herman Bernie and Phil Oflin.
Corp.

Drive

Steering committee has left the
as
question of supporting the
an open matter pending the election
and the formation of an executive
committee which will decide on
It is agreed, however, that
dues.
one of the first orders of official
business will be an attempt to get
together with the American Guild
of Variety Artists to work out an
equitable license or franchise agreement.

Renewed

ARA

By Moss

in

N

Y.

New York

License Commissioner
Paul Moss is again on the warpath
'ordering'
unlicensed
talent
and
agents to appear before him and
'show cause' why they shouldn't be
licensed.
In the past few years.
All-Embrarint;
Moss has managed to license a pretty
.There is also complete agreement high percentage of the talent reps.
that the ARA be an open agents orMoss' tactics' now are similar to

all
the those of former years, when his
business, rather than 'subpoenas' usually resulted in the
fields in
restrict it to the varieties (vaude agents, getting court summonses if
and niteries). It is pointed out that they iailed to comply with his
However, Moss was demany agents are now also concerned wishes.
with radio and pictures and that feated in virtually every case that
there, are very few agents or agen- went to court.
First case of any consequence incies who specialize in strictly one
branch.. In substantiation of this, it volved Charles H. Allen, then in
partnership with Jack Curtis. The
is claimed that the agents are faced
with problems from other talent late Maurice Goodman, formerly
unions besides AGVA. Licensing of chief counsel for Keith-Albee, and
agents by the American Federation Attorney Harold Goldblatt, defended
.of Radio Actors, also the Screen Ac- Allen in Special Sessions court and
Several other cases, with I.
tors
Guild's intention
spread won.
to
their licensing to the east, have been Robert Broder, acting as counsel for
brought up aS' cases in point.
the agents in most of them, also reThis is the first attempt "at a 100% sulted in the License Department
agents
organization
since N.
Y. coming out on the short end.
License Commissioner Paul' Moss'
attempt to ticket the talent reps
L.
around five years ago. The agcnU;
Los Angeles; Nov. 28.
then united and won out in a test
Plans are being drawn for concase, but disbanded and Moss finally
did manage to license many of them. struction of Palomar on site of nitery

encompassing

show

A. Palomar Rebuilds

agents at that time destroyed by fire.
Insurance companies paid
didn't feel an organization necessary,
though warned that future trouble 000 last week.
might arise, and some were of the
opinion that an association of such
sort would only work in favor of the

Many

of

hold

of 'Variety

its

first

the

off $39,-

VARIETY

AGVA

Mulls Taking Over Outdoor

Ar-

Workers, Four A's

selected.
First of the two gatherings will
be open to all those 'interested.'
Second will be closed to non-

members.

considering taking over represenla-

Philly to

ly outnumbered.
and carnival workIn case the workers are taken in,
performers. Ques- the idea would be to keep thorn in
a separate classification from the
tion will be decided today (Wednesperformer group, with each outfit
day) by the board of the Associated given authority
to deal with mnttcrs
Actors and Artistes of America, the in its own domain.
In that way,
parent union.
neither group would be pcrmil cd to
There are two distinct sides to the dominate the other. In the Rin.uproblem. One is that the Four A's ling-B.&B.
Circus-AFA
.squabble.
originally objected to Ralph While- Whitehead permitted the roustabouts'

tion of all circus

Look

ers,

as

well

as

j

Uke PhiUy On

i

;

;

New

Yr.'s

Eve

Philadelphia, No\f. 28.

Loss of more, than $1,000,000 in
night club biz due to New Year's
falling on Sunday night is foreseen here by nitery proprietors. Unless the powers that be show some
leniency,' the night spot nabobs will
keep their places shuttered night of
Dec. 31, lest they lose their licenses
permanently. An order signed by
members of the State Liquor Control Board was sent to all night club
operators last week reminding them
that the Sunday Blue Laws will be
strictly enforced.

head's action in bringing the cirCus
roustabouts
the
American
into
Federation of Actors, on the ground

he

a

majority vote over the performers

Whole. question is still in the air,
wilh both
sides being
lorcelully
pushed.
However, those opp«.«<>d
both in the AGVA board and among
the members of the Four A's board)
are figured to have the educ. Nothing will probably be done for a
couple of weeks, at least, ajid the
decision is expected to be ultimately
against the move.

,
I

,

Denies Threat (o Agents
In the matter of the agency license question, agitation by certain
agents against the AGVA regulations is minimized .by Dorothy Bryant, executive-secretary of the union.
According to her, no ajent has so
far made any complaint, critici-.^m or
suggestion to her or, as far as ."^he
kno\ys, to any other officials or memtiers of the board.
She adds that the
matter of agency license and rc-ulntion is up to the agency commiltee,
which is receiving all suggestions

Cleve. Niteries Hit

A group of the leading cafe owners sounded out the board officials
in the hope they would allow t^em
to open the bars after midnight, but
they were firmly informed 'nothing
doing.'
Officials of the Lord's Day

B.O. Sidds; Silent

Pix as Come-On

Alliance have announced they will
be on the lookout for any violation
of the Sabbath laws.
A wholesale
flaunting of the law will undoubtedCleveland, Nov. 28.
ly bring a crackdown on the part
Niteries are already feeling the
of Governor Arthur H. James, who
pre-Chri.stmas slump and, not exis close to the church element in
the State. With a Presidential bee pecting it to improve much, majority
in his bonnet, he is making certain are slicing payrolls as thin as po.ssiEven the hotels have chopped
that he has the church vote solidly ble.
floorshows down to two or three acts
behind him.
Officials of the musicians, wait- at the most, substituting hou.se-proers, bartenders and cooks unions es- moted stunt nights to fill the midtimate that the folding of New week void.
Fenway Hall, first here to give
Year's Eve biz means a loss of more
than $100,000 in wages to their mem- dance band one night off, has put in
a series of old-time silent film bills
bers.
as a Monday builder-upper. Screen
and projection machine are set up on
St. Louis, Too
bandstand during supper .se.shes for
St. Louis, Nov. 28.
If police enforce the state and city ancient Chaplin and Mack Sennett
liquor laws New Year's eve, natives reelers, with Denny Thomson gagwill have just 90 minutes to do their ging them up with a nickelodeon
liquid celebration In public places. piano accompaniment. Stallcr's TerChief of Police John Glassco and race Room is also trying to needle
Excise Commissioner Lawrence Mc- its dead Wedne.<!day nighU wilh CuDaniel pointed out that New Year's ban dance exhibitions, staged by
eve falls on Sunday, during which Arthur Murray dancers and local
all public sale of liquor is banned. debutante, Fvances Ernst.
However, the law permits liquor
Nitery boys blame two deluxe
dispenseries to reopen at midnight gambling clubs, just across the county
Sunday and shutter at 1:30 a.m. line, for stealing their trade. Both
Monday.
have bingo as a come-on.

from members and welcomes comfrom agents.
Report that discussion of the li-

plaints' or suggestions

cense question took up considerable
time at last week's AGV.'V board
meeting arc denied by Mrs. Bryant,
who states that the matter actually
was merely referred to che licen.^e
committee without discussion. She
explains that any fears that AGVA
contemplates a general crackdown
on the agents are groundless. No
legitimate agents have anything to
fear, she says, adding that it is naturally the union's aim to make conditions as advantageous as possib'e
for
all
elements in the
vtiudenilery field.

She concedes that the union will
regulations affecting the
a.aency business, but points out that
if
conditions
were such that no
chan.ges were necessary there woii'd
be no- need for a union in the field.

make some

AGVA's request to all licen.'-'ed
agents to submit contracts (or examination by the union is merely
to see that the license regulations
(are being observed in two rcgard.s,
she explains.
One is that all ptrformers handled are member.": of
'

i

^

j

1
I

'

1

The Show Window

of

Show

Business
j

I

tion.

AGVA,

as stipulated

union's

in

The other

agreement.

the license
that the

is

being obeyed.
In any case, Mrs. Bryant slates, the
rules are

agents are protected by the cl.'use in
the license of agreement which rtquires that all disputes.be .'ubmilled to arbitration before the
American Arbitration Assn.

]

voice in the organiza-

to

call a strike.

was

exceeding his jurisdiction.
On the other hand, il is
.1.
arguedJ that4 when the
Four
recent. f
A's-IATSE-AFA squabble was .settled it was understood that the Four
A's had the American Federation of
Labor's approval in extending its
jurisdiction to cover circus and carnival labor.
claimed by
It's also
that

'

'

agents

all

!

.

'

soclation will attempt to circumvent
the latter opinion.
Idea is to have
reps of every type agency on the
executive committee in order to give

Squawb
i.s

|

as-

It;

American Guild o( Variety Art- Iho."!* in favor of taking in the nonist.s, currently
working out its pro- performer group that if the Held
left
open, some other outfil may
gram for improving conditions in the
lake over the laborers and dominsile
vaude-nitery-circus fields, Is aho the performers, who would be great-

1

new

May Okay

Exec Sec Denies Agency

ship meeting and election of
committees, also at a hotel to be

larger offices.

Steering committee of the

33

general

Eve

•Kaye,

ganization

will

Meeting

membership get-together Jan. 7
with a rally at a midtown New
York hotel.
Following week'
(Jan. 14) the union's New York
local will hold its first member-

same SO-SO
L Robert Broder. Decision on the
airrangement
under
which
mass meeting was made then, with split
the agents present also deciding on Cantor has been playing all picture
A tour of one-nighters is
•the tentative title of Artists Repre- theatres.

tists;

1st

Negotiations with the major vaudecircuiU will be started Inic- tlr?
in New York by the Amoric n.

ville
i

WESTCHESTER CENTER'S
$4,803 IN

3 4th Anniversary Number

TWO SHOWS

both matinee and
evening vaude and name bands at
First week' of

week
I
!

I

.
I

Paramount, RKO, Loew, Warner and
Brandt managements. Idea is that
the New York agreement will .<;erve
less as a model for all oulof-loWn houses in later di.scussion,'.

.

the

County Center, White Plains,
N. Y., drew 2,837 to the afternoon
session and 4,803 to the evening
showing Sunday (26). Mat, at 40c55e, garnered $1,442 and evening, 55c
to $1.10, grabbed $3,361, lor a total
of $4,803.
Bands were Hal Kemp
and Charlie Barnet. Show, hall cost
between $2,500-.$2,800.
This week's will be an evening
showing only, as was the opener
week ago Sunday (19). It will be
Bob Crosby and George Hall bands
Saturday (2), due to previous comnnifment for hall on Sunday.

•

more or
,

.

Kelly's

!

NITERY

he published late in December
.

.

I

•

here,

Wednesday

(22).

Ce.sare Vantaggi, operator; csti"lated the l0!:.s at $20,000.
Lack of

Water prevented local firemen from
"ving the building.

28.

Thomas E. Kelly, biz agent lor the
United Entertainers' A.ssn., on« j,ffiliated with the defunct Amt-ri<';;n
Federation of Actors, angrily dc-i)i<s
reports from NcW York that he had
demanded that he be kept as .-incnt

.

.

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL
ADVERTISING COPY MAY BE SENT TO ANY VARIETY OFHCE

RRE

Iron River, Mich., Nov. 28.
Fire, apparently caused by overhealed pipes, leveled the Club Monte
Carlo, nitery, nine miles south of

Denial

Philadelphia, Nov.

To

.

$20,000

Guild of Variety Arlist.s. Uniopi li.-s
drawn up a code of 'basic rcquircmcnt.s' in the way of pay and wtp-king conditions which it will seek to
establish in the huddles with l!ic

I

I

:

•

I

NEW
154

YOHK-

West

46th

St.

HOLLYWOOD
1708 No. Vine

St.

.CHICAGO
54

W. Randolph St

LONDON

:

8 St. Martins PI.
,

as the price for joining the American Guild of Variety Artists.
'That is a
lie,' Kelly 5iild.
.sent in our application a."
requested.
Wilh it was .sent a pclition signed by 150 members a.-^king that the present, officers be ht\>t
for a .period of 90 days. At the tnd
of that time we^kcd that the mcm-bership be allowed to vote on the
question of who .should constitute

AGVA

'We

their leaders.

That

is all

we

asktd."

—

—

U
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Night Club Reviews
VERSAILLES,
EUU

she has improved vocally, but retroacted sartorially. Her costume not
only doesn't do her justice, but is a
false idea anent a presumed standard of s.a.
Vocally she has a good repertoire

N. Y.
Pan-

Janis, Adelaide Mdffett,

cMto and Maximilian Bergert orehestroM.

of not-too-familiar ballads, deftly arranged. 'Gone Romantic' opens. She
Somehow the Versailles, one of the medleys 'I'm Yours' with 'Time on
nicest night spots in New York, has My Hands.' 'I Thought About You,'
never quite mads the grade as a 'Penthouse' and 'Glad to Be Unas
truly class room at least 'class'
happy' are all smart songs, smartly
interpreted from the Stork, El Mo- cliosen for her style.
rocco, Monte Carlo and 21 standards.
As for the rest, Panchito is still a
It's that 'x' quantity among topflight killer-diller
with his Latin terps.
niteries which puts certain rooms He's in his second year here; ditto
The Ver- the straight band, Maximilian BerInto certain categories.
sailles seems to have everything to gere's.
Miss Janis drew a distinmake for that distinction, and yet. guished turnout at the precm, Alafter a number of seasons, is only fred did his usually affable maitreing
Perhaps at the door, and Roberto aide-defirst starting to assume It.
it's
new exploitation; perhaps it's camped.
final recognition that Nick Prounis
Incidentally, now that El Morocco
and Arnold Rossfleld are giving the has abandoned its long familiar
customers a pretty good shake all zebra stripes, the Versailles' wallaround.
tables have the most distinguished
Certainly, from a talent standpoint, backgrounds for photographic disthis spot is most intensive about what tinction, along with the leopard-skin
Perhaps the hosts background at Armando's nitery. All
It has to offer.
don't buy as many free drinks, or of which also proves something or
don't send an occasional case of wine other about present-day nite life
home to their star customers, but the you used to build a joint for the cusclub goes to extremes in seeing to it tomers, now you gotta worry if it'll
Abel.
that the amusement scene is kept also screen well.

—

reasonably

shifting.

Changes

are

unless the attraction
warrants a longer stay, and the budfortnightly,

gets are pretty elastic.
Perhaps with Elsie Janis' New
York comeback and into a nitery
tKe"Versailles may finally go over the
top. Maybe the presence of socialite
songstress Adelaide MolTett, who has
played the Persian Room and Waldorf-Astoria circuit (so that puts the

—

RAINBOW ROOM,

N. Y.

Mary Raye and Naldi, Lots January, 'Senator" Ford, Anne Gerard,
Ben Cutler band featuring Betty
Randall, Eddi* LeBaron orch, Dr.
Sydney Ross.

stamp on her 100%) has had
Good show at this class sky-high
something to do with it. Anyway,
nitery, better than some of the linethe room, which is so artistically a
ups in recent months. It's a nice
replica of Marie Antoinete's favorite
summer palace (in its paneling blend of s.a., variety and class. Save
for
Lois January (New Acts), makdecor, anyway), is getting a socialite
draw. After all, if you get Brenda ing her New York cafe debiit, the
Frazier into any joint, that kinda other turns are repeaters.
Mary
Raye and Naldi have some
it.
makes
doesn't It?
Miss Janis i3_further under New new and unusual terp routines alActs. Miss MofTett holds over, after though they err by acceding to the
Abbott and Costello (doubling from enthusiasm, doing too much. Openclass

'Streets of Paris') bowed out. When ing night they dished forth some
However,
Miss MofTett closes here, she joins five or six routines.
the DeMarcos in the Sert Room of they're extraordinary in their style
and presentation, and seemingly not
the Waldorf.
As a songstress, with or without a content to rest oh their past perPark avenoo background (her father formances. They have interjected
was Federal Housing Commissioner), further novelty with a Beethoven
and that 'Sylvia' lyrical discourse—
s^ns music-—dancing to the cadence
of the poetry, which is certainly a
new wrinkle.

LORD&

'Senator' Ford is a holdover from
vaudeville.
Which gives
his showmanship and
but, as previously noted,

bigtime

an idea of
stability

STEWART
Today—

when Ford marked his first Rainbow Room engagement, he needs
punchier materiaL

Tailors of

And Tomorrow
LONDON;

His present rou-

more

effective than first time
out, and the topical chatter productive of a few snickers, but it's the
type of Smalltalk that Julius Tannen,

tine

IS Albemarle Street

PICCADILLT. W. 1
NEW YOBK: 66* FIFTH AVENUE

Beat Coffee in England

QUALITY INN
Lalcatter Square

LONDON, WEST-END

is

Doc Rockwell, Senator Murphy and
others used to discourse upon. Ford,
with a prop heater. Knows how
to time his lines, and in general is
a wow as an after-dinner speaker,
or before a mora relaxed theatre
audience.
But in a room where
they're drinking, etc., the effect,
while good, Isn't too socko.
Anne Gerard opens with her
pianologistic medley on the Steinway which makes a circuit of the
room on the revolving dance floor.
Strictly a class personality, she gets
by on her charm first and the ivory
work second. Latter is proficient
enough but since pop-medleyists are

no novelty, on or off a revolving
dance floor, it's palpably a case of
Miss Gerard registering primarily
on her appearance.
For the rest, Ben Cutler has improved in poise and ease as a conferencier; ditto his band. Cutler reminds of Al Donahue's progress at
this same room, gaining assurance
with the months in properly pacing
Betty
and announcing the acts.
Randall is his featured vocalist and
okay. Also neat is Eddie LeBaron.
tango-rhumba- maestro, who goes
with the Rainbow Room lease, and
deservedly, on the strength of his
special talents with conga, rhumbas,
Dr. Sydney Ross, table presti-

etc.

digitator, is another holdover, and
an amazing close-up worker with the

Abel.

cards, coin, tricks, etc.

GAY

NINETIES

(BEVERLY HILLS, CAL.)
Bei;erlv Hills, Cal., Nov. 24.
Jncic Pepper, Pat and Patsy Moran,
Marguerite
Bros.,
Padula,
Caits
Helen Golden.

Wednesdaj, November 29, 1939

spun type ot humor Is contagious
and clicks in big way. He's liberal

A bit of the old Bowery in BevHills, shaping up more as a
noble experiment than sound business enterprise, this spot was formerly a straight eatery and the
transformation was seemingly without regard for the customers' comfort.
The booths are where they
were formerly, which means that
some of the patrons must sit with
backs to the stage.
Karl Loeb, who operates Wilshire
Bowl down the street a piece, is also
the entrepreneur here. That makes
against
his two taverns compete
each other although the argument
is advanced that the clientele are of
different crusts.
If he can get the
Bevhills swank set to slum at the
90s he may start something. For a
its
straight
off-the-street
play
chances are not so roseate.
Entertainers are the same mob
that held, forth a few months ago at
It proved a
the Barn, Hollywood.
short-lived venture.
There's Jack
Pepper boisterously waving a cane
and running on the acts, occasionally leading the imbibers in mass
vocalizing of the old faves.
Marguerita Padula is easily standout and
can still whoop up a good lowdowner. Pat Moran is on deck with
his dance turn and acrobatics, his
best effort being a one-man rassling
bit.
Patsy Moran gives out with
Irish ditties and the Caits Bros, hoof
in precision.
Helen Golden's exhibition of a belle of the '90's doing
a strip tease is right off the cob.
An old C^haplin film on a small
screen contributes what laughs it
may kick up, which weren't many.
On the walls are the words of old
songs. No dancing, ergo no orchestra.
Two chaps take turns at
pounding the keys.
If the spot clicks, Bevhills may be
overrun v/ith this type of nitery. A
erly

Week

~

CHICAGO

Albany, Nov. 28.
Incorporation papers were filed
New Orleans, Nov. 25.
here by Jimmy Durante today for a
Johnny Hamp Orch, Jone Whitney, restaurant he proposes to establish
Gill nnd Bemice Mason, the Titan at the N. Y. World's Fair
next year.
Trio, The D'lvons, Jean Mono.
Dunnington & Miller,

Wall

Town's top nocturnal rendezvous,
the Hawaiian Blue Room continues
to attract capacity crowds, particularly since opening of racing and
convention seasons.
Noticeable is shortness of show,
but it moves at good tempo and in
numbers makes up for time limits.

Only next

to

closer.

STARS

manlike combo,

Hamp

among

Jane Whitney, band vocalist,
works easily, looks good and
song well. Members of band
with choruses and novelty
tunes for good change of pace.
Gill and Bemice Mason have a

also

clever novelty act using three dogs,
one, a 'dumb' bull that does tricks in
reverse, and the other two, acrobats.
Act gets nice hand.

show

neatly.

TULANE ROOM
JUNG

HOTEL-, N.

New

H.

PIERMONT

BOOKING MANAGER

Auditioning

This is the only night spot in town
offering the Hawaiian Blue Room
any kind of-competition, .and capac-.
ity crowds have been the rule since
recent unshuttering.

The Tomlin band

i'a

Ams

Rochester, N. Y., Nov. 28.
of the RKO
Palace, launches a series of Major
Bowes auditions next Monday night
(4), first theatre in country to get
Bowes' name for such amateur
shows. Each week's winners will ba
recorded and platters shipped to

Manager Jay Golden,

New York

to Bowes.
orch will play and
will broadcast the show.

Ken Sparnon's

WHEC

ASKS lOG IN

DEATH

SON'S

Buckeye Lake, O., Nov. 28.
suit for $10,000 has been
against the Buckeye Lake Park
Co. by Mrs. Mary C. Bales, of Lancaster, mother of Dean Bales, 26,

A damage

flled

The Titans who perform balancing who was

killed last July in a fall
at Buckeye

from the roller-coaster
Lake Park.

Suit filed in Licking county common picas court.

SMASH KIT—

every leader who comes to
the Blue Room, has difficulty at first
in toning it down to the size of the
room.
Liuzza,

19

wk.

Hotel

rpslilenllal rata at

Kinpire

Time* Square.
with
toilet.

New

Tork'i

—Glvea
at lha gateway
room
you a

private,,

to

line

tiled

and

lavatory

With private bathroom, IH.BO.

Spe Mlna

Fames.

Asst.

Mgr., today.

CO. 6-7400.
lIOTEfi EMPIRE
New
Broadway and 63d St.

T<>.'*

tically

N.T.G.

JACK CARRITY,

Jr.

Walconiea Jon to th«

HOLLTWOOD PLAZA HOTEL
Hollywood, California
Caterlns to ih» rnfeisloa

TOPS OWH

AMAZING RECORD
OF SUCCESS

IN

CHICAGO

AFTER PLATING THK BTATB LAKE, ORIENTAI/ AND BECOKDP'^iiC*
WITH ONK YEAR. A^TBR TEN WEEKS OF
BHEAKINfl BUSINESS IN THE SWANKY CONfiRESS CASINO FQ»
RALPH UITZ, N.T.U. (NILS TIIOR »RANLUNI>) MOST UNIQUE KNTERTAINRR IN AMERICA AND THE ENIG.MA (iV SHOW BISINMS.
FINISHES SIX RECORD-BREAKING WEEKS IN THE FAMOUS
COLOSIMO'S. NEVER DEFORE IN THE 23 YEAB HISTORY OF THIS
TRADITIONAL THEATRE RESTAURANT HAS IT KNOWN SUC™
TKESIENDOUS CROWI>S.
N.T.C. HAD FRKVIOIISLT BROKEN EVERT RECORD AT H00«
MAYKAIR CASINO IN CLEVELALND AND THE ADELFUI UOT^
IN SUCCESSION

rUILADELI'HIA.
IHS STAY AT

COLOSIMO'S WAS CLIMAXED WIU5N METBOGOLI>WYN-MAYER CONVENTIONEEltS GAVE A DINNER PARTY *0B
THERE SATURDAY NIGHT, AND ROBERT TAYLOR MADE A
PER.SONAL APPEARANCE. MOST OF THE MEN IN THE AUDIE^CB
lOD

HAVE BEEN N.T.C.'S PERSONAL FRIENDS AM) CO-WORKERS WITH
LOEW OR M-G-M FOR OVER 20 YEARS. IT WAS A <iRAND TRIBUTE
TO A GREAT SHOWMAN 'BY SOME OF THE LEADING FILM ME.N OF
A.MERICA.

N.T.G. WIKHF^S TO THAN'K PERSONALLY AT, l.ICHTMAN. BILL
ROGERS. TOM CONNORS. ED SAUNDERS AND HIS OTHER FBIB.NM"
FOR THFJR THOROUGH FULNESS.
D.WS LAYOITP N.T.O. COKS INTO AARON JONES'
^—l^HI"**"'''
gBIKNTAL
THEATRE, OPENING DEC. 1. FOLLOWING ARB AUDlEU

O.)

Orleans, Nov. 26.

Pinky Tomlin Orch, Woody Wilson,
Susan Lange, Helaine and Donaldson, Joan Brandon, Patsy Ogden.

its

street at-

torneys, filed the application.
Understood he will be associated
with Jimmy Kelly, Greenwich Village cafe op.

sells a
assist

the cafe

Stripperoo is Mary Lane doing a
dance with flowers in strategic positions.
For the finale, the house
lights are doused while lights in the
flowers burst forth.
Gal has nifty
dimensions and holds attention.
Kretlow dancers are the typical
nitery line.
Orchestra satisfactory.
Gold

SIDNEY

drawing

show.

He's an all-around m.c. and enter'em dancing, monolog,
impersonations and general clowning with a couple of stooges and has
plenty of special material.

this nitery

.

is

to spot in large numbers. He
contributes good vocal and handles
m.c.ing pleasingly.
Band also provides excellent background for the

tainer, giving

About Gus Van little need be said.
still an established performer
through years in show business, has
splendid material and a delivery
that's salesmanship itself.
Handles
several dialects in his songs, each
with a sure hand. Guaranteed entertainment wherever caught.
Also from vaude is Alphonse Berg
with his quick dress-making routine.
A standard novelty act. Berg fits into

H LU B I N
OENERAL MANAGCK

Titans,

them

He's

3.

The

balancing act, hold spot longer than
other acts.
On strength of previous visit here
and an entirely pleasing and work-

mob.

of the

N. O.)

Chicago, Nov. 22.
Willie Shore, Gus Von, Mary Lane,
Alphonse Berg, Muriel Kretlotu
AI Donahii'e plays a private New
(8), Sid Lang Orch.
Year's Eve party at Glen Island Casino, Westchester, N. Y. Spot is norNear northside nitery lines up a mally closed during winter but wiU
list of standard names headed by a
unshutter for one night.
local boy who has built himself a
real following among Chicago sundodgers.
Willie Shore has played
practically every nite spot in Chicago and has acquired a vast personal acquaintance

TheJHEATRE

Schnoz's Eatery

HAWAIIAN ROOM
(HOTEL HOOSEVELT,

stunts in slow motion, are among the
standouts. The D'vons are a dance
team that specializes in modern and
slightly burlesque 'versions of Russian dances and rhumbas. Pair make
attractive appearance and their stuff
is plenty smooth. Jean Mona, looker,
billed as 'girl with most beautiful
legs in world,' contributes several
tap routines. Left customers asking
winning formula doesn't lay around for more at this show.
Hamp's orch dishes out sweet and
long here; the town's that full of
imitators.
Not likely, however, swing. His music is a nice blending
of wind and string, although the
they'll tail after this one.
Helm.
brasses were slightly heavy opening
night because maestro, like prac-

HI-HAT,

Brandts* Carlton, Jamaica,

vocals, contributing his own
Quits Full for Split
tunes, "The Object of My Affections,'
'Love Bug,' 'I Did It and I'm Glad'
The BrandU' Carlton,
and several others. Woody Wilson, goes from a full-week to Jamaica,
split-week
blond lad Tomlin Is said to have vaude stand
tomorrow (Thursday)
picked out of a Los Angeles choir,
with the Ozzie Nelson show. Sudscores biggest hit of the acts with his
denness of the switch was evident
tenoring.
via
With the band is attractive, brunet the fact that the theatre's trailers up
Susan Lange, who sings in a hot till today (Wednesday) continued to
style.
Patrons reward her with advertise the Nelson booking as
a
plenty of palm-pounding.
Helaine full-weeker.
and Donaldson, dance duo, click,
Following Nelson, however, the
their numbers being as smart as house will drop
stageshows, and pertheir appearance.
A femme magician, Joan Brandon, haps may even close entirely, until
buxom and blond, does usual sleight- Dec. 21, when Bob Crosby's band is
of-hand tricks, and then pulls bar booked. House then would pick up
trick; similar to Dr. Think a Drink' the split-week show changes.
Carlton has been showing the
Hoffman's, that's a nifty. Asks audience what they would like to drink, weakest b.o. of all the Brandt
and then proceeds to' make the houses. Weekday biz has been esdrinks seemmgly out of thin air and pecially poor.
Flatbush, Brooklyn,
serves them to ringsiders free. Gets and Windsor, Bronx,
other two
fair response.
Patsy Ogden, tap Brandt
vaudfllmers,
continue to
dancer with looks and a nifty chassis,
show okay b.o.
handles herself capably for okay
hand.
Liuzza.

with

a

versatile

crew, doing jive and sweet tunes
with equal ease.
Tomlin's home-

PALACE,

AKRON (FOURTH

TIME), DEC.

8, 9, 10, 11

FLATBUSH, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK CITY, DEC. 14
WINDSOR, NEW YORK CITY, DEC. 21
JAMAICA, NEW YORK, DEC. 28
OTHERS TO FOLLOW

ROMM

Personal Manager: HARRY
RKO BUILDING, NEW YORK, N. Y.

1'
!

VAUDE—NIGHT CLUBS

Wednesday* November 29, 1939

Sally

Rand to HVood
Hollywood, Nov,

Spots

As

I^iladelphia, Nov. 28.
Big-time vaude dies, in PhUadelphia following the last performance
of Louella Parsons Hollywood troupe
The
at the Earle Thursday (30).
death sentence was passed jointly by
the management of the Warner circuit and Local 77, American Federation of Musicians when neither
would give in on their stand regarding next year's contract

Rochester, N. Y.. Nov. 28.

Rochester civic and liquor board
OfTicials joined in warning niteries to
halt growing practice of children appearing as entertainers.
Robert M. MuUord, acting head of
the Society for Prevention of Cruelty
,

new

tainer or

contract,

sells

under way since the beginning of
this month, are at a stalemate, with

adamant

in their posito compromise.
that the status

only where

it

employe

In

a place that

As far north as this spot is from
the lands of the clicking castinets
and stamping heels, Detroit is redhot for the conga and rhumba. Some
niteries have gone overboard for the
Spanish stuff and most of the others
cash in on the current craze with
rhumba and conga evenings.
It all started a year ago when
Xavier Cugat opened up the Hotel

beer or liquor.

.

Transcontinental

Philly, both Ihdie houses, as the only
vaude spots in town.

Saranac Lake
28.

A real message to this column;
'Dear Happy, if you know of any ailing artist that might miss his Thanksgiving dinner, see that he gets it and
charge same to me.' Signed, A. B.
('Tony') Anderson.
George Nelson, who does weightstopped oft to show the
ozoners how easy It is to lift 500
pounds.
Bill Headley, ex-theatre' manager

lifting act,

Rimmersburg,

of

Pa.,

left

after

a

checkup that landed him a 100% O.K.
Sam Putnam, writer, who mastered
the rib op, now up for mild exercise,
while Max Smallens shot back to the
Rogers from the general hospital and

bows from a bronchioscopy.
Ben SchaefTer passed another mile-

taking
stone.

A medal for fighting spirit and
cheerfulness- should go to Grace
MacDonald, who has mastered five
stages of the rib op and is now allowed downstairs to witness the tallters after one year of strictly in bed.
Charley (Juggling) Barrett is being wheel-chaired downtown, but
still cheerful, although he has totally
lost use of both his legs.
Betty

Huntington's

work

in

U

Ann Comerford, Dorothy Meachen,
Carl Kern, Marie Broom, Rogerites,
are now up for meals two days a

Week

after a siege of

Wrlt« to those yon

UU

bed routine.

know who

are

Boston Fight
.Continued from pafc Z9_
to make the best adjustments possible, he said, especially for the stores

Latter

deemed

is

to be correct.
of the AFA's

bills

and

were going out of busiOne other department store
had received a 20% abatement and
him.
so it was agreed that the Shepard
that had, or
ness.

Sophie Tucker's loyalty in sticking by his side, and an affiliation
with the stagehands' union, later
abrogated, almost precipitated one
of the worst strikes in show biz
history.
This passed oft when the
Four A's and the International Alliance
of
Theatrical Stage
Employees reached a last-minute agreement on the Coast

stores should get about the same.

he had had nothing to do with selecting Bickford to give them, since
that had been handled by a speakHe did not tell Bickers bureau.
ford what to say, nor had he any
relations with Shepard at least three
weeks prior to the speech, Tobin

Mpls.

Closing

Minneapolis, Nov.

said.

managers were un-

Budey

After N. G. Season
28.

As per regular schedule, hurley

In explaining his reasons for hiring
Merritt Thomp.son as city collector,

Gaycty here closes first half of
sea.son Thursday (30).

Tobin said that he had met Shepard at a luncheon and they had dis-

cussed the difficulty of getting caness for anticipated shift to Elliott
The Empire, former ace London pable men to fill city posts. ThereRoosevelt's web first of year. Probvauder, was figured likely to end upon, Shepard told of Thompson,
lem was considerable because indie
Shepard store mana
revival. Much hope was formerly
250-walt station has hefty sked of its variety
British vaude upbeat ager, who was out of work. After
foreign-language commercial pro- held out for
Empire could success- investigation, according to Tobin,
grams, which have provided a good providing the
he hired Thomp.son and found him
operate.
bulk of station's revenue during fully
one of the best collectors the city
past several years.
ever had in that difficult job.
Recent success of Mme. Gadski
Under anticipated setup of 45 hours
On Wedncsdy the day the tax
of broadcasting from Transcontin- at the Hipp, N. Y., resulted in the
abatement story was revealed, Shepental, WJBK will be able to shift booking of other Met singers. Carprogram sked without loss of rev- mela Ponselle was one of those set. ard was forced to tell his salary and
income from his various radio enenue from that phase, according to
After
several
verbal
terprises.
James F. Hopkins, general manager
Alice Brady was foregoing her
clashes between rival attorneys and
of station.
proposed return to legit for vaude.
over his own objections Shepard
She was shortly to begin rehearsals stated that he received an annual
Link
Probable
Minnie
MadSeattle,
playlet
by
KRSC,
in a new
salary of $40,000 plus 10% of the net
dern Fiske.
Seattle, Nov. 28.
profits over $125,000.
If Elliott Roosevelt's TranscontiShepard had said earlier that he
new leading
Chaplin's
Charlie
nental Broadcasting System links
did not know what the tax abatenew
became
his
Grey,
Lila
into Seattle, KRSC. local independent lady,
ment amounted to and when quesalso.
maritally
will probably be the outlet Andrew leading lady
tioned about his salary, he retorted,
Haley, Wa.shingloh, D. C, radio at'What I get is nobody's business.'
J. Harold Murray and Ben Bernie
torney and formerly of the FCC
Gum insisted, 'It's everybody's
the Palace, N. Y. Murlegal staff, repre.<;enting Roosevelt's goaled 'em at
business,' and was sustained by Exnew web, presently is making sta- ray's tenor was a setup for vaude, aminer Porter.
legit
experience
in
mufollowing
his
tion-to-stalion calls in this state,
At the same time Shepard adsicals.
Oregon, Montana, Nevada and Colomitted that Bickford's salary was
rado.
about $100 a week and that he reDouble feature film system was ceived no bonus outside his salary.
At first it was not thought that
flopping
outexhibs
to
be
said
by
Transcontinental would include the
It was testified earlier in the .session
added
Northwest at the start. Haley said side N. Y. Biz didn't warrant
that the Yankee Network made a net
he was lining up indeiDeridents and rental expense.
profit of $141,913.27 during 1938 and
not trying to muscle into Mutual's
earned a net of $109,812.07 during
York
New
clipped
spell
Cold
Coast outlets.
the 30-week period ending July 29,
theatres while Chicago and Los An1939.
On Friday Shepard testified
geles were doing fairly hefty b.o.
Join
that the. Colonial Network made beKSAL, KGNO,
tween $10,000 and $15,000 on a $90,Kansas City, Nov. 28.
James Cruze's chances of directing 000 contract for broadcasting major
here, who his recent bride, Betty Comp.son, in
Jack Stewart ot
league ba.<;cball games in Boston.
is regional v.p. of the new Trahsa pic for Paramount were getting
When further questioned by Gum on
continental web, reports that three slimmer.
A Lois Wilson film was salaries
executives
ot
(he
paid
Kansas outlets have signed as mem- occupying Cruze's time for his next
Yankee and Colonial networks and
bers ot the new net. Merle Tuclter, feature, while Miss Compson was
and WAAB, all of
stations
g.m. of KSAL, Salina, Kans,, is being handled by other directors for
which Shepard owns, the latter obbringing his station into the new her next two.
jeclcd strenuously. He said 'the inStation changes from 1500
set-up.
formation would be detrimental to
kw. to 1120 k.w. and jumps from 250
the company's business.'
watts to 1,000 in Dec.
Chi Congress Relighting
During the rest of last week's sesKGNO, Dodge City, under J. C.
sion most of the proceedings were
Chicago, Nov. 28.
DeniQUs. and KWBG,. Hutchinson,
Congress holcl is feopenmg"' its sunpry a'sparrihg back' and forth be-'^
under W. B. Greenwaid are also
tween counsels in an attempt by
darkness.
.signed and will carry the Cotton Casino after a year's
Relights Dec. 21 with the Ted Spearman to prevent further inforBowl game Jan. 1 as the inaugural
mation being revealed.
Fiorlto orch.
broadcast.

its

U.sual reopening is in April, but
Harry Hirsch may take a flyer and
resume operations New Year's week,

although

current season boxoflice
results have been considerably under those of recent years.
,

'French Follies* Giving
Lincoln a Stage

Show

Lincoln, Nov. 28.
First voude in Lincoln in more
than a year comes (4-6) with Howard Fedcrcr's spotting of SoUie
Childs' 'French Follies' unit in the
Liberty.
Will do thrce-a-day, with
single show matinee and then close
down until evening.
House seats only 1,000 and 'Follies'
is a 40-pcople show.
Deal v^as negotiated by

Kroger Babb.

Geo. Foster's Book
London, Nov. 28.
to a history of Engin George
is contained
'The Spice of Life' or '63
Years in the Glamour World.'
Head ol Fosters' agency touches on
all phases of flesh entertainment in
his new book published here. It ran
serially in the British press origin-

What amounts

li.sh

variety

Foster's

ally.

I

'

KWBG

KCMO

N.Y.

Milton Levy, the little comic who
here in 1929, Is now driving a
truck lor a film exchange in Cleveland, Ohio.
Slipfoot Clifton, blackface comic of
Van Arnam days. Is reported on ^e
upbeat at the Nassau County,
I.,
sanatorium.

group since its formation.
A meeting will be held tomorrow
(Wed.) to nominate new officers.

{

called at the local bank night giveaway of $320, but she left the old
N.V.A. san five years ago to resume

left

2,000.

constitution permits, it isn't
likely that more than $8-10,000 will
remain, indicating that thn members
will receive about $5 top each.
There's no line on the plans of
Ralph Whitehead following dissolution of the. AFA.
As executive secretary, the charges against him ol
mismanagement resulted in revocation of the AFA's charter, although
Whitehead claims to be innocent ot
any wrong-doing.
He refused to
participate in the Four A's hearing
on the charges, insisting, that an impartial arbitration board be chosen.
As he explained it the Four A's
was silting in the role of 'prosecutor, per.secutor and trial judge' and
that the cards were stacked against

i

was

name

to

tion's

of lO-percentcrs here, will resign
that position next week because of
'pressing business.'
She has been president of the

YEARS AGO*
legit

members who were

tho.';e

expenses paid oiit of the Death
Benefit Fund, which the organiza-

Florence Bernard, president of the
Entertainment Managers' A.ssn., org

able to put the finger on the cause
of the biz slump. There was no apparent reason for the lag.

proposed Transcontinental network,
has its program schedules in readi-

By Happy Benway
Saranac, N. Y.. Nov.

Philadelphia, Nov. 28.

(From Variety;

London

at

15

'

At the same time Tobin was questioned about his election campaign.
He admitted that he knew Leland
Bickford, managing editor of the
town eatery making a bid for the
Yankee Network News Service, and
nitery business. In addition to regthat the latter had given two radio
ular orch, spot brought in last week
speeches in his behalf. However,
Don Remon (4) and Pura Reyesj who he said that cash had been paid in
had worked with Cugat Biz went advance for those speeches, and that
up better than 40%.

15

Dec.
York.

of

New

when the Associated Actors
and Artistes of America revoked the
AFA's charter.
There are no definite figures on
the AFA's paid-up membership of
last July, claims varying from 6,000
more likely
With all

its

members.
At the present time Warners employs orchestras at the Fox and
Earle, full time; and at the Allegheny, Kent, Frankford, Alhambra,
Four
and Oxford on weekends.
weeks ago vaude was dropped at
the Kent, Frankford and Alhambra, with the other two houses operating stage shows only on Fridays
and Saturdays.
limelight in the current battle beOfTicials of the Musicians Union tween Transcontinental and Mutual,
eslimated that its members ^yill lose has been trying to call a halt and is
more than $175,000 in annual wages insisting that, neither he nor the
If WB goes through with its threat agency is to be put in any spot or
1o dispense with music altogether. mixed up in any wrangles involving
This lo.<!s, on top of the shrinkage stations or networks.
B-S-H conin openings for local musicians due tinues to insist that it is merely tryto garnering of choice spots by out- ing to buy favorable time and staof-town name bands, will put a ter- tions for its clients and that it is not
rific strain on the union's treasury,
interested in sitting in on any radio
now near the breaking point sup- family squabbles.
porting unemployed musicians.
Folding of the Earle and the WarWJBK Shirts Schedule
her nabes will leave Fay's, in West
Detroit Nov. 28.
Philly, and the Carmen, In North
WJBK, which has signed up for

afternoon

paid up

AS PHILLY EMA'SPREZ; down

done and, in addition, dance team
of Paul and Eva Reyes,. who work in
.Continued from page 24_
floor show before the band, have
agency here for a Mutual time pur- joined the dance school as instrucchase by B-S-H for virtually the tors.
same products as are planned for
Swank Club Royale also has tied
Weber has been in with Detroiters' desire to do their
Transcontinental.
busy clearing time on the Mutual stepping in the South American way
stations for such a deal, as and Danny Demetry's band is at this
when.
spot.
Typical of the ca.shing in on
Hill Blackett jockeyed into the the craze is the London Bar, down

.

among

FLO BERNARD QUIHING

Seattle, Nov. 28.
Len Manlell, northwest manager Statler's Terrace room. Band tied
for
circuit,
Bert Levey
reports Up with the Arthur Murray dancers
Playhouse. Winnipeg, Canada, open- in the same hotel, who showed the
way to do it Cugat stayed on for three
ing Dec. 18 with Levey vaude.
This gives Levey week stands in and a half months, left for six weeks,
Winnipeg, Vancouver, B. C, Portland and then was hustled right back
and Seattle, and half weetc in Spo- to finish the season. Cugat reopened
the Terrace Room in October and
kane.
will stay on for several more weeks.
Again this season, Murray dancers
are putting the customers hep to how

.

the

Prior to the meeting, the membership is voting on dissolution of the
AFA 's Death Benefit Fund via writ-ten ballots mailed to them on Saturday (25). This means that the
coin now in the AFA's relief and
death benefit funds will be divided

cipal opposition.

Intends to follow a

vaude policy.

for

Union Church,

Detroit, Nov. 28.

WINNIPEG VAUDE SPOT

Chief bone of contention, as in
other years, is the Fox theatre,
where a 20-piece orchestra has been
maintained despite the fact that only
This is a
films are shown there,
hangover fronj the days when Warners had stage shows both at tlie
Earle and the Fox.
Union spoltesmen claim that Warners declaration that It will not renew its contract under the same conditions constitutes 'a lockout' of its

tors, now without a labor union
is ready to dissolve. A masa
meeting of the paid-up membership
as of July 14 last has been called

charter,

ABOUT RHUMBA

BERT LEVEY GEHING

and refusing
The union demands
quo of the present contract be maintained, while the circuit wants bands
tions

Self-Opposish

DETROIT NUTS

announced he had the
some 200 entertainers un-

der 16 years old who had been performing around town, though fewer
than 20 permits had been Issued. He
warned the law. forbids any person
under 18 from appearing as an enter-

tirely.

Negotiations for a

of

$8-10,1

The American Federation of Ac-

Syracuse, Nov. 28.
Constant shifts of talent in local niteries has reached some
sort of a climax with the installation of Irving Jacobs as
m.c. at Club Candcc here. Jacobs
for two years was no^: oiily m.c,
but one of the owners ot Club
Irving, named for him.
Club Irving is still operating
full blast but Irving is now
working hard for the club's prin-

tres.

to Children,

names

for Official Dissolution:

Paid-Up Members to Share

Also booked by Paul Savoy was
Jack LaRue for the Roxy, Salt Lake,
and Gene Austin with company of
12 for tour of Fox-West Coast thea-

Warning on Kids

As things stand now, the 2,700seater Eatle will be shuttered entirely. Plans for operating theliouse
a.s a second-run fllmer were shelved
when it was decided that it would
be more profitable to darken it en-

both sides

AFA Ready

8S

28.

Eally Rand and her troupe of 26
open a three-week stand at Florentine Gardens here Christmas week.
If biz holds up, she'll be optioned
for additional time.

Result of Union Stalemate

VARIETY
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Freedman's

Ams

Newark, N. J., Nov. 28.
Newest amateur stage venture hero
is- Zac
Freedman's .'Your Protege,*
30-minute show presented each Monday in conjunction with Adams
vaude pfTcring and aired through

WNEW

hook-up direct from
Winners get week's contract

stage.

to aphou. c starling followBroadcast is spon.sored
over
by Sachs Furniture
stores. Airings started Monday (27).
At end of 13 weck.s, tentative plans
call for wind-up-cbmpctition among
weekly winners, winner of this show
No definite picto take screen test

pear

in

same

ing Friday.

WNEW

ture lie-im spf »« vpt

.
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STATE,

ABC, PARIS
Paris, Nov. 8.
with AvUla and
Jeanne Aubert, Frehel,

Warner

Joan
Bradley,

JVfduricet,

Rocroy,

Pe

e ch , De
Dorlis,, Jocqiietine

Gabriello,

George

Figus, Lucieniie
Ava]is (7).

Dugard,

Timeiion

•

The opening istage show of Mitty
Goldin's sixth successive season at
the ABC offers a spicy, colorful program with a pleasing change of pace.
The ABC's reopening Oct. 27 was
far more significant than those of
With the capital's
former years.
night life still a few steps removed
from normal, its unshuttering was
the signal for all the other hesitating
music-hall directors to follow suit.
Within a few days of Goldin's announcement all the other houses had
reopened or had taken steps for imminent reopening, thereby normalizing this aspect of the capital's entertainment life.
Goldin's opening program is a
switch from revue, which he tried
last season and to which he says he
will return within the next few
months. Although most of the acts
have been previously seen here separately or together in part; as a
whole they offer the best class talent
the capital has to offer.
Heading the bill is Joan Warner,
the American of G-string fame. She
backstopped by the American
IS
dancing couple, Avilla and Bradley,
who supply the only artistry of the
act and go a long way towards stealing it. Miss Warner fails to display
aniything she hasn't already— including her chassis. With a painting- of
herself in the nude, the American
does an adoration dance ending with
the usual disrobing. The audience's
Reaction was cold at this catching.
She depends entirely on her soppteness and her excellent wardrobe to
pull her through in other numbers,
including the cycle of dances from
1850 to the futuristic ones of 1950.
Jeanne Aubert, almost as well
known in America as in France, displays her oldtime artistry and. seems
well in her element in houses of the
ABC class. Although she hasn't anything new, her femininity seems to
Her repertoire of
get her over.
songs includes two war numbers, one
Lucienne Boyer's hit 'Somewhere in
France.'
To Frehel go the main honors of
the show. Singing a number of racy
tunes in a generally raucous voice
which sometimes hits excellent low
r&gisters, she has the audience eating out of her hand. Sort of a Fanny
Brice and Kate Smith rolled into one,
and heavy on the sex. Reaction to
her gay and sad offerings is spontaneous.
Love ballad by Francis
Carco and an amusing skit, 'I'm the

her and gives out with the old golf
N. Y.
routine, which includes not knowing
'how to hold the caddie.' Bob Oakley
had been straighting for Miss Wilson
Lennie Hayton Orch (12), Robinon her current vaude tour, but is ho son & Martin, Larry Adler, Beverly
longer with her.
Roberts with Al Siegal, 3 Sailors;
Miss Bacon is back with her fan 'Babes in >lrms' (M-G).
dance and manages to be seen occasionally even under the blue lights.
Lennic Hayton's crack dahsapation
the
Rita Rio's all-girl orch holds
stage wait as used
bulk of the playmg lime, going in for is more or les;; of a
swing and some specialty work by in the current Loew's State lineup.
he
individual members of the orchestra. Save for a couple of specialties,
while
Specialties consist of so-called im- merely backs the variety show
personations of some name band- Ruby Zwerling's trench unionists
session.
Hayleaders. Miss Rio warbles a couple are on furlough this
scene
the
in
out
of
been
and
of tunes and leads the orchestra, the ton has
batoning consisting mostly of wig- this past year on a rather irregugling the. anatomy. She also m.c.s lar schedule. His reorganized band

came back

the show, latter amounting mosUy to
forcing applause both in front and

behind each

with lots
comedy and a tendency to imply
blue stuff, though there is actually
no real off-color material. Miss Hilton works particularly hard and
punches over her gags.
Sylvia and Clemence, tumbling
comedy team, are back in the Loop
closely behind their recent appearance here. They are now billed, as
Betty and Barbara. A standard act,
they put over their roughhouse
crossfire turn,

knockabout

Gold.

KEITH'S BOSTON
Bo.ston, Nov. 23.
Jock Lenny and Statler Ttuijis (3)
Chick and Lee, Wilt and Gladvs
Del Gosino, Five JVfaxeltos,
Flint House Orch; 'Danger
'Flight' (Mono; and 'Escape' (ZOth),

MINNESOTA, MPLS.

Aherit,

Larry
dual.

Combination of radio acts and
standard vaude turns add to good
entertainment this week. Del Casino,
tenor, gets top billing, though new cialty, gives him and his men, notaround here. His radio reputation ably Bunny Shawker, the specialist
was indicated bv greeting at this on the Leedy skins, the deserved
Then Beverly
show. Opens with 'South American spot to "Stand out.
Way,' but registers best with 'Be- Roberts (New Acts), 'presented' by
guine' arid 'South of Border.' Closes Al Siegal, who accomps her and
with an Italian number of the ro- who rates m5re than casual posies
mantic type, 'Come Back to Serenca.' for having done wonders with this
Voice is smooth and pleasing and girl. Miss Roberts, who got some
he's on the modest side, but he still Hollywood film attention following
needs more vaude. experience to a brief Broadway break-in, is now a
command more serious stage atten- seasoned songstress under Siegal's
tion.
able tutelage and can go far. She's
Chick and Lee, comedy singers considerably changed from her last
and impersonators, fill the deuce sat- year's showing at the State.
isfactorily, registering well with imThe 3 Sailors mop. up in the clospressions of Winchell. Clem McCar- ing groove with their surefire nautithy, an Italian politician and a grand cal nonsense.
Comedv threesome,
opera burley.
Standout in their like Adler, whose mouth-organ is of
repertoire is the impersonation of universal appeal, likewise have faced
three tobacco auctioneers the fa- no border or linguistic restrictions
miliar one heard on the radio, plus in the past. Their comedy panto has
Chinese and Italian versions of the been as effective it^. thfe French RiCatch-Catch Girl,' introes her well.
same raoid-flre spieling.
viera casinos, as 'in London, or at
Mauricet and Gabriello null well
Jack Lenny and the Statler Twins Loew's State on Broadway.
with familiar songs. Mauricet goes open the bill, clicking nicely in preBecause of the holiday weekend,
to town with 'You Must Try to Un- cision dancing and a jitterbug finish. Thursday and Friday saw five shows
derstand,' an oldie brought up to date Lenny's solo rhythm tap also spices daily on a curtailed grind basis that
and tying well with the international the act.
brooked for no encores and not much
situation,
Gabriello grimaces, wiseWill and Gladys Ahern handle the cinematic hors d'oeuvres to augment
cracks and generally sings himself comedy with' swell rope-twirling the 'Babes in Arms' (M-G) film feaInto the audience's good graces.
done with solo and dual dancing. ture. Incidentally, manager Al Rosen
Peech warms up the audience in Each also does some incidental vo- is dipping in and out of his house
the opener with caricatures and calizing, while comedy patter is now on a limited schedule fnllowchatter, including cartoons of Hitler, okay. A ballroom dance, including
ing his long siege.
Abel.
Mussolini,
Chamberlai n a nd the- 'Sgme'regulatlon rifts with t he couple
much married Pasha' Guitry. De keeping a large lariat circling around
Rocroy, magician, turns in an excel- them, is smart: a solo toe number by
lent display of vanishing cards and Miss Ahern also clicks.
While his
doves and has the audience guessing partner is making a costume change,
when out -Of the same glass pitcher Ahern does some nifty stunts with a
Pittsburgh, Nov. 24.
he pours white, red, green, blue small loop.
Shep Fields Orch (15), 4 Inkspots,
'liqueurs.' poring them back into
The Maxcllos have supplanted two Bob Dupont, Wynn, Brach & Ames,
pitcher to get still other combina- of the boys with girls since they last
Claire Nunn. Hal Dcrujin, Jerry
tions.
played this house, and the new Stewart;
'Nurse
Edith
CavelV
George Dorlis gives a rather orig-

—

.

—

,

STANLEY, PITT

House barges back

name

light with a

into the spotheadliner again,

Hugh

Herbert, who's backed by commendable production this week.
Clyde Snyder, new house m.c. and
producer, employs a Hollywood idea
cleverly to impart a measure of unity

troupers fit well into the familiar,
historical conception of the fast risley act. They close the show
dance, demonstrating in an amusing, neatly.
Fox.
shuffling Style how each dance had
Jacqueline
a utilitarian beginning.
Figus doe<; some passable toe taos.
Lucienne Dugard does a few ballads.
Including a 'Snow White' hit and one
composed by Goldin himself. ProCincinTwft, JVov. 25.
gram winds UD with tumbling by the
Ted Weems Orch (14) with Elmo
seven Timenon Arabs. Soectacular
Perry Como, Ormond
but similar to plenty of other tum^ Downes, Marvell Maxwell, Red Inblcs seen before.
gle; Arren
and Broderick, Paul
Orchestra opens program with Winchell, Patsy Marr; 'Little Acci
marching war songs. 'Madelon' and dent' (U):
Tipoerary.' and winds up with thos
'Marseillaise' and 'God Save the
This week's layout is in the
King.' Along with orogram comes a groove. The Weems' combo turns in
drawing showing all the shelters in an excellent job and three additional down chiefly in the specialists, few
the neighborhood, just in ca.'".
acts supply variety and comedy in of whom remain, vocalists are just
so-so and that corking old accordion
Ravo.
good measure.
Maestro does. his wand-waving and ensemble of his is missed. Otherm.c.ing trimly. Orch's themer, 'Out wise, he continues to peddle ear-ease
of the night,' drew warm opening melodies, holding forth neatly against
applause and customers continued in era of crash and din, and should be
a receptive mood when caught until ready to cash in again when and if
Chicago Nov. 25.
its
final arrangement of the pop the about-face comes.
Marie Wibon,. Toby Wing, Faith feudin' tune, 'Martins and the Coys.'
For singers. Fields has Jerry
Bacon, Hilton and Dell, Betty and
Elmo Tanner, topflight whistler, Stewart and Hal Derwin, both okay,
Borbaro. Rita Rio Orch; 'Higli Grey solos several numbers and above-par but just that. Pipes are all right but
Vfalls' (Col).
vocaling is done on others by Perry they sell poorly.
He also has
Como and Marvell Maxwell, singly. Claire Nunn. who. sits in at second
All-glrl show is duck -soup for the Red Ingle does okay on fiddle and piano.
She solos a wicked boogcymooches this week who like to clarinet clowning. Ormond Downes, woogey' keyboard, which would be
whistle at Faith Bacon and stamp drummer, and Rex Kelly, guitarist, more effective if they'd stick a mike
their feet every time Toby Wing also register in specialties. Band's closer to her to pick it up, but her
gives 'em a little bump or Rita Rio arrangement on 'Old Gang of Mine' warbling isn't so hot. Shuttles beshakes a hip. It's th^^k kind of show, is exceptionally good.
tween mike and piano, clicking
sloppy for the most part, but somePatsy Marr does a fast five minutes smartly on the latter but getting by
how plenty appealing, due to the of aero terps, featuring rhythm taps in her canarying more on pep and
dame stuff, for the two-bits mob,
on the top of her wooden soldier- and personality than anything else.
Miss Wing sings some special- suit hat while handstanding. Paul
Fields gets under, way with "Apple
material songs, being short on diction Winchell, in tails, uses a redheaded for Teacher,' with a male trio comand delivery. Special material is not dummy, Jerry, and works and sounds ing in near the end, and then gives
clever but her. sexy appearance gets much like Edgar Bergen. Makes a his male pianist a sock solo on
her over. She had been with the dandy appearance.
'Gayety.' That's followed by Wynn,
Arren and Broderick are surefire. Brach and Ames, two men and a
'Night at Moulin Rouge' revue, presently tourinr the miawest; until re- Miss Broderick regales with facial girl, -well-groomed dancing" threeand body wriggling some who present a pleasant intercently. Marie Wilson makes a nifty expressions
her
goofywhile
burlesquing a harem dancer, lude of musical comedy leanings.
appearance in white but
They're nice lookers and terp well,
gal routine is not solid. Maude Hil- operatic coloratura and prima.
ton, of Hilton and DelL works with
Kolt.
but turn bogs things down here and

Tanner

,

'

.

.

nicely balanced quality of sweetswing, but is unable to offer enough
in novelty numbers to speed up the
unusually lengthy intervals the Par
management has left it to fill. Band
has played theatre dates before, but
this is the first time it's being re-

viewed under

New

Acts.

Tony Mar-

repeat engagement,

a

in

tin,

and

Bon Bon, Savitfs colored male warbier, are the
latter
solidly.

show,

only real socks of the
clicking

particularly

Martin,-who showed pulling power
at the b.o. that amazed bookers on
his last trip around the circuit, again
reveals unquestionable appeal for
the femme trade, particularly the
teen-age division. He gets off to a
good start on his phiz and does virtunll.^' no gabbing, going right into
his piping. Starts with 'South ot the
Border.' then 'Lilacs in the Rain,'
'Begin the Beguine' and 'Day In, Day
Out.'

sent

Constant handpatter for more
into 'To You,' with his

him

standard 'Tonight

My

Beautiful' for

the blowoff.
•

in

Bon Bon by

far steals all honor.<i
Par layout, being

current

the

called back rcoeatedly.
chirper with Savitt is

Both

specialists are
Savitt.

New femme

Peggy Hope.
reviewed with

Ruth Barnes (New Acts), tapoer.
was a last-minute booking in place
of the Tyron.'!, femme adagio team,
who were pulled.

accompaniment of
effects.
shifts to 'Holly'celebrities' come foramong the 'guests' to

film capital to the

Then the scene

ROXY,

wood' and the

ward from

N. Y.

Feminine
Georges and Jalna, Cattdstntth
evening gowns, sit Bros. (2), Ken Davidson and Hugh
dccoratively at tables, and the band Forgie with Joe Tobin, Gae Foster
occupies the stand. Snyder officiates Girls (24), Paul Ash's House Orch;
capably and also contributes some 'Day-Tinic Wife' (20th), reviewed in
highly
acceptable
dancing
and VAniETY, Nov. 15.
provide

entertainment.

steppers,

now

in

straighting.

Malerich's 18 musicians score with
a corking arrangement oC Gershwin
tunes, etc.
Evelyn Royce vocals
'Man I Love,' Malerich following

audience-sing while he
dishes out the numbers at the console.
There's flash to distinguish the fast
roUerskating turn of the Three
Flames, two men and a woman.
-Li^htiflg—and—costuming— give— their
whirling bodies an eerie, bizarre effect.
Girl swings by an ankle from
the men's necks while they spin.

with

an

The Three Freshmen

stop the

Current Roxy stage show looks
better on paper than it plays on the
It's slow most ot the way
stage.
and appears much longer than it»
45 minutes.

Only time that the pace picks up
in the badminton exhibition be*
tween Ken Davidson and Hugh Forgie, with Joe Tobin calling the shoti
is

wham

the shuttlecock in the
Tobin gets too
but otherwisa
nicely for audience consumption. This is a repeat
date for badminton at the Roxy,
the players and Tobin appearing to
have acquired more of a feel ot
stage work since their first appearance.
The badminton match and the following Georges and Jalna's fancy
ballrooming are getting the benefit
of one of the Roxy's most outstanding sets in some time. It's a beachfront terrace, very smart, but tlie
scenic: values fail to overcome the
fact that the ballroomers renresent
a sharp letdown in pace following
Davidson and Forgie.
Ballroomers are doing four sucthe
only
cessive
routines,
but
mazurka looks much different and
the male half is putting too much
emphasis on his gestures and poswhat
turing.
Latter detracts from
ordinarily should be a good impression of a team that has been playing
the best hotels and niteries. They re
plenty forte in appearance and costuming.
Only other variety act in the show
is the comedy dog turn of the Gaudsmith Bros. They've been standard
and on the top of the heap in their
class for years, always delivering and
getting
across
with adults .and
youngsters alike. They're not missing here, but are spotted in the
slow, early portion ot the show,, folio wing a very unnecessary song introduction by three femmes. Gaudsmiths are now using three French
poodles instead of two,' the newer
dog apparently ...doing the punchy,
closing balancing trick.
The Gae Foster line of 24 girls is
spotted for three routine.i, two oi
them precision affairs and the third,
which fades into Georges and Jalna,
They're dancing
a ballet, number.
well and costumed smartly. 'There s
also a mixed group of seven singers,
three of whom, bring- on -the .Gaudsmiths, who furnish some incidenla'
singing in the show. ' It's of little
import.
Biz Friday evening (24) was fair.
Scho.
as they

show nine-point

-

STATE-LAKE, CHI

1.

sound and screen

WB

SHUBERT, CINCY

Variety Nov.

Comedy end of the bill is left to
Joe and Jane McKenna. which is a
mistake. Male uartner does a drunk
to the proceedings.
Initial chorus routine which didn't register at this
number brings out the 12 girls in house as well as heretofore, for some
stunning gold aviatrix attire, and reason, followed by a scs.<;ibn with
they wind up their prancing by his sister in which they do a burforming themselves into an airplane lesoue ballet. It's extremelv slapwhich makes off for the nation's stick.
Herb.

with funny knockabout acros. Speed's
the watchword here, too. Inga Nelson, localite, warbles pops In Swedish
dialect and gags a bit with her partner, Ben Smith.
Pair finish with
flrst-rate. serious vocalizing of 'Over
(RKO).
tiie Rainbow.'
Herbert gives the customers the
This
house has had better expected 'woo-woos,' tells some mershows, but then it's had poorer ones, riment-provoking stories, gags a bit
too. A ragged first performance was with Snyder and winds up with his
against it, but by early evening, old reliable skit In which « femme
things had straightened out and lay- assists as he dictates a telegram
out was running much smoother, which, after deletion of 'unneces.'sary'
with results that were commen- words, consists of nothing.
Good
surate.
Poor routining didn't do for a lot of laughs and the customers
Shep Fields very much good, but he apparently like the act. For a flash
was getting a better break at the finale, the line appears in abbreviend of the day.
ated attire for some well executed
Maestro of rippling rhythms still precision stepping.
has a first-rate outfit, although it
Huge house nearly filled at last
isn't quite up to unit he last brought Friday (24) show.
Reej.
here year and a half ago. Falls

inal,

N. Y.

Jan Savitt Orch with Bon Bon and
Peggy Hope; Ruth Barnes, Joe and
Jane McKcnna, Tony Martin- 'Cat
and Canary' (Par), reviewed in

Overabundance ot vocalizing arid
band work, with a lack of novelty
ones, too.
and good comedy, tends to make the
On his heels comes Miss Nunn Paramount's show this week
slightly
for her piano-vocal session, after
which Derwin, guitarist, steps down draggy. It riiris about 55 minutes but
to sing 'South of Border,' 'Shortenin' seems longer. Jan Savitt's crew, in
Bread' and 'Blue Orchids.' Nice voice its first appearance at the
house,
but little salesmanship. That brings
for Old on the Inkspots, who have their own shows a technical excellence and

•

solidly.

Business neat.

for a brief spell

One of Fields' trumpeter! next
down from stand to toot a
chorus and sing another on 'Sunny
Side of Street,' Stewart following to
vocalize 'My Prayer' and 'Over the
Rainbow.' That brings on Bob Dupont, comedy juggler, and spot's a
pushover for him since mob's ready
for a ripe laugh. He bowls 'em over
with his old tricks, and a few new
steps

tant spotlighting than here. He may
get it when he follows Joe Vcnuti
into Leon & Eddie's, N. Y., tomor-

two-woman
of lowdown

PARAMOUNT,

effnctiva In a differ-

ent setting.

Gold (Benchley) but the pianist-ar- Diano accompanist, and it's been a
ranger maestro merits more impor- long time since the Stanley has witnessed such a riot. Dusky singing
foursome, who have hit -top in short
time via' records and radio, could
row (Thursday).
barely get off when caught.
Did
Possessed of a brisk team of 13 seven numbers and even then Fields
(five
brass, four reeds and four couldn't' crack through to go into
rhythm), he opens with a bounce his finale. Inkspots work fast and
specialty and then is fronted by a little wonder they've stepped into
femme warbler (unbilled) doing high niche. Click biggest of all,, of
'Face the Music and Sing the. Blues' course, on 'If I Didn't Care,' which
and 'Goody Goodbye' in acceptable really made 'em.
No overture this week on account
fashion. Her name is Linda Kecne.
Bob Robinson and Virginia Mar- of length of feature, Nurse Edith
(New Acts) follow with conr Cavell' (RKO), and even newsreel
tin
certed taps, then Larry Adler, back was slashed to a few clips. Biz terrific;
however, it's invariably that
trek
on Broadway after a long
around' the world, in British and way day after pianksgiving, with no
primarily.
An school. House packed to rafters at
varieties
Aussie
alumnus of the Borrah Minevitch first show, with the ropes up. Colien.
setup, he's an expert soloist on his
harmonica, skillfully and showmanly selling his dandy arrangements of
'South American Way,' 'Night and
Day' medleyed with 'Tigar Riag'
Minneapolis, Nov. 25.
(given a nice Hollywood touch by
Evelyn Roj/ce, Clyde Snyder, Minhis announcement 'as done by me in
WB's 'Singing Marine') and finally nesota Co-Ed Dancers (12), 3 Flames,
Liszt's second Hungarian Rhapsody 3 Freshmen, Ingn Nelson and Ben
which caused almost show-stopping Smith, Hugh Herbert Co. (2), Jack
Malerich's House Orch; 'SOS Tidal
results. Youngster had to beg off.
Hayton's 'Ubangi Man,' band spe- Wave' (Rep).

act.

Hilton and Dell are a
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would be mors

dramatic

game.
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points up the

times,

game
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PARAMOUNT, OMAHA
Omaha, Nov. 26.
Phil Spitalny Orch
(23)
with
Moanne, Evelyn, Three Little Words,
Rosalinda and Lola, June Lorraine;
'Too Busy to Work' (20th).
Phil Spitalny's all-femme band
maintains a solid hoUr's show to
strictly high-grade level. Clever arrangements, solos, etc., build to a
sock finish for each number. The
'Bolero' (Ravel's) finale is a fitting
bellringer.

Maxine, songster, featured with
choral group In 'Taint What You Do,'
has 'em hungry for more. Evelyn,
violinist, who does arrangements for
orch, puts plenty" of zip in 'You and
the Night and the Music,' following
with 'Deep Purple' backed by five
other violins.

Three Little Words, thrush trio,
register weir with their medley built
around 'Beer. Barrel Polka.'
June Lorraine,, diminutive impersonaitor,-is extra good as Bette Davis,
Charles Laughton and Lionel Barrymore. Mary McCleneghan, featured
drummer, handles her two numbers
with plenty of sock.
Monte.
.

VARIETY HOUSE REVIEWS
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EARLE, WASH.

wishers and there's the usual clinch
staged especially for the cameramen.
Among the oUier oddments are the
Georgia gold strike (Fox), artificial
Washington, Nov. 26.
snow which puts out fire (Univerand
La
Ted
Rodriguez
Day,
June
Conga Dancers, Shea and Raymond, sal) and Kay Kyser's homecoming
Eddie LeBaron's Orch, toifh Linda to the Carolinas (Pathe). Paramount
Marshall and Melinda, Jo Lombordi's takes the football honors with a flock
House Orch; 'We Are Not Alone' of clips of the gridiron lads it nominates for the all-American team and
(WB).
its excerpts from the Princeton-Yale,
•

CENTURY,

N. Y.

Alan and Ani^e, O'Brien and GoldSue Moran, Donna Lee tuitfi
Paul Sabtn's Cracraft electric orch
(13); 'Prison Nurse' (Rep) and "Let's
Pretend We're Sweethearts' (Indie),
berg,

dual.

Embarking on a more ambitious
Notre Dame-Northwestern and Iowa- stage show policy, the Century
Except for Shea and Raymond, Minnesota games.
Odec.
..,
brought in the Cracraft all-electric
who get equal top billing and got
orch (New Acts), conducted by Paul
biggest applause at show caught,
Sabin,
for two days on Friday (24).
(MARCH OF TIME)
this is served up strictly as a bandUnit is the first of a series of bands
with-speclalties show. With six out
'Newsfronts of War^l940,' latest
of the eight numbers distinctly March of Time release, takes in the booked for the house, which is now
operating on a twice-weekly split,
Latiii-American, headed by Eddie
hews highlights of the present year
LeBaron, bill is short on atmospheric and chances a forecast as to what instead of three times weekly, as in
the recent, past. Also, to make up
variety, but within the mood are
the newsfronts will be in 1940. Sub- for the increased budget, prices have
smart, smooth and. entertaining feaject lives up to the customary Mi of been upped a nickel at the mats aiid
tures.
T. standard, providing a comprehen- evening shows,, with a 35c top weekBefore show proper gets under sive survey of world developments in ends. Tuesday is the only day on
way, pit maestro Jo Lombard! intro- 1939 as it attempts to give the sig- which, under the new policy, there's
duces first 'And of the month,' nificance of new moves and probable no stage show.
selected via new audition setup ar- results.
With the orch is Donna Lee, looker
ranged by theatre and WJSV, Jyne
It is concisely tied up with the vast songstress, and three outside acts
Day, local music-counter salesgirl, coverage by the principal news were booked. These reflected, close
pleasant looking in orchid gown and aijencics. United. Press, International budgeting.
They included O'Brien
flower in hair, goes over with soft, News Service and the Associated and Goldberg, who do mediocre takestraight warbling of 'Last Night.'
Press, with heavy emphasis on the offs on radio announcers, an old rouOffstage announcement opens cur- last-named as being the largest tine, and some fair challenge hoofing;
tains on 'Eddie LeBaron and His source of news. Kent Cooper, Byron Alan and Anise, colored, mixed ball
Rainbow Room Orchestra' during Price and John Evans, as chief room team, who show promise, and
latter's theme and dapper, dancing foreign correspondents, get closeups, Sue Moran, mimic of show biz nota
conductor bows to okay .hand and Reel cites that the present war, as bles, only fair. All are suitable for
goes right into fast rhythmic ar- covered by AP, is getting four times this house, considering the budget
rangement of 'Cachita.' LeBaron, the coverage given the World War and nabe.
who does smooth, straight m.c.ing by the same company.
Of the outside turns^ Alan and
throughout, introduces Linda Mar
Startling
international
develop- Anise, who for some obscure reason
shall as 'the swing sensation miss.' ments during the year are high- are billed as Doyle and Boyer,
liarge gal in white evening dress lighted.
End of Spain's civil war, showed best. The girl's extreme
tears into 'Jiimpih' Jive' and 'Swing plight of refugee millions, Italy's youth and accompanying inexperifor Sale,' tor good reception. "Ted three-day conquest of Albania and ence militate against the routines,
Rodriguez bounces on next in modi- Hitler's
conquests
of divided into two appearances, but the
bloodless
fied Cuban attire, with ruffled shirt Czechoslovakia
and
Memel are boy shows a practiced surety on the
holds and lifts to bolster the act.
front and cuffs, for spectacular tap pointed, out among major develop
Gal's suppleness suggests future imrhumba, getting nice respohse on ments.
Violinist
prolonged one-foot clickirg.
M. of T. then shows the invasion of provement with plenty of rehearsing.
Biz only fair when caught SaturMorrie King steps down i'rom band- Poland by Nazi forces and the overstand under baby spot for 'Bcguine' night mobilization of France and day night (25).
sweet and England as the two nations declare
first half played
solo,
later with the fireworks.
war on Germany. It focuses attenK.C.
femmc tion on the 'deal' between Hitler and
band's
other
Melinda,
vocalist, pops out in purple, ruffled Stalin as one of the strangest in his
net gown to rip oil 'Paca Vigo Me tory, revealing the about-face done
Kansas Citu, Nov. 26.
Voy,' backed by eight gal hoofers in by both the Nazi chief and the
White,
Sammy
Captain
Spill«r and
rhumba garb and Rodriguez in black Soviet.
Seal, Moroni and Cornlee, Frnnfc
and white suit with red tie. Melinda,
In contrast to American problems, Vrooman, Jr., Novaline Payne, Don
Rodriguez, LeBaron and gals all get such as unemployment, lag in recovHarris.
Clamour
Girls
(.House
Line),
and
so
into it via plenty of 'yippees,'
ery and strikes, the reels point out Jack Wendover's House Orch; 'Laugh
routine build.s to fast finish. Band how interest shifted to the interIt Off' (V).
then takes it alone to don straw peon national arena, with stress on the ex<
hats and score with 'South American tent of the Soviet's participation in
Labelled 'Gobs of Joy,' this presenWay.'
the European conflict It also points
tation, in 52 minutes, shows several
LeBaron's announcement that 'two out that the real strength of the rough spots and is off its fine standoutstanding all-American grid heroes Soviet military machine is prob
ard of the past few weeks.
are makin;; an unexpected personal lematical, but that if the 'Red Army
Line's opening, .a salty routine to
appearance' brings on Shea and really went on the march, it would
Raymond in business suits for nut constitute the outstanding yarn of 'Sailing, Sailing,' is one of show's
better bits.
Novaline Payne, house
Wear.
rendition of 'You Gotta Be a Foot- the new year.'
standby, moved up to opening with
ball Hero.' First and only comedy
'Barnacle
Bill' as her novelty tune
immediately.
element in bill catches
of the week. Long verses and freParticularly smash is eccentric dancquent changes of tempo make this
ing by the gangling deadpan and
one contrast to some of her smoother
Hartford, Nov. 26.
the grinning shorty, especially when
Dead End Kids with Sam (Schlep tunes done recently.
the stringbean dons Spanish headAl Spiller and aide put their seal
dress for tango burlesque and red perman) Hearn. Three Arnolds, Ross
nnd LaPierre, Al Donahue Orch toith through, ball-balancing, fish-eating
wig for nut adagio.
KapKelly. Phil Brito, Sam
and fin-flipping. Prospective fur coat
number is 'Rancho Pnula
Closing
lan, House Orch; 'The Covered Trail' fills the novelty niche suitably. Juvc
Grande,' which LeBaron explains (Rep).
singer, Frank Vrooman. Jr., from
am
shows 'what happens to a tune after
Monday night discovery list, offers
it's been in America for six weeks.'
The State is cashing in on the name duo of pops in boyish soprano.
LeBaron sings a couple of lines
Knockabout
aero turn by Maroni
Kids
End
(4),
of
the
Dead
value
in
straight, Melinda appea rs to do it
-and— Coralce^Bpends—mostl
Spanish, Miss Marshall bounceT"on' -Weekend- biz was lerriflCi an i
being played Saturday difficult trick by male member for
to hoke it up and Rodriguez and gals ditional show
their large response. But otherwise
help to the flash finish, topped by and Sunday. House had its strongyear, it's too slow. Line is then on for a
Shea and Raymond's return in brief est opening day (Friday) this
routine in setting of a Persian marCoincidence of the Dead Enders'
goof rhumba as curtains shut.
Craiff.
(WB), cur ket.
'Dress Parade'
film
Biz okay.
-

.

TOWER,

STATE,

HARTFORD

the - across - the - street
rently
at
Strand, and their personals at the
State is proving a mutual hypo for
both houses. Splitting the marquee
with the youngsters is Al Donahue's
About the only excitement to be orch.
found in this week's clips are the exBand's arrangements are plenty
cerpts from football games and a okay as is one novelty particularly,
couple of war bits distributed by the 'The All American Girl' in which
Nazi government.
One of these Paula Kelly with the orch vocals
(Fox) deals with the Nazi navy's and leads the band members in s
overhauling of merchantmen, while parade about the theatre, each atthe other (Pathe) shows Nazi plane; tired in collegiate dress. Gal a nifty
dropping bombs on ships. However, for the orbs, pleases in this and two
there's nothing in the film that dis- other numbers for a solid hand.
closes the identity of the target or
Another band vocalist Phil Brito,
whether it was hit
sells two tunes 'South of Border' and
Fox also SDoU Gracie Fields again 'Last Night'. Aggregation finales in
among the British Tommies as an the groove with 'Copenhagen' a
entertainer, a role she filled in the standout. Here the drummer Gene
last war, and Universal provides an- Krupas to good returns.
other idyllic touch from the front as
First turn out is Ross and. LaPierre
'it pictures Tommies jovially camoumixed team. Pair go over with
flaging cannon and sloshing around
patter. Male does a bangin the mild. Paramount gets into the songs and
vairiwar department with a clip demon- up job with nostril imitations of
Instruments.
Should freshen
strating how the Briti.sh censor ex- ous

EMBASSY,

N. Y.

(NEWSREELS)

•

amines

The
to the

letters

section

and packages.
on matters incidental

war includes a scene (Pathe)

of the lie de

France getting herself

berthed on Staten Island for the
duration of the conflict, pictures of
the Flint crew and its captain in the
company of the United States' ambassadress to Norway and something about lots of scrapiron being
shipped to England.
Pathe is responsible for the latter two clips.
Topping the disaster division is
Pathe's reelage pn the charred remains of what was' a town on .stilts
in the Venezuela oil fields and Universal comes through with a glimpse
of the Esso oil-tanker whose explosion in Bayohnc, N. J., evoked the
suspicion of sabotage.
Paramount links a glasshouse
wedding to the funeral of Supreme
Court Justice Butler. The principals
in the latter part of this specimen
of Americana are Joe DiMaggio and
his screen bride, Dorothy Arnold.
Celluloid
shows the pair being
•nobbed by their San Francisco well-

his patter.

The Three Arnolds, two men and
a gal, cash in on (heir pyramid building and hand-balancing. Work with
expert timing easily rate their top
applause.
Despite the off color asides, the

W.c. Don Harris does his singing
here. 'Lilacs in the Rain' and parody
on 'Thanks a Million.' Harris, incidenta^y, came here as a standard
act and has remained 11 weeks as
m.c. Due to return to Chi.

Sammy

White, in a
monolog interspersed with several
short dance routines. Bit of travesty
on Sally Rand is old stuff, but he
also shows some better laugh material and closes with 'Where Else But
Here' uitty for play on patriotic reGals wind up with a fast
sponse.
Quin.
modern tap.

Featured

is

HIPP,

BALTO

fldltimorc. Nor. 26.
Yost's New

Toy and Wing, Ben

Yorkers (12), Jack Durant, Milt
Herth Trio, Phil Lanipkin House
Orch (12): 'That's Right, You're
Wrong' (RKO).
Current four acts hold nice pace,
stressing talent

and

variety.

Fast opening by Toy and

Wing,

mixed Chinese duo, in American
hoofery, is sock. Nice-appearing pair,
dressed in modish evening wear,
then whack out two more routines,
followed by some jitterbugging that
scores strongly. Closing number by
femme, on toes, and lad in okay aero
stuff earn series of bends.
Ben Yost's New Yorker's, deuced,

Dead Enders, Leo (Spit) Gorcey,
Hall, Gabriel (TB)
Dell and Bernard (Milty) Punslcy
do a neat job, playing characters
during a sketch. Sam (Schlepperdoes Gorcey 's neat- are 12 boy and girl harmonizers
assists
as
man)
looking blonde wife, who's unbilled. who' look well and produce adeContinual playing time has improved quately.
Open with medley from
the act during the past few weeks, 'Babes in Arms' and follow with arbut it's still far from sock.
rangements of 'Day In, Day Out,'
Skit opens with the kids running 'South American Way' and 'Boguine.'
away from the cops and follows with Supply good flash but fall a bit short
their attempts to get into the army. on puncn.
Jack Durant'.s comedy follows and
Hearn is the enlistment officer and
vocal,
tells them they're too young, but that coes over big. He opens with a
.they-jpight join the entertainment then does strenuous tumbling folHas them rehearse a bit lowed by impressions of Gable,
division.
all indealing with the farmer-unable-to- Herbert Marshall and Tibbett,
meet-the-mortgage. He also does a terspersed with aero stuff, good for
laughs. Some gagging,
bit of fiddling when the kids go off- a bundle of
a trifle blue for this audience, but
Eck.
stage to make a change.

Huntz (Dippy)

'
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ADAMS, NEWARK

Swing organist, assisted by pianist
and drummer, punches out a very

Newark, N. J., Nov. 26.
George Jessel, Will Osborne Orch
(15), Bernice Stone, James Copp, 3d;
'Legion of Lost Flyers' (17).

session of jive, catching on
After lengthy
the blowoff.
opening,
Century Drawing
'18th
Room,' and 'Beer Barrel Polka' place
matters in the groove. Smart change
of tempo next brings drummer downstage for marimbaphone arrangement
of Monti's 'Chardash,' an effective
lull before the closing killer-diller
treatment of 'Pagan Love Song.' Encore college medley off the cob but
okay here this week with holiday
attracting school vacationers.
Burnt.
Biz very big.

.

.

VARIETY

effective nevertheless, leads into a
hoofing finish and a begofT.
Milt Herth Trio closes smartly.

hectic

from

•

CARLTON, JAMAICA
Benny Davis
ajid

Dae,

unit uiith Dennetts

Four Rhythm, Revelers,

Mary Doolev. Bettv Kedne, Ginger
Manners,

Three

Chords,

The jitterbug reared Its tousled
at the Adams on opening day
(Friday), competing with George
Jessel and Will Osborne's orch much
to the dismay of A. A. Adams and
his house staff.

head

No dancing in the aisles, but the
juves heckled the comedian and Osborne'.s. crew
to
a fare-the-well
through three shows on the opening
day.
Ushers exited a number of the
boisterous, and after third
stage show, owner Adams instituted
a IS-minute intermission, handing to
Joe Fecher's house band the job of
slowing down the tempo of the
youngsters with a quarter-hour of
slow cadence.

more

-

Morie

Osborne's slide music is backbone
the show, high spots being his
Hungry for a Rhapsody' and burlesque bf styles of other name bands,
leaving notably Guy Lombardo and Glenn

Jerry
Austin,
Katherine
Horris,
Blaine Orth; 'Port of Hate' (Met).

of

Benny Davis unit since
Loew's State, on Broadway, a' fort- Miller.
night ago, has dropped two turns
Maestro neatly vocals, while drumand- one has been added. Fin Olsen mer Dick 'Stinky' Rogers and Lynn
and Betty Lou are out and Katherine Burrou'jhs arc trotted from the
Harris, toe tapstress, replaces. Betty bandstand with swing specialties.
Lou plays this house .starting to- House clamored for Rogers' 'Dinah'
morrow (Thursday) with the Ozzie in a half dozen dialects at this perNelson unit of which she's been a formance.
Comely Bernice Stone alleviates
member for some time.
Davis group, always more potent the ma-sculine monotony of an otherwise girl-less show with a satisfying
in the nabes than in metropolitan
bit of acrobatic tcrpin^.
stands,
goes over pretty solidly,
James
Copp, 3d, i/ slightly over the
backed by the Jerry Blaine orch'. heads of the audience with his piano
Unit utilizes stage from start to monolo^s, patterned after Dwlght
close, giving the Blaine band no
Fiskc. but is more on the Mother
chance, except in the opening numHubbard side than the Fiske risque
ber, being- in only as necessary backrepertoire.
ing for the acts.
Jessel never had a chance to unBlaine'batons the crew during the load his prepared material after
opening tune, then exits and isn't opening show until jitterbugs calmed
seen again, the stick being taken down 48 hours later; His entrance
over by an unbilled leader. 'Whether was signal for demands that he sing
latter is conductor for the unit, or 'Oh. Johnny' and 'My Prayer,' and
the band is really his and working front-row moppet who had been on
under Blaine's name, isn't appar- hand since 10:30 a.m. offered Jessel
ent. Bunch here is more stage band songsheet when he protested he was
than dance band. The getaway se- unfamiliar with the lyrics.
lection isn't impressive, but its playAfter about 10 minutes of repartee
ing for the acts is able enough. Set- across the footU!»hts, Jessel finally
up is four saxes, four brass split manased to work in 'Stop Kicking
evenly and four rhythm.
My Heart Around' and withdrew
Miss Harris runs through an en- -with a helpless shrug of his shouldtertaining tap on' her toes. Works on ers.
Biz
okay over weekend, but
a set of semi-circular stairs, rings in
a short rhythm tap to 'Nola' and fin- slightly under last week.
ishes with a military routine. Stuff
includes several handflips which
N. Y.
land her on her ?jes. Taps are clear.
Dennette and Dae drum on a pair
of chairs, similarly to Jack Powell
Edgar Hayes Orch (15), Claudia
and incorporate a few taps; Four McNeil, Three Little Words. Four
Rhythm Revelers are a harmonica Co-eds Walter Green, Isabel Broum,
.

'

APOLLO,

quartet that puts plenty effort into

and popular tunes; Mary
daughter of Yvette Rugel
and Johnny Dooley, gets good returns with voice of good range on
'Cuban Cabby' and 'Over the Rainbow'; Betty Keahe is an eccentric
tapper and gets good laugh response
with loose-limbed terps and jitterbug takeoffs; Three Chords vocally
imitate Guy Lombardo. Glenn Miller
and Artie Shaw band -themes and

college

Dooley,

John.Ma.son, Jtmmte Baskette, Sandy
Bums. Line of twelve girls, six hoys;
'One Dark Night' (Popkln).

Big show in point of numbers and
pi-oduction effect but one that could
hardly be called an extravaganza,
provides 90 minutes of fairly fast entertainment at Harlem's Apollo. Predominantly sepia stage fare, with
indie pic that has an all-Negro cast,
had house well-filled when caught
ents_okay,-and-Gin-^-at-)ast-shew-F-riday-(4!4)^
ger Manners, comedy singer and
Production numbers, for a house
imitator, plus Marie Austin, singer of this tyoe, are outstanding this
with an interesting style, round out session. They're done by Leonard
the bill.
Harper, vet stager of Negro shows.
Biz fair when caught last show Opener is topical, with entire cast
behind a long table set ud with turFriday (24).Straightman
key and trimmings.
Jimmie Baskette gives serious thanks
for being in the U. S., followed by
production to warbling of 'God Bless
America.' It's obvious flag-waving
Several other
but clicks solidly.
Indianapolis, Nov. 24.
Martha Raye, Senor Wences, Jack dancing numbers by the twelve gals
sixteen
(usually
six
boys
Williams,
Gracelta
Dancers
(4), and
Lozanders (4) House Orch; 'On femmes, no males in line) are also
strong.
Dress Parade' (WB).
Edgar Hayes' orch Is no important
or
quality
value
either
in
name
Martha Raye holds together five asset
It's in more or less the
acts with strong finish to bill which of jive.
'otherwise moves slowly. With typical standard idiom for crews of_ its
gyrations and facial contortions, she type, with presentation sometimes
sings 'I Want Waiter with Water,' marred by lapses into stock ar'Three Little Fishes,', as baby girl rangements, while other' arrangemight do it, and 'I Can't Dance;' ments are admittedly those of other
Some of her gestures are out of place bands. Crew consists of four' rhythm
for a film personage in a family men, six horns and four reeds, with
Better setup
theatre, but her vigorous song inter- Hayes- at the piano.
pretations, however, win heavy mitt- would be to get the leader into the
middle instead of off at the side.
slaps.
Couble of .solo instrumentalists, parto
uses
pit
orch
onstage
House
ticularly Larney Simmons on the
give thinly peopled bill weight but
tenor sax, show neat form.
band could stand more work; It has
Booked separately by the house Is
a spot of its own in middle, playing
Claudia McNeil, chirper.
She's a
'Copenhagen' poorly.
tall, cold-looking femme with little
The Lazanders open with neat personality or salesmanship, alcomedy acres. Three men do tumbling though she has a torchy voice that is
and body-building with girl worked somewhat, reminiscent
Ethel
of
in for a song and a few calisthenics. Waters.
Three Little Words are a
Jack Williams holds down a spot of trio of femme warblers billed as
his own next to closing in which he 'juveniles' and appropriately so in
does three modern tap routines. He every sense of the word. One fiddles
Senor Wences has a as they harmonize, none of it countalso m.c.s.
poli.shed ventro act but his foreign ing for much.
accent is confusing to corn-belt audi-,
Two v;hite acts are included in the
ehce.s.
Also works in a few poor lineup, one a single, Isabel Brown,
juggling tricks which could be elimi- the other a femme quartet, the Four
nated in favor of the double voicing, Co-cds. This is'poor booking, inaswhich is all to the good.
much as both acts do abrobatic work.
does an additional
Gracclla Dancers (4) win nice Miss Brown
hand with adagio work. Start slowly specialty that is considerably blue
and finally work up to the applause though plenty powerful for this
with daring tossing of diminutive audience. It's a cooch in. a darkened house, with the femme's sole
femme.
Acts suffered from lack of co- accoutrements consisting of phosoperation
from booth at. show phorescent bra and g-string. Turn
caught, with performers working in around reveals phosphorescent hands
gloom. With hou.se band number, painted on her derriere. Effect is
unique, to say the least
show runs about 48 minutes.
Co-cds suffer on looks. Their sesBiz fair at fourth show Friday
'
(Continued on page 39)
Kiley.
(24).
:
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Variety Bills
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NEXT WEEK

WEEK

THIS
Numerals

(December 1)
(November 24)

Rosslaa Rrelrhra*
Eddls Davis Oro
Joseph Mnlth Oro
Gypsy Rita
Tania
1^ Cuq Riiugs
Karavaelt
Nlrkl Itoymond Oro Simeon MIrova
Nadia
Don Marton Ore
Naalla Pollakora.
Murray Harmon
Michel Michon
I'lsilnla s
Mlarhn t'sdonoT
Ann Franclito
Volorila Kntov Ore
1^ Kuhiin llleu
Show Uar
Nut) ]tlal(.<«lone

l.e»n

'

Loew

Joe Ven)i(l Ore
Mart In Oro
nt)
ildle l>:ivjs
oDiilil Burr
ulli Sato
>I Abbott
lie WK.t

Provincial

>K«" YORK riTV
SMto (SO)

W ASIUNCTON

I

«'«nn»i

Week

i

(•>

I

A-IVr

1

l.iiry

I

R.^Miisi^il

rr.inK5

|

Kriinkli> Mn>l.>rs

IVnnk

Or

I'nris

GoM

I

Jack

I

I'-Mrr
I'hil

4

Ui'itderHon

NoMcr

J">are

KKW VOKK

Clilriieq

SaniueU
Haven
WhItHon Bros
\V

IUKFAI.O

<i)

iiiiiriiio

SliiikeH|iVar«

Roy

Dead

Andrews Sis
Dean Murpliy
Lane Broa

Cab Calloway Ore

Jack Ornmton

Whclan

ICUta

i;:nil

OMAHA

Cabaret

NEW YOEK

Now

on Their
I

Carter

Lola-

Bill's

ii»T

ralnce

us

Steve Evana
DeVal Merle ft Dea
4 Ink Spots
Bert Wbeeler

Marie Grimaldl
Pauline Kayo

Rabana

(il)

Hasburgh
Vania Krupska

AndrewB .Sis
Mai Hallelt Ore

Rockettes
Corps de Ballet

&

Collins

Ted

Erno Rapee Symph

Peleraon

Mary Taft

ft

BOSTON
Keltb (Z»)

(1)
ft

Oro

(24)

Lum

Abner

ft

PITTSBURGH

CITY

Stanley

Strand (1)
Al Donahue Ore
Emmett OidRcld Co
i Oxford Boys

Arleen Whelan

(24)

Susan Hayward

Croaby Ore
Parker

Hudaon Wonders
Sunny Rice

(24)

Shep Fields Ore
4 Ink Spota

Wynn, Brach
Bob Dupont

Earle <24)
Louella Parsons
Jane Wyman
Ronald ReKan
June Frelaaer

ft

A

WASHINUTOM
Kacle

(i)

Jos Cook Co
Chester Hale Ola

Whelan

Susan Hayward
Joy Hodgea
Jerry Bergen Co
6 Juggling Jewels

(23>30)

Eddie LeBarron Or
Ted Rodriguez Co
I

Shea

Raymond

ft

Cafe Society
Joe Sullivan Oro

Ray Kinney Oro

Meymo

Modems

Beatrice Kay
Claire Scott

Hotel

Margot Brander
Frank Llbuue

-

Kent

Mac Broa

JAMAICA

(2 to All)
(1)

Davidson ft Forglo
Walter Cassel
Variety Singers

Windsor

Cnrlton (SO)
Nelson Ore
Harriet Hllllard
Don- Ouminlngs
T^a Ghezzia
Deity Lou
Roa«' Ann Stevens
Oz7.le

Hotel 81. Regis
(Iridium Room)

Chas Baum Oro

(36)

Ramona Ore

MEMPHIS

Eddie Garr
MInnevltch Co
Gera\dlne ft Jos

Orpheuni (2t>
Ted Lewis Ore

.

MILWAUKEE

Rolllc-nlres

RIveralde (£4)

BBOOKLYN
Flutbush (30)
Teddy Powell Ore
Betty Hutton
Joe Besfer Co
Bryant. Rhelns ft Y
State

ft Smith
Flamen
Freshmen

Nelxon
;t

Glyde Snyder
Jack Mnlerlch Ore
Minnesota Co-Eds

PATKRSON

La Vernes

Hnjratlr (1-4)
Major- Bowes Co

BRinOKPORT
Cnmeo (3)
Tommy Melvln Co

<!nrnmn (5-7)
St John Bros

Pin

Co

T-ee

rillLAnELPIIIA

.

Toy

Carr Broa
Bobby Carbone Co

(2

Delta ft Ray Rev
Dorrls ft Primroas

ELIKABKTII
Rnftone

File

ft

Gay

It to nil)

FALL RIV£R
Fall River (3»-30>
Adrian Rolllnl 8
'

Marc Bgllero
Jeanette Hackett
Torke ft Tracey
Carr Bros

a

ft

to

Wing

nil)

(1-4)

Ch Fredericks Co
Leon LaFell Co
(2

Mbrrty (1-3)
Harry Fields
Bernle ft Walker

ft

MIrallea
Valero

Gltanllla

to

nil)

Fay's (30)
Spencer ft Forema
Sherry Bricton

Nora Williams
JToo -Jacksoni Jr
Rhelda ft Henri
Ross Bennett
19 Lonergan Ols
ST. LOl'IS

Fox (S4)
Dave Apolon Co.

GreenVvlrh Vlllace
Cnsino
Joe Candullo Ore
Julea dl !>alyo Ore

Wolfs
Joan Grey
Billy de

Dolly Reckless

ilarann-Madrld
Nano Rodrlgo Oro
Roslta RIos
Sergio Orta
Estela ft Papo

Maclovla Ruiz
Elba Valladores
Rita Elza
Hickory Honsa
Louis Prima pro
Hotel Ambassador
Del Courtney Oro
Marissa Floras
-

Hampton
Day

Zl?gy Elinan
Louise Tobln
i'letcher Henderson
Toots Mondello
Paul ft O. Hartman

-

Hotel Astor

Sardl'a

Rusty Wright

Bob-O-Lyn Gla
Entertainers
Mollis Mnlone'
Cocll Mannhiff
Grace M.ieU

Candy ft Coca
Gene Austin Ore
Seven SoiM

Danny Kaanna
Hftwk at.aw
Mel Peterson
Lillian Gibson

(Sert

Room)

De Marcos
Kit Hal Clnb
•Connie McLean Ore
Pearl Balnes
Flash ft Dash

.Velma MIddletbn
3 Jones Boys

Bob Parrlsh
Ida James

-

Bessie Dudley

La Conga
Carlos Molina Oro
Drigo Ore
Dtosa Costello
DesI Arnaz
.Sylvio ft

Melba

Tereslta Osta

tm Martlnlaue

Dick Gasparre Ore~
Dick Kuhn Ore
Sande Williams Oro Oscar de la Rosa
Elvira RIos
H'tel Belmpnt-Plaza Ramon ft Renlta
Basil Fomeen Ore
Georgle Tapps

—

Al .Mclniyi'e
Quartette
:

E Bush

Slapsy

.Muile'a

Rosenbloom

Maxie
Sid

&

Moore

Lewis

AmbflMsiulnr Hotel
(l*am|*

H

Room)

Bob
I*

Fojc

Paul

ft

AhhotI Dancers
Phil Dooley Ore

Jan Garbcr Ore
Victor Hugo
Rudy Valleo Ore
White Klepliunt
Ani) Sutter
George ft Eloiss

Fidier Ore

&

(Tlie Dultery)

LeMaIre Rhiimba
Biili

O

Uarria Oro
Joe

o'

Himlo

Lyman

Eddy Dander*
Ray Conlln
Ilotel

<Wnlnut Uoom)

Had 10 y GIs
Geraldinc Ross
Joey Reardon
Howard Brooks
Art Kaa^el Oro
Mack hawk
Ron ppdro" Oro
Joe Sanders Ore
I

"Adrlenne

& Bud Roberlu
H«l»n Roffers
Blaclutone Hotel
(UnllnfM Rm)
Aristocrats Oro

Sis

Broodmoni
Lydia Harris
Val Williams
Dot Carlson GIs
Bordlne &. Carroll
Jane Moran
Herb Rudolphs Ore

Cnve

I-oon ClicNH

lllsmarcli

Hotel

(Cryntnl Unoin)
Annette Kennedy
JooKardulll ,
Gertrude Tobln
Bob UIIMnen

Ball

Irv Dorenfeld
Trudle RuHijell

Karon Kain
Coed Gin

itM

Dale Evans

o'

Winds

Bernle Green
Judy Pasre

Juanlla
Vlvlnn Vlncf^nt
Josephine Rtno
Art Weiss Oro
Celebrity Clab

Peaches
Dick Ware
Shirley Chandler
Marjorle Manscll
Bert Lawerence Ore
Dolores Green
Gall

'

Lawrence

Blondle GIs

Chez Puree
Abe Lyman Oro
Blane
E Lewis

Ethel llrown
Sylvia Tnrkftr
Harvey Charles Ore
Graemere Holrl
(Glnas House Km)

Jack Ivett Ore
PatHy Thomas
Grand Terrare
Earl HInos Ore
Katherlne Perry
Nortonn
Benehcombern
Red St Curlcy
Grant Pnpc
Lucille Wllklns
Leonard Reed
Hnrry> New York
Ralph Cook
Betty Storey

Kay & F Ryck
Three Talenis
Deone Pa^e
Helen Veronica
Mickey Cnxzlea Ore
Hoyeler GIs
Hickory Inn
Pancho Villa Oro
Jonn & Eddie
Tom Oarvey
HI Hat
Willie Shore

Gus Van
Mary Lane
CflHslrty

Gone Kerwln Oro
Jaros

Sitf

(Dome)
James HnmlUon
Kiiipire Boys
Ji-rry

GlUlden

Room)

(Pantlier

Connie Hnlnes
Krupa Ore
Wllaon

tJene

Tommy
J

rnnr Daye.

Roberts

&.

While

Carl Marx.
Sllliouelle Clitb
T*arry V^orbes
Sulle Hnrand
Huth JofTee

Joan Baylor
June U?ntley
I*oii.'se Powell
Joey Conrad Oro
Silver

Bar

Gorda Younif
Mury O'Rourk*
Millie
Billio

Davis

4

Beckor

Koo Koo Klub

Rom

Princess Natoina

Joe

Diane Loe

Bum

.

Doris Faye

Dot Stone
Irene Stokes
Silver Cload

Wally Rand
Betty $«axon

& Judy

I.oa

Edith PlllHn>«r
Louise jlnRdQ
Sidney Day
Alleen Cunningham
Curt Weller Ore
NIkke NIkol
Vlrflnta Itonautt

Kay Keeny
Stephanie Snyder
Dorothy Murphy
Mary Wllllnnia
Trudy Marlln
Pedro Blanco Ore
Evergreen CaMino

Frances Faye
Nina Veralla
George Oliver

Maureen A Nova

Kay

Gary Leon
Tuft Mace
Burgandy

I. cone Leslie
Helen Chuckles

Vee Ames

iiln

Pat Shevlln Oro

Slrafford)

Madelyn Wallace
Millie Jestrah

Handera

CadlllMO TiftTora

Grille

Doris Slauffer

Rascals

Adricnne
Frank McCall
Marrone & Gallo

Jack Newlon
Cadillacs

6

Helriclnian

Ituth

Rm

(H(»tel llellevue-

i

Allen

Joe Cook. Jr
Countess Monuft

Frollcettes

& Laurenza
Hayes Oro
Great Rockeya
Audrey Joyce

Daphne Stuufror
Bob Ryan
1^2» I^rust
Fthelind Teny
Bubbles Shelby
LlndA Ray
RIbbonetles

6

Bi-rnlce "Kerg

Frances Lenov
Elaine Black
Dolores Merrill

Tessle Nelson

Cednrwood Cnbla
(Malaga. N. J.)
Put Procclll
NIkkl Nikolai
Betty Williams
Frankle Schluth
Walt Temple Oro
Club 15

Stewart

Jesale Rbsella
Llla Murry
Ray Slelber Ore

Harry Harrin
Roma Noble
Frelda Wclner
Les Doyle
Fay Wallace
Marie Cobiello
608 Clab
Billy Carr
Marffret Faber Ols
Connie Fanelav
Kay Norr*

iinrdeo Terrace

Red Norvo Oro
Peggy McC.Tll
Gny »0's
Chas McCornilrk
Wil'ianw Ore

Cliie

Mary

Peas

Margie Bowman
Jack Spangler
Col Bobby Lee Ore
Club Parrakeet

Chas Ray

May Joy

Etiielenn

&

Cornbread

Gruber's Hof
Johny Bauer

Mann

ft

<»r««

Videll

Nadlne

Monya A lha

O

Kenny Kramer
Oruber Hnf Brau
Musle Hall Ols
Marie
Barbara Joan
llnrrla Tuvera
Lillian RuBBo
Alabama Corlnne
Mario Holt7,
Bobby Lyons
Jane Patterson
Greta I.aMtrr
Pen Fny Ore
Joseph
Maiy
Jean Nllee
Hlldrbrand'a
College Inn
Frankle Richardson Leslie Sis
Mallo ft Theresa
Sydney & Ames
Billy Brill
Doltle Winters
2

Pete Hnvjj

Joyettes

& Leroy
Joe Stevens
Creaeent JiOg Cabin
(GlouceHter UglitOt
Pops

N. J.)

LydIa White
Blossom Gla
Abe Sherr
Maurice Belmont
Bobhv l.ce Oro
Hlldebrand

Estolle Fielding

Joe Kraft Oro
Burns & Burnache
June Eldrldge
Miriam Brome
<

Bill Steele

Florodora Ols

3

Hotel Adelplita

(Hawaiian KooO
Al VIorra Ore
.Inek I.ynrh>
<n Walton Roofl

Harry RIchmaa
Betty Bruce
Tip.

Tap A Toe

Tom

Vincent Rlzzo Or*

Eddy Morgan Oro

Glamour
Herb Dubrow
Sally Lnmnrr

Patrlola. Jr
Hobertl Roberts
MIUM Latour

Ahbie Page

Bowery Ols
-

Kings of Swing Or
Peggy McCloud
Ted ft Al Lane
Jlolel Ken Frnnklla

Mr. X
Adelaide Beynolds
Doris Thompson

Dells

.

Howard

Evelyn Waters

Hal

tlie

Grey

Detmonlco't

Mnrjce O'Noll

SIlTcr Frolics

Ore

Al Trace Ore
Holly Sx^'anuon
Helen Sumner
ICay

Rabey

Blftihe

Hazel Zaiufl

I van hoe

Kit Kat

Llenneo DIcco
Allen

Kay

Anchorage Stock Co
Nick FrazettI
Gumpy Comfort

Bller
Frnnces Claire

Elinor Daniels

Kretlow Gla
Alphonse BerK

Jimmy

Wow

Pow

Steve Slutelund Or
8hnrmnD Hotel
(Critic Cnfe)

eo'i

OIngor Woods

Alicia Barlh'

Pauletle

Leonard

.lark

Gaiety Tlllare

Gay

Neller

Royce & Vanya
Nlik LonK. Jr
A nil a Hoyer

Jimmy Ames

Sll

-Hrc^voort

McCreery Ore
Audrey LoU

Lcs DoHuiimps Ore

Kay Karrol

Simrt Circle

Anchorage
Tommy Wiggins
Johnny Graft Ore

Moroney
Hal Pfaff Oro

Genrrce DeCosla
Lr\v i\hifc

Tonya
Buddy KIrby
Dick Oonrad
Bob Ti?nlfy Ore

.I't.inlitis

Llllinn

Caffo

Palmer IloiiM
(Kmpire Kuom)
Tommy Dorsey Oro

Rltchles

Helen

Rellly Oro
Somerset Hoaae

Ru^s Bishop

Undflar—fllfi

Manuel

Nadja

Charles Healy
Lois

CHICAGO

T.on

l

Chut llobh-n Ore

Dan

PHUADEIPHIA

Billy

Colleon

I.i'H

Owens
Mary Beth

Serdez

Aeden & Lane

Tommy

Max

Loves Lane

Paddock (Jab
Mllly Erdmnn
Flo PolllH

Mi)ll e

Dixie

Arllne

Tlirea Denres

H &

SwlHs Hill Billlea
Hnrbie Ore

PogRy Leonard
Mnrgle IjCO
Leon Darrell Ore
885 Club
Johnny Honnert
Senators Ore
Franke'e Casino
Patsy Lu Rains

June ]>nv

Marsh Mt-Curdy

Dot Landy

Shnrrst

Sttlly

Tomack ft R B Mary Onmp
Diane CIKlon
Brandow

Jerry

Murray Octeit
Itnoul Kanlrow

Calllson

Winona <mrdena
Ken r.onlle
Yur

Cliff Hall
Gloria Vanderbllt

orj:^ Slaltery

Moyern

Billy

Bahy Doddn

Glenmi>r«

Old Helde1l»erff
Old Heldelborff Co

De Nova Twins
Toby Lee
Topsy's
Jeffrey Gill
Jefiflle Gnrwood
Nick Cochran Ore 3 Ryans
Bob Danders Jr Or
Frederick ft Yvonne
Guy Nineties
Gay rare*
Cleo Gold

Olioeolale Drops

Paul BurKetle
Pat PalRe
June I'ilne
Kvclyn Camplicll

^ob Wraya Ore

Princess Cooley

WhItehorHe Inn
Al Wn(tn»>r

Jimmy

Joa Frasi'lto Oro

Oro
91^Q Club
Rocky Elflworth

Hcn^'.lqr

Charles McRrlde
Darnell Howard

lillly

ItoKorti

I.lppoi'ii

lllrhard

Dorlss .Wluioli Ore
Jnnlna linMoila
Claudia roralil
Ve Olde Ci'llar

Collins

Vocniaires
Jerry llergen

Sellings

l<;d

GHirt

Angflo

Joo Klhh Ore

J<ou

Hae

Benny

Iflurk

Dot Rnhlnsim
Jnne Lnvonnv
AnnetCR Arlue

Madeline Gardner
Solly Ayera
Stan Rlttoff Ore

Sid SchappH

Pitradlse

Bobette GIs
Dunilhy Hill

Raymonds

Silver Ore
Swannee inn
Arthur Talum

Ilnn-iilinn

St Clnlrv

)''Hye

Vine Gardrn*
Marie MrClenry
Collelto

(lonovieve Val

Holnnd Ore

NnmeleNS
Diane Henry
KhtI Backus Oro
Kddin l<eoh
Lauri'tia l>e Boer
Nnppo Gardens

Garcia

Liicia

Patsy Du Brae

i:>pnla

Prrdprli'ke

Tony Cahor Oro

Shnron

Ilnrlin

uiiH
Hi-k

.1

Kyra

Marlon Morrow

Betty Fredericks
Gloria Reed

L'uana Woods
Sa)u KnkI Ore
IIwikmI Onyx Clnb

Frank

Clnrlii

Mary Down
Guy Rennle

'

Emil Coleman Oro

GU

Harry llln:;land
Lou Sallce Ore

'

Adelaide Moftett

Allecn Cook
Sandra Lynde

Don Hooton

Lionel
Gloria

Virginia Hayes
Harriet Siniili
Herb. Foole
Kl Oumpn
Mary Mnrahall

Carlos MuMnan Oro

Muriel Joseph

MilNlones

Helen Miller

•Top.synetles

Peggy Mann
George HInea
Smith Howard

Ray Herbeck Ore
Paul OcrrllB
Earl & Jo I.<onrb

Judv Hamielt
Eddie Wilsons Ore
Grace Hiiyes I.ad(e
Grace Hayes

Moljiuichlln's
T.nu lloynolds

Slan RlttofT Oro

Chuck Henry Ore

Marguerlta Padula
f^aita Bros
Pal ft Patsy Moran

(Empire Room)
Nat Brandwynne O
Benny Goodnian Or

Mary Olcott
Dave Kanin Ore

Henry Monet

Jack Tllson

TauliMK

Mickie Agel
Bud ft Florence
Jock O'Kiete

Astoria

Rita

M'rtloez

Ken Henryson

Charlie Evans

Lucille La Marr
Theltia Horn
Noral) Gale

KInff Oro

Edffewnler Bearh
Hotel
(Uenrh Walk)

Eric Masaey

Jerry Leaier
Peter Lind Hayes

Light Brigade
Hotel Wnldort-

Ruby Norton
Lea Barbarl

De Haven

ft

Ruum)

Dtane Deniee

Dominie
Marg'rito

Km)

(rompelhin Km)
Margrarr

Ruth Dfly

Louis Hart
Luelnda ft Roslta

An.lrftws
(.'hui-k
riiil I'ltliiard

June

Florlos

Warnw

Neville Fleenon

Joe Howard
Ella Shields

Charlie

Jack Laughlln
Eddie G)TierHoa

ft

Parker

ThonipHOD'a 16 Clab
Ray Revnolds
Sharps Oro
Flo Whitman

Ahily FroiMnan

CAnvresn Hotel

Wayne

Million

.W.II.HOn Oro
Bwlnghind
Johnny Long Ore
George Gould
Pops & Lurle
Butterbcans St Sue
Nick Brooks Gla

Ni»d Siinirey
lUili VJvHns
.Smiley Uouloy
Kllen KUrncr

Slfldcrne

Ann Dahl

Red

Jt|r(iraws

'

I.pfi

IMiinnnt

Mi'l>i»\viMl

Villa

Jerry Gerard

(OlaiM lini

Irving:

<'lnb

^i:t

1'uxas I.ce

Morrlfion

Km)

CnrrliiKtun Ore

llort

Yvonne Nova
rhelma Marlln

Clitb

Spenc-or

Kdna KIley

Pi(it?lk Old

<reucovk
Joe A'ora

C

8iibn'ny

KumliKh Thomas

enzle *Q'

Hotel
(BoHton Oy^lrr
HouHe)
Manfred Gotihelf

(Gold CoaRt

Paris Inn

Hardy

J 'Heasley
Mario de Forest
Harrlette Haddon
Bernlece Stewart
ft

Hotel Roosevelt
Guy Loinbardo Ore
Hotel Tuft
Enoch Light Orb

Marlon Roberga

MINNEAPOLIS
Hugh Herbert

ItETHESDA
BethrHiln m-t)
Kamis Broa

La

Nelson Sis

3"

Maze

Dorothy Lewia

B

Maria Lopez'
Famous Door
Woody Herman Ore
Terry Lawlor
Gold Room
(Ambassador Hotel)

Ada Brown
Senatrir Murphy
nob Bromley

Mlnnemta (M)

(3)

El Cbiro

Hugo MarlanI Oro
Soletlad

Shaw
Arthur Behnn
Rudy Madison
Will Ward

Wally Vernon

BAT.TIMORB
Kamla Broa
Joe Termini Co
La Vernes
HIppmlronie (1)
Benny Davis Rev

Harry Armstrong
Elizabeth Murray

Dorlta

Idlers

3

Willie Solar

Kay.

Melvin Co
Ginger Dulo

Elton Britt

Boxy

ft

Tommy

(1-4)

Ted Black Ore

l.n

.

Glen Pope

Johnson

Emma Franela

Ffeeport (2»-80>
Alcardia

MoTlts

Velma Raye

Pntrlcola

Lucille

St.

Eddie Varzos Oro
Gypsy Nina

Mancean Tr

FRKEPOKT
4

de Gage

ft

Cnfe

Jan Savllt Ore
.Tudy Starr
Hal Chnaslor Oro
Hotel McAIpIn
Club Ball
J Measner Ore
George Vount
Jeanne D'Arcy
Bruz Fletcher
Hotel New Yorker
Cocoanut Grova
Jack White
Paul Whlteman Or
Downey
Pat Harrington
Morton
Joan Edwards
Russell Swan
Jane Reynolds
Clarke Dennis
Ruth Clayton
Enrle Madrlguera O
Modernalres
Wllnia Novak
Maurice ft Cordoba
Karl Carroll
Gaye Dixon
Hotel PennsylranU Ken Stevens
Fraiikle Hyers
Artie Shaw Ore
Lovely Sla
Leiln Qaynes
Ralph Rotgera Ore
- Nonclialants
Beale St Boys
Vims Curl an
Hotel Furk Central Ed Angulardo Oro
NIrska
(Coeoamit Grore)
Geo Clifford
Lambert!
Pancho Ore
O Andretva Oro
Johnny Woods
Don Alphonso Ore
CiGb Caacho
Four Hot Shots
Hotel Pierre
Juan Makula Oro
Leia Moore
Richard HImber Or Susan Miller
Ellle Doree
Ethel Levy
Marie del. Carmen
Beryl Wallace
Fred Lowery
Reginald Craig
Cotton Club
Gall Gall
Igor ft Tanya
Louis Armstrong O Ella Shields
Archie Uleyer Oro
Goo Fg4e— Hariris
-Alatr-ft-AnlseFlnr.entlne GnraeD
Bobby Evans
Hotel riaxa
Stuinp ft Stumpy
Steelman Sis
Eddy Duchin Oro
Maxine Sullivan
Girls Trio
Carolyn Horton
Avia Andrews
Bnlen Borquin
Paul
Draper
Princesa Vanessa
Jenninu-s ft Murray
Jane Pickens
Pat Beane
Diamond Horseshoe
Hotel Savoy-Plaza B McD Highlanders
Noble SIssIs Ore
French Cnsino
Don McGrans Ore Emile Petti Oro
Dwlght Flake
Frltzl Scherr
MIr.kle I»gan

Lulu Bates

Ted Black Oro

Don Manuel

Luis BanueloH

Uncoln

Oro

Ore

Joliitsiin

.

Drake HolH

Club
Walter Dyson
Jane Jones
Paul Kendall
GracH Poli))er
Marcus Daly
Kay Kaley Ore
I.KIIe

.

;irby

Holt

Hotel

Paul Featherstone

Carlos Fernandez O
Armlda
Eduanlo Chavez Or

Urandoo
Cafe Cnllente
Don EnMure Oro
Panchlta

Id'ili'aU

I.Hlle

\Vill!e..
I.1AIH

AlltM)
Jlelenii
Te:<sle MI(oh<>n

Marlon Mlllor
Adole Flllps

O'Ncll

Wiley
Toft's

r.-a.

Johnny BanRa Ore

Conga

I.II

l)-8

Do)-ntl)y

Paul Baas Oro
Angela Velez

Clyde Hager

Centur>'

.

Alfredo Rhuinba Bd

Hotel LexInKluB

.

Tom

Independent
CITY
KEW YORK(2»-l)

Uau.well!*

lJuddy Marino

2t Club
Alien

Bob

Margie Klnknld

Al

Chippie Hill
6 JltterbuKs

Khythm

Ore

Peppy OtiH

l)rtv)f>(i

.

ChurloF

Jut'klo

Room)

Grjrr Wllllnms

Mnry

oiiiA nu^l»l»»
M-'Iha Piiyituny

Red Saunders Oro

Cafe
DIa'na Gaylo
Don Roland Ore
It

Plalo ft Jewel
onsolo ft Melba

'

Wlcke

llotirl

Caatle

l)ni))y

'

(1)

Juggling Jewels
Jane wyman
Ronald Regan
June Prelaser
6

Gloria Blake

lllllmore

Chuck Foster Oro

Gabriel
eo Ulxon
Andy Pendleton
Clllb IB

DAYTON

ColonUI
Ted Wacins

Albee <1)
Bddle Cantor Co
Shubert (24)
Ted Weems Ore

Hay Noble Ore

Hotel Edliion
Blue Barron Ore
Hotel Essrz House
Frankle Masters O
Marian- Frances
Jay Matthews
Buss Dillon

Dorothy Whitney
Eddie Parker
Stephen lalea

Cliateau

Trixle
coi.t.>iui's
Proctor'a (1)
Uartlin Raye Co

Kay Kyaer Ore
CINCIXXATI

NEW YORK

(1)

Herzopa

5

l>aniels

Hilly

~ean Blair

Spike -Harrison
Harold Wlllard

CI.KVKf-\>D

CIXV

Mario Bryant
Dudley Ulckerson
Snowball ft Johnny
Juanald Carter
Jesse Cryor
Ceo Poo Johnson O

Beverly Wllsliire

Mary Parker

Vera Fern
Ann' Durson

Iiorralns

B'llly

KEW YORK

Hnslc Hall (SO)
Park & Clircord
June Forreat

Blltmure

Bachelors

Tanner Sla
Patay Parker

M'S

Biirbara Johnson
VieUI Lauren

Kathleen Kav
Byron »t U'liiio
Joe NIttI Ore

Uarry Snix Ore

CoioHlmoB

Land

Bob Whlio

DIanne
Rudy Carr Oro
.Stevens Hotel

l.lmehiiiiNe

JncU Prinoe
NTG Revue
Uvo Ardon
Yvi'tte Dare
Rddle White
rank Qundell Ore
Prunaph GIs
Club OellAA
Dorlse Bradley
Snin Thcard
Marlon Abenia-ihy
Wosloy I.onB

Ore

Miifgle Dalit
I'VuMkle Doiiia
.Elolso

ViiltMle

lOarl

'ernaudo Caoay Or
Don Orlandu Oro*

LOS ANGELES

So Ho
Dick Hughes
Jerry McKenna
Tonl Baron

(Continental

Davl>i

Town riub

An,;.la

_

Lou Valero
Montana Wranglers
Wlilrling Top
Geo Morrla Ore
Hene Mercedes

Naldl

l>iinii

3

Naui-y

Van

Tiicktrr

&

roita

Frank

MorrlHonollo GIs
Al Garbcli

Spanliili

Woslpy Davia
aijty Snyder
MoHM
leo Franz OreCt»lony Club

Laura KellogK
Javo Martin
Waller Haer
Elaine ft Harry

lirlll

Sen.ltor Ford

Ore

Geo Olaen Oro

Charles King

*

aye

Commodore

llolel

Roberta Weleb
Caaeade

Billy

Beryl Cooper
Dorothy Ulalne
Corllea ft Pnliuer
Loretta Lane

Howard

Si

3

Frank LItus

Howard

Tut:U»*r

Suphlo

I.eonnrd
Bob O Lot Gla
Hawnllan><

I. aunt Lee
Bobette GIs

Tlllmnn

.lithn
Ci'oi't^lu
.llntinin

Dolly

llnrn
W.ioila Ore

Tripoli

Dot-rii

FItl

Boot? Burni
Joan Wwods
Sol ]«ake Oro

ItoKctta

AriMt

H«*Ihi

Roma

Alvlni Morion
Art Kl.irherM Oro
Del INles

Club

L A L nub
KJdio Gornian
tMoria Lea
M.tnuiO Uudy
Palt NnKnr Oro
Jlofel La Salle
(Ulna Front Kuom)
l.lttin J I'lttle Ore
IvaLhloi'U (julnn
Liberty Inn
r>o(

Hill

Johnny

Versiillles

January

ola

Harper

Ore

Hunrnn

Vllliige

Betty ItRDdall

Marc Balloro

Sammy Kayo

Angelo'a Rh'inba Bd

LEDDY

J.

Carmen

Lillian

McUy

Bcrgere Oro
Pnnrhito Ore
Janis

Baivry Winloi) Ore
Mnrlynn ft Michael
Rainbow Knnm
Eddie l*naron Ore
Ben Cutler (ire

CITY

Hotel

Bowls

^^

BUI Bertolottr*
Don Sylvio Ore

Palmer House, Chicago

MARK

Biirnoy Gallant's
Ann Taliner
Irene Ha relay
Nellie I'aley

7TH WEEK

8

KiilnlMiw

Bills

rnrnmoiint (t-0)

D.ile

Oro
Club Minuet
Inv7. Ginnbel

1-;li'io

WllllniDs

HenrU

id

toroth.v
Bi!ole Rollt

.M

oe lOllla Orr
Oonsuelo l-'lowcrton
,ou

Bee Haven

Oave rnrll Oro

Mabel Scott.

Oneen Mnry

i

Auona Winn

lilla

SrulU* -itnure

Viola PnulHon
Di:!le

HHlDea.
tiiie Orn)unl
By)on Dalry)«ple

Mndiilyn White
Wllaon IjanK

LYNN ROYCE and VANYA

Arleen

l*cstt»r

I.nndon

FInrry Tnte

I'HStur's

Biib Frevdley
(leo McKen)ta
Ja))o \Vayi)c

I'n.rrell

I'onI Club
(JiiiiDilrn)

Bobby Day Oro

&

rnard

TnM)

ODtile

Urown & Ainea.
Stnto I.ake (1)

G&ne Krupa Ore

Via:

Alvia

Hi-ansby AVllllatns

Albert

3

Dill

lirOH

IJVKKrOOI.

r.lly

(1)

Caaa Daley

R

ik.

C,\t>

Kcllnwiiv

Talbot OKarrell
Morrla

riiic.ujo

CITS

rumniouiit {i9)

2

Lyndons Or
Club Alnbam

lialph

Iner. Gonan
Mary Grant

Nedra

ft

Carrie Flnnelle
Ann Valentine
Taylor 4c Allen

Dim Quixote Oro
Knnio lloloenlnl Or

Rornlo Atller
Krrio Burlnii
ubIU'ttc l<tt Pierre

.

Tube'-t
incenl |)e I'osta

Niinnnn A Curnot
T.nreltR

Hnyiil

J &.J_^fcKenna
nuthle BarneJi

Lyman

Pat Kossl

Franz

riif.sL

riarrt

Jfc

Stnltl)

4

Moritan

Tiller Ula

KIIIMH'KGII

Jan SaviK Ore
Tony Martin

ItatU-MiTe

Di'uiie

Rio

Jackson

W

Dnitun

Hollldny
Freddie Kffii
Lonnle Juhrnov
Towrr inn

Marlon Rogers

I/Alirlon
KlIiMilrlek
Mary
MiiHehIo Conrlaldl

uzan KoBsler
AlU'e Rfnra

Tony

KIrKtinIs

l*ln<-a

Vlrfilula Dovell
*
Club. Al

Blllie

DaRmar
Virginia Prootor

Cook
Torchy Fariro

huck WIlHOn

Stork Clnb
Sonny ICondls Oro
Monch)lo.O)e
The Hedges

Carol Lord
Alyao Serf

Beth Miller
Ane Wellnirn
Earl WItllH Ore
Ullly Kent
Handra Lynn
llolen Hart
Honorn
I'nm Adair
LI I a
J»»nn

D^MaUo

Millie

nlll

.Mario .Merin Oro
Cariile Chftiiello
Mrtiiello *'lni)0
I.nrry MeMnhon

ohii

_'anya Uorivs

Kdna Lr^onard

)lu(h

Hrainin
Orr

rtliur

lUKon & Colllngs
j

Paramount

Ciirtloll

.<E;

I'n-vlllon

.l;i>'k

Warmer

OK

l.>i'e

Al I.aiiib

k Walih-nn
imls Andre
oleti riiiuiner.
Klllot

November 20

liiinlon
n.iltlen
St John Sia
(•'ay re
4
)lai-ry

'

aiil HnakoBKvans GIs
Chlniitown Boworf

Madge Marley
Ann Hudson
Ed tillel

PoilacU Ore

I'llliire

:

* Msriln

of

N'DKK

I>l
<

Tainara

Jerry

Tcin)my

i'uratllHe
ii)i;ry

Vsvi F.nm

Kilillr's

ft

Hills)

(Forr.Ht

Ciispiir Ito.'iriliiii
U)'nzlrlla Parmir.i

connection with bills below indicate opening day of
show, whether full or split week

in

Wednesday, November 29, 1939
Staplelona

Anne Gerard

liaroe

I

'

'

.

French Corsetlares
Dutklo'aRathBkeUer
Frank Pontl
Lucky Sis
Bonnie Stewart
Jewel nilo
Irving Braslow Ore
3 Poppnrs
Louis Williams
Darlone Jones

Embassy
Cynthia Haro
Johnny Parrlsh
Ford Crane
Betty
Carlos

&

ft

Sue
Carlla

Lynda March
Maples
Alda Alvarez

Billy

Barney

Zf'einan,

Bob Russell

GIs (1Z>

Helen Honlh

Cnrinen

Lillian

Marie Bollla
Jimmy Blake v
Nell Foninlne or«

Herman Byde

Jam
Billy

Jim

SfHHlon

Kreohmer O

Thorpi*

Hotel WliHe
4A(<o, N. J'>

Joe Armstrong.
Eddie Malla
Louise Aycfg
Julian Hall
Corrino Hnll
Jack's Grille

Ruth Webb
Johnny Cahlll

vn9

'

.

Wednesday, November 29, 1939
PuDour & Rene*

Red Don Ian

V'txy ISom««
.Josaphlna Jloyl*
J«an«tt« Idler

Paul Kane

Oeo

Ore

Altinlller

Ijidmrr Club
Beverly Fisher

Tommy Monroe

Barbara Bradley
I.ynwood Barnes
Joseph Hayes Ore
Leilncton Caiiino
Jewel Ello

White
Burns & BurnachI

Bob

Arllo Nelson
Mike JafTree
I^exlngton 3

R

ft

LIda Venice

Kalherlne King
Jamboree Oro

Rathskeller
Sis

Gaye Dixon
Wuslc

TIall

Boys

Petor Sis
%Vlnton a DIan
Phyllis Merrill
4 Ink Spots
Victor Hugo Oro

Uelba
.

Bob Ridley
Edyth Ballade

Frank Ouneo Oro

DInnnI Rochelle
3 Debs
Dohs & Clerk

Millard

Cale

Fireside

Andy Russell
Buck Calhoun
Jiiyettes

a

Jean O'Neill
New Leader Cafe
Eddie Jarvis Oro'
Davie Stelner

Judy CumnUngtt
liny

Henry Patrick
.Margie Smith
Starr

.Ic.in

I.uuis Armstrong
Honry Patrick Ore

Alan Gale
Stamp's Cafe
Murray Parker
liert l^nilsh Oro
4 <:olilen Gate GIs
I.llilnii Morton
Grace O'llara
'

A .Moore
Derby Wilson
Jack & Johnny
I

inn
(Clemcnion)
Mickey Pamllnnt Or
Ueorglanna Lee
Alice Lucey

Warner &

Valerie
Fitzgerald

ORCar
Marie Holz
George lte«'d
T.ce -Lamond
Stephanie ft Craig
20lh Century
Don Juan
riarlfiA mils
Hlla Del Kio
Co.vinn ft

Anita

Hal Thompson Ore
Venice Grille

Ix>la

Open Door
I.eonard Cook*

Marcellus Trio
Ethel Madcr

Lynn

Bill

Grill

Katherlne Martin
Slork Club
Corday ft Trio no

Jimmy

Dee Poree
J>>w

Pertrl Williums
Slim Gaillard Oro

eillvrr l.nke

MaDua Inn

Jhllller ft

Kendeicvuua
(Hotel Brnutor)
Slim CRillard
Southland llliythm

tWurla

Canny Montgomery
June Corav
Penny Weber

Andrews

Buddy Nugent
Donahue

Jimmy

SItandor ft Margo
Tniiya Garth

Geo

Herman O
Ann Reed

'Sylvan

FalDmbo'*
Armstrong
Kathleen Maye
Barr Sis
Herbert Dexter
Jerry Delmar Oro
Evelyn Regan
Emythe ft While
Howard Reynold O
Johnny Leary
Joan Starr
T'Otils

Plilladelphlan
^larthA Perry

Room

.MaroliettI Ore
Jack Smith
Vlhing CaCe

.Mystic

Cliff Conrad
3 Gaylords

Nnegrs Ore

JIniiny

Stephanie

Criiig

ft

Jerrle V.Tnco

Hobby Breen
Serlin

Grace O'Hara

Wagon Wheel
Lorraine Wiley
Al Wilson
Joe O'.^hca. mo
Sis

Weber's Jlof Bran
tCuniden)

Rosemary Shawn
Daryl ft Dane
Lee Kuhn Ore
Katherlne Smith
Gretchen Hav'msnn
Graces
Cassandra Kowall
Alice Anderson
Dlvle Quentln
^
Purple Derby
Bella Belmont
Betty Mealy
tf

.

Mary Fitzgerald
Billy Hughes
Viola Klaiss Oro
Ellen Luhdy

Norton Bros
Margie Mealy

Balnbow Terraca
(StrelTord, Fa.)
J ao Z ollo-Oco

Mildred Rogers

Ralph Eastwood

Rudy

Ilruder

Jules Klacco Oro

Ambassadora
JacI? r^ne
6

Olympics
Jack .Moss
8yd Golden
Elsie Hart
Ted ft Julia
3

MC

Joe Hough,
B

Guardsmen

Marlon
.Maurice

ft
ft

Rodell

Cornish
Dean
Clayton Johnson
Harry Jiihnson Ore

Geo Bnkay

Athletic Club

Chet

ft

Marcia

Bert rMllIlp'i
Ethel Seldel-

Don Pe^ro Ore
Blati Palm Garden
Eddie Soutii Oro

Lorna Lane
Cnrdlnnl Clnb
Jay Burt Ore
Chatean Clab
Stan Jacob.^on Ore
Magley Uls
Johnny Poat

Thelma Ward

I^uren* Novell
Barney Starr

Mate Monteria
Zang ft Todd
Andre ft Delphlne
Cbei Farce
Wally Valentine
Oro
CloTcr Club
JIng Brynd Oro
Fay* Robert*

Mary Kay*
Cleo & Ruth
1 Coeds
Rick ft Snyder

Clab Forest
Virginia Grey
Berdlne Dickson
Helei1>

Ynclit Club
Dolly Brennan

,

Arturo

ft

Cleo

ft

Ruth

Sally Joyce

Wally Johl
Arnold Stein

Kay

Wally
Clnb Mllnnnkenn
Otto RIchter Oro
Club Sahara
ft

Cordis Bennett Ore
Club Terris
Gordon Gensch Ore

Mono Henderson
Ethel Warren
Phil Keslin

Dale ft Dale
Jean Renard
•liine Hurley

Rne
Congo Clnb
A U

ICdith

I'n.iolph
t.'iirlstln*

May berry

Jean Hamilton
Ronionn Drownvlll
Hal Whit*

Tony Bauer Oro

Rogan

Teddy Cai>p

Tom

Bill

Lee Leighton
Ziinkcr Garden*
Lyie Stann Oro

Fenwick

ft

ATalon
Hy Barron Oro
ft

.

Crlsiana liurkner

Morton Brown
Leonard Gay Oro
Cornle* Ship

Myron Stewart Ore
Ralph Lewis
I.otiis f^treeter

Allen Dunn
Zastrovv ft Wells

DevlncB Eagles

Ted Wayne Oro
Bob Martin
Bob Garrily Oro

Chatean

Rick ft Snyder
Mamie's Grotto
Giis Hrhley Ore
Hotel Nchriteder
< Empire R*»om)
Swedish Ore

.«!ievo

Tiing Pin Soo

Gnrron ft Bennett
Karl Ratnrh's
Willie Keller Oro
Irma Brnhh
l«ke4a'*
Bobby Stuart
.Tulllanne Desmoiid
Billy l.ambnt

Blue Room 3
Mildred Seelliy
Berntce Barns
Marie Kecky
Larscn'e

Ray Meadows Ore
l«ht Round l°p

Jimmy Ray* Ore
Ken Keck
I.Indy'*
'

Frances Parkf-r
Gloria Fontaine
Syiv'ter Stamitnugh
Frances Parlcer
Ia)k Cabin
Carl llergman Ore
.Miami Club
Roberta Tinker
'

nose Chrlstofer
Eildle Curry
Helen Kverelt
f*cggy Geary
Cone Rmeratd
Johnny Davis Ore
OhaIs
ncrt Bailey Oro
Snooks lliirtmun
Old Heidelberg
Bildie KIpn Oro

Ponnn Lul'nu
.Vonle .Morrison
Louis Slreelei

Sam

Del Grey Line
College Inn

Norman Drill Oro
Duke Fredericks
;lTTCkcy~Wtlson

Mathews

l'':d

\

Fonda

Esther Jacob*

Tony

Emma

Llppmiin
Arlene Rice Ore
Mndsay'* Sky-Club
Poison Gardner
Pita While
Pearl Do LucaMonaco's Cafe

Oro

Peter Higgins
ft Spot
Mildred ft Maurice

Kpeck

Ityder Sis

Eddie Barnes
Golden Glow
Paul SimonetU Ore
Mary Lou
Gladys Delmar
Camllle
Gonrmct Clnb
B Robinson Oro
Dunes Boys
Jules do Vorzon

St Clair

ft

TaTcrn

Emil Velazeo
Helene Gray
Famous Door
Virginia

Ference

Pciin

—

V. S.
Rice

'.Army

Georgia Tech.

Bob Carter

Club CarltOD
Brant
Currho

Nell

NItza

A

.

V.

Clair

Ray GIs

Oro

Ted Blake Oro
BooBy-Woopy

EOdle Morris

Charlie Goanell

—Georgia

Jim Buchanan

—

This

Betty Nylander

Lenka ToUIl

Mary Lou SnvHge

—Harlem—

MahM

Cttel no
noyal Ore
KroHhlne
.lellla Smith

Harold.

Dance Darlinye

.Sunitet

Dean Soyre
Dick Smith
Orchard

Jimmy Gamble Ore
Jay

I.orinff

Chuck

Miller

one. More incentive and more aggressiveness will win for Dartmouth.

Pine*

IVff Carter
Stanley Rucker

Rizzo

Sam ShomberRer
Cure
Peyton Oro

I'Inia

jimmy

I.ou Corslni

I.*e

Fox
Barrclt

Riviera

.

Billy

red ink acquired for

.

the spring
the
backers.
$7,000

season,
loss

—

about the price scale. During his
own spot he gets oil a trio of pops
from 'Roberta' that register fairly
well, following which he goes Irish

House Reviews

Smith Oro
fiky-Vue

curred.

Ore

they'll do.

Dewey Mooh

Marlon Rohrkaste
Marion Mason
Delmonico & RIch'd

Hotel Bcheolry

Howdy Baura Oro
Jean Boaz
Buzz Aston
Joe Bllotio
Hotel \\m Penii

Huildy Lcter
Starr ft Maxlne

what

—

Ray Catizone
Billy

jusl

George Tech Georgia
Duqvesoe Detroit
Georgia is just fair while Tech on
Duquesne's undefeated while De- its season's performance is better
troit has been battered around. The than average. Tech will come home
Duques have hit their peak while to roost

'Nelson Maples Oro

Pedro Tovaro Ore

—
.

Douglas

Bill

is

The only edge

Ellen VarKo

-

so.

Boston College

Old Sliaj Gardrnit
Etzl Covato Oro

B & D Johnson

ContlDUCd from page

APOLLO,

for another three.
He has a nice
m.c. style, but would probably help
his act plenty if he shaved a couple
of songs from his turn, since it runs

37

N. Y.

overboard.

and

however, and

The Rexola Trio, two men and girl,
do skating, dancing, hand-balancing
and bar work. Act is well rehearsed
and looks neat throughout. Smith,
Rogers and Eddy, top billed, are a
His extreme Harlemesque poker-faced, tumbling and slapstick
better.
tailoring make for. good comic ap- act, plus a girl who helps the act on
pearance and he shows subtle con- her looks. Her dancing is ordinary,
trol of his brogues in a turn the en- but that doesn't matter; she just has
of
which is to walk around to knock out the
tertainment value
boys in the first 10 rows. The two
marred only by its overlength.
Other comedy portions of the bill men handle their work well and reg<
are handled by the regular Apollo ister solidly.
'The Mad Hatter,' Lew Hoffman, at
trio, John Mason, Sandy Burns and
Baskette.
Work is satisfactory on least looks the part. He utilizes all
manner of hats for laughs. His maHerb.
the Harlem standard.
sion

is

fast

flashy,

they get oil some fair acro-tapping

and

stair-tapping.

Response

is

rather limited. Another terper, colored Walter Green, is considerably

terial isn't nartlcularly

this

sustained

brings

by

to

the

new or

clever,

but he manages to garner plenty of

Playhouse, Winnipeg
Winnipeg, Nov.

|

20.

Sm\lh, Rogers and Eddy (3), Lew
Ho/ftnon, Reiola Trio (3); fronfc
ConviUe and Sunny Dale (2); Allen
Rofjers, Don .Wright House Band;
•Highwttv Patrol' (Col).

I

.

Kay

3-1

T. C. U. has started to find Itself,
but Methodist has been a flrst-class
Holy Cross
outfit throughout the campaign.
In
going to be a killer-diller. a dingdong battle, Methodist will
is Holy Cross, because grab the decision.
of the accurate tossing of Ronny
U. S. C. ^Washington
Cahill. The Crusadets will win that
Washington might be difficult at
.way
-ftr sl,
b ut—U. S C. s l iuultl w ear-ltDartmooth— Stanford
down and win decisively.
"This is a no-reason game, with
RIce-^Baylor
Stanlittle reward for the winner.
Rice was washed up long ago. The
ford has had a disastrous season Baylor Bears must win this to finish
while Dartmouth has only had a fair second in the southwest, and that'i

ing

Joe Klein
Dale Karknesa

.

Zonette Sis
Doralne ft Ellis
Texas Rockets
Ralph Flaher Ore

,

—

Dave. Glffnrd
Al Mercur

Ilpvnle T.Htnbert
Itlvea

CorU nnd fW>(tle
Jack Goodman
Kntertnlnrrs Club
Danny Mason Ore
Evcrcreen tinrdens
Joe CoI« Ore
Don Venlure

to the

C.

still coached and have plenty of power.
The N. Y. U. to outpass and outscora
Fordham.
Uclans should trample over State.
Tulaner-L. S. V.
Kentncky ^Tennessee
L. S. tJ. nas only an aerial game
Kentucky is a good team, but Ten- while Tulane is power personified.
The
nessee is Rose Bowi-minded.
The Tulane Green Wave marches on
Volunteers must win this to play in
to another victory.
the Tournament of Roses game, and
Texas CbrlsUan— S. M. V.
they should have no trouble in do-

Not HOUHO

Klo Farlter
Pylvia Hart

Added

S.

Baylor .
Georgia Tech

the Coast while U. C. L. A. is
in the running for the title.

Ravel

Margie Noble
Angclo Dl Pnlma
DeQulnley & GIvens

Norman

Club reUCe

Aloha Denn

Hotel Boosevelt

Oasis

2-1
11-5
1-3
7-5
5-12
3-1
9-5
3-1
11-5

,

Tulane
S. M. U.

U

.

Club Lido

,

NliOD Citfo
Al Marstco Oro

Red Mitchell Oro

Book-Cadllbc Hotel
Club Morocco
Fran Eichlor Ore
(Uovk Caaino)
Harry Jarkey
Cnlon Grill
(Chuttcrboi)
.Toe Sudy Oro
Earl. Bainmell Ore
Art Tasello
Elaine & Barry
Elsie Hennlgen
Johnny Iconic Ore
Frank Natale
Dane Darlings (C)
Jack Edmundson
Mlk« fiandrelln
(Motor Bar)
(Continental Bar)
Webster Hall
London Chop House
Eddie Fritz Oro
Billy Catlzoiie
MIchele Bertola
Jolly Friars Oro
Bowery
Haverno 4
Pura Reyes
Daryl Norman
STJULCUSE
Larry Vincent
Tcrre 3 ft T
Jo Ann Maylln
Clnb Cnndee
Betty Dudley
Catherine Brent
Harvey Stone
r.eon Royhy Ore
Kay-e
Mala Street Club
Johnny King
Irving Jacobs
Geo Wllmarf Ore
Frank Sidney Ore
Zerelle
Northern Flashes
Peggy Jacobs
Chas Carlisle
-Mary Dorn
Clarence Marcely
Mayfair
Benny Resh Ore
Madira Payne
Chlckl I.aBelle
Phil Oisen Ore
Blue Lantern
Marffo St. Cunii'ham
Gladys Martin
Smitly
Bianca
T.ee Walters Ore
Jack Russell
Clnb Irrlnc
Temple ft .Marie
IJnroln Tnn
Frances ft Day
Plerl's Ore
La Comparslta
Billy Ware
Antoine 4c BuBarry Jack's Swingslers
Hoffman Sis
Tommy Chales
Prison Inn
llonila
E DeRoy Gl*
Jerry Dale
Mai .Noble Ore
3forecco
Commodore Club
Rita Delano
Geo A'B Garden
Bammell
Ore
Earl
Dan Kelianey
Lynn ft' Mnrlanne
.Greenwich Village
Harry Jarkey
Town
C .Sweethearts (S)
Club
Anton Cotton Ore
3 Old Timers
Four Grands
Phida I.oy
Don Sniith Ore
Elsie Hennigen
Libby Lnngford
Parisian Divorcees
Ivena Hall
Thelma Roland
Hark Thomas Ore
Tommy ReKls
Vera Burnett
Dl Sarro Dane (C)
Corktnwn Tavern
Silvia Drown
Arlene Oucst
Neblolo's
Vera Francouer
Kay Hansen
Karen Stephaney
Carmen di Glovsnni
Orlando
Margaretia Ilud.son
Ellen Kay
St. L. Opera Drops 5Gr
Elton ft Ilita
Hums ft Walker
J A T Roland
Les Hunt Co
St. Louis, Nov. 28.
Ray Cariin Oro
Anita James
The curtain of the St, Louis Grand
Grinith ft Wells
Nortliwood Inn
Dick Haviliand
Opera Association fall season was
Fi*;inUI« Connors
Eddie Uratton Ore
Jack Campbell (in run down last week with the presFrontenno
Modle ft I.emHiii
entatioh of 'Siegfried,' and it's reClyde Monroe
Cecil Lee Oro
ported that a $5,000 loss was inHclene Carol
llrooks 2

Danny Brown

.

,

...

.N. T. V.

Y.V.'.

C—Washington

—Baylor

Bonnie Doyle
& Ranexse

.

bartniouth
..Detroit

Tulane L..S. V
Texas Cbristlan— S. M.

Kaltls

Idlers

DETBOIT

Army—Navy
Fordbam—N.

I^e Barrett Ore

«iny OO'ft)
Dorothy Nesbitt

Jack Elliott
Beebe Sherman
Major Abel

Holy Cross

— Detroit

Dnqnesne

Uuss Romero
Gene Navarre
Harlem Leon

Bill Green's

(Silver Arlll)

Southern

—

Al DlLernia

New

—

Boston College Holy Cross
Dartmouth^ Stanford

Horry Martin
Johnny fritz

Oro

Jeanne Stewart
Claude 'Hoagland O Ilalph Drown
Ohio Villa
Madeline Jones
Freddie Carione Or Carolyn Williams
Turner & Burnelle
Mickey Katz
Myrtle \VllHun
Sammy Walsh
Shayne ft Arnistr'g Dewey Taylor
Hotel Henry
Houston ft Harden
Lytle SI*

3-1

(December 2)

Dennle Milton

Dick Barrle Oro
Club CbtIIhIo

111

State. ...U. C. L. A....

it)

Duke Kimball

Bulconaden

NIta

A.—Washington

Zephyr

Bob Warner's O

Deane
Arlington hodge
Dale .Somera Oro

Ptcrolo Pete

ODDS

Pearl Fern Co

Tubby

Sammy

U. C. L.

Craig Bute

Pierre

MHyi)8i'd

Costello

Jack ft Kddle'e
Freda MacRonaid
Henry Kubertino

Erma Marsh

Giorfa Gale

Patsy. Italns

Hotel Slatler
Richard Bone Oro
Milton Douglas
Grace ft Nlkti
Frances Ernst

'

Dave Ackerman

Marche

Pbll Cave^za

WINNERS

I.ee

ft

PITTSBUBGH

I

Alrwny Clab
Hotel Sterling
Troy Singer Oro
Marty Lake' Ore
Judy Black
Gayle Gaylord
Cedar Country Clui> Deane Sis
Hotel
Hollendcn
Sherdlna Walker O
Sammy Watklns O
CcduT Garden*
Una Wyte
Duke Melvin Oro
Noll & Nolon
Johnny Hudgtna
Cappy BsrrH Boys
Fabian ft Marie
Romany Three
l^lB Deppo

Stuart

Anchornffo
Huglile Morion' Ore

Walt Bergen Uro

Chick Chaiken Ore
Roberta Robert*
Ralph Lewis

ft

Loniige

Hotel Clevrlund
Everett Hoagland

Mitzl ft Spitzl
Lillian Young
MItzl Mitchell

Town A Country C
Hy Ackerman Ore

Don Cronin

Sev Olsen Ore
Betty Le.Mar
Marigold
Cec Hurst Oro

Pat Ryan
Lerner

A

Cannon

Prazis (3)

GAMES

Harry Howard

Drake

Hotel Allrrlon

Tbelma Sloan

(November 30)

MeKoy

Billy

Bowen Ore
Madelyn Joyce
Drake ft March*
Rolicrettes

Ration's Club
Fred Heikoll
Robbie Collins
Ruth Parker
Carmen Jameson

.

By DICK FISHELL

Baliadores

Worthy Turner

Jack Webb

Cook

Sloppy Joe's

Terrace Cafe

Gordie.

CLEVELAMD
Karl ft Gretchen
Dorothy Frank line
Margaret Aemmer
Herman. Pirchner

.

Red Maddock Oro
Dave DeVore
Geo King Oro
Bud Dowilng

Happy Hour

Sheridan

Mazine Iteguett*

Alpine Village
Otto Thurn Oro

Harold'

'(jordicn

Golden**

Jean Sartell
Golden Boys Oro

Arnold Dupre

Sli rul)it Clab
Casper Reda 'Oro

ft

Henry

Cappy Lewis.

Parmenter
Spa
Davidson Ore

Freddie'* Cafe

Irma Wagner
Yvonne Hroiidway

.

"*
McNabb Ore
Silver Tmy
Jimmy Hegg
Oscar Bellman Ore

Tx>ren'

J.ickle Cornell

Cleo

Wisconsin Roof
Dodo Ratchman Or Fran Meekin Oro
Clyde Lucas Oro
Hay. Wick

Claude

Joy Bennett
Tiny Crawford

Curly'*

Schtvarts

Irene Rrigg*'

Probable Football Winners
And Proper Odds

President
Al Wehle Oro
Tom Allen
Sheldon Gray

A.

Mann

ft

Post Cafe

Ted Ryan Ore

ComnHHiore
Ken Davenport Ore
Murray Dancers

Cas* Landls Oro
ZStli A North Club
Kay Crandell Oro
Roma Costello
WIrth'* Fularlstio
Dolores Lamar
Nancy O'Blen
Bill Schweitzer Ore
Jack
Kezcr
700 Club
Bobby AInynard Or .Vnllie Jay Oro
Maureen Rosay
Cnb Horvath

Army—Navy

Monte Cuthbert

.

Coliseum
Jack Kane Oro

Toy'*

Genevieve Wood*.
Gordon Walters
Jessie ft Viola
ning Uurdick

A Murray Dancers

ft Pal Patton
Ted Brown

Jackie Starr

Call Parker

dope.

—Alabanu

.

Edna. Torrence
Dolores O'Neill
Johnn Torrence
Al Stuart

liene

.

Eve E.von
Ray Wencil

Scaler'*

Roberta Green

Ruth Martin
Harry Horn Ore

t^velyn

Edna Enrico
Ellen Kayo

Irene Burke
Helen Savsg*
Jack Fnrrell

YIelen Claire

PAUL

ST.

Mliinenora Ternice

Hob Chester Oio

La Grandeur Sis
Uowery
Sammy Swny Oro

3

Larry Powell

Sammy Burke

..\LacU.>:n-MAl4ie

Kay*

Vera Welsh
Mickey Goldman
Olnb Madrid
Cookie Harding Oi

Club

Sid Jacobs

IHLWAUKEE
Bal Munro Oro

Anglesey
Eddie I.aRue B (S)
Pearson Bros

'

RathH'r KIdoradlans
Pat Sullivan
Wllson'a

By-ron Richard*

MINNEAPOLIS AND

Benny Skorch Oro

VaDderbllt

This is a battle of losers, with
This is a tossup, with Vandy playing headsup ball, while Alabama has neither team showing any consistent
the manpower. The Crimson Tide strength throughout the year. Navy
should have enough to win,
has no offense and can be passed to
death.
Army has an outstanding
Texas A. & M.—Texas
Texas Aggies must stop Jack passer in long John Hatch. The
Grain, and il they do, the ball game soldiers.
is in the bag.
The Aggies versatile
Fordham—N. T. U.
attack should give them a comThis will be a dogfight from the
fortable margin.
word go, with the Fordham Rams as
U. C. L. A.—Wasblngton State
tremendous favorites. Don't und^rAVash. State's been the doormat of estimate the Violets, as they are well

Guy Welch
Jim DelandHarry Jenkins

Suk*

Detroit still has a good game in their
has sunshine and cocoa- system. With everything to gain and
nothing to lose, Detroit upsets th»

Florida

nuts, but no football team. Auburn,
if it's right, should win as it pleases.

Whltllrr Hotel
(Gold Cup Room)

Wlnehlll
Volva Nally

Cross

Town and Country

Ann Gregg
Alma Wllllama

Bunicoff

'

Ann Falvo

Biff Bialie Ore
Vivian Hotter
Rusty Danka

George Everett Hale

Warwick Ilolel
Herb llngenor Oro

Cliff

Leslie

Fishell

(VfHN Sports Commentator)

—Florida

Aubarn

Healy ft Clifford
Golden Gate 3
Chet Jans
Lee Gordon

.

Kay

•

Adams

Ken

Harriet

Mariyn Brittain

Al Uiistinn Oro

Barnes
Al

Tlo Top Tap
Joey FeUlsiein Ore

By Dick

.

H'wood Coeds
Rny Wllbert

Royalettes

Carroll

Marna
Les Hunt

Royule

Danny Demetre Ore

Martin ft Marvel
Jay Jason
Jane Mathews
Jackie Green

Lament
Reno

.Miller

Steve Evans
Parker ft Freder'ks

Sunset Club
Eddie Apple Oro

RendezTOO*
Bob Maiheson Oro
Grace Drown
Uondezvous 12
I. a Noro Sis
Helen Shower
Evelyn Parr
Jerry Lynn
Billy

Redford Inn

Club

K

ft

Al Alexander Ore
Staller Hotel
(Terrace Room)
Xavler Cugat Ore
Raul ft Eva Reyes
Verne'*
Harvey Stone
Donna Reece

Vocalians

Lament

Blllle

Jokers

B

Geo Presnell

Fowatao

Don

Football

Glngerettes (4)

I-ew FIdler Ore
Calente ft Leonardo
Giovanni

Strand Annex
Simeon Phliipoff
Bert Snyder
Elhurta Johnson

Brown ft Lyon*
Hunky Brown
Buddy Tenter
3

Palm Beach

Stenben Inn
Marty Hoff
Al Gulllcknon
Claudine Hayes

Sis

Flantutlon Clab
Bert Bailey Oro
.Mary Webb
PInntaiion 6

Fay Ray

Rossi

Marie FItiiVBtrIck
Paul Lynch
Don Anton Oro
Peg?y Martin
reacock Giirdene

Flanblntnn llou**
(Red Room)

89

Remo*
Pal Mar* (6)
Gso Kavanagb Ore
San Dleco

De Sylvas
Joe ft E Dayton
Tip Top GIs (6>
Amos Jacobs
Don Pablo Oro

Flo Bell

Betty Lane
Jean Jacques
Jack ft Jlil

Kenny Kay
Little Ray
Marlow

Brook* Twin*
Ken Conroy

Eddl* Kub*

Pari*
Joe Gumin Oro

Bill

nob Wilson

Rube. Johnny

Charlie Oalncs Ore
Cashle Costello

IJttle

Sandra Lynn
Ray Van Day

Frank Dumont
Sunsoni Hoasa
Richard Bach
Joa Dougherty

Roman

State Oardcna
Earl Rlgg Oro
Irene Schrank
Anita Allen

Mack

Patsy

.

VARIETY

Bobbi* Rae

Tommy ONeal

Al Strelt Oro
Kitty Rmltb
Julia Garrett

—

|

This is the opening bill of a new
for the Playhouse, latter having been shuttered all summer. Bill
.<;ea.con

with a vengeance, with
seemingly liking it.
Allen Rogers opens show by telling
'em about the 'strawberry festival' to
follow, etc., and then goes. into a rave

lioes slapstick

cu.sloniers

plaudits.

Frank Conville and Sunny Dale,
mixed slapstick act, close. Conville,
dressed in a trick suit, keeps the''act
good speed. Gal is a tall, blonde

at

looker

and

makes

straight for Conville's

an effective
comedy.

Stage band, under Don WrI.eht,
makes its initial appearance and ably
accounts for lt.self. Band works behind all acts, this marking a change
from last vear when the musikers
.stayed in the pit. New scenery and
discreet dressing of stage polish the
show.
Feature pix
policy
has been
dropped, and from now on house
plays shorts and vaude only. Worm.

REVIEWS

VARIETY

Wednesday, Novpml)er 29, 1939
to linc.i doesn't put it over. Healthiest
giggles pulled are with a shell-gaitie

but doesn't permit it
her personality or charm.
Last season Mary Martin essayed bit near the finale, wherein McNally
doubling from a and Selig seem to toss away the
Eddie Innes
go adllb.
It to Me*) Into the script and
R.R., which did much to advance has a couple of comedy spots, one
work as resurrecting the farmer's daughter
It should
that, ingenue.
Abel.
bit. but he's in mainly for an eccenwell for Miss January.
tric softshoe tap which isn't bad.
Pcclini? is under wraps, none of
CRACRAFT ELECTRIC ORCH (12)
the girls going further than a quick
With Paul Sabln, Donna Lee
glimpse from the waist up. About
Century, N. Y.
among this
distinction
NBC suslaincr, electrically oper- the only costuming.
Diane Raye
ted with men at the controls of the group is
instruments, is now being gets the biggest pnlm for that. She
During uses southern belle dressing, includc()iKiT?!med by Paul Sabin.
uvo-ottj^Jate at Ihe Century last ing hoop skirt and pantaloons. Makes
il.-;
wcok. it w;is~~!ifiyon a colorful, blue it more difl'icuU to get to the bottom
spotlighting and sTw*v^d to advantage of things, but it lends a nice touch
Toni
with Ihc sweeter niiifrihcrs. This is to her smoothly-done turn.
KintfJ<^'Limc- Mitchell. Annette Ro.^<, and Roxanne
its lirst theatre date.
housc Blues",' is its best. conlnfrM^ion.' use varied struts to get the same reOthcrwi.se. tliey 're akin to
sults.
Tom Adrian Cracraft is credi
in a Dod. Miss Ro.ss starts hers
with developing the setup.
Sabin is a somewhat toothy m.c, wiTAj^a vocal she could best forget.
lackin.7 in personality, while Donna Irene JViistin Is coiillncd lo working
Lec, songstress with the outfit, re- in comcd.^>-^
Production^ i-s conspicuous by its
deem.s her weak voice to some extent with her looks.
She shows inr absence in most .of the skits and
experience, but, despite vocal medi- dances. Best is an Ai'abian setting
Enclianm»ent,'
using
'Strange
ocrity, was called back tor an encore to
showgirls and line in (fi^hanous
al show caught.
Orch Includes four saxes, two veils and Douglas Lloyd. singt^iTi ntop
trumpets,
trombone a Hammond n tower. Lloyd is new to hurley.
organ, piano, bass, guitar and drums, Voice is better than most such singwith the saxes alternating on fiddles. ers, but his diction is very poor.
Instrunienls have a pleasing tonal Line of eight ponies and six showgirl.';
have the required animation
efTcct on Ihe soft numbers.
Its
novelty is one of its bcA stocks in but little else.
trade for stage purposes.

manner
eclip.-!e

Unit Reviews

a similar stint of

musical ('Leave

KI.SIK JAMS
Conirdlenne

•
pviblic senlimpnt abo\it keepiiis
oiii~wij}_o,n the olhor side, should be

12 Mins.
Cluh Vrrsallirs, N. Y.

ic-i>(liloc

i

ir.s

;

.

a certaiTu^r'^^nyway, that Elsie

Jaiiis is not of

ilu77l>"»eJimber that

He e's what Sime in Varikty .first p-makes possible the iisuch as Billy's Gay
said about Elsie Janis back in 1916:

:a75*vcilci"'Cs
JNiiiolii

^

Brown Derby, and

(From

'Variety,'.

Jan.

the like.
needn't battle any 'comeback'

1916)

7,

'

JANIS

KI.SIR

Imitations
22 Mlns.;

Full

One

(21);

I

SUje

(Parlor)

(1).

N; Y.
'Elsie Janis in Vaudeville' cvidentlv means something substantial, at the boxoflice and on the
according to 'this same
sta^'e.
Elsie Janis, returning to vaudePalarr,

ville.

I
'

',

,

]

Opening at the Palace,

York, Monday afternoon.
Miss Janis drew two capacity
houses. It was the first capacity
Monday night audience the
Palace has held in weeks, maybe
months. The matinee attendance
And
broke the house record.

New

I

I
!

I

j

efTeclively.

Most importantly, she

had

in the lobby.
Janis has left the

much
Miss
betrodden imitator's, path, and
though other imitators or impersonators will raise their hands to
signify they did it first, they
didn't do it just like Miss Janis
has. For instance, she gave her
idea of Harry Lauder playing the

JA\ SAVITT and ORCH

(U)
With Ron Bon, Veggy Hope

.

ber.

10 numbers, concludTaylor's
with
Laurette
speech as 'Peg,' encoring in 'one'
for a minute with 'Fred Stone.'
Others were Ethel Levey singing
a rag ballad; Bernhardt doing a

She did

ing

Paraniovint, N. Y.
After 10 months at the Hotel Lincoln around the corner, Jan Savitt
and his crew are getting their first
Broadway theatre sho-wing in the

current engagement. They've played
several previous stage dales, however, two of them in quick succession at the Earle, Philly.
Savitt
was once a fiddlier with Stokowski's
Philadelphia
From reSymph.
sponse of the jitterbugs here just

song, and Nazimova singing 'I
Didn't Raise
Son To Be a

a

-

Her Frank Tinney was
model of mimicry.

Soldier.'

.

Just as an act. Miss Janis has a
real good one, nicely and neatly
pieced together, carrying its own
lyric for general introduction,
and about the only thing that
could be said against Miss Janis is
the program terming her 'America's
Wonder Child— Cleverest
Girl in the 'World.'
That Elsie Janis could shoulder
billing like that and still walk
away with the load speaks unmistakably for her and the girl
is clever.
No one will take that

—

away from
.

her.

Her imitations of men, as

ever,

are superior to those of women,
but remembering she. did 10 and
also recalling those she could
have done and didn't, the return
of Elsie Janis to vaudeville Monday was something in the nature
of a triumph, for Elsie Janis and
Imitations.

One of Miss Janis' numbers
a dance.
The rail holders
said it was an imitation of Gaby
Deslys.
If Miss Janis ever announces it as that. Gaby can
commence raising her salary.
was

Sime.

Almost a quarter of a century later
the same holds true, as to her talents
as a mimic and entertainer, but,
more importantly. Miss Janis
achieves something in American
show annals that few can claim.
Working in a completely new idiorn,
perhaps the most difficult in-person
entertainment extant
the intime
night club floor
the comedienne
gives lie to a long-lingering criticism
that American audiences are cruelly
fickle: that unlike the British public's
long-lingering regard for its Marie
Lloyds, Will Fyffes, Oracle Fields, et
al.,
the Americans look upon its
once-fa-vorite
entertainers
the
in
same light that Hollywood regards
its people: to wit, 'you're as good as

—

on s'mM

is
only vaguely known,
percolates the showmanship

and

his

CASINO, PITT

Acrobatic Dancer
3 Mlns.
Nixon Cafe, Pittsburgh
Cule blonde is an okay filler for
Nothing exactly
an.v
Moor show.
unusual about her stuff, but for a
gal who's just stepping out of the
chorus here lo do her own specialty,
she looks promising and has possibilities.
Face and figure are in her
favor to begin with, and her stunts
and tricks are good enough to stand
What she
Up in most company.
needs is a little flashier presenta-

Piltsburqh. Nov.

'Rosebuds'

Smith.

.

zc{lc, IScrcen
It's

24.

Reggie White,
Stanley

Ktii.o,

Hnrrj/ (Boob) Myers, Ai'in
Maxine, Jruing Knro. Joy-

Bros.' (2)

avd Johnson, Line

not the unit

itself that

(IG).

counts

this week, but the 'extra added attraction.' She's Reggie White, of the
twisting tassels, who is coming out of
a five-year retirement this season to

'

herself as one of the
most unusual strip-tease specialists
in the biz. Gal's alwa.vs been a fave
around here; she used to come in for
one week and stay five or six. This
time, manager George JafTe has
brought her in for two but may extend that. He should, anyway, because biz this stanza has been biggcst of season, and it can be traced

re-establish

tion.

All-revealing costume is an immediate help and her cart-wheels, splits
from a running jump-start and highkicking' all have polish and eycr
appeal.
Her brief routine is fast

and

niiit tuitli

Mnrie Cord. Mnnui/

CoHen.

finished.

ROBINSON and MARTIN

!

Taps
6 Mins.:

I

Band Set

directly to Miss White.

Dayton, C, Nov. 2.").
Ltini and Abner Radio Aeutie, with
Roscoe Ails and Betty Leiuis, Ross
Sisters, Phil Bernard, Myers and St.
Jonn, L,ee mason; •aionme anngs
Up Baby' (Col).

How radio popularity can boost
the .stock of performers is illustrated
in the case, of Lum and Abner in
their personal here.
For the first
time .since vaudeville was resumed
here early in the fall., there wasn't
an empty seat in the house at their
first show, and standees were plentiful.

Their presentation is nothing, more
than one of their radio broadcasts
done in person. Discovered in their
grocery store playing checkers, the
phone rings to disturb their tranquillity. Lum filially answers it an
finds Sister Simpson is at the other
end ready to place an order. After
considerable pursuasion, Lum is into
take the order, Abner
writing the items down on the face
of a Ib^cr he pulls from his pocket.

duced

The huhijor thereafter comes from
its various lines
interlarded wiWj the items on Sister
Simpson's- or.deiv\a device that has
since
time
imthat' l)Um has done
the callin' of the ordeiVthey argue
reading theN^ctter,

brought laughs
memorial. Now

who

as to

is

going to do the footin'

fill
it,
Abner declariiVg thjt he's
his scttin' and is going lo catch up even if they have to
cancel The order. Sudden appearan(^
of a dazzling femme who walk.sstore
through the
causes them to
hang out a closcd-for-llie day sign

to

way behind on

and they

The

exit.

boys,

who

in

real

life

arrf'

Chester Lauch (Lum) and Nori;^
Go(T (Abner), then appear withpul
makeup and reveal themselves' as
very' pcr.sonable.
Most interesting
part of their "act comes when they
give bits froni their other radiq impersonations.
Roscoe Ails energetically m.c.s. but
much of his stull is cither time-worn
or prelty blue for the family type of

I

j

.

1.

•

—

flight

she

maestro

,

fute.

—

the

MARGIE NOBLE

and Abner Revue

(COLONIAL, DAYTON)

audiences drawn by Lum and Abner,
SUte, N. Yi
For the rest, 'Rosebuds' remains He teams with Betty Lewis,, an eyeBob Robinson and Virginia Martin just another so-so unit.
Manny
are youngsters whose specialty is King, one of the bc.<!t comics on the ful who can tap niftily.
Myers and St. John are responsible
concerted taps and, because they do v/hcel. is the head man in the funny
Arrangements are strong.
their stuff considerably in hand-to- department but^ he's working this for a lot of laughs with dancing and
As m.c, Savitt shows considerable hand style, appear less proficient
comedy acrobatics, highlighted by a
improvement over his former efforts than they really are. If doing their time with pretty thin material. comedy adagio and the male memCrocks
'cm
with
his
box
bit
next
lo
n
in this line.
His lengthy reign in unison terping apart, or in accepted
ber'.<> adept manner of flinging his
the jitterbug-infested Blue Room of standards, they'd remove that semi- frozen-pan accomplice even if it's limbs about. Lee Ma.son sings 'Chloe,'
the same bit Happy Hyatt did at
the Lincoln seems to have given him pro stance.
Casino just two weeks before him, 'South of Border' and 'My Prayer.'
a feeling for the jivesters and he
She has an uhu.sual high kick and, but his other items don't come off. Billed as a romantic baritone, his
consequently gets along
with
'em.
what's more, a pair of fetching gams Subway sketch has nothing to rec- looks fill the term romantic, while
,.
Bon Bon his male vocalist, is^a
^ake the kick quite jusltflable.
his voice is excellent.
colored lad who easily scores top r'''s in tails. Both look neat; Their ommend it and the radio amafeur
Phil Bernard bring.i on « half
personal click in the current Para- lorlr' is aero and rhythmic stepping, hour scene is just a drab filler. Next
mount layout. His singing is in an condiiding with a carioca touch to to Miss White, standout here are dozen, or more impersonations, the
Stanley Bros., whose acrobatic dance best of which are Charlie Chaplin,
appealing jive style, much of it in their "South American Joe' routine.
session
in
could
stand
up
comJimmy Durante and Groucho Marx.
any
double-talk; Neat pronunciation on
Abel.
pany.
At
Casino
particularly,
howHe
evidently thinks so well of the
the straight lyrics also helps get
ever, it's manna from above and mob latter that he keeps running it Into
him over big. Peggy Hope is new RUTH ) "'NES
practically wouldn't let the boys get other acU throughout the balance of
femme chirper with Savitt. She's Dancer
away.
the bill.
given only one number, 'Oh Johnny,' 8 Mins.
showiftg-jiothing-much,
Her b,
Featured stripper is Mar ie Cord.
Three girls of tender yearj do
Paramoiitit N. Y.
Ruth Barnes is not entirely a new- who resembles Gypsy Rose Lee. ffef some remarkable bacKbenomg. oira
BEVERLY ROBERTS "
comer,
having played numerous peel is conventional and so is that tipping back to pick up a handWith A! Siecal
vaude dates. She's a comely blonde of Maxine. who almost starts going kerchief with her teeth. They're
15 Mins.
and exhibits smart fool work,' her to town midway and then thinks bet- billed as the Ross Sisters. There is a
Loew'a State, N. Y.
costuming being the only ilem that ter of it. Second comic is Harry line chorus of 10 appearing in radium
Beverly Roberts returns to the va- might be given more attention for (Boob) Myers, who works too hard and Hawaiian numbers.
and has no material to speak of anyrieties with a Hollywood rep, having stage work.
A novelty is Dayton's .first public
done a number of pictures although
Miss Barnes* tapping excels in the way, while unit calls on Irving Karo demonstration of television, with the
originally a Broadway product. She rhythm
department,
where she to warble too often.. Couple of times transmitting oulfit in the pit and
also comes back a bit of a pleasant works .at length without music. She would have been enough since he's
the refieclion thrown on a .small
surprise,
evidencing an intensive has several unique routines, all fast, not particularly strong vocally at screen on stage. Members of the
tutelege under Al Siegal's expert and gets in clear-cut taps with a best.
audience are allowed to televise
vocal direction. The pianist-arranger minimum of motion.
'oyzcUe has a brace of ballet in
Reception at
themselves. The thing works but the
presides modestly at the ivories and the Paramount when caught was terlud'
and she's not a bad dancer images are very dim.
Kany.
takes a bow for the finale after Miss solid.
either '^ut should scissor her numHerb;

—

last picture.'
Unfortunately, this swift public
of fancy and their quickly
shifting standards are too true to reBut the exception appears lo
be _..
an Elsie Janis who (1)
,., „
is seemingly a tradition even to the present,
generation kiddies, and (2). even if

of

specialists,
it's
evident thait the
.Ssvitt bunch is familiar fare to the
alligator tradi: via ether and the
lengthy hotel dale.
Savitt's outfit, augmented by two
men for this date, consists of four
rhythm men. five horns and. five
reeds.
It gels away sJightly from
the earlier style of the leader, which
leaned ultra-heavily to jive. In line
with current trend, present stuff is
a bit sweeter, but still plenty solid.

your
'

already

present-da.v show biz sweepstakes.
She holds' her own now as she did
Abel.
in the past.

Balcony Scene from 'Romeo and
Juliet,'
and Ethel Barrymore
singing 'Hello Frisco' to her son,
besides coupling George Cohan
and Eddie Foy as an imitation
duet in 'I'm Here,' Miss Janis
singing one line as Cohan, the
next as Foy, and alternating in
that manner through the num-

My

is

attracting a solid socialite and substantial patronage to the 'Versailles
anything that
that best answers
might be said anent Elsie Janis, the
AF.F pel. and Elsie Janis in the

made as good upon the stage as
she made as good upon the stage
as she

Sd

trail,

Miss Janis' artistry proves
ha.< never been away,' excepting
lo her California patio, to which she
makes occasional reference. Last
part of Frank Fay's
soa.ion.
as
Vaudeville, she was the Individual
Today, working in a
hiuhlisht.
glorified saloon, although a classy
cnou,uh room, she evidences plenty
of sock for the 1939-40 type customers. No kio. she wisely eschews coyncss. She looks trim and; fit in her
boyish bob and a dinner gown,
which.' however, might stand a little
modishne.s.t.
She knows her audience v.tIucs and caters to them
bccau.-ie

.-iho

Lum

'

I
1

Roberts, now a shapely blonde, with
her weight down trim, begs oft with
a speechlet. When at the State some
16 months ago she was almost completely lacking in stage presence.
She does 'South of the Border' for
the opener, then ''You Donit Know
Paree.' intertwining Lucienne Boyer,
Chevalier, Raquel Meller and Josephine Baker impressions. Then 'All
in Favor,' and the finale
a travelog
routine plugging the see-Americafirst idea, discoursing on the presentday hazards of European travel. Both
her 'Paree' and conclliding numbers
form the bulwark of her routine, and
lifts, her above the ordinary.
Fortified by a screen buildup, plus

her basic ability. Miss Roberts should
have no difficulties on or off a rossoon trum. meaning that she's a cinch for
that nilery work.
Abel.
I

'

made her such a favorite in the past,
Unquestionably a time-honored LOIS J.ANUARY
name^ the no longer elfin Miss Janis Songs
shows her mettle to excellent results 8 Mlns.
with her cavalcade of impressions Rainbow Room, N. Y,
revolving about 'The Good Old Days'
Ingenue from ''bfokel Boy' is
as a central theme.. She does Ethel doubling into the Rainbow Room at
and. John Barry;nore, Cohan, Lillie, the midnight show only, unable to
Brice and Will Rogers.
break away for the dinner session,
She quickly establishes herself by and presents herself advantageously
an ease and charm that's undeniable. for cafe work. A nice looking gal
She confesses she is not sure of this from the west coast, where she also
i

.

,

bers to increase their efTcctiveness.
Sepia hoofing team. Screen and
Johnson, fill a spot satisfactorily with

some

Burlesk Reviews

REPUBLIC,

typical chocolate-styye hoofing,
means it's neither distinguished nor third-rale, and Ann
Smith's around to help out in the
sketches. Not much production and
chorus looks divided into enemy
camps. At least half of 'cm seem to
be trying to pull apart from the
other half most of time and it's a

N. Y.

diaries McJVollv, /ruing Seltg,
Charles Kane, Phil Stone, Eddie
Innes, Douglas Lloyd, Annette Ross, draw.
Irene Austin, Diane Raye, Toni Mitchell,

Cohen.

been just

fair

and was

at that

stage when caught. Good reason for
the lull can be seen in the current
layout, which consumes almost BO
minutes.
Froni any angle the setup is routine burley.
There's no real names
among the femme contingent and
none of 'em gets away from the time-

worn method 'of

doffing.

N. C.)

The com-

Clamping Burlesk
Bridgeport, Nov. 28.
Burley at Lyric, a RUdnick-Leventhal operation, is tagged 'Follies,*
according to police, mandate within
Bridgeport limits, but is labeled
'Burlesque' out of town.
Censor tightened last week and
Zorila,

top-billed

scratched.

Show

stripper,

edy, headed by' Charles McNally, is substitution.
ineffective even with McNally's established ability. Judging from the
response to laugh attempts here, burBurley
in
ley customers are now at the point
Canton. 0„ Nov. 28.
libs
routine;
she
ad
or that type of
has had sorne parts in pictures, the where they endure the at-bats of the
Burlesque is slated lo return to
about this new close-up relationship combination of her run in the Lew comediants as something necessary in
between customer and artist, but at Brown musical and her own per- order to grab a peek at the undrap- the Grand here Dec. I after an abthe same brushes aside the 'good old' sonal performance commend her ing.
sence of a year.
stock company
McNally and his cohort, Irving is being assembled by local interdays' nostalgia to readjust herself to favorably for intime engagements on
Selig. straighted by Phil Stone and ests.
her present field of endeavor. She a nitery floor.
Shows will be changed once
She only does three numbers, Charles Kane, go through the mo- a week.
even 'tears ott a snatch of dance, with
very creditable High-kicks, etc., ob- which Is about right, including 'Lilacs tions of reprising old skits to few real
Burley policy will replace the repserving that 'If we ever have to go in the Rain.' 'I Like to Make Music' laughs. Several of these dip into ofover there, I can still do my dance.' and an aria from 'Romeo and Juliet.' fensive double entendre. Fact that ertoire troupe which has been at the
However, that line. In view of exist- Works with m mike In accepted McNally and Selig ably handle their house since Oct. 7.

Back

A

'

Although this, show is sold at the.
through the names of
Evelyn Brent and Harry Fox, acts

buried in the billing are responsible
for its sock effect. Miss Brent (Mrs.
Fox) delivers acceptably in a dramatic sketch and Harry Fox sells a
rendition of 'Ida' with pleasing effect,
but scoring best with the customers
are Jack Greenman and Johnny
comedians, and Chisholm
and Lampe, han '-balancing turn.
Greenman ill 'dumb bloke' charD'Arca,

:i

acterization,

walks

nrt

with a dra-

was matic .skit about Nia.gara Falls in
which he assists Miss Brent, while

got along without

.

.

Charloffe, Nov. 22.
Brent, Harry Fox, Jack
Grcenman and Johnny D'Arca, Mile.
Charie, Chishobn and Lnnipc, Gene
Fields, Holli/iuood Models (8), 'Pride
of the Bluegrass' (WB).

Evelyn

boxotflce

Roxanne.

The Republic is in the same boat
with the rest of the Times Square
hurley spots as far as business goes.
It's

STREETS DE PAREE
(BROADWAY, CHARLOTTE,

which,

Canton

D'Arca scores with slobbery vocal
efforts,
Greenman and n'.\rca also
register in another appearance with
comic singing, in which they wind
up playing in the band. Grcenmin's
comedy drum-beating is socko.
Line of eight girls dances passalily
in three appearances, best bit with
'Beer Barrel Polka.'
Mile Cherie
does a can-can and acrobatic routine
with the line, to so-so reception.
Gene Fields' impersonations miss,
only about one-third of his characterizations clicking. His souiid effects
Ten-piece band play--;
are better.
from stage. Biz good. on show cauglil.
,

Just.
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New Thanksgiving No

LEGITIMATE

B way,

Help to

Which Tries Again Tomorrow (Thurs.)

Now

state governors declining to

change
custom of celebrating on the
final Thursday of November, did

the

not benefit legit business.
plays essayed an extra

Several
matinee

Thursday (23), but, In total, business
was not up to expectations. It is
believed, however, that attendance
this week, when nearby states observe the holiday, will approximate
the usual upbeat.

Only one show

<'Skylark',

Mor-

osco) scheduled three matinees last
this week, the other new hits
playing the usual eight performBroadway was puzzled on
ances.
what to do about the two holidays,
but on the hunch that there will be
a visitor influx tomorrow (Thursday), no less than 17 attractions have

and

It's

by

auditions

tele-

phone.

Walter Greaza, legit player,
about being 'called regard-

tells

ing a radio assignment

the

told

part

He was

was that

man and was asked

older
.could

handle

of
if

an
he

Somewhat

it.

daunted by the approach but
still game, Greaza answered that
he'd
played numerous
parts on the stage.
•

Musical on- Broadway

This will be Allen's first solo legit
production.
He was formerly in
partnership with Jack Curtis, who,
now again an agent, presented two
or three plays and was interested in
several others.

TWO OF

4

LTC

Thereupon the agency execu-

SHOWS WILL

he explained, 'is an army officer a colonel, say. How would
you play that?'

LAY OFF

—

scheduled matihiecs.
Indicated, too, that a goodly percentage of New Yorkers will participate in a second turkey day. Influx means that any number of residents will host the visitors and will
have to celebrate, whether they figured that way or not. Business, however, is expected to slow up, as usual
since the Christmas shopping rush
is already taking form.

'Rock' Unexpected Help;

Wage

Cut

Two of the four attractions being
toured by the Legitimate Theatre
Corp. are coming in from the road
and will lay oft temporarily, at least,
although it is expected they will tour
again after the first of the year.
'What a Life' comes in from Syracuse after Saturday 'Dec. 2), while

Unusual support from unsolicited 'On Borrowed Time' w;il stop after
is
being given 'Thunder playing Syracuse Dec. 10. 'Golden
of Rock,' Mansfield, N. Y., which is the
Boy' is on the Coast, doing fairly

There seemed to be plenty
youngsters on Broadway for the first
Thanksgiving and for the balance of
the week. Such states as Connecticut and Massachusetts are on the old
schedule, with turkey day this week,
and there were no school vacations
therefore.. It Is from these points
that the amusements anticipate more
than average patronage this week.
'Kiss' Misses
.

Philip Barry, Rice Give

Equity Grants

."jources

Group Theatre's

presentation well, while Eva
he Galliennc, with
Drama by Robert Ar- Ibsen repertory, is easily the most
drey was not well received by the
successful of the LTC quartet.
press and it was planned to close at
The road shows encountered conthe end of the first week. It was
then announced that the play would siderable difficulty in being opposed
continue and the Group sought a by the film versions, which apconcession from Equity, which was peared to have affected 'Time' and
first

this season.

the N, Y.- Times,
from .prominent play-

(26), in

A peculiar result came when an two letters
attempt was made to book 'Kiss the wrights lauded 'Rock.' The unpreBoys Goodbye' in stands so that it cedented encouragement to a young
could get the benefit of the two author came from Philip Barry and
Thanksgivings, but the stunt missed Elmer Rice. Understood that neither
fire.
Last week ?Kiss' was in Hart- of the latter are acquainted with
ford, which celebrates this week, Ardrey, but the impression the play
and currently it Is in Washington, registered on both is undoubted,
D. C, where turkey day was last judging from- the tenor of their comments. Both were brief and both
Thursday (23).
were pointed in declaring 'Rock'
Showmen are still trying

to explain why October was much better
for show business than this month
and have figured out fresh ideas.
Pointed out that several big football
games, such as Army-Notre Dame,
which invariably brings an influx,
were moved up, and the same applied to the auto show. Latter event
formerly was hailed as a sure thing
for better business, but In recent
years it has not seemed to be of
much benefit.
Exhibits have bernmp so-elabnrated that-visitors'-timeis taken up thereby, and special ex^
hibitions were spotted away from the

(first khown as 'Tower of Light') to
be unusual drama. In addition. Rice
expressed satisfaction that such new

authors as Ardrey have entered the
theatre. Previously his 'Casey Jones,'
also produced by the Group, was
regarded as just having missed,
same going for another of Ardrey's
plays.
Excellent judges of -plays,
not in the newspaper field, have
also lauded 'Rock.'
Cast worked on a miniinum of $40
weekly last week, doing the sam e
currently, and by tne ena or tne"
week it is expected that the show's
chances will be more clearly indimain show.
cated.
Equity council conceded the
Despite the variance in grosses of change In salary arrangements, it
some attractions, highly favored in being stipulated that the playiers rethe past, the new clicks are drawing ceive a percentage if the gross exgreat attendance and last week saw ceeds operating expenses.
one or two of the moderate successes
climbing.
Occupancy in the majqr
hotels is still considerably under
normal for this period and this is believed to be a reasonable explanation why some successes have de-

But Si^gest Old 'Control System'
Doubling Cousin

After an all-day session Monday
between managers, an Equity

(27)

delegation and ticket brokers in the
offices of the. League of New York
Theatres, it was virtually assiu-ed
that the strengthened code designed
to abate ticket abuses would soon
start functioning.
Accredited agency
people gave indications that they
author into giving him a stage
would abide by the regulations. Conchance and the part was written
ferees went over the code thoroughInto the script.
Job, however.
ly from 10 a. m. until 5 in. the afterIs contingent that the boy drive
noon, stopping only for coffee and
sandwiches.
Saroyan's big car.
Yesterday Equity's council okayed
Saroyan is leaving for Califorthe changed code, provided certain
nia for a vacation and the youth
final revisions are written in.
FriIs out of 'Time' to handle the
day
(1) is expected to see the reguwheel.
lations in final form.
It was the most peaceable session
since the code meetings started.
Brokers rnadc a number of suggesTinocchio' Revival
tions which probably will be written
into the regulations, and their critiPlans StiU Underway;
cism of certain restrictions was considered.
Ticket men
inforEquity Nixes 2-a-Day mation as to penalties, sought
but that angle has been put up to the enforceEfforts have been made for some jment board of four. One of the knotlime to place 'Pinocchio'. on the t'cst problenis still facing the code's
of how to
Broadway boards
again. Show was I.efficiency is a solution
..
one of the Federal Theatre Project keep a reasonable percentage
held for direct boxoffice
attractions, forced Off when Con- tickets,
gress ruled out the
relief the- sale, out of the hands of gyps. Thiat
atre.
While the attraction was de- puzzle applies principally to the big
signed for juveniles, it drew con- hits.
'Control System' Idea
siderable critical commendation.

Ross Bagdasarian, the newsboy in *Tlme of Your Life', Booth,
N. Y., Is the 17-year-old cousin
of William Saroyan, who wrote
the play.
Kid badgered the

—

i

!

WPA

Among the suggestions being
Yascha Frank, who staged 'Pinbeen active in reviving mulled is the use of a 'control systhe show.
He proposed presenting tem,' such as formerly used by leadas a regular legiter, but wanted to ing agencies, for the sale of not only
viously.
Not only was attendance play twice daily, expecting to use: tickets sold at a premium, but also
off, but some of the organizations,
most players at minimum salary, it those offered by the boxofflces. Inwhich were in the guise of guaran- is understood. That figure, however, stead of the actual tickets, patrons
tors, sent in cancellations.
Around is virtually double that paid by FTP. would receive an order, not redeem20 such dates out of 150 were can- Equity nixed the twice-daily idea on able until performance time.
Becelled.
the ground that it might be an inroad lieved that this method would clutFortune Gallo, who, with Arthur on its eight - performance - weekly ter up lobbies and probably require
All additional performances additional boxoffice facilities, but
Oberfelder, is operating LTC, ap- rule.
plied to Equity for concessions in an require pro-rata extra pay.
would apply only to attractions In
Understood that Martin Gable and highest public favor. It is a queseffort to keep the shows lighted.
Ordinarily the rules allow a four- (Mrs.) Carly Wharton are interested tion whether playgoing would not b«
day lay-off, or the equivalent, for in the possible financing of 'Pin- made more difficult,
That duo is reputed to
Some showmen often express
shows which are routed to the C^oast occhio.'
to equalize time lost in travel. Gallo represent Joe'- 'Vhitney in making themselves as opposed to agencies,
but the bfst informed are strongly
explained the .situation resulting stage investm>..
in favor of accredited brokers as
from the cancelled time, also the
necessary to obtain the best possible
difficulty in booking fill-in dates between the guaranteed appearances. formances at the Philharmonic au- market for distribution.
Leading
Concession was not granted, how- ditorium, LOs Angeles, Friday and brokers readily i.dmit they can stim(24-25).
Reports from
ever. Showman did win a point in Saturday
(Continued on page 44)
respect to the presentation of op- there stated that Merle Armitage,
eretta revivals at Mianrii this winter. who manages the spot, cancelled
He may engage local girls fro the both Saturday performances,
especially.
Pictures were released day and date with the stage
showings, or were exhibited just pre-

'Life'

granted.

Sunday

Working Soon; Brokers to Abide,

writer.

older

tive came back with the payoff.
'Well, what we have in mind,"

occhio,' has
it

m

^^laGUARDIA VETOES^
THE SPELLMAN

cliOTus, b'\j£~~agr«<es~~Rr~Dse Jiquity fh'st~$250, whith waTTlre~"compaTi
as principals, they to be share for Friday's performance, had
transported to and from New York. been withheld. Claimed on this end
BILL
Fact that the LTC shows average that Armitage had sold $4,000 in
five performances weekly, and none subscriptions for the four LTC atMayor La Guardia of New York
play more than six, failed to in- tractions, but contended that most
yesterday
(Tuesday)
vetoed the
fluence the council.
of the money had been devoted to
Howard Spellman bill, which would
'Boy' was slated for three per- exploitationr

members

fix

He'll Quit

lieve that the bill as

duce the desired

The Show Window

of

Show

Pittsburgh, Nov, 28,
Playwrights' Co, expects to keep
Illinois' on road for
it'll have to tour next
year without Raymond Massey,' Star
of Pulitzer Prize winner said here
last week he expected to remain with
show only until spring, and had no
intention of continuing for another
If

two seasons,

Business

3 4th Anniversary Number

to the
court.'

The

To

he published late in December

'Lincoln' tour ends, and will stay
there for several months, by which
time he hopes Playwrights* will have
found a new play for him.

the Warner picture,. 'Disraeli,' was
signed by Max Gordon to star in the
Broadway legit play, 'Here Today.'
Stage drama Is slated for late
winter.

bill

may be brought up

again

New

Edition

edition of 'Hellzapoppin' is
due to go on at the Winter Garden,

N.
'

:

I

Hollywood, Nov. 24.
Ruth Gordon, currently under
contract to play Queen Victoria in

surely

New

^

Gordon's Today'

It

I believe it is invalid due
Tyson decision of the supreme

W

RKO

Max

results.

by its spon.sor any time in the next
30 day.s. and if the council oasses it
with/ a two-thirds vote over the
mayor's veto, it becomes a law.

Massey has been optioned by Max
Gordon and Harry Goetz for another

Ruth Gordon East For

tickets

will pro-

maximum.

season.

picture, but so far neither he
nor producers have found suitable
story material. Expects to return to
Hollywood early next summer, when

drawn

will not correct the vicious practices
now in existence, I have repeatedly
stated a great deal of the undesirable
methods and vicious practices in connection with the resale of theatre
tickets could be eliminated by the
theatres themselves,
'This law limits resale premiums,
at least when printed on tickets, and
possibly in all cases to a 75-cent

'Abe Lincob' in Spring

'Abe Lincoln in

maximum premiums on

purchased outside the boxoffices.
La Guardia declared: 'I do not be-

clined.

Massey Says

41

Revised Ticket Code Will Start

Charles H, Allen, New York agent,
has
acquired
William
Dugan's
'Frenchy,' a musical play, and will
present it on Broadway, possibly in
the early spring. He's engaged Lily
Lanvin, French actress who starred
in 'By Candlelight' in London, to
topline the show. Dugan is a Coast

How?

Dual Thanksgiving flccasioned by
President Hoosevelt moving up. the
date one week, and a number of

VARIETY

Charles Allen Producing

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL
ADVERTISING COPY MAY BE SENT TO ANY VARIETY OFHCE

NEW YORK
154 V^Test 46th

SL

HOLLYWOOD
1708

No/Vine SL

CHICAGO
54

W. Randolph St

LONDON
8 SL Martins PL

j

Y., late this week.
Olsen and
Johnson have been rehearsing new
skits and dance routines and it is
claimed that the revue will be 80%
changed from the original version,
Original title will be retained, but

will be billed the '1940' version.
I
'

;
'

I

'Hellz' topped Broadway for most
of last season and through summer,
no musical since 'Leave It to Me'

getting bigger gros.ses until the arrival of 'Too Many Girls,' the present
Broadway leader. 'Hellz,' however,

'

is still

'

is

drawing excellent money and
to go through a second

slated

-i^^son.

1

LEGITIMATE

VARIETY
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a
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comedy without laughter except

(or a fleeting Ccw moment-s.
Story is Ihc love match between
Sandra Page, a pretty, rich girl, (lud
Karl Hcdstruin, an arlisl whose .';tu-

Plays on Broadway

dio is on the
Village. They

fringe ot

meet

Plays Out of

Greenwich
guUoiy

in uii art

THREE AFTER THREE

dery as a gangster are players who where his works are on exhibition.
stand out.
She likes his paintings, but is seekNow Haven, Nov. 24.
"Kcv Larfio' may arouse a dirtcr- ing an old master as a ttrcseiit to hciPrania In two nrtH' nii^l prol.^p l>v M:iNProaciilcJ nl ilip Kiiii-i ence ot opinion, but it has plenty of
roineOy In two nets (eight scones)
we)l Aiiilersnii.
aunt and uncle. Proprietor of the by^(nsl,^^l
Ciiy Ilitlliin. I'arke r.i-vy and Alan I.ipBarryinorr. N'. Y.. Nov. ST. 'Sii.
drama and theatre, even if not miich shop ofrci-.<i him a goodly sum lo 'srotl
stmiril
Muni
ri-nni a play Ity llolinn; alilKCd Ity KtU
I'oul
Oo.
PlaywrlRhts'
Ibce.
anirnation.
copy a rare pninliiig known lo a tew ward Clririio l.llley: a'.ai-.-* .^Imnno Simon.
«tac«<1 l>»" Outhrlit MfCllnllc: wttlnKd
MilKl Creen. Mary llrluii; feiilure.s T-'ranceH
Jn MIelzincr; Sri.KO oiienlnR; MiSfi loi>.
experts to have been destro.vcd.
..love FPi-n-r
Williams. Art .larroU. .Mnrly ftlay. .Karl
victor d'Alc;ill.
Karl first refuse;, being an ex- Oxford, stepin retchll. 'Dudley mid
llostnck.
Ch.irlps KU'^
Nimmo
ponencnt of the modern art, but to Iha >lnrliiia; lyi-lc-i. Jnhiiity Mi-rrer:. music,
..Irnnp."* Cro.udry
J*»rry
...Alfrfil Ktrhcvciry
raise funds that lie may buy things li.iaKy t'armU-iiapl: dam-'^s. Unola McKenMonto
EDITION)
(THIRD
M\ml
Vnn\
nn;
'.NCtllngH,
Writfinii
Kacrall; .roHliiinen.
Mi-C'Inud
KlnB
lor Sandra, he finally accepts, not
r.uelnda Dallai-d: vui-aj oraniKOmeiil:!. Hugl)
Rnlph Thcoilniv
111
two nrlH. I" Hceno?, pn'uiMtlcd
ll.'\'in»
RhcrlfT a.-i-li
is for her.
'copy
knowing
that
the
Martin: oiThestralloMH. Don Walker. Joe
...Itnrol.l Joliiisiuil
h\* tin- I.:tlKii- SlaKf. Willi iiicinbora oC InU-rD'AICHln
IFnpon iililiiiniil l.adli'S linrnicnt Workers i;nlon: She has been in his studio and takes Dnbln. .\rilen Cornwcli. Vri»d Van Fpiis,
I't.i
Alter* d'Alcsln...
.^'rih-ini. n ^Mnn
Her finance, a I'.ncit Warnick: orchestra cnniliicteil by John
ni-iuiniiiiv o|H'ii<*tl .N'ov. L'T. 11)37: music nnU
les.<ions in .sketching.
<:np<»
nichnrO Ciiiv.lprv Ivriin. Hniold .1. Koine: okeiclies l>y J<iSi>i)li young bankoi-. gets .into a dispute Mr.Mnniis: preaenteil by Until .Selwyn In
r.'>rUv
ns^oclajlon
with the Shvilterts;
Ihe
.Fi-ertorlc To-<erp
.*<i-lir.inl<: plowed l>v llnhprt H. Cordon: deMurlllo
with Karl, whose fit ot teinperaincnt Shiibcrt.. New lluven. opening .Vbv. .at
'H, '3D;
Syi'J:iln; ilili'd cdltluii forinally
........ .('nrl M.TlfIrn aiKMcJ liy
Itunk
offends Sandra.
Banker had called K.'.'.n Inp.
V.vr Abliori
'31': SI.CS top.
oprncd Nov.
Prlncllla
nulli Mnrrli
Stepin Fetehll
iMsi: Alliin liixo. lOlla Gerl>er. nntl\ Uu- to jud.ge a large statue called 'Miss I'liesterilelrt.
Klllarncy.
Mary llrinn
Oolillc Iln muslin
l.iifslcln. .fean Xiiltii, Fred Schmidt. AnMrs. AaronMon...,
Special Delivery' whith a sculptor, f'arrle Cilisnit
Ithoi^n Cib.^im
Mitnl Oreen
Ulclutrd Bi.-^hoi) lliony l''axio, Moe Sclirelcr. Alma Chunnat,
....
Mr. Anronsftn
for
."studio,
made
who share."! the
VIvl liibsnn.
Simnno Simon
El^(•l JrlcU'on
Mrj, Whfolfr
Al liovv. I'nut Soymour. lly <tnrdnor. MurThe statue, by the Hviii-.v TrowlM-btKO.
linger Converae
.IJIclnnl nnr!>pp iMV »liidlrk. Uernl Could, S'ol Israel, Al Upper Sandusky.
Mr. Whpeler.
\Vllllam ClinllPp
5 Jo Jean Kogera
Ivl.i-ii.
llnrry r-||irk. Milllf Weltz, Hulh Kl- way. was done by Westbrook Pegler,
O.ipMlii Horn
Phyllis Ho.'jers
.Tnlin Fonrnlcy
PlMl Man Tourist
Ii;m)iii,
Uosv Kntifinnn, Dorothy Harrison, the Scripps-Howard syndicated col- SaleMladles
Steven llarrliiKinn.
;N'ornu Mlllav Nina lliiiaiy. Ida M.-\iirt(l, Ilandolph SawArt Jarrett
FIrsI Womnn Tourist
Looked okay, as did the Wins n'Halil villa. ..
Karl Oxford
Uelfn Carroll yer. Jean NIclla. AIke Sanda, Dorothy umnist.
.SKond Woman Tourist
I'olly Vnn '/.lie
paintings in the gallery.
..Krancca Wllllnmii
Wtrell IlTrrls 'I'liriier.
J.)lin Horn
Harrington.
.\liirly May'
Hdson Shotttcll
Sam
The young artist, on' learning of Conrad
House
arrle O'Danlela
the Ilellliov Detective
'Prns and Needles' has been mak- the trick to gyp a patron, makes
Ted Oary
art dealer kick in with most of the Waller
IIUKli Mnrlln
Season's most serious play to date ing revisions here and there for the
ItnliKon
Ralph niane
the second coin he got. Karl invades Sandra's .*^timrt
Jano Parker
Gvelyn Daw
drew a turnout of notables, who wit- past year, and now foradopted
containini;
classy
home
with
grip
a
the
time it has officially
nessed a splendid performance, and new edition' billing. Actually, only all the money in banknote.'!, which
Whether this new Selwyn-Shubcrt
When the
the Impression is that 'Key Largo' nine of the 17. scenes, sketches and he spills on the floor.
truth comes out he is chagrined, she musical becomes a job for the under.will be among the season's successes. musical bits are brand new, and how in tears, but there is the inevitable
taker or just the doctor is entirely
much bigger and better it is than the
It took the unusual to bring Paul
original version is naturally open to clinch.
lo its producers. The foundation
up
John Bcal. as Karl, and Helen
Muni back from Hollywood after a debate, but it remains the finest
there, but It's .going to require
Claire, as Sandra, arc the leads. He
lapse of seven years, and the meter show of its type since the first 'Little
skill and plugging to build a hit
Show' and the original 'Americana.' has the much better chance and turns .show on it. A wise move
ot Maxwell Anderson's lines turned
would be
performance.
Miss
Claire
in
good
a
It has biting satire and broad comthe trick. Muni dominates the per- edy, good music and, above all. is most attractive as the girl, but the to hold the show out of New York
formance and, while there is perhaps astonishingly fine performances all assignment is « far cry from her for several weeks of molding. Mu'honey chile' showing in 'Kiss the sical has some exceptionally bright
too much declamatory philosophy rolled in one.
Boys Goodbye' last season. Haila highlights .nnd al.so plenty of dud
during' the play's later stretches, it is
That it'.s a smash can't be ques- Stoddard is a standout a.<; a model mornents. The trick will be to close
the strength of his acting that should
tioned now. but it can be prognosti- who strips with ease.
the numerous ennui gaps.
Debut
Otiiei's are
niake It click, even in times when the
cated that it will be around for more so-so.
here was spotty and drew mixed
Ibcc.
average playgoer gives preference to
editions. Especially it the $1.G5 top
audience and press comment.
dramatics.
rather
than
comedy,
price scale is maintained and HarAlthou.gh
the
book
has
several
Essentially. 'Key Largo' Is tragedy. old J. Rome (songs and lyrics) and
IS
punchy bil.s, it lacks sustained comIt has a strong, content of melodra- Joseph Schrank (sketches) continue
Comedy In three arl< (Ave Bcenos) liy edy, the fault lying mainly in the
matlcs, yet there is something of a to feed the ILGWU workers the kind
Norlli and l-;arl IJiaekwell; di- dull lines.
Story sticks closely to
message gleaned from the comments of material that this "new' edition Caroline
rected by Kobert Uosk: aettlncA by Yeitheme originally seen as the 20thon tlie evil in the world, particularly unfolds.
ienll.
I'rescntcd by L4.'irry U. IrvIiiR and
Doinn at .lohn OolJen, N'. V., .Sov. Fox 'Three Blind Mice' film, and in
the creatures who have turned EuOf the eight new bits and songs, Michael
London as a play. Fact that story
'SO: $3.30 top (fl.lO openlnu').
rope into- a nightmare. There, too, is four are of smash calibre; (1) 'The 21.
l''i-,incea Smith'
Aunt r.ou
had been done previously as a picconsiderable about the conduct of Harmony Boys,' a caustic, broad and Pellvery Man
Xrlliur Weot
ture apparently escaped the majority
men and women who think deeply, belly-laugh takeoff on Fritz Kuhn.. Madame Uernardl
C'analaiit'C Cnlllnr
Ulanelio Sweet who saw opening last weekend.
the author indicating that life is Father Coughlin and Senator Robert Martha Wood Hauuli
John Craven
Harris
Show is done in the intimate,
empty In the world of today. Ander- Reynolds of North Carolina; (2) nblond
.Mary .Maaoit
Mattle Kate BniiKii
rather
than the extravagant manson also gives a fairly clear insi.Qht 'Mene. Mcne, Tekel,' as sung by col- CIndys Clay
Hernadlne Hayea
CSeorKO Carleton ner, which accounts for lack of proon what happened in Spain, and his ored Dorothy Harrison with rhyth- Truce Prince
I::dniunrt ljor.iay
duction on several numbers and
characters say that, if the country mic choral. backgrounding; (3) 'Para- Sammy....
Victoria Home
Miss Pritohard
makes the songs and dances somesuffered before Franco, it could be dise Mislaid,' satirical study of sev- .Maxlne
I::velyn liarrow.i
nothing but worse under his rule.
Score is not outArlane .Mien what incidental.
eral ClilTord Odets plays in one; (4) Drnlse.
Nick Mikatna
Charles I.a Torro standing, but fills the bill adequately,
Rather lengthy, but gripping pro- Bertha the Sewing Machine Girl' or >Trs.
.Mleen Poo while a couple of the better
Haxler
tunes
log, Is a hilltop in Spain, 1939. There 'It's Better With a Union Man.' which Shirley Baxter
Carmlna. Causlno
Cledgo Roberla are at a disadvantage due to inferior
a band ot five American lads, led by pokes- fun at the old 10-20-thirt mel- Reporter
rendition.
Tendency
of the lyrios is
l-'rederlck
Howard
King MnCloud. have been defenders lers. A close runner-up is 'Oh. Give Another Kcporler
I.'itlirop
Mitchell toward a
mere rhyming of lines
on the loyalist side. !>ing returns Me the Good Old Pays,' which is Photofrrapher
Another pholOKiaHiei-. ... Kdinond T.e Cointe rather than inspired wordage.
Orfrom a food foray with the informa- sung by Millie Weitz 'in one.'
Sam Kilwrton chestrations
Walter
at opener were not all
In comparison with the al>ove, Jarry Walker
Ruth Holden
tion that the war is virtually over
they might have been.
Cllft Ounstau
Best tune
and that the lines are falling back. though still alright, such new Jake
nossibilities look to be 'Ooh, What
That means they are to be wiped out, sketches as 'Cream of Mush,' which
Just shrug this oft as one ot Broad- You Said,' 'Way Back in 1939. A. D.,'
having had no orders to retreat. King Dokes fun at commercial radio, and
and 'Everything Happens to Me.'
wants to lead his comrades to safety, 'What This Party Needs.' a rib on way's embarrassing monients.
Piece is a little something about a 'The Rhumba Jump.s' is a hot click,
but they refuse, when Victor D'Al- Republicans, appear to suffer. Some
the older material has been southern gal who cashes in on a sen- and 'Darn Clever These Chinese' is
cala, whose people' had been proud, of
wealthy Spaniards before going to brought up to date, notably the 'Five sational newspaper story and, with fair enough for comedy. Numbers
America, resolves to remain on post. Little Angels of Peace' scene. For- the help of an astrologer and a re- that register better inslrumentally
porter, gets
Hollywood. There than vocally are 'Wait Till You See
King goes alone, and the others are merly it was four, but now Stalin she abandons to
a career to marry the Me in the Morning' and 'How Nice
killed.
Returning to America, he is has ijeen added to Hirohito, Cham- reporter, while her mother is all set for Me.' The Martins,
ace mixed
-a-tortttred-soulr%onder-ing-^hether berlain, Hitler and Mussolini, with
jmantet-aid-malgiiLally n sAllinp ggvhe, too, should not have remained to TTe Nazi aria~CgmmTOfe t dU tai ijrs^
eral songs.
strictly featherweifcht.
face the
insurgents.
He finally knocking each other out at the finish.
Only thing that dignifies the effort
Besides having more playing polShow uses only eight girls tor enreaches the poor home of Victor's
Collier
is
the
presence
ot
Constance
ish;
also
plenty
this new 'Pins' is
sembles, best routine
being the
father, who had been blinded over
and Blanche Sweet in leading parts.
In
an earlier
there- during Rivera's regime.
The earthy. There's more than double But like the rest ot the cast, they're rhumba number.
straight tap, line Is too long, with
house is near a wharf on Key Largo, entendre in Rome's song, 'Dear Bea- helpless.
Understood co-producer little variation in steps. Mary Brian
Florida, D'Alcala having only his trice Fairfax.' sung by Miss Weitz. Michael
Dolan is actually a fictitious and tour boys give second act a
fine, sensitive daughter, Alegre, to Mimics ot Kuhn. Coughlin and Reynolds also CO to town, and 'Bertha' is person apparently on the plausible pleasing sendofT with some liglit
take care of him.
about an old-fashioned girl fighting theory that no one individual should stepping, and Ted Gary is in for a
Though he had hoped to ^et some off the boss' roue son.
have to take all the blame.
couple of good tap bits, one of them
measure of assurance that his action
As one ot the characters said in with Mitzi Green to good results.
On the acting side, Al Eben, who
In leaving Victor and the others was plays and looks like Kuhn. is a the third act. *I feel like running
Dance specialties that click are two
not wholly wrong, father and daugh
away and hiding somewhere.' That routines by Dudley and Bostock,
standout PS future Broadway ma
who
ler bitterly resent King.
But they terial. He's a sterling comic. Close sentiment seemed to be pretty gen- travesty Chinese and Cuban
dances
have him stay, for the girl has loved behind him in- laugh-getting ability eral on both sides of the footlights ii\ a manner similar
to that ot the
him from afar. Their later discus is Harry Clark, who's the Lord High opening night.
Hol>e.
Hartmans.
sions and declarations on life, worn
Executioner in the older, but still
Opening performanc- belonged to
anhood and courage constitute not a verv excellent, "Tlie Red Mikado,* a
Miss Green and Frances Williams,
few very quiet scenes, but flrst- ''lick added tor the second edition.
nlghters remained patient until the Mi.ss Harrison does a bangup job
ComiMljr In Ihrpp n.^ls by (iladyii Hiirl- primarily the former, with a third
generous share being copped by
hiit;
[iresriiiod by (Jeoi-Rft AIiIki'.i: Hi;i>;t».I
end.
with 'Mene. Mene. Tekel,' and thi.s by Ablwiii; yoi.tliii:. Jnbii UonI al Mi't Stepin Fctchit.
Latter, part, not in
Melodramatic thread of the story tune anneai-s destined for the hit Honry Miller. N. V,, opcnlite Nov. -JS.
original version, was written in for
has to do with sure-thing hoodlums class. She al.so sings the new, patri- $3.!ll) top.
tlie sepian draivlcr and he went to
llr'Own
...K.llth Van Cipve
who rent a cabin and use the wharf otic 'Stay Out. Sammy.' Miss Weitz Maggie
town on ever.v appearance. It's his
Crant
.Wllllnin Swell'in
for fixed gambling.
Murillo, the is another swell deliverer in a fine Nellie
Miixliia Stuart
first crack at this type of work and
head thug, has designs on the girl aggregation of players, her big click Mary Carr..
June Wnll;er rates him
well for musicals. Miss
Michael Cm
...Paul McOruth
but the old man knows the fellow coiafne via 'Beatrice Fairfax.'
Peggy CanGene Tle'rncy Greeh has been given the choicest
had killed a road foreman the night
There's no better entertainment Durward Xcsbltt...,
Tom I'ov.-ei-a lines and tunes and she certainly
before and sunk the body. Having buy nn Broadway than this group of Rosa Ilomei-u
I2elty Field
knows what to do with them. She
Richard Cregg goes
befriended two Indians, he gets them ne'idleworkers
Home White
with
the
over
in
every department and
Kmma
Marietta Canty
to float the corpse, and a situation Schrank material.
Scho.
Rutch Marllti
James Corner halts proceedings with takeoffs oa
arises.
Dopey Clark
Vllllam Bloea Garbo. Hepburn and Fanny Brice.
Julian
'Louin Smith Miss Williams
Sheriff, who has been greased by
scores with repartee
(
William
Slopleion
Murillo, seeks an arrest, and the In- I
as a four-time grass widow and puts
I
Two Chocolate Di-opn.l
.1 \Vllllatna» Slapleton
dians arc brought in. King upsets
over two highly satisfactory ditties,
Comedy In three acts, presented at Ihe
that plan by declaring that he was Hudson, N. Y., Nov. VJ, 'Sil. by T. Edward
George Abbott is in high esteem one ot them the rhumba standout.
the assassin
With gun in the belly Hamljleton and Itlchnrd Skinner; written with playgoers because ot his flair
ToD-billed is Simone Simon, but
of Murillo, he forces the gambler by Justin Sturm; letllncs by Donald Oen- for presenting plays that provoke th French miss
fails to land as exalaser; staged by Aurol Lee: $3..^0 top.
backward towards the door, figurine Thuraton
Up to date the manager's pected. Aside from a plea.sing perDoe Doe Green mirth.
that one of the other thugs would MIsa Steel
VIrslnIa Chauvenet efforts have been distinctly success- sonality, Miss Simon offered
little at
shoot, and both are so killed.
Ga;:o Clarke ful but 'Ring Two' is considerably the opening
Ro- Mr. Holden.
show, both her speaking
.\rthnr Keswick
Keynolds E7vana
mance can have little part in so dire Sir
anj singing being too weak to regisWon't last long.
Karl Hedstrom..
Deal below standard.
John
a story, but the love of the girl for .^nndra ra!;e
The play's happenings are feasible, ter. An attempt to bolster her vocal
Helen Claire
King is definite. Shi* had decided llemlnK:
V'rank Rrown but that does not go towards mak- of a torch song by use ot
a hidden
.William Hansen ing
that for him life would be but a T.arner
the story diverting enough. mike and amplifiers flopped so badly
nila
Halla Stoddard
living hell.
players in action it resultec" in the number being subHarvey Van Inectt
l=;dinund Georf^e There are good
Muni's performance has stimething Charles
Edward Broadiey but soniehow they seem to miss fire sequently yanked.
Perhaps it's a
most ot the time.
mistake giving Miss Simon so much
of magic about it, so finished i.s his
Story is localled in Mary Carr's prominence in billing and advance
The Westchester and Connecticut
playing. Onstage nearly all the way,
he commands attention every time set turned out for this premiere, as home in the Connecticut hills, she publicity, her appearance being conhe speaks. There are a number of the producers are known up in that having retired from the stage. When siderable ot a letdown from the another excellent performances also, region tor their summer theatre ac- her colored couple, who are engaged, ticipation. She has charm, but preswith Uta Hagen, a young actress who tivities. First-nighters were politely are visited by their son and his ent role requires more than that.
has come along rapidly, turning in a responsive, but that won't help this pickaninnies, the result is certainly
Miss Brian pleases as the demure,
not as funny as anticipated.
fine showing as Alegre. only femme newc;-i in-betweener.
home-loving member ot the triumAt the suggestion ot Durward virate, giving an assured performThere arc some pretty good actors
lead In the large cast. Harold Johnsrud as the blind father, Frederic To- and somo \(.-ry nice scener.v on the Nesbitt, her former leading man, ance throughout.
In
supporting
';•",
i'
Mary
is
inclined
to
return
'i
to
credit
the
siu>'.
the
.^'"'-t
Theodore
as
Ralph
roles are Art Jarrett, W'ho clicks hiszere as Murillo,
footlights, and it's likely they- v^iU li'loniijally
.:%'
the SherilT, Jose Ferrer and Charles getting nowi
as well as vocally; Marty
(Continued on page 44)
Mav. who puts pep in punch lines as
EUIj as soldiers, and Richard Cowr ro'iiaii."? '>'.
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Town

a middleaged rake; Earl Oxford, love
interest opposite Mt.ss Simon: Barri^
O'DanieKs, who wrings a flock ot

laughs from a house-deleetive bit
and Roger Converse, suitor to Miss
Brian.
Plot tells of three Gibson girls
Rhoda and Carrie who oper-

.

^ .

.

.'

.

Steve Harrington
the maid sister, not

'

—

RING

TWO

:

l

.

LIKE

W

'

:

'

'

falls for Rhoda
knowing her true

when tricked into Vivi's
offers to marrv latter to
things.
Vivi really loves

identity, but

bedroom he

square
Wing, so she calls

off

the Harrington

engagement by hopping a plane to

Cuba

to look for the former, who has
taken a tuba-tooting job there. Steve
follows and the whole thing is unraveled by having Vivi marry Wing,
Rhoda wed Steve, and Carrie hitch
to
Henry Trowbridge, struggling
young lawyer from back home.
Rating mention are the sets by
Watson Barratt; quartet arrangements by Hugh Martin and costumes

by Lucinda Ballard, who is said to
have done the trick on very short
notice.

Edward Clarke

Lilley's di-

opening

had

rection

running

smoothly.

Bone.

Herself, Mrs. Patrick

Crowley
Wilmington, Nov.
Comeda-drn'mH

In

three acta

(111

2S.

m-enea)

by Derail Hurley. Adapted from hi.-, novel;
presented by Itull Shelioii: atugfiV by Itoben MIlLon; aettlnga, Kiigener Diiiilvte: al ih>
Playhouse. Wilmington, opening Nov. 25,
•;iii:

f-^.-M top.
ICIIloi-nn

Maria

Molly Pierson
Ceurgin Harvey
.Itiiih Amiii
Vny (-unneniv

Mni-y Kllen Shay
Mrs. Pnlrii-k Crowley

Aggie Kelly
Mr. Cone

.Mvrlliner

Jake- Rablnuwit/.

John
I'll*

I.ce

Olive P.eevfta-Sinllli

Dorothy Kinory

Wyn Cahoou

Iternadeltft O'Rrlen.

Mother

b-t.

Weldun
Kolmar

John .Vdair

Ivllloraii

Woman

Sister Porire.ss

Ulidget o( Ireland,

Ci'osmon
Mirhuel Wlilena
Jennie Moscovrilv

lleni'iclln

Sainmy Klolz
l.eeky klolz....
I'ed

Adams.

rhillp

Huston

..Uernnrd Hughes
David Leonard

l.nrry 1-owler
Saul Barron

Anton
Night Club Singer
Policeman

'.Allierl del^and
Charles Mi'Carlhy
tlilbert Katea

Doran Hurley's laudable intentions
in promoting tolerance and lancing
at racial prejudice have not served
to transmute his pleasant novel into
theatrical material ot any particular
effectiveness.
Confused and tedious
narrative, which often lapses into
laughably corny theatre, reaches occasional points of warm humor, but
the effect is never more than artificial.
It's difficult to see any chance
for

it.

i

-

KNOW WHAT

Hamp-

.

.

.

in

their

Palm Beach

.

RISING

farm

Left a small legacy, they pool
resources and break out iit
as a girl' of wealth, her
maid and chaperone, respectively
The idea is to snare a wealthy husband, but things become garbled
when Vivi goes for a penniless adventurer. Wing D Hautville. who ia
being sUlked by Polly Van Zile
four-time matrimonial loser. Wealthy
shire.

.

ARIES

—New

Vivi,

ate a chicken

Most-regre ttabl e at t his-time-par—
ticularly, is that a play which so
rarnesttv underscores the blighting
effect ot religious intolerance must
be so clumsily handled fro.m every
aspect.
An evening with Hurley's
effort serves only to point up how
woefully the theatre currently needs
a play to express his ideas.
Thematic element of religious tolerance is presented through the central character, Mrs. Crowley, a devout Catholic widow, played by Ruth
Amos. Her friend ot long standing,
Jake Rabinowitz, a Jewish tailor,
portrayed well by Lee Kolmar, helps
her outwit a New York syndicate by
bargaining in her behalf when she
sells a ticket she has drawn on the
favorite in the Irish sweepstakes.
Kolmar, In the bargaining .scene, provokes nearly all ot the play's laughs,
but unfortunately fails to appear
after the first act.
A trip to N. Y., during which Mrs.
Crowley persuades a young wealthy
woman not to mortgage her son's
future to scandal by deceiving her
,

husband, subsequently develops into
the revelation that tlie woman is the
daughter of the magnate responsible
for the spoiled beef which killed Mrs.
Crowley's husband in the SpanishAmerican war. Thus, the first of
several oppoi:tunitics is offered tor a
testimonial to tolerance by Mrs,

Crowley.
Henrietta Crosman has a role that's
not commensurate with her ability.
As the Mother Superior, she gives a
..

quiet, charming
Utterly wasted.

performance

that's

Jennie Moseowitz, ably supported

by Michael Willens, gives a satisfying performance. Dorothy Emory, as
a nun whose only English is a cute
'okay,' is ingratiating.
Fay Courtenay brings a wealth ot experience to
a miserable role, as a friend of Mr.s.
Crowley. Others in the cast are not
given much opportunity, except for
Miss Amos, whose painstaking attention to the character of Mrs. Crowley endows it with some life.
Plain and cheap settings, except
for a well-built jncknifc. the convent
reception room. Robert Milton cannot be proud of his direction this
time, but the .script is actually what
Curt.
checked his hand.

——
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$60,000—Petty?

CENSORS OUT
IN ROAD'

Current Road Shows
(Week

Lionel Stander, who appeared
In the four-performance run of
Vicki Baum and Benjamin Gla-

ROW

zer's

$60,000
Night,' at the

early

flop,

of Nov.

'Summer

WBNX

Billy Berns.
Latter remarked
on the air, 'I hear you stole the

'DuBarry Was a, Lady' (Ethel Merman, Bert Lahr— Forrest, Philadel-

Censors goes out.

show.'

phia.

That was the effect ot a Tobacco
Road' ruling by Special Chancellor
John Hooker that allowed cussing
Jeeter Lester to trod Nashville's

'Petty larceny,'
reply.

The show goes on

—the

Board

ol

Ryman Auditorium

stage Thursday
(23) for the second successive year.
Hooker ruled that the 25-year-oId
city ordinance creating the Nashville Board of Censors is invalid, and
that although its validity had never

before been questioned, the city
never had legally possessed such a
board. .The special chancellor's ruling was based on the fact that the
board was empowered by an ordinance passed April 21, 1914, but
amended by a later ordinance passed
during the same year.
'Tobacco Road,' regarded by many
southerners as an insult to
the
south,

Eva

•Follcs

'The Boys
sical

hit

season,

Royalties
From

Are Cut
mu-

Syracuse,' a

Alvin, N. Y., last
go on tour under the

King)

McCoy & Wee
revision

are seeking a
royalties

of

downfrom

who wrote

'Boys,' otherwise
to "take

the

fell

scared

victim of

the

show

ters)
Taft,

Alexander
WooUcott
spoke
here C.O.D. last week under the
auspices of the Fort Worth Lecture Foundation. Half way up
to
the lecture platform, he
turned to the Foundation chair.

man, Mrs. J.' W. Mitchell, and
said in the full hearing of his
audience: 'Dp you have my checlr
ready?'
'Do.

you

it right this minute?'
said, "Yes, before I go on.'

He

she

Startled,

said,

The chairman
until

she found

some

scuttled around
the treasurer,

a certified check ready,
it to Woollcott
He
pocketed the check and went on

and took

to talk of his favorite subject

from Broadway for nearly three season.?, Warners bought and' has operated the Biltmore theatre right along.
George Abbott, stage producer, has a

himself.

slump that

during the first
month of tlie World's Fair and was
abruptly closed after operating heavily in the red during that period.
Ledger showed that after the production nut had been paid off, the
black balance was virtually wiped out
in the final weeks and Abbott decided not to send the show out this

quarter interest in the house. WB's
Hollywood is currently tenanted by

Ease Tax

'Scandals.'
Known that 'under wraps', Wilk has
steadfastly advocated a resumption
of the liaison between the stage and
screen, principally for studio material. Yet it is likely that the books
will show a goodly profit on the
stage end of WB's ventures, starting
notably with 'Three Men on a Horse'

Will

Especially Help Legit

—
—

Broadway

to

Cincinnati (30-2).

On Amusements;

With Mgrs. for Raises

Louisville, Nov. 28.
Mayor's Legislative Committee approved modification of Kentucky tax
on amusements, with support of
San Carlo Opera Boston ()pera local newspapers and taxation as- and including 'Boy Meets Girl.' Conipany's legit Interest actually datea
Hons*, Boston.
sociations, as well as Kentucky State back to Doris
Warner's (Mrs. Mer'Springtime for Henry' (Edward
Federation
of
Labor,
Musician's vyn LeRoy) cleanup when
she furEverett Horton)— Erlanger, Chicago.
Local 11, and local deckhands union,
Taminr of the Sbrew' (Alfred all of whom expressed themselves as nished 25% of the ^nancing for 'Men
in White,' the Group Theatre's Initial
Lunt, Lynn Fontanne)—Oakland Auin favor of a reduction In the amuse- click. She is the
daughter of H. M.
ditorium, Oakland (27); Alhambra,
ment tax, which has kept several Warner.
Sacramento (28); White, Fresno (29
road shows from playing in the slate.
Both 'Girl" and 'Horse,' laugh
30): Savoy, San Diego (1-2).
Reports of committees expressed shows, drew great grosses.
Abbott
'Three After Three' (Simone Si
belief that equalization of the tax figured in
both, haying staged the
mon, Mary Brian, Mitzi Green)
would provide more revenue than former, then directing and producing
Shubert, Boston.
now provided by confiscatory tax.
the latter.
It was that play that
'Tobacco Koad' (Slim Timblin).
Suggested was a tax of Ic for each cemented the alliance between AbPlymouth, Boston.
25c of the basic price of tickets, be- bott and the firm', and it is believed
'Tobaceo Road' (John Barton)
ginning at 3i9c. State tax ranges from that there was a silent- arrangement
Erlanger, Atlanta.
'Tonleht We Dance' (Ruth Chatter- Ic on admissions of from lie to 18c, between them in the presentation of
to 43c on an admission totaling $3. 'Room Seryice,' another laugh show
ton)— Nixon, Pittsburgh.
'When We Arc Marrier' (Alison Of a $3 admission, $2.33 is established turned out by Abbott,
Grand, London, Ont. price, 24c Federal tax, and 43c State
Skipworth )
Backing Musical
(27); His Majesty's, Montreal (28-2). tax. William H. Camp, manager of
Same manager and Warners are
Memorial Aude, said 19 shows canWhite Steed'— Hanna, Cleveland.
teamed in "Too Many Girls,' currentcelled their performances last year,
ly leading Broadway's li.st, it being
passing up Louisville, but' playing
the first musical, to have the picture
Cincinnati and Indianapolis.
end's backing. Now believed, howJoint subcommittee report termed
ever, that Warners had more than' a
INDEFINITELY tax confiscatory and said it forced rooting interest
in "The Boys from
Louisville patrons to go to other
lor,

Florence

cago.

However, on the basis of the road
showing of 'Leave It to Me' and the

Italy.

Reed)—Harris,

Chi-

—

,

—

LARRY SCHWAB TOLD
TO REST
If

and when 'Nice

Goin',' mu.sical

cities

for

cultural

Syracuse,' Abbott's musical offering
last season, although this iilti..iately

entertainment,

and deprived local stagehands, elec- wound up at Universal where
version of 'Sailor Beware,' which
it ii
Xaurence_Schwab_ordered oft—after, tricians, musicians, and others of a -j ust-gblng-into^ork^The-^Warners-—
Boston try-out, reaches the
boards again it will not have the
producer in the managerial set-up.
intended revamping the
show, but impairment of his health
led him to decide otherwise.

the

livelihood.

Abbott schedule started this season
with 'See My Lawyer,' which is a
moderate success.
Tw6 of last
week's premieres were backed by
the film firm, one being Abbott's
'Ring Two,' which drew a bad press
and was hastily taken off at the

Legit season gets under way here
with Oberfelder-

Thursday (23)
Gallo 'What a

,

Memorial
Auditorium. 'On Borrowed Time'
is
set for Dec. 14, followed by
Showman, who went to Florida 'Golden Boy,' March 29, and 'Hedda
under orders to take an indefinite Gabler,' with Eva Le Gallienne to

Schwab

Life'

at

Miller.

Missing money also rest, is troubled with a cardiac ail- conclude the scries. Season tickets
includes about $300 collected for the ment.
Doctors forbid^ TiTm' playing are priced at $3 to $7.50, including
Actor's Fund, during a drive for tennis, and he was advised not to tax.

Sellers

Union, afliliated with the stage hands
International,
continue to huddle
with the managers for the purpose
of securing a basic contract and an
Increase in pay. At a recent session,
the bnrguininc committee for the
boxofrice people reiterated, the claim
stagehands regulation."!,
that
the
which bars an affiliate from seekin.T
a wage boost during the first year of
the charter, does riot apply to the
treasurers.
They frankly told the
showmen's committee that it was
not in their province to attempt an
stagehands
investigation
of
the
union by-laws.
At the same session, the managers
pot forth a proposal to the effect that
there be no change in the present
scale, but an increase of 10% becomes effective next season, which
would mean a two-year agreement.
Boxoffice people mulled over the
proposal and then .<;ent. word to the
managers that the plan was not satIcfactory.

Matter is slated for decision one
If the
or another this week.

way

managers stick to their proposal, action by the b. o. people may follow.
Whether that would be in the form
of a walkout is up to stagehands'
union executives.
Treasurers receive $75 weekly,
with as.sistanls getting $50, and a
boost of $15 Is sought for each.
Under the managerial idea, the increase would be $7.50 and $5, respectively, or $82.50 for treasurers,
iind $55 lor assistants.

summer

Being comparatively
climb stairs.
Local guarantors also held meeting
Spa theatre started the season very young, physicians say, that he will be Friday (17) in preparation for third
Be- completely restored after a term of summer operetta season at Iroquois
well, then ran into difficulties.
fore the shortage was discovered inactivity.
Park.
Producer formerly figured in the
Ellis resigned, but claims to have
given Miss Lawder a note for share presentation of smash musicals on
He disclaimed respon- Broadway, notably 'Good News' and
of the red.
with Jean Rodney to
teamed
Through,'
sibility for the tax money and con- 'Follow
Some seasons ago
tended that other officers of the Frank Mandel.
they split up, Schwab embarking on
project were equally liable.
Writer Robert Kentner
a Hollywood career with the intenCase is carded for trial Jan. 9.
lion of not returning lo the legit
His Coast ventures became
Wa.shington, Nov. 28.
stage.
irksome and he tried out 'Knights of
Jean Rodney, young New York .soRepeat Lecturers To
Song' at the St. Louis municipal cialite who is interested in the manMusical,
opera plant last year.
agerial end of the stage, will wed
Appease B.O. Squawks which was ba.sed on the lives of Gil- Robert KIntner, political writer,
bert and Sullivan, was brought to whose articles appear collaboratively
Broadway at Warners' Hollywood, with Jo.scph W. Alsop. Miss Rodney
Policy followed by many lecture then called the 51st Street, last fall,
has an interest in 'Swingin* the
halls around the country of selling but it failed.
Dream,' which opens in New York
subscriptimes
more
two to seven
'Goin' ' was not an .expensive pro- tomorrow night (Wed.). She also has
on
the
exare
seats,
than
there
tions
duction, outlay, being around $55,000,
a piece of the revival, 'Outward
law
of
average,
(he
pectation that
of which the Shuberls were in for Bound,' now on tour.
will
work
out
night,
on any specific
$20,000. Richard (Dick) Bergcr, who
Father of the bride-to-be is a Wall
okay, is causing trouble presently for succeeded Schwab as the managing Streeter and is said to h^ve been
series
it
University
as
opera
in
St.
the Columbia
director of the muny
concerned in the backins; of several
Shuhas for Town Hall, N. Y., the past Louis, also has an interest.
Max Gordon attractions. For the first
auspices
keep
show
Lecture
taking
the
years.
reported
several
bcrts were
time .she gets billing on the Erik
having to modify their policy or over intact, but J. J. more recently Charrell 'Dream' production.
make special gestures "of appease- was said to have declared himself
ment to Irnte subscribers who can't out. Mary Martin and others of the
other
engagelecturer
is
popuhave
accepted
the
when
cast
scats
get
Mrs. O'Leary Dies
lar and the boxoffice calculations go ments.
Chicago, Nov. 2H.
cockeyed.
Mrs. Kate O'Leary, who worked
MAKING IT EASIER
To mollify the seatless, Columbia
years backstage at (he
for
many
University is trying out having lecRobert Ardrey, author o( "Thunder
(^rand
Opera
Hou.sc
as wardrobe
turers .spiel twice instead of once an Rock,' at the Mansfield, N. Y., is
i24) in the
evening. A 5:30 lecture and an 8:45 doing a screen treatment nf the play mistress, died Friday
repeat will be given by Maurice tor submission td the Hollywood County hospital here of injuries received
from
a
fall.
Hindus. Mrs. F. D. Roosevelt, Eve story eds.
She was understood to have been
It's a simplification of the play's
Curie, Pierre V;m Paos.sen and H. R.
85 and retired about two years ago.
theme.
Knickerbocker in near future.
support in

others.

Two productions are yet to come,
one being in rehearsal, and it is likethat Warners legit department,
headed by Jake Wilk and Bernard
Klawans, will figure in other legits
as the season progresses. The firm
took the lead in the movement to
patch up the differences between the
authors and Hollywood, and while
they subscribed to the gentlemen'!
agreement that kept the Coast away

who had

Kentucky

'

ly

The other attraction is TTie World
We Make,' presented by Sidney
Kingsley at the Guild with WB's
backing, show getting a divided
press.
Shows which are due with
WB financing are 'We the Living,'
about to go into rehearsal under Abbott's direction, and 'The Woman
Brown,' ostensibly to be presented

Government.

Hndiye

Tickiet

—

—

ON URCENY CHARGE

and

Dauirbters' (Ethel WaEnglish, Indianapolis (27-29);

'My Dear Children' (John Barrymore) Selwyn, Chicago.
'N« Time for Comedy' (Katharine
Cornell) American, St. Louis.
'Of Mice and Men' (Guy Robertertsoii)
Civic, Portland, Me.
'Outward Bound' (Laurette Tay-

ARREST FRED ELUS

Treasiirers

tivities,

28.

want

(Dennis
Auditorium, Kan-

No longer screening Its' legit acalthough the revised basle
pact covering productions backed bypicture coin has not been okayed by
the managers, Warners is in front aa
the most prolific of legit showmen so
far this season. It is operating two
legit theatres,yhas already backed six
shows by three different managements, and is in on the operation of

Etc.

Worth, Nov.

Ft.

Mamba's

Boys' virtually spanned the season and was rated. well out in front.
It

Man Who/

'The

,

in ticket demand at the
agencies.
Matter appears to be a
toss-up, some brokers having a better call for one, while others nominate the other show for that rating.
Staffs of both theatres claim they
are willing to bet they are right,
Fred Ellis, who was business manwithout Indicating who ii to judge ager of the Spa theatre, Saratoga
the 'photo finish.'
Springs, last summer, was arrested
At both theatres the problem of In New York Wednesday (22)
how to keep tickets from the hands charged with grand larceny of apof diggers is being considered. Re
proximately $2,400. He was taken
ported that tickets for 'Dinner' and to the resort and arraigned Saturday
•Father," which play to standees at (25), being held under $2,500 bail
all performances, are being offered by Judge Anthony J. LeBelle after
1o agencies by a new crop ofgyp- pleading not guilty.
Warrant was
pers, who are asKmg a dollar and issued on complaint of Hope Lawmore premium over the $3.30 box' der, who, as president of the SaraManagements are at' toga Players, operated the house.
office top.
tempting to segregate mail orders
It is alleged that the discrepancy
and reject all that are figured to in the accounting of the theatre's
come from illegitimate purchasers. funds is the difference between the
actual takings and the admission's
taxes, said not to have been paid the

Still

—Municipal

.

topping

Men

Robinson)—

'Leave It (o Me' (Victor Moore,
William Gaxtoh, Sophie Tucker)—
Auditorium, Chicago.

the

Broadway's

B.O.

(Bill

Wa.shington.

GRAVY

with Father,' as to which of
new laugh shows is

Capitan,

Crowley'—

management of. Frank McCoy and
ta (30); Convention Hall, Tulsa (1);
O. E. Wee, deal now pending between them and Georye Abbott, who Shrine, Oklahoma City (2).
'Kiss the Boys Goodbye'— National,
produced the show. Understood that

scarcity of musicals out of town,
McCoy and Wee consider its chances
okay for touring. Some of the original cast are otherwise engaged, alBit of rivalry has developed be
tween the Music Box and Empire, though Jimmy Savo, one of the
New York, which respectively house leads, is available. Comic recently
'The Man Who Came to Dinner' and returned from a three-month visit to
'Life

El

Locust, Philadelphia.
Married An AhkcI'
'I

the

at

may

Mikado'

'Hot

season.

B.O.

—

'Herself, Mrs.. Patricia
Ford's, Baltimore.

sas City, Mo. (27-29); ForUm, Wichi-

was declared' banned from
more than three weeks ward

FOR B'WAY

Bereere'

Hollywood.
If

43

Houses, Backing 6 Shows, 2 Coming

(repertory)—

Music Hall, Houston (29); Memorial
Auditorium, Fort Worth (30); Hardin-Simmons
University,
Abilene
(1); City Auditorium, Amarillo (2).

Of 'Boys From Syr/

Nashville

'FATHER' VS. DINNER'

LcGaliicnnc

Baylor university, Waco (27); State
Teachers College, Denton, Tex. (28):

McCoy-Wee Plan Toor

Rogers and Hart,
ago by the Board of Censors. Mrs.
book and score of
L. C. Naff, manager of the Auditothey do not figure
rium, who had no trouble with the
over.
board when the play staged a onenight stand here last year, instituted court proceedings which resulied in thie ruling that the board
does not legally exist.
The special chancellor explained
that, his ruling had no bearing on
the impropriety^ immorality, or obscenity of 'Tobacco Road' nor on the
discretion of members of the Board
of Censors, but only on validity «f
the board's creation.

was Slander's

VARIETY

WB Topping B way Legit; Has Two

.27)

'A NIgbt at tbe Moulin Bouie'—
Grand, Chicago.
'Abe Lincoln in Illinois' (Raymond
Massey )—Royal Alexandra, Toronto.
Coulbournc - Jones (repertory)
Walker, Winnipeg (28-2).

St James, N. Y.,
month, was interlast week by

this

viewed on
Nashville, Nov. 26.

—

theatres.

by Margaret Hewe.s. Drama was secured after a summer showing at the

Wed

I

suggestion of Warners .screen star,
Bette Davis, who is slated for the

I

I

dim version.

i

I

I

y

I

I

The revised pact is slated to be
considered by the managers at the
Now York League of
Theatres. Showmen have indicated
little interest one way or another so
far, although copies of the agreement
were sent them weeks ago. Same
ftill goes for Other picture companies,
none of whom are reported interested in new stage productions and
who expressed disapproval of the
document
becau.se
last-minute
changes were written in by the
Dramatists Guild without consulting
them.
offices of the

j

^

:

•

.

j

:

Thanks' Again On Coast

]

I

San Diego, Nov. 28.
Bobby Crawford is slated to produce
the
Alan
Dinehart
play,
'Thanks For My .Wife,' which opens
here Christmas week. Pi«ce made
its
debut on the Coast several
n.onlhs ago and has been rewritten
with Broadway in mind,
Willicm B. Fricdlander will direct.

.
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2 Quick Flops

Rakes Stage Unions

hside Stuff-Legit

Two of last week's new shows on
.Continued from pace 2_
Broadway proved fast casualties.
'Ring Two' opened Wednesday (22) stage unions, particularly as applied the Theatrical Managers, Agents and
Biographical profile of Kelcey Allen, reviewer for Woman's Wear, New
at
the Miller and slopped Saturday to legit. In last Friday's (24) edition. Treasurers union Is a hindrance and
(2C).
Sunday
section
drama
Times
York trade daily, appeared in the N. Y.
„,„^j_„ hut
times
five iimes,
but n\e
playing
(25).
show
conten- remarks: 'it costs $500 to get into
on
the
series
theme
her
writmg
a
took
has
been
as
She
Article was written by Jack Gould, who
tions made by Assistant Attorney this racket,* also stating that the same
business personalities, Allen being the second newspaperman to receive
General Thurman Arnold who. In amount of coin Is required to get Into
such attention,
RING TWO
, ^
j
referred
labor the Scenic Designers union, but that
Clipper,
places
monopolies,
the
with
was
Allen
prosecuting
paper,
Prior to joining the trade
Opened Nov. 22, '39. George
avoirdupois
applicants can't become members of
unions In that classification.
to as 'the Variltv of lU day.' Gould wrote: 'For 45 years his
Abbott's third oRerlne of the
more
He defines as an Illegitimate prac- that organization, or the stagehands*
has jogged through the theatre district until at 65 he is known by
season was greeted tepidly. AtDrama
the
of
designed
stalwart
restraints
other
union, without being elected.
'unreasonable
any
than
tice
midway
denizens of the mazda
kinson (Times) said 'only the
and
useless
of
hiring
Equity comes In for a less severs
the
compel
to
Critics Circle. ..
,
workln; draft of a comedy still
gourmet and a guy who eats
Miss Thompson
.

.

'He is the essence of the paradoxical: a
host and
• holiday dinner at a drugstore counter, a liberal and a frugal, a
man-about
a moocher, a gadgeteer from the hinterland general store and a
town from the metropolis, a wit of consequence and a connoisseur of the
unimportant. Few are more beloved,'

be written.' Variety (Ibee)
declared *lt won't last long;.'

to

'Aries Is Rising' opened at the
Golden last Tuesday (21) and simiWith Ruth Chatterton current in 'Tonight We Dance* at Nixon, Pitts- larly dropped oft the list Saturday.
years
burgh Smoky City columnists have been recalling that it was just 15
her one
ago this week that star last appeared there, at that time making
ARIES IS RISING
and only appearance In operetta in 'The Magnolia Lady.' That was a
musical version of one of her biggest successes for Henry MiUel-, Come
Opened Nov. 21, '39, Evident
Out of Kitchen,' but never achieved success of the original. 'Dance' has
from critics' reactions tlut all
been oh road now for more than two months, still warming up for Broadthe roasting wasn't saved for
way, although no date has been set yet for a New York opening. UnderThankselvine. WatU (Tribune)
stood that Miss Chatterton since has been ofltered lead In new John Van
said 'most hopeless event of the
Druten play, 'True Story,' but turned It down to stick with current vehicle.
re(News)
Mantle
season.'

One of Cole Porter's current assignments Is to pen a flock of encore
verses for the 'Friendship' song of Ethel Merman and Bert Lahr In 'DuBarry Was a Lady.' During the two-week tryout In Boston, this second
act duet stopped every show.
Although Merman and Lahr Sing their last two encores from a sheet of
paper, the demand for more was so Insistent in Boston that Lahr had to
apologize to audiences that there were no more stanzas. He promised that
there might be more in Phllly this week, where the musical continues its

'amateurishly written.
Ineptly slaeed.' Anderson (Journal) commented ' . . . a loud
clatter of boredom.'

marked

CoUege Show

pre-Broadway pruning.

Woods and the late Martin Herman, was
Thursday (23). Although the couple are non-

Irene Herman, niece of A. H.

wed

to

Morton Kenner

last

pros, the event attracted persons In show, business who attended an elaborate open house reception in the apartment of the bride's parents on River»ide Drive, N. Y.
.
.
Bride Is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 1. C. Herman, and It Is understood
her father was a silent partner In Woods' attractions. Among the guests
was Clara Llpman, who appeared to be In excellent health and reiterated
her desire to return to the stage.

^

ANY MOMENT NOW
(Trlansle Players)

Nov.

24.
Flfty-flml nniiunl muilcal. pn!»ent«l by
Princeton TrI.nnfle Players; book, music
find 'yrlcs, He«iry M. Huchea, Jr.. snil Carl
E Davis, wlih adilltlnnnl rtlaloff by Henry
FrellnKhaus. 3il; addlllonal munlcal, Mark
Lawrence: suseil by r. TVe-iley McKee;
dances directed by Karl B. Norton; KtW. Danford Compton; costumea,
tlnus.
Simon Hyde. Jr.; presented «t the McCarter theatre. Princeton, N. J.. No%'. 21, '39.
J.,

ing constantly 'held up' by that
union. She cites several attractions
to erhphasizc the point, such as "The
Cradle Will Rock,' written so that
two pianists were to play the score
but 'the production had to support 12
musicians whose contribution to the
performance consisted In reporting
at the correct hour and playing cards

for limiting rehearsals and
restrictions 'making it absolutely Impossible to achieve that perfection of performance that is the
blast

other

essence of the artistic spirit.* She
also questions Equity's alien actor
particularly the requirement
that there must be a lapse of six
months between engagemerits. Summing up. Miss Thompson wrote:
'There can be neither an experimental theatre, nor opera, or theatre for
the people unless the trade unions
back stage.' Cited, too, were 'Time revise their monopolistic, parasitic
of Your Life,* which, because of a and destructive policies.'
'Ona-Sided*
one minute number a Salvation
rules,

—

Army hymn

during which one

man

plays cornet and another the drum,
the show Is required to hire four
musicians.
'Pins and Needles* Is also mentioned as having started with two
pianists, but is now using 12 musicians. That show is under the management of the International Ladles

Garment Workers UnlOn. That end
made no complaint that another
union aimed to get employment for
its

members.

when

(PRINCETON)
Princeton, N.

unnecessary labor.'
maintains that the musicians union
Is a 'notorious case' In point, averring that producers of shows arc be-

the

ILGWU explained

revue

played

the

that
little

Labor Stage (formerly the Princess)
only the pianists were used, but on
moving to the larger Windsor, where
the show Is now running. It was
deemed necessary to have men in

The article provoked much comment along Broadway.
In managerial circles there was some satisfaction expressed that for the first

time the various union hurdles had

been

set forth In

one

article.

Tliat

it will result In a change of attitude on the union side was doubted,
however. Union end's comment was
to the effect that the contentions set
forth are one-sided.
A theatrical union leader voiced
the opinion that organized labor in
general is following the lead of tha
Federal Administration's Ideas, emanating from the White House, to
the effect that workers should get a
larger share of the profits.

From the stagehands' side it was
pointed out that employment In tha
legit field is casual and for that reason as much work as possible Is tha
closed last week at the Henry
only solution of the union's unemployment problem. Were there moia
the proper atmosphere of a Connecticut country house. Apparently the
consecutive work, it was indicated,
Job satisfied him, too, for after the show closed Root put In an order with
Nassau's collegiate thespians come
producer George Abbott to purchase all the furniture and miscellaneous
the two unions make it Impossible the allegedly difficult regulation that
best undergradu- to produce any theatrical perform- managers complain
fixtures. He's planning to buy Just such a place in Connecticut for sum- through with their
about would not
ate antics in years In the 51st annual ance rationally.*
mer vacations and weekends.
She also believes have been demanded.
Triangle production, 'Any Moment
Although Tony Draws' a Horse," which will bring Grace George back Now.'
Wealth of Intricate ballet
to the stage, was reported in rehearsal several weeks ago, it did not reach work and elaborate costuming stand
that stage until Tuesday (28). Principal reason for postponement was the
out, along with music of Henry M.
passing of Alice Brady, Miss George's step-daughter.
Hughes, Jr., and Carl E. Davis, who
prrr
Miss George will be In on the managerial end of 'Horse* along with
Continued from page 43
are also credited with the book and
William A. Brady and Lee Shubert.
settings for 'Ring Two,' which opened and
Miller, N. Y., was credited with recapturing

John Root, who designed the

the orchestra pit.
Stagehands-Musicians*

..

.

Hookup

Columnist hooks up the stagehands with the musicians, who have
a working agreement to morally
support each other. She claims that

Plays on B^way

lyrics.

Innovation this year Is record low
Mrs. Marlbel Hughston, daughter of the late Dr. S. B. Hartman, now
of New York, has leased the Hartman theatre, Columbus, O., legitimate number of performers for a Princecast,
house, for a period of Ave and a half years, to Robert F. Boda, manager ton musical. Only 10 appear In
lending an 'Intimate' atmosphere. On
of the house for years.
the other hand, co-authors have
turned out record number of 13
RCA-Vlctor has made recordings of Raymond Massey's 'Abe Lincoln in songs, two making bid for universal
Illinois.' In an album of three records selling for $3.50.
prestige, 'Funny But I Feel' and
'Maiden Fair,' with Mark Lawrence
lending an assist in the latter. Both
numbers are comparable to the late
Florence Reed MoIBng
ISAR, uilds Working
Brooks Bowman's arias, which sky-

G

r-o6koted-the-Triangle-Club_iiita.emiz.

On Code

for Self-keg.

""ShangliMtiesSre'^rouf

nence.
T. Berry Brazelton. as the feminine

Of Drama, LiL Agents

^

^
P

lead,

Pittsburgh, Nov. 28.
Florence Reed, while here In 'Out'
Plan for regulating dramatic and ward Bound,' stated she's seriously
considering a revival of 'Shanghai
literary agents Is being worked out
Gesture,' her greatest success, this
by the Dramatists and Authors' spring. 'Bound' tour is expected to
Guilds and the Incorporated So- last until middle of February, and
ciety of Authors' Representatives. Miss Reed would take 'Gesture' on
All three groups have recently road shortly thereafter.
Revival
elected new boards of directors, so wouldn't be done In New York at
the Idea of a code Is expected to aU, she said. >
take form In the next few weeks.
Star pointed out that several key
Committee from the ISAR Is spots in the east, Including Boston
drafting a proposed set of rules, and Philadelphia, had never seen
which It expects to have approved 'Gesture.'
Censors at that time
by its membership and then submit banned It In those cities. Also re'
After that the or- vealed that play on Broadway and
to the (Guilds.
ganizations will huddle to Iron out road grossed over $2,500,000. Actress
Idea, is for the stated that two managements have
any dlfTerences.
agents to regulate themselves, with already offered to sponsor 'Shanghai
Guild co-operation. Plan had been Gesture' tour, which would be for
more or less considered for several only about three months.
years, but the Eric S. Pinker embezzlement case last sprln.T brought
the matter to a head..
Ne^v members of the ISAR board
include Carl Brandt, Harold Ober,
rj dney Sanders and John W. RumThose resey, all literary agents.

were Harold Freedman,
elected
Richard J. Madden and Thomas F.
Kane, all play agents.

and Tallman

Blssell,

male

drew the individual palms
Princeton

premiere

Friday

lead,

the
night

at

(24).

Six chorus routines went ofl with
ease at the opening. In comparison
with dancing lines of past .years, current show displays better timing and
co.<;tumlng.

Costumes for dancers lean heavily
toward the dress-parade type. Audience responded with ah ovation for

RING

BUILDING CORNELL UP

TO

Fuu

week

TWO

Pittsburgh, Nov. 28.
Katharine Cornell Is trying to rearrange her tour In 'No Time for
be wed. But he turns up with Rosa, Comedy' In order to play a full week
a vibrant young thing who's strong here at the Nixon. Original ItinerOne try at that ary called for her to do only four
for winter sports.
is enough to convince him that that
days here, opening Jan. 24, followsort of exercise Is not for men of
Mary's situation Is made ing Los 'Angeles.
his age.
However, Bill Fields, for Playmore complicated when her former
husband, Michael, arrives with his wrights' Co., Is now trying to fill
pretty daughter, probably by a pre- In few one-nlghters along the routs
vious union.
In order to bring Cornell here On
Most-ot—the— guest.s are nff to a. -J«nuary;-29-for—a-r-egular—eight^>eii_
barn dance In the face of a heavy formance stand.
Star previously
snow storm. Peggy has an idea that played two split-weeks here, one by
dad is still in love with Mary and
First
that Is quite evident when he gets choice and other by necessity.
Mary goes was in 'Romeo and Juliet,' the other
lost In the blizzard.
forth to find him but Michael Is de- in 'St Joan,' when she fell ill 1"
livered by tha crew of a snow middle of week and had to cancel
plough.
remaining performances.
The author contrived some laugh
Nixon, incidentally, looks set for
lines that are capably handled by Its
best season in years. At this time
Edith Van Cleve, as Mary's agent
had
and close friend of the family, but in 1938, theatre, had already have
there Is not enough fun to the per' couple of dark weeks. There
formance, played in one set. As the been none so far since house reacting strength seems to be present, opened late In September and bookthe weakness Is apparently In the ings are solid through to middle of

—

curtain scene, which filled
the stage with 'girls' attired in for- script.
February.'
mal red -satin evening gowns and
June Walker appears as Mary and
male partners in tails.
stands out, though she has had bet
Dizzy plot brings about a happy ter assignments.
Lenita
to
Tom Powers, as
ending with practically everyone on Nesblit, Is fairly good, but he, too,
Los Angeles, Nov. 28.
stage getting hitched.
Authors re- has had more effective parts. Very
Lenita Lane leaves for Broadway
sorted to conventional last-act tricks attractive is Gene Tierney, who at'
lead in 'A
femme
to get their comedy ended, but as tracted attention last season in a shortly to play the
comedy It's handled with extreme small part in 'Mrs. O'Brien Enter Thousand Times No,' written by
skill.
tains.'
She does well as Peggy. An- Crane Wilbur, her husband.
Show opens with cast learning that other decorative young actress is
In
playing
Currently Miss Lane Is
Wendy Sanders, nlayed by Brazelton, Betty Field, appearing as Rosa.
'Rain' on the local stage.
is to receive $5,000,000 in cash It she
(Withdroton Saturday a/ter five
marries before reaching the age of
One
gyps.
hands
of
tickets
the
out
of
performance;
printed
the
record
for
)
21.
Fred Bludge. played by Charles
Ibee.
method advanced by the brokers
Neumann, has already presented 26
Monday was to 'freeze' the allotcandidates for her hand. Knowing
ments. Argued that If the number
that he will receive a share of the
payoft, he is on hand with his 27th
and locations of tickets is so fixed
David .Howard has gone to his prospect at the opening curtain.
for two or three weeks, agencies
place at Jonesvllle, N. Y„ to do a
Aunt Flora, played by William C.
would have a better chance for
.Continued from pace 41.
new play. His 'Recessional* is being Matthews, stands to get the fortune
proper distribution and there would
if Wendy does not marry on time.
handled by Brandt & Bra-ndt.
ulate and maintain interest in shows, be less risk of preferred tickets seepPlot Is woven around this situation,
Arnold
Sundgaard has nearly with usual attempts to promote and but must have the incentive of co- ing out of boxofllces to wrong perflnished a new drama about a Negro foster marriage.
Play ends with operation from the managements sons. This Is one of the brokers' sugrevolt during the 1800'e.
Wendy marrying reporter, played by principally In being assured of reg- gestions expected to be used.
There was considerable discussion
Howard Lindsay Is revising his Bissell. just one hour before dead- ular allotments so that patrons or'^
line.
To make the best of a vague
the
and Damon Runyon's 'A Slight Case situation, everyone else decides to dering In advance will be accommo over the levy per ticket from
dated.
brokers, who have been protesting
of Murder' for the amateur market. marry os well as curtain falls.
In' the sessions with Equity, the th9t 3% cents is too high and not
The Dramatists Play Service will
Brazelton, Bissell and Ben DufTy,
latter was assured that ticket control necessary. As that factor now stands
handle.
latter In role of a suitor for the herois much to be 'desired.
One line of the agencies are accountable for such
John Cecil Holm, back at his West ine's hand, are entrusted with put- thought advanced was in clTect that payment at the full rate up to last
ting over the score and they come
port, Conn., home, has completed a
through niftily. particularly in the agencies virtually control tickets, Dec. 31, the levy to be reduced to 2
hew comedy.
'Maiden Fair' number. George R. thereby placing showman under the cents froni then until March 31, pa.^Susan Glaspell hits gone to her Ross' Dortrayal of a slightly moronic domination' of brokers and therefore able in insUUments. For this season
^^lace in Massachusetts to work on a individual lends spice to the dialog relief would be welcome.
This Is 3 cents per tickets is to apply- P'osequences.
Duffy handles show's considered a rather extreme
new play.
view pr-^ed that 2 cents be u. able for enAlien Borelz has written the first comed.v lines efloctively.
forcement purposes, 1 cent beinc
Show begins Christmas vacation point of what has always been
act of a new comedy.
held in escrow, latter balance to bo
tour of 13 cities on Monday (27) complex situation.
Dan Totheroh, just in from the New York performances are .sVedded
It has been admitted that last sea
returned to brokers provided no penCoast, has two new scripts.
son there was no real effort to keep alties are levied against them.
Rose.
for Dec. 15 and 16.
first-act

Lane

Revised Tix Code

B'way

LEGITIMATE GROSSES
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Chi StiD Plenty

WW

$26,500.

scrammed
the
which
smallish Harris Saturday (25) after
three capacity sessions. Could have
stayed longer.
Arriving Sunday (26) at the Grand
•was 'Night at the Moulin Rouge,'
A. B. Marcus and N. S. Barger revue which has been touring the past
Comedy,'

two months.
At the Harris last week (Monday)
came 'Outward Bound' for a limited
stay, and will be followed in the
house by the second company of
'Man Who Came to Dinner.'
Continuing excellently are 'Springtime for Henry,' Erlanger, and My
Dear Children,' Selwyn.
Estimates for La«l Week
•I-eave It to Me,' Auditorium (1st
week) (4,000; $3.30). Initial scwion
Plenty of capacity at
solid $26,500.
lower prices,

My

Dear Children,' Selwyn l28lh

Not Enough Rehearsal

House

who

Massey,

has
been playing title role in 'Abe
Lincoln in Illinois' for a second
season, was guest of honor here
last week at a breakfast given
by Women's City Club and Women's Press Club of Pittsburgh.
Called upon for a talk following
his
introduction by Florence
Fisher Parry, columnist for the
Press, he began:
'Abe Lincoln got down to fundamentals. He didn't use cliches.
For instance, in those lines on
democracy I use in the play,

he

says,

'Democracy

is

—

','

hesitated.

is

dark this week.

Broadway has

formances by Ethel Waters in
'Mamba's Daughters' at $2.83 top.

Father,'

formances.
'SprlDgtime for Henry." Erlanger
Revival
(2d week) (1,400; $2.75).
turning in strong trade and now set
until Dec. 16. Took fine $15,000 last

week.

27G,

'MIKADO' 20G

INPHUIY
Philadelphia. Nov. 28.
Action by Judge Curtis Bok in
comrhon pleas court last week, lifting the 'Mulatto' ban clamped on by
Jate Mayor S. Davis Wilson, means
that the Langston Hughes-Martin
Jones shocker will relight the Walnut street theatre next week. Joseph
Beeker is presenting at a $1.50 scale,
with show in for indefinite stay.
Next week, the Erlanger will be

showing
film

new

(27).

musical, opened MonWe Are Married,*

comedy,

comes

is

'Hitler, Beast of Berlin,' but
announcing only one week,

can't stay

of

We

Make,' Guild,
with first

press,

in

around

'Thunder

POLKA

Indianapoli.<:. Nov, 28.
in 'Tonight

through Chvi.stmas week.
Last week's leader was

Ruth Chatlerlon,

Great
Mask and
have col-

We

Rock,'

Mansfield

i3d

$5,000.

drew

a

.

divided

"Tobacco

LOUIS

"26:000:

(3l21h

downward.
•Yokel Boy,' Majestic (22d week)
Built up well late
(R-1,107: $3.30).
week after slow start like some
others, and turned in another gross
better than $20,000.
last

,

i

'

ADDED

i

•Pins

I

week)

and Needles,' Windsor (104th
(R-961; $1.65).

New

edition

Saturday (25) drew distinctly favorable press comment; bettering $7,000
and may stay through another season.

miES' SOCK

—

—

$18,000

IN-4TH H^WOOD

Know What

I Like,' Hudson (2d
week) (C-1,094; $3.30). Opened late
last week (24); weak press; doubtI

.

Forrest

over $4,000.
'Too Many Girls,' Imperial (6th
week) (M-1,468; $4.40).
New list
leader in for long s'lay; not complete
sellout but great pace since starting;
$31,000, new high.
'Very Warm for May,' Alvin (3d
week) (M-1,355; $4.40). De.spite soso press first full week, was fairly
okay with $18,400; at .scale, it could
top $30,000; operating nut revised

Maury

TecBivrdnHcirifarly^rarnlTig-5rtr-l1i"
Little Theatre of St. Loui.s, and this
was enough for all daily rags to
feature
with
themselves
spread

.Road,'

slii!htly

of

5G IN INDPLS.

week.

than

•Hellzapoppin,' Winter Garden (63d
and Jackson Perkins, are members
Bounded
Maurice Evans' 'Hamlet' company week) (R-1,671; $3.30).
which closed neat one-week stand back to capacity latter part last week
at the American theatre Saturday and should span second season; off
somewhat
early in week, but plenty
Tuckerman and Miss Perkins
(25).

CHAHERTON-'DANCE'

more than two,

arc crowding run
diVisipn leadership, but
plenty strong; cxcellcnl

still

$19,000 last

:

week's takings week) (C-1,107; $1.05). Run leader
which indicates mod- slated to stick until after holidays;
making slender nroflt with gross

'HAMLET' NEAT

natives,

for

holdover

!

'

Two

looks

still

sca.son.

"cw comedies

^how
!

sched-

$8,000,
report that George M. Dec. 4.
erate chances; 'Ring Two' opened
Cohan was only playing until someEstimates for Last Week
and closed at the Miller; ditto for
body el.se could be found. Critics
•DuBarry Was a Lady,' Shubert 'Aries Is Rising,' Golden; 'I KncJw
played ball, keeping rumors quiet
What
Like,'
Hudson, opened Friday
I
before opening and doing no more (2d-final week) (1.590; $3.30). Drew
(24) to thumbs-down notices. Howthan noting that Sir Cedric Hard- sncko $26,000 for closing week.
(2d-final ever, a new edition of "Pins and
•Key Largo,' Colonial
wicke was in the Monday night (20)
Balcony biz Needles,' Windsor, drew strong faaudience (he has been signatured as week) (1,643; $3.30),
Cohan's successor) until handout ar- particularly big during two-week '•orable press comment.
In addition to 'DuBarry' at the
Closing stanza neat $21,000
rived on Tuesday from Playwright tryout.
46th Street next week, due in are
Co.'s N.Y. office announcing that for Paul Muni starrer.
(1st 'Foreigners,' Bela.sco: 'The Woman
'Tobacco Road,' Plymouth
show would close 'albeit temporarweek) (1,480; $1.65). Doing propor- Brown," Biltmore; 'Hamlet,' 44th
ily' on final night (25) of Wash, run.
December's
Street.
Balance
time
in.
of
last
than
That busted it wide open and hurt tionately better
plenty, but Cohan popularity car- At the low top, opening week's take schedule is light.
of $9,700 was excellent.
EsUmates for Last Week
ried week surprisingly.
Current is return of "Kiss the Boys
.'Aries Is Rising,' Golden.
Yanked
Goodbye,' which premiered here last
Saturday (25) after seven performseason, at $1.50 top, at the National.
$17,500 ances; bad press and little coin.
Next is 'The White Steed,' with 'Hot
'Farm of 3 Echoes,' Cort (1st week)
Mikado' .following.
(CD-1,059; $3.30). Presented by VicEstimate for Last Week
ST.
IN
tor Payne-Jennings and Arthur Hop
'Madam, Will You Walk' Nakins; written by Noel Langley; fairly
tional (1,698; $2.75). Approximately
well regarded during tryout; opened
St. Louis, Nov, 28.
$14,000, mostly Cohan draw.
Tuckerson last night (Tuesday).

WEEK AT

to $12,000;

new

'Time of Your Life,' Booth (6th
week but the incoming "Du- week) (CD-704; $3.30). Among the
Barry Was a Lady' is expected to new season's clicks, though not up in
be an ample b.o. replacement.
big money partly becau.sc of limited
'The World capacity; $12,000.
La.st week's debuts:

'When

Priestley

went

well into

The Philadelphia Stery,' Shubert
'36th week) (C-1,367; $3.30). Couple

other

'

new Shubert

(D-1,163; $3.30).
Picked up
week, and without extra matinee,

the gross
set

I

sicals are faring satisfactorily. Broadway will lose 'Scandals' after an-

of three weeks.
Harvard-Yale football mob stimulated trade Friday (24) and Saturday (25) nights. 'Three After Three,'

day

week)
last

I

!

,

to Philadelphia. 'Key Largo'
took bigger money in its second week
than for its opening stanza, 'Tobacco
Road,' at $1.65 top, did well on the
first

as the
new Paul Robeson vehicle, 'John
Henr^c^is-^skedded-fo r a prpmipre
there on Dec. 11 and plans to stay

and

(no

Latter has
week) (D-1,097; $3.30). Cast on miniuled a new edition and may climb
mum salaries, plus percentage; difupward from the excellent $26,000 ference of press opinion;
ba<ine.ss
pace of recent weeks. Other mu- light to date; quoted better

doing plenty well.

.

moving

especially

MASK -WIG

Man

The World We Make,' Guild 120
week) (D-914; $3.30). After mixed
pre.'Js.
drew fair business Ihtjuch
000 last week to a sizable profit.
there's hot much agency dem.md;
'Girls' is the list's topper with
first week estimated around $8,000.
'Hellzapoppin,' the runnerup, also

Boston, Nov. 26.
'DuBarry Was a Lady' continued
smash pace in the second and
frame here last week before

C. Finale

score by Jimmy Van Heu.sen; book
by Gilbert Seldes and Charell; opens
tonight (Wednesday).
'The ILiUle Foxes,' National (42d

week

'The
$19,500

show,
'Margin for Error' rcKi.'^tercd the
best innirovement last week when
business picked up for most productions.
Anti-Nazi laugh play ros^ to
$16,800 and will probably reach a
higher level. 'Time of Your Life.another good draw, is sixth among
the newer shows. It did around $12,-

MUNI 21G
its

Washington, Nov. 28.
Advance reports from Baltimore
that all was not well with 'Madam
Will You Walk' put it under handicap before it even arrived here,

$21,000 last

to Dinner,'

'Skylark,' over $20,200 (nine times),
Many Girls,' $31,000 (eight
times), which set a new high for the

final

To 14G D.

to

performances:

added matinee for Thanlugiving);

HUB;

$26,000,

his cheek with one hand, teetered on his heels, laughed, and
confessed:
'S'help me,' he smiled, 'I've
forgotten, the lines.'

Carries 'Madam'

slight profit, with indicated
pace around $10,000.
•Streets of Paris,' Broadhurst (24th
week) (R-1,116; $4.40). Laugh revus
still among favored shows but busi-

land 'Too

He rubbed

Cohan Popularity

close

Who Came

WOW

•DU BARRY'

'

^

nine

in

Still consistent
(1,000; $2.75).
rtioney-maker; again bright at over

•No. Time for Comedy,' Harris (3d-week) 0,000; $3.30). Walloping
three-week stand at complete ca
Smashed through on final
pacity.
week to wow $23,060 for nine per-

Up to $16

among making

the new shows but soon that select
group is likely to be expanded. At
sale okay.
least one new show, which had been
Estimate (or Last Week
going along to moderate business,
•White Steed,' Cox (1,150; $2.83). jumped materially, while this week's ness off during' the month; rated
Party-plan tieup for opening night arrivals are looked forward to in around $22,000, some improvement.
"Thanksgiving
Saturday
•SwiDgIn' the Dream,' Center (l.st
and
and
anticipation.
L,ast week's premiere
matinees drew big, yet gross wound card was virtually a dud.
week) (M-3,427: $2,20), Presented
up at around $6,500, disappointing.
The quartet consists of 'Life with by Erik Charfell and Jean Rodney;

and

flnal

a 'big four'

Advance

week

$11,000.

New 'Big 4' Topped by 'Oris

'Skylark' 20G; 'Margin'

During

the last half the management will
take occupancy of the indie-Taft
auditorium, 2,500 seater, for four per-

then stopped dead.

Massey

45

$31,iO,Tather'21G, 'Dinner $19,500.

the season.

Pittsburgh, Nov. 28.

Raymond

Week B'way's

$6,500 in Cincy

Cincinnati, Nov. 28.
Favorable notices and nine performances were not enough to overcome lack of names and $2.83 high
for 'White Steed,' which did disappointing biz last week at the Cox.
It was Cincy's second legit show of

'Comedy' Finale 23G, 'Henry' $15j
Chicago, Nov. 28.
Four shows in town Jast .week, and
all turned in from good, to smash
Newcomer was 'Leave It
business.
to Me' musical at the mammoth Auditorium on the start of a three-week
Going out was 'No Time for
slay.

VARIETY

'Steed' Disappointing

WEEF

Los Angeles, Nov.

28.

With the exception of stock at the
Dance,' here at the English for three stories and pics. Crix added 100% ful chances.
nights and matinee .starting Monday raves.
•Key Larfo,' Barrymore 1st week) Belasco theatre nere, legit currently
(20), played to a thin house. Town
'No Time for Comedy,' with Kath- (D-1 096; $3.30). Presented by Play- continues to be confined to suburban
^
^,
Bergere'
re'Folies
fare for arine Cornell and Francis Lederer, wrights Co.; written by Maxwell An- Hollywood.
The Hot Mikado' had some trouble has been yelling for legit
mains
at El Capitan, where' it's dothis
l>ookings
heavy
did
with
last
but
years,
and
engagement
seats
opened
week's
derson; drew excellent business at
with the top-price
'Chocolate
biz, and
at year, customers are picking shows to night (Monday) at the American.
"Morning's
tryout dales; opened Monday (27); ing turnaway
robustly anyway.
Soldier' is In third and final stanza
moderate press.
Seven,' tryout shoved into the For- spend their coin on instead of taking
Estimate for Last Week
'Ladies and Gentlemen,' Beck (7lh at Hollywood Playhouse.
rest for a week on short notice, got them as they come.
•Hamlet,' American (1.707; $2.50).
Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne
Ethel Waters in "Mamba's Daughweek) (C-1,214; $3.30). Still gelling
rave notices and did okay. At the
Hefty $17,500 for eight pertormopen two-week run at the Biltmore
big money though not selling out in
Forrest, 'DuBarry Was a Lady' was ter.s' is playing currently for three
Shrew.'
Wednesday matinee,
rated around Dec. 4 in 'Taming of the
and
fairly large house;
practically a lOO'.i sellout when th.- nights
Estimates for Last Week
starting last night (Monday).
$19,000 in nine performances (extra
curtain went up last night
'Folies Bergere,' El Capitan, HollyEstimate for Last Week
matinee Thanksgiving).
A switch in bookings moves 'To$1.10).
wood
(4th week)
(1,560;
In
$11,000
'Outward'
Father,'
Empire
(4lh
to
English
(1,500;
•Life
With
Forrest
Dance,'
'Tonight We
night We Dance' from the
matiweek) (C-1,096; $3.30). One of the Frequent turnaways and extra
the Locust starling Monday (4), $2.75). Attendance light, with topThursday (23) helped pile up
Det. Despite Crix
big new four of Broadway; capacity nee
while the Forrest will get George hravy hou.ses accounting for most of
$18,000.
draw plus standees claimed for all big
Detroit, Nov. 28,
While's 'Scandals' for two weeks only fair $5,000.
•Chocolate Soldier,' Hollywood Play'Outward performances; nine times last week, house (2d week) (1,130; $1.10).
starting Dec. II.
•Despite critics' raves,
Bound' did only $11,000 at the Ca.ss with takings close to $21,000.
Estimates for Last Week
'Man Who Came to Dinner,' Music Winds up Dec. 3 after three stanzas,
Disappoints
last week. Seemed slight, what with
garnering neat $.3,600 last week.
•Hot Mikado,' Locu.M tlsl week)
$3.30).
extra holiday matinee, after pre- Box (7th week) (C-1,012:
'Blossom Time' returns (5) for re(1,500; $2.85).— Buill to neat $20,000.
vious smash $26,700 for 'Leave It Standees all performances; though no peat, to- be followed by 'Vagabond
Forre.M
Seven,!
at
In Cleve. With
'Morning's
extra
matinee last week, gross over
to Me.
King' Christmas night.
(1,800; $2,85).— Rave notices but lack
this week, with $19,500; another of the .socko quartet
here
dark
Cass
of big names held biz down until
Margin for Error,' Plymouth (Sth
Cleveland, Nov. 28.
Massey coming in Dec. 4
Raymond
Has been
last half the week; $8,500.
week) (D-1,036; $3.30).
'Mamba's Daughters' was slumped with 'Abe Lincoln in Illinois.
steadily climbing and rated at $16,800
•Great Guns,' (Mask and Wig) by rival attractions and Community
draw
week in eight performances;
Erlanger ($1,800; $3).— Unusual
last
Fund campaign during its six-day
would have registered higher but for
tor college show, which claimed a stay at the Hanna last week, but
Expectations
But
two parties under regular rates,
week's gross of $27,000.
in Rehearsal
drew well enough anyway.
•Morning's At Seven,' Longacre dsl
currently,
here
Steed'
'White
PitUburgh, Nov. 28.
week)
(C-1.019; $3.30). Presented by
iUs
filling
both
is
House
while Play
Despite holiday last week, 'Abe
Dwight Deere Wiman; written by
'The White Plume' I'mutical
Steady
theatres with stock 'Our Town' and
Paul Osborn; title based on a Robert Lincoln in Illinois' was somewhat
new Negro drama, 'Better Fo' to
'Cyrano' )—Shuberts.
Browning poem; opeii.s tomonow disappointing at the Nixon, gelling
•The Man Who Came to Dinat Baltimore Sing." Estimate for Last Week
only around $22,000.
While that's
In
Thursday (30).
Co.)— Sam H.
(Chicago
ner'
Taken oft hot a figure to take lightly any
•Ring Two,' Miller.
'Mamba's Daughters,' Hanna;
Harri.s.
Saturday (25) after five perform- lime and represents a sizeable
Okay $11,500 for
$2.50).
(1,435;
Baltimore, Nov. 28.
a Horse'— W. A.
Draws
'Tony
profit, still more was expected from
ances; prcis opinion unsatisfactory.
exto
performances but not up
Succe.-wiion of pre-Broadway efforts eight
prizewinner,
which has
Scandals,' Hollywood (14th week) Pulitzer
Brady.
is
continuing here currently with pcctations.
(R-1,547; $3.30). Leaves on intended been cleaning up everywhere,
'Kindred'— Edward Choale.
Hall Sheltons production of "Herself,
That $3.30 top for downstairs seats
long tour after another week; revue
•Once Upon a Time'— Hal A.
Mrs. Patrick Crowley,' by Doran
has' been getting around $20,000 in was figured biggest handicap ina.>N.
9G,
Sal/.man.
folMikado'
'Hoi
Ford's.
Hurley, at
much as public hereabouts is seldom
thi.s spot after moving from Alvin;
Joseph
(road J
•Mulatte'
lows.
called upon to shell out that much
better money figured on the road.
Becker.
In as part of the .^Ix-week bill
•See My Lawyer,' Biltmore dOth for a straight play, particularly in
New Haven. Nov. 28.
Arch
Shiiberts,
'Foreigners'
promised locally by the American
week) (C-991; $3.30). Slated to move view of fact that 'Leave It to Me.'
Lukewarm pre.is and word-ofTheatre Society and Theatre Guild.
'The
Woman
a big musical, only got that lop a
Selwyn.
when
another
spot
to
After
'Three
of
premiere
Ethel Barrymore. in 'Farm of 3 mouth on
Woman Brown'— MarBrown' arrives, next week; business fortnight ago. Result was a gener'The
la.st weekend didn't help any,
Echoes,' at Ford's last week, at- Three'
moderate and to some profit; up ally weak sale on orchestra ducats,
garet Hcwes.
advance had already piled up ii
tracted a fairish press and commcn- but
with big balcony and gallery call.
somewhat last week; $7,500.
Shubert
filled
which
•John Henry*— Sam Byrd.
nice
gross
.surale b.o. reaction.
Nixon has 'Tonight We Dance' cur•Skylark,' Morosco f7th week) (CDonald
coffers.
•Caribbean Cruise"
^ . „
Estimate for Last Week
961: $3.30). Extra matinee last week rent.
•"•
House has only San Carlo Opera;
Hey wood.
'Farm of 3 Echoes,' Ford's (1,900;
E.stimate for Last Week
•ent gross over $20,200: mcaning^l
due Dec. 8-9.
'Seventh Heaven' (road)— AidBolstered by good advance Co. booked ahead,
$2.78).
'Abe Lincoln In Illinois,' Nixon
four.
big
the
is
of
.standee
attendance;
Estimate for Last Week
via ATS-Guild subscription in its
Around
rich & Myers.
$22,000,
(2,100;
$3.30).
Amba.s.'^nrior
Revue,'
•Straw
Hat
Shubert
Three,'
After
•Three
first season here this year, new Ethel
Walk'—
Will You
Mild plenty all right, but not quite up to
•Madam'
$3.30).
week)
(R-1.156;
(lOlh
performances
Barrymore vehicle garnered steady (1,600: $3.30). Three
grosser; intimate revue figured to be oxpcclalions.
Playwrights.
caught close to healthy $9,000.
$10,200.

Guns,' the Univ. of Penn s

Wig show was claimed

to

lected 27,000.

Only

,

Raves

.

'Mamba'

$11,500

I

W0K22GmPitt,
Under

Shows

Tarm'

$10,200
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News, died Nov. 23 afier a long Illness.
He had served the paper lor
nearly 15 years, starting as a re-

Literati

OBITUARIES

porter.

CHATTER
Solllvan-Chapman to Swap
on-again-off-agaln switch be-

The

tween Ed Sullivan, Hollywood columnist for the New York News, and
John Chapman, one of the daily's
two Broadway paragraphers, has assumed a more definite status. The
two swap jobs, but when is a moot
Sullivan's lease on his
question.
home and Chapman's
Bevhills
dilemma over what to do about his
.

Westport, Conn., house are the temSullivan had
porary deterrents.
suggested the switch take place next
October, when his lease expires, but
the News management has compromised with a June 1 suggestion.
Last week, when the swap deal was
consummated, April 1 was fixed for
the change.
Both are agreeable to the transfer.
"SulUvan has been wanting to get

not
Bertram D. Wolfe pacted by Stokes
at all the case and the assertion has for a new novel.
Alvin Johnston finished three-part
no doubt damaged the sale of the
book. It got off to a slow start but serial on Orson Welles for Satevepost.
it is now selling an average of 500
Rupert Hughes pacted by Houghcopies a week, and is in its fifth
This does not compare ton Mifflin for a biog of Thomas E.
printing.
with 'Gone With the Wind," of Dewey.
Edwin Grohl going to the Orient
course, but since the average book
sale is probably In the neighbor- to do a series of mag pieces on that
hood of 1,500 copies, 'Johnny Got His part of the world.
Roland R. Harrison is the new
Gun' has done exceedingly well and
administrative editor of the Christian
promises to do better.'
A publisher can boost his own Science Monitor.
Eldridge Haynes has resigned as
books, but when his remarks take
in other trade territory it becomes a v.p, and a director of the McGrawRemarks Hill Publishing Co.
battle of the publishers.
New York Newspaper Guild orFrank Frazier: "Things come to a
pretty pass when a publisher be- ganizing a femme auxiliary, with 47
comes articulate about another pub- as charter members.
Joan Durham, feature writer with
He hasn't the data
lisher's output.
He should confine him- Associated Press, the bride of Wilto go on.
self to his own catalog, stick to liam H. T. McGaughey,
Fawcett has sent two new comic
what he is sure about. In any case
he should refrain from remarks oiit books to the printers. Whiz Comics

has been a

This

'stillbirth.'

is

back on Broadway for some time,
while Chapman, who did a six-week
stint last year in the film capitol,
then took a liking to it and had ex- of his field that might prove of a
pressed a desire to work on the damaging character. It isn't cricket.'
Coast.

Mam

With Sullivan's return to the
indication has been given
as to the type of column he will do.
Dan Walker took over Sullivan's
gossiping when the latter went to the
Coast a couple of years ago.

L. A. Examiner's 3 Fix Cols.

Stem no

With switch of E. V. Durling's
column to the Los Angeles Examiner, sheet has transferred Harry
Crocker's pillar to the film section,
giving the paper three motion picture columns. The other is Louella

Parsons.
Tony Sarr Bankrupt
Durling's
Anthony Frederick Sarg, known as
Tony Sarg, filed a voluntary petition pear in the
,

week,

last

listing

$6,572

In

scribbling used
L- A. Times but

to

ap-

was

re-

cently accepted by a syndicate for
national distribution, the Examiner
being a client of the syndicate.

of bankruptcy in N. Y. federal court
assets

and $35,258 in liabilities. Sarg lists
himself as ah artist, lecturer, author,
Illustrator, painter and industrial de-

N. T. Herald-Trib Changes
Return to duty of Grafton S. Wil-

signer.

The largest liability is $25,000 owed
for rent on a lease<expiring May 1,
1946. Other liabilities are $639 owed
to Madeline B. Brown for wages,
$454 to Tony Sarg Publishers, and
$1,750 to Air-Cruisers of Rutherford,
N. J., for balloon work. Assets include $5,662 for debts on open ac-

cox, managing editor
York Herald Tribune,

counts.

Davies has Engelklng's former spot.
George E. Cornish and Everett M.
Walker named aides to Wilcox.

Claire Trask's Gestapo Setto
Mrs. Claire Trask, an American
citizen, is back In New York from
Berlin, where she was born, with a
she
convalescent kneecap which
fractured in a' suicide try, says the
newspaperwoman, following compliWhat
cations with the Gestapo.
looked like a hopeless situation for
her, after denying any alleged espionage charges, caused her to attempt taking her life.

The widow of C. Hooper Trask,
she took over the N. Y. Times and
Variety correspondence in Berlin
upon the death of her husband. Their
Traskplays was an established dramatic brokerage in Germany, coiiP'
cidental with her journalistic work,
She had left Berlin for a visit
when she was arrested at the border
by a Gestapo agent, who alleged in'
telligence violations. Only after getting back to the capital was she ex-

onerated, but during her detention
when the officials made references to
'you know what usually happens to
spies,' etc., she figured she might as
well outsmart them her own way,
Mrs. Trask plans going to Hollywood around Jan. 1
Street & Smith Sued for 25G
Street
Smith publications of
York, publishers of Western
Stores mag, must stand trial in
$25,000 libel suit filed' against them
by Fred Spikes, Lubbock, Texas, the
U. S. fifth circuit court of appeals,
New Orleans, ruled Saturday (25)
The Texan sued the firm on the
grounds that a reference to cattle
rustling in the publication involved

tended
a

illness,

number

of the New
after an exhas been followed by

of top sta£f changes.

Charles McLehdon has resigned as
city editor, with Lessing L.
Engelking, formerly assistant night

named

as his successor.

Bill Splllane

Al

» V.P.

Four new vice-presidents have
been elected by the American News
Co., among them William J. Splllane, its general manager.
The other new v.pj are Joseph A.
Sheeran, Harold E. Williams and
Percy D. O'Connell.

San Diego Dally Folds

LITERATI OBITS

Felix Relsenberg, 60, author of sea
died Nov. 18 in Bronxville,
master mariner,- lie became
N. Y.
noted as a scribbler of tales based
on his own experiences.
Dr. Minora Oka, former managing
director of the Tokyo Nichi Nichi
and Osaka Mainichi, leading newspapers in Japan, died Nov. 20 in Tokyo
him and his brothers.
after a long illness.
The firm had sought to quash the
William A. Dalley, 68, manager of
serving of subpoenas on the grounds the Philadelphia News Bureau since
that the person served was not an
1918, died Nov. 20. He served on the
agent of the firm. The North Texas Philadelphia Public Ledger before
district federal court overruled the
joining the News Bureau in 1910.
motion and the firm appealed to the
Itiolssay Olgin, 61, editor of the

new

trade angle, the question
of professional ethics as regards
book publishers, involves: Shall one
firm head comment in print on a
book put out by another? Point
raised by remark of Thayer Hobson, p^'.'S. William Morrow, in an
article in current number of a trade
magazine, in which, speaking of war
books, Hobson states that 'Johnny
Got His Gun,' by Dalton Trumbo,
was a 'stillbirth.'
J.
B. Lippincott, publisher of
Fratik
Its
via
protested
novel,
Frazier, advertising manager:
'I

was amazed

to

read a state-

In an article by Thayer Hobson, entitled "The Battle and the
Books,' that 'Johnny Got His GUn'

ment

stories,

A

is

RKO

Ellis

In

Groom

film salesman; bride a model.

Dorothy Jeakins to Ray Dannenbaum, in Wickenburg, Ariz., Nov. 20.
Both work at 20th-Fox, she as a
studio wardrobe sketch artist, he as
a publicist.
Charlotte Wynters to Barton MacLane, in Beverly Hills, Nov. 23. Both
a

'e

film players.

Carmen Trudeau to Joseph Grant,
Bride is singer, formerly with Frank Ward's ork.
Groom, staff announcer at WMEX,

in Salem, Mass.

Boston.

'

-

Hammond

a heart attack. At the
organ, he conducted a
seven-piece combination.

He was
with,

pianist and sole organist
theatres for 15 years, be-

RKO

becoming musical director of
Fox-Educational Pictures and later,
Grand National. Last year he toured
with
a tent show, 'Here's to You.'
In
comparatively
good health,
He is survived by his parents and
Bodanzky had returned from a Vermont vacation late this summer two children. He had been a widlooking forward to his 25th season' ower for .10. years.
The band will continue under Jerry
However, before he
at the Met.
could shape his plans he was Bi-ainin's direction. He was featured
stricken with arthritis and removed in the outfit.
fore-

to a hospital.

EMIL

VMANN

Emll Umann, 37, owner of Regina
theatre, Beverly Hills, died Nov. 21
in Hollywood- after a month's illness.
Starting his theatrical career as an
usher in Minneapolis, Umann handled publicity and advertising for
film houses in Kansas City, San
Francisco and Hollywood, and at one
time was personal rep for Edna
Wallace Hopper. He opened the Regina in 1937.
Surviving are his widow, mother,
three brothers and two sisters.

HANS

DR.

S.

UNNE

Dr. Hans S. Linne, 76, Viennese
conductor and composer, best known
for his works during the reign of
Emperor Franz Josef, died in straitened circumstances Nov. 22 in San
Francisco.

Coming

America

to

with

toured

maining

orchestras,

in 1896, he
finally re-

Frisco as conductor of

in

the People's

Symph.

ROBERT A. Mcdonald
Robert A. McDonald, 79, forrner
president and manager of the Palace
Wisconsin
Rapids,
Co.,
Wis., died in that city Nov. 21. He
retired from the theatre business in

Theatre

Fanny Hatton, 69, prominent for
years \yith her husband as a playwrightihg team on Broadway, died 1920.
Survived by his widow and two
in the New York home of a son, Dr.
Locke L. MacKenzie, Nov. 27, after sons.
a long illness.
JOHN HARRON
The slaying of her first husband,
John Kenneth MacKenzie, by Yaqui
John Harron, 3G, film actor, died
Indians in Mexico, precipitated a unexpectedly Nov. 24 in Seattle. He
Government investigation started in pictures in 1921 with Mary
U.
S.
shortly after the turn of the cen- Pickford and at the time of his death
tury. Her playwriting career started was under stock contract at Warwith her marriage to Frederic Hat- ners.
Leaves his widow, the former
ton, then drama crick on the Chicago
Evening Post Their initial 'Years Betty Egan, film player.
of Collaboration' was a hit David
AGATA BARSESCC
Belasco production in 1912 on Broadway, and the first of a long series
Agata Barsescu, 65, Rumanian acof successful plays to be written by tress, died in Bucharest Nov. 21.
the pair.
Launching her career with the
Other plays by the Hattons: "The BUrg theatre, Vienna, at 16, she later
Song Bird,' 'Squab Farm,' 'Upstairs appeared in leading European capand Down,' 'Lombardi, Ltd.,' 'The itals and came to America in 1915 to
Indestructible-Wifev'-'The-^WalkofTsr- -stai-in-HWcdeaT'-in-Y-iddishr-Bt-Jacob—
'The
Checkerboard,'
'We Girls,' Adler's Peoples theatre on New
'Playthings,'
'em
'Treat
Rough,' York's lower east side.
Synthetic Sin.'
They did several
adaptations and also film writing for
Max Krofta, Sr., father of Max
almost all the major filmers.
Krofta, manager of the Capitol theaSurviving, beside her husband. tre, Racine, Wis., the Abbey, MilIs the son by her first husband. Dr.
waukee, and secretary of the InJohn D. MacKenzie.
dependent Theatres' Protective Asso.

•

MABEL ROEBUCK WASHINGTON

Mrs. Mabel Roebuck Washington,
who, as a girl, was a protege of
Augustin Daly and appeared in many
Wolf Shakespearean roles at the turn of
Reade, in Los Angeles, Nov, 24. He's the century, was burned to death
Universal studio publicist.
Nov. 11 in a fire which razed her
Ethel Gumm to William P. Gil- home in Lo"Swood, Fla.
more, in Yuma, Afiz., Nov. 17.
Born in New York, she received
Bride is mother of Judy Garland; her early theatrical training
at Sarhe's a salesman.
gent's dramatic school, where she
Miriam F. Brandon to Vivian was 'discovered' by Daly.
Joining
Moses, Nov. 24, in Newark, N. J. his company,
she was seen In scores
Groom is of RKO exploitation staff. of plays, and played with
James K.
New York. Bride is daughter of for- Hackett, Ada Rehan, John Drew
and
mer filmite and theatre manager.
others.
She retired at the peak of
Lorraine Elizabeth Swec to Bernle
her career, in 1910, to marry Pope
Woods, Jr., In New York, Dec. 3.
Washington, a naval officer.
He's a Vaimott mugg.
Funeral services were held Nov.
25 at Arlington National Cemetery,
Washington, where burial was made
adjacent to the grave of her husMr. and Mrs. Charles Barnes (Mar- band who
died in 1935.
jory Fielding), son. New York, Nov
Parents write and stage nitery
6.
FLORENCE COVENTRY
shows.
Florence Coventry, 65, actress who
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Kern, daugh63,

.

BIRTHS

Freiheit,
Yiddish-language
One of the
daily, died Nov. 22.
founders of the Freiheit, In 1922, he
was an influential writer on communism. He also served for years ter, in Hollywood, Nov. 21. Father is
as American correspondent for the a screen writer and formerly one of
the Yacht Club Boys.
official Soviet newspaper, Pravda.
Mr. and Mrs. Kerby Kushing,
Walter C. Hoban, 49, newspaper
cartoonist,
creator of the comic daughter, in Philadelphia, Nov. 19.
strips,
on the Job' and Father is sports announcer on KYW,
'Jerry
'Needle-Nose Noonan,' died Nov.. 22 Philly.
in New York. He began 'Jerry on
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Brown, son,
the Job' after returning from World Nov. 27, in Hollywood.
Father a
Wair service, and the strip was screen, player.
widely syndicated by King Features.
Mr. and Mrs. Jonie Taps, daughter,
more
recent
'Needle-Nose in N. Y., Nov. 28. Mother is Doris
His
Noonan' was also syndicated. His Rhodes, CBS staff vocalist; father is
father, Peter J. Hoban, was one of general manager of Shapiro, Bernthe founders of the Philadelphia stein 8c Co.
Catholic Standard and Times.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Magee, son,
Nissan WIesen, 42, assistant city in Philadelphia, Nov. 29. Father is
editor of the Bronx (N.Y.) Home bandleader.

N. Y.

at Isn't Cricket'

A

Evelyn Bassett to Jack
White Plains, N. Y., Nov. 26.

Claiming to vaude-nitery act.
years of publication.
have bee n operating the past few
Maisie^Sharpe t o Lou Debney. in
years at a loss, the Sun faced a Yuma, Ariz,, Nov. 18. Bride is a
deeper dip into the red as a result singer: he's an assistan' director for
of Newspaper Guild demands for Walt Disney.
pay hikes as part of a new contract.
Helen Goodwin to Ted Reams, In
Unable to see its way clear, the Williamsbiwg, Va., Nov. 21. She's
management threw in the towel. non-pro; he's CBS announcer in N.Y.
Paper is giving severance pay to
Patricia Perry to George Corwin,
employes, and additionally trying to in Minneapolis, last week. Bride is
find jobs for all made idle.
hurley
stripper;
he's
hurley
a
Dimming of the Sun leaves the straight.
San Diego newspaper field under the
Dorothy Dayton to Dave Franklin,
control of Ira Copley, who owns that in Las Vegas, Nev., Nov. 24. Bride
city's
two remaining papers, the is a Paramount stock player; he's a
Union, morning, and Tribune, after- song-writer.
noon.
Louise
Blatherwick
to

&

higher court.

MARRIAGES
.

The San Diego (Cal.) Sun, ScrippsDorothy Wahl to Al Rio, in MilHoward afternoon paper, suspended waukee, Nov. 21. Bride is dancer;
publication Saturday (25) after 59 he's member of Three Lunatrix,

New

following

Artur Bodanzky, 61, senior conductor of the Met, who for 24 years
was deemed the outstanding conductor of Wagnerian operas In America, died Nov. 23 in a N.Y. hospital
of a heart attack which developed
from a severe case of arthritis.

He had studied in his youth at
the Vienna Conservatory of Music,
seeking to gratify a childhood ambiHe
tion to become a conductor.
went to Budweiz, Bohemia, In 1900
as a leader of operettas at the
Stadttheatre and four years later
was chosen to direct the initial
and Slam-Bang Cimics.
Parisian performance of 'Die FlederMarlynn and Michael, the ball- maus.' Following this, his career as
room dancers, at work on a book on a conductor seemed insured.
modern ballroom dancing.
Lacking a conductor of sufficient
Edward Paxton preparing a profile brilliance to replace Alfred Hertz, as
on Jules J. Leyenthal, the show- senior conductor of tfie~Met in 1914
man, for The New Yorker.
Giulio Gatti-Casazza, Met manager,
Sinclair Lewis' boy, Wells Lewis, sought Bodanzky
's services, and he
has gotten himself a job as a re- made his N.Y. debut as conductor of
porter on a Southern newspaper.
'Goetterdaemmerung' on Nov. 17,
Arthur H. Motley named exec as- 1915.
sistant to Thomas H. Beck, prez of
Funeral services were private.
the Crowell-CoUier Publishing Co.
Burial took place in Tarrytown.
Roger Martin de Card, the French N. Y., Saturday (25).
scribler, in the U. S. from Central
Ettore Panizza conducted the Met's
America. Proceeds to France soon.
opening production of the seaAmerican Society of Newspaper son, 'Simon Boccanegra,' Monday
Editors will hold its 1940 conven- (17).
tion April 25-26 in Washnigton, D. C.
Surviving are the widow, Ada, and
The East St. Louis, 111., library a daughter, Mrs. William Muschenboard last week rescinded its ban heim.
on John Steinbeck's 'Grapes of
Wrath.'
FANNT HATTON

day

editor,

ABTUR BODANZkT

appeared in stock, on Broadway and

Wisconsin and Upper
of
Michigan, died Nov. 21 in Milwaukee.
Survived by two other sont
and four daughters.
ciation

Pauline E. .Heckman, 40, pianist
songwriter, died Nov. 21 in
Cleveland after a brief illness. She
collaborated with Cleveland bandmasters and Orpha Towl, singer, on
60 songs. Latest one was 'With a
Kiss.'
Survived by husband, Sherman L. Heckman, and a daughter.

and

Constantiha Wowra, 79, theatre
operator in Barberton, O., for years,
died Nov. 16 in St. Petersburg, Fla.,
where he was spending the winter.
Owner of the Pastime, Barljerton, he
retired as its manager four years
ago. Widow, five daughters and three
sons survive.
'

Sam W.

Harry,

36.

WRR,

Dallas,

technician, was killed in Dallas last
week when police motorcycle on
which he was experimenting with

new radio aerial, crashed. Bride of
toured in vaudeville, died Nov. 22 three months
and mother and brother
New York.
survive.

in

Born in New Brunswick, Canada,
she debuted with Viola- Allen in 'The"
Palace of the King.'
For a time
she played the 'Dream Girl' in
vaudeville and later was in a jiumber of farces.
More recently she
was in support of such stars at Guy
Bates Post and Bertha Kalich on
Broadway.

ANDT ANDERSON
Andy (Walter C.) Anderson, 41,
orchestra leader at the Show Bar,
Forest Hills, N. Y., died Nov. 24 at
his home In Far Rockaway, N. Y.,

Charles

E.

Miles,

74,

retired

amusement park and ballroom operator, died in Columbus Nov. 22.
He built and had operated Indianola
Park, Columbus, until his retirement
in 1938. Mr. Miles Is survived by a
sister.

Samuel X. Gaylord,

identified with

the earliest department- stbre activl-.
Detroit and later president of
the Miles Theatre Co. there, died In
Survived by
Detroit last week.
ties of

(Continued on page 47)

CHATTER

Wednesday, November 29, 1939
Summerhill exhib partners, named
town council'<there,
Anita Boyer planed in from Chi

Broadway

to the

Eyssell now going In lor
workouts.
Eunice I^orthup singing on Kungcruise.
»holm
Ken Dolan is on from the Coast
for couple weekSi
Agent John Hickey building a
home in Harrison, N. Y.
Lawyer-producer Jack Bonney has

Gus

gyiri

,

VARIETY
Alvin after trying unsuccessfully to
put over oldtime mellers.
Harry Hirsch's roadshow bur-

Paris

By Joe Ravoito
lesque Gayety closing
season Nov. 30, same
George Bauer and his Debonaires
Gilbert Miller in from New York. but may reopen New
wind up 10-month run at Evergreen
Gaby Morlay belatedly given Le- instead of. in April.
Gardens tonight (Wednesday).
gion of Honor.
Three Pittsburghers in cast of
Bill Miggins, 20th-Fox Paris head,
Time of Your Life,' Gene Kelly, Ed- back from Spain.
Lucienne Boyer considering openward Andrews and Mary Cheffey.
for opening of her husband's (Dick
Barrle) band at Bill Green's.

47

Hollywood

first half of
as last year,
Year's, week

Al Lichtman to Chicago on biz.
Al Johnson to hospital to cure a
cold.

Will

Hays

in for his

annual winter

visit.

Rome

Mary Boland back to work after
illness.
Hal Kemp unit ing new cabaret in Paris.
Mme. Hakim, mother of Robert
here for Bevhills Country Club, New
Lynne Overman laid up with
Beniamino Gigli a grandfather.
and Raymond Hakim, is dead.
port, Ky., with Gray Gordon band.
neuritis.
Poet
and
an
aviator.
playwright
Ernesto
become
MuGluck'js 'Orpheo' to be given for
feriously
Irene Lee flew back to the Coast
Alexander Korda sunning at Palm
rolo dead at 58.
M. L. Van Slyke in a Mlneola, L, I., and story-editor post at WB on Sun- first time in years at the Opera.
Springs.
Dancer
Gilda
Roosevelt's
comSusy
Solidor's
La
Vie
Parisienne
day
emergency
op(26)
after
weekending with her
hcspital following an
plete wardrobe stolen from Naples
Edward G. Robinson back to work
and Mimi Pirison's open for biz.
family here.
eration.
after flu.
Jack Plunkett, Paramount pub- hotel.
Jack Webb's back on Broadway
Twelve films in the making in. Itallicity head, recovering from operaAdolph Zukor lb Havana on goodafter touring the south with Ethel
ian studios, seven more ready for will
tion.
tour.
Jeanne Blanche

left

.

Barrymore

Colt.

London

Jack (Decca) Kapp to the Coast
end ot this week for three weeks of
specia 1 recordings.

Eddie Cook, manager of 'Skylark,'
Morosco, N. Y., celebrated 70th
birthday Sunday (26).
Sonny Werblin, of MCA New York
office,

home from

and on

hospital

Henry Bernstein now full-fledged
reporter for Paris-Soir in Switzer.

30 povmds.
Gabriel Pascal applying for British
citizenship.
Hermione Baddeley out of cast of
Herbert Farjeon's 'Little Revue' at
Little theatre, owing to minor opera-

tion.
to recovery after flu.
"Karen Petersen (Mrs. Mark OstRoss Snow, old-time musical comedy funnyman, seriously ill In the rer), who played lead in 'The
Women,' signed for couple of GainsFrench hospital. He's 74.
Ben Blue says he'll take over the borough films.
Will Hay departing from his usual
shuttered Dave's Blue Room and reactivities by appearing in a musical
liiiht it as Blue's Dave Boom.
Ernest McCauley manager of 46th show, 'Lights Up,' which opens at the
SI: theatre which relights with 'Du- Lyric Dec. 26.
Elsa Veroe, daughter of late Max
week.
Lady'
next
Barry Was a
Dave Gould, manager in Puerto Fullner, ofT to Budapest to join her
Rico for Metro, recuperating from an husband, who owns small chain of
illness in the French hospital, N. Y. cinema."! there.
P. Alliata, English rep of ENIC,
The Algonquin opens a Supper
gbveinnient's
monopoly
Room tonight (Wed.) with Cjfreta Italian
Keller, Cy Walter and Norbert Fa- group, back from Italy after three
months and has reopened offices in
coni.
London.
Charles Curran has completed a
Patricia
Hulbert,
daughter
of
is
which
Panic
Is
On/
farce, 'The
making the Broadway producer Cicely Courtneidge (Hulbert) and
Jack Hulbert, celebrated her 21st
rounds.
Fred Meyers, in charge of film birthday with a party at Cafe Anbuying for the RKO circuit, left Fri- glai,<!. with her parents hosting.
'The Lion Has Wings,' the Alexanday (24) for Hollywood to ogle new
der Korda film, which he made' in
product.
After 10 years with Paramount in conjunction with- the British governPaula ment, was put in at the Leicester
editorial
department,
ibe
Seligman may hook up with an in- Square theatre by Charles Woolf for
two weeks.
But business was so
dependent outfit.
William Fields back at Play- good it was held over there even
wrights press department. Francis after its general release.
Jack Buchanan to star In 'Alias
Robinson now in advance of 'No
Drummond' for A.<:sociated Briti.sh as
Time for Comedy.'
(Lawrence) Likely, tap soon a.<! he's finished with 'The MidVinni
dancer with 'Three After Three,' is dle Watch' for same outfit. Also godaughter ot J. Parker Likely, of ing into production for Associated
British is 'My Wife's Family.' made
Editor and Publisher.
Tom Fadden sent a rattlesnake's 10 years ago by Monty Banks with
Rex
rattle, a trophy from a hunting ex- Gene Gerrard in stellar role.
pedition in his Coast backyard, to his Harrison will star in the remake.

way

,

•

.

cronies at Sardi's bar.
It was wife of Nino Ghezzl, not
Paul, who died two weeks ago. The
Ghezzis. hand-balancing turn, currently playing Brandt circuit.
Cutting has been finished on the

was boiled down to 2,200 feet.
Bill Halligan and Charlie Williams
have turned out 'Reunion in Miami,'
dealing with Capone's release, and

of film

'.several of

the Coast studios are

flirt-

ing.

Edmund
mous old

Bob Lowe, 20th-Fox,
of European capitals
talent scouts.

off for swing
to visit local

Jack Forrester has no production
plans, although presently
tributing 75 picts.

busy dis-

ter theatre').

Cardinal

archbishop

Verdier,

Mori, operator of the farestaurant on Bleecker

&

ous tax.

of

after

thanking

Ciano

for

New York

in

Susanna Foster

to

hospital

virith

bronchitis.

Margaret Sullavan laid up with
eye trouble.
Paul Harrison recovering from
throat ailment.

William Pine on crutches, nursing

and out again a lorn tendon.
Lin Yutang getting an eyeful of
Minister

Foreign

participation in
World's Fair next year.
Italy's

Obituaries
.Continued from page 46.
brother, two sisters and two grandsons.

picture making.
Jack .Cohn in for studio huddles
with brother Harry.
Dick Powell bought a business
block in Long BAch.
Billy
Piatt
(Little
Billy)
recuperating in hospital.
Frank Capra returned to his desk
after a week of ranching.

Dave Hempstead checked

RKO

in

at

as associate producer.

Dan Kelly returned from ogling
Mein
tour of Broadway playhouses.
Kampf, My Crimes,' French war
Gerald P. (Jerry) Schneider, 41,
Alice Faye's illness holding up repropaganda film.
American dance team, Aurette manager of Detroit's Stratford thea- takes on 'Little Old New York.
James Stewart to spend holidays
Sisters,
will
be in next Casino tre, died of a heart attack following
Show,
together
with
Josephine his attendance at a football game in with his parents in Pennsylvania.
Felix Young readying to open new
Baker and Chevalier.
that city Nov. 18.
He leaves his
Hollywood restaurant, the Mayfair.
Jerome Tharaud, novelist and widow, son, father and two sisters.
Edward Arnold functioned as seinewspaper correspondent, received
delmeister at the Masquers' blowout
into French Academy minus usual
wife
of
Ralph
Harrison,
onetime
Frank' Capra and associates grantceremony due to war.
Albert Fua, French writer of name Pittsburgh bandsman, but now ed a patent on a radio device to reTurkish origin, whose 'La Jeunesse handling orch agency biz there, lease aerial bombs.
de Luther' was given on Paris stage died in hospital in that city last
Lou Anger resigned as president
in 1895, scoring biggest hit of that week.
Death due to heart ailment and general manager of the Agua
season, is dead.
Caliente race track.
Daughter also sui'vives.
Roger Capgras, who backed Jean
Howard Jackson to San Francisco
Cocteau's 'Les Parents Terribles,'
to accept an American Legion award
Russel Koch, 41, vet former mem- for his music scores in Warners' hisannounced that censor's action on
Paris, has short spot in 'After

.

play 'has delayed execution of my
plans for the new season.'
With mobilization taking away
some of the Comedie Francaise'
leading
actors,
director
Edouard
Bourdet has been obliged to dig in
among the talent at^the Comedie's
school, the Conservatoire.
Boufles Parisiens to reopen next
month with novel tea-time variety
show for women to be known as
'The Knitting Club,' where women
may see the show '^nd do some
knitting for the boys at the front.
Sacha Guitry's show at the Made.Continued from page 16_
leine shuttered to make way for
pany in Cleveland. M. Silverberg 'Florence,' three-act play with prohas joined booking staff of Universal log, opening with himself, Elvire
as assistant to Francis Guehl and Popseco, Helen Perdriere, Genevieve
(Mrs.) (juitry, Jean Fusier and Bob
Peter Quiler.

Exchanges

Harry Roney, former head booker Seller.
Irving Marks
negotiating
with
Columbia, will manage new
Gerard. West View, for Alpine cir- H. G. Wells to sell film rights, to his
cuit.
Spot opens in about three 'Kipp' and to go to Hollywood to
weeks.
Of late, Roney has been supervi.se its making. Also talking
with
Ward
Price,
British
correemployed by Col as a checker following .serious illness which con- spondent, to adapt his 'In Morocco
fined him to a local hospital for with the Foreign Legion' for Hollymore than a year. Alpine outfit, wood firm.
for

now closed, is
new restaurant manager of Leon
Eddie's.
-lien r-y—SenberT-who-handlftd pub •wl iic
i iow-coirtrols-30~spots-in^thislicity for telephone exhibit at the
dislrict, opening another house soon
N. Y. World's Fair, has rejoined Dick
street. In the Village,

shooting.
'Vent'Annl' ('20 Years'), new play
by Sergio Pugliese, opened at Quirino theatre.
State taxes on cinema admissions
been upped by a new decree. Hike
ranges from 10 to 25% of the previ-

Grover Whalen

Odette
Dulac,
72,
Montmartre
cabaret singer at the turn of the
century, died after long illness.
Maurice Chevalier's next pic appearance may be in 'The Radio
War,' produced by Henri DlamantBerger.
Another sign of the times is the
reopening of a new music-hall
called Theatre de I'Abri ('The Shel-

.

New York

World's Fair tworeel feature. More than 32,000 feet
official

;

land.

Henry Sherek has shed

ber of

WFAA,

Dallas, staff orchestra

torical

more recently with Dallas
Symph, died in Dallas of ruptured
appendix last week. Survived by
two daughters, brother and mother.

shorts.

and

Kate O'Leary,

85, for years a dressbackstage at the Grand Opera
House, Chicago, died there Nov. 24
of injuries received in a fall.
She
had retired about two years ago.

er

Phiiadelphia
Cy

Cohen

now

managing

th«

Frolic, of the Affiliated chain.

Jim Begley,

KYW

program man-

ager, recuperating in hospital after
two blood transfusions.

Hoot Gibson and George Hall were
interviewed via WDAS by Harold
Frances Tubbert, wife of William (Buzz) Davis last week.
Maurice Gable readying Xmas
upstate N. Y. district manager
Schine Enterprises, Inc., died party for Warner employes with
band, tree and air the trimmings.
Nov, 24, in- Watertown, N. Y.
Metro chiefs Bob Lynch and A. E.
Applegates off to Chicago for a sales
Mother of Martha Sleeper, stage meeting for 'Gone with the Wind.'
and screen actress, died in Los AnVariety Club held a benefit at
geles Nov. 17.
She's the sister of Fay's theatre Sundav night (26) for
Mrs. J. J. Murdock.
the family of a former well-to-do
Vine streeler.
Governor Arthur H. James and
Henrietta A. Dorner, ot Robert
Teller Sons & Dorner, music print- Mayor-elect Robert E. Lamberton
J.,

of

ers,

died Nov. 19 in Atlantic High-

lands, N. J.

are the latest to accept invitations
for the Variety Club's'Shindig,

l i

Maney's ofYice along with Jack
Toohey.
Leonard Goldenson and I^eon Netter to Detroit to confer with Earl
Hudson and others in the United
Detroit Theatre setup on local problem.s. Chry.sler strike, etc.

N. Y. Financial Writers' Assn. show
Dec. 15 a complete sellout already,
nearly 1.000 tickets having been sold.

Gporgle Price, former comedian, now
a Wall St broker, again staging.
The Ira Genets (Georgette Carncal) to the Coast this week, more
or less permanently.
He's a

WB

writer and just flnished a documentary film on Alaska for Warners in
collaboration with the U.S. Govt.
Louis Armstrong on successive

in

suburban Sheraden. Company has
long-term
lease
on
old

Sl Louis

taken

Sharadd Temple dance auditorium
and will remodel it into a modern
650-seater.
Should be ready for occupancy by March 1.
Other new spots which have
opened in territory this month include Opera House, Waynesburg,
which Larry Puglia and his sister,
Mrs. Rose Pishionery, are operating;
Arco in Burgeltslown, which has a
new name, the Keith, and a new
owner, R. Keith Chambers; and the
New Ligonier by Alex Alexas. Latter is a 700-seater made over from
an old garage building.

By Sam X. Hurst

40c 'Ceiling*

28.

Wednesday (29) and tomorKeith Chamber.*!, formerly manrow (Thursday), makes his bow in ager of the Palace here, and prior to
Uvo Broadway opuses-^'Swingin' the that manager of the State, East
niRhts.

.

Dream.' at the Center, and as headliner of the new Cotton Club revue.

Pittsburgh

'

Liverpool, has reopened the former
Arco,
BurgetUslown. Pa., as the
Keith. House has. been modernized
and newly equipped.
It was formerly operated by George Clair,

who withdrew some weeks

Memphis
By Harry Martin

Robert D. Garden, 88, father of
Louis Adamic lectured here MonLyric, downtown, shuttered for Mary Garden, former operatic diva, day night
(27).
several years, reopened.
died in Aberdeen, Scotland, Nov. 19.
Little Theatre precms 'Susan and
Karl P. Auer, footer with the St.
God' next Monday (4).
Louis symph, suffered fractured hip
Memphis Symph lured 2,000 for its
in fall.
debut concert of .season, with EuDavid Greenman, son of Harry
genia Buxton, pianist, guesting.
Greenman, manager of the Esquire,
Mid-South Fair's official report
learning the biz.
Has started as
.Continued from pace 3_
lists profit for annual, expo at $7,937.
usher in the new deluxe nabe.
Shawn's male terpers booked
Herman Wobber, 20th-Fox exec, marcation against higher admissions. forTed
Dec. 16 under auspices of Tristopped here for huddle with W. J. Exhibs also charge that it holds back
State Dancing Teachers A.s.sociation.
Rupper, divisional manager, and theatres, charging 35c, and all down
Ella Fitzgerald' renewing acquainBenny Reingold, local branch manthe line; consequently, not just pre- tances on Beaie street in one-night
ager.
.stand at Church Park auditorium.
Rita Rio, Marie Wilson and Toby venting the 40c house from raising
Chick Webb fronted band, last time
Wing personated at opening of the its admittance fee.
Rio. $150,000 deluxe nabe in North
Even a Sc tilt in admissions for it was here.
Town has gone nuts over bingo.
St. Louis. This is the second deluxe subsequent run theatres would mean
Big
games on tap at local clubs and
nabe to be opened in a month here. much to the industry because spread
.several churches nearly every night
William C. Murphy, assistant su- out
over 10,000 or more houses. Thus, in week. Attendanri ranges up to
perintendent of Municipal Auditorium, suffered fractures of right leg it becomes a real talking point in 2,000 and the theatres are baffled.
Variety Club finally got its main
and left wrist when hit by auto. He any move to better returns in the

.

Chambers' .Addition
Canton, O., Nov.

Joseph Popkin, 65, father of Henry
M. Popkin, Los Angeles theatre operator, died there Nov. 19.

is

ago.

in City hospital.

film business.

charity project opened.

A

hospital

Present lax is listed as a war levy .station preserving and distributing
Hugo Schick, who thumped a
milk
to
needy brats.
piano at the old Delmonte and Lib- which brings up the point that thea- mother's
erty theatres here, and also was a tres now have many additional taxes Medicos predict .saving of 100 lives
C, Nov. 28.
member of the Municipal Opera na- and that the present European war- first year.
Hot Mikado pencilled into the
L. W. (Free) Reynolds, manager tive cast, is directing the orch at the
Nixon for Xmas week.
is responsible for any urge 10 make
New 'Ice Follies' opens week's en- of the Colonial, Kannapolis, resigned Grand, a burlesk house downtown.
thj 10% tax more lenient.
gagement at Duquesne Garden, Dec. to enter auto business at Charleston,
Kansas City
Strong angle, which has been overS. C.
S. D. Trincher, supervi.sOr of
looked in past discussion of the adBy John W. Qoinn
Variety Club will hold formal in- Legendre chain, operating in the
Minneapolis
mission tax, is that lifting the start-•itallation of 1940 officers on Monday Carolinas, in charge temporarily.
inlevel for the 10',;, .sock would
By Les Rces
(4).
Pal Rooney. Jr.. and Herman Timmean better business in every di- bcrg. Jr., to Florida after their week
Jack Lear, of MCA in New York,
Rebuilding 2 Razed Clnemax
flew in for Johnny Long's opening at
Spartanburg, S. C, Nov. 28.
Gordon Greene, Minnesota theatre vision of the trade. This in turn at the Tower.
the Chatterbox.
would be reflected in income taxes
Katharine Cornell skedded for a
Rialto, recently burned in Union, head, recovered from flu.
Local musicians Sally LaPerch and S. C, fire, will be rebuilt, owners
Orrin Tucker orch pencilled into paid by individual officials in the onc-nighter of 'No Time for Comedy'
Tommy Noll have given -Happy Fel- announce. HoOse loss estimated at Orpheum week of Dec. 29.
business, higher surtaxes, taxation in the Music Hall. Dec. 6.
lon their notice.
recently
also
Resident theatre readying 'Of Mice
Florence,
$60,000..
Sylvan Leff, Universal salesman, or lindistributed proflits and others.
Helene Ward has gone to Miami to burned with $30,000 loss, will be re- wed to Evelyn Shapiro of Montreal.
and Men,' with Grayson Enloe as
The old plea of those who would Lcnnie.
rejoin her sister and dancing part- built.
'Murder in Old Red Barn' in 13th
beginning Dec. 4.
not alter the tax is that it would
ner, Betty Ward.
Philharmonic orch patrons treated
R. B. Talbert, Wilby-Kincey's city week in West Hotel Moorish Room.
Trumpet, player Red Borland qtiit- manager, has announced shift from
Katharine Cornell, in 'No Time for cut 0(1 a heavy portion of the in- to performance of Bali and Java balHowever, let dancers as a bonus concr-rt.
ling Eddy Brandt's outfit to join vaudeville and tab shows to name Comedy,' scheduled for Lyceum Dec. take from this taxation.
Henry Busse's band.
it is dubious if this wouM be mateorchestras. Recent bookings include 15-16.
Les Durland, formerly with MonoFred Spooner back in town again, Clyde McCoy. Russ Morgan, Isham
Gene Meredith, of Warners, at- rially lower because it is generally gram exchange, on the booking desk
this time ahead of Ethel Waters' Jones and others.
tended two turkey raffles and won recognized
Charles
Universal,
replacing
that
exhibitors
have at
'Mamba's Daughters.*
Cherokee Amu.-:. Co., Tennes.see, at both.
fought shy of raising their .scale Oliver.
Bob Chester's orch supplanting
Little Joe Hart band held over at
Hal Kemp auditioned more than has purchased New Madison and
above the 40c taxable level because the Pla-Mnr ballroom. Orrin Tucker
100 femme singers here but couldn't Princess theatres, Marshall, N. C. Lawrence Welk at the Minnesota
of handicap on their operating over- and Rus.<. Morgan
"nd a single prospect,
set for one-night-,
Both are dark, pending- moderniza- Terrace.
Auger Bros, repertory out of the head-.
John W. McCall and John Hoover, tion.
crs there soon.

By Hal Cohen
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